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Palatine's Dr. Bennett detained

Arrest Rev. Lindstrom in Paris
Two northwest suburban
clergyman were arrested yesterday in Paris, France, after
they picketed in front of the international conference center
where the Vietnam peace talks
are being conducted on Thurs-'

The Rev. Lindstrom, 30, of
203 E. Camp McDonald Rd.,

days.

Laos

Prospect Heights, leader of the
"Remember the Pueblo Com-

Paris police after they were
seen marching with placards
which called for an end to negotiations and a victory for

mittee from his home head-

America in South Vietnam.

quarters in Prospect Heights,
and Dr. Phillip Bennett, 34, of

The pair originally went to
Paris to try to obtain the re-

told news reporters that he had

Palatine,

lease of American prisoners in

were

arrested

by

Home building continues
to decline in suburbs
Housing activity continued
its decline in February in the
Chicago area, with the number

of building permits issued for
single-family houses reaching
its lowest February level since
the post -World War II period.

According to the Bell Fed-

eral Savings survey of new
building for February, permits
issued for houses totalled 505
in the six -county metropolitan
area, a 62 per cent drop from
the 1,333 permits issued in
1969.

Permits for apartment units,

which dropped to the lowest

cent in Chicago, 46 per cent in
the suburbs and 88 per cent in
unincorporated areas, according to the Bell survey.

in unincorporated areas, from

TOTAL BUILDING per-

ue of house permits issued,

mit values for all types of construction, including residential, commercial and industrial, decreased 36 per cent from

$113.4 million to $72.0 million.

Total

permit

values

dropped 28 per cent in Chicago, 40 per cent in the suburbs and 51 per cent in unincorporated areas.

The City of Chicago reported 21 single-family house per-

Heights was seventh and Rolling Meadows ninth. South

Holland was first, issuing 21
house permits during February with a total value of
$614,400.

The seasonally adjusted annual housing rate for February
showed some improvement

ing the same month last year, a
reduction of 61 per cent.

ago. Houses decreased 65 per
cent in the suburbs, from

Apartments declined 62 per

1,040 to 368, and 58 per cent

ing units, compared to the

mits, compared to 18 a year

equivalent rate of 19,104 units

Real estate tax exemption,
taxing problemlor many
The homestead real estate

It's gone. Alexander Mitchell, owner of Mitchell's Electric, 4 E. Northwest Hwy., finds that the
mailbox has disappeared from the corner of Main and Northwest Hwy. Reporters from the
Prospect Day office at 117 S. Main also made the same discovery and after inquiring at the Post
Office Tuesday were told that the mailbox was scooped up along with 14 inches of snow, when
village snow plows came down Northwest Hwy. last week. 'The mail box is expected to be replaced
as soon as the village fixes the pavement. (Photo by Rick Lewis)

Teichert proclaims toda
as 'Census Day' in village
THE PROCLAMATION
states that, "The information
collected in the census serves

needs for public service," were
also included as advantages for
both the village and individual

Day:' for Mount Prospect, in
conjunction with the April I
beginning of the 19th Decennial Census of the United

many useful purposes, including, apportionment of
representation in Congress

An added advantage for the
village was stated, "the accur-

States.

measurement of the economic
purchasing
well-being and

Mount

Mayor

Prospect's

Robert D. Teichert has protoday

claimed

as

"Census

The mayor's proclamation,
issued yesterday, urges. "All
citizens to co-operate fully
during the month of April with

and other legislative bodies,

power of communities and
their inhabitants."

residents.

acy and completeness of the
census for the village of Mount
Prospect will determine its

other financial aid to states, were sent by mail this week
and determination of future and are to be filled out and
returned as soon as possible.
Postage -paid envelopes have

American household, according to District
Director,
Charles LaPlante.

The answers to questions
will tell us about people, said
LaPlante. He said such questions

as

what geographical

area one lives, how many are
homeowners, how much each
person earns and what they do
fora living, would be asked of
residents.

mailing.

Census takers will call on

insure that the "informational
needs of government, and
through it, of the people, are
adequately met in the most ef-

ficient manner;" and second,
to avoid duplicate, unnecessary, or burdensome reports.

AS SET forth in the law, the

census bureau has rigid criteria for its queries. Every

were asked in the 1960, 1950
and 1940 census, he said. Such
continuity
provides com-

parative data for the country
that can be obtained in no oth-'
er way.
Congress gave the Secretary
of Commerce and the Director
of the Census the authority for
determining the questions and

the preparation of the quesLaPlante

said.

THE CENSUS BUREAU-

those families who do not return the forms or who return
incomplete ones.

By law all employes of the
Census Bureau are required to

keep confidential all information about individuals reported in a census.

senior citizens who have al-

pastor of the Prospect Heights

munist embassies in Europe.
When the two arrived at the
site of their arrest in the morning, there was only a caretaker

Church of Christian Liberty.
Dr. Bennett is dean of Tollard's Institute, a liberal arts

Chairman for

college run by the church.

in

The Rev. Mr. Lindstrom
said his "Remember the Pueblo" group, American Legion

The Rev. Mr. Linstrom indicated that there was a lan-

posts and other groups will
hold a "victory march" Sun-

guage barrier between the police and the two clergy who did

day in Washington.

SIMON
SUBURB:
SAYS
It's all right to be a gentleman but it's a handicap in a

traffic jam.

Republican legislators
join in Juckett dinner
Eighty-eight of his 92 Re-

publican colleagues have

cials.

"The committee has agreed

chairmen of the April 29 testimonial dinner planned for
Rep. Robert Juckett (R -4th).

that putting the officials out

Many have agreed
present for the event.

to

among the people is a far better
plan. This is the way my dinner

was handled two years ago,
and I think it's a unique and
The dinner will be held at attractive feature. The digniHenrici's grand ballroom and taries enjoy it more this way,

convention

center

at

be

the

O'Hare Inn, Mannheim and

too."
Proceeds from the

Higgins, Rosemont. Sponsor is

Heights is Ralph lsacksen, 12
W.
Kenilworth,
Prospect

the Citizens for Juckett Com-

Heights.

Park Ridge.

The chairmen will lead volunteers in each community on
a campaign to seek funds and
to remind the residents of the
ifnportance of early detection
of cancer through an annual

"1 have asked the citizens
committee to place the digni-

for re-election.
Area legislators listed as
honorary chairmen include

taries

scattered

Rep. Arthur E. Simmons (R -

throughout the room," Juckett said. "I personally don't
like the 'head table' arrange-

4th), Sen. John W. Carroll (R 4th), Rep. David J. Regner (R 3d) and Sen. John Graham (R -

health check-up.

ment, whereby no one gets to

3d).

mittee, with headquarters in

at

tables

will help offset legislative expenses and provide funds for
Juckett's upcoming campaign

2,000 motorists stopped by overturned truck
4

At least 2,000 unhappy motorists were held up for over an
hour yesterday afternoon

when a truck overturned at
Rand and Gregory Rds. in an
unincorporated area of Mount
Prospect, to avoid hitting a car
making a left turn. Brider told
police he swerved to avoid hitting the car, went up onto the
curb, and then the truck rolled

Jan. 1, 1970, Theroux said,
and must live on the property

over.

Because of the spilled gaso-

is

line from the truck, the position of the truck, and the two

asked. He must either be sole

owner or joint tenant with his

tow trucks that worked to right

(or her) spouse. Persons owining property jointly with a son,
daughter or anyone other than

the truck, the traffic on Rand
was backed up for miles.

their spouses are not eligible,

Catch 3
juveniles
in shoplifting

he said.

groups and individuals should
call the park office at 255 -

to answer the census questions,

Hwy. The lack of park facilities made it necessary to turn
away many people who wanted
to play.
Although several teams
have already registered for the

program, there are still open-an agency of the Department
ings for play in the Monday,
of Commerce -may include no
Tuesday and Wednesday
question unless it conforms to
guidelines established by Conleagues.
Men may register up until 5
gress in the Federal \ Reports
by the Government, and not
--Act of 1942, he said: --p.m. May 8 at the park district-.
-for any other purpose:-

Three juveniles were caught

by a security agent Monday
afternoon allegedly trying to
smuggle a plastic model auto

A truck that overturned yesterday afternoon in order to avoid hitting an auto making a left turn
at Rand and Gregory Rds. in an unincorporated area of Mount Prospect, held up more than 2,000
motorists for more than an hour. The driver of the truck was not injured. (Photo by Dan Balas).

5380.

kit in a used shopping bag out
the
Turnstyle Department

store at 444 E. Rand, Arlington Heights. Police turned the
3 boys over to their parents.

Elk Grove Twp. OKs road, bridge fund

Last year 425 men on 25
teams played iq the three "under the lights" leagues at
Meadows Park on Northwest

dinner

Prospect

10 QUALIFY, a . citizen
must have been 65 on or before
for which the exemption

talk with any of the public offi-

agreed to serve as honorary co-

60602.

pate this year.

said LaPlante. It also prohibits
every census employe and the
census bureau itself from di gaging any information about
individuals reported in a census. The government asks the
public to provide certain information in order to prepare statistical data which are needed

-

Mrs. A. Richard Steffens, 214
S. Forrest, Arlington Heights.

The Rev. Mr. Lindstrom is

said that they were not Com-

so must use the new form,

again be $100 to cover all costs
of the program. Interested

The law requires everyone

from the $1,500 exemption at
homeowner, depending on the
tax rate.

With the new lighted ball
census statistics to guide them diamond at Kopp Park, on
in allocating schools, in pro- Dempster and Linneman Rds.,
viding transportation facilities the park director says more
and public utilities for their men should be able to partici-

other localized problems.

through the month.

that we would not do it again."

Registration open in park
district's softball leagues

Local governments rely on

medied, and in solving many

citizens to take advantage of
the tax break provided by the

exemption application
form, he said. Although those

office at the Mount Prospect
Community Center, 600 SeeGwun, Mount Prospect.
Team sponsorship fees will

residents, in pinpointing.housing conditions that must be re-

July 1 and he urged all eligible

about $100 for the average

ready applied will not need to
apply again, those who have
not yet applied and wish to do

American Cancer Society be-

-Deed or other proof of sade in Arlington Heights is

THE BOARD OF appeals
recently changed the homestead

The 1970 educational and

Appointed to lead the cru-

-A recent tax bill.

homestead exemption. He estimated the savings resulting

Board of Appeals.

Registration is open for the
Mount Prospect Park District's men's softball leagues,
which will begin play May 18.

question included in a census
must be of proven broad public interest and one that people
generally can answer, he said.

MOST OF THE questions

tionnaire,

been included for the return

This act has two objectives,
according to LaPlante. One, to

the Cook County

cations should be mailed to:
Cook County Appeals Board,
Room 337, County Building,
118 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

resporisibility of this most important work."

gan today and will continue

Theroux said the exemption, which lowers equalized
assessed valuations of real

CENSUS QUESTIONAIRES

"Allotment of certain fed-

-PROOF OF AGE, such as
a Medicare card.

Theroux said the deadline
for filing the application is

dled by

Cancer Society
drive opens
fund raising crusade of the

ownership.

estate by $1,500, is being han-

Bell survey.

cation form, copies of the following must be submitted,
Theroux said:

roux, Wheeling Twp.' assessor.

which is available at township
offices, Theroux said.
When completed, the appli-

eral and state tax revenues and

The 19th Decennial Census
of the United States, which begins today, will ask population
and housing questions of every

homeowners over 65 about
$100 on their tax bills next
year, is causing some confusion among senior citizens
applying for the exemption,
according to Marshall The -

population rank among other
communities in the country."

those who are charged with the

1970 census
begins today

tax exemption, which can save

for January, according to the

clergymen were being released, "we assured the police

country ' s. government although he did not say from
where the officials came he

the scene.

falo Grove fourth, Arlington

finally released. The Rev. Mr.
Lindstrom said that as the two

been in touch with officials of
the French government and
other officials outside the

survey.

Schaumburg was second, Buf-

held at the station for about
three hours before they were

The Rev. Mr. Lindstrom

275 to 116, according to the
Of the top 10 suburbs in val-

not speak French and as a result, they were taken to the police station in Paris. They were

being held in Peking.

the center, but within a
short while, police arrived on

from the low level reached in
January, the survey said. Permits were issued at an annual
rate equivalent to 32,040 hous-

1967, numbered
1,249, compared to 3,186 dur-

level since

and Roman Catholic

Bishop James Walsh who is

Gripe
Of The

(
(,:w

Day
When a customer hands
you a biD, rolled to the size
of a pencil, during the busiest time of your day.

NJ.B.

The Elk Grove Township,
Board of Auditors last night
voted to approve the proposed
Road and Bridge Fund Budget

for the 1970-71 fiscal year as
submitted by Elk Grove
Township Highway Commissioper Ronald Bradley. The

will jump from $15,000 during
the 1969-70 fiscal year qq,
the increase in maintenance of
roads, ' which will increase

Bradley

indicated

crease entirely for labor.

Meetings

Tonight

there

$3,000 this year with the in- probably would be a 15 to 20

cern repairs to machinery,
$151,000, which is $10,600 ' $500; administration, $1,100;
and street lights and signs,
more than the last fiscal year.
The two major increases in $500.
The -money for --the new
-the-- budget concern -the -purbe

budget was levied last year,
said Bradley, and is currently

being collected by the ,town.-'
$20,500 this fiscal year, araf ''ship collector.

Other increases will con.:

new fiscal year begins today.

The new budget will

chase of machinery, which

per cent loss in collection but

Mount Prospect Plan
Commission study meet-

the $38,000 carry over from

ing, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

last year would insure enough
funds to meet the budget.

Mount Prospect Board
of Health, Village Hall; 8

Elk Grove Township has
24 -plus miles under its jurisdiction.
- - - - -

p.m.
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Rep. Reg er readies own
bill on private sch 1 id
By Richard Crobb

call Mr an appropriation to
widen and deepen the conk

Springfield todty to attend Mt
opening session of the 1970
meeting of the state legislature, ready with his own plan

stitutional...

to Illinois 83. It is the fourth
phase of improvement wok

random
citizens in his district. Theme-

pdvate

turn is already a surprising 28
per cent, indicating high pub-

hb np.
Foach has an important advantage over the other plans
being proposed, including the

lie interest in the question of

for

public

schools.
Regner

qn c

aid

to

believes

Gov.

by

advocated

Ogilvie. Regis. is sure that his
solution to the problem is constitutional. He A almost equally enure that the other plans are
1101.

Tic 3d District represent:,
tin, whose district extends
from western Des Plaines to

lade&
REGNER IIAS other bills
to place before the General Assembly. This session to be de-

voted to the budget and other
financial matters. Even if the
ton against consideration of

Grow bilk., a multbinillion

general

turer

cation.
Rep. Regncr has reedy six
bills to file with the legislature
One of them provides for mom
strict control over the raMdly
!expanding drug traffic. An881111 provides for financing

mother segment of thence
proving of Weller Creels. Sin
this bill is largely concerned

°Mo for the training of lood

of an

mg Tecr'''ilin'';r1'3.01:1717];

4' arc
tly

who

*0'10
12 social
pledged

vestigatMn agent,
Because

At a meeting of Al Wheel-

3 in sororities
...31.4.135.ruc

sorodlies

during the university'. spring

'Talarming

rise of thefts, the corporation

rush program.

360 op

has selected 12 out

The twee are

plicants for the job of making
precise checks of equipment

001910c0 x,,,..09-

ton Heights, Alpha Phi, Eliza-

stocks and outgoing shipments

and to make background in - beds Peck, 433 S. Belmont Av.,
with financing, it too might ed vestigations of those seeking
Arlington Heights, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, and Rebwrat
jobs with the firm.
rape a ban on general matters.
Thomas Fulrath, Arripmes
1111 Regner bill certain to
307 Cathy La' Mc."'
MM. Gamma
R most statewide attention is industrial relations directoe
h6 proposal for granting stab said, °The newly -formed se LL
income tax exemptions to farm curity academy under Harry
W. Croon, former FBI agent,
alien paying tuition to send
their children to private ale- is being studied forpossiblem- loatd in lawrem. Keno.
mentry and secondary pension to other plants."
Harvey Johnson, operating
schools.a
Rep. Regocr sees his plan as director of the Chicago Crime
being practical, easy m carry commission, told the new men
David S. Vida, son or Mr.
-Thy key of the whole probout and constitutional.
"I AM IN full sympathy,- km of thefts -a problem which end Mrs. Norman A. Vida,
ultimately sends , costa and. 1202 S. Sunset Rd., Mount
says Regner, "with families
junior at Whtton
who wish to send their chil- threatens business and indrcn to private schools, but I dusty growth --is being es - College in Wheaton, Ills has
been awarded semester honors
limply do not believe that tt is picious."
ach,...cnt
Croon said this his men for se
constitutional to make public
during the first semester.
id
available to private have also been trained Wale.
-

Wins honors

Suburb an JA to showeas

la

16 mini -firms April 6®8
Junior Achievement Center.
744 Center St., Des Plaino

CREATIVE ENTER-

sponsored by Union Oil Compony, Palatine:
Qualiton, president, Mike

will hold an Open House April

PRISES, president, Greg Car-

Georgen of St. Motor High

641 between 7 pear. and 9 p.m.

rot of 9, Viater High School,

for vitsitorS to se how I6jum
ior .hicycnient, minketm

sponsored by Fastcx Division

School, sponsored by Moto.
rola, Inc Schaumburg:

of the Illinois Tool Works in
Des Plain.;

SOUL Company, presi-

11.

Suburban

Northwest

ponies are operated.

More than 250 higt school
sophomores and juniors from
the Northwest suburban area
have been operating the b
for

nesses

the

past

seven

months and will be displayi,
their work at the open house.

Visitors will see actual product

Northwest Suburban area,

D.O.T., president. Eileen
Lydon of Prospect High
School. sponsored by United
Air Lines, Elk Grove,
Dual Producb, president,

Tom Edinger of Notre Dame
High School. sponsored by
Weber Marking Systems, Inc.,
Mount Prospect,

manufacturing, finished

products on display, the work
and essembly arca and differ-

ent Ms. of manufacturing
equipment.

dent, Torn Morin of Fremd
High School, sponsored by
City Product , D
Lunar Enterpris., president, Dan Flavin of Hersey
High School, sponsored by

THE COMPANIES workBrun -la, president of leri
DeCarlo of Elk Groan High
sponsored

by

the

Charles Bruning Company If
Mount Prospect:

c PRESIDENT,.

rho

1970
and

bridge budget of S394.76E1.82
6a- sapproved.,
7,0.,b

Lawmma
Carrozza, Wheeling Township
highway commissioner, the
xe. 5009e 0 record but in

o- mm

.

orate.._64.

v-

the

and lax

levyvArlingtonArlingtont

herd ethet'"Ilned'oinP.Ihe'boulli4.1.7

nems from moderat mono mi. in the new budget cons-

burg;
Young Ideas, president,
paid Ries of Frond High
School, sponsored by Ekco
Containers, Inc.:Wheeling.,

dent, Kathy Kugel of Prospea High School, sponsored
by Illinois Bell Telephone, ,

the second largest item in the

new budget. New road construction is budgeted for
919,500.
,Carrozza told the elcenaa at

the Monday evening meeting
that the new romla added in
Wheeling Township in 1969
brought the total to more than

highways.

Weeds

Enjoy ROPY hour
In ow
MON Minn PAT

tee PROSPECTOP,

46 w

dear.
ier,ry
Ono Pololho

Amsawd
ihrough

have thieeiicfnmuk,nadg Too.itgon.f

The library Ins begun to
subscribe to a magnetite for
senior citizens, called 91.1.-

books with enlarged type The
books were printed especially
for people who need to read

vest Years..

bract print, but the texts ere.

FOR LONGER

MI Cocktails

PrENgloN 99.9,9

Rel. naMpon Heigh, Kamm
60016

sourspom rams
weak. boom dolhoro
woo U.S. moll
60.00

ja.

is
o

mom,

nno7:ntdrT:r,704

Open Daily at 11:30 A.M.

St. OtOrge 4 the Dragon
RAND & DUNDEE ROE., PALATINE, ILL.

*1

Pm Reservations Call 358-1232

of the s me nature which we
continue to receive is 'modcm Maturity... This periodical

5 pan.

OPEN! SUNDAYS!
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE .... 9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

comes out every month, and is
accompanied by a news butte-

big game hunting in the Canadiva 001001. the prairie pron.
ince of Saskatchewan, and
winter in Ontario.

SPECIAL ON ARMSTRONG

films from Canada are about

11111:1 as well in ben. defined

facilities rental policy. and 6,
indeed, exploration of 1001.
liana' education possibilities

Madras
Pinehurst

24'

Textured

26' ,91,

Georgian

220

'Cumplex

"here's

.

.

.

Spht of
Champagne
$8 25
NORTHRELD

Highway Salm

Admiral Lawnmower

Bess Hardware &Sports

PALATINE

ITASCA

Zimmer Hardware

Like Park Garden Center

ROSELLE
Ace Hardware

SCHAUMBURG
G Bee & Mower- -

each school prinehml." said

0011m00. pad Ii
hand.
0110. He plans an open house
for campaign workers on Sun

day. April S.
His background includes 15

wars of personnel work. efforts for the Randle,. Hind
Assn..

.F

-2

HERITAGE WALNUT

D & E MEDITERRANEAN OAK
4xElx3/4"-

$15.49

PREFINISHED PANELING
0161100/410

PURCHASE
OR OVER

$3.50
3.98
FREE
DELIVERY!

4x7

The coommition is being
held nationwide end one boy
from every state ,d from ten

4x8

14 mobile launcher: :necnsiun

foreign countries will be se-

of the knack ombilaal Inner,
and entrance to the Apollo
command and lunar module

The Seri. 600 eamorger designer combined with the Gerber plotter wig drew 800 incho per
minute at ai accuracy of MOM 1:1 an inch. Donald Collins, assistant ref or architectural
of coMpUter design so that they
Whin,. a Harper College, teaches students the complicated

lectcd.

simulators.

pill

SY

staff members.

Melvin lohmon, director of
the district's in.service train-

40 -minute

program

"This Atomic 1Vorki," soonsand by the Atomic Energy
Commission and presented by
Nodbern Illinois University.

will. be given Monday, April
13 at 8:30 p.m. in William
Frernd High School, 1000 S.
Rd.,

Palatine

end

Ronald Kaufman, Arli,
ton High social studies teach ill do interdisciplimuy
graduate ark in Ali, studies
at Northewastern Illinois State

University.

SALE

z1

STARTS

SALE ENDS

0.,g)

APRIL 11th

APRIL 2nd

-5436:110.1Arrunia,ANS
Son.v e.m.io 3 Pm,

12

Rea

14

$1 09

214 - 16

sr 26

Yo'' AC 1000 ONE SIDE $4.29

Reg $26 95

Ft

%' AC 1010 vet sore $7.49

INSULATION

GYPSUM

OWENS/CORNING

Dozens of uses. A
sturdy backing.

FIBERGLAS
3 XIS

mc 94 38

ROLL

$371

3/8" 4x8'

37

Reg. $1.77
6 x15 BATT

IIEG.$5 34

1/22s

$499

$149

4x8'
Reg. $1.89

WICHES PRE -FINISHED MEMO

lo.

1001 E Miner St., Arlington

choThegy

Heights.

foor staff nsambe, sea
receive conmensation equal it

VINYLFACE®

NANTUCKET MAPLE..$5.77 REG. $7.49

ond leacher pen,. (Piot '1,

A unique new panel that com-

SUMMER SAND

men arc ohligmed to return ti
the Ointriet at Mc end of
sabbatical accepting position

bines the strength of wood
with the durability and easy
care features al vinyl. Beauii-

avalahle. If they do men return

fast dark oak or/lining.

their 1970.71 minimum 1,11,11ry

The pcomem. presented by
Ovoid L. Davis. a faculty auks -

tont in MLA physics departWent, will explain the structore of atoms, the operation of
nuclear reactors. radiation,
fission and fusion.

$ 88
a yard
54" wide

4'XIT
REG.$5.98

Save now on values up
to $14 95 a yard Get
ready for Spring.

PAINT & LADDER HEADQUARTERS
WI/MOTE. ULTRA

s

kachen

INTERIOR LATEX

come a pleasure when

ot

rounded by this line cabinetry.

OFF

4..0.

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
PANELING ACCESSORIES!

WICHES HITCHES CABINETS

1

.1.98

CHAMPION ELM ...'.04.49 Trilg

they must reimburse the dig
trice

410499

Wickes finest. Com-

AL.

$7.99

stately washable.

Lustrous furniture finish.

WIXCOTEW ULTRA $ zip)
352

EXTERIOR LATEX

30 IN. RANGE HOOD:0E01.A, ... $20.95
91.88
CEILING VENTILATOR
H.P. DISPOSER 961400

CLOSE - OUT SALE

snug REG $39.10

WI:MOTE. ULTRA s -c 99
LATEX SEMI -GLOSS Ano,,

SHOP AND COMPARE THE VALUES
ON OUR COMPLETE LINE OF LADDERS!

10% OFF ON BUILT-IN APPLIANCES

24" QUIN G LAVATO RU

FLOOR AND CEILING BEAUTY

Here's a combination that will make any
bathroom more exciting and pleasurable.
Includes a smart looking 24. sequin top
and 18" built-in round lavatory.

CEILING TILE
9c

DECORATOR WHITE

ACOUSTICAL

PE, 101/21

111A,.,REG. 131e

$3888

FLOOR TILE
SURE-STIK

VINYL ASBESTOS

01/(4,

REr$M5B1.40

280 n. 35,
$599

m
...OS CARTS

MAKE WICKES YOUR FLOOR &
CEILING TILE HEADQUARTERS

REVERSE TRAP CLOSET

°20.88 M6526.79

MEDICINE CABINET #F305

$17.88 nre.tones

40 GALLON GAS WATER HEATER $50.95 em. 056.95

PHONE: 537-7212

`THIMBLE
514 E NW HWY MT PROSPECT CL5-7141

Doi

79c
94c

TO

From the ground ep Maim te the place for your lumber
and building wooly need+ Shown are only if levee the
many sayings you II find at Wickes Shop end rove come into Wickes today!

toward a second master, tlegrce. He will enroll full-time
at Northwestern University,
studying guidance and psy-

PANEL

ESTIMATES

$1 997
lIM Sq

Keith Weiss. Prow, High

SUSPENDED CEILING

18° sq. ft.

/il' AC cow on mu $3.29

art teacher. will pursue studies

4 x 7 $5.60

2 x 4 TEXTURED FASHION TONE
2 x 4 GEORGIAN TEMLOCK

2x9

15' COX SHEATHING $3.39

for years of wear

Reg 65c

Each

PLYWOOD

Ruggsd aluminum

trammed

to exact lengths

ROYAL ELM
o

SIDING

STUDS
Precision

DIMENSION

experimental
provarious
grams in affective education.

Atom program
for high schools

to program the repetitive elements Ore handing.

59C

he will attend.

Mg Program. Plans m work at
Trinity College. Deerfield. His
sabbatical willullow him lis bus

aisle

SEE WICKES COMPLETE LINE OF BUILDING MATERIALS

transportation because their
walk moo were hazardous.

yet determined which school

Fred Gorman, latin and
Frotch teacher at Elk Grove
High Snook will take couises
in foreigd la,uage education

y he

DO

thin.

GOLDEN)-'

crship. community service and
science interests.

one-half million pound Crawler Rocket Transporter for an
inspection while in notion,
special briefing on the Apollo

:trams nn busing youngsters
who live within a mile 011,1
loaf front 011001. but needed

$5.10.
$5.82

EaP

emensments)

11,,Thiln11`1"1:1,ha'roo rea7

Highlights of the seminar
will include boarding the 6 and

when the board began 3011901.

HARDWOOD PLYWOODS

$14.34

the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.

DIE RECANIE deeply inwith DiNI. 214 issues

$8.64

4.8,w $13.44

program.

the Boy Scouts of America and

vol

D & E ANTIQUE BIRCH
4 x7 x1/4".
$7,50

WALNUT -BIRCH:OM -MAHOGANY Y"1144"

with every phew of the space

He mu the firm resident to
file Miners fur the hoard dec.

I PAIR

D & E WALNUT

cooperation

and

approved for four District 214

DOORS,

4 x 8 x1/4"

in

the St. Edna 51,8 ('Itch.

come involved tiro -hood with

sq. ft.

Fini had
M !dings
to match your
paneling.

Foundation

with the Explorer Division of

Schiffhauer to 0161100 eandi.

UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS

All Hardware

The wino°. will be flown to qr4i

soml by the Pepsi -Cola Co. Cape Kennedy for the week.
end the Hugh O'Brian Youth. long seminar that will deal

dal& nights. on door to door

.

$15.00
GLENVIEW

and the 101110101111111011 10 110111

including

4x8- 009000100

ADDISON

hoard to back administration

Florida from July 12 to Ili.
The seminar is being spun-

management of Mmene Griffin. an attorney, will take

and the humanities. He has not

Tuesday, April 28 at KM p.m.
in SI iner Junior High School.

CAFE

4x7-

dinnerforiwe

for. the

Boy Scouts of America, require each applicant to write
cssay of 40$ words or lass
on 'What is Man's DRUM in

Schiffbaucr stressed.
His campaign. 11111110 1101

Sabbaticd leaves fur the
1970.71 school year have been

two months. They are Vita.
of Upper Canada"
d I
"rouse Hunt,. and "Some

Pr

need

to be chosen as participants in
space seminar at NASA's
Kennedy Space Center in

[quibble
Applications
through local offices of the

S bb tie 1 leaves approved

241/2',c, f,

are Sunfishes"

a

sonal ilIOIVI110111. Schiffhauer
elaborated,

On April I, three new films
will be available for another

just turn the
Key electric starting
key. Great for the gals. RHSE-121 regu.
lar $19995 NOW $17495

Serstings Gorden Center

new and better yaws of educe Min, 4. salmy rim:sal:Wong. 5.

Maximum benefit from the 150

Quentin

CEILING TILE 12"a12"a1/2"

This month's 6ram color

8, Free

ELMHURST
Ace Hardware

SCIIIIMMAUER SEES six
prime issuer facing Dist.'214:
1. discipline. Z. financing. 3.

°ALSO. YOU must all the

The

The magazine presents the still identical to the original
answers to some of older books.
These can be found on the
people's most pressing probinto soeial security, reties. enlarged -type shelvo in the
men, housing, medical qua- adult reading mon,
The library is open weak tions, tax. and travel and .
days 9 a.m.-9 p.m, Satuniay 9
marring
ANOITIER MAGAZINE a.m.-5 p.m. and Sunday 2 pm,

MT PROSPECT

Ost.

reading

PLANTES LAWN EOUIPT INC.
NORTH AURORA ILL

Lawn 6 Garden Spot
Lawn Equipment Dotnbotom

business

Young men interested in
science, who will be finishing
their Sophomore year in high
school this spring, are eligible

for Dist. 214 staffers

ibt funny Plea for food art Fun

Id world navigator's

68

(ces, RIR

Mmorchoul or.. 10 con%

Seeman:P.m for Two

I

the

world. Education must can.
Madly evaluate looming techniques and the objections set
fora school district.

The

Dragon Lounge

4. .Vv"'

BARRINGTON

in

dollar. Communicntion h im.
ponant..0 must 110 open between the hard and the ad.
ininistratiou and the general
public."

Wheeling Township Hell at
IMO E. Northwest Highway,
Arlington Heights.

all7.00

they 1Lave by no means been

Rogan Stores

acted candidate said.

cobs of conduct and appear -

Supervisor Ethel Kolerus
presided at the meeting in the

moon

DISTRIBUTED IN
CHICAOOLAND AREA BY

I

k46

"'wow/sir/ma
1.7r/167.1glilliftlIt as

D & E MEDITERRANEAN PECAN

/1

1 feel that education needsdrees the shad. miW-man.
to prepare a child for the many

/4:4117iirr 757r7 .iesli

110 miles.

Zappi Has

plus fax&Ip

ities arc available to all chil-

standing of pimple and per-

material, many senior citizens

Every Wednesday,

best possible leemiog

wrier,

hey, as the children do, but

NIGHT OUT,

what are MN ffhauer's genoat concerns for education?

'Wu must make sure the

Homeowners ATAL1Li111 1011.

advice on keeping Cl.

WOMAN'S

lmeph Schlffhauer

communicate. greater under-

township
roads. Oiling of Icvmsblp
roads is budgeted for 036.000.

Pull -'N -Go starting . . . 25% easier
than moat recoil starters. RHS-121 regular $169.95, NOW 6114.95

Innsr0r

to fny children:

is able to etinvinee the board
an ideal. 111011 it should he

mechoiaatiou, the ability to

of

HAHN-ECLIPSE
21" SELF-PROPELLED POW.R.PRO

BAG
INCLUDED

is

"pan of my responsibility us a
resident, a taxpayer. and n'
..possibility

he

1

RUNNING. 119: saki,

especially

SAVE $25.00
GRASS

PROGRESS 'N TREND,
pr.ident George Sadlicki of
Notre Dame Hieh School.

hait,

and more coniple: problems,

***N

Plaque -Roc, president. Kathy Betterman of Forest View
High School. sponsored by
Western Electric Company,
Rolling Meadows;

runni,

.1, used 7,571 tons of gravel
and 1,248 tons of patchi, =-

Largest item is 995,000 for

Prospect may not have his own
room at the Mount Prospect li-

vestment problems, 'Monsen
sation topics," palms, home
study courses offered, and a

tit ain

SehifIbutter, school hoard representative for the Ivy Hill

,s

not are household hints, quesdons and answers about in-

fect 8.0 scale.

not mine representation as his

applied 86,000 galMns of road

Senior citizens not
forgotten at library
b
The senior citizen of Mount

the semester of 1.0, the equiva-

man for United Air Lines is

sible.

township

new families are

cometplely unrealistic to impose a
uniform policy in all areas.
the administration
however.

IT WOULD

problems"
facing today% graduates. arc

rate of 15 to 20 per week.

a

manager of general conduit.

maintnin the township highways, Carrowa and his staff

coining into the township at a

lolls

enough to orcvml chaos.

1101 differcnecs, but restrictive

110 miles of streets and highways for which it is respon-

"In this last year." site Carrosza, "our Wheeling Town shipHighway Montane: seal
coated 01010 than 30 miles of

bi ned with a significantly highex Nase, largely in new

there is a Ink of represent.
SchifIkamr said), the

He said policy should be

vvere mowed alone every Toile
of township highways. To

maintenance

BRIM Mercadante of Frond tin from the American Assn.
High School, sponsored by of Retired People.
In one of the most recent IsMotorola, Inc., of Schaum-

DCASAR, O'Hara Field;

Centerin Enterpris., presi-

Soto, Inc., Des Plaines;

daY0
Townshipom'onw%Hahlilp,

tion," mided Schillhauch a
candidate who Ina been attending L)ist. 214 meetings

broad enough to allow individ.

lent of an A-mi,s, on a per-

The struetxre is to be eight

will have my own mind: said

on
me board,
the
beard, opera
mpereentage.wise

10111, W

grade point average for

1,,,

1

Martin G. Ryan,

ic achievement, whh a

001,

its execution and implementa-

-I have no ax to grind. but I

hindmost a year.

,two, slopingpolice.

approaches fora 10,
y,1P,,,,

1011 District 214 high school
board. Election dale: getup
day, Apr.111.
o

Carrozba reported that the
township now has more the

,

ing out of the center are:

School,

FORGET-ME-NOT, presi-

dent, Frank Bel/an. of Emend
High School, sponsored by De
UNICO,

35,,

'Du school board member
functions es a member of a
team. He has responsibility
for overall tdistrieb Polk),

ton Heights kit, ot five.
Though his vilkge could

The fist is based on sadden

The plan, as Stull presented

them, showed a bridge with a

heeling T wuship OKs
recortle r® al II budget

S

of audio -video bridemeet, has announced the
placement of its private guard
service ,with a hand -Felted
force trained for the job by a
former Federal Bureau of In -

form the bridge floor.
.,.,

Mount Prospect, witnessed the accident in which one boy was killed. It was snowl,and cold when
doe girls rescued the boys. They saw gm leaking and sparks coming from the car, they .said. Tom
underwent back surgery lode,.

loan -sharking among employ -

dollar international manure.

/

else installation of the poles to

Thomas Stevens, 16, u Maine West High School student, hospitalized at Northwest Community
Hospital, visits with nurses aids who pulled him and four other youths from the wreckage of a two.
au accident Feb.22 at Northwest Hwy. and Central Rd. Tam land broken back, two broken feet

tc. drug use, gambling, end

Ampex Corporation, in Elk

alp

TMFM.,,,,

r6s. AI

nun with equipment to super-

and facial iniuri.. The girls, Cheryl Poweleek, Rollin. Meadows (len) and Linda Bereleister,

Rise in thefts
results in special
security force

,filerl In the House of Rtrpresen-

children to private
'schools should get consid-

for greater opport.

REGN ER's BILL for

lotion to the puzzling question

nerh bill on relief for families

vIdIng

private schools.

!written into a bill ready to be

sending

In addition to perhaps two
bills loving to do with tighter
c on no Is over Mum disuibutio, Rep Regner will be
ready to introduce a bill pro-

contrast, only 33 per wnt are
in favor of direct public aid to

g Mmo.

Ian

ple: hthink the students arc
looking for guidance," he
raid.

(Editor. note The Day Is
presenting a series of inteu
views:alb the eight candidata
seeking three available seals

Joseph Schiffhauer. all Arline.

peek are among 392 shield,
who -have qualified for She
dean
list for the flint notes la of the 1969-70 school year
at Bradley University.

STULL SAID Wednesday
apparc,,,,, the 0,,,oa

th.

-

Tice smoking issue is it good ex-

On dean's NH:
Debella, and Bruce 1. 1011111,
906 S. Maple Dr, Mount

thecomm, offcredits help.

pct.

responding would support or
exemptions to parents sending
children to private schools.

requested.

Ind continuing to Elm St.
When they approached lite
telephone company to obtain
DiePbone Pol. for the project,

lo the village of Mount Pros -

that 65 per cent of the famili.

schools in the state, has his se -

Reg-

marshy area along the rout.

I. Early tabulations indicate

of the most important private

sticks,

the creek,

on

aid to private schools.
Regner expects to have the
questionnaires analyzed before the legislature meets April

Barrington and includes some

matters

'

which runs
through Arlington Heights,
Went Prospwt and Do
Plaines. Earlier phases have
carried the improvement pro gram west out of Des Plaines
endue to Mount Prospect Rd.

questionnaire at

hot is the Jaycees chairManfor
the project.
The live board members
present voted unanimously to

Bell Telephone Co. of plans to
brio build a bridge east of Enh
Inhower School on school did
Oct property.
accept Me joint offer of the
The Jaycees last fall offered,
Jaycees and phone company,
lo build a crushed stone Fah
and to guarantee insurance
of
the
rear
eaill from the
echool, bridging a stream and deans in a contract us were

from Mount Prospect Rd. west

Regner some *segos. a

Stull said that Thomas Tal-

informed the board of Illinois

cleaning up Weller Creek wig

By K. C. Radtke

bridge.

Prospect Heights Jaycees, has

pond for making tax allowernes to parcnb sending eta.
dren to private schools is ton-

allow bicycle travel OPel the

Member and member of the

schools. 1 think that my pro-

Rep. David 1. Rep= (R.
Prospect) is
in
Mo

feel wide. The approaches wlll
be half -ramp and half step, to

John Stull, Prospect
Heights School Dist. 23 board

High school sophomores
eligible for space seminar

Dist. 214 bda candidate
irs views IIhf educati

Ill. Bell to help
build bridge for school

TIIEDAY
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Coma, of WOLF &
CAMP McDONALD RDS
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

WICKES

OPEN MNDAY,

Yabric SiloPPe

THURSDASY,O&F
N1TE

0
Tin 8 3RIDAY

LUMBER U BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

STREAMWOOD
% mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U S 20)
837-6000

MOO HOOPS
M01,11111111.111PS

via
0.1611091114

SUN 9 AM TO 1PM

One day at a time
Some people don't understand It. Others cell It foolish-

enough to scare all but the
most erudite.

What kind of homes do Chop

or something imp°,
tant," they say. 'We didn't

come from? Are they happy
gbh? Were they pleased with
their show? Was it all usorthwhi le

sign and make the costumes.
design -and build the sets, and

have anything like this when

Well, there were Short girls

mart' of them were chore,.

this should go for reading or
math

he went to school"

and tall girls. There were some
thin girls and some not so thin.
No fat ones, though. Most
were medium, - whatever shot

The girls called their show
"Quiddity:. According to the
dictionary, 'quiddity' meow
'the

essential

quality of

is. Living in the suburbs minty with parena who care, thcy

thing" or ' -a trifling distinction."
Al the local high school, on
two weekend nights, the show
wm presented.
ma two hours "Quid"dity"
modern
dame. The 35 girls presenting
the show belong to a school
group called Orchesis. ThoA
24ammometoorteommeereserws,

Panted to do the best they pore

sally could.

Some are very bright students, in this as well as other
an/vides. Some arc straggling

along, and those books arc
very difficult. All of then
cared enough to come for tit

chaotic.

Everyone was

dewed

"What will we do next week,
now that we've worked co had
and the show's all over?" Tod

up-

could coo they were let down.

With titles like live And

Editor:

As the Communist Black
Panthers step up their war

just for a change!"

against our police with system ambush and murder, I find

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
Can I look forward to a little more happiness in the lunge than
I have had in the past few years? My daughter has been an °Meet
of great concern. She and her husband are separated and she is
Leh with ?Aloe.tte children. Can we look for peace of mind and
do you sec any health problems for me?
happinessA
Mrs. H., Mount Prospect
Dear Mrs. FL:
1000 a correction of your daughter's marital situation and MI
peace and happinens around your family. I do feel a minor Reath
problem for you, but don't feel it is anything major.

-- Marshall Field 111

Wednesday. April 1.1970
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the right move?

KG., Rolling Meadows

R.E. Hutchinson, LiewPwwident

William). 'Manteca. 1,11111.11. Editor

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I am so dissatisfied in my worked with the peopk I am pre-

sently working with. I have asked for a transfer into a reload
field. Will this touter come about, and, cool of all, am I molting

John E. Stanton. Editor and

R. N. Puelz, Cireniation 00,, rear

Dear H.G4
I feel there will definitely bey change Bulks better.
Dear Mr. DeLouiset

filers," must be either
sinew based on
or
knowledgeable
gross misinformtion.

As of this writing none of
ourbull (Elk Grove Village)
policemen have yet been ambushed by the Communist
Black Panthers. What ever
happened to our sedition laws?
When are the sleepy suburbanites going to wake tip to the
fast that evil men in a conars
movement
spiraoial
Republic.

with him and he told me he loves me and that some day we would
wind up together. After all his Lim can I believe him? Do you
think there is any future for us? Dome rah me married to him or
someone else in the next year?
L.D., Des Plaines

Big noise

that Clyde Brook's comment
during the Sidewalk Academy
that the Communist clenched
fist salute is really the "Peace
symbol of the Black PAO-

working hard to destroy our

My boyfriend and I have been broken up for almost three
years. I was and still am very much in love with him. Ike dated
after we broke up, so 1 kept thinking that maybe there was still
some chance. Last summer he got married. After that I spoke

Day by Day

The Rig no
caused by the
loud moan of area residents re,
their tax hills is louder
this year than even Comments
uregrimmer and in 'outcomes.
funnier. More than one person
has expressed deep regret that

was a real Eskimo name. It

they didn't get out to vow on
boo. -When I saw my tax hill,

Local conservatives can bor.
row him to scrve as a mascot
anytime, Barham said. When
the Vidmars say. .1.1orchons

could only think. my Mil-

au Droll, come here." that's

*en umn't one bit smerter and
ies costing a lot more to Mucam them,"
The attitudes bode ill for futore administrative requests
for money through the ballot

molly an earful -and a mouth-

various referenda day,.

One womm called to soy
I

For the war effort since it start-

Academic freedom should
ot promote sedition and sediion Should not be sold as ace'
emir freedom.

Phil R. Dowd

Editor,

Nov that the primary elm
lion is over, I would like to
thank the Democratic party

ter yet, go visit the dog and ask

It is wrong for everyone to

him.'
Barbara Vidmar. who has

sit beck and watch the finest of
uar Young men gong to 00 in-

the brother of Askhim calls
Or dog, II archons Au Droll.

volvement that can't even be
of

called a war. Ids like
the Children's Crusade in the
Middle Ages. You here at
hams don't even have to
about as much as a ration sou-

for their consideration of their
election judges. A I4 -hour day
A long. Having a delicious hot

chicken dinner brought to to
at noon was appreciated very
much

Editor:
I want to take this oppoitunity to thank the many people
who volunteered their time

Emile a while ago

accident?

The vetches f Wheeling bad

be= get ther Rack shoes

and effort in making the Arlington Heights March of
Dimes Campaign

success

a

this year. Without the amain
of these volonteers. many of
them teen-agers, the work of

the

National Foundation
would not be possible.

Through their efforts, Arlington Heights contributed
over $5.750 that will be toed to
finance programs in research,
diagnosis,
evaluation,
and
treatment of birth defects.

On behalf of the March of
want to express my
appreciation for the time and
Dimes,

1

Supports Swans

on column topic
Editor:

Ron Swans should not he
accused of "Sour Crapes" be.
cause of his column about the
$6.000
if cart prim. He
might have sounded reproachful or even disgusted, but boo
ainly not envious.
I-ivermore

about

According

e

to a

Dove Av..
men who lives
there mull be a cat convation.
It must have been intended
for Arlington Park," he

aloud. "but theve

thought

sent it over to our

dum Saturday.

port of the election board olion happen. on April I I and
the villogc manager spot goes

Make as any four letter
or more words our of

for broke on April 21. Than

these letters an you can.

economiol

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these

planning
don't you forget.

on from

Campbell to St. tomes, What BUFFA LO

barrow- And Dow

a gal named Jean Monis°.

KRUNIPKE
Notice is hemhy given to the

Rolling Meadows police. At
lent one person is keeping an
eagle ere on what he calls a
=elm rendezvous spot for
cai police cars.
It s right behind the Post

Oftke, by the pond at the end

of the shopping center. -Are

people

that

Jean,

to each other," Tsk, tak.

PLENTY OF BANKS AT
PLENTYWOOD
A fun spot foramsplers In

the Plentyw.d Far
rot,rant in Bensenville where a
great number of old iron.banks

are on display. They've got
some or
nice looking re-

originated

International Council of Christian Churches. The
hohas
the march is to focus the
on

people who believe that Vien
nem es a purgatory is a terrible
Ming.
"The United Sta. is

there,. lean pointed out, "and
despite all

of the bring die

troops home and end the war
protests, there isn't anything
that can really he done about it
except win it. It is so wrong for

browse around.

ASM

almost keep them
fending themselves. If

de-

you

When Arlington' Heights
.Village Trustee George Burtinge. started ta raise a prat-

can't get to go the march in

it, Alaskan maim., every-

demand one vctory in Vietnam."
wants more infer -

onc who saw the giant puppy
asked what its name was.
"Askhim." answered each one

- -o(The

W.G. BRANDSTADT,MD,

Hype find younelf yawning
tt lot, Stretching, sighing and
suffering from general pep-

Incidentally, If poor enjoyent of the outdoors Is hampered by the increasing air pol-

lessness but have no fever, you

lution, add your voice 00 the

probably have "spring fever,"
In earlier times the underlying

growing demand for Amer

cause was thought to be thickening of the blood during win -

We now know that nO such
thickening occurs -At any rate,
at

this time of the year the

"disease"

reaches

epidemic

Some of our cities have already gotten the message and
others will soon have to fall in
line. With a little planning
spring can become the best and
healthiest time of the year.

II -What Is the cause and
of Marie -Strum-

treatment

Some 50 to 75 years ago.
sulfur and molasses was the
standard treatment. Since the
condition is self -limited the

pelt's disease?

remedy always worked.

PERHAPS THE best neat-

(rheumbid spondylitis) is a chronic
A -This disease

arthritis of he spine. The
cause is unknown. Unless steps
are taken early in the course of
the disease to prevent deform-

mat on they can call Jean at

moot is to get out of doors and
watch the burgeoning of
spring. Step up your exercise

537-3193. And before you toss

program, preferably by doing

ity, the victim becomes unable
to straighten up.
Such . antirheumatic drugs
as phenylbutazone
and he

whether
it be golf or bird watching.

bookk
domethacin me helpful. -Th
victim must skbp on his

yourself what you have done

it

on a hard mattress and nuts
slit only on straight-backed
chairs.
B a c k -strengthening

Sorority news

Luncheon and fashions
for Alpha Chi Omega

erciscs, such as lying on you
back and raising your legs, or,

a sofa, rising toh sitting posi
lion, are an importaM part of
the treatment.

QSometimes I sae who
looks like a crooked shimmer
ing mirror in front of my eyes
My doctor says it is nothing to
worry about. I may even wok
up in the night seeing it. When
I shut my eyes it b still there.
What causes this?

A -This Mundt like the vismil aura 'of migraine which
may or may not be associated
with a severe one-sided head ache. The aura usually clears

up sponbneously in 30 to 45
minutes. Although this is an
annoying symptoM your doetOr
right-it-ia not ra-heahly.
hazard.

Anyoos interested in et-

tending may paella. liekete
by contacting Mrs.
Swapp at 358.6409,

John

Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota,
serving the northwest suburmeeting at 8 p.m in the home

of Mrs. Edwin Hassler. )379

Presidenrelect Bob Zeiss.

in South America will high-

will Sag, an American music program, with Inc per.
Monet-,

from loch chap,.

They are Mm. Dorothy KI t.
take. voice. and Mrs. Josephine Jones, piano, both of

Grass Catcher

and every thunh

letter to various foundations to
help obtain a monetary grant

suggested that Bosom's 'Be fore the Mayflower" and We

an adoption conference and

first two chapters of "Black

another possible family outing

Cargo" be rod before the first

get-together.

meeting.

Tdmalay

Speakers from the group are
available. Coll 491.1793 for
further information.

Chieago, and Mrs. Karen
Snodgrass, voice, and hl o.

Sandra Peterson, flute, both of
Arlington Heights.

For

more

information

sity of Colorado in At field

The meeting will be held at the

of guidance and PsYcholOIY.

Knights of Columbus Hall, IS
N. Hickory St.. Arlington

Milwaukee board of diontors

Heights. Mr, Dorothy Mo.

of the Girl Scouts, is on the

about the chapter, call Mrs.
Peterson at 253-3397.

Hugh will address the group.
will be the Single

Her to

Parent Congress."
She was sent as a delegete of

Northwest Suburban Moth-

the chapter of the congression-

ers of Diabetic Children will
hold their monthly meeting.

al meeting that took place in
Lawrenc Ko last January.

Tuesday, April 7, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Northwest Suburban
YMCA in Des Moines.
Thc agenda for the meeting
includes the nOrninatiOil and
Ilea tion of officers for the
forthcoming year. In addition,
commencement of a service
project to aid diabetic children

This was the second meeting
of this group and some of their

in

local hospitals will be in

Meted at this meeting.'
All interested persons ore
to attend this meeting.
in

purposes arc to acquaint professional people with the needs

of the single pamnt and their
failies, to set up advisory
hoards for the I,,
ndividual PWP
chapters. and

have legisla-

ion passed in Washington to
to mmt the
into so sonic
it

income of the single loomn
family.

ter% degree from the Univer-

She was formerly on the

Free Strawberry Shortcake
_
A special low -cal splurge
while you Trim -A -way at
least too inches from your
figure.

Hanover Park Library Board,

,

is the educational chairman Of
the Catholic Daughters of

America and was in the Marquis of "Who's Who of Anierican Woman" of 1569-70. Her
teaching career has taken her
to Michigan, Wisconsin. Colo
rado and presently. Illinois.

COFFEE, CAKE and

a

organization

by

the

Oster

Manufacturing Co.

Joan Oster will direct the

mg,

Parents Without Partners.
Inc.. is an international, nonprofit, nonsectarian, educational

Mb Inn Omar
Two Spin Cookery classes
will he sponsored during April
by Corson Pirie Scott &Co. at
their Randhurst Center rare,
co -sponsored

will follow the

aocial hour
meeting,

g

on Apett

9 and 23 in Carson's training
°a
to
upperkyr]:

devoted

to the welfare of single parents and their children.
The organization enulls
single parents, widowed, sepa-

The classes, which are trace
are designed to demonstrate

the extensive use of the Osterizer. Miss Oster will lac us-

well as sampling of the recipes

proored.

Deer exhibited
Aqualand
Boulder Junction. Wis.. will
Pot

Wilsie

present .his herd of deer in
natural forest setting nt the
"Wisconsin On Parader chow,
The show. opening today. is to
run through Sunday. April 5, at

the Arlington Park Convention
Center. Arlington Heights.

the help of professional people
in the areas of child rearing.
Northwest Suburban Chapter MS carries on en extensive

,er,r 44646'0 1.40i tiotoldsedhlote.

Hawk Man.. taw, Wed e.30 to Sae

-

Free Champagne

Auxiliary
swings!

-

Chicago

6446-.

Special &dot

Cub.

outfielder,
displays his

Billy nfillktm,
"awing into spring" style for

Mrs. Ha,

Knell center,
of Resurrection
chairman
Hospital Auxiliary's "Swing
Into Spring" dinner donee

Imported Crystal g FeWter
Glosssvom by Fenton 8, Viking
on many items
our window for super specials
Walshow

will aid the Auxary's goal of 9300,000 toward the new Trauma Center

CL 3-1218

-

Hetet
C0,0
1624 W. Northwest Hwy;
Arlington Heights

PH. 255-9595

107 S. Main St. Re, 83, Mt. Prospect
Par by rearentronse

3309 atmoomalolds.01,

wBenefit

now under construction.

SS Off If You Splurge Now!
Save $5 on your first 90 -minute visit to Trim -A -way
during our Grand Opening Splurge only.

u.wmcq.,

benefit to he held al O'Hare
Inn Friday, April 3, at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Wallet Yellers right;
president of the Auxiliary,
states that reservations are still
being accepted at 915 per per -

Trim -A -way is the new luxurious way
to thin.What's Mare. we guarantee that
you'll lose an all-over total of at least
two lathes from your figure in the first 90 minutes, and
five Inches by the fifth visit.
Forget the promises of pills, diets, exercises or steam

el meetings.

Fleatree Kent

You're relaxing on a Trim -A -way lounge.

baths. Trim -A -way will show you results. Today. On
your very first visit.
just relax on a lounge comfortably dressed In our
special Trim -A -way Tape (the method to our "miracle"). And enjoy the luxuries of our Grand Opening
Splurge, while Trim -A -way lows Your extra inches for
you, lhose extra-hard-to-get-iid-of inches.
Set up your splurge today by calling now.

bership chairman at the gene,

-

_Thersegagante 5LS. ado te goo-

Free Postcards

As many as you want -all postage paid.
Drop a line tomer friends to let them know
what it's like to splurge. Tell them how

covery of a fun way to lose extra inches.

Mole parents. For further information write, PWP,
P.O. Box 472, Palatine, 'Ill.;

COMMERCIAL CRERIT

to keep.

tograph them

WELCOME HERE

-

many recipes and. decorating Ideas as
you toot, because the magazine is yours

tame deer to pet. Iced and oho -

bership R open to all qualified

enema elie

Free Fashion Maga.=
To leisurely page Through while
you're thinning. And tear out as

ads will follow each class as

SERVICE

JACOBSON AIRENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

1

A bubbly splurge to celebrate your dis-

program of activities for parents and their children. Mem-

Complete Sales & Service of

Free Scarf Sash

Fnmilies may walk urn.. the

OF OUR

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BET TER SERVICE"
110 L Rand Rd. lost to the Holiday Inn) Mt. Prospot CL 3-2831

ISII

Ot minutes of luxury.

W" Imperial model.
Questions and answer perk

WERE PROUD

Charles B. Gray

you'll lose

2 inches in

ing the ten-spced "Pula-

RECORD!
-

Mare

without custody of their children), both men and women,
so that they can benefit from

Regular Price $487.80
LIMITED OFFER
HURRY, HURRY

splurge

0

Mn. McHugh earned her rated and divorced (with or

regular $7.95

$37888

°Grand Opening

Free Long Stein Ruse
A beautiful splurge to take home
as a reminder of your luxurious
90 minutes at Trim -A -way.

Id in Wisconsin, ands mas-

m11358-2924, or see the mem-

NOW ONLY

ATrim-A-way

waistline.

bachelor degree from The
Oshkosh State Teachers Col.

Mrs. Wade, a Zeta, wills stess

Moms serve

0

A splurge of color to show

over the meeting on April I.

cers will be held. For further
information, call 1974937.

Rives)

Z, off your new Trim -A -way

Alumnae of Zeta Tau Alpha,

theiDes

high Mown boas and a -.leek matching nmbrella
complete this any weathar ensemble Whoa. hy

.

of Northwest Suburban Chaplet 169 of Parents Without
Partners. Inc., will officiate

meeting

this an all-purpose coat priced at SI10. Knee

Get a splurge of

light the April 7 evening meeting of the Northwest Suburban

Plaines home. Election of offi-

thundercloud inn flush. The Mown crushed vinyl which reappears again for Mich interest make

Trim -A -way April Ind

by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Wade about their six months

Beach. Northbrook.

Chicago Alumnae Chapter, it

Ruffles flutter at right on a feminine, flattering design by 0111
Blass. The shimmering vehite vinyl coal is priced at $90und the big
beautiful umbrella rat S24.

An evening of slides, souvenirs and amusing commentary

ban area, will hold'ts April 7

regular $29,95

28.

the formal presentation of a

Mom of 31r. and Mrs Daniel

PWP to hear
'Single Parent Congress'

ZETA TAU ALPHA

dm

Fertilizer Spreader

April

thereafter at the
church front 7:1110 9 p.m. It is

be Mid April 3 et 8 p.m. at the

Natural linen look wall shiny bunions and tint! yoke belt and pocket accents will chsse away a

The course will meet Tuesday.

planned at Carsons

day, April 7, 1130 a.m, at the
4Cnighm ofgolumThs Hall. 15
Hickory , Arlington

The Park Ridge Alumnae

regular $29.95

gregational Church of Om hurst conducting the course.

Spin cooker class

SIGMA ALPHA IOTA

Lawn Cart

meeting that O.O.S. has its IRS

A Black Studio group has

spring benefit lunch:. Tues-

the Lorraine Anne Shop of Ar-

*5 hp. Lawn Tractor $419.95

bon formed. It will be free but
membership will be limited to
30 people. This will be an in rounal course, running eight
to ten wecks with Rev. Felten
Hunninger of the First Con -

Norstavast Suburban 1500000 Heights. Alpha Chl
Alumnae Clab of Alpha Chi Omega alumnae will model the
Omcgo will hold its annual outfits.

a fashion show presented by

SPECIAL ,TORO PACKAGE:

linois is a voluntary no.profit
organization which promotes
and encourages the adoption
of homeless children without
=ant to ethnic background.
It was announced at the

The local meeting for the
Persons imerested in O.D.S.
Northwest suburban area willarc asked to call 764.5181.

The

Club members will 'provide

and save $10882!!

SalaannInag. Far information
call 894-1383.

Clark. 701 Springinsguth Rd..

the many varieties of salads to
be offered at the luncheon.
which will then be follosvad by

ex

with your legs anchored Linde

proportions.

Washington theme least send
a letter to the
sident and

-- --Tr-- this- item-aside-rnentally,rask

The questioners thought it

`Spring fever' cure is simple

with Dr. Carl McIntyre of the

us to send our you, men over
there and pretend that we are
behind them. We tie their
hands and make restrons
from

picas for sale, too.Go out and

be signed, bat names trill be omitted if the Weer reelects B.
Write to DeLotase in care of Day Pablkollooe, 722 Center St.

DOCTOR SAYS

The march will be for "Vic troy in Vietnam."
The idea of the march, ac cording to

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will ans-

Des Plaines 60016.

will be a big moral in Wnshlemon. DC,

of Me world

asked, "No. they're
pulled up side by side talking

Answer. Comic Page

interested
Saturday, there

pockets. Alay flowers Mount on the lining, Priced
at 990 at Saks.

Seal Center in Elgin and In the
Cerebral Palsy Foundetion.

Get all this for only $3788$

,1970

Sixty ',conic anaaded the
first annual
ling of the
Open Door Sociemeety March 21,
The Open Door Society of II-

determination and is now
Ur..0
organizatiOn.
Members discussed becoming
involved in research projeCts.

wal be donated to the Easter

wise.

wer the questions of Day readers in this (WIWI,. Lelaa shomk1

like to remind all

I
I

elion to be resolved. I don't fed mom al this time would be

25 good, 32 emellent

Man of Bernard Drive would

peaceful.

S EE HERE, OFFICER

era?"

letters.

GRO E

night shouldn't happen to a
wheel
sounds

.

and

SPEAKS OUT
Over in Buffalo Grove lives

those animals do to cars over-

Hideaword
MENNTAR

District 21's

When mindrops me falling on your hesd,wrop
it up wills a rainbow -colored silk surf. The wet
look purple coat (voltam a wide belt, w. hipline

A joint meeting with the

Dear P.M.Re
I do feel you taking hip and feel It will bee happy atm I feel
you will get two foster children.
Dear Mr. DeLouise,
My husband, through hard work, has made a place for himself
in the company he works for. Now for some time Mere Is an
existing awkward situation which leaves him worried and confused
to what lies aimed for him. Should he stay on or look for
other employment?
X.Y.Z., Arlington Heights.
Dear X.Y.Z.:
I feel that your husband should stay en and wait for thls situ,

A pol

Open Door Society
to meet April 3

0.

Heights. Proceeds of Me affair

P.M.R.. Mows Pimped

sharpened. With three April
elections coming up, they'll
CAT CONVENTION
Rolling hleadows noidems Aced elm, alle shoos, that hl_
got into the complaint depart- The first is Me library reform:
eats.theek with oodandy

an-

1

effort Nee Individuals 'gave to
this year's drive.
lack Edwards
General Chairman
Arlington Heights
March of Dimes

moto.

REELING IN WHEELING

was

Wednesd

Dimes chairman says thanks

You will be mewing very far, very can. WNW, the neat one

tory

Vietnam

brighten a rainy day.

yegattlY1114-011-11128rn11-.399 soveovosv99

On behalf of all the Demo erotic judges. I say. "Thank
You,

you'll Tindall tbe joy andwonder in the real woad that any dream
mead give you.
Dear Mr. DeLouiser
Doyen see us selling our property soon? If we move from here.
how soon and how far away will It bet
Mrs. M.L.S., Wheeling
Dear mrs.

nowt= loud and clear by the
Veterans of Foreign Wars

in

cover,

v

dew in the poochf

Co scene. Don't waste your life
for what isal goiog td
les not fair to you and to your potential for a file and
M
happy tiro] feel you are very seusinve a drmmer, but the wodd is

teL

Incidentally the idea of vic.

elides. They can be worn In
many Seasons for maw =sons, but all of them love to

Page 5

workers as they ate their dry
eandwiches (as I haw always

find someone else, provided you are receptive when he arrives on

Dear Mr. DeLouise,
We are planning a trip soon. Do you foresee us going, end will
everything go well, Also, we were hoping to get a foster child for
the last six months.So far, nothing. Do you see us getting anyone,
or is it better not to, es wejust lest our foster daughter in a tragic

pon.

All coats have dual person -

ers appear on their bright, gay
linings unexpectedly dashing
as dodgers of raindrops seek

ran

It was a bit hard eating in
front of our Republican co.

real and you must liven it. And if you'll just give it a chance

MI. Just say It slowly or bet -

rat beige or just about any hue
imaginable will shine.

A frill, some say. A Fleet:Wit

Over

Dear L.D.:
Your "some day.' could he a long time coming. I feel you'll

By Catherine O'Donnell

er liken duck takes to =ter,

Thanks Democratic Party

suburbanites
to wake up

"I'd like to see a show where everybody's fully clothed-

lima, Ohs. ...spina &wont by aln.P,froboHlY kwwing
the pope Vreedenst and inidlesdind Integrity."

pre.ion that there are showers

THE FORECAST definitely predicts the coat for show ers. The proverbial May flow-

'Pacific

Waters,"

Urges sleepy

liarph lAl.mist

Pubticatioft5

Umbrellas take to the wear.

...1:05NOMOLMMORROMMXINMelle..00..11

Tomorrow
Is Today

p

popular in coats gives the im-

weNc never been dome- We
all get along boutifully..h was
so much fun."

all knew it was going to be

Letters to the Editor

7:13 a

rainbow.

ens seem to sit on top of the
world, but right now, I'd say

vous, bilking toe hut, they still

"Bridge

cloudy day appear on
boots, umbrellm and ;carves.
Brilliant blues, purples, natu-

some bearing yards and yards
of waterprOof ruffles .that
ty of styles and the accessories, nuke you wish for rain.
Ruffles too, appear on 'the
glisten Eke raindrops, too.
KNEE HIGH boots we, of coati fM1meelvet while bright-

"some of these girls have reel
problems, big problems. Oth-

So everyone got tardy for
Friday night. Laughing, ner-

Cobh to brighten OW

nodal= like the sun beMnd a
cloud or wrap the head Illie a

when the sun is shining,
The coats have a wide varie-

I asked ens girl about the
group. "You know," the mid.

Shea a pro.

ir .1.w silk diary bide at

I.e puddle jumpers -and are
howete sPiesb aess. available in contrasting or
lcomplimenting matched
That wet look in loathes so or s.
'coot!,.2g,Co

they'd.lay,

was

course, Innong the meet pops-

8Y Dolores Haugh

AFTERWARDS. the ,girls
another..'"You

tight. The teacher. patient

Troubled

It

their dances.

hugged one
great,"
were

woman. didn't blow her cool,

Jubilation,"

"Isn't

"Yuk," "Phantoms Of The
Mind" and "Creation." they

Then, too, they had to de-

DRESS REHEARSAL

Highway."

About Time You Face IV

to 10130 at

pecially when it extenda mom
lhan a week.

WHO ARE

frill. They mean it's a waste of
money...The money spent for

7

night for practiceEs-

these

Coast

prude,. After a fell day at

=hoot, from

glrls?

ness, Some taxpayers say It's a

Take cover when raindrops begin to fall

By Ron Swans

...the figure trimmers of

r.r. yr "4, 9.41',VIE),17)"...`,M.,,

II
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s
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DAY

r
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Ads and Antig,...

4IM

WANT
-AD

100
107
Auto Pons and Pates
Auto Trailers 6 Campem 102

"4.:t

ace

ek--armakTB
A

Mt PROSPECT

CIVIL DEFENSE

0

9

,2" 4

Dogs, Pets and
Employment

roving, s't

Employment...miss.

YOU CAN'T

MISS!

OFAMERICA
Boy Scours (from loth Rock faun Bob Irscnroth lobo Star
Iln and Robin Ellerthorpe dthribute informatton about tornados
to Rene Rubenstein Bent 441 +atom Galt In Buffalo Gross. and
Marcia ShiRman, 4715 Earth Ns., Glenview. The than, from

I3-Lasl and Found

Tx

lAplerer Post 319 or Mount Promeck are distributing tornado
information at the Randhunt Shopptng Center and are be,

INTERIOR PAINTS

sponsored In the 11rsnt Prospect Cis II Defense renter

Mount Prospect civil defense unit
offers tornado safety rules
0

west suburbs should be aware

far or underground excavation
if available otherwise stay inside the huilding. if it is rein-

the earth from the base of a

of the tornado safety rules is-

forani. hut away froth win-

thundercloud. Once a tornado

Boy Scouts Explorer Yost 319

sued by the Mount Prospat

dows. Avoid auditoriums and
gymnasiums with large poorly

has begun. it can travel any-

of mount

where from 25 to 40 miles -anhour on the average. Estimated wind speed is more than

tributing tornado information

In schools. go to a storm cels

rainy season just a few weeks

away. residents of the north-

Clan Defense Agency.

supported roofs.

In the suburbs people
should seek inside shelter either in ntornado cellar. an underground excavation, or a
reinforced
sled -framed
or
concrete building

If in open country move
away from a tornado a a right
angle. If there is no time to
lie flat in the nearest
rape. lie
depression.

The comer of the basement

Tornado

weather

condi-

tions am hot and sticky with

g reatest safety in a home. In

home with no basement. the
center part of the house is the

southeriy Winds and a threatening sky, Rain. ond frequently hail. Precedes the

best place. In both cases some

tornado with a heavy down-

Windows should be left open.

pour after it lam eased.

Acknowledged aid to orphanage
school students for a contrib.
don made to an orphanage se-

verely damaged during a Mirricanc.

.

pidfy, and extending Mrs.,

roof, pecan orchard. chicken
barn and frozen food during
Hurricane Camille.
Jim Hoffman. a Prospect
Hoehn resident who teaches
al Forirg Viers High School.

The Orange Grove Civitan

initiated the district -wide fonds

Club of Golfpon. Miss. sent

raising projeet. The students

dis-

Jazz festival
tickets available

tornado
The tornado. which usually
moves from a southwesteriy
quently

in

the

Tickets for Me third annual:
Midwest Imercoslegiate Jazz
Festival at Elmhurst College

midwestern.

Play about

AFil 10 and 11 may be obtain-

alcoholism

9800 Milwaukee Rd.. Drs
Plaines, one of the three sponsors of the festival.

ed from Karnes Music Co..

set April 7
'Lady on

the

Other sponsors no, El m1:

Rocks."

College and Down Beat

a

Magazine.

play designed to increase understanding of alcoholism.
will be presented a18:30 p.m.

The festival will include Mrs

bands, combos and soloists
from nine colleges and universities ill a four -sine area

Tuesday. April 7 at Lutheran
General Hospital.

The students raised

Contributions from the six
high schools were Forest
View S877.27: Prospect $.170:

holism is a treatable disarm.

gent, Miss.

Arlington 5140: Hersey S30:
ET Grove 517.50 and Wheel

Tickets are free and can be
obtained from rite hospital's
public relation department.

LATEX PAINTS

OIL BASE PAINTS

REG,

Visit Our
BEAUTIFUL
NEW

65

WAIL SATIN

5

SATIN
LUMINAL

545
05

LICHT'S PEARLENE

VINYL LATEX ..-- 5°15 5

WALL COVERING
SALON

JEWEL INSTANT

LATEX (White only) -37.35
$6.85

SHEEN LATEX

LICHT'S IMPERIAL

selec-

6

$7.30

6

25

PACEMAKER LATEX -$4.00

$6.55

553

LICHT'S

wallpaper

spe-

to help you make

public recognition that alco-

Contest

.

in

will cum-

pew In the Nellonal Collegiate
larsTestival May 15 and 16 in
Wmhington. D.C.

hexes

ENAMEL

3

40

liTIJELITE

MOORE'S

ATEX RAT

$9.15 715
$8.35 725

is director of the center. with a

raccoon family), whirl] is no live to South America.

During the winter, one of
the APR

SO'n

Seto Enlerposes

staff of three other neturains
and two laborers.

the staff. "People should hood

827-202S. Alter O AM

.pin the summer

the large nuber of visitors

-111E MEN have taken

deer
crossing signs."
the
don't know if
Schwarz said.

make this impossihIrs but signs
explain details to viewers.
As we spoke to Sellars
Al arch 20. he wm interrupted.
When he returned. he re-

54.65 395

INSPECTION

been killed b9 a eat. to a boa
constrictor.

lhe staff just saw the lira wild
woodchuck out of hiller,.

PAPER.

of the
center arc the squirrels. rabbits. woodchucks and native
birds living in their natural

15C
ROLLER
SETS

98'
PAPER

One Com Covers Dries Blackly
No Point Odor Woshohle

DROP CLOTHS

No Solvenft, thinners, etc.

EgOSWELI
IT'S

69

ENAMELfft'
ABUSE

PRO

$

5

BARGAIN
BRUSHES

Noshes bin gloss

G

REG. $9.75

2/$129
PAINT
STORES

HEELING

Telephone service offers
help wills state income tax
The Illinois Income Tar schedule in the Chicago area
Telephone Inhumation (-en., °nip. The taxpayer worvice

chucks. alas in mg, Mallard

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

through

sons wim 8re

blcroemrrul

at timing

r,gdotr ,work

the

week." Mahin said.
oar
-Since Jan.

Visitors can haw a elose-up
look at red foxes. skunks.opos.
MTS. MOW°. and woodducks swim in dm Des Plaines

River. which coma through

sent to

If you have old. Nathimer
hooks on your shelves at home,

don't din,. them away. Residents or Panirom India would
love to real them.
Pampa

population

g

wish to keep.

A LARGE hoc constrictor
was brought be the center lam
year. It had Weed purchased in

Florida. The snake way ban.
died with aase by the staff and
it even made friends by sniff-

ing noses with a vellow cat

'People will

be bringing

more young animals and
makes in when wenn& wrath -

comes' the director said.
bad

several

Koury hm read

all these

books. mid he :end other residents of his town would Ilke
now impos.
read others. -Is

sible to get furth er hooks to
re."
ad Kohl, said in his letter.

1149.726

mo =thane ma Su

ANNUAL TOWN MEETING

NOTICE IS HERS. GivEN la Ow

end Mount rttlelentl areas me
planning a meeting which will
feature all the candidates in
the April I I election for vacancies on the District 210
High School Board.

.11.240.3.2 58

to now

Shopping Center's lower level.
II

will be open to the public

with no admirsion charge.
M s.

I

p.a.,

n ded

0411 I,

le,
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.Z1InCOme Tax Service

POSITION OPEN

311inglenHaighr/

DICTAPHONE TRAITARES

PHONE: 392.2700

White Collar Girls

WAITRESSES

6:30-8:30 a.m.

Conditions
o Paid Vomnion
0 Profit Shoring
o Pahl Insurance
mono kropeolmns.

.

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

Pold Training

Earn PutrceCosh

Pleasant Working

253-3300

2nd SHIFT

Income Tax Service

Child Care

666-0700

JANITOR
o ID GRINDER
o PARTS CRIB ATTENDANT
0 SHIPPING CLERK

Or Apply in Person

CALL ED 35E15350

.

K... 6 Fireplaces

EDMOND

AND WOOD FLOORS
FURNIIIIRE AND UPHOLSTERY

.

Fell de, minions

Radio -TV Service

c'"A'Z'ZZZr!,r

STRIP WAX AND BUFF TILE

WE. HTS. DAY CARE CENTER
ka

062-6a IR

=4. r;ne.:7:t.01'..550:

arida Masonry

GALL 533 1.5

7=s7:ZZU

P

6038 Demo,.

1st SHIFT

.jam

537.1244

DRIVERS

TELLER

FLAMING TORCH

394 00110

$600 MO.

days per week. Good salary with liberal benefits.

CALL OR COME IN

Tuning Services

Available for
All Office Skills

Openings on all shifts, Mod be willing to work 6

AA

tainrnent.001141927111

ALL* YPER.FRU ESTIMATES

''girc'LTr
.

E.01 ennlmfment oPPortenit,

General Machinists

CL 133.

W.iorns

.621895"

vn

In Puling. H.g1rm

0 poortunity for real advancement

Temporary Jobs

SCHOOL BUS

eat cod modern working conditions.

Earn top pay and learn PROCESS INSPECTION.

AY RAY PETERSON

,,,,,,,

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

APOLLO CONSTRUCTOM40.
SCHAUMBURG IlL

5

Used Piano Wonted
Neh

PART TIME

holmeS & assoc.

Definitaly the leader en our field

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

APOLLO.

394.5,85 3. a4O1 811240T0

, eer

66.00 OL 12236 or

MAGICIAN-1306,er, Children,

REASONABLE REFERENCES

FOR TREE ESTIMATE...

i

CLOWN' sone.... ele/drees

RANTER OR F. IT MAN

.0.0

DAYCUSIONCONCRED.WORK.
DRIVEWAYS
PATIOS
5101111000
SNIPS

'1

en m leeway

A

MAGIC 33 'DEM THE MAGIC

FULLY MSURED

TFIERE'S BIG GAME

k

coo 332 rso

name Maintenance

NewoHnstethfim
shoneledan

Call Mr. Mathews
664-6186

amp Ora

253.3

Pon

en. Ss,

650009,0?
P500mk.kk Waves"'

.

!PP , IIpi, ,P, p,,,,,.

'' Hot Water Heating"

5296187

(

WE. GR.,. GORIER

FEMALE

EVE APPTS. AVAILABLE

TRAINEES

sse.

..gas.

Lawn Mower Repairs

BOOKKEEPER

WAITRESSES

c C. Omen

nthresting jobs with friendly peopk.

-Ern-

PART TIME
OFFICE CLEANING

Vr.

F- 6....

Magic

REDI HEATING

KEDZIE CONCRETE

RTC RMS ROOM ADD. EIC.FRU
LOMAT tSCAIL 394.3427.

\ -.ea*

.

SVgV,...,S

rilreg"e

SYSTEMS, INC.

Mow to math

P.

CITY OF DES PLAINES

44

BLOOWNGDALF PLUMBING

Heating

6

wr

60 le 33

415

In PI

boa, I'd/L

HEARING AIDS MR RENT

-

i

YRS W U

0;1'61'g" 1341510

KANZLER BROTHERSPiano

STAIRS WINDOWS FORME,

'

.

r''''

'

1:lion

CALL el24 0460

Koh,

A It

TRAINEE
RESERVATION
TRAVEL
AGENCY

Miss AMEN

G

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

ROCKFORD

WEBER MARKING

good
Miiimpremlons.free.
5

S. Elmhurst Rd. DesPl.

PLUMBING HEATING. Redding.

Coll any.. 395-3090

Quilifywarc

40

RrT

Heating Aids

Waltman Const. co
A

Locally Grown

,ompep p,,Ce..M.

NI.. Isb nl r...... Pr.

by
,

JOE

new fealties

$500-559

nna

00

INTERNATIONAL

Start o long career with Signode.
enipasem used in Public Warn consinciion.

SALES 6 SERVICE.4310306. 846

6 REMODFUNG

k1

AT B1

297-28E10

439-H00

$525 MO.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

company benefits
pod hospitalization
9 holidays
-at sharing

ASSEMBLERS
ASSEMBLERS

CALL OR COME IN

NEW SUBURBAN
COMPANY

Grent wages and
-

General Office Work

RECEPTION
FOR BRAND

1501 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

OF PUBLIC WORKS

MECHANIC

WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO

Hove Trowel Will Trowel
Small lobs My SDNIRIN
DAN KRYSH

Y301 VA King St.

ene

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

Pickwick Building Park Ridge, III.

Z.1=iwdsti=

lO2-3366

Get Results
Day Want Ads

Elk Grove Village

55.45.6

Ganyrs

AZ.:ifirOltrYti V.L.

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

4r

. wo in

MECHANIC

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

de

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

Marv, Union 76

GAL FRIDAY
,, GOOD SALARY

678.3373

304.5660

MY PROSPECT

Apply M Person
24-11elp Waged Men

Fa

AGENCY
8 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

o Free Hospitalizalion
o Free Life Insurance
o Paid Vocations
o Paid Holidays

330 E. NORTH WATER STREET, CHICAGO

775-6126

698-3277

$475 --FREE

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS.

MORE

porn, won 6 limn Ine
in

APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

c'qu''''''''

.'"-n
WO

Plastering

Flow Refinishing

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

-

I REM REPAIR.

I

RaRinrodows711.

Plumbing

BOB /RACKS LANDSCAPING

WAHLQUIST

1011

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

JIM HELSDINGEN

TOWERS HOTEL

MURPHY EMPLOYMENT/368NC

Law Firm

For Interview Call

ARLINGTON PARK

CL 3-9799

358-2597

HOW,. °DICE ROOM

RATE IS 83.955 PER HOUR - DAY SHIFT

3,00244

,o,w,

CemMereentolloriso

SPENCER & SONS

15 Y.

:MMY:t.,,Ons

le

,war4.27-7456

i

mg, kind, All Went ar yon

I,. en. .9.," .^c, !.. ..

3610700

RECEPTIONIST

Na experience necessary. Day and night shifts.
53.04 per hour to Han. $3.17 per hour after 120

296-1043

" 1=74V:0782;744I
wo ii ty,.,,,,,,

Fendng

PLAN nOwFORSPRING

AyAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

PEOMANENT POSITION.

ace. sI

CONCRETE WORK

011.141 I A i

FREE ESTIMATES

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

SECRETARY. 5575. FREE.

o FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o FRIDEN FLEXO WRITER
OPERATOR

334.5060

days.

AMERICAN UPHOISTERING

Endeic! 6 Residenlial
SPRING CLEANUP

Enthrthinment

Drirn
RI..
!Dylan.,
Nee ro..0.
392-9351

GENERAL

MAINTENANCE HELPERS

pUr3"1,3911'

394-0880

MURPHY EMPLOYMENT

WAREHOUSEMEN

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

.....W1.1.r....R
OUR SPECALTY

eta

3 S. Duelon
60213 Dempster

LIGHT 'PIPING

hos several permanent jabs for

"" ""

Comp M400nold Rd. Pro Na

DECORATORS

it.i.

RUSTIC FENCING

E

I'"

=MOWS LANDSCAPING

E

I

R.I.
Walls

"9'9'53-0628
'

PUT Heohrs WokohreN 1. 6

enI

Av. ime

oF14.0

CRUMMY
ALLEN CONCRETE

A°041014TIKTRPkk.
NICHMS RAINS
ROOM ADDITIONS.RUMPUS
ROOMS
ILICIRICAL PLUMBING
Cull AMER 61144
520.4273

9"9'

Jose!, iserisPontr tit. 4
potting ow, roPidils

GUSTO/910190E 3

' CREATIVE

so

Isconla

ELECTRIC

...roc or imre tSt-074

re., Fla
DOE ,. I IMPE. 3 M MIS

McKAY TREE SERVICE

lo

pe

kr

4 .0060

YS Dunron

GOODYEAR TIRE 8 RUBBER CO.

Upholstery

FREE ES11166}ES 3..1638

6

.1

ANInglOn HAD.,

MIN Pon*

CALL 370.1121
SIMPSON ELECTRIC..

$160 FEE PAID

CUSTOM UPHOLSTER1Free pok

nacrwalke,

PI

r17d'e.'''''.

a

,d for

""er;q474.r

All

1250 Pratt Blvd.

it oompotely Paw Pro

6

Landscaping '

Electrical Work

11 1. Ian

I

SPRING SPRAYING

RoberlitInt...
,

AUDITI

KRUGLER DECORATING

RAnIng 3 1.369PoPer.Ir.r...

Cedar Closets

Lful RFD AFTER SPAS
339 1450

.

TAKING 000E. NOW FOR

how

SECRETARY

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

"399e:"3,c. GROd

""

Ms Poke

LOOKING FOR A FUTURE?

Apply in Person

oPPerreeihr

686-7740

26.11elp Wanted Women

fringe benefits for you and your family. Try us.

DESIGN TRAINEE

396.3.1

RICOS DECORATING

F

Ass forrnanoper

BILDS HOW REPAIRS

Tree Service

B6 D DECORATING

EXPERT URPMUTI

A

orameed. A Chan

eSaran0.6 pan.

GENERAL OFFICEwwew"m.
od,

sr..14RIF

SECRETARY
PPR oLill TAUS PIAFF

BARRETT-

rooHnoporiuorwernsmerkm

o

d

F

;

""7";!:7",,!

OCPIS 12 io 16

VIlo are o wares,ve nanonal company. Along
with on excellent opportunily far the future we
offer a complete package of company paid

4334003

ERE, ESTIMATES

tkiw.M.

c"TITZS',=='le

r

Ar

.i.e.
1'...
Young. 339.075,

300 F. Rand Rd./MPG:al

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

9G

.

..........GG 6

DITCH McGUIRES

L

2.1.0

+a.. heroism public man bore owe Ronmenoilen er he
able io work dey re owning All.. If Dunned col Mr.

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL MRS. MIKKEESEN

CRAVENS CO.

We are looking for mechanically inclined young
an. We will teach you to be a Flom Pressman or

AS

man.

PROFESSIONAL TAY SERVICE

fsperienced Todorrog.

40, nee& For al ono

ren mien m son Inr.. Earn

relinisAing

wood

394-3200

D.. ' .11D" I".

$110 WIT MINIMUM

men he nem esp., ..re can niNsont venom., m A

12484 Wanted Men

PARKER

BARTON STULL

3.FF,F.eRK'SFe..r.S..'..'

SPECIAL..

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

TRODWasICEntral Rd

vs

OUR

SECRETARY

304 5660

movntnromen.

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

OFFICE - $575 mo.

Inning. HMO36.,

253.6600

wo. ..../. P.M

lin

sin DE 3 035a

OLCOMING.L.M.TOP

SIMPSON ELECTRC CO.
400 N.lartuniI

PERSONNEL DM

HOSPITAL

Oscf.c.

Pgr078:3".

CNN,. Nannu cw wr0 . Dressmoking-Sewing

Multigraph Caw

DICE'S TILEARRVICE

...sure Ra..

""".7=U"'''''"

Catering

KORNER

URPHM'F;IVAZ.979AGENCY

Attention Ladies
CALL 350-6061

TRAWL P.NS

CALLS., 121

'c'74:11'171VEON

HOLY FAMILY

Tile

oval

BARTON seas

ANDRA...PAIRS

KEN'S KUSTOM

FOR FASHION
DESIGNER

mOn,y

P99Il'ElgA7191;CLVANERS

CALL 478.7539

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

...'''....r .S ""
and waierrwnismo

,,,,,

:47" r'r"r'rn

on

a"d 1270,

CL 3.0349

Small lolo5 Welcome.

439-8280

en can

siw tric1.1. Cootrot

FINE INIER.R PAINTING

'1'''..".''.

,

.0,,,,,.,,,,.. .0 ow

Teaming

529-3901

720.736

500-550 Mo.

776672'W6

RECEPTION

gg.g.gg.

pm lot

CONTAZIo
TINGENV

532.0060

Mr. Hill

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

6111R3V339=39II1j;AURNCY

4 GENERAL OEFICE. 6450.

3-2prn, 5 dayl a wood 62.00

LEARN TO KIP
TISPAMAKETHEIR

FIGURE CLERKS .50

co'ruit

licolions is,
Good ormormoin For .y 0..

ool

DRAFTING
TRAINEE

0 IISCIPIC,

TRAINEES --

NURSE, R.N.

rreitrw's::"VZ

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

WORK WITH
PEOPLE -

Advertise with Hay

BRUISING

rrrittr.troi'o'rcrel.r;

emu rscre

hos.

a Bag Machine Adluster.
H 6 MDECORATIND

eat

es os

Low Spring Rata

Gram. sOoll.Rose.

o

wry, ho. dighol and onolk

CALL 253-6300

Donor kon Marls

WHEELING FIRM

I

SECY $650 $700

9"0911 Plaines

solow of S3.44 oor

NOW INTERVIEWING

PPM

616. Doi

268 6230
PI

LEARN
PURCHASING

$140 WEEK

knowledge viilh minimum al 3

on

529-3900

GO, PROITLEM DOW

MAY SPECIAL

Dunnilyg 6 Reno..
'ke.'"'°'.''''kkwik0'.3.1.50
CL3.3991

...L -7==r".

TECHNICIAN

PARKER

,,,,Z. E,i 0I.10,,,..X4

NEWYDAY PANTING

C.';'Stitar"

POODLE

SALEM MAINTENANCE

HOURS TO SUIT YOU

BETWEEN° na PM

Tr

43-'1"

YYPHIP

ELECTRONIC

0.11;12

oll yw.y'

Aiss42

?co Lao St.

od

0

Poisonel 6.3 No Feu Cell Dris

6650

La Sollael"0"rn'onnol

tarn".

367-3i35

km

Part Time Work

IARM SYSTEM, Eymn automat,
p or

1171,
ROLA. E,JOHNSON

`gljett.,...rny:

wsnx

Typo

Gd 11.

I

237-6910

'.433.1"

nOWER-FULV PUMP AND A.

g,.... , ...,..,

SERVICE
ttle,..;$ 65.00 WV*,

ORAFIGIO.AIL PHASES

in 5 to

DECORATING

INCOME TAX

Dsign & Drafting

'

tots,

RUSSELL

FEDERAL & STATE

lk Greve Y64.3236

Carpet Cleaning

..E'

s

no fee

IVYo11a

MR. CAMPBELL

$7,80049,600

Sump Pump

PolnIi4S Er DeromtiRD

COMPUTERIZED

,,

' .g'isi;ssenss '

"""tl.V3r7".

i

MANAGEMENT

Income Toe Service

rt. rionAll

Dor1

,10,

.4 u. swins ',cwt.

rs

ED SERVICEMEN

PROGRAMS
Dancing Schools &
Supplies

Carpentry -Remodeling
Controctors

.e

lin menm

v4a ace

255-7200 OR 296-6640

0

ii

11
0,

Reap,. too

ISURPHVEMPLOWLENTAGEUGY
1,01,C1
BE N

26 Help Wanted 551098

25 Help Wanted Women

NURSE:AIDES

GIRL FRIDAY

II RAVE GRADSII
NE

26 Help Wanted Women

25Employment Agencies Womenj 25 Employment Agate, Women
BOOKKEEPER 6660

1

automatic

heard

Inspector

25 Employment Agencies Women

F.C. BOOKKEEPER

La Salk Personnel

&

"

lssion plus. Call after

GENERAL Ae41.1.10M

7zi

Smolt

notional Company. Com-

SERVICE MEN
Full Erne. 0,6 f.,,o194

290.2770
TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY,
CALL

you

If

SWITCHBOARD
WILL TRAIN

IVIachthe

grant molung
$25 000 per year don
answer tar ad One call
lo,e background. Into,

770

Page 9

Wodno.doy April I 1970
29 Employment Mgeocio5 Wome

CLOSERS

La Salle Perthnnel

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reptitable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

t4t

24 Help Wanted Men

29 Help Wanle8Men

14 Help Wanted Men
DEGREFD

z...6

li

!17-rs

Des Plaines

CORP.
1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

central telephone company of Illinois
E0.100ponunity Employer

u

Leo

I

day

Rx 390

CLERK TYPISTS

MUE=t1;ILOTI'I''AG INCY
39/.5660

for Lerma! girls who onroy clorlcal work and hove
good typing skills. Excellent workIng emelltlent.

1st ARLINGTON

Position offen excellent company benefits end a

PADet

1NATIONAL BANK

6E.

For Doctor's office
12:30 p.m.lo 6-00 p

CREDIT

ASSEMBLER
CABINET ASSEMBLER
CABLE FORMER

7.7".

TYPISTS

MURPHY EMPLOYMENT

1st shift 7 to 3

AGENCY
Et E. NORTHWEST 1M

o WIRING & SOLDERING

1-.

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. E. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

399 5660

MT. PROSPECT

FOR

APPLY

439-7603

AND BETTER JOB!

New Surplus Tod Store

pod

programs.
$2.25 Per Hour -Full Time Days
52.50 Per Hour -Full Time Nights

ASK FOR KEN
899 2210

741,87

FL 4.1107ols

e CLERK TYPIST

SWITCHBOARD
PERSONNEL

32Miscellaneous Muchantlise

BECKONS YOU

41illarne Furnishingsfumitere

$175 A WEEK
German and English spooking. Typing 80 w.p.m.

Come in or call
Mort Yale, 259-7010

'

wort,

DON'T

HOLIDAY INN OF

LYNN DAVIS

MOUNT PROSPECT

William's Gray Building

`wveAeiao:rONLY

brakes,

$2095

401 E. Prospect Ave., MI. Prosper., Ill.
Chicago Office 346-5060

1

$2095
1967 PONTIAC CATALINA STATION WGN
,Tara,

nerve,,

wfum

DEALS

tan OUR DELTA118'.. e,, full power wan all or an,
19

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

ONLY

$1595

den, hard top. Pi, AIT .furl

ONLY

.........

n

Div. of Jewel

9295

$1495

1969 CHEVY II NOVA

ONLY

31000, 751 9 56

IL<ErglflitINR.;? "C"'

1327.68,5 Des Plaines

MO WM' MOM kn.

Sorter/Packer

Janitors

:rod.=

PI. 0,3203

255 1107

Machine Operators

DICKWICI(STBOM

ea-0Fake'hm b,lldea

heck Can This Tremendous Smelt Pmemm
1.0 Peeler num.

$475 TO $525
Variety of Julien, roomers, girl Ham socre,./Y,

MI. immuadeumsne

e/SIMPre

,e

=gm nadro

Ise Roslyn

Ce11760736

Real Estate

I/ Plenum weeding cud
I Paid Vocaliens

mpeu

PNunlhedue

teletype, and filing. will advance Into secretarial

Gibson ES 330 To 12 sta,k14.

39Arts and Antiques

"THE BOSS

Seeing Is

Between 8:30 AM& 6:00 PM

Ask For Agent
Michael Nelson

381-6000

John Hautsinger

"7"17,7
1968 CHEVY IMPALA CONVERTIBLE Vapor.. e.,Pso rins

SPRING MONEY
SAVING COUPONS!

brae.. aulaunee mosmnsir, menu WM Mum ...M..
nue whitened!, aric

32768

WE HERE AT GOLF -VIEW DODGE ARE HAPPY TO SERVICE ALL MAKE CARS
INCLUDING WARRANTY WORK ON ALL CHRYSLER CORP. CARS (Plymouth,
Dodge, Chrysler, Imperial) REARDIESS,OFVHSER$ THE CAR WAS PURCHASED.

reTTHOMPSON

1 our Guide

INDUSTRIES CO.

ifilFORD
Mss iii

(exec mks

To Ike best

liFilik ROBERT D HUGHES & ASSOCIATES, Inc

4"lir
GRAND
OPENING

,

JUST GIRLS DIVISION

""-°"-z,

Values IN
The Nor t

9400 W. FOSTER AVENUE

NUL DAYS OR

9101..

ZT;;ZZN,

t

6 CO

Coll Fo,r4p=imeni.

SWINg
Imo ...4
Air

o

O'Hare. Con

meadow all rIsn Wm..* et Mom my ran Mon the
job belping our nestomms *sound Ike world, making pad

monay, end an your way to *log Nem mime your first

iort-

Operalors
you Mee a lush happy mem and In dean le
meld
people ...their eonneulens armed Ihmould Ihis meld
e

be

Duplicating Machine Oper's
Secretary
File Clerks

melees lob For you

hop.d and typing skills.

Berome part or one of

Planning Clerk

Typist Clerks

the world's fastest crow.

If pan hew peed lypIng and *Eel s16111. w Item 190Find
M seeneopeninge ler you.

in; Compolter Moneta,
tor!, camponies.
.

=PetlierTUr '''''''

Scheduling 8 Expediting Clerk
Copy Machine Oper-(Part Time)
Draftsman
Qaulity Control Engineer

Poo

3190. 25.16911

Deluxe 2 Bedroom, 5210
Also 3 Bedroom, $300

III,

4

-

-

o

Potation ond shappon

Mt. Prospect, III

- -0 FrualOpRodeNNEm9loSter MEE

DICK WICKSTROM

16-T1 Rent Houses

Edam

--

PIM

.6611.151,MG

t. Prospect by actor
M. 4
bedros,
boil, Mleskieem

U.S. Gov't Owned HoinhO

f';OWL=:47.'Artl:?re't
4:0O1Z11./Alp2O°4
ANYONEIMBUE

Hell y

Swing go*

827.1664

610 sq. ft office in downtown

Ark GI. awl [mete, pan,

CALL 362-0204

9:,.

.F01111

SAVE
$2291

o

Ey17,,zFiB,FaiM

CONNTIITSIDAN

$6569

$0"
VALUE

PLUS 'A'r1=17ing:L"""

Relay

WITHIHIS

[CUM.

COUPON NOIRES APRIL 30,1920

5.81
'60 CORVAIR
CORSACOUPF

$000

SPRING BRAKE INSPECTION

$425

t=g=c1EIZ:c=47111-r
PLUS

THE 11 YEAR CAB

.,.717,,,T,E07,°,",:`,IT:,
MUM. PANTS

'$72".1;
Value

WITHMs

SAVE
$825

08 CHEVY

1968 CHEVY NOVA 2 de, 3,7 V 8, a speed

rdenotdossad,a,*
$15S4
NO FORD

COnerm EXPIRES Men PO IMO

for 90 day and Fas
test thanlbdmron
I am nrele.

each mon

SEE AND TEST DRIVE

IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON

vd

60x26Iat, conversen1

Hermit r a la reed g.10430%.

126 N. COOKST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899
rote exausns NAM

MW

tHEMOSSIsmnce,

I®

'09 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

421111:1D=111M
VOLVO

9'''.7°'""01,000"' 9995

"w"II"-°"°;;;.

REGULAR

IMPORT MOTORS

695-78 35g:

ob

'<d

.671.111SIANG

Roselle, Illinois

eiriare

11-10 Rent, Stores, Offices

.

;;;sr,

1995

0-13,

door Imam va

197 0

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL

519-7070

,

Des Plones by owner 4 bed..
PieS

Overlooking Counlw Club.
bedroores.Stove and

^

AVE5

.6vItH THIS
9.,JCOUPON

555 Irving Park Road

VNTFR

SEE THE 1970
and well maintoined ogort.

255-1910

, - 93121 69MM .

4664,11717a
0mmu n

after apm.29B-0350,

MUNDELEIN

1800 West Central Rd.

0

1

1056138

M.' BRUNING

Toommormplimionby piano
callM66,22,

Chlsogo,111.60631

'1'

s a3 cons x140,

MODELS ON DISPLAY.

Data Systems
55°W. eryoom're

Es

$1895

SALEM LANE
APARTMENTS

Daily 7:45 AM to 4:15 PM
Saturday 9 AM Till Noon

Illinois Bell

2111'di='2;47' 1

SM1t;

Call 392-9188

EXEROX

2391451trialhopettyffoRenti

e'tt4 ,77

Interviewing Hours

. 'rn.P.W. e

Vo

SPRING BRAKE SPECIAL

8641ealEstateionses

DREW"TEP

ssfy seilresenuersErsrierer

Rd 922 9100

Westga te Apts.

;:tr!
:11r

$5 6S

Pigeon

...robe.

3

RESFARC

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS

Re user

PLc rasCCOMPsfsstOerrsr
.1.1 sed
0.1.01NOF

BN,S60

272-3051

d. 631-6771.

PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT BRUNING!

sermerool mime program OW designed email,. for

Immediate openings exist in our modern regionOlSoles Office for sear.

EZZtr!"0".11!

Betwe=':41erelli

......... IInals Pelt rrs ern.* v. tbe
SECRETARIES

CCIRT
.19 5.B

apRiNq

The Desk Set, Inc.

dWd

2 "dr''s'orglrere=

Dr. 255-6175

1411 Rent Apartments

ir

Station

$2295
1968 IMPALA

112Wanleal to Rent
R

STENOS
GEN. OFFICE

LE

HOWARrraA

11 -Ants. and Roams to Share

CLERKS

$3495
1969 IMPALA

225N Arl Ps. Roo;

"E'er

1967 BUICK ELECTRA am.. mop. foamy car corers.,
so, nada ms are lair new.1 amine taros orirksi inriassr

500.

$3/195

LACFMENT OF FMCS, POINTS,
RANO P.C.V. WAVF.INGINE FIECIACIPICnyieAIM

Ig.Tna =ILL"

se NIMLISHE

CALL 439-13020

w es t Suburbs!

TYPISTS

larks Willi good

du, MraNIF09,

PALAINEIROLLING MEADOWS

,

SPRING TUNE-UP SPECIAL

1969 2 TON CHEVY
s rind durro

"

'teal Estate

M eguelppiwgry eoldeg

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

5P/MORAN MRCP WORN

SO To Rent Olfice Space

1470 Rent Apartments

gle hi. 4995

COMM

pool.

All lobs are WO% Fee paid by employer.
Call Dan Donohoe at 992-3320

Weal

op. Sperlessl

MT MUSTANG.

Believing

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

liospeolizalten

jai1

537-0023

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
505 W. Northwest Hwy.

faelwy air conslitionIng and full power, like new

wh.:=14e.s..=,btre with Medi virryl red. $2595

CALL

$995

,

735=Lr

4,..11311P.

oor711 lag'470°,7m L^Z..

'r..oir:2WI"'Orf152ZG

9895

1966 TEMPEST CUSTOM STATION WAGON
.44 peed

196e OLDS LUXURY EEDAN TM tap of Rat model 0o,
eveuliMg

Open Daily 9-9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

d2'"""2C1d"'

Studio

ea:

2.55.2115

STENOGRAPHER POOL

Companies, Inc.

SIxs,PLrwl 1""

w.eha
7500 VD, 3110

All 3 Shifts

Print -Helper

9/1,2111

12S.

The Boss
Says,

OerlOn;;1:1e:47:g
See o

1st Shift Only

190v VOLVO STATION WAGON,

55-MusicalInstruments

,PL,.

eI

pee,

*w nIV07.Sn,"u

win-

uae-

1967 DODGE DART

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

:127.7=',;;.,....:

17-Baats antlMarine Supplies

.67 PORDWGN

9695

1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE STATION WAGON

11-5907

-/995
be,.

ONLY

-

.,r ana,zss 3ezlz'

CULLY AUCTION
CO.

67111NADO

1966 DODGE POLARA STATION WAGON

OFF
sneerer

4fik

3209

$1995

1967 OPEL STATION WAGON

40% - 60%

GOOOCONDITICIP1$10.

Openings on all 3 Shifts

General socreronol duties assigned to group lenders will substitut for executive secretaries.

an. AIM.

51986

ONLY

IA

CARPETING

30 25e 71,5

415o A WEEK

Tura S'Ky1e.:

:,:Tgc=nr...""'""""

THESE

14,1. 171 r1n-

'rat'a"'

''''""`"Z.t%$'.

MUSH BUGGY

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

5125 TO 51 50 A WEEK

OVER 45 ATTRACTIONS INCLUDING:

%SLID

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA STATION WGN
Ne B,oF N.FEN'Erm"'"'°n
Rnsseir,
ONLY

SELLING OUT FURNITURE In

Orn's7,1',.=2°

SECRETARIAL POOL

prove we offer more for your money!

'69 TORINO GI
Co
Pow

UP

112-Autandiles For Sale

1I.3i 5'.72n3"

'

It's Almost
Unbelievable!

Typing 50 to 00 wp.rn. Shorthand 450 to BO wAm.

given with an appraisal of your automobile. Hundreds of dollars of value, yours absolutely FREE to

PASS

ditioning

ta7955411gt":

ae,

u.r.

Shorthand ea ..p...

3 EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

"KING OF FUN" Membership

Poll Facto, eaeiaing,

LET US FIX YOUR WAGON
PROBLEM RIGHT NOW!
1968 FORD STATION WAGON

USW. Pe1nens,uampleu ces-

824-2175

B I-LI NGU AL SECRETARY-7

2038 WAUKEGAN

'69 COUGAR

296 7893

'

252.3467

dro0

toniiiEnui ond
Guaranteed,

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS o SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES
PERSONNEL

Em

255-8600

Palatine, Ill.

Des Owner

GLENBROOK
FORD
RD.

"Mt1'

P.P.

"THE CHOISrPER SHOP'

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
00 N. Northwest Hwy, (Rte 53 ., 141

Nwy

WITH
THE BIGGEST
REDUCTION
IN THE
HISTORY OF

GLENVIEW

ANEW STATE
OF BEAUTY

296-6127
600 E

to.11301-3913

.7 -8992

o GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS

0 A ss la

='X'S' RD
Onie7Stfriii'rs'esti*

AIRLINE RESERVA IONIST

DISHWASHER

15 "."7,.,.,.° 7,"""10"

1968 PM, S2195

112iRINIE,TEgleTS

1962 Tool MiniBike.

MALE:

FEMALE:

HOSPITAL

Is. Dual exhume

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

aelar

HOLY FAMILY

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

OUR LOTS

GOvERNMENT SURPLUS

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW

with excellent employe benefits, Including paid vacations, free insurance

"" '174'

u

375. 7660736

724-6006

O

Z:Z:=

.9

r';40 'at °Rtl..H*ot%:rst3'4:0.

elen

earkle9

29.6-01.27

Z.

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

HOSTESS.

256-4000

to Mr.

Under 31100

THE -DAY DOES IT!

ach..?

kb Hier box Tue..

WE SPECIALIZE
OUALIMNDCARS

PI00I°"51%""
°°

01°T, -,"t°

lE

MUST

ae,wir,

''ARS

Dept.

We can offer permanent employment

Ram

for sate 32 00

vdi NYLON PLUSH 23 95 Sa. Ed,

g73'15,73V7r; "

25 usOd

FORTLrN

EXTRA -ORDINARY USED CARS

ro.

CLEAROUT

-

mo,a body.

ii"

1

12LtAlcF0 AA' 2=0

PLO 0/`E it",MoD

bee'

GENERAL HELP

We are now interviewing neat, attractive
young ladies for tlie position of CASHIER

Mg

061,30,137-1370

pr,daestone

FULL TIME DAY OR NIGHT

State Bank

141210.5. 829.721B.

de

251.3118

101-AutorddesiYanted

CARPET CLOSEOUT

N

zaid. N. ttiahlond.

Rodla
"In 43 85

OLDS WP DELTA ROYALS

1964 Chow Bisteyne

no= s.=Ot 1M621 2

uniglel

sr sun

MI CAMARO

7M:

Mom Me

g

:I

I

Beg offer 352.1716

ly Co be

d

Bonus ARMORSOP

1,1 92399

CASHIER HOSTESS

Mount Prospect

A o'l blo

HerIARRnta':

Des Plain
2000 S. Wolf Rd.
An Eg uol Opportunity Employer MEE

Musette,

teed, OW ENTERPRISES.

PRINTING CO.
'

per

fun.

°"

Eaate,

,

LADENDORF OLDS

wide

372-5223

RS9-0662

CLEANING PLANT

or'reWt2i1=17$74120ny2d7F;

ten

METROPOLITAN

255-7500

222.00

Ng Log ARM Sewn 44,,,

XIV

P,IS, WAM fomen,

drop,

224.1000

WRAGF

RIO

;Godsend nii4411,,,

aa

ARP

olor. OM

67 Ford DR

ddt

Ping none Ms eta.

Hew, SHAG CARPET RI 13 /A

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

plete PowceL,I;F,ftjtra

financed.

ITT

aia-caieT"'"-"

Wayne Milligan
SPIEGEL CATALOG
ORDER STORE

'16 Olds 942 Coneerlible Com-

A. GOODMAN & CO.
R

1441' Goo..

1171

WII.Otrk°n

714:

Operaliw in Pologne. Modern

440101, Pets s& Equipment'

zero, 21' IV, Wake detkas

Ne

0/0

em.

Kob Value Palatine

M 25.9

essAft
9.5.

1.

So leFistprIl

MS 0114 88 wrIon

3504632 and 1024.2794

mistreated or In onzeldent

son-

M44

m11421L5100

WANT TO BM used NV sl!

PHONE 297-5320

2191119 PlantediMen & Women

0 Excellent Starting Rotes
0 Pleasant Working Conditions
o Many Company Benefits
0 Steady Work

L:14.il. RUGS.

Wolf Rd. Nospect Hiss

Otrns

n'rliiaice=174471'e'h'
mile. 1de now Wes MUST GO
Best offer 1,9 1716

el;97;97''Io'

BASKIN. ROBBINS
ICECAFXANORE

envoi

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

$650

Experience helpful but
not necessary

MANAGER

906 Ili Soso

All,aas

s1

Mr. c1

BOOKKEEPER

677-0600

CALL 259-3220

31 Rummage& GarageSale

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACILITY. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS At

394-5660

MT, PROSPECT

"

Jo, PIR Rla

tunnels Oputimitiet

DUE TO CONTINUED EX ANSION, WE HAVE IM-

MURPHY EMIZYMENT
AGENCY
8 E NORTHWEST HWY.

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
267-5300

71,`,VM4on'l&
American Lepton Hall

i7,X

,and

office

d*"

doebluenld

$115

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

NURSE

Formica tap

all

42-Wanteel TO Ely

CONTACT

at 259-7050

3
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Our company In the educational flold re looking

LUMS

1970

fitifficourtturamw

14 Arts and Antiguan

dramas Merchandise
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ry.
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26 -Help Wanted Women
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THE FLAG IS DO N!
THE RACE IS ON!
Opel AND

Everyone wins when you deal at John

..4

Mufich Buick during the big 1000 sale! But
the real big winner is you! By doing more
than twice as much business in less than
half the normal time, John and his staff of

dare devil drivers are in position to take
less than half the normal profit per car
and pass the other portion, back to you m

. . .

BUICK ON

Don't wait for summer

Plan an indoor
picnic featuring
finger foods

the form of the best deal of the year! John
Mufich Buick wins in more sales? The John

Mufich Buick staff wins in special prizes

Wi6

RAND!

and bonuses from the factory The commu

by Nona Naughton
(Day food editor)

pity wins by the quickened pace of business But the real big winner is you be-

How beg has it been since you were on a
picnic? So, why not now? Warm weather and
ants have long been associated with picnics but

cause you save the most money now!

there are no rules against having one indoors.
Broiled lamb riblets or barbequed pork kabobs

O MUFICH
proa'ept

are both easy to prepare entrees. Only a tossed

A

salad and a crusty bread would be needed to
complete the meal.

vr

BECAUSE LAMB RIBLETS are an inexpensive cut, the best way to prepare them is to let
them simmer about an hour then brush with a
honey -sweet sauce you can make yourself or a
prepared sauce. Then place under the broiler
until brown.

Who will win John iviufich's Big 1000 -Car Classic?

Another new innovation is Compliment for
Indoor Pork Barbeque. It requires no additional
ingredients or mixing and saves marinating, and

(NEW AND USED!

basting.

All that is necessary to make Pork

Kabobs is the sauce and the kabob necessities
"such as pork cubes, onions peppers and possibly

FREE
100
GALLONS OF GAS!

'small tomatoes.

Honey sweetens
lamb riblets
BROILED HONEY -SWEET
RIBLETS
pounds Iamb riblets
5 to
2 teaspoons salt

Water

A 1000 -Sale with 1001 winners! That's
right. 1000 of you will win when you buy
and 1 more of you will win the special

Let one of our
Friendly Sales Staff
Help you find
The New or Used Car
You're looking for

New cars are only half the story! Because we're

award. Nothing to buy! You must be 18 or

going to sell more new (our previous 4 Sales
have proven this) we'll have more used cars
on hand and just as we do in new, we're cut-

gallons of Union "76" super gasoline. Employees and families of John Mufich Buick
not eligible.

ting a minimum of 50% off our normal low
profit just to make you a John Mufich Buick
customer!

over. Simply register for the prize, 1000

OUR NORMAL

I cup ghili sauce
1/4 cup chopped onion
1/4 cup orange juice
2 tablespoons honey

I teaspoon preapred horseradish

Place riblets in large Dutch oven
or kettle; sprinkle with salt and add

water to cover. Simmer covered
for hour; drain. Mix together re1

maining ingredients.

Broil riblets 4 to 5 inches from
heat, 8 to 10 minutes, brushed with

half of chili mixture. Turn riblets
and brush with remaining sauce;
broil 5 to 8 minutes longer or until
browned. Makes 8 to 10 servings.

Let

an indoor picnic spark

a

dreary evening meal or a weekend
get-together. Lamb riblets not only
are economical but provide an abundance of protein, particularly attractive to weight -watchers.

LOW PROFIT

has its DAY

EVERYONE WINS in John Mufich's Big 1000 - Car Classic!
1969 ELECTRA

1967 OPEL

1968 ELECTRA

/995

nriews7
dr Wed re.e

;re'

$3795

1969 LE SABRE
I deer bo,droo, amens Interim. locrety

enal:deg

..M. power bra6es. uhine *re

$2995

1968 CUTLASS
2 deer hard., areornak ir.mlrms

C.ston, 4 door

g, leo! al Ma e.

/695

1968LE SABRE
ash

1995
1966 ELECTRA

4 deer xrden,recrery ale perm mat pew -

his.., headlullin

/195

w)17;!!td,Z, =N.:a:tr.!!!

f,::,;°::::.;6.;:f1,°.7,1.nr-,..!!: '1395
1966 TEMPEST LE MANS

1695

b,ekaInereN1395
2 door, burgundy finish rd. Idockeuslern

HURRY!
LAST CALL!

'Nil' II
N

1969's!

1395

$1495
1966 MALIBU

1795

mission, power rm.. elhrer rehA
milee

,

door, V-8, ouiornok fremlcare,

1962 CORVETTE
ChevroleYs clossio,,1

$1095

MUFICH
Mt. Prospect

barbequed kabobs

M.*

1095

We've been tuning up for this

4695

sale and we have a few surprises
for you in 1969's at prices that will
amaze you. New, used and demo.

Ph pounds pork, cut in 1 -inch cubes

I pound can whole onions, drained or small
fresh onions,
12 green pepper wedges
Small whole tomatoes, optional
1 can Compliment for Indoor Pork Barbecue

Take your pick and save, save,

Thread skewers alternating the pork, onions,
peppers and tomatoes. Place in shallow baking
dish. Pour Compliment over skewers.

John
BUICK ON RAND!

Easy to prepare
PORK KABOBS

1965 BUICK SKYLARK

Sport coupe, 6 slur, memoir In

1995

$1195

1966 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

1967 LE SABRE
4 dr,recion1.ociory oirr:Itionl,;00/er
o.

1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

ossWas, inn miss ever-

more Irem,,,,iselary pawn elsaing. p0o,01

1995

brakes, (am, edoendeloning.pekl

1968 BUICK SPORTWAGON
ponanger wog. w,th roc, Mode

1966 IMPALA

1966 BUICK SKYLARK

ardtop, facto/ ede

adorn. tasmssion, P... 0.0.05

196TELECTRA

1995

1095

1967 OLDSMOBILE 98

1968 OLDSMOBILE "88"
-

orame.0.

" mm

de, lee

rahlld

Cover and bake at 350 degrees for 30 minutes.

BUICK ON RAND!

Mt. Prospect

ND ROAD 394722OG_

Uncover and bake 20 minutes more or until
meat is tender.
Makes about 6 skewers.
Combine meat cubes, onions, peppers and tomatoes on skew-

ers, cover with Compliment and in minutes you'll have a savory barbegued kabob. Serve finger foods in a foil lined basket
complemeited by a salad and crusty chunks of bread

THE DAY
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EAGLE'S MEAT LABELING POLICY IS CLEAR, SIMPLE AND HONEST!

Cold, cool world

Wednesday April I 1970

Clever cooks disguise the leftovers
By Chested. Erickson

are

traditionally

Add

interest

garnished

with hard boiled egg diem
A clever cook can serve left:

overs in many interesting and
glorious ways. The unimagina.
five cook will warm everyting
up and serve it in the same old
dreary manner. It is from this
type of a cool( that leftovers re.
calve their unattractive image.

prise to the meal.

e for recipes made with left-

ntimerous and interesting

Mays to serve this nutritionally
goad Easter leftover. Don't
forget the obvious deviled eggs

and to use them as a garnish.
Serve them quartered on combination Julienne salads: sliced

they..
a lot to potato salad.
.

Bible. Stare them sn egg cartons
in your refrigerator. They

should not be left out at room
temperature for tong periods
of time.
Ham leftovers are absolutely my favorite type of leftover.
In fact, like the leftovers hetter than the original meal. The
I

following is a ham recipe that
is sure to become a family fa cork,.

.

Me Pew Pads a

triple play dessert variety by preparing three kInfirs,54.o.ussm in Mole cordial

Vegetables,

axes

milk in Osterizer blender contaier that will hold 5 cups; allow/ to stand while assembling
other ingredients. Add boiling

delight guests with not one dessert but three, each serving dig
relent, each more delicious

Add eggs, sugar, sail and /ein-

they ear called, served in small
cordial glasses or cups.

em juice. Cover and MT
blender control to high speed.

Best of all, there no cooking involved because dime are
unflavored gelatin desserts

Rehm

Of small cups.
IoW PgICf

when garannished with whipped
cream
d a whole pistachio.

Makes 5
servings.

cream and lannquat

And while the mousse looks
elaborate, unfiavored gelatin

20 to

cups;

ism reliable a product that you
iose recipe direcOons,

This is the basic technique

elopesen
2
unflavored
gelatin
cup cold milk
Co cup milk, heated to boil -

The ice cubes come az surs
prise as they do indeed go into

W

for processing,
hastens the refrig-

blender

perfect

eaMistency, after blending, in

I

lemon juice
Puree raspberries with syr..
up in Osterizer blender; Drain
to remove seeds. Rinse blender
container.
tempo

THERE'S Raspberry Mini Mousse, too, made
th the
f reser berries foe con-

venience. and kumqat, made

Sprinkle gelatin over cold

.

Milk M blender container that
will hold 5 cups, allow to Stand
while assembling Other ingredients. Add boiling ilk.
Cover and process al low speed
until gelatin dissolves. Add
eggs, sugar and salt. Cover and

PISTACHIO
MINI -MOUSSES
velopes
unflavored

gelatin
cup cold milk

fit cup milk, heated to holl-

turn blender confrol to high
ff-M

One-third cup sugar
teaspoon salt
cup blanched pistachio

Remove

cover and

process until ice is melted.
Stop blender. Add pureed

teaspoon almond extract
1 cup heavy cream

raspberries and Kirsch. Pmcess until smooth. POUT DIDI
glasses or small coifs.
hill until firm, 15 to 30 mincrdial

ith cups lee cubes
Sprinkle gelatin over cold
milk in Osterizer blender container/ allow to stand while asother ingrepients.

utes,

aeshbling

Add boiling milk. Cover and

Mast. Cover and turn blender control to high speed.
add

arnill cups. Chill until Sinn, 15
to 30 minutes.

Reduce break

To serve, garnish with small
dollops of whipped cream and
pidachio nuts.
Makes 41,4 cups; 16 to 24

bottles is bei,introduced in
all market areas by hlario's

Olive Oil

in

The attractive new bottles
KUMQUAT MINI- eliminate breakage problems
MOUSSES
And provide for more eon =flavored ' yonient handli, and storage
envelopes
2
gel, atin
by the homemaker. The new
design

alm

reduces

- FOLD COVEN HAN.

22 INCH SIZES

g eggs

"

.3.1

38c
$399

r

1177 !

mixture is bubbly. Add snip pad parsley and sow on mast

_

rounds.

OM Mr
t'l vt ---u

Suave

$ U

JP,T!!r1,,,x,!!es

$199
BE OFF

Ultra Brite

Hair Spray

Toothpaste

W
1713:1
"r -Head

130

Oc Off

& Shoulders''

$12g

Scope

Mouthwash
SCOPE.

r

800

DRY

Calm
Spray

ID

SUR

Creme
Rinse

wax

Tonic

Anti.

40

70

Rewebbing Kit
oars

mIlDEW PROOF

ctit

HARDWARE

p

00

6 Foot Redwood

Trellis
4" x 40' Steel
Lawn Edging
Table Top
Bar-B-Que Grill

Lady Lee Butter
Ice Cream

S CROP BA

E

E HAND E

$10$
6

Electric Bar-B-Que

Firelighter

an

SAFE

EAST AND no
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1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

'

II Takes A Lot Of Happy Customers To Make Us No. 1
_

_

_

t,

77'

e1.

59'

..,

We Discount Everything

art. Quality,
Courtesy And Service!

-,zeM.

--"""'"

\

880

_4*4

$128

109

20

.' 48'

Sanka Coffee

1

Corn on Cob

Pizza

RollsEEaE

26'

34 11'French
Pretzels

0 Thrill
Detergent 3

Snow
SEIM ENRICHED noRm

Dreft
Detergent
Liquid
ttawa/ onus

OY

h Tide
XK
Bold
Detergent

97'

45'

01 49'

rel V PRICE)

:Z33' ,

..

%. 23'
18'

I

250 Luncheon Meat

Tissue
.5

NO

I

DUALITY

0'550011°

56'

Corned Beef

60'
34'

Ray's Chili

Hash
Russet Beet Ha
IPotatoes ril;;Ple Plums
1

20'

bog

jGolden
0,4

0

IS to

;:

Raisin Bread
White Bread

'°4; 25' 4 Coffee Cake

Fudge Brownies

39'

.,onto

33' 4 Potatoes

Brown & Serve
1Wheat Bread

29'

Or.UREAN

HARvEsT pAy ROE, - EVABIQIES

Detergent

Flavor Enhancer

4Corn Flakes

Just A Few OF Our Bakery Products

42'

$144 Harvest Day,,37,,,

T.::: 31'

..

59'

4

ang nag eth

'0.. 37'

t; 34'
,

34

Health & Beauty Ales

59'

c:'

$ir
2m D etergent =

We Discount Everything extext ii;t;;:inI"`"°°Quality Courtesy, And Service!

DESSWASHFRS

$136 Detergent

25'

Kernel Corn

C& IfC"'
Sugar

0' 37'

Cascade

21'

[ELECTED QUALITY.

Dash

41°

I

Gain
$136
Deterr
,,==111=MEMMM=Mk

Prices Ate Discounted Except on Fair Traded and Government Controlled Item,

-1T-TAKESA LOT-OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. -1

88'

Vaseline Jelly

58'

lia;:e(ifoy

'2"

Miss Breck

76'

Rinse Away

FORBEASINGWHITOIESS

0 Cheer
';,,'56 Detergent ';78

,

290,,

Del Monte Beets

01 Facial

bellinb made peek by an mob PEVEvE
pr Ey a rd. IVIED, prompliOnsl

D ux

FE:v.40E0.11C

Puffs

Re

58'

EASY TO USE

FOR ORIGIITSO`teaES

14, Fryers

Fruit Cocktail

Fries

Salvo
Oxydol
Detergent 7,7:'81° Tablets

Ivory

Ivory

90

ENLFAI.0

Sipa IN FAUX SOFTENER

'

wary GEASSESINSQF

TRES., DFIVIGENT

Grade A

Sliced Peaches 0 15'

'1
'0.: 44`

71'

rizair,;;

Mozzarella CheoseZ45'

Flakes

,,°;

Fresh Pak Onion Rings
P'

590

Apricot Halves

17' Apricot Nectar

Lee Rolls °.° 79'

English Muffins

Ivery

'0.:

Vegetables

7f'

Beef

AsSORTED

Orange Juice

8ane

4I

'...--,
Rolled
, Beef Roast' - '

lOppnIllar

li

iiiikikOSEoffee
Sanka Coffee

26'

!..`c'

Coffee '0. I

Hills

"L:' 43'

Drink

t

s
Steak
S

"'"55`'

Beef Liver

Rib
Steak

Orange Juice

FOROA0S1.1001Fp

77'

Heinz
Ketchup

49'

Cream Cheese

eeiik4 Ham

TBone
Steak

47` John'siizza
IPecan Sandies
73. IKobey's Potatoes',767' West lPoe Corn

NUE BGENTLF

sl

a

4r

edRF79'

Fabric Softener ".,7 63'

Window Spray

67' Perch Fillets
.775

Inisl;Vash Liquira 18'

Biscuits

D

Cuts

Steak

-

Del Monte
Peaches

iiii;r1a;iii=,'.k7

AD USEABLE PHRO

45o

IOW Pflmf.av
Ground

880

RARE/Q.1W - NOESEPSYEE OR OLITTERviLs

-

.A127
Sol

6;OUadile4!"g"
Sirloin
-Y

Steak

Cheez Whiz'

a

89'

,-5,1,
J:

Sliced Bacon'

"79' All Meat

Butt Steak

Round

liquid

__

Pork Roast

li

Margarine

ow0PID S A NED

'r 59'

'555'555

79'

69' iO6ie Vreners

'

vogi

Empirin
Tablets

0"°74`

Speed Starch

C-1

SEE MI

Perspirant

Spare Ribsnnaw

Standing
Rib Roast

SCALER AND LE.

020 Foot Vinyl

4

Turk

Steak

7411'

Boneless
Pot Roast

-

girt

IOW PRIG

.0799
PPM

Chuck

Sliced Bologna

ROZ4afilWaViA14,7°"98

Mrr.n.Z2

SfArliflb

noon.
Vaseline
Hair

`

i;;.,1H;inil=l:

Pork Chops -,r000...69'

Folding" Leg
Bar-B-Que Grill

RESISTS SUN. RAIN AND

11;014100Y1A

Powder

Top Round Steak `tee°"Sloe

50

Bamboo

-... W.F. AND Ca ANP IN ONE

NI
RUG

A..,"

Weather Wax

L__,__.----

APPROVEll

11107101

These Are Just A Few ot Our Everyday Low Meat Prices!

iNSEFPIED

Chuck

$2"
SINKERS LINE
SINLESTIONS

ra

!9!!!',!J!',.=.,"x

HEAVY GAUGE SUE

Shampoo

earn -C

Roast

Astro Flyte
Golf
Balls
NOUID CENTER

77°
Johnson
.14.

PPM

litW Pei

Fishing Outfit

'

.

.

gderl retail macs am 3,

smooth.
With an egg slicer slice eggs
into curry sauce and cook until

r'""` Tx

...-7?!
Preston
-0 Jet Wax Liquid

Manager at !Mario e.

---6019-01.cleapeCtIVely.--

$588

01,N

Yard Basket

Thomas A. Ale... marketing

55,..5,,,,,..,_

u e stirring until thick and

Baseball
Gloves
EXTRA DEEP

PUNE HOE AND WEEDER
"ER
matte - CI-190mE REAMS

case

Olive oil is packed in 4-.8and .bounce tzes rn the

Truth -in meat labeling at Eagle means that the name on the meat label of a given package refers to and identifies
the exact cut of meat inside. This is the policy we advocate and practice. Why is it important? Because in recent years the
various names for cuts of meat have multiplied in their inventiveness and in their confusion. It has become almost standard
supermarket practice to label cuts of meat with names like "Breakfast Steak," "T:V. Steak," "English cut Roast," etc.,
n ames which give shoppers no indication at all of what portion or primal cut the meat comes from. At its worst, this pre's.
tice masks the naturally "tougher" portions of beef, in particular, behind names which suggest better flavor and tender.
n ess, with the result that shoppers often pay more for what is actually Round Steak because the meat has been cut in a
slightly different way and cleverly renamed. At Eagle, a Round Steak is a Round Steak, and cleverly labeled as such.
The way we see it, you should be able to expect simple honesty and directness in the labeling of meat, especially since
the largest portion of your food dollar probably goes for meat purchases. We're pretty sure you agree.

add milk gradually: Conlin -

1015

Regent

AUSIQAPERED BLADES - CO,EPLEIE WITH ADAPTOR FOR ANY 000ER

weights hnd gives added sates
appeal' hen displayed on groeery shelves. according to

.

add flour and
smooth roux if

a

formed. Adieasoni,s,
Men
M

.144
mw PROP

PVC plastic

Food Products Co. division of
Beatrice Foods Co., Detroit.

servings,

..135 aft He cubes

9

stir in berries.

Pour into cordial gin.; or

Youth
Tennis Racket

CHOOSE FROm CULTIVATOR. TRAIISPIANI-

Long Handle
Garden Tools
Lawn Mower
Blades
Z61 ,VT10107"Ab` AP D"
24/2 Bushel'

pureed raspberrim after is
Turn mixture into bowl and

process until ice is melted.

goes very well with it.
Yield: 8 servings
6 hard cooked eggs

layers one-third of the po-

Tools

FIRE HARDENED MANDIFS

NOTE: If blender container
will not hold6 cups, do not add

heavy cream. Add ice cubes.
one at a time, dad continue to

stir until
`s.

versatile

COMPRES,ON

Sunbeam

To scree, garnish with small
dollops of whipped cream and
chocolate curls, Makes VA
cups; 18 to 24 servings.

process at loss speed until gelatin dissolves. Add eggs, sugar,
mit. pistachio nuts and almond

is

enough to he served at M oakfast. brunch, lunch or supper.
May he served plain or with
sausagm, ham or Moon. When
serving for lunch or supper
vegetable meh as asparagus

Blend sour cream with onion soup mix (just as it comes
from package). Then add milk
and seasonings. Grea
quart casserole and arrasenge in

MP RIPE

RUSTPROOF HOUSING AND SEKNANISm

add

heavy cream. Add ice cubes,
one al a time, and continue to

nuts

, cup drained haired ha=

uLs.up cERTE,E REpog sEcs,

PAPERED BLADES

3 tablespoons Kirsch or

15 to 30 minutes chilling time.

One-third [lip sugar
Vs teaspoon sail
2 teaspoons lemonjuice
I cup heavy cream

diced, sliced or ground
bread crumbs
baiter

that

until well blended. Add min cud onions and saute for a kw
Now

is a simple yet nutri.

dish

films

:Bide. hleh butter in a large
sauce Pan. add curry and stir

Discount
me center

Oscillating Sprinkler

eggs

One-third cup sugar
tempoon salt
1 cup heavy cream
cup lee cubes

erator chilhng action and the

gat it

1. to 2 cups cooked ham,

r

1499

1 package (10 ounces) fro ra b

gr.:dents as directed..

sup cold milk
44 cup milk, heated M boll-

potatoes
3 hard cookied eggs, sliced

abeling Explained.

!Nei hard cooked eggs, Set

CURRIED EGGS
Not only is this a marvelous
way of using up surplus Easter

4 cups frozen hash Mooned

g,700.1AIIC

Add cream and the other im

and

wDo

RASPBERRY
MINI -MOUSSES

tiOntainer, add boiling liquid,
blend on to speed until the
flavored gelatin is diwolved,

2 cups milk
I spring parsley, snipped
8 Holland Rusk rounds

not make full slices. They arc
soW at quite. savings and ere a
Marvelous buy for this type of

1 cop milk
SS teaspoon salt
pepper to taste

Trtillimin Me

';

mare

from a canned hem that did

3 Mblesp,ns onion soup mix
(approximately N package)

Hand Garden

22" Rotary
Power Mower
CHOKE

For these blend and gel mailer pieces: soften unflavored gelatin in cold liquid in the blender

cover

Bake inn 350 -degree oven for
30 minutes or until bubbly.
your delicatessen
At
counter ask for boiled ham
ends. These arc the end pieces

28

NOTE: If blender container
will not hold 5 cups, do not add
heavy cream to Mender. After
adding lee cubes, turn mhsture
into howl and quickly beat in

jag can't go wrong if you fol-

from dm little preserved frail

MP MUSS

Chill until firm, IS to 30
minutes. To serve, garnish
with small dollops of whipped

reach

crumbs and dot with huller.

leftovers or boiled hanr.
Yield: I o-guart enamel, 6
,g servings..
cup commercial sour

fund
LL

PISTACHIO Mini -Mousse
iS u cool pale green that looks
most appetizing, particulary

log

U

sin"

recd. Pour into cordial dames

ned guest.

Remove

Raz

ice is melted and kumqueMpu-'

var gut appeal even to paw-

Min -Mousses

with backed or broiled ham

Add ice cubes, one at a time,
and continue to process until

make al./ three as 11.st as one,
two, three. They're as easy us
most box mixes and their fin-

Thc

ture and one-third of ham. Repeat layering. Top with bread

the nook of today. This delec-

and

er

acumen

made in a blender. You en

with modern ingredients for

3 tablespoons huller or Margerine
5h teaspoon curry mace
I tablespoon dehydrated min s
cad onion
3 lahlmpoons flour
teaspoon salt
freshly ground pepper
2 hemponns Worcestershl

Ea g e

1111!,

milk. Cover and DOOMS at low
speed until gelatin dissolves.

than the next. Mini-Moussm

CASSEROLE

one

third of the sour cream mix-

Compare Eagle's Everyday Low Discount Prices!

Sprinkle gelatin over cola

Variety is the spice of life
and the spice of menus. too!
The Rest time you entertein,

2

1111UA'SAII7AP'0VAT5

spinach dishes or casseroles

Triple treats!

Ore

particularly

one sliced egg,

tames,

cream

Since hard cooked eggs DO
NOT freeze well, it is best to
use them up as quickly as pos-

One you, mother of several small children called to
over hard cooked Easter eggs,
Which this reader had in such
abundance after all the Easter
egg hunts were over. There are

your next

to

meatloaf by haying a whole
row of hardboiled egg slices
down the center of the loaf.
Not only will You meadolif
slice more attractive, it will
add a certain clement of ear-

An old world recipe with
old world flavor, made simply

Cashmere Talc

01:10: 84'

88'

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS
1559 IRVING PARK RD.
,
HANOVER PARK

I!:

Page,

It

STOCK UP NOW

."11110'

PORK CHOPS

SIRLOIN STEAK

SALE -A- BRATION

fir

heo do ingisdients pack into
a mold unmold and serve
with a special creamy tomato
muse It couldn t be easier

-barn 0 Atoms ndeoms Ind
Mem= emy

to maks the

Rxeond Ties Around

w rong smn more welsoms
In fact, second time around
dishes are so great you

Ind s lust great
No need to bother about

wM want to cook an especially
lisps ham to plan for them.
The secret lies in combining

coma flavored to perfection.
there's nothing to add. It3 a
savory blend of celery, tomatoes and carrots enlivened
with red and green pepper,

seasoning, either. Spanish rice

M1

Me delicate pink meat with
Village

Inn

flavored

ricd.

Matador Molded Rice, for instance, tastes so delicious you
will be proud to
a fortbuffe.a
blue-ribbon company

brown They re simply won

dant

and we predict this
one will be a special favorite
with youngsters who general
ly enjoy any kind of patty food
The curry rice provides the sip
with its mild, aromatic blend

let.

chicken, turkey,
steak, chop, shellfish.

RICE
I package (6 ounces) Villege Inn Spanish rice, cooked
according to package diem.

meat

.

.

.

The "Second
and Time

Around" method works beau dully
tilting for other meat and flaare mother winner. This time
rice combinations as
the diced cooked ham cam- well. If you would like moo hives with curry flavored rice.. recipes for this creative, coo Make patties layered with nomical cookery, there's
Noraela cheese and mute wonderful free leaflet called
th
in ask -Mat instil crisp and "How To Prepare Great Moat

prepared Spanish rice. All you
n eed do for this splendid dish is

Oscar Mayas sse all Sea

Noodles and Chicken

Ossrhiss,

leaf sr Chicken

AVOO1121!

BANQUET
POT PIES

Crinkle

CutillOt

POTATOES
SAVE 5'

°.0t. Pkg.

dons
2 cups diced cooked ham
1/2 cup chopped onions
Ve cup chopped gm.. PPP -

Kroger Potatoes

......

59°

SWEET PEAS

...

VEGETABLES

67'
61'

BROCCOLI

53°

Slit

BABY LIMAS

Pm

VI cup sliced Spanish olives
1/2 teaspoon Aecent

can (8 ounces) tomato

1 cup sour cream
Pc to 1/2 cup milk
Mix all ingredients except

GREEN BEANS

tomato sauce, sour ermm and
milk in saucepan. Cook, covered, 5 to 10 minutes or until
thoroughly heated. Pack hot

2
Lb.
Bag

lei 63'

116irisiiir...5r. 35°
ViliERETTES

lit'

27°

Sausage and Cheese

.RelreshIng Variety el Juices
Olea
°j.
range

Plus

....

amain

1 package (6 ounces) Vil-

PUNCH

lage Ina curry rice, cooked according to package directions
11/2 cups finely chopped
cooked brim
I eggs, lightly beaten
td cup gritted Parmesan

rgilltinin.111C8
soda Ytl1 dais.

Grapehult

John's Pizza

45 '

VZ;Julce

HAM -RICE PAT-A-CAICES

t1:' 2r
la 22'
ear.
dad

26°

fm. bridge, welcome them
with lunch, too. After all those

15.oz.

SAVE

Pkg,

10'

oierbids and that occasional
' dern,Mey'll be ready for some
delicious eating.

Always popular with "the
gals," because weight watchMg seems to be the vogue, is a
light, yet hearty salad. it offers

many opportunitim for experimenting with different
yegetablm and is most always
on the Ouse side when calorie
enunting.
One Or the men sumptuous

Salad , ideas

luncheon m

to fix and certainly
guarantee your reputation as a
salad chef deluxe.
will be

You'll also want to serve
lots of coffee or lea, and some
del
little sweets to top off
thisInformal gathering.
-

ASPIC ALA BLUE

Ili min conned tomato
juke

the subtle

sharpness bind is a 'tomato
aspic starring American blue

1/4 'Cup .bopped gees pep-

pa

1 teaspoon lemonlake
1 bay leaf

cheese. American blue will

provide lost the rirMLamount

of robust flavor, yet harmotime superbly stIth the tomato
.1

.'

1/4 cup chopped celery
Vs clip chopped onion

for your bridge
is

.

'

Insfs

lit

rah

75 °
77°

Tsset

W PIZZA

A

Spinach Souffle

.

sonar.

Salisbury Steak

*tu

!:

Over' cold to
juice and
vinegar to soften; stir M Ins
mixture until dissolve,. Pour
inio meld. Refrigerate.

.

When tomato' mixture
partially set. fold in

clease. Refrigerate

is

blue

Coffee Cake

Blueberry Pie ...1k7.
Cobbler

'

TOMATOES

ter..

H.

5

GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE ORANGES .... 5

29'
39'
69'
69'

WHITE
BREAD

Bag

Rolland Bulb Special!
JUMBO

GLADIOLUS BULBS

79c

SPRING

"N

I

Loaf
Save

BABY FOOD

S4 LE

or Kr.,95,

4°i -On.

Jar

LB.

Everyday
Discount

BAG

Price

Whole Kernel or Cream Style

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES
Campbell's

': 28c

PORK N' BEANS "en'.

13c

Del Monte CORN

SAVa 3c

Puffs prim

FACIAL TISSUE 21t,

COFFEE .

3O`

All Sweet -2e Off Lobel

SO Web at Whips

l

16-0g.

BEECH -NUT

,

Pion

DRINKS

I

1 Lb
Pkg

.1,6§NroginEraNRIrqw.k
Sungold

Lb.

RUSSET POTATOES

MILNOT

the touch, says the Society of
American Florist. Use water
of room temperature, and ap-

"1/2 -r

MARGARINE

13c

16 oz.

3 g:;. $223

Cons

SAVE t0.

.. pt. 30`

MD/Eft

EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT
PRICE

'

Kroger
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

GALLON MILK

ply enough so that each plant is

thoroughly wet from top to
bottom. Do not water again

OPEN SUNDAY

Until the topsoil is dry. "

You wit team from experience that thorny, hairy; or
waxy -leaved plants need less
water than smooth, thIp.
'leaved specimens. Plants grow.

tainers will not need water as

Serves d- ,4

2

`6Co

$119

ale both Apple, Illuslunry err Ilacklury

ing house plants is to do so
when the topsoil feels dry to

UrYnold on salad greens. If de eked, top' with additional

mumbler of tnerican blue.

WATERMELON

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

The general rule for water-

ing in elated or plastic con-

tit teaspoon self-

2 g. 29'

C

$129

I"'' 68

Chal Pion

Care for
house plants

fill firm.

Dash pepper

CARROTS

KROGER '''=".":,==r:

McINTOSH APPLES

49'

juke'

,

.;

tars Lit thes, Roden, Ring

Makes 8 patties.

juice, celery, onion, green pepper, .lemonjuice, bay leaf, salt
and. pepper. Simmer, uncovered,.10 minutes.
.= Meanwhile. sprinkle gelatin

often

ree"ro=eVirr

evaporates more quiddy.

1

WALL DECOR

//

Noodles Romanoff

pletely. Repeat, forming 8 pmnes. Melt butter, I tablespoon
at a time, in large skillet. Saute
rice patties until crisp and
golden broom. Keep warm in
250 degree oven until ready to

(shout looms, crumbled)
Combine 11/2 cups tomato

19'

Staff ed.

Press rice together, being
sure to cover chum Com-

2 biblespohns vinegar
% hip American Mae cheese

D.

'41`.

other 1/4 cup rice mixture.

One-third cup cold tomato

59'

Large
88
size

All purpose
Huffer'.

thick patty. Place one slice of
Mozzarella cheese on the patty; cover cheese slice with an-

lin

SERVED WITH small tea
sandwichis,
-imaginatively
decorated, this aspic delight

7:174 Pizza ...17g. 795
nil Soup
23.01, sill
PIZZA

B slices Mozzarella cheese,
about 2 by 2 inches each
About Vs am butter or mar garble
Combine all ingredieno except Mozzarella cheese and
butter in large bowl. Using Yr

1 envelope unflavored gels -

and vegetable combination.'

Pizza lee Bain Palma

TOON(

cup of rice mixture, form a

i.hlatetime you have thesis's

A

DIM

46°

cheese
1/2 temporal Ac'cent

Tomato aspic ala blue
is a bridge bonanza

with your booklet coupoirand '5 purchase or more
mhos a,
ono OIIIC brass Pl
,d
su your own.
.rid Inmost pictures. Yoko ..... too. et This
picture pl
unisn. opportunity and beton rl ... ... and hooray to yoor wollo.

"""'" "" 70t1171ZUKS:CM.A.5:0'; =MOOS.

bubbly. Garnish with additional sliced olives; servo with
molded rice.
Makes Ado § servings.

gathering.

ONE 8"x10" GROUP PICTURE
12 For

P.?

ESCAROLE

milk in saucepan; heat Until

At yam- next bridge club party, serve an melting luncheon featuring 2 colorful
Minato aspic accented with American blue cheese. This sumptuous masterpiece,
served with your favorite tea sandwiches, will be the crowning glory of your bridge

Vi 4=7

NAVEL ORANGES

ht

49c

I

To prepare settee, combine
tomato sauce, sour cream and

4,

Lh

'5'

California

NASN BROWNS.. 'IL.' 39°

ley.

ei

BEEF LIVER

89c

h.

l'Irrn

SUNRISE -FRESH PRODUCE

CRINKLECUT., t 45°

cooked rice mixture into 4 -cup
mold, unmold immediately
onto serving dish. Garnish
with cherry tomatoes and pars-

N*

$1

E
0 DIMWIT
PRI
I

SAVE 5'

S.M. Pkg.

Kroger Vegetables In Poly Bag
wan. gem.

sauce

ea,

sgc HAM STICKS .69c MEATS 3

99c SAUSAGE

89t

BEEF PATTIES

Calm, Clals wore.

..

Lb.

BOLOGNA :2;' 79c

Pow 79c

BACON

Pkgs.

Inns and franks

MATADOR MOLDED

1

SOLD AS STEAK ONLY!

Lb

Second

of spices. In fact, curry rice
provides an exciting accompaniment to just about any

plus mellow herbs and a subtle
hint of spices.
HAM -RICE Pat -A -Cakes

The diced cooked ham, on.
'us, green pepper and sliced
Spanish olives team up with

The

HAM SLICE

$ 29

Macaroni end Chose
Macaroni and heat
Spegkettl end M aaaaa

89c

g.a. 69c

.

T.BONE STEAK

SWANSON
TV DINNERS

Tune
Around (without really try
me) To get your free copy
warm to Village Inn Rice Sum
1100 551 00
New
York, N.Y. 10017, and ask for
"Second Time Around" leafDwhes

.

WIENERS

Center Cut

BACON
flavorful Inked

WEINERS

Lb

Ham can be intriguing
even the second time around
A gum

Oscar Maz7r..A.11f Mess. r

$

I

This easy -to prepare, molded, Spanish style olives fora second time delight pretty enough for a
dish combines yesterday's ham with flavored company buffet
Spanish rice onions green peppers and sliced

3 Win,

TE

eN

Ora.,

3 )1,,,dnou, t,rr,

3

IR UN

AIM

Ffifi;:s

MIXED CHICKEN

U.S.D.A. ChoicyTencleray

KI.V7 / -1_11

iltWee

"MEM

FARM FRESH

Quarter Pork Loin Sliced Into

t

10 A.M. TO

P.M.

'

Beginning Sunday April 5th

Ctn.
Everyday
discount
price

LA LA M

THEME.
Weddesday, Aprila 1970

It
PRICES GOOD
THRU. SAT,
APRIL 4

AV(

STORE HOURS

Mon. thru Sot.

>f<-

10 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Cook of the day

We Reserve The agM To
brnit Qatanthrs'

Fellowship erdIslayr. study
motherdaughter
a
'banquet and wedding recap.
tions for church members are

ZAYRE STORE

groups,

other WSCS activities.

Part of Inc society's pea.
grim has been to volunteer
help at various ape. in the

made an effort to underwent!
all problems in this area. in-

OVER OTHER
STORE'S SPECIALS

ROLLS

-'I

Isabel designs and fashions

garlic solo Mid pepper. Hake

COUNTRY DELIGHT

GALLON

By toughie Wanly

EVERYDAY liOW PRICE

BONUS SPECIAL

COUNTRY DELIGHT

CORN KING

Bread
Rib, loaf

HOT DOGS

67c

1

lb

SLICED BACON
BONUS
DAD's

Root Beer

CERTIFIED RED LABEL

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
ALPO ASSORTED

DOG FOOD 9c

IVORY LIQUID

EVERYDAY tow PRICE

DETERGENT
32 OZ SIZE

59BLEACH

c, 4

iff COMET

49C

gal

rich her lif,,
Isobel

and

her busbend.
to

moved

Rolling

organisation would keep moss

Merlin,

people busy. But Olin. Merlin
Hill, president of the Women's
Society of Christian Service of

years ago. They are the parents

the

First

United

alethodist

Meadows four and one-half
of two children, Holly, 4, and

and a general meeting ench

Isabel said.

Church at Arlinglan Heights.
finds variety of addition.' no. ' which. A comprised of 385

Ii

month.

recipes.

Sh pe

Isabel

lonchoun in the spring.

place

ina49111,177:14:11

SUPERRIGHT

round cake pan. Cut a tem

crass On the top of the dough.
and brush top with. milk. fluke

ki*/

45 minuo.w,at 375 degrees.

1 -LB.

in

111\'

5c0FF

fa
11 1

SAVE 10'
SAVE 10'
AAP REAL CREAM

TOPPING
'IV. 45n

150

GOLDEN

With this coupon and cry purchase
at any Chicago Division AM, Store

rhea Alma 1570.

SAVE10'

SIZE

EA.
SAVE 10'

HEINZ KETCHUP
39n
1;1'.

With this coupon and any Perchers
et any Chirodo Division ASP Store
thru Apr. 4 1970.

POTATOES

SAVE 10'
SAVE 30'

BLENDED WHISKEY

Imperial

BLENDED WHISKEY

,..1$6.98
oT $4.39
she

VODKA OR GIN

5th

$5.98
$2.98

PRODUCE DEPT
GARDEN FRESH

Green Beans

Il

2:;A:;3:ICED

SAVE 10'

hot chicken k'

29

BIZ
(Se OFF LABEL)
12 -OZ. SIZE

71'..h4hAT:.7.°131TIMUMIgg

Chicken d bread combine to make many tempting and economical
dishes. Chicken and Cheese Sandwiches, topped with melted cheese and

thin Apr.4,1970.

FROZEN

strips of bacon, are delicious when served with fresh raw vegetables.

Everyone wan. something special for &today
dinner, even when company is not odpected.
Chicken every Sunday becomes goredt when
the menu changes each. week. Next Sunday.
treed the family to Chicken Fricasce en Crone.
ET a quick dish that takes just 20 minutes in

HALF&
HALF

Give an old custom
a thrifty twist

the oven and the only side dish you wilt need Is
a salad. While it's baking treM 1'oersellto
yourself
ha
hour of reading the Sunday naiad,

CHICKEN FRICASSEE EN CROUTE
I 1.f (I pound) undiced white bread
Melted butter or margarine
1/4 cup hater or margarine
2 labimpoons grated Parmesan cheese
small onion, chopped
1/4 cup chopped pimiento
1 cup diced celery
2 cups sliced carrots
2 tablespoons wales
2 cans (151/4 °unease:ash) chicken fricassee

Thinly sate off the top of the loaf of bread.
With a sharp knife, cut out the center of tbe loaf.
leaving a shell an inch thick. Brush bread shell
with melted butter inside and out. Bake at 400
degrees for 15 to 20 minutes or until lightly
browned and crusty.

By MwtOnnle Manila

VIRGINIA

PT. CTN.

aA&PjD

PEANUTSHap

DRY

SAVE 30'

DRAND

TY

690

cup of the butter until cubes are golden *rink
Sprinkle with chock. Melt mooring butler tend
. Waite onion, pimiento, celery and carrots for 5
minutes. Add water, cover and simmer Until'

As you open your rainorator. arc you dismayed by

Mawr, hard.cookAl

bubbles. When ready to serve, pour chicken into
bread shell. using hits attractive bowl -like' cat.
Miner for chicken. Spoon chicken 000 01 bread

shell onto plates, then slice and serve flevalini
ern no shell.
- -

-Makes M 8 servagi.Ri

-eggs

from Easter? Don't despair at
What now may seem a foolish

makers lengthwise. Place in

serve with breakfast pork sow-

lure carefully. Cover With but -

ages.

lured bread crumbs. Bake in
350 degree oven until
bowled, about 20 minutes.
(Do not discard ham Map
but use for seasoning string

custom. It delighted the children 'Easter Sunday and was
he expensive and more far,

-

'sighted than buying candy. Below 0 :1 recipe your lama), will
enjoy for disguising those

pins soaring scraps of ham
take on new importen.

If you have lam left over

too. den casserole below is aho
delicious. What with meat

AFTER EASTER
CASSEROLE.
4 hard cooked eggs

WHITE HOUSE BALLS
4 hard -cooked ego,

Soft white bread crumbs,
about 1 or 2 slid.
1 tablespoon finely chopped
celery

I cup ground cooked Item
(or more if you beach)
Buttered bread crumbs
I cup French sauce

ley

1 tablrspoon grated cheese
I teaspoon paprika

-

'op salad dressing 13E.
ode Whip)
Dry hired or cracker
crumhs

French Same:
2 tablespoons margadne
2 tablespoons flour
I cup canned chickens:nap

Salt ['needed
V. teaspoon nutmeg

Melt fat and blend in Boar.

slowly, OrIil broW2.
Gradually stir in chick. soap
Cook

Mash yolks and addle fine.

eggs

groused
casserole
svith ground hunt

Sprinkle

VET'S

and pour
French Sauce over this mix.

beans

All

Into

°popped egg whites. Add and bring to bal. Add seasonTeiery7pereley---ing

PERSONAL SIZE

a.

PaOARS
S

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

rhea Apr.4,1970.

SAVE 8'

KITCHEN FRESH

BLEACHA

or mac navy bean

CAN
CHICKEN
LIVER
REGULAR

Seventeen pounds 01 corn.

pound, of protein supplement
Explanation: a lkounce cook cd steak represents 11,6 pounds

'

of carcass beef or about 2.10

pounds of the live steer. Al
a Yeer on full feed !Pill Pain

..

about 2-105 pounds pct day.

tO-loose steak is'a Pivoledt lo steer's non.' daily
productionofrahnent
the

JANE
PARKER

PRICES

22-0Z.

11.1.0111CAO0

SIZE

42171,111,1!=

39SAVE

equals one Ill -ounce beef steak.

APPLE PIE

0

1 -LB.

GALLON
JUG

What makes
a beefsteak?

'
MR WA

ARLINGTON HTS.

MT. PROSPftT

1818 N. State Rd.

SON, MaM St.

$1.1

DES PLAINES
515 Lee St.

Nlin7,11n1 in; :VIA 1;;;f1
ELK GROVE

SCHAUMBURG

Devon at Tonne Rd.

H pint Road

NIA

1 -Tv.

ib

Ai

-LT,L'11:-'1"""

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601 W. Campbell
A

1

IVORY SOAP
970
.°,

A

four wands ,!) buy and two

I labium°01r chopped puts.

wgetablesare tender and liquid is absorbed.

Slit in friaossap chid.; heat Until mister..

commie.' siiee

dressing and paprika.
Roll into small balls in crackar
crumbs. Fry in hot shortening
until golden brown. Good to

SAVE 8'

PAIR

HOSE
klIREVONI

ROASTED

SAVE UP

and grated cheese. Blend with
soled

Dice bread removed from loaf and mum in Es

lb

0

QUART JAR

'

-at 441

4116..,

Carstairs

is

P

atom. Chicago Di v i s ion AAP Store
thru Ape. 4, 1970.

DELICIOUS Ra

APPLES

COFFEE MATE
ILO:. 89C
With this coupon and ony purchase

RIB STEAKS

HEAT

SAVE 10'

LB.

Net under the broiler.

KLEENEX

Catty Sark BLENDED SCOTCH

-- 1.!."'

PACKAGE99

BEEF

AFP001

0

PACKED

1/4 PORK LOIN -SLICED
9 TO 11 CHOPS

--C440

SLICED BACON
A&P BRAND
VACUUM

Tin

iced tea. followed by your favorite dessert.

panyerrivrs. to complete the sandwiches random,

1I %
41#

.1*

slough briefly.

serves a green vegetable and
boiled potatoes, seasoned with
butter and parsley, with theIr.
ish apple and onion pork

LB.

PORK CHOPS

lerorilk gradually. Knead

with crisp green salad and tall frosty glasses of

frigerate it. It takes just minutes, once the com.

11111

55c

Mg two Irish

THE SOCIETy is divided
into t4 circles wkich also meet
monthly and sponsors two

FANCY

START SIMPLY with a can of chicken a la
ling end serve it in bread cum, mohlod from

pare the chicken boos, the morning and le-

Shop And Save at Our Liquor Dept

DOZEN

,,

How many ways can you bread a ehicketalle
varieties are endless when you don't limit your =If to a fried or baked -breaded" recipe and use
instead, the loaf of bread itself. It's an old acc.1ed truism that chicken and breod go together Eke
pie and ice eream. With this in mind, the home
economists at the College Inn Kitchens hayed.
veloped several shelf -handy chicken and bread
recipes you'll certainly want to try.

cheese sandwiches. using canned boned chicken
mixed with hits of apple and pickle. You can pre-

ASST.COLORS TWIN PACK

itregale,

Oranges

Isstuthirds cup buttermilk
Into howl. sift flour. baking
soda, salt and sugar. With pa.
try blender or two knives. cut.
in shortening. Stir in raisins
and caraway ,euds. Add how

Our cook for today is she.

fund-raising events a year. a
Kent, who will he two in May.
AS presiJeut of the WKS. mmmage sale in the fall and a

Another luncheon treat

Ii CLEANSER MI TOWELS

IchenIey

map raisins i
I tablespoon caraway seeds

or. This is an excellent luncheon dish, served

COUPON
i,c1"Ii0,-"rillPsVALU E W.--

Ika.

I tahltspoon stigur
6 tablopouna shortening

members, Isabel Conducts an
executive conimittee meeting

CA

sliced while bread and baked until golden In col-

E

5c0FF

Wks. Also. she and Holly swim

problems that exist today, and
have been receiving permnal
meoyment from working with
other interested people in she
ace who are doing something
about the nrrsent day needs."

ST

FRESH -WHOLE t.
STEWING CHICKENS

Neverthckss, you can plan an admit/shad

1/2 ga1.49c

49c

tempoon baking seats
1/4 teaspoon salt

chicken dinner for all seasons and bread it twinge
new approach with deliciously different recipes.
You'll find these dishes quick and easy because
they sun with tasteaernming crew -oohed boned
chicken.

SPECIALS

full pound box

`Slim and Gym.' ciass at the
Rolling Meadows Park Dia.

IRISH SOHA DREAD

maker IrSay find chicken a chore to cook.

REQ. OR DIET

POTATO CHIPS

Being president of a huge

deities and interests to help en-

Chasms ere, If you cook according to TemilY
consensus. when you serve thicken, you often
bread it. But the finest southern -fried chieken
nselpe Imes its golden touch when it becomes a .
weekly iics1, and even the most devoted home-

SPECIAL
US

2 cups sifted flour

Chicken
make it different
every Sunday

CORN KING

79.

193 hours at ',ISO deems.

and curtains. She enjoys chars
coal sketching, too.
'One nighio week she leaden

"I lEAVEs conccm for the

The Merlin Hills of Rolling Meadows are hmily remodeling their home thissprkg
with Isobel,. artist, selecting many at the new colors to be used. Her helper, Holly,
helps enamel an old milk can for the kitchen.

CHUCK 0

=Mar. Sem0e 10 111100 with aall.

Dot Plaines.

Milk R9c

i;

Place pork chops in baking
dish. Top with onion and appk
slices, and sprinkle with brown

ones a week at the YMCA in

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

59c

0

2 apples, die.
4 lahlespoom dark brown

cluding programs on ecumenicalism, drugs and racism."

A

BON L

RIGHT

I onion, sliced

clothing and sews draperies

YOU MONEY

SUPER -

lJ

'

LB.
04

IRISH 511(11.0 .5511
(ONION '111125 CHOPS
4 pork chops

KTIIIS YEAR our emphabeen on rceonciliedon,' Isabel said. *We've

LOW PRICES WILL AVE

PORKSAUSAGE

15'

35c LB.

when baking. Also. he braid
emily pulls apart into four sections for serving.

sis has

OUR EVERY DAY

ARMOURSTAR

WHOLE

ish soda bread So it won't crack

community.

WAREHOUSE FOOD PRICES
SPECIAL

ug; sv-Lez,r_ 1.1,r

CUT-UP

DI SC OV
BONUS

'IA

sEr,da,

She, recommend. cutting st
bold cross en the lop of the Ir-

MIA AA fitlin7, in;

IA in- in-

IA7A INA AA/WAIL' g

FRESH

Soda bread is president's specialty

WAREII0 USE FOOD MARKET
LOOK FOR US INSIDE THE

wr--1[71

AAJAJAAA- AO:Lb.§

BARRINGTON
-300 N. Haugh St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

'F

Peppermint topiary tops party plans

I

Peppermint IN
GREEN -TINTED puffed rice candy on a "trunk" made
from a cardboard tube wrapped with ribbon or tape, (save Mb.
from paper towels, aluminum foilor waxed paper.)Clay secure.
the tree hue flower pot and the clay is covered with paper gr.!.
retrieved from the kiddies' Easter'b.kets. Gumdrop roses art
the final decoration.
Decorate Peppermint Topiary to match your party coke
scheme. The flower pot can be painted and paper grass la ennoble in several colors. The gumdrop rases offer great possitghthe
for color matching; multicolor effect can also be achieved.

PEPPERMINT TOPIARY
10 cups puffed rice
One 10% -ounce package (about 6 cups) miniature
3 thMespoons butter or margadne

1 loblapoon We cod syrup
I lampoon green toad coloring

"c'o'n-

24c

Spaghettiefegetti

Y nder. poached sole In delicate lemon butter sauce. There
je no lengthy preparation time.

+muse mu me ready-to-hemand-ser vc

Gourmet Sole in

t°,;

COOKBOOK

Italian Sauce

'&7

BETTY CROCKER

Hollandaise
Mushroom Sauce sk"

,

C'oolved , spinach topped with

Sauce

EE TTY CROCKER

Peach Preserves
U.S.D A CHOICE

29c

Sirloin

Tip R Oast

delicious

THE
MIGHTY
MITE!

11

Hot Dogs
2 L8

Sr 8

A-1 Sauce

5'lltr
6 -or.

Tartar Sauce
MILANI 1890

Green Onion
Cider Vinegar
100 8.A FOOD
i:-.7erbBeYrCarrots
Gerber

.

REG

Apricots N
16,07.
'CAN

137,.

PI
Bel

17.7

only She Day readies so many northwest
suburban people for such a low cost.

LOUIS ANA

C

GOOD, OLD FASHIONED
GOO:sEySoSuISRAJSENNCTS

PASTRY

24c
89c

2"Jor'

Everready Cocoa

Or

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

19`

:fk?

DOMINO

C

SHOP!

89

Crunch
Cake

51b.

65c
57c
75c

oz

Pie Crust Mix
PILLSBURY

- 2t

KELLOGGS - ORANGE

Danish Go Rounds `,34: 38;C

KELLOGGS - STRAWBERRY
CINNAMON CHEESE RING
RASPBERRY RING

AVAILABLE ONLY IN
JEWEL PASTRY SHOPS

EACH

Coffee Cake
'

73 c

(INC. PRICE 83c

Pop Tarts

Ta

Bisquick

4,?k7:

LOG CABIN

Cooking Oil
THE ILLUSTRATED

cpiCIA111777611111146..T

COLUMBIAN

Encyclopedia'
ammui.1

Spaghetti
C
COMPLETE

22 VOLUME

SET

ILLUSTRATED

BEAUTIFULLY

FULLY INFORMATIVECCURA
AUT HE

C AN_DA

VOL)

NOi2

sot4us

46C

49c

65;C.

Syrup
JEWEL MAID

a 53c

See for-YaurselkHow-Plcasant-A_Jewel

5 lb
Bag

Hot Roll Mix

c

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Bag

BETTY, CROCKER
PRICE

see

EACH

15c
15
13c

7T:rn

NESTLES
.

Tea Bags

99C

28c

7r/ja'r

Pream

Ad is your best buy in the areal Want

LB

33
32
39

88717

Mate

Use Handy Order Blank

.

Jar

ROYAL JEWEL

RtiSSLO

,

Or.

Jewel Maid Flour 'Bob.
PILLSBURY
Banana Cake Mix 1,?0°.'.39.?
,94:
13C
CA7hite Cake Mix
Marshmallow Fluff 717.

137

BY

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

Ads are so handy for many things and

..,

44c
64c
49c"

31,7

25c

-JUNIOR
rze-ajumulc'eR4T;e°OaDs

LB.

8 ea.

CARNATION

-

43.

Jar

Cane Sugar
Ceresota Flour

GERBER

Day Want Ads

-

19c

CHERRY VALLEY

Country Style Ribs

34c \`170'rRi.ChoPs

HEINZ-JUNIOR

L

sz.

GOOD THRU
APRIL 8th

PKG.

GOV'T. INSPECTED - PORK

Btl.

HELLMANN'S

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

VMag President; Chet Andrews, sales Manager; Seedy Grano,
-menager; Glen Courtright, Mae manager; Nino Scimid.
nu
,
meeker
diarkf mensiger; Rao Nat drag dlytrkt manner;
her an George (In the shopping earth were among the Brat
m-ohn.the-newmore..Greeting-Mrs-Frizis.drandefLieLencl..than Bitedi,BALeng cease meanie,

AUNTJANE

Hot cogs

-.23c

Brooks Catsup

HEINZ

-

52c

Sweet Pickles

Kosher Dills

JEWEL

'7.7

AUNT JANE

1 LB.

KRAFT - DRESSING

';Tiny Beth Ann Frizis,wIth a little help from her mother, as the
ribbon at Remand opening of the Elm Farm Food Store located In
the Buffalo Grove Meg In Buffalo Grove. Mn,. Angle Frith, 842
Ado, Palatine, Moog with bee daughters Pam and Both Ann and

ror.
Jar

6C,I1C`E

Russian Dressing

right) Is Richard Web, district .meager; Stan Deplore, store.
more rLorrell Pram, divider, Mt.*, Donald I. Th.torP2.4

41c
51c

lcr.

SAFIE

33c

WISHBONE

$3.90

$109

33.
33`

KRAFT

New Elm Farm store opens

Peanut Butter
Honey
ENTICING - RIPE
Jumbo Olives
Tomato Rounds

SWIFT PREMIUM OR
CORN KING

REG.

Catalina Dressing

only

25c

'7.°r'.

JEWEL MAID

LB.

Orange Juice

French Dressing

3 LINES - 5 DAYS

LB

7/'7'c

C H E FRRROY VALLEYZEN

-Ir. 34c"

YUMMY - CREAMY

GOOD THOU
APRIL 8th

Carden heel and bean soup comes from the Virgin Islands where foods are given e lamb of the
exotic with chopped bananas rind het mustard.

Grape Jelly
SMUCKERS
Apple Mint. Jelly
WELCHS
Grape Jam
YUMMY

1: 69"
DEE21

RAGU -WEAT

in flavor, protein, vita

Mein 42.7 85c

pt.

GHEE BOYAR

2, quarts water

I -anon Butter Sauce frozen in of spinal!. pour mum over a high
Mira end mineral,
trays and frozen sprinkle with paprika and
boil -in
lust as likely to please the
chopped spinach.
It is certain to delight those cook, Sole Florentine is ready
Cook spinach as directedon
to servo in 30 minutes. No
package and [Wain. Prepare on special diets because, Ube oven to light, no pots or pans to
Sole in LenoreButter Sauce a all fish End seafood, tt is low hi
scrub. no sauces to watch.
directed. Arrange fish on 601 calories and mturated fats and

BONELESS - ROLLED

'Spaghetti

CRUZIAN BEEF AND BEAN SOUP
I pound dry navy beans

(thick way to serve adman

27c

/FRANCO AMERICAN

thick an. stem.

is a quick way to serve a classic

USDA CHOICE

78

c.

TunaTHRAatZ

POLANER

Supreme s'(17 68c
w/Beans

VAN

Creak° dish as goat slew. Ws inexpensive to make, ram and
educator.s. They call It soup, but you will find It almost as

Top -of -the -stove Sole Florentine

LB.

LIPTON
'

co

riZEgalmon

up.so.o.rAicewprhIc.E0-ItiostEs

4irNRiIiTip Chow

43c
,t7,- 33c
7L7. 69c

41/2 oz.

Deviled Ham
BLUEBROOK
Tuna Chunks

$12

19c:

59C

To -n-

UNDERWOOD

-

7:.

' ko-

Swift Prem

Steak

uac-'`)?

Chicken Vegetablenct:,' 1 0c

To the vacationer. the U. S. Virgin Islands offer pleamms of
the sun and sea unlimited. Food can be . varied and gourmet as
anything found here on the mainland. h just costs more. Everything is imported from the states so naturally, when you five and
work there. you become a master at stretching the food money.
There, as here, beans seem to be a staple and become e varied
typical a
'end ofien-served dish. This recipe from Sr. Croix is

servings.

I

WYLER
S - SOUP

Even beans can be
an exotic adventure

and real adventure in good eating. Makes

"Miracle Prices"

\Sirloin

GREAT AMERICAN

Onion Broth

I pound short ribs of beef
I large onion, diced
I teaspoon smoked salt
2 teaspoons Spice Islands hot mustard
cup chopped celery
limp diced carrots
I cup canned tomatoes
I pound ground chuck beef
Large howl of chopped bananas, drenched in nab Moon to
lime juice
Combine beam and water in soup kettle, bring to loos ewe
minutes. then let stand an hour or so. Add short ribs, onion. oh
end mustard. Cover, bring to a, boil. reduce heat and simmer
gently for two hours. Add celery and .riots, continue simmering till vegetables arc tender, about half an hour; then add
tomatoes. Remove short ribs. cut meat from bones and return
meat to the soup. Brown their gound beef in 2 tablespoons of fat:
excess fat and str nen into tutp.
pour
Jun at serVing fine put one large tablespoon of the chopped
bananas in each bowl and sprinkle with paprika. Only Weenie

atjewelj

.,c
19c

AMERICAN - VEGETABLE

Tomato Soup

sages - oil carry low price tags

porterhouse or perhaps a
tender round steak - you'll enjoy
sirloin,

loa:.

HERB OX INSTANT

41i

of steak. Whether they prefer fine
Jewel.

Cjeani of Chicken M:'
With RarSoup

variety of the kinds of meats -your
family likes best - everything from
steak to pork, from poultry to sat,

big savings on all of these meats of

CAMPBELLS SOUP

Consomme

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

Stop in today - you11 find

You'll Wont to harry :on in to

your nearest Jewel this week to stock
up on all your family's favorite cuts

Like These!

When ball has hardened, invert 'Ir." and place "trunk. in.

remised.

Everyday With "Miracle Prices'

Introduce Your Family To The Joy Of Good food I

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

flower pot. Use clay to secure ltrunk" in flower pot. Cover clay
with paper grass. Place a gumdrop rose in each pre -formed iMpre.ion. Secure by inserting toothpick through center or rose.
To make oath gumdrop rose: On a board sprinkle with sugar,
roll out 3 medium-sized gumdrops each to forma 21/2 -inch ob.
long. Cut oblongs in half crosswise to form yodels." Roll up one
"petal" tightly to form the center; wrap 5 more "petals.' around
the center to forma rose.

lows

To match your party coGr scheme decorate a peppermint tap la, tree made of puffed rice and gumdrop rases.

Jewel's Shelves

I

-

CD

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

VISIT JEWEL SOON ...

th lampoon peppermint extract
ribbon mien.
One12-inch cardboard tube, Moen., hr brawn
Ode ceremk Bower pot
Gumdrop roses
preheated
Heat Miffed rice in large shallow baking Pan in Poor Into
10 minutes .
about
moderate oven (350 degrees)
butler
greased, very large bowl. Melt together marshmallows,
water, stininll
and corn syrup in top of double boiler over boiling
occasionally until smooth.
POUT mien=
Stir in food coloring and peppermint extract.
vigorously
until
evenly
coated.
over puffed -rice, stirring
With greased hands, shape puffed rice mixture to form a large
ball: Pressing firmly, insert about two inches of wrapped card.
board tube in one side of ball to form 'Munk." With thumb,
inch in
make several shallow impressions (approximately
diameter and 1/2 inch d.p) in ball at irregular intervals.
Invert ball in greased round -bottom bowl so cardboard tube Is
on top. Let stand several hours or overnight. Turn ball occasionally in bowl during first two hours. Round out any flattened sides
by preasing gently with fingers.

The making of the ornamental topiary treei that grace gardens
a true an and requires skill and training. But we've a topiary
"tree" that is more than ornamental, it's edible, tool
Peppermint Topiary is a centerpiece made -from tasty putted
rice candy; a winsome centerpiece snack for achildren's party or
a colorful addition to a spring luncheon table.
We all know the light-hearted goodness of puffed rice at the
breakfast table, but only a fraction of its versafility is visible in
cereal bowl. When mixed with melted marshmallows, puffed nice
can be fashioned into myriad delightful edible forms like this

(

Save Cash Everyday With "Mir

2Aax.

41

SPECIALGOOD THRU
APRIL 8th
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Tomato Sauce
8 OZ.
CAN

ONLY

_See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be
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show opens today
Ti.sptdba tt which n.

he ,soh ankta
Outlined BorW I h Import
shin rats n 1.11, 11,1 mu

111M5 of thst raLL

throughout trilfidral quldri
hit hulk

when duo

dud motor
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eLntly won

EenrudL

Arse,. will In di,played e pun
of the Sport Chalet, exhibit at

lint MILL .11110114 the multi to
g11., too
In addition to the McConnell book the Sporn
( halo will show. 211 other
"futuristic and 1o:furious"

the Rarelluirst Boat and Spun
Show. today through Sunday
in the enclosed mall of the
Randhurst Shopping Center.
boo and is driver.
limbo Slobonnell. gave an On.
Mrgetable performance." said

Don Fcchtner of the Spirts
Chalet a Rolling NIcadows
and Randhunit worting goods
dealer.

EvINNURE X-115
single -engine

other

entry

and eve beet all but five of

the =Menai= rigs
I

in

l4 -boat race We will show

Nall, according to Fechtner.

"The new hrekthroaghs in

111

C.

t MIMI S tn. a

development.wonderful
"No
Fechmer
orphined,
.mount of vibration, acid, pas
or water can disintegrate them.
as they did foam products."
Among the boats to We di.

been engineer, are upright -

played by Sports Chalet am

flotation capsules and jet pow-

classes of saiDiciala. ovo
sidewinders designed for skiins: is Riviera pontoon bout,

sem

er." Fechtner said. We will
display, esplain and distribute
literature on them and tuber
boating Innovations."
jot boats tem a jeb

complete with carpeting and
charcoal grill: the Winner line
of runabout -campers, family

NM.

top mulch- Feeloner coo

terrain vehicles, tbe.Amphical

eluded. -It's not only beauits
fans
tiful bet rugged.

and the Cushman.

Id

air

capsules

placed

will be interested in its power.

Grove golf bid

Sianday, the Sports Chalet es -

hibit will unveil two new all -

Dm
Park
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'THE ANIPHICAT, a six-

stability, flototion Mined low
maintenance. We will staff the

transpon hunters and fishcrmen in the backwOods. can

exhibit 0 anssver questions

drive in and out of rhea. por-
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Annual Warm Up to be held

h

um oho orm

a

will he held ,a

sub .500 club. Thu list is cupped dby senior Bob Edwards,
Wed
Zuccarini considers
his Most cokimut player.

Maine West coach Gene
Zuccarini is the most success-

into the new se.

cam Mot was 0-20 during the

BEHIND KESSLER and

1067 and 19611 seasons before

Nelson are three more returning lettermen. These veterans.

"WE HAVENT molly set

all of whom average around
the 45-17 mark, arc senior
John Hypes and juniors John

a goal for this season." said
coach George Rem. who be-

Rindell and Jim Cooney.
Like most other people

ean the Grenadier revival in
I'
seasons record. I
prow on Iasi

around the conference. Rest
taus Forest View, Prospect
and Hersey as the top
tenders for Me NISL title. The

we'll do Miter than our

second -year coach is just bop-

Ws first year as cossth 1101 502'
son.

to

All we want to do is

eiglohmlece

inn-

conference fin-

impeciolly if some of the
players we didn't count on
heavily but year come through
ler us."
Rem in basing his hopes for
improved sateen on the five
lettermen he has returning
from the 1969 team. The only

gradia, old' ton squad were
Eisenhouer

and

Frank

ins his Grenadiers cm handle
the rest ef the kits. well
enough
to
continue Elk
Grove's golf revival.
Elk Grove opens the 1970
golf sea+. with a non -confer ence dual meet at Ridgovood
Tuesday. The Grenadiers then
host Addison Tmil wedeedey
before opening their MSL
slam against Forest View April

wants vs a two-year knee.wiaour, Duchaj figures to add es-

prince and depth to Zuccarinfs startig five.

"HETI, BE around the 80
mark for me all year." the

ful conch at the Des Plaines
school this year. having led his
sophomore cagers to an and
conference 0110. And
with .spring supposedly here.

etc u little too much to ask of a

n 1969.

head pilot said. hhfc it, one of
our longest hitters, but needs
to work on his iron and putting
games." Edwards is entering

Zumarini would like nothing
better than to extend his streak
as the Warriors' head golf
coach.
He's got some of the neces-

winner with four retuning letter sary 1100011010 to touted

-List year we only had four

I

the quality to go along with
o

tbars how

Hersey

golf

each Ken Carter sums up his
team s situation after harking
st 511 hispeful linksmen in an
Ammo to improve on last sea7fi record.

CARTER PIANS to cut
the squad to about 22 memhas. hut he says that the big
difference between this years
mon and lest year's will hi a
much greater amount of cornpetition between its members.

now well have at least seven
computing for positions every
week.
All seven will compete durlog the non -conference meets
at the beginning of the season -

and then when I. MSL cane
paign gets under way five will
perform in the actual meet and

four more will play separate
WHEN IP one of the nom
lurs falls down in the meet. the
player with' the best score out

of the reserves will get

done to

play in

a

the na,

the

scam
squad

Ed DuchM, one of two senior returning letterman for coach
Gene ZucearinPs vanity golf team, will get his first test of the

Ior';`")

VOIRE
BUT

00000,

WISH

STOP JELL/NO

NOW Now
00110 ALWAAS

EVERYONE

I
lHAVE
t

T

MI

sured. and that the rest will
have to Jostle for a Opal every
week. That one i.. senor Rich

TIIE (MEIER
unit

are

he has slam moved
over 1. year's,record.

year, but

We Nally let down for the
meet." he add.
"but our 7-6 overall murk
wasn't bad for an all -underconference

class team. With a few breaks.
I think we could go all the tatty

thb time.
Ha picks Prospect es the
teem to beat in the conference,
and predicts Forest View too
another touch team.

ALL OF

Hersey 's

home

games will be played at Buffalo

Genie Country Club. The first
one will be April 9 against Ad lei Stevenson, which sharm the
same course with the Huskies.

away. But compensating for
Ant loss 0 the acquisition of
Mike Sutton, a senior who
to Hersey from St.

Viator.
He is looking as gad as
Fossclman at present, 8.010.
to

Carter, and

shoks1

.greatly help the club. Another
non -letterman who is rated an
excellent chance to see action
is senior Steve Jackish, who
lettered several Years .ago at
Wheeling and then moved to
Hersey.

DEAN TAGGART is

--linkshou.year-Feselnen-iseaunted-oe-by.Haskic.coach_Ken_sophomore._whomfartor_tobs
as goad as anyone" mai 'who
Carter 10 ear, much of the fend lo the lege s quest for 'Mldcould sho sass, aeFilug
Suburbanise,. tide this mason,

be considered superior. ZMI it
rini explained that schools
such as last year's -conference,

totals are determined by mum -mbi ning the top four of five

golf program open

.2)5
SP/URTS

Other foursome, but also in

picking up Me slack if onc of
the others 0 off his game.
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Seven boys are still hi the
running for the vacancy which

VindncsdaY.

April I.
1970

recently and could help is Paul

weather get them down,

somewhere.

AND CARTER is optimi.

The Huskies haven't 10 the

tic that his crew can improve

as

ethersAri". h T7inceni'see's

t

done

sun,.

211: Look to tilos : you love I

TAURUS (Ap il

1

forth mime

moments which introduce the

make this day

sport to incoming freliktnna
even before they enter prep.,

Ming special. Yo Ingcar tank

1

ma,

tion to prepare for the up coming season," Zuccazini,
Mid,

cot tom', bem each mam aotMeted for the total. Of
course, the ideal situation
would be for the players to go
18 holes, but since most of the

by protective meting is all that
is necessary to stop the balls.

fourth or fifth place slob

large canvas target surrounded

Suburban league season in a
situation similar to the one
thin confronted the UCLA
basketball squad this past wig.
ter.

Prospect has hem to MSI.
golf what UCLA has been to
collate basketball during the
past seasons. For De entire six year existence of the MSL,

stretching back to 1904. the
Knights haw taken the loop
crown each season. They'll be

trying to stretch that string to
seven this year, but it wont be
emY.

THE FIRST cnc to odmit

not peaches and
cream is head coach Mike Nithat all

is

fa,
sen. "Every year it seems to get
tougher and I know (feel the
pressure this year," pointed
out Nis.: "But I like the posi-

tion we're in this season. We

they could be a Ng surprise

mason

this season.
The big

tough to tell much from indon
question

mark

amend Knight tees is the play

of the junior,.

It presents a
paradox. because thel Prospect

phomore, also ok the loop
title last year and yet Nan

poine

them as the factor

that will make or Moak the
team this season.

"WE IIAVE to fill in a Jot
of gaps this spring." Nisen obdNserved. "We've lost five boys
off of last year's team and they
wont be easy to replace.What
it all comes down to Is how
well last year's sophomores
can VII in the gaps.
Spearheading the group of
juniors is Art Hagg, who is the

only junior among four returning lettermen. "Art's the
only sophomore who has ever
played for me in a vanity dual

effectiveness.
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is expected to come from Arlington, Forest View and Hersey. 'Arlington has everybody
back," pointed out
"and Forest View

Nilsen,
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be a big athprise this sesaou.
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year all around the

rate
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league. There are some new
coaches and you 0.1 tell
what hi/export( we canget by
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10 Epoch
11 Japanese
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12 Maple genus
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form)
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of American
States (ob.)

24 Shou der
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emperor
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28 Exposed to
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Move quickly.
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lek The objectives you deckle
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suffix

5 Seine

20 Lachrymal
view
drops
30 Pharmacerti22 Boundary
cal sal
(comb. form) 20 Gateway to a
Shinto temple 32 Small dram
23 District in
33 Make ace
21 Family
London
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23 Japanese
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38 Bug (coll.)
29 Arab
chieftains
31 Scholar
34 Persian water
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36 Former Soviet
police chief
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character
4 Adjective

side (taut)9 M9tint!1111

9 Spanish saint

NOM FONDEST 111011,

a...few words by Nun.

9

Jock

Wallis

Benny, Bobby Van
and Cloda Rope.

could end his ch.-

drama
7 On the left

the times may soon find that he

tackle Foeest View, so the first
week of the season will have 0
great bearing on theentim sea-

gad lib: "Mien you're- numbei moo
ereriliody's out to get you."
'bolt nit doin oRtheli
forced back :Adams

FarnW'orutit
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diving
OI y`1yy11ic
team ca
he
developed a muscuwhich
bar
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5 Type of

if another plays you
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if you are lo know success and
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added that Hersey caused
me-problems_last_Year_Witb_ _SnoMjhe..Knights have been ..
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Guest, include

800

2M

drink

medicine today. Don't he sop

hen. E01: The Capricorn who
hesitates to take advantage or

when key take on Elk Grove
at Golden
Acres Country
Club. On the 17th, they play
Arlington and three days later

more boys may be coming out;. .our first week 0 will Make
things a lot easier."
but it wasn't definite.
But the biggest obstacle that
'BECAUSE OF the recent the Knights face was summed

Engelhen Hum penile& Show
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I. Japanese
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open their season on April 14

peels a good yew. "1111 be a
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Chicago Show

Japan

22k The fickle Scorpio W very.
nicely to get a taste of his own
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crthew and Willie Hay.
The thibe other varsity lettermcn, all seniors, arc Kim
Walter, Al Marchetti and Jim
Schinit. Nisen said that few

Knights for the MST's topmost

Gevpnphy.

JapaneSe

Proneel will romp,
hibition piny and move right
mm conference action. They

ALL IN ALL, Nbert
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first meet."
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we're going to he ready for our

soph champions are Tim Cart
sou, John Trandel, Tom Nem
Man. Tini Quill, Rick Rob-

yealcd. Moving up from the

20 TVjfkillem

CROSSB ORU

231: A day for making up your
mind about your relationship,

ip.bmn

courses earlier in March. but
Nisen was working with the
freahsoph at the time and
didn't get to sec too much of
the play. "It appears that we
still have a adof work to do if

favoritw because we're riding
on inexperience. I think this
senor is going to be very enjoyable:'
The main challenge to the

Midnight Report."

4

with other mole. You will ei.

to

meet at Pro?ec," Nis. re-

5

drama
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it'

can't be picked as the odds-on

Ladd. Jeanne Crain.

MORTY MEEKLE

dence if you feel they can he
of help to you.

prectIce," Nisei. said, 'Tree.
what I've seen of the boys'
swings, I'd have to say the
Walter Schmit and Neuman
arc looking good,"
The Knights did get

taking on
towns people. Also
loggers

4' 2 _:4---,

Dec.r.y

The Prospect Knights will
be going Into the 1970 Mid -

'Guns of the Tin.

5 Then Come Bronson
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for the future. Don't heitate
ftake others into your con-
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0wrNoyourish fine feelings be
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be seniors Bob Olson and
Randy Everett and junWrs
Tom Dormy. Ross Smith. Jim
grumpolz, Dennis Multi

snowstorm hit the area.
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tip.
Wilms even makes

underlike to employ n
clessman for experience sake.
Contending for the position

for three weeks until the his

gymnasts

Lance and Nlark Boyce and
mor Mike Zacula. Zacula
broke his arm and wool be
ready for about three or four
more weks.
Ed Carter also lettered last
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Prof. Everett is
mking a research job
offered in another

ater today.
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Show

around

cossMn . the the-

parable to outdoor situations, '
the indoor eqdipment - gives
Zuccarini a change to study

and perennial contender New
Trier West have so me sort of

Schubert. a fanner basketball
player, will also try to brook in

competing for a spot on the

student

Paul Baker for a db..

champion Glcnbrook North,

Mike Henry, but he may wind
unsticking with the frosh-soph
outfit for one more season.
Another boy who moved in

lettermen

finds that the Virenbn is a touch ad-

11 The Mwtos
Theater and TV

WHILE BARELY

evicted by Zuccarini is the gap
for the fifth starter. Since meet

they were practicing outdoon

team

plan to build the
around him."

The head of a famB y of horse thieves

McKinney joins Dr.

question marks still 0 be on.

Ayers, a tumor. Junior Mort

hole.
-He'll play no matter what
his score me in practice." he

the

7:30
2 Bevedy
11114
billies
7 Room 222
Student
teacher
Alice Johnson is

playwright

Another linkman with
nearly the same modentials is
Duchej. Joining Ed senior

berth. Another good mph is

Fumelman. who oats the top
Hersey golfer!. year with on
average of about 41 for nine

end producer John
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season on April 8 against Arlington of the Mid -Suburban

meet." said Carter.
'rho Huskies coach says that
only one boy het a position as-
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P
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Rids 1.1110010111P of Hersey lakes a cot during a round on the

Mr member, of

scores. Me fifth entry is impor-

said. -He carried us last year,
and het u greet competitor. 1

munch.

Two other returnees sluted
for first round action are junion Randy Getsla and Gary
Natratil. Rath are free swingcrs mid figure to give the
some good competition for the

League.

13.

good golfers." he said, -but

-We certainly have Me
quantity: now hope we have
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Dick Cm.

7

vision with con -

'
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his third year of varsity competition, Waving lettered as a

7 Hersey golfers seek starting berths
By Jim Moan

Social acience.

LANCELOT

Workmen put finishing touches on the Montgomery Wald display at Randhurst Center last
night. The Randhurst boa 0111W began this morning and will run through Sunday. (Photo by
Linda Hamilton)
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Our new quick service barn features easy drive -up service for fertilizers, lawn care products, and our
special bulk grass seed. We carry
the brands you know, such as Greenfield, Ortho, ScOtts, Vertagreen,
and our. own Klehm label products.

Try our Klehm's Pay-Gro Mulch.
You'll find it's less easily washed
away than other mulches.

On weekends you are invited to

1.

consult representatives from Green-

You can personally select
your own trees and - shrubs

field and Scotts about your lawn
problems.

from our large sales yard where
we stock top quality plants grown

in our own fields. Outstanding this

year are our shade trees, economically
prices at $12.50 and up.

You will also find a large selection of flowering
crabs, $12.50 and up; spectacular 5' and 6' red bud

trees from $19.95; and potted evergreens from
just $3.95!

O

Stark Fruit Trees are exclusively

ours in this area. We offer, too, many
varieties of bare root shrubs and hedging plants.

i-

- , _i '----------"*

We will help you with your landscape problems. Let our experts, without 'charge, advise you how to achieve special effects
or overcome difficult yard conditions.

Did y
o carrying charge,

Yciu can charge it at Kleh
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al%

ducts??

Klehms guarantees t
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WEATHER
Tonight: Variable cloudi-

ness, continued cold. Tomorrow: Chance of rain or

Telephone

255-7200

"

snow, low in upper 20s.
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Stays in Dist. 59 race

Winkle may not be eligible
Despite a legal question

about his eligibility to run for
the school board, District 59
Robert
e x -superintendent
Winkle plans to stay in the race
and to challenge the school
code if elected.

immediately preceding their
election."
SECTION 10-3 of the
school code also requires

board members to be registered voters.
Section 10-10 of the school
code, which discusses the residential qualifications for elect-

ed board members and those
chosen to fill board vacancies,

Winkle moved into District
59 in December of 1969. He
had been living in Park Ridge.
But two sections of the
school code include the qualification that school board
members shall be, on the date
of their election, "a resident of
the state and of the territory of
the district for at least one year

does not say anything about
being registered to vote.

"There appears to be some
question about my eligibility,"
Winkle told The Day.

"This is apparently a relatively recent addition to the
My assumption, of
course, was that as an eligible
voter, with a year in the state,
law.

90 days in the county and 30
days in the precinct, I was eligible to run for the District 59
board," he said.

WINKLE POINTED out
that in the school code, residency requirements for the
county board of school
trustees include living in Illinois for one year, 90 days in
the county, and 30 days in the

precinct. Candidates for the

county board

of school
trustees must also be registered
voters.

"Whether or not there can
be a difference in the residential requirements for the county board and for local school

Wednesday in a row, experienced a thunder -snowstorm,
complete with closed highways, lightning, power failures, and 8.5 inches of snow
recorded at Glenview Naval
air station. It was a fine welcome to April, which, it can be
said, began "foolishly."
Hundreds of persons in the
area were kept either at home
or away from home because of
several road closings in the

tion," Winkle said.

Tom Lindsey, 402 N. Maple, Mount Prospept-Aidn't rand many of his friends at Emerson Park
'yesterday. He looks like he was ready for a good snowball fight or at least for building a six-foot
snowman.

State, county, area
arrest 4 on drug counts

area.

police

By Rick Goncher

were able to capture the alledged narcotics sellers by the

use of an undercover agept
Four persons, two from
Mount Prospect, one from Des

Plaines, and one from Carol
Stream, Ill., have been arrested in the past two weeks on

charges of sale of narcotics
after a concentrated inves-

tigation by the Mount Prospect Detective Bureau, with
the help of the Elk Grove Village police, the Illinois Bureau
of Investigation, and the Du Page County Sheriff.

Because of the investigation,

the police did not disclose the

information concerning the
narcotics arrests until yesterday. Mount Prospect Detectives Richard Pascoe and Joseph Bopp said that they received their information
through a reliable source, and

Meetings
School District 59 Candidates Night, Elk Grove
Township Hall, 2400 S. Arlington Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.
Arlington Heights Village

Board and Board of Local
Improvements joint meeting, Municipal Building; 8
p.m.
School District 25 Board,

Windsor School, 1315 E.

Miner St., Arlington
Heights; 7:30 p.m.
§chool District 59 Candidates Night, Elk Grove
Township Hall, 2400 S. Arlington Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.
School District 59 Candidates Night, Elk Grove
Township Hall, 2400 S. Arlington Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.

Wheeling Park District
adjourned meeting -- folfollowed by Finance Committee meeting, Park District Buiiding, 222 S. Wolf
Rd.; 7:30 p.m.

Elk Grove Village Plan
Commission, Village Hall; 8
p.m
School District 59 Candidates Night, 'Elk Grove
Township Hall, 2400 S. Arlington Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.

who was able to buy narcotics
from these people.
On March 10, Mount Prospect Detectives Joseph Bopp,
Robert Barone, and Kenneth

Zschach arrested Robert P.
Traynor, 18, 2010 Scott Terrace, Mount Prospect, for the
sale and possession of mari-

Schaumburg was the hard-

searched Rogers' auto and
found two pounds of marijuana

valued at $260, hypodermic
syringes, a small quantity of
Amphetamine, a drug commonly referred to narcotics
users as Speed, and a small
amount of various barbituates.
Amphetamine is a substance
used as an inhalant, and in solution as a spray in head colds
and hay fever, or in the form of

Keith, 20, of 309 Dover Dr.,

its sulphate or phosphate as a
stimulant for the central nervous system. Amphetamine is
a drug that can be gotten by

Des Plaines, for the sale of

prescription only.

juana at 1000 S. Elmhurst Rd.,

Mount Prospect. The detectives

also

marijuana.

arrested
Keith was

Barton

with

Traynor at the time of the arrest. Bond was set at $2,000
for each youth, and they are to
appear in Niles Criminal Court
April 28.

DETECTIVE Pascoe said
right before they arrested the
youths that Traynor had sold
$10 worth of marijuana to the
undercover agent. Pascoe said
that Traynor has been selling
narcotics for a long while, and

that he was a senior at Forest
View High School, Arlington
Heights.

On March 25, Detectives
Bopp and Barone arrested
Miss Linda Cooke, 20, of 740

W. Dempster, 'Mount Prospect, for the sale of narcotics in

the Holiday Inn Parking lot in
Mount Prospect. Pascoe said

Miss Cooke had sold seven
lids of marijuana (about the
size of a Prince Albert tobacco
can) valued at $140 to an undercover agent prior to her arrest.
Pascoe said Miss Cooke has
also Sold narcotics in the past.

Bond was set at $5,000 and
Miss Cooke is to appear in
Niles Criminal Court April 28.

Information developed by
the Mount Prospect Detective
Bureau led to the arrest of Al

Rogers, 29, of 615 E. Gunderson, Carol Stream, on
charges of the sale of narcotics
on -March 27 at the Rt. 53 & 64
intersection in Lombard. Ras-

coe said Rogers was arrested

after he sold $55 worth of
marijuana to an undercover
agent.

DETECTIVE Pascoe said

"Subsequent to Rogers arrest," Pascoe said, "a search
warrant was drawn by myself
Detective, Bopp, and an agent

of the Illinois Bureau of In;
vestigation to search the apart-

ment at 615 E. Gunderson,
and a small quantity of marijuana was found in the apart-

ment. The occupant of the
apartment, Miss Dawn Bostrom, was arrested for the possession of marijuana."
Detective Pascoe said, "At

the time of the arrest of Rogers, three outstanding arrest
warrants for the sale of marijuana and a fugitive warrant
were put out for Rogers. On
Jan. 17, Rogers skipped bond
and failed to appear in DuPage
County Court on previous narcotics charges."

est hit in the storm. III. 62, 53,
58, 72, 19, and Barrington,
Roselle and Schaumburg Rds.
were offiCially cloSed,according to police. Schaumburg police also said that they were advising motorists to stay where
they were, not to try to return
home or leave home.

on

charges of a dangerous fel-

that after-the---arrest'tthey-ony

in District 59 and has taught
sixth, seventh
grades.

and

eighth

cumbent Harry Peretson of
Elk Grove -Village and John
Rosser of Arlington Heights.
Candidates for the fourth
board seat with a two-year
term are incumbent Paul Ncuhauser of Mount Prospect and

Gerald Smiley of Elk Grove

of them, both

Grove Village, and now is its
sales director.

Village.
All will be appearing at
tonight's School -Community

Heights,

in

involved

Arlington
injuries.

tex Construction Co. in Elk

the Elk Grove Twp. Town
Hall, 2400 S. Arlington

SIMON

Heights Rd.

SUBUI113
-

and Palatine,
with plowing beginning after a
two-inch' accumulation.
ton Heights,

OUT OF 26 accidents that

Council -sponsored candidates
night at 8 p.m. It will he held at

set

A final candidates night is
for Tuesday April 7 at

Brentwood School. 260 W.
Dulles, Des Plaines.
Schools in District 59 arc:

SA/S'
Handwriting on the wall usually means that some kid is going to
get his fanny spanked.

the

Low in Arlington Heights;
Jay, Frost, Dempster, Holmes.

and Forest View Elementary
in Mount Prospect; Devonshire, Einstein, High Ridge
Knolls and Brentwood in Des
Plaines; and Ridge, Rupley.
Cook, Grove, Salt Creek.
Grant Vood. Lively. Byrd.
Hopkins and Clearmont in Elk
Grove Village.

'14

plows and covering over the

Many persons on The

work that the plows were able
to accomplish.
The roads closed officially
at 9 p.m., and the police were
would be opened again.
Hoffman Estates police said

Day editorial staff and others who work in the Metropolitan Printing Plant in
Elk Grove Village were
unable to make it into the
offices last night and early

that the intersections of Hig-

today.

not able to say when they

gins and 111. 53 and Golf at 53,

the major apporach routes to

In addition, the electric
power at the Metropolitan
plant was out for about an
hour and a half causing a
work delay in the press

t

the village, were closed due to

a number of accidents and
stalled autos in those areas.
Wheeling also was affected

room there.
The management of both
and
Publications
Day

in the northern section of the
town on Old McHenry Rd.(11I.

Metropolitan Printing Co.
regret that "circumstances
beyond our control" made
the one issue of The Day

83) between Buffalo Grove
Rd. and Dundee Rd. Although
the road was not completely
and officially closed, police
said it was virtually impassable
in that stretch.
Two power lines were down
at Northwest Hwy. and Dun ton in Arlington Heights,

while traffic lights along the
highway north to Dunton were
also out from 7:30 p.m. to 10
p.m.

O'Hare airport closed at

about 4 p.m. and remained
closed throught the night.

Walter Lambert of Com40 work crews were out yester-

day, covering the northwest

HE SAID A power line

leading into an electrical feeder was down and caused power failure in the industrial area
of Elk Grove Village. The fail-

necessary today.

Four brave Mount Prospect youths stand by the ladder they put up that saved an elderly woman
from a burning home yesterday afternoon at 1410 Chestnut Rd., Mount Prospect. (Photo by Dan
Balas)

4 Mount Prospect knights
rescue 'damsel in distress'
In days of old when nights
were bold, brave young
khights rescued the fair young
maidens, come rain or snow.
Yesterday afternoon, in one of

Chicagolands worst snow
storms in 20 years, four young

Mount Prospect youths rescued an elderly woman who

ZSZATEMT was screaming for help on the

Gripe
Of The
Day

second floor balcony of her
,

,. ?;

'1

"

apprehesion of Rogers

Winkle. 48, was superintendent of District 59 in 1950-52,
when the district had I I teachers and one school. He "started the junior high school idea"

Because of the heavy
snowfall, the Day was
forced to print only one
edition of the paper today.

area.

police agencies, the long investigation has ended in the

volved and should he aware of
the changes that are constantly
taking place," he said.

drifting due to high winds and
cars stalled in the middle of the
roads, blocking the snow

Ohio, and they contacted the
Cincinnati police in order to
search Rogers residence for

1961 involving narcotics violations.
Pascoe said,. "Because of
the fine co-operation of all the

why a person should be in-

lage: Mrs. Judith Zanca of Des
Plaines; Dr. Erwin Poklacki of
Arlington Heights; Edwin Kudalis of Mount Prospect:
Nickolas Kostos of Elk Grove
Village; Phillip Lawson of Elk
Grove Village: Richard Pettinato of Arlington Heights; in-

Sorry!

monwealth Edison said 25 to

Roscoe said the Cincinnati
Police obtained a search warrant and recovered 11 pounds
of uncut marijuana and a small
quantity of Amphetamine.
Bond was set fdr Rogers at
$50,000 and he is to appear in
Niles Criminal Court.
Pascoe said that Rogers has
an arrest record dating back to

regulations: It is a good reason

debrandt of Elk Grove Vil-

For a number of years, he

inches was set in 1966-67.

in

"This whole legal question
points up the changing complexity of school laws and

dates seeking Oil& seats on the
District 59 board, each for
three-year terms.
Others are Mrs. Sharrie Hil-

has been associated with Cen-

inches, which tops the
record for snowfall for any
winter. The old mark of 68

yesterday

"I AM CERTAINLY going to stay in the race as a District 59 candidates," he said.

blinding snowstorm only two

741/2

occurred
ro

"If I am elected to the district 59 board, I would perhaps
challenge the interpretation of
the local residency requirement," said Winkle.

THE MAJOR reasons for
the closing of the road were

THE MOUNT PROSPECT
Detectives learned that Rogers
had been living in Cincinnati,

possibly more narcotics.

ure began early in the evening
and was restored by 8:45 p.m.
As of midnight, the Chicago
area had a total snow accumulation for the winter season of

Salting of the. streets began
yesterday afternoon in Mount
Prospect, Des Plaines,

tion," he said.

now
HIS CHILDREN,
grown, did not attend District
59 schools, he told The Day.
He moved from Park Ridge to
his Elk Grove Village home at
680A Versailles Circle in December of last year.
Winkle is one of 10 candi-

boards is a good legal ques-

April fools N W suburbs
as snow cripples area
The Midwest, for the second

"Perhaps it is a moot question until the April 11 elec-

To receive an empty envelope in the mall.
J.S.

home after a fire started in the
bedroom and hallway at 1410

Chestnut Rd., Mount Prospect.

The four boys, John Dun-

phy, 11, of 1411 S. Birch, his
brother Jerry, 13, Wayne Martinski, 10, of 1413 S. Birch,
and Doug Spohr, 12, of 1408
Chestnut were shoveling snow
in the back of Spohr's house
when they heard cries for help

who was leaning over the side stroyed, and there was extensive smoke damage to the enof the balcony.
THE BOYS ran over to Mrs. tire upstairs. Mrs. Nolan told
Nolan and asked her where firemen she ran onto the balcothere was a ladder. Mrs. Nolan ny and cried for help. Firemen
told them that there was a lad- learned that the balcony origider in the garage. Martinski nally had steps but they were

told a Day reporter that they
ran for the ladder, put it up to

torn down in order for new
ones to replace the old.

Elk Grove
Village girl
wins prize
Claudia Barry, 8, of 38 Lans-

dale Rd., Elk Grove Village,
won first prize in the Rand-

hurst Easter Fashion Spectacular Coloring Contest as
advertised in the "Day" on
March 19.

Miss harry won the grand
prize of a bicycle which will be

given to her by the Randhurst
Corp.
Other winners includes, sec-

ond prize, Luann Mecca, II,

the balcony, and rescued Mrs.
Nolan from the blaze.
Four units from the Mount
Prospect Fire Department arrived and extinguished the fire

AFTER MRS. NOLAN of 2107 W. Wing St., Rolling

after the flames became too

burning `house, it took them . gifts.
The contest, which ended
twice 'as long to get there due

climbed down from the balco- Meadows, and third prize, Ma ny she went to the garage and donna Bychowski, 4, of 120 S.
was upset, said firemen. Mrs. HiLusi, Mount Prospect. SecDonald E. Spohr, the mother ond prize is a transistor radio.
within 15 minutes. Firemen of one of the boys whO rescued Third prize is a gift certificate.
The three winners may consaid the fire started when Mrs. Nolan, took Mrs. Nolan
someone in the house tried to to her home while firemen put tact Mrs. Nicky Hollenbach
by telephone at the Arlington
carry a burning bedspread out the blaze.
"Although the fire depart- Day 'at 255-7200 to make ardown the hallway from the 2nd
floor bedroom, but dropped it ment was not far froth the rangements to pick up the
dangerous.

Firemen said the bedroom

_coming from_Mrs. Alma Nolan __and the hallwyty were___de-

to the slippery streets and tied
up traffic," said firemen.

March 25 was open to all children

Pone 3
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The Arlington Heights Vol
Tape Board and Board of LOGI

U.S. Mint director will
6peuig in Arungtort heights
By Richard Crash

Mrs. Mary Brooks, director
oleic U.S. Mint, will make her
nest address in the nor -Merest

suburbs April 13, speaking in

Arlimlon Heights befote the
Women's Republican Club of
the 13th Congressional District.
The 13111 Congressional

Mulct Republican Women's
Club was established more
than a decade alto with former

Congresswoman Marguerite
Stitt Church as lender of the
Since the early years of former Conti Donald Rentsfeld's

tenkre, the club has held n
spring

luncheon

and at 9 a.m. the

ident

Presnewsmen

with Rumsfeld appearing with
him, announced to the nation
that the 13th District congressnun was leaving his coignesRonal seat to head 0E0.

at

which

Rumsfeld appeared annually
n a speaker.
It was the spring luncheon in
April a year ago that Rumsfeld

made his final appearance in

the 13th District as Rs con-gammen.
of swiftly moving
I
events on
that day, Rumsfeld met with
Pmsident Nixon at 8 in the
morning to advise the Presis

preemption

ence, Rumsfeld rushed Cr the
Washington armort, boarded a
Chicdgo plane and arrived M
Glenview m the spring lunch.

con Of De 13th District Republican Women's Club. He
was joined at the speakers
who
had come from their Evanston

table by Mn.
home.

altmsfeld's luncheon talk
took the krin of e reponon the
any steps leading op to his

acceptance of the 0E0 ap-

apnoeas

TWO PAIRS for the
prIce of ONE PAIR
g. then econd pair at no additional corn to
000, Use nos spare pair, Or bring in o member
of your Diode or 6001 on unit n Emend for the
Remind pair Lou 000 BOTH PAIRS FOR THE
THIEF 01 ONF'

1

.

Since plans for the spring
luncheon were made before it

was known who would hold

ma.

the office, the tradition of hoe ing the congressman was suspended for the 1970
too Ment.

Despite too or the heaffes1 snowfalls ill the hIsIon of the northwest suburban area fast WedorvIn,
night and last night, some Dm Plaines residents are still optimistic Oaf Mere are better thIncs m store

oeetheroise Ibis spring This Think Spring' op %as printed on the front picture oindow of the

as

home belonging to hit and Mrs Donald Sloss at 1390 Des Plaines As

the luncheon speaker.

or Let
Um Lour 51..1.6yt Honk Card %mount
no Help lam Opsn Mulvey.t Hank Cued Amount
oohsmrlege Almer Goe

Diners and American

llonors Curt, Blan

The luncheons have been
held in the eastern end of the

Esprsss co.&

Libraries begin pilot project

13 District which extends from

M....."

whin a wonderful mft N

en wbo has served medicine in

Oa Park, New Jersey,

and

Wheaton, was recently named
ambient nurse -in -charge ar SL

Alexius Hospital.
Miss

Carla

Englehardt.

RN., 978 Jefferson Sq., wiU

work on the hospital's sixth
floor medical surgical unit.
She joined the hospital staff in
June, 1969.

The Elk Grove Village Pub lic Library and nine other pub -

subject to certain conditions,

Tic libraries, members of eke
western end of the district. The,' North Suburban f.ibrary Sys
lunchedwill be served in the tem, have joined with the system in starting a pilot reefer°.
Jimmy Durante Room of the
Arlington Towers Hotel at oat borrowing project.
The program provides that
12:30 p.m.

Old Orchard Shoppen g Center

charges for materials lost, this
service is free.
Participating libraries, in
addition to Elk Grove Village.
are Deerfield, Glencia Glen-

persons registered at oneof the

partpating libraries may visit any other participating library and borrow books and
pamphlets from that library.

1.

num ifie 01)11CfNNS7,

view, Northbrook, Wilmette,

Except for normal lib -charges, for example, fines and

Morn Store

Winnetka, Niles. Schaumburg
and Wheeling.

101N Michigan eltenne

IF,"

ing weeks of the race.
Cong. Philip Crane emerged

as a surprise winner in the big
primary which is believed to
have attracted more candidates than any other congressional campaign in recen
times. In the Democratic
primary Re, Edward A.

Dorothy Leifer

Dorothy 0. Letter, 62, of
904 S. Waverly, Mount Pros.
peel, died yesterday at Northwest Community Hospital.
Survivors are her husband.

Chicago and Walter of Calif.,
and seven grandchildren.

peer and Eve grandchildren.

Visitation will be 5 to 10
Visitation will be until 10
tonight at the Lutheran Home. p.m. tomorrow at Friedrichs
Services will be conducted by .uneral Home in Mount Pros the Rev. Robert 0. Hartz to. Pect. Funeral Mass will be said
morw at 10:30 a.m. at the Saturday at 11 am. at St. Reymond Church. Burial will be in
home.ro Burial will be in Sr
All Saints Cemetery in Dea
Lucas Cemetery ionhcago,
Contributions
the Lu- Plaines.

them Home and Service for
1R hi.,
the Aged will be appreciated. 00.10 Dc
Arrangements were made by
Haire Funeral Home.

cation will be proposed down town parking garage, to be pot
in by special assessrnent of

cLogs,,shichde ibr

,e

cess to sid walks that w could be

huilt between them and the
oadway.
Calling Me double frontages
lots a unique problem that deserves special consideration.

Colvin asked the trustees to
consider paying a punka Of
the cost of installing the side

sessment and will award the
contract for the Arlington
Highlands street project.
AT A SPECIAL meeting lent

wnlks in such situation.

The sidewalks. which cost

re-

quested a legal opinion and fun
titer engineering information to

said, hopefully would be pot in
by private contract rather than

clarify its policy on installing
sidewalks along major thoroughfares by special mess.

special assessment, with the

Alissue specifically were

would's:17ver0 "y0
undesirable precedent A court
if we pay 100 per cent (of the

1;71'cIrdisd"iinrzch'.w7e

cost> by public benefit.' Colvin said. "This is it question Of

precedent that we would not
like to see established."

In the past property meets
have been forced to-puy the
Cher
entire rard a sidewalks
prop.
cent to or allotting
ertics, Colvin said, SO ownsh a
rs
precedent for meking

pay for sidewalks M places
other mat their front Mr&
WALSH AGREED that an

where i he village

opinion should he sought from
SOLI', attorney, Kenneth
Monesifer, on Inc possible

does not own the necessary
'1.1"e
n

11';

total

cost

tt en

Sc..' Conn"

stomnt,
NEW

R -C value!

ARTISTIC CONTEMPORARY PRINT SLEEPERS

27ernWereittnioir;r3ie="-

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT Is

Sander was esked to provide
engineering !naps showing
cw.h.egr

VdielN.rtnroTeT'E

$199

SIMMONS CONTEMPORARY TWEED SLEEPERS

')?r7,Trc.`:,ZT,LT`ALZ.7';,1.st°:2,.

$199

TOWNHOUSE MODERN VINYL SLEEPERS
sturdy smart modern stye.

Upholstered in

$1

ss. On Sale the AC Way Mr only

59

'S

'X: 11:irli= COMPARE $399 01st

5e!elC value. COMPAREat

7 -PC.

WAGON WHEEL ROOM GROUP

Features sot: elm frames and upholstered in

urna,d
Syl. So

weak black

rocker, 2 end tables a. TO" cocktail tame,
COMPAREatat Mg n5. On Mks Ins R-CWey for
COMPARE

Mr TV vlewirl.c2,, rFt

SOS.05.

SaleOn

the R -C Wey er

nly

049

1969. when MU births were

recorded and December.
1969, when 202 birth or,
In 1969, °Metals listed 164
newborns during March corns
pared to 129 births for March,

ttigTgralnr:T=nleri,a7rf.t.

U4PARE et MU. On awe um stsC Way

nVe had 231 babies horn
here during hlarch. 1970, approximately 29 more than
were ever born in any month
since we opened, a hospital

19611.

Of the March. 1970 births,
117 were girls and 114 boys.

Hospital records show 32
hometowns for the March,
Arlington
1970, newborns:
Heights.

Palatine.

40,

41:

111

sidewalks held. our proper,

several

are required. recognme that we

CALL NOW FOR

already have pi. for kids

INFORMATION

end

deliberation,

ties or. in Me event sidewalks

spoke against installation oh
sidewalks on double frontage
lots along moor toads.
A letter signed by 15 S. Evergreen Av. resideins was sub-

mit.]

to

Classes meet at 03 N. Arlington Heights Rood

homes and waive the require,

meet that we should be

-NORTH SHORE DRIVING SCHOOL, Inv

snJ

pI

Rolling Meolows, 231 Hoff -

A

ror$ 89

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES

-

I

SERVICE

I

INSTALLATIONS

Grove, II, Harrington. 6.
Outlying suburbs and Chi-

I

eago were also represented.

The largest baby ever born
at Northwest Community was
a hey Weighing 10 pounds. 11
ounccs. The smallest child
!whose sea aiaa net given)
pounds.
10
weighed
two

OPEN MOAVAMURelif4VOR:

ounces.

OVER$45,000 WORTH OF100% HUMAN HAIR

NITES

O

rirr

in deep nen pecan Lois, Includes 70" Messer, $369
prn.irrz.t2vosesotnesalefe.tter0uceewn:41,. oCZA-

inola rk oak finish with formi.ms

WIGSniahr

wo $2 49

;admen

axes t

$990

rrytod in
otomomet

DEAL

Tapered Bach
Stretch

WIGS
fi.ntsio-or, with joy. o flirt of o

L,\

A spectacular savings on Dile eta-

1",

"A%-

liiish. Price includes 54"
pecan
tar
chose
oval table alea
. 4 cane side chain
,C,br
,181,919.05. On Sale Me

CORNING

$24

cDish

'washer
0
,

WE'LL INSTALL''
DAY!
FOR MOIHER'S

4

BUILT FOR HARD
WATER AREAS

'

11

MAYTAG
1ST PAYMENT

TRADES

la tamed lo! $129

\)

14001 1)""S

HEAVY-DUTY

O

stetyone in your family will love mu comfort al this masked sok, It has a deep
reyerelbleTIoem
nem cushion ler deep seatingackend
cornball It

1

All AZ..

YOU MONEY,

11:10D WASTE

Disposer

IN MAY!

O

ThRims WE WANT USED WASHERS -DRYERS

lember-like. Cleve snit vinff. Save nowl COMPARE.0

MR990 On Sale tho 17-C VVay for

11)j

NO'

-

Wry

Built ln,or
Portable,

r.

77'

d4

14""

r

$439

MAYFAG

WARE 5E1

WE'LL SAVE

CONTEMPORARY
TUFTED
BACK
VINYL'
SOFAS

,

BiglOollers

DAD

UNAGUSTA 4 -PC. MEDITERRANEAN BEDROOMS,

1-\

O

\N ASHER
WITH DISH
YOUR

"El Casa Pro' collection, Mediterranean styling

MEDITERRANEAN
6 -PC. DINING ROOMS

9 :3_
n

'TIL

BosusowER

Z.',EF,i5Vii.F:a7SiFfir $695

hest

A

ACE

inst. 191 Elk Grove Village.

EilTiriaa'gz""'s'" $479

Steenir,st.:1,y

UERS

WASHERS.DRYERF.

At the meeting, Walsh said
to his knowledge the double

srC $2 79

Only

dor,.

Ilia one block orth of the Arlington

as

.sessed the additHnel costs for
thaw tddLoalkr.KU,

tru0000,

fin,

C191090
103

walks along the front of our

prxxxint, oppoonon to powhIL

w".

n'o'nt'fesile2tnileecnoirantia
one

17 year olds...

MORK THAN 40 residents
tamed out to hear the lord's

ON,113K@

BROYHILL 4 -PC. SPANISH BEDROOMS

Cluality madesolid hard reek msple bunk burl

$499

151/2,16 and

ther wadve the requirement for

curled.

CASCADES

KING COIL SOLID MAPLE BUNK BEDS

cluaee Oz" swam Doan snot ".°0`gtr.,,.'";
bed. matching arm chair and ottoman, eahack

recline, Ad-

LA -Z -BOY CONTEMPORARY ROCKER -RECLINERS

PARE et

-We respectfully request
that the board of trustees ei-

tion of right-of-way." Walsh

is heeded for construction.

THOMASV/LLE 4 -PC. SPANISH BEDROOMS
"Buenaventura" ...hon. Spanish stylingI in

EiECia.7EFP1''','Pa' $79
lin wall( arms.

COFFEY

-Y66

ra

gici8R4OMPARE at $3000S. On Sale R.0 Way 259 gg,grxgrg2r4,:y

(Ends May 01

yoad to walk H..'

where additional right-of-way

Mediterranean styling in pecan HIND. me noes

'PONTIAC TUFTED BACK RECLINERS
back

STARTS APRIL 13

a luck of sidewalks, bin ho
pat there is nothing on the.

doer w,

UNAGUSTA 6 PC. MED. DIN. ROOMS

PONTIAC SWIVEL CHAIRS

Contemporary styled tufted
ale to

"I now myself in strong opposition to the principle of imposing any elnege3 On 51.
people eacem in the requisi-

N

BROYHILL 6 -PC. MODERN DINING ROOMS

Contemner styled sweet charr wilh cltamond

1,917

NEXT ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COURSE

'There is currently almost
no pedestrian Dank tong this
road.- it said. "nos because of

w en

Close competitors for high.
birth figures are October,

Contemporary styted junior dining room in
Osnith walnut finish. Includes 26748x60 plastic
Hp rectangular
at 671e3On te

011t.aXPet'InVe=rifil'::C4reTI

SELRITE S -PC. SPANISH DINETTES
Spanish stylIng teaturing hems wro
iron
frames. Includes 48" octagOn tae
bl
ago
formica
avocarlooak am! q high -hack naugahyrie swivel $

is

amts

Tables)

houses to be built without foreto put in the
ing the to
needed sidewalks, he said.'

th'ol

cost of sidewalks.

uf erc

To qualify fora driver's license before age I S

bility of denth or injury from
carsswerdneorrtherond.

gnie6for only

FOX 6 -PC. SPANISH ROOM GROUP
Features solid oak; rames. reversible 7ioff
, one
sofTing the ether Side dur-

able

e

Village Engineer Allen

0a.oa611000,11i0p,,r

spokesman sold.

$39

SERTA LANE e INTERNATIONAL
THOMA VILLE e BROYHILL

will be appreciated.

S -T -R -E -T -C -H WIG

Smart contemporary styled lift -top record
*Gabble, 30015021). Black vinyl upholstered
top. Also may be used as a bench. A fabulouslh.

AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN OUR HISTORY! WE'RE OUT TO BREAK ALL
RECORDS. FAMOUS BRAND FURNITURE IN THE CARTONS AT HUGE
SAVINGS! YOU MUST SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!

laneu

DRIVERS EDUCATION

if

lapel

p"t

1sidewalks'
ai
h

of ik ineC

nhexoci.h.,Wangre. for do.

s0allan

announced yesterday.

THE MOST SPECTACULAR FAMOUS
BRAND
FURNITURE
SALE

,Spo. T he

said.

cent and the village paying the
PihOcri11110oltfs.

resWences with double Irons
Mae lets, Mose lots that (nee
residential streets and oho
back Villa major roadwaY.
The trustees heard SOLI
President Russell Colvin explain BOL Vs view that the oil
Inge board, in determining its
present policy on sidcwslk im-

1111111111111111

11111

said

allowed ibe
seta precedent I hat wouldNW because it

contract rather than special as-

week, the village board

idoforth,eht:

sklhomcwo:L.k.s

ZGVAtiM__Iv,w

The letter said sidewalks
would encourage pedestrians
Walk
along
Arlington
to
Heights KJ.. creating a possi-

onc"n'svay'or'acd'ortltrbpaesidt fo4rithi.ne

Walsh

special

-7777Vi`-

or of their properties,
which back on to Arlington
the

Heights Rd.

double 0

sidewalks,sch ,,,bouvl
wafrontagen,dil,a

of sidewalks along

mediation

Kirchhoff, PalMine and Arline ton Heights RAC

bill

carrede6ffif fens

Mzrch cos Northwest
Community Hospital's biggest
month for blobs in the hospitars 10 -year history, officials

01 OR'', °..t."

cil of Northwest Cook County

faota,d,e077,

,w,,e,a,ihr,10,70.1

Northwest Community has
biggest months for births

RECORD CABINETS

entered the special primary although the field was reduced to
seven campaigners in theelos

Margaret Flood of Alabama,
John L. of Hoffman Estates,
Ann L. of New York City and
Frederick W. of Mount Pros -

Survivors are three children,

DECORATOR STYLED

LANE WALNUT

A total of 14 Republicans

Frederick A.; four children,
Lucille Gerken of Arlington
Heights, Eleanor Shearier of

ArlingtonnWoo rH e.igeh,ats,

provements in 1936 did nal 'to pay for improvements that
the problem of benefit their properties, The
private contract method Indouble frontage loco
The policy, Colvin said. is to valves voluntary coopennion

..d.E\

13th district primary for

Obituaries

Sophie Louise Hankopf, 00,
resident of she Lutheran
Home and Service for the
Med in Arlington Heights.
iiedTuesday at the home.

MoVor John J. Walsh said he

C

for the selection of his successor. Gov. Ogilive set the spe-

Sophie ilartkopf

tsge sidewalks.

Randhurst Shopping, enter

Golf IfillShopping( enter

Lake Michigan across northern Cook County to Hanover
Park and Palatine. This year
the event is being held in the

at St. Alexius 2:2apodrt:PgAn Elk Grove Village wom-

than special assessment.

'

MANY OF THE residences

meet.

..rchLdra'rtIlta.1°.."
cial

area is substantially built up.

Hwy. to Oakton St. by primte

pointment.

Named asst.
head nurse

is substnntially less expenivi

that back on D major Mon

multi -level structure has been
proposed for the present Minton Court parking lot.
BOLT will oho hear report
On the possibility of improving
Kenn It Av. from Northwest

Contact lenses

13th District
scat in Congress in the 1970

Mrs. Brooks vois

quickly' as feasible when the

paying for theconstruction and

downtown arm properties. A

Crane for the
elections

of all property owners and in

haveethfahrie:hi

dent that he would accept the Warman of Skokie was unoppoet ordirector of the Offfee Of posed.
Crane won over Warman in
Bmnomic OPPorionity.
President Nixon added to the Noy, 25 election. The marine occasion by conferring gin ofvictory was narrowcomupon Rumsfeld cabinet status pared with previous margina
and assigning him an office ih scored by Rumsfeld M the 13th
the White House. Nixon im district. As a result Rep.
mediately called in
Warman decided to oppose

Following the press sinter-

founding Croon.

at
Almer
Coe

ImProvements BOLE) will
hold a joint meeting tonight to
continue their discussion on

frontage problem occurs an

Mstall sidewalks on both sides
of major thoroughfares as

nly.

--

DISHWASHERS -DISPOSERS

TRADE NOW! FOR THE BEST DEAL!
"SIDE PART"
by Giovanni

IW GLETS

The Infest rose In synthetic 50 Denier Modonylic, Bangs

dipping enchantingly over one een. Sides Rom not or
tom smoothly under - the bark is ever to gently tapered
for a natural lob. Wash, brush, wear] NEVER LOSES ITS

SPANISH STYLED PRINT
&VINYL FOX SETTEES

Mir"
OTHER SYNTHETICS IN STOCK BY:

CAROUSEL JOSEPH RETCRER . JEROME AlFAAN.
DER CINDY CARVER BRENTWOOD All in KANEKALON or SO Denier DynalModaaylic

diSkOfl
0066tOwNOSSAM6 rs

IS THE
PLACE TO

A loll

Hand -tied

are full-blown, or deeply colptoind with o front wove

$129

FAMOUS MAKE
3 -Pc. Be Cream Sets

2,7r'

Ign4'egIZI:g1;reernWo Prt

Ond vinyl combination

White Iron frames.

print

$79

$36

9,11r.2,.?"4=17,11111;:
holstered in red

DECORATOR STYLED
BAR SET
snweasPC.
Mal

end white mendy striped chat,

bar, 6620610 with
vinyl and walnut front wal-

blackcludes

lIP7,,,=?.:Voimelrll

plted' toenail. Limit 1 'per cus-

FAMOUS SERTA
INNERSPRING
BEDDING SETS

WIGS
3 PC STACK TABLE SETS

$65
Your choice of either full or twin'
Es?sapqr,O,,11=1 trrs's'"a9n

matching

tomer

RIVERSIDE-CORVAIR SHOWROOMS

"

$19

Glenview, III.
729-6030

Guaranteed Savings on Name Brand Furniture
OnENIYERY NIGHTIE

P

Ili

$26

'

0,

AA/on digs
DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

1593 EllinyMed St.
HOURS: Mon g

11

I

s.

S. al Nikvoln 5101

Till. 9:30 to S. PM

298-2299

Toes, Wed, Fri, Sot 000 to 5:30 PM

SATURDAY SUNDAY Tit 6 P.M

r!1.1341nte-If[r!"`::

I

a

a

CURTIS BOOS:

In Arlington Heights

1615 N. RAND

2670 GOLF RD.

SAVE!

:

FALLS

$44

wz.g,gfp,=ecgvgpni-

Talisman Shop. Ctr. 1 mile west of Harlem

I'

4

d balepia.e to sea

(U.S. 12)
CALL 392-2800

Waal

PaPiPailit

51

24 W. GOLF RD.

(ROUTE 58)
CALL 894-1900

E

"

O.

The day's prospects

xxxssei

JahaitieiNteirifi.COOLILL.00

Rep. Chapman urges 7% school interest
school it

By Richard Crabb

the
raised

ceiling

7 per cent. Mrs.

to

Chapman filed a bill in the
i House this week which would
raise the school interest rata
from the present ceiling of 6

Rep. Eugenia Chapman (DArlington Heights) has filed a

bill in the Illinois House providing for an increase to 7 per
dent in the interest school dls.
trict may pay to banks for RIM.

,

-

cipation warrants and other
obligations.
The chances for passage at
the spring session aPPert m be
'

per cent to 7 percent.
Rep. Chapman hopes to gel
consideration this spring for at

9 am afraid," Mrs. Chap
raan said of her bill to raise
shoot rat., "that some dour

tempted to get the school interest ceiling raised to 7 per cent

The members of the house
were willing to consider die

school districts will be unable
to sell their to anticipation

matter, but the Senate was un-

wfdrants this spring at 6 per
cent. Asa consequence their
teachers may be without pay

responsive.

NOW THE leaders of bath
nudes appear willing to have

all that I think the legislature
would approve at this time."
.plained Mrs. Chapman.

This legislation'

These

bins

Mrs. Norbert Starshak of .
of the Holy Family Hospital
Auxiliary, who makes head...Bed totes, says that "they

all arise from legislative. eeds'
called to my attention by et
which I represent in the
legislature. They cannot
atwhy these important
ters should have to wait feltattention until next year. and I
will do everything in my power
to gel them considered in the
wring sessions that begins
April 1," said Mrs. Chapman.

Heights Library
baud.
Another of the Chapman

bills will correct an error in re.
meet legislation. The poem, of

an Illinois judge to ordervencreel disease test was minded'

are unlimited as far as Color is
rte

lake lime but Srt finished Mrid-

Kris.oAREfuravt/a.b.l.ediine.local.

bags. There is a large variety of

Mrs. Slurs* also finds nee-

designs
by thju'teclentals0.11"thh7raries
the

dlepoint fascinating. She has
with
,,suna .d .e h da d d I 3 e g s
handle

art'"d'framut'de

eluding burlap bags bright with

"mod"
for the beach when fined in

covers. Yam is used in her ere-

them when completely

dered, sewn together to form
. the tote bag. A lining is added.
One lined embroidered section
s ecured as the handle.

_he. mt is Fell wro.rthwit,.....
Jute

,

ed.

to these totes,

a

fully creative imagination.

Mount Prospect, a volunteer

said Mrs. Chapman. "and they

lington

departments,'
i1a

wagon.

her 3d District.
have these several billy"

bill et the request of the A,

bag rime
Sandyy
hold needed
bun,d

Its

also

upholstery reinforcement
upholstery

from constitute. demand in

will provide that H.

live. It

By DoloresHaugb-

the use of mobile homes.

ANOTHER OF Mrs. Chaps

linois library district may sell
bonds at 7 per cent.' The
present limit for library dis.
trials is a low 5 per cent. Mts.
.Chipman is sponsoring this

concerti educatinoni
and family needs.

In the 1969 session of the
iegislaturd, Rep. Chapman at.

per cent Is high enough but it is

.bills, as has been the case with

Hon,

good.

"I ay. not sure that ex. 7

ma 'shills has a similar obit.

all her legislation in rece=s4=

inadvertently in an act passed
by the legislature in 1969. Mrs.
Chapman's new bills restore to
judges this power.
Another new piece of legislation in which Mrs. Chapman
has an intense interest relates

late in the current school year
which.ends June 30.

six Mee. of new legishe
-elan. All of Mrs. Chapman%

A bag for ail season

COLOR COMBINATIONS

wlaergleerthib'th'ids clrY"Phie'Dcreha'ii r "'
'

Hobbies are more than a

Psstime when they produce .
tractive and practical items for
the home or additions to lash-

vbi:Ibbifi.7;eypar;"ifoorryao.stunm,..er.

loam tote Oct your needles and

bang few to car, you through
The tote is a bag for all seth

ion ensembles.

Nifty needkwrtk created with yarn can beautify the home or
derve as a frincrional fashion accessory. Mrs. Marsh= had made
Items for Holy Foully Hospital besides thou for her own personal
1

Nadlepolnlehalr covers, pursesand totebags which employjuk
fiber upholstery reinforcements a. yarn ate just a few or the Items

bobby can prod.:.

9:4449:51O:sesTertfrtrtertsse.rt:rtifortrtrt-rtwo .4 44.

Letters to the editor
"Please get me my 'Things to Be Made Very Cleo

older!"

Mary and Chris, who only

don't know to whom I'm
writing this letter, but I sincerely wish I did. My two
daughters together with two
neighbor girls spent aa good
of the ?unexpected.'

wanted to have a little fun, we
say "Happy Easter" anyway,
and besides there's lots more
snow and you know these bun-

holiday Wednesday
building a huge East& Bunny
complete with colored eggs in
a basket, in the snow. It came

better already.
Mrs. Carole Hauslein

I

31Dar Publications(

t

school

-110mar the ortgiunhinvux by rthnopfrolonsly keeping

thr paprer freedom eme hellernml iumerliy."

.

-.Marshall Field Ill
Page 4

Thursday, April 2, 1970

g

all motorisri and passersby a
"Happy Easter." It was quite a
pleasant sight and indeed a la-

John E. Stanton. fflitor and

William J. Eudaisch.Ofififiging Editor

hrr

R.E. Hutchinson, I' ire-Preslehx

Editor:
A bonus for my year as pub -

night, our bunny was smashed
and trampled beyond repair,
can't help but wonder
what fun there is in smashing
something that offers absolutely no msistance or, is that the
something that offers.absolutely no resistance or, is that the
only kind you will tackle?
1

nin,11

c.

R. N. Poets, tripli/thin Dind

Dist. 59 candidates night
By anybody's standards. School District 59 is
going to have a challenging year.

education and experience is the way they feel
about education and the kinds of teaming ex-

Coming up next week is the school board

periences District 59 provides for its 11,500

election.
Three members (of a seven -man board/ will be
elected for three-year terms. There are 10 candidates for the three openings.

children --because this may .11 determine how
they will vote on financial and curriculum mat-

or

ters if they are elected to the school board.
Candidates'
by

'

As soon r. the election is over, bond membe
ben will begin considering next year's budget.

at The Day.

Thank you for the many
courtesies extended to are and

to the club.

Mrs. E. L. Getting

Editor

I also wish to thank you for

wish to express m

appreciation fee the endorse-m
which was given to my

the excellent coverage given to
the committeeman campaign.

by Day PublicaJames L: McCabe

ticandidacyons.

express their views. Audience members will

If April comes in like a lion

stoMped indignantly into the

THE COMMANDING of-

terday afternoon and said It also had a time schedule of

frier of the United Stat.Coast

must be an April fool joke."

Guard Air Unit at the Glen view Aft Station will be guest

leading

events

up

to

this

It wasn't the snow, the wind. -smashing?' The light at the
the rain. the traffic. the con- corner of Rand Rd. and Euclid
It was the thunder and was not working According to
lightning and at least one radio reporter Lewis' notebook the
announcement saying
there were suspected
nadocs

State Police were informed of
tor- the mechanical failure of the
the area. Ben Clark light at 3;07 pno. Al 3:20 p.m.
that

seated at the desk across the. Meade Electric Co. of Cu.l
way just quipped., "That's cago appeared to put It back
what you calla real white tor- in working order.
ado." At any rate, the weathIN BETWEEN, at THU
a. has become a bore,
p.m, to be exact, Lewis got
"smashed"

by

a

car

going

through the intersection at the
exact same time. Damage to
Wheeling Township Asses- his car was 5300. Damage to
tar Marshall Theroux will the other car amounted to
men the mobile truck of the 5200. No tickets were issued
Cook County tax assessor and by police. "That,.* exclaimed
hear sad stories. The sad sto- Rick, "is what is known as
ries will be told as people tom- being in the wrong piece at the
plain about their new tax bills. wrong rime,
all
MarshMarshall
has said the truck

Friday between the hours of 9
It sin't the town cloth; ifis
a.m. and 5 p.m., and Saturday the way it operates. The clock
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
that turns in dizzy fashion ova

ANYONE WHO has

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

a

the top of Van Driers Drug

gripe, complaint or talc of Otis- Store
dis

in

Mount

aggravation regarding a tax should be matched with the
invited to visit Marshall. He one on Nelson Realty in Ar-

Rick

Answer. Comic Page

Lewis,

speaker at the Veterans of

Japanese program
for Garden club
"Japanese Arrangements in
Beauty'' is the out-

Spring

Announce engagement

Arlington Post.

A well planned kindergar-

Reber Kendall. son of Mr.
end NIrs. George Kendall of
Heights

ten program h. been prepared
by the staff of St. Raul Lutheran School in Mount Prospect
for the 1970-71 school year.
Included are language arts,
Web combines listening
printing. reading readiness

has

recently directed Edward Al bees "An American Dream.?
The play was part of a production staged by the Upper loon
College Theatre.

and .nversational skills, and
fine arts, which include music.
rhythm. ,and self expression
through a variety of art media.
Science covers math and naloral science. Social studies ish

HAPPY HAVEN
Add to the list of fun-in-thesunnes, vacationing Arlington Heights Village Manager
Hanson and United
Slates Congressman Phil
Crone. Both are in Florida

viting all groups to attend an-

the engagement and approach-

College in Angola, Ind. Mai-

happy ticking ground for bro.

other of their excellent pro-

ken doom time pieces. Both are

grams on drug abuse. The pro-

ing marriage of their daughter
Arlene Louise'to William John

frustratingly inaccurate when
enterprising they should be accurate or un-

gram will held on April 6, a18

Heidemann, son of hlr. and

oring in mechanical engineering, Heideman is a member of
the Tau Sigma Eta honor
society and the Mechanical
Engineering Society at the col-

p.m. in

is

the Legion Hall

Mrs. John L Heidemann, 701
N. Russell, Mount Prospect.

at

Douglas and East Miner'

Miss Lee is employed by the

Sidney District of the Dayton
Power and Light Co. Her

Lawson, Elk Grove Village: Richard P.n..,

fiance

And District 59's biggest challenge will come Arlington Heights; Harry Peterson. Elk Grove
inJuly as new superintendent James Essiti, from Village; John Rosser. Arlington Heights and
Suburban Long Island system. takes..
Roberi Winkle, Elk Grove Village.
Whether Ervin can be successful will depend
Competing for the two-year term are Paul
great deal on the leadership and co-operation Neuhauser of Mount Prospect and Gerald Smibe will receive from his school board.
ley of Elk Grove Village.
And with four seats out of the seven at slake
Each of these candidates has his own ideas
eel Saturday, the qualifications of candidates about education.
ecome critically important to the future of HisA District 59 voter who wants to make the
rit 59.
best possiblechoices on April I I should see and
More important, perhaps, than the candidates' listen to all of them.

attended

Ohio

State

University, in Columbus. Co-

Ask your brotheriinlaw
for a $5,000 loan.

lege.

The couple will be =Med

Jam 20 in

the

Memorial

Bahama' visitors

with

the U.S. Air Force He

will nut be stationed tat An- Mireillogni.Lris
draws Base In Maryland.

For a, further inform.

at 2524235.

Sorority
initiate
'

Judith Lyn Clark, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Don Clark,

1910 Thornwood Ln.. Haunt
lived in Taipei, the capitol of Prospect, has recently been in Taiwan. will be guest speaker. Mated Mil the Delta chapter
She is living with her sister and of Delta Zeta Sorority 55 De
brother-in.lays in Wheeling Pat. University. Greencastle.
and is

a senior at Wheeling MC

The theme will be "A Visitor From Taiwan.- Miss

High School.

Once Yang, who formerly

M the meeting.

Judith is a freshmen al De -

A napery will be available

Pauw,

Celebrate
Golden
Anniversary
March 31. They are now residing in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Attending the celebration

Exhibit and sell your
art Work, May 2 at
Golf -Mill Shopping
Center, All entries
accepted.

Awards will be given
for outstanding work.
Do Your Thing!
Enter Nowt
'

He'll tell you
his troubles.

Guys like this must be good for something.
Think hard. Harder yet. Like 'maybe holding
o board while you do the hammering. And

providing thewife a place to visit. And-

I ApplIcatiOn
GO -MM Junior Art Falr Dothlifill Professional Bldg.,
Niles, Illinois 613048
Nome

Sults 30a

Ae.

Men must be something else. How about
when you need help? It's like biking to

yourself out in the middle of the woods.
Come where you'll be listened to. At

For reservations call 392-2000, ext. 309
or Stop in at the Elikabeth Arden
counter in our Cosmetic Department.

quern., N.N1.

N®14FIST

public is invited to attend at no
charge. Judging will take place
Saturday afternoon, ribbons
will be placed Sunday morning
and award 'money will be
presented Sunday afternoon.

free parking space, and the

s

h

Miss Gayle A. Gripentrog,

Loans up to $i,000

Phone: CL 9.3161

essaltraysadthh riatalositriosaMstributaaltribrinow...
criritires. roe.
!

Mr. and Mrs. Robert 19111 of Mount Prospect recently returned
fomma week In Freeport, Grand Bahamas, where they ended an
minuet dealer meedng sponsored by Volkswagen North Central
Distributer, lee., Deerlleld, 01.
Daillsgeneral manager or Des ero,,, Volkswagen, 004530 W.

liff4tkplihsc..MduelPsworect.

University of Denver for her

Gripentrog, a 1966 graduate
of Sacred Haan of Mart, Is 'a
senior. at the University and
majors in elementary educedon. She H one of only a few

:se, u.ee,tumnacerleinvie,eterreeerdmItitor

mstuinde,te..who.rticeived a

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Neale A.Gripenting of Mount
Prospect, has ban cited by the

Hwy Palatine, III
, Thursday, Friday 12 00 9

eaday, Saturday 9-30.5 00 p

Cited for
achievement

See Commercial Credit
11 N. Arlington Hes. Road

nuak Hillside Invitational Art

our place. With morn than 500 offices
coast to coast we do a lot of listening.
And o lot of helping. Need money?
That's what we're here for.

Elizabeth Arden beauty experts
will give you two and a half haunt Of
beauty instructions that will
last you a lifetime!
Fora 5.00 fee (plus tax) you will reeehre
your own Elizabeth Arden
Beauty On?, with samples of 19 Arden
preparations, class instruction, and
a 2.00 credit toward any
Elizabeth Arden purchase.
During the class you will actually
use the cosmetics in your kit
and learn the trick of applying
make-up artfully! Classes at our
HanChurst store will be April 1310 17:

their daughter Karen and her
husband Don from Albu

'The shopping center is lo cried at Harrison St. and Wolf
Rd. in Hillside. There is ample

mall of the Hillside Shopping
Center Saturday and Sunday,
and IS. from 10 am.
April
to 6 p.m.

ELIZABETH ARDEN'S
FAMOUS "RED DOOR"
BEAUTY CLASSES

2,00 and 6:00 P.M.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday,
10:30 A.M. and 2:30 P.M.

Prospect
Mount
artist
Christ) Hansen, of 110 S. Edward St., will be exhibiting her
work in ails at the Second AnShow to be held in the enclosed

CARSONS
INVITES YOU TO

Monday and Thursday at

Chiistl Hansen to
exhibit at Hillside

High School Students

HOURS: Daily: 84, Surat

with the Richard Hams, 400 E.
Berkshire. Nlount Prospect. =
part of his 30.day leave follow ing two years service in Japan

Former reside:. of kloum were Mr. and Mrs. Robert H
Prospect N1r. and Mrs. A. D.Warkent
pal
en, also forma
Rose celebrated their 50th
dents of Mount Prospect, and
wedding anniversary on

Annual Junior
Art Fair

Arlington Heights, III. Hempstead 74680

1967 Arlington High School
graduate, returned to the am
to spend the Easter holidays

April 8, in the home of Mrs.
Jerome Thclander fora rase,

Taiwan visitor
to address ALCW
be held Wednesday, April 15,
a 1 p.m. in fellowship hall.

ton Heights residents. Bob, a

er at 10 am. the sank day.

don, call Ms.. William Bala:

ALCW of Sr. Mark Lutheran
Church, Mount Prospect, will

Tappan,fonnerly Arling-

Some klontessori equipment is
used in the classroom.
Each child is accepted as an
individual as well as a member
of the group. You are welcome

to cell or visit the school.

Golf -Mill

!penguin (Route 621 and Arlington Heights Roads

Christianity to the child's life.

CL 55733.

Entry Time for

$5.95.0

nation. Religion studies arc
basically the application of

Sidney.

Lawn Food 1C Sale.

NOW! Two bags for $5.96!

program designed to develop
muscular and mental co-ordi-

United Methodist Church in

The Ortho-Gro

Drive right up to oar quick service born and take advantage
of this special offer.

eillestion program. This h a

Mothershead, son of Mr. and
Mrs. lay Mothershead Cl Old

Viger, treasurer.
The outgoing and incoming
board members will get mph -

Love. Mrs. Max Reimer end
kfiyarnes Holmes.

The general mating- of the

The American Legion Post

The following officers will
installed: Mrs. Arthur

ing and luncheon.

holidays.

The physical education is
primarily the use of a =NW fth

be

NI rs. Ralph Sandeen, Mrs. David Toeppen, Mrs. Frank

some history connected with

Iambus Technical Institute,
and is now a senior al Tel Slate

seen.

Arranging.
The meeting will be held at
the Mount Prospect Commalily Center at 12:45 p.m.
Guests are invited. Hostesses
will be airs. Richard Rehusch,

end safety. the live senses and

ONCE MORE

of Arlington Heights

whips op a Jan atom
on the piano for his sister Sue,
an Iowa State sophomore, and
their house guest Sgt. Robert

standing program to be pre- thelthke, president; NIrs. Ray
sesated by Mrs. Chieko MiaK. Lohse, first vice-president;
shin at the April 8 meeting of ' Mrs. William Baler- second
the Garden Club of hlount vice-president; kris, Emmett
Prospect. Formerly of Japan.
Boyle. recording secretary;
Mrs. hliashiti demonstrates
Mrs. J. J. Kaiser. correspond the Ohara School of Flower ing secretary. and Mrs. lames

chides learning about health

Mr. and Mrt. Harold B. Lee
of Sidney, Ohio, announced

young reporter for The Day,

Kindergarteners
learn languages

COLLEGE CREDITS

Arlington

Rich
Rich Haut. Proffiert High

For

eign War Memorial Day se.
vices. He is Wilfred A. Shaw
and a man well worthwhile
hearing according to Public
Affairs office Ed Doyle of the

in-

SMASHED

T ursday, April 2, 1970

geseotrukalltILDLY1912111U1ISL.41111,0.aoasastess OOOOOOOO liegoo.uk

Prospect

didn't say what world be done. lington Heights and sent to the

24 good, 32 excellent

Dolores Haugh -Woman's Editor

MEMORIAL DAY CLOSE

doss that mean it goes out like office on Tuesday. "I just got
lamb? More than one person smashed," he said. "Smashed
looked oat of the window yes- right in the left rear." Rick

4 S. Milwaukee, in Wheeling

TRISVEE

AINECTLE

By Catherine O'Donnell

I

Wheeling Trust and Savings at

have a chance to ask questions after the candi-

.

The thunder and lightning

be in the parking lot of the yarn's RIGHT TIME

Hideaword

oapeeaiea see east /be feeea
Page 5

ON TO OTHER THINGS

Appreciates endorsement

ton Heights Rd. Albert Domenico will moderate
tonight's meeting, where all 12 candidates will

Because District 59 voters turned down a tax dates have spoken.
rate increase last fall, the board most decide
WE URGE every District 59 voter who cares
whether it has enough money to continue about his children's education to come. the
present educational program, or whether it must meeting and to listen himself to what the candicut services and courses down, or try again in dates have to say.
another referendum.
If you can't make it this evening, the final
TEACHER SALARY schedules must be nego- Candidates' Night is scheduled at 8 p.m. Tueshated this spring before District 59 can have its day, April 7 at Brentwood School, 260 W. Dulfull financial picture. Also important: any deci- les, Des Mines.
ders the legislature makes about increasing
Those running for the three-year seats are:
start aid or changing the method by which state Mrs. Sherrie Hildebrandt, Elk Grove Village;
aid claims arc computed.
Mrs. Judith Zama, Des Plaines; Dr. Erwin PokDistrict 59 is currently building additions to lacki, Arlington Heights; Edwin J. Kudalis,
Li sly Junior High School, and to Juliette Low. Mount Prospect;
These classrooms must be ready when school
Nickolas Cosmos, Elk Grove Village; Phillip
opens in September.

licity chairman for the Arlington Heights Woman's Club
has been the opportunity to
work with Catherine OiDon.11 and to become acrtfainc
ed with members of ,the staff

On behalf of Pat, Barbie,

the

One member will be elected for hrp-year School -Community Council is tel for 8 pax at
term. There am two candidates for this Wand the Elk Grove Township Hall, 2400 S. Arling-

feel

1

Chairman likes
Day courtesies

bor of love.

But of course, by 9 that

'se

n ies.

Thanks for listening

-110,11

On 30 -day leave

Day by Day

Vandals smash labor of love
Editor:

j

esecketthaltkffiRDSRMROPPIRtherffiltortx

four

THE DAY

Thursday Apnl 2 1970

Page 6

`Girl Talk' speakers
urge community involvement
Its Gegen Batchelder

Mrs N mot Vandee-wool ens
truss of ceramornes empbe

habit, making et delft...It to Lot
into Su swing of bung u

oth tit. acesxnes of local or

sold dint ho puree, of the

sew

ganixattons run by volunteers.
Speakers were klayor Jack

program

Women for Community

by

to acquaint mono

%GIron

Elk Grove Willem noon
were Credited with bringing
almet sevcrai community ben.

-Girl Talk". held recentN at

Pahl, Thomas Smith, mem,
Mee director of Community
Service, and four women ineluding Stare Rep. tugenia

the Elk Croce High School.

Chapman.

efts and were urged to become

nloCc involved in community
affairs by the smokers panel at

.

OPENING 'nut program,

The program was sponsored

'

Spares to hear
FBI's workings
Harry A. Walker, Special

Agent. Federal Bureau of Invadgation, will be guest
speaker at the April 12 meeting of The Spares, 7:30 pm. at
Community
the Glenview

ex.0

show how,

to

Cathy

and capabilities to use.
Pahl credited Elk Grove
women with bringing about the

public. Organization of Elk
Grove Township, Mrs. Kay
Muller, League of Women

library, the Community SerBoard, the village manager form -of government and

Voters;

r,
for

inp of the FBI."
Walker, a native of Ken-

plan commission member.

lap

THOhlAS SMITH'S
ing

widoweri, divorced

sin0gle,

sponsored by the Glenbrook
Ministerial Council. Meetings

tucky, attended Moorehead
State University, Ky., and
holds an AB degree. He served

statement

drew

open -

some

"hisses- when he said. -A
woman's place b in the

legally separated adults

and

home.Hc

saying

elaborated

are the second an fourth Sun -home is your
days of of each month and mem- nity. yom. anti yam sme,

as Lt. Colonel in the United

bership is open to residents'of

States Air Force from 1941 to
1946. October, 1946, he entered the FBI as special agent

areas of Cook and Luke

all

counties.

.

Schroeder. former Con.

referendum in December for

He called on women to help

on -profit HrganifiM
rio

Madeline

stitutional Convention condi.
date and Arlington Heights

n ations.

The Spares is a non -seem-

Mrs.

with the final passing of the
new village hall and two fire

still serves.

and

THESE WOMEN, some
with young children, spoke of
their experiences in becoming
involved in community or political affairs.
Oilier women explained
from 22 booths what their or-

Association

of

Childhood, Ladies Airs,
of die VFW, Girl Scouts, Four
Scaons Moping Home, No -

helping

Population Growth, St. Alex.

to seek opportunities
through Community Service.

ORW
sus Hospital Auxliary,
Vol.
and the
unteer Burea,

New booklet lists

loans and grants

American Cancer Society,

community has are people like

nurses convene

An estimated half of all col-

include such surprises as $600

some

for dog care and training and
$1600 in forestry.

youndves," Smith said.

receive

students

lege

kind of financial aid based on
criteria like family back-

MANY CORPORATIONS

ground and ambition rather

make scholarships and gee

than grades.
to

a new Sew
booklet.

Magazine

enteen

'Greets. Loans and Saida,
ships." a student's own reliabilities and
parents can provide the key to
aid
thousands of financial
plans -in addition to the bettergion.

interests,

federal and state proNational Mont

grams. the
Scholarship

Program,

funds

available from colleges themI00

and

more

the

than

200000 awards for 4-11 Club
members.

A scholarship hunter might
hetn invaluable. for example.
corks
to
e a father who
big corporation or belongs to

um.n.

a"cev0.

who

emu from Greece, Denmark
or Syria. If Mr own career
plans are formed, she could
discover that the desire to become a veterinarian, linguist

or induspial relations expert
provides
problems.

mailuble

the children of

to

their employes. These change
e cry year, so a student's par e

ts should check with their

own employe, The same app ies to gas

Contests with education
ore m
t

e pride arc offered by

actions which range from tbe
American Wool Council New g) to Veterans of Foreign
Wars (script preparation and
arrationl.
Careers for which grants.
I ins
and scholarships are
i

include everything
tone art, advertising and phot grace", to science and health
rids.
. foie

N4.4 mi." nu/ b
ood source of fund. Many
rot. that formed originally

IIo

make a realistic person-

honing the comma of "thee

by specifying

he title a. writing to Guide
Booklets,

Seventeen

Musa-

It= P.O. Box 618, Madison
squari Station. New York,

beginning of her junioDyearo-------.-_,.
She should consider her school

,po,

activiies, extracurricular activities, work ex
perience and future plane.
D oes she excel in English? She
toMighl enter one of the essay

sponsored by national
organizations. Is she a member
of the drama club? She might
do well in an American Legion

Oratorical contes. An interest
ter ashion could lead her to enter competitions sponsored by
kcal department stores.

Who booklet lists

a

large

'limber of possibilities to be
investigated,

ranging

from

mholarships offered by religious
must

denominations

which

I

riftiliated schools. to the giant
Westinghouse Science Talent
Search offering cash awards
end scholarships up to 12500
year. It also suggests handbooks which give further ex&natio. est government,
vate and church scholarships
and loans,

helpful information
foam the booklet:
Some

1

rs. Chapman said that
women should not put off
in the community uni
their children are in school
trilleping
because they will then either
be ready to take a paying job.

or they will have developed

of current students of Culver
Military Academy and the
Culver Summer Schools, me
planning a Spring Happening
for their annual dinner -dance
Friday, April 17, beginning at
7 P.M. in the Oak Park Country Club, River Grove, Ilk
James I_ Andres. non S.
Yak, Arlington Heights. a

he introduced as division adviser and further news of the
forthcoming state convention
at Springfield later this month
will be given. Refreshments
will be served.
All licensed pract or nurses
attend
cc cordially invited
and participate.

dent of the Chicago Curie
Club, and John A. Brooke, 116
Eastwood Dr., Deerfield, is
dinner chairman.
The purpose of the Chicag
Culver Club, part of a national

network of 66 clubs, is to inform alumni and parents of de
velopments at the independen
collegepreparatory school an

HOOVER POWERFUL

1 1/8 HP. Vacuum
with accessories

$2488

HOOVER'S TRIPLE aCTIOn

to assist in selecting gualifie
students for admission to th
Academy and he Culver Sum
veer Schools.

Model SIM or 7901

Lightweight. easy
to use Handivac
fee them quick
pickups.
Optional

UPRIGHT
SWEEPER

high school.

they apartment, would also like to move. I jusy get panicky who

at the nation's capitol building:
she gave her old 1969 Olds tO
she
EGOS industrial arts
class so the students could

SHE HAS REM' new:sPoPer CliPPings on the schools

Code, so she can know the

SHE HASN'T ANY one
specific

concern

for cduca-

tion, she said. but she has be
-more alert and concaned for exposure and in
pretatioh of subject matter
(curriculum) in the schools.
She worries if youngsters

will be sufficientiy informed
about the methods of government should thicy be oven the
right to vme at age 18.

thdy aunt lOn it. Ma e0000kong their
Can=onna I can't see how
they could make this
nu rind time.
you shed some light

on what

should do?

have reworking specimen.

Just recently she prompted
move fur you, not right mom but in about

'The_youth of our country
ms die moot powerful clement
we have. It the
me to see
people wear the American flag
and spit on it,

the county highway depanMent to put crushed rock over

a muddy, icy shoulder of A o

lington Heights Rd used by

Final!
Final!
Ski Clothing
Clearance.

-1

DON'T

DISAGREE

with their reasons, hut the way

they

express

tried to explain

She plum to attend several

A precinct caption who
frequently works for the Salt
Creek' School parenb usedarion to provide entertakmint

TO ADVERTISE!

available

themselves.

pay," she emphuimd.
How does 1010. Basile see
the role of the board member?

UP TO

leaning.

$49 - $79

ing, but he shouldn't make a

SPORT COATS

decision unless he has all the
facts," she sad.

THE ACCENr for

Mrs.

Basile is on dm word, `more -

writing.
No, she isn't running he -

$3250 - $4250
6ifaittit

cause Elk Grove Village needs

mom representation on the
board (Leah Cummins, board
secretary is also an Elk Grove
resident).

-Ent running because

the

board needs e person who isn't
ter °reabutted by any
nixation, but k someone who is
simple an individual,. Mrs.

FACTORY -TO -YOU! NO MIDDLEMAN

ARTZ CLOTHING

Buile said.

1671 Oakton St., Des Plaines

SHE THINKS MAT it.

299-6754

niuch group involvment in a person sufficiently
to
to the point Mat
indivi-

UP TO

you when you want...ready
to wear!
So easy to use. Hooter gob
ity through and through.

and

STERLING

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY. MOUNT PROSPECT
CL 5-1600
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 8 TO 8, SATURDAY 8 TO 6
SUNDAY 9:30 TO 1:30

TENNIS RACQUETS

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

The Ultimate in Tennis Racquets
Out of the men shot tennis racquets hove been mooed...red,
one has emerged with such ountending characteristic shot, for
many plovers, it is the best playing racquet in the world. This
Sterling 55 is the racquet that combines the strength end speed of

Basketball Values!
BACKBOARD SET
Vs" Tempered Musonite
Includes Rim 8. Net

$1 895

30% OFF on Skis

ADJUSTABLE ROOF BRACKET

$895

7-71-

stains. AU fabrics containing wool should be moth-

$1888
PHONE

Free Estimates! Prompt Service! Our Trucks Are in Your Area Daily.

the amounts vary from $250 to

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174
N. Elmhurst Rd.

guidance offices.
and
universities
id based on financial

k Collaeges
re

YOU!

Their aid packages may
combine scholarships, loans.
nirieed.

family contributions and slu-

National AG Tcholanfrips
r.tploymdnt

20

MT. PROSPECT

894-1966

CVain

662 E. Ncrthwast Hwy.

Choi, ,w0 larihnowe turbos tom FmniIMs

UP

WILLS CAN HELP YOU KEEP PIT

)

N

AT WILLE'S

HAR ON KILLEBREW
HOURS
Weekdays 9 tog'
Saturday 9 to 6

Sunday 10 m5

`(werN - Strides
Junior
Batting Trainer

ME In &McDonald Rd).

CL 5-4600

$750

95

POLE MOUNTING BRACKET

TIVINBROOK
TORES
TO
SERVE

BASKETBALLS

$

proofed as well as cleaned.

$4 500

meml while retaining Me resiliency and hitting feel of Me wood

2 FOR PRICE OF 1 on Turtlenecks

Scrubs - applies the wax
-polishes to a high luster.

Be sure to clean your garments before storing them.

Arrived!

40% SAVINGS on Ski Apparel

20 - 50% OFF on Ski Boots

will professionally store
them and return them to

Application
r this -as well as the famous
National Merit program -can
he made through high school

pealed.

cendidates evening at RHO:

MEN'S SUITS

"He must becoine informed
on the issues presented to him
and make a decision in behalf
of the people he's represent-

25% OFF on Hats

who

t500 per year.

peOple

TO MAKE ROOM FOR SPRING & SUMMER STOCK

should be consulted about
them. Most of these are admire

.

the

mracquet.

Take advantage of
Our low clinic price

the fl

H1CH SCHOOL guidance
dounselors are familiar with
bate and federal progra. and
blend by colleges.
The National Achievement
Scholarship Program is open
In black students in the senior
In gh school year.
the National Merit Scholao
Scholar
ship Corp., it awards about
TOO scholarships every year;

nights as well es a
of Women Voters-

League

wish

to know their candidates so
they won sa book and earl
plot later. Mrs. Bode ap-

village coffees and school can
declaim

iust

I

would become more interoted
on their school elections and
take the Me to road to hoar

Just

Friday, Saturday, Sunday Only

from storage bother. Bring
your garments to us. We

soil

nity and their needs," said the
housewife,. who is currently
skimming the Illinois School

for EGOS to receive an A.
M daughter who lives M rny h.e with her family. in their rminnh
whiCh out flown

25 - 30% OFF on After Ski Boots

on

about people in the commu-

Over the years, she arranged

hasn't), we can free you

feed

youngetem walking to school.
-I really am concerned

Grove High sophomore) entered the district, Mn. Basile
was interested in her nearby

.

cobson to help her forge an in
expensive campaign

Ann]

9ftom8 pm tolOpm

PRICED TOO LOW

ettnchmen

things to do on these nice

Moths

of ednemtion and the taxes they

Mrs. Ned (Sophie) Basile

he a grent year for you if you reach out. Oelinitely, you teal
.

mouthpiece of the group Ne

lorrst shopping center

Rank t, relying on Mrs NH,
Denny and Mrs Wesley in

-PEOPLE ARE becoming
very concerned with the cost

her opinions correctly.

I um in my cud y 6113 and lacing retirement and the selling of
my humbth home because of the chant
uebbburhood and ill
health. I am plagued with arthriliS.
it quite an effort for me
tow out every morning, especially going up and down the buses.
but I do like my joh and would hate to leave at this time, to with
medicadon I umnage it somehow.

for elementary Children, Me

Grove resident sold.

from Chicago to Elk Grove
Even before her son on Elk

self thought opinions
divovershadowed and the at
idual soon become.

year -Mend rihool and d don't
lenow whether the district
plans to grow. There may be
further needs for new schools,
which raise taxes,"
Elk

rules behind an issue and form

bye years ago.

dual,

Addison Ms.)
Mrs. Ruth Vedra, R.N., will

you have got better
(and

been con-

"

cerned ever since she moved

I feel there will be

for shov

days

fact,sinshe's

"'I don't knew whet they
will find in their study of the

You hove so Moll 10 mull for011fd10.1 feel you must get eel
mare, join a church group eer one of the 'young people's groups
connected with national polities, or offer your services at a local
hospital. YOU most be where "he" tan find plot feel 1970 wM

two years, and I feel good with it. Finance -wise 1 feel your alai hter evil] he able to make this move Men. 1 flOOI see you retiring
yet, either.

SPRING IS COMING!
spring

she stressed,

cerned -in

Mis. AL.. Chicago

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
If

The district's only female
candidate iscere and con-

Deer NIL DeLouisc

meeting on Thursday, April 9,

"MI RUNNING against

ried?

T.R.d.. Arlington Heights

at 7 p.m. at the First Federal
Bank, Elmhurst, M. (First and

Culver alumni
parents to dine

1952 Culver graduate, is presi-

nom,. class srinding,
bjec favorite subject.
s

"not capable.-When it comes right down
to it,- she said, "we are really
not convinced that we can
am convinced that
think.
Women can think, but we mist
develop oppOrnmities to do

than 2,000 alumni and parents

Booklets cost 25 ems and

appraisal no later than the

tics! Nurses Assn. of Illinois,
will hold its regular monthly

31R7i.

arrived in the United
totes still taco pride in fin.

may be

TO START the search for
financial =slalom, a girl

CHAPMAN

women often think they are

mid the attractive mother of x
teenage boy and 7 -mar -old
girl.
all the candidates. In really
an, independent housewife,"

Out T.R.M.:

$495

Sophie Basile is an ordinary
housewife who wants to represent the ordinary citizen.
She beams when she talks
and
about her ea one
quickly refines any
that she's in the running to
set Mother candidate from Elk
Grove Village.
"I don't think we think
alike he and Clyde Brooks),"

moo have never Men any boys my age where I lie.or you
People say I am a nice girl and casy
act along with Do you
think there is any hope with me finding a guy and getting mar-

Dear Nes, AL.:
Division 19, Licensed Prac-

o help fellow countrymen as

the mover to hot

hl a. Di:Louise:
1 om a girl who is 20, going on 21 and !haven't bad a date yet.

Service includes: clean & grease agitator bearings, motor
inspection, electrical inspection, cord check & outer bag
check. All parts, extra.

Practical

said

Members of the Chicago
Culver Club, including more

hey

SPRING
TUNE UP

ollution and Environmental

chance to extend

"Our whole moor= at
Community Service is based
on the assumption that the
greaten human resources this

keep help
inn on IL If you keep mooing him of something you may gam
vince him that lie does like her. I feel he does love you. Nod new
object, like thanking him for all the things ne does for yoe or
trilkte him you love him, too.

Bring in your old Hoover -regardless of age

League of Women Voters,Jayceettes, Nurses Club, PEP
Problems), Neighbors at Work,
Zero
Planned .Parenthood,

h eed

K.RS.,Buffielo Grove
Dew K.11.S.,
I feel you are mereoneerned about this girl. Don

Goo a I Consumers Union,

your euunty and your world."
He invited women looking
for personal growth and a
a

brother's wife. We 00C leer once in a while at their house. I en,
ufraid that he still likes her. Would there he any relationship
between them again? He won't talk about her or say anything
against her. When.) meMion her, he wants to change the subject.
He never humid he doesn't like her. He says that he loves rae.He
does lots of things for me. Am I wrong in thinking of this?

Early

qUe

By K. C. Saddle

My husband seven years ago fell in love with friend of.hls

Women, Club, Newcomers

the necessary background
She sees finances Influenced
by results of the 12 month
school
study
and
school
growth es the. district s man is

F

seeking three mailable =ate
n the Meted 214 high school
beard Election date Satyr
day, April 111

Dear NI r. DeLouise:

Factory Representative will be
in our store from 10 AM. to 6 PM.
Thurs. & Fri. April 2 & 3 Only!

Identified but they must have

aeries of Inter

views with the eight candidates

1st ANNUAL

Hoover Service
Clinic and Sale

a

Young minds are looking to be

in

(Frith'. not. The Boy b
presenting

UI lieepM1 MI nee

ganicstions accomplished and
how volunteers can help.
Organimtions represented
Service,
were Community
Hew College, Metropolitan
Cigna
of Mercy, Junior

Club.

Tomorrow
Is Today

V & S HARDWARE

Re-

Regular

Ward,

Sophie Basile --Elk Grove board candidate not 'ordinary'

IT'S TWINBROOK

Other speakers ma, Mrs.

whiney can put their talents

in health care serve, and in
other are= of preventive -we
plotting.
As we look to the future."
and served in El Pas*, Tex.; raid Pahl. -I think we our =Albuquerque, N.M., Seattle. Moo that there will he re. op Wash., and Yokohama, damp portunities for eyeryoncom
before joining the Chicago solve the human problems of
FBI 20 years ago, where he the community and the vil.

Church, 1000 Elm, Glenview
His topic will be -The Work-

Page 7

Thursday, Apr112, 1970

THE DAY

HARDWARE
Hoffman Estates Plaza Hoffman Estates
Route 72 and Roselle Road

WEIGHTED BELT
wall

helV oat laze
era rod he wnm

lo three inches

$$141:9955

Chest Pulls
Skip Ropes

......

.f2.70
$9.40

Gym Bars

DUMBELLS

9095

For the Prince. 3 lbs
Executive, Sibs each

ea;11

$7.20

1.40

l'"

THERM(

IHEDAY

So you want to be

Tharxday Aprd 2 1970

Page

Mapmakers guide mankind on land, water and space

A tale in everything'

Talk with a teacher
1 rDear boys and girls:

f

Volt may blind a tale in eve-

, tything." The boys and glds
in Mn. Hedberg's sixth grade
class at Orchard Place School

in Des Plaines were told that
they could write a story about
any object they wanted to
from home or about an
object found in the classroom.
-object

The aorta were read and
the children decided which
stories should be submitted for
publication. The following are
the stories chosen by the chit.
dren.

If I Could Be Anything, by
Scott Burgo.

If

I

could be anYthing in

1 the world I'd like to be a Mag-

isten As soon as the light ham, ed green, I would drag down
the strip and lay a patch.

also said

it was .rved by a

very skilled carver. After

head on a rock and before he
died he put the figure in a hole

in a tre. He put a note with it
explaining about its history.

w. walking by and saw
something in the hole. 1 took it
out so now it is mine.

My Life As An Eraser, by
Cheryt
i was born in a mold alfam
tory that makes red. pink,
green, and a lot of other differLange.

one

girl camenienn'et'd'ito'n"gt
She needed a nes eraser be.
day'

cause she had worn out her last
one.

Sin back, a wheelie caster in

she

me
thereml
ok
stayedt
o my untilr'w

.s,:back, and raised up.1 would be

h o S'r
ne

; a'33 Willys.
i. My driver would be Ohio
',George. I would. beton Eery
Every
ZNatidnal Hot Rod

the next day when she took me
to school. The next morning 1
awoke when I heard a ring. I
got unto see what it was. It v,.
only her alarm clock.

Is,tinie I dragged a rail and other
;dragsters I could wipe them

The girl got up and
dress d,

al DDwould be at so many drag

everybody would know
without the anc, by he

rips

Cnouncer annoart. uncing me.

if

i

could only be a '33 Willys with
up engine and the rest
osouped
f the stuff.

The Little Figure, by Heather Johnstone.

A man in an Africag tribe
carved this figure for his chief.

After that the tribe was de-

ate

breakfast.

got
and

shoved me into her notebook
and away we went.

'Sce next thing I knew we
were in the school building

VA hospitals

Veterans Administration

-

.

Previously this information
y, required from all veterans
was
did not have a Servicm
d disability and were
c
e

--ort a'a,
N.' 9raw'', a isen'ma'

The change r. ties m
care

haspiej.

ai°' al

giwi--r-ontveterans
ior. one,.
,tio,nn. which deal with fisancial

99'm
ne:frr iyiliiiirit,,airjrrhly
cededo

hospital. or domiciliary care

years

portation firms and state,
county and municipal govern-

years. Top level for cartographers is GS -15 (beginning at

mem agencies

$21,589 a year)

r-r.irs,N. thCO, ...,NSTRograUphCrer,ING

-

THE LARGEST number of
jobs are in the federal govern-

For a professional canasta-

oboes position with the goy.
ernment. beginning at GS -5

! ,A,,,,,ppra.isepshnd,,,s,cilLciclasiaer-

..' P

ports, surveyors' findings, old er maps, and other back ground date on which to bud a

pilation and preparation by the
latest technological methods.
At the same time, they gain exPerinm in the maiMenanre of

application,

his

course work should have in- computer systems and work
eluded five semester hours of with automated cartographic
mathematics and 19 sem.ter equipment.
hours of physical science.

the
°" t j ?be. in'c'rui cifi icnag
map s.le and appropriate pro -

ing cuned surfaces on flat surDecides

what'

shading, type size to use and
where to place such features .
the legend, .ale and index,
Mr mmt cartograPher'sjoba is

Mr. and

also needs some ability as a

Yoder.
7heacol--

a"nracporelsitei'd'alhse'rienatishli.'0°C'eaa's

lege's dean of students office
and three faculty advisers, will
study find make recommenda-

sionally he needs the knowl-

tmnt.on oonsim tamed, em.

Elmhurst College is a faun
year, private liberal arts col-

.

20852, The Geological &Wray, Washington, D.C. 20242:
U.S. sslasM Oceanographic Office; Washington, D.C. 203901
U.S. Army Topographic COnss
mann 6500 Brooks Lane,

cities, rivers. and lakes labeled
clearly - can be a satisfying an
listic accomplishment.

Washington. D.C. 20315.

jaded use and with towns,

FOR MORE information.
write to:

of Amerman

Association

Geographers, 1116 16th St..
Washington,
NW,
20036.

The following are the larger
meet, cartographic agencies.
- -

Yrust trees

in the northern half of II linoiss However, if light prun-

Northwest Suburb. YMCA.
300 E. Northwest Hwy., In

can take mom electives and
more subjects in their major
gelds:. the, college professor

Des Plain. lately? You might

said.

in

great fun and exercise in learn-

COUPON WORTH

MRS. WILSON has tabght
high school and college, She
has been involved with grievance policy negotiations fns

ing the latest fad dances. At:cording to some, it makes them

1 Of BEEFHA. OP.

or College hoard of trustees.
Election date; Saturday, April

itA SPECIFIC issue is the
Size of classes. They're too
large. There ore instru

la.

who have over 200

MM
lo Mot Mrs.
ton's list of issues Me need for
an open hoard policy, greater
'concern for Me tax dollar and
settlement on 'a grievance

By K. C. Radte

Mrs. Robert Wilson of
Mount Prospect and Joseph
Morton of Arlington Heights

procedure..
"Communication to the pubimportant,- said Mrs.
Wilson, who wants publication
of all Harper meetings that do
lic is

same platform and campaign Mg together because -we have
similar philosophies, we agree
in the basics."

not fall

two persons with similar views
will have an impact
the
beard, said the two and'.

dared

(6.000 voters)
and loss of the recent tax Wei,
entium," she mused..

Ba' wale than

Original
Oil
EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES!

Prices To Fit Every Budget

A M ON G

,..

SEE

Coup

Good

Natinmiide Aid Carla

COLLEGE

57c
S.., April0

HORNSBY'S RANCH MART SHPG. CTR.
MOH ROE BUFFALO GR. RO... BUFFALO GROVE, ILL

.
-

9 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

WEEK -END

SUN. APR. 5
9 A.M. T03 P.M.

4

BONANZA!

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

an all -college constitution and

ton said!

college budget.

"There is also a problem of
low faculty morale caused in
earthy the ram that the admin.
istration doesn't treat the Mc-

et Rich

Ha worked Go teaching
schedules and curriculum revision.

Festivities will include din-

junior high and high school

the annual luau sponsored hy m all rhythms from cha cha to
the adult ballroom dance African bugaloo. Grace V.
Sat-

ban YMCA. Des Plaines. SatImlay, April 4. They are Mayor
Herbert Behrel, Dec Plaines,
Mayor Robert D. Teichert,
Mount Prospect, Mayor John

Rolling
SoakJ

ages.

A popular feature of the

Hansen, director of the YMCA
dance program, will be hostess
for the eyening. John Forbes is

dance program is the special
Discraheque class for adults,
held Thursday evenings. Early

the host.
A new series of ballroom les-

enrollment is suggested, to as sure a Place in this class.

sons will begin at the YMCA
during the week of April 20.
Classes are scheduled (array.
day, Wediamday and 'Friday.
All rhythms are taught on beginner, intermediate and
ranted

WITH ONE OF OUR SAVINGS PLANS THAT IS ESPECIALLY

PLANNED WITH YOUR NEEDS IN MIND, NOW EARN

ing by candlelight and dancing

Moodie, Palatine; Mayor ak
Pahl, Elk Graven. Vllage, and
Mayor Ted ScanloWheeling.

OUR WEEKEND LAWN -BOY SPECIALS

we blend to look into,"

The mayors of seven local

Meyer,

Saturday of each month.

MIN responsible for drafting

communities will be honored at

Meadows,

YMCA Teen Nee the foUrth

expenditures of public

Cleans are slur planned for

Mayor R.J.

all

Teen dance class members
admitted free to the

arc

a college in
Waynesburg, Pa., he was pang

at annual 'Y' luau

glasses at the Northwest

es I

each season.

WHEN MORTON was al. -

molly (protection of prOPeRY
Mar
weperson). This is something

J. Walsh, Arlington Heights.

/edielill THE LAWN -BOY "FABULOUS 70'S" and

four dinner dances scheduled

7 Mayors to be honored

sm. Noun pally a.m. tos Orb Sok ea. ne

astronomy, cartography,

,

opportunity to practice al the

wednesday. April 8, Schaumsions pertaining to eddcation, burg Parent.Teachers Assn., 8
Morton said.
P.m., Addams Junior High and
Not tom overlooked, Mrs. palatine Lc., of women
the
trustee's
reWilson said,
voter, 9 p.m., Frond High
Sponsibility to -carefullY esai- School.

social graces. Adults have An

ally senator at

..Them, the que9i. of se-

Morton, a college faculty
member for 10 years with lifer
amount of committee experience, expressed disquietude about growing impersonalization and a .brow-benten.
faculty.

5

YMCA danced irer. A high

speak at tw o candidate's nights

professional colleagues,
Morton -Wilson tee

.

District 224.

Heed years.
Limier
Wnblhi

To Pay

III May

taught by Grace V. Hansen.

Morton said, "We work day to
day with problems of educeserves the townships of Elk tion. "we feel the experience
Grove, Wheeling, Schaumburg we have gained is needed on
and Palatine and Barrington the board."

in-

been

Nothing

American ballroom dances sre

College District 512, which

els of education for 27 coop

WASYNOGVRA

5 YEAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE -

courses that will help Wm most
are

s'..

Yalu
,

have

Ma -

me main issues facing Hamer

timately involved -with all lev-

Cliarben, Hybrid, Attuned

[EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING

who

Both candidates have nu-

Su mmari zing the quailAwarding to Morton. these fie ions of both candidates, -

QUALITY EDUCATION isn
strong concern of both candle
dates,

ALL PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING,
WRAPPING AND FREEZING

begin

Live

Wilson

statement,

ROSE BUSHES

No Money
Down

sp. wisely."

educators background," Morton said, expanding on Joint

RING SPECIAL

551

BEEF HALVES

Mn. Roberti. (Hannah)

dimension --that of professional

,

3 Days Only

U.S.D.A, CHOICE

monies, insuring that they are

ideas, a new viewpoint, a new

HORNSBY'S COUPON ,

advanced

featuring the teaching of the

nate

Wilson and me to bring new

1st

to

press- `earning- with. buttons, brodent who will be representaera - ,operks on, coffees. They will

M educate the trustees in neon-

teaches

the addition of people like Mrs.

PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Paintings

MIDWISES URGES, OISPIAT Of ORIGINAL ART PIECES,

63c

mediate

school class and a junior high
cotillion are also scheduled

'1'9 9.s.I.aaa, as

Sale!

TOWARD PuRCHASE

Monday, April 20,
April 23 and Friday, April 24.
All the American and Latin

the

informed and emPloY

"We feel the Harper board
needs a transfusion. It needs

limirl

the

trustee must keep the public

ages 4 to 14.

Coupon Good Soo 6 Sun., April 085 Coupon
,t

years,

this,

Beef

from Main., through inters

tmstee is a policy maker." Together with *friends and

Chicago. He has four children,

GRASS SEED
Ly.:

half

The Funkey Walk, Tighten Up
and San Juan, Puerio Rich win
be featured this session. The
cl.ses are so popular there is
waiting list for enrollment.
New adult classes ranging

THE CAMPAIGNING tea. Tensional organizations.
mates concur that the board

American history et Northeastern Illinois State College,

SPRING SPECIAL
5 lb. Mixed
Free of

a

tured each seven -week comm.

aca-

merino membershiPs

Morton. who has lived in
Arlington Heights about two
and

All the latmt fad dances me
covered, witb new dances fam-

at New Trier High

related to social
demic problems.

the ballroom classes gad'

being modern .d keeping op
with be kids.

andprob.
loudSchoo udent health

if a Mss of comma-

Spring

feel young again, and they love

elementary teachers. As a consultant she has written job descriptions for health services at
the elementary, high WON
and college levels.

project

Pork Order

think you were looking in on a
discotheque. AdUlts enrolled

She completed a research
won-

both

dates who filed their petitions
wain two weeks of each oth.

Have you taken a Inak at the

legal closed

nication was responsible for

54. She has two grown dough -

MIGHTY MINI -COUPONS

in the

meeting category.'
"I have frequently

Joseph C. Merton

teacher's nurse consultant for
Schaumburg School District

family centers

students,"ctors

said.Wilsonadds

re gistered nurse employed as a

HORNSBY'S

SAT. APR. 4

ga

requirements for graduation at
Northeastern so that students

"We think the election of

lhrceai

pruned, then they
should be pruned before April
beaui

3 BIG BAYS:

,

with' the di candidates seeking
two available seals on the Bur-

ally like the professionals they

are seeking elation on the

hones E. Schuster. Cook
County Cooperative Ramo

learn
dances

presenting a series of Interviews

A Mount Prospect resjdent
fa. 21 years. Mrs. Wilson is a

Pieces

edge Of a statistician, and al ways to some degree he must
ho an artist.

dent liM on the campm.

-

22202:The Coast and Geodetic Survey. ESSA. 6910 Examtive Blvd., Rockville., Md.

HORNSBY'S COUPON 777-M:

Art

lems.

lase.

So. Fern St., 'Arlington, Va.

a

2,000 ORIGINAL

in a variety.of fields, the better.

cartographer needs many of
the tools of a geographer, he

back, she didn't mathhm met.
anymore for Mr a paper.
Boy was I happy, because-

Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, Del, 11221

Adults

"Moss recently I wag in.
volved in changing the basic

(Editor's note The Day is

fields:

precisely Scaled and carefully
drafted map -one with just the
right color shades for itsPm-

just a livelihood. Preparing

SELECT FROM OVER

a college education with el,

A sophomore, majoring in
liberal arts, Yedor
Hat is the son of

mme haIP- When the came

fers considerably more than

"A Thing of Beauty
Is o joy Forever.

colors.

fill just like telling her to go

and started digging out the

2TiE ARM Topographic

Natittua Axt, CQAM,4

ii.Actcie,e A system for relaresent-

,,,,, eked°,

her and asked for

mathematics or physical se,

They can provide information
on the work in their individual

i

back was aching like crazy. I

up to her

completed two years of college
including 24 semester hours of
science and math.

138,9141, an appli.nt Usually
needs a bachelor's degree, rc-

.7on" si ' '''fora

students recently elected to the

Then, finally, the girl moat

Cdrnmand also employs "car tographic aides." These workers often are high school grad
totes. High school courses
must include a year of agebra
year of
and an additional

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES -

became she knew she bad

man being.

CANDIDATES FOR jobs,
as "technical aides" in map.

Trainees I.rn map corn-

preceding

Decides on the features to
be shown and the best way to
achieve a legible, uncluttered

duced for the special purposes
of a highly varied list of users:
highway engineers, military
personnel, historians. tourists
and marine and air navigators.
Consequently, although a

had clay stuck M the tiny
crasks. He got out his knife

21/2

(annual salary $7,206) Usually

ceived within the two years

new maP.

chard, Arlington Heights, was

came I was en einsee,neihu"

- the minimum is

ping and geodesy must have

a

se.rvice related medi.1 cora-

denntssecnTem'bie'rmade

advance

GS1 I

publishing comp.ies, trans-

Maps and charts are pro -

his back over her math Male

Formal and on.the-job

training 'and promotion programs help the profession.'

Today's mrtographcis,

jam, Yedor, 424 E. Or-

find another eraser and break

on -the job experience needs to
be bolstered with college -level

armed with computers, elec.
tronic distance-measuringinstruments and other sophis-

BASIC REQUIREMENT

newly Mimed Campus Life
Council. following a campus

qualify an individual. Usually

oil companies, newspapers and

.

and for transportation for non -

one of 15 Elmhurst College

extechnical
patience in mapmaking subshale for the college work can

enough

to the
(511,233) level after a few

Atlantic.

dial details to be admitted htetene

1, for
ana-'9 '''' ea,

work for
commercial map companies,
Cartographers

oam

longer have to disclose

,a7P ell ta' eialni i 71:°': ti

details.

15th century. About 10,000 of
Anse workers arc employed in
America.

Veterans 65 or olders no

HOWEVER, accumulation

of

also demands an ability to eon- cows..eo For many, cartography oP

centrate, . well van eye' for

big
ticated equipment, have
edge on the chartmakers of the

drop questions
for older vets

Pa.'

weltering.
The cartographer should be
neat and accurate and have a
sense of order.. Cartography

Man has long depended on
cartographers (mapmakers) to
guide him in travel and exploration.
Modern maprnakers give
our astronauts a far better picture of the moon's terrain than
Columbus had of the western

she took me out of her notebook; and began massing the
first problem she had welt.

But, of course I couldn't be-

calm, He asked his guide what

.

the page that was assigned, so

ground. He tried to dig it out,
and finally he pulled it out.

it could...

,

geography,
photogrametry,

.....
phasis on engineering sciences
and mathematirs. The wider
Student
power
the girl knew she couldn't
dothe
cartographer's knowledge

made a mistake.
After a few minutes my Poor

clay.. Be went back to his

would be back again to break

mathematics,
physics and

and she was sitting at her desk.
The first subject was math, and

feated by a stronger tribe. The
inan buried it in the ground so
no one could take the figure.
One day tango fter the tribe
had died because of a disease,
an explorer came and saw its
head slicking out of the
In was about 53 years old. It

left me there fur a long rest,
'till the next day, when she

writing about his trip Co API, my back over who' kome
rice. He slipped and hit his,

cm colored erasers.
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Students from Hoffmtm EsAs ArneHcan mitaz,Mis settingne modern furnitureby Selig Is, In a manner of speaking, aide&
Both materials and designs have massed e.o.m., Hong Kang may Ba ma, ,,,,,,,,,, or the rattan
basket chair, but it swivels on a Swedish designed petal base, an exclusive Selig Import. Hoops of
chromeskei rock a chair and albumin designed here but made in Italy. Climax:steel bars and
ark alb
alexia'. side panels of a cocktail table support a alas top from Briguim. Finally, an
is enriched by end puels of Brazilian rosewood.
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F.

Mulney, 138 S. Linden Av.:
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form lat. And the grapefruit
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catalyst (the "trigger), to sm.
she fat burning process. you fill
yourself on the pennitted food
Intel the diet plan, and still

lose unsightly fat and excess
body fluids. A copy of his
startling successful diet can be
obtained by sending $2 to
Chars Diet Plan
Sal 1 W. Jefferson
LA. Calif. 9006
Money back guarantee if
lost ryingthe diet you have net
Lim weight to your satisfaction,
simply mom the diet plan and
be refunded
your 62 will

promptly and without emu.
mon, Tear .Maids message es
a reminder. tare now to re.
gain the him attractive figure
of your youth.

For a sharp flat, Incorporate a new and exciting carpet anal Ls created by &Henke Associates for
the American Enka Corp. In his undulatMg carpeLsrape all flows from floor upward, beginning
with the luxurious Very Velvet Carpet by Pa1nkr Carpet, Ina. The Alin e.° curves of carpet func.
Bon as sealing, serving and storage. areas. The trbeolored carpeted back wall provides additional
warmth as well m a place to house interesting lighting effects. The vibrant colors carpeting made
of Enron harmonize In intense knead red, pumpkin, gold, green, blue, mushroom and cocoa.

-mum octagon, triangular

legs,

with shelves or cut outs for de-

table.

sign -to blend with the clean,
straight lines of today's new

twinge. These boxes can be
painted, varnished or covered

you cm have an unusual

An old doe/ with delicately

carved detailing can also be
used as a table -in full length
ford ining, or cut to create

cocktail table or bunching tn.
bles.

Almost anything you have
at home can be converted to
decorative use. Many young
are using cement
blocks in brilliant bues to form

of River Trails

County,

form bookshelves or mega=

rad..

YMCA '
Twinbrook
Camp Chairman Mrs. Charles

Herman, 1308 Norwell Ln.,
Schaumburg, has announced
the summer 14 -Camp Schedule
of the Twinbrook YMCA.

The pros...1110.r eight
session of camping exP°
iences beginning with Y -Dg
Camp for younger children
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van, which circled Lake Mich-

iaan last summer, will be re-

pea.; although the trip will
be a North Woods Caravan
this year. This trip is a busload
of junior high boys who travel
to different sites each day and
camp out each evening.

and going up to a family Camp.

This is an expansion over the
sessions offered last
summer.
The Trailblazers Y -Day
Frye

NEW TO THE schedule Is
Co -Ed High School Canoe

group will canoe
y lakes of Superior
the many

Camp for boys'andgirls enter-

Lionel

ing grades 1 to 3 will be held on

the Twinbrook YMCA prop-

Canada.
The Twinbrook

arty on Wise Rd. this summer.
cording to Mrs, Herman,
Y -Day Camp is an
M-

Family Camp will be a four.
day weekend adventure for

to camping with

will be planned,

Forest and even into
YMCA

famly groups in late July. Sevelateivities

the children going through the

and

daytime camp activities and

obje.

returning home at night.
Three two-week sessions will
be offered.
In addition to Y-CamP
Wahoo, a residence camp offered Imt Yea, Y-CemP 1.11"
son will be added to the ached-

Istra. Herman said there is a
need for mantic leadershir for
the summer camping program.
She mid applications are now
being taken by older high
school and college age young
people. "Vac even invite dads.
Last year five spots were filled

an" girls entering grades 4 to 6.
Roes
"This
success last year, and
looking forw.d to another

great experiencc" Said Mr,
Herman. YCamp Johnson,
located north of Ludington,
Mich., will offer we. stolid
and sailing in addition to the

babysitting will be wail-

by dads, and they really

toyed jee

en-

Camp sign-up is planned for
April 113 for the YMCA's Sus-

kining Members and for the
general' public the following
weekend, April 25.
Again this year the Y -Camp

Peanuts will be offered for
youths who.. to earn all or

t..
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....L.` 'LG. A'
ler 5:30.359.05132

''

FU RN.

G

Gogola, 4268 Wilson Av.: Ste yen M. Rogers, 3502 Bobolink

55 00

rale o

, L shampoo:u

CARPET 6

C1.9,0517

K.

For a

iREFESSIMA175

Carpet Cleaning

a

;U:a4ra'n5d29;.'436t7o6

A GOOD decorating solution for two rooms which ad :NW we another is the um of
companion walkovering pat-

of

James J. Kowalczyk, 933 E.

Roll

Alteration, and yeae

bolink Ln.; John Wayne Vila

lee,

238 S. Greenwood Av.
William Tyler Hard, 108 S.
Benton; Kathleen E Hasbach,
1422 Dorothy Dr.; Maria Ann
lachniw, 544 Bel -Aire Ter.;

BBL

CALL

ytt:t,

INCOME

Design & Breflin9

werfiOTtrc=tr.jeaa

RUSSELL

DECORATING

FEDERAL & STATE

too.

"-o

Painting & Deamting

COMPUTERIZED

'te.'

17

La

Income Tax Service

mg( ''''''',7,1

CALLALLEN 392-9351

92 5,110

Meadows arc:
C

for the luxury 01 b. of 10t.men
Something
new a foot
S

grams along with prints and

flaming Schools &
Supplies

Contractor's

ALTERATIONS, HEMS

ON All GARM.3 6 COMS

Norman Dr.

Patten Dr.; Barbara E Baker,
1419 Joan DE Lynda K. BakDONALD W. BENNETT,
244 S. Elmwood; Ronald L.
Benton, 740 N. Williams DE
Linda Marie Bowmen, 228V.
Wilson; Bruce Alan Burrow,
326 N. Elmwood Le.; Catherine S. Crawford, 1418 Andemon Dr.; Mark L. Hagerup,

AlterationsCarpentry.Remodeling

Margaret E Zajonc, 311 E.

Wolff,

or 3 Winston Dr.

296-6640'

OR

!(JUNE GRADS"

66

Business Srvices
eoosa...m

Coins . Hobbies

542 Carpenter; Barry Anther.
ny Yurtis, 152 Plum Onta;

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES
esol cEn G.

THEDAY DOES -IT!

37
38

Boat SlofoS6
Ooziness

Ehrtyileesr.21,33T,L4=,,LAN..,

,
EtTve'rly
A.

Marine semi.

Cemeteries, let

Richard C. Schuenner. 450 W.

APPLY

ilEinployment Agencies-1Rn

I

SHIFIS

427.2073

678-3373

255-7200

Sc

tu a

ArlIngtonGorden.

Auto emu and A
107
Auk trailers A Campers 103

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

753 N. Braeburn; Richard
J/Ifor,,GLEcKggEBRERp, 121
Penske.Alan Rock, 525 N. RohN.Ing.
S. Benton, Gregg
Susan M. Schrickel. 1127
2077 Thomtree la.; Thomas

win Rd.; Koji Yagochi, 906 E.

Rh. al,

by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

WILLIAM F. Richard's..

A. Gustay., 847 E. Slayton
Dr.; William K. Hagan III,

Apts. Ond Roam. re Skaro.71
34
Am and Ant qua.
co
Auction Sala.
Aviation
Irre

offered

tit\Ifat,
rj

1434 Reynolds DE Gwen E.

well-aniels: Elizabeth H. Yeats,
your2803 Cardinal DE Pauline
't,lphiPI; I

' of contemporary are so much
in style, you can have greater
range in which to individ,
maize your. rooms with
chosen accent pieces.

vides n feeling
patabRity.

I

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP
FACTOR

35

C'Emditianing
,

Robert Warner Pete,

Pratt, 25

P.N. would like non ow work
fiof f. Est oreo.529-7849

Consult this daily guide of. reliable services,

Jacklyk A. Newg, 634 Stuart
Ln d

2.111elp Waled Men

52-S111131km WantediNamen

1

lirll aP

Luxe. After ma

PAPER HANGING

PATROLMAN

ZMT

1I DO WPOWNWORIC)
14.9.6 REASONABLE

259-2331
APPLY IOLPERSOO1

R & M DECORATING

:1=lt.
Inter.=
ext or

358-9172, 289-1088

eroding

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

ealory

deer.

and work background.
Ba. 1255
fforylsolfliamons
7. 6. Arlinc,6

T

"L0;;;
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gimplopnent Agenda& bale

25-Errplo4Trot Agencies -Women

GIRL FRIDAY
Grad, yr. On 007' 'v.

2419'p Vienterl Men

2441zIpVIanteRlen

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
OFFICE - $575 OW.

2963376
BOYS 12 so 16

.1ZurrrA,T

SM. Sol sae No Fee Coll kr's
Geroon, 2.78-5.240, 1,5reee. De
Plaines.

l

liEmployment Agencies -Women

F.C. BOOKKEEPER

°°7d T..°

sr'n7s':IdirtV",/

'

PHONE: 392-2700

LEARN

PURCHASING

lifklfgeS

Op'1,':M7t0Z':,': 4.

operoting

.°.°

602E1E/04.

Aooff
ot ons, el Alex loco.

goom 1158

SWITCHBOARD
WILL TRAIN

331 Nells Lank 51.

RECEPTION

3652 W tosaerase
Chicago,

,:4a.,0t:orliooloo.

1=1

IIctrEV; CZIVI;,:.

,°.ITITo`,°"e;°ZII.

Phones 297.350S

you'll 1,4;c;:s717O'ol'170771
Mry r
l
.431
raises % TRAVEL BENENIS to
SO MANY PLACES/ IVY, 1496

TM 'I'M FT1L.T.T.T.

24-Nelp Soled Men

54 Help Waded Men

1564900

252 E Rand Rd Mt Prowect

The Bonk & Trust Co.

253-3300

of ArlingtOn Heights

't

Hass Paige

MAINTENANCE HELPERS

NURSE, R.N.

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY
$130 1NEEK

PER HOUR - DAY SHIFT

APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

330 E. NORTH WATER STREET, CHICAGO

TRAINEES

$500-550
79,161PPIPT Ai% PeoPle16 MIT

Incl'e7;tiSts'1'irla;rs In 5 :ot

%hero

go. h.% to go, cmd

Call Ken Rubes at

service awning poblle.
rk d y

uths Pelee

966.0700

437-5750

686-7740

CASHIER '
WillialG6 Liquors

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

$600 MO.

WIRE CO.

$450 to $675

JIM HELSDINGEN

MIss Paige

39103F0

P 9 0000,

CLERK TYPISTS

1?rir", people.

966-0700

6020 Dempsier

Our company in the educational Told, is looking
far several girls who enjoy clerical vvork and hope

"FORD"
EMPLOYMENT

455-3600
Or Come Tm

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

good typing skips. Excellent working conditions,

100% Free Positions

YOU CAN BE
BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL -$540

.

55055..
O'Hare Lake Blele.

ini

-a

to

a

297-7160

MT. PROSPECT

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
RECEPTIONIST

VARIETY
POSITION

offer o complete package of company paid

s me lee Nping, Ina

Ph

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

nAllrn" '/'/dn "E"p'erie7cre

prerl=e4n=1.Mn.

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.

FOR BRAND
NEW SUBURBAN
COMPANY

r,:,,V,=,7,,o,"

Des Plaines

$525 MO.

WasPeree
0Pgremen ReIght,

39,0010

9 S. Ounlon

MST eon we offer,'
. elsPorlorily lo nein Iso. and work wIlls our
prawfulsplanw300.45.
ws medusa modem scheduled uelehni doss%

WIEFIF

$2.00 Per Hour 5uaranteed

-

We ore roSe Iet.reierel,g coo,,

Apply in Person to MRS. AlKE

K mart
DES PLAINES

1155 °ASTON Sr.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

9301 W. King SE
Franklin Pork 60131

NO N. Nor.west H,LITts.6,3 5 1411,1,,,111.

25 -Employment Agencies. Women

TULLE!.
III

WANTED

r

Great Lakes
Runway &

CLERKS

Engineering Co.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

JUNE GRADUATES

11.1gika's
fEcr 5,0"3-- --VW
SECRETARIES---- 5600
OEC,E=6,-,6111

MAIL CLTS-----=

IDOCTORS 0±0l...-..-0550

rE1.4ERLAL f!/-FiTjE:.:5411

1625E. Algonquin
139-7010

rSErCRga`r---=

SECRETARY

OFFICE MANAGER --562.5
.

I

(Operators)

OFFICE --,5476

.010111s. Now,

INCEPRONIST.---..4"
llinla or no ryp.1

-

Dry. SKRETARY.---3475

t

Mg OUR SALES STAFF

PENTAL.ORTHO.DR.

TECH. TRAINEE --5.450

7C=Ltr

AUCTION

Shonhand Necessary.

Enloy woe, otiSis fine leo,
hotel theMos become He Con.

:es'flr'sdsCur.r "

298-2770

Apply in Person

LA SALLE PERSONNEL
Me new peeper

Assemblers:

358-9637 und 52.27,4

1,92399.

TOWERS HOTEL
Route 53

UP

CLEANING PLANT
bMa'""Lre:ia.
7111="turrnbh'n'g'. 'Hum,

HOLIDAY INN OF

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE....

a sew lee or apnea seit. in brumes rah the
umaplunal 6.ing prau.n 6611 0.53.6 .specially for
you. Woo al.. liesews ese is0e0 mean In au 0,
M. helping our aslant. arcetnal Ihe worl6 obe pued
money, and ,,yo., way to.... ihres roko, YOU. So

Opertdors

ale

If , kew e frall fio,or
coom,noosaroundilmwodd.
1,e rd..,Imer lob for you.

INCOME

255-8800

Distributor
For this Area

=01'N'ErOT.
HOLY FAMILY

THE PORCH ANTIQUES

HOSPITAL

vm hew P.M typing end Weigel .05k e. 0,0 hpsug

You Can Earn

9295

$800 A Month

1969 CHEVY II NOVA

OLD TIME ELEA MARKET

manna ussamblun end trainees aro needed so fOl

511395

CALL

DICK WICI(STROM

Michael Nelson

5551150/55 Park Road

John HOUtsinger

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

R'511/;-5nE.'4'2

s3='%"r5TZ.Nfs.
992

s'orrn'Cl' pl=rn

ll&nats and Marin Sentries

=LT..
NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING

Real Estate

-

Residential

CO.
42 -Walled To Buy

-'

Excellent Salary, Company Benefits
and Working Conditions

pod Infickna, .t.,. eensim ste0 wid aeny no,.

Your Guide

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

Companies, Inc.
p

pod

top

1211014 Wanted -Men & Viomea

101.AutomobRes Wanted

21 -Help Wanted Men & Women

3150

71-3pt& Ann Poems to Rare

dP

is.

h

Bock

SWOT,

01
51:. ''75 =1.i

14 To Real Apartments

WeStgate Apt,

1024fficks,lraRe11

irnpoo AKC reg. 5400'

PM,

tha Bode

inUn"r.

Ale.o

central telephone company of Illinois

5995. 411hezfip412.W11t IllinoiS

lS-IrlallhalFIlIRlfITofneth

272-3151
ARLINGTON INDUSTRIAL

New Ely, -

251,50

SISS Alt MeOprn 3911172'
1475 766.0736

"'' Tv. Airewriter. Ping po

BR Real Estate -Houses

ob'pl7noeS, 7,c

10.SportsCars

eel° good homes 1Chiluelfue
me6 do,..
long

De's'

9'1

"

.0"
mo. 0.25.7.191

1114fotorcycles and Scoters

All 3 Shifts

"1=41S'olTVIr

dryer. 227.2832 es 239.1669

Sorter/ Packer

o Machine Operators

57

lo ed
5100 T r
le
mower.69 model. speed
s

S2.9.1733

TWO Rent

311.117dofter OGO OM.

ma Bridgestone Meg

MUNDELEIN
Is1ke,

Check Out This Tremendeuellenefit Istogrom
so'ceH.lOetA
sePlementwebrosendiesp,
PPoldVeateens
gg'tite imams.

o

9C

1

ry

0,thiskfidets

360.

CHI

AKC registered, GFPNIAN SCH

575. 2518075

items, /maenad knick.knocks,
TVs,boy's bike 359.6256

000111111.1161euilon

'THE CHOPPER SI-1011.1

164o Rent Houses
Is

unesedepimmismfwer

NquNE oveead hood w/liphr
0 horde, Best off or 1561622

htler.tr ti's6. tend gin
f ming con, 110 complete. 2.1
drower wood 040 caNnws. he

soma

child MO 111.5

-CUSTOM poin%In. complete cup.
1I -To Rent, Storeu Offices

DOG SHOW, BUY YOUR
ARC

Aarium rh5, ged elloome

f1

CALL 362-0204

,

.6ea gee
741-9457

112.Autmlables foe See

.45. Buse Pd. 439-1100.

414lame Furnishings -hombre

Twin beds, ehemmIrror, 6 dross,
steel, nIghs stand, 255.0178

dt,nd now co mosIng mode for

"04.0 5,0.,. 7.715 alfon PK,
eugedsemnice44.1353er.

ed. nor, tend.
60,260

(Va rMle was, of Rte Oa_

8Sio Rent Hifice Space

392,7110

wuTincallkalliiM661.11M1.666

V

BEFORE INTERNATIONAL

AUSTRALIAN TERRIER

illarTHOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO

''v'm'e/r =ff

1 YEAR LEASE.

0 nda,.

6 P pp

CZ'n11%"Elglis';'''IsEd5r1-mTria

262-0201

2 bedrooms Stove and

52.25 Col.1527 0992.

old for sole.
350.2199 offer 6 PM.

Rens

Subloose Roll. Aldw% imm, poss.

exfros 5'18'1.161716'r'

Doberman Pima!, block wel

ping

Phone/ 253.6300
Prosped
250 N.Weslgolo,

MAIALA KENNELS

SPACE AND SYSTEMS nwistott

hy

Fre'''Arrg

'0d11'7 7'

Fr, se'rUnntt

Openings on all 3 Shifts

vInn

T

3190 253AsSS

FROM

General Time

02 -Wanted to Rent

296.6127

BONUS MOTORS

It's Almost
Unbelievable!

74 To Rent Apartments

To the best
Real Estate

094.6016

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

827-9919

--

'

allosery Schools -Child Care

Lalosmae Lone Hoffman

Div. of Jewel

sigithwetteme
%.16,61366,,r

Vacant

Commercial

.T.z5

vrs.

vocation. free Ida Ineuron. end busOolizeUlun, sight

cf 41'89,4E7d

Ask For Agent

As, 006 ypA 255 1.0

Janitors

$1895
Between 8:30 AM 8 6:00 PM

Ape 5. 10 to 5. Adroissbis.

1

$2295
1968 IMPALA

537-0023

311immage&GarageSale

.44% 5.5 .5

Tat Shift Only

$3495
1969 IMPALA

in: IV

-"=

@ Illinois Bell

9695
1967 DODGE DART

Or More
Based On Your
Effort

34 -Arts and Antiques

7=n
VOL,

1969 1 TON CHEVY

rote w, tnCULLY AUCTION
CO.

BECKONS YOU

,4!

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

reZL,:1;4' L

OF BEAUTY

could

DEALS

GENERAL HELP

A NEW STATE

Typist Clerks

a Print -Helper

and awn spew end sp... Ridden Plant E.

Seeing Is

Believing

SPARE TIME

;X:Id7 r7,`X

MOUNT PROSPECT

Good sionino

2741elp Wanted.Men & Women

PICK wiCKSTROM
'MP BOSS

THESE

A. GOODMAN & CO.

Mooday Through Frtdme

Ditliscellamons Merchandise

Besides the ore" stoning pay, pull melee poid

ARLINGTON PARK

Mad
DesElolnes

"".

PASS

FOR SALE

'or::lr'BSTS'F'11EVZSE.77Pnt:

Apply in person or milt 537.0550
Must Be Experienced..

DON'T

rage adults

BANK TELLER TR..-3411
TRAVELOGUE OAL,-1400

JUNEGRADLIATB...REGISTER NOW FOR JUNE STARTS
LOCAL AREA ORLOOP-ALI. POSITIONS 10. FREE

940.e 51

fo

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY
SERVICE ASSISTANTS

/SWAIN. ASS1/...--7000

52

t

4441gs, Pets & Equipment

We' can offer permanent employment with or
cellar% employe benefits, Including paid Vac,.

IgrEZ1=,ZE

Best Pay, 63[01103,114M

AGENT. --1600

2E116 OLD H,I,G0Gr RD

free Imorance programs.

!! LA SALLE HAS YOUR JOB !!

TRAVEL
GENERAL

I

Says,

d'''OE'lit.IMENT SURPLUS

fig&usiness Opportunities

So d

he

The ; oss

=ema.

%molly, 35,1716

DelanegurFlus Supply

259-4000

°"'°`"" 1" "

6113-3373

G

IWUN'Cr11"PR:--tr45
FILE ClERK----4411

196Y VOLVO STATION WAGON,

State. Bank

wAng vAlk 01..11 or ions

110

7,,To'bg'2°C6'1'

cess'Oriestrorenoee

w"'"'jIra'cto '"."

Mount Prospect

so

296-6127

'9 HYPO

224 1000

felon.Fri 9 am, pm, or SM. 9 orn.1 pm.

Apply in Person

RAPT ELME

25fmiplopent Agencies.Women

To ike lake ighl. area al .n.....uhurb.

MiET1.6 TS 397

724-6006

GARAGE SALE SATURDAY APRIL

TYPIST

7:27 ""

62 [newel. 4 duo, 6

y'0,-Vgatt

poorer.

During 4 Week Tr ining Period

0 FRIDEN COMPUTYPER
OPERATOR
o EMDEN FLEXOWR1TER
OPERATQR.

14 Fours per de% Hoer Oe%

090-08a

444404.414,44 444.4 44. 4.414c44e444540

WHEN

MILLINERY MANAGER
Liberal Company Benefits

BOOKKEEPER

tna,

charmer secheress0

663 Mercury Camel 6-22- 6
'

SECRETARY

°T.V'Toltm

nal WS,

Raroblor Arrddirond door

SO2.7315, 137.7771

2110 Waoted.Men & Women

DISHWASHER

WAITRESSES
FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

2&Help Wanted Women

.
0M De

91 Donlon

b. A lo dad.,

Wanted.

MA RecIPIrTreMs me 11

Mnce lend tem owe ceder wouldn't

WHAT..

WIG CONSULTANT

296.5566

x7r7.'t.7:1ZpV :74

PROGRAMMERS

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.
439-0923

die=14

,uolopporluni,YMP.Y.r.

STANLEY KNIGHT

RECEPTION

Elk Grove Village,

la mainx....,..systemforl lo 2 years.

Get Results

CORP.

Apply in Person

GVALITT1110 [ARS

230-5 p.m.

Me wenn openings for vox

Day Want Ads

fringe benefits for you and your family. Try us.

WHY

TOO N. NarMwest Hwy,10. 53 6 14/

WE SPECIALIZE

541400

P.M. ROUTES

School Bus, Inc.

094 9235

741 9187

r2v2S;

MATTHEWS PAINT CO.

year... h.% .P.6.111..

Pololine, III.

ASK FOR KEN
P/5, GM W1

392-1916

HOSTESS.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

5,11-171.6

6OOo410 14,T.

Ca11766-0736

Cook County

e shedlea
,6,6551
o Candy Colon'

W14145442

Aa Zog Perfehle Serene Meal

The Desk Set, Inc.

A.M. ROUTES

FULL TIME DAY OR NIGHT

52.25 Per Hour -Full Time Days
52.50 Per Hour -Full Time Nights

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

'`"°"'"i°,s°,°t0"°°.

El -Musical Instra ants.

Paid Training

CASHIER HOSTESS

with excellent employe benefits, Including paid vacolions, free insurance

you

lue odour you ore loodng for

New Surplus Tool Stare

6:30-8:30 a.m.

d' .ost 11. m11

AsMPV 2I
1+0,00m

Eorn HdroCooM1

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, III.

677-0600

267-5300

$625 MO.

We are 0 progressive nalional company. Mang
with an excellent opportunity for the future vo,

WE NEED YOU NOW...

CONTACT

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

GENERAL
OFFICE

We are looking for a mechanically inclined young
men. We will teach you to be a Hex. Pressman or
a Bag Machine Adjuster.

Position offers excellent company benefits ond o
salary commensurate with expetience.

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

-II

'llell/d:l.'f'olf=nrm'e

DRIVERS

Wayne Milligan

progrom0.

No

binge%

fed Como see

c

5945W, Dempster 965.2400
tl

Olher

demo,

Franklin Pork

LOOKING FOR A FUTURE?

1st shift 7 to 3

APPLY

We can offer permanent employment

AIM TY1'

'61,VS,DAN

1967 Oldsmobile 492, 4.spoodr

Dirollor/or

mutt

SCHOOL BUS

439-7603

Mu. 821.0515

26-2113

o GEN. OFFICE

FEMALE

PRINTING CO.

MS MAX. S2193

"'"ZZLSVX"

sem*

505 to g

834.1903

POtLARDMOTORS
I

CARPET CLOSEOUT

TYPISTS

782-6735

.v/nyl'ToPrs',9=rAtLis

3613212

WMS

METROPOLITAN

t's'o'reT75nOln273.'.1r2/6 s's'076'1:

14,

bi 6.00 far. Perfect gond.

Off

FL 13200

165-1107

leve,

We are now interviewing neat, attractive
yottngladies for the position of CASHIER

SEW

0 Prim. geteta

Vair-

new of Ice brag

Console.

PS

Pickwick Building Pork Ridge, III.

272 2151

Coll Miss Del at

NOW

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL

S2.75 PER HOUR.

sive and single action dies and medium and smolt
punch presses. Applicant should be able ye use
es...Won insf rumen. ond read Neeprirds. Pe,
menetst position with growth potential for an tele,
capable young mon.

1250 Pratt Blvd,

775-6126

698.3277

SET UP MAN
Young man with experience seeing up progres-

Corn* in or call
lean Pole, 259-7010

CARPETIM
40% - 60%

o TYPISTS
o CLERKS
O STENOS

o Pleasant Working
Conditions
o Paid Vocation
o Prof it Sharing
o Paid Insvrance

::;.:=11n;

CO' P"1115±;:r.

C

60%

et Plymouth 4 dr, OreS

r'7LinVP',12'

For Interview Call

SECRETARY.

Elk Grove V, loge

"n''"d '7VMS35

1. Heave doer...eel.

Chicago Office 346.5040

GENERAL OFFICE

PART TIME

0 COLLEGE GRADUATES
o ADJUSTER TRAINEES
0 PERSONNEL

ntl%

I

Der. lomp.2.1%,139-5625

APPLY 9,30 TO 130
MON. THROUGH FRI.

TELLER

I

Rouph. sofa, ell.. °demo, Am

TEM7ORARY OFFICE WORK,

394-3990

William's Grey Building

'64iEWINPEZN'

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

CHICAGO MAGNET

3100 N. Mannheim

41114 pleersan4 pen*, %
Imo own aonspeololien 8 be
sk714.
eall MK

re,nd.

401 E. Prospect Aye., Mt. Prospect, III.

-

Or Apply in Person

901 Chase Ave

or.

DeSornos9.50.m.
6028 Dempster

STOP AT

LYI21 DAVIS

Service
444.440. new 44.444445444.

Fern top pay and learn PROCESS INSPECTION.
Openktge on all shifts. Must be willing to work 6
days per week. Good salary with liberal benefits.

Igel Comoro. stic/ RH, Arde

GT, gold wArlecd

4

g

"e,rJ

GRAND
OPENING

od

o

white Pro,r4

V67:1. 372.On6/

CALL MANAGER OR

MALE:

for
Secretorral

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

1121ffitometites For 5e2

112-Autemobiles For Salo

MODEL NOME FURNITURE

6 prn. 0274132

SANDWICH PREPARATION

Excellent Starting Rates
Pleasant Working Conditions
Many Company Benefits
Steady Work

BUSSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

1st ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

'me room. P.00 Ear we-

gallery, look ,

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW

Experience helpful hut
not necessary

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

%Pt MT ........ IT3'73'7

tench you the od on, to 1em
people thus

CALL 259-3220

SloKon

ElohAir

292.5223

OPENING SOON.

o PROGRAMMERS riseRS

ass Boa Tool,

'62

lose vellote 6 cod eel,. Radio.

Antique

0 ACCOUNTING CLERKS

392 5230

Sole:

Morre436.7.521

SELLING OUT FURNITURE In

Big John Restaurant

RESERVATIONIST
o CLERK TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE
0 FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS
SWITCHBOARD
o PERSONNEL

MT PROSPECT

For Doctor's office
12.30p. ./ 6 00p

ii.ix ,,,,,,,, a.... hools.

7r.

RANDHURST CENTER

For

ectionol,115.817.1093

amp.. 5150, .11 off,

o AIRLINE

299-4446
NURSE

Er'...J'efa74.07.17.3'37tS.a"/

RAND 5 THOMAS, ARL FITS

0,
1

kitchen co.

nos, Messer, perfect for an

Bala or H9-0539

White Collar Girls

Ho insurance No Inerrloweeller. PaulOros

monufaciorinpandsoloadwol,

Birch well hose

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

''s",:leugh=ty'fiaengru= gra

B276620

cpre for 2 chIldren. Live

112.Autemebiles for Sale

41 -Rome FurnishingRuntwe

CALL 259.5300 Inn, 9 5 5

AND BETTER JOB!

Available for
All Office Shills

CLERK TYPIST

pt.

P

264Ielp Wanted 00000

324A/061011051MerChrldiSa

NEW

°

Temporary Jobs

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

CONTACT MISS HECHT

TRAINEE
RESERVATION
TRAVEL
AGENCY

H

f

Id

YJMEM

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

ryise. Pier emsm
3 pm to I I pm Only

PERMANENT POSITION.

RATE IS $3.95

HAOT=glt
IVS.T., Elk Grove Village
439-4540
2345 06kf on

isressexerreesa

ktt

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Experienced

%It

ty ebe mord. Ecoy,

1y

1

Arlington Nis. World, Mother.
7410243 Evenings

FEMALE:

FLAMING TORCH

tol'

HELP!

B by

CountryRges:ourant

E,enencod

PROOFREADER
Apo rickers"'Do erCeryl'hing

u6g.

Day or Evening Hours

SECT $650-5700

Moo... MI', At teTeD

Spore%
.1059, after 6

WAITRESSES

HOSPITAL

cellM146.Calelet

TRAVEL PLANS

m family

2611114 Wanted Vionisn

POSITION OPEN

WAITRESSES

THEMMARE THEIR

$ ii 0 WI( MINIMUM

HOLY FAMILY

CALL 359.6661

LEARN TONE.

FOR FASHION
DESIGNER

inL,!
297.3335.

WORK WITH
PEOPLE -

nIZt

ors, 6 8 0.1ive In 5 doomoo,

WANIE0

CONIACTIMS CARSEN
527.6620

TRAINEES --

S37.0060

Call 437.8000

ELK GROVE VILIAGE

'

"'=;;;X.CltAr.115

Itygt

Professional level, Suite 23A

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

PERSONNEL DEPT

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

NURSES
AIDES

In Arling/on.ah/f

breeds Wel..

Mom

call 1324.4,19.

&assoc.

26.11114 Wanted Women

Women for chlld core for /

Jool

ia.A. SW/ differential Pgid Fah.

""'

S7ble'1,1:'91:1

a<

see %at his messages om toT

FULL TIME

'71re'ner
Tn'Ol"rnle=.7,37eCI duties,

'TY.

receptionrst,
pointmens

WHEELING FIRM

?Org7L'S t'n'7'1Oglro79

MI Me Pod.% 'leIR

greer

'T:

Clerk Typist

3YlE

2641114Wantml Women

Advertise with Day

DENTAL

ASSISTANT
e'e'r1'

,Ani.M7r7

GENERAL OFFICE

'62,7-6,19.9.oft SPA

DICTAPHONE TRAINEES

%tend% oPd TroPOIor 00O090,
hood doctor will compIMMY

$140 WEEK

,Drt,

STAFF
NURSES
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HOWARD SPROAT 5 CO.
0011

es14171

Off ...me Available.

Icy Appe1.0104
9504661
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7:00
2' Jim Nabors Show

6:00.
'2 News

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
wHATS TAKING
YOU SO LONG

NO -DON'T Ca:MAHOUT-I MEAN

_

ON 10 ',OUR ACT,

BUSTER: ITS MY GUESS

OUICK -- IF ME FINDS OUT MS BEN'
wAs-raw, al_ NEVER HEARTHE END

THAT Yal CAN LOOK
FORWARD 10 11-1114

THIS IS A
CHANCE 10

OF IT: BUI,I DIDN'T

TOWELS, ToRN

KNOW THERE WAS 50
MUCH INFLATION N
CORN POPPIN'i

swats

THAN I

SHOW ,OUIR.
INDEPENDENCE
BY STANDING

FEAREDTHE

FULL.

FIRM( BUT IF

MENT/

YOU WANTA EAT
AGAIN YOU MIGHT

TREAT-

Anthony Newley

7 News ,

,NORSE

LEMDER CLAIMS 'THAT
MRS. HOOPLE CAUGHT

HURRY UP: CAN'T NM EATANY FASTER 7
WE GOT TO GET RID OF THE OVERFLOW,

SOME HELP

5 -News

ITS EVEN

I

tT'S ALMOST RBAPY/

WITH "THE POPCORN, WART -DO YOU NEED

BANKROLL SOME
FLOWERS:

p,t4c. COLD OINTANEAL:

(-4

YOU'RE INVER ARREST!

An ex -convict's alcoholic wife accuses

Hyde," .1920, Stars

con man steals dogs
belonging to San
Francisco socialites.
7 Bewitched

him of committing
several neighbor-

26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

literature from the Civil
American

Show

GREAT FUN
!

32 Truth

N.

r GLAD To

CAN YOU STEP OP

YOUR
INTERESTS.

Tile

Be

20 TV College
literAmerican
ature from the Civil

OgE WAY MEV

7

liner with the loss of
.53 lives, including
the pilot and the

Horoscope

(COME

LIKE A SURE
SALE:

IN:

YOU'RE JUST THE
PERSON I WANT TO

FOR FRIDAY

THIS LOOKS

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

crew, and a stewardess as the only surviv o r . Investigation

Seas

digs into the pilot's

SEE:

are ignorant
plans. Inform them.

-Bob Philbin

Pleshette.

7
This
Jones

Sports

20): Your biggest problem at
the moment may well be how
to cope with family members

7

Midnight. Report
Chicago Show

9

12:25
News

5

Memorandum

5

5
9

cate.

News

American
11 The
Community College
the
"Educating
of the News

The
32
mooners

1:55
2

Late Report

2
7

Meditation
Reflectivns

Honey2:00

10:30

Mery Griffin

2:40

Show
5
7

G u es t s include
Sammy Davis Jr. and

6:55

26 Famous Artists;

1:00
Of Cabbages and
Kings

7

Adult."
26 A Black's View

2

is Tom

Movie
"The Big Combo." Cornell Wilde is
a

7 News

Rod Taylor, Suzanne

6:45
26

USS Teakettle.

police detective
hunting down leader
of gangster syndi-

10:00
News
News

crash. Glenn Ford,

CHAIR AND LAMP BY THE
WINDOW, LET'S TRY THE
DAVENPORT OVER

ARIES (March 22 - April

who

2

past to search for an
alleged basic personality flaw rather than
for a logical explanation for the

Columbus across the
Caribbean to the Bay
Islands of Honduras.

7APR YOU GET THE

20 TV High School

fatal crash of a jet air-

Pat Paulsen's

the fourth voyage of

WHY, BUGS, HOW NICE:

a dumb crew on the

9

9:30

er." A drama about

A film trip traces

Your

Cooper commanding

12:55

Movie
"Fate is the Hunt-

2

guest star.

BUGS BUNNY

the

12:30

Paul Ha vey

32

Tunnel and New
York Mets are seen.
Lee Marvin is narrator.
Joey Heatherton is

4.2 .

32 News

in

Navy Now." WW2
comedy with Gary

Comments

Half a Comedy Hour

mew HIA.T.C.

Movie
"You're

Show

8:00

can Highway, Panama Canal, Holland
WAY ON A

12:00
2

9:25

out of reach. The Al -

FOR S140011NG 1-1-1E WRONG

11:45

32 News Final

G u es t s include

War.

ments thought to be

SAY 11-1({T,

or Con-

7:40

achieve-

possible

PACs Jusra sic LORI?

the

sequences

Done
A special focuses
on the persons and
skills which made

TO SNARE = NEAR YOU

Cruso
pot

for
problem
home gardener.

4

LOVE

the

11:30

32 100. Paintings;
Great Music

Forrest Tucker,

Charles Nelson Reilly and Janice Harper.
7 Paris 7000
Brennan helps a
U.S. Supreme Court
Justice who is being
blackmailed.
9 Perry Mason
11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

.

girl from Tahiti.

It Couldn't

Things

Thalassa

Sheldon Lewis.

9:00

Dean Martin

threatens the Step-'
hens' happy home.

marriage to a French

OH, LANCE

26 Elias Diaz Perez

Vow
5

discusses

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

hood robberies.

mantha's great aunt

11 Making
Grow

Toy That

Grew Up
"Under Royal Patronage," 19,14, stars
Francs X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne.

8:30
Dragnet

portrait of Sa-

Bill Davis proposes

WITH M6,142111!)

Corte
32 Big Valley

Leonardo Da Vinci

6:30
Family Affair

5

L a Tremenda

26

Gift of an original

manent move to the
island of Tahiti, after

WOULD You LIKE
TO 6,0 F151-1iNG

Mayo.
11 The

5

man.

7:30
Ironside
turns
Ironside
dogcatcher when a

The Davis clan
must decide whether
or not to make a per-

LTHINKIt'S

Virginia

5

2

eo 1,Efq PErJ4

Robert

R yan,

6:15
11 TV College

3

LANCELOT

outlaws.

9 Star Trek
11 Chicago Is
26 Ayuda (Hell*

3

"a

Ones." Showdown
between sheriff and

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munstets

26 Quiz

1

"The Proud

is guest.
7 That Girl

6:25

a

' art joins Edwin New.

Movie

9

9
M i k e. Douglas
Show

War.

0

I

the band andchoir of
the Welsh Guards.
Hitch9 Alfred
cock
11 Speaking Freely
Actor James Stew-

TONIGHT

Tonight Show

Dick Cavett

Five Minutes to
Live By
9

Show

of your

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Take all the time you need
to check on another's story re-

EEK & MEEK

garding a mutual friend. You
can't afford to make an enemy.

'

-t

GEMINI (May 23 - June'

DJ 'THIS, COOTAMINATTSD
I.LbRLD FULL. OF FILTHY

MORTY MEEKLE

21): Be on your guard when it

FcLLUTET3 bk.LATSR.. AND

comes to bucking authority.
What seems easy at the mo-

FoaDs

MAYBE 60M6fAVE klet:XJLI),

ment may prove much harder

IF I crYILD SAY ITS
MY INNER 5ANCTL1M...

when the time comes.

Bur 71-tAT WooLDN'r
BE ETHICAL.

Nmxrooam
ABCY_IT THIS 712LI71-1-INADVERTI5ING JAZZ.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Don't put status above affection. Even if you lose some
of the admiration of a business

1 l of I

associate, lend aid to family
members.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23): Let
your personal relationships
stand highest in your regard at
this time. Progress in your career can wait a while.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

TPA -5c1

cam

GAN

FAQ
IZENT-

Ra.ir

til called upon to give your

-_,

R102.

a

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
0

HI

r

Sept

23): Earn the respect of those
near and dear to you. Wait un.

TRASH

I

Doggy
THE BORN LOSER

opinion of the project at hand.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
A few close friends at evening

ACROSS

1 --haired
terrier

: would set you up perfectly for
a pleasant weekend. Don't let
others

create

doubts

5-hound

8 Small pet
dog (coll.)
12 Arabian gulf
13 Exist
14 Redact
15 Conduct
16 Rocky
pinnacle
17 Plexus

about

your work.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): If you would escape regretting action later on, keep

a firm hold on your temper
now. Don't let emotions play
tricks on you.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec. 22): You can avert

a

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Unless you can be
sure that the advice you will
receive will be worth while,
you would be wiser not to ask.

-

CAPTAIN EASY
OF TIGRA0
THIS JOHN 5TEFANO5 WHO sTEFANGG,.E
WILL YOU KINDLY EXPLAIN?

ROBBED NeSIEU GULLY 15J GYPSY GAL WHO

THE BROTHER- SfIT1Il, GOT ME INTO
THIS CIRCUS:

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Take care that in attempting to end the week in a burst

INSTEAD OF WAITING FOR ME TO
GET HER OWN STONE BACK FROM
LAP1PE, SHE EVIDENTLY ARRANGED

WITH HER BI OTHER TO HEIST

THE 'OPAL SKULL':

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Influential support must
not be alienated. Take care,
therefore, not to do or say anyas,offensive.

,mkHklr.T.M.

strive

rivet

sieve
sire
site

revise
rete

rive
rite
reset
rise
erst

evert

seer

steer
sert
serve

CAMPUS CLATTER
SPRING FOOTBALL

PnAcnce is EVEN MORE
ires
vest
vise

vert
veer
tree

tries

sere

tire
tier

stir

ties

MT-IWCF--Wrrte--

5 Clotho,

Lachesis and
Atropos
6 Gold (Sp.) '
7 Dry (comb.

2

1

3

mountain

heroine

38 New Guinea

23 Brought up
24 Mature
25 Exude
26 Decomposes
27 Plant part

port

40 Supports
41 Couch
42 Russian tsar

28 Great -

43 Far Off

29 One who

(suffix)
31 Canvas

(comb. form)
45 Brother of
Jacob (Bib.)
46 Go by aircraft
47 Very (Fr.)
49 Zoo primate
50 Play on words
*

shelter
34 Prevaricator
35 Breed of dog
37 Biblical

4

2

3

14

15

is

17

18

quality

thing that could be construed

RESTIVE

ONL:1 WASH MADE AN ACCIDENTAL
9WITcH.050 THEY'RE PROBABLY ON
THEIR WAY TO BRATIL.01Z
RIGHT NO W, WITH A FAKE6tIE'rr

31 Throw
32 Tidbit for
an equine
33 Roof finial
34 Permits
35 Musical

more than you can chew.

rest

(Latin)
3 Harvest
4 Salad
green (p1.)

form; var.)
8
Iran
18 Dominion
9
Biblical
20 Anglo-Saxon.
garden
theows
10 Hawklike bird
21 Vigor
11 Summers
22 Oriental
(Fr.)
porgy
23 The beagle is 19 Disencumber
20 Devours
an English
food
of dog
22
Hardy
26 Holds back
30 Edges

of success you don't bite off

Answers to
Hideaword

DOWN
1 Whip mark
on skin
2 The same

(anat.)

showdown with a close friend
if you really try. You may have
to go out of your way to escape
,
being seen.

Answer to Previous Puule

M-2

DISCOURAGING THAN
FALL PRACTICE

LIKE I'LL GRANT
YOUR FONDEST WISH,

COACH AtSoRANI

WHAT ISMS

Ul. Pr ON

36 Restrains
38 Tardier
39 Rodent
40 Chum
41 Oriental

guitar

23

26

37

42

52 FDR's"clog

56 Abstract
being
57 Duets.

Omsk),

28 29

33

44 Heat anew
48 Above
49 Grs address
51 Employer
53 Ymmg dog
54 Nostril (ohs.)
55 The dill

27

50

43

38

r9

45 46
49,

52

3

51
66

57

.7

Mental health units face township tax fund loss
By Bob Casey

reliance on funds from indi-

Faced with the loss of excess
tax
collection commission

vidual and community charity
contributions and possibly
higher charges to persons re-

funds from local townships,

-

Northwest

Mental

Health

23 per cent of Clearbrook's in-

Center would join with other

come.

agencies that received excess
commission funds to seek help.

"AT THIS point the board
of directors has not resolved
the situation," he said. "One

"OUR LONG -range plans
are likely to go in the direction
of cooperation with other
mental health agencies," he

alternative -1s a cutback in ser-

ceiving mental health services,

northweA subUrban mental
'health agencies are seeking
ways to replace the township

DAVID BUCHHOLZ,
treasurer

funds and avoid cutbacks in

of the Northwest

Mental Health Assoc., which
runs the Northwest Mental
Health Center in Arlington
Heights, said his agency last

mental health services.

Last year, before the town-

ship collectors' two per cent
commissions that provided the

excess funds were ruled unconstitutional, the five northwest suburban townships of
Elk Grove, Maine, Wheeling,

vices, an alternative we hope
doesn't occur."
Witt agreed that a joint effort of local mental health

said.

"This has been done on the
supposition that the township

from Maine Twp., Hall said,
but it is not known whether the
money will be awarded.

the Retarded in Rolling Mead-

tain sufficient mental health

Countryside Center for the

year received $50,000 in township funds, representing about
30 per cent of its income.

ows, township grants in the
past have averaged about 20
per cent of annual revenues,

funds.

He said cancellation of the
township grants have created
both a long-term and a short-

I ast

Plaines

amounting

year

to

Handicapped

director,

the State of Illinois Department of Mental Health, more

up for the money we received
from the townships," Witt

which treats' 250 to 300 persons each year, would have
had to close its doors without

money. Most likely, he said,

said. State aid now amounts to

the emergency aid.

the

sessed valuation.

Schaumburg Twp. Supervisor Vernon A. Laubenstein,
said his town board will consider calling an election to set

township monies noy.,
being withheld, his means
that at some point we may now

Palatine,

the

up a mental health tax.

Countryside has 96 persons
training programs, he said.

Funding this year for mental health is out of the ques-

come from township grants.

ONE SOLUTION to the
money problem likely to be

tion, Laubenstein said, but
hopefully the voters would approve the mental health tax in

"WE HAVE a policy that
any child or adult who is

considered

unable to pay for services we
provide is accepted,;' explained James H. veore,

tablishment of a township tax

about eight per cent of its in-

William A. Hall, executive
said

health, Cowen explained.
would be $1 per $1,000 of as-

the

enrolled in rehabilitation and

re-

Maximum tax rate for mental

us to charge a tuition fee that
was unrelated to costs. With

counseling for persons with
mental and
physical
disabilities, formerly obtained

December

that could be called by the
township board of auditors.

that we were expending,"
Deore said. "This also allowed

Mental Health Assoc. in Des
(ast

levy would require a general
referendum in the township

would make up the amount

have td consider raising our
tuition fees."

in

Richard A. Cowen, Wheeling Twp. attorney, said such a

'

which provides training and

mental health and ask them for
increased grants in aid to make

"As to our plans for

tor.

The 4 -year -old Maine Twp.

coming year, we have no programs at this point for replacing that revenue sources,"
Buchholz said of the township

term revenue problem.

ing into other revenue sources
such as increased grants from

come from township grants.
The association has requested from the state a regular grant of more than
$50,000, the amount it expected to receive this year

agencies will be needed to ob-

ceived emergency state funds
after township grants were cut
off by court order.

-.Now the age9cies are look-

Countryside's program direr'

At Clearbrook Center for

$119,000, according to Byrn
Witt, executive director.
"One thing we have done is
go to the state department of

Schaumburg
and
Palatine
gave about $240,000 to mental
health agencies.

IN THE PAST, the agency
received two-thirds of its in-

agency,

time for it to be included in

at annual town
meetings on April 14 is the es-

1971 tax collections.

levy for mental health pur-

SCHAUMBURG

Proigna ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,

low in upper 20s. Tomorrow: Partly sunny, little

TWP.

(Continued on page 2)

poses.

Telephone

2554400

change in temperature.
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Chamber urges Emerson
land as parking area
The Mount Prospect Cham-

ber of Commerce has proposed that the Village of
Mount

Prospect

purchase

"the vacant property on the
west side of Emerson street,
just south of the Chicago and
North Western Railway tracks"
for additional downtown parking space.

The proposal was presented
to Village Manager Virgil

Barnett yesterday in a letter,
along with their request that he
submit the Chamber's proposal to the village board.
Accompanying the letter

was a list of reasons for the

proposed purchase and sugges-

personnel of the affected busi-

tions for financing it.

ness area."
Four members of the cham-

THE LETTER STATES ber including the president,
that the chamber "is vitally

Paul Dasso, met on March 25
and seriously concerned about with Barnett and several point
improving and increasing the discussed at that meeting were
parking facilities throughout included in the letter to be
the business community," and presented to the Board.
that purchase of the land for
THE SUGGESTED means

parking would help to "alle-

of financing the project inviate and improve the parking cluded: "Initial capital funds
problem."
"Through such concern the

chamber feels that they can
improve the parking problem,
not only for the shopping public, but also for the employed

could be provided by the tax
income or by issuance of revenue bonds."

"If bonds are issued they
could be sold to the local banks

and or to local business men

QUESTIONS FROM the

A dozen District 59 candidates talked educational philosophies and finance at Thurs-

day's candidates night in the
Elk Grove Township Hall,
2400 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights. More
than 60 persons heard them-the largest audience so far.

But Mrs. Ruhte Steinke, a
member of the audience, chal-

lenged them for their interest
in finance, rather than in the
programs District 59 uses with
children.

"Unfortunately, in this district we have been concerned

with rapid growth," said inHarry Peterson.
cumbent
"We've had to house the kids
and provide classrooms.
"But we've got to keep solvent."

CANDIDATE JOHN Roeser of Arlington Heights, who
earlier li)d asked, "Why do we
have

a

$40,000

telephone

bill?" told Mrs. Steinke. "You
have a nice, kind, sentimental
attitude toward children, but
there's a price tag on everything."

"What voters should do,"
said candidate Dr. Erwin Pok-

lacki of Arlington Heights, "is
to elect people who are sincere

abotitmaintaining the educational program."
Mrs. Judith Zanca of Des
Plaines, one of two women
flaming, said there "should be
a balance between what our
kids are learning and how
we're going to pay the bills."

audience covered many topics.
--from sex education and sen-

sitivity training to candidates'
positions on expanding District 59's boundaries, from experienced teachers and curriculum evaluation to budget
cuts and children's test scores.

Sex education and sensitivity training are opposed by

The condition of the
brand new roadway at Lon:

mist Blvd. and Mehl Rd.
M.D..

Heights.

District 59's possible interin expanding across the

est

District 54 and designing a

question," and

school

considered

them rigged.

Kudalis who considers sex
"highly dangerrous," quoted from a SIECUS
education

there,"

said

Robert

Winkle, Centex sales director
and a board candidate. "We
have no interest in annexing
that property to District 59."

guide he said had been resource material in District

PAUL NEUHAUSER of

58 at an earlier date. He wants

Mount Prospect, candidate for

both sex education and sen-

(Continued On page 2)

Mount Prospect youth
found dead in Montana
Gregg L. Meyer, 19, a Uni-

versity of Montana student,
was found dead yesterday on a
logging road east of Missoula,

Mont.
Authorities in Missoula said

lgood did not notify anyone until about 4 p.m. yesterday.

Officials said Meyer's body
was found yesterday afternoon

by two Missoula youngsters

day parking could be leased on
an annual fee basis."

THE ADVANTAGES of
this would be that, "off street
parking for employes," in the

downtown area and an "income for repayment of the

the amount that the village is
expected to receive.

ing competition of the larger

gestions have included the pos-

sible use of funds to be received from state tax rebates
and the requests have exceeded

plained that at that rate the village might not find a buyer.

Among requests for finan-

cial help with projects

purchase

VILLAGE OWNERSHIP
of such a vital and important
piece of property would lend
considerable flexibility to any
plaps for such revitalization
and development."
The letter further

that, "The purchase of the

request from the Mount Prospect Historical society to help
purchase land for location of a
historical museum.

property has been discussed in-

THE LAND THAT the his-

a more difficult and costly
project at a future date," it

Commerce has now become
interested in.

Dasso said that it was not
their intention to conflict with
the 'Historical Society's project.
He said that if the Village

posure. No decision has been
made on whether or not to hold
an autopsy. Gregg was the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Me-

yer, 1966 W. Algonquin Rd.,
Mount Prospect.
Missoula County

under -

sheriff Ray Froehlich quoted
another student, Jim Allgood,

formally a number of times in
the past.

"Further delay will solve
nothing and can result only in
states.

Dasso said that the Chamber has no had any discussion
of what recourse could be taken if the Village does not accept the proposal.
He explained

that

the

Chamber would probably not

purchased the property, a dual
use could possibly be planned

be in a position to purchase the
property itself because it is not
an organization that has a

for that location.
Another suggestion for the

large treasury or means of income.

SIMON

20, as saying that he and Meyer
east

of Missoula on

two of them drank a pint and a
half of whiskey.
Froehlich said that Allgood

tion, he will challenge 'the con-

stitutionality of the law which

walked into the woods and became lost. Allgood was able to
walk out of the woods, and he
arrived in Missoula about noon

says he is ineligible.to serve.

yesterday.

The'sheriff's office said Al-

But Acting Supt. Albeon
Waltman told The Day that if
Winkle wins a board spot, the
school board-by law --cannot

Injured teen follows Elrod
in fight against paralysis
By Darlene Mitchell
Alan Dreisharf sits in a
wheelchair, pedals on a "bicycle" and continues his
at Holy Family Hospital.
The Des Plaines youth was
paralyzed except for his great
toe on January 9, following a
neck injury incurred in a
trampoline accident at Maine

SW:BUR:13\

sans=
There could be Mini problems arising from Maxi promotion of
the Midi.

West High School.

His fifth and sixth cervical
(neck)

vertebrae

were

dis-

located, cutting off messages
from the brain to the body.

Winkle vows legal action
to establish eligibility

told him that the two then

Alan Dreisharf, who was paralyzed from the neck down following a trampoline accident Jan. 9, is
now able to pedal a "bicycle" at Holy Family Hospital. Cheerful physical therapy assistant is Sharon
Budzichowski, who adjusts foot straps. (Photo by Dan Balas)

high school sophomore studies

who were checking a trap line.

Charging that his civil
rights have been threatened
"by a quirk in the law," District 59 ex -superintendent
Robert Winkle told an audience at Candidates' Night
that if he wins a school board
seat at next weekend's elec-

Cyril!

states

is a

torical society has been trying
to get is a portion of the same
property that the Chamber of

r

and more numerous shopping
centers is to be met."

Meyer may have died of ex-

Wednesday night where the

Day,./.1

training, or self -critique, had
been used on children at Juliette Low School in Arlington

ents," he said in response to a

miles
-

Candidate John Boeser added
that he believed sensitivity

"I have viewed many
programs prepired for par-

drove to a remote area five

Gripe
Of The

sitivity training "removed"
from District 59's curriculum.

lot development is
that "parking spaces for all

parking

price," would be
provided for.
Taking a long range view at
the proposal the chamber's letter adds, "Revitalization of the
downtown area appears to be
inevitable, if the ever increas-

HE SAID THAT many sug-

beyond 6 per cent. He ex-

pect.

I

Board could participate financially with all the groups.

be purchased with funds from
such bonds because they cannot be sold for an interest rate

new inter -state road to take in
Elk Grove Village homes now
in District 54 was brought up.
"Centex is working with

Edwin Kudalis of Mount Pros-

and it is not likely that the

On the matter of revenue
bonds, Barnett said that it is
not likely that the land could

District 59 candidates
give their platforms
By Jan Bone

who would benefit by the suggeSted improvement."
When Barnett was contacted yesterday by a Day reporter he said that many similar requests have been made
by organizations in the village

seat him. Waltman said he had

been so instructed by County
Supt. of Schools Robert Han-

rahan's office, and had also
been told that Winkle's name
must remain on the ballot for
the April 11 election.

SECTION 10-10 of the
school , code says that local
school board members must
be, on the date of their elec-

tion, citizens of the United
States, 21 years or over, a resi-

AS RECENTLY as four or
five years ago, this type of injury resulted in death or total
paralysis, according to hospital authorities.
But facilities and staff were

available at Holy Family to
provide three operations and
care which restored motor

functions of Alp Dreisharfs
body.

The "bicycle" on which he
exercises has no wheels, just a
pedal apparatus which is connected to a chair. This is one of

an hour or two each day.
His mother visits him regu-

larly. His father, Paul Dreisharf, is also a patient at Holy

Family. A brother, Dale, 19,
attends Northern Illinois University.

Alan's injury would probably have been called a broken
neck at the turn of the century.

Then, the patient usually died
within a few weeks, primarily

from kidney and bladder infections, bedsores and severe
depression.

In mid -1940s, patients lived
longer,
though
paralyzed,
since antibotics and other
methods controlled bladder

function.

VERTEBRAE (bony

seg-

ments) protect the spinal cord
which carries brain -to -body
messages. Even a bruise to the

spinal cord will cut off messages and result in paralysis.

The swelling of the buised
area inside the tightly packed

oration was performed from
the back of his neck. Immediately he began to show signs

of motor return.
Three weeks later, another
surgical procedure fused the
cervical spine from the front.
Doctors used a bone graft from
Alan's hip for the operation.

ALAN'S CASE was similar
to that of Richard Elrod, form e r Chicago corporation
counsel who was paralyzed as
result of an injury suffered in a

Loop riot. Elrod is now walking and continued treatment at
sthtietuCtehicago Rehabilitation In -

Dr. Eric Oldberg, head of
the department of neurology
and neurological surgery at
the University of Illinois and
the man who is in charge of El-.

rod's treatment, said that the
percentage of complete disability could be lowered if
proper care were available to

spinal column causes pressure

all spinal cord patients.

which cuts off vital blood supply, and nerve cells die. Doctors drilled two holes and
placed a weighted Crutchfield

many places equipped to
handle such cases in the coun-

Oldberg said there are not

Winkle, who moved to. Elk
Grove Village from Park

dent of the state and the territory of the district for at least
one year immediately preced-

Ridge in December, 1969, said
he was eligible to serve as an

ing their election, and shall not
be a school trustee or a school

erqises which make up part of

Elk Grove Village trustee, a

treasurer.

soon be walking.

mediate attempt to reduce the

ALAN WANTS to be a history teacher and is tutored in

dislocation and pressure on the funds to establish a few pilot
spine.
spinal cord injury centers to
This did not relieve the pres- help the 5,000 to 10,000 persure within 24 hours; -so an op--- sons -paralyzed each year.

United States senator, or congressman-but apparently not

to serve on the District 59
school board.

The affidavit/of candidacy
which Winkle signed when he

filed petitions to ,run for the
(Continued on page 2)

several,

physical therapy ex-

tong (like an ice tong) in the
hig day. Doctors say he will back of Alan's head in an im-

history _and other_ subjects_for

try.
The Elrod case publicity has

instigated a request to Congress

for

appropriation

N

,

of
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Mental health units face
township tax fund loss
(Cenitrissi (min Pasi I)

Mg area is one of those ono,

NM year gave $27 000 of Also

cas commnston funchromen
al health agencies
In this area of mental
health, we also plan to otath
lish a township mental health
withority," Laubenstein said.

Walton said
The state and also the fed
erat government base said that
in order for mental health

emotes to look to them for
things," said Walton, who is
also Hai vllage mime in Arline-

mantel allow the mental health

ton Hghts.

othority to consider partici-

THE AGENCIES

must
coordinating corn-

Elk Grove, Palatine and
Schaumburg
is
townships
being proposed by Dwight
Walton of the Wheeling.

Town ship Mental Health
Board.

AN AREA -wide

agency,
needed to

local

lownalitlia
can t find the funds thee year

he old they will be asked to
agree in principle to such a
mental health
committee.

gee

bring all mental health failitio and programs together

on their pragrams," he said.

under
an
"umbrella approach" before the federal and
state governments will
ap-

their requests for funds,

he

Welton said, is
coordinate local efforts and

he said.

eliminate duplication of so

to set aside a certain amount of

Townships are being asked

vices and facilities.
money on alpecait basis
The state department of' that would he
offset the exMental health has set up men.' poses of the 4 -township men.
MI health zones thromMOM
al health committee and a
'

etted her experience as first
vice presolent of Parents Arts
as
chaoman of
Council
School -Community Council,

leave room for improvement
said candidate Um Reeser of

would be twang District a9

d as an labor Salt Crack
PTA member
The knowl
edge Ise gained she mid

Lawson said he believed
District 59 hired young teach ens with little experience to
keep costs down, and cited st.
tistics to show that out of 146
new teachers hired during

agencies.

the

against the Idea because of the
difference in assosed vain
ation between the districts
Theirs lc about $9000 per
child ours is about 928 000 It

An experienced teacher in
front of every child every
hour" was the slogan 11011ip
Lawson of Elk Grove Village
onounced.

sion funds has created ..a real
problem" ter mental health

"Already

"ADMINISTRATIVE cx
poses which were $398000

1m opposed

WALTON SAID the end of
the township excess comae-

Mau a
Mtge. hire a mental health director or coordinator and

one of two women
au, two year term said he wee mon for three year seals

more to annex that property

coordounalg

funds, they have to do several

If this is approved, then we
paling in an area -wide mental
health program."
Such a promam for Wheel-

if

Even

(Colilinued from Paps ll

various

emoBed arc looking

to ways that they can cut back

amr) years of oparierme.

said.

"WE HAVE AN M-.
acsmsc) m maimcp,a magmas

ing. Hc said the district's 502

tochers had an average of

"No matter how you look at
those

cutbacks,

the

people

ing, Elk Greve, Palatine and
Schaumburg

township.

that

transferred.
A
more
perienccd teacher brings more
the classroom and reduces

asr risk of investment."
Curriculum :and budgets
were
date

by candi-

Richardte
Pettinato of Ar-

lington Heights. who said his
job called for him to be responsible for $10,000,0110 in budgMing. Potinato wants a professional budget study committee

Such excitement

end a professional ordeal=

By Catherine ()Donnell ,TrrIccui'kr."`"''''''

CEMENT
There was this very fastidious woman, see, coming Pin of
Me' beauty shop after her
mauler weekly scheduled visit.

Neither raM, or snow, or neat
Of

day

or -well maybe not

night -but not much kept her
away from her weekly appOintmem.

During Wednesday's snow
storm she walked out with her

new hairdo neatly protected
with a rainbonnet. She went
Into a nearby foodstore and
when she decided to remove
the rain bonnet, her hair wm
orented by the hair spray to
the plastic. (I never knew she
roally looked like that.

James Erviti joins the district
in July.

Dr. Erwin Poklacki of Are'

Using pub
tithed figures from the town
dim treasurer
statement
Reeser felt there was room to
dicta spent

less

totes

And candid. hats. Judith

end Gerald Smile)
The election is April

Plaines

I

SALES COURSE
An unusual sales mom is beim offered to a limited en.
rollment group. If you are a salesman, or interested in a
sales career, you should enroll in this course. Nationally
sernior in Des Plaines, one night a week) beginning in
Mid...January. Course provides materials, film, Instr..
tors. You provide your time and interest, Regardless of
your future this could bee valuable course. Don't wait to
enroll -when class is filled no further reservations will be
taken for this session. To enroll, or to obtain further information complete end mail coupon below. or phone

Gerald Smiley of Elk Grove
age.

Neuhauscr has rim for the
board three times hi the last
year, and has seoed for the
past eight months; Smiley Min
he is running partly because he

827-7448.

SMILEY SAYS he thinks it
is a citizen's duty to gi74 Otis
time and ability to the school
district.
CANDIDATES
THREE

People usually get all kinds
Of resident information but not

Nov sec here, Harold Ball
of the Arlington Chamber of

Mill Shopping Center in Niles.

Commerce, Wnen't it you who

single soul has acknom
ledged the existence of. the
new people."

It will happen in time for the
opening of the new concert
throne which so far Ma not
had a firm date. The opener

wrote a short newsletter ago
that all of the welomers

will, however, feature comedien Shecky Green.

they IIIding,
YOU CAN, DO

outnumbering
the newcomers. So where are
around were

Esther

the

is the new

director of the Volunteer Sr.

dorm at Maryville and help
with the clothes mendio, suebirthday parentless kids with a
birthday party or tutor the

yonnallcra who attend River
Trails School.

The VSB also needs dr..
to take people without wheels
to the Mental Health Clinic in
the Westgate Shopping Center
in Arlington Heights or to the

resident and a candidate for
the High School District 214
board, asked Winkle, "If you

,

pub,

son who votes for you not
wasting his vote I don't see
how you can serve."
"Recent decisions
rha,

hold

y

would

pro

will be elected to 3 -year terms.
running are) 'Mrs.
Those
Mn
Hildebrandt,
Sherrie

Mold, Edwin feudal.. NMI,
Was Restos, Phillip Lawson,
Richard Penman, Han7 Pc -

All plays will he staged at
Westhoff Theater in Centen-

Mir Mr. Delsouise

nial Building East:with nine

I'm going steady with a guy who is really nice. I Igoe him but
nal really as a steady.
goofed my chums up with tai guy I
What do you see fNe
or me?
P.R., Des Plaines
Dear P.R.:
1 feel you haven't goofed too badly -the goy yen Idea In,. be

performances scheduled

Will my daughter (18) marry the boy she is planning to in
June? Will my son
be leaving for service soon, and bow will
the accident he wo involved in lot year turn out? The way things
dat home right now I feel Pm on the serge of a nervous break-

Zama. strewing that Me had
wended every board meeting
for
months as well as budg-

n. Is that in my town, too?

s, .policy,

Mrs. G., Rolling Meadows

Dear Mrs. G.)

LAST 3 DAYS

After five years, if you were going to love him I Mink you
would have by now. You must have more confidence in yourself.
I fed you should taw some project M get involved in, a part.time

job or some kind of. ervice to others. I don't feel your home
situation is beyond Lope if you discuss yoo problems with your
husband. I feel you am reach an understanding. A "nervous
brokdown" is not an escape. You're too intelligent to think it is.
Marital problems are bad, but my mail tells me often dial

tin is wore. I fed good with your daughter's forthcoming marrig, and I feel your son will be going into the orvice. 1 also feel

dalS

there wig be a settlement concerning the accident.

Dear Mr. DeLmise,

TO SAVE ON

TREBL

the complete...
SPRING LAWN TREATMENT
Keeps out crabgrass

1

2 Feeds and greens your lawn
Kills grubs and harmful soil insects
plus: you can use Trebl with grass seed!

3

was $7:95.

was St4115.

5745

1295

SAVE NOW!

Greenfield®

.10

We have
pregnant and her husband is still going to college. WIT he finish
school? Ha's in his last year. Will the hoc an easy birth, and do
you sec a granddaughter for me? Do they need help financially?
I have some on
in my side for sometime. Is it
Will
my husband go on a strict diet soon? Will we move this year?

Ma.L.P.,Do Plaines
Dear Mrs. L.P.:
I feel your son-in-law will finish sehoo1.1 feel a small problem
with the birth,
nothing serious. She'll be fine and hen, eeling
a grandson. I feel the young couple could use some help, but I
don't feel they would ori, for it
Concerning year poi, I feel you should see a doctor. I see
your husband dieting, bull fed more talking than actual dieting
will hake place. Cheerful coouragernent from you will help. I
don't feel a move for you this year.
Our daughter is emotionally disturbed, and she is getting pro-

fessional help. Do yell= Al. situation clearing up soon?
Anxious Parents, Arlington Heights
Dear Amiens Parents:

pick it up at our quick service barn.

More patience is required. When we work on wags having co
Thing end e long process. I fed your daughter will be helped, and
yOU'll begin to see progress soon.

Sub

pmnd
atom

Son0

fpan,

Ouram

Friday and three Saturday. The
winning play will be presentedat

130 p.m. April 4th.

PARTICIPATING IN the
Postal clerk, Ralph Schultz sorts census faro received Wednesday at the Arlington Ileigt. Post
o the 19th Decennial Census of Me United States officially s thrted. Citizens are requested to
return the completed quotionalres to the census bureau as soon o possible.

M

517.00

m menu.

am a

Soc. clux immerge mini ry

Hours, Daily 8.8, Sm. 9:30.5

A "listening post" for stu-

Princetn Court in Arlington

From one meeting, centered
on health and welfare in the
northwmt authors,. she Mobfished an information service

Heights.

from her office. Anyone with a

"We are going to examine
the things which high school

health or welfare problem is
invited to 'phone or write her

and college students can really
do about Illinois government," said Mrs. Chapman.
4This is 'The Thoughtful
Generation,' explained Rep.

at 16 S. Princeton Ct.

Chapman M my opinion." she
continued. "and
know what the

I

want

to

leo-Pa-30

mop thinks about how we
can improve life in our state
legislation."

through

Any

young person with qu.ions,
mime. or ennercic Suggstions is urged tog ttend the Lis,
liming Post. Some persos
come just to listen and others
to express viewpoints, It will
beat 8 p.m. oath
tees home. 16 S. P'
ton
Ch. Arlington Heights.

Palatine bank
offers grants
to Harper sophs
The Palatine National Bank
has announced it will sponsor

three scholarships for Hoper

"I have had such

en

ior College.
There certainly is no reason

far anyone in this sera to sit
end around and maim and

School,tElt,iGgir,ThLTaL

viceo Bureau for the area. It is

looted in Hersey High School

needs you.

of

WILLIAMSRATE

We. High

lie sessions up to now: she

mein..

concluded. "and Oaring from
youth will give me, believe,
an even sounder idea of how
best to represent all the people

M the Third District."

Proclamation

$3 19

atceia

April 1970
Whereas, the Holiday Inn at Rolling Meadows urges the
observation of fine dining. Therefore, the Black Fox pro-

259

Rose
tse

CARTON

Per district, have a tond of at
least three courses in oinputer
programming, financo economics. andlor mathematics.

information

oplicelions may be obtained
from the Harper pal:anent office. Room A347 (359-4200,

Der Plainer 60016,

ex[. 247).

Further

29c

Or9115

Twisted

10 OZ. BAG
IMPORTED

SCOTCH $319

Rolling Meadows, III,
PH: 259.5000
,

bottles

PLANNED WITH YOUR NEEDS IN MIND!

and

41/2%

12 OZ. CANS i %,

ea.

ASSORTED FLAVORS

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

$298

WHISKEY

FIFTH

LONDON DRY

GIN or VODKA

$319
FULL QUART

Sunset

8 PACK

CORDIALS

79c

$198
FIFTH

Andge

CHAMPAGNE

'6404

16 OZ. BOTTLES

IMPORTED
FRENCH

plus deposit

BRANDY

ig

s

Friday, Saturday, Sunday I

$298
FIFTH

April
3

I0-6p.m.

10.9

AVION
a CHATEAU

a NOMAD

-4-5

REGULAR SAVINGS ACCOUNT

9:00

$189
FIFTH

a CAMP -4

(2 -year Certificate of Deposit

- check mailed each month

OTHER SAVINGS CERTIFICATE PLANS.

-

(from 51/2% to 716%
call us for information)

obtain your 3 -piece starter set FREE.

a DRIFTWOOD
WHITE STAG

1/4 mile West of Rt 59

MONTHLY INCOME

The plan that is tight far you may not depend so much on the interest rale as on your financial problents or
your financial goals. We're sure we have a plan that suits your needs. Won't you come in and sit down with
us in person to discuss the savings plan best suited to you. While you're at it, join our Fine China Club and

a FRANKLIN

anti &pother Inured n S20,000 by the Federal aroma Insurance Cerpotation

GROH "Air CAMPING
RT. 20

53/4%

Introducing 'The Stalker"
All Terrain Vehicle

&toldac

. .

BANK

to increase your present monthly income)

12.6p.m.

featuring America's most popular
names in camping equipment

Sparkling
Pink

COME SEE THE GOONEY BIRO
BY ALL SBA -SUN

HELD OVER BY POPULAR DEMAND!!

a SKAMPER

Assorted Noma

NORTHWEST
TRUST AND SAVINGS

SALES & SERVICE CO.
ACRES OF DISPLAY AREA
10,000 SQ. FT. UNDER ROOF
INSIDE SERVICE AREA

lAc

SODA

BOURBON

COKE

Official !motion at...
3405 Algonquin Road

CANS

a

WITH ONE OF OUR SAVINGS PLANS THAT IS ESPECIALLY

(higher earning 90 -day account
with no minimum deposit or
minimum balance required)

CAMPING

6 PACK -$1.09

Tender Filet B Lobster Tail

Heaping platters served with all the trimmings...it's family style, so eat
all you want.

24

goodbYe

GOLDEN SAVINGS ACCOUNT

LARGEST

12 OZ, THROW

$419

-FIFTH

MOUTHWATERING BUTT STEAK
FAMILY STYLE CHICKEN DINNER

891

BEER

S1701

Featuring: BEEF n' FIN

NORTHERN ILLINOIS'

BEER

BIG MOUTH

"toScimv:baton
it says

OF

6 PACK

BUDWEISER

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS
WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

Spring Camp -O -Rama

AWAY

LZ PRETZELS

OnVE-(1-001.1007t
Dine with 7b4rAcar

kings

100's $3.29 CTN.
NO DART

FIFTH

claims the month of April as "Holidate Season" for all
hungry food lovers, so....

regs

The contests will be held in
Hewett and Manchester Hall
lounges or in Stevenson Hall

CHANNEL 44

VY

and part-time mode at the
bank.
To be eligible, a student
mug be a resident of the Han

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, notionally known psychic, wig ansser the questions of Day readers In this column. Letters should
be eigned, but names will be omitted if the miter requests it.
Write
DeLonire in care of Day Publications. 722 renter Ti..

DREWREY'S

CIGARETTES

Des

talks

OU'RE CORDIALLY INVITED TO THE

840 S. ELMHURST RD. IN WISHING WELL PLAZA
IMPORTED

mmuc

3cheal

money

(emergency Raving,/

LIQUORS

I

Adam,

aging comment on these .pb-

es. mts,

COUNTY sun.

WALL ST.

Hersey High School, both in
ter.

Winkle. 1 am a registered
maternal vot-

Schools Robot Hanrahan told
The Day that of Winkle
should win. I think that the
only way he could serve on the

fington High School in Arling-

College sophomores.
Students chaste will receive

'

different boards might be chalknged."

INSTANT

.

ton Heights; Elk Grove High

Rep. Chapman' listening post tonight
dents will he held by Rap. Eugene Chapman evening at 16'

to
tntt3". 3. 110
dents from. Prospect High)
School in Mont Prospect; Ar-

'ch.e

/350 grants and will be given
prime considdration for ono

Dear Mr. DeLouise

do with the roychologirol part of our make-up, it is a difficult
meal

Grove
High School, Elk
Grove Village and Fremd
High School in Palatine.

you.

I have been married 22 years and have been leaving him for the
plot five years, but something always turns up and I don't. Right
now the company he works for is supposed to doe down and he
will be out of a job. He is 45 years old. Will 1 ever leave him and
Mee another husband) Will his company really shut down?

ADDRESS
CITY
TELEPHONE

Judith Edwin Dr. Erwin Pols.

wmt suburban area are, Elk

Dear Mr. DeLouise)

NAME

BEGINNING APRIL 5

Included in the schools
being represented in the dm Manes festival porn the North.

Dear D.B.R.:
I feel you will go yam separate wass. I feel a mod fileadahlo
here but no more. I Nettle Iffelhneetallaship with this man for

down.

Please enroll me in near sales moth
Please send additioal information

The final debate is sal for
130 p m April 4 in Capes Ise
ditorium

divisions.

I am married and another man Mu come into my thoughts and
heart. He is a special kind of person. Please tell me what to do.
What will be the outcome of this relationship for him and for me?
Are we to share our lives or go our seorate ways? Please tell me
What you feel about this relationship so I =can make the right
decision, for It affects many people.
D.B.R., Elk Grove

back. And I feel good with a continuing friendship wills your
present steady, too. But neither is the final answer in your love
life. I feel you'll have nosy beaus before you decide to settle

Suite 4, 2720 Des Plaines Avenue
assDes Plaines, Illinois 60018

classrooms for the preliminary
rounds at 1 pm 210 pm 4
pm ands 30 p m Enda,

vac &ban tournamant and in
dividuel spaalum mean in 10

Dental Clinic at Harper Jun.ec

groan about nothing to dia nowhere to go, Call Esther. She

i(eacicuA Zw.%

be hid today and tomorrow at
Illinois Silk Unnarnty in
Bloomington

I

McCARVILLE

R.

legal actton

ail. Or a arm. can ado!t a

to

Dear Mr. Delman.

known sales trainer and consultant will conduct a 6 week

Winkle vows

moray somo kind of a welcome
is extended.

,

iTu2es,donywat.trieieotwpoo.d

Illinois High School

The

Aar St Ite mcieh lash will

The Watmalc competition
will feature a dramatics fad!

ning up deficits,- Rosser aid.
Somewhat left out of the
structured format
the evenio were both candidates for
the two-year term) Paul Neu.
hawser of Mount Prospect and

posed candidates.

Poklacki defended his use of
the term "fantastc
59'a when replied th District
of children (allegedly th 56th
percentile) and explained the
basis for his statematt.

rpm&

"You are.' going to
grant district if we keep Mila

urged voters to choose persons
who are decisive and who have

choices --the betterment Latho
student in District
Later.

running are Paul Nanhauser

and social workers. and said he.
was not against cutting teachers' salaries.

doesn't like the idea of unop-

Tomorrow
Is Today

been

ed for a 2 year torn Throe
I

High school speech contest set

Aodabfoler thosemcacwhzbdaylne

ihopeftila a final candidates
night has been scheduled for 8

tom ammo for pochiatrIC

Minton Heights, a candidate,

the right purpose for making

lemon ache Room and Rob
art Winkle
One candidate will be dect

Arlington Heights oho sod
that good surrounding do

wad11
told the audience
Nickolas Kostos of Elk
move official at their Wednes- and the telephone number is Grove
son
stt,O).td,s,..91n,"
asabett'sar
r7ttOtcati,.."OsT
s')
day meeting. The ladies de- .392.6091. Imogene Cushing
o
He
also
t"° 55'
et"' .3°
called to say that the Bureau
-mt'°°trat't"
Bided that the local Park Disschools,
more individual in-time poents heard from
time
trict was asking too much in
needs several volunteers to fill
board
when (helpmmmion)
the way of rental and hourly) immediate need,.
tendent's newsletter, and a
crisis. and he believed that it
fees for the use of the hall at
The Bureau supplies people
was his duly as a parent to take
continuity of programs be Recreation Park.
for anything that other people
men clementary,junior high,
inter. in schools.
need or want. It a all doneon Inn MRS.
They've been meeting there
SIIARRIE Hildaand high school.
Since the building Went up ho volunteer basis. The VIE
fore World War 11. Starting in would Re someone who is an
the fall they'll meet in the quiet expert on the Revolutionery
Presbyterian
Southminster
Warta speak to an elementary
school class.
Church Hall.
Look for other local groups
There is a need for help for
to shun the landlord of the lo- children by someone with a
cal Pok. Best Off-Brodway, a good mmh background. hnogimp that makes beautiful gene said that the teacher will
(Cmpicipdfroin Pape
board
uld be to bring the
music, is being given an almost
supply background theent beard
the phrase.
queation to mon to challenge
fatal financial per with a 13- fear the new math methole.
e(gmaa)
I am iammi
the eligibility requirements."
week rehearsal period. and a
Anyone who has traveled
theeOn.
Of
modified to hold such office."
Hanrahan said his office
charge for every hour.
lived in the Far Elsa
Ora
"It would be city to give would study the problem, and
Be sure ha see their coming on or Southeast Asia and can
op," said Winkle, describing might propose new legislation
"Sweet Charity."
tell children something ;Mont
his feelings when he teamed for the 1971 Illinois General
ANYBODY HERE?
that part of the world is
Wednesday .
Assembly to clarify apparently
Joan Lissner, who is the nice
noded. Ah so!
"But school districts are often conflicting Sections of the
manager
the Greenbrier
Kenna
If there is amen with ri Eno
fooroi by Springfield to do school code.
Apartments at 2423 N.
background and knowledge of
tomin things.
cott, Arlington Heights, would electricity there is a group of
MF NossocrOar
like to know if there is a Wel-, kids all charged up waiting to
9 PLEDGE m than ions
come Wagon, Welcome Lady have help on their electrical
feel they like my qualifications
mews.
dony.
noam,
or any kind of welcome mhohot- projects for school.
laden will challenge this restlmeow. Flds y by toy Publ..
ess for the newcomers h
Women with time on their
laden if elected. I have been
move into her bailiwick.
hands or groups with a wonder led to believe that coin'. May
eau sta S. Arluaplan 11Islai
"There are so many things about what to do can help by
fad a is uneoasmudnoara
ad. cresol*. saes, moos,
that people who just move into fillio the patient packs
atm. Ned Das,
pm
and as [mar. ow MMus. IS
the area should know. Custo- Northwest Community Hospi
Grove villa, Dismic) 59

COULD BE
Another persistent rumor
has the Millionaire's Club
moving into the alabTni
across the alley from the Mill
Run Playhouse in the Golf

SWEET CHARITY
The
Arlington Heights
Wommis Club made their

educaa ion.

superintendent

new

when

said. "Yet these rightiollathemacise
teen
prapac,
mho gel baled,
move, or have their husbands

who'll really be shorachanged
will be the residents of Wheel-

Day by Day

9394.

of competitive salary.

spoke

are some of the
things being considered, he

said Walton.

it again- The number is 255-

saving in
costs and .was
under pending the budget. He

program, and his familiarity
with the schools, and of his
wish to be a board member.

need mental health service."

requested and received questions for help as well as advice
from arca listeners. The panel
consisted of experts from doctors to users. The results were
startling. Call Ray, be may air

rants (TAW'S) from 75 per
cent to 67 per cent, thereby

schedulo, special

ry. Walton said.

The program called, "Keep

running for his second threeyor term, told audience members last year's board had reduced Tax Anticipation War-

06.70, 74 had no experieoe

mental health director's ma-

Your Feet On The Ground"

can t be duplicated
Incumbent Harry Peters°n,

except student practice teach.

Palatine -Schaumburg- Wheel.

cently won an Illinois State
Medical Association Mord
for his exciting program on

Health and Safety committee

Reductions in staff, lowenng
the number of persons treated
and meets
delaying building

the Math and Inc Elk Grove-

to
Ray
Congratulations
Smithers, manager of FM Radio Station WEXI who re-

branch

Pme
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1,

Normandy castle previews
as Decorators' Show House

orviS ,TL°131111PRAFPWRSZI1111111114M1FMMOPoh

One day at a time
and gun and still ,gam if

What happene&
We lost

Too bad

By Roti-Siplus-

nunnery One way ac anoth
u. well make 0
You think its that moor

Any partuular

reasons,

Mar

do. So do many other

people didn't want their Dams

people. Not only.the students.
but Other people who believe

"Quite a few of them?"
"More than twice as many
didn't as did."
"Many people vore7"

hiquality education...
"What did the local Walsh -

"Usual terrible school tea

"I suppose that's the end of
Herper College?.
"Oh, my. no. Not by a long

hours at a time, close to home

Whatever the mason, it totes
sense to them. The reasons
adults go are as

support h-r
'They will. We'll try main

"SOUNDS AS If the board
has. problem on its hands
has

It,ha. There to

By Thames Mimeo

Id of

bright young minds in fide
ren,just waiting to be
Many thousands more will
.
them. The
theboa knows

An

Together with hadminstraio, they roomy aluant It.
More importantly, they'll find
I

payers will help them, too."

much as some
people think it should. They
as

"That's coy. Both young-

think tuition rato should he
failed. That would cost the

sters and adults. Soma go be

kids and their parents more,

they can't afford to go
may yet. Some go because

Mt save some topayer money.
Others feel. of course, that the

TRAIL HILTON

panels were sketched by Hub -

drachms of the doors at the
Nuremberg Muthum in Ger-

bud in England, including the

'HIS NEAR S show home
1929 fot
was constructsd

Crcnm
1.104 Hubbard who tray

the tumor Board of the school

0 IIIER GUESTS .eluded
seseras members of tha Chi
c Igo chapter of the Amoco

8?4,,,,,,M8,888888884.40414...,8:

heavy black oak doors, repro-

foot living room

champagne buffet honed by

Europs
the
Sketching photographing and

putchasim mtenak to in
corpora, in ,the Comm*
styled manor Ralph Varney

Chicago archer,

then

frescop. Soon! of the cunt(

$9950 house Is da three

edge stone and brick mansion
Colby,
Klima of
Roy
Evanston Studio I will coorch
nate for the designer. wenn as
decorate the massive 40 by 26

prevfivhd by tha pros at

watched him go. The

young don't stay young fix
very long.
You don't suppose he'll Inca= disillusioned, do you?
4,8

dens ouch foture a wmith of
Old World atmosphere was

HO CHI MINH

av

I

Lot Tuesday the II room

panda untutored mime and

An montane femur...of shee

end furnish., the weathered

Park Ridge
house guest bottage and gar

"You really believe that?'
"I do,he said, as he walked

perr

thin plans for redecorating

doke

The

think the =-

EnglishNormandy

forest is this nets
home for the Decorators
show House to benefit the
Park Ridge Schaal for Gut.

Str0"..

i

bulimic of humor DeSagearil
who enthusiastically addend

tone rode in the hurt at

INIS

101.trained

the. answers.

'Cost much to go to Har-

.

"RUT IF the people swell

the
the

adobe themselv.."

.W1-10 GOES ta Harper,
and why?"

Ping long after you end I ere

dies

They want a chance 'rt.-,

"Not

*M. The school will will be

people volt utilize as foal

t they
Mart again Mon
rand o. Some,. wan. a tutor:or course to gain specific
drills. Some want to sten
working o n a d elosgree, a few

Mrs say about lib':
"Well, Eugenia Chapman
and Gene Schlickrnan were for
it. Dave Regner and John Graham hemmed and hawed. No.
surprises there."

-ter'

lower rho mt. the more

the weetal

they flunked out of other out

Punt

"Yup One especially The

they

grand. Some go bemuse

Crass of Waltham.

many and hendcarved In Ve-

Meting 0 "chase by hounds::
appears frequently throughout
the house and guest cottage.
The wide hand hewn beams
from three old barns in the vi -

THE LARGE fiteplace in
the guest cart me rem reproduccd from I sketch Hubbard
mode of 1 fireplace in the
Arms Inn, Broadwy.
are

These are believed to be 120

from

originals procured

yews old and remain focal

old English mansions.

part of the decor.

Other imported attractions
stamoo glass leaded win.

PARROT GREEN has
been selected by the interior

dow motifs bullet and bottle-

Ja

glass windows hand carved

si,iced the modoce

designers as a co/or expiressive

of spring's brightnos and will
be repeated often throughout

atanamigaii

Hideaword

Map Pubticationq)

the house, coordinated with

NAFCIEN

h in the living roOrti with parrot
damask
ith sheers.

green

Make es many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

-'"77,'"..7;r:7,T.7=1:::irtr47:17.7,1;,!;;;"

using all seven of these letters.
7 good, 10 excellent

4'

"It looks -as though the Americans know more about
activity on the trail than we thought!"

Friday, April 5;1970
Answer on Comic Page

?ns

Go ahead,

DOCTOR SAYS

Wear rubber gloves
W.G.BRANDSTADT,MD.

of small tropical nth has
brought aquariams into thousands of homes. That they
could ouse ahy health hoard
was hardly considered until a
recent study was reported in
California.
Doators there were seeing

If the testicle has not

against circumcision. His fore-

come down into the sac by the
rime your son is 10, a short
cotrrsc of male hormone may
accomplish this. If this hits.

skin is difficult and painful to

surgery should not be limber

discouraged by many author ides, in cases such as this it

born

the

Waked

doctor

Save $2

fecios in persons who re.

THIS BREAK in the skin

when say m,2, was

12

increasing numbers of skin inmembered having had a small
abrasion on the hands before
cleaning the fish tank or otherwise dipping the hands into the
tank.

A - Although routine °ir.
concision of the newborn Ls
should be performed without
delay.'

hove $2

Save $2

Special
FAMILY INTRODUCTION
(Mom, Dad, and AU. tho' Kids)
Present rids coupon on Sun.

$

day, April 5th ar April 12th,

$$

between I and 5 P.M. and re.
wive $2.00 off on a daily $3.00
Family Guest privilege at your
Northwest Suburban YMCA,
300 E. Northwest Hwy., Des
Plaines, III., 296-3376. Enjoy a

afforded the causative organ- .
ion,
Mycobacterium mad- 5'
num, a perfect opportunity to $
gain 4 foothold. This organism $
closely related to the one $
thee causes tuberculosis.

healed with antin
berculosis drugs, the patients
all improved but the recovery

pull hack. What do you advise"

delayed.

$
$

!

Coupon may also be used any evening et 7 P.M.
for family swimming. (Entire $3.00 is deductible

$

from rest el annual family membership if appliSave $2

Lave19712

'Save $2

Save

it contagious? Can it be cured?

: A :Although in most cases
the cane is unknown in mme
heavy

drinking, an excessive intake
- Of iron or long -continued tak-

ing of antionvulsant drums
Heredity and fasting may also
play n role. The disease is not
catching.
In this disease the liver produces an excess of porphyrin,n

purple pigment neceoary
the formation of hemoglobin.
The disease is manifested by
severe
abdominal cramp,
coratipation and weakness.

The urine, which may No.
pear normal when first pasted.

toms a burgundy red on 'exposure to sunlight. The victim
is helped by avoiding alofthol, barbiturates, diet

griseofulvio,ews,barna!, chlordiazedimidme and

Only Simplicilg
has Non -Scalp
mowing plus
Touch-O-Matic

$

there's no service
charge with new 2 by 2

;

With First National's new 2 by 2 Free

minimum balance. Write as many personal

Six tractors front five to

checks as you wish. The monthly charge is still zero. By keeping
the $200 balance, you will save more in service charges than

you can earn in interest.
Yet, if your minimum balance falls below $200, you pay only

a $2 service charge for that month. And you still write as

many checks as you wish. 2 by 2 Free Checking Service ends

all the confusion about monthly charges. It's simple to use
and saves you money, too. Come in soon to open your account

A This Ls a brand of dipy-

ridamole It reduces the fre-

of Park Ridge will perform
with the Nohest.Symphony
filly

Park Ridge Country Club.

Pt 12130 pm. April 4 in the

Cral ton. conOmhustra.
ductor. at the spring gala pims

High
1755

School
5.

chapter of Delia Gamma from
Northern Illinois University
will he honored guests tit the

Auditorium.

Wulf Rd.

in

Des

Ow 97th
lundwon
anniversary of the fraternity.
Dena Gamma International

Maine,
Bette Bare, o soprano from
Aurora. III., has appeared as
soloist with ter Chicago Symphony Orchestra the Fox Val-

now has 97 chanters at colleges

in the United Stews and Canada. and 200 alumnae gruel..

Smiasha

ky Srombony.

Symphony and 1114 Nonh
Shore Chhmd Sudety.. She has
sung on television s Artist

Show., program mil

has

Diann and Belie Bore, se doh, and Perry Conon
The Northwest Suburban
conduct°, discuss opera music to In presented April 5 0 be AlumnAlumnae
Chapter is hones
ae
Nardmesi Symphony's spring concert.
this year's celebration for

() My Illuionth-old to,

and summer stock. She is
presently 0 soloist 0 the Find
Church of -MO. Scientist in

Mee

ill,

Smith
Chicago.
Chi

the

Ellyn and
in

I anwavallo's "I Pugliacci"
Frowner."
and Verdi's
1111.1.1AX] DIANA. a baritone from NI ichigan City. Ind..
as

began Iris i8IINiCal

leading opera roles and hes ap.

TWA Clipped Wings

Chairman of the luncheon is

choses Human Growth
as new philanthropy

Prospect.

neonsly before he was a year
old .but it didn't. What do you

$5 3 900

advise?

A When a hydrocele fails
to &unmet montane...41y, it
should be, cortected by a

IWA Clipped Wimp will meet
O'Hare Airport April 7 at 11
'1WA Tour
p.m. In

lounge The program will to

-4t

[V

.Nersting's Garden Center, Inc.
NeurclUlly,s,or...31.41.,1 WHOM.
62114.8.48.,IdevnthaspenCt341133

the public will bc invited

Free postage both ways on all personal checking accounts.

M FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DES PLAINES, ILL. TELEPHONE 827-4411
Member redmiDepact Insuran, forpormion Member Fr.. Reserve .,stem

to

toUr the show house tram May
4 through 12. open daily from

I I a.m. to 4 p.m. m 1274 N.
Waukegan Rd.. Lake Coral.

Junior Board members
narking on the mojeet include

DECORATOR Clayton D.'

Sirs. Joseph Cole. Mrs. Robert
Hayes, Junior president. hire,

Brown announded thin he has
chosen a safari theme for the
East bedroom. The double had
there will Mature a bonnet top
end :moon leopard cover. Don

Des Plaines. and Mrs. Eugene
Simpson. Barrington.

a

William Narup and Mrs. Sta..5.11 Swanson. all of Arline ton Heights: Alts. John Leer,

are-rrr "
Page 5

dent, has announced that plans

for echarity benefit will beds-'

"II of

a -1 raviata.

A5'

The

Animism

of

Heighn

.aeAll Pi Phis in the um app.

will have its annual Founder.'

made by callg
Cla Mrs. Robert

Alumnae Club of Pi Beta Phimny ho
Day

Luncheon

Wednesday

taurant.
Grove
1

lop Now and into summer.
gals wearing sizes 3 to fiX and
7 to 14 will find this accessory
!Iv indispensaNe lo their
young lives.

392-1072.

TRI SIGMA

E. Higgins Rd..
Guests

Chicmo Suburban NMI.

may enjoy a social hour at

west Alumnae Ahn. .Sigma
Sigma Sigma will NW a

Village.

noon. with luncheon served at
I p.m.
Mrs, Herbert 51041141, tatmediate past president of the

Wonon's Club of Emnston.
will speak. Mrs. Mueller has
yeas
bon a national ffaro( Kap.
pa Delta Sorority for 23
4crved as a member on

Del.'s National Coonell for eight years. She also was

Founder's

luncheon

Day

April 18 in Me Arlington Park
Towers, Arlington
Cocktails will begin at noon in
tha Pony Lounge, followed by
luncheon at I nm.
All
An Chicagoland alumna
fror reservations or
arc
further information. please

contact Mrs, Tom lienry at

delegate for two years to the

Northwest

warrior

Suburban

.139-9764.

wans

in

nation td.ds and.,
Me fourth through,

4Itth ar,,011). -rimy are more.'
tints 2.500 members in the
three programs.

Highlighting the banquet,
was a presentation by Feder,'
for their efforts in 'ankh, the Moo Chief. Harold ornoontri.
India. Guide Christens net of a check for 53,500 in, Mee.
YSICA building fined. to MI/
sales a success.
with the present eonstmetion,
"V" Indian Guides. a par of it no pool. wummis
More than 1.000 dad" and eons
were present to receive prizes

gram for duds and sons in the

Health

Guides represent the largest

diencc.

Club,

haptiball'

two

first through third grades. is 'anus and new heating and'
one of the forest growing co- electrical facilitie.
The Great Tershayr per,
Minos sponsored by local
YMCAs throughout Ow coon- burnd hypnotism. hunter and':
Sp hand for the ati:'
try. The Northwest Indian

single YMCA Indian Guide
program in Me nation.
They are known as the Big
Waters Federation. The federmien consIsts of sis Indian

Guide nations. mo Princess

00481

Mated among Me and
and created balloon nnimidn°
for the boys.

For more inMrmation and

to join the trida Gni& pro-::
gram. .11 John Eliot al the

Nations triads and daughters in

Northwest Suburban YMCA.",

nix through third gradest. and

7.96-5376.

Grave Villager Mrs. Francis
Park Ridge, Mrs.
0,0,0100
firebach.

Heights,

orannizmion.
Former TWA hostesses are

Rabat and Mrs. Robert Land.. Mount Prospect.

pad

information

Stunner

r'enttircf.'Frator
call Mrs. Sam

392-2074, or Mrs.

Not Just A Number

William Harding. Long Comet
Mn,, David Pollack, Elk

rope will raise funds for this

invited m attend the MOO

You Are A Person

and

at Mount Prospect Federal

Mrs. William

Savings and Loan Association

The program win include 0
sketch by the collegians and
Muentation of awards to out wending alumnae and to five

Clarence Pool. 827-3779.

,,,,Your account information is kept
right in our offices, at your own fin-

50 -year members.

gertips, not shipped away to be stored

aliroxln

h,'

11101

Jaen. All 'IVA Clipped Wings

Chapters throughout the

Let

A414

Do It!

` "'""" 1=7.=

Yes, we respect our savers as per-

sons, more than pawns in this comIf(

puter age.

'body, shampoos ow whenever you
wish, covers gray hair, refreshes faded
hair.

COMMODITY

CLUB OF CHICAGO

CURLY CUT PERMANENT
Oro are expert etelisto fashion row
own "Cody Cut" with curly, curvy
Non of waves. Then In just a few min
Mess, give you the captivating color
al smooth Fanckfull rinse. Colors in.

Power Raking
and Vacuuming
Fertilizing
EDUCATIONAL

in a machine. -,There are no delays
because of computer snags.

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
BY THE JOB OR
BY THE SEASON,

THE NEW

OUR NPIIONPLAT FAMOUS

CURLY cur

PERMANENT WAVE

Professional landstoping...doen make a difference.

moron

To prove it, we invite you to slop in
today at

PM SET

$2.75
raOSTINOIrern

$2.50 Irmo

217X$10.00

" $4.00

Mount Prospect

OVA=

40441,841..TONE

Get Things

With a Plume Call...

358-2641

Federal

4

Beautyon a Budget

Savings and Loan

v No Appointments

Coti8ceArIO

Tank tops it
young -in -spire ages is the tank

Grossenbach

her

Gash

di dwarfism gal

the Wernee Transcription of
hlozart's -Fantasy fora MusiWeber's In c:el Clock."
illation to the. Dance" and
Ferric Gmfe's "Mississippi

m the fashion scene lb, all

The

YNICA Indian Guides held
their Eighth Annual Father
and Son banquet at the himriot, Motor Hotel March IS,

6/amorous, Exciting-it's the new, exclusive

Also on the program will he

Tickets arc 12 and miry be
MM. tined at the box office or
Steel P.
by enntacting Mrs. Richeld
Stover 0 823.4438.
edmission is SI and children
free
under 12 will he by

Members

merest at

sing arias from Verdrs
Traynor' and tinedams:s
-Andrea (limier -.nut will
then joio Miss Item in duet in

Indian Guides e pertain Dad

committee aro it,,. Albert
Henning, Barrington: Mtn

United States and parts of Co.

CI

West in home accessories.

One or the bright new lights

sinsph operation.

ture will he used. white Imther
and chrome chairs, plesiglan
Mlles and many plants.
Who completely dersarettal

mood with sunset gold sheers
extending from In ceiling
similar to a desert tent.
A huge 12-100t circular poly
foam platform will serve us the
foundation for a fur -covered
mattress. A sandbox complete
with Sand from Pompano
Beach will Donor kellyes ac -

Mu. Edward ody of hie.,

Crotty.

The Chicago Chapter of

mombeNtip mob.
Prices as lour as

hairs sitting room Big furni-

Morroccan tones of beige
and gold will seta maseuline

the 12 Delta Gamma Alumnae
groups in the Chicago 'prase,

had leading roles in NMI opera

Glen

Delta Nu collegiate

Mellott

Golden Agers nay seoure tickadmfision
lts at the
id,
re unnt presentation el

or call us -827-4411.

has a hydrocele. Our doctor
said lt would go away sponta,

relaxing. sleeping

National Panhellmic Confer -

PI REFA PHI

April I at the Maitre d Res-

Members of the newly in -

concert Sundh. April 5. at
3:30 p.m, al the klaine Uesi

if secompanial by an ault.

uency of anginal attacks and'th
e need for nitrates.

annual Chicago

14th

arm Founders' Day luncheon

".'"s""nd

for angina pectoris.

surgery advisable,

their

studio of Miss Frances Ernest

planisond violist. He has sung

twelve horsepower

What does it do?

----blemieciu171Thotat whatage---

Diana, two outstanding pro.
vb-calfits from the -

Redone!

Eliminates scalping or miming

rc13. I've been taking Per-

:it theidOelly descend of -its

William

and

sings at the Chuml. of the Asrunnel in Chicago. Diann will

lowdown payments
sorwertinn team

Q,Myson,B, was bom with

Bete

el Mower follows the ground not the ftactor

24 to 48 inch cutting widths.

an Undescended testicle. Will

Bate

Shore

charge as long as you maintain a $200

5.

usual accessories M leer
patchwork 10101
including
rug and a huge flower painting a;
which will dominate the

andfor
,ym, for love"

Delta Gamma celebrates
97th anniversary
Delta Gammas will honor
both the ncw and the old et

Airs. Jerome Rothe, presi-

Exclude. Touch-O-Motic clutching enables you to
creep along for closer, more aceorme trImmog

ing accident. Miss Lob sate.
-Carol ho selected many un-

ACCORDING to Kelly he
intends to use a variety of
Mean "to create an exciting

"5-.5-5.5 5 5t585.P5n-P-A9-LYI,5"ILISPeattapperfssaegeleesettopea 00000

Sorority news

pops cox-Wert Sunday

Kenosha symphony and the
Elgin
i5 "
S,'i'l'""b

Withdrawing a pint of blood
every two weeks until the hemoglobin and urine return

normal relieves the patient's
symptoms. In some Women.
taking contraceptive pills for
two years has resulted in a

Checking Service, there's no monthly

who

rf/M LJ JVJ

NW Symphony presents

elude u demonscration of the

clutching!

Knoll,

ntly broke her leg in a ski-

Friday. April 3. 1970

peued as soloist with the Chi.
nips Symphony Orchestra. the
Gran Park Symphony. the

exposure to the sun.

santire

$

h

tiorphyria. What causes

is

$
$

-thousand
checks!

cation is mode same day) Good through April 12,

hands in the tank.

cause

$

$

-Lovers of topical fish need
not get rid of their pets, They
should. however. weu mhber
gloves when immersing their

persons the

$

$

was slow.

;Q -My data mys I have

",
7
$

Family Swim in either of two
pools, Family Roller Skating (I
to 5 p.m.), Family Gym (3 to 5) "Family Movie"

Carol

signer

mosphere.

°A GENUINE
country house generally
fleets composite of fine furniture." remarked Klipp to the

Ain 0111hani Scharonehausin of Park Rids admires one of
three black oak dorm in the Decor.", shoo Home reporter
dons of door. It tin ',mink, ',bloom t Liman Mn Mu
ken" Simpson right greeted pass mamhtrs Woa this mural by
Italian asst Arnero,L flu Shan Moot um to open May 4 to 12
proceeds to bentfr the Pork Ridge School for r.irls

,write a

cleaning borne aquarium
A

IN .SPEAKING for their <

will strive to create harem at-

aseenifTrboans01141Trbessonsosaatioesnea011011461sitae

R. N. Poeta, Carol/W. nio,/,

Fascination with a Witty

The master bedroom suite
will be decor.. lay Lee Kelly
of Kelly and Ow, Inc.. who

P emu Rican rug will be laid.

R.E. Hutchinson, I' ice.Pooldeni

C. E. Nart.4.1vertSing Din,

where

breakf

the

shiny yellow deck paint.
third year Betty
Far
LOU Interiors will participate.
this time decorating the goon
cottage

cubicles.

English

John E. Stanton, EdihtsuntiPnNisins

Kirdalvh, 'itemising E,lhr

upstairs

and

A Queen Anne dining eat
will be used in the dining ern
tan repeated in
b and gammaeen

Fleld 111

Page 4

yellow tones, white and black.
The unique windows will he
treated with simplicity, draped

A
dr,

morn featuring lots of mirth.

and ann. garde styling 148 ?;
'maiming the floor with a'

Zebra rug will highlight one
wall and natural mineral.
stones will be displayed in wall

cinity were used by Hubbar
in the house's constrotion.

England and the chimney

Ions Nlowsll
km1dyn
Seaton Inc mall It,
treatment in the second bed.

their b0.11 1184

using an iron and wood theme.

A CEILING molding de -

n ice

pre% no

port
A small 10 by 9 fool bar off
the drawing room will he decorated by Donald S.'1111. A.I.D..

4.4

744.141. p. 84p

A4011
LANDSCAPING, INC

PHONE 749-3916

ROLLING MEADOWS

MT. PROSPECT

3135 KIRCHOFF

1012.. ELMHURST RI),

394-5737

'Association
IS E. 1'1'048,1 :%sr.

CI, 5-6400

Free Parting in our Lot

THE DAY

Papa

Friday, Apri13, 1970

`Spring Fantasy' benefits Little City

The garden spot

First social event of the year

Select tubers for early planting
Flaniing medium. Cover the
the
leAvAlg
Nbels

One of the most popular tu.
ben old the World Rower
ROW as the Tuberous Befrom

fl " area expend.

. -"P re"
7,4' f,'"'
ow, uproot,

prance'
mignon to flame salmon.

They make lovely individ-

.

will

week buena&

for Lambda Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will
be a benefit dance, "Spring
Fantady," April II at the Holithe
proper
tubers
planted
in
'ye
day Inn, 3405 Algonquin Rd..
environment
will
reward
voo
ful
the Rotting Meadows. There will
.

fa bow and

with

flowers.

The root systmn develops.
aroilltd the sides and top. Do
not fertilize, but water well

summer and right
frost, so
IN SELECTING the site to
plant your begonia, be sure

and do not saturate. Additional water should be added only

they get plenty of light. No di -

when top shows dryrjess.

leaves

rect
to

M this will cause
burn. Too much

shade will give you lush foliage

al plants, borders or hanging
Wilms. Whatever your setae-

WHEN YOUR plants havemade a growth of pproxiinately four inches, they are rowdy

son may be, you will add a spot
gar.
of din,,,,,aaar w/o,lo

potted, or planted
dirieetlyfintoo your garden bgs.,
in peat
potsPthat"L at least five
in diameter, as they are easier
be

to

den. Thc flowers may be pickin
Roan on conk

Ira, crystal cr silver howl ht
Sets home.

to dig up in the fall, hot you
may plant them directly into

IF YOU WERE one of the
fortunate few that saved your

the ground.
Tuberous begonias need
perfect drainage, so be sure the
-

tubers from last season, now is
die time to check on their condition. Clean them carefully so
Mot any sprouts appearing,

spot you .selected San been
worked thoroughly. Sand and
well rotted leaf mold should be

will not be broken off.

If you just purchased new

dug into the bed and about one
tablespoon of fish meal should

'tubers. they should be planted

with nu bloom. Filtered sun light and partial shade is the
best. Plants arc eeryhrittic and
should be ---prothcted from

.

warn:
larger

type, all
shoots should be removed oncent one. This may be done at
any time the growth develops
from the tuber.
-.Hanging baskets, require a
di f f er en t treatment. All
sprouts should he left on and
the

staanudaa'rd

Dec tubers to one hanglag bas liet.

sprouting, put them ins warm

COVER THIS With Mt of
oil so the root system not
pot directly on top, but wM
available when it start. to

deck place and they &AIM

Mow

Ere relatively free of pests and
mildew
disease. the
sedms to be the only diseasethat affects these flOwers,
ever the new strain now treebe

When putting plants in their

place, be sure the pointed
leaves face the front of the bed
leaves

PLANTING PROCEDURE.: Fill a low flat container or nursery flat with well rot-

most of the flowers will face
this direction. Plants should be
staked, when they are planted.
This thsures the proper place.

ted leer mold. If this is am
milahle, a mixture of coarse
sand and peat moss is good,
Minimise a good potting soil

moot with no injury to the
ber.

Water thoroughly when fin-

mixture may be used.

Fill your container to

a

ished planting, but care should

depth of about two inches and

be taken so that soil does not
become soggy. You may fertb
lize with a fish fertilizer at two

pine Your tubers about four

itches apart on hi. of the

contacting co-chairmen 'Mrs.
Tim Parker, 537-3879. or Mrs.
Dave - Dumm at 392-3167.

thin. education and vocational
;mining.
beta Sigma Phi, an internotional service organization,
founded in 1931 for
.4,0000 ill titarch of cultural
.

Mrs., Anher Ankisen of Pt,
fins IS Chairman I

the dam,

of

Fanla-

and social activity. Over the
years. the sorority has done

sy" will benefit little'City Mr
Mentally Retarded Children

in
established an international
endowment fund.
'Recipients of the fund, in
1948

addition to Little City, have
been Cancer Research;

town U.S.A. in Texas; Cana.
dian scholarship and literary
award winners and
Fibrosis Research.

Cystic

money -back guarantee!

opps Fights Inflation

Wt POISENVO TIM MONT TO LIMIT COMINITITIOS
1011

have attained a growth of five
or six inches. This
more
lateral growth and
Wore. Plant at least four or

where the sprout appears, the
bottom is rounded.

soma very quickly.

dancing
.hb

Mike Dell Quartet from 9 pin.
;
till midnight.

the crown pinched from the
first main sprouts when they

be placed where each plant
will be MaCed.

l'

to the
try some

voted td research, rehabilita-

NABY

rght

110W, The top of the tuber has a
hollow
indentation,
weN

If your tubers are slow in

ToWers throughout

I n Munn. Little City is del Much serebe work and

Tickets are priced at $6 per
couple and may be obtained by

WE HELP YOU
SPEND LESS MONEY
Shop Topps today for more value

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS

introduced are portacIly ree
and more resistan to mildeve
If your begonias have demi-

147

aped beautifully, but the flowor heads drop off before they
open. this is an indiThtion of
overwatering or not coongh
light.
If yott have never groom To.
bermes Begonias before, few

111

4
NiTMENT
SPRIAT

Commonwealth Edison offers
pollution presentation to groups
answered. Groups interested
in hearing the utility's presenlotion can make arrangements

W. C. Lambert, district supbrintendent of CommonEdison Company's
weaLeh
Northwest Area, has announctad

by writing to W. C. Lambert.
Commonwealth Edison Co.,

that the utility has de-

201 N. Arthur, Mount Prospact 60056 or calling 259-

volved a fad./ and fest-

paced presentation on the elec-

2300.

trie company's efforts to impro, the environment.
"Vern offering our neigh.
hoes--cone madcitizens, pa,

Lambert said the following
are among points the public
bolt genera), aware of,
I. This year, Edison will
bum low sulfur coal at all its
Clileago stations and cut the

ents, schools, church groups,
political gatherings, women's

clubs, civic and fraternal o,

present level of its sulfur dioxide emissions by 50 per cent.
2. During the none five
years, Edison will spend about

5100 million on enviranmental control.
3. The company is investing SI
billion in its nuclear proleneen.
;Nuclear plants prods or power

$1

without smoke, dirt or fotowk
By 1973 about 40 per cent of
the peeress Edison customer
use will come from such

Conn go well Itinoihsend we re got them all-fo

plants.

urior petit
t
rid fabric ,t

cniors

geninitions--chance to team
more about this issue so they
will be able tolook at thismobobjectively." Lambedaid.
lore

Census

consumer

agencies and other groups in

buying and home improverunt expectations will be

developing preen.s based=

Questions

any contradictory
unfounded statements
and
have been made about air pol-

"So

to ask about spending

on

asked by representatives of the

Bureau of the Census in the

lution that we believe it's time
to discuss this problem 'like it
preuntation is backed
up by documented facts which
sower many of the <mations

Northwest Suburban area due-

ing April, according to Theodove F. Olson, director of the
burea u's regional office in
Chicago.
The questions

being asked."

HE SAID THAT after each
presentation, questions of interest to the audience will be

GOOD FOOD
AND DRINK.

'body, Saes for mr.sis

and Vic Pan in every `1/41t hrin

I

.o defled

e

nl ,r

ou II Sr

t.1

consumer spending patterns.

A sample of area residents
will be asked if they expect to
buy a house, car or major ap-

pliance during the next year
and if they have made recent
purchases of these items.
Homeowners will be asked

asked

about borne improvements and

four times yearly as part of a
nationwide effort to collect in-

repairs during the last three
months and any planned for

formation as a guide to federal

the future.

are

o

RANCH -COTE

SPECIAL

SALE

Outside White Latex Paint

HOUSE

PAINT

^u'RZ;;',77,

TORO. 5 hp PREMIUM

a

PERMANENT PRESS

99

2 -GAL.
CAN

I

reg - 7-98

Paint the house in any weether even en
damp surfaces Use on asbestos wood ma.

Aich7W

so, Blister resistont

Matched
DIGITAL WRIST WATCH

\ WORK
y

SETS
SHIRTS

PANTS

2
3

Heavy duty double shy

988
p

Wonderfully accurate, Tell. you the exact
they Monad hour Ihe mead 111M/do nod
cod did you nonce that
wonderful low value packed price, For yoor.
self nibs

the event second

INFANTS'
LACE -FRONT SNEAKERS

shed blends of colt=

Starts like your car .

, .

With a Key

'rag

1 )(1

Brand New for 1970-ails Toe
Premium Troglor, with a 12.6 cubic
incM1 engine, Caen. a ha" wincitunnal

amine culling unit that Thus to weld
scalping The rolling 111,1i can he ebbs
WINO tools This Premium

tractor

ms

a

SPRING SPECIAL

There's a mighty nice new place to eat in your
neighborhood.
A warm, friendly, English Pub kind of place
with great pizza, sandwiches, fish and chips,
root beer and beer.
To celebrate our Grand Opening, April 4,
5 and 6.., we're giving away goodies with
the coupons below.
You can even ride free on a real English
,

I49

0,00170 0//a/ks,ero=

0,0ar, 11.01,10010.

VIII

*141

Coal flexible canvos eloPett soft
foam innersole infants saes 1-5.

You Gee All This:

All DA: TON Dole

double-decker bus. An

r-

$

polyester in black alive
or
spruce
harcoal
Pants 30 42 shots S M

We're ready if you are!
24

authentic import!
So come by for lunch,
dinner or a late evening

snack. Bring the whole

HMS
lever

NI NI

I
I.

I

$49860

awn rub. bucket mat aM awry

Sheen $130.00 off

China yea meld mama. in line lean
tar II regularly sees la San an

11051C,1110

10.4 001/11101

ROLLING MEADOWS

ELGIN, ILL.

KIRCHOFF RD. & MEADOW DR.

1015 E. CHICAGO ST. -CT. 19

M4

ANOOTCHARGER

/AVAB8S10.01,15

STAPELTON HARDWARE
22 E Northwest Hwy

ACCP1110

ADDISON
2S0 WEST NORTH AVE

MORTON GROVE
HARLFM AVE & DEMPSTER

DAILY 10-10

SUNDAY 10-6

L

.

Offer good
April 3 through 12 only,
Good at
Arlington Heights Barnaby's

I
I

IPieta served after 41'M
Offer good
April 3 through 12 only.

Coe at
Arlington Heights Barnaby's
933 West Rand Road

Offer good
with this coupon only.

I
111

111111111111111111111IIIIIIIINRIIIIIIIIINN

II

I

family, and see for your-

self what a great place

II

We're brand new, and anxious to please.

(Buy one; get one free I)

Iwith this coupon only.

MI

Barnaby's is.

Sandwich Deal'

933 West Rand Road
Offer good

I

A nickel a.etene
arffer.
good
April3 through 13 only.

.11.1

Good at

Arlington Heights Bamaby's

permanently iubnwned

wed asset trentessulan extra rm.
tractlen rim, rich an, pointed hnwhre

$1 off on any
large pizza.

Ye otde 2 -for -1

933 Woeffs.trligeon,dd Reed

with this coupon only,

MI

1111 I. ill.
Grand Opening Celebration: April 4, 5, 6
933 West Rend Road/Coiner of Rand and Kennicott

'Store Nom: Monday-Thuralay-O AM to MIdnIte.
Friday end Saturday-O. AM to 2 AM. Sunday-Noon to 10 PM.

Des Nomes, IH. 827-6291

....

,,,,

ousing is
study topic

Talks on revolution planned
The theme of the 1970 Hera

ropeen end South American

ris Franklin Rail Lectures at
Garrett Theological Seminary

forms of revolution on ways oi
theologizing. In the second
half "Theology M Revolts-

.. -logy and Theology in Revd.
The lectures begin at
I
dlw United Ma lodist Seminoel Nlonday, April 13. and
.:cinue until Friday. April
17, A new format Mr the an-

lion advoemed by Afro.Antenicons and the New Left.
meat DISCUSSION
argue
is not

one. influence their conk..
The weakens are: Dr..Carl
Edward Braaten. professor of
systematic theology, Lutheran
School of Theology, Chicago;
Dr. James H. Cone, assistant
professor of theology at Union
Theological Seminary and visiting assistant professor of religion, Barnard College, Co-

nual series Ratureseight wide-

meant to argue the pros and

lumbia University, Dr, Egon

-.1)'171r17kgtc.isill fm. an

l'ZIO:g'y.7's"e'itala''t.tlgtoarrevof

of historical theology at Gar-

ill be "Revolution in Thco-

don." iho subject mailer will
be the enterprise of theology in

the context or forms of evol-

,

.

-

W. Gerdes, associate professor

elution AMR iffiology

ussion or the phenomenon

and

revolution in thought and
ctiote from theological per..;spedives.
.-7 The firsi half of the !moire,
,:"Revoludeo in Theoloyy,-

°lotions and for appropriate

consider the impact of Eu.

theological contrihutions that

rett.

theology contributes to nwolulion.
issue, therefore, is

a common scar. for proper
responses to the impact of rev-

children, live in Albany Park.

Chicago. He is active in the

men are fleshed.

Chaplain Erwin began his
ministry at the jail in 1955. In
1967 he founded PACE In(Programmed Activifor Correctional Educainnor

niosion.

in

announces the appointment of
Fred Goos of Pennsylvania as
a staff member of the church.
Goes, a graduate aiident m
the Lutheran School of Theology in Chicago, will he ordained in June and 01111mi-ea a

congregation in Pennsylvania
following Si, ordination. As a
student he served a one -war
Internship in DeKalls, III.. un-

Rev. 3/Mn Erwin

lam Correctional Chaplain's
Assn. and k a member of the

the Mil

spry Council to the State
Board of Vocational Educe-

-

lion as a fid liti me career chap.

N ard of diredom of this org a.

Religion

Runt inage
sale

NEWS

%mum Heights. will hole a

chairman of the (British) Inter -Verily Fellowship and

which make up the Annual

president of its Oxford Chap.
ter. It was att hi, period he re ceived hi s call io missionory
service with the South Africa
General Nlission. now the Africa Evangelical itelkoship. in

alissionart Conference being

Northern Rhodesia. pow Zam-

held an the church

bia. During his mad in Africa

Letchford was born in Eng.
lund and educated at the University of Oxfam!. He majored
classical languages and literature and also Obtained
raduate degrees in music and

alucition.
At

Oxford he wan

vice-

he was reoporisible for building
up a large educational work.

Friday. April 3,1970

office and as its Canadian Secand10 take pert in missionary

dean of its Graduate School of
Missions. His appointment as
inister of the Community

and Bible conferences. Later

Church of Loudon..., New

retary traveled from coast to
he was appointed North Amer.ican

director of the mission
with general

York, dates from 1967. He

mairm

dm Africa Evangelical I.hh

responsibilities
in the linked
Strom and Canada. At the

lowship and is presently chairman of its U.S. Baud of Direc-

home time, he served as presi-

TOR.

kr its work

including a netwoA of village
grade schools over an area of
20,000 square miles. a large

don of the board of directors
of the Cmadim Keswick Con-

boarding se html where ihe bet.
ter students could continue

corporadon of the Inter-Var.
sky Christian Fellowship,

thdr medic,. and a school for
Training African Imchcrs.

In 1962. he hecame a mem.

Immo: and. s a member of the

Nave for England to speak to

I0,

Swami Rama

/

Trinity Lutheran is taking
pre-school registration
Registration

is

being

re-

mind by the Trinity prase hool. Trinity Lutheran

Miu E.. other adults and re-

rehearsal at 3 pm. April 5.

eource people will assist in the
discussions every Tuesday

Drums. guitars, flutes:string
bass, cellos and voices are

Church. 675 Algonquin Rd.,
for Children who will he 4
yaws old he Dec. I. 1970.Thilion for this program. which is
open to the community, esl5.

7:27 No. The topic April 7

Parents with second grades

work stuff ar Lutheran will be
the most. All interested ate
asked to regisler at the churth

are asked to bring their children to the Children's Choir
beginning Wednesday. April
R. at 3:45 p.n3 at tinily 1.0 !heron

Church.

ror

I he

will be -Who An, I? and
April 14. being a nude or. fn
male peraon. April 21 Air. Or -

vine alclilfroh of the social

office.

April o. at 9.49... &totem-

re.

,

dale dishiladon :lion

minder of the semon.
The I VW general willheg
m 1130 P.m. A pri123 willbea
salad bar luncheon and fashion show. A Mother -Daughter
Banged will lee held May N.

of the Bible in today's worn?"

his:mbar. who have a wedding

Nnrzcry sevvittI

town of any Omar are inked

able.

In coaled Audrey Curtis. 1127-

hrinh.
leading

I ram).1.611,..

ill, Rotor Hemmen
diseussion.

The

topic will he "What does

it

mean to be a Christian in light
e aVOI

Anyone int.:mm..1 in no..

!winding in the premrotion of

3276,

On April

n111 Ist.spin al

7.

see

Youth

thrum of the Dinky Linker an Church will begin is dis.
tcession sessions an the chumh.

farthe addition of new

r'171ukme"rnrd

begin

Resale Days set
The SisterhOod of. Maine
Township Jewish Congregation. B1100 Ballard Rd. will
hold us semkanual resale
days Agri( ,Clotl 13 at the

Temple

In financing the new Neil.
ff
will
tenbomb

bearing 6 per cent.

semmszwits.cim
gansaqms oaa1enicas

over

MOO

period of 15 wars. 1110
hond.drive will be held during

mitggatioing faro

aid viaill poplionces Will
he of, st Members of the
common ay are cordially invited. Hours of ttcole are Sunday, April IL 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
and Monday, April 13, 10 am.
to p.m. For further information call Mrs. James Bloom,

Seven persons will lead con-

ferences on phases of church
life in the corning decade. The

I

294.6366.

(ORGANIZED 1855)

302 N. Dii=,,fandrn Heights

"Takingthe Censers"

April . meeting

the

ity and 00. Zeehary's religious

madam auditorium. A axial
hour will follow the general

committee. should Mend the

business meeting,

7

10:50

i
g

g

"The Ever -Living

of Hinuelr'

dspoke

were proportioned to their size
and to draw the bow across the
strings," said Mrs. Haag.
The Suailii-oriented pro,
required no musical talent as a
prerequisite.
°All children
with normal mental capacities

for learning can be musically
she said.

THE MOST important es pea of training the children is
through imitation, she said.

lii
i

.

By K. C. Ratlike

Norsezr sPr.tt.ed for

i

(Editor's note: The Day k
presenting a series of inter-

02

Pastor Albert A toe' h'

0

views with the eight candidates
seeking three available seats

B

01 3.2407

11

0

!

1211 W. Campbell I
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

SPEAKS
R

* mar ousraas

MINISTERS:Paul toms Stumpf D.D.
Leon A. Haring, lames D. Eby

Holy Family Mission
Homan Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, CS icago, Illinoie
(Build... Mtn

District 214 board.
Gallon date: Saturday, April
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Don C. McGlothlin's campaign expenses to dale ore
53.20 for 4,000 mimeographwords.

"It's symbolic of what can
be done," said the Wheeling.

Sunday Worship: 8:00,9:154 10:45 A.M.
Nursery Cart a19:15 Ss 10:45 A.M.
Sunday School: 9:15 A.M. all ages)
10:45 A.M. Ines 34/

home," she said, "mothers ore
encouraged to attend lessions

She said the games were de-

nowm operation, the school.

HE FIRMLY believes that
school systern can spcnd Inn
money and Still have better

on the high school board
last year.

Vernon R. Sehricher
D '151
k .7
Telephone 253-4819

aim Church

native planning we can have
better utilization of school
buildings, teachers' time, and
better scheduling, ail of which

Sunday Mosses:

would increase effectiveness
00 009001 plants and the proles
dotal staffs," McGlothlin

6:45, 8:00,9:15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

Rectory:

Parish Center

CL 3-6305

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

A

farming.
The "return of ashy horse
has come about through grow
ing imerest in quarter horses
saddles horses. 9-H equitation
programs and the continuing,
expansion of the breeding end

Mk.
He has written prolifically
for numerous education *rods including the Anteritran

school plants through the 12 month school year."
But he disagrees with high

Journal. He
maintains a seven-year listing

dollar figures estimated in a

(M D ) or
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN
OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be filled
or your choice from our large
In the f

program; develop a feeder eye-

tem for Mc junior high and
high school levels; Mach all
children to play with beauty of
tone and accurate intonation.
a love of ell the ark
end

through the medium of mu de,"

said.

s

ease.

"Mosquitoes

can

selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

infect

both Minims end horsm, but
there is
danger of trans

White cane
is a stop sign
Dri yen Me real i

ddb yle

Chicago Motor CluAAA
that they must always come to

MCGLOTHLIN freemently

worked as j lay reader in Prospest and Wheeling highs

schools and went to board
meetings last year during his
campaign. He helped organize

a Buffalo Grove Cub Scout
Pack.

a complete stop when m
'?coachingblind person who
Ls crossin

a street or higliwa)

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

,t,1,nan: Porulrgurits,
h,

dog.

MT PROSPECT

The motor club emphasises
that this deltic law applies re
gardiess of any traffic control
signs or signals which may h

1074 Mt Prospect Plaza

in operation. The law also pm
vides that after stopping a dris

TELEPHONE 259-9456

er must take the necessary pec
cautions before proceeding.

214

FEATURING

a

PEANUTS THE CLOWN
making baloon animals
for the kiddies,

administration es they occur
in Din. 214.

.1 fed that the Wheeling Buffalo Grove area should he
representation on the board,"
McGlothlin said.

Speaking as a former, high

He lives in nit unincorporatedrea moth of Wheeling.
His
is a Wheeling High

school princispal, he related
moking" reguhow "no
lations mold be "enforced

School sophomore. His daughter: WHS graduate, attends
Hamer College.

analysis to eliminate
smoking in the schools.
cost

FREE GIFTS
for every family

Results worth twice the price. What

FridaySa turday Sun day

you say.. all ht mony

get the whole thing started.

Anthony.
Skokie, church librarians and
literature specialists.
Nancy

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

of Arlington Heights

give you a richer, greener lemon M a mat-

penny.When you buy one begot 01.11.

you'll be satisfied, the results me guaran-

Gaon Loam Food (mough to cover 6.000
square feel) at the regular price of $5.95,

slightest hesitation.

i.,-"---I".-THE

teed, or your money lack. Without the
we are also featuring substantial savings

on all the other Orano.Gao Laval Food

IN THE SOUTH RING!

products, stop by and ask us for thedelalis.

Trailers
Marvel at amazing array of Travel Trailers
and Motor Homes DISPLAYED INDOORS
i5"to- 2r long Bee -Line, Citation,
Corsair, Lifetime.

Lawn Food 1C Sale.

CHURCH

STREET

PASTORS

are scheduled throughout Ill-

wo Clillord

SOUTH
SCHOOL

Jgarm,nIEmiv1.

MOUNT
PROSPECT

an

'

(teem easervea o, ik)

Innen Tn., Anrnor
I,

raid win, ample.

CL 5-0332

111

BIG TOPS -Stile tops!

SOMETHING
NEW

4477

0

eg' SAW

AFTER CHURCH

HEAD FOR THE EXCITING NEW

let you carry heavy loads easier than
a circus strong man.

WN. awry
111:

RESTAURANT

JEW

11

II

And Enjoy a Delicious

SUNDAY BRUNCH

CAMPING, INC.
3antii*Cmplttea.

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Also CompletE Dinners Served From 11 a.m.

6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD ROSEMONT, ILL
:JUST ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF hIGGINS ROAD:

ACE H6 RD
94 Lee

"..

A.

1

Starring the EUREKA DRAW -TITE
Tents. Look over an indoor display of tents
that don't require an elephant to haul or a
dozen roustabouts to set up.

IN THE EQUIPMENT MENAGERIE!
See the latest in camping equipment -stoves
that cook without pumping, heaters that keep
you warm without fire, pack frames that

011111111ll

FOR RESERVATIONS 827-1819

Then

NORTH RING!

Observe with awe the HI -LO Telescoping
Travel Trai er grow to full bight before your very eyes Watch real live demonstrations
of COX and PORTA-CABIN camping
Trail rs being set uplor camping.

Other lawn food savIngs.Rightnow,

The Ortho-Gro

Nun, Cora or an Sereicas

NIELSEN'S

of trailers and equipment

Two for the price of one. And a ter of days Not Wee.. And we're so sure

III

Woman's Missionary Union.

DISPLAYS AND
DEMONSTRATIONS

dfenlegepb.e..waettli

vulklguEVaufivg

Eve,niononpEzviee

REFRESHMENTS

April 3-4-5

300 N. ELMHURST

"Feed the Sheep"

for Door Prizes

OPEN HOUSE

have the greenesk lushest lawn poss ble.

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

NAT. PROSPECT
TERME MOSSO, PASTOR /55 .11

DRAWINGS

CIRCUS

ACE HARDWARE
And we're offering a very sffi.,e1 offir

goomavx..

upon the wild bird populatbn
Wild birds often carry the
virus in their blood but do not
actually show signs of the die

late more interest in the string

"I FEEL that my profes-

HE FAVORS "continued
sthdy of the possibilities for
mentor efficiency in use of

you goe

RESAROLESS
o

sional background, especially
qualifies me to understand the
problems of secondary school

year -old educator said.

You help your lawn. We help you.

EEMIE

Sensfamon Guaranteed

gularities, disciplinary action

Dim.

RE
Des Plaines

oamat

FESAROLESS

o

viral encephalitis and is spread
by mosquitoes which feed

board.

cession of 12 -month -yea
=eking, and utilization of

We want m many people as possible to

o "GAR"' E,S,F4712-

racing of harness and Thor
oughbred horses in Illinois

was five -fold, "To utilize and
develop the resources of the
child at an earlier age, stimu-

strumental Wag. He once

running for the

Population npansien, dh.

he spent two yea. m a high
school principal in an =tern

First United
Methodist Church

/

Hc gam two lemons for

said.

facing District 214. the 57 -

When he was pr.ident of
he Oliver Wendell Holmes

spection, Springfie10..62706.

expenditure of a single penny.

dren McGlothlin teaches EngIleh at Taft High School, Chi cage. Back in the early 19401

In "Who's Who^ in AmmiCan
Education."

Meat,

SLEEPING SICKNESS is
known technically as equine

"trustees° who reported irre-

mid, repeating that no smoking is enforced at Taft without

able groups are the four issues

Board

of

Liv.tock In-

Mrs. Haag said her purpose
for implementing the program

. homerooms, student

achieve the "no -smoking" end.
The system is still applicable
and possible today, the teacher

A FATHER of four chil-

School

and

Lewis said.

EDUCATION through

were MeGlothlin's means to

better edminis-

wheel buildings for question-

Pastor,

Poultry

and learn to play Sct violin
along with their child:.

chaperones the WITS band as a
member of the school's in

with parental conferences

education.

best lean food money can buy.

officers of

Conference leaders attended
instruction meetings in Spring.
field, Fee. 23 and 24.

Mc violin)," she said.

more. Two bags for $5.96 (enough to cover
12,000 square feet). You save $5.94 on the

Tilia71177r

Estates, Sunday school
cers, Me Rev. Victor Peetoom, Bolingbrook, church
training leaders; June An-

over 900 Baptist churches in
revised organizational procedures that go into effectOch I.

meat, we clapped out Myth. . placed in groups according tO
ark patterns to increase mem. age and the lessons be=
try span; we played "Twinkle 'Attention is focused upon the
Twinkle Little Star" on res. execution and production of
nating bells to familiarize the beautiful tone and good inRelation," she mid. No note
and
ear with the first to
reading is taught until the ear
Marched around the room
with cigar boxes on the left is sufficiently trained.
dfficause the young child
shoulder (the box being ap.
proximately the thickness of needs guidance in practicing at

you get the wend bag for only a penny

312.652-092U

ofn

school director. and Don Herman, associate Sunday school
director of the Illinois Baptist
State Assn., will serve as con sultan. for the clinics.
Some 30 other conferences

STUDENTS WERE then

arm resident, who wagedseat

9,45 A.M

Wheeling, church music lead-

Sunday

balk to teach bow arm move-

"Through

9:00 A.M. 10:20 AM. 11:40 A.M.

ministration. Larry Zoo, Chicago, will lead Brotherhood
officers; Mrs. Stanley Dill,

Perkins.

"In our classes, we bounced

signed to utilize those muscles
used
for playing the inointment.

RI

fat 1gal
Coonail nn'rent

before the child handles the
violin.

helped without expenditure of a single
sociation, Mee
Miaow ii nee-graded
-graded aYsmm Pmq."

ed flyers that tell hit qualifications and interest in 203

431 S. Arlington Ills. ltd. -Arlington Heights

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Lemming to ploy the violin by the Suzuki Method are seven dishier 25 students (from fronth
&she Von Varga, Cl PatrielrLeenahm,s5t Michael Malt, 70 Seal Verdes, It Douglas Hatted:a% fis

Dist. 214 candidate believes
in school districts economizing

le

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

$t.

drat to violin concerts and
informally to the chil-

to hold small violins which

culture, Division

now larger than at any time

Mn. Haag exposed many dril-

At the beginning of the pm.
gram, "children were allowed

of the disease. Most of the gford, animals will recover, he
mid, but often may after long

Lewis said that the horse
population has grown in II

To remedy the situation

dren about violins.

the Illinois Dept. of Agri-

staggering gait, is another sign

immunity,

sufficieni

tions. The last epidemic was in
1964, when 263 suspect cases
were reported."

from the article explaining
how. these youngsters learned
10 play the violin.

a

'Christ"

it

Generally, he said, two in.
jections are required to pro-

vide

of the disease, Lewis said. The
name "sleeping sickness" is a

convalescent period requiring
excellent nursing.
Veterinarians and horse
owners are required by law to

.d.Criptive term, since affect- Jeport horses suspected of
being infected with sleeping
eel animals will quite often nsickness by telephoning 271.
Nally appear to fall asleep.
14
525.4944 collect or by writing
Weakness, resulting in a

son is the only protection EEO.
the disease."

However, if do. reoccur in
vinually epidemic propor

4

7:1111

Of

saki Program" in an article to
be published in a magazine.
1110 following
are excerpts

And there is much preparation

"Christ's Ching

"Annual vaccination

hors. prior to the insect pea-

state veterinarians report there which develops about three
hee been a low incidence of weeks after the second ire
ith disease in recent years. MORI.

Junior High parent -teacher as -

Rev. Claude B. Kelley. Chi-

inois to instruct officers of

Ilse Sisterhood will hold its

Morning Worship:

lOall

First Presbyterian Church

cago, will instruct pastors and
general officers in church ad-

John

ZS

The chinch War organized
in April. 1900. Olio Rev. Stan.

Baptist
Chicago

Broadview, will coordinate the
program. The Rev. Larry
Thomas. Harvey. will speak on
"Looking at the '70s."

Mrs.

,,

,..d.,,..,:
9:49:5.11.

!;

A veterinary diagnosis is
mimion of the disease fromhors. to man," Lewis said. necessary to confirm presence

kindergarten through
third grade students.
Mrs. Haag told of her "Su -

219

0

of Faith"

The Rev. Harold G. King

and

BAPTIST :
N

"The Conquest

April,

John W. Lewis, director of
the department, said, "Our

gnu, now in its fourth month,

FIRST

sting insights on MN
qestion.
lei on 36 lllinou stolions

BIBLE

11!

K4.13,3223. Drat IS

r

.....,..........1

Evening Sersices:

THE

=iii';;OVe="'
Pastor

Loml residents who wishes
contribute ccapons may send
them to Sirs. Marge Rennie.
chairman, 3200 Salk Rd., Arlington Heights 60004.

i

09.

l-VAL and the tutlelage of Mn.
Betty Haag who teaches Me

since Me 1930s, when the and
mnisiwere still used mainly for

P

including:

philosophy of Japanese violinist and educator, Shinicki Sil-

this Mea, I was dismayed to
find o lack of string panicipation and interest," she said.

Listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Cedes for same inter -

St. joint
Lutheran Church

per cent and 7 per cern inheres,

Heights, April 16 and 17.

Wheaton,

THE NIGHT"

ma Is

against
vacinnated
'Weeping
sickness" before
meequitoes start emerging this
aming.

tw.nitht

a

Church, South

d rews,,

FEAR OF

The Illinois Department of
Agriculture recommends that
horse owners have their ani-

into prayers

CHURCH

"OVERCOMING

ministry for all residents-

rs; Rev. Bill Millican, Hoff -

needed.

Wednesday,
April S. J1 SAO p.m. in the con -

special ecumenical folk
'service. apOnstered by tho Trin-

and

in

of Streamwood.

ne cram our waisted decade of
minisu in the Wheeling co.
inanity:y it is our deairc to pro.
vide adequate facilities for
worship and a broadening

proximately 0130.1130.

Officers of churches in Na
mChicago Baptist ASSn will
phirlieipate

George Sak from Wheeling,
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tice

Iry EL DM, p.m, Aid. .As

slot non, Doe...

Baptist Church. April 6 and 7;
Northwest -Missionary Baptist
Church, Chicago, April 9 and

Chicago area and will soon

building

committee.
Pint papist Churcli oi
.Mheelin
has
announced
,he

su

children. and !dr. 'and

Mrs. Jerry Sown:nee and son,
all from Prospect Heights.
Others are airs hlarnot
Kitchen and children from
Mount Proagem. htr. and Mrs.

Wheeling church
adds facilities

Baptists set
2 -night clinic

!Ionia was initiated by a

ere

Anne, Tom and Susan.

°red by the people or India for
the dignity and prestige of San.
krccharya. This is the highs,
honor :mot order etreligion
and philosophy or India. Rama
is one of four people in India to
haw received thk honor.

Heights.
Swami Rama has joss concluded a wed: of lectures in the

and a speaker. Tidies

available after the Sunday
worship services or las

West Africa. The Letchfords
hme four children, Stephan.

training clinic et three locations: Elk Grove Village, First

Arlington

group singing

In 1960 he mauled Dorothy
Wilson, who was born of missionary parents in Portuguese

Yoga master at the age of 3. In
1952 he was selected and how

Rd..

an

msew
bee of the faculty of Cdumbk
Eibk College. haw mmiog as

of Meditation" at 7:30 p.m.

Paler ins

The progrom will indude

jes and children; Sir. and Niro.
Robert Gunlach and children;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hooghkirk and sons: Ale. and Mrs. Armand Larsen and children,
Mr. and Mr, John W. Nielsen

classrooms. music mom lied
garage space. will cost ap-

Unity students Mora

Northwest Church.

ihun animal

Several families were weleomed into membership Sunday. Mardi 22. Nets members
are Mr. and NITA Harold Batt

and

TO YOU

Indian philosopher Swami
Rama will leciure nn "The An
at Unity
1801 E.

'oor

comminee
father and sonm dill
ea Saturday. April I I. al 6:30
p.m. at the church.
do

77117.

The addition. which will
include a sanctuary. offices.

IN 1951 he was transferred
by Me Slission to its Toronth

Swami lecture
12,

THE CHRISTIAN ohm.-

DiUNI, choir man.

Gus

Agriculture dept. advises horse owners

District 25 hes a
unique music program that
teaches kindergarten through
third grade students how to
play the violin.
This E part of the teaching

linois in recent years until it is

copies of "The Serviceman's

Page 9

School

"WHEN ASSUMING my
melting i.ponsibilities In

Daily. Prayer" (0 area servicemen in VieiThin.

der Me direction of the Rev
Kenneth rirantkutist.

Violin by the Suzuki method

Coupons turn
Phillip Carpenter Mims
Auxiliary Post 66 has joined a
nationwide effort to send

Members of the Human Iftiallons Group of Immanuel Lutheran Church meet to discus plans far
the April 6 meth. They arc Mrs. Kurt Kell, Kurt Krebs, Mrs. Rudolph Schaefer and Mks Move

facilities to the chumh. Con -

Page 8

Unity sponsors

Sunday. April

Miss Diane Kempke.

plans

Missionary is conference guest
Peter Latchford will he the
featured speaker at the 7:30
p.m. servo Wedninday. April
22. at the Des Plaines Bible
Church. 946 Thacker St. This
service will he in the middle of
the week of special meetings

,Mrs. Rudolph Schaefer and

ikn,.t. ehdrman

& JAI WS

St. John Lnnol Church ,tt
Chest. 31M N. Evergreen. Ar.
rummage sale Friday. April 3.
from 10 sm. until 7 p.m.

Members of the committee
arc 1,1, and Sirs. Kurt Kreba.

Kemple.

Grace Evangelical Lulheran Church, Prospect Heights.

maus Bible School in Oak
Park, Ill He holds deco -glint.

The Rev. NI, Envin raised
an addition, 5101.1100 Mr a

the discussion.

Goos named to Grace staff

theological training at the Em-

°emu Training Ad.

-compound in house dm PACE
-Institute. He is also on Ihe staff
M Chicago's Alcoholic I now
mem Center.
G 0 a . RICHARD B.
Ogilvie appointed Chaplain
'Erwin to the Governor's Advi-

Theological Seminary;
Dr. M. Richard Shaull, professor of ecumenics at Princeton
Theological Seminary;
Jack L. Stotts. asJociate pm.

M 1945.

Wide Chard, River Knot.
III.. after
after co
his

lain by the Amer= Prows -

..huilding credal

cago

sor of theology at Garrett The-

Assn. of America. In 1960 he
the annual American
Fceived
riendship clan Aseanl.
Chaplain Frain we, or.
Joined hy the River Forest

tion). The Manioc now receives a federal ;runt of 5204.922
under the Manpower Dowd -

m, Des Plairls. They will investigate the need fm low-cost.
housing in Des Plaines and
neerby suburbs and will consider possible methods of providing for Mese needs, Visitors
are welcome to attend and join

A constructive theology,

ddilical %ninety from 1915

isfficer let the I Iglu Bearers

on Mannheim Rd. about one
block smith or Higgins Rd. All

e church at Lee andm.

associate professOr

Wilk The lectureship honors
Harris Franklin Roll. profes-

Edgcbrook Lions Club and is

in Educaling Convicts. -

onday. ApriI.6. at 8,p.n
i

Committee; Dr. Thomas W.

Erwin. his uife and three

Commie.: Tuesday. April 7.
His maim sill be -Advances

p.m, at the Nielsen Rewaurant

dent Nonviolent Coordinating

don :Lod Rehabilitation and to
his personal advisory council.

west Christian Business Men's

North. est CONIC was et my Tuesdas from noon until I

one of the founders of the Sta-

Kissinger, former na- inary.
oClark
tional
secretary of the Students
for a Democraik Society and
The Rail Foundation, estabcurrently "organising labor. in, lished in 1949, provides foithe
Chicago": The Rev. James. Harris Franklin Roll Lectures,
omen annually by scholars
ouThanding in some aspect of
Interpreting the
Christian

eclucatir en of convicts
senior chaplain °crook County Jail. will address ihe North-

The program committee of
the Immanuel Lutheran Human Relation, Group is planning a study of low-cost hotsfor th e it April meeting

(canoe of Christian ethics at
McCormick Theological Sem-

Jail chaplain t<sJ discuss
The Rev. John R. Erwin.

at Immanuel

Morris Layman, pastor of the
Centenary United Methodist
Church, Memphis, Tenn., and

Ogletree,

THE DAY

Friday, April 3, 1970

510 SOUTH FIFTH AVENUE
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

I

II

- HOURS
WEEKDAY'S 11-9
SUNDAY Hooe-5

-

SATURDAY

9-5

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

3 MINUTES OFF THE EISENHOWER
EXPRESSWAY EXIT AT 15T, AV. MAYWOOD

She Dap

Page 10

Today

SHORT RIBS
Fnday Apn13 1970

WOK, HERM)

1E WAND 15 ERePt

5
7
9

'OOP

1,r44_5SEff

PER

F1.0

ra

I THINK

TELLING NES.

006,

Show

26 Luls Carlos Ur-

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

ibe Show

WHAT tincEMEN
1

I HOPE NI.

-PT
BLADES

11'5 FILLING

IN THE

.

0501150102%

20 TV College

INNERSOLES!

TONIGHT/

TV College

11

6,25
26 Quiz

\le

41

Cinderella

2

It4

STANDING=

LANCELOT

and try to save him.

9

2

Medittn

9

Nuked 1ity

7

Reflections

9

3:35
News

Tonight Show

5

Dick

each

the nuns to urange

Leaves: Infancy and

wife's

for his funeral.
11 Art by Telephone

Childhood."
32 Rig valley

subsequent police Investigation. Ray Mil land and Grace Kel-

9

of man

"A Generation of

and
2

Bob PhiMin

Bracken, World

6:55
26

Famous Artists;

Famous Writers

culties. Robert Mitchum and Term.
Wright.

Igth century Italy.

Miele

back.

Legend of Sleepy Hollow. For Washington
Irving, the gabled house was his "elegant
little snuggery." Irving made his home for
nearly a quarter of a century in the trent:1011
retreat high above the Hudson River. After

0

12:00

to astemPt a come-

7:00

] The Brady Bunch

hunt:Led family diffi-

to dse ao power in

center for narcotics
widko to persuade
eneneyie director

...

Cat.. Film of conger

of Chadton
Gentian°. who seeks
story

Caldwell
visitsw rehabilitation

a famous author. It is a
personal encounter with
Orson,,,e
another,
and with a remarkable
man. Even today, Sunnyside mirrors the warmth, whimsy and
romenticism Of the man who created The

'Track of the

"Black
Magic."
Orson Wells rims in

Sylvia

SOMEHOW

Sunnyside is more
'than the charming nineteenth-century 'home of

3:40

32 Movie

and

Diana Ross.
5

Home of Washington Irving
Tarrytown, New York

Blues

Dan Rowe,

Illogty

9

20): Don't carry self-criticism
to Ow point of self -Paralysis.

Leave yourself plenty of room
for action in future.
TAURUS (April 21 - May

EEK & MEEK

216 An inflated ego may cause
you some difficulty today.
When another thinks too

him in some way.

GEMINI (May 22 - June
211: Gain the MI -Mendel sup-

visiting his beloved Sunnyside, you Will
.....unneratundwhy.

7A6-"wetus

much of himwlf, work around

1

.6 N.

BOLNATOLL:

MORTY MEEKLE
The second floor of Irving's home also reflects his
ingenuity. He designed arched alcoves and ceilings to

terfall leads to a wandering stream that flows into the

You can get your share...,
efits if you put in a claim.

disguise the sharp angles under his gabled roof.

airfOrds beautiful views of the river and of woods

port of friends of the

CANCER dune "2 - July

N

bedroom of Irving's invalid brother, Ebenezer. Beyond that, the room belonging to his two nieces has a
gay, floral carpet, a double sleigh bed and an ORRIRRICR-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Surprises in store for the Leo

tal stove in front of the fireplace.

who kw his family in on his
piens for Ale immediate future.
Gain support from new
friends.

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 Mother of

and figuring out What
went wrng.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
A Saturday for family ono
friends. Don't be too hasty to
exclude a stranger from your
plans; you may regret it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
226 Once burned, twice shy.
Take your time about entering
Into a project which has faikil
losicceed for you in the past.

Jesus

5 Adam's wife
8 Gem carved
in relief
9 Breathing
11 Submit to

order

12 Surfeited
13 Upper limb
14 Egg part
16 Parched
18 Peruse
20 Symbol for
selenium

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22k The establishment of
new values may leave you
somewhat confused over the
puree. issue. Talk to young
pe.ople.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jen. 201: Seek new prestige
among your old friends. You

CAPTAIN. EASY
K 015P HAMM CANT

can be the one to gain admiration from among many hoping
to.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb,
19):

Personal

setbacks

11.0111166

"PTAIM.

this

rnOrning need not spoil the re-

mainder of the day. An old
friend brings nevi hope into
your fife.
PISCES (Fob. 20 - March
211: Close relationships must
-not be made to suffer for want
of attention. Use this Saturday

for refurbishing, warn friendship.

Answers to
Hideaword
FINANCE

fine
face

MAN a,0
/

MYOWN

'vt'it'S=i0Wt

Me

04triTJLIkEi

CLOD! NOWT IS

sea,......,"

(

sett

,I

l

art

41---.

,
1:--Xi,

-,g,

47 European

VonkreaYOUWO,N, n's YOURS
MP YOU RAI WASH rioeE17.,

to life
7 Himalayan
mountain
8 Apple center
p.

extinct bird

.e
1

01

56Each

57 Hang down

--,;

II i

1.00311Y

_7

L411' 1
1-0141110121..

ton.

la the elegant dining Mom across the
dinner guests co joyed a view of the Hudson River. The
hall, Irving's frequent

cozy, adjoining parlor was a charming setting for the musical evenings in which IF
ving delighted. Here, he would play the
flute while his niece.. Sarah and Catharine,
accompanitd him at the rosewood piano.

1

12ffxliO1401

airae

121010701101

,1

Cul Mt a

ratm
Eel

21(6/94

'16

GYZILft.gt

25 Air
(comb. form)
26 Wormlike

larva

39 Unconfirmed
eports

40 Narrative

42 Monte -

31 Imitator
32 Advocator
of lingual
integrity

Bell Federal Compounds Interest Daily
All savings in by the1Oth earn from the 1st.

genus

(eomb, form)

33 Wife of

319.10

44 Mosquito

29 Threefold

96 Possesses
48 Roman god of

ANNUAL YIELD

ANNUAL RATE

'

MIN, BALANCE

MIN, TERM

loo 000

ONE YEAR

000

TWO YEARS

low r world
49 Symbol of

pea e

'

Nebel (Bib,)
35 Established
value

52 High

mountain
-54 Rec art

4

CERTIFICATE

7.79%

7.50%

618%
.

6 . 00%

9

ACCOUNTS

can be increased
10

during first 10

$5f

days of any

12

6

16

14

many serious - works, including a
five-volumehiography of George Washing -

,3FZk7
Eil Ee/ Er.3
VAITRITEA
IMM

quarter

20

24

5.920/8

5.750,Q

$1,000

5.39%

5.25%

$500

5.13%

5.00%

ONE YEAR

111111

PASSBOK

33

31

38

37

ACCOUNTS

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates. These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans,
Available for up to ten years,
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a halt billion in assets.
Savings -insured to $20,000 I
by Federal Savings and Loan
,
Insurance Corporation.

2011055
M Me ORAN of Bee Town

00azatuzmum

can be added

47
01

Pr7

Bldg

---7.

1070111
101

Pictures and story courtesy of:
Sleepy Hollow Restorations, Inc.

walls and a massive desk covered with personal mementos reflect the man who gave
the world Rip Van Winkle and also aerate

30

capital
48 Tinted

51 Abraham's
wife (Bib.)
53 Benefactors
55 Works the

M1111

01CA01-4
T.LAORITAE1

vFy

1=121

unit (ab.)

3 Depend
4 Certain toys
5 Guido's
high note
6 Essential'

al

A111.21

4

-

EleaAlllAll©11

58 Joins with
stitches
DOWN
1 Vertebrate
2 Electrical

50 New Zealand

(..

.0.1....tt...

V

4---/-11

'''

.,------,0

E

21-majesty 9 Request
,22 Swamp (var.) 10 American
inventor
24 Children's
11 Vehic le
game
15 lneriness
27 Descendant
17 Car damage
pg morde,ags
19 Payable
protegee
23 Italian city
(Bib.)
30 Explosive
31 Brazilian tree
34 Rip to pieces
(2 words)
36 British tavern
37 Go astray
38 Prohibits
41 Masculine
10
4
appellation
43 "Peach State"
22
(ab.)
45 Wife of Boaz
(Bib.)

CAMPUS CLATTER

fiance
fain
acne

For other guests and servants, too, there vies the
"Pagoda," a three-story tower added 12 years after he
acquired Sunnyside in 1835.
The surrounding grounds complement the beauty of
the house. A small lake with its wild fowl and ducks
was Irving's "Little Mediterranean." A sparlding we -

Answer to Previous Pussle

Biblical Women

- Sept.

fn: Done try to put the biome
for failure on others:11dt is a
Saturday for sitting down

bordered by wild flowers. Yet, most delightful of all, iS
the unique architectural style of Sunnyside itself, best
described by the author as "a little old-fashioned stone
mansion, all made up of gable ends, and as full of
angles and comers as an old cocked hat."

died. Here you see his dressing gown, silk hat and
walking stick. Farther down the hall is the sport=

things even when it has been
proven that your way may not
holiest.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

Hudson River. A casual stroll about the 'property

A canopied bed dominates the room where Irving

231, Don't be so nub -born that
slick to your way of doing

LEO (July 20 - Aug 23):

.

The first room you see is a room to
remember -the author's study. Book -lined.

'11.1TAT'1/411.1MINIL OLTO

no IMAM.

aVAglicrolVall

-

3:05

11 NET Festival
26 Red
Hot ffind

cial: Like Rep
Guests are Lucille

Martin

platting
murder and

ly.

9:00
DinahShore Spe-

Dick

Movie

"Thal M for Murder." Suspense story

11 NEC Playhouse

SUNNYSIDE

11

Show

Alfred

Featured:
emellass._

Cavett

The FlyingNwo
A fisherman has a
premonition ties going to die, and

Sports

ARIES (March 22 - April

2

Met, Griffin

2

7

6:45

#1311 SATURDAY

2

2:05
Late Report

1:35

Here Come the

Ball,

LUNCH:

McHide's Navy

Ramos a wontenbein

ta Rica.

TH0,5tROJE
5 50
I S/G

2

VerSC.

A film trip to Cos-

LE'S 05001 OFF FER

0:30

1

26 Today's Racing

THAT POE5 IT, 5VINESTER!

Cromie Circle

where in Me uni-

26

1105
9

Show

Lands

Great Homes of Yesterday and Today...
featured each Friday with the Day, Home Buyer's Guide

seftece department.

the Neves
32 The Honey -

tablishment.

Sea

elec-

tronic brain which
picks her to head the

or

Brides
Jane Wyatt 555150

32 Of

with an

lege

Prowse and the Es-

7

BUGS BUNNY

Robot," A stripper
upsets a tranquil col.

26 A Black's View

9revenge.

Your
Horoscope

"Beauty end the

.Willi a
7

reat American Boxes"

Merle

7

10:00
News
News
News
New

7

1000

Guests ere Andy

32 NesviS0g5nal

9:30

5

Rod Serling nar-

HOZ

II Black Journal

2

Don Koons'
Nice, Clem, Decent,
Wholesome Hour

other publication.

Paul Harvey

32 Password

geon, Ginger Rogers.
5 The Unexplained

suburbs than any

News

.9

Comments

sequences

in the pulite, mit/melt
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Paintlart
Great Music

Mason

The Ghost sad
Mrs. Muir
The Muir children
find an injured seal

gers

acks down culprits.

tem&

9:25

32 Truth or Con.

rates a special ex
ising mysteries exiting in the human
body, on the surface
of the earth and else-

.

32 100

32

II Kalorie Kitchen

Hamfairy tale
features Lesley Ann
Warren, Walter Pid-

Go06

"Love and the
Couple...
Unlikely

pent'

merstein

La.<

Widrer of payroll guard

out of business.

50th annual presentation of the Roand

'Payroll..

Alice ohmiley. Lou

7

6130

Movie

S

Joker," Lary
March and E.J. Pea-

kr,

Glenn Howard
sets out to find an eecentric.
publicity shy industrialist who
is trying to put him

6:15

12:30

the

Game

Speial science.

VS 91,/

WIN FIRE AND SMOKE/

Chicago Show

7

O'Brien; "Love and

Name of the

5

ome Buyer's Guide

Midnight Report

the Letter." Ronk
Ssotoni,
Margaret

7:30
6:10

R< nt hum

for helper s death

Arts
Marilyn

Mason; "Love and

II Washington
Week InReview

et.OWEOS HAVE

PEARVERS I HAVE

Living Doll

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ow Orson Welles is
a rancher responstble

rho

and

Johnson,

Star Trek

9

Mike Douglas

RESCUE, WERE

1-1/.14.4.EWEN m

Style
Love

decides to moo the
Brady,

6 00
News
News
News

Man in the Shad

Love, American

7

feel

needed anymore and
2

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

Allot :loan t

TONIGHT

be

to at any

time

NONE

NONE

Highest savings interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily (*.Pigmy)

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
MEMBER FEDERAL HOME LOAN

0666
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Architects seek home variety
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quarry -tiled informal entry and
hall allows each room to be entered without passing through
another.

Fox Pohlt appears to be

eating array of custom deigned homes. Very few people,

deriding on a rise across from
he rolling hills of this Barring -

THE 21LEOOT family room

n development, could Pool

-11/15.-z.i71

is

o houses alike. This is a sub
of 410 homes ell pre designed by the Kennedy Co.
which also built each of them.

A

ent floor plans, architects have
worked out the best possiblesolotions for various categories

old-fashioned pantry. A cumdining room retains
merle
thespirit of English formalism,

bark yards of ell these homes in the Kennedy Company% exterlere. Can yen guess Mdeb they are? They are the second and
i FMThePoint
subdivision in Barrington have their own bombe. Two fifth from the left. The tearer level es belew grade in thellfth Mum.

Kennedy.dwigned

Battersea" was hs.
spired. by the arthitecture ot
model

early Seaboard Colonial. A

of the homes pictures have identical floor plans but different

Developer enters condominium field
will he held this weekend for C.

'A. Hemphill and ASSOCiRtge
,D.V residenbal mansion of
of
condominiums at 1500
Av. in Evanston.
The occasion marks the de-

veloper: entry into the inuitifamily residential hold after
over 40 yams of specialization

in custom.built. single-family
'homes Aong the North Shore.
"Cu stom,ill condominiums'. is the way that James
Hemphill, managing Partner
.of the prominent building
finn. describes the 42 new
'luxury residences. "In effect,

h ill luxury homes and will , dominium constructed by

eg. the

building custom builder is viewed by
-techniques md line craftsman- friends as merely a practin!
h ip applied to diffemnt style and natural step forward in the
family's growth pattern. It is a
living.
sensible and modern approach
-The advantages °treed by to Ma cmpty.nest situation and
b..n one that is becoming the ac sarne

no, go, time

cepted arm

"The differmce nosy

is.

THE BUILDER believes

able in their current residential
locations., that they con move

Me one of the greatest Mean raged of condominium living is
freedom from maintenance

into a condominium without
out of their favorite

taken all the best elemea of

life amongst long-established
friends in the area, and remain

THE DEVELOPER be
limo that the condominums

In Spiel circles

that
this life-style is becoming avail-

inowing

tion and applied them to the
condominiums."

Illi

many people." said HemphilL

we have created a community
Of custom-built homes on one
"said Hemphill. "We have

single-family home MUM.

a

cares. "After years of
with the elaborate problems of
single-family home ownership.
people can finally relax and

neighborhood.
exactlyd. They can mainMe same social
lain

leave almost all the problems to

the management of the build the. They are free to travel to
the Caribbean or Europe and
leave Plea condominiums vacant for months without worry -

Members of the same social
clubs and committees."
Hemphill said that residents
oho maintain the same social
standing in the community by

EREEDI

MAP

ing about the numberona de-

tailsof upkeep of single-fp*
ly home and garden. It gives
them a mobility they anticipated when their childran went
OHIO college."

The distinctive appear=
of the deo-story building is
created by the dark brick conand

accentuated

with white trim, wrought -iron
balconies and wide expanses of
glass. Two and threesbedroom
condominiums, all with two

full bathrooms, are available.
with prices starting in the and

moRrcAOE

Need sown Md..= or on

NGTON

iS.

ing

of

distance

'norl'r""I'l
DON HAGER,

WONDERFUL, Most De-

ncienee
fair set
'

Hit m VILPfl'RE

ol, Saturday, April

Winners will compete' n a
at Champaign -Ur ben. May 8 and 9.
Students will set up their ex-

hibits at I on. Judging will he
from 9 a.m. to noon.
The public may view the exhibits between noon and 2:30

11101 LOCATE CHOICE

_jaw

rwsionol holt, end REALTORS

velomne

I

Paths, 276 N. Marion; all or

Oath, 441 Amherst, all of pes

Brian Rooney, 2307 East -

paper distributing agency. The
approximately onwhalf acre
site Is located on the north side

Birch; Thomas Goo.

Kunz,

Plaines.

Kathleen Gunnufsen Huff-

Sunset Rd.; Mary Johnston,

Marcia Halvorson, 4 W.

gm, the lake should fill to com-

dam across the valley of Hell's
Branch Creek marked the ac.

average depth 0140 feet. making the lake the deepest private

pletion within ten years time.

tual beginning of Apple Can-

lake in northern Illinois.

than three miles long and its

yon Lake, a private lake deadopment of The Branigar Deg.
n, Inc., located near Ge-

thedam itself coginsmore
than 350,000 cubic yards of

hays and inlets will provide

earth and rock and is oneoNhe
largest earth fill dams in the

line.

1.1.s 111. The dam was closed in

December last year. Water is

Mate rising 90 feet from Its
rock foundation.
According to Elmer SHain.

Rep. Harold R. Collier
00th-11LO has introdnced legislation that would amend the
federal Gun Control Act to Include explosivg.
"Bombings that have terrorized many communities have
intensified
demands
that
something be done to stop this

al Explosivcs Act does not :4,
ply under present circum-

rob,,

oot

sand

emergency, and our pang potion in the Vietnam war was

begun without s declaration

..r,,

"IF WE WERE operating
under the laws that apply during national emergencies and

WI. constitutionally declared
by congress, no new legislation
would be necessary."

Linder the collier proposal,
sellers of explosives would be
required to record the names,
addresses and ages of the pur-

THEV WOULD NOT M
permitted to .ell explosives to
Peso
under ndictment, to

those who are under the In-.
fluence of alcohol or narcotics, or to anyone who appeics
to be mentally unbalanced.
"It is imperative that we do

son Jr., sieespresident ol Brani-

ho

1.1N, Flrenla<0

In

Fn amp am
coolly mass,. Cap

snag and heavier than normal

rains will speed Up the date

and all

92E1,900

pure and clear" he said. "and

Regal Real Estate

the lake is spring fed. HoWever,

1a

even spring water wi

359 4600

$31 500

5 BEDROOMS
In ihM1 Inunoculate irhlevel, RV, holy, R car garage,

lam. double*. in oil bedroom, eitro war. hheH

SEE OUR OTHER MODELS
Poncho.. Split Eaves Goorpion, 34.5 Blidrooms
SeinibleTpii Rain Scheel MOHO 155 and 47
Povol Strea,

en.CemPolelrcondilioning.

654,600

SALES POSITION OPEN

PER 10 LT

Thy Your Homes. New BuildLow

ncw bulldog
northwest

ALL PARTS

Controlled

REALTY

.00°

0.5.14Nerthwouto III. al

CL 3-7600

mulnpla Wring S.,.

(815145.2430

BORUCKI HEATING

.01 onIII.31

and AIR CONDITIONING
,wra,,,,,,cod shag*. Canted Riley

ESTATES

Bring in your old Hoover -regardless of age

wave of bombings to a halt,"
Rep Collier told the House of

SPRING
TUNE UP

Representative.

,One of the best methods, r
accomplishing this goal W the

cutting off of sopa!, .

et the

source, as my bill prissees to

692 "' 93

LANK Cf

check. All parts, extra.

ELMHURST
IS NOW PAYING THE HIGHEST

'7T.Z.11rIr

INTEREST RATE PERMITTED BY LAW!

:g.,77°.11

SELECT THE SAVINGS PLAN
BEST SUITED TO YOUR

NEEDS AND OPEN
YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY...
CERTIFICATES

HOOVER POWERFUL

OF DEPOSIT

1 1/8 HP. Vacuum

SAVINGS

4%2%

UP TO

with accessories

7/2%

$2488

FREE
A FIVE PIECE PLACE
SETTING OF BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED STAINLESS
FLATWARE WHEN YOU
DEPOSIT $25.00 IN A

:eevb

HOOVER'S TRIPLE ACTIoN

Model SI40.2901

Lightweight, easy
to use Handle=
for those quick
pickups.
Optional

the
HO VER
fl r

NEW (OR EXISTING)
SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
YOUR CHOICE OF TWO PATTERNS

.4
..

UPRIGHT
SWEEPER
PRICED TOO LOW

attachments

TO ADVERTISE!

available
for above

pot

-7

Take advantage of

the floor
cleaning.

our low clinic price

as

Scrubs -applies the wax
l-polishes lea high luster..
So easy 10 use. Hoover 9051'

ity through and through.

SAVINGS INSURED TO

$1 8 8 8

$20,000.00

\

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT

INSURANCE CORPORATION
BANKING HOURS: Lobby: Tues..Wed,hurs..Fr.

.m. Friday...SO.0D p.m.Sourdoli

TWINBROOK

BANK-Ot

PHONE

HOURS

894-1966

Weekdays 9 to
Saturday 9 to 6
Sunday 10 to 5

EttROW,,

.

ELMHURST.

HARDWARE

YORK ROAD AT GRAND AVE.
ELMHURST

Hoffman Estates Plaza Hoffman Estates

PHONE 833-9700

Route 72 and Roselle Road

Y.

'

$4"

Service includes: clean & grease agitator bearings, motor
inspection, electrical, inspection, cord check & outer bag

DRIVE -UP WINDOW HOURS: Mond, PON am.12130

7826735
cost

' CRYSTAL LAKE

2$9 E. Rand Road, Mount Piospect,

439-1100

Haw,

Phone

Factory Representative will be
in our store from 10 AM. to 6 PM.
Saturday, April 4th Only!

600 Mc -

Henry TO of Wheeling.

Closed Monday and Legal Holiday,

sa ll

"Quality
I

ALL LABOR

MORE INFORMATION

wags

Schaumburg.
Judy Hotelier.

GAS AIR CONDITIONING

CALL NOW FOR

Hall Arm Wooded and Unvrooded bas

McCABE

REALTY

$5.15

Linda

and

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

Buy
Locally

(offices

Ln.;

Ruud, 500 Plymouth: 411 of

Only three flexing
parts in the cycle

Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of
etil:o Free Service on

ezo
AND UP

PLUS LOT

Redwood

,con.: is so dependable that

11 disturbed."

GLADSTONE

EIHMEILMIZITL,ALsea,UP.ulta

,vssou

winds whip up the water bethe sediment on the ido-

From $1500 Dawn

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

mddy

in a shallow lake oshell n strong

HOME

INVESTMENT

-

when the lake will be filled,"
Swanson said that the great

$42,900

insure clarity f the water.
"Spring water is naturally

N

AIR
CONDITIONING

rid. "Of course, heavy winter
g

System of

'94ORMAL FLOW from
the lake to its planned depth by
the end of 1971," Swanson

don Rd.; Donna Meyer, 40,

Tnlirry.

GAS!

Any Other

more than 15 milts of shore.

erage precipitation will bring

Meadows.

all in our power to bring the

PASSBOOK

f bryant :\ GAS

Al that time, it Will be more

the spring -fed streams and av-

2409

Rep. Collier seeks to add
explosives to U.S. gun act

1/2 The Operating Cost of

inom depth el 70 lent end an

Hoover Service
Clinic and Sale

Susan Toreson,

and

Susan Leimbach, 1313 Bla-

The two hearings will be

APPROXIMATELY

flu closure:54g 1200.fooi

South;

4400 Hawthorne; all of Roll -

held April 13 at 3 p.m, at the
Elk Grove Village Hall.

east of Arlington Heights Rd.

man; Wam Stark.

Schwartz, 1077 Warwick Ln.,
both of Elk Grove Village.

Marion Carney, 186 Grissom; and Gayle Kaplan, 110
Webster CL, both of Hoffman
Estate.

of Golf Rd. about 125 yards

1st ANNUAL

Palatine.

Mu, 1296 Ridge; and Carol

Is now under

LOCATION

can 1.1 arrange financing,

for.o..ortgage fanny.

2222 Scott; Kathleen
440 Lance; Leslie

1468

AIR CONDITIONING

200 E. Higgins
Th.REALTORS RI. Yna Pr°.

Kidser, RR 1; Linda Miles.
1457 Anderson; Michele Wil.

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

ON

depth of the lake will help to

99,000 down.

la

Dr. Darlene Finn,

A PRE -SEASON SALE

AIR CONDITIONED

deluxe 3 bedroom
On, 9180 a month with
MOLTIPLE LISTING

een
2371
sena

Schoal

MI5 fair

now backing up behind the

this

ePlace..

S. Belmont; all of MOO.
;Heights.

..Unfortunately, the Ferle,

high and high schools, Darwin
Miller, district chairman said.

11

Zaleski. 125 S. Waverly Pl., all
of Mount Prospect.
Adam.
Suzanne
Babler
1700 S. Meacham Rd.; Carol

DeWald,

Rep. Collier said.

More than 600 entries have

)

Dennis Doyle, 618 2nd
Av., (straight Al,
Norma Eckert, 1236 Dor-

V & S HARDWARE'S

9,

Ln.; Susan Nunamoker, 3 S
Edward; Cynthia Pitts, 101 S.

manifestation of anarchism,"

been received from 50 junior

0°,606 6flochad, NICE

955,900 - Prime Arlington Heights area. Live in

(iifroL:.__&34r=hiroli_

dig.121-

reuriami service district for
die construction of o news -

High

dam and will uloimately flood
more than 400 acres us a inch-

sired 3 BR Spill Level, FR,

home Ono are offered
by these Ce-operoting

its own Pool, HOr.50 Barn.,
co. al. The -Lacher. hos all

359.5770

arming chage from 11-3 to B-2

WeOoi

S.

John

amanal so

Be sure. see all the fine

Of

REAL ESTATE
.Mode, P olin°

The County Zoning Board
will also hear a request for

Apple Canyon Lake

HANDYMAN'S !MUSD

10% Down, 4 BR RAISED
RANCH, FR, OVERSIZED
COUNTRY KITCHEN, 2
CAR GARAGE....$35,900

LOOKING FORA HOME?

ever rake
vow
math
on ce you own this d Bedroom

5

multi -family dwellings.

S4

$12,600

asor.

Members

WHITNEY

planned development of the

L'`'

.1

403

218

Deborah Milroy, 18313 Willow

Susan Pierre, 602 S. Vail;
Safarik, 912 N.
Ridge; 'Carol Samp, 314 S.
Forrest; Margret Sider, 1504

change is granted the petition will seek a special use for a

Piet of Me Illinois Junior
Academy of Science will bold

Artist's conception of Apple Canyon Lake scone. The private hike
construction by The Brmigar Organization, Inc.

STAPE

WIMP. sq..'ra a me

ckly for our relocor;c1.4aaa

Lon, $39.

Oak-

W.

Carol

Lamented;

Margaret

single family to R-6 gnat*
rtsidence district for the purpose of building multi -family
dwelling units. If he zoning

The North Suburban die-

thopPReainli

les.

sell

Kcnders to Wayne E. Harri,

We -Go Tr.; Janet Swinford
Scott, 910 S.We-GoTs; Keith

1210

Linda
Euclid;

ye,

INTHL

AI

e'lero 'Pe'n rorar""
secs.,

w/hor ond

1108

Clams, 1631 Chestnut, Donna
DeFranco, 1310 Hazel Ct.

Nielsen,

McCeJester,

Algonquin;

AVOID THE SUMMER HEAT

OPEN 7 OATS
593-68E0 -

PAIATINE

Action lin., Euclid /p e
River Rd. 11H1., Home.. 6

Priced

Z. Matovic. 312;
Spruce Ln.. William

Radomir

proximately 184 yards wont of
Muter Rd. in Elk Grove
Township.
The petitioner, Parkway
Bank and Trust Co., is &Abe
for zoning change from R-3

McCABE

39,500

.,

Prospect Heights: 9 Alton
Rd., George W. Welter to

Nock tooth of Davin St -the
condominium is within walk-

DR. Lk 2 CAR, BRICK,

PROSPECT

more.

J. Barding, 525.

Mount Prospect: 116 N.
Maple St.. Walter J. Schiller to

The Cook County Zoning
Board of Appeals will hear a
proposed zoning change for
approximately 50 ac, on the
north side of Devon Av. ap-

COME TRUE AT

very best location

COUNTRYSIDE

Heights Rd., Mary Rundle to
Illinois Donuts, Inc., 543.50,
1413 W. Nliner S. Howard L.
Ruth A. Dmke.
Whodon
515, 2113 Mulberry 1.0., Ernest E. Porter to Robert 1 Mo.
har,S45; 141]e. Chicago
Kenneth M. Flsch to William

located -one

Four Large Br, 21/z Bog,
32 x 27 FR panelled
ea/6.r LARGE KITCHEN,

bor.... Peri Ri.r pie.
logo., Manta, .400 par

Palatine

Oho 518; 122 S. Arlington

Gall Paschke,
Kingsbury On,

Margie

E.

\, HOME BUYERS

60S0

crs. as au. or.

rope. Ounionell. Imola

to

Lyon .01thit, 2402 N, Ufa-

1020

S.

County zone board slates
hearing on two requests

ONLY 929,900

1,93.900

BUILDER -INVESTORS

Addison
mew NODS
mmomil.fandillan hdrin

Staub

R.

(straight Al Curtis Haines, 716
N. Ridge; Bette Kolpin, 307 S.
Donald.

p vulg. Weilln.taied 3

Hi

PHILIPPE BROSSm
358-1800

Ralph

Thomas R. Evans Jr., $34.50;
$10.50.
127 S. Patton St., Ronald C.
429 S. Gibbons, Jack A. 'Cooper to Hugh E. Thompson,
Mills to Spencer A. Jankowski, $15.50; 1831 N. Fernandez,
521450; 1918 N. Burke Dr., Bardwell C. Salmon to Ronald
Tommy E. Sledge to Joseph R. T. Wojewoda. 514.50.

relaxed atmosphere.

or

4% grld or

ooh

shire,

Gnu. 2118 E. St. James 716

S.
900
Kneehtel,

221

LOW DOWN PAYMENT

WHEELING

remodeled Hommtead

wen londstagesi

R.

George K. Kasnic to Leslie F.
Ninon. $31.50; 301 N. Derby.

walnut to create e masculine,

Seam

Ping H depa

B

Inke.

Richerd

Hideo,.

N.

1165

$34,501

Lynne Buckley,
13
S.
Princeton; Michael Giblet,
644
S.
Highland; James

IT'S TWINBROOK

Christina Amber& 2127 E.
Miner; Joan Beyer, 610 Van
Buren; Sandra Brogmus, 405
Berkshire, Maragret Botch',
E.
Grant; Christine
962

Lincoln,

Theresa

chasers.

Village Sp... Palm.,

Truly co., living. 3 OR ranch

Av..

$1E50; 1814 N. Dale. Roger
E. Schield to John E. Riley.

wrikb to Beverly D,

rnester are:

Beautiful Home

DON HAGER, Realtor

PALATINE

Kennleott
untin

1002 E. Talcot, Henry M.
Steel to Jerry E Donovan,

634 S. Evergreen. Gerald C.

The walla huve bean panelled in

ends from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ONLY 533,9001,1

INELAT

MS. BoiHwell

an.

Arlington Highs: 1020 N.

310 E. Maude St.. Katharine
Schmitz to Kathedne Schmitz
sod Margaret Radtke. RIO'

Bloomington for Me first se.

SSI.Ontse,

io schools.

VACANT
Pp.,. Nem

$70,500 and sites range from
577,0001u $25,500on the

room/den. A wet bar has been
built into the double.door
closet at one end of the room.

I, bow Pond an ataw

KEMMERLY

gement curreMly has 70 home.
soles available, 3 he homes are
priced from $47,500 to

Patton;

Special Offer

core cod son. elow m nine.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTSde
ES5 Mon 10, Dow

Des Plaines: 9117 Emerson,
Niles Saving and Loan Associs
anon to Wayne Jacobson, $26,

Siegfried On
The moat) condominium sons. 929.50; 21 W. Canter
famesthe bird bedroom bury DE, Robert L. Cutler
adapted. for use as a nue.t to Michael J. Gleason. Ill;

lock. The bathrooms have one.

ho
swoons. Th woos oo etaik

5741500

n631,000 in market value.

Hgton to

unit has its own individually keyed, burglar:proof securely

1463 square feel to 1990 square

Pont. All homes include individually -controlled central heating:told air conditioning. Every

og Www

PA

for the week ending
March 28. Price is indicated by
$1 in state revenue stamps for
ships

ing double.ovens and &lux

downtown
Evanston and all civic facil.
itics. It is dose to a variety of
churches and schools and is
just too blocks from commuter
trains to the Loop via the CTA
or the Chicago North Western
Ry. Models are open weekdays
froth noon to 6 p.m, and week-

UM=

Open House Soon. 1-5

Pi

Dr acres in size. The drool.

WISHES

BUFFALO GROVE

ROLLING MEADOWS

sible in the Kennedy program
In Fox Point.
All Fox Point homesites are
at kg half acre of gently slop.
ing land. Most are three-quar.

Students from the northwest
suburban area who have been
named to the Dean's list at 11linois State University, In.

thience

An emysflow plan, separating entertaining and sleeping
zones of, the horns, distinguishes each of the six floor
plank romping in size from

k9

Visit any of the M.A.P members below
g for No.1 Real Estate Service

los

Maim and Wheeling town-

clunk till floors, with tiled wet 034 Hollywood Av., M01001en
walls, full tub and shower, and K.mmcrer to J. Wayne 0000'
rein -made vid. AB the jinn. 525.501 1479 Ashland
IV Ile
In to
kitchens are equipped with au- Ac. 1.c."
Thomas G. Kientzle,514,

Conveniently

ldgJ

'

family room with cozy nonework and wood as well as the
single kvel 'Vincennes" with

ity in the floor plans is also pos-

Tee,.

NW Suburbs

i SHOW 99
POSSESSION d ni

Other models are styled to

tryside homes. A wide flexibil-

thousand bracket.

The No.1 listing Service in the

014 ° F

riAi.rEj''7

Cook County Recorder Sidnay R: Olsen listed the following tool estate transfers in

dishwasher.

stelsction,

closet. sitting space for an Informal "coffee corner." dress-

the ultimate in French coun-

from the exteriors of the Imare.

0ne

'

the home,s with a giant walk,in

Named to Dean's list at ISU

an enclosed private garden off
the master bedroom and bath,

Country rec=order lists
re& estfo to tr nsfers

same floor plan. It is very diflicult to detect similar floor
plans of Fox Point residenece

..-

will appeal particularly to movie, into a condominium.
those who arc familiar already "Moving from singio-family
with the high quality of Hemp- home into a custom-built con -

ter suite i an apartment within

suit almost every taste, one for
the Toddfaier of two-story Engarchitecture with a
ud
II

appearance from any other thin the

Grand opening ceamomm

foot shy bedrooms. ne

mantle.

keep each home distinct

2;ves..-

in

warmed by natural brkk fireplace with bracketed wooden

of families. Individualized detailing of exteriors and a wide
range of colors and materiab

.....

seclusion

ing room and private bath:

The kitchen has an adjacent
breakfast room and a generous

Frog basieset of 37 differ-

vx...

and

panelled

wainscote

the-"Battersoil of-

m.inntin
fers
nUpstairs
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Irk good thing that the

The 45 piece Velvet Viking
Corps will lead the scheduled
Cinderella

Saturday April 4 at noon
the

at

so sensitive that she can feel
the discomfort through them

there would be pickets protesting a class system that makes
the upper class person highly
sensitive and only available for
matrimony to another upper.

Golf Mill Shopping Center
Crnderella

umpteen matresscs. Her noble
birth supposedly will make her

muskal 70nce 'Upon A Mattress" if a fantasy. Otherwise

ar

hues at the Mill Run Play
house Children s Theatre In

presented

will
be
Mill Run

all.

The meson for the doubt is
that a earnest Is held among

It will be glom by Music On

the

Stage, Friday and ,.Saturday.

Playhouse Cluldmns Theatre
Saturdays and Sundays at 2
p.m through April 26

son of Arlington Heights. The
princcsswhacan'tsleep 0 rho
pea. the part created by Carol
Burnett on
Broadway, is
played by Karen mason, 0100

of Arlington Heights. Karen
Nis played the role once before
to the are*. She wes nuuellent
Doug Is on accomplished performer.

SSARTS FRIDAY

'the only way the queen

ON OUR WIDE

Jame

can prove that his bride Is truly
is by placing a pea under
re

third anniversary of the Elk Grose Beef N Barrel Sara Beams is
the manager The restaurant it located on Higgins Rd , lust east of

'How now, white cow, asks Cowgirl waitress Imeene Stahl 2901
Starling Lane, Rolling Meadows, re elm tries substituting u oust of
birthday cake for a cud The rake gm baked specially to honor the

`Virginia Woolf'

NAMARA:0 int..
(RATED G P)
ICI OD
JAW 6 30Sunday
Saturda y/
3 10 6 AO 10 IS
Tees Than BOSOMY

CountryuFlu1

to be anniversary
production

of

Plus

Who s

Albea a

Edward

Burt REYNOLDS
Ann FRANCIS
IMPASSE

Afraid of Virginta Woolf?

from

F.M.W.IPSS ONLY
.35

Tues., Thurs. MSS, IMO
SPECIAL YOUNG PEOPLES
MATINEE SAT.

1.1ZRE

SUN. hf. 5140W
JOURNEY

tram

Smoke," "Bus Stop," "Time
of the Cuckoo" and "A Shot
in the Dark." Performers al-

'WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

BEGINNING
OF TIME
cis 1,30 OVER 60m3:0

lion Series 3, which begins
Thursday. Apr. 3,
Other productions included
in the Series axe "Sommer and

by Nell Simon

$3.00

TO THE

George Keathley for Saw

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

'5.95

Saturday 6 Sunday

will be The Ivanhoe Theatre's
fourth anniversary production
aud one of the five plays chos
n
by
producer.director

Northwest Suburbs Only
ProlossMnal Theatre Presents

THEATRE

(RATED CH

ready signed to appear during
the

SAT. 8 SUN. MATINEE
For Children

=info

Mike Woulds of Schur,

1

THE BEST DAILY -FEE
GOLF COURSE
IN WEST SUBURBIA
Two 18 -hole courses
Fairways in floe shape

well4"" '21""
local thgatrigals, plays the part
0000,

Fabulous layout
Reserved starting lime...

of the King who lost his speech

because of his talky wife. The
queen is played by his nal
wife, Beth Woulds, a who

INDIAN LAKES IS...

choice. 0th`"in rho `Y. are

Barbara Curren of Dm
Plaines, Jim Tuvcrson of But,
Palo Grove, Don Crop of Mum
delcin, Ron Napier of
VaoHank
Schaumburg,
denboom of Wheeling end
Darlene Koller and Lou Linde.
mann of Arlington Heights.

Other area residents include
Anne Blakeman, Steve Krop,
hlargucrite Dietrich, Rick
Janda, Vickie Janda, Dorothy
Lea, David Lindemann, Tom

McManus, Donald Price,
Dorothy Quid, Ed and Pal
Seem, Jackie Tuverson, Ken
Vandenboom and Joyce Wahl Guist.

THE BEST DINING ROOM
AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
IN WEST SUBURBIA
Beautiful rustic atmosphere
Breakfast, lunch, or dinner
Gourmet rood
Reasonable PtlaDK
The King astens with greet amusement as the Queen assures their &Wing son Dauntless that she

does want him to get married. However, LI MINI be to u real princes. Mike mid Beth Wraiths,
Schaumburg, and Doug PotlEYSOO, Arlington Heigh., have these roles in the Apra 3, 4, 5,10 and
11 Music on Stage production of "Clime Upon a Mattress" at Elk Grove High School. Curtain
rises a17:30 p.m. April S and 01 8:30 p.m. for the other performances. For ticket information call
CI 3-2798 after 5 p.m.

Adhur1.16eMagician
I

I

series

are Tom Bosley,

John Fontaine, Werner Klemperer, Anne Rogers, John Via,
yon and Margrit Wyler.
"TIME OF the Cuckoo"

A

THE BRASS RAIL

(.m

.nare

will omit a, scheduled Thum

dm, Apnl 2. Ylerrtng Daubs
Lassmnce and John Vivyno.
Featured player will be Margrit Wyler.

Movie star loan Fontaine
had been hired to play the lead
and had been in rthenreaf with
the cast.
"But," of Gold, Wilma
Associates, publicists for the
Ivanhoe. "she was replaced

by Miss Lawrence because of

major differences of opinion
with producer -director George
Keathley:.

For further ticket information call 248-6800 or write
The Ivanhoe Theatre, 1000 N.
Clark, Chicago,

The Berrys, swinging entertainment group, began a 1neek engagement last Tuesday al Harriers
Golden Barrel Supper Club at O'Hare Inn, and plays through ApH118.

Terrys' at the Golden Barrel
It's a dish of Berry's being
wand up to guests at Henrici's
Golden Bared Supper Club at

O'Hare Inn, Mannheim and
Higgins ads.. Des Pietas.. For

whipped cream three blond
vocalists.

The Berry brothers. Cliff
end Ron music am end wealists and ons of The edgier,' Im

ternationally known `Plying

Ber.Y. of vaudeville, are rho
founders of the group. All are
vocalists and all play variety
of instruments.
The group features Cliff
Berry, guitar, bass and clad -

net, Ron Berry, tenor sasophone, clarinet, guitar, bath.
boss. mandolin and drums, and
three talented girls.
The three girls arc Patsy
Puth, a pretty blond, who

in the Sheraton O'Hare on Mannheim. Ms ell in

the family with this group and their versatile
musical abilities. The Collins family sings
something Srf everyone in ham pan harmony.
Plus each member plays on instrument le add

o the musical renditioni Set the dotes from
April P threagb
They're o moth

Dining...Darteing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

or Tell".i."'"'

April

the organ and drums,

Plays

NIchturry, b013 and
Dorothy Peterson drum, or and trombone.
Nancy

PERFECT

et

All three girls have degrees in
musie.

at

the

Golden

PIZZA!

YOUR AD IN DINE OUT REACHES

The Darryl will play sod
sing

Bartel

through April It. Short times
are g p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight, Tuesdays through Sat-

OVER 200,000

urdays.

CALL

READERS
THE

WAYNE
CL 5-2441

11,Nrr-

1,1, Up or Oetwery

01=1MB
COW PALACE MI( ;Pip

MR. STEAK RESTAURANT

WeekEnd FunFare

AROC110

.an in the Georgetown Square. Ten, the
us name's 2nd
manager, tells me it's the fa
year M booness in Wood Dole.mo And, to horror
the occasion, Mr. Steak is having great steaks
forMom and Dad, end Hamburg., for the kids
at the lowest mires ever. Their heel is specially
noised for the restaurants and really good eating. Enjoy these birthday specials Monday or
Tuesday -see you there!

RESTAURANT 8 LOUNGE
* Delmont
?OROS

,

MEXICAN
CUISINE

A mighty "Floppy BirthdaY" to Mr. Sleek..-

Dining-Dancing...Entertaitunent in the Northwest Suburbs

PRIME RIB
STEAKS

1661

Mon

LOBSTER

lues

TAIL

EUNCHEONVrS''

"ALL YOU

enact) lLtte

hy Reservation

le

ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
.Ample Parkup.
ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLE,

SUNDAY
is family day at

DOCK

110TICS

Featuring Saturday, April 4th:

Children's Menu
Special

Golden Brown Scanda House Chicken
Baked Spare Ribs In Zesty TIRO Sauce
Swedish Mew Bolls mods to our own recipe
Steamed Buttered Cad

ZglEAK

$169

CELEBRATE WITH US

SERVING 4:30 - 8:00

THE NEW

MON. & TUES.

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"

Lemon -Fee

Sunday, April 5th Features:

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

sunder /MO 343D p.m.

IS HAVING A BIRTHDAY!

ILL.

far Reservations Phone 312-426-3446

60c

thrimmlIA.M.

Scanda House

Mr. Ploso

259-9550

784 S. Milwaukee. Wheeling, Ill.
537-9500

PHONE

ymorgasbord)

Complete Dinners

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners

Black Fox

(Now Appeodng...EDDIE FRITZ...le the)

to Complement our Superb Menu

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANTS SHOW LOUNGE

Isitatiant 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

°"""'TiN771412";.:.°="'"--

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

537-8866

DON'
RO
TI CS
IN WHEELING

COCKT 311.1,01 SCE

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25
BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,

$4.75

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

J

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45
BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS

$3.50
$3.50

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

r
ZW6 daft

BROWN GRAVY

vile

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

Zale

$3.50

$3.50

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

JOIN OUR

TGIF

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS
OPEN FOR

SESSION'

eada ZilWA

4,01o7Dm

Hours:
7 am to 9 p.m. Mondays
thru Saturdays
6 am M9 pm Sundays

2,

OUR FIREPLACE

CARRY -OUT SERVICE 10.01

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT
Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion ShowDoily

RES1 01 R %NT

"HAVE A HOLIDATE"
Dine With the

2,5
600S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

BROWN GRAVY

f

Every Sunday In our Dining Ream we corm beef
included In the price of your dinner.
SpecialChIldren's Prices
DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

Son.12Neem, AM

=

Turn You On

=121%1n

6&7

SERVING 11 A.M. - 7 P.M.

Bottled Beer

COME IN AND LOUNGE

Dining toto

Ibbei

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH

9.99

thOSTOMONDAYS

ITALIAN BEEF
BRAPNURST
HAMBURGER.
BAR BO RMS.
HOT DOGS

The Bill Pierce Trio

hillweakeigz7:t Dundee

Baked White Fish with Tartar Sauce
Scanda House Swedish Meat Balls

Mixed Drinks

Featuring:

APRIL
I

SlicedRoast Pork ...Dressing

Gourmet

ITAUAN SAUSAGE

Delklous PrIedScande Home Chicken

Cocktail Hour 5-7 P.M.

P

ZrsTri

\

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

6415 N.MANICHWARD. ROSEMONT

WEN /

Menu!"

-

American Inn 2

Across from O'Hare Field

to

anniversaries

.c
in O'Hare

ran iom

NIELSEN'S 827-18'9

Coach lite 51mmong Center

Exceptional

0 07

MIME
AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

R11, Meodows,
PH: 392-3411

with the

ROOM

LEON BERRY

Michel ehen mai
3411 Kimbell geed

4Y

HERITAGE

CONTINENTAL

.30,

WITH

ON WEDNESDAYS
AND WHATEVER.

"The Drove In

Private Banquet Po/mule, GraaPs of IP,. HP

THE

ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS.

ClcICSEN SPECIAL

SAUSAGE INN

.

luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Daily

2800

RESTAURANT

FISH FRY FRIDAY

tiAlICZAlfS

......................._,

Tuesday thru Saturday
OPEN UNTIL 4 AM

COME TON GHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

CAN EAT!"

Join
Your Friends

at

PAIANNE nt

.

358

O emirs Road. Palatine, Ill.

IS Biotic Noah of

Don't Miss Floyd's . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

A

Drat

in the AZTEC ROOM

elashat..-ffwl..:6411.sars.Msestsmusatey

6 N BOTHWELL

Take the
Easy Way Out

"THE VOLUMES"

Northwest Hs, tat. 101 and

[GLIM 9148

.:UMPOMitan NEW AMINO HAW

'The Collins Coins,. coming to the Bross Roil

WeekEnd RinFare

DAY PUBLICATIONS

OPEN
Tan. ,her

CALL 894-5330
Bloomingdale. II.

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

DAY PUBLICATIONS

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK;

40c

,

Bloomingdale and Schick this.

the Busse 83 Intersection

log Minnel

SOSO,

mother of the oafish prince

or,

BRILLIANT SCREEN

c

The 00 0 0110 00 rho Dr,,,
will he played by Doug parr,

be given in the Elk Grove High
School Little Theatre. All scam
are reward. Tom McManus is
the one to call for reservatiora
N392-6722.

694

mnid.,

young

tryside In fine a real princmsoun.

The jolly. happy musical will

wan

eligible

from the ,erreunding

April 3.4 and April 10 and 1 1.
There will also be a Sunday
perform nince at 7:30 p.m. All
other curtains are at 8:30 p.m.

608

AlastRisIne

INDIAN LAKES IS...

Music On Stage offers
Once Upon a Mattress

Viking corps
will lead
parade
parade when

Page 15
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Conte eelebiate With, 14/

4, 4i,

GEORGETOWN SQUARE

r

S FAVORITE FA/WZYRESTAURANTS

on Irving Park Rd.
WOOD DALE, ILL

PH:76Z 7010

Bomar law Pnem

Won't yeu hring your family

Free Hors d emigre.
ThanKred he PrdaY

end loin us ler Fatter with

anther...or

/dot

BUSINESS MEWS LUNCHEON

Zesty Tasty Ample

'

SnaNvye of S p.m.

I

.

Try Our Special

I

ON FIELDALE RD

lDi mile. East of

IN HOFFMAN.

Barrington Rd.
an Rte. 72

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

PH: 529-884

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCKTAILS!
w. Satisfy 010aurmet Food Lavers

Open 7 days n wee, from 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

P.S. A Heady Welcome For
All The Gals, Too.
253 RAND RD.

MT PROSPECT

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1432 N. Rand.Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

253.3300

48mgcon
-

- - --

-

22 Canaan, Vigilant Women

Kennedy holds AD reins

It gthIntthrtintithlOSSURattl

111

Mount Prospect American Legion

Asst. Spores Ed.

"ERal\-ff.t\RE.
VEN'a

of the
coaching staffs of the Hum
members

Several

EI

Maine high schools will trans-

The Norsemen (a nickname
voted on by students et Maine
East and West who will attend
the new school in the fall) will
become the Central Suburban

top coaching assgnmeets at thc new Maine North
High School when it opens in
the fall, according to Robert
A. Wells. principal of Me new

tharve's ninth entry, joining

school.

League.

kr to

CONVEM"

'

lion at Harrison St. and MeadLn. in Des Plaines, Maine
North will draw the bulk Of its
enrollment from sister schools
eior and West.

or under.

coaching appointments

S. All entries must be gob
dunked no lame Man
midnight, April IS, 1970.

Prospect

ad April 22, PPM Decision of Me ledges Is

Jerrold

fine!.

Jahn

N.

822

Anderson,

Princeton. Arlington Heights,
mossmounayi Robert Retel,
504 Deborah Ln.. Mount'

PRIZES
1. A 525 tamales bond

Prospect, soccer mid mini.
ming, andDave Kennedy,

from the Mount Premed
State Bank,

000.6,11.

have to depend on East for a
pool, fleldhome, tennis court
and the like, but according to

2. A gift certificate from
UWolfe Hardware.

'We do hew 0 fall schedule
up,'' Kennedy said, ..but
we won't complete the others
until the rniddk of the
onth."
TIN comparatively stnall
set

accompanied by

a small faculty which should
press the teachers into either

1.300

East while
coming from
2001,
the remainder (about

!NAME
!!'ADDRESS

will come tram alaine West.

AGE

which

incoming
freshmen;' Kennonly said.

ji 1%1 ellentries ter.
Baseball

2TGOriew

1,450 students." The

majority about 750) will be

"NICKNAME OUR TEAM CONTEST"

807

-

includes

....

that

fact

hlount Prospect will have an
American Legion baseball
this summer, but will the
Rum have a nickname? That
Rum
:potion, which has moven

particularly baffling to coach
Dick Griggsby, will hopefully
nickname
being
Contest,

be solved by
Our.Team

the

presented through the combined efforts of Griggsby, Day
Publications, the Mount Prospect Mate Bank, Willa HMONNITC and other Mount Pros.
poet Merchants.

The main purpose of Om
COWL, according to Grimsby. is to give the brand new
balletuh a nickname "We're
looking for a name that isn't
in use by one of Me lama
high

schools,

the
Falcons, and

such

as

Knights or Me
that h. a major league base-

the ciy. Through the herd
work of Griggsby, WMAQ

he

GRIGSBY SAID some of
the boys corrected to be on the
team digs summer had asked if
there could be a nickname.

Register 710zu for

ttiett's softball.
Play in the Meant Prospect
Park District's 16" Men's
Softball leagues
May 18.
Regiarations

will begin
now being

token and physil
.000 preparations me being made to insure

another good year of recrem

tional softball. Last yor 425
MOS or 25 teams played in the
the lights"
three Minder

leagues at Meadows Park on
Nortinvest Hwy.

EVEN WITH this brie
number of adult men partici-

pating the lack of facilities
made it necessary to turn away

many people svho wanted to
play.
This

problem should

be

usolved this year with the con Motion ofa new Lighted dim

711E WINNER of the ate

icst will receive F 525 DS Sav-

ing. Bond from the Mount
Prmpect Some Bank, a ogler-

... from Wille Hardware
and several other surprises,
said Griggsby. Judging will In
done by a three -member pan-

time in four years this summer.

The rules of the contest are
simple. Any resident of Mount

el.

to call Griggsby at 394-2661

younger, tills out the accomentry

or The Day Sports Department
at 259-3775. Enter as alien as

along

blank

wfth his or her idea for the
teads name and mails it lot
Baseball,

American Legion
Emt Galfvie Or, Mount

Prospect, lb, 6005M Entries
on the official entry
must
blank to be run in Day Publi.
cations and they must be post-

Anyone having any gum-

tions about the contest iS Urged

Prospect. 16 years of age or

you with and remember that
the contest is wide open and
your chance of winning is as
good as anyon's. So let's gun
going and gete Mount Prospemb new American Legion
tthm off on the right track.

e

motes about as the Blue De
mans' season gets underway.
Helms five excellent lettermen
back from a team that won im
district last year and went on

to .place eighth in the slate
eet.

But

Keane

look at it that way. "There are
four of five teams in our con-

ference that are going le be

Several teams have registered, however, there are still
openings for play in the Mort day, Tuesday and Wednesday
leagues. Registration closes 5
p.m.. May 8.

Sammy Skobel's
leading San Francisco

Bay

Bombers roll

into WWII
Wednesday, April 8, for their

game with him, and be. is
holding a drawing at hie em-

although no purchase is neces-

head coach for San Francisco
earlier this year, and this Matra
took over the league lead Saturday night.

THE BOMBERS opponent will be the Midwest Pitmen.
Shobel will take tour Mount
Prospect residents to the final

heum, co,limented

THE CARDINALS hold
iheir honer

live. there is quite a bitof co

Campers at

PRI

hope he can keep it up."

ho ablero set a definite shininmg

urban Conference.
to
Trafnsferring
South in

1994,

rnefilles on the

oat Show

re/

the

clow
and has not been able to shoot
A single full round yet.

as HAD hoped to

Bat

the

over the Erisief break,"
he Md. "But now Ell have to
he

that until the snow melts. and
that's going meatus valuable

"Of comm. all the team
around here have the same

has only been outside hewn

real hood start on us rill be -

state

cause they have en mow down
them and they're practicing
outside every Miy."
who will
It
The
grace the lineup once the foul

moult, do, ',bailie Mt Se
SCOU Sc.
niors ken
leg Briggs and Den.
000
nis Dome and lindor
min,

la

hick will be on display al

the

Etzigo, Ito.. Travel end

Outtl,mrs Show, April 10-19 at

Mc Internatimat AnmbItheaire. The Chevy model is one
or some But to be shown at
the colorful exposition where
hundreds

Pm.

of heats, outd.r
l:wcww.nrim drill

be shown.

i, at

1

A'

Starling Allow
es

Omission

o Comprehensive ES
Training Period
OPPortunirm Te Be In
Business for Yourself
Excellent Fringe Bene-

SHIPPING
ROOM

comgoro

Featuring

?Oa Sal

full dwelt,

ARNAR-STONE
LABORATORIES

MAINTENANCE CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO

CARPENTER

Frothingslosh
Randango
=a= ;"1:2= =12°'&7i

PUBLIC INVITED

ITCHNICON. A tEAOING

NATIONAL MANUFACTURER,

coven all costs of the program.
Interested groups and individ-

Entoeilummta.

WI Chose Ave.

Offices In 050001, solwookm, Indianapolis

arkarlingtesi towers

Arlington Heights

Wieloffice, 255.5380.

,

OF TRAINING
ALL THAT IS REQUIRED is rhol

_

k r 10 k3; -7P"'

& SAFETY
d Heine arm.

av

,7Z W7Ft

polient

If do Melte position anhed ran.

Otani. Imo,. you tn call
lar, two, of RIZ tottisTo

NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

located at

Nagle. tillioram

SUPERVISOR

preferred, but not required.

NATIONAL PLAYA CHICAGO 60670
702.SSOB

oRDINNER NOM.
SANDWICH PREPARATION.

RN GROVE VILLAGE

CALL MANAGER OR
STOP AT

amp,

THOMAS, ART 913

394-3990

2.55-7900

holmes & assoc.
RANnitunSi CENTERProfortimoltmel,

kite Tatt

Elk Grove Village

The Bank 8 Trust Co.

of Arlington Heights

Attention Ladies

TRAINEES WORK WITH
PEOPLE -

with an email., epparreelly for the future we
offer a complete package of company paid

PRE FINISH

METALS, INC.
flO 2,10.
call Mins Bell ut 7774111E5

1250 Pratt Blvd.

h

,,ss saes st army.. ro
'cOnsrl.gsn

vAr,Z';:

wrmine wier

Mo mere

youll like thls.
lob

high sob,Train -4

GENERAL OFFICE

got a

For Interview Call

fast

JIM HELSD1NGEN

EctSTIAA.NSTRPAZESrZTIS,96

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

ms,e,.. Des P.m, 2V7MS.

Elk Grove Village

25Helo Wanted Women

OM, lady
rO,;,r77,;

dor o was,

24 -Holy Ranted 110$

WHO

Plaararnaues walk at Naar I ma yeraydads oda

WHT

To molools surpoonryoso Seri Le

WHAT

what meow one,.

the manner., it, min for and work milt our

698-3277

775-6126

ADVANCE TRADES SCHOOL
Pirkwirk Building Park Ridge, 110

1 24 -Help Wanted Men

2dreei, smote. (and lett ems mew would,
'Foci -

=

ERATO...5

fringe benefits forma and your family. Try us.
Apply in Person

"V

A Morsholl field foot

LEARN TO HOP
NOM MAKE THEIR

Yoe

vie modaa regulory Reholvbd lamp elan
oy, don miaow oho OR Istoor
naught
demean
WHEN

EVERYONE INVITED
Induldezhand OLAr
Nape", Shanno 411411391-9.-49.0993

FIRST

PART TORERO, LUNCH

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

.m'ORHDtdding

EVE APP75. AVAIIADIE

We are Stoking far a mechanically inclined young
mom We will teach you to boa Pluto Premium or
a Bag Machine Adjuster.

WOW. Biesterlield Rd.

eie

AlITTIIKUIt LIRUIDATOIS gammas

k 41.76621

COME

dr

24 -Help Wanted Oleo

WITH

Join your future with ours and let's go!

Powerful mum. at0.65-

Rada 1,1,aar Cooler+ Mang Rovin.sk.

ONE

h

ear

LOOKING FOR A FUTURE?

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

SETS

BANKING CENTER OF 11-10

olow for be

II M

POSITION OPEN

CHICAGO MAGNET

WAREHOUSEMEN

CONSISTING OF INDIVIDUAL PIECES AND

MURIEL L. MINIUM &

Big John Restaurant
OPENING SOON.

P1050. 202.2700

r sal rm"01,7613ret'Itt'd o. nab. 000

WHERE re thstete xerIcharse erthenenhesesehnan

Busse and Emerson Mount Prospect, III Glseathrook 9-4000

NEW

will be helpf a by, n

Coll Ken duhst

WE NEED YOU NOW...

whers,

Hookas. MOMdbroge

HOSPITAL

-gz:=

DICTAPHONE TRAINEES

PROGRAMMERS

trom oed, SiartIt o. H. thitheO Sow.Wes.,

Mount Prospect State Bank

HOLY FAMILY

cloys per week. Good salary with liberal benefits.

E kG ove V Sage

Nem 1110 Nue molt of *mars Adam ovaher

Now appearing

book,

wee, NOP, do a

Opening. on all shifts. Must be willing to work 6

. sen

Modern ondweed Pamirh:nu'
tom

Droning Stands

APPLY IN Pf
PERSONNEL Mar

Earn top pay and loom PROCESS INSPECTION.

601 E Kensington
Mt. Prospect

3500 ITEMS

happy, freeh,last-paced entertainment by 3 IMP

Mark Guild Post #208

TRAINEES

J. WALTER THOMPSON CO.

.

;TIT

en ono ale

Franklin Park

We are o progressive notional company. Along
2.550300 or stop in and recelye

formerly Used in she Wrigley BuildIng Offices.

Cabinets

PART TIME

,rmw

t

s

ALdL ITEMS MOVED FOR CONVENIENCE OP SALEM

UNGEONY

NURSES

WIRE CO.

Wise furnitur. furnishings

Settles Chao f flog Cohinela Kinleles Files
reran Sets Credenzas Coblnels Lamp ,Tempe

STAFF

SECRETARY.

$130 WEEK

1:soliton

Manny RATIONALmo Mo Old abiding Of
CHICAGO
BANK
THE FIRST NATIO

t

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY

C

PRODUCTION

Friday - Saturday

0

FLAMING TORCH

GENERAL OFFICE

3100 N. Mannheim

McDonald's

sdlyld't

PUBLIC AUCTIO
2 DAY SALE

ide.A afrt,

hid. Greco trenn

72.15 PER HOUR.,1

437-5750
Or Apply in Pers.

tohleil,

10 A.M. each day

P

nee

"IL=Tr"

apn

fits

April 17th and 18th

not re present. says Sammy.
The roller derby is held at the

TOWERS HOTEL

253-3300

experience setting up progressive and single action dies and medium and smog

and receive Oteso benefits

AT

on

I.

Apply innarson

1

ARLINGTON PARK

Do

Ord Goan

cfr:1

MEET THE PUBLIC

APITTY

S

unl

455-3600

Across from Randhurst

STEEL & WOOD FURNITURE

They're off end running

root

Young man with

259-5787

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY

p m.

WI11101-0
lens S Liquors

WAITRESSES

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

7

Registration begins at 12 30

EnTo

Call Miss Del at

Part Time After School,
Saturdays 6 Sundays
Come In between 3 E. 5
cr call Mr. Schein too

20-AoollenSales

20,AuctionSales

p.m., with the program .1.

CASHIER

HIGH SCHOOL

439-7603

day.

E

mu.

capable young man.

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, III.

goys between the age. of 8
ans 12 are invited with their fst
then to attend the annul Des
Plait= Park District II le
league wannup meeting Se ur-

SECRETARY

too ra. SALE SIAM

CAE 359-6661

Or Come To:

PRINTING CO.

DPPD
warmup

Call 437-8000

5. res. cavern

METROPOLITAN

Rebssamen and Sue Smut.

Above.-Sandee Nelson, left,
and Nunes Ruth try out a Iliamr model camper by CM1ew.

7264498 -

punch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and read blueprints. Per.
monon, position with growth potential for an a.,

Coll Mr. Mathews
664-6186

Excellent Starting Rates
Pleasant Working Conditions
Many Company Benefits
Steady Work

Cathy Barnaski. Laura
Dragoon. Sue Dragoon. Trudi

problem" he went on. "but the
downstate teams are getting a

from the box. The winner need

Chicago Colliscum at p.m.
PM of this week, the Bambara hold a Ph game lead while
the Pioneers are in third place.

Blesarlield Rd.

2fiNelp Wanted Women

Wayne Milligan

cw,,,,reenwine,

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

will

Doctor

receptionIsT.

SET UP MAN
.0

APPLY

ec4m or
hr

dreorny opPonuni,

ob.,.

300 N. Des Plaines St.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Experience helpful but
not necessary

Interims:lime awards wan

CALL 259-3220

APPLY

OFFICE CLEANING

TYPISTS
lst shift 7 to 3

Cathy

FULL TIME

ARE YOU RaADY 70 MOVE UP,

289-1088

to

ather. however, as his club

the

Row,

Clerk Typist

for you! II, In baby doctor's

roe 0.101 in.... fie 1.GA sad ....RI

PART TIME

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

16 Help Wanted Women

Michelle Douglas,
Duel, Jodi Duo.,

Laura

$650 PER MONTH

BOYS

of equipment.

For Doctor's office

12:30 p.m. to 6:00 P.

242S

296-1043

R & M DECORATING

The girls worked on RIX

NURSE

Algonquin & Basso Reis.

Hero,

STATIONARY
ENGINEER

Campbell

SOME OTHER

An Equal Opponunlw Employer

rS'SSIPP

Countryside Restaurant
II Lounge

N.S.T., Elk Grove Village
43 9-4 540
2345 Oakten

593,5799, 101e 5

YOU CAN BE
BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL -$540

Chicago

COlAi INOR CALL

ems ,n the last three yam.

358-3172

Experienced

nrocolicliAIVON

"'all'AZELEANFAS

AIRPORT BUS

To Work For You

CL 39799

etE

gymnastics

PROOFREADER

Day & Even of

Elay or Leaning Hours

Type bills Nola keep le 0.1,
° gals hoppy 'ill Doctor con

MelLfIZITRItlen StrOlO'

aRy

WAN.

NEEDED

DRIVERS

MECHANIC

ri

f7:10.
OrinZttor

PAPER HANGING

Thilmany. and Barbara WII-

addition to their
teaching duties . members of
the mathematics demetracnt
at the new school.

especially happy with

moo

1327292S, Al Ter PAM

golfing traditi on 01 Arlington:
hope we go downstate, I'm
never been there for golf be fowl" Walthouse coached two

B27.6620

Grad, Gpe 60 wprn with some
SM. Sol. WI No Pee. Coll 1011

Bon 1255

ESSO-710,

Eno,

Set. Enterprises

ment may be the beginning of a

ic.,

in

The Demon mentor is not

omm

Donn,, Lessiek. Melody Mill.
cr. Regina Nero, Laura Mim-

new heed csvcountry men or. will takeroon these assign-

ment.

Thc Cards are a rising club.
and Walthouse's final com-

NAM," Kelleher. Janet Lemon.

ease couch, and Anderson. the

Net R lit boys ere an at the

9

All fees pald by employer.

Mary Henley, Debbie Kahn,

bead

But Keane nevertheless

Chi

w

WAITRESSES,

cOrv1An ZIR'S<;°nSEN

all.th:71;11.1or=rare
Id

01,66213

GIRL FRIDAY

Assist with cleanup of opls,

°ave.-722E or Way 3.945

these youngsters will do mulct

AWARDS
BEGINNER
vmet to Debbie Brand. Karen

gma in physical education.

BROILER MAN

CONTACEMIES ECLAT

Calys Only
To Tran

25 -Employment Agencies. Ehnen

Mow 's Union 70

into beginner. intermediate
arid master levels.

erO athletic awards. He has
Bachelor's and 01 asterb do-

078-3373

PER HOUR - DAY SHIFT

RATE IS $3.95

Put Day Want Ads

CALL 253-6300

1TBusinees Swaim

young Pm not Ma sure how

Susan

670.l3373

BETWEEN° AM. 5 PM

TECHNICIANS

house Said...but because we're

Berhop,

AIDES

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

HOURS 70Elr YOU

Siding. If interested
Call Mr. Moore.
54E0507

a good tenni this year," WOE

pieces

93D1 Sims ST.

FrankIn Parh

I pa 0.11,

3 pm To

NURSES

General Plant Maintenance. Must be mochanIcollylnamed.

IS S. 'Alr'llh'ql1con'1717.11c1.

Part Time Work

NURSE, It N.

330 E. NORTH WATER STREET, CHICAGO

eel

on each piece were divided

University, where he won sem

the race.

u

trampoline, rings, uneven parellei Iwo, side home, beam and
regular parallel bath Thoskills

he combed

year, has all its embers back
and will again be veryouch in

I'm looking for a couple
of borne homes in beer
area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum InSulab,

00,0

Hill

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

Must have IndustrIal over.. and Ym°, knowledge of

oft Anorl els

6700

old InteroHing eared d

PLACE PUB

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

26114 Wanted Merl

in 1109 area of oOPuromr skills.

track. Gartner is a grad... of
Maine East and Iowa State

ments

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

ois slant hankie., Hew

PERMANENT POSITION.

Arlingion

lam. "We're going to have

krenl

cow,

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

2964043

Women and Girls Proem
Director Helen Correll has
etneuncee thin 21 girls have
received gymnastics award.
"11

mon 4IP

needs expwlenced parson for

...HIM

Coll or VIM

APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

may Prove a handcap to the

champion

ACCOUNTANT \
re er y
S 20 cre

Thifts"17:sTa

All

.10

mepnden.

ARUNGTON

211111pY1111011 Niemen

APPLY

296-1071

young squad. their bleeper- "
knee in varsity, competition

stave

lot

MAINTENANCE HELPERS

Northwest Suburban YMCA

Maine

ftTPointed

:rz.zo;,76070

Girls earn
gym award

sophomore football and led his
teams to several CSL championships. He has also coached
basketball, wrestling, golf and

1.-bwfr

I want in someone that
will work for Big SE The
next step le up to you.
Call Bohlen.

$160 FEE PAID

%Personals

Beauty the Cords arc

elos and weAlea coadlaana
p
Reorts dIrectl y To Plant Suer.

26 Help Wanted MAN

e

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

Excellent opporluney for man
ducilonplara Goad frInge ban

mon mei

WHEELING FIRM

WITT rraarnum of
,Eor,
parlance In metal worlann

HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

The drawing will be hekl

STEAK FRY

Denting Pio 1

-Rich tArnmurr seems like
he'S hitting pretty well," %R-

Plfr,nla, Including

aa

Page 17

geoo,'..?ptc-rg/i7;,:°X"

Then whyhot cell me, All

DESIGN TRAINEE

Monday, April 6, at 8:70 p.m.
Edwards of
when Mark
WMAQ radio pulls the name

"COME AS U -R"

Oinnerrairpin

Walthouse W1111 his 39.

237-6910

sary.

fees will again be $100. This

uals should all the park dis-

but compiled an excellent nine
hole average of 41 during the

Jeff Haire surprised

omore

ID

40.00,0 need.

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
.1H001

$10,000 to E15,000 Plus?

13.Lest and Food

toant pick the lucky four.

Mabel, who owns the Hot
Dogs Plus restaurant on Main

"I

placed second in the MMSub

right times the team could go
debt back to oh slide tourna-

Suburban League power which
finished second in the state last

The drawing box is loomed
the Hot Dogs Plus restaurant,

St. in Mount Prospect, 'near.

Moss.

was freshmen football coach at
Maine West in 1953, his team

sdale Central, another West

American Legion
$4.00 per person
5M, April 4

TEAM SPONSORSHIP

N
Trier
third in the to
West District with a fine 77.

Jake

think irs possible to hule mom
sophomores then juniors and
seldom on the course:. Walthothe acid. "because until we
get out and hit the ball, won't

coming to Dist 207, while he

real tough." he said.
AND RE pOintsout Part Hin-

final roller derby of the season.

SOA 134

MARSZALEK, ONLY a

fired 4 fine 30. walk soph-

he

looks fora good year and says

mond located at Kopp Park,
Dempster and Linnemen lids.

doesn't quite

Sammy Skobel leads
ombers in finale
league -

cowlidont,
atemor
Meerut
bin still some of the potential
thus of the group demonstrated their fine utlents. Armour

alp m

too"

"

PATROLMAN

APPLY, POISON

MR. CAMPBELL

Are you willing to put
forth the effort to earn

up on April 10 ',reran Moine
WEI will be an irnporcant fine

Jibe Cords have been able to
play only once so rar doe to the

lt

0, Pals.

SMOLoo I.

birds' Initial contest coming

when the weither

Rani ends ,plorores Donlon

HERF

290,790

La Salle Personnel

18 hole championship course
at Palatine Hills. and Me Red-

"that ME Korn .0 go all the
way if we can put things together and get thent to gcll

will be honking 0I1 junior Mike
and

these

ship livesonie and emphasised.

pr'Besides relying heavily on
his four returnees, Walthouse
Kaiser

between

COMWALTHOUSE
PARED this murk squad with
that oft his 1968 champiom

I'm confident Well
mar
be nght upon the top. Neutral.
ly we will go for that top

sophomore, was last season's
spathlor and not hownlynished

e 1 oks to rein

Maine [first golf coach Don
Keane should have nothing to

much boner 00. man last

competition
boys."

stooling coaching career since
cn-

EIV11'N'STIHE

lion and driver mine:111On et
Carl Sandburg00n Orland Park,
Me coaching
III.. and was
staff there.
The Norsmnen will be limited to junior varsity competition in their initial year ete

the new school, hes had an out.

22.

Moo. Prospect for the Boo

panying

be

BEFORE joining the West
staff. he taught physical educe.

head varsity football coach at

hammed in The Day on April

Prospect State Bank and the
local Legion Posy American
Legion ball will return to

added.

Ulm contest) might also stimulate some interest in the team"

1970. Winners will

baseball announcer Red Rush
of Mount Prospect, the Mount

tawaled
nicAnyrne"
Griggsby when making the announcement of the gonna.

-Hopefully.-

eluded footbalL baseball end
mramurals. For smcmi years,
IRF
he h. directed the
nos testing program at Maine

GARTNER, siated to

ILIUM GRADSII

at Urbane.

ate of the University of Illinois
and has a Master's therm from
the University of Michigan.

marked by midnigh- April 15,

The contest is an apt way to

put dm Mount Prospect Le.
gion team before the eyes of

them a contender. -We're

Marmalek. Brad O'Berry and
Jack L,,in Veen will make up
the nucleus of Meat looks to
be a successful golfing Year
at Arlington.

assignments have

a di,

final league standings and
Walthouse is confident that his
team's improvement can make

and Curds Rich Armour, Chris

over the boy's physical education department.
Joining the Maine West
soft M 1959 Kennedy's
each

116 Cards placed

not heM but imProve it tee.

ondary schools. He is a gradu-

Prizes to be awarrie
for le ion nickname
definite

appointing eight in lust years

He came to Dist. 207 from
"IN SONIE areas. loch as
Craig manor which. mot of Pe Public .school system al
the Sonia Line tracks, the stu- Ann Arbor. 01)0E, where he
dents will have their choice es had been a physical education
to which school they want to teacher and coach in the sec-

..

a

ton League conference laurels
and head coach
in fine
Tom Walthouse IIes high
hopes of repeating that mason
behind the support of Ms four

WesL

DoveMoan,

Rearmed, Illinois 60056

Ifs

regular conference competi-

crop of talented sophomores.
Bringing back four o nif the
coth
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i12-Autemobles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

.

CHEVELLE, 6 cylinder, 2 door,

standard, good condition, best
offer. 439-3022
'61 Plymouth 4 dr., 6 cyl. R/11,.
$.125 or offer.
259-3467

1960 Ford wagon V-8,
A/T, P/S, good tires all for only
Sharp

$75. 255-0476
1967 CAMARO,
V-8, Radio, $1300,
392-4385

1965 Olds 88 sedan, P113, P/S,
air-cond., excellent condition.

,

'61 BUICK CONVERTIBLE
$200. OR OFFER.

1965'9 Passenger Ford Wagon.
Power steering. Radio. $500.

'64 Ford Galoxie 500. 2 dr. H.T
V8. P/S, A/T, R/H. Clean inside
& out. $475. CL 3.5667

Corvette, coupe, 427, 4
speed, low mi., P/S, P/disc B, AM/
FM, Posi, one owner, Phone 53769

0020 Mike Rem. After 8 PM
658-8172

'67 Camaro SS 350. low mi.
Like new glass tires. 4 spd. &
more. $1750.253.4556 aft. 6 PM

station
wog on, like new tires, battery.
Clean. 827-5818
Plymouth

'64

1969 Nova 2 dr. V-8, auto.,
radio, low mileage. Must go.
Best offer. 359-1716

6

298-3188

black

interior.

with red interior. Excep. clean.
Very low mi. 2 snow tires inc.

parts. 824-0525

after 5:30 P.M.

359-5297

.1966 Ford Galaxie 500. 2 poor.
Vinyl top. P/S, P/8, A/T, A/C. Like
new tires & battery. Black vinyl

interior & carpeting. Call eves.
439-4226

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING
. Shading
Lacing
Panel Painting
Webbing
Candy Colors
' Fogging
Metal Floking.
ASK.FOR KEN
894-9238

741.948i

OLDS '69 DELTA ROYALS

Vinyl tops, Loaded) Air-Cond.
3 to choose. Priced for quick sole.
834-1930
POLLARD MOTORS

mi.

automatic, convertible

1967 Pontiac Catalina station

$3195,

296-6127
Des Plaines

'64 Volvo 18005 Spt. Cpe.
Temper saving air condition
ing, radio, overdrive
$1695.

'67 Porsche Coupe Dark
cond.

green, factory air
Blaupunkt AM -FM

'67 Sunbeam Alpine Rdstr
Light blue, FM radio. Beau$1295.
Ready for summer sunshine
and summer fun
$795,

$1695

vertible, clean

Radio and heater, automatic, power steering
and power brakes. A beautiful light blue with
an outstanding White vinyl top. A truely beautiful automobile inside and out. Stock No.

ditioning, power steering, brakes, seats, and
windows. This is truely a luxury car at a very
low price of

$1995

tioning, good condition.

$1695

Don't take our word for it.

$1600

Because these arc "Svensk

Testad" used cars we're talking about. (Used cam tested

if necessary, repaired by our
"Svensk Testad" mechanics.

$1500

Only the ones that pass get
into our used car ads.

2 door, like new. Premium tires. The Mini Brute
with the Big Economy.

187

2 door hard top, P/S, A/T vinyl top, One
owner, low mileage, radio, excellent condition.

NEW BUICKS

$1295

All Models .3

1969 CHEVY II NOVA

All Equipment

2 door coupe, 6 cyl., A/T, vinyl top, radio,

Ready To Go!

very low mileage, Exceptional performance.
.

'67 FORD GALAXIE 500
1

'67 FIREBIRD CONVT. 400
V-8, auto. trans., console, power steering, power
brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls. Look this one
over at only

IMPORTS

4 door Sedan. V-8 automatic, radio and heater,
white -wall tires. Perfect 2nd car. Stock No.

V-8, auto. trans., full power, air conditioning,
owner, low -low
radio, heater, whitewalls.
miles.

Custom coupe. Factory air conditioning, full
power, radio, heater, whitewalls, very.shorp to
mileagerl

$1845'
'66 PONTIAC LEMANS CPE.

$1445
'68 PLYMOUTH FURY III
Hardtop coupe, V-8, auto. trans., power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, radio, heater,

whitewalls. Sharp with

round -the -block

miles. Balance of new car warranty.

$1995

729-1800

$695

1723 Waukegan Rd.

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

Glenview
Famous /or

SIBISBBISI80

CALL

1:16113E0 MOEIBUDIS

OLVO

537-0023
Between 8:30 AM & 6:00 PM

666 E. Northwest Hwy.
392-6660

Ask For Agent
Michael Nelson
or
John Houtsinger

Sales

Service and
Satisfaction

Arlington Heights

CLOSED SUNDAYS

74ededuty tite

1970

1970 CORONA

TOYOTA
i0/1

Compare
the car...
Compare
the price!

04

1
FULL PRICE

1970 MARK II

This
1970 COROLLA
SEDAN

Includes:
FRESH AIR HEATER AND DEFROSTERS
WHITE SIDEWAU. TIRES
TINTED GLASS
WHEEL COVERS
WINDOW WASHERS AND 2 SPEED WIPERS.
PRICES SHOWN DO NOT INCLUDE SALES TAX.

RLINGTON

Arlington-ToyOta
1020 W. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

PHONE

2 Blocks fjlininvest of Euclid

Arlington Hts., III.

394-5120

Hours: Mon. OW Fri. 9:00 to 9:01;itSat. 9:00 ti! 5:00 Never on Sunday.

...

-

V-8, auto. trans., full power, console, radio,
heater, whitewalls. Very sharp - priced right!

$1595

Midwest's Largest Dealer

4505A.

$1445

$1745
1

'65 BUICK SPECIAL

Auto. trans., full power, radio, heater, white.;
walls. Perfect 2nd car, priced real right.

$1345

'67 PONT. CATAUNA HDTP. CPE.

WIGGLESWORTH

$1395
'67 CHRYSLER NEWPORT HDTP. CPE,

'66 OLDSMOBILE TORONADI

2 dr. hardtop, V-8, auto. trans., power steering
owner,
& brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls,
low mileage.

means they've been inspected,
tested in 22 critical points and,

4556B.

extras. Buy early, save, save, save,

$2095

the Swedish way.) Which

2 door hardtop. Medium blue with a black vinyl
top. Equipped with power disc brakes. Stock No.

$1350

15$67 DODGE DART

'67 PONTIAC GTO HDTP. CPE.
V-8, full power, R & H, whitewalls. Low, low

You're welcome to come over

Or the shocks. Or the valves.
Or 19 other places.

Full 4 way power, loaded with many, many

$2045

to our lot and kick the tires.

4622A.

68 OPEL

$1395.'

'67 PONTIAC BONNE. CONVT.

'68 FORD MUSTANG

-t 2 hardtop coupe, V-8, auto. trans., full
power, radio, heater, whitewalls. The right one)
2

original miles.

'67 FORD FAIRLANE 500 GT
This car has power everything. Factory Air Con-

,

'67 Pontiac Catalina Con-

'67 BUICK SPECIAL DELUXE
SKYLARK

$3250
'66 RIVIERA

Pontiocs and Ftrebirds (Offer Limited to Cam in Stock)

DOMESTICS

seats, fcictory air conditioning, vinyl roof, and

DEALS

with the purchase of one of our brand new '69

'64 Tridmph Spitfire Restr,

vinyl roof, Factory air cond.
$2295.

Beautiful Navy Blue. Automatic, power steering,
power brakes and power windows. :Nag wheels
and wood trim console. Stock No. P250.

Portable Color TV

tiful inside & out

'68 Cougar Metallic blue,

'68 RIVIERA

New '70
model Craig 15"

$3995.

'67 GRAND PRIX

$1900

all 69's

punkt AM -FM radio

Full factory equipment. Automatic, power steering, power brakes, power windows, power ing, power brakes. Like new a georgeous Gold.

UP

$1895

Handsome dark green, blau-

Executive driven. 4 door automatic, power steer-

off List Price

on

'68 Volvo 1800S Spt. Cpe.

$195.

600E. NW Hwy.

many extras. Stereo tape deck. Never Titled.

2 door hard top, P/S, P/B WW, Air-condi-

$245.

$AVE

'69 ELECTRAS

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

$2595.

$CUDDER
BUICK
QUM

DON'T

THESE

4 -speed, AM -FM radio

'62 Chevrolet- 4 door, 6 cyl.
standard shift

FINAL CLOSEOUT

'69 Volvo 142S 2 dr. Sedan,

'63 Mercury Comet 5-22- 6

wagon P/S, P/B, auto., radio, low
miles, like new tires. MUST GO.
Best offer 359-1716

CARS & SERVICE

PASS

Low

$3000 or best offer. 297-8661

MORTON PONTIAC'S

IMPORTS

$455

sedan, 6 cyl. sedan

1969 Opel G.T., like new. Gold
1

used cars
on thispage.

IN QUALITY 2ND CARS
Choose From 70 Can
Under $1000
'64 Lincoln Continental -black
beauty, loaded, Air-cond. $895.

'65 Rambler American -4 door

Original owner $1195.

with

1964 Chevy Biscayne 2 door, A/T,
R/H, fair cond. $350.
253-3118

cyl.

'64 VW sedan, beige, w/w tires.

'61 Comet 4 dr. Perfect cond.
owner, lash mileage. Many new

The 8 best

WE SPECIALIZE

766-4354

-

_Call 392-9230

1966 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr. H.T.
P/S, P/B, R/H. Auto. trans. Black

Asking $1175, but must sell, will
bargain. 359-3091

112-Automobies For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

1970 COROLLA

a

WEATHER

Telephone
dAtieWP

-wo

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

255-4400

low in mid -30s. Tomorrow:

Partly sunny, not much
change in temperature.

6
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Roeser charges GO backs
&Rea for school board
By Jun Bone
Carl

Hansen,

Roeser charged that Mrs.
Judith Zanca of Des Plaines is

Republican

committeeman for Elk Grove
Township, today denied the
charge by District 59 school
board candidate John Roeser
that

the regular

Republican

organization is involved in the
District 59 school board election campaign.

the candidate being put for-

"It is well known in local
school board elections in this
area," Roeser said, "that the

ward by Carl Hansen and the

Regular Republican Organization, to the extent that they
are circulating her literature
and providing poll watchers.
"I object to the fact that this
is being kept secret," Roeser
said.'

intervention of the national
political parties is not welcome.

"Carl Hansen is again trying to play the role of kingmaker," Roeser charged.

"THE REGULAR Republican Organization of Elk

Decision expected today
in charge against Kruse's
Mount

Prospect Mayor

fication at the time of the pur-

Mrs. Krupa said she waited on

"from eight to ten" persons a

a minor at the tavern's package
store.

Patrolman Eugene Hooten
said that about mid -afternoon

during his years on the force
and said the tavern was well

March 26 he observed a youth
place something in a snowbank
in front of 107 E. Prospect Av.
Hooten said that he and Sgt.
Joseph Bopp drove to Emerson

thought of in the community.

sale of alcoholic beverages to

Sgt. Bopp testified that the
youth said he was 17 years old
and said that he had purchased
the malt liquor at Kruse's.

SHE ESTIMATED that of
these persons about one-half of

them proved to be under 21
years of age.

The youth testified at last
night's hearing that he was 17
and had bought alcoholic beverages at Kruse's "two or three
times" within the last two
months and never shown identification.

of the car, reached out, opened
the door and fled.
The youth was almost immediately seized, said Hooten, and

was handcuffed and taken to

At the hearing Mrs. Krupa

the police station.

ACCORDING TO Hooten,
the youth at first said he had
obtained the malt liquor at
home, but later said that he had

purchased it at Kruse's package store from a lady employe.

said she thought she had seen
the youth in the store before the
March 26 sale and added that
she thought he was 21.
"I did not ask him for identification. I thought he was older
than 21," she said.

The youth claimed that he

Under questioning by Vil-

had not been asked for identi-

lage Atty. John Zimmermann,

term. Those running arc incumbent Paul Neuhauser of
Mount Prospect and Gerald
Smiley of Elk Grove Village.
All 12 candidates are expected

"However, this does not
mean that the Republican or-

in any way in-

is

attend Tuesday's

Brentwood School, 260 W.
Dulles, Des Plaines.

independents.

ganization

to

Candidates' Night at 8 p.m. at

volved. It is not.

"Not financially, or administratively.

"IT IS OUR policy not to

ROESER'S CHARGE of

Kruse's.

Mrs. Krupa described her
usual methods of checking the

age of customers. The president of Kruse's Tavern, Inc.,

tempted to purchase alcoholic

election,"
Hansen said. "This is a policy
are holding to now.

"If

anyone

is

the

using

name of the Republican Party
in Elk Grove Township in sup-

port of any candidate," Hansen said, "they are doing so
without authorization."
In District 59's hotly contested school board election,
which will be held Saturday,
three persons will be elected
for three-year terms.

Zanca

"GOP Committeeman Carl
Hansen had absolutely nothing to do with my candidacy.
Mrs.
"My
candidacy,"

attendance at
meetings for

school board
the

past

15

months, plus the fact that I
have four children in District
59 schools.
"Mr. Roeser can't

come

close to making similar statements," Mrs. Zanca continued. "None of his children attend District 59 schools. Furthermore, I believe that he has
attended just one school board
meeting.

told Mayor

THOSE RUNNING arc (in
41?§ order in which they appear

Teichert, who is the village liquor control commissioner,

debrandt of Elk Grove Vil-

community lines and major

lage; Mrs. Judith Zanca of Des
Plaines; Dr. Erwin Poklacki of

party lines," she said. "I believe 1 am the closest to being a

Arlington Heights; Edwin Kudalis of Mount Prospect;
Nickolas Kostos of Elk Grove
Village; Phillip Lawson of Elk
Grove Village; Richard Petti-

consensus candidate of any in

beverages.

Zimmermann

that all of the persons who testified were very co-operative.

NELLIS SAID that all persons from Kruse's who were
connected with the admitted
incident were "very regretful
that this occurred," and he
asked Teichert's "indulgence
for'this isolated incident."
It had been stated in testimony that since its opening in
1922, Kruse's had never been
the subject of complaint for a
liquor law violation.

on the ballot) Mrs. Sharrie Hil-

5

Republican political involvement in the District 59 board
race drew this reply from Mrs.

deep interest in District 59 affairs --reflected in my regular

the squad car.

rolled down the back window

voters being Republican, it is
natural for active Republicans
to run for numerous public offices, as they have every right

we have held to in the past and

Kruse said that only Tuesday
night, 13 underage youths were
turned away when they at-

said that at this point the youth

"with over two-thirds of the

.7 '.11.

One candidate will be elected Saturday for a two-year

derage persons tried to vurchase alcoholic beverages at

told him she "had a feeling"
had produced identification indicating that he was 21.

Village.

Zanca continued, "is the result of my own initiative and

Orville Kruse, said that he told
all of his waitresses to "check
and double check" ages.

that she had made similar sales
to the same youth before and he

Robert Winkle of Elk Grove

endorse in school

BOPP ADDED that the person who made the sale in question was Mrs. Jane Krupa, who

Hooten said that they then

ours,"

township such
continued,
Hansen

Elk Grove Village; John Roeser of Arlington Heights and

She added that only during
the last year have so many un-

and Prospect from the police
station and approached the
youth as he stood on the corner, then asked him to enter

drove up to the snowbank
where they found buried two
six-packs of malt liquor. He

a

az

cumbent Harry Peterson of

should. Many of these friends
will be Republicans, and some
of them will be Democrats or

day whom she asked for identification.

after a hearing was held on the

"In

-..-40111.1tr.,ligarkkr`'

nato of Arlington Heights; in-

as

"Most of these," said Hansen, "will turn to other close
friends for support, as they

Under questioning by attorney William Nellis, representing Kruse's, Hooten, a 12 -year
veteran of the Mount Prospect
police department, said that he
had heard of no other similar
complaints against Kruse's

Tavern, 100 E. Prospect Av.,

or secretly.

to do.

chase.

Robert Teichert said Thursday
that he would render a decision
Monday in the case of Kruse's

Grove Township," said Hansen, "has no candidate in any
school .board election ---officially or unofficially, openly

41

"MY SUPPORT

Des Plaines firemen, above,
extinguish a burning car Friday
night that burst into flames after a two -car accident on Touhy
and Mount Prospect Rd., Des

Plaines. After impact the auto
hot a traffic control light, continued for 700 feet and burst
into flames. At right, Des
Plaines police try to calm an

hysterical man who was incrash Friday
night. The man police are holdvolved in the

ing fled from the scene of the
accident, but was found an hour
later when a motorist told police
he saw a man staggering down
Mount Prospect Road. (Photos
by Dan Batas)

crosses

the race.

"I find it most regrettable
that Mr. Roeser feels it necessary to resort to such tactics.

Mount Prospect pair hurt
in Des Plaines crash
A young Mount Prospect

SIMON

couple were injured Friday
night in a two -car accident at
the Touhy and Mount Pros-

SUBURB

intersection, Des
Plaines. The driver of the auto
that hit the couple's Volpect

SAYS

Rds.

kswagen fled from the scene,

Want to make some money? Invent a windshield wiper
that won't hold parking tickets.

but was found an hour later
staggering down Mount Prospect Rd.

District 21 voters
to pick 3 for board
t

Y"

A contested election

for

three school board seats in Dis-

Hintz Rd., and east of a line

terms.

tion of Arlington Heights Rd.
Grove

District 21, which also

has

Frost School in Prospect
Heights and Poe School in Arlington Heights, will hold
board elections from noon to 7
p.m. Saturday, April 11.

Spending Sunday afternoon at Meadows Park in Mount Prospect Cliff Holm, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Holm, 512 S. Phelps, Arlington Heights, fights the high winds with his kite as his little
brother Matthew offers moral support. (Photo by Dan Batas).

4 arrested for possession

of marijuana
Four persons were charged
with possession of marijuana
Friday night after the auto

they were in was stopped in
the parking lot in front of

crushed green plant pouring
out of it.

Police said that Janus had a
tab in his possession that was

Detectives said they found
14 lids of what they said was

tested and found to contain

marijuana valued at $280, and

with the possession of. LSD.

LSD. Janus was also charged

Doretti's Drug Store in Ar-

a plastic bag which also con-

lington Heights. The auto had

tained marijuana.
Charged for the possession

each youth.

of marijuana were Gary E.
DuPree, 24, of 1248 Henry,

the marijuana was his, and the

Des Plaines, Edward L. Janus,
20, of 128 W. Diversey, North lake, John Means, 23, of 1106

the other persons arrested, had

been stopped because of a
burned out taillight.

Charles. Heinrich said while he was on patrol he saw an auto with only
one taillight drive into the
parking lot. Heinrich said he
Patrolman

Bond was set at $1,000 for

.DuPree told police that all

LSD was owned by Janus.
DuPree also told police that

on the floor in the front of the

S. Wilke, Arlington Heights, nothing to do with the mariand Judy Thompson, 21, of juana or other drugs...they
514 Apple St., Hoffman Es- were only passengers in the

car.. and_ One_ of _them had a

tates.

saw several, brown envelopes

auto.

Ste. Marie Railroad, north of, Mount Prospect Rd. At the

trict 21 finds five candidates
filing, each for three-year
Wheeling -Buffalo

r.

neapolis, St. Paul and Sault

which commences at the junc-

Rd.,

north

along

Buffalo

Grove Rd. to Aptakisic Rd.,
northeast along Aptakisic Rd.

win Smith, 903 Cambridge,

school district.

Grove; L. James
Elaine Circle,
101
Heights; Chance
Prospect

PRECINCT 3 votes at
Louisa May Alcott School,

Heights and Turner H.E.
Jones, 147 Stonegate, Buffalo
Grove,
Cole and Smith are incumbents.

Mrs. Norma Magnusson, a

Rd., north along Aptakisic Rd.

to the north boundary of the

Prospect; 8 p.m.
School District 23 Board,
MacArthur Junior High,
700 N. Schoenbeck Rd.,
Prospect Heights; 7 30 p.m.
School District 59 Board,

High School District 214
Board, 799 Kensington Rd.,
Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.

fic only on Hi-Lusi and abolition of some left turns.

in February by traffic engi-

zoning

neering firm, Chairman A. C.

Rd. and west of a line which
commences at the junction of

Finch said.
Finch said that the commission will submit its recommendations to the village board at
tomorrow night's meeting.
The traffic study included a
survey of all the streets in the
community, with particular
attention to 23 intersections

lations," Finch said.
He explained this by saying
that recently some subdividers
have bought fairly large tracts

Dundee

Rd.

and

Buffalo

Grove Rd., runs north along
Buffalo Grove Rd. to Aptakisic Rd., northeast along Apta-

special interest to many Mount
Prospect residents will be the

PRECINCT 5 votes at Edgar Allan Poe School, 2800 N.

Highland Dr., Arlington

other streets and the Chicago
& North Western Ry. tracks
complicate a difficult inter-

Heights. That part of District

section.

21 which lies west of Arlington
Heights Rd. and south of Dundee Rd.

eral

along McHenry Rd. to Aptaalong McHenry Rd. to Aptakisic Rd., then north along Aptakisic Rd. to the north boundary of the school district.
PRECINCT 4 votes at Rob-

where traffic movements are
particularly complicated or
accident rates high.

ON INTERSECTION of
Central Rd. -Northwest Hwy.
traffic complex, where two

The traffic study makes sevrecommended changes

here, including one-way traf-

car and ran north. An hour lat-

Des Plaines police found
colzin a half a mile from the
A-

scene of the accident.

Ashman an his wife were
taken to Holy Family Hospital
where Ashman is in critical

condition and his wife in fair
condition.

Two Des Plaines fire engines put out the fire in Poland washed tile
spilled gasoline off the street.
State Police were in charge
zin's auto,

of handling the accident, but
Des Plaines police gave assistance. Des Plaines Patrolman:
William Spyrison said that:
about an hour after the acci-.
dent a motorist approached:
him and said that there was a

man that looked like he was.
up" walking
Mount Prospect Rd.

which lies north of Dundee

Bernard Rd., Buffalo
Grove. All of District 21

in the median, continued on
for 700 feet, and then it burst
into flames to a stop. Police
said Polzin lumped from the

"beat

530

ert Frost School, 305 Aspen
Dr., Prospect Heights. All that
part of District 21 which lies
south of Hintz Rd.

-

W. Gregory, Mount

The Mount Prospect Safety
Commission Saturday voted to
accept the comprehensive traffic study and survey submitted

trict 21 lying cast of the east
boundary of the right-of-way
of the Minneapolis, St. Paul
and Sault Ste. Marie railroad,
and north of Hintz Rd.
PRECINCT 2 votes at Jack
London Junior High School,
1001 W. Dundee Rd., Wheeling. All that part of District 21

-

701

Safety commission
accepts traffic study

kisic Rd. to McHenry Rd., east

-

Mount Prospect Youth
Commission, Village Hall;
8 p.m.
School District 57 Board,

Elk Grove Village; 8 p.m.

candidate for re-election.
Precincts and polling places
for election will be:
PRECINCT 1 votes at Walt
Whitman School, 133 S. Wille,
Wheeling. All that part of Dis-

--

Meetings

Ridge School, 650 Ridge,

kisic Rd. to McHenry Rd., east

of the right-of-way of the Min-

PILIPUF SAID Polzin's
auto then struck a traffic hall:

A. Polzin, 25, of 781 Dulles,

board member whose term
also expired, did not file as a

lying west of the east boundary

Ashman's auto.

puf, an auto driven by Thomas

along Arlington Heights Rd. rate of speed, changed from
to Dundee Rd., east along the extreme left lane to the exDundee Rd. to Buffalo Grove treme right lane, disobeyed a

to McHenry Rd., east along
McHenry Rd. to Aptakisci

Bahadur, 27 E. Berkley, Arlington Heights, Arlington

same time, according to Pili-

and Hintz Rd., runs north Des Plaines, traveling at a high

Listed in the order in which
they will appear on the ballot
are: Ronald Cole, 385 Meadowbrook Ln., Wheeling; EdBuffalo
Wylie,

State Trooper Ronald
Pilipuf said the auto driven by
Rodger E. Ashman, 25, of 914
S. Williams, Mount Prospect.
along with his wife Carol, 24.
was starting to turn right onto
Touhy
from southbound

traffic light which was red for
Touhy traffic, passed across
the intersection and struck

Also discussed at Saturday's

meeting were possible "new
and

planning

regu-

of lands, for example farms,

SPYRISON

down.

SAID

they

went to Mount Prospect Rd.
and saw a man, but he ducked
down into the embankment on

the side of the road when he
saw the squad car.

The man was later identified

as Polzin. Spyrison said that
Polzin

was

screaming

that

he was dying and freezing

was charp,l
disobeying a traffic control
signal and leaving the scene of
an injury accident.

then parceled them out to various builders, who develop

Results

their individual parcels in var-

"Terrific response, phone
started ringing at 7:30 in the
morning."

ying manners.

Mrs. S. Linton

Gripe
Of The
Day
When the co-workpr you
train makes more money
than you do.
E.K.
INTERNECI:At TIRRT AD

Anil. 5.12,19711

Yrik

THE DAY
Page'-

2 accountants man phones
in Dial -A -Tax Question'

Monday Apeol 6 1970

Candidate Hutchings gives
views on future of college
km will bo lack of fond, El
p.m, has been so rapid tire

By Ie C Rath] a

aid., nob

Ths DA1 ts n has been and will he a harder
prawn% i sum of caterproblem to got money thansem
with thk
undtdam 0111 hs to staff the eollt.ge he
...ling two avadabl wan tot aLmical engoneer kid
thrm. rear Brno n he ior
per College board at tt ustees.

Blection date; April lit.
fool that sharing the current feelings and attitudes of

Redtkod state funds too
buildong and deleat ofa tater
crendurn will slow the COMM
nity college's progress. he
marked.

"HARPERS MAIN mob-

.-

date t nok on that s tt for a
toad member There bo o
ashen

-

Public Accorltara.

AHA secretary
Edward J. Miller. 131 S. Ke-

HE SERVED ONE year of
-year won on the Lakewood village board in Crystal
Lake before moHng to Tem

Making their American history studies more meaningful, children at Robert Frost School,
Ofshiet 59, Blount Prospect, hove huift o wimple. Colonial settlement The sik-week project re wean, Jamestown Va, as it loony have appeared to early colonists. Fifthsgmder Jahn Shwarek,
1005 Cottonwood, Mount Prospect, puts finishing touches on a threesdimensionol colonist.

moor for business reason. He
returned to Illinois three years
later and settled in Mount

Teacher responsible for the project is Mrs. Jeanne Allen,

sj l

Attending bi-monthly Mal
meetings, playing indoor ten-

nis twice a week, and daily
par,11j15

al Universal

Oil Products. occupy most of
Hutchings' time.
He does do all his own elec.

received

eight -question

en

Ayst, on the wool questionnaire from Sen. Char HE
of directors of the Northeast lea H. Percy.

Rumsfeld took arch polls
for several yeah in the 13th

you favor I. legalizing use of

his first citizen poll last fall and
said he was so impressed by its
now
uselhiness that
doing another.
The Percy questions which
can be answered by a simple

marijuana 2. reducing the pen-

Premien geestion," explained(Jesselynt

Nickles. His mm' Pere),

Former 1041, Diotrim con.

paign sheet, tucked inside a
Nicklos fact sheet, is being disWhaled to voters
He is expeeteal to appeal

OBITUARIES

April 13 at Freed High School.

Honor siudent

As if the police did not have

traffic moving because of a
power failure and 12 accident

to fin out because of
We
the sudden soMM100011 that hit
Wednesday. five Arlington

Height, pop, era, and three

Mount Prospect police ears
had to chase o or from Davis
and Arlington Heights mod to
Central and Northwest Hwy,

hitting

"right tur

the

Sciences :0 Morgantown.
Morgantown. W.
Va.

sign wen] northbound on A Dimon Heights Rd. und then
made a right turn onto North -

Holly Fischer. 504 S. SeeOwun, Mount Prospect, has
elected junior panbeen
batten te reprekentative of the
Carroll College chapter of Chi
Omega social sorority for the
1970-71 school year at Woo-

west Hwy.

Officer Knepp said he tried
to pull to the left of the car but

o,0

it was bsloatting" m such a
Knapp said os the earns -erred

less driving: vehicle not under
control: and an illegal right

Kensington it slid out of cm trot into the westbound lanes,

tuon.

but Mn, Dow corrected the

four times at various intervals.

P

police

for

assis.

per
auto

at

Gregory.

and toad the police car off

veal cutlet beef liver, pima-

the roudway. Knapp said the

burger, wiener in a bun. Vege
table lone choice): whipped
potatoes, buttered corn. Salad

auto was finally eurbed at Cen.
tral end Northwest Hwy,

In lieu of flowers. contribto
dons 10 the University Fours
dation. University of 01tintana, Nlissoula. Niont. will he

'

Nachu. lemon gelatin. strawprune mike.
berry chill -on
peanut Inater coones.

To be served oostlay in
MacArthur and Ann %alma
schools in Distrie1 23:

Hot mrsoloof or pine emu.
role, whipped sweet potatoes.
cranberry salad. cream pulls,
-

r

Vv.., of Ass,

19
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Publications.
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jet away to a fabulous

Arizona /Mexico

hdiday,
COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRANSPORTATION Deluxe Resort Motel Accommodolionsi
All Meals, Sightseeing in Arnorinc Artrono
and in Mexico! Portiesl Exciting Attrnetionst
Luxurious Noon Facilities!

95*
FUN SPREE

Po moon

-courtesy of GAC Pape
so Mot you can see for

es

Inc

$1.49

SIRLOIN STEAK

RIB EYE
STEAK PLATTER

PLATTER

$1.29
CHOPPED

Baked Pot..

french Fries

Fresh, Crisp Soled

Fresh, Crisp Soled
Slob Tenon Must

Slab Texas Toot

FAST SERVICE COME AS YOU AM NO TIPPING

L keine delver,. Ott of
rem, 5.17.0l
coarse

ar

geattOatoDOQUeenw_gooL9 000Upet000aagoto

to mY"
a,

BONANZA SIRLOIN PITS.
Store Rotors

II AM to 9PM

1209 Elmhurst Rood
Des Plaines, Illinois

0 00, hop, Moy
d So M
th b d
delicious mold the vocation of lifetime -men
'

for on untosionly low 579.95 - COMPLEfff

Coll for wang
0 Moth NOM No obligation.

10flor limited

married

In over 23 ye.,

of ..gal

(For a good deal on auto,
fire and life insurance.)

as kovn

inlommion.

Ask far Walt Painter

the

Army.

eling

11111/2ity development in addientered

lion to higher education were
op,e- " included in depth as a part of

progntm at

al ichigun

State University in adminis.
!ration of higher education
aml held positions as head ad.

riser and coordinator of saw

m assistant to the dean of eve.

demie advising in two residen.
dal colleges at the university.

ning and contiriting

Urban Manning and coin

R.vom
r

1

don.

educe.

His current responsibilities

The Ng news in women's

winches an important ames-

timekeeping equipment this
mason is by no means confined
to those big watch.. Theca's a

licauty and elegance are

definite trend to smaller time.
pieces that arc more flattering
to feminine wrists.
it y Mats thou

The Ili

were popadaired by the
ho -sited watches ere being re mined. svith a degree of suNle-

mks.

of Twins Club will hear Alto.

Ilial

Leche League speak on "The
Advantages of Breastfccding

niunagernent semenars.
conferences and worksheets.

the inoervice training of Hars
per administrators and imple.
meet:dim of management by
Guests arc invited In attend
this meeting and reservations
must be made by Arcil 7. Con259.3490.

busiThursday. April 9
ness meeting at I p.m.
16
--Thursday, April
Drop -in Center day. Junior
Woman's Club will serve dessert.

Saturday. April IR --. Satur-

day night party', 7:30 to mid-

from het to shoes. shwa. bag.
imeds end welch.
-Of e011nie. a fashion watch

in,-

moors

Posiek meow of Chris,. Dim

with the approval of Michoci
vicnpresh
1101111M,
Jena. who Vol for many seaIldVOCaled owl women
sn
and men should own a watch

memores than many other

with office clothes is !miry

y McCall' mt.

terns and the Cotton Produg
crs Institute wiII he shown at

p.m. AI oil] 00 Arlington High
School. The fashion show is
being produced by the Arlineton

Heights

Jaycee

Wives.

Mrs. Robert Steinke will be
commentelor.

Coordi.ling the

fashion

.

MinIkey,

spokesman contacts

Director Witt

rges are furnished.

recently been appointed 1 -win
Information Leader by Lo

Lech International.
this year's

9

meeting will be Mrs. Otto Cueehoine. Mrs. Otto Arnold.
and.

Mrs. Erie Lidh,

ON SATURDAY, March
21, the Double Ilythe Mothers

of Twins Club held their annual couples bowling party at
the Thunderbird Lanes in
Mount Prospect: Following
bowling, the 21 couples were
screed a illosst beef sandwich
and salad dinner.

During rho dinner. nwards
were presenttd by co-chairs
men Mrs. Clarks Sohn and
Mrs. Raymond Brandt In Mr.
and Mrs. George Qoede for
high team score Pot Tuttle.
high man. and NH,. Harold
Chamberlain, high woman.
Awards were also given to Lir.
and hlrs. Raymond Brandt.

Mrs Poul Belden and Vic Pug

who bowled identical mina

desk by covering a soup ean
with fabric or contact paper to

The Double Dydec Mothers
of Twins Club meets the second Thursday of each month
at the Lamerhorg end Odder

00110. Special mention was given to Harold Chamberlain.

match or contrast with the

fabrics or bold prints for a

Funeral Home, 200 E. Northwest Hm., Arlington Heights.
For further information, contact Airs. Howland Welling,

masculine room

259-0751.

The

holder

can

be

mmed with ribbon for a

dainty, feminine look or stark

Mn,

K.

Rataike,

Mrs. M.

Opine and Mrs. 0. Gullicksen,
The trunk showing will
items upon design idols which

one be ensily created by the
nom. Seamstress. 0100, asuel

and latc.day costumes will he
shown along with Immemorial,
tailored suits and coda 'and
children's hems.
Tickets can he obtained in
Paul Delia.

advance from

392-5009, or parcbaed at the

door. ..

eting.

Fred

Suburban

mcmhers from the

Nirs.

Riedl.

Toot's

COM.

pre -registration,

Sunovenspteoedsal

today

don; Mrs. Harold Schaefer.

ya Dena Fraternity at 705
am. at the home of 3I n, C. F.

ton. Neil... NI..

Beck. 410 N. Eastwood. AN
ling., Heights. Co-hosteases

1. W. mmo the opening today of

ark: Nice, TO:IP!".
Patterson. mhihits: 010.
r
piny and Mrs. J. I._ An-

Patten

for the evening are Mrs. David
Rolston and Mrs. Paul klunt,

.

their11:9577!:;i1:1 SSte:cil'5,i;.

irk

-The Inn-

Center.

Soule

limo :awl in the. notions deo
perm

r

klemhers will ale, work on
the shirt wed hooks they are
making for the Clcarbrook

a all

x man
ohoourc

di I

Any me members wishing
to amend should call hin.

drug
then he diornmed

Gary Sans at 259.1810.

piece

00

wrart,g000,

y Dr. Rol- 0.0.1 he largnml and
Vol
en Simon. internist. Dr. Bor. will be availidole ot all Carom

Scaled
to match

be

'"Itnistr.i 0 le

nfr'omrd FiNo re's InH' Ist".

Ihhhion

pill he
he at
tire Marvin twinkle! will

furniture

should Iva scale suitable to the
room. the space it will occupy

the room and the other fur.
Mime This doesnl mean that
one must select small furniture
for small rooms. A full-length
in

sofa

lurivin area of youth rond inter.

71irs".';.

Alumnae ChM of Alpha Gam

Each

ha, served with the Methodist.
Clunch and the Nminal

meclui pm.

in a mall room looks
than or

for all three games.

Fabric can be affixed with
n'ue

Northwest

a

ti,'.7.7.korroted.00..i,o,r,c,eirntiliiMnoihn,,-:

ChiCinsti area will attend the

7 meeting of

the April

the

has

Achtern Heights branch in

T001. 3011

Nimelows. win speak on themPY Practice. in meat the center
at

1111 K.. kir. Nikon

per College. Palatine. with the

of the workshop, Mrs. Charhos

011th director of the
Cleerbrook Center in Rolling

announced.

minister of
Rev. Ed of
mincinion of the Firm United
Nbaloodio Church of .Arling.
unr Heights. Ilk toMe will he
"Drugs and Youth"
in philosophy and
ILA.
a RD. in Christian educatkom

"rho hai'na"

ALPHA GAMMA IsELCA

nominating committee will be

Create a handy attractive
pencil holder for your home

minds at Me time of purchase,
A guarantee from a reputable
Manufacturer end ,v dial that,

to speak

u

mother of twins herself. km

Mrs. Guy DeMichele.

the

Wheeling Fire Department.

PUMhosers named accuracy as

Teens kick off revolution
in styles, colors, mixers

appropriate with an evening

McCalls fashions
on parade
ions mooted I

The movies will heavaikhk
lo any civic or social club is a

Luncheon speaker will he the.

Dance course
offered at 'Y'

held AACAVn
mum will be held with lunch-

will ha
vise on col reel
rect

con Mainnim

moon

al

I:15 pony

liotdr0d0.0

,tiles
glo

sulees

I STANT

A full schedule of dance
coursim is being offered at the

Northwest Suburban YMCA.
Classes ars available for every-

one fmm beginning tu advents: swingers ano fat all age

Imam jean

.TIIE WATCH that pm

Cash-

the eight -film series.

wardrobe.

to fashiOn

French designers, And to him

AWN

A play. a panel and a min.
Ister's view of the drug prob
Joni ere among the activities
platmed for the April 11 will.
shop of rho Illinois Sale Divi.
don of ihe American Aun. of
University Women. h will he
held in William Rainey Ours

The Lon, eventually hope
to purchase the remainder of

Create!

easy to read were rumor -up
lectors in the survey. A sidelight was the disclosure that
fewer than arcr cent of watch
made on Me
purchase, a
basis of recommendations of
friends or relatives.

en

donate to the fire demortment.

nationwide profile of
ncw watch buyers disclosed
that better Man 89 per cent of

gcslion of multiple watch own -

d,ig,,.,

dition.

But

0co.e.,

signer for the House of Dior.
minir that he has always giv-

23 -

Bring an unwrapped
gift valued at about SI. Please
Bingo,

Thursday. April MI .-Drop -in Center Dinh
Every Friday is ceramics
day. Bring a sandwith. Bever-

peeing, e

MARC BOHAN, 10p de-

night. Light refreshments.
Thursday, April

in reChanges in
cent yors have been subtle but
definite. Now there's mom
mph:pis on ease designs. dial
treatment and styling of bracelets than before.

ins in mono. snood jewelry
shop and deportment stores is

along with Mut of 1,10, on

Arlington Heights Over SU
plans for the month of April:

costume." he. said. "And surcly the active woman will own a
sports watch for golfing. boat-

Twins."

HMCo., for the April

Club immune, ilia following

woman napt have it colketion
of watch. for the various hap -

the

activities

tant Mts. Mildred Gilman,

the factor uppermost in thcir

hearing

Over -50

ObjeetiVeS FOr the college.

ing. skiing of snorkeling"

month like u pair of glom.'
he muinted. but en elegant

',originals"

prevention films for 5525 to

any help or Swot wish further
information.

the day

gathers at Harper.

The wheeling Lions Club
recently purchased three fire

At a short business meeting

a women wants to look chic
and dininguished her ent ire
outfit must bein hermony

sized models.

wath

meets are given bY all om-

help

Call Mrs, Charles Hogloon
at CI 3-3672 if you an be of

before the balk,

one and the same." he said.Ylf

canc. w tooladevery

100. Cerrontlf Wm.-

State-wide AAUW

Delores Minkley of the La

be sure items are in good con-

ty. in the more conventimalHinneeemere it becoinjuLi
imIkrimm Pan of the watch

Lions purchase
3 fire films

The Double Dydee Mothers

non-credit courses.
evening credit courses. indus.
include

Trend is t smaller
timepieces for women

Mn:: decoy Rein,
eh will be Mrspieny

'4

his cdocalion.
in community
His
colleges led to an internship at
Harper where he held the posi-

tion or lizoistant to the presistem fora six-month period.
toottion
This IN tt,

Quadrophonic Broadcast

BROADCAST IN THE MIDWEST DURING THE NAB CONVENTION BEGIN -I

David A. Grath

Actinge ak hake, clubs fors.

Miss Norma Nicholmn. district musk chairman. has artranged musical program for

The spring meeting marks
the end of the club year when
reports of club acemPlish-

Double Dydee mothers
to hear LaLeche Leader

degree in pmhology with an

solo.

fmkration.

procure funds from other
sources. Children's Tag Day is
one of these sources. In 1969,
Children's Tag Day netted
596.633.14, which went direch
lye the tagging agencies.

dren, institutional care and assinence to handicapped chit -

in Des Moines. la. He received
his B.S. degree al Iowa State in
1063 and was assistant to the
of otudents. While conk ins in the dean, office he corn.
Mortal his work on his master's

various divisions of the

the

spring festival during the first
week in 0100. Keller Park stia
dent Paul HMIM1 Will also

going club presidents. In addl.
don the district officers give

TO QUALIFY for

pilaf w.ds. clinics for chil-

was bum and raised

homes.

several of the selmnions 011116
they will perform for their

from the Community Fund. a
haritable organization must

faster home agencies. day
nurseries, camps, schools, hog

the fretnito

coun-

of needy children.

foster

and day nurseries.

The 48 membership chariies. all endorsed by the CM.
lcage Assn. of Commerce and
industry. include community
centers or settlement ouses,

Olson. dean of continuing eduwill he the smoker for
cati

.

I

we

Adamowski. dioneet president.
will preside aver the meeting et
St. Timothy Lutheran Church.
2101 N. Kildare in Chicago.

are in in-

nu; direction of alisu Janice
theothy
Peterson and N
Kuchler. 'They will prvoent

will be Arlington
HeMlus Woman, Club, 010,.
Ralph Lidge, president. and
he meeting. Two 75 -voice Juno Piot Presidents Womchionnew from Kelvyn Park
n's Cluh. Mrs. Earl 111101.
High School will sing under president.

the

It is a project of the
inn
Children's Benefit League,
non-sectarian organization of
48 charities dedicated to the

the spring meeting Widnes.
day. April 05. Mr, Benjamin

10,000 children

Or

summaries of the worta which
has been done on the district
level. The highlight of the day,
however. is the awards which
are given to clubs anti to individuals in ',cognition few their
outstanding contribudems to

Members of Seventh District. Illinois Federatiod of
Women.s Clubs. will uttend

schools, camps and hospital
WWI, about 195.000 children
are given parhtime care in
clinics. neighborhood houses

tag days

Mtive assistant to Dr. Omar

show are Mrs. Donald Stone
end Mil. Doneld Rouse. Mod-

sof, ,00d for Smiled if, on10

stitutions

David Grath. adminis-

9207 fm

(414) 273.0951

tags on suburban streets and In
Chicago. The occasion is CloiF

cial tour.

stereo excitement

FOR FREE INFORMATION (ALL "COLLECT"

given

nor meeting will be held at the
college and followed by a spe-

onions officer in warfare center at Fort Bragg.

OCX1

sensate everywhere! Etc,t

men and women will An Miles

Club

toward

proximately

On April 17, about 12.000

Mrs. Bernice Bosma. imnfcdiatc mot president and chairmen of the philanthropic cono

orientation

Seventh District women
to meet April 15

Request volunteers
for Children's Tag Day

in Chicago and most of

Wwbwoh

Spring and summer

this greet opportunity!

sesessmcnomemon

1021

will
meet al William Rainey Har-

%lone!

wo'ing m

ANNOUNCED THAT IT WILL PRESENT THE FIRST QUADROPHONIC

nounce their new "A itierienna" service, were Mrom left) Day reporter Inintura Peterson and De,
Plaines Alderman-calumnht Lois Coilnikowski. On bond from Me airlines were Shelia PrindjAnkrien Abbe.
Ville, stewardess, and Harvey Fodor. vi re president

pineh ground black pepper
12 cherry tomatoes, bayed
Blend well all ingredients
except tomatoes. Place 24 to.
to helves artistically in
bowl end toss gently.

Oen, Tag Day. on, of only

;elf the golden

thoes cousing

1/2 Si:moo, labosea sauce
teaspoon Worcestershire
1/2

Members of the Mount
Prospect Busces and Pro des -

He

mist:ince and transferring

Enjoying their lobster entree at a recent prow luncheon given by American Airlines to an-

1/2 ounce sliced sc.lion

Harper dean to address
BPW meeting Thursday

opportunities for Arizona Minn, emomeinn and

anoranna neversto.he.fornotten Mikis wanoting

I ounce cubed green pepper
th teaspoon oregano
I tempoon chopped dig

\-YE

SIRLOIN PLATTER

Seldom. nave.: 3s
It

2 ounces salad . olive all
2 mine= tomato juice

Cream of celery soap

Midwestern salad whit Ntidweft, demob%

Bo teaspoon soli

THROUGHOUT THE NAB CONVENTION. ENJOY!

of Adman,

...mien of livoty, tors Tucson, Arizona, and

emic romonk meek, tarn. M., No.

=_.

$1.89

THE QUADROPHONIC BROADCAST WILL BE HEARD ON TUESDAY,
APRIL 7 AT 1:30PM AND 7PM, THE LENGTH OF EACH BROADCAST
WILL BE TWO HOURS. "QUAD" DEMONSTRATIONS WILL BE HEARD

Your luxury fun Spree Pinta is atampacoeflaM

the -opportunties for invesiing in Arizona real
eanie,
Ifs all port of km GAG harodadoty Of.

ON! Three exciting, ...Ned slaw and Wren

PM. 053.5670

enala.

end imm.

make door salads soar.
2 ottnees vinegar

Clone, Chicago

mines, am...rot/let the dim

FRONT AND RIGHT REAR CHANNELS, TWO FM STEREO RECEIVERS
WILL BE NEEDED TO RECEIVE THE QUADROPHONIC EFFECT, SEVERAL RECORD COMPANIES ARE CREATING SPECIAL FOUR CHANNEL
MUSIC FOR THE BROADCAST.

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US 'COLLECT" WITHIN 48 HOURS!

Arlington neignes,111.

Neigh.
&coy
and 722Gmes no Plain, IS

TRY THESE PRICES ON THE FAMILY BUDGET

AMPLE OF "QUAD" IS THE SURROUND SOUND PROCESS WHICH
GIVES THE LISTENER A FEELING OF BEING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
ORCHESTRA OR BAND, WMAQ-FM WILL BROADCAST THE LEFT

only

salad dressing vals provid ed,
and readers might try it no

isms

ONE EXAMPLE OF QUADROPHONIC IS THE PLACING OF FOUR MICROPHONES IN FOUR SEPERATE SECTIONS OF AN ORCHESTRA. ONE
MIKE WOULD PICK UP THE STRING SECTION, ANOTHER BRASS, ANOTHER BASS AND THE FOURTH PERCUSSION. THE EFFECT OF REPRODUCTION WOULD BE THE SAME,,,,EACH CHANNEL PRODUCING
ITS OWN INDIVIDUAL SECTION OF THE ORCHESTRA, ANOTHER EX-

doge socupont7

HAROLD E. NEBEL
711 Eleonbwrot Mow

IN TOWN!

NING APRIL 5, 1970, QUADROPHONIC IS FOUR CHANNEL SOUND TO
BE COMPARED WITH TWO CHANNEL STEREO.

now! You and your wife c4

A typical menu for first

per College on April 9 et 7

WEXI (92.7 fm) IN ASSOCIATION WITH NBC RADIO (WMAQ 101.1f m) HAS

92-475

man
The reci. for Midwestern
Then

Nom

STEREO GOES QUAD

RANDHURST

cycle changes every six weeks.

Page l

or before. Mal date, he pointed
out.

The Midwest's First

Removal.

tkipatc a change of lige. The

The law requires that the up -

RCA/11n

sem: SSW

Rissole note.*
Apple strudel whh elmat-

111 ............... oosesoncelliescooreenneseas .......

plications be received in the
Secretary of States office on

WEXI and WMAQ Announce

say abode Permanent Hu,

Mrs. Dow is a member of
the advertisine staff a Day

,

irlinSCOntinental

Ask Mrs. Chapman what the
Medical Profession .has to "

"The only Results
are Happy Ones"

fered a choice of steak. lobster
tail or chicken in champagne,

ken limited

previously

toral

Before you van mecum.,

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse

nights be.
cause of the time required to

service had

an

later he mulled in the doc-

raspberry, fru, ancladil, lime,
grapefruit and mandarin ermine. Rolled wheat muffin and
butter. ndlk.
Available desserk9 sliced

A Maio mu,

Ile, 217 5. Nang. 1.ials

ti

!

Cool Pore Mr Process

6

7

don, I,

public schools.
assistant

,

dady.
Mon
resum ed
through Friday by Day PubLin

sawn U.S.

federal

greas-

OM Nooses= oar

Moat assistance to avoid a
heavy influx of In)udents into
expanding
to
private

to

.0
hors or
Aftkr how,
euvres. the guests were of-

prep

Mrloon strip steak or broiled
lobster tail or chicken orstlo
champagne sauce
Creamed spinach

to that of a commuter. can an-

claw would be:

cisco. This specie!. first.cia,

that the deadline for applying
for reassignment of their ono
rent license numbers h Thursday. April 30,

Vogt:.

Dow's cor slid out of control

Dish tone choice):

Powon

schools to meet their Mamas), needs or CH stopping leder-

UNWANTED NAIR

the
hIrs.

lout

and

volunteer army?
Would you favor cook-

I, Angeles and San Fran-

Su:. of State Paul Powell
has reminded tuck owners

Min,

m.

stank, -rho fon hlount Pros -

Hersey high schools in District

Posoaner:

for military' service to an all.

favor (0 is

REMOVED FOREVER
!!

Ransom Prom= Eit (:ntre.

lone choice): Iron juices tossed
salad, lettuce wedge, molded:

LOOS

HO YOU FAVOR changing the present lottery system

With respect to federal aid
nompuhlic schools do you

grandparents Ewald and Cora

it

lost control

stand.by U.N. peace -keeping

draftees would he sent to Vietnam -only
and
volunteers
regular military personnel?

anpreckned.

ts,

national eke-

thhing a date after which no

tel the Univenity of NIoniena.
Visitation will be from 3to 9
todeY. Burial will be
Mount Emblem Cemetery.
Elmhurst.
Survivors ere parents Thaw
dere and Corrine: 10 brother,

on North.. Hwy. Knapp

Prospect

dead

Douglas: grandame. Theo:

Knapp radioed the Mount5

beserved Tuesday in Ar.

found

dons and Margrete Meyer and

auto and Men continued east

said hIrs, Door

Main

grams of Wm Virginia University1
of Arts and

Representative

ago to Allow property; reek-

Metiits

g..orgj
pm.

on Heights, Knopp id at thi
squad'
time he turned on
lights and the auto that hit the

manna which node it too dam
germs oo

Officer
Knapp :id
Ron Knapp said he observed a

honor

.t.di

only" sign at Davis and Ar
linmon Heights Rd.. Ming -

was

Nleyer

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Thursday. apparently of
Boma 504 S. Albers. Mount pour. in a forest near Vie Prove., has been maned an mule. Mont. where he ollend

1

Polies arrested lame Cl.
Dow. 23. of 250 Beau Ora Des
Plaines. on five charges: ram.

14117,7,-01.r.11,;,,,Nrr.,

Joyce Elaine Boom. dough.

Faces 5 charges
in chase
or

enough troubk trying to keep

Meyer. lg. of 1966 W. Algonquin Rd.. Motion Prospect. at

three do loge entrees min he
ready in 35 mimics
AT A PRESS party. a simulation of an Americana banquet was offered. under the
supervision of Hervey Foster.

vice on flights from Chicago le

Truck license
deadline near

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

Do you favor a greater fed.
cral role imconsumer protec-

force?

night at 9 p.m.. Wednesday. Pm, tomorrow for Gregg I..

th Id ths p nun,' s thous of

on

-Anomie:one ser-

augurated

*vtis whePe Natio*

felony?

Doges favor creation of a

Services 0011 he held at I:30

Women

alty to a Misdemeanor or 3.
maintaining the penelty as a

Should ill-year.olds be al-

lowed to vole

least

or "pushing" trorijusan

tion?

Gregg Meyer

with other Harper candidates
at the oaorioo Lague of

130

society members participating
this year.

tions?

SEN. PERCY conducted

m poll 011 Some of todaY'S mon

at

American
s.
On March 25. the airline in-

& Co., and Taylor. of Haskins

ing the electoral college in favor of it direct popular elec-

He ik combining sank of Ms l um mon:unties. I am taking

Yin an effort to gain a better

ossns h no been ens impul

i

Hot is.. Mos

can he a cook.

DO VOU FAVOR abolish-

Percy is the polisteking by mail
technique.

idea of Roc views of the citizens

a

reklection efforts wnh mother incoroboot, Mrs. Frederick

Perlman. of Numbs Ross

school system?

Regarding the ow of marijuana, as distinct from selling

gao,

L Stalslar, is not

i chola. of three antrus in It
mar tint ell, at Loath vernal
the
professional p wiener
whose flight pottcrn is similar

Monday. April 1,1970

district before he resisned his
°Moe to hecome heed of 0E0
in the Spring of Iron.

Meadows Association.

Le Roi E. Hutchings

headquarters in Chicago.

the funds to expand the public

pressman, Donald Rumsfeld,
is said to have interested Sen.

By Richard Crabb

tt.te, wiring.mks onnhing
Hundreds of voters in the
and has 50 technical patents northwest suburbs Joel week
to his credit.

diana, Michigan, Ohio. Wis.
consin and Candado with its

burban voters get
erey questionnaires

Prospect.

moron!, Mount Prospect. has
been named secretary of the
American liospitn1 Assn., Ileglom! Advisory Board 5.
The Regional
Advisor?
Berard 5 is comprised of AHA
delegates from Illinois, In-

Now how..., the plane s

so, ths

& Sells, were among

Every week the moon offsrs

pr i to the mi. th

Ho Unbut Psisrson

Nad

J. Heiman, chairman of the
CPA, V the telephones in the
of the
Chicago
Illinois Society of Certified

a s'

work

mg which ,n estimated 1 I 000

00100 prop,

"Dial -A -Tax Question" sobcommittee. was manned by

Witching, has a Ph.D. from
Northwestern University. He
taught two math course and
coached tennis at the University of Richmond, Virginia
when he was compledng hh
military service on the met

HUTCHINGS /LAS been
um of Harper's more silent
_

E. Taylor 409 N Courson%
Mount Provo, rekentis took

numb, on vo.cl dn.
The protekt herded by Pal

of two college students said.

puience. I am in agreement
with what the board is doing,
more so than the candidates
that have come forth" he said.

M. kale

part on a publie

Itht bscaust. On finish a
board meting et 12 TO a
Mies

Thrs wa, the fourth Mar of
sponsorship of
der
Dial Tax °neaten

Mae Perlm tn 1704 Wood
Proupsst Heights and %Wham

ualtoduals reamed free on
witch provided Iret. mom come t In.,. The numbo
tax mirk, during two teak of calls Inom teapot, Ins in
period by Mali. l Wicphonk ere md soh see Hofmen

of conssien

m. we've maded. the father

have three years' =-

Hutchings. a .1 -year Mount
ersident. was up.
pointed to the Harper board in
1967. He was later elected for
a two-year term.

'moms,

In

I've cold
MMAid: thinking over the deni-

A budget committee memImportant at this lime," in- .Mr, Hutchings recently urged
cumbent Lc Roi Hutchings the board to review proposed
mlary incremes in light of the
told the Day.
'You can't keep good ad. referendum failure. Last year
ministrative personnel if the Hutchings served on the salary
Foal it going to quibble all committee.
Prospect

er1P15

lee n

the bowl ;Harper Mowed is

the time'

tr .00 but bong quiet does

`Americana' service offers
home cooking in the sky

.

Fashion experts all agree
that teenagers have kicked off
the greatest fashion reMittlion
Mince flappers flipped for the
teen
chemise. As soon as
Mend Warts to takeoff. all ars
latch on to the look.

spring. thoUgh, teem

minis and short. short jump wits.
hog Cove see knee high a depth

of Color Mal Shows Ihere's
nothing shy about them. And
the sheerness makes lea
me

slim, so-mclhing that heavier.
textured styles of past seasons

a they ind their fashion fun in
knee highs. Not just any knee
high, hut color -keyed in pas.

muldna supply.
Taking a tip from college

lets and Jeep shades. because
young originals just wonl
have it

any other way.

say

Beauty Mist hosiery stylists,
gouty
pants andwith
maxis. the new knee highs put
AuHoo..fhtkr.Mboo. team YON

porcelain and many shades of
green.

SHEER OPAQUE mien -

keep On exclusive

mny

beige, lavender. yell... pink.

coeds canvassed in a color owvey, hosiery designers ern

More great mixers ore knee

:no

adgn'ultsP!

American rid Latik American darn, IS W1211 00
latest

the

-Mod" ilancinh. The
courses
c

are schmluled

td

begin Monday. Thursday and
Friday, April 00.20 end 24.
This is the loot series of
classes to he offered at Me Yr'
before the summer va6etion
season. Additimial inform.
lion may be obtained by con -

highs in peach. lemon, teak,
bamboo, ivory and a brigher.
lighter French navy first's a !acting the Northovest Saari/real now way to let the world ban YMCA. 300 E. Northwest
Hwy., 296-376.
see you.

Improve design'
design

showing knee highs in a rich

can he improved by observing

purple shade. a color that's
most wanted on the young
of the generation gap. Purply

the principle of proportion. A
long, narrow room appears

A room can he completely
modern. or you can mix style,
and own:sodas. Traditional
crystal goblins create an tre-

hes the young -essence to really

howler furniture arranged at

gent mood with a steel and
Pm table.

:fro

0!!!!!!!

A mom's structural design

k. long and narrow with
each end.

HANNEL

44

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS r. FWS
WEATHER SPORTS STOCK:.
Jn

.tebA,Uo

One day at a time
"Good. Very good." It was
only shown one night at nantribution to SCLC.
"Many people? Five
a head is a lot of (lova."
"Theatre wasn't quite Med.
I euppose, maybe, 900-1.000
Runde."
"Wow. Not bad for the suborbs. What kind of people?"

'

marrieds,

old

Washington' and the
speech that electrified the neon

happened in his

Nobel Peace Prim being ghen

to Dr. King. Or of bib hon.
eller it had been dynamited

hoses Maned on marchers, Ms

people were slowly learning to
ken one another. Them won't

he another like him. If then
web, though, we could certain ty use him

"YOU MAY not even re-

Rata creW vath flair billy

'Sounds boring."

him. During his lifetime, the

Or Ow church where four little
girls were killed by bothbs
while attending Sunday mhool.

lie safety director of Birminghorn, Ala Shots of his police
dogs. his firemen, and their

.emit

King v.

"Dr.

any

mem He preached and. lived
nun -violence. People, both
white and Negro, believed in

man ss
haof the award of the

ten men like Bull Conner, pub-

,

"Thinkwilldo
barof

don, beginning with 'I lime a
Dream'
"You've probably never

pad. Maybe you ve forgot-

'Worse

"Those are just parts It wee
three hours and seemed has

member the historical 'March

-FHE FILM is made op of

.id.

he

glue anything that happened
in Mississippi. or Alabama'"
"Sounds as if they covered
it very well."

might be hard for you to ea

shots taken while they bap-

Sion of the Birmingham bus
strike to his funeral. Every-

nor seen,'

forgotten -

"Maybe you've
Dr. King's famous 'Letter
Ban a Birmingham Jail.' It

"Probably very preachy!'
"True and false. Dr. King

preach. What a mareelotte fadlity he had for speaking and
writing words."
"Any good scenes?"

"King. Dr. Martin Luther
King. From the time of the
that

Vote.

Was a preacher. His is virtually.

.WHAT WAS it abotor

thing

line in the rain to register ID

ale only voice heard through
the entire film. He may had
been, preacher, but he didn't

"All kinds, whites. Negrom. Young, old. Hippies and
clan -cut. High school, colyoung
timem ..

Boss, while Negroes welted In

perceptive
and
movies 1 have ever seen."

Passport To Spring

Letters to the Editor
Zoning action is questioned
Editor:

read M your newspaper

D ar Mr. DeLottise:
Sly husband wants to an into a business which he thinks will be

"I know how it is! I'm a victim of the 'cooling of the
economy,' too-back in '29!"

great for our future. My art friend's husband Obey live in Dale,
r) had talked to my husband about the business and they
reed to start it. He and his wife (she comes front the same
naryI do) were hem the last 10 days. They new beck to
Delaware to bring then stuff here.
Today my husband called him and he mia he'd rather stay

bakward mning policy.

for visit alter I become an Ainerican enjoin (ISM).
Can my young sister, in Vietnam, come hereto study next

I would ask how this zoning
change was allowca when not

d' pl..Myh

df

yb

Mth t. He is very

don't want to sec my husband just sit down and feel sorry.
Will he be su,essful in this business? knew the hereini I wan

yeadShe is saving her money now. miss her so much Wc

tory beautiful,. now. Do you weeny mor amour Mune?.
Foreigner, Wheeling

-fferzipteorm.ltjudderoro'AenLiZzlanr.1=17.Moe

Oar Foreigner:
I feel you are very lonely and hommich. I feel your husband
wit be a success regardless of yam girl friend and her hushed
coming here ore. I do reel ',meeker will ceearbert, I abated

--Marshall Field III

two more children for yon quite soon.
Monday. AMR b. 1970

Page 4

previous husband and one from a retiree I have !men going with
for about four years. Do you see shychance of me eve having

R.E.Hutcbinaoh, Vire-President.

William J. Kiedasch, Mettututtte Editor

R. N.Ihrelx. Chsolarien Dutton

C

Dear ME DeLonism

I net 0 woman or 25 and hem Mom children, two from my

John E.Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Uwe with him or do you Mink Ws lost masa By the way. he
was on narcotics. Will I ever marry him or do you think I'll
have nny more children with hirn?

Nu Name,Paletinc
Deer No Name:
I feel yaa must ham had a eery Wray life to not, youradf, be
able to see what's wrong with all this. You already made one
Make and you seem to be react,. for a lifetime of them. You
don't have to continue on this road. Tam around for Me sake of
your children if not yourself. I don't feel a marriage here, bull do
feel a continued involvement and even another child unless you
make the change you should. I hope you do.

Day by Day

Raindrops falling on merchandise
By Catherine O'Donnell
If the merchants of Rand -

Nast were given an oppo,
artily to select the A.demy

GOOD GUY BOB
When The Day education

for the Harper Collegeboord.
The brochure describes her

gal, Jan Bone, had a chance to

es experienced, involved, energetic, independent and in-

Mord winner in the best song
alegory, Mere is no doubt that
It would be "Raindrops Fall -

go to San Francisco with her
husband, Dave, the outlook
wasn't brilliant. With four
little Bones to tend, it just

Many store managers were
celled early Friday and told to

didn't seem possible for Jan to
accompany Dave while he

lic should be a big winner.

nub right over. Some of the

gave his speech at a conference'

RUN, DoNn- WALK
The Home Ec dames or
Conant High School in the
Hoffman Estates-Sets:m*,

floors were covered
with water. Some had suffered
stores'

Ma damaged and in most,
drops of water were still falling
front he ceilings.
It seems the snow on the

on 'innovations in Food En.
nineerin."
Jan was secretly dreaming of

flying to the rescue of the little
that famous
guy who is

SOS in the Sanfran fornme
roof had melted and seeped pcookie factory-"Help, I'm 4
the many openings
cased by "contractions of the
Ihnough

shingles... All over the sopping
center huge plastic containers
were strategically placed. The

whole thing made the boat
shown lot more realistic.

AND IN THE PARKING
The United States Postal
will never yet
plaudits for that mechanical
Department

monstrosity

placed

in 'one

Randhurst Center as a convenience to shoppers. There
ore slots for all kinds of stamps,

envelop, money
-

changers,

Wales. phong to call for ads information horn the
Mount Prospect Post Office-and nothing walks.
The dollar bill changer on
the east side scorns a Yankee

dollar as if it were a Russian
ruble and the dollar bill chang-

er op the west side spews
out a bill without giving
change as if it tasted bad. It is a
sad state of affairs of state.

ARUNGTONIANSThe Arlington Acres Civic
Association has come out of
.its winter hibernation to annOunce

its

annual

meeting.

The meeting will be held on
Wednesday, et 8 p.m. in the
Meeting room of the LaMar.
berg0ehler Funeral Home.
Retrimg president is Pew
_ifowell The slate of nominees
1incledeaPtestdent Rick Burke,

wee president Howard Res lea

hecrctag_Gail RobinQId TrtasuatEynn

prisioner, etc."
She was pouring out her tale
of woe to her hairdresser. He
was Bob Ingbretson who owns
and operates in his own beauty

parlor called Hair in Palatine.

Well, Bob proved to be a
Ina friend indeed. He volunteered to watch the family
tribe for the long weekend.
The Bones went off to the West
Coast and the kids had a wonderful time. Look for Jan's story on they escue in the fortune
cookie factory. She's fantastic.

r,

THE HOLY NAME SOCIETY

formed. Any woman who an
get a hus,nd to pass hosewords

about her on to theistb

part of the countryside

are

about to become the most .p clan spots in the county. The
Home Economics Department
is sending out a call for youngsters, aged three through five
for an experiment from May 4
29.

lib

all

part

of a

project

wherein the future homemakers of America will study child

Dear Mr. DeLouise,
I think that my husband and I will end up hoeing the some
relationship as his broths,- and wife. Will our problems be very
similar, He doesn't seem to be able to help himself and haven't
been able to help him either. Do you feel he will overcome this
conditiongWill this trait be inherited by Our son? Do you feel any

erty was vacant and wm surrounded by a four -lane co
mercial highway, a gas station
and an auto agency and on one
side across a street, residential
homes.

How can Mc Village justify
This type Of inconsistency? If in

the one CM, why no in the
Asa result dm ratting by the
bmk removes residences and
makes cmninercial property.
The denial by the Trustees of
the -toning by Century Supply
in

he hat
soh will be the same. The

hi

be wasted. 1 cannot believe any
www wig
person

W.G.BRANDSTADT,MD.
I still get map

inquiries
about Marl= aspects of pinoxyuriasis

weriii the family

...

When the adult female, one- ee that close to 50 per
third to one-half inch long. is

centoaf the population are pin -

full of eggs, shc works ha we),
out of the digestive tract, Uno
ally at night.

worm carriers.

THE SECRETIONS of the
worm or the pmscene of the
eggs .uses anal itching and
the host. usually a child, by
scratching in his sleep, lodges
some of the eggs under his finger nails.

(Adults have pin -

o. but are less apt to
be troubled with itching.)

Other eggs remain on the
sheets or night clothes, and the
routine elf milking the bed and
putting away the pajamas

sends these invisible eggs flying through the air, whence
they land on the floor, a door
knob or any other convenient
e

They are then ready to start

all over agtea It
should be noted In passing that
the cycle

pinworms are not transmitted

by Pc.
OXYURIASIS IS an annoyance rather than a heath

haard Such symptons as

definitely

The sent majority of victims
have no symptoms and about

Afl hum to the editor iems be ,gad. N.

FOR

entcrobiasis.

to pinworms, am
dim to other causes.

The Editor

20 per cent of them shed all
their worms spontancousSy
without treatment.

Q

out,. allergy to some food eaten several times a week should
be considered.
A recent study Indiates

that bedwetting nms in some
families. Another study revealed that nearly one-third of
all those who continue to wet
the bed after they are 6 have
abnormal brain waves. Even

When all the causative factors have been ruled out and
other treatments have failed,
imipramine (Tofranilt, clesimamine (Norpramin or Putofon), nortriptyline (Aventyll
or amitriptyline (Elavil,
fon or Triavil) may help.

'Oita

1-1S711
I/ Ig

X
I

I

I

11111 1

II
1

Y

0 . Do you think a child
should be punished for bed wetting?

A - No if

anything

this

would make him worse.

A-Surgical removal In the
only satisfactory treatmem. If
the bleeding is profuse it can

(Po -

will rid a victim of the worms,
but avoidance of reinfestation came
is

end Barbara Kleig Public* Nea PorA

sant drugs.

taxon, both prescription drugs,

her se their
ran be checked.

primate

Photo...under. Mame& Ro.nrane Arfingion

"NO

though they show no Other
signs of epilepsy, they pre
helped by taking anticenal-

an) or thiabendnole (Min-

Pyrvinium

rI`

If these causes have been rttled

."".7,.. .." should o

pl.....
maker:Mt,

-manlyn Shuman, edam-

A - Bedwetting, m a few

Could the bleeding cause me to
feel weak and dizzy?

.,h1.1.

It

cases, is a result of an abnormal urinary outlet or bladder.

becomes infested the others
probably are also.

SIMI

Whether your travels take you to the heart of Paris, -a- -small cafe in Milan or New York's Central Park loo, your
enjoyment will come from knowing that you've selected a
costume that goes anyitleie and arrives looking wonderfully composed And no matter what fad or tend may
prevail, the one-piece dress Is still the perfect partnef for
a passport to a beautiful and productive spring

wrong with him but that he is
just a sound sleeper. What do
you think?

fl

bt'

1. et lei,

fashion line's.

My grail... WO...

Ct-Is surgery Me only cure
for bleeding he

an request.

Travel the world over and the one-piece dress is still a
woman's first choice. This spring such designers as Lee
Evans and Adele Martin have combined silhouette, fabric
and color in unbeatable fashion triumvirate.
Unnecessary detailing has been eliminated, leaving a
costume to which a woman can add her own accessory
touches. A broad belt or a bold scarf will underline your
own individuality, while at the same time retaining good

the bed nearly every night. His
doctor says there is nothing

Although the worms show a
preference for children, when
one member of a household

porn wM be withheld up.

-

and

as0. (nt,

Pinworm ego, are microscopiclinens and disinfect the walls
and can easily be picked up on
and floors are no longer recommended and shouid be re
one's.ouln and swallowed.
placed by a more relaxed or
In the digestive Oast, they lighthearted attitude.
hatch and reach maturity.
After an, some authorities

vase appetite, once attributed

Letters To

come from within the home or
Dom the outside.

worm infestation, also called

nching of the nose, dark circks under the eyes and per-

teem

family heirloom. She put them in a earl place as the Ilttle ones in

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, notionally knman MMMM. will oathe 9nesriunr ufBnv'readers h Mir cartoon. Letters should
beraigned. MI names mil be Omitted if the writer mounts it.
Write lu DuLaniee In core bingo Pbblicallana. 722 Center St.,

and

Inge

Dear Mr. DeLouisa
My mother once bed a pair of diamond coning.. thot moo

our family wouldn't find them. Then she forgot where she put
them. That was six year. ego end 311. then we have mewed.
She'd like very much to find them.
Adingion Heights

and

oner and
anuses bath
the Village to go ma great deal
of expense in legal costs which
rc unnecessary.

Robert A. Bus
BUSH AND BUSH

Pinworm eggs hatch
in digestive tract

other?

nication with him and begin to confront the changes you both
ant. I don't feel your son will inherit Ito problem and I don't
feel any more children in your immediate future. I feel by admit.
ling you have a personality quirk you ore on Me road to improving it. Al this lime I don't feel you really want to quit smoking.
When youdo, you will.

and will be in session from

Economics

this second instance, the prop-

dissolve soon or is this s lifetime thingeWill I ever quit smoking?
Hopeful, Rolling Meadows
Dear Hopeful:
I don't feel a serious problem here but I do feel a petuettuAty
conflict between yo, and your husband. I feel you mast accept
this problem of your husband's, Then you .n establish commu-

Ocor La:

Home

Trustees denied a petition by
Century Supply Co. to change
the zoning on Rand Rd. from
residential to commercial. In

more children for us? Will a certain quirk in my personality

development while watching
children at play. The classes
will have 15 kids in each one
7:35 a.m. - 0:30 11.0. and
from noon to 2 p.m.
To volunteer your child an
information, call
far m
529-4333ore and all, for the

six months ago the Village

does

DOCTOR SAYS

to Mk. fora change.

help her.She is very ode So am I. I planned to go back to Vietnam

huh

b.

encyeog into mbe,,intL.n.,/h

Why does such an inconsist-

can justify and rationaliee this

in Vietnam. She is very lonesome and I want her heo I can

where his parents are. He won't come back here to work with my

waren Mesh Buick xml the
Bulk° G. Station on Rand

us to how our Village Tann=

The commercial zoning
chenge in this case seems walla property on two basically
madman! streets, bordered on
three sides hy residential prop.
criy. This, although a basically
forward move, seems to be ininmeintent with a generally

and

Map Pubti tattoo

that the Mount Prospect Stine
Bank is expanding fa Drive -In
faciities.
It seems that in order to do
this, it was required to change
the zoning of some residential
property to commercial.
I would now pose a question

MONDAY, APRIL -6,1970

oago.

theriff of Selma, and hie aw

disturbing

.

ember his marches in Chi.
That's when he wee
struck on the head by rock,
'The most hostile crowd I've

clubs. Or maybe Ile Clark,

"On the contrary. It was
one of the most exciting, fillthought -provoking,.
filling,

"How was the show?"

lege,

By Ron Swans

a r.1 problem as it may

the

symptoms

IB

serenmealt

men.

stoned.

I am feeling she ween't careful entnsgh frame I do feel the
children found men mid lest them.

p

Des Plainer 60016.

Depart -

SE Emily Church M Mount
Prospect has announced their

.

tzi:tfriyaeTrsheoyf thaerHoei=mne,

Tony Campana, 1st vice-presi-

Hideaword

DRIVERS EDUCATION

-

s*

To qualify Fora driver's liienae before age I e

dent Robert Roeder, 2d vice.
GlennSlane ay,torea.
tzsideg,,,00re
sponging secretary
Robert
Dyes, Recording secretary Joe

NEXT ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COURSE

TRENNAL

STARTS APRIL 13

Nejm,e, marshal Crack Poananski, and delegates Tom

O'Donnell and Frank Auer.
The

annual

father -sun

breakfast will be held April 12
at the Scanda House in the
Prospect Plaza. Call Chair-

man Frank Skahan at 2997452 for tickets. And be there.

100T 1001'

There

was

handsome

palgn literature was for. his
Wife lane L. Toot, a candidate

IMMILAIMS oar MIMIIMM

Vlatk twin I

In addition. fmd the word
using all seven of these
letters.

IN THE

15!/x,16 and
17 year olds...
CALL NOW FOR

MAIL

11t

CL9-1090

tea nawa.sa.bnaanab.dn.

INFORMATION

24 good, 29 excellent

of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road
onfomieRNie

DAY PUBLICATIONS
MLINMON

(Ends May 9)

Make an many four letter
or more word. out of
these letters us you can.

Charles Tool tooting his horn
by passing out campaign literature at the -various shopping

Centers Satin .The cam.

Sarong Chicago Norihwent Sullurbn

Monahan Sandhurst)

-2554800-

Clones meet at 03 N. Arlington Heights Road
OM one Mack what Ma Arrinw,RM.depoq.

i-NORTH SHORE DRIVINO_SCHOOLin....
A

THE DAY
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Page 6

Son to read poetry
of Vachel Lindsay
Nicholas

Lindsey

is

as,

untangling the yarn and many

Often by the time whatever
was being made reached the

:onstration

on

By Frances Altman

ten the garment never did get
finished due to a distinct les,

Na matter whether you'll be

look as authentic

as

this season.

hiu. the dress or whatever can
en idea

that same day.

SMART NEW designs satisfy each and every whim for
Crotchet If the occa.sion calls
for a tunic -and -pants combo.
you'll find it in pretty pastels
and white. There is an assort.
mem oi crochet dresses with

th`l DAL')
SHRINK TOUR PROBLEMS

simple

dresses.

make living even more freer

desire:for a corcheted outfit
be reality rather dm

and bright mart moils.

one -pica

cosy -care

though
loving hands had eta:A:2M the

CLEANER

miracle fabrics thal promise to

commuter to the loop. you'll
enjoy springh offerings in

job. And hem of all, when the

.Z,L../Yetot,

Trevira polyester: and Celenem fortrels are jag two unite

show off a chain ben 10 Mem
tage. Little jackets go well with
them too.
The onmpiece shirtdras Ls
mnyina an equally big role in
spring fashions. Adele Martin
whips these into newness by
adding pockets, novel buttons

Porthole Co merely taking the

part of the maker.
Now it, time to welcome in
the new era of instant crochet.
The crocheted clothes of today

These fabrics in cumin.,
lion Woh the ne. shapes
arc destined to give` woman

likes

the ability
ability to arriv

hlaison de Romayne
Line"
in Arlington Heights, To run
lbasucial gamut lice Es:mhos
favored textured cotton in his

the

on the

as though she

had just stepped nut of her
dressing morn. Crisply Mad
cotton, and passionate silk
prints play another role. While
silks and mynas
dchlyi
-in solids, prints and geometries

Mailirm-Maped

Mee pad pleasure in a wan,

through the bodke and flared
gently at the skirt.

individualize

robe that answers all day -time
or evening needs.

popular

new

its

time you deposit the young-

a x at school right through an
evening outing.

Dedgner yang Woodard chooses lacy cotton

The timing for the pop.,

knit to interpret lie clingy look of California
spring Dillion. The long tunic, with slits on the

- lathy of crocheted clothes
couldn't be better now that

sides and sleeves, is worn overlong flared pa..

nude -color body stockings and

lobe says

bra slips are the norm in lingerie departments. There is no
problem of what to wear under

sell nothing hut unconstructa

any of that open-air cloth..

nude.coler lingerie.

51ANV STORE% have not
up 'Body Shops" where Hwy.

Wool, acrylic and linen
cotton ore mme of the fibers
med for crocheted clothe,

If cure looking for gloves with a new mes.

What exactly is loster-warc,

gold or copper luste, looked

Luster is the effect oNaincd

its best when applied to a red

The Blood colors are black. brown. tan and
navy. Or you can have a light or bright hand in
while. how. honey or rod crinkled patent. We

noRmAn

smERiCs

.2:hone

0-0.?

particularly like these shiny gloves worn as acon.

imr

vast to the texture of your coat. such as with

Ckurrixiddause

aalie. suede. Maid. tweed or with Nn furs.
real or fake.

0070 Mr grespeollonoMr amine,

brine hod? x hich was lint

when metallic film is applied to
piece of ceounic or Pereelein.
gilding it an irridescent look. or

was produced by combining
gold oxide with copper oxide.
In the loin expensive were,

the color and sheen of a particular metal.

Many of the fine artisans
who develoPM this peaces
had a deep undarltanding of

copper oside alone was used.

How was the 'splashed"

chemistry. But then Mb is not
autprising, as the artist and the
chemist have many times combined kill knowledge and
their skill to produce con-

derstaml a procedure
Ise

p

ann In no mneul

l

y ri

me

Platinum

is used less h re-

quired than golf for the proper
effect. A white
RGM.

Publication: 'Limousine for
a lee" eont...g hes Just ham
selected.

She is NI.. Roma lolumn,
om Heights.

As Mb iniintlis prize-

101 W551. PISOSPECIAVENLIS

H. PROSPECT

So ablmn RN Mean. may it's fen

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
Phone 537-1000

ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sale
4th Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, Lower Level
of Rondhuht
Re. 12 8 83, Mt. Prospect
11 axe. to 4:30 p.m.
ADMISSION 50c

THEBANK
6' Trust Company of Arl ngton Heights

392-0383

SERVICE

BANK

1 the Arlington Markel Shop ing Center
900 0,461 KENSINGTON ROAD TE (PHONE 255-7900

,-

Iles

'1111111

ohmic lean, look. Conn Mills :Indicts, sprightly plaid cotton
denims ilea cmmlinate with a variety of bright solldn. Ilut °ma
Blade h used for th, lean untie Mal lops matching plaid powlx.
.
Blade 1.1111 Slac:t11, pattern 2270.

minahN drivang.

patio and playwear and even a

To prove that

AND
GUA RANTEE

...C.a.`,

RES! OtOG I

MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE

Prospect Heights

THE RED GAVEL

"Retragstua'."APer'
11 NOON to 5 PAI

el
AntiquesZ%11Zeds,

oh «t

74VW

reaRonsilke for denim, weon c

fash.nnt

ans. Paris and Nov York
ion center, readily admit that
lmhian
dflo"
from the elite few but conks
from

d.irn

1

WEBER'S ANTIQUES

IN

Speciallaing in Anligue Jewelry,

&atom'

PALATINE

Gerieral line

al Al.,.
RENTAL

,

now

MS. Eve/gren,
Arlington Heights

EVERGREEN
SHOPPING CENTER

healthy -looking. And don't go

rah by foolishly using Illon
to open hobby pins or stubborn
plastic tood envelopes.

Clura It Moen Beck Con

****e
**********************e
gvdcai

'port!,

*

Ze(4gage

*

TA

WALTON

AROUND
THRIFT 8. GIFT SHOP
I.ene1,11 mks WWI

IS

DES PLAINES

PHONE:

Gol,Rt

Not quite.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly
OP your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

))0t

ft4*

NOW OPEN
MON. THRU SAT.
10 TO 4

STRETCH "YOUR"
CLOTHING DOLLAR
542,N. Milwaukee

*

sioo

)0:

*
** Accessories

18th Century
Prints

* in our

25c

Complete "Finishing"
available

!f4

Hobby Shop

4t**** #

Pencil Caddy
Tissue

*

Glove
Jewelry

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

)4..

Milwaukee Avenue et Dundee Road
Wheeling, III. Phone:537-0020

and up

Member F.D.I. C.

K0444
-

eat

394-5737 439-0677

*

eIrabroaors

SECOND TIME

V

1012 5. ELMHURST RD.

All Wet ?

out of your way to chip your

FREE

EQUIPT. 15 THE FINEST

CALL 255-7200

MT. PROSPECT

3135 K1RCHOFF

Massage your gums rep -

tarty to Imp them pink and

Unfinished Boxes 1:
week FM.

THIS COLUMN

IN

sees

.ea

Massage gums

and use it one mire

TO ADVERTISE IN

296-6360

ROLLING MEADOWS

Is Liquidity

MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS

P39-2028

1006 5. Michigan

255-2800

I

snd

wean It is a gregarious Dbrie
-A goes anywhere.

359-4525

OPEN MON. thru SAT.

.x'"Oei

EIE

clothes. cruise

fast Colfax

10:00 a.m. to 4:30

E. PANG1NE PD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE,

610 E. CENTRAL RD.

if NUN Rh while you wait.

ninny Lamps, An Gloss Brame,

814.5010

m out it 17/Ln
Wait Mond Anmientani

sctuhhod blenched nninin

While Mel -Core still many
miliar
fashions ill

SUN WOW.
OM ao0.0w5r

CHICAGO

ANTIQUE SHOPPE
BUSSE'S FLOWERS 8 GIFTS

therc's no need to so,soften
and Heath your denims. For
new scrubbed denim. with its

in jumimhit 0..01.0
eat near and rdcmunG
jninin

,,,,,t,,,rofm,mmit,he rads of the -in

FURNITURE, CUT

An,,,,,-uttnenes

BeauL

lust anothier service that turns our
customers into friends,.

able kinure wear, And now

deligners fall tinder the spell of

It is the youth inarkel that is

09 THE PEPPERMINT STICK

IA NEW SHOP IN
cola LOCAL AREA(

a

romith Of colors and patterns
this time around -for comfort-

sof, napes. surfacc. co mes in a
rind
n,nnchn,
You

this perennial 00000 to

YE OLD CHINA 8 GLASS
SHOPPE

'Mr HOUSE

its fashion

navy- denim takes off in

success was no flash in the pan,
denim cOnlintle, to do its thing
each season. as more and more

WHEELING,

'Frx

4.00

wate-we beautifully engrave them
alL No delays either. We engrave

Ices a Mills look that's far rerouvuul Dam the

SpOrisn ear

Day area to be eligible tar next

it

529,2653 or 894-7572

ONE of our specialties

sn/r. nr,f."1:$10.00

'

Rings, amides, jewelry, slier.

few dresses 1101 mening.

BIG HOU E ANTIQUES
13 E. L keStrat
Bloomioadote

"24,24

REST,

C.11-440,14,

11 omen mer one IS may
register almerchants in silo

AI

483 5=e Ave.

A FULL

70 'MLR DRAPERIES

Further details will be m-

7/1)

\\

Collociohlea Arena.
Also sell on
Consignment
Nov,' Otto Closed/moan,

$2.50

.$2.75

OF FRESH AIR

a elk with apparel for beach,

1003E PileMit Id Rd.

F1

BRING A BREATH

till

95

PERMANENT WAVE

$2.00 sem S

offers

OPEN DANT 11 le 410

253-4601

Ova NATIONALLY GWOUS

THE NEW
CURLT CUT

"Instant Engraving"

fashion Nene and mused quite

\)I)

V85 Hardware

PERMANENT

wish, covers gray hair, ref reshes faded

shades,

hats and fur collared coat,

titininn the Aber lush:it:Beat.

Mt. Prospect

CURLY CUT

first our expert stylists fashion your
own "Curly Cut" with a surly, curvy
rum of waves. Then in just 0 few mini
of smooth ransi-I ull rine. Colors in Non*, shampoo: out whenever you

anshment makmp. cloche

ic or porcelain is her, for o

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

s the new, exclusive

Glamorous,

mes we give you Me coptivoting color

/

nouneed later.

one. she will be pkked up In
chauffeurdriten limousine
111411
eSCOTteel to various area

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

emit Moamar insorm to 520,000 av Me Da ral Oenosit insomme Orirporatio

9. Make o clock puzzle by
Me bottom of a coke
pan on a *fie or cardboard,
Cut
Cut the circle into 12 sections

lin-

the balance all the du,.

of 1452 N. Vale A, ANNE

ANTIQU ES ARE
CHERISH 0 GIFirE

your

'scrapbook.

wola

arrt,Ants "
eM
else gifts. hM and a Mend of
her eindee will he greeted to
luncheon and will have the
limousine :at their disposal for

Ilse sesame +sinner of Ony

Americo in about 1750. When

colt icily

have

B. Tape mother's recipe collection to Me cards or in a

tiny bubbles and splashes.

South

r

7. List all the things itt
house that are red, blue or
men.

experience,

Homo ,fidsomot wins
limousine -for -a -day

ANTIQUES GALORE

m

st=meow

soft -care

iguing

cliflMentmized mixing bowls.

their name.

look a grim, mind -bending.

NeoaOo

gh

IYY'LP

While you're at it
join our Fine China Club
and obtain your 3 piece
starter set FREE.

5. My iederSTS la caw shmosxuao'n. or
to vow moo., ncoatint ogen
'an d v
ckeRking icanint in like amount. an
remise your FREE 3 piece mem e,

t

eyebrows.

thin

punk. Print large capital lei ter at top and IGalching small

that &min with the letter of

a

ning Shada 10 make the whole

chokers.

20. Play a penny toss game.
Each child takes WIGS tossing
10 pennies into a not of three

ter the gam, they van eel the
candy.
6.1.ist all the words possible

rhinestone
silver
chokes.,
brooch. chain Hsu. beaded beg

and six sided 'Eyeful" Eve-

lig,

thee partly or wholly decorated

ANT=41,CETRA

works.

grey. with new -antiques"

chiffon, silk and matte jar-

pants,

iteresting
pictUre5 on
n
thc tugs that eiwne with new
items of clothing. Add 0 pretty
how to he attached Wring.

bons according to color. Af-

Then accessorize the luscious
panne velvet. perhaps in dove

s y "Art Deco" is long Tow-

ose-fitting

treat.

with a long slink of a drew

now

18. Write a tette.° a friend
or relative and then MR it int° a
Aso. pri01e and mail.
lg. Slake bookintirkii by

RO.G11,1

kiln the oil expands and forms

fip

you believe it. We even
pay the top interest rate
we legally can on every
type of account.

more nalireetGlill ts ay would be

0 bobbed hairdo or the sleek

and score pad.

S. RACE TO sort afferent

body jewelry, small beaded

6. Figures. and statuary ci.

aim.

tube whose end is moped
wnh line muslin. When in the

vo vow checking or savings Arcouear.

Here, notk, tn.

5. Relief molding with fee -

that looked like silver and golf

junk shops,. a better and

mean today? In fashion. II
swans Me soh, femiine. mow
t Mous look of the 10, done to
a Mow" boat,

I

Just a few fashion stmonS
RM. denim strolled onto the

April Fool joke? Don't

= l7;:cro.:=

people of the MO, Luster

decorated in luster.

duced by this process was not
aibays onafar m in color. The
color of the actual 13000 of ew
ramie or porcelain used had a
great deal to do with this. Solid

We 11even give you FREE
interest on deposits in
by the 10th.

vek memoir FREE. we odium goo a

of the enormous odor placed
on silver or gold plate by the

ground.
4. Plain simple transfer
printing in luster decorations.

affluent to have dinner ware

THE GOLD -LUSTER pro-

HERE'S OUR CHINA CLUB ST

produced whore the pattern Is
shown in while or some other
color against a luster back.

I. PLAIN or allover luster.

I= in the attic or by haunting

But what does 'An Deco"

small Mad, cardigan jackets.

Will also nccd u rubber ball

ed together. Or for a special

for the 1930's.

t

3. Resat luster-. the effect

This was very popular because

drkd beans which you've mix-

Dm" look by getting

scarves. high. shaped heels.

much the same manner as with
enamels and stencils.

Luster was used in many
way, A rough classification
for the collector moth! ht as

simple idea that children love.

important. it's
womanly look done
musteminie.

YOU COULD achieve the

*terns

tape and add ss rock for weight.

ucts. Seal one end with cloth

4. Play house by putting a

the musty smell out of the re,

and

12. Using paper. crayons.
pant sod scissor make birthday and Christmas curds for

sheet over a card table. A

Exhibition of Paris in
niKesde display
1925, n
of design which set the Myles

It means clingy, rich test-

with tam front papa prod-

method.

af
with ease end elegance

3 red fabrics like panne velvet

ad" When used on o white
body. gold comes Mt in Met

was discovered in

TRANSFER

catching traffic stopper.

up with a super bare midriff

tures either wholly or panty

SILVER LUSTER ware is
not produced from silver besmall portion of tin was added.
Th:s misture was then com- cause of the dull effect that
appears as this metal is exbined with an amalgam of balm of sulphur and spiMs of posed to air. Platinum is used
insteM. This precious metal
turpentine.

So we offer lots of extra
services like - transferring
funds to our vaults where
you can get at it easy.

mural color. It's an ar-

17. Play a bowling game

leaves. flowers,

It. MAKE AN alphabet

ting food pictures from napalms. Or make a fancy, pictured menu with the same

',Mt Deco- is all this and
more. No

darting with that letter on bottom half --- A. apple.

starch and use nn shell paper
dampened with sponge,

ner and lots of paper towels.
3. Fix :I pretend meal by eon

traces its origin to the An Dec.

the strim^tspe crochet in

mode it possible fur the less

..p

p.

One of the carlY Manes Inc
Inter -some shows that powdered gold was added to acquaregia la solvent made of
muriatic thydrochlorict acid
and nitric mid. Al times a

TO

in

pink and purple effect obtain.

of pink ond purple. When them
colors appear in a splashed or
mottled form. the luster is up plied over the glaze of
white.wares and. while still

venience and hem, for manT

We think we have lots
of bank with lots of people
to get things done - FAST,.

linenlcotton. Mined, vzhich

given a thin plea.
The copper or bronze effect

kind.

IT PAYS

phrase is "Art Deco", and it

What is lusterware?

sage. try the shiny crinkled patents. The glazed
leather took is a his fashion in coats. jackets and
handbam and ix nicely suited to today's popular
shorty gloves.
StMing is casual. younp and very simple with
minute detailing, like tiny covered butms at rite
side vent. a row of Nile brass nailheads. a band of
crocheted cord or bold bras. grommets.

The high priests of fashion

by writing letter on lop half
and fowling picture of item

pera paint with two of liquid

Thl also like to clean it off.
give them a sposty cleaif

Art deco look is in
ned a phrase to cover
have
all they in" looks for fell. The

ved. jagged and Auras lines. in
only marching pieces will fit
each ladle,
16. Vary the above puzzle

00 holder.
14. Enjoy finger painting by
mixing one tablespoon of tem-

window with watercolor paint.
noising south? Then pack the season's preGieSICrUisewear, plus he. unipment for two sociable
laelohles-pholography and card playing. Play your 1111,) cads in a two-piece wool mull fieft) wek
sleevesonpa
o istri:
Gait and buttons. For picture -taking droll op deck
wool
t. The dress hulaself-belt, two roomy pock. far
extra film and kicky front pierd. These are Kimberly designs.

or cardboard, emir
four by soon inches. Cal
across each card. using cur-

fabric or paintro dig a.v pew

as

bottom of 20 rec-

at

angle,

future use.
13. Cover frozen juice container with adhesive paper,

fish has to be thrown hack.
playmom
2. Decorate

short -sleeved top nml match.
ing skirt that stem mid -thigh

actually looks similar to string.
One manufacutar has come

enjoyed.

must be read or the problem
solved. lf an error is made the

Mien and cotton.

One of Me nes?, onsets in the

have

slick. To keep the bah problem

Antique world

Glazed look big
in gloves, too

MERLE

mast's hold. wide. hlack.Orapperl toistwoteh and strappy shoes with eluMis hells debt. But the
feminine power ti ins out after alt with the chiffon maxi scarf. Gianni Ferri ofBanf thinks Mt,
what it, all about. Nalartil Misr sirinto.looking crochet MOO does the most to miser the km.
Sweater Rae et -whets the short -slaved drineAtring bare midriff /op and the nmteltiug sill., skirl In

others

'IM'. with a magnet tied lo a

Denim does its thing!

A balmee of power mita when a feminine trocheted pdyester tap end skirt is conhossted wflh u

rubbing the Inn site of a crayon on a piren of paper placed
with a raised surover
face. such as buttons, combs

lems an small cards and put pnWraps on each. Catch

,

.

inter.ting crochaed designs.

coming up with their own

1. Play the fishing game.
Write words, phonetic sounds,
numbers or arithmetic, prob-

Poncho. now no big on the
fashion scene. can he found in

longue.
11. Designs can he made by

do soars of them, too.

design

the

through a hole for the puppet's

encourage your offspring to
=Weise creative thinking by

fetter

band puppets. Stick a linger

Maybe your child might like to

her

for PLW. Inc.. also at Median
extural cote
J e Romavne.

childosn, Although you should

and

''M igny

sweaterdress

10. DECORATE: email paper bags to look like faces for

20 idea which my children

clothes, Gay Gibson is Introducingal

each piece.

May. ficrezem but they also
bring "what can I do nowt'
complaints from housebound

ideas of what to do, sometimes
they need 0 little help. Here Bea

FOR TIIN WOMAN who
to

mile appropriate numb., no

April showers may bring

comfortable line, yu fit, me

making a raervation on the

ming of enthusiasm on the

(halves, sixths, twelfths) and

By Amy ',ammo

Ompiece dresses have easy

season or no longer BM And of-

St 5, for .0,71.75 cents.

the

it was out of

complete stage

guest artist April 9 in the le, poetry of Wand Lindsay. the
ture series being sponsored al Amaican poet who was also
William Rainey Harper Col- his father. Nicholas in a second
generation port. working in
loge. Algonquin and Roselle
the sone tradition as his faRik. Palatine.
ther
The reading 9 open to the
Anneerin, at ran. in rot,.
Admission for adults is
E 106 of the Lecture and Ile,
Center

handwork.

momhs

Page]

`Mom -what can I do?'

Easy travelers
jet into spring

The word erichel. once
moat ruins out the =calks. -

campus. Lindsay will read the

the

,Potpourri

Giant crochet = girl power

THE DAY

Monday Apnl 6 1970

THE DAY
Monday, April 0, 1970

Page 8

Happiest are those
who look forward

Fashions of the '70's

Parents ask

Anything goes this year

Do you agree with Dr. Ginott?

MY
}..

"I'm glad that somebody

IS:

heelball}, come out. nd raised

books. Instead of seeing chitdrat as little savages who must
be tamed, or tender buds

few questions about Haim
Oinott's "Between Parent and

which will droop and die from
one parental mistake, you see

Child." I'd like to add further

then,

criticism.

:Isn't it th invasion
privacy for a mother to be alt
ways

vocalizing

mall

as

si mnnin

of them, and even if she was,

ma.. Mild who seems to rel

Your Weekly Horoscope

ish nothing better than being
(th his own estimation) thor-

Sabath:Mesa fit boy'
At least that seems to be the

YOU HAVE A good poise finding innrecce study by
rd Lerner and Eli
Elizabeth
there Understanding IS fine, Richard
reported in a recent
but we know of teessagers whoGell

tboughs for him? Most children live with the uneasy sus-

picion that Mom has X-ray

you are only as old as your arteries.

under-

cble.initiolecdat.h%t

Forty-five

she

ten in silence?

"And thanks for your own

spring fishing, Taunts? You would do well to bait your hook with
beauty. You're due for a nice catch any day now. Go about ii
with great expectation and do not give in to disappointment if
your luck is not immediate. Remember, too, that often the best

mkko.

while
kindergarten children
ith

new. oalo ',,wass,j.w.r2

class

young seems unlikely to most

.a.8,11:Zehrf

same age as themselves. They

were asked to choose the pictures which they most resent
unPPY ZaPP,tql

"STOP"
FOR MY TRAFFIC JAM

We you could have tannin goofing around.

On. they least wanted to bob
like. They were also asked
Inditate which of their classmates looked most like child.,

CANCER (June di -July 21): Memory nags in week ahead.
.Moonbaby. Try not to OW in to moodiness. Remember that

fineHwdewwe

shown by 06 per cmt of the
children. Thissuggests thatnegwell developed
in kindergarten children.
already

(Copyright I urt) by theGesell Institute of Child Development, Inc.)

LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oct. 22): If you are involved in long
drawn-out relationship that seems difficult to fathom, late heart.
Libra. You cannot alwaysget the quick results which you desire.
should happen, don't come crying to old Olga.
SCORPIO (Oct, 23 -Nov. 21: Be loyal to the one with whom you
have cast lots. Scorp. Do not be too domineering and demanding.

Experimental films

Bag it!

featured at festival
Experimental Elms will be a

special feature of the June 7
Ans Festival, being managed
by the Countryside Art Center
of Arlington Heights. under
the sponsorship of the Arlington Heights Cultural Commis -

The theme for dm festival,
according to Lorraine &Me.
Arlington Neighs. cochairman of the Art Center's
Festival Committee, is `Technology and Art." "In keeping
with the theme," she said,
bel,

800. WING ROOM, MING ROOM, BEDROOM,
ND OFFICE

Modem irodithnol
Carpeting - Custom Drapes omps - Bedding - Accessories
Complete Decorating Service

MITEPIOR a LIMON

212 N. Denton Ave.
in Arlington Heights

Open 10 to J Call CI 1400 forewninp appointment

"there will be an exhibition
'of wank by specially invited
artists who arc doing unusual

work in the field of lean.
This exhibition will be
Judged. as will nvo other cam-

block.

located

G allery now stand

The films, which will total
ahem an hour's viewing, err,
I. A documentary Sloe
based on the unveiling of the
P icasso sculpture in Chicago
by Tom Palazzolo.

George 'Bud" Beacham Jr.
is chairman of the Cultural
Commission. Members are

Time to- give living

Robert C. Hawley, Or. Ed ton, John O'Neil, Sidney L.
and Darryl K. Kerning. erne wive secretary to the commis-

as this one is tyical of one new

hag design for spring. It is
sty. in crushed patent with a
shoulder strap ttht adjusts to

el e... It

Co-chairmen of Countryside An Center's Conlibillee
with Mrs. Schiebel is Fred

Bening. Members tire Ted
Argeropolos, Ruth Cournoyer
and Virginia Valid.

from

the

eon

shoulder,

swing
leaving

both hands free, or be carried
is the hand by. the adjustable
shop. This is e Cableada de-

"How can I give my living
mom face lifting and make it
look like a professional job?.
This is the kind of question
that Mary Kraft, home building and decorating editor of
Good Housekeeping,

is

con-

only helping to solve. Pro-

am.

Ow and laming

youth..
you'ythaelly

L

around,.

GRAMERCY

hereto!).
pans
Losing pounds doesn't always make you see shape you

Ez

TOrn-Ausay, youm two Ina" mem meek Aker nn
MAI,. Inches. Illt doesn'lluppen.youpspnothlopl

5

A WinssVivey session Is like an appointment with your
beautician, one. War. Bemuse Ithmtassay makes you

100% COTTON
MATERIAL

PARK PRINTS

l00%c.r.

No iron,
Machine Washable

Reg. 62e

Reg, 99,

NOW

NOW 76C yd.

lounge dressed In

'9Y4151/91E41/

Northwest Hwy.

C

$4900

TEXTURED

the family with from 1 to
9 GENUINE Birthstones
gracefully set in 14 Kt.
white or yellow gold from
$29.00

UPHOLSTERY &

POLYESTER

JEWELERS
6734400
nwendlmsactsrnienelete -

DRAPERY

205. Evergreen
Arlington Heights

....Ittrest=rterf"vt nts

EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER

bon. & Fri. 9 to 9
Tues., Wed. & Sot. 9 to 6

DOUBLE KNITS

MATERIAL
21yords for

tap

Reg

00

ersowwww:stsis

,

A -A

Nommemommut

NO161494 yd,

mammon

G. C MURPHY CO.

AND & CENTR L

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DrogE

magazine's

in7

,built her an enviable rep..
tion . decorating counsellor
to thousands to women,

"You can buy it in a can and
put it on yourself if necm-,
ssry." For the first face-lifring
change, there;ore, try new
background coth, for you
MOM.

Next consider the furniture.
Miss Kraft suggests that von
take everything out of the
room and Hog it back a piece

fri W 0 am. to 9

"....,nrtVPI

p.m

aim. differently. and you'll
probably

otta r

decide

the

room

looks better with fewer things
in it. Most of us tend to crowd

too much into our rooms. A
bad

furniture

WHEN YOU m places bp

metri. and abstract prime -

anything goes if the fabric h.
what it takes to hold i. own.
And the scope ranges from
young, clingy Alamac knits to

do things. one of the things Sou
mu

-for riding, swimming, boating

blends of cotton and synthetics

in wipes and prints.
Many sportswear designers
(and much of today's sportswear refuses to stay in its place

invading at-home parties and

aming spots when the right
memories are added) like us-

kg a combination of clingy
weaves fora single costume.

,

.

"hire dde tang; sittilny loons
mad worn over gay print pants
and short -sleeved shirts with

fashion,

don't want to indulge M

a

session over the ironing board.
Today's fabrim pack, unpack
thd wear with ease, good look.
and little care.

This carefree factor is eve.
built into the slithery, jeneylike pajamas that are such resort favorites in prints middending solids,
,Some designers do them in
one piece and others prefer the
thoftheee version.

Lo.ofjewelry can m.e the
look more .eveningish." His
look might be a brightly color-

GLIDDEN

is

only con -

PAINT &

tp

d

designed

to

found dead in their homes,

The dress with its own jacket sails through all sorts of oc-

eametimes days after they have

casions and adapts

or eared about them. There are

in an unfriendly neighborhood
on the south side of this town.
We moved just two miles away
and it's like another countth. I

changes-twosotemperagood reasns wy women like this faehioon. Of late, however, mt.

lonely studen. and working
people and there are lonely
housewives of all ages.

We can and should)osidr

of these costumes have been
mature and uninspinng.
this season

there's

as our
neighbor. "What do you think
about neighbors on your
everyone in the 02,11

a

block?" v. the

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

and glance if chosen with Sashion sense.

Par the outdoor girth
shirtwaist- that goes anywhere.

p

\-thstehoice

compassion

have

eighbors

She has considered moving,

makers in our neighborhood.

Wt likes her house, school and
have
the location. She says,
conlidered calling some agency (but what agency I don't
know) about child neglect. Yet
I hate to be a pan of a lawsuit

Troubles,

plaids
gold,
green and blue as the domino.

and kind Yet only a block

"I HAVE one nosy neigh-

bor." said Mt, T. from Des
of groceries, checks out my
home for din and stops me
with personal questions such

$3.50

ea ch

yes:

have

a

problem -they

are

there. If a mother must go to
the

hospital,

the

neighbors

gladly take the children.'
"I have real good neighbors," answered the mother of
thocc pre-schoolers, who has
recently moved here
"They are

fromifornia.

too

friendly -not on the doorstep

9EAMYSA8ON

13 16 N. Arlington Heights Rd

gtge Alpe.. Rd.

own guilt with a token and
then forget. They don't redly

Mrs. C. spoke of bad
"I hewa police -

neighbor.
calling

teen-agers, she runs and sells
the police. I think there is a
large number of these MUM,
there is one in most
sections of town. The police fi-

sc..

nally gm their number."

would call any
an c of them in an emergency.
every day. Yet

"I have the number one
good neighbor," raid a mother

through serious trouble, She
can't resin helping. She is a
great person"

It appears that one of our

The Newest Member of our staff

great blessings is good neigh -

ors. For your happiness,

259.92140r
25 -9162

Make waves

at the beach

ip.1

iy,,
BADE 'N'
UTTER

Make waves at the beach
this summer in a velour bildni-

they're so nice and soft and
comfortable. Sure. the winter
winds arc still blowing up a
torm and who -the -bikswimsuits
e n sth-try-on

4

hen it's cold outside. But you

h and bask neutrals. Add a decorative .1.

and edging for
extra len, look. 'then tai", match or blend a Shade "roper to

have to settle for second best.

There are plain suits with

BEAUTY SALON

OPEN SUNDAYS..
Dilly 10-5:30, Monk Thurs. 109

1620W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

i) those with latticework open -

219.5020 Ample Parking in Bock

k

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

111

to your favorite

15%,01seeent with this ad en room Interiershoners

1427 E. Palatka Rd.

it

get

sportswmr department while
the pickings are good or yotill

Roy's Americana

vourshode. We Measure a Install... free Estimates

1432 N. Rand311964.:0irington Heights

should

Ready to Serve You At

, shades corn.. a wide assortment of Vibrant colon, delicate

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

I

wish you many.

Featuring Joanna Western Products

Open 7 days o week from

neighbor. If a puppy

through her yard or she
sees a parked car or hears
combo band or even noisy.
run

ty

'

S.

one since, They relieve their

Stalling Meadows

$3.50

1:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

answered

from Arlington,
Heights. -However. they have
no Roving rower for real
trouble. They were them when
a father died recently, but the
poor widow hasn't seen eny

illness. death

and kids arable.. But if you

emergency,"

Mel .

Joan

Sylvia's Flowers

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

your

"My neighbors are great in
an

We Would like You to Meet

CI, 3-4680 Doily 8l0 6

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

are

taxes?"

who has been here for I 0 years
"She has taken on five families
and
literally nursed them

SPRING FLOWERS

$3.50

"How much

as.

ON FRESHLY CUT

$4.75
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE
PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45

BROWN GRAVY

A Mount Prospect homemaker answered, "After II

Dies to ignore the situation.

small girls, answered, .1 love
my block, ever.. friesdlY

friends and we visited, but by
invitation only."

good neighbors. -

other and for each
others' children, a real warm
feding. There are no trouble

that could result in a mother

on my own terms., made some

but I hesitate to give up my

for

Pendleton presents this cl.sie
deco in a host of colors-hright
tartan -type plaids, soft checks

Iona.

Arlington

an

the must forbid her children to
play with these neighbors.

,0,,,,y hoe children. If it were
dogs who were being abused it
would be simple...
Mrs. 0., mother of two

and

MRS. M.,

Heights 'doctors' wife. replied. "kely husband would
like to move to a bigger home.

conscience. But how? She feels

She puts up a high fence and

I

Plaines. "She inspects my bags

neighbors.

years, we are past the coffee
stage, but it served its purpose
as an outlet for dm mothers of
young children. Now my same

of ix children, would like to
help, as she has a Christian

refle. your personality. Rein
or shine (parasols are Wars
umbrellas an good for a sea

BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,

BROWN GRAVY

liked as well as ignored by the
neighbors. Mrs. B., the mother

AIL

love my neighbors here. I
think that a person should
check up on the people who
live close by, as well as the
house hulk What good h
fine house if you have rotten

I

mother is criticized and dis-

Umbrellas are a great fushion accessory! Choose one flit

We are Now featuring
Mon. thee Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS
BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH

sQ

Brighten days

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

question

Heed many women of all num.
Here is sampling:
Mrs. NI. lives next door to a
woman who drinks constantly,
neglects her children, yells and
swears. This unfortunate

r.

and similar hideSaways.

y.

died. No neighbor knew them

mcheic

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

moving van left. They wanted
coffee, they didn't bring snything. Then they came for coffee every day and stayed for
hours, both morning and afternoon. It was too much, I put a
stop to it --1 was too busy. Flo
nally just didn't answer the
door. I like entertaining, hut

here.
one

Ma. W., an older mother,
agreed. "I lived for five yen e

These new costumes come
in polyester knits and jerseys-which means plenty of live-in
from now through sum -

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

that we bought right

amble or lonely. We read pathetic news stories of people

easy . a mrdigan sweatr.

The Bill Pierce Trio

In California, the neighbors
descended on tu before the

jacket duo

jacket cleaves close to the
body. Often it's unlined. just as

Featuring:

away the people are cold and
unfriendly. I feel fortunate

neighbors make our lives mi.

accent -

meaning to your family all
:help to create new interest,

Good neighbors make life
pleatant for all of us; bad

Try dress,

iodate storage of table hung'
"Accessorim always give a
room a lift,. adds Miss Kraft.
"Pillows and plants, inter
esting lamps, family Meares..
vnd books-- and maga..
rvhich have special personal

By Gerry Welsh

Funny the difference
block can make!"

do double duty if you buy,
those

About those neighbors

brighter.

No longer short and boxy,
the cut now reaches down towards the fingertips, and, like
most of today's clothes. the

WALLPAPER
natt

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

h

Ask any woman

clinic would appreciate riding in a car instead of a bus.
Some people look at the c.am and think, "Oply one more
page and it's April and Macs." Others Monty prefer lumping the
whole thing a closed hook.

brand new approach to the

the refurbished room can be
stored and brought out to althus provide anbther variation
at a lath. date.
When storage is a problem,
solve it with pieces which offer
extra space in drawers or cabinet form. Even end tables can,

South of 13.1m.

perhaps some of the patients who take therapy treatments at the

costume. The key to the look Is
in the jacket.

but decide not to put back Into

picuous.
Ac cessories which you like

Step into a simply cut culotte for the ultimate in style and
comfort. This fresh cotton fashion is printed in sharp green
checks on white, bisected with hands of bright red. By Sunny

and other resort action'.
means
Durable no
longer
dull. The outlook
couldn't be

But

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
$360
CRANBERRY SAUCE
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

t

COLORFUL

MITCHELL'S

vi.b....hternenICent.

WNW

,

A special remembrance

from every member of

ArieW.rillteile

57

Ult....run spot P-12

on your rear...a beauty nap, brook bread with

1624

part of the

depth editorial approach have

feu well-chosen pieces look
best. she believes. while a lot of

yd.
2 yds. for $1.00

7...wevusse the method to our"mireciel.Mtch up
thend.Allerg0 minutes the mama,.
Andyoales.
bother.
Row mat you've gone through the struggle, trim at
Trim-,way.Andlookbenerlbenevet.

manufacturing plants as

icing

less money than anything else
you can buy, says Miss Kraft.

IA

on your arm, your thighs end your

ever.You simply re. on

fienhhings markets and vh

teat and a decorator plus years

Tae inehosthat Insisted on hanging

want to loo.dem /Nay.

lime

of experience cove

aM time. You may arrange the

weistMeleMeossattumedinto.-

ms baggage

Many full-bodied fabSes, such
as duck and twill, come in
smashing colors and color
combinations -in stripes, goo-

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Color contributes more for

SPRING COUPON SALE!!

Sale Dates:
April 6-12

oshmundiRongmlulstioris.
ussessesssatdidn'tgeflostthen

pan.. It doesn't matter what's
put with what. lirdfthe sport is

Open Pally 8 ILA 106PAI. Feb 1112

fessional training as an archi-

MURPHY'S

Altershisha,
elmislmsiretn-

...Dolores
lo metou.
to

Pants scent here to stay.

131

Or perhaps the historical society needs some atm hands forc
laying out an herb garden behind the house it Is restoring. Or

style.

wiped

uast with his Sinbad beach

PALMINEPIA7A SHOPPING CURER

room a face-lift

A cepa.ts envelope such

In every large city there are radio and television and news-

concort,

359-1004

THE CULTURAL Com-

Ambler

Pisces to get back into orbit. If the one you love does not low
back, then look about the lake. There arc lots of other Hs, foes
know. In fact, at this time of year the blue gills are running.

Goner

the weight

themuncisd.

PISCES (Feb.19 -March 20): Seem to have lost your oenss of
direction, Pisces? Feel like you are drifting/ Maybe it's time for

4. "Moon '69," by Scott
Bartlett.
5. "Whem Have the Buffalo

You've lost

Botthatehoui

..Sguarius. Fixed for resistance, and air for intellect -MOM Pena.
born under your sign are represented in the Hall of Few than
any other sign. In week ahead, loved one may find you difficult.
Try thinking with your heart fora change.

Greeter.

Rosenfeld, Joseph Webber Jr.

ign.d for the proposed cul-

'

a knit striped shirt will

fabrics -easy -care,

IT IS DIFFICULT understanding why so many people Sit
around thinking that, for them at lease, there WC Mt and cannot
possibly he any more beginnings. Where have they been hiding?
paper appeals for volunteer aides. In even the smallest communities there is usually a need for a nursery project. Or, perhaps
some of the students need a quiet place for doing homework and
there's that empty church basement simply crying to be used and
all that's needed is a woman or man with a few hours a week end
the imagination to give it.

packable, handsome -and the
imaginative designers who
have put knits on the evening
scene and sheer area.as and
gilts on the beach.
For Spring -Summer 1970

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Yours is the Iasi sireign,

'Cannock" by Louis

exhibit for members. "One
thousand dollars in prizes will
be offered," she raid.

Now lose the
inches.

tennis shoes. Anything. Just get out.

son and H. Sturges.

ward Jacobs, Donald F. Mot -

and Festival Committee plan to include leveret
wtherimental films in the festival, which will be held on the
square block of land now des-

wM

2. .Options.- by Jay Aran -

series, a general showing of art
work and a special technology

mission

days of week.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22 -Jan.19): Cautious, cautious Cap. In
week ahead you would do well to consider a bit of Mn. Not for
Thera py. but for he heckofit. If your daily activities keep you
indoors, then get -out and circulate. Saunter down a boulevard.
Stroll through the park. Or just run around the block in your

Public Library, on whkh the
Countryside Tel Center and

2.

which seemed unlikely. it will take you just a little longer to reap
the rewards. Be devoted and attentive to beloved on lam two

prefer to associate with those who offer stimulating ideas. In
week ahead you may be more stimulated than you've ever
for. Damon
Wig

directly
south of the Arlington Heights
the

If you have entered into a business deal within the past year

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dee. 21): Saj, yours is the third mu able firemign. Mutable for amenity, fire for romance. And Ube all
mutable signs, you love to talk. And talk. And talk. You naturally

tural center. Fatirn red and
white striped tents will cover

By Marilyn Shama

Cordempor.

"

If you become fidgety at this point, you may lose all. If that

1000 new and beautiful Ideas...

SEE IT AT

Brilliant designs on wash -end -wear cotton point up the beauty of today's fabrics. Shaw, left to

tight. red, white and blue flower print palled with a white Memoe canon-kell pull. Mini Mess
shown can be woo with or without the matching pa. In red gmmetrics an white. Stripes In the
round on slim bell bottoms in wash-and-wear cotton combine blight primary colors to mix well
with the decron-andrnotton.blend yellow midriff tie shim His es-ag W. telly wrap ie o the
same laua of ydlow, green, blue and red. These fabrim are from the 1970 spring -summer coll.
of WalPoine Pepperell.Raw
One team that makes to- actith miniskirts for the gal ed see-through shirt. with
day's fashion great is the with fashion flair. For her es- striped pants and a scarf sled

And the mental gymnastics that will follow may term you
figtionally drained,

Win raver In fhb pastel polyester monotone embossed print.
The pale daisy pattern costume features the new .longer -look"
deter oval "porthole" pockets and a mandarin neckline. Per fed accessories are the lacy brief crocheted gloves and the "upfront" potent sham, at from Sears.

salve attitudes toward fatness
ere

-

VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept 22h Your public and private lives are
tWo sides of the same coin, Virg. They are close as can be, yet
they never meet. Probably this i; just as well. But sometime
during week ahead, you will have at least a mental confrontation..

aversion to chubbiness was

t

/"

doesn't lake much to get you raging._

ing flnding was that a comstent

s

You've known women in their 30s who seem to preface every
sentence with, "When" wed a girl," and, frankly, those sentences
usually sod on a whining note. Other women twice that age are
filled with enthusiasm over next week's club meeting, the preschool an group they aarc starting next Jund,'the sweater they are
ping to start knitting tomorrow, the vacation they are plannrng
for April. They do not cry over yesterday's spilled milk or Own
the lostdreams of yesteryear.

them the satisfaction. You are like a banked fire, Leo, and it

boys were.

'

Age doesn't seem to have too much to do with it. I know
Mired gentlemen in his 80s who is happy to fill me in on what I
MLR. yesterday but he would much rather talk about today end
10Morrow. Another retiree I know busily plan all winter for his
'garden nthe spring. And. yes, I ant envious. His yard mates the
rest of the neighborhood look like a desert.

LEO (July 23 -Aug 22): If seamy gossip is whispered into one of
your ears in week ahead, Leo, let it go right am the other. There
are those who would be delighted to see you worry. Don't give.

Perhaps the most interest-

I

much what they are planning, they are charting for the future.

memory alone recalls only ethos of voice, heard long ago, Better
to listen to the voices which surround you today. They are life.
11rny ore roar tomorrows.

These boys and girls did
very null in identifying their
own and their friend? body
Wilda Girls were better at
matching body builds than

Meng You =Ir.

THERE ARE THOSE WHO continually look backward nnd
dean who are contlendy looking forward. It doesn't minter so

week cooing. On last day of wmk you may not accomplish much,

bled, those they would mot

want to look like and will.

Ten in the different picturee.

REO

to do with it!

fulling is in troubled waters.
GEMINI (May II Jane 20), Fitt three days of week should
find you bubbling over with enthusiasm for life. Where a few.
weeks ago there may have been clashes with assmialmi. you
Should now find that plausdovetail and everyone winds up the

age and thin children of the

r

May 20). Planning on doing little

TAURUS (April 20

icr,otmorof :Developmental Psy-

eyes at the very least. Under Wending' is great, but oral it
more thetful sometimes to lis-

attempts to turn aside their questions with remarks of how he Is
now involved with another book and he is willing to let readers
rend and draw their own conclusions as to what he meant, what
he was trying to say in the last one.
Talk with a successful architect and he will tell you that, yea,
he is happy about the way the town's new library turned out and,
"es, he is glad you liked his design for it, but his firmjust got the
COntract for an auditorium and wait until you sec what He's going

AWES March 2I Apri11911 You are definitely headed in the
right direction, An, though you may have some final diffetences:
to Iron out as week wanes. Excellent week for financial growth'
and personal sstisfaction. After fifth day, think fun. Remember,

oughly plisunderstocd,

r

a... 9...7

Doesn't It seem to you that the most successful, the heppleat
people, are those who are always at the beginning of a projecH
For example, most serious authors don't like rehashing tholes{
novel. While interviewers ask about the symbolism, the author

if/ hardly Portion, There.

beings with feelings like yours
and mine."

child's

a
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THE DAY

Pal -Grave Shopping Center

392-3060

VIN

.

crossover bras and there we
legs at the sides of the Ends
an y poc kets at the hips
Prices start at about S 16.10

not igo.inghto hit your pocket -

rxw
Monday Apnl 6 1970

Pogo 10

AND RELEASE ALL THE
PRISONERS ATONCE,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

26 Turin

TONIGHT

PESCEND TO 714E PUNGEON

News,

734
Here'. Lees
Craig
persuades
Libcrace to lend him
candelabrum

a

6:25
NEED -WE SPACE

"An Eye for an
"Eye." Two physi-

Re

Is

hrongly wetted of

omicide when

found at the scene of

crim,
My World and
5
Welcome to
Monroe recallable
boyhood

te Ms

brought an

snimffles

the town's fire de.
pmtment.

This Lend h

7

Mine
Doe0mentary

5104ORAW

shows the bratty of
the American countryside in those areas

LANCELOT

as yet untouched by
environmental blight.

Kim Novak is seen
California's Big
Sur; Henry Bettie
Hough is interviewed, as arc shotoat

grapher Elliot Portsculptress

and

er

Rini Templeton,

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and
Seas

A film trip to 11.
goslaWe.

26 Famous Artists,
Famous Writers

71406.10 YOU, DEAR

FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE.,.

IT FITS!

GLASS 0' AUL, AN' PARES
SPACS DOI'

Alt'?

CROSSWORD

PuggLESI

his emotions tinder strict con-

Don't rely an oth-

ers to do your arguing far you.

TAURUS :April 21 - May

(Xs.

211: Teke care that another's
way with words doesn't land
you M hot wate, Keep to your
talked into a
budget; don't

7:00
Lough4u
5
Guest star is Jack
Benny.

down killers of older
man's family. Robert
Lansing, Pat Wayne,
Slim Pickens.
9 Movie
Noon."
"High
Retiring sheriff Gary
Cooper bolt responsibility to ungrateful
town when challenged by gunfighter.

lI Directors Choke
A cartoon detail.

coco old enema
control of the office
staff.

9:00
Bondi
2 Carol
Show.
G ue t s include
Ella Fitzgerald, Bing
Crosby, Dan Rowan
and Dick NI ar tin.
9 Perry Mason

chell and Grace Kel-

1100

00 News, Weather,
Sport
11:30

Comments
11:35

32 UM

1
32 News1Xnal

04 Continuous
Wernher,

11;55

9 , Flash Gordon
1200

Spam

llte=yleSagn

20

9:30

11 Tomos Magical
Arden
Steven Mayer per-

Your Taxes with Syl-

NOW

Port 3. "Saw on

via Porter..

2

Meade

"Look

With Claire gloom.
'Mary Hie. Edith

forms a recital with
including
Sonata in A Majorhy

ter

Evans.

32 Password

5
7

or Con-

sommes..

1

gdq
Mayberry ROD
Millie goes to secretarial school.
Movie
"Jigsaw."

young

A
scientist

wakes tip in a Wimp
unaware

an acid (LSD) vinareer
accidentally
dropping some cubes

into a cop of coyee.
lie finds the body o f
girl in the

e ofyoung

bathtub and thinks
he killed her. Brad-

7
9

9

News
News

5

II Apollo Il Pim
Film highlights of
misthe Apollo
sion.

A Wank'. View
32

The Honey.

moo.

with China."
32 Rig Valley

11155

9

Movie

"The Command:
Guy Madison copes

sllpott
and

dcmic
aging redskins Na he
lends troops and ca.
through

vilians

10:30

Wyoming Indian

2 ale, Grill. Show

lands.

g lbnight Show
7 Dirk CavellShow

7

1:00

Bogart and Mn
Sheridan

Perspectives

2:00
Late Report

Quentin."
"San
Conveys sister loves
warden. Humphrey

Face

Frienth

W the Nem

'Movie

to

Nee
12:30
Some of My Best

palm for Seller

ford Dittman and Sr

NET loaned

Cldeago Show
12:25

same Banton -

"Face

Midnight Report

10:00
News

5 Nem

2

in
TrendomBack

Anger."
I i n g angry -youngman play, with Rich and Burton rebelling
'against life and wife.

II Feel of the Min-

Beethoven,

and

Pat

O'Brien.

211: Take care to put on Ito
brakes when it comes to ex.

each of the numbet one men in

Arlington had ahom the
only spring sports team in the

and Iasi tai flak Park, but he

the Nero drier meet bests boy
from Rock Island who war in

me that was able to act its

Rock Island and Blse Island in
tough
first singles campetition.

the semi-finals of the state

Invitariuml mum

pair of third places in the sin.
Pm division as the Cards'
umber four :mil five players,
Bruce Stara and fulin Korath

one for sixth place.

with the number two dire,
f.. live and six plovers and

mch picked rip 5110W honors.

Iwo term of McKay and Ka

the douhles. Thus. Mil tennis
MOM, were lo have been

gles player, Rob Beer sewed up

19711 schedule underway. the
Cortlinelsi playing in the prestigious Neiv Trier Lai In.
vitational on Saturday. 'I he six

team invited to the Teo usu.
stale, the only exception this
year Wing Evanston. which
didnt come.
The Cardinals finished filth

Cardsdid pm all of their games

M and now can only wail for
Me other, to

platy their mulches to learn the exact final more

ACCORDIN, TO Arlin,
Rhein

only 10-12 points behind the
net winner, which will prob..
only he flak Park, Oak Park
will finish its douhks mulches
aminst New titer Fast later in
the mourn when the two meet
for their tegularlywhthuled
Suburban League dual

and the final wore won't he
certain until den.
1110 Arlington tomb MI for
Inc match at 7 a.m. Saturday

and didn't return until filer
The tennis players hod to

help shovel Me snow ott the
New Trier courts until 10 a.m.
before the meet amid begin,

By alto Stuart

Isnot:sir. That would be ho.
yond the scope of anyone's

Wheeling baseball fans who
hope to m c the name of their
stalwart alumnus lack Ban.
table on the University of Nthsoul basebull nrster Inc

wildest imaginution.
111E FACT'is that Jack will
he spending his time this

non throwing
weight around.

VIRGO Mtg. 24

7.3): A highly creative Jay for

that you have to make the foot -

League

out for baseball:. Bastuble ex -

campaign. has nob been cut

plain, -I'm there on is football
scholarship. and this is the

Mid -Suburban

ed

boll team before ym can go

from the Tip, baseball WM.

own way this important day.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 230

if you ,e19 raise your job

at

PzIRTS

monplace. take some interest
in methods as wiles in results.
Lath ahead.

1 Leaden-

-leaves

SCORPIO tOm. 24 - Nov.

8N'or -one

221: Lend Me Scorpio touch to

secretary
-12 Golf hall
position
13 Grafted (her.)
14 Capital of
Norway
15 Southern state
(ab.)

the does entprises
so:
and all
should turn

successfully

for you and coworkers
SAGITTARIUS Moo. 23 Dec. 211t You w111 probably
find yourself borei with much

have onottest t000keathltwh.:

the first rime in Mur masons.

team monicker.

that coach Dkk Grigmby al-

little hit richer with the S25 US
Savings gond end the gift cis,

low them to have a nickname.

that isn't n major league base -

And so (ideas.. along with

hall nickname." mad Griggs.

tikate farm Wilk Hardware

the

't his wars. lount Prospect
will field n ream In Ninth Die

111015.

play OD the tram asked

Mount

Prospect

Stets

by.

The major sponsors of the
contiot and WN1AQ radio an.

Hank. Witte Hardware. The
Day and other Mount Pros.
pot merchams. decided at

mower Red Rush Were the
new man in
Maws for
Mount Prospect Imion base-

ri hull.
TIIE RULES of the conout

are simple. An .ident of
it biotin Prospect. 16 years of

KIDS! ENTER THE

Tat re, on about you today.
Take the day as it conies and
look Piped.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

16 Detonate

18 - on the ice

-

.1en. 201: Whatever your judgment about another. lel it
as

the head. Not everything can

" c""4'"'
AQUARIUS Ilan. 21 - Feb.

IR Use your imagination.
The or. creation: you are
this time. Me more chance you

20 Monsters
21 Fishing cord

CAPTAIN E9 Y

he thought

GETS A Sirens -5E TRANSAtri-AN,C CALL.

MR,Mrkrsl

atis

wIgnmwspxv
",

22Pindaric
composition

suwessful.

=FT1

qAN IMPORTANT NEW

MWMM

PISCES :Feb. 20 - Mardi
211: You will never find a
more trusted companion than

one within your circle of in-

'

Inn

renal
ante

alb

tear
laartnner

rant

am

rate

rental

tern
tale
Ore

earn
oral
earl
elan
neat
nare

rale

met

nsr

len

.1

alert

ardor

(contr.)
49 Student

tumult.
50 Scrutinize
51 Sped

52 Heating vessel
53 Canvas shelter
54 That woman

Smiling at number the and
John Denver no number sus
Minks.
The next moo for Arlington
is at
Hinsdale Central on
Thursday. and then the Curds
rood to inceohc states other.
top mane Evanston. ion &nub

coon, the young Ralhird,
under the direction of Gary
!Rodman, min the fourmam
...Number ono singles nun
Jim Motel tied for fir. place
in

day

quadrangular affair
included Arlington.

the

which

in

vitatkmal.

Evanklen In Again. Arlington

the

will host the frosh-soph divi.

New Trier, Hinsdale Central
and Blue Islmd.

sun of the meet..

Ii

II

Prospect.

23 Winter vehicle 7 Object to
24 Pe sian fairy
9 Giganti being
25 Narrow shoal 0 Weary
26 Re collects,
1Send on
27 Employed
2 Egyptian god
28 Church seats
(war.)
30 St ays
3 Small fish
33 Hawing
4 Jacob's wife
au ides
5 Sea bird
34 Se ous fluids
7 Addict of a
36 Spanish coin
doctrine

n lions. The entries must be post II roarkol no imer Man midnight

April

toilina in the
wine place
on the grid tea that finish-

will

he

notionstho'hon

"ITTrei

t.

1,', apsl'eronty'rOf

competition for gibs on such a
team. but sumsh, is confident
he can find ohm:somewhere.
Spring practice gm. under way
this afternoon at Columbia
he able to tell you aloe

more in about a ntanth." he

said. litit it looks like 111 he

1970.

will bcgoing on until May 16.

I. A $25 savings bond

The "new look" Conant

&kin,

weather

permitting,

with a new hind coach and a

1.

sharing lineup consisting of
possibly of new players.
The new mach is Jerry Con-

ningham, and the first prob.
lees he has had to Wee this
spring is the atrocious weather

gin has 1...constantly kept

A gift certificate from
Wille Hardware.

3. Several other surprises.

H

ii
ii

Ottiithd 844 134.4
"NICKNAME OUR TEAM CONTEST"

ii
111

1H
I

I::

aooaass
AGE

E 'moil all moat to
American Legion Baseball

007 east Gol(viewprive

ream name

DT Devine.

Tryouts start Sat
for South Park loop
at 100 p.m on We assigned

T. Des Plaines South Side
Nlajor Little league will kohl
its baseball tryouts on April

days while 10 -year olds are to
show upon 2 p.m. Boys I1 and
12 -years old should report ail

I I, 12. 111 end 19 at the South
Boys horn be Park Aug.
Mem Aug. I, 1957 and July

EACH COY must attend a
minimum of two try -out ses.
dons in order to be eligible for

31. 1962. am eligible to try
au

selection to one of the kagues

Nine-year old boss who arc

to try Marc to report

eight teems.

Sandford named
CYO etialrinati
Of PG fl raising'
Chancel. of Father Linden.
Knights of Columbus in Dm
Plaines, is the chairman of the

Catholic Youth Owanigation
charity hind raising drive.
The pronto from the drive
will go toward tinanring sports

and other activities for boys

and alas in Me grmer Chicago atm. The spons involved
basketball. volleyballl
ar
table tennis. hosing, baseball
and foothall.

day, NI, 2, owes 6.m. The nue
toil] be few
sic of Gil B
tura Tickets am 52 each cad
can be obtained from DonaW
Brooks. 827.31143. The public
is Invited.

"

Jana Basta. won't In wearing a University or Mhowurt haw ball uniform Olds wur,.despileIll
the fan that he'd like Its ploy pm. mbolarshlp and must go ..
(emit:nal baseball. Jack ki on a
to spring footle& practice. Neat year hell Le ape to play both
sports.

Northwest Suburban 'Y'
will host the national

handball tournament

side. Programs on music up predation and educational
training °our. for youth
leader volunteers we offered.'
This is the 33rd year of the
fund raising operation. and it
will he in the form of a lottery.

sports fans around the mum.
try, the fast-growing sport of
handball will vie for the
the Northeast
spotlight
Suburbs thein week of Amil 19-

have nmeived over 2110 entries

Probably the lop mine to

spectator court. This spectatnr
cowl was one of the main rem..

Oh.

the aid is Paul Haber, the

ants Northwest was awarded.
the event.

A total of 50 prima totaling

The city of Des Phu. is expasted to proclaim that period

well-known swinger who is
probably as famous for his MIL
the.coun antics us he is Mr the

Honig:ell Week, and the
highlight will he Mc 44th Nu-

four United Slam Handball

one," said Jim Bresnan. the

Man. singles titles he has min

will be distributed.
with the Me mm single prize
510.5110

being 55.000.

The drawing for the mins
5, according to

as

VOICA

nutt I

Handball

and the final total could reach
the 7.25 mark.

in the lost five years.

is 515 and

he milled shortly thereafter.

r II 11 TOURNAMENT,
0na of die more prestigious
handball events in Mt:country.

that

the Cougars indoors.

being mewed by senior kner-

Tickets con In purchased from
any Knights of Columbus
member for Sit cents until June

is expected to draw the best

Wednesday. The tent.
finals will be played on Sam.

Players into its similes. doubles

day and the finals on Sundae.

.260 clip, and both we en cellent glovemen who should
provide a steadying influence

Arhus. Howl can also ploy the

cm the infield.

Coke could very well he two

leading the club in hit, runs

workouts es ham all the other
mea warn.

scored and stolen bases. Wainer is another senior. and there

Conant was near the holloM

will play a big part in Conant's

is no doubt that his big bat

Another mnior who is lookgeed in the infield is Mike

ing

sri on the basis that a spectator.

mull would behnik. We

,

al,,

ready had scheduled to build,
sm. w we just hurried things

The spectator nun .is
mmed to have a cepacity:

all the other schools, is the
pitching

staff.

Cunningham

has two returning :lunar, in

ender his itch the junior south.
paw should be very tough,
Bohnich didn't pitch

as

around the 1411 amra. though_
th
smiling
arranwinents
haven't been finalized as yet."

This might mcni meaner emit"
:tared to the 50.000 seat wadi:1,,

of the higher sports: hut there
aren't many hmdball morn in'
the country that can scut more.' '
re mill
then
IN

.sournN.

and

much in earning a 1-2 mark

right, Boy Bahnick, but both
mst improve on their records
oflast year the Cougars are

lust season. hot Cunningham A

hex ch.! co
iunit telex

counting heavily on his right

soup

arm this year. The sophomore

fans.

lefty

John

acdoncld

to accomodate more
Brosnan said officialsi

to

haven't Wadded which room in:I'

the Y will he med Mr the tele..,
vision. so the total number of

also

expected

chores.

him to hem out the veteran
NIACDONALD, a line all-

After the game with blonde-

around athlete. WM amyl 1-3 in
the league last year but he win

kin. Conant will travel to

the victim of some poor Consophomore, Bill Arhus old . ant hitting eve, time, he took
John Blasco. Cunningham is the hill. His excellent 1.54
boo,high
on both of otme drums verage despite the
and will probably give bad record backs op that row
Mon first eraric al the right and with a year of experience

non-concermum same April 11
before opening its NISI. wsoon

°1111101W

FILLING OUT the

out-

field and left kid span. respectively.

Another sophomore, John
eimmler.

So

Rockford Auburn for another

at Wheeling April 15. The
Cougars'

home encounter

laminators
nutted.

cannot

he

011-

-Actually. the 1111.111 to In
toml depends on boa many
tickets We Yell."

Slum

said.

a few
becouse this is without)al

-We hope to sell

will he April Fr anti. Elk

thelournament as an

Grove,

hold in Chicago."

ever

10 letter at Illinois S.
citation -on the ISU gyntrolo-

ceivol mushy lettem for their

announced the awarding of 51
varsity letters and eight fresh-

tMs mom.

work with
Kum.

hc
.1-

man minerals to members of
four winter sports teams for
19694970

though he has been working
out with the squad, he le Still
Ihnping noticeably.
The big question mark. mat

Day seta boys, seven of whom
received honors for their parti.

Atwater. Terry Haines, Leary
Ab
Larson and Rich Smith
Huston Heights along with
of Rolling
Gary Goland
Meadows and Richard Smith
of Mount Pimped were the

Ii

return to action.
broke his ankle during

players.

Onniao. -Our bid was accept-

handle some of the pitching

plus a lot of hstle will bring
the Cougars out of the dot
da]. of the NISIbow and center field: all three

.,

Cornier j10 Bogue Pitcher
whn is not a hundlmll en-

Arkus b

ifseniors Larry Celeste, and

conk! ably fill in for departed

"YNICA's from around the
000nny- submitted hide hot

to make an improvement in the

Mg sophomores and juniors

The three positions that do

now

stundinp,

the presence of several promis

seem set are first base, second

a

base and it won't he easy for

could also consist of lettermen.

Rich Payson can win the third
base and 'shortstop jobs from a
few good-looking juniors. Nelober started last year, but they
giw indications dim they

modern ours and

lione. Mit his position is the

rated a good
chnce to start behind the
plate at least until regular

campaign.

last mason with a 4-11I rend,THE REST of the infield
but Cunningham hopes

al

Payson's shortstop post.

is center fielder Wally Weiner.
who hit .319 1:01 year while

that

compelition

call at Tot again, and Gil
Lopesilvero will round out the
right side of the infield at sec.
and.
Arkus batted .288 lest see.
Son and Lopesilveronvung at a

ml several limes in the pathing lot, but other than that it
has been restricted to indoor

of the Mid -Suburban League

Celestes

-third comes mainly from jun'or Rich Cinwron, while an.
MIKE ARKUS will get the other junior. Bob Bain. is.after

The other probable regular

urban Y. which is becoming
the huh of handball in metro-.
Nikon Chicago. has eight

.

men.

111E TEANI has TUT.'

fill NOB111WENF SUM

and blasters doubles conmeti.
Lion. Right rum meet officials

Ii

A

Hall in Dm Plains on Smut,

While haschall is moving in
reoccupy the free time of most

111E Cl'O programs also

do not ugh. the cultural

'catcher John Kellermeyer can

umProspect Illinoisb0056

The league's annual spring
dance will he held at the VFW

ew players infiltrate Cougars

II

from the Mount Prospect
Stare Bonk.

rust ask Sohn Hy Simmons and

The fen for playing in the

years old by June 15.1970.

Cougars will open their base
:I boll assort Thursday at Mun.

PRIZES

olive
mono this spring. lie
end well and will be heard
from next year in both sports.

The tournament begins on
April 19. a Sunday, with local
ployers competing for spots in
the field of 64 that starts play

staff at .159.3775. alter 4 pm.

1

ing fans. when you don't see
issouri box
his name in the

west Suburban VOICA.

Winners will he announc-

final.

there. So don't despair, Wheel.

Sandford, and the winners will

novena by Grigsby at 3942601 or by The Day arms

Ft

of this area are obviously will

Championship, at Mc Noah-

there is a special family plan.
Boys must he at least eight
years old but not older than 13

ii

ed April 22, 1970. Bo of the judges le

The ability owl attitude that
made Jack Bastable one of the
heat athletes ever to come out

will he .11111e

I he winner
summer leapt'

tj

Inter than

Registration Ion the Golf
Nlaine summer baseball league

tt about the contest will be an.

p

midnight. April 15,1970.

Golf-Maine
registration

11 on April 22. Any oomtions
m

2. All entries TUSIIN postno

15.

will be announced itt The Day

CONTEST RULES
I. Entrants must be ro
dents of Mount Prospect
and be 16 yenta of op

marked

60050.

Entries mum ho on Me Wi-

g dal entry blank which 101 he
E run in all of the Dm. Publica-

OUR TEAM
CONTEST!"

chance,"

Hill Sandford, this year's

,thrpiiLe i,ln,,clkinegrt.e punter and

11

grasses

oRice
90 Vex
43 Weaken
96 Nearest
98 Always

cent -pro league of fairly NO
status.

his choice or tom name in the

38 Bitter vetch
39 Duration of

CAMPUS CLATTER

a

0 compiling .1, blank. With
Muir right hand corner. The
entry him. is to he mailed to
American legion Baseball.
II /RD E. Golfview Dr., Slone!

"NICKNAME

34 Merganser
35 Separate
37 Hamboolike

LAN TERN

lane
late
lean

10 Old (Ger.)
11 Pedal digits
17 Containing
iodine
19 Discharge,

added. The CSL h also

he

he spe.
abbe II
cialty wantwantbecause a lot of
have
fmm

navigator

timates at this time. Share confidences.

Answers to
Hideaword

(Hoag.)

few

O

4 Interpret

23 Church
steeple
as a gun
25 Saddle part
22 Of the ear
29 Smooth
30 Heroic in scale
31 Compass point
32 Energy
measure
33 Norio

WHICH COMP 14E
WORTH MILLIONS!

have of being independently

Mount Prospect American Legion

a

CenInd States League."

trip Anigrium tenth. oloy for
rim 011114 who will MET

kl issouri for mite

"If that doesn't work out,
111 probably ploy for either
Northbrook or Skokie in the

Anti rho winner will he Imo a

SUM

Simmons has been

some day, and he ing
De Wheeling
been M touch will.
about
bend coach Ron
semi the pi-604Mo f to
pro bail with hint this summer
of
idlothian.

-We're looking for a name
that isn't in use by one of the
kiwi high schoh, such as the
Knights for the Falcons. and

DOWN
1 Thick slice
2 Metric unit
(short form)
3 Lambs

5 Habituate
(var.)
6 Salt tree
?Democrat
(ah.)
8 Eel type
9 Sandy ridges

Rodig et number three. Rob

hocks, so I think 1110 a good

he so obly manned in high

will he hack on the diamond,
He hopes to play professibmd
be

1970

Nickname legionnaires
and win money, prizes

Winter Scenes
ACROSS

earlier. "Early in the spring

JACK HOPES to me scrim
as a running bwk. the position

13111 after school is out, Jack

ugo or younger. tills um the ac -

above We level of the com-

.

'The experience is just Ion.

years:and it is not the first lim e
he has en
end this situation.

Monday
Aunt 6

of NI Arlington. and that

the Cardinals taking Ihe chainpionship.
heRer fray ON TIIE
th hest play Greg Harris

Answer to Previous Puerle

THE BORN LOSER

state,

school, but two of the Tigers'
Ixat me returning there. They
are Joe Moore, who was third
in the country in rushing last
nitely be back on the diamond, pose. and Tyrone Walls from
which conics as extremely Antioch.
just hope to play some al
good news to Nlissouri baserunning hack. even though I
boll couch John Hy Simmons.
probably won't Mart." said
Devine
011E ISININIONS) was Ms- Bast:bib -Coach
appointed Mat I couldn't come Marl likes to rotate a lot of
out: said BastaNe "but it's
just a rule at the school for
freshmen and he's learned to
accept

Virgo. Don't lo othem talk
you out or doing hinge your

hest five or six teams in the

Mk to play any baseball this
season. but it It only a Wmpantry situation. As a sophomorc next year, he will den.

'There's a rule down Mere

Wettable, who hit .540 foe
the Wildcats last season in
leading them to an undefea

was mmpleted Saturday with

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

yepL

garnesis equal to playing three
or four dual, and these are the

f ht. Cos ihir Lot tirm
pleas Moho Iron Bob NI,si
at number two singles. Don

one of the better downstate

the doubles because they play
those divisions in their regular
league play. And We pants for
those divisions count the same
as the pointsfor first en 'mond
siuglos or doubles.
The downente Tame 11150
play as many in 20 matches a
year and have better weather

able lo play. Playing all thou

base ahcyf deride who makes
the football lcum."
That nouns that he won't be

.

least temporarily.

your
-

trying to make the Tigers' per ennially peon football tearn,

wring will he diwppointcd. at

Take cm, however, that you
don%

spring on Missouri's gridiron

The flesh-soph mem
,Ica

which are the mein prin.,.
1")._

we'll do:wiliest them.
iN TI SOPHOMORE di.
vision: held 00 the Arlington

while the number one quad of added that the meet's outcome
MeWherter old Stack fin. 'is not always indicative of

a fifth p.m es did their num-

Page 11

winner of the Moult ProSpeel
Amerimn 1 cgion baseball

4

Island do better in the fourth,
fifth and sixth singles and in

nth took the Cards' brat finish Untie said Pitchford. but he

The Cardinal num. two sin-

played.

Cantor will Mon for

Your presence alone should be
enough to keep another in line.

mane. so we like to see km

Ariinglon
claimed a third, fourth and
fifth -place finish. The number

tore the games could all be

What, in a eickitime the

LEO duly 24 Aug. 231:

PITCHFORD SAID tit
downstate team, such as Rock

IN DOUBLES,

and then dark.st chased in he

Five Minutes to
Live By

ANYBODY

sod
sou i st twin t be yea
mound. And Rauh Island

the Cards will end up

9

THE WAY 13D6INI6 10
GOING, 1 CANT
AFFORD TOOPFEND

1 APPRECIATE
YOORCFFER.COME
AND EKSRMINATE
ALLTHE GERMS
IN MY OFFICE,

singles,

for the rest of the season.

Bastable won't be on Missouri
baseb 11 roster for this year

ream's "Nickname our 'I mot

Ally

a

all or the Miser num. one

six

lam ths hum arc pm In d,

earned two punts with a lifth-

four for third and on down to

ARLINGION COPPED a

players in the meet, and so on

e,mplete their matches. The

ion head coach Thro

the

M number

Wad fourth thIMI tral Baer

Pitchford traded off Carl place showing.
Despite Me fact that Arlin,
McWherter and Scott McKay,
ton was fifth on the varsity..
.and each finished fourth
Scoring in the meet went six cl. Pitchtimi said. 'The big
poi. for hoot, five for second, thing ahout this meet is to he

tournament lust yen

each number one player plop

ions to posy that severe! of Ihe
iloubles teams didn't get to

2:50

MORTY MEEKLE

231: Feelings of superiority an
the part of another must not be
allowed to make you lose con-

In

their place
men is 'certain. the top
ones
The meet took so

2 bleditation

going over the budget today.

fidence in youtsclf. Turn
deaf ear.

with a Hinsdale Central player

2:05

EEK & MEEK

Mr thus on b. 6 hml. Gibbet

plool on Snund ti
Pitchford said proudly Ma

beat piny. horn New Trier.

on net powers

'

st tor Nrlington tuordint, to
each Pitchfonl. Harris Mal

re.

GEMINI IMay 22 - June

CANCER Ilimo 2,

110,g,,,,,..,

out of the six. but although
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News,

Aril"), -tin 5
ally nichesthe top six in the

book with Robert

ly,

numbers

Paul Harvey

32

II Book Beat
3. C. Forum, au..
thor of -Die 'Analcane discusses the

With Thomas Mit-

'

ing the woes of anew
Rattly in a neighborhood beset by credit
wolves.

large purchase.

WWI... You cm ill Word

hunt

that he's coming of
6:55

CNISELIN' CLUCK: BRINGS

ARIES March 22 - April
201: The wise Aries will Imp

sharpshooter,

apartment
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wl

Bob Phobia

Sports

Horoscope

cally disabled men
who can function We
one
teamwork

5

6145
6
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he

needs for a elub in Marion.

Louis Pheeters
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2
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An m depth ex
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44 Entertainment

1.

2 Cardinals kick offspringon New Trier East courts

On TV Today

SHORT RIBS

basketball

season.

and'

.

ohoKellermey

Illinois State University has

Among recipicom were lo

DOUG ATKINS, Richard

Redbird stronmnen who re.

the

gymnastics

Harold Abramson of
Mount Prospect garnered a
varsity swimming insignth
and Dove Erfurt a Arlington
Heights captured his freshman

basketball numerals. Edon is
a 1969 graduate of St. Vim.,

1

.
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1_22.ka2:2

Male

23 Employment 35111011

14emonais

Monday April 6 1970

24 InIp Wanted Men

21-lielp Wanted Men

150nplo7ment Agento Women

t".j."141.",
r'd t.t%
.

IIJUNI 08/10111

70,1,1,1,1 211 drOl

MAINTINANCA MEN

11161,04418

Apt. and e.g. la than 71
Art, oat Antiques
Aortlan tnl0
Aviation

HAVE

MORE

OR

10
197

Arte Pans and thear. -107
A

I

I

RE

II

p

La Salle Pononnel

1716HOL.Nv.
6 DM

II no answer toll

Put Day Want Ads

11.0usInes Serelces

101

To Work For You

YOUR OWN

D.7Men 017Portungies

66

Cemeteries. Lots

anoZntt .......
Day CamP
Dogs, Pets and Egulpermet

23

Agencies...

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3 ...

Fumilure
Induortal ProPenY

PEOPLE

.42

Mem
Inssruction

you

9.
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Satelem 111
66
Musical Instrummle

toys,

Child Caro
Off
Fu
't

69
56

Personals

14

FINDING

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban com-

Situations Wan/ed./he-21
Situations Wan..

munities and reach more than 200,000

46

'AAA"

looking for just those items you intend .

...

.

ig

TAKE AIM

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines

Ineces

Tern

h

CALL OR COME IN
439-8500

WEBER MARKING

Erle'ctrorr Tech

11:30 P.M. 15 eghe

R Foreman

Inspector
Asst. Foreman
INN. Technician

1600.830
SS00.650
3530.700
f5SOL050

CALL

'Ng', NON -1M"

FULL BASEMENT

SULI.7 TIRED CALL 562 13,5

PEvERSMASONMI

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

F617/661.7S
wsr TYPES
S37.124.1

bk.!. niesonry
All 0,000 rIorlo.,

COMME%1=1,77,70E,rmAIES

E WORK EIRE.

IZgTSiArREPAIRS. FRLE ES.

PROBLEM

and phone

DAY PUBLICATIONS
CLASSIFIED DEPT.

00

GET RESULTS,
QUICKER,

PARKER

MP p

253.6600

I31.nst and Found

$160 FEE PAID

c'eenTe*e; td7,:rth1.713'0'"N41
sell o'r .3000 3O4,37,1
Th.

D

'g

C

It

9301 ION St.

"A Good Place o Work.

ph' cs and layouts of
packaging. You will also be in.

OFFICE CLEANING

rale 52.10 on

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
2nd SHIFT

Excellem op...Jai, for man
with minimum of 3 years ex.

14 -Personals

2964640

CAT.

Ern looking for a couple

191 loke,St.'11

296-1093

areo to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum insuloh

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

Siding. If interested
Call Mr. Moore.

5450507

Er,

Opp

by E

y

s

ts

CLASSES CL 3 3500, FL 3 1355

,e

HIGH SCHOOL
BOYS

Mellon DN., Good Id, ben.
elle and woAing conditions.

Ii S. YRS.. USE El

Part Time After School,
Saturday. & Sundays

Come In between 3&S
or coil Mr. Schwara
2594787

Across from Randherst

Nem,.

& M DECORATING

gundes gde.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTING& DECORATING

141077SSIONAL TAX SERVICE

00 eeTT.Fteil
NEW WAY PAINTING

:=17.:.:IrIT"

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES
1101 King St.
Franklin Park

6784373

Porch Repairs

McDbnald'g

Arg=r,v.oz.., cu- Draperies made in .r

A'A
fer

,srnms 6 Per

Baci, accounting caught

4,PP7.97,7e#.67P?.776

N-f17:=C9Airg3LC.-7'.!
-

It

;3991"'AA'" " ".372t13

Low Spring Rates
On Painting 6 Paper Honging
free Estimates
H 6 M DECORATING
29,45.37 or B27.61148

of $176
TURN you ON:

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
aura Iheeeekly loose wele poylop our
Homan. win
every.
yotell readnheyonle

570S

linernali pee In telephone Enos end cables iho, speed

"POWER FUG" PUMP AND A

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

craftsmen.... you'll he an yaw own -dm.. the puts
of rho worle0 Lug.0 computer
won.

JUST GIRLS

tnr' ';k:Wlfr11\

VI=

Apply Today. Earn eMile you're lecerMq eram mmme

Solow open. IONS FREE

:Linrr711X

DIVISION

NNW FROM W

Call Dan Donohue, 792.3610

ELECTRIC,

And tM1g.jusl for Nomn.

Bers policy al telcling

moe.0 loom weer 00 ,0030

ACCOUNTANT

Tailoring
MEWS CLOTHING, suits 6 spoIl
custom iailoted, any
style. Solislaction gooronleed.

lac.,

lor aPPT 777'777

Prefer young

1,20 credits

ing and 2-3

BATHROOM walls 6 floors filed.

...TILE SERVICE
Wolk ond Floors

Remodeling and NOM.
43V.,10O3

Yeors

BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL -$540
Here's a dreamy oppoduniry
far you! 105 M baby oloctoes
office. In this orea. YouLll be
Pm. receptionist.. Doctor

departmental arc.,
Ing. Knowledge
NM,
er

Tile

mon wit

in arm.,

desireable.

Excellent

in. SM. .M7. An7wer 07767'

67g"=!'t7ge2t

ZAWIttZrado:r'

always

Bon MS

Illinois Bell

will

rhn'ILJAP!Zrwro'vtnee

opportunily Nr advance.
MOM RePtIN conlidem

Day Publkations
7176.Arlington His. Rd.
AdIngton

vl

clioncesloyaeradvancernym.

TOUCAN BE

ERFE ESTIMATES

eveldere r+o,

conweseeteenaha amens.

WRITE OR CALL No

.

enes

DOES A Top

D SUMP PUMP

WOO P

Coll Mr tolrd day/ece 2,2,1331

over, mode custom Draperies.
Valances. bedspreads. Fabrics
available. Reason., 627.5695

oP

coemenhaniane (area a. ..rick Ir. rueond. uuldao,

Coll

CL

Coll or Viel

289-1088

297 319S

439.8280

6187106

lools

Future=rerF're'e

0%7 ,trt:"coTua,,;
308-3172

gulfolo Grove

service. Low tares.
AIANNFR5t 729.7567

9fis

100120

11.61710N STULL

IcTILIgIgII=Ict ZI1Zet.
LlthktATPTAAFTIIMP

0

"

GOT A PROBLEM DOG,

'

12::TMIAotli'sYtelp'e'MAte

DECORATING

Dog Training

d

Taii,enordy

439.13280

255.2.570

GOOD WORKMANSHIP.

Waltman Const. Co

259.7493

RUSSELL

GROOMING

IS YRS. EXPERIENCE. INSURED.
227.0020
3,12.599,1

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

CL 9-0495

Dog Service

PLACES Z. GENERAL REPAIR.

kg

SALES,gzcl,1VICE

114 An. ens

439-82100

POODLE 1. SCHNAUZER

In

Decorators

BARTON STUU.

ler S.30 -359.0582

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
HOMES. OFFICE ROOM
ADDITIONS, GARAGES. KID
CHENS. BATHROOMS. FIRE-

rim;

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

2592331

3S9-1410

DRAFTING Art PHASES

NO

d

STATIONARY
ENGINEER

Sump Pump

fire&rgrzehew.

Design 8 Droffing
3934437

155,567

II

ARE YOU READY TOMO. Dr

Act.'Trn

I

529-3900

-529.3901

AFUCSIALM'A'AA'g.1273
e

ELECTRIC CO.
"A Good Ploce to Work"

894 54.

PANTING

ages.Art

J7PLYNN REMODELING
pl

Reports directly lo Plant Super.

of frame homes 094I
ed

ca

400 N. Laramie

$130 WEEK

Rp

Storm Windows

TITIG7F

Lauritz Jensen

Supplies

ROOMS

GENERAL

Coll Mr. Mathews
664-6186

No. Surrey Ridge WOO, dog

vvith o sepal, .emaN N. iv

.,,1D

SSGT033 tehat

Dancing ,th04.

ROOM0=1Or.!SIllMPUS

72643498

Chicago

tecch re Th. ecT emh Te thew

II'

PART TIME

r

dere g
d 43,4357

oPIPT

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY

354.2520

Seeil g M h

arowsgalegew

ELECTRIC CO.

sow. Storting

DESIGN TRAINEE

p'l p y

=

u0,.4 05 Ii. 00
0: ,odwug,:grne=90

Decorating

CALL. BUD 2501016

MEN'S CLOTHING. suits Er epee

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

kverNDS 6 PG re TO PG. NT

_ong hair, dZa...,,,71 Please call

h

APPLY

COON, DasPlaines St.

ROOFING AND REROFFING MI

PAPER HANGING

APPLY

117 SF

EASIER!

25.Emloment Agenoies.Women

400 N. LARAMIE

Clothing
joskeis 1 or solo Toil* re ern

AND YOUR FAMILY

Roofing

SERVICE

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES. INC.

lel, 2nd SHIMS

THE DAY DOES IT!

DAY

P31 -NN

WORK GUARANTEED. FREE,.

CALL SONNSO

678-3373

HOUSEWIFE,

Pointing

FREE HEALTH INSURANCE FOR YOU

"'A 'A'rrj:L:eZurAt7,7s'S

ocouroay.

WORKING MOTNERS orws

coll for

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

TECHNICON CORP.

to.

51Leethe14.

EXCELLENT CHILD CAREFOR

SZAe7eAr=tek''"'

AIRPORT BUS

$650 PER MONTH

7: Sewer & SeptiC WOr

Tear:CriVer Vag;

ARL HIS DAY CARE CENTER

Coll for Estimate

A

WANT ADS

-

$4.00 Hr.+ O.T.

DRIVERS

All services

INCOME TAX

Child Care

Day or legle 35,1906

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

T1:

MYR ia

ENTER OR INTER OR

BUSINESSMAN
AND FOR THE

FEDERAL & STATE

WILLS HOME REPAIRS.

Da

FOR THE

COMPUTERIZED

30 `GAR

729-7150

IN Ti

SOLVER"

6O13

1S9 0561

FOR FREE ESTIMATE

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

ALL THAT 15 REQUIRED is Mot

FREE UNIFORMS.

"'An"'

Income Tax Service

rc""FAre'e"e'st.'C'Aorl

WITH OR WITHOUT

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSON or MR. BRUNNER

BLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

EDASOIAlkr "GRAAASAA'47.17

766.1,43. Speriol rote M. 60.

PLANT

nre%',Z1tde".

oot4in''' "Is 7310

sse.sIrnee'r7ra

CLEANING RESIDENTIAL AND

3,0-5660

IF I, HIGHER INCOME YOU

"NFZOUTIr

NEED A PLUMBERS

Office Cleaning

.INTENANCE FREE

259-5010

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

olt.rte';ettorbeAGIS.

ME.°90'

har.

FOR YOUR HOUSE

255 33e2

PLUMBING HEATING,;o5dtetx

Income Tea Service

MAINTENANCE

IS A REAL

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. Hickory

C.15004

VINYL COATED STEEL SIDING.

jr

Plastering

DENY THE MAGIC

MAGIC BV

STIGP WAX AND BINE DEB

HI SCHOOL GRAD.

Fxcelient Starting rate for gooliiied appkonl.
Company benefits include: Paid hoalih and medical Insurance, paid life insurance, paid voeo.
tan - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks fool year, 6
paid holdow per year, genie shceing.

TIMM

P.M KRISH

c'tr:'s'gr'rr4er't r77'rChkAc'Cs

IT'S NEW

ENAMELING SHOP

uy

11

rec.

HOUSES RAISED

MISS!

FINDYOUR

7

Horne Maintenance

lekt-2'1'91:0'SAPECT NTS.

39,5660

WAREHOUSEMEN

Numbing

55,1453

PARKER

I

TOPSiCANX

C'PTL7jItIC;St

extra customer.

MAINTENANCE -

retilV;etin=.

10f

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

grow, acne., go

3313e

Piano Tuning Services

Magic

F';.rRcP'SIISTIVAStt70'17

h

von, We Den 111114S-Orehrld
al -945-3770

Ipt'r7
Suburban Srno&gMe

DONALD RD. PRO HTS
24 -Help Wanted Men

CL

HAVE YOUR NANO
BY RAY PETERSON

bridge 824 0146

"Hot Water Heating"

UPHOLSTERY HBI CAMP

COLDER 113011 To.", 500011/12

O'Hare field
Permanent Waves

Savors Mower Repairs

figo'l.:1I1C.="CknTs
SALES TRAINEE

company benefits.

LA AA k eAbct:e"end-s

Boating

$700- 8725

YOU CAN'T

ATOVERATIVE ENTERPRISES
223.03S2 if no ans 3.2 8763

Coll 3,2 WISO

,V,..VM,: AND

management. COMplete

CARPENTER

T.: k

Hearing Aids

Heating
RED! HEATING

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

PARKER

Buy locally

APPLY IN POISON

3500700

Fast food experience pre f erred. Opportunity for

AVIATION

WEST GARDEN CPPIR

8 E. NORTHWEST HWY

HAPPINESS

Where you work doe wake a DIFFERENCE

I,TA,Mne,1,34=1,st. 510, up Call

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

"'HltrIletdoble

COME IN OR CA,

$10,000 YEAR

...ion to your sole and bring you

"THE DAY

MB 19.50

rrrokrCIIOIcrIe.rrgIcan

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

Horn ELI 3.00

Honnylocue

Peproierine.P.5.

AMk7= Orew'C'e".

ore.

C

AUTO

osoow Fosses Ave..CM1pa.

BUTLER

WWII Care

FronFeduwee.

Trainee

SALE

a:our 'table.°

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

Audio Communications

GARAGE

FREE ESTIMATES
292 02.

IT DO CT 2 2216

ALLEN CONCRETE

mere money For ouP.

Just Girls Division
to train

TO MR.BARTNEK

WeypinpRielionsr e.1139493
Illreholumps,
BLB 31.25

7179nrirourorrhirk Rd.

cee

Moun1Prospect or Dee Plaines.)

SI IP

Aerc7odn'nnAt'vet:TP:?.

SON

/665034

15 a 10 inch sign will attract

.

B=SAFAEI-Z1110

827,56

KAN3LER

good Poore optIn. L
office...chines.

nvt,e:ted"`Z;,L'IM:

DECORATORS

TREES, SHRUBS, ETD.

Floor Refinishing

contlIrTnt

PATROLMAN

Me.. P..

Electronic

1

oPP,

SUPERVISOR

Locally Grown

255-7200
CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

.t P

$150-$170

(limit sign for each O.day want ad).
Signs may be picked up or a, of THE
DAYS offices in Arlington Heights,

CALL NOW FOR
EgEE EsTRATGEs gen cm

& SAFETY

6 Sola

CREDIT TRAINEE
This

,ro,1

LANDSCAPING

RUSTIC FENCING

BO

Al fees pod by

5

EX -MILITARY
OFFICER

SALE SIGN!

Areues ........ Peek re

COOK

Fencing

Cartooning
end other service..
Como° 01c5Weslpord

298-2770

WANT

3DaP

NILES ILL.

APPLY IN PERSON

CALL U5 FIRST

iRAlga "

IN THE

TRAVEL PLANS

PRODUCTION

head Ce'113'5,4630.'

SALES TRAINEBS.6700

AD

An km,. OPRovontLY NNNN

OF TRAINING

Crab ppm kill, Dm. Trim.

H

Xect '4e
43,3550

RICK 5 DECORATING

relnu7d51;ala crrP7tOTIZI

p

INK

7449 N. NATCHEZ,

Ti'e'redly 6 Reliable. Sm.

CREATIVE

.

GENERAL AMERICAN

I. KOTTKE 8. SONS

Picea.

Entertainment

=bun

General Machinists

296-1043

HERE

ELECTRIC

An Equal Opponent, Employer
tb

DAY
R16141

FREE

AARON

SERVICE PLASTICS

D DECORATING

be.:17

537.1411

Gutters

wo who uooPle
Des Plaines

-

Pren.

CHU. PONES 4.1.1135WING

'')1FtdOrPleIg'n:'

940 Lee St.

WITH A

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house
or drive -way.

ART

SYSTEMS, INC.

La Salle Personnel

passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

Power

SERVICE

Adv hi, Lop.. An

TECHNICIANS

GENERAL ACCT. to $10M

your sale to motorists and

SPRING CRAMP

An Servrce

2118.2770

."

.

.255,318

bon

La Salle Personnel

HAPPINESS

THEMMANETHEIR

vs, sol1439.55,
b

EVEAP7TS AVAIWILE

holines & assoc.

IF.APH TO HELP

KRUGER DECORATING

smerL

-

STO-S15.0001

to sell!

750 3eS3

rdreof tTer7rrn

Electrical Work

war

RTrf"

EED

73

p

k2:kre:to:1'N;s0

23 imployment AgeneimMen

lo Rent Furnished

PHONE: 302.0700

gar inhumane

PM Apply in

To Rent Apo...

potential cash buyers, many of whom are

trpft

okrIX:"I:ITIret1

A A 'IA.7pAIL 'one

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

Renl Es...Vacant
how, 11 AM

9 Pet

b

Ilyektmelt

Ye rti'. ;Irtetn7Z7'"'

'n't="z=1:*".

tnrt
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DAY

RFASONASSE COST

an'a'otgf0.

296-1071
it!

elos 0,4

M.P. H01,

EMPLOYMENT
SdRVICE

N° do Nene

PEARSON

WORK WITH
PEOPLE -

orpechte and service

Real Estate.Apt. Buitding _SS

6028 Deepen.

394-0800
V66.0700

digital cies., layout and us -

837.2P35

lerc'thr°,::AA:re:ITMAI

9, Doreen

TRAINEES --

394.1045

DICTAPHONE TRAINEES

In Meg. Heights

k'r:Lbeet7on':IVAIroLOAI

Seco Enter,1202

I want is someone that

51111.04.0

TECHNICIANS

R&D

M

Coll Bob Van.

FIELD SERVICE

.1.111,11.25Z,SZARIPIO

HEMP,. 6 ALTERATIONS

t step h up 90 you.

22-Situa8ons Wanted -Women

JUST GIRLS DIVISION

VT0o1P7°

neehm po,t,on,

WA work I,, Big SS. The

2S9.0620

CHL,CP

Air Conditioning

51000070 115000 Plus?
Then why not call Me. AU

Nursery Schools -

Loans Mortgages

your sale with a

McKAY TREE SERVICE

FIRM

RIPINVII

WALA'a7e

onnelence

Instruction

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

CALL 3,1 I...Rolling 164w..

CUSTOAMSERVICE

gonna.. Fully ineured.

Drapery Repairs

Dressmalting.Sewing

CUSTOM UPDOLSTERY-Ereo pick

HELP

255-1600

I

237-6910

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

PLACE PUB
Algonquin 50,,,, Ad,.

LZm

moking

oren't

MR. CAMPBELL

Are you wdeng to put
forth the effort to earn

ARE

3

PARKER

SPRING SPRAYING

Landscaping
LeanpPersonal,
Lost and Found

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments,
appliances and much more).

)r,n..rI

yeet

WILLE, INC.

100W...wenn,.

PLASTIC INJECTION

GPIIPPEIC5 By

oivA,trc.'arTETitrcI.Onts

answer this od. Ono call
close background. Inter.
notional Company. Corn.

lomer E. rindNist 439 0706

" tad17907,1670AV;VA01

1

ELECTRONICS

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

525,000 per year don't

'''"Ag.'2'8A8A7rA*
26

Pep Tope

KN Punch enperlenc.prany

SOME OTHER

HOSPITAL

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Help Wanted Women

.

255-7200 OR 296-6640

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Funensl 'Direr
Help Wanted s.
Help Wanted

nom o

PERSONNEL DEPT.

noon plue. Call often

SAL

LOCATE

CALL

HOLY FAMILY

if
Wallpo-

WINNSR0210Z0aLrING

.

"4013'E.E501.1

CLOSERS
looch...Add

AMP BEMS,

70 ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY

S. Elmhurst Rd. DesPl.

Persaml

Day & Evening

ant, plan, Pald

"

Employrnentiggenden

sign

ro7tdt°07,,,t day, .11.

NEEDED

5915799, 10 to 5

Alterations

AND MORE

ANNOUNCE

7

0.neroI

maintenance exam.. AI

College Grad
Claim
Adjastor Trainee
$750 T Car Expenses

CALL 7.17 350.5359

Boatload
37

II pm to

have

Should

6m

Consult this doily guide of ,pliable services
offer ed by reputable business people in
your cornnonIty... CALL ONE NOW!

IV SERVICES REPAIR

Reasonable Rare.

Marino Supplies

1110pm, nIghiss

74010011"w0.oPIAnrc

KEY PUNCH OPR

BROILER MAN

278 2770
15111,1140110n

see them.Somelirnes heck font.

Doctor

wails

re Z7,51rImswlat. 'e721'
ingl Free IVY, le% Miner, gee
Pleines,297.3636.

le non yaw application by phone, um In0,410.9,22,
Mon. -Frio am.bnin, or Sou 9 neulpro.

1PIT-Ktf.

,,''Ir'PS2tT4

Monday. April 6, 1970
26 Help Wanted Wean

Mo... April 6.197
25 Employment 7591109 Wino

Advertise a ilk Day

26-11elp Wanted Women

26Help Wanted Women

HARM Wanted Women

264100211121WIIIntn

26Help Wanted Women
All

WIG CONSULTANT

CASHIER

shilTsITTOT'P'

trywZttkIL°:

OFFICE GIRL

Williams Liquors

REAL ESTATE

WHIRLING FIRM

$650 te $525

Nueded for lig. general ol

r. =

bee
op

flexible hours. Good Per.

327.0060

359-4844

.112.9.7191
Kan Larson lb Associhres

teet==inZOVet urn471y='"""'""d

CHICAGO 346.5040

Knee working

RECEPTIONIST

NURSE, R.N.

cerISSRSPIKMIlsrS

mn,

dig

agram raa

rqars Ir

pendent.. Lion.°all
office of

Experienced

Sub.

CORP.

N.S. T., Elk Grove Village

.1

IP

INng

TI

I

be

ATTENTION WAITRESSES!

2450 W. HUBBARD

Why work any place?
P.M. Shill open start 5 P.M.
Our girls average well over

666-3443

Nailips

PRE FINISH

METALS, INC.

WANTED

ronce.Por Immo!. call.. Po

TELLER

ArlingIon No0,,

299-4446

gogAr,gu

.Arlingtonilelaho

""

PART TIME

Conditions

SECRETARY.
ma or.mma eine.

Small N. Design
0/1 -we moving

Greve MeV...Minim

Paid Vacation
Profit Shoring
Paid Insurance

Goa:hyping g shorthand

-0020m

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

METROPOLITAN

WORK IN OUR

areas Trawling pub, test have awn eareparralian be
Mho. in were day on evening shills. If nualfled. caN Mr.

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT

686.7740

10

Perlunity. No previous
experience required.
Call for details.

silo

LADY PARKER

ASSEMBLERS

WIRERS

Experienced or will
Oath, $2.00 per hour
starting rate.

Experienced. Good

Great Jobs for Great Gal, in
Our Elk Grove Village Offices!

RECEPTIONIST

FOR A GROUP

Sifig

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:
ludo holy

Nor,.
CLERK TYPIST

excess of 2200
phis ouistonding fringe benefit

MR. TOLIAPSON For app..

111111Polge

WAITRESS

In Arlington Heights
3NT 0090
ster

me.

riot

5 day week
Georonleed SIO0 a wk.
wage.

21.11elp Wa01e11 Warn

ACCEPTANCE CORP.

MT. PROSPECT

NURSES
AIDES

ROO

ina

APPLY IN PERSON OR [ALUMNI:EMMY
AT 676-1000 Extension 5244

on9

haue

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

Mwry rat.

RVIC E
NSORETHWEST HWY

Cook County

25 Employment Agencies. WORE

ARLINGTON NTS, ILL
439.0923

White Collar Girls

- .....
RANDHURST CENTER

an

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

PECOMON1213.-

.1100KKEEPENDOcTOR S

AIRLINES
2,422

(Nile or nein.,

TEIDAI

AI.R

rEVALgi%7;7.4%
-_NNW
ADMIN. ASS,.
OiNU MANAGER --5615

..S4

- -WS

complam IrainIng .
Om lovely uniform o
cuing onnphere
are yo
os

RAVEIG3UF

DENTANORINC

A.

GC. IRAINE

SADO

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY

rem

LA SALLE PERSONNEL
Oes Plaines

STAFF
NURSES

'Apply is P.n.s's.% 537-8550

InArgnatoollenhis

S. Odd.

add.

Am

N

10

M1.

oleannn ,olaphane nice end the abary ra leen ere Heenan, Dr sba gal 110
CUSTOMER {TIONS
Willingness to le people WA lbw'lelephone canning end ...bloom is." 5.0asptoward
Gb as o send.. repreesnraw. gags er business expedence esiph but
noinesesso,
Good Typing and clerical Mk ere needed br beNnd

T44 =0E7

HOSPITAL
River Pd, Des Moines

,41.,,

12

146P VOLVO STATION WACO,

.

392-4505

16 -To Rent Rouses

Pal

RADIOISOTOPE

y

dr. rr.,.

0...

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE NOSS"

196ord ooto,,G soil oor.

Seeing Is

-i. tit=

Believing

OLDS MODENA ROYALS
392

TECHNICIAN

POLLA50 MOTORS

034.1400

....

Ma Rent, Stores, 011ites

CARPET CLOSEOUT

969 2 TON CHEVY

Is auT.2475. CL 2.5567

Hee, SHAG CARPET 24°2 sq.
Ydr NYLON PLUSH 23 PS sp. yd.

724-6004

$3495
1969 IMPALA

650°172

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

81,1Vanted rodent

April

I lag

62 Rambler 4 dr

Irrelp'f;P'riT4r9

309 Mem Dr.

ANTIQUE ORGAN

- 11

'1'.-2
"'Mahn.

63 Olds. Wagon Green
nool heouly ......... 4395

24 -Arts and Antiques

GARAGE SALE Many inns ye

'11°' '."1.,' YA ,Ker

WE SPECIALIZE IN
QUALITY 2nd CARS
64 Chevrolet 2 dr.. $595
61 Volvo Red, Like new

GROVE

cher*

$2295
1968 IMPALA

CALL 439-8020

31 -Rummage& 201151 Sole

31895

CHEVROLET

Rod

and White
$195
63 Buick 225 2 dr, hard.
op, beige
5495
00 E. NW Hwy., tles PI.

555 Irving Pork Rood

296-6127

Roselle, Illinois

529-7070

oller 5374032

scrum Ms DON 3714274t.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

86 Real Estate -Roses

'37.8oals arid Manna Supplies

SPARE TIME
INCOME

sb

Distributor
For this Areas

42 -Wanted TO Ely

Des Plaines
2000 S. Wolf Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer AD/F

DON'T

96.7206

U.S. Govb Owned Homes

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

FRpR1EE

PASS

'61Utf'f'aTirafTroil hy*p"e':

UP

44.0ogs, Pets 8 Equipment

DONOldle Unmet

You Con Earn

$800 A Month

Gratsaa'

t

Or More
Based On Your
Effort

roaad Coll B27.0406

1968 ATOMIC

r

THESE

HOME. 12M Rh,

DEALS

10241101G,Trailers

:111r,v.

1967 CHEVY IMPALA

110-SPOET$CdT5

All 3 Shifts

Print.Helper
Janitors

ItIttittk

Sorter/Packer

t:tt

111Notoroycles and Scooters

©

modified eopi

RFV

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING

275. 2518075

SNfilernieNums

1,1,01NO.Ng

bid Hasoballsmien

Yrs,. w[whle markIng

Northwest Day

scones were In our offices.

h

;

All

Arlington Day

11.1.6:%11&1111.1.1pla,

69 -Nursery Schoolsthild Care
CF111.0 CAPE

Between IMO AM & 6:00 PM

825.6.16
model

We Rent Apartments

722 Center greet
orn-f, ern or Sol.

537-0023

rny luemod home,

Hoffman ESTalas

117 S. Main Street

Des Plaines Day

CALL

Al -Home Funlishingsfurniture

Prospect Day

To stud your appileation by phone, tali f roe, 6564922, Mon. irr

$1895

SITS

277 S. Arlington NM. Rd.

ntl

21or7.7I0g

able

''"'26t1wayro""'
n1 pew,

S26,6S6S or SP2.2023.

Ask For Agent
Michael Nelson
or

souour calogo5 on Bongs Loko

white

1969 CHEVY II NOVA

l'o'rr`gCot, gl4="L'ut:.

AND

THOMPSON
THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

Illinois Bell

$1295
112-AllInGthilet RC Sale

CO.

raised vrADIM 494 6650

an ,i,1 'op...

lien.

,WE WELCOME

Insurance

P7S.

Nome and soy.

/INVESTIGATION

er MLINaier teed.PlawarthvOrkew con..

1967 DODGE DART
x door !lord lop,

Ole. Out fills lithneadu Banat Pingmm,
Os

$1695

c/ote. 259.5816

Machine Operators
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DD

.,,:.1--;:tt.:,7

1967 CAMARO,

I6Io Rent Rooms

Gory Ave on NoDh

HOSPITAL

OIL PRODUCTS

TYPIST.O.FRK

PERSONNEL DEPT.

Equal

"

SMALL INVESTOR

rt=41";,M7:

voice lea wound Me malearle pal Ma helps speed memo Men desenallea.

-

HOLY FAMILY

Tshaeys!oss

i

ii oosps

HOLY FAMILY

openInge for

days. Pocono, heal, and life

5993 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

THE FINEST SERVICE."

22 P5

El

I. No.o

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

ITT

wean. nee...a.m., ne.sesulauday ood end net =nohow a new lals et

SPACE ANO SYSTEMS DIVISION

.
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Ion, SINT difforentiol. Paid Talk
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the now Pool.,
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Pred holiday, a Re pond. Non. and ,,or snore
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General Time
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ATTENTION

OPERATORS
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,17

sele

Westgate Apts.

UNIVERSAL

Openings on all 3 Shifts

Than sight We, Owing matchmaker.. mot.inti your Inmost and alakirm witis o lab
you, Ione at Meals NIL We, spaced up The rowels miih a gond stoning salary, o

la,

298-2770

I

POSITION OPEN

The Bank & Trust Co.

381-0899
GNE EXCLUSIVE OFALFR

" Phone: 253.6200

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

,once n gm three rains your Wm no, and Ma famous Nell benefits. We have

sembly dean/m*01.-

nh

162 B d

GAR. SALEM, Whimgaro, MT.

3517.55RE

255-7900

126 N. COOK 5T.,
BARRINGTON
/

MAIM !ROLLING MEADOWS

527,200

PERSONNEL

It's Almost
Unbelievable!

HAIR DRESSER

alences] eneniNes aurasairees we needed so fill
inmmilloloopenhcasfn

F

rdpen

HOwagU=AL DO

PHONE 297-5320

EVENINGS 5 SATURDAY.

Plankcomer-Pohl Es..

IMPORT MOTORS

owner. PA P5/2,AR.272.

MATTHEWS PAINT CO.

MR. F.I. GANDER
Suburbs -1324.11S2
CF

782-6735

os o resent... 2200 moo io

It2NITTACTrorgt1C47.1r

940 Leo SI A

WIRING & SOLDERING

Ave.

pportunlry Employer

ou,

W, nol lake odyonToge of This

GENERA& WALE- _EIS
L

RMIMACM

RECEPTION

RESERVATION

MOO

-SSW

CABINET ASSEMBLER
* CABLE FORMER

1st Shift Only

and med., Specs arid 4010m. MAIN.

vi

irm

Ma De*. Pala.

COUR, e SWIMMING POO,

ASSEMBLER

Assemblers:

FOREIGN
.NnisterNowl

"',"7,'''clItr" -Ik

.S,T, r,,,,,,P4T,L,..

ape ran air..

w

27 Ilelp Wanted All & MITER

PolaTine

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE....

111NEGRATAMIES

"0f.,-- "
ZEPTICINISir.:

also. overage Sum

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

School Bus, Inc.

I! LA SALLE HAS YOUR JOB !I

j

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

We offer on ira natiare stop.
ing salon and a full range al
Irene Innen..

gog T. NorthweN

25Empleyrnent Agencies- Women

Benefits

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACILI, 11 YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS A:

no.*sMte

Available for
All Office Skills

6:30-8:30 a.m.
2:30-5 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT

Temporary Jobs

A.M. ROUTES

P.M. ROUTES

8E

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IM-

dinar

P 'd Training
Must
arts

To Employee

of°Atttttutt fttt

Earn ESorrsh

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

Neu, Surplus Tool Store

. 'nee Benefits Supervisor
o
eerie, of irderesting

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

tp

Wheehro

26 Help Wanted Women

SECRETARY

CONTACT MPS. CARSEN

EBusiness Opptunifies

g

TOPPS
INTERSTATE DEPT. STORES

bv]M]sOxl
Eiv,Opportun4 GupGuer

naneaa

Not Just A

B31-4430

Unirerial Oil Proeuas is seriv

FEMALE

wftZs,°.",lit.

or Phone for a p poiPITARt

Supervisor

5555 West
Skokie,
To III.

"':'

likrZyl'n

ro, furnished.

MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!

n v.asoo

Apply in person to Stun Manager

537-6900
Mr. James Levy

typing desired far vermin ma -

Pit

663-3443

nssiai

NI:adman. Sto. and

LUMS

SECRETARY

TELETYPE CORPORATION

HOLIDAY INN of

CL '1916

Cog To. masendineni.

sea Add

2.15077/ HUBBARD

GENERAL MOTORS

MUNDELEIN
Oveeloolcing Country Club.

MT PROSPECT /Timberlake,

Soft Worm 25 0o month

1603 Old Deerfield Road
Highland Pork,
Between Ridge Rend 8 Reale #41

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY

Morning 6 A.M. to 2 P.M.

SEE THE 1970

Mose Wee au, 11s. masa,-

BOJO Rent Office Space

from ...lin. Modern air amataioned aTino, ..... .1

392-7600

Poe 07017

Coll CL 2.153.

CALL 302-0204

17lep IYanteil Men 8 Wen

marY.Pmeit shoring.
Ant old and areuP Imuraue.

and diet... ex.

COMPLETE COMPANY PAID BENEFIT PROGRAM.

Vg. PIS. Auto Woof rod cieou

POMO/rid

AcroG

010,7

'A/P P'DS.,:r'iller. ''''''

Arl. Nri. 25A. ISSO

:CASHIERS

SALES

EARN AS YOU LEARN!

neg..

tur

04m

I

waver

vent=3":Ft

CoTolirm PUMP

Ponnoc

BTTaffer 259.1710

CALL 8,1,31

.3127 6

PART TIME OR FULL TIME

STENOS:
Onolhan3. areura

OUR

1967

b=r'Irlre'TD='.):117'Pr(7.

."TC'R'E'ATTTIST.'not""E

Mod. 2

AT

I

220 co 11392-60,41.

541.1400

2111eln Wa1114d81, &

A

2S2.2AS4

STOCK CLERKS

411 N Wolf Rd

umlence. exceptional stoning solo, rilth promotional polio.

Wiern. i.

OS

Du

should hen good eN

ST. ALEX/US
HOSPITAL

resPe

GIRL FIRDAY

358-675.1.

GENERAL HELP

1144 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

OF YOUNG
ATTORNEYS

1969 Opel MT. like neve. Gold

1 YEAR TEASE.

Coll Mrs. Rudermde.

o our HIGHIANOPARK STORE

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

POWER TOO.

824.6133

The,Desk Set, Inc.

ctftttIfttaf,k,

Gibson MISS TO 12 string elec.
guitor 222Si Vox Berk. II
amp. 2200. Both in good condh

Foe} hod510mveo50

INS 1107

8 am. to 4:30 p.m. Men. Aru Fri.

From I...1W I ..... oce Prole Shari,

B E. NORTHWEST HWY.

erel NOV
cod ngenial

296-1131

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES, INC.

FOR FIGURES?

Coll 537-7100 or apply

CLARE-ELECTROSEAL CORP.

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

417;

LEESERLii

671.2372

dp soallimaggexcelient

Must Have Own Transportation

GENERAL OFFICE:

RECEPTION

Milt, ash 2200 under Blue Book.

P/I'IiNIIII'A b"'I2i

4.04
STUDIO APT., sin. re
INS. 910 S
lorneGed.

untVa,ItTatx

WE WILL TRAIN YOU

Here's what we need:
x1.".

hbeera

o TYPISTS
o CLERKS

PHO

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

starting wage

ph.

Mb 6600

,b/eounezejizuod

TEIETYPE?

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

find a more ending op-

Ou

DAYS
No Experience
Age Open

mei be nue seem.. a.m.. Meemm Penne. a

exciting public contact
In addilion you
posilio
will he working the
greatest HOURS you
eon imagine. You'll never

r,1-,=,,,,,,,,

392.226.

RECEPTIONIST

JOIN US TODA

FACTORY

ir'P's. 14::;.

k6:Ogo'r4'"Vhest

':::',, ,e,j2:p;211 c:.4,:3;77:71::,.,";

439-7603

pletely yak, you foe this

APPLY P 30 TOMO
MON THROUGH RI

Franklin Park

WOMEN

272.21SI

9103PM

OPERATOR
o FRIDEN FLEX° WRITER
OPERATOR

27 Help Wanted Men & Wane

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

a».

5200.0R OFFER.
766-4354

F.."' 2.,.' ""y117'

,L.P,'S V-8,1;

OSCO/TURN-STYLE

PRINTING CO.

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

$2.75 PER HOUR.

Yes this brand new s Elsurban bank wills com-

CONDITIONS

CLEAN MODERN

a1537

Minnow...Roods.

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING

APPLY

Pleasant Working

o FRIDEN COMPUTYKR

or lasges to fill orders et
me. 2 to 5 days o week

1254200

3030 Clillerf on

MT OUICK CONVERT,.

HT, 112

1nr.Slommlond drum yet. Dood

WANTED

0 STENOS
o GEN. OFFICE

nolds has o few open.

ee

PIN

speed

Help wanted full gm. Mee girl

GRAND
OPENING

bar not

4mainrePavPirblarrela

Wayne Milligan

heipl'ulbut.neceM,

We MO

$110 WEEK - NO FEE

Ekon.

naatorictarktatiaasellesrroFany

W.Compb.0

TELLER TRAINEE

Excellent Starting Rates
Pleasant Working Conditions
Many Company Benefits
Steady Work

hut not necessary.

1pful

slightly flee... Camp,

Day or Evening Hours

IF YOU WANT TO WORK
PART TIME 1.3 AM. to
2 or 3 P.M. WEEKDAYS

Gana stoning solo, very pleesamworeing
tions.excellent fringe Inman.

dam's.

1,04 Chevy Eirioyne 2

BesT Of f er.1CL 5.2975Chelordb,

rt:I'ry::2.

IMAPG=ORK

SCHOOL MOM?

Welles...resting Gork lost,er nut

he

Countryside Restaurant
Lounge

AS Ovnten

shift 7 to 3

"tt`t" '9"

ond, oda:: sleinsgrous

51Idusica Hush -meets

Value ol Mob mmpoci stereo.

KIDS BACK IN

SECRETARIES

Experience helpful but
not necessary

CLERK -TYPIST

nap 2210

sore ormer
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Undertaker burned n explosion
By Rick Goncher

An undertaker and partowner of Haire Funeral Home
at 207 N. Vail St., Arlington
Heights, was seriously burned
last night when the garage at
the funeral home exploded

rage and dragged him a few

the crowd that was starting to

the ambulance." The police

feet.

gather.

put the boy, later identified as
Douglas R. Larson, 18, of

Police identified the undertaker as Burton Bauer, 31, of
202 W. Hawthorne, Arlington
Heights. Bauer was taken to
Northwest Community Hospital and then to Cook County

into flames due to the gas

Hospital's Burn Ward.

fumes of an auto he was working on.
Following the explosion, an
18 -year -old Haire ambulance
driver reportedly ran over the
victim's legs outside the ga-

said Bauer was burned over 70
to 75 per cent of his body.

A policeman at the scene
Police requested additional
help to control the traffic and

WHEN POLICE arrived

2042 W. Palatine Rd., Pala-

they said they saw the ambulance about 25 feet from the
garage and that Bauer was underneath the ambulance.

tine, into the police car due to
Larson's state of shock.

Police said at the hospital

Police said an unknown party came up and was assisting a
youth. The man said "this boy
needs some help." Police

W.

Ernest E. Ternovits, 31, of 202
Arlington
Hawthorne,
Heights, Bauer's brother-inlaw said that he and Bauer
were in the garage working on
asked the boy what was the Bauer's car.
They said they though it had
matter and the boy replied "I
didn't know he was in front of a clogged fuel line. Ternovits
told police he blew into the gas
line and Bauer, who was listening for bubbles, yelled "stop."

Winkle nits campaigning,
but stays on Dist. 59 ballot
By Jan Bone

District 59 candidate Robert Winkle told school board
members Monday that he was
"ending my campaign as an

An explosion caused by a heater igniting gas fumes in the garage of Haire Funeral Home,
Arlington Heights, last night badly burned an undertaker and part-owner of the funeral home. The
undertaker and his brother-in-law were working on a clogged fuel line of the auto in the picture
when the gas heater clicked on and caused an explosion. (Photo by Bob Privratsky).

Election judges appointed
for Dist. 57 election
Election judges were appointed by the District' 57
School Board, last night, to

N. Eastwood; Mrs. Anne P.
Glabe, 520 N. Pine; Mrs.

Mrs. Robert Oswald, 302 S.
Albert; Mrs. Richard J.

Richard Graham, 20 Prospect

Schultz, 313 N. Maple; Mrs.
Orrin Sebby, '303 N. Owen;
Mrs. Roland Becker, 119 N.

polling

Manor; Mrs. John Dybdall,

places in their precinct during
the special election April 11 to
select new school board mem-

303 Prospect Manor; Mrs. David B. Johnson, 600 N. Henry;

serve at designated

bers.

The following persons have
been appointed judges in precinct I, with the polling place
at

Fairview School 300 N.

Fairview, Mount Prospect;
Mrs. Donald Bedford, 520

and Mrs. Raymond Till, 507
N. Eastwood, all of Mount
Prospect.

In precinct 2, with the polling place at Busse School, 101
N. Owen, Mount Prospect, the
following judges have been appointed:

Maine adult school sets
defensive driving class
The Defensive Driving class

Using visual aids, the course

offered by the Maine Adult concentrates on understandEvening School uses profes- ing the two -car crash and
sional techniques

to

teach

drivers to avoid accidents des-

pite mistakes made by other
drivers and adverse conditions
of traffic or weather.

The course will be taught
for four Monday evening sessions at Maine Township High
School South, Talcott and Dee

Rds., Park Ridge, beginning
this evening. Classes are from
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

situations in which it happens:

The methods were first devel-

oped by the National Safety ,
Council's Motor Transportation Department to train motor
fleet members.

Registration for the course

can be done at the evening

Emerson; Mrs. Marilyn Kane,
103 S. George; Mrs. Donald
Lett, 7 S. Maple, all of Mount
Prospect.
In Precinct 3, with the polling place at Lincoln School,
700 W. Lincoln, Mount Prospect, judges are: Mrs. Eugene

Trandel, 201 S. Kenilworth;
Mrs. Robert Magnus, 214 S.
Hi Lusi; Mrs. Howard Kunzen, 908 S. Elmhurst Rd.; Mrs.
Ralph Hagen, 900 S. Joka;
Mrs. J. D. Webber, 418 S. Hi

Lusi; and Mrs. Ruth Wilson,
500 W. Sha Bonee Tr., all of
Mount Prospect.
For precinct 4, with the polling place at Lions Park

School, 300 E. Council Tr.,
Mount Prospect, judges are:
Mrs. Charles Nelson, 501 S.
School; Mrs. Evan Jones, 502
S. Owen; Mrs. Herbert Aspen,
311 S. Emerson; Mrs. Richard
Fergin, 518 S. Emerson; Mrs.
Russell Bogart, 503 S. Louis;
and Mrs. Ronald Cherwin,

502 S. School, all of Mount

school office at Maine South,

Prospect.

before this evening's session.

The judges for these precincts will serve also as judges
of the School Board elections

Pheasant season almost
opens 7 months early.
The 1970 hunting season for ring-necked pheasants is

for High School District 214
and the Harper Junior College
Board, with in the four Mount
Prospect precincts.

Voters will be given three
ballots and separate ballot
boxes will be provided for each

some seven months away, but one of those brightly colored
game birds almost became "pheasant -under -glass" Sunday
night when he traveled into the center of Mount Prospect,
and paused on a residential street.
A Day reporter was driving west on Milburn, just east of
Main St., when he -came up on a cock pheasant, standing in
the center of the street.

of the three districts.
Boundaries for the precincts are:
Precinct 1, includes those
residents living north of

Apparently surprised by the auto's headlights it stood

cludes those residents living
north of Northwest Hwy. and
east. of Illinois 83; Precinct 3

rooted to the same spot until the car's brakes had brought it

almost to a halt. Then the bird whirred off into a nearby

Northwest Hwy. and west of
Illinois 83; Precinct 2, in-

south of

yard.
Not too many years ago this popular game bird was fairly

includes residents,

common in fields around Mount Prospect. Maybe this one
was just following his instinct and visiting former territory
of his predecessors.

Illinois 83; Precinct 4, includes residents, south of
Northwest Hwy. and east of Illinois 83.

Northwest Hwy. and west of

Final appearance tonight
for 5 Dist. 57 candidates
The final speaking appear.

once for the District 57 School

Board candidates running in
the April election will be tonight at 8 p.m. at an open
forum meeting of the Lions
Park School PTA at 300 E.
Council Tr. in Mount Prospect.

The five candidates, all running with backing of the District 57 General Caucus, will
be given three minutes speak-

ipg time and then a question

and answer period will be
moderated by Robert Novy,
chairman of the caucus nominating committee.
Guest speaker at the forum'
will be Dr. Richard Percy superintendent of curriculum
for the district.
At tonight's meeting the
Lions Park PTA is also planning to hold election of officers for the 1970-71 year.
The candidates will be appearing Thursday at the Busse

School PTA where they will be

introduced but are not scheduled to speak.
The five candidates who are
vying for the three vacancies
in Saturday's election are: incumbent Board President Harrison Hanson, 500 S. William;
Mrs. Bernice McCarthy, 712
S. George; George Foster, 605
E. Prospect; Peter Dudrow,
1408 W. Busse Av.; and Harold Predovich, 910 Country

happen in any other
school district.
He suggested that school
boards prepare a card or sheet
well

active candidate" in Satur-

day's board election.
A question about his eligibility to serve on the board had
been raised because of a section of the school code which
requires board members to
have lived "in the territory of

the district" for one year immediately preceding their election.

Winkle moved from Park
Ridge to District 59 in December, 1969.
However, Winkle's name
will remain on the ballot. President Allen K. Sparks told
board members that there was

no way it could be removed
from the ballot without a court
order ---and there was not time
to do this before the election.

of information, to be handed
out with nominating petitions,

listing the

qualifications,
lems not common to older, established districts.

"IT HAS HAD a greater
change of administration and a
greater change in board members than is typical."

Winkle urged residents to
vote for candidates "sincerely

interested in not only maintaining, but continuing the

17 -year -old Arlington
Heights girl escaped injury last
A

struck a fire hydrant on the
parkway.

date.

He said that he felt that a
vote for him would not be a
wasted vote, and that it would
be counted.
Acting Supt. Albeon Walt-

a

the board of education," he
said, "in any manner that
can and they are able to use
I

The remaining II candidates

for Saturday's

board

POLICE SAID Miss Richey
then lost control of the car and
moved forward 65 feet across

the front yard, over the con-

Larson, who has been employed at Haire since Novem-.
ber, 1969, told police he was

on call at Haire in the base=
ment with Andres when they'
heard someone yelling outside.'
Larson said he grabbed Bauer'
and knocked him down.

LARSON TOLD police he

got a blanket from someone'
and managed to smother the

AT THE SAME time there
was an explosion and fire was
all

around. The gas heater

went on and ignited with the
gas fumes in the garage. Bauer
reportedly rolled on the floor
trying to put out the flames out.
Ternovits was also taken to
Northwest Community Hospital and treated for minor
burns.

William E. Andres Jr., an
Arlington Heights
working for Haire

Dulles, Des Plaines, scheduled

fireman
Funeral

flames on Batter's body. Larson said he _then sprayed
Bauer's burning feet with a
fire extinguisher.
Larson said he then went to

pull the ambulance out of the.
garage for fear that the flames
might reach the gas tank. Police said as Larson was pulling
the ambulance out the door he
heard someone yell for him to
stop, and that

Police said Larson and another man pulled Batter from
underneath the ambulance.
Andres then took Bauer to the
hospital.

Home in his off -duty hours.
told police he was in the basement with Larson when they

rage on fire. He ran back to the

The Arlington Heights Fire
Dept. had the fire out within.
minutes.
Cook County Hospital's
Burn Ward reported that

Bauer is in serious condition.
and may have a cervical frac-.
ture of the neck.

for 8 p.m.

glIBU

crete stoop and into the front

SAYS z

of the house.
Police said the auto smashed

16 feet into the dining area of
the home, and that extensive

Last time I played cards and got home at 3 a.m. my wife didn't
say a word -- not for two weeks.

damage was done to the exterior and interior of the house.
Korte told police that 8 or 9
people were in the house at the

time of the accident, but none
were injured.
POLICE SAID that the head-

lights on the auto were not
damaged, and that most of the
damage was done to the rear of
the auto when Miss Richey hit
the fire hydrant.
Police said no tickets were
issued since the accident is still
under investigation.

Sold liquor to minor

No punitive action
taken against Kruse's
has

It

been

decided

by

Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert that the management
of Kruse's Tavern

liquor to a minor on March
26.

seat Winkle if he won the election.

At the hearing last Thursday, Mrs, Jane Krupa admitted

selling two six-packs of malt

WINKLE'S STATE-

liquor to a 17 -year -old boy.

MENT Monday said that he

She further stated that she

"disagreed with the school at-

did not ask him for identi-

Is -

fication. since

tics."

"I feel," said Winkle, "that

there was a violation of the

w

liquor laws, "I cannot ignore
the 48 years that this establishment has serviced our community...and with an unblemished
record."

I respect, and
with the best interest of District 59 in mind, I am ending

whose opinion

He therefore ordered that

my campaign as an active candidate in the coming election.

neither punitive nor corrective
action is required "in this matter to safeguard or promote the
well-being of the community."
Aft

Gene Tidwall, president of thi Chicago area Caller's Assn. calls out the steps for members of the
Slow Pokes Square Dance Club of Mount Prospect recently during a workshop held at Euclid
School. Club members dance every other Friday night and hold work shops on alterhate Thurs-

Winkle said that what had
happened in District 59 could

Dist. 57 accepts Ritzenthaler
bid for Lincoln Jr. High busing
The Mount Prospect Dis-

Gripe
Of The
Day

)qt.

/./,1

Having to go to work Just
when the party gets good.
D.H.

trict 57 School Board last
night accepted a bid from the
Ritzenthaler Bus Lines to provide busing for Lincoln Junior

High students next year at a

cost of $19.20 per day per

Lincoln has been estimatarat
for

the

1970-71

school year, but specific costs
and number and sizes of buses

XCL

to be used will not be decided
until the actual number of stu-

dents who will be riding the
buses is determined.
/ Supt. Eric Sahlberg said

that they are anticipating a

need'for five bus routes but do
route, for a 66 -passenger bus,
not expect to be hiring any of
$20.20 for a 72 -passenger bus,
the 78 -passenger buses.
or $21.20 for a 78 -passenger
He said that bus transbus.
portation will be provided for
The total cost of busing rfpr,,. all Lincoln students living
$20,000

Ln., all of Mount Prospect.

Meetings

days.

clare this election void.

entanglement."

recalled

and thought he had then shown
evidence that he was 21.
Teichert, as local liquor
commissioner noted that while

sition, and after much discussion with many people

"I WOULD LIKE to avoid
involving this district in that

she

having waited on hint before,

I am one of the most qualified
candidates. I believe that what
the attorney implied was that I
was not an eligible candidate.
"No candidate ever likes to
retreat from an established po-

"It would take a decision of
a competent tribunal to de-

there was a violation of the
liquor laws, when an

employe of Kruse's sold malt

county legal advisers not to

to challenge.

should receive "neither punitive nor corrective action" as
the result of a finding that
local

man said last week that Dis-

"There is ample evidence,"
Winkle continued, "to indicate that if I were elected, I
could be seated-but undoubtedly the seat would be subject

he ran over

Bauer's legs.

trict 59 had been instructed by

torney in a matter of seman-

get a blanket and

called the fire department.

election are expected to describe their philosophies to- heard a scream.
Andres ran out the back
night at Brentwood School's
Candidates' Night. 260 W. door and saw Bauer and the ga-

Driver comes to dinner
uninvited --through wall

night after she drove her auto
through the dining room of a
two-story house belonging to
BY LAW, March 24 was the R.A. Korte of 1131 N. Derbylast possible date for candi- shire Ln., Arlington Heights..
Police said the auto driven
dates to withdraw and to have
their names taken off the bal- by Pamela J. Richey, 17, of
lot.
318 S. Ridge, Arlington
Winkle, however, told The Heights, was backing down the
Day Monday that he was not driveway at Korte's home
withdrawing, despite his state- when the rear of the auto

ment that he was ending his
campaign as an active candi-

high standards which are

credit to District 59."
Winkle said he would continue being interested in District 59. "I pledge to work with

chapel to

$25

per semester, Sahlberg

Mount. Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m. Wheeling
Township

Board of Auditors, Town
Hall, 1818 E. Northwest

will be charged for those stu-..

Hwy., Arlington Heights; 8
p.m.
Mount Prospect Park

dents because the state does
not provide aid for students

grounds committee,

said.

He explained that the fee

within a mile a half limit.

In other action the board
voted to set school hours for
next year at Lincoln from 9

more than a mile and a half

a.m. to 3:30 p.m. allowing the
students a half-hour lunch period.

from the school.
Students within the mile and
a half limit may ride the bus for

8:30 a.m. at the school and students have one hour for lunch.

.14t. 7,. 4.14%

Tonight

This year classes begin at

District building and

600
Se,e-Gwun Av.; 7:30 p.m.

River Trails School District 26, 1800 E. Kensing-

ton, Mount Prospect; 8
p.m.

School District 59 Candidates Night, Brentwood
School, 2601 . Dulles, Des
Plaines; 8 p.m.

.te
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Robert W. LeF orge

Harper Board candidate
has questions, seeks answers

Dist. 214 candidate has
definite ideas about board
By K. C. Radtke

in his "younger days" and at
one lime represented his Jaycees groups on the statavide

(Editor's note: The Day is
presenting a series of Interviews with the eight candidates
seeking three available seats

And he has seven years
board .rorience to back up
recently presi-

Robert Ls Farr

edUcation

stressing that these (members)
should be lay people, I believe
that it was the intent of the
people vvho set up the system

gm th.e lay people Would
base definite ideas about what

sdneation should give them
children,-

baava that a owoo of

education's main job ism ,,cg
that

boo,

are

when

bap, am

and

where

needed and that educators arc
rin hand to the staff; that mate-

riots and supplies needed for
'the
.

g

educational

provided, and that problems
ant are up of a policy nature
are dealt with when they come
continued.
up." Fe

DO NOT BELIEVE that

h& of

education

should

second gums the professional
educators," he said.
For this reason, LeForge
sins that a board member pow
ems "a sense of the financial

which reported to President
Eisenhower on Illinois' educetionM system.

Rithard throw is a Won tin= Who is intentonmaking

HE IVILL SPEAK at the

you think about your commu-

Jewelry and clothing valued

othicture of the district-whamfor

money com. from. and
how it should be budgeted and
spent so as to provide the most
education for every single doltar."

According to (LeFoile, the
biggest problem n Din. 2 14 is

at $700 was stolen last night

hanger to gain entry into the
hang

education today."
LI' rising cost of education end

aam....;:,

11-

nd

';Ow;caah;

for education.

"This is brought about by
Me fact that while

fig

acres the Political
Me only place that

voters have 6 choice a to
whether rates Mallchangeisin
the local school district. said
the
TelePhOne

'witch...Perm.,

The Mount Prospect Dis-

trict 57 School Board voted
last night to apply for $2,000
in state aid funds for vocational studies in conjunction

at a rate of 50 cents Pc, Mil,
mid Richard Percy, as
superintendent of curriculum.
He said that if the funds arc

tend Wheeling High

chool,

Gre Older sisters

grotto -

erupt,

rod from WHS.
LeForge was president of

d Supt.

the

districts ['my are more likely to

Heights Jaycees

.11S grand opening next week, is

'SO MANY people buy

at 15 W. Prospect Av., Mount
:Prospect. it will made its grand
opening with Heinz Pastry
Shop, which is under the .ante
roof.

meat and get cheated. Here

they know what troy're getting," Bellinger said. And
people like this to be confidential."
The

customer

is

OW.

Menus

pamphlets and shown darts to
help him select, stole, dolt

To be served Wednesday in
Prospect, Elk
Grove, Wheeling, Forest View

and carve meats.
The Midwest, Bolinger
said, is the victim of meat deal -

and Hersey high schrots in
District 24:

crs who don't care what they

Main dish (one choice):
'roast beef, barbecue in a bun,

know how to buy meat, estecially in large quantities, he

Selmer in a bun Vegetable
Moe choice): whipped pm

said.

iciate in a joint project with
NEC or a project within their
Eric

Sahlbsro

said

dm by applying with the NEC.

salad,

coleslaw,

molded: cher-

meat cutters arc on hand from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. eye, day ex ceps Sunday and Wednesday.
These cutters, Berlinger said,
can give customers the portion

control they can't get at most
Available desserts: plums.
atrawberry gelatin. cherry pie,
cheese cake,
honey drop
cookies
To be served Wednesday in

places.

Berlingcr's relatives have
been in the meat business for

generations, and he bull Ida
meat from them. "Our meat
MacArthur nod,Ann Sullivan comes horn top corn -fed aniuhools in District 23:
3mats. Ion selected and tomes
Hamburger, sweet and sour
green beans, french trio, spice
Make, milk.

mre

C°°""i"'
andCommunity
°""f°. of
Airy ,Trace
the

Asnociation.

"I
should ask some questions on
the (Harper) board. on propo.
ale for
endums. or when

facts are presented for an.

for of a financial situation1°°'a

presented to the Mud," D.

if more funds could be

of 1800,000 in revenue over

also .bp decisive in its actions
and not vacillating se that the

SIIMPLY STATED chorlio- administration has a °Ramat
chargeback k reimbursement
path to follow. The board
for expenditures made. With. . makes PoltrY"
out students you shouldn't
51
dIntes,,0", he soil,
Derma haw that his canme inter didacy will generate an inter per board) was mating the referendurn fact sheet and a 1969

able cost. -

A BOARD SHOULD to
the community wishes in
terms of the quality and type of
mitigation which the commu-

8600.200."

the CPA slated.

nity demands. he said.

His hmkgound as a CPA
and a lowyer" would lend

He was invited to Palatine
und Schaumburg candidate

tome balance to the boon]." he

nights Wednesday, April g but

added,

A board member. the Arlington Heights resident said,
should hascertain the quality

60<
reuirs

do

Carolyn Krouse, legal adviser for the Mon. Prospect Historical Society, presented the March meeting program entitled
"Scrimshaw." Thise early whaling ship an objects made either
be carving or engraving roll) a sharp tool, the outline fillro with
India Mk, were of solute's tooth that had been highly polished.
Scrimshaw also is any 1,0401, art form ming portions of ship
wood, walrus tusks or ivory. MA. Kniusels also legislation chairs

in the House of Represent.
dm regarding the marking of

Men who sailed them. The

all gims reproductions,

bones and teeth of the whales
were discarded into the hold of
the ship, the Mush cut, the oil
attracted.

ritS PROSPECT oar

Voir.

a 100101:
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owe us. rata min Moo o

rem HAM term menu.

(RATED hi
Wed. 8:25

How much does it cost? As little as you like-name it and it's yours.
Hut Show Buy in the Areo

For people with other ideas, here is the complete array:
Passbook Savings

They're Off end naming

5%

Golden Gins Certificates of Deposit

Interest commended with tidetttea
annauity
gala queried,
Savin arm by one
me Mtn earn trim Ma
lot
month

5,

/4

No Minns, bonn required

53/7

PONY
UNGE

g=":,==....

n Continuous compound.,
Ouerterly hstrahlion n pimping.

Tao sea to tan pan

SS.000 minimum

Continuous conirounding
Earnings pail stand citrons

670

S100,000 WW1.

'C'olln'i'o'uST:rn=lell
Quarterly distribirlbild Pernhill

7 I/ oi s'Z°:.°:71=.

2 /0 4=1.

/2/0 gr=°,17=.n.

Karlblom of Chicago rod Mr.

and Elm Karl Hein of Rah ford are the children's grand parents.
Great.grandmirents

are Mn,, Bertha Andean of
Chicago and Albert Nelson of
Rockford,

PM baby and his sister,
. and Barbara. 2. are

Ifs a girl for Mr. and Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Ewing of
Arlington Heights and Mrs.
Esther Virait of Nioont Pros-

Stephen T. Theboult of bloom

becca.

Prospect.
and
they have
named her Kristina Marie.

Born Akira ST at Lutheran
Pamela Beth, infant dough-

General

Hospital,

the

baby weighed 7 pounds 6Ps

Schultz, and new sister to Vu-

caeca. Awaiting her mind

laic Beth. 71$, was horn at

home wore Thorns. 4th, rind
2.
The children's
grandrorents arc Mr. and au.

Gerund Hospital
Mach 17. weighing 6 pounds

Sandra.

8m ounces. The girls' grand-

Louis 'Fhrhault Jr.

parents are Ole. and Mrs. Witlimn Schultz and Gomm RodWk. all of Chicago.

Ridge and h1 r. :Ind Mrs. Fritz
Studimmr, who five in GerMw
ray.
A
great-grondmother.

Mr. and Alm. Robert

S.

of Park

Mrs. Louis Their.% faits,

K ariblom of bloom Prospect

Park sponsors play trip
The Palatine Park District
trip to the
Goodman Theater, April 18 to

nowinettelY
Registration for the pow
gram is 52.nd which covers the

a performance of childrais comedy 'Doctor In

cost of o delta and bus transNotetioth

is

sponsoring

a

sec

was there."

owed to arrive back at ap

flee It 262 E. Palatine Rd..
P alatine:119:30 am. and is ex-

Adults may attend the trip

fur the same fee.

For more information con

tact the park off at

High note for music lovers

ount Prospect, Pause a

former
trustee,

Ford Wilson,

Essen-

ear president, were among

roncenroted effort

by

sq

the

Nod... Chapter of the Lyric Opera Guild to inform sob

urbaniro of a unique room.
tunity in store for them Sunday, April 12, al 3 p.m. lire
Northwestern University Opera Workshop, a group of tab
ated young singers who are
studying for careers in opera,
will stage Mozart's "Corsi Fan

Tune" (The Magic Flute) at

tZR(e=
r S."113 wol
7' 6
ly
left
mer G. Enebeid of Monet
Eiavailable
the

Half Day. Tickets at $3 each
by caging Mrs.
Prmpect, chairman of the be
efit, at CL 5-6091.

'

rrliE COUNTRY SET GIRLS SPOILED, ABSOLUTELY!

Exton-

of Trinity methodist Church

' oncers sang "Happy Binh day to us" to murk the second

gave the invocation. Rev. Gil-

This represented proceeds
from the fund-raising "Ball on

commitments for the senior

ben Bowen, pastor of the

the mmr held at Randthirst

citizen quarters. The finance

anniversary 01190 founding of

C o m in 0 0 i I y Presbyterian
Church. where Eracasioneer
meetings are held each week,
wea unable to Mean due to ill.

Ian June
The cheek was turned over
10 Mrs. Raymond Bond. treesurer, who reported that this
would put the treasury at the
over 5I.000" mark,

committee did not make any
allotments fiat the Motors at

Prospect

thennior

L2a group.

Among the notables octant
were Islount l'rospect Mayor

Robert Teichert and his wife

Alice, Mr. and
and

Veteran's

Chorus,

sang

village

THE IIIGIELIGHT of the

The purpose of no fund is to

event, after a short greeting
from special guests, was the

obtain ii yearsaround building
for the senior cilizOIS where

adopted the Extensioneers, did
the cleaning up detail,

of a check for

programs can he scheduled evcry day,
Mayor Teichert encouraged
those attending to be present at
the mot village Croancine

The scouts provided poem
flowers for all attending end

unable to attend.

Preceding the buffet luncheon. Dr. Robert E. Matthews

presentation

5862.30 by Joseph Grittani to

Mts. Walter Meyers. maw
nizer of the Mount Prospect
Estensioneers.

Paul Molloy, Chicago SimTinws columnist, will addrms

PTA Thunday:

April 9. at 8 pm. in the school
auditorium.
Molloy, who will discuss the

influence of radio and television on today's children. has

approred on the Jack Pear
Show, the Arthur Godfrey

helped
Shuler

servo.
is

Mrs.

Eugene

the leader of the

Busse Scheel troop.

Wullocc E. Brodeur will be
the

for the

member of the American Wa-

tor and

Mike Douglas
ShOW He has been named Chi-

Mount Prospect Art League

ter Color Society and hall.

meeting at 8 p.m. tonight at the

ego's outstendiag journalist
ond the nation's outstanding
sals and %Haig= ethic.

Mount Prospect Community

completed a highly successful
exhibit in The University Club
of Chicago.

featured

artist

C'ladViNfrecfanee

artist

colors.

Jean. La Boodt

who lives in Chicago. He is i

Show. Today, Tonight, Manithe

captures the pulsating
island rhythms in on
imported silk screen
print in
4
luscious

Brodeur to speak
at Art League tonight

Molloy at Busse
those

Betty Meyers, soloist with
Me

NI anha II The -

roux. Wheeling Township raw
seas° r representing Alm.
Frank
Kolann, who was

the

their last budget meeting

several selections while Girl
Scout Troop 521, which has

NI rs.

Grittan., former
trustee.

Joseph

meeting April 20 to encourege

Honor scholar
to be married

The ydiHu is invited -

Jean. ..__
......,

of Mr. and Mrs. Ray LaBandt
of 204 N. Lancaster, Prospect

Heights, will have not only ca
graduation in June, but also a
wedding.
Jeanne will graduate Jung 6

society.

from the University of Den-

ON JUNE 22,_ Jeanne will
be married to Timothy Beck,

vat completing her four years

V13' W.' 7.

as an alumni scholar. While
at the University of Denver,
Jeanne majored in maths's).ics and participated in numem
ous school activities.

As a freshman, she was s,
lected for Alpha Lambda Delta, a freshman
echoIonic honorary. Her sophmoree year eland to her acceptance in the Pioneer Spurs,
aervice organization of sophgame wOmen.

As ajunior, she era a mem-

Sizes 81014

ha of Talarian, a national 00
ganigation of hmior women.
She was alsoselected for =mbership in Pi 010 Epsilon, nationsl mathernalics honorory

LONG PATIO
SKIRT

$20.00

MINI SKIRT

$13.00

son of Mary Beek, and the late
FLARED PANTS

Lambert Beck, formerly of
Mount Prospect. Timothy is
attending Denver Metropolitari State College where Ile Is

$16.00
TANK TOP

majoring in data processing.

$11.00

He is also employed by Coloras

do [Mu Cross and Blue Shield

HALTER SHIFT

in computer operas.

$18.00

After their marrtioniage, the
couple will live in Denver.
Jeanne will be terchingmath
for the Jefferson County
School Dietrict

P. S. Oar amines Catinukas an made you to laa program restaultad to your meta

INSURED

JI

t

'

itt==e3=7:412TS Era&
arling CoMri- tOwers

L :17

a

al

359 -

0333.

Now appearing

Frcithingslosh
Randango

new

ter of Mr. and him. John E.

Spite of Himself."
A bus will team the nark of-

Public Library, les pad of a

niversary luncheon. MA. Hewho organizro the group,
a named to the Chicago Senior Citizens' 1969 Hall of
Fame f r her side
ok
the organization of sear citi-

Mount

Walk tall, feel better, gain confidence from the message it brings
into your life.

their arrival into the world.
Daniel weighed fi pounds
.91/2 ounces at birth at Northwent Community Hospital. He
is the first son and third child
Of Mr. and NI rs. Daniel F. E.
ing Sr. Grandparents of the

Mrs. Maness president of
the historical society. added,
"Ad we brushed with royalty
in Augralin. Queen Elizabeth

zens clubs.

Th. 6:31 -10:10
Second dos postage paid at
Mount Pomo, Ill. 6005d.

Ordeal places were shared.

moment to admire the opera
display in the Mount Prospect

as you read, more is being added to the story it tells. With

Enjoy the most flexible and popular book in the financial market.

IMPASSE

of a hurricane. The reel of the
cruise was calm but exciting.
Visits to many interesting his -

the (Mester

ley of

the 75 members and goals attending the group's strand an-

Pius

Mela Beth Schultz to mark

finnognee the birth Of Anne
Jtmene. Who arrived id !Ether.
all General HOspltel March 20
Welshing 7 pounds ti oune017
The Karlbloms elm have a son
Steven, 2. Mr. and Mrs. Walter

mother, Mrs. Chad. S. Bees-

Prospect group of senior citizens. Mayor Robert Thichert

Loan Insurance Corporation, an agency of the U.S. Government.
You can't lose!

Two Wotan Prospect NMIIca celebratul more than St.
Patriek's Day Match 17. It
woe the day chosen by Dude!
Frederic Ewing Jr. and P.

Jane Beesley, sophomore at
Stout State University, and her

mishit] of the village ...fist
the Extensioneers, a Mount

(that's us) and insured -safe to $20,000 by the Federal Savings and

Bassinet set 1

They also issed the Fuji Is lands due ton the severe winds

mamas nod not chosen any
one particular type of entique

represented the pr
etts from 190 Ball on the Mull
held last June under the soon.

Wed. 6:30 10:00
Thur. 025

Burt REYNOLDS
end 771 Center, Ces Men.,

items.on Because

Meek

* Its contents are valuable-carefully protected by the publishers

Oandoy

.y

was

to of Questers. According to
the dictionary it means a colla
of various decorative

with a check for $862.31. This

A

(RAMO P)

liner Oransay which was held
in quarantine because of lyphoid carrier.

for the Mount Prospect Chap-

presents Mrs. Walter Meyer

* It becomes part of yourself and your day-to-day needs. Add to it or
remove some-whenever youlike!

V*ndellirtn.White

tor hittner had just returned.
They were aboard the luxury

the intricacy of the desiorsi and
the precision with which it was
created.
It was MC. Wilson who ,0g.
Bested the -name "Scrirruhaw"

Joseph
Grob,.
Mount Prospect

(90 days).

LedMinnui

from which Mr. and Mrs. Vic -

one inch high. This illustrates

* No other book gives you a higher return (5%) in so short a period

ockcto'"IfterBe

Society will feature
Mrs,
Charles Francek. who will
speak on the subject of Me ear ly postal system in the village.
Included in the program
war a brief resume of the cruise

Wilton

piece

at

The next meeting of the
Mount Prospect Flisterieil

fashion, it was only a little over

or etched piecm to those large
muugh to fill whole sections of

me. ay, April 7, 1970
p11011011OPPPOP11011.0"0009001/O00 1100002002See
Dolores Haugh-Wien:no Editor

every tick -of -the -clock, in fact, it gathers new interest.

THURSDAY

Rodney

previously

warded to the national QumWs' librarian in Philadelphia.

hinged and could stand as a
triptie. When closed, book

The results were pieces of
scrimshaw. Thc name h presumed to come irons Dutch
word meaning 'Idle fellow."
The pieces ranged .in size
from Small, intricately carved

A.^^,

THRU

its
March meeting, will be for -

thaw which she recrived as
gift from her parents. The

rime.

'

*Even

preronted

brought a piece of ivory scrim-

THERE WERE long, lam
months that lengthened into
years. Them was nothing for
the sailors al dm The whale
teeth
wax available, and
whittling was a known pas-

man for the Mount Prospect Business and Professional Women's
Club.

Pis
A

M r s.

1 h r e e -sectioned

ing on en important issue that

happy, lowly fashpocad entertainment by a guys '1' a gal

2554800

Her story began with the'
early whaling ships and the

and

6%

200 E. Rand Road

show

U.S. 14 a ti.S.

NOW

'her of Scrimshaw (Nesters.
n d her research piper

novice can fall easy prey to unscrupulous or misinformed
dealers," she said.

MRS. KRAUSE is Belively
fallowing the progress of the
federal act now in committee

694

A

MRS. KRAUSE is a man -

prodnetions am so good the

Extension eers receive
check on birthday 2

33.0110 minimum

of Mould Prospect

Ihenticated by experts. The re-

on the American art of scrim-

will be unable to attend be cause the Arlington Heights
Plan Commission will he rob
same night.

in antique shops must be M>

The scheduled program to
dad with the post office days,
of Italy Mount Prospect Was

stwiely, presented the program

Durava spoke ut a candidate night last month.

to

"lfic pieces available now

ney end trod adviser for the

Page 3

Nkomo income antheabssit OwassIt

IN THE

dren. Burma is Mill concerned
about education. specifically
"quality education at a reason-

anion shows prejaaios
drastic deficits for the next
five loam," Durava explained.
"We find a budgeted deficit
of $300.100 in the educational
fund when in actuality them
ire

Society.'

a Mrs. David Krause. anor-

Although he has no chil-

report wherein therefor...

DURAV A HAS gone

had etomplete fence of scrim -

nceled.

CPI in Harper College.

-r -

to collect, the group Wiled Ws
adopt the name.

Maw," Carolyn and.

this month.

book

added.

iglark kohl

'THE BOARD SHOULD

P01tin running for the Her

Historical

Prospect

about this

service training program for

from 55 years of experience in
buying. beet"
Berlinger

Cllr

Scrimahaw woe the topic of

We program for the Mount

of the out-rodistrict modem
less tuition and state appoH

of

"When David and I were in
the East we saw one house that

thic

tat cost per hour for education

SPECIAL

The NEC board has included the development of an in-

bers.

et die

By Dolor. Haugh

There's Something

opment for grad. five and six
md exploration of vocations
for grad. seven and eight.

The partners belong to the
Associated Food Dealers and
the Illinois Food Retailers.
The Nadonal Institute of Locker and Freezer Provisioners
studies ideas throughout the
country and shares them with
& B meats and other mem-

ihrotigh fedi, by

first year.

ll° explained that according
to state law chargebacks are
the diftbrence between the to.

He proposed that a future

B Meats is inspected daily by
the Illinois Department of Agriculture, Berlinger said.

eentmed

use for funds received in the

recent referendum, i believe it
would have been appropriate
for a board member to ask if it
were not true that a reduction

nattily wants and then support
en administration Mat will seteen and support that quality.
and provide a faculty and ma oo.too noccvory to

ht.P.6...

referof
FEEL SOMEONE

"For example, in the most

teachers, as one possible joint

nlou

Scrimshaws described for
M.P. historical society

and woof education the con,

effective

program could include introducMry Mforrnalion on vos
cations
for
kindergarten
through fourth grade: vocaional guidance and devel-

give customers. Persons 0001

EIGHT EXPERIENCED

an

ade available for vocational
studies, the district could possibly plan their own program.

received by the district they

following in the Mont*. of

for

Pooh district will be applying for an amount determined

will then have an option to par-

School,daught

inadequate

project within District 57.
Percy added that in the la,

years. Two

h

receive the funds and panicipotion in a joint project could
be more beneficial to the dietrict, bemuse 92,000 would be

with the 10 -member school
districts of the Forthwest Educational Cooperative (NEC).

LEFORGE HAS ban
played by ethicIllios Bell for 25

The shop, which will have

fry. fruit cocktail, orange sun'set. Prune muffin and butter,

as, lair calorie recipes and a complete grooming program.

The Monday class will meet from 7:45 to Id p.m, and the

Dist. 57 to apply for state aid

"IT'S THE CONTINUOUS

er Bob Berlinger, his partner
Joseph Greens or any of the
eight expert meat cutters will
tell the customer how Minh
Meat he
ill receive, whet It
=mists
how to coach.

tae choice): fruit juice, tossed

urban YMCA, 300 E. Northwest ligwy., D. Plaines, on Mom
day and Wednesday, April 27 and 29. Gerry Noynahan, diet
consultant fat the YMCA, Mows food chart from which the

oro "faced by all beads of

ff specializing in homerolde

.rotoes, buttered spinach. Salad

New weight reducing dosses will begin at the Norrow.t Sub-

Arlington Heigh. Plan

rava told the Day.

And where most meat shops
are inspected mice a year, &

Arling

the

Wednesday class will meet from 9:15 to 11:30 a.m. Baby MB,
service will be offered in the Wednesday morning class. Women
may enroll in either Miss by phoning the Nodhwrol Suburban
YMCA at 291.3376 between 9:30 am, and 5 p.m

burg!ars probably used a coat

Consultation room where own-

I

for the Northern Trust Company, Chicago, a member 01

Plain. Theatre. Police said

3 84 Meats. a Bavarian mu-

portant part of business.

H

menus will he planned. The 7 -week course win include diets and

The drop also arils Canned
and frozen goods.

complete satisfaction an m

is also a certified public
accountmt as well as an atterney, a commuting trust officer

from an auto belonging to Jeffrey Braun of Chicago, in the
city parking lot behind the Des

For persons buying large
quantities of meat, there is

sausage and custom meat culling, is one of those rare shops
Mat considers confidence and

n ity college.

of Women Rolm'

J & B Meats sets grand
opening next week
By Judy Ressler

per College board of trustees.

Election dates April ID.

$700 jewelry,
clothing taken
from auto

"FIRST OF ALL, the
educational philosophy of the
state of Illinois is that a group

g roup of professional educetors to handle matters Sr the
district," the father of five
ghis said.
"There is a purpose in

views whil the t14 candidates
seeking two nubble scuts for
a three-year term on the Ham

dblast Town Hall.

mentary board, a post he has
pvelled for three years.

the school sistem, and
would hire and supervise a

presenting a seri. of inter'

ndidate night Thursday,
April 9 at 8 p.m in the San-

dent of the District 23 ele-

IS

Stratton's White House committee n education in 1955,

Lague

his comments.

of seven people would handle
policy, financial
matters, and building matters

(Editor's note: The Day

He was named to Gov.

nite ideas ahoul boatds of education.

Btu nem two years would also
reflect a corresponding reduo

By K. C. Radtke

education committee.

for a three year terns on the
District 210 board. Election
date: Saturday, April II).
Robert Le Forge has defi-

LeForro

The day's prospects

Richard J. Durava

Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert is in faro sweet treat
Comp Fire GM Dann Soderstrom presents him with. box of the
candy which is being sold through April 15, Proceeds will benefit
the
then
program through support of comps and on the local
level as well. If you wish to purchase candy nod have not been
contacted, call Mrs. Wilbert Granath art CL 3-1688. There is a
choice of either mint truffles or toffee.

beside Muriel Mundy's
in the Village Square

44 W. Palatine Rd.
POirdine
FL E-7350

-

Aso.

WIWBRiOsamet

so

Orie day at a time
peeked I slily

By Ron Swans

When you 111k In terms of btl

Its 1.01111. ma ins 1 know
you don t need to bi rimandid
Yours Prokthla s enhePPY
m-sone 'Its oft re prob
ably certain MO you pay too
mush Bet vou bitten t

bons thin millions thous Inds
and

hundrads wt. rather

mtll
National

alien

though Mon

opar atom

our mitt try

in

The is their story. They tell

529.1 balton? Or that 43 cents

it on the back cover of their
book, ''Your Federal Income

of every dollar spent by the
government in 1969 bent to

Tax, 1970 edition.? Makes in -

the military? Forty-three cents

Wreath. reading Makes your

amount. 9123.9 billion

ByContrast, £7.6 billion was

'nod for education end manpower. Four cents of every
dollar sm.. That was to in.

(el -

THERE ARE MANY ways
to spend that kind of money.

billion.

Public housing, urban renewal, model cities. parks. water
and sewer fitcilities, mos
ransportation. neighborhood

of Viet., vets, life insurance
benenu. and other veterans

faci

pre-schooler. and on sod on.

nology:

KING ADMITTEDLY expeeled some trouble from the
young Niles East squeal. but
also and that victory was well

11.1

.

billion. General
. sources:
government: 52.9 billion.

Interest $12.3 billion. Interest payments on the debt

vantaged, the handicapped. the

"We just made loo many or.
ribs." head coach Roger King
utW. "There's going to be
some changes before we Med
Prospect if hursdayl."

Commerce and
hillion. Agriculture:
$0.1TramperMrin:
billon. Neutral Re.

Here's one that may surer,. you.

within reach.

The

Trojans

King, Warriors
with a lineup consisting of five
juniors, one sophomore and a
tremendous freshman.
Dave Keehn, the Worriers
CbldieSgsa

Somewhere in these billions
and bilhons being spent, is
your income tax.

It bought or odd for something. But not much.

54.2 billion. Space
Rights Need 1 say more?

Quite a contrast.

DheLlopME111

Veterans: 57.7 billion. Pensions and compensation, hospital core and medical Areal.
10011. education and nothing

held by the public took about
seven cents of every tax dollar.
Space Research and Tech-

khr.duled °pawn ohs Mons
Wan snob Lam 1r Whlt.il to
Mks Eta skairdm but
dropped th, woven las Mb:

ler

11.1

the

mow in IN lien lworoLRlnly

cenIs of every govirnmsnt dot
Community
and Housing:

Warrior netmen open season
at Niles on unhappy note
Alta smsomknk to

1100 moo., ind vosation
rchubtlit loon Twenty ens

$4 1

programs.

prove education at all levels,
science education md basic research. vocational manilla,
ed.ation of the disad-

moat two-thirds of the Mel)
came from income lases. How
do your income taxes slack up
in terms of the total?

life.

Ms abroad, and tht. Row

501.3 billion does.

The government received
$187.8 billion in taxes in the
1968-69 ,fiscal year. Of that

mAteal
he nth 11/01011 food and nutri

greats

Corps.

doesn't sound like much, but

inecime tax look rather paltry.
Read on, and you'll see why.

lion But there art evsn mon.

E0ononuell and tech
ins
isostance Foal for
Prudent the op0ration of im
banns and intormaion loon

Vino on, Would It wren..
sou to knoll the amount wee

on,

HEALTH AND Wsltare
549 billion Social &airily
summa
mulleare public assetonst.

International

much of that 111101int went for

doss the goakmment
take ut 1 Wh a do tiny mend it

I'LL REPEAT Forty Oust
a0za of every dollar for the
military four ems for educe
unsmstim Burets

591 1

ha. Get any din now

h

5.

1

fines:

singles

thew

player.

freshman Peter Sterns as his

opponent in the moth first

Letters to the editor
Finds story
enlightening

The parents are the mos.
frequent cause of Johnny gating into these bored yandalLslic predicaments. Johnny

Editor:
Mrs. Cathakowski's story

hes been given so much that he

on the teen-ager who append
havoc throughout oar suburban arca vem very tallish,
enim: hut giving may -he
play Story or what he and oth-

plish of himself, We all need en

The Water's fine
By Catherine O'Donnell
TM Village of Arlington
Heights should use the town
bulletin board at the milroad
station to pass the message
they've printed and lollstributed
to all places that
booze.
Then everyone can get
chuckle.
The sign posted in liquor dispensing establishments all

Oap Publication5

over town reads, -WARNING. The sale of alehofiolic

-Homo thr 'Arkin,' dream by always Jealously Looping
the poores frevehm and Welk -nod

liquor to minms 11010010 ender 21 years of age). habitual
drunkards. spendthrifts, me
tal incompetents is forbid.

Marshall Field 111

Paged

Tuesday, April 7. 1970

John E. Manton. ',Nor and P091,0er
William J. Kiedaisch,

koPresklen,

R.E. Hutchinson,

C. L Nam eltheetising /ftosme

R.N. Pam, Cirrnforkm 0004Ter

les fun visiting schools to.
day. Living in simple friend.
limes with children k a eon-

the class. She bold up picmres
of familiar objects and asked
the children what they saw yellow bus. a red fire engine. a
milkman and his truck. a den-

suming goal of all good teach -

tist.

and

1

found this friend-

liness when I visited Fairview
School in Mount Promect.

felt proud to be a part of
Mc teaching profission as
Inked with the principal end
I

I

teachers'n this school.

I HAD planned to visit the
T.M.H. clmscson my first visit
to Fairview School and apI

proached this classroom with
knew
very mixed feelings.
that T.M .H. meant Trainable
Mentally Handicapped and
I

1

did not know much about what
was happening here.
did not think it would be
I

ponible for me to enjoy this

rrong'.

visit -1 was so
walked info

very largel

Maryhelped 'ten.

Miss

Rhea Wick iser who no

'nable handicapped
'

question. speaking slowly and
distinctly. Whet does the den-

tin do? The child answered.

Clint
-Fixes tee."

is the hue?
What
What does the policeman say?
Answer - Stop.
Language development in
important here - listening
watching - naming words

learning Moot people, places
and things.

THE NEXT activity for
children wee an art project.
Pans or a term Easter bunny
were given to each child.

The body. legs. head, ears
toil - all were then but the
children were to paste the perm
on
and

very light And most cheerful
room. 1 was greeted by "Miss
klary.,as Me children called
s

The teacher asked simple

nail-

dren for -10 years and bus had
special training for her work.
EACII OF the seven happy
smiling children walked tip to
greet me. Each chik shook m

hand. said TGood morning."

a large she. of paper and
the finished product was one
large colored bunny. This was
their pictureso take home.

Ans and crafts furnished
means for self-expressiOn and
The
Snotty groupparticipation.
project also gave pre.

Ile in the control of the eye.
hand and arm muscles.

Firmness. friendliness. nod
consistency in adult treatment

Mrs. Wkkiser was at

times firm yet kind with the
children in her classroom. She
sea appropriate limits. gosh

and standards for each child
and for Me grou,s a whole.

OUR ILLINOIS Corrinelum Guide for Trainake Mentally Handicapped Children

'Teacher" of trainable

tally handicapped children in
Mount

Prospect. She

musl

have certain !knits sal for them

Must

these many Mildoll for what they were. not
hove

ALL CHILDREN

mers-

for what they did.

man at John Cornell Unice,

he
the slime. crown!" he

ANOTHER PROBLEM
nigh.^err,.

g,
me

11-itine

sc

prottress.

real

Con-

gretuladons.

u nor to be sold

I.guage. you Hmple had to
slur over the name of a guy

.

midnight on week nights and 1
RAI.
on weekends. What

makes Arlington's law differ em is that Arlington Park HoMI holds all four late licenses
in the one building, mule the
early closing licenses are given
o mery other tavern.
"It doesMt make sense.one owner protested. "When

people come out for an a/eusually a special

have been in Meanest in

rlington Heights for you,

gars
located

in Palatine, whose

sae-

named F. Harry Stowe. 50 °F.
Harry Stowe" to the Seven
Eagles Restaurant for the invitation 10.11 the gala second

These parents want Johnny
prise." a history of the "5.? M have 10 much More than
all over the world. For more they had when they werc
information call Herman Her- younger Mt they arc killing
log al 059-7400 or Ruth Ryan them with kindness. It certain at 253-0750. The start of a new ly didn't hurt the ments bat;
YMCA
too exciting tone out and work a bit to help the
relegated to a column Iran- family out and it certainly
graph. You'll read all about it won't hurt Johnny to do likewise.
later this week. Behave.
Enter.

aught, Cl. hao much
A -your daughter probably
has polycythetnia. It may be
essociated with emphysema,
silicosis and various other diseases

your friend arc purely arinel.

best treatment is radioactive
phosphorus or pibobroman

dental,

Wercyle),
Cr-M doctor says

ludin daily?
have

Is it Moulin to take Pro
A. -Although RE appetite

My friend has
symptom. His

suppressant is not
it form
ins., persons who take it reg.

J octor says he has pernicious

larly may develop a depend.

00010polycythna.

a

but in.most ca. no anemia What is the differ.. mu. it.

cause can he found. No drug,
should be given for it, however, limn an effort Ins been
made to discover and remove
the anise.

There is no cure but with
skillful management the die.

and some of them live in Arling ton Heights...I think that
it's time the village took am -

between these two diseases?
A -Persons with
olyrythem la have too many red
blood cells and those with
anemia (any kind) 1.ve too

kw. Any similarity between
your symptoms and those of

It should not be Ink en by anyone yvho has corona heart

disease,. overactive

Ihymid or high blood pressure.
Side effects include dry
mouth, insomnia, itching,

nausea, disabuse and head.
ache.

Hideaword

ANNOUNCES

GIRAFLE

ONE DAY
SERVICE

Make. niony four letter
words out of
letters as you can

theseore

In addition. hod the word
using all

seven of these

ON
PASSPORT
PHOTOS

OnINFIE's
THEATRE

'5.95

Northwest'Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

THEATRE
ONLY

letters.

259-1066

'WEDNESDAY

$3.00

MATINEE

RANDHURST
TOWN HALL LEVEL
Answer onto

Page

Only:MAX to t390 P.M.
get..30 A.M. to 5:30 P.

Includes round trip by air, three mealGdaily horseback riding B all facilities of the ninth.

23 don el Asoll..11,70 or As boor of
. 00 P.M. tbere will be n pubis Wo

ma to..., 0001er...a MB*

to inn Soolos Ordinance

rot than

a es Village ot Moon, ...Pose or
CASS NO70.3A

SAT. &SUN. MATINEE

for Children
Arthotarbernankinn

a

Iss

Warriors home season and is
scheduled to begin a 4:30 p.m.

GebbioGentalo of Forest View watches the Toll pitch of the 1170

It wasn't exactly ideal base
bell weather end the mune had

Hawk hurlers, spitced a slick
double play into o fine Men-

3.2 in its half of the second.

to be played on a maks-shift
field, but Forest View made

sive showing and received fine
relief pitching from Denny
O'Kcc.
00,1 Johnson.

Boman ran into control pm
betas. flonnon walked four

Forest View rallied to take the
lead with 0 five -run outburst in

men in his two innings of work

the fourth inning. The labors

and

sen t 10 men to the prate in the

Seidel also got a chance to
see Pete CavaThro behind the
plate under game conditions
Both schools were anxious for the first time. Pete, an all.
to gel into action after having conference third baseman last
scheduled games canceled last season. was shifted to catcher

was hurt by Cavelleres
passed halls and an error by

Tends
21 6 I 2
to
E --Koper, Bergman. 2b'
O'Keefe. who hurled two .Nevins. Zdeb. 31,-.Z.deb. SSCSLVITie. innings. The beam. .lionnem. Cheadle.
tooled Eighlrhandor allowed a

inning, with five blasting hits

men to reach base in each in

second basemen Bob Kasper

and two others drawing walks.
Ryan Maly started the rally
by slopping a single le left with

nine. bin he picked the lint
one off in the third and second
was wiped out bye Kasper -01-

one out. O'Keefe followed by

son-Slaly double play in the

the most of things yesterday by
opening its 1970 season with a
five.inning 7.6 non -conference
victory over Maine South.

just three weeks ago so the Fab
Maine South and Forest View r..1.1cen make the most of his
were
,water.1g7tt,:r.: rifle -like ann.
diamonds

the.

uwrw
r10 Sosi, Maple N. Mr. Progress,

.5

oe
y

d

'd

di

in the second.
Settlers club got its first Iwo

runs in the second. Kasper got
things going with a single and
Maine South smrter Al Bonen
helped the cause by fallowing

with walks to K. Kocntopp
and Randy lesperson.

C A V A L I. A R0 HAD
her and Falcon coach Tom
Sedel found a solution. how - trouble in the Oro inning. at.
moon.
agreeing lo move the lowing Iwo runs to score one
Pork to an all gross field at pab of passed hall0, but as the

THE. NEXT Falcon struck
out for Me first ma, but Bonnem squeezed home a run and
was safe at first vellen the

Park Ridge's Edison School.

Hawk first baseman booted the
MIL Gahino Galindo then
drew a walk to force in the se.
and run, making it 3-2. but
Forest View left the bags

game went on he began to look

lit M steadier. WiM some

Subdosim of porr of au,
goo holf of
Mesa1.
null el me SW senow

he

used on Weep lo, of ma

to

ter shape and they have a betLock of facilities will again
hamper the St. Visitor track
team as it opens hs 1970 out-

The lack of facilities. both
indoor and outdoor. has been a
perennial problem for the

Lions, Mu things ham not

DIE LIONS however, will
plunge into this season as they
haw every other. They will go
to the starting blocks with no
sense of proper pace, md with-

out proper conditioning but
they will go into toilers meet
with plenty of desire.

"Wert weaker than most of
the public schools in the arca."

des

says head lion coach Owen
Fox. "They're 1Prospect and

cowry,el
cowry,

uary 1414

ter atitude,
THE DISTANCE standout
this year will be junior Steve
&Wickman. who returns for
his third varsity campaign, 1:10 -

first and second basemen to

Greg

Franzen. Cwho

"look
good" according to Fox. Con-

don and Franzen will run the
mo-mile and Me mile.
Mt:Stela men are onaof the
Lions' strong points atem this
season, and with good reason.
Junior Eddie Klimberg, who
pieced in the state meet last
spring.

returns to throw the

did.. Ho won the event in the
CPL last year and should repeat.

hitter Larry Rol. to fly out

Sigie

ewer of 75 leeN ihente E
Wang

S line of eoid

Missing

from

the

1.ions

track squad are seniors Denny
Foreman and Greg Dicm.
Foreman. who holds or Mars
foue Si. Vialor school records
sad is a Chicagoland Prep
League champion in the hur-

Lion

events.

the

pole vaulting. lack of depth

,-,Ir,10.

waned 55

MVh

E 33 lew

tor ton toe pub.

IslvOrl
eve. 5newo

All INCLUSIVE

onusv

d on of rnopla Sno,

w B lew el ihe lesw
said boa maned ler

RATES FROM

$193

miklebatens.

10 101 15 TOO MU

We De grorinns

1

she above nentenssill
Maid.

Mond at meat Premed,

(0)

deck 101.

bis

AMA tern

no5

egOase .900MMEnte,

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Mann ham hied d

glessmen

Awn..
Publabed in
OAYNIMKATIONS.itee.

donNanr, lees

Player
Galindo. of
Olson. ss
Cardinell. rf
owo aro. c

high anel the low hurdles. Steve
Grabowski Will 11111 the highs

Kuper. 2b
Koentopp.lf
Jcsperson. 3b
Maly. lb
Bonncm. p
O'Keefe. p
gansfield
Johnson. p

'

.1 11151.1

II,

2

I

330000

I

2

pb..Cavallaro 0. wp-Johm

2

I

I

0

3

1

2

2

0

Boat industry
? pledges support
for Coast Guard

I

0
23

',

U

7

7

PayerAB R H Re
2

0

I

i

O
O

Roark,

IMh

The set mils for federal

0

.]

0

0
0

2

0

standards for boating equip man. coordination with sums
on houttng education and law

0

0

enforcement

0
0

0
0

0

1

Burton. p
p
Tischner, p

I
I

0

0

programs and
grants to state's Mr upgrading
their boating saikty program
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FIBERGLASS -UNITE -CUSTOM LINED POOL SALE! 4:
FIBERGLASS 6 <enema
CUSTOM BUILT ins mane *
was rot ut MIND

RUMPUS ROOM

6650

Bar end Mom, .111.1 Tom Calling md Flaws
No4.1. Nati and 1.11.1n Cwnplaby Fiat shad em
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IDLE MOM
VIIHI.110110

WILL BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME'S APPEARANCE

_

$68

44
I "Wanals14"" I*
.5"

.....I=6.171I;VMIDDeaa0

WE DO EVERYTHING -THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS THROUGHOUT CHICAGOLAND
Call Today for Free Estimate!

UnC01.10V000

(fatal MUM

BUILDERS, INC.
PHONE TODAY
FOR FREE ESTIMATE

finish in the CPL last year. Fox

runners will be better then last
mar,because they'll be In bet-

greeted Coast Guard proposals
fora new Federal Boat Safety
Act with a pledge of aupport.

ram to do i,

able to repeat its third place

distance

Alan, Kaolin:in. acting Ca.
motive director of the Bon iog Industry Association. has

O

Marshal. s6
Marshall ss
Gibe, rf

Trn

Diem makes this year's team
littlo weaker than last season's
edition, but the team should be

his

son. Bk-Bonnem.

ac

al all."

Fox believes

2355I2
I est 0 0 0 0

MAKE YOUR SAD LOOKING HOUSE INTO A HAPPY HOUSE

MAY the team psychologically

anyone else."

Hylen
Teschner

I

0

Calartunt of
Nevins. lb
Bergman. lb
Zdeb. If

H0M E

io, ikv,

MGM.

dies." said Fox, "kr.

goes. but WeEP better than

245424
220020
I2I

I

MAINE SOUTH 16

niumpinfiumm-

te

that we. behind St. Ignatius

Bonn=

O'Keefe IW)
Johnson
Burton,

4

long jump and tho 100 I.: -

'010151.001900 far m the CPL

rrirmc; SUMNIARV
!obverse's

Player

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

"TIIE I.()SS of Foreman
hurls because he was o sure

said. "Right now, I would say

II

3

ph0 0

Totals

0

during OUR APPRECIATION SALE!

FRESHMAN CASEY

aminy draws winner

AR R H RI

0

1

FOR MAKING OUR NEW SHOWROOM POSSIBLE!
CALL OR VISIT US FOR ALL YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS,

The .M0 of Foreman and

An moans ...mad in

FORM. VIEW 01

Kolb.. ph

Thank You Chicagoland

For Style

dles and long jump. has left
beck to seek his fortune m a
babel! shortstop.

vrinner in three events:

1

-

18 o dionnte of MU

Iasi to

fourth.

Gil-

Klingherg is also a possibility
for o.orting varsity shot in the
100 and 220, but hew. be given seasoning on the frosh-soph
team before being brought up
tu the varsity.

Lions, with Terry Joins

though.

l

um

lespie and Tins will Gin Richardson and Schlickman in the
mile relay, Slaking up the other relay. the 890, will be Rogers. SlcCarthy. Klingberg
e nd Toni McNamara.
Taking over for Foremen in
the hurdles will be Kevin
McCall, who will tun both the

01001c will be bright spots for

will hurt the Vialor Odd men

ro

SliOngest

to right for the final out of the

gam.
THE VICIDRY went

**********************************************************

standout Tim Gillespie will
make the MO 0110 of the

willed cCall. and klcNamara
will be the second man on the
low.

can't pace themselves properly. And we're not in the right
shepc." he said.

thhoe

the fourth and Johnsonor fined' scare in the fifth and
within a run on a wIld pitch.
hut the Falcon lefty stranded
two runners by getting pinch.

the second man in dm 220.
Senior Mike Tins andjunior

Senior John Vandenbergh
leads the field in the shot put.
and junior John Moran will
back up Klimberg in the die.
cos, Twins Terry and Tim

huns us because .r runners

whid

CPL finals m that event last
spring will he joined by Jim
WI11 Will also run

soid subdidelen

1n

GERRY RICHARDSON
will lead the Bieber sprinters ill
the 100 -yard dash this year.
Richardson, ,oho nude the

the 2211.' Ken Rogers will be

line elf Enid Maple SlreS
andentled o distance of 75

PAW

arse ul

bring in two runs and give the
Fakons their fpist load at 7.5.
O'Kcefe knocked Mauna
South down in the bottom of
final frame The Hawks pulled

Alan Cook)

Sehlicknom will run the mile
or the 880. Also making tracks
for the Lions this year will be

the high Jumping and Tim the

nes.

vor of Larry Tesehner.
Cavalier° greeted Toschner
with a line -drive single to left
center which drove home Ga.
Redo with the lying run. Then.
with the bags still juiced. Kmper drilled a single between

peal out and Roger Cerdinell
flied out to deep left.

pull. up . the short end of a
3.2 Ran more. (gnsto,by J.

pending on where he is needed,

Wheeling) coming off an in
door season, which helps considerably. 'fhe lack of a track

1927o11One
tease

(Meere. Llardinell walked to
load the bases again and Ver.
ben yenked Russ Hylen in fa.

his warn, outfit,

Lions initiate track season

...ski. filed in tbs
Coo

lead to 5-4 by u ripping a single
to lea, seoring hi ay'end

loodal when Cavnlaro pap-

...

simple reason that Viator athletic diremor, the Reverend
Patrick Cahill. has no money
to make the improvements.

or Woe SE corner of Lo. la

RICH OLSON then out the

113-2

bined fora 6-2, 10-12, 6-1 first
doubles victory, but West

al 55 Irrt.

blue d

loaded the bases by dropping a
beautiful bunt down the third.
base line.

Haw11enotlaect-11

Jackson a.
to Tim Waytnan co-

been improved this year for the

dee 151Principol Madams

°pod, s walk and Galindo

over the net at Niles East yesterday In the Warrior tennis

rear yond setback la 15 I eei tamed

Gm., Pmn.

After Maine South made it

rockets a good forchond shot

K

nloons edged 6laineSoutM1.7-6.yeateed.Y. (1,001 by Mike Imreml

bsseholl season ell past. Galeria contributed two hits as the

Junior Steve Jackson con-

door season with Prospect to

Shorn, aderod to too.

MOUNT
PROSPECT
Call or Stop In
for
free brochure 259-6030

1

the contest will open the

South a 5-7 lead after two innings as Falcon starter Bonny

g aed

k. so the Village Hall. 111 E Hee.

of u1ann.

Special Poles
for Children

by Neil Simon .0

from

32 good, 39 excellent

1.1011151 IS MOSS. GP/Stt Wei on rho

,

Leave it to Beavers, they think of everything!

their

four doubles players back..

NOTICE OF PEPPING
BErOPE THE 15101/eli PPOSPECT
SOPA DOF APPEALS

lPemSw

Hit the trail for a
great family vacation!

said,

spiRTsY.

Notice 1

o

RANDHURST

King

Page 5

I

Addition to movnt

STUDIO

players,

"but they have three of

loss to blainc South.
And the Falcons looked ex

Legal \

mum tat le in Scts!.

Winter Park, Colorado

singles

0011001 in doing it. They rapSod out eight hits oft a trio of

IV Mike Imeent

last year's humiliating

Mrs. M.S.
Buffalo Grove

wah the S line of

AT BEAUTIFUL

I her:days entountir main
st Prosptit shoukl In. another
other good one au.ordnig ro
lung. Prospect lost thr. top

VENEER LIIGHT have more game experience and Mc
regretted the move when the eonfiMme that comes with it.
could be big Om in For
contest wm over, but Seidel
couWn't have been happier. c s 1 View's Alid-Suburban
The new Forest View coach League tide bid.
Forest View spotted Moine
poked up his first win al the
whoa as the Falcons reversal

wrong in giving them everything but a common trust and
respect for each other. Phu an
aim bt life.

NB, ,herce

GUEST RANCH

4I

a

over -endowed kids of
what they as parents are doing

e.ptveer

eaVers

OAK

1

these

pits

tiler look at who deserves con sideration, the people who
have been here or the recently

ilia

ry to enlighten the parents of

nesilsoce)

ease can be controlled. The

I

lo

Ilia 'mama mildul

what.

Falcon diamondmen notch 1st win, 7®6

w.k. but

Please write a follow -op sto-

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

blood. What causes this? What
can she do to correct it?

Thu Warriors' firm doubles
combination of Tim Wayman
and Stew Jackson got a brief
scare from -I colon juniors Jim
Sulzer and Scott Vlanke, hat
shook:door, 6.2. 10-12. 6-1.
The second doubles duo of

etc.) Why?

Ill I

my

wit with their varsity cohorts.
The SOpholnore squad. under
coach James Norguerd, dropeed an identical 3-2 dcchion

atch.

would pay for rove, stereos.

was

'mn nod hnss BentAme s 7
2 6 to ms mass tbs fin tl 1 2

an

their

different type of cornmu-

No drugs recommended for 'too much blood'
doctor

6-4, 6-2 in the third singles

1940s was almost unheard of.

DOCTOR SAYS

Q -111e

N11.141Vtalented mph Eel
Jacobson rolled over Maine's
Ron Finstad in straight sets of

The Hessere out working to

April 8 through 22. There will
be much more about where to parents more and wouldn't
go to join, but at their annual think of doing these rotten
meeting April 22 in Fremd things. Some kids did, but the
High School, PalatMe. at 8 majority wouldn't dare Re p.m. the speaker will be Ern- mect for parents now is lost.
A follower, story should be
Met Dedmon. vice-president
and editorial director of Field written about why these poor
Enterprises. The public has little rich kids do these crazy
of

lo -back sots of 6-4. 6-2. "Wit.
!hens played real well." King
said. "Hess finally playing his
game."

dope; stealing items which
monthly allowance

Vandalism like this in the

b, "We don't clom the help the family, and there

author

venal the scow by trouncing
East's alike Guttman in back-

kids arc defying this by ming

benefits.

been invitee Dedmon is the things.

When this column writer
spend a heavenly mention in
Greece, she learmd that to say
that country's
',Funk you

Saterday. An "A" license al -

is

freshman carrying 17 holm at
Marquette University in WisBonin, is also in the Pura
Winners. Circle. Ws so nice to

oppW

a week niPM
Mil oneil 'L.'an
. m. Friday anJ
5
9...

it

a

F.HARRYSTOWE

noont71,
the
m

02'121

And Carol Meths, who is

end age.

Their lencher than started

The Cside YMCA,

to give them all these glorious

nication hetween parents and
teens. The kids respected the

Ewer vacation timeathat his

and told me his or her rim
24

peeled. Add a little myo and a
background of hazooki musk
and we may never come horn.
y011'RE Country
IVITER

hold their membership drive

he

Some of the other license hold-

believe that Mn, Rhee
hwen this -Right
Wickiser

magazine

that he is a Phi Beta Kappa.

spendthrift who

'The success of a class for night. and yet we have to tell
mentally
hen& them to get out because it is
LI-minable
capped children depends on midnight. So if they want to
the right teacher, one who has stay near home they can dash
the ability and willingness to over to Arlington Park or unto
work with parents and other unincorporated Rand R. and
adult,. well as with the chid- drink until one 0.11, or later.
!

glossy

they don't lemw what 10 do
with their spare time while
their parents are out working

a

ning.

states:

Co liege

dosakis. Someone from dhm
Greek consulate is also ex-

generation gap, we use it.' will

stay open for customers until
all

Harper Junior

the

VerageW0.1 1133 out ofa 4 and

salesan' hemn recog.

lows a tavern or liquor place to

they dung.

moved on to other happenings
are doing all right indeed.
Chris Paneratz is the editor -in-

count
MAINE WEST'S .lower
levels, unfortunately, followed

Lake Forest and

in

t.] income is approximately
130,000 a year or more, the

at

On Mesubj,ecrof Arlington

ing.

look what happens. Al least
three of the kids who have

Out

sense to me. It is only going to
give ideas to other teens in the
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romantic entnngla

and John Wayne.
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9 Alfred
mak Presents

26 Bill Anderson Shaw
Show

Des6..1011SM.
ley Cup: The Retain

li

"Kier Tim for
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'

li'obe'rlan.?"
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Sem: Enteranut
Saata

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING
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Mweekends.
heed co Ss9-a63a.pv,,, ,,',, ;go,
o

f

2 Movie

Hope. Richard Burton, Elimbeth Taylor

member of the group
Who gave up a cover

9

however.

era

The Mystery of

Pint Tuesday
Subjects include a

Cedarr Closets
cede, line rov

CALL ED 358.5359

Tee Service

g996SST Or 0.22.6.B.

:CgiM

ev pariy bl',
ues Haim a

id

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

H N AA GECORAIING

:

i.1

No

1.99

Entertainment

11e

I.N., .

0,9

12100

Bob

include

some of our most

7:00

sopa im

32 News

Awards

look at the life style
of fast -rising rock
group called Chimp. The story I.
Rid primarily by
Wally Paramider,

Famous Writer.

,

'"'"

Licensed.

ELECIRIC

211,

lnkgied-

hes CE 3.0353.

Hosts and prawn,

7

26 Famous Aide*

April

11:50

4 2 n d Miami
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re sou..

P.P.-Hanging

.9 Poingog
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Ed

low Spring Rotes

D'Yeir i. moon outlets, fiances

PATCHS PANTRY

4'39 3532

k

p

Tile

o:r.:41'4',':,".V.,

CI. 5.3119.1

O.
Electoral
Work

S1796 Sofas cleaoed tg.g5 A

A Conditioning
Air

.rich m

1.991M9'.

,. o116.92

Catering

Painting a Decorating

.

Two respo

COUTURIER designing and agli

Floors

mg' N'9=,,.. 9°Nri. Palogug.

do

HEMMING 6 ALTERANONS

Paintiren
Griot hlusic

cleoned.

i

I
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32 100

their

5

h

.'"r"d'''' '''`rl`

11:35

,

Ware from the Civil

11:00

Rob PhD*

he

Comments

5

5

faisniiepcod seorow

7 Chicago Show
32 P a u 1 ilarvey

Mil planning, archllecture and ecology
omens who discuss

r.

6:45

26

Might New Clay
Find of a series of
forums which will
bring to Chicago,
2

Roos/Car,.

Landscaping

Dressmaking -Sewing

Cornet Cleaning

.

ALTERATIONS. HEMS

OV AI

11:30

Boor-

American

er

'BUGS BUNNY

7

7

Alterations

MAIO
News

oppressed
uish
culture is explored.

7140

20 TY Calle,

nod

America for a look at
breeding.
44 Continuous
News, Time, Weer&

FOR WEDNESDAY
-

32 Of

Haworth in 010 WOO

II The ForsyleSaga

32 The Bann

296-6640

OR

92 5410inn

Gig ounGleason
Yg.

12. Aim time off

in

e :on e w .

conquer alcoholism.
and'.
James

10.30

READ THE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

papa:man trying to

The Governor

fields -

Rand trip to New
and South
Engl

4

,

ronmental decoy.
Mad Squad
7
NW, time and
Julie' nvestigate& car
theft and hit-aotl-run
accident.

DREAMED I'D SEE iTOIE
DAY WHEN I FM SORRY
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Social Science,

problems

fl
a255-7200

Cup./ Ames Carey

20 TV College

2

\

offered by reputable business people in
CALL ONE NOW'
your community

Vffil
r'-i

I.

Tonight Show
Movie
"Come Fill :oho

9

5125

Lynn nari and RowAcademy

Frank McGee 0

LANCELOT

Sports

involved with a disturbed youth. With
Tamblyn.
11 Adventure
The story of CharIone Monte is filmed
Olt location in and
around the village of

10130

5

0 sports relearn./

a

per: Pollution is
Matter of Choice

Movie

9

community's waterparched condition.
5

and

eating W. C. Fields nt
the Palace.

the

relieve

Diller

George lossel ma-

Editorial

Mery GrIMn
Ski.

Weedier,

9100

trouble for
the Lancers and the
town when he Mob.
babes his hcadiumn.
ters on the hill which

WHICH ARE FULL LENG11-I.

2

.George Burns,

creates

'

32 RIg Valley
44 Continuous

Fown IMP job le me
tend on iroponsol
Onto function.

An i n v e n t or

could

Z

Ortega
Pao Am Show

Mad Comedlam
An animated mee it.] includes the
voices °flack Benny,

Psychology.
26 Spanish Spores

MIDIS. 01120 ARE CALF
LENOIR AND MAXIS,

The Mad, Mod,

7

11 TV College

2

26 Victor

and grade cDctiOn.

6:15

WEN
T NO .414 PEPAP
ScRooL goS EMER:

KIER°.

Skelton

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

10125

of the festival

News,

730
Guests are came
Ranier°. and Clint

EMERY PRESAGA, WE

woo! Lore.
OSOMPING

'

Red
M I k e Douglivi __ 1
9
Show
Show

COMP -TO -RINK

CALLEN OP, FtkroOel7,WArK,./DA

COO

News
News
News

2
5
7

151Lititexiti- sem/ice u -

It.

rs.

yam" with Seoneth
Northcutt
26 Goya Theater of

TONIGHT

1.119, MINI SKIRTS ARE CV
'ME WAY OUT el AMERICA

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

t
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DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Walls oral Floors
Remodeling cod %gears
FREHSTI !,1ATER 4376093

"Hello Mary?
I found a real
bargain in the
Day's WANT ADS

,,--

OR

296-6640

n16-11±1

1p107 1170

22 TIIo5unVtU8JfEtlI1T

21Emplownent Agnew, Men

I

24 Help Wanted rIen

174 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wand Men

2311119 Wanterl Men

21 Employment Agenmes Women

Pape 0

Te6Sdey, Area 7, 1970
SASES TRAMI1ES.$300

KEEP

cn, nn: 383.22116,71RoZIR''

BUS MAN

MAINTENANCE MEN

FULL TIME - NIGHTS

GENERAL ACCT. to$10131

290-2770

YOUR

T:o'n'Zi,Itt'otoT,61Voils

La Salle Personnel

Put Day Want Ads

Veo

tenr "It floiuxr.

23 Employment Agencies.Malo

Deerlield,a11945-3270

SWAMP

ON THE

La Salle Personnel

PAGES

SI 0,000 to 215,000 PHs?
Then why not call me. All

want is someone that
will work far Big M. The
next step Is up 1.3 you.
I

AND MORE

'Toy.arr.

OF THE

La Salk Penannel

Coll Bob Van.

66

]AY

$10,000 YEAR

PHONE

PEOPLE

WILLE, INC.

activities.

Alpha

Key

Punch

N

'c

MVP...* IN(

I2K strokes

to 5500. mo.. day shill. 100,

CLOSERS
,f

you

aren't

pprirte respired. preferably
P.600WF

ELECTRONIC

PENNWALT CORP.

p.S.Gradiaehahie

make dudes to mem. tour .

1

400 Map. Ave.

APPLY IM PERSON

too roLl .6-Aol

0001

to'

Carpentersville

POSITION OPEN

EVENINGS 6 SATURDAY.

SUPERVISOR
OF TRAINING

4264851

RECEPTHIN

FOR A GROUP
ATTORNEYS

PUBLIC

& SAFETY

379-1121

TECHNICIANS
PAN 9449.15

R&D

5.14.44994941e

i.

of Arlington Heights
A

FRIDAY

Miss haps
In Atiapion tiMplun

Neon

gen ono

6020 enemas.

966 0700

400 N. LARAMIE

296-1131

/1

255-7200

Set -Up Operator A

10 MR. DAMN.

299-1200

GAG OP 2529

BUTLER

OR

AVIATION

296-6640

O'Hare Field

Tool Room

PARKER

TAKE AIM

PLASTIC INJECTION
FIRM

DAY

'TrZeio=tr

DESIGN TRAINEE

$160 FEE PAID

WANT

BROILER MAN

layouiso1

P:Ic'edg'inliteVea't7t;l7;
dh

NAPPINET

small tampon./

LEARN

Operator

eT5'0W:;t5treet5

WOMAN WANTED

$2.75 PER HOUR,

TOP PS

APPIrcPAIR,S01.1

593-5790,10 to

ennen

WITH OR WITHOUT

PLACE PUB

SERVICE PLASTICS

IN THE
'1'111

Algonquin U Busse Rds,

INK

Computer
Operator

rik7= V7:49

400 MOEICAOO.

inZionrinnot?

ALI

1800%.<41;=.1..PD

476-4851

DRAFTSMEN

Call Mr. Mathews
664-6186

PARKER

SOLVER"
BUSINESSMAN

HOUSEWIFE,
DAY

WANT ADS

PIANO LE%?.:la-RDREN

QUICKER,

All I... paid by ornploavr.
Erg. Toth.
EleciranIc
Tech

EASIER!

Anises, Sikes

ci II,
REND,

,

PAR

n

purism.

Dorplaslien

SWIMMINGPOOSSEA

5556250

paid holidays per year, profit sharing.

Call 379-7121

PURCHASING

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN

EXPEDITER
ELECTRIC CO.

We...

Met foreman

55.50.6E0

.161.

SS00-7110

Technic.

S600-650

taname

BOYS
the nencing is e junior eon

CALL OR COME IN
439-8500

Part Time After School,
Saturdays & Sundays
Come In bee.veen 0 a 5
or call Mr. Schwartz
259-5707

-Across from Randhurst

COME IM OR CALL

296-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE
SHORE POOLS INC

787.6183

h

in

Lend

On OM

expediter

MI. malan, bur

McDonaldS

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

Contad Personnel

Office

Hills-McCanna
Div.

m our office lot a gal wIlh a
goad figure aafilude. Mono

5001

I

s

537-6900
Mr. James Levy

ppito

CLERK TYPIST

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

"FORD"

Vall lee St

MR.

16 Iblp Wanted Women

DOES iq'T
(I)

Palatine
Frame & Moulding

101.1060/.1 for al..,

Than die weekly ham we're ewes ...I, &ern., W.,

DRIVERS

raises every six mantloyeAl reach dm top In lust sin yearn.

Earn Extra -Cosh

AIRLINES
RECEPTION
RESERVATION

Paid Trainag

moorhen from raglan Its MA. reel km. demo .
doncesforludherodeonsernens

learn a good
aehl-

cot.74,7:=1;iv.

A.M. ROUTES

630-830

.P.M.

2416 ESTES AVENUE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL

eaemigi opportunity ecotone,.

PHONE 437.3700

0 5, Donee
6028DerlIDIMIT

734.01,10
V66.0700

WORLD

-

2450 W. HUBBARD

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW
AND BETTER JOB!
FEMALE:

Miss Pala.

3040 S. 0,100 04.
ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.
439.0923'

Iren 451-Se22,

....Me ft rime }Moir Set Stahl,.

SOU Dempster

966-0700

good typing skills. Excellent working renditions.

CLERK -TYPIST

.rounts payable tolobl

but not

CUE TYPISTS
Our company 1 the educational field, is looking
far several girls who enjoy clerical work and hove

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

q:1).g

necessary.

re:

ame

ineaufedudegandseleemegetny

Position often aacallent company bona% end a
salaryconenenturate with experience.

am Plaines,

AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST
8 CLERK TYPIST

o GENERAL OFFICE
0 FIGURE CLERKS
e NCR OPERATORS
-C SWITCHBOARD
e PERSONNEL

o ACCOUNTING CLERKS
a PROGRAMMERS 0 SALES
o COLLEGE GRADUATES
a ADJUSTER TRAINEES
PERSONNEL

Cam in or roll
Jean Pole, 259-7010

CONTACT,

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

7300 N. Linder - Skokie

299-4446
333 Fast holly

.MALE:

in Allimpan Stunt,,
95 Dunlon
394-0000

Ritaliyalion and life imuronce. For interview coll6M.Poul.ns.

Teeth your hipline.. by

27 lielp Wanted Men & Women

SALES DEPT,

666-3443

.Schoin Bus, Inc.

in

I

for pirle Well good typing skill, f nceptionol skirting scion web

5'19 oinomelsase 5" 105010

RENT -A -CAR
2999 N. Monnheien Rd.
Des Plaines

27 -Help Wanted .Men & 6mm

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

ROUTES

Venar,== 7.77.7 Zu'ed. W.77,s,A"Pwn',:

PPP, IN PERSON

In er.alen.lohis
,

DES PLAINES

CLERK TYPISTS

230-5 p.M.

@ Illinois Bell

licemo

MissPolpe

mart

,Cook County

end doses bre far parten.WIM Men poky ef *cane its

deal oboe, stock

K
1155 OAKTON ST.

FEMALE

Eamon Bell Ben.? Of come.

GIRL WANTED

Apply. P01101 1, MRS. ALKE

394,140

wwil.

RAMS/OSr,oll000gorielo,o,kfore,
e Small congenial wodcforc,.

ACCEPTANCE CORP.

FOREIGN

erafnmen. Soon yaAl be on pour earn-sbaplog Me guns

Pene Ron,. with deals wISO

Liburol Company Benefits

SCHOOL BUS

Apply today. Ewe sAlle net,, eon.. from omen.

o Excelknt starting rote.
0 Profit sharing

GENERAL MOTORS

3670 Edison Place
Rolling Meadows

you Od

9,100W. Roster Ave., Chgo.

Immediate full Erne openings on 1st shift.

a., Equal OpponRd, ErnMe66,

APPLY117

[ID

DIVISION

$600 MO.

Wolf Gds.

MILLINERY MANAGER

JUST GIRLS

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

Poloiim

392-7600

Or Come To

426.4E51

gOWEni TOOL;
1444 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

WIG CONSULTANT

I on% Free Positions

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

hone 4:30 polar. Ike Fri.

WOMAN WANTED

EMPLOYMENT

linemen poi M telephone hes send cables her speed
cemmonkallons aeons dm world 0. mew.. ...sae
05n. work.

Corpenterwille

2450 W. HUBBARD

666-3443

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

nocommy

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

Wheeling

411 N. Wolf Rd.

298-2770

782-6735

Uniforms furnished.

,,... 6.cepilenol sinning salary wah Pramadee. P.M'
COMPLETE COMPANY PAID BENEFIT PROGRAM.

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

-scx7

0 Eight paid holidays.
Pt Group hospital, surgical ond medical insurance.

Must Have Own Transportation

Call 537-7100 or apply

2400 F. l'i::e'v'en'NEL7.716.0

Young man with experience setting' up progressve and single action dies and medium arid small
pooch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision MstrumenM and read blueprint.. Permonentpasition with growth potential for on olen,
capable young mon.

Autm
ooliC Wage

You receive a good salary and excellent
benefits including profit sharing.

far appalnimem.

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

.=3-arz
mommme 5met

FACTO Y
Age Open

GIRL FIRDAY

TELLER

:147'1:17°

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

SHIPPING
AND'
RECEIVING

WORK IN OUR

LYNN DAVIS

Uhii=h=

25111111yPentAgencies- Women

MT. PROSPECT

Franklin Park

WOMEN

16'

400 maple Ave.

SYSTEMS, INC.
711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights
An Epee, Opperlanily Employer

<Karim Heed....

PENNWALT CORP.

WEBER MARKING

I1

DAYS
No Experience

CHICAGO 346-5040

Egan W. Dempster ga5.240O

3100 N. Mannheim

0 DICIER 0 IMAGINATION a DRIVE
We ellal 1 ell*. puoiSems In plemoioanonniolointooploao.

"taritraigtinitRigigg iruislrr

455-3600

General Machinists
ed. Be oble lo perform own

White Collar Girls

259-7010

PRE FINISH

of Me wade. large. computer -Me NI switching 0w-

YRS 8. OVER)

Lt./

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

'371717:RorLS7It':'

537-0020

Coil Miss De. at

HIGH SCHOOL

- DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

966.0700

'0';'M1:715:11567=orine
so ones Ammo, p.m.

la g'erOdd :..7111t7evn'pe'ret

078.3373

5500.650

5

R Freeman
Mech. Tech.
Q.C. Inspeciar

dual insurance, paid We insurance, paid vmalion -1 week for 6 month, wee. fer I year, El

SET UP MAN

670-3373

/

RAN DHURST CENTER

McDonald's

lostam

n.onnion
6026 Dempster

Company benefits Include: Paid health ond me.
ph,

TECHNICIANS

be

All Off ice Skills

Call -945-3770

$450 to $675

YOU CAN BE
BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL -$540

_

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

erageeween OLtI

Our

ISLETS arta 9-.4 REMO

Miss Paige
eirlIngten

TECHNICON CORP.

Perfume for,.

151711001150

eroMmi

440090

Type Las MG keen MO ouys

400 N. Laramie

el. Up

P.M. Shift open -slar15 P.M.

!I LA SALLE HAS YOUR JOB'!

Excellent darling ram for gadded applicant.
ALL THAT 15 REQUIRED

ImPIRATION PHONE QM 0

oPpenungles open M YEE ion
day ibroupb expansion of none
posies or derelopmee of new

,

,,,,,,,,,,:f
!,,,..46,

FOR FIGURES?

$550 MO

259-5010

Drul SHIFT

Pin. and mast inperhant

GET RESULTS,

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR
..WANT AD
IN THE

25] 6600

rbe

-

15Employment Agencies Women

ASK FOR MR ANDERSON or MR. BRUNNER

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES
MI King Sr.

Temporary Jobs

Available for

X5ro MPTP

METALS, INC.

management. Complete

ENAMELING SHOP

426-41351

".4 Good Place to Work"

Call Mr. Moore.
545.0507

Fast food experience pre fatted. Opportunity for

CarpenhrsvIlle

NEW IMSSAGE FACM DAY

I'm looking for a coupie
of !Knee homes a your
areaU display our nese
Vinyl Aluminum Insulin-.
ed Siding. II interested

COOK

RI,31;01N,D0OZ.M.,ERCURY

HELP i.OR MKT MING

FOR THE

AND FOR THE

"

III 5-2300

E93-63,0

-

100 N. Hickory

Infonnonon.see moo.

_
CLEM PIPASAMI WORIONG
CONDMOXS

benefits.

You eniov rah, win de Me
rm. nof Ilke public contact.

0011 -945-3770

jab ealnIng web some of Me

p,maral:2 rj.,77;s11

DOCTOR

PENNWALT CORP.

to S. End SHIFTS

11Pascoals

24.1lelp Wanted Men

Hills McCanna Div.

Accountant Clerk
Cost

0,1

ATTENTION WAITRESSES!
VVhy 000141k place?

SCHNADIG CORP.

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

tie
school veining
door le Mis obova nommen no-

begin,

ners. Good Marling so,
a, with many company

MT. PROSPECT

Of or Evening Hours

Na

Cireciar al NvelieS

MOH SEER 0.40 AESTAIIIM
Mottos L Lae
64.-Ototheld

Apply otPersennsl Office of.

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

IS A REAL

judgement.

where you work does make a DIFFERENCE

in

SP.'d36 russ.71

company benefits.

$150-$170

PROBLEM

c.,

OFFICE CLEANING

Trainee

"THE DAY

7t1R'e'n n'Zo

24 R1I3 Wanted Mon

PART TIME

APPLY

HOLIDAY INN of

Must be mature

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

CLEAN MODERN

FOR BABY

...,r,

Electronic

3 lost cod Feud

WAITRESSES

0,10 P.M. WEEKDAYS

-art

mv

PART TIME It AM. to

with above average sal.
15.

1,101119,1

CLARE-ELECTROSEAL CO P.

E YOU WANT TO WORK

Neighborhood concern
looking for clerk Vol

OPERATORS

RECEPTION

WAREHOUSEMEN

MAINTENANCE
MAN

3 Cemeteries &Lots

Guaranteed 5100 o wk.
wngo

starting wage

624,173

GENERAL OFFICE
$400102005

255-1910

gsAgogg

USED CAR LOT

Audio Communications

ELK GIRO, VILLAGE

Morning 6 A.M. to S P M.
5 cloy week

Experienced. Good

ir

CLERK
TYPIST

WAITRESS
MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

WIRERS

Experienced or will
train. $2.00 per hour
starting rate.

RIDS BAC( IN
SCHOOL MOM?

O

KEYPUNCH

Ken Tenon &Assaciotes

400 Maple Avo.

LADY PARKER

5Mio

641.1,90.71,1

s'irS717

=P;0111"1..oft'tV

W21

New VGA 1001

Ave

5195. Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

ASSEMBLERS

HOSPITAL

rztEctITF';

REAL ESTATE

439.5500

CALL MR. MORAN

mtdas hod earn. good !rade

EP

439-6500

du7es

BRUNING

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

$4.00 lir.+0.T.

SERVICE PLASTICS
INK

'"'WEM'IMdP'ElEVA'"'

HOLY FAMILY

Countryside Restaurant
&Lounge

Where you work does make a DIFFERENCE

MAINTENANCE

HERE

Hills-McCanna
Div.

PLANT

Si

LADY PARKER

lEamoll Mao

MASERS t LIM OA Ines-Iltenlitli

PENNWALT CORP

BURROUGHS-300

ypu c,N'T

'.urvIen'inaren''Vng".putnYklu'n''si here015awn0
t7tios"lor''''inlien

005 5. work day or morning Alfa. It quell.. tag Le.

222-31.31

WANTED

$130 WEEK

53743560

Apply m Person et'

SPACE AND SASE,. DIVISION

200 E Pond Rd

a., ion line of eamPony bm-

9004 sinning TM, we off er

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

experience required.
Call or details.

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY

paid holidays.. fine pension plan. end.,., mem

35041644

10801,9. No previous

253 6600

SOME OTHER

296-1043

PURCHASING

Man-Au-Trol
Set -Up Operators A

MACHINE OPERATORS
los 2nd Shilt

Mmvink.Tralairk.

GIL

25Employment Agencies -Women

2nd EMT!

or.,. OPPo..OVY

or.or aarling 120. woo. nee,. OM
...ions, Imo
insuraneo and haudialization. eighl

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

Is, A 2nd Shift

0008 Evening

tompleielY
design

find a more exciting op.

In -Process

Machine

exciting public contact
poSition. In addinon you
will be working the
greatest
HOURS
you
con imagine. You'll never

FLOORMEN

NEEDED

AD

JUST GIRLS DIVISION

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

686-7740

SECRETARY.

bank will corn.
Ochry Pain you for this

Equol

Floor Inspectors -

Duplicating

253-6600

WITH A

Rlati

NILES ILL

Machinist

ARE

FINDING

7440S. NATCHEZ,

My np net nee....

Machine Operators
Isi

omelet:Ay deporimenl.

Immediate openIngIn

u Shift

STAFF

Yes this brand new sub,

GENERAL AMERICAN

consformbh

end modem Space ond Systems [linden Mans h

NURSES

urban

Turret Lathe
Operators C

istearnemsellose may volile snorMia m

Inspealon Assembly

pm

From 10 ore to

GENERAL OFFICE

Gol ado, Males.

NEE'S TOM CRAM.-

,,,,,,,ntevuonetetor

$110 WEEK - NO FEE

now..ondon..

',;7.1nTe

259.5.303,b1.37

Assmiitarrsc

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

CASHIER

TELLER TRAINEE

Radial Drill

aK GROVE NIGH 50.1001.

on,.

297.3205
EVANS PRODUCTS COMPANY

PLASTIC INJECTION
FIRM

PERSONAGE DEPT

SECRETARY
APPLY IN PERSON

Finest workIng condllion, &sell. salary and se

,ntenn,

',motel
beiete n

151 Wilson CI.
Bensenville

Call Mrs. Rudenno.

24414 Wanted Men

DOTS ',to 16

vending employee Isenefil program ams ko run 11 v.

PART TIME

EVE. APPTS. AVAILABLE

lielnies A assoc.

Full Time
Winn -Me

Mt.

tor

Ina assembled ond 'tenons Gm needed la fill

isam'et*:=T;

ELECTRIC CO.

Necessary

for alert capable ,ndividual sm. a Flamer. GesIss.., PeN
npilVE
You mum poems [were, ly ping and akarrhand skilla nod
19501411190o map. on el... AMR, Went

LION UNIFORM INC.

o,055r, SILO

HELPI

766.6222

PART TIME DAYS
HOURS FLEXIBLE

SOSIne.so mon. me.

PHONE 392.2708

PI

'44

GIRL

OFFICE GIRL

"A Goad Plum to Wort"

College Grad
Claim
Adjustor Trainee
$730 -I- Car + Expenses

PP

RECEPTIONIST

N.S.T., Elk Grove Village
2345 Oakton
4304540

SOLO SIlO,

SECRETARY

Al Experience

The Bank & Trust Co.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Miele Wanted Wenn

2641elp Wanted Women

ORDER FILLER

1255-7900

CONTACT MISS HECHT
021.66213

26-Halp Wanted Women

Fl

1

41164, ohm 6.

Williams Liquors

ELECTRONICS

FIELD SERVICE

oung,

!

dell wee,
3S,

51.,g

FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY

Experienced

CONTACT
237-6910

ti4Z6=1

11'sru'dSing

HAIR DRESSER

PROOFREADER

MR. CAMPBELL

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

In

Of YOUEG

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

Fld
o
agers 6 6 I:alive M
Spanish spookino
W

Full or pan timo.

CI g

A

SECT $650-$700

making

answer this ad. One call
close background. inter notional Company. &om-

shifts.

WANTED

onommITHPERSONPFL mot

xoiu,d, asuman,

$25,000 per year don't

All

Net
JUST GIRLSDIVISION

Some Indisirsol electronics en.

255-1600

PATRILKAAN

SWITCHBOARD
WILL TRAIN

Rowan% ea rola. MP

P.M.

296-1071

several

Bills McCanna Div.

2720 Des Plaines Ave,
Des Plaines

PARKER

Oor's

TECHNICIAN

ission plus. Call after
EX -MILITARY
OFFICER

Dof Wool Ado

HOSPITAL

Are you willing to put
forth the effort to earn
T7iFf'o71-'

nooM

HOLY FAMILY

CLASSIFIED

KEY PUNCH OPR.

25 11elp Vianteel Women

261111p Planted Waren

21 1Iolp Wanted 111010

2541e1p Wanted Yeomen

NURSES AIDES

$140 WEEK

TECHNICiAM

Kew...kart-kw.

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

p

=iedt.1"EV;A'R

F.C. BOOKKEEPER

2I -Help Wanted Women

lull benefits.

RESTAURANT

!!JUNE GRAM!

ELEC7ROVICS

GOLDEN BEAR

To Work For You

MORE

25 -Employment Agencies. Women

MAN
For Retail Sales
In Plumbing
Supplies

267-5300

677-0600

LYNN DAVIS

-

William's Gray Building
401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Chicago Office 346-0040

+4,44,2

054.

Tuesday, April 7, 1970
26 -Help Wanted Women

LOOK!
17 to 25, no experience net.
Stssary. 2 positions open.

Acct'g Clerk

FOR OUR SALES STAFF

Easy pleasant work. No
'selling or soliciting:

TRAINEE

Excellent Earnings.
Many Fringe Benefits.
Must Be Experienced Typist.
Shorthand Necessary.
Enjoy working at this fine luxury
hotel that hos become the Con-

Accounts Receivable Dept. to
start. A good figure aptitude &
ability to learn office machines.
$110 wk., more money for exp.

vention Center of the North-

Elk Grove area. FREE.

324liscellamoos Mentivilao. .

10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

Monday through Friday
Age no factor.
Ask for Carol
537-4900

TYPIST

Just Girls Division
Robert D. Hughes & Assoc., Inc.
9400 W. Foster Ave., Chgo.
Call Dan Donohue, 992-3820

TOWERS HOTEL
Euclid & Route 53
(Just west of
Arlington Race Track)

Call 593.5953 for app't.

Birch wall based( kitchen cool

20 vol.

1968.

deliver. 676-4109
experienced typist who is accu-

Dinette set, grey formica tble.
top, fold in leaf, extra sturdy.
Apr. 11, 9 am to 3 pm, Rummage

performing clerical tasks, typing manuscripts, correspondence, statistical data, and mis-

& bake sale, Good Shepherd
Community Church, Ballard Rd.

"celloneaus material.

2 pc. brown living room set. 2
coffee table. 2
end tables,

& Home Ave., Des Plaines.

efits including free air travel.

Apply in person, Monday
through Friday, from 9 am to
12:30 pm.

UNITED AIRLINES

bedroom sets. Call 827-7806
after 12:30 P.M.

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

chance to get three raises your first year, and the famous Bell benefits. We hove

REAL ESTATE SALES
Excellent opportunity in active
established office, No financing problems. Area of
medium prices homes.

openings for:
OPERATORS

A pleasing telephone voice and the ability to listen are important for the gal with the
voice heard around the world...the gal who helps speed calls to their destination.

Highest commission.
Ask for Mr. Pa sterski or
Mr. Kielas.
537-4900

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

Willingness to help people with their telephone questions and problems is your first step
toward a job as a service representative. College or business experience is helpful, but

KITCHEN HELPER
Need versatile person to perform various cooking and kit-

not necessary.
TYPIST -CLERK

Good typing and clerical skills are needed for behind the scenes work in our offices.

chen duties.

We can't make the match with you, so call today and find out more about a new job at
Illinois Bell. We're an equal opportunity employer.

ARLINGTON INN
948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

riding mower -69 model -3 speed
$225. Call 827-8992.

Illinois Bell

Light Housekeeping in new offices. Vacuum, clean washrooms, etc. Days, once a week.
Own transportation necessary.

To start your application by phone, call free: 656-9922, Mon:Fri., 8 am -6 pm, or Sat.

MATTHEWS PAINT CO.

9 am -1 pm.

400 S. Mercantile Court

Wheeling. Mrs. Noreen,
537-9200

It's Almost
Unbelievable!

Saleswomen. No tight money
problems. We specialize in VA
and FHA financing. We also
have hospitalization and other
company benefits. Ask for MR.
KAY.

5. Terms available

, $155.298.4378

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE'

mo. 825-7491

sets $90; king sz. sets $135;
hideaway bed sleepers $138;
trundle beds'
$50; reclining chrs $50; stucli2

DIXIE 36" STOVE

ers; Bassett baby Turn., dning
rm sets, desks, kit. sets, 40% to
60% off; 10 pc. corn. grp,
Sit -N -Sleep $165; 20 vol. encyclopedia $35; Hollywood

Spring cleaning -save money on
Bulk Soap & Homecare Products
will deliver. 956.0480
KENMORE 30" gas range - very
good condition $30.
CL 5-5696

90c Per Yard

3 pc. sectional; kitch. set; 10"
tbl saw w/motor & stand; lawn

FAITH NURSERY. Va mi. west of
Gary Ave. on North Ave., Wheaton

Other fine carpets available.
Cash only. No dealers please.

724-600k

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

For full time permanent openings for Wall Washer, Dietary
Workers and Laundry Workers.

Openings on all 3 Shifts

Male or female considered.
Good starting rate with in-

All 3 Shifts

1st Shift Only
Print -Helper

creases. Paid holidays, vacation, sick leave. Health and life
insurance.
APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

Sorter/Packer

Janitors
Machine Operators

614' Life Insurance

VShift Preminums
V... Profit Sharing

galore.

All

types of mechanic hand tools,
machine shop cutting tools, accessories, abrasives, lathe &
drill presses.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

2815 OLD HIGGINS RD.
ELK GROVE

Delane Surplus Supply
300 ft. SW of intersection
Touhy & Elmhurst Rds.

HOLY FAMILY
34 -Arts and Antiques

HOSPITAL

Check Out This Tremendous Benefit Program
V Major Medical

around -bargains

ANTIQUE ORGAN

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Collector's item - $1100 or best

Po Pleasant working conditions I
Po Paid Vacations

Books & Misc.
Garage Sale
Merch. Sat. - Sun. 12.5pm 1367
-

Paid Hospitalization

ANTIQUE CLOCKS

3 mos. old, cost $300, asking
Medium size upright !Diana.
$125 delivered. Good condition.
Call 766-0736
' 66 -Business Opportunities

SPARE TIME
INCOME
Distributor

255-8879 Evenings

8th. 9 to 5 711 Beau Dr. Des

'37 -Boats and Marine Stipples

Plaines

17 ft. 75 HP Merc outbd. elec.
start, trailer, very clean, extras,

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO

Gar. Sale -5 families contribute.

Socrif, $1000. 359-6256

1797 S. WINTHROP DR. DES PIAINES, ILLINOIS 60018

April 9,10,11,17,18. 1026 S. Highland, Ad. Hts. 10 AM -6

Dnnuort of Dart Ind...
(S. of Ookton Sr, between Wolf I Mt. Prospect Rds 1

to 5.

I

GAR. SALE -916 Whitegate, Mt.
Pr. (We -Go & Central). Gerbils -Reel power mower -mangle swing set - tropical fish -custom
screen fits frplc. 37X27-sofabroom -much

misc.

Sat.

April 11, 9-4.

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

Large or small.
274-5300

Wanted -Girl's 26" bicycle. Call
Miss Escher,

VRE
?Ritz a°

Kittens free to good homes. litter
trained. 6 wks. Very pretty.

least 4 to 12 hours per week.

If you are interested, have
the desire, drive, determination, and want to be successful In a growing business of

ber.

' WE WELCOME
INVESTIGATION

Dachshunds, AKC, 6 wks. old,

3 females, home raised, tiny

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING
*CO.

yrs.,

blk w/white marking. All

shots; raised w/child. 894-6650
BEAUTIFUL Champion sired min-

iature Schnauzer puppies. AKC,
home raised, $125.
253-4808

AND

Arlirtton Day
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Prospect Day
117 S. Main Street

Des Plaines Day.
722 Center Street

blk .w/white marking- All

SMALL INVESTOR
Evidence

Giant" in the U.I.I. mon-

Call for Appointment
358-7844

iness?

Can grow

'69 Gold Camera vinyl top, push
button radio, stereo tape, fir.

Says,

shift, 6 cyl. $200 under Blue Book.
358-6954.

'66 Ford Count. sed., V-8, auto.
9 pass, wag., Fact. air., Selling
for parts or trade. 296.6431
'67 BLACK BEAUTY VW BEEILE
R/1-1 REAL BUY $1200.

CALL 824-1931
Sale:

'62 Bel -Air Station
Wagon, P/S, V-8. Mechanic Own.
erl Phone 437-1523

1965 Olds 88 sedan, P/B, P/S,
DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

air-cond., excellent condition.
359-5297
1964 Chevy Biscayne 2 door, A/T,
R/H, fair cond. $350.
253-3118

Seeing Is

'61 BUICK CONVERTIBLE
$200. OR OFFER.

Believing

766-4354
Furnished room. Private
bath & entrance. No lease.
362-0204

2 bedrm. ranch, no bsmt, no garage, adults (1 child ok) $225
plus utilities. 827-1664

Palatine. 3 bedroom, 11/2 baths,

'64

Plymouth

6 cyl.

station

wagon, like new tires, battery.
Clean. 827-5818

'64 VW sedan, beige, w/w tires.
Original owner $1195.
298-3188

1969 Opel G.T., like new. Gold
with black interior. Low mi.
$3000 or best offer. 297.8661

2 car garage, basement. $275.

after 5:30 P.M.

After 6 call 392.7587

1967 Oldsmobile 442, 4 -speed,
imog wheels, P/S, bucket seats,

Park Ridge: Deluxe 8 rm. Colonial, 3-4 bedrms., 2 fireplaces
central air cond., 11/2 baths, Ig.
family rm., 2 car garage, full
finished bsmt w/bar, May 1 oc-

CALL 439-8020

$3495
1969 IMPALA
matic transmission, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof.

sedan. Call
358-3242

1965 Dodge Polara 4 door,

$2295
1

'67 VOLKSWAGEN, sunroof, radio, excellent condition, $1100.

;Office Space Available.
Why drive to the loop?
225 N. Arl. Hts. Road
Elk Grove Village
1 block north of Higgins
new Toll Way interchange ,

duty throughout.

4 door hardtop, V-8, auto-

610 sq. ft. office in downtown
Arl. Hts. avail immedi. posses-

80 -To Rent Office Space

5 yard dump body. Heavy

1960 Pontiac Star Chief. 4 door

owner, P/B, P/S, A/T, $725.
541-1716

sion. Call ifter 5pm. 259-4901

1969 2 TON CHEVY

excel. cond., 825-6181

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

1968 IMPALA
2 door hardtop, V-8, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heater, whitewalls, very low
mileage.

392-7315, 437-7771

$1895

1967 Camaro Convertible. Automatic. P/S, radio. $1400.
541.1235 after 5 P.M.

DICK WICKSTROM

'62 Falcon 6 cyl. stick. Like new
starter & tires. $150. Body gd.

CHEVROLET

cond. 259-5084

;1964 Buick Skylark station wagon, top condition, low miles $850
or offer. 392-6912

555 Irving Pork Road

1969 VOLVO STATION WAGON,
automatic, low mileage, blue,
$2950. 537-8914 after 4, pm.

Roselle, Illinois

S29-7070

Retired Widow wants 3 room apt.
& garage. Call aft 5
824-7560

P DON'T

2700 sq. ft. for lease in
Elk Grove Village
Higgins & Arl. Hts. Roads

PASS

Charming English 3 bdrm., 11/2
bath, new kitch., beautifully
'maintained. June occupancy,
Mtge. assumable $39,000. Call
owner at: 296-7206

THESE

All Suburban Areas - LOWEST.
DOWN PAYMENTSAII Types of
Ranches & Bilevels. $13,000 $30,000. NO DISCRIMINATION.

DEALS

ANYONE MAY BUY
Holly Spring Agency

695-7835

1967 CHEVY IMPALA
2 door hard top, P/S, P/B WW, Air-conditioning, good condition.

9695
1967 DODGE DART
2 door hard top, P/S, A/T vinyl top, One
owner, low mileage, radio, excellent condition.

$1295
1969 CHEVY II NOVA

youll never suf.

'fer from

UP

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

When you do this with
competition,

2 door coupe, 6 cyl., A/T, vinyl top, radio,

'No selling or soliciting
,..just a service func-

POODLES, AKC, .Tiny Toy pups,

A letter telling us fully
about yourself should

choice of colors; FOR SALE 1

inclUde verifiable refer-

very low mileage, Exceptional performance.

$1895
CALL

537-0023

"ences and your home
phone number.

Between 8:30 AM & 6:00 PM

358-9233

_modalbarnos....Heavy_nylon_ailo._
Hugo discounts. 824-7353 dlr.

The Boss

to

$125

'Brand new carpeting made, for

Best offer. CL 5-3758 before 4pm

-

$1,000 a month income
with this small cash
start. Success isn't automatic
you have to
work for ill

shots; raised w/child; 894-6650

4141oineForaisliopFutallan

standard

DES PLAINES - CUMBERLAND

tion.

brown, 1 silver. proven studloys;
AlSOToy Stud service..

296-6127

186 -Real Estate -Houses

The Questions: Do you
have a servicable car?
6-10 hours free time a
week? $1,500 to invest
which, according to an
authoritative source, triples in value the day.you
start In the vending bus-

Pure miniature poodle, m., 11/2

and White
$195
'63 Buick 225 2 dr. hardtop, beige
$495
600 E. NW Hwy., Des Pl.

272-3151

ey -making route system.

$75. 253-8075

'62 Rambler 4 dr Red

ATTENTION

Doberman Pinscher, black, will
provide stud service. AKC. Ch.

NAUZER, male, 20 mos., Salt
& Pepper, good with children,

2-dr.,

FORD,

63 -Industrial Property (ToRent)

,

1342 South Glenstone,

Springfield, Mo. 65804

adorable. 437-1370 aft. 6 pm

AKC registered, GERMAN SCH-

Northwest Day

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

82 -Wanted to Rent

GOG
toratooDA

.

End be able to devote at

A business revolution
has taken place, proving the "Little Fellow"
can emerge a "Mighty

Pure miniature poodle, m.,

An equal opportunity employer M/F

equipment.

Free to good homes 2 Chihuahua
mole dogs, 1 long hair, 1 short
hair. 593-7921.

(Part time)

255-1910

and

Coast-to-Coastl

Clerk Typist
, File Clerks
Scheduling & Expediting Clerk
Draftsman
Secretary
Cost Clerk
Copy Machine Clerk

1800 W. Central Rd. Mt. Prospect

to

raised. Call 827.0406

5- ANTI*

Immediately Available. Carpet and all Appliances
included.

3441.66 cash required for

Min. Schnauzer Puppies. AKC.
Male & female. 9 weeks. Home

bloodlines. 437-8574

Daily 7:45 AM to 4:15 PM
Saturday 9 AM til Noon

Effort

SIG

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS

Interviewing Hours:

Based On Your

of achievement by U.I.I. Distributors can be seen from

S kist
viroi
OUR

PAIANNE/ROUING MEADOWS
One Bedr. Apartments
$160

cup. 438-6134

11 weeks, AKC, Shots
259.0262

Cl, 5-0737

AT BRUNING

You Can Earn

$800 A Month
Or More

439-7600 days.

Tuner wants Grand or Small Upright Piano. Any condition.
Call 766-0736

Quality Miniature Poodle, Male,

DIFFERENCE

ducts.

dress, and telephone num-

44 -Dogs, Peti & Equipment

MAKE THE

You merely restock locations
with our notional brand pro-

CASH
Mr. Gold

elec.

You will be distributing national brand products. No
experience required. All accounts are contracted for
and set up by our company.

your own, write us today.
Please enclose name, ad-

Wheeling, April 10 & 11 from 9

1r

of America's largest and
fastest growing industries.

42 -Wanted To Buy

GARAGE SALE -Many items to
choose from. 309 Maureen Dr.,

An equal opportunity employer '

Become a distributor in one

inventory

$495

'63 Olds. Wagon Green,
real beauty
$395

transmission, good condition.

For

You must have a good car

,Oakwood Ave., DesPlaines

Clothing, Furn., Misc. Wed. April

1957

-16-To Rent Houses

For this Area

1820.58

'64 Chevrolet 2 dr.. $595
'61 Volvo Red, Like new

P/B, AM, low mi., good condtion,
WW one owner, $1600, NEI-0508
.

,

WE SPECIALIZE IN
QUALITY 2nd CARS

Buick LeSabre 4 dr., P/B,
P/S, A/T, V-8, radio, W/VV, exc.
cond. $675.392.0446

Between Dempster & Golfj

15 -To Rent Rooms

of

, bargain. 3.59-3091

standard, good condition, best

COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 439-4100.
(1/2 mile west of Rte 83...

t$200. 259-3477

Inventory

with red interior, Excep. clean.
Very low mi. 2 snow tires inc.
Asking $1175, but must sell, will

'64

I & 2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike
setting). Reasonable rental
includes Appliances, TENNIS

$375 delivered.
Coll 766-0736

offer. 537-2033

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

V Paid Holidays

'65 CHEVELLE, 6 cylinder, 2 door,

MT. PROSPECT (Timberlake)

By tuner, Baldwin Spinet piano,

New Surplus Tool Store

Come in and browse

GENERAL HELP

658-8172

:1966 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr. H.T.
P/S, P/B, R/H. Auto. trans. Black

.1 YEAR LEASE.

lectrolab

CARPET CLOSEOUT
By Installer
Heavy SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.
yd; NYLON PLUSH $3.95 sq. yd.

, 0020 Mike Retz. After 8 PM

62 Rambler Good running condition. Make offer.
296-8316

.offer. 439-3022

MUNDELEIN

$150. 297-2537

BLUE SPRUCE, 4 yrs. old. 10 for
ft.,

1960 Olds, 2 door, auto. trans.,
;full power. Dependable, great

ces, air conditioning. Swim
Pool! Convenient to Shopping.

amp 15" speaker, never used.

pibson EBO bass guitar w/ccr;e,

10

1968 VOLKSWAGEN, SUNROOF,
RED. EXTRAS. $1350.
824-4623

Corvette, coupe, 427, 4
speed, low mi., P/S, P/disc B, AM/
FM, Posi, one owner, Phone 53769

$400. FL 9-1187.

refrigerator fumished.

room equipment. 437-5049
SHADE TREES,

Westgate Apts.

332-5681

guitar,

boss

1963 Chevy SS convert. A/T
very good condition. Call after

182 Bedr. Apts., New Elevator Bldg., carpeted, applian-

CALL 362-0204
Greco

'64 Ford Goiania 500. 2 dr. H.T.
VB. P/S, A/T, R/H. Clean inside
& out. $475. CL 3-5667

1964 Ford Galaxy 500, 4 door
hardtop, R&H. Good condition.

4404

Overlooking Country Club.
2 bedrooms. Stove and

3 pc. Slingerland drum set, good
condition. $75.
392-3268

mower, dishes, camera & dark-

bdrm. apt. sub-

let, $155. Air cond., all utilities
pd. except electric. Phone 439-

Special Discount
to Homeowner Groups

55 -Musical Instruments

spreads, Ig. crock, misc. 717 Hatlen, Mt. Prosp.

1

Vinyl tops, Loaded! Air-Cond.
3 to choose. Priced for quick sale.
POLLARD MOTORS
834-1900

68 Ford Galaxie, 4 dr. HT, P/S

537-8777

Custom made bat. &long, 45"
high. Liquor storage cab. area.

'63 Tempest as is. 8 cyl. Needs
work. 2 like new tires. Best offer.

'65 Delta Olds 88, 2 door H.T.; '65
'Dynamic Olds, 4 door H.T.
827-5834

Other extras. Wolk to everything.
$190. 253-6455

LANDSCAPING

Mr. Yancy

112 -Automobiles For Sale

An. Hts. Avail. May 1st. Mod. 2
bdrm. apt. Heat, refrig., stove.

Phone: 253-6300
280 N. Westgate, Mt. Prispect

walnut. $100? 253-7958

OLDS '69 DELTA ROYALS

2nd cart $125. 394-2376.

Mt. Prospect:

439.4226

ask for Ken.

pool, extras $185, 359.6256

I

50 -Landscaping

new tires & battery. Black vinyl
interior & carpeting. Call eves.

5 p.m. CL 3-3969

2 bdrm., carpet, all appliances,

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, III.
Open 7clw tit 9 =_966-1.088.1

FINEST MERION BLUE SOD

Refrigerator, kitchen table, end
tables, lamps, pole lamp, bed-

Rental

Sublease Roll. Mdws; imm. poss.

beds $40.

CHERRY TABLE, 39"x42" $20;
2 BIKES, $7 each.

2 mo. stereo, ex. cond. AM.FM
rec. BSR-changer, speakers, All

1.

Des Pl. area. 2 bedroom apt.
2nd floor. New building. $190

Name Brands -1st Quality.

1966 Ford GaJaxie 500. 2 Door.
Vinyl top. P/S,
A/T, A/C. Like

drag bike,
modified.engine, frame and suspension. Best offer. CL 5-7433 -

358-0353

apt. Available May

824-2175
bistril?!tOi'

MARJEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

coffer. 253.7958

Bridgestone

.

Des Plaines: sublet, 1 -bedroom

couches $75; Bassett trpl. dresser bdrm sets $165; many oth-

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200
255-1107

apartment,

garden

$150. Nr. Mannheim & Touhy
area. 537-6198

TV's, boy's bike 359-6256
GOOD CONDITION.
$20 call 392-6098.

bdrm.

1

4. See large samples In your

'65 Tempest Custom 4 dr., 326.
Best offer. 4 polyglass tires
7.75x14, 35 mo. warranty. Best

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters
11968

'

bunkbds $20;

items, imported knick-knacks, 2

-

837-5232

2. Heavy duty carpeting
.3. Free installation

Apr. 3,4 & 5. Many household

$3.98. Lgr. evergreens on sale.

Expanding Northwest suburban real estate office is looking
for licensed Salesmen and

1. Closing out stock

Serta matresses $20; queen sz:

$1.00.

Real Estate
Sales People

121 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

exc. cond. Must see to appre-

1 -bedroom opt. $160.
Des PI area -avail May 1st. Call
after 6pm. 298-6358.

Voice of Music compact stereo, 2
yrs. old for sale. $60. Call
358-2199 after 6 PM.

$50. Great for rec. rm. 439-7485

CL 5-2900

255-3361 aft. 3:31n.

'55 Austin Healy 100-4, low mile.,

Sublet

5x7 enclosed trailer $100. Toro

Executive Offices
1200 Algonquin Road
Elk Grove Village, Ili
An equal opportunity employer

That's right. We're playing matchmaker, matching your interest and abilities with a job
you'll love at Illinois Bell. We've spiced up the match with a good starting salary, a

OFF

perfect, very, good body, $1500.

1110-SportsCars

'Summer cottages on Bangs Lake
easy commuting, real. rates.
1526.6565 or 5712033.

home.

1

salary, based on experience,
and a full range of fringe ben-

,screened kitchen. $300. 298-4905

74 -To Rent Apartments

40% - 60%

4 chrs., $30.894-8794

school graduate. Duties will be:

p.m. We offer on excellent

CARPETING

offer. 439-7485

Nimrod Camper. Sleeps 4. Ex- 'Coll aft. 4 P.M. 827-6036
cellent for beginners. 10 x 10
'67 MGB, yellow, mechanically

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

CHILD CARE - my licensed home,
Hoffman Estates.
894-6846

1969 Chev. Impala. Exc, Cond.
Low mi. 2 dr. H.T. Radio, Best
68 Chevelle SS. 396 cu. In, 350
114,P. 4 speed. Post. Very clean.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

:cMte. 259.5816

United, the world's largest air-

line, has an opening for an

Rey, 7 W. Eastman, Ad. H. ;-

Krakauer console piano like new.
Dist. Walnut, original $1200, ask.
$700.537-7555

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

luxe model homes. 40% to 60%
.off. Free Delivery. Cash or

$200 value. Sacrifice $35. Can

Hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 5

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

I .4rtional, $15.827.7853

nets; dresser, perfict for an- 'Being sold from builder's detiquing. CL 5.6420

Encyclopedias

rate, neat, and can type at
least 60 wpm and Is a high

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Walnut & wicket 36" round tbl.
l& end tbl., 2 for $25; 3 pc. white
1

1947 International Farm " Tractor. Model H. Has front loader.
$475. 766-0736

'Used piggyback amp on wheels,
6 10" spkrs, a buy for $1,504 El

-

231 Shadywood, Elk Gr. V.

ARLINGTON PARK

$1.90 hr. & bonus to start

,

gold, $150.824-6523.

Rummage Sale Sat. Apr. 11, 10
am to 3 pm, Mark Hopkins Schl. .terms. 439.7740.

Apply inferson

:LISTEN!

LIke,' new shag,. rugs:
blue-green, S10004414, olive EL

St. John's Episcopal Church 200
N. Moln, Mount Prospect

112-Autcookiles For Sale

102:14k.%Trallers

55 -Musical Instruments

10x14,

xfirrovvr.elei v.

vntrt.

11141,00 4,1

r....g1s. wow .10.

4.1,

474kooe Fordsblogs-Fornithre

April 11th9A.M.-11 A.M.

PART TIME.

west Suburbs.

9 A.M. to 4:45 P.M..
12:45 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.

5. a #rw

ose,

April 10th 9 A.M.-8 P.M.

SECRETARY

'General office telephone work.
Will train for reception.

-.T... Ins

314106* & Got:gable

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

_STOP!.

-

26410 Wanted Women

'40

WRITE: U.11. P.O.'

Box 47585, Dallas, Tex;

75247, Avon: DIvillon 5874.

984keilelkeleS
1968 MOBILE HOME, 12 ft. x 50

tionditlianad..storagoihod
After 5pm. 437-6951

Ask For Agent.
Michael Nelson
pt

JohrsHoutsinger

Telephone

WEATHER
..114plr

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

2554400

chance of thunderstorms,
low in upper 40s. Tomor-

row: Cloudy and cooler,
chance of thunderstorms.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 246

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

28 Pages

Wednesday, April 8, 1970

Dist.57candidate
take part in forum
The 5 candidates running
for the Mount Prospect District 57 School Board attended
last night's program at the
Lions Park School PTA forum
meeting, where the district's
Asst. Supt. of Curriculum, Dr.

Richard Percy was the guest
speaker.

the school system and to become involved in its devel-

ing amounts of these tax dol-

before the election the five can-

didates were presented to the

opment.

Describing several experimental techniques in curriculum and class programing,
Percy said that the modular
scheduling system which is

With three days remaining
Percy's

HE SAID THAT com-

commentary on schools and

petition for tax money is rapidly becoming more intense and

group following Dr.

their problems.
Percy who came to District
57. in 1968, spoke on the need

for people to stop criticizing

with new and challenging innovations being made in educa-

tion the schools need increas-

Fulle announces drive
to reverse 2% tax ruling
By Richard Crabb

recd out by Chicago Democrats.
It is planned to present the
petitions to the Con -Con Com-

Floyd Fulle of Des Plaines,
chairman of the Suburban Reof mittee on Local Government
Organization
publican
Cook County, today an- the last week in April. The
nounced a massive petition Con -Con committee is at work
-drive to save and. strengthen now on drafting a new home
township government.
rule article for the new constitution.
The petition which .will
"The people of the suburbs
have thousands of suburban need to make an all-out fight to
names affixed will ask Con - save the township forM of govCon to write a provision into ernments because its destructhe new constitution for the 2 tion is the first phase of a longper cent retention by Cook range plan to replace suburban County townships of the real self -government with metroestate and personal property politan government," said
received by
collectors.
taxes

township

The 2 per cent retention
practice, in force for years,

Floyd .1. Fulle who is also a
Cook County Commissioner.

"WITHIN THE NEXT

few days. petitions will be cirwas two weeks ago declared culated in every suburb in
unconstitutional by the Il- Cook county to present to
linois Supreme Court.
Con -Con as part of a direct appeal we hope to make in late

FULLE CHARGED that April."

the attack on the retention fea-

ture originated and was car -

Bauer still
in critical
condition

111

organizations.
is

being made in response to a re-

cent Illinois Supreme court de-

HE COMMENTED that all

Mount Prospect police and firemen work to free one of three men

of these can be effectively applied but it takes more money
to experiment and initiate new

trapped in their auto after a collision with a small truck at

ideas.

Robert Novy, chairman of
the nominating committee of
the District 57 General Caucus
then introduced the five hoard
candidates.
All the candidates have been
endorsed by the caucus.

in Wheeling Township

day.

Wheeling Township's GOP
committeeman, Richard A.

Cowen of Arlington Heights
sent a communication yesterday to members of the organi-

zation reporting the tragedy
which befell Bauer Monday
night.

know that over all I received
14 calls (9 for the mangle, 5
for the projector) Both items
were sold."

Mrs. D. Regner

cal suburban residents.

Distribution of lake water
to be state meeting topic

Fulle said the petitions for
presentation to Con Con to
make local tax retention Constitutional are being circulated
by Republican township committeemen, precinct captains,
women volunteers, 240 township officials, city .and village
officers; elementary school officials and board members,
suburban

Independents

they are.being hurt, too."

The Illinois Division of Waterways will hold a hearing in
the northwest suburbs May 22
as part of its series of public
meetings on the allocation of
Lake Michigan water that be-

Guillou, chief engineer for the
waterways division.

gins Friday morning in Chicago, according to John C.

state can best be distributed
among northeastern Illinois

Con -Con may decide today

on date for referendum
By Richard Crabb

Mrs. Macdonald and Woods
will urge in the debate schedul-

Con -Con may establish at
today's session the date on

ed to begin today that the referendum be held Dec. I or 8.
Sen. Charles Percy spoke to

which the new constitution
will be submitted to the people

the Constitutional Convention
for nearly 50 minutes Tuesday
afternoon.
He urged that 18 -year -olds
be given the right to vote, that
Con -Con write a strong home

of Illinois.
President Samuel W. Witwer announced to the convention Tuesday that the debate on date of submission

called to determine how the

T H I It D DISTRICT of

3,200 cubic feet per second of
lake water allocated to the

Con -Con delegates, Mrs. Virginia Macdonald and John G.
Woods, both ' of Arlington

ment on environment and population.
"EN V IRON M ENT
and

hearings have

would begin this afternoon.

been

Heights reported to The Day

communities.

late Tuesday that they believed

THE STATE has been given responsibility for allocating

the first week in December is
the earliest that it is practical
to hold the state wide referen-

been set for the northwest suburban hearing, which will
probably be next -to -last in the

population have now become
such over riding issues that un-

According to Robert Teepe,
chairman of the Des Plaines Heights -Mount
Arlington
Prospect -Palatine

-r

"

"What a difference a day makes," according to the old song. And what a difference a week makes.
This was a typical scene throughout the Northwest Suburbs just one week ago today. And today the
mercury hovers near the 70 mark. Now what will next Wednesday bring?

State IRS offices open
Saturday for tax questions
Illinois Department of Rev-

enue offices throughout the
state will be open Saturday, to

assist taxpayers in preparing
revenue director.

The revenue department's
statewide telephone information center will also be open
Saturday. Hours of operation
for both the office locations

DAMP intends eventually
to construct Lake Michigan
intake facilities, a transmission

main and a water filtration
plant in anticipation of northwest suburban wells being
unable to supply growing water needs.

nearly half a million individ-

Mahin said the extra hours
are being offered to help the

The telephone information
center number is 641-2150.
Outside the Chicago area the
telephone information center

in local wells will force DAM P
communities to seek other

may be reached by calling 800-

972-1630. Calls to the 800

nicipalities in a recent report.
D A NI P is considering

number

when

building joint facilities with

made from an Illinois tele-

the Elmhurst -Villa Park -Lombard Water (Tree Towns)
Commission, which, according to Teepe, has asked for 50
cubic 'feet per second of Lake

large number of taxpayers who
wait until just before the deadline to file their returns. Illinois

income tax returns must be
filed on or before midnight
April 15.
The Illinois taxpayer assist-

uals since Jan. I, Mahin said.

are

toll -free

phone.

The revenue department office for this area which will be

2 Mount Prospect women
charged with shoplifting

open Monday through Saturday is at 160 N. LaSalle, first
floor, Chicago.

said

Teepe said.

and the telephone center are 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.

has. served

Police

second of the water allocation,
estimated 1980 requirement of
DAMP communities,
the

ance

program

OECLINING water levels

sources of water within five
years, DAMP told local mu-

Michigan water as

its esti-

mated needs for the year 2000.

Wheeling Rd., Mount Prospect, taking a lounging robe.

Rotarians,

Gov. Ogilvie is scheduled to fly into Pahvaukee Airport

Baseball season starts --

directly from Springfield just in time to reach the Rotarian banquet hall. The governor's plane is expected to land at Palwaiikee
about 6:15 p.m. IVeather permitting, he is expected to return to
Springfield immediately after the address.

and I can't get off to go

D.H.

security

agent watched Mrs. Darlene

in a shopping bag carried
Mrs. Oberlin.

by,

Bond was set at $1,000 each,
G. Toepher, 46, 418 N. Maple,'
They are to appear in Mount
Mount 'Prospect, and Mrs. Ellen -T. Oberlin, 29, 1121 _ Prospect Court April 30.
r

Des Plaines to seek portion
of park land for flood retention
The 'Mount Prospect Park
Board and the Des Plaines officials will discuss the possibility
of Des Plaines using a portion
of land the park district has arranged to purchase tonight at 8

p.m. at the Mount Prospect
Community Center, 600 SeeGwun Av., Mount Prospect.
Des Plaines Mayor Behrel

Opportunity no longer knocks. It comes In over the telephone
just as you sit down to eat.

requested the meeting, which
will be a first discussion prob-

water on the south side of the

ably taking in only the initial
points of such a project, he
said. Behrel, aldermen from

The Mount Prospect Park
District has arranged to purchase

Des Plaines' 8th ward and the

along Algonquin Rd. in Des

city's engineers will be pres-

Plaines for $539,000.

Behrel said Des Plaines is
looking for a place to retain

Tax warrants interest
hike OKd by Ogilvie
Gov. Ogilvie has approved

' vious 6 per cent limitation.
Ogilvie signed the bill

legislation raising the maximum interest rate on tax anti-

the

29 -acre

property

The park board plans to be-

gin grading and seeding the
land for park use this spring.
The land is expected to serve
about 1,800 families.

Plans for development include lighted baseball and foot-

ball fields, tennis courts, a
warming house and parking
facilities. A recreation center
and swimming pool are planned for the future.

Wednesday within two hours

cipation warrants from 6 to 7

after the House had concurred
in the Senate amendment.

per cent.

Passed by the General Assembly under emergency provisions, the new interest limit
becomes effective immediate-

Se...rani sets
science fair

ly.

The bill affects school districts in Illinois that issue anticipation warrants against future tax collections. The bill

Mount Prospect BuildCommittee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Drain-

Prospect will hold a science
fair April 10 in the school

Commission, Village Hall;

Teachers from several elementary schools in the Northwest suburbs will judge the science exhibits from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m., and gold medals will be

awarded to the winners at 7
p.m.

The projects will be on &is.

Meetings

St. Paul Lutheran School,
101 N. School St., Mount

gymnasium.

The Senate added an amendment limiting the interest hike to a period ending July'
I, 1971. Warrants issued after
that date will revert to the pre-

city because of flooding.

ent.

by Chicago legislators at the
request of the Chicago Board
of Education.

at this time the robe was placed
the

he educated to the limit of his,
capacity. Toward this end the
state shall provide free public
schools through the secondary
level."

Ogilvie will conic to the Arlington "lowers lintel to deliver the
banquet address of the conference for northern Cook County

was introduced last October in
the House of Representatives

The agent said Mrs. Toepher
placed the robe in her purse.
Then the two women took an
escalator to the first floor and

end that all persons in the state

Gov. Ogilvie will speak in Arlington Heights this evening, his

tatives of DAMP will attend

probably will not make a formal presentation until the
April 24 hearing, scheduled
for Wheaton. DAMP has applied for 35.9 cubic feet per

The Con -Con Committee
on Education completed its
work on the public education
section of the new education
article. The new document
which will be debated by the
full convention in a few days
provides that it shall "he the
duty of the state to provide a.
high quality education to the

first address in the northwest suburbs since the 1968 campaign.

Day

(DAMP)

TEEPE SAID DAMP

will not have to deal very long
with other issues."

at Rotarian conference

Gripe
Of The

Water Commission, represen-

the hearing Friday, to be held
at 10 a.m. at the Sherman
House Hotel in Chicago.

less we meet them promptly we

Ogilvie to speak tonight

dum. -

series.

Wieboldt's.

APRIL 5.12,1970

press time, no police report was available. (Photo by Dan Batas).

rule article and that there be
provided in the 'new constitution a new state depart-

The

withdraw.
Guillou said no location has

en were charged with shoplifting yesterday morning at
Randhurst Shopping Center,
Mount Prospect, for the theft
of a $15 lounging robe from

INTERNATIONAL WANT AD WEER

Heights.

limiting the amount of Lake
Michigan water Illinois can

Two Mount Prospect wom-

.AittSg-ejr.

night

Monday

the water as a result of a 1967
U. S. Supreme Court decision

cording to George E. Mahin,

"You may be interested to

Vandals

1537 N. Hickory, Arlington

fr

Illinois income tax returns, ac=

Results

Vandals
break windows

Mrs. Bernice McCarthy. 712 S.
(Contimwd on page 2)

Organization's oustand-

but a much loved guy," said a
GOP spokesman late yester-

extinguisher. Because the accident occurred just before The Day

house under construction at

Bauer has been one of
Wheeling Township Republi-

cans

Lopata, put out a gasoline fire in the wreckage with a hand

hospital spokesman, Jesus Morales, 19, address unknown, and
Hermila T. Garcia, 22, of 1000 N. Milwaukee, Wheeling, were

Hanson, 500 S. William St.;

degree burns over 70 per cent
of his body. He was injured in
an explosion Monday night in
the garage at the funeral home.

North School.
"Bert Bauer is not only one
of the outstanding Republi-

were taken to Northwest Community Hospital. According to a

THEY ARE: incumbent broke thermo-pane windows
Board President Harrison valued at $250 in the rear of a

Ward suffering 2nd and 3rd

district in the vicinity of the

Northwest Highway and Central Rd. this morning. The three men

treated for face and mouth lacerations, and Ismael Vallarreal, 17,
of 133 N. Cook, Barrington suffered hip and leg injuries. Minutes
before this photo was taken, Patrolmen Dennis Leonard and John

cision that upset the "traditional right" of the suburbs to
retain 2 per cent of property
taxes paid locally to finance
programs and services of
township governments for lo-

Arlington
Heights, undertaker and part
owner of Haire Funeral Home
in Arlington Heights is reported in critical condition at
Cook County Hospital's Burn

ing precinct captains for several years. He presides over
Precinct Seven which covers
the area immediately north of
Arlington Heights business

04r -f: '

graded schools.

Cook county, the policy -making and coordinating body .for
the county's 30.GOP township

and

-

uling, team teaching and un-

Hawthorne.

can

.;1

-

being planned for the junior
high level will allow varied
amounts of time for different

Burton Bauer, 31. of 202
W.

riigo."

lars.

Other plans that Percy
talked about were block sched-

and Democrats "who realize

Fulle said it is being spon-

4

courses.

sored by the Suburban Republican
Organization
of

He explained' the 'drive

it

play for the public from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m.

ing

age

and Clean Streams

8 p.m.
Prospect

Heights Old

Town Sanitary District, St.
Alphonsus School, 411 N.
Wheeling Rd.; 7:30 p.m.

Mount Prospect Park
District meeting with*May-.

or Behrel of Des Plaines,
600 See-Gwun Av., Mount
Prospect; 8 p.m.

THE DAY

Paget

-

Township auditors discuss town
fund, general assistance budget Immo.The Elk Grow Township
Board of Auditors yesterday

_

Summer school
sign-up deadline

Wednesday April 8 1970

held a beams on the proposed
township town fund and gets
eral ass1stancc fund budgets
for the 1070 71 fiscal year
The budgets are scheduled

to he soled on at IE. annual
town meeting April 14 1 ht.

the loon MO budgst occurred
in the Other non/ and ex
category which
p y nee'
lumped from $46 510 to

planning engtnecring

$81 678

and granting permits for giant

Towahm Clsrk Gongs R
BMW said the moan III
budgeted Isgal sxmnses from

for the currant sear
T h c general mated we

$1 000 for this fiscal year tO
112 000 for t, corning sear is
needed for 'es,' wroms In
tonne c 11 0 n crib con
demnanon of too ahm prop

budget rose to k]3450 from

1.11).

proposed town fund Bogerbud 0

5186228 up trom

99.5.0

$67 197 12 dant% thy current
10se

BIGGEST INC111. ASFS in

for the Northwest Toll
way Arlington Wight, Rd In
ten -lunge for proposed land
mniumbon rind for other P.
iects

Ptah, eh 910

In Ln

all 01 Mount Promo
Dunn, Me question and an
swyr session, Hanso

ini.

answer

Shs sod

Transportation will not

0111 be in charge of Inspee,Egs

of .brie clan mrion from
8 10 a m to 11 1 .tai at tut

inns, Kid that nod fall after
Central

dined,

School
has
been
the seven remaining

schools will

definitely be in

good condition.
Ho said that none of the
schools were elaborately built
bui they provide facilities. He

Immo
NIIIIIIenel in a dcoston aphyld
by Ms Illmoo Suprcms Court
ruled

that many in
ments could be made in the fu-

Added

P/5. McCARTHY was the
only candidate to comment on
the question of the adequacy a
current teacher, salaries.

nes.

non.

She added that thia will he

tined on a possible conflict of

her Nu year as a teacher at St.

interest if he
lected to the
Board because o his job as a
school consultant.

Raymond,
Predovich gave a, answer

He commented that in Ida
II to remain
work it is imporant

HE SAID TIIAT religion

similar to Mrs. McCarthyX.

was the main reason for his
children mending a parochial
school.

Commenting further on the

Me that involved both MN,

separation of parochial and
public schools, Mrs. MeCtOMY
said that it is a "ghetto 0100-

McCarthy and Predovich.

lathy" that allows this scpara-

A large portion of the qua[ions submitted to Novy were
directed to these two condi-

lion to exist_

Harper College

tor High School Fontes
School Most School Lsom

Pert School and Wystbrook

f.......

A 5S textbook Am
mini& pled when the none
on forms trs submitted Oil
er enpLrices 0111 lo for mite
chargyd

Sue Greet, service desk clerk at Community Deconnt Wodd, 201 W Rand Rd Mount Pros sect, and Jerry Northfield Asst spading goods manager both of Mount Prospect cheek out the
1909 Maxwell car on display at the store starting today m connection with the new automobile
deparnenb The earn owned by stars manager Ernie V Smith (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

Community Discount
opens auto department.
The new auto department k

pan of new promam by the
Community stores to person al/ their individual stores
with specially selected incr.
ehandise in each department.
The Community 13/01111t

World at MI W. Rapt Rd..
blount Prospect. has opened a

now

automobile

department

with a full seleelMn of coca
potitively priced quality den

will be on display swain, Ie.day in connection with the

batteries accessories and eveWhine for the car WIT

pointed manager of the store
corOally in
everyone to
come in and see who's new."

Noce settlements within the
institution. a spokesman said
yesterday.
According to trustee Janos

Hamill, members of in tin yNee procedure agreedthe
on
formation of a rive -member
appeals panel.
The panel, consisting of
three persons appointed by the

president of the faculty senate
and two persons appointed by

lbe administration, would be
canblished within five tams of
naggrieved partyl wrinen
otification.
.

mittee which would convene
within five days.

siempool in a mune

After reviewing OW appeal,
the panel would makes major icy written recommendation to
the college president who
would forward his conclusion
and the panel's recommend.-

bL obtamed by e.t.a,. Di
not.- Robert F,g1,0n 01

Roy Rood
Painting

lion to the board of .rodeo.

A decision of the board of

-09441

SEE THIS 1909

,mooth tlau linnh Soup and
water cleans up tools. It yours in a

MAXWELL. NOW

choice of 26 decorator colon tind

SPEAKING ON sex educeFoster said that such
program if introduced into the
district should he well planned

How about giving

and operated.
Hanson said Mat a sex edu-

us a crack at

140 MONTH 40,000 MILES;

GLA ks

Dudrow said that he believes
othat Oct education is not a

Positive Steering/
Simple-To-Operto Sports Car
Controls for may,

When these programs are
taught. children

that

alize

Sex is for means of reproduction within the family situation.

saM, more enjoyable

driving.

10,12, 14 Horse,
power-Kohler

Listed

cast iron engine.
offer easy starting,
extra lugging power

2 28 2 7 8

and long -life

or issue in District 57 and he
would like to see it remain in

Tire Size

morrow,

Safety Switch
Electric Start

dependability.

sone to the 4enate at 7 p.m. to-

the home.

Front Axle smooths

E78 -I-1

and college presidents. The
college president would order
formation of the appeals tom-

Mite committee will din/

Busse School but art not

out the ride, makes
steering easy.

F78-14

any

nssary

The candidates will make an
appeerance tomorrow night at.

standard on all
models
prevents

Float N' Pivot

April

27,ece

ring M School

ail*

candidates

interviewed

sity of Minnesota, LeFebvre
did graduate study at Temple
University in Philadelphia.

.1who have filed for the April

run as man endorsed condidata.

Nielsen Co., a market swarth

members

Charles

.1 Morey and Stanley D. &mall
.Jr. both who have served Me
3 -year terms.

LEFEBVRE, al, has been a
ruaident of the district for sow
en -years and has been active in

Seeking IMtwo positions,

the Northwest Suburban Cooncil of Assodiations and cub
scouting.

each Oct three year terms are

He has one child attedding

Thomas N. LeFebvm, 1131
Juniper Ln.. Mount Prospect

School and two others are att-

end Clarke C. Robinson, .510
Grego Cl,. Prospect Heights.
Both candidates were so-

F eche], villa Ekmentary
dents at Alba Hersey, High

HE IS employed by A.C.
fura.
Robinson also 41, has been

A graduate of the Univer-

LT 860 - Economy 8 HP takes full range of /oak

and lived in Mot/ Prospect
prior to moving to Prospect,

ments for speeding up yard chores. No. 53145.

Heights.

1.1 750 - Hanes electric start conveniince in o rugged

A graduate of Harvard University and Harvard Law
School, Robinson is a Member
of the Chicago and American
Bar Associations.

HE HAS four children at-

Some of his specialties In elude making models of ships,

Austrian -born

baker

who began learning his trade
at the age of 14 will have the

grand opening next week of
Heinz Pastry Shop" at 15 W.
Prospect

Ave., Mount Pros -

PM,
The shop. owned by Heinz
Wegscheidcr, spedalires in
unusual specialties and cus-

toncorder items. From early
evening until nearly noon each

day, Heim is busy making
cakes. rolls, cookies and bread
in,his shop.

Heim has learned his art
through about 16 years of ca-

and 5 gang mowing
urd ts.

ottroctive price. No. 53101.

Wide -Track SureGrip Tires front

provides safe
parking and added
assurance on steep
slopes.

MOWER ATTACHMENT
with purchase of -Jacobsen Trotter
50 er Lengths, Nato Nowt Card

Hose, will, ..ach purcho, col . JACOSSEN

NOTICE:

Factory Representative will be
present on Saturday, April 11th (all
day) to answer any questions and help

.

with sugar and gelatin and displayed it at the Now York

INF RORER DAV

World's Fair.
brother Erich is the only relative that is a baker.
The success of Heim's businesstis hard work and patience
and an early start. More Americans should begin teaming a trade during their youth,
Heim said.

Heins had decided to settle in

a.m.

America and concentrate on

through Saturday and from 6
em.to 1 p.m. Sunday...

to

6

p.m.

Ihraugh Friday. by Day wooNomest.
60056. Branch al.
fines; 117 S. Arlington Heigh!,

$573

Year,

Newsstand price, 10 cents

a

Art

\.."/\\/

ALL //v
\\./\

SIZES

J78-14
F178-15

L78-15

108

\..Av

LISTED /\...",

Sturdy. aircraft -quality
aluminum ladder features heavy-duty safely
shoes, 21/2" side rails.

TREAD
for extra
traction

JACOBSON AIRENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

Tuesday
.

Hams: Mon., Tues., Wed. 8:30 to 5130
Thurs., Fir. 8.3011 9. Sat. 8b30 to 5100

CHECK OOP

COMMERCIAL CREDIT
FINANCE MANI

K-

II

easy -to -spread paste
Use

in

Cleans
shadsun
waxes dt shines.

CLEANSWnX,

e.

PROTEC,

as

or
it

RUBBER CAR
MAT SET
AIIi,111111). mat sc.
4.88 valor.
for both front and rear
car interiors in full
sire. Assorted ado,
available.

88
Set

WEATHER

CHROME

POLISH

CHROME
POLISH

29c
49e Value

1.75 Value

Cleans and deep shines in one step. Detergent proof!

..

this soft, creamy,

CREAnflE4X

TURTLE II: -IC

amplete Sales & Spooky of

w

1,50 value! Wax your car in half the time with

JOHNSON

A new kind of liquid cleaner wax gives
all weather protection 10 your car.

,

)Ini sts7,11 leO,
jai set Ion bodes.

CAR WAX

7 -How Tread

I ON 6/10 n11111 nail

110 E. Rand Rd. (next to the Holiday Inn) Mt. Prospect CL 3-2831

1-"
111

This chrome polish is Combined with a
rest -1 emovcrwpecial formula removes
ust while it makes Chrome sparkle as
never before!

Shah,

..,...",..11NE

RISLONE

CHAMOIS
I.25 value: Fusest sheepskin. tanned w oh
cod oil. vehm
10111.11

1.75 value. Quart can oil alloy frees sticking
valves, restores lost
c ompassion and pow ero lust add Moil.

ty-sell & absorbent.

8c

Very durable!

SERVICE

Mt. Prospect Store Only

C

DuPont RALLY

"78" di 111:11 x11111 111111 COMI n Don 11

WAX

4" PAIN'I' MILS!!

'NEWN

259i x111.1 It I ui Iltdlt I1 Rola] .tat
tare.

99c

c

dust. eater cm.

pull out.

wills' fel Po. B1

*MEN

Mc value! Unlimied uses for
do W112' home mid 000001
protector. Keeps *aim. dirt.

vinyl dad loops. Rungs
won't turn, loosen or

100% fell all punt lutehalal toll

WAX

PLASTIC 1)R011 CLOT' I

23.99 Nal.

Replaces Size
8.55-14
8.85-.14
8.55-15
9 15-15

Tire Size
1178-14

IMO

Charles B. Gray

ofa

Seel br rkmoms.

\.-\\

THESE SIZES $2 EXTRA

OF OUR

s

2

-

F78-15
G78-15

WE'RE PROUD

7, 8, 10, 12 and 14 Horsepower Models

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"

week, home do,

Replaces Size
7.35-14
7.75-14
8.25-14
7.75-15
8.25-15

G78 -14 -

with problems. Come in and take ad-

structed a model of the Travelers Insurance Co. pavilion

Baking is not a as of
Heinz's family. His older

/\-/cs/

vantage!

for all
residents of School District 26

open from noon to 7 p.m.

Parking Brake

ALSO

JACOBSEN TRACTORS

place

anything else. Heinz once con-

rotary =merger 3

speed to the chose.

FREE'

LT 700 - Real tractor power and performance at an

start at

Masters.

buildings, bridges and nearly

around the world four times,
_expanding his business.

Stick Shift or
Automatic Drive

7 HP model. Eery and fun to operate. No.53106.

Chicago law firm of Kirkland,
Elks, Hodson, Chaffetz and

will he at River Trails Junior
High School, 1000 Wolf Rd.,
Mount Prosmct. Polls will be

The shop, will make its
grand opening with .1 & B
Mems, will be open from 6

pe ri e nee. After travelling

Euclid Eleinentary
School and is a partner in the

'The polling

P.tbrn'..ce
choose 36",42,48

and rear.

School.

Baking a way of life
to custom -order baker
An

LT 885 - Big 8 HP performer with electric starter, deluxe mat and back rest as standard equipment. Features hydrostatic dr6e. No.53130.

in District 26 for three years

tending

By Judy Ressler

To fit your special needs, choose from four
all new Jacobsen Lawn Tractors.

Versatile Mowing

day -long comfort.

match power and

by the District 26 mums to

Board

Air -Cushioned
Seat with foampadded back rest for

District 26, the boo candidate

"- -.11th election should have no
problem
replacing retiring

.toning in gear.

scheduled Mapco's_

2 District 26 board
candidates vie for 2 seats
iected from a list of *In cos -

/s/A

Sizes

professionals" have come to depend on.

ing on all surfaces.

Light -NEW!

tires

"./^
All

C

Ladder lock leg 11.,

ha. Lep paim al; wooly talk
great Mr economical pool.

"THE JET"
Strong,

\-"/V\./N/V

Chief and Super chief' oasters are designed far the active
mon who
is to gethemost out of his leisure hour,
both summer and winter. You con mow, tow, doze, throw
tnow...even cultivate and plow. Get Jaeobsen...tho name

7" PAN AND ROLLER SET

EXTENSION

LADDER

UP TO

\./.\

TO APPEAL a decision, a
party would give written nolice to both the faculty senate

With two School Board va-

5:2;

\....\"./\\"./

JACOBSEN Chief Tractors

based on a sense of morality
and the basis of 0 home env

the Harper faculty senate and

Hamill said.

ALUMINUM

tread life of

your front lawn?

would favor
education programs M the
the schools that are

EXPLAINING
MOTHER
he said Mat it is important that

on

'Nov`,
\

DouBLE
TIRES

N

16 FOOT

irz

ucan, Predovich said that he

ronment.

changes

w 11110.

will be a standard part of

Hamill said he will proem
the appeals procedure to the
board tomorrow night Mora day) for their "adoption in
spirit."
Martin Ryan, president of

THE GRIEVANCE prom

dt

ON DISPLAY

ULTRA_

in the community

oustees would be final.

a grievance procedure committeeman. will present -the

m dm try pamt and II dries m 111 min

Decorating`'

Wayeople
e that they are a part of

Also commenting on sex ed-

W

Hoes 1110 be tutiful c tsy o A to
pent In teem Thel. nth [Tete

211 Sh21

She said thin it is ilmortant

eh. oleo

1 / 2 HOUR DRY

NO MESS
hO STIR

liE (,RE IT
II ()Hit ShIPI'ER'

Mom. mtormanon on rho
summyr eyhool program m n

Tread Wear Guarantee

and it A likely that in the not to
distant future, these programs

Wall Pah'

GALLON

of Iletr prosnt teachsrt Leto,
be

I

T

99

PRIG ES!

needs.

cation program mot be adequately controlled in a district

LUCITE
WALL
PAINT

dim up It dm. t dim Idaa

of the new Community store
plan 10 tailor merchandise to
local

II pupilsad

Ph. PG now wodong at or
aboss bride levsl Thms pu
PM mn, .barn the .88-0, I,

the community and arc responsible to vote for the public
school board whether they are
Catholics or any other religion.

approve appeals
ment on an appeals prtiem
dune which will keep gnaw-

d'Adn'ATII b1..0110070

DuPont

Ills you skip IhE wenn& mum. IndA

new Auto Dept.
Smith's appointment is part

Ernie Y. Smith, newly op

math

I American

and also 10 inspect the 1900
Maxwell car he owns, which

commttteemenIin,

Harper College committeemen have reached an agree-

us

i

&hod
NO 1U11105 11111 by

dale and wh it then position is

teacher. and the board on sala

objective and b
very evident
suiting would not be doingconsuiting work for District 57.
Having their children in
parochial schools was a big A-

Mae ten tans at Lincoln fun

fr

umd for operating expense

'h. hot

WERE HOLDING
THE LINE ON
GOOD OLDFASHIONED

Ptharial

Class schsdults will comet

cess lax CO1)801011 COMMIS /1i
funds which were formerly

MRS M0CARTH1 whona

will off, courses

/high Imels

nual mating next week Es

teach, of St peso/de and

rn'Ill'i.ngt'n'r'IchmLni

intermediate Ind./

per

Operating expenses at the on

been

tithe 101110101 1, 1

atom to be Milled e ill be de
ernoned le the actual snroll

Thc toonshm is sspeed to
eonsider posage of a levy for

base

for

b

CIPoritn:".: nccd'71''hol'osnr9unihbper'r oki :CI'

corporated areas gate said

bolo attend the
ahoul only bssause
clots
thYm to Inve ryligasue sew/.

°UDR OW WAS qatm

of

pined
Ind127r1
Eturncd
to thor
ICI:"14rh
1:t'''''L
WI:

.-- -'-'--

tart' sews hook ups to taro-

on de miter

Other Y mdid des did not
sigh m comment m du tome
berms, negettamme are cur
rently undsro
between

Westion on the ...cm

status of district school build-

Tho, arc gettmg

Inusr

O"

C

re

gutted because the township

Dist . 57 candidates take part in forum
I0 amnt dJmnituts 11
Gunge Pctsr Thalon: 14136
W Bum Av Crsorgs Erni'
609 E Prospect and Harold

rods used in special orals.,
IdtfiraltP,nrpla,tton for eg,,,,

students planning to ante!
in the Summer Loirmak

A new entry of 520000 for
is

enmunity

201 W. Rand Rd.

Across from Randhurst

OPEN:

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10-8

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

Harper College's designing /women
create one -of-a -kind originals

,.

:.
Out our way we 11 have 11
lively election Its brgnehael
district We have many high

WHEN CLYDE
CLYDE Brooke
gang to
announced he

hools
They gpend great
amounts of money. Many

their neighbors. Why? The answer is simple. A Negro haat.
flounced he is a candidate for
one of the three school board

.

Ours is a virtually all white
suppose you an
district.
district on two hands. Maybe

was a high school counsdor,
He's a consultant with an
educational publishing bona,

15011011one. In those families,

AB of that givm him a litde

1

count the Negro families in the

tee Negro high athool students

Pint attribute

V

school

Right now, I don't know of
Brooks is one of the best qua tied for the three available

Church Federation of Greater
Chicago. He's participated in
Marillac problems (that's a

seats. There are some obvionsly well qualified candi-

By Fern Schneider

Thera students molly mart
from scratch by putting their

etre modeled by die girls who
designed them. They are all

dates, but 1 haven't met them
all. I'm checking credentials,
though, jolt as you should do.
It may be that his nab

The weather outside was
frightful, but the fashion. In-

Weas down on paper, cutting
muslin pattern and finally ca ling the fabric and sewing the

majoring in fashion design and

aide were delightful:

assed their eyes to the recent

While you're checking, Just
pretend Clyde Brooks is white..
If you do, he might surprise

you'd say he was, emotionally

spring Urn.) and opened

and mental!), though. He.s

dial who is the fashion design.

night,
Wouldn't thalbe somethIngl

lived in the w live years.

That means be moved here

previously at Layton School of
Art in Milwaukee. She holds a
bachelor of science denote
from the University of CIFICi.

They modeled a veriety of
clothes from a bikini with
quilted cotton cover-up to 0
knit inidi suit with crocheted

them to the fashions designed
by students of him. Betty Gial-

a lot of people on election

are taking additional WYNN
In related subj...
Mrs. Gialdini came to Harper College after 10 years of
free lancing. She had ought

protein. They also make Mg
cowries to wear with their
eatiL from floppy hats to amchain jewelry.

Members of the Mount
Prospect
Newcomers Club

fications are as emu!. or better.
than any others.

CLYDE BROOKS ISN'T a
big man, physically. I guess

idea of what it is ell about.

for

bard member

Chicago Settlement House).
He, president of Educational
Laboratories, Inc., the outfit
that sponored Si dewelk
Academy. Its sounds like ben et
go-go man, and he is.

He probably thinks he
knows a little about educuthin.
He teaches, part-time, at Han
per College. He taught in ast.
ere Chicago high schools. He

wen

M came That I an tonne

kweanis. Hew move in Mt
'clutrch. He orks with the

la's degree. That's probably
not enough for some pedple.
Still, it not bad.

They've been whispering to

soulwhen It bek certain amount

enmity activities eng hap him
make the t,radt He belongs le

nth you could almost hear the
gasps. How dare he do a thlrfg
like that?
Probably one reason is beeause he thinks he's qualified.
He's educated. He's got s ma-

people want to help them dolL
Petitions have ban circulated.
The hut has begun.
The bigots are having a field
day.
They started
early.

p0

He probably dunk. Ins

are too few to [MUM

andassistant professor of
fashion design n Harper Col-

necklace end bag. The on -

loge.

gine, one-ohadeind creations

nalB and a muter of fine era
from the An institute of Chi -

As for a Mare roma.% in
fashions, Betty Gieldini predicts a very femininc look with
large brimmed hats. strapless
gowns, low but not bulky
heels, frilly dresses fashioned
of chiffon, georgette, dotted
swim and polka dots.

Letters to the Editor
"What worries me is: What are they going to do about
showing film clips from 'X' -rated movies?"

Harper Board
Many a child fails to reach
en enriched and intellectually
atimulating fife; instead be
joins the disinherited in a she!.

Editor
The character of our social
inStItutions affects us in almost

Editor:

of the
problems at Harper College
are not being brought before
the public. We challenge the
incumtient board members to
justify the following questions
which we believe are vital isums in me more. campaion
complexities

The

Map publications
"Home the orognal dream by aluveysjevilottely keeping

I. Why were meetings in
- Marshall Field III

lentionally held to discuss the
referendum without giving pm

or notice to the public? The
Peg°

Wednesday, April 8,1970

Board of Trustees is elected by

lar ,t

p

p

business With public monies,
We believe that if the public is

John E. Stanton, Editor rind Publisher

Kiedoisch, Mt/nog/no Editor

t

t

to react favorably to Harper

R.E. Hutchinson, Vice-Prebldrna

ilei °one; aorpe ein,a:rad tyro:. k
College,

Jis-

R. N.Pueta, Ciro/a/ion Discern

C.F.Nau, lig Ordain g Direrlelr

:70leek te'
'et.

dual'

ette t,ttwe hO.
reasons
c
March 21
referees
g_Co

2. Why has the board been
so reluctant to inform the pub
Ile of the status of the federal
suit filed against Hamer Col-

High above Cuyahoga's waters
By Catherine O'Donnell

lege? Has en honorable settlement been attempted prior to a
more costlyjudicial determination, Again it is the public who
paying. When requesting
copies
Y
from Harper College of

low and purposeless existence

in our present society has per haps the greatest impact of all,
since it is the setting in which

high

mean gremlins the creep into
this copy and come between
you and me is that explaining

the Odental
sem, the Planetarium and
M10011111,

he

cemPanmd be a wholesome so -

the responsibility for good dis.
cipline. It is the duty of the
Board of Education of District

dial ertyweemeet When I to'

214 to provide the decisive and

The necd at this age ss a pro -

gram e', 9'04

"t

to

edeeetiee cef

education

0'
th°0° thol° "'et'
for movie projectors,

do
I

funds
slide

projectors, and overhead proCa

forceful policy decisions that
will reinforce the disciplinary
authority

various and other educational
spots. The roster included the

mvie, "Patton"

the following day adds
inches to the total with little effort. Yesterday's column gave
credit to three very bright

monk in the hig city. And 140
of the 230 chose the movie,
which kind of restores one's

youngsters who one worked
for Day Circulation manager.

faith in the younger greet
Mon. The only catch was that

on

DiCk Path

at

the Bis-

the boys will have to write a
rcport on their chosen spot.

-

The Jinn was Chris P1111a010. who is now editor -in-

DIAMOND JUBILEE

chief of the Harper Junior

of Woman's Clubs will gather
tor their
and Dia-

College glossy magazine, Halcyon. Another wss Carol
Marks, a" hour" freshman

at Marquette University, and
111011
there was Neal Tarpey.
Neal is a 3.8 average student.

Four is perfect. A Phi Beta
Kappa needs only 3.3. Nal attends John Carroll University

in University Heights, Cleveland. Ohio suburb.

The column

The forces of the Federation

mond Jubilee Celebration next
oath
Heights' busy, members, Don-

told, on the advice of the attoss
ney, that they were not public

lumbia not to be represented in
Me federal government.

time are public information

CANDIDATES' NIGHT
The Arlington
Height.
Mount Prospect Leamte of
Women Voters will sponsor a
candidates night for District
214 campaigners Thursday in

feature - competent back up the enforcement of

-aid
and dedicated teachers. The
,thica.elwristheky to the educe -

a Program.

good discipline in our schools.
Joseph J. Connery
Candidate, District 214

soline"-Ursuline College for
Wooten being part of John

tures taken during the formative years of the Mount Pros-

Carroll
University --may
I
apologize and ask everyone

peso Woman's Club.

who has ever had any con-

WARNING TO CONGRESS clock lately wilt be held on Sa
Let this be regarded
urday.
May 6, 1,500 women will despeed on Capitol Hill. They will
prment the congressmen' with

father of all polluted streams

The
members attending the League

If that gremlin

changes 'Cuyahoga" to °Ca.
He's had it.)

FREEDOM OF CHOICE
When the 230 students of
the HumaditiM Department at
St. Victor High School for

Unicaing from Texas A &
juris doctor degree
silt' and
from Chicago -Kent College of
caw.. 1 ant employed as a pmt

attorney for The Quther

Oaks Co.
eth

interested

th ...in

that our children get the ben

cducetion possible. keeping in

mind that our taxpayers cannot be unreasonably taxed.
have definite ideas on the
'CCMingur District

n.t,c,1=,,aan,e,,ohn

Day reporter
is commended

is

naessery to make eclectic decisions which will help zeM in
on these pending problems.

have at least one million names

on it. It will ask that the Distrim of Columbia be allowed

represeon
1,501

in Congress,
women will be

of Women Voters' annual national convention robe held in
Washington. D.C. from May 4
through May 8. On Wednes-

day, April 15, the LWV
begin collecting names on the

Boys were allowed a choice of
places to go in Chicago today,

petitions gamily. The women
actually have made arrangements' with their representa-

the list was long and varied.

fives to present the petition. So

--They-could-golo-the-Sciencr- they won't- be goo -surprised

are those who spend a good
part of the day dialing those
busy numbers. The pharmaafter who try Co call doctor
after doctor for patients' pre .riptions and get busy signals
are Feeling frustrated. There
are some medical men who
have phones with numbers
known but to them and drug gists but said one pharmacish
"They are few."
dect

check the tax deductible list
and install a phone for the
friendly

pharmacist's

MriPtien8f-

pre -

Coon 0000001.

hearings on the subject Made
ic schools.
I should like to say that your
education editor, Jan Bone.
mkt

of
Na
ing the tmtimony at the Arl.
ing,t1Heights hearipg Mamh
Her gogeg of

7%dzqU

was lM

b.., hog co to dab,.

my idess te eili me se wean

discuss them in detail. My tele-

Eugene F. Schlickman
Chairmen
Elementary and Secondary
Nonpublic Schools Study
Commission

Special low rate during
INTERNATIONAL
WANT AD WEEK

Wedn s ay, Ap i 8,1970

goaaesegeoessverragvesa 00000,100000 toots

Suburban Singles
now organizing.
The newly formed fellowship poop called "T. Sabotban Singles" will meet at 7:30
p.m. April 10 01 The Peace Re.

formed Church. 600 E. Golf
Rd., Mount Prospect.
A potluck springtime theme
dinner is being planned for this

evt

Frances Bevies,
chaienrman, and her committee.
by

Elfrieda Englass, Lynn Salley, Edwina thandelle and

for any non-commercial
want ad started during
April 5 to 10, 1970

Vernon Kruse.
T h e organiftition

will

Bucks and Does
celebrating
anniversary

3LINES

Saturday, April 11, the
Bucks and Does Square Dance

Mrs Hannah K. Wilson
Dr. Joseph C. Morton

All

letters

to

edibe signed. but
the

rspewritlen.

per-

ernd should cantonato

address or phone temp
ber se their oieheadeitr
emberherked

00

Make as many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

just dial the Day!

etters.
11111MAROMI NAST
11111.1.12,11111

11 ...0 . 1 9Comic Page

club

caller

disNrience the scientific
overies of Aramis 900, which

is being introdked this week
at CarsortsPirie'Scott. Aramis
reprmentative Einar
900
Skaar

available to assist

w it h individual

In addition. lind the word
lsing ell seven of these
27 good, 33 excellent

while

Held direct the rounds.

Start the action...

Mfg

-

255-7200 OR 296-6640

The Peace Reformed

Church is located on 10.00 or
between Arlington
Golf
Height. Rd. and Some it'd. in
Mount Prospect.

Questers
convene
Mrs.

Robert

Edward

of

ington Heights, Herman Voir.
as
Chapter, currently
national recording secrtary,
attended

the

Indiana

State

Mrs. Edwards is planning to
have an area meeting for the
tresidents of all Quester chapers in the northwest suburban

amis
aids men

GRIVENA

P.m.

been mulled to attend, and the

"Foggy" Thompson calls the
warm and Susan and Henry

Hideaword

separated or never married.
For further information
please call 358-0934 after, 6:30

Qumters'Convention inCrova

evening,

on mum L er rers

single people over the age of 30

who are widoed,

effort td 'make this a memo.
rable evening. All past presidents and club callers have

sible.

names will be withheld up.

This group will welcome

of the Salt Creek Chapter, and
Mr, Charles Stadelman of Arl-

should be . brief as pos-

st

dinner.

grooming

needs. To aid in determining
individual regeirements, the
900 Systhms Priogrammerwill
be consulted. .
Aramis 900 Was developed
the.company
by Aramis,
established by Enbe Lauder th
19651o provide rnen with a to-

tal grooming prograrn7

Point, Ind., last weekend.

area soon.

The national convention is
.scheduled May I through 3 at
the Benjamin Franklin Hotel,

Sorority News
The Alpha Xi Dena Math
Day 1.41110110011 will be held at

on Apill III at the Midwest
Club,

Country

Oakbrook.

Mrs. Grundy Steiner. an Alpha Xi alumna, will speak on
High School Seniors in the
70s." Mrs. Steiner is acanaly
Glenbrook High School di.
Vitt coordinator.

bets of Alpha Xi Delta for 36
ees.
Y Proceeds of the luncheon

will be sent to the Alpha Xi
Delta Philanthropic Fond.
lion. The foundation supports
programs aimed at preventing
juvenile delinquency. It blow
annually grants scholarships
and

fellowships

to men or

women preparing to work in

Included In the program
will be the Founder 'S Day cermoony and a special tribute to

social ervice.

Order of the Rose.reciplents.
women who have been man -

William Myers of Des Moines.

BETA SIGMA PHI
March activities of Kappa
Kappa Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi included a suitcase sociel.
sending cookies to servicemem
in Vietnam and writing letters
to the ambassadors of nations
to protest the tremnent of prisoners of war.
Officers for the 1970.71 so.

verity year were elected and
will be installed at the first
meeting in May. They are:
Mrs. Michael Moudry, president; Mrs. Bert Evans, viceprmident; Mrs. John Benassi,
recording secretary; Mrs. Jesse

Area altimnoc wishing more

thformation may come Ma

Alpha Xi

Delta plans
State Day
Alpha Xi Delta alums will
be treated to v demonstration
of wigs by Irene NI izejewski. li-

censed beautici. from Chiago, at their meeting April 15

at 8 p.m. It will be held in the
Ridge. Co -hostess is Mrs. Rob
ert Sharp of Mount Prospect.

Members are reminded to
the bazaar workshop
attend tit

brook. Workshops

or college. Women wishing
further information may contact Mrs. Richard nlondey at

ton Heights and April 28 In

595-0113.

tending the meeting or wad shop. may call Ma John Hannibal at 394-0027 for further
details..

The desire for colored bath.
room fixtures is at an all-time
high, according to the PlumbInforimotion
n g -Heating -Cooling
Bureau. A study of the
attitudes of 1,000 women from
middle -income households re -

Mated that 70 per cent want
'color in their next bathrooms.
Among women who already
have colored bathroom
tures, the percentage was even

hi her - 80 per cent for color.
"Meer white.

DELTA IOTA'

The

Arlington

Heights

Area Chapter of Delta Zeta
Alumnae will meet April. l3 at
8 p.m. for a business meeting
and, a demonstration of fig-

urine painting by one of the
members. Mrs. Robert Sack,
2009 E. Fremont Ct., Arling-

April 13, 10p.m., at
the home of Mrs. Gary Pier thin, 2547 Oak Lane. Northare also

for April 23 in Arline Park Ridge.
Alumnae interested

in at-

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA
The Alpha Nu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will meet
tonight, April 8, at the home of
Mrs, James Foster, 218 Cady,

come to join the group and
may call the president, Mrs.
Levi Holmes, 449-2196. for

Palatine. George Simon of
Chicago will be present to tell
members about thew state
Philanthropic project,Stglude's
Hospital. He will also help
them launch plans for a teen-

Information.

age march On MaY.17.

ton Heights, will be hostess.
All area Delta Zetas are wel-

"

'

The coniefelthe. "A New
Look
Bored

at Women:. is spa.
by NIU's College of

Continuing Education. 1..eading professional women will
community inspeak on

legislation

volvement,

and

education of women. Dr. Carol Trothcher 10 symposiumdes
Mrs.

Kleiman,

author of

interest group on "Thc
tore Woman, Now Whatr
active in
Mrs. Kleiman
the Chicago Freedom `Mono

-

mil, the American Civil Lib.,
crtics Union,Tdothers on the
Move and American Peen,.
Service Committee. Shc a a
Glenview

resident,

sod the

mother of one girl and two

home of Mrs. Warren Fox well. 522 N. Home Av., Put

and cultural sorority and is not
affiliated with any high school

1,000 women
advise on color

Meshy Center.

will be one of two leaders of an

now being taken. Refer to the
winter issue of Questera
Magazine for further informa.

at the Northern Illinois Gni-

is

State Regent
to address DAR

Mrs. Matthews of Chicago
the advisory council for

the symposium. She is a mem-

ber of °Mademoiselle" magacine's promotion and . merchandising department as well
as Midwest editor.
Sho spends half of her time
traveling to cover fmhion mar-

ka,

and

f.hion

shows.

Frequently she appears at eamet conferences at Midwest
cainpuses to represent the
fashion industry.
Mn.s Nlatthews is a member
of the Council on Foreign Re-

lations, the Board of the Chiago Chapter. American Red
Craw and the Fashion Group
of America.

A potluck luncheon will he
featured at tomforimb memla of the Eli Skinner Chapter

of the Daughters of the Amerian Revolution at noon in the
home of Mrs. H. W. Post. 934
Arlington
Kennicott.
N N.

Country walk
"Signature

Houses,"

B.

house and garden walk to be
given by the Woman's Board

f The Noah Shore Country
Day School to benefit the
Scholarship Fund will be held
Friday and Saturday, May 15
d 16
The walk includes exemptes

of widely divergent stylm of
living and illustrates the way
people's homes reflect their
special interest and activities.

A Green nimbi Corner will

a Victorian mansion; a lakeside "house for two," a pale -

Her lists of societies include
membership in the Daughters

gambler and kin- Thema

of American Colonists, Na-

Mrs.

he

John

Thome.
Mrs. Wakelee R. Smith, th
finals math regent, will be the
guest

stmaker,

discussing

"DAR - Past and Present."

tional Society of New England

Women and Society of Mayflower Descendants. She is
past president of the Beverly
Hills Center of Infant Welfare
Society.

Helen Bentley will
address Press Women
Helen

Delich

Bentley,
chairman of the Federal Madtime Commission will make
her first major public address
in the Midwest since her appointment at the 33d annual
Ladies of the Prev
She.
Sunday, April 12, in the She.
ton -Blackstone

Hotel.

topic win ho, "Ha
Becom,
Times?"

liar

medfr

Product of Oar

The Chicago Chapter of
Theta Sigma Phi, national profoss
dal society for women in

annual luncheon. Ticket Mforillation in the northsvestsubur-

reports of ahem cent state [W-

will be githn. Plans

ren:11M

will he finalized for a fundraising lunchmn April 16 at
the home of Mrs. John V.
Bruning, Prospect Heights.

with cash bar at noon, with the

lona.. beginning MT dint.
The first woman to serve in
a key government position in

the eurltime field, mth
ley was, for 7.1 years. maritime

editor of the Baltimore SYm.
During her floss as maritime
editor and syndicated water.
front columnist, she wai ere&
lied with the pakkage oloonsidarable maritime legislation.
Business Week called her cone

Doll winners
announced
The

St.

Alexios Hospital

Auxiliary receMly held its anDWI Raffle drawing.
Pulling thew inning cards was
hterpital administrator Brother
neal

Ferdinand Leyva, CFA. Meof the toughmt, mot aggro - ba, Presidmt Mrs. Roe.
slot
miry Romano and doll raffle
all

celemeeicaticets Mem°. the

chairman Min
committee
'Florence Hintze were also
uss Mrs. Bent Born in Nevada,
present.

10

mi0 ning,

area far away from the

First prire, a 17 -inch Prin-

Mro.ban arm may be obtained from

sea. She graduated from the

cess Aksandria doll with

egyPlaines, phone 824la Dr., Des
1742. There will be a reception

University of NI issoon in

custom
and

'

Style show
Music by the Crystal Ship
Will provide the background
for eliappy Bare," a fashion

show for teens at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow on the second floor of
Vernon tradition and' French WicbdIdt's, Randhurst. Spring
country home.
and summer wear will be feaFor further RorInation'iin toned as well as prom gowns.
the Walk conthet Mrs. Helen all modeled by Wieboldt4Jum

dal residence in the Mount

JMeph at fililoreit_61t74.

as national viee-ellainnan of
Anteri.r. heritage.

Nominations of officers and

be available also.

Six Winnetka homes will be
opened to the public including

Mrs. Smith. a member of the
Chapter
Mechlin
Dewalt
DAR, Chicago. is a resident of
Hinsdale and has been active
in the Fourth Division, serving

Bun

Heghts. Assisting kits. Poe
will

'tee

Philadelphia. Reservations arc

Beta Sigma Phi is a social

Carol KJehnen, Chicago
Tribune columnist, and Peggy
Henri Matthews, Midwest
editor of "Mademoiselle"
magazine, ale among participanss for the Status of Women
Symposium. April 14 and 15,

Working Woman".column in the Chicago Tribune.

824-4561.

Tompkins. corresponding secretary, and Mrs. Frank Fenneman, reasurer.

1100.

Carol Kleiman

reg. Henry Matthews

summer outfit. (Photo: by Fern Schneider)

choose its temporary officers
w a business meeting after the

versary. The dance will be held
at the club's "home," the
Dempster Junior High School,

club is calling all dancers 'to
come and help celebrate this
milestone. Refrmhments will
be on hand throughout the

we

bikini pants. A floppy hat lined in black and
white print with hag to match completol the

Palatine, president of the Illinois Questers and president

Dempster St. just west of Il-

DAYS

Under a quilted cotton emer.up, Linda Baa
taglia of Mum Ridge modeled a laced -op -he.
front black halter top with criw-crom straps and

Club will host a special dance
to celebrate their 15th anni-

linois 83.
The club is making a special

Letters To
The Editor

Page 5

Jul

did go eogo,

TRATION
To all ot you who have ever
tried to call a doctor or a dontor's office and felt a little dm learn
that there,

emery sem a coverup head scarf in silk print.

concluding its seri. of public

gas

district boundarim. school
lunch., 12 double school, sex
education. double shifts, blISleg. cht. I would like to invite
those who would like to hear

Women to take a
new look at women

A pink acetate knit was designed by Phyllis
Hartman of Arlington Heights. The two-piece
dress featured a bias flared skirt Her only a,

pdhor,
Our commission this wake

United Sta.. On Wednesday DEPARTMENT OF MOS-

e petition. The petition will

rivers.

Both groups urge the public to
attend. The election, in ease
y ou haven't looked at the

warning to the Congress of the

Cleveland's Cuyahoga
River is the only one that ever
needed the fire department to
douse the flames when the water caught fire. It's the grandand

It will be held at Fremd High
School and candidates for
School Districts 211 and 15
will also present their views.

have a B.S.

an-

diverse Board of Trustees

TONIGHT AT ft P.M. the
League of Women
Voters will have a candidate
night at which the Harper Juo.
ton College slate wall appear.

I

in chemical engineer.

swered now -which we doubt
is fully possible -it is already

Palatine

which will be held at 8 p.m. at
the town's Community Cenler. The Historical Society will

that

questions but why haven't they
been given to the public? Even

forms.

at a plum called "John Cornell
University." Now as one who
used to sing, "College days are
happy days in the halls of Ur-

with the Buckeye
school to please step forward
and sing. "High above Cuyahoga's Waters." For the benefit of the non -Ohioans, I
would also like to point out

Perham there arc sad....
tory an
to all of these

too late.
We feel strongly that a more

of the members to attend a
Monday April 27 meeting

ne,ction

Federal Building in Chicago.
Why the evasion,

ners too but .me of them have

yesterday
skipped his name and had him

show their gues. baby pi,

the

if they are satisfactorily

Gardner will have a Harper

admit&

three children.

neckline Jewelry and bag to match.

candidate for hoard
of education
School District 54

and were examined at a later

the.Rmdhut TowneHal at
pm They would hav had the
Harper Junior College moto attend the monthly Harper
Board meeting. President Pat

the

tratAs
o

deposi-

date by Mrs. Wilson at

na Hartley, is in charge of questionnaire that's been aooveoall planning for the excreed by the candidates ea
citing week-long affair which that the people attending will
includes a speech by movie ace have some idea of the plattrths Loretta Young. To honor
Mount Prospect Woman's
Club, the Mount Prospect Historical Society has invited all

Information, These

of

a board member. I will
do everything in my power to

rs, but
facilitiestmp
plus 'Mgr oPsht acos

the depositions taken in this

There will also bee little quiet
lobbying. The LWV feel that it
is unjust for the District of Co -

degree

a wholesome social environthe child to the adult, and it ment in the school. I believe
is probably the most volatile that the local administration
should have the authority and
and formative time.
that

ca, why was Mrs. Wilson
The nice thing about the

lilarally "turns
him off' at some point in his
Finally, 1 believe strongly in

the

stage is

school

Daring to be terterent in her new longueue look was Chesty
Skuban of Mount Prospect, right, who modeled this two-piece suit
of black, brown and while wool knit. Christy also made the croched

54.1 al, married and have

school career,

early childhood to and through
a prolonged adolescence. 'The

phone number is 529-4710, I

1 am Ounnk "Don" Odd would appreciate the votes of
et candidate for the board of your readcrs on April I I.
Donnie Don Rudd
education of School Merin

Editor:

because of the endless boredorn of stagnant, maladjusted
teaching that

our children am placed from

four-year period

lingthe Board of Trustees.

eltepopesfreedonrondinerflerned Integrity:.

every phase of our !Wm The
social institution of the school

take hold just as the mini look
dW, she said - and remember
hew We aB fought THAT?

Invites calls on Dist. 54
campaign issues

Candidate for Dist. 214 tells beliefs

Challenges

And one final note -- don't
fight the midi look --- it will

-

for Panbion Bard.

1944, where she was Initiated
into Theta Sigma Phi.
Theta Sigma Phi.
ur= pbrrLet ast,:Vsth,with the

war ro e
by auxiliary mem-

bers, wm won by Mrs. T. Murray

Bensenville.

Second prize, a handmade
afghan donated by M rs. G. Fil-

ton, Idaho, Trne,
Sonshe joined
the

Baltimom

wen of Itasca, went to Meg

Third, Elk Grove VilM km, McGrenera,
Elk
prize. a

general reports'
1945. She
ing and later became the labor
reporter. Jr 1948 she tooumted a change and was told

lage,

to "go down and look at the

Beach-of Elk Grove Village.

port, we've had nobody there
Since the War." She did. begM-

Winter 21 -year dart covering
that beat.

bicycletricycle

I

donated by the Elk

Grove Village Sport Shop, was

carried off by winOir Char

I), " faille proceeds go toollilling a substandel
pledge the auxiliary recently
made to A. AlexiusHospital.

..--...

----.-- ---....

1

1

,"..,

-eihs. ease
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Emporia band presents Beatitudes

The second public meeting

present a debate on both sides

of PEP (Pollution and Environ ment a I Problems) will

pat. Sunday at Thomas Jurtior

of the pollution problem at 2

Auto insurance may lead
to problems across border
points along the border. The

People planning to visit
neighboring Canada or Mexi-

institute wanted that if you are
involved in an accident in

co by nautomobile this year
to

Mexico and do not have the

an. before crossing thc bor.

proper coverage, your car mey
be impounded and you might
even wind up in jai].

today

cautioned
dorible.check their auto to
were
7")

der.
"Canada's
quirements

insurance
are

When you apply for your
Mexican policy, ask for a 1.

re.

rektively

ing of age.nts and brokers who

simple to ram bat those of
,,,,,,,
more of . p,..,

represent

This year the group will perform sections of °The Beatitudes" by
composer Frank Salisbury which premiered March 21, 1970. Six.

...A/embers of stage band will provide harken/aid for theme-

...of -The BeatitudmAThomas Dunham, formerly of Arlington
Heights but now of Long Grove, ha member of !bedroom

Warrant Officer, Clive H.
Collins, son-in-law of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Pederson, 2734 N
Dryden, Ading0M Heigh!,
and Capt. Ian C. Hawksworth.

discovered they had served
things in common when they
met briefly at the Army Prima Or Helicopter School.

Both are natives of Emitted:

both came to Vote Walters.
Ten.. after traveling eaten-

wvely in other parts of the
orld; 1.5111 both hove now
completed the flight training
program a, Fort Walters.

Caption Hawksworth won his

wings M 1968 and served a
yew' in Vietnam with the U.S.
Army before manning 10 the
school as operations °Meer for
the Methods of Instruction
IN1011 Flight III

The students ard David W.
.Noonan. a senior, son of Mr.

ber. 1963. Collins hods from
County. of Middlesex. and be
has been in the U.S. about live
years

Noble, 227 Milton Co., Hoy_
man Estates, and Joy Ann
p on, a
Tho
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
vey L. Thompson, 1006 Park
CC, Rolling Meadows.

and Mrs. ashen S. Noonan,
616 S. Cedar. Palatine, Susan

Noble, a freshman, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Howard J.
Use-freshman

Columbia, has a 550.000 Min-

Malin, director of the depart-

hum.

men, has announced,
The requirement,

To Yenfy that you have the
minimum insurance commas
ask your agent or broker for 4

yell.' card which

is

seedily

which

was to go into effect April I.
has been held invalid by the
Cook County Circuit Court,

available for that purpose.

mexico requires motoring

',is, laid.

from a klexican.based company, which you ntay be able
ho in advance or which
10 obtin

The notice of issuedtl I cis
under
fective date wA
an
court decision, Mahin said, That decision held
that the reyenue department

pnrchascd at most

could not treat the sale of ciga-

visitors

may

. carry

said in a news release, it

was

Northwest sub..
bonito were eager to join rg,
anti.pollution fight and mg,
eviden1

Before the debate, Dr. Joel
ins.
Cristo], allergist and

'''-'°1".
win
d1"-hea"lion
i°""°'"'"
dadgers. m°"'"' I'll"'
denims
from
pollution.
A Commonwealth Edison
Co.

representative,

H.

R.

Males, will discuss pollution

After April 12, PEP intends
to schedule more public [nee,
ing., mid Mrs. Brown.

in several lawsoits NO... 11w 15,00P wmds

Odd
to [meg

surmise to the fon, who were

Viator. When the

award with

forced to leave the Viator diesmond early yesterday. The
Knights got on the scoreboard
first, staging a genuine opening frame, White Sox -type rat-

double.

n

THE FINAL won mint

was

so

by.

inn P

held

iss

t seminar in !thrums. s.
Cording to Chmrman Mn.
Clayton Brown.
After the first seminar. she

'common -place around
diamonds this season.

path a massive public do.
lion campaign aganisr thedan.

passed ball, a stolen base and
an error.
But the Lions hauled out the
heavy artillery in the bottom of

lion
The

Lions bonged Prospect pitching for 13 hits en route to Ina
win. The Lions also managed
to push across runs in each of

ers of pollution." Mrs. Brown
contributed in that way..

the first and quickly were on
top, 3-2. Lead.off man Mike
Abinenti opened Me barrage
with a walk and moved mace-

insurance

antes differently than the sale
of motor fuel.
The state therefore could
not collect sales tax on the
price of cigarettes including

thc amount of cigarette tax unless the same collection guideline was applied to the sale of

and cigarette tax sales. Total
revenue loss to the state could

be as high m $20 milli. a
year, Mahin said.

Mahin said no dechioit on
appealing the court decision
has been made.

n'STnreefunci'Olor fuel me is con -

sidercd a tax on the consumer

Assumes new

end not a part of the selling
price of motor fuel, the sales

position

tax hm been charged only on

thc actual cost of motor feel
lot the past 36 years. The Cook
County coun held that the rev-

department did not have
the power, without legislation,
to change this rule.

Richard Siedlecki, 220 W.

Colfax, P.n. hot then ap.
pointed to Niehoff & Co.'s es.

Purled Sales Promotion DaaghoeLdcrittiia,ir,,,tered

at

Hersey from losing

I. Keiffer, H, 16.2; 2. Shenerl.
P; 3. Halerow, 11; 100 -YARD

a

truck

KELSEY WON the

tt sme

91,

,'
'

'

lions of 525

in Seventeen.

All

to and photogrephy

41/2Y0
(for April -deposits before the 10th earn

winners will be published

interest f rom the 1st.)

each,oale men.

prize-winning sans. to illus.

the1anuary,
. issue, Com.
instructions are in the

The photo-

trate: these will be judged on

.larch Seventeen.

BANK

1011-

relay to
Rich

but

SuPerim

wimets

NOTRE DAME then pick,
ed up two runs in the second
the Green and White to a dra- inning as singles by George

(higher earning 90 -day account
with no minimum deposit or

mane seventh inning. -2 victory over the visiting Chargers.
The victors had jumped off

Mihinly111 balance required)

to a`2-0 loud M the second
frame, but they gave up single
runs to St, Joe's in the fourth
and fifth innings.

53/4%

THE STANDOFF Mid until the last of the seventh when
walk and two stolen hates by

Rotunno brought his gridiron
teammate to the plate with one

oat and the winning run on

"First Pilch Dance" is
scheduled for April II at the

(2 -year Certificate of Deposit

- check mailed each month

-

OTHER SAYINGS CERTIFICATE PLANS
(from 515% to 713%
call us for information)

to increase your present monthly income)

commissioner, pose with centerpiece sluggers rands by the
...HMV members. The dance
begins 51 9 p.m. Proceeds will

be used to purchase league
equipment. For ticket information contact Joan Felski,
956-0039.

third base.
Ancnen responded to the
pressure by drilling a sharp

line drive single to left Told.
=ding the final run across the

plete in ND's initial diamond

Flmhunt Country ChM in

of the 1970 season.

Wood Dale. Jim and Don, Min
sons of Willard Sandell, Way-

rinden area baseball league

BIG

01111

The plan that is right for you may not depend so much on the interest rote as on your financial problems or
your financial goals. We're sure we have a plan that suits your needs. Won't you come in and sit down with
us in person to discues the savings plan best suited to you. While you're at it, join our Fine China Club and
obtain your 3 -piece starter set FREE.

SUPER, SA/siDWICH

Theto
first scoring opportunity in the interleague practice
game went to St. Joseph as it
put two men on base in the

very first inning with two .1.
Jerry Lange
But Don
pitched his way out of trouble

by striking out Charger third
Each dapor.r Wand to $20,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

baseman Bill FugMan.
Notre Dame showed

it

Bob 'also get off to a fast start

RAND AT THOMAS

,

ARLINGTON RFS. ILL.

Roost. lb
Smith, 3b
Golden. e

3

1

3

_

2

2

D

0

Mulct. c

2

0

20
Madden. rf
Osterman. pb-rf 0 n
D
3
Foreman, m
3
Delaney. p
0
0
Wendell. ph
martin. p
U 0

1

2

2

0

0
4

us Bob Raccuglia led off the
Don hallof the first with two
bath knock. Rich Tajcck
Worked Charger pitcher lath
Carrod for a walk to put two

on with no out, but Carrod
then Mock out Rick Tosch
and, Rick Mack-ami got Ro

18

Koehle . For.
othe; DP -St. Astor, 2, Moral E'dRossi,

Foreman, Rossi -O'Donnell);
2B-Pencnozzo;
SH.Pette-

nun. Rossi. SB-Smith. !duelaL

PITCHING SUMMARY
1-1 R.ER SOBS
Pitcher
I

2

1

2

Berdell. p

Tanis

1

1

I

4
0
0

Jones

.4 II 10.9 6 5

Berdell
Delaney

OS 321-100.,
44 2.0 5 5

Merlin

wk,,,,,d,,,,,,

1

co

0

I

2

Jones.

0
0

0
0

Si, Viator

000

1 00.000
.

Yin -Jones. PB-Golden.

311 42-11-13-2
200 00.2.-4.1
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SPIRTS

April 8.
1970

la first Iming to beat throw of Prospect second
SI. Viator's fleet Denny Foreman (foreground)
Koehler (background, left). Koehler is attempting to complete double ploy initiated
with force-mon sliding Lion Bill Madden. Foreman made it. (Photo by Jim 0"Dartnell)

George Swegles (137.01.and

the mile -relay team of Dan
Wendoll, Steve Perm. Stanger
and Stillinank (2:36.4).

Scott Teuber in the twomile
run (9.57.31, alike Split t in the
880 -yard run 12:04.81 Gary
Raddeman in the 440 -yard

dash(52.4), Sam Witt in the

long jump 12-1001.
Scott
wile
ton (4:35.6)

Butler in the

both by big Bill Ton. The
Grenadier giant heaved the
Not 49 -PA and the discus
132-3 for Elk Groves Only
really bright spots of the day.

and

one of these first -places with

Cardinals

the high dump 01 5.8.
Other fast -glom

TWo-frill E: I. Davenport.

Rambo

firthpluce finishes to six for

yard high hurdles in school
recorJ time of 14.6, the 180
rind low hurdles at 21.0 and

MEM RESULTS

of Terry Stenger,

Gallas,

seven

TLIE OUTSTANDING

first in dm
high jump with a leap of 5.10.

yard dash 110.31, the half -mice

Arlington matched all but

opening baseball game 001001'
day against St. Joseph and led

GOLDEN SAVINGS ACCOUNT

SOON!

for the Cougars were Tom

gars' home track.

Outs, teamed up in the Dons'

11

P. I4 -I;2. Myler, P; 3. P.aseth
ny, H.

lar meet victory on the Cou-

Romano and Mom mono to pop out to second as
Ammo, two Notre Dame neither teem could creak the
High School football stand- scoring column.

OPENING

H; POLE VAULT: I. Zajonc,

01, Rick Stillmank in the 100-

performer in the meet was
COMM'S Steve Peterson. who
as No. I in three events. The
talented Cougar won the 120 -

andJim Heuer

3

Pala-

Conant and Elk Grove WSW day to racc off with a triangu-

Jim

MONTHLY INCOME

17

2

PC110114120, If

13

Jones, p

and Vince 0041,egner in the 220 yard dash

ELK GROVE picked up
two first places in the meet.
both in the weight events and

Grath. A.44-71/2.

lam, A, 21072,

15 -YARD' RELAY: I.
Conant (Stenger. Gallas, Ronloo, %wales.). 137.01 2. Elk

TWO.M1LE RUN: I.Teur-

DASH: 1. Raddeman, A, 52.4;
2. Stillmank, C, 53.0; 3. Mich-

., A. 9:57.3, 2. Banco. A.

dia. EG. 53,2; 4. Cleveland.

Lemckey C.
10:47.3: 4, Mikrut, C. 10:50,

A, 54.5.

MEET RESULTS
1 0: 2 7 .

;

3.

MILE RUN: 1. Butler. A.

2. Dunning. EG.
4:40.6; 3, Bond. C. 4:43.7: 4.
Welkin. A. 4:45.2. 220 -

4:35.6;

YARD DASH: I. Wegner, A.
23A; 2. Swanks. C. 23.9; 3.

Michell. EG, 24.1; 4, Wel-

don, A, 24.3,

MILE RELAY: I. Canon

Loeb. Dan Locallo and pitcher

stone seek to add further to
Greed's woes
T h e hot -footed former
quarterback was not finished
with his basepath efforts sr he

waited on second as Zierke
went down Swinging. and then

raced for Mind base with An.

Pod.

(Wendell,

Stenger,

Stillmank), 030.4) 2. Arline., 3:48.4. POLE VAULT: 1.
Rambo. Ci. I2-0; Z. Anderson,

HIGH JUMP: I. Peterson.
C, 5-1 0. DeWitt. A. 5.60 3.

C. 11-6; 1, kludge. A, 11-0;4.

111.1t-

Will, A. 0-4 0. pis)... C.

DIM: I. Paten m. C. 14.5: 2,
number. EG. 15.0: 3, Wow
doll. C. 16.13; 4. Ohman. A.

5-t, 1801,1111 LOW HURDui& I. maqrans. C, DA
Wendoll, C. 21.4:3, Taunter.

120-3; 3. Chidley. A. 116-334;
10,7.
1. DeZonna.

120.1ARD 1111(11

16.6.

EG. 22.4: 4. Onmen,A,22.7.

Michelin, EG, 10.5.

104013; 2. Michelle. EG. 20 DeWitt. 18-914;
31/4: 3.

100 -YARD DASH: I.
SWIM& C. M.312 Swegle.
C.10.4; 3. %W.A. 10.414.
ISIONARD RUN: I. Splitt.
A. 2104.111

3. Dahmer. Ea

206.7: 3.Curtin. A.2:07.104.

Spring football
practice for 2

LONG JUMP: I. Will. A.
Stenger.

C.

Hnivemity
Northwestern
ill welcome back its most ex..
pane.. football squad in
many years this Friday as the
Wldcats
open spring practice
1,11
the 7510 anniversary me
son of Big 14 football,

18-7A. SHOT

pun 1. Tem EG.
2.

Childley. A. 48-1116:3.
Beasley, C. and Mc -

(dm

Once again Rotuma, was
quicker than the St. Joe defense on he slid easily into the
hot
Ther spotlight then fell on
the muscular Anenen who had

entered the game in the fifth
fining to play right field.
HE SLAPPED the fourth

from. the

cnce season today with Holy
Cross. taking on the defending

Suburban Catholic

Coach Alex Agase will be
looking for replacements for
departing starters in four positions. tackle, fullback. split
end and flanker.

AMONG THE graduating
regulars is Bruce Hubbinl of
Arlington High School. who
manned the split cod paSiliOn
for Northweatern last se son.
The Wildcats will haste the
services of another formir Ar

frustrated

pitch
Greco between third 'and
short, and Rotunno nod home
with the game winner.
The Dons open their conferbaseball

champions in River Forest,

lingten standout howeojr. as
Scott Mudge of Arlington begins the long drop down to the
mate after clearing the pole vault her in yesterday's triannuler
meet against Conant and Elk Grove. Aludm's third -place Ilnish
helped the cards win the meet. (Photo by Mike Imam)

Todd Somers. a firil-yea
quarterback at the Evanston
campus

challenging Jon

is

front line signal callinb job
during the early drills.

Lange combined with a long

cnen at bat.

Ily and a St. Joe's error for the
first two runs of the year.

Forest View outraces Crown, Glenbard

The Dons recorded three
more base hits in the third
frame. but were unable to pad
their lead as they left the hags
loaded in a frustrating inning,

The losers picked up their
The
score of the game in thc
top of the fourth and then
came back in the next inning to
add the tying run on three solid
hits.
COACH JACK Burke's
ND diamondmen were unable
to retaliate through the middle
innings, but strong pitching by

Don retell& 1.13arsano kept
the deadlock intact until the
last of the seventh.
In that

fateful half to

Rot coos sharp eye and quick
f ect combined' will, AnM01.5
brute strength to give ND the
win.

Rotunno led off the home

seventh against St. Joe's sec-

ond pitcher Bob Greco. The
wiley first sacker waited out
the Charger reliefer, and before Greco could settle down,
6010110 had gained a free
pass to first.

WITH BILL Zierke in the
batter's box, Rotunno took off
for second, and in a cloud of
dash best the- du ve to key -

Forest View, Bark

to

brought its fine indoor neck
record outdoors yesterday and
aadded more lustre to it by scor-

ing a triangular mNorthvictory
over

and
d

Glenbard

beam piled up 701/2 points to
621/2

for Crown and 27 for

Glenburd North. The triumph
over the Panthers caw Fore.
View 1-0 record in Alid-Suburban League outdoor

Coach

Mohrmann's

Shakon

end Mike Keen in the half-

two-mile run 110,001). Bob
Bell in long jump (18.111/21.
Keen in the 100 -yard [lash

(10,0 and the IRD-yard low
hurdles 121.21. Keith Phillips
in the high jump 15-101 and
Mock in the 220 -yard dash
(23.91.

THE HOME team scored
Bill

Rochelle.
I:
mile relayv 1134.71.

Croon on the the Fakon
home track.

fashioning its victory. Six were
individual efforts and the seaenth a team effort by es cambation of Howd Mock.
Bay

seven first -place finishes while

Other Falcon first were reg.
istered by Ted Francsis in the

TWONDLE KUM I. Fran-

mi. FV.
Gomm.

10:42.0; 2. McEV, 11:02.0; 3.

Tuley. G: 11:13.0; 4, Van
Nem. C. 11:18.0. LONG
FV, 10111/2:
2 Rout. C. 10-11441 3. Sheicon, 18.831; 4. Paveika, G.

JUMP: I.
111-31/4.

MEET RESULTS

1201fARD HIGH HER131,Fth I. Jackson. C, 16.9%2.

Ineligibility takes its toll
at both Wheeling and Hersey
age of 19, which is the cutoff
for all spring sports athlete.

Hersey and Wheeling, two

teal. that should be fighting

Hull had his 19th birthday
March 14 and Toneff eel.

for the Mid -Suburban League
baseball crown this season.
suffered serious setbacks yew
terday when they learned tho

star players Steve Toneff of
Horsey and Dan Hull of
Wheeling will be ineligible for
the entire year.

Both players- are over the

Mated his three days later. Tim
deadline for a player reaching
the age 01 19 is April 11.
,

THE LOSS of these two fine
players will certainly hurt both
teams, since both meant much

-

Arthur. C.'10.6. DISCUS: I.
Tea,. EG, 132-30 2. Hult. A.

Notre Dame's last inning tally
beats visiting St. Joe's, 3-2

REGULAR SAVINGS ACCOUNT

winnersond thethreetopstory
in

I\

3

't

5-10; 2. Brandt, P; 3, Spry, 0,
DISCUS: I. Schniepp, P. 142.04 2. Braun, P; 3. Mucci.,

depth non it for the visitors

woo the high hurdlo in 16.2

...or

ao,,,

2

I

ards nip Cougars, Elk Grove in triangular

The Cougars scored

winning the
and Palatine
letting the mile relay in 3:37.7.
For Hersey. Kurt Kieffer

tv.

Sumner, If

111

Thurahoffer. ph I
0
Berryman, el

ing tomorrow afternoon when
they host the Maine Wm War.
dors in 4:00 Ern. The Lion.
play this afternoon, headed
Gienthoek South at 4030 pm.

HIGH JUMP: I. Heuer, H.

harm in third with 32 poi..

11130.yard

umpire mercifully called the
contest due to a rapidly des-

tine, 337.7;

squeaked past Comm, 651/2611/2. while Elk Grove limped

Hersey
relay

relays,

NORTHWEST
_ TRUST AND SAVINGS

Fits -

II; MILE RELAY: 1.

TheCardinalshmely

with a 437.4; Barry Schuhain
thc tong jump with an 18-916

t

411,

0

3
I

and.O.vo awry, the home plate

II

.7.

2

Lundstedt, ss

2

perched on first and second

A

g.fed a stiff wind es well ... Rembo in the pole vault (12-

Fred Miller in the mile run

1.1

1

Siren. 3b

White. C
Gums. plow
Koehler. 2b
Schreiber. 26
Jackson. of

ST. VINITIR 011
AB R II 111
Plmer
3
2 0
2
Abinanfi, cf
O'Donnell, lb .3 3 3 0

2, Fitzgerald. P; 3. Hakrow,

Arlington's track to

venport in the two-mile with e
9:59.3, Reid Jacobsen in the
860 with a 0105.2. Stew
Bahnfleth in the 440 with a
53.6. freshman Jan Fitzgerald
In the low hurdles with a 13.6.

,5.

0

pair of scores. With Lions

The Knights try to get roll-

I

It

I

Fritsch. lb

4

E

8811: I. Jacobson, P, 205.2;
2. Phillips, Pb 3. Lambert. P;
880 -YARD RELAY: I.
Hermy 440: I. 13.1ndleth, P.
SU: 2. Gehr, IL 55.2; 3.

C

through the fend inning. but

4

R
2

the Lions still pushed home a

cending dmkness.

,

All

hiusisl,rf

2200 I. Kehey, H. 23.2; 2.

Other winners for the vi.

THE TlMl elula antil the

numc,

photographic quality and opproprinteneu for publination

-

RI i

Patch, P; 3. Castro, H; LONG
JUMP: I. Schultz, P. 18.91/2;

the

comma -

hack of each, Deadline is July
IS. 1970 Judging
he on

1

point.
Knight larder Jones yielded
to Mike Berdell midway

-

-

10

PROSPECT (21

HOW

9-2

uncatchahle

13

P;

14.1; SHOT PEW
P. 47-11/2; 2. Garden, 14;

Reims Pirates were Bill Da-

bYe5

mil color or Math end white

dress and birth date on the

nay Rem. way to sophomore

Muth, P; 3. Castro. H;

456.

so ne before
t says

Photographer, Mould nub.

social issues,

am out. in the bottom of lbw
fifth.
ABINANTIS iillgIC fol-

were erased in double plays by
the slick -fielding Lions. Delve

Is

the proceedings with

seemingly

accounted for another run in
the third,
The fourth inning proved to
be the Lions' most potent as
they sent four runners aertm
the plate. A single, a walk, a
fielder's choice and an error
opened the frame's scoring. A
sacrifice. st walk and two sin-

II

26
,

3.511Th.H.M1LE) I
4:37.4;2. Rkger. H; 3. Camp.

en,

and Guy Zajone in the pole
emit with a 14.1.

Mention, reverio. nature and

H.

5.50mm-

likewise won two events, the
shot out and the discus. His
mak for the shot was 47-114
end his discus throw ma 142-'

WITH ONE OF OUR SAVINGS PLANS THAT IS ESPECIALLY

photographs illustrating

2.

LOW HURDLES: I.

in both races.
Henry Schncipp of Palatine

PLANNED WITH YOUR NEEDS IN MIND!

love,

nines. Two of those runners

halt to

Totals

sandwiched mound a
strikeout put the stansis
other throe tellies on the board
and boosted the Lion lead toe
glen

P

gerald, P. 13.6; 2. Kea. It

...third

for Seventeen.

of

le. until the umpires p01.

Delaney gat the next Knight
on fly ball to center, soften-

God, P;

100-

in 23.2, edging Tom Patch of
Palatine by .1 second in eta
event. Terry Castro of Hersey

AMl originality and suitability

themes

ncrs in the remaining three in-

though his Prospect counter part, Dave Jones, opened the
stanza with a base hit through
the right side of the infield.

yard dash in 10.4 and the 220

O

graphs voraca Ulan six SIMI
drue,
Amer should submit an
for a record S2900 in cash
print in Seventeen magazinesoriginal short story of between
2.000 and 15(10 mrds postannonl short story, art and
mucked by midnight. July I.
' photography caMests.
1970. Judging will be on the
basis of Mwary ivorth origiThis year's competitions natty. plot development...
lennehed in the March bum minas of dialogue. conmerk the first lime photo. vincing characterization and
graphy has been included. suitability air Seventeen.
An artist should submit
Boys and girls 13 through 19
pin. simples of hi, work with
me eligible to
name. address and birth dace
lest of 24 cash prizes. plus pub.
on the hmk an welt Deedline
in the magazine. Shan
story
story and at contests offer in July IS. IMO. Outstanding
'first. second and third prize( of contestants will he ,elected us
(Malls. am/ am a may
5500. 0300 and 6200

lain offensively yenerda% at

hits and three more baser.-

Lion starter and eventual
winner Mark Delaney began
to settle down in inning two.

DASH: I. Kelsey, H, 10A; 2.

Suburban League dual meet.
The Hersey frosh-soph team

talks
Young people with Acacia
ability arc invited to, compete

The Lions, on the other
hand were impossible to con,

scratched out only two more

single and came dancing home
on a fielder's choice off the bat
of Steve Smith.

10:21.3; HIGH HURDLE.%

the visiting Pirates in a Mid -

money

Gawlik,

P.

mect to Palatine yesterday os
the hosts met defeat, 79-48, to

heir Chicago

P59.3:

Two first places by Huskie
Choi. Kelsey couldn't prevent

in three events.

Artist, photography contest

last raps.

Pirates stampede
Huskie outdoor
tmcksters, 79-48

cisTiohncaCifook,Choouthnty.coo.talf,,dce-,

took a 74-53 decision, how us John Kuntz took lira

Coniston C.Ilawksworth deb), and Warrant racer Clive II. Collins. 0.1.S. Army photo)

PRITENUYZO SPRINT.
ED to third on Mark Rossi's

lowed by O'Donnell's double
.produced a ailly in the second
while a walk M Smith, a stolen
hose and Bill Madden's safety

Knights down in order their

swingers of the frame.
It was really no contest after
that as the visiting Prospectors

bases -clearing

a

and

final Inning. Young Merdn fin strong, setting the
dined

Kan Martin for the fink

dose another single to Tom
Shen. and then put fastball.
paid the final two Knight

Mike pettenagm. pm 'simnelf

The visitors shoved two
runs across on four walks, a

11-2 ledger.

the brilliance that coach Pat
Mahoney expects to become

Th. mririthlintion 11.00

th Marc ODannellk
dngla Lost year's Lim MVP,

and

have come 0s something of a, in the running fon this mason's

St. Viator showed flashes af

jar polluters.

Waled

Oh. dathniathdaslened gmnds
five innings.

were the
Knights, but as the shadows
lengthened, the Knights fell,
winding up on the dark side of

with Mn. Margaret Frail.,

an attorney with a Chicago law
firm which has been inVOlved

By Jim O'Donnell
The wmtern sky provided
natural scoreboard for the
Prospael Knights yesterday afat St.
ternoon in their
shining bright,

Court holds fuel tax rule is invalid

ell have as mach .5
,15.009 liability imathithei
you will meet the minimum requirements of the financial responsibility laws of all but one
long

*40'7 scholarship list rm. the
fall 1969 term at Beloit Col-

27 and is now al Fore Rucker.
Ala. for 16 weeks of advanced
night training.
Capt. alawksworrh. who calls
Newcastic-on-Tyne home, has
been in the States since Octo-

Arlington

in

as

he 777m 71 an accident.amount of motor fuel tax,
hi
The other province. British should be disregarded, George

lege, Beloit, Wis.

School
Heights.

High

11.11

Three adff alb. MAR.n

college students have made the

Collins received his course
completion certificate March

wniclItust.eful in the event of an

Notices from the Illinois
Department of Revenue rcOf th7 Pthnithes Thm meansqoiring sellers of motor fuel to
proveto
collect sales tax on the total
youpr mad M req.,' ell
are good for that amount price of the fuel, including the

3 on dean's list

Airmen find 'common ground'

The Institute mid that

oomp, won,

the border. The informetion

Ifocil,".sioaMi,thLtItnosurance In-

The College at Emporia, Kansas, Chorale, Toppers and Brass
Choir, on tour to the Font C0.1. will appear Thursday at 8 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church. Arlington Heights. The two.week tour
has been an annual schedule in the department's program for
mveral years. A highlight of this year's tour will be an appearance
in Washington D.C. at the Washington Cathedral.

Lions' 13 hits batter Prospect, 11-2

Anti pollution group plans debate Sunday

THE DAY
Page 6

Faun. C, 17.1; 1. Lindotrind.
G. I8a; 4. Deeming. C. 1119.
1011AARD DASH: I. Keen.
EV. 10.4:2. Shelton. FV. 10.4;
1. him Mock. EV, and Prom.
C. H.B.

to their respective teams. To-

I. In.
grand!. 6.2:04.0: 2.0011. FV..

ner( was the regular mtcher
for Hersey, and Hoff was the
Wildcats' starting fina base-

MILE RELAY:.

head coach Sieve
Huski
Chernicky plans to use scald
Tom Hart as Toneffs spot behind the plate. with junior Jim
Quade expected to give Hart a
good battle for the position.

11110 -YARD RUN:

YARD DASH:

I.

Ray. C.

53.0; 2. LaVigne. FV, 54.3; 3.
Cak, G. 56.1; 4. Sancho.. C,
56.4;

SHOT ELfD I.

Cr,

2. Huffman. . 43,
Bibby. C. 41-01/2; 4.
Hendon Fl, 40.101/21 HIGH
JUMP: I. Phillips.
5-10;
5.04.t, C. 5-8; 3. Leach. FY,
54
Fisher, C.
'
a,53-91/2

1804ARD LOW HURDIMS: .1. Keen. FV, 21.2; 2.
Jackson. C, 2.2.41 3. Faun. C.
23.0; 4. Duensim. C. 23,6,
MILE. RUN: I. Fisher. G.

454.0;

2,

Henderson. FV,

Dunphy. FY.
4:59.0;
3.
5:01.3; 4, Brtodend, C. 5:02,

2:05.7:1. Lawler. G.106.3;4.
S.leeitscr.' C, 2:110. HALF' -

View (Mack.

Forest

Rochelle,

Shw

bon, Keen) 1:34.7; 2. Crown,

220 -YARD DASH: I. Mock,
FY. 23.9; 2, Shakoes, FV,
23.9; 3. Preen, C, 24.0, 4.

137.4.

Pahlik, G, 244. MILE RE-

DISCUS: I, Keller, C. 15131/2; 2. Jankowski. VV. 110
10; 3, Humming, C. 115-675;
Rothert. C. 112-7. 4104

Crown. POLE VAULT: I.

LAY: I. Glenbard North; 0.
While, C. 10-0: 2, Much. FV.

100; 3. Gross. FV. 10-0; 4.
Boom. FV. 100.

THE DAY
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Knights race to track win
over Wheeling, St. Viator
tough Alk1Subtubtat Leeson

By Lisala Umiak.

opponents,

Spark Edgar

THE VARSITY shot put

SSP relay, lm hag., 2 20
end mile relay.
Only the 440 and mile to os
slipped from the Knight grid

Prospect- took the flat outdoor triangular tree{ meet of

story was written by Lion Jeff

It was a little different in th

over

Scott with. a 4ft9W heave,
Steve Schlickman of Vim,

field where the Knights cool d

yesterday

season

the

Wheeling and St. Viator, but
the Wildcat and. Lion fresh.
soph teams lamed amend to
knock Prospect out of theme.

turned in the other blue ribbon
performance for the Owen
Foemen with a 4;37.1 mile run

On the varsity level. the
halbouttfonr meet (the field

and

places and Ova seconds amona

staff of timing, gift-givifig

Pommel.,

2.

For the winning Knights,
nearly everything went right in

meet only
meet.

half -an -outdoors.

Prospect was paced by ten

SV, 10.6;3. Szala, 1, 10.6 plus:
4. Remelt, W. 10.8;

on Jim Butz, who won bet
ing to a 15.3 in the high's an
ton 21.5 in the lows, and mph .
°More Paul Hacker with win s
in the 100 and 220 dashes.

HACKER WAS timed in
10.3 in the 100 and a 73.3 far
the 220. Other winners for the
victorious Knights were the

Page 8

Keith ll Allen in Me twwmile.
Keith Nlatthews in qhe 1380.

Wednesday,

SPIRTS

April 8,

Jeff bleissner in Me high jump

and Tins Loeffel in the pole
vauIL. With a stiff wind blowing. none of the times were

1970,.

close to records.

Wheeling's Kevin Barthule
ruled the discus with a 153.4W

tow while Gam Hildebrandt
owned the 440 in a 51.8. Wildcat Jon Pitt took home thegold
medal in the broad jump, sailing 20-1.
Second places were distributed a Ilfile better. Nu
Prospect still got its share.

Knight runners-up were Bob
in

Butz

two.ile.

the

Butz in the broad jump. Tom
Klinker in the mile and Terry
Rohan in the high jump. For
Wheeling, Joel Olsen picked
up a pair of red ribbons with
seconds in the high and low

9

hurdles while teammate Frank
Savage ran second in the 880.
Bill as
was second in
440 as was Wildcat Tom Holz.

in Me she put. Wheel-

ambassadresses of good will.

P,

milers M the area.

the high and low hurdles, mov

ess" program by adding a fifth
hostess, Mrs: Nancy Straka, to

Mrs. Straka, who lives in

10:32.8;3. Larson, P, 10:53.5;
4.
Condon, SV,
11:04.9;

NIcCall, SV. 17.5; 4. Wahl; P,
19.2; 100 -YARD DASH: I.
Hackers P, 10.3; 2. Gifimpie,

Prospect outthe
running
Knights of Joe Wanner pointed to wins in the two.mik, high
hurdles. 100-verd dash. ISO.

hin the Limn claimed two raint

TWO MILE: I. Allen, P,

the that put. The field event
terse held inside. making th

newly -installed
door
track,

Viator's 341. It was the first
meet of the season for Vim,.

celebrating the first an niears ary of its 'Welcome Host-

9:59.6;

Fox 'Lake, will welcome new-

comers to Lake Zurich, Arlington Heights and Palatine.
"Housewives who have just
moved to a new area are hapny

te sce us," said Mrs. hip
the
"pioneerhostess who inaugurated the
program last year. "Partly hecause we bring exciting gift
certificates but also because
we try to answer questions

880 RUN:
Matthews. P.
104.1; 2. Savage, W, 2:06.9;
3. Morrison, P. 2:08.2;4. Fly stak, W. 2:08.5; DISCUS: I.
Barthule:

W,

53-4W

about the area.

IN FACT, we're some-

7.

times

W. 12,5; 880 RELAY:

friend. bremember one of my
earliest and Moat satisfying to.

146-4, ; 3.
Korf. P, 137-0; 4. Holiskope
I.

Prospect. 1:37.2; 2. St. Viator
1:41: 440 RUN: I. Hildebrandt. W. 31.8; 2, Sanders.
W. 53.3; 3. Sada. P. 54.6: 4.

per'

Mr, Carpenter soon,i
M.dly

IOW 3. Romano, W, 44-10W:

Vmderbum, SV. 41-91;

Grove, where she now wols

419,

comes new Unidents.
The other hostesses are mrs.

BROAD 31.SAIR. I. Butz, P.
21.5:'_, Olsen, W, 21.5 plus; 3.
McNamara. SV, 23.3: 4.
SV, 23.5: MILE
RUN; I. Schlickman, SV.

4:37.1; 2. Klink.

Paul

ing. Prospect's Gary Reese (background) overtook Klineberg
and the Knights won the race. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

and in the long jump with
184. t he shot put distance by
the yotIngster would have been
good for second in the varsity
meet, and his long jump would

The Prospect Knight tennis
teams gm off on Ow right track
yesterday afternoon as the varsity defeated Maine East. 4-1.
and the Iroshoph blanked

The Knights' doubles teams
swept their matches to ice dm
meet. The number one squad.
Clwis Sales and Jell bluradinn.

stepped Dave Goldberg and

their Bk. Demon counter-

Deny Kowa in straight

parts. 5-0.

ans.

The 'Knights suffeied their
lone defeat of the day et firm
singles where Eau's RID; Nid.
Cake.: by Knight junior

Knight duo. beat Ken Krejsa
and (dike Weismar of Maine

Caves' llns.

0.4.

Grady, P. 23.1:4. McCarthy,
SV,

24.5; HIGH JUMP:

Nftissner. P,

I.

Bohan. P.

5-10; 3. Pitt. W.5-10; 4. Wot:
al. P. 5-6; POLE. VAULT: I.
Loeffel. P, 11-0; 2. PM, W. 10.
6: 3. (tie) Cordina. P-N1cCue.

SY, 10-0: NULL RELAY: I.
Plospect. 3:43.7; 2. Wheeling
3:45.8;3. St. Visuor. 3:48.

KITCHEN
CABINETS
This 8' contemporary kitchen was
designed with the woman of today
in mind. Includes 2-30" wall cabinets, 1-3' valance, 1-36" sink front

FROSII-SOPH

please mach Jim Wright. 'ay
nes is cloy: match ail thc wa
and Collins dm= hal it."
pointed out Wright. "He
needed o

;inlet

East. 6-2. 6-0.

winthe

match in he third set but he
couldn't ho
PROSPECT CAME back
quickly ai the remining Iwo
singles' slots. At number two
tne

On the iroM.ph level. the
Knights
the

nated

domi-

action. Only one

match. first singles inn( three
arc and that was won by Prospect's John Schiebold. 7-5.
6.2. over Denson Jef fZimmerman. blatt Sopchyk made
quids work of Maine East's Ed
Palmer in the second singles

HURDLES

ford. SV, 19.7:

2: 10.411130 RELAY: 1. 5t. Vino, I:43.5; 2. Wheeling.
I:40.6; 3. Prospect. 1:49.2:

440 DASH: I. Helmer. W.

15-7: LOW FILKPoole. W. 03.6; 3.

Onock SV..tid: 3. Bennett. P.
25.7: 4.Berry. W.26.1:

emerge victorious over Jerry
Zimmamm. 6-3.11.6,

5:03.5: 2. McCue. SV.
3. Schechter, P.5:176:4. Are -

ban. W.5:19.7; 220 DASH: I.
doubles

Klingberg. by. 25.3: 0.

teams matched the record or
their varsity peers. sweeping

Ilcheaft W, 25.8; 3. Nlerges,
SV. 25.8 plus: 4. Helmer, W.

both contests. The number onc

25.9; H1011 .1123,11, I. Poole.

Knight ate
of Mike Gross
and Steve NIcklurry won. 6-2.

W, 5-2; 2. bleGlothin, W. 5-2;
3, Rusek, W, 5-2; 4. Pie) Ber-

while the second pair.
Craig NI althews and John Win

g en, P-Vandenbussche. P, 5-0;

MILE RELAY: I. Wheeling.

in

3:53.2; 2. Prospect, 3:51.3; 3.
S
Viator, 4:10; POLE

The Prospectors swing back
into action tomorrow when

VAULT: I. McGlothlin. W.

travel to the courts of

by Zinimanek. playing in hh

junior Dave Nelmt

the lead with a
4.6. SO. ft I victory over Demon CnI Hainringer.

Arlington Cardinal
sophomore tennis squad got
The

off to a fimhy start Saturday
afternoon when it swept the
top laurels in the annual New
Trier Sophomore Invitational.

Waycindan dance
The .Waminden Area Boys
will
Baseball
Association
sponsk a dance Saturday at
the Elrithurst Country Club in
Wood t Dale. The affair is
scheduled to begin at 9 p.m.
with Proceeds going to buy
baseball equipment.
A dontinuous buffet will
run from I p.m. to 12:30
I

while Ae George Ram.

The

Redbird end...

men outscored the host Indians by a mere two and a
h elf markers to claim the lirst
p lace -trophy while Hinsdale
C eatrial racked up 21 points
e nd Eisenhower tallied nine

and hall

n his matches ageing all
three schools. and Merkel end

Eisenhower netmen. 8.3 and
9-2. Rodig wen nosed out by
n quick Red Devil opponent.

an Indian each would up with

4-7.

number 01 wins a participant

19 to share the high honors.

Doug Meyer. also a fresh-

two fine showings against his

30" RANGE

MG 53 X

Orr 305TX

203 lb. freezer e P city with optional
Me maker. 20.5 cu.
It 33%5 wide.

Snt t and forget it.

FRIGIDAIRE

mas er oven control. Lift-off oven

dirty work. Just

don .

set the oven timer.

Automatic cook-

RIGIDAIRE
1135

1 5533

SIDE BY SIDE S42195
r,wrew ss..
teREFRIGERATOR

washing action,
dual detergent dispenser n d remov-

lock the door and

Use in oo

$18895

3 level super surge

Cleans up its own

1654

so

ning is SI0.50 per couple. For

had reformation. call Joan

es. 5-6 and 5-6. The first place

in

a home -decorating

book, SIO discounts, and a
brass door plate engraved with
the

newcomer's mme. The

packet also includes a unique
ruler
symbolising
13 -inch
'Randhurst's extra measure
of service."
In addition to bringing gifts.
hom ever. the hostesses bring
news, too. Right now, the big

Celebreling the first anniversary of Randhurst Shopping Center's ',Welcome Hostewe pro
gram are Nish.. (from left), Mrs. Paul Demo of Deerfield, Mn. Dude! Carpenter of Buffalo
Grove, Mrs. William Frost of Elk Grove Village, and Mrs. Nancy Straka of Fox Lake. Not shown

announcement is that Homihurst's smte.certilied
Play

Randhurst are growing so rap-

School is open from 0:00 a.m,
to 12;30 p.m. each Saturday
morning for shoppers' chit dun from 3 to 8 yearsold. Adcents for
minion is just
each child.
"Were the oldfashioacd
town crier, but with more ter -

Mary to refer." Mrs. Centel, ter said. "The towns around

is Mrs. Arthur (limb of Mount Prospect. During their visits to newcomers In the Randherst area to
lionesses leave gift certilicates and answer questions about the surrounding towns.

idly that wc have to stay on
the job ell the time'
-I skipped Buffalo Grove
for a few weeks to visit another

randy sir-

area, and taw

prised by the number of new
people who had arrived in the
meantime." she said.
lo deter

311C

hrlatill5e.5.

ing and Rodig, and Merkel
teamed to knoteh o pair of gist
places endings in the number
Iwo and three doubles, to as -

it,4aid Mn. Carpenter.

have found that women

con commenicate in spite of
many handicaps."

vice for his rem tenant.

If a newcomer
Tot at
ome, the hostess win ewe
appoint-

.

hes been named assistant man-

tam.

"Even if a new resident
doesn't speak English, we still
can have a thoroughly enjoy-

Kingston.

match Bob Archer's record of
planning and developing what
will become the second largest city to Illinois and of administering the fastest -grow-

ing city in the state without
municipal property tax levy."
added Weaver.

"We're also proud of the

as

a candidate for a major
Cook county office by either
political party," Weaver said,
Tkkets for the dinner may

be obtained from any member
county clerk has been under of the committee.
Democraiic control for 60
FROM SCHAUMBURG,
years, Atcher is already acknoviledged to be a strong can- committee members include
didate with a solid chance of leek Weber of Lumrs restalft
rant, 28 W. Golf; WaMe
ictory.
Proceeds of the dinner will Schaible, superintendent of
be contributed to Ateliers Schaumburg township ele-

R OF

well
outside the

William C. Huston, 2060
Admits St., Rolling Meadows,

Vince Corolla of 1436 W.

slated fora major county ofBarrett.
Aithough the office of Cook

know
Schaumburg area have taken
on Weaver's soonswing
sewing committee, including

ager, Divisional Sales, for the
Eastern Region, Union 76 Division. Union Oil Co. or Cali -

Cook County Commissioner
Floyd T. Fulle of Des Plaines

Ramie.

h. Republican Organization

° is also chairman of Subur-

He worked for the Rockford
Morningstar for 10 years haw

WEAVER SAID Monday.,
that members from outside of ..;y,.,.'!'
..,o
Schaumburg who wished w.
a
join M organizing the t6bute
to Atelier include Al Comp- bt
anelli and Joseph Sharkey of
Campanelli Bros. Builders of
RoscIle, and Donald L. Totten
of Hoffman Estates. Schein.
burg Township Republican
Co mmitteeman.
From Palatine committee
members arc Raymond E.

Plow of Plow Inc.. LeMoine
D. Stitt. an attorney. end
Palatine
Glenn G
Township Republican Committeewoman.

Other cointot tee members from Outside Schaumburg ate
Frmk Fiorite Oak perk and

Ralph HimmeMock of Park

mentary schools, Ray Kessell.
member of the village board.
and Jack .Siegel, village attor.
nay.

Also Chief Martin J. Con coy, of Inc Schaumburg police,
John Mathias of Franklin We -

her Pontiac, 100 W. Golf:Picwas Thorsen. of Starck Reat-

tors, 79 Weatherslield Com-

Ridge. an auorncy.
Weaver also announced the
appointment or four women te
the Arranements and Decora

lions subcommittee. Joan
Butchers of 100 Smitten.
guth, Schaumhurg. chairman

and members, Ruth Park 0
Columbine Circle
504
Schaumburg. and .and Mill
of 196 Jamison Ln. and Patsy
Driggers of 105 Maywood Ln
both of Hoffman Estates.

ins been a snorts writer, re-

He ha post president of the
Council of Christ Evangelkel

ported, copy desk chief and as-

Lutheran Church in Palatine
and currently a member of

rently

sistat city editor. He is curwith Sell,

emelOyed

Seabolt and Associates.

SPECIAL

Now your lawn
has met its master!
FREE!
PLASTIC NYLON CORD

JACOBSEN
21" MOWER

HOSE
50 ft, length with
each purchase el
o Jacobsen/Newer

WITH ONE OF OUR SAVINGS PLANS THAT IS ESPECIALLY

PLANNED WITH YOUR NEEDS IN MIND

41/2%

basket.i Fingertip
controls.

REGULAR SAVINGS ACCOUNT
(for April -deposits before the 10th
earn interest from the 1st)

only

96645

$8995

LOU EQUIPMENT

Model# 32.139

wno

o13.3.pasisemi

5%

GOLDEN SAVINGS ACCOUNT
(higher earning 90 -day account with no minimum deposit or
minimum balance required)

P.333,l5e

hat, ow

MONTHLY INCOME
DO-IT-YOURSELF

SELF -STICK

VINYL

KITCHEN CARPET

CARPET TILE

ASBESTOS TILE

WE'RE PROUD
OF OUR

MADIRA LAUAN
PANELING

53/4%

4 -Blade culling. Instead of the old iashionad bar
cuner with two sharpened edges. Twice the cutting actionfor smoother mowings plus the blades
are double edged so they can be raysrsid when

12 FT. WIDTHS
Reg. Gold
Spanish Green
Blue Green

Create your own
color scheme. No
extra tape Or ad-

hesives needed.

12"x12" Size.100%
Olefin. fibers.
...SO, S535 55,

Save on these special efices. 1250 25
size. Easy to install.
45 sq.ft. per carton.
CntOen & patterns.

First quality only.
Full 4'181 sheets.

Easy tO apply.
Triple coat finish.

SUMMER SANfirl.P.
SUMMER DUSI(147
Colored Nails
Matching Moulding

.The plan that is right for you may not depend so much on the interest rate as on your financial problems or your
financial goals. We're sure we have a plan that suits your needs. Won't you come in and sit down with us in person to

Get a Jacobsen and
Get it over with!
SELF STARTING -SELF PROPELLED
RIDERS WITH LAWN ACCESSORIES

en. sren

So come on and GET RICH with THE BANK that's built on Experience!

dull, for longer use, mining down on the reshonsening job.

CHOOSE FROM 8 MODELS INCLUDING

I*1

SERVICE,

WICKES
LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837-6000

STORE HOURS

esao
in 9,111.9 PM
Sat 1131.51135.1355

Sun.9AMtet PM

discuss the savings elan best suited to you? While you're at It, Loin our Fine China Club and obtain your 3 -piece starter
set FREE.

\

Eedi meositorkaradteS26,000by the Federal -Renee tritureareComeretion

Charles B. Gray

THE BANK

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rand Rd.'(nest to the Holiday Inn) Mt. Prospect CL 3.2831

A FULL

Complete 11111.0 & Service of

STREAMWOOD

LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

& Trust Company of Arl ngton Heights

SERVICE

JACOBSON AIRENS TORO

t:ztriZall'etttr,

(2 -year Certificate of Deposit check moiled each month to increase
your present monthly income)

OTHER SAVINGS CERTIFICATE PLANS
(from 51h% to 7k%- call us for information)

All Jacobsen rotary mowers feature sedualve

BANK
COMMERCIAL CREDIT

MAW.

Schatenbing

el OON'T THINK there a
a mayor anywhere who O n

fact that Bob Atcher is the tint
resident of our Northwest suburban community to be slated

fice. He is opposed by the incumbent Democrat Edward J.

born

Weaver told The Day.

ATC ER IS 111E first rem dent of the Schaumburg area
in the northwest suburbs to be

cempeign
pain fund.

Promotion

well -deserved tribute to a truly

unusual public.

Others

are Don DeVale. of 1216 E.
Tower; Robert Ross, land
veloper. 105 S. Roselle. and

at the University of
ofWiscon-

date

The twosome of Deem and
Marken took third in the numfellow Cards Meyer end Stub.

able land even infomintive vie-

has ever held and will boo

He intended Wheaton Colsin,

served on the steering co.
nine&

lord requests the welcome see -

Al -

Homeowners Association and

I

place finish while
teammate Bob Stubing pulled
in first in the number five sin -

her one doubles Match, but

He helped to organise the

though they do not visit doer,
mph union they open onto a
central hallway. they will
melee an exception if ti land -

card requesting

VERT FEW obstecles seem

Winston Park Northwest

riA195

FROST PROOF
REFRIGERATORs ..1.4

glen. Sophomore John Deco
finished up the action in fine
edged out by a New style as he easily copped the
er
Trier as
adversary, 4-7, to knock, -nap medal in the number six
him out of first place co ni singles.

In another tie for the first

as

ea

the linen events Schwmbmg

mons, and Dr. Howard Baker.
orthodontist at 105 Roselle

able serware
al v
.

ms.5.4.9$ 553 s35.33

FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDA1115

triumphing 6.5 and 11-0. Mel-

place slot. Card freshman Don
Rodig earned the second gold.
medal of the afternoon for

items

such

The New 1970

Hinsdale and Eisenhower foes.

the number three singles.
adding valuable pints to the
teams total. After solidly de-

err

RANGE

UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER

Cardinal

Dan blacken sneaking in for

jubilant coach Gary Bro.n

opponent

found

second

9-2.

E isenhower

competition

lion in the final standings in
the number two singles with

hen dropping a -pair to the
N eta Trier and Hinsdale play.

Rhythm Boys supply the entertainment. The cost of the eve-

ELECTRI-CLEAN

NUMBER FOUR singles

man, snatched the second post-

IN THE NUMBER one
ingles mmpetition. Card Jim
N Terkel tied for first with his
ate performance. licking his

s

COMPACT 30"

9-0: 2. Fox, P. 8-6; DISCUS:
I. Smith. W, 119.3; _rousek,
3. Caroll, P.
W. 108.11
105-3:4. Menion.W. 103.3.

ever.

stopped Niaine Eases Louie
Greco.
sawjo, 6-3. 0-2.- The boosts

OFF

beln, W. L17.8; 4. Beaune, P.

MILE RUN: 1. Drake. W.

Maine West. Shwting time is
4:30 p.m.

heron Towers Hotel.
Dinner will be served Si

of Cook County.
going to be one of
"This

JOCOBSEN FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE PRESENT, ALL
DAY, ON SATURDAY APRIL I 1 th TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS
AND HELP WITH YOUR PROBLEMS,

SV. 112: 3. O'Sullivan. SV,
11.3: 4. Stuart, W. 114; 880
RUN: I. Busse, P. 0:11.5; 2.
G tau SV. 2:13.2; 3. VII-

SV.
131.E4 I.

victory

Ore affair will be held at the Aft

7:30 with a special social hour

INCLUDE

GIFT'S

ANOTHER C.B.G.

I 0 OsVARD DASH: I.
Delman. W. 10.9:22. Klingherg.

saw /dike tom of Prospect

capped
straights sets

TOP FREEZER
REFRIGERATOR

Poke, 00,
18.2:3. Busse. P. 17-0:4 ChM-

6-1

Schaumburg almost hvo
years ago. He served on Palatine's first industrial development commission,
member of the board of dime to

I.

Barry, W,
Poole. W. 17.5:
18.10. Fox, P. 18.2:4. Rock-

Roeok. W. 18.4:

him. 6-1.

KNIGHT

SALE STARTS APRIL 9th thru 15th

He was a Palatine resident
for nine years before moving

4. Manion, W. 39111148

Card tennis sophs win invite

singles. Knight freshman Robhigh school meet

conthIctely

11:31.'.'-: SHOT

6-2, The deal singles bathe

THE:

and 2-30" base cabinets.

?I'Lfrrt:

Prinslow, 1,

SY. 6113: LONG 31A115:. I.

6-1

Jim Witt and Kevin
McIntosh. the number two

IA 7.5.

Carnes' loss did not overly dis.

pain, dropping

The gift packet which the
bring to a new resident is
celled "Your Key to Fine
Shopping.' and includes. 15
key.shaped
gift certificates
from various Randhurst mufrom

lege and majored in

34.712. Schumann. W.58.2: 3.
Schuster. NV, 59.6; 4. Tense'.

Demons fall to Knight
netmen on both levels

and chairman of the Citizens
Testimonial
Dinner Committee Honoring Mayor Atcher, announced Monday that

Amociation.

8:

the shot put with a 45-11 toss
Eddie hlingherg is efT on the first Isft of the vanity 880 relay et
Prospect yesterday. St. Viator, running in its first track meet this
season. fell victim to hers Prospers and another visitor, Wheel-

Inge.

School District 211 board for a
three-year term.

pace his leans to a high score.
Another *Cat secondwear

Rosa took the honors in

lions Frost in Elk Grove Vit.

320 DASH: I. Hacker. P.
23.2; 2. Kurd!. W. 23.8; 3.

seeking election to the High

testimonial

of the SchaumburgState Bank

tors of the Palatine Community Combined Appeal and or
the Northwest Flintily Service

!miners

PUT: I. Rusek, W. 45-11, 2.
Sommon. P,41.013 1 Smith.

the varsity meet.

plate

dinner April 21.
Ward A Weaber, president

Robert 1. Seger, III Canlerbtiry Dr.. Schaumburg, is

4:44.5:4.

hosting Knights. Sophomore
Dave Poole won three individual events for the Wildcats to

placed him in a tie for third in

Deerfield,

Noffhfield, Northbrook and
Glenview; Mrs, Arthur Utech
in
Mount Prospect and
Schaumburg and Mrs. Wit -

SV, 5:16.9;

Hank. P.

IWO-MILE RUN: I. Gun-

17.5 for the high's would have

Mayor Robert 0. Atchee of
Schaumburg, the Republican
cenidete for the office of Cook
Cormy Clerk will be honored

Schaumburg man seeks board seat

P.4:30.7;0.

WHEELING'S Bosh -mph

man, Jay Rusek. contributed
two blue ribbons. Poole, aim
came in the high and low hurdles and .the high jump. His

Desso, who tours new

in

subdivisions

By Richard Crain,

Prince of Peace Lutheran
Church. Schaumburg.

in the pole molt.

tory over St. Viator and the

I visited a housewife

the
and enthusiastic pers
e:other of five children end an
settler"
in
Buffalo
'Mid

46-91/2, 2. H0135150Pf, SV. 44 -

SV,

s.

newcomer's

ly lonely. Luckily, 1 was women
introduce her to other women
I had just visited."

SHOT PUT: I. Scott, SV,

Vandenbrue,

the

from Virginia. She was terrih-

Line, SV, 55.0:

ing also not seconds from Gary
Kawell in the 220 and Jon PM

unit coasted to a93-24-29 vic-

lint

Klingberg, SV,

4.

Mayor Atcher, GOP county
clerk candidate to be feted

program celebrates
1st 'birthday'

hare BPI hint for fauna at the
vanity level.
MEET RESULTS

HIGH HURDLES: L. Butz,
15.3; 2. Olsen, W, 16.6; 3.

the track events. Running a
meet for the first time on the

went
cvents were held
the Knights with 7916
a
Mints to WM:ding's 45 and St.

Wheelie g

vault.

pole

WICKES

Randhurstfthopping Center

claimed the discus and broa d
jump laurels and Viator owne

win over two of the better

nine.

capture only the high jam

p

Welcome hostess'

In the Allinglon Muhl Shopyi g Cuter

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD ARLINGTON HEIGHTS TELEPHONE 255-7900

Mrs. Nicklas dedicated
incumbent on Harper Rd.

THE DAY
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District 59 school board candidates
Judith Zanca
attended every
meeting and special

Plaines

has

baud

NE DEFINES sensitivity
training

technique where a leader of
group promotes each individual's

or

self-criticism

,15

of the Sow to criticize teen

X.,. a candidate for

a three-year term in Salunlayb
District 79 school board elect

morel and what needs to be

School -Community

Council,

she km be, a member of that
group's committees on revi
sion of report cards and lunch
facilitim. Shc was co-founder

and a past officer of tile Devonshire School' PTA. Her
children arc
District 59 schools.

: Tour

attending

Mr, Banco, of 81 Roxbury.

Dec Plaines, has been Girl
Scout leader for tees years. She
says she has devoted over

1.01/11 hours to rshool out
the past seven years.
If elected. Mrs. Zanca says
her goals arm a long-range
site in

master pier for the future, an
increase in individualized iss
struoion for each student regardless of the school's program; better continuity of curdeulum betwedssgradc,

high and high schools, imcommunications between the superintendent's ofproved

'Meader what is en NMI,.
changed.

really an improve mentor not is redly not the oby
jeetive.
The objective is to make
is

mominator of the entire.

Other Points

in

his

an

pip, no busing in or OM of
District 59 for the purpose or.
on
mphasis
inlergration,
traditional proven educational
methods and no experiment-

ing with children, and lower
notes
for home owners.

A FOUNDING board

in which the budget is based on

curriculum programs (i.e. X
dollars are spent on science)

University of Illinois. He has

tional

al ens programs.

Asa member of the

Kostos

Endo S. Pokladd
Imunity Council, she says her
mMittee tvas directly re-

Her program, if elected to
the board, would include imcommunication beteachers, adminim

Salt

s,nsible for a policy change

proved

been member at a Harper zCreek School parents' organicitizen' curriculm tallon, she sass she Ms
brought about monthly enrommittee.

on lunch programs at the elementary school, level and fur
tightening of bus safety pace-

nation, board members and

College

Kudalis' is the father of four
children. John, 16, attends
Forest View High School.

richment programs and a new
set of bylaws and won Eptolure lady."

AS HEALTH end

Pau1.12:111rian. II; and Eric,9,

attend Our lady of the Way-

safety

chairman for the School-Com-

wants

hly Mueot
PhilrsePbYboard meetings.

rn"e' 'I..).

district -wide

achieved

an

cussions

candidate."
As first vice-president of the

has

Hildebrandt

weekly bulletins from the superintendent to board members, spec Ial impede 90 the
board
Gard fro
Mi0ciPali and

be duplicated by any other

scheduling of monthly cultur-

Edwin J. Kudalis

Mrs.

band.. she said, "because the
knowledge rve gained cannot

Prospect Heights.
a design engineer

Kudalis is
and has a B.S. degree from the

ministrative salaries).

Grove Village, says voters
should choose someone who is
able to set goals and then attain
them.
?I'm running
for
the

Academy, a private elementary

nancial responsibility.

rather than line accounting
(Le., X dollars are spent on ad-

Citing her formal and informal experience with District
59 groups, Mrs. Sherrie Hildebrandt, 69 Clearmonty Elk

District 59 Parents Arts Council, Mrs. Hildebrandt says she

in

SHE WANTS planned program budgeting investigated.

Arlington

Sharrie
Hildebrandt

norden sually the lowencom-

ing Guide uses sensitivity training methods with children.

in

This is a system of accounting

the others. and the acceptable

scFool

s flyer calling for "no semi-

School
Heights.
side

that extreme pressures are
placed on
members of the
Stoop to accept the decision or

HUDALIS FEELS that Dis-,
mkt 59's current Family Liv-

duxes.

hirs. Hildebrandt has bona
parent volunteer in the central

ake, Me service center and
dle karning center, working

n

the community.
"Setting goals and telling

the new su,rintendent what
we want him to do," Mrs. Hitdebrendt raid; -would be thc
first concern of the new

there as an aide.

On budg
How does
her questi on is,
this expen diture maimain or
advance th e educational °Nem
tives of our schools?"
Airs. Hi Idebrandt 1ms three
children, a II of whom will be

anauling
in the fall,

"As 1 was pursuing a law cm
mar before marriege'h she

not well versed in wcounting and businev prom says,

domes.

From

A dozen candidates for the

Blvd. on the wan by Salt
Creek. and on the south by De-

- hoping to be winners on Saar-,
day's dection.

But only four of them will
be elected_

'Three board members will
he chosen fomhree-yeamerms.

Candidates arm Mn.
Shank Hildebrandt, of Elk
''Grove Village; Mrs. Judith
Zanca of Des Plaines: Dr. Er,
wi
Pak lack i of
Arline0n Heel., Edwin Kodalis of
Frs.M:Mount
homect, Nickolas
.

I.--Konos of Elk Grove Village:

en.,

of Arlington Heights; in;;;;Witnibent Harry Peterson of
Grove Village, John Roe....mr of Arlington Heights: and
Winkle of Elk Grove

an

boundaries of O'Hare
Field,
PRECINCT 4 residents will
vole at Ridge Schaal. 650

von Av.
PRECINCT 3 nesidents will
vote Al Rupley School. 305 E
Oakton, Elk Grove Village.
This precinct is bounded on

the east by Mount Prospect
Rd.. on the north by North-

Ridge Av., Elk Grove Villas?.
This precinct is bounded on
the erst by Tonne Rd on the

north by Landmeier and A.
elon Heighte Rd.. on the
wen by Salt Creek. and on the

Des

PRECINCT 5 is bounded

h- vole
1401

at
S.

Devonshire School.
Pennsylvania. Des

Plaines.

PRECINCT 3 is bounded
by all that part of District 59
which firs north of the center
lined' Dempster St. and east of
the center line of Elmhurst Rd

,

r

Dare

Jannes,

n

of -the center line of Dempster
, Simd east of the center line of
Elmhurst Rd. Those residents
will vote at Einstein School.
345 W. Walnut. Des Mains.

PRECINCT I residelu will
vole at Clermont School, 280
arsrmont Dr., Elk Grove Vi I.
I
I

lege. It is bounded on the east

by Tonne Rd., on the meth by

1:ZAIRGrd9eMird.7ind Kaiffifidi

hleier Rd. to Falcon Dr_ east
on Falcon Dr. to the west
boundary of Mount Prospect

Arlington Heights along AIgonquin Rd. to the northsouth Public Service power
line, on the north by the north

my job

cr-

parlance in government cantract negodation, I learned
many techniques used in get -

Poklacki lays he is a candi-

PRECINCT 9 residents
vote at Robert Frost School.
1308 5, :Cypress. Mount Pros -

is

roving communication
District 79.

in

running on a program of im-

road, and an the west by a line

running south on Busse Rd.
from Golf Rd. to Algonquin

way (power SW and

PRECINCT

residents

vote at Juliette fete School,

Rd. to the Northwjest Tollway,

way.

Is my eldest son's job secure mid will he have rmancial smutBy?! am concerned with my youngest son's health and if he will

dren

attend Dimdct 59
schools. says that his job in
waives helping men 10 COMM.

settle down and be successful in his chosen job after he gels out of
Service. I worry about his way of thinking like most of today's

nicatc with the public. and he
feels well qualified to serve on

young people. What will happen between my mother and me? I
have a weight problem that leaves me mentally disturbed, Will 1
lose weight? Du you see job advancement for my husband?
C.H., Oct Plaines

the board.

"IN ADDITION,. Romeo

Dar C.H.:

said. bi feel it is my duty es a
parent to Luke an interval in
our schools. Today's school

Kates criticized the distr.
bemuse, he said. the only time

zens heard anything from
the board was at a time of

THE EADIER of two girls

south to the Northwest Toll -

it,

educational

systems in our
said
Keaton.
have a commu-

`we do
nications problem n knowing

Dear Mr. DeLovise,
lam a divorc and have been definedefineinanfotover two yeah.

more shout what happens to
our money.'

The first year hewas everything I have ever admired in a person,
but since then he has shown great lack of consideration and has
become a heavy drinker. He has asked me to marry him, how-

i

r

.9-

came "there was not enough
tax
to go around," the
boardshould have been communicating better with parents.
throughout the entire school

would be "out of the frying pan into the fire." Because army love
foe him -1 scene to be unable to stop seeing him, even though I
know it's the thing to do. Do you think this man does really ram
for me and, if so, would it be wise for me to even consider marriagc71f not, do you see anyone else in the future for me?

.

13.1., Rolling Meadows
Dear B.J.:
I do fed this mon corm for you, but you have answered your
own question. You know marriage isn't a cure-al.I feel this man
willeurilinue inn -your life far a time. Help him If you can. I do feel
marriage in your future, hut I don't feel it will be with this....
r

"Perhap

you

busy

being

could lose sight of the college
and its community aspects,

"ONE OF THE masons
11n running

because hs

is

legm.

Formation of the Illinois
community college assaciaion
could rightfully be attributed
to early efforts of Mrs. Nicklag. She contacted and united
Illinois trustees of two-year in-

Polling places for the Har-

pa College board of trmuie
dation will be open Sanuday,
April II, from noon to 7 p.m.
The 43 precincts throughout Harper District 512 are,

I -Walt Whitman School,
133

S.

Wille

Heights;

Prospect

mg on
liven School.

P I aline

5 -Poe

feel molar soon For you, but 1 don't know if It Is the

SchoenbeckProspect

enrd
Open Lands

°P'r Ore th aP n'tt

lington Heights, Mount Pros Elk Grove Village.
Wheeling and Buffalo Grove.

lishing community colleges.
She was cosshairman of the
original citizens committ,
formed create the present Har-

per district. She also worked

referendum issue which ultimately established the Harper
District in
.
Mrs. Nickles will speak with
other Harp,candidates at two
meetings tonight: 8 p.m., Ad -

dams Junior High, &Mum burg, and 9 p.m, Fad High.
Palatine.

Ln.,

School, Chip,ndge Rd. and
Harper Lane: Hoffman Estams, 3I -Community Building, month, Rose Apts.. Algonquin Rd, Rolling Mead.

School,

Rolling

2905 Meadow Dr.,
Meadows:

33 -The

E. Salk School. 3705

9 -Lyons Park School, 300
E. Council Tr., Mount Pros
,

inco n

,

W. Lincoln, Mount Prospect;
Junior High
12-1,1 iner
School,

Inn announced the publication
and distribution of the now
linois Motor Vehicle Code

1101 E Miner, Ar-

14 -South Junior High School,.
314 S. Highland, Arlington
15 -Juliette Lowe
Heights,
School, 1530 S. Highland, Arlington Heights; 16 -Forest
View School, 1901
Dr., Mount Prospect, 17.
.Robert Frost School, 1300 &
Dr., Mount Prospect:
Cy pr
18 -High
Ridge
Knolls
School. 588 S. Dara James

E.=

Rd., Des Plain., 19 -Devonshire School, 1401 S. Pennsylvania, Des Plaines, 20 -Ridge

The code was enacted by the
the General
1969 session

Assembly to bring the format

state law into conformity
with the Federal Uniform Vehole Code. It becomes effec
ive July I.
The code made no gasbstait exin the law
fieMa
was inthem
ned when the
troduced, but as amendments
to existing law were made durng the session, they were also
ncorporated into the code.

The code combined into one
act the provisions of 15 acts in

education schools. The book replaces the one called
"Laws Relating to Motor
hides" issued after the land
let

General Assembly session and

the booklet listing changes in
the law made by the 1969 session.
In

addition to the bound

volum., loose leaf copies have
ers and the secretary of state's
automobile ivestigators so
that rules innaregulations can
be inserted n the appropriate
places, Powell said.

Not quite.
Now you can earn 41/2% compounded Quarterly
on your regular passbook.
No minimum deposit.
And best of all, withdraw any time,
without notice.

RAG ONLY (limited designs)
REFRESHMENTS
Doily -Sin Free Plant Tours

Monday through Friday Only
No Tour. Saturday or Sunday

ment director, said that top.
be covered are ''The adogy of the Lake," ?Command
Consequences of Pelhatote
and "Dissolved Oxygen Measurement."

Newcomers
club slates

Seven Maiden Lane, Dundee, III 60118

J

vofot

601
gio.m,,

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK

Milwaukee Avenge at Dundee Road
Wheeling, M. Phone: 537-0020

Member Fat C.

dancing April 11 at the Fleetwing Farm in PalatinE

Met Mrs. Thaddues Plata at

B94.4952 for reserved= or
mere Information.

day, -I think it can he very
helpful especially since such a
high re,um ,,,,..., moped sad
so much interest has been
shown in the results

INCREASE IN STATE

65 her Cent of those replying lo
the Regner questionnaire.

SCHOOL AID was favored by

Northwest suburbs lead
in circuit court revenue

Des Plaines received 15.910

Nine Northwest suburbaie
communities

have

in February and 013.248

rNeived

.the Circuit Court of Cook

nations
Ile
and
and then invited voters tO
big issues facing Illinois to

This

ceived 51.793 and 54.221 this

Count
County duringFebruary from
affic finis and other court

year.

totaled
February and
56.1139 this year; Schaumburg

Mount

The Third Municipal Dix.
mkt. which covers the North.
west suburb,. led in total neveFnuethr.reittrbtduslemeIlu3,, during

$2,791

Prospect

in

readved $3.M5 and 511.105
for this year.

These communities totaled
Adington Heights was sac
ond only to Evanston in tool 560.986 m receipts for total
with 57.195 for Febnary and 515.040 for the

Promoted

Buffalo Grove received 519
for February and 5274 ror
i ° 7Feb PIS,. meriettri
52.585 for

he month and

$6.061 for the year.
Rolling Meadows Waled
for February. and
51.393
52

tms Mart whmit. ra-

caandveds4,,S2,1.2o0r f1o0r0uthe month

Bannethum,
R.
1736 Meacham, Paltaotine,:ss

William

rart.1,1c, Pm...

.017

D

the
ma kh i g manage ofc
(TEL
Central Region oefss

Corp., Data proc mg

my

sion. This,epoosmoossmakes him

m'ersrsh T -al:, nod .4) kenos operations en the Chicago area.

WE HAVE THE SEAMLESS
SUPER -SOFT FLOOR FROM

Om strong

NOTES
by

irrEET1

g/A-c7

dom Leopold,

"

Hello rd no I

SINCE
12 FEE-I-IA/we,

inuoduce

Musical Arts Studio- to you.

IT goEs WALL
10 WALL IN

Each week 1 will be telling yen

aNut one of our professional

ebers. Leh, you

their

and

in

know
the

in.

ONE PIECE

rumeni they ma, Our aim is
to give We best in musical i.
struction and to keeo our friends

and readers informed on the
impemincsartMusical Arts."

Featuring

NC\AP

.

O

SEAMG) Ot41-

s shoran Peterson Piano 'A

cme, Finishing Bachclor
kss, Drwee American r011

mite, of Wei,

PIANDORGAN.GUITAR.
PERCUSSION -

VOICE & THEORY.

Zappt Has

DECREED
TEACHERS"

WOMAN'S

NIGHT OUP

ftlusirat
Arts
tubiss

Every Wedn.doyl
Special Dinner for Two
& Free Split of
Champagne

$825
dInnerlor two

plus tax IL tip

PH: CL 9-4618

I.

10 Wilms.

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

t' sin

AND DRUGS was opposcd by

asked

"PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTION BY
QUALIFIED

Interested persons may con-

SALES TAX ON FOOD

ing.

Admission Free. 3 R.N.

The HoffmarmSchaumburg
Newcomers Club is holding a

"Poverty Party" with satiate

Wars.

the 4th Flaw Red. Hall

poverty party'

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.

only 9 per cent favoring 20

Michigan in Cnteage Held in

Village,
Canton Si., Elk
School,
2 4 -Schaumburg
Schaumburg East of Roselle

Ihe

Mrs. Lee Botts, Project Environmental Education mo-

per cent favoring 19 years and

at the Fine Arts Bldg. on

Greater Lakes office of the
Federal Water Pollution
teal Administrative.

per cent rooming IA nen 15

SENIOR RECITAL
PIANO
SUNDAY -APRIL 12th

22-Rupley School, 305 E.

Bluebonnet 1..A. Hoffman Es-

Ressler told The day late Moo-

been provided for gate troop

Grove Village; 21 -Clem -mom
Dr.,
School, 330
-Elk Grove Village; 22 -Salt
Creek School, 65 John F. Kennedy Blvd., Elk Grove Village;

Jackson Blvd.

"I think I will .conduct a
poll every few months? Rep.

n-

School, 650 Rid, Av., Elk

o., Schaumburg; 25-Twiffi
brook School. Ash Rd. and

urns/ bid
'''' 1 -

pr:rt s. ''

Copies have been sent to
forcement officials and driver

53.5 per cent favoring the
present 21 year age limit. 21

liberalizing Illinois' present rigid IMv, would be supported by
81 per cent of those respond-

polling procedure. Similar in-

Chapter 951/2 of the Illinois
."tut relating to vehicles.
law

REDUCING THE VOT-

INC AGE in Illinois found

NEV ARINGTON LAW,

Hahn Rd., Carpentersville.

judges,

per cent. The poll was taken
before the recent strike of metal workers.

those replying.

County Line Rd., Barrington
Hills: 43 -Sunny Hill School,

legislators,

STRIKES BY PUBLIC
EMPLOYES should be die couraged by law according to

fines.

Vehicle code booklet ready
Sec. of State Paul Powell

the voters responding.

wits favored by 70 per cent

MUS I CAL

10-rfiLiwrvir,vom,S,cprool

PATE SCHOOLS Was Mvoted by only 34 per cent of

sir and water pollution control

.....
kgi'a'r in theN"'"t._'
west suburbs has organised a

Road School. Roslyn Rd., Barringtom
4 0 -Barrington
Middle
School, 215 Eastern Av., Barrington; 41 Grave Avenue
School.900 S G
A
B
thigh.), 41 --Grove Avenue
Rd. and
School, Brinker

S
PUBLIC AID TV PRI-

F I V &YEAR BILLION DOLLAR BOND ISSUE for

IT lb THE first time that
a
,.,.,

mar Rep Donato Rums/bid

Cypress

aid to public education.

9 per cent,

the qumtionnaire. four out of
five signed their name, gave
their address and asked that
the final results be loaned to

tine, 36 -The Inverness Field
House, end of Highland Rd.,
Inverness; 37 -Winston Park
School, 900 E Palatine Rd.,
Palatine( 38 -North Barrington School, 310 N. Highway
59, N. Barringtom 39 -Roslyn

1451

Rale taxes were linked to the
only 30
school aid inert."
per cent favored higher state

of drugs in

listed by 10 per cent, and
Mob' judieal system, listed by

events polls.
Secondly, of those returning

e, H.

use

par cent, public transportation.

them,

-

cent;

schools, listed by 50 per cent;
racial strife, listed by 31. per
cent: highways, listed by 11

turned filled out. almost three
times the average for current

yon Le.. and Glendale. Hoffman EsMtese

VOTERS LISTED seen

eer

only 53 pa ant of those rcpling. When the sm. qua aloe was asked when increased

major problems facing Illinois
in 1970. In order the Mum arc:
crime and lawlessness, listed
by 77 per cent of respondents:
pidlution control; listed by 70

terest. Almost 30 per cent of all
questionnaires mailed wert

for approval of the first Harper

Reimer

cr questionneires,"
said.

Two developments in the
poll showed intense public in-

have been used for the 12th
Congressional ,,,,,,...,, by for.

ow.:

Motion

is required with The
Open Lands Project, 53 W.

western section of Due Plaines,
Included are Schaumburg. Ar-

tine, 37 -Stuart R. Paddock
School, Washington Ct., Pala-

Ph.. Dr., Rolling hied-

Dear Mr. DeLouise.

There is no charge for the
workshop, but advance regis-

random selection bus is in every township, with the number
adjusted according to the pop
ulation of the township.
His 3d District extends from
Hanover Park and Palatine
east to Northbrook and the

Hoffman Estates, 27-Hoffman School, Grand Can-

7 -River Trails Junior High
School, 1000 Wolf Rd -Mount

Junior High School, 303 E.
Thomas, Arlington Heights;

Chicago area teachers have
been invited to attend a workahoy on dangers to Lake Mich-.

NAME went m voters on a

Rd_

H eights,

lington Heights, 13-TheiPas

Lake pollution workshop
open to area teachers

the other's job and respects the
other person, we will have better relationships and pm-.
tins." the demure brunette

fom.,..,g,...,,,....m

JOIILI

young num you ape,alt of. I'm seeing someone with dark hair.

Bloomingdale.

REGNEWS QUESTION -

34 -The Gray M. Sanborn
Schaal, 101 N. Oak N. Pala.

rates,
26-Hillcrest School,
Hillcrest Blvd., and Fremont

'Kbmball

Rd-

cc. be-

800

"If each one understands

Harper Bd. polling places

Prospect, 8 -Busse School.
101N. wen, Mount Prosm;

Igen from Ito 4 p.m. Friday,
April If. in the Shedd .Aguar-

ChangoWithou t Notice.

4.,
(1*

per's representative to the A9
sociation of Governing Boards
for community colleges cad
the Illinois Association of

School, 2800N. Highland, Ar-

P.O Plaines 60016.

ON LAMPS FOR THESE TWO

426-3441

minces. She has also been Hats

yeah since he's had ono aow, but he 15 losing weight mid leaks so
hin. What do you see for his health?

I

.:

worked on the

Also, my son who is 22 years old, married, is an epileptic.
When he has a spdll he is out artf half hour or more. It's Merino

Dear BIM,

All Wet ?

has

Wheeling: 3 -Louisa May AlNett School, 530 W. Bernard
Dr., Buffalo Grove; 4 -Robert
Frost School, 305 Aspen Dr.,

°row troubles, Also, do you see rennunage for me in Hap Mar
them? Their'." a young' man I secretly admire. Do you think
there% a charm for me with him?
S.M.. Buffalo Grove

CALL 890-5330

She

board budget and salary mo-

Hanover Park; 30 --McArthur

o seem end....

t. AKES

priority list.

abortion laws in Illinois,
Alma st two-thirds weak! faar tax exemptions for Widen
paid to non-public schools.

Cook County Committee tp
Ludy possibilities of estab-

Nickles said.

KecpingHarper a part or Community and Junior Col-

Mi

IV/RS. NICKLAS' philoso-

More than

m
lieve the state legislature
should relax the restrictive

thusiasm for Harper dates
back 10 1961 when she was appointed a member of the North

back to the community," Mn.

e community is high on Mrs.

sponding favored no change in
the Illinois legal voting age.

M RS. MCKIM' en-

School,

I am 20 years old and have been divorced for almost two years.
I em also a mother of a 3 -year -old Mil,

amnia(

4

1

berm 29 -Hanover Highlands

weiiee questions of Day modem les thin solemn. Laws should
. be signed, hut names will Se omitted if the writer requests
Mile to Delnuise in care of Dor Petblka lions, 722 Center SO.,

INC.

(Harper) coMMunity. We have
also M make the college back to the
within the institution.
want to bring people (lecturers community. Now that we've
and guest speakers) to the col- been putting it (Harper)
lege for the students, said MN gather with the dingtion
Nickles explaining why she they've (the community) red dents given us, we must take it
hoped to win another term,
on that people -to -people thing

School, 1001 W. Dundee Rd..

Dear Mr. DeLouise.

Reasonable prices...

Ma. Melba

cmmunity
anti want to work
o

2 -lack London Junior High

Dear Mrs. E.M.:
I feel you'll be moving back to M Whig. and I feel conditions
for you there will be very good. I feel no danger to your home. I
de feel you are over concerned about your son. 1 don't feel any
additional health problems here, and I feel medication has his
epileptic problem under control.

Beautiful rustic atmosphere
Breakfast, lunch, or dinner
Gourmet food

offewed

1

St., Wheeling,

Bensenvullc

THE BEST DINING ROOM
AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
IN WEST SUBURBIA

Bloomingdale and Schick Rqs

things that
think can help
with. One of them is a people to -people thing within the

direction now."

bodies be made aware of the
financial
community
as the necessity
needs as well as
for such institutions to maintain local autonomy.

trustees, administration, faculty and students, she said.

School,
28 -Campanella
Springingsguth Rd., Schaum-

i live three miles northwest of O'Hare Airport. Do you see any
danger for our home from these plane crashes you have predicted
mound O'Hare7Or from tornadoes this year? My husband and 1
moved here from Michigan six years ago due to the lack of work
up there. We plan Co move back if conditions worsen here within
the new year or two. Do you sec hirrmetting work there"

INDIAN LAKES IS...

INDIAN

.

Dear Mr. D000eite;

THE BEST DAILY -FEE
GOLF COURSE
IN WEST SUBURBIA

act

"It isn't a status thing with
rne-There are a couple of

governance and it needs dal

out the 3d District.
Well over half the voter. re-

phy as a board member rests on
open relationships between

college', woman trustee said.

I feel very good with abbey.' feel amerlage for you, and I=
getting a happy, ideal ERA feel yens. ones! the fortunate..

..".

4ip.7ZS17N:rs00

-1 like working for Harper
College'. the any community

and date when he is home. What do you see in our future?
1:8L., Arlington Heights
Dear C.1.2

10:00 a.m.to 5:30 p.m

,'

five years.

ounclves to each other as yet cs,cially when we both have
of us and. can't be sure Mat this is IT. We write
." and

Mrs. Janet Woodall
Miss Barbara Pelt
Mn, Buddy Dean
Mn, Robert Berent
Plan new in ongnd."nt," your flower, from thn me...templet...A in the/Ad.

t,Sunde..,4or...

years and a Harper trustee for

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known nest -hie, ea ws-

Demonstrations continuous by RUTH HOLCOMB, load
flower artist, assisted by.professional designer
artists from select artificial flower companies.

M HOURS:

College for nine of those 12

"I probably will expand tai-

resUlts of a poll taken throughcon-

cerned that these governing

Inverness for 12 years. Shelia
been energetic about Harper

TIHNK we have a grad

the

and

She w. primarily

J.salyn Nickl. h. lived In

wonderful relationship because neither of us want 10 commit

spay llowa Show

50% OFF'

Rep. David J. Kepler (11Mount Prospect) related the

ever. As much m I love him, my better judgment tells me 1

Kontos said that rather than
having the referendum fall be-

SATURDAY, APRIL 11, and SUNDAY, APRIL 12

or

Higher Education
state legislture.

I am a high school senior and have been dating a college freshman for about seven months. I Re him very much, and we have

ANNUAL

.4)4

College Board, the Board of

faculty and administration.
Dear Mrs. K.:
The school is off to a good
I am feeling two more children. I fed not only one change hat st., but I want to assure now
several and I feel good with these moves. You will. back where that the school stays within the
you came from fora time.
community M its direction and

INDIAN LAKES IS...

Rd., west ten Algonquih Retho Public Service right-of-

a three-year term on the limper College board of trustees.
Election date: April III,

do you see any move for us in Me near IMMO
Mrs. K., Schaumburg

community,"

ng

By Richard Crabb

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
We have three children. DO yea me more ht our funre7 Also.

diction, of largiv elassaizes
°SINCE 70 per cent of our
real estate taxes go into the

versity, Poklacki is a senior 11,
search chemist at Borg Warner
Research Center in Des

strumental in presenting these
needs to the Illinois Junkie

Dear Mr. DcLouise,

fore the referendum wits do fouled. there had been pm -

MRS. NICKLAS was In-

presenting a series of interviews with the six candidates
seeking two available seats for

crisis. He said that last f 11, he

trict 59 in light of possible cutbacks due to the defeat of last
fall's referendum"

A antduate of Loyola (Miversify. with a PhD. in cheaistry from Northwestern Lini-

(Editor's note: The Day is

Page I1

Regner poll finds strong views
on lower voting age, abortion law

stitutions, helping them to define a "consensus of need,"

By K. C. Radtke

I feel your oldest son is the type of boy who makes his own
success. I feel he will prmper. 1, too, am concerned over your
younger son but feel after what .11 seem like a long time to you
be will adjust. I ern feeling a compromise between you and your
mother. I feel you will lose weight, but don't do It quickly, take a
period of time to accomplish ILI do feel o promotion due your
husband witMn the
three months.

system is the key to imelkeutal
development."

and program curs

Thk precinct is bounded on
the nor. by Golf Rd.. on the ear by Elmhurst Rd., On the
ninth by the .Northwest 'Poll -

tween Wilke R. and Ridge
to Golf R. west on Golf

.Dar Mr. DeLouise,

Knstos, whose three 'chit.

date "to safeguard the programs and philosophi, of Di.

pat.

in Precinct 7).

c, e

Two Ill -hale courses
Fairways in line shape
Fabulous layout
Reserved starting lime...

and on the south by the North west Tollroad.

boundaries of the school dienig, on the welt by the section
locatdd about halfway be

7

Council.

an

broker with Penn Mu.

And eenainly with all
the new life -like flowers
on display at linger's, they
eon brighten your home and
make you think of Sonnet

Hauer

Des

PRECINCT 10 is bounded
by (het part of District 59
which lies north of the center
line of Algonquin Rd.. south

Grove Village,

of Elk

WE WELCOME YOU TO ...

Residents here should vac at
High Ridge Knolls School.
588 S.
Plaines.

welt) and the east boundaries of

formed to study.

Kontos.

SPRING
IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER!

4P

Rd.. on the ash by Mean.quin Rd- on the west by Elmhurst Rd.. and on We south
by the Northwrst Tollway.
.Residents of this area should

west by a line running south on

which is also the east boundary

i) rrnilt"

on the east by Mount Prospect
.

Algonquin Rd.. on the south
by Algonquin Rd., and on the

vote at Low.
This precinct is bounden on
the cast by Meier Rd. (Rome-

Rd. to Busse, south on Busse to

the moth by Lincoln In., on

ton Heights Rd.. cominuing
cast on Landmeier to
to
Rd.. than south on Tonne to
Devon and can on Devon to
Elmhurst Rd and the north -

distria office at 437.1000_

- AT THIS elation.

We -Go Tr., south o We-Go
Tr. to Golf Rd., west on Golf

of Arlington Heights. (Note:
Lake Edam°. residents vote

...Polls will be open from

,Plaincs voters have been split
th' into three precincts rather
:than the two used previously.

Residents of Lake Briar wood and
all
Adington
Heights District 59 residents

onomoist to

PRECINC I 6 residents will
vote at Forest View Mementory School. 1901 Estates Dr.,
Mount Prospect.
This precinct is bounded on

opposed by Gerald Smiley of
-Elk Grove Village.

If in doubt as to wham to
:tote residents should cull the

Blvd..: rest on

Rd. to .t -ling -

east on Cosm

INCUMBENT PAUL Neu; -:hawser of /daunt
Prospect

.

Heights.

south by Kennedy Blvd. and
Elk Grove Mod.

two-yearterm.

7......nOon to 7 p.m. Saturday.

1530 S. Highland, 'Arlington

on Busse Rd. to (onnquist

west Tollway and Golf Rd, on
the west by Rohlwing Rd. end
on the southerhy a line running

525' One candidate will win a

1

the east by a line running south

ium'

eviduate,
creep
and report on dim
trim problems --a group which
would be separate from the
existing School -Community

attending Juliette Low School,
Poklacki also has two pre school sons. He has livedDiniet in
59ahmisArlington Heights since 1906.

District 59 polling places
Diuria 59 school board are

Nickolas

HE ALSO WANTS a cil-

K udalis said. It is inevitable

tatre of a quality educational
program with a balanced fi-

it from the curricula
Kodak has also distributed

59 employees.

skive to the feelings of others,"

member of Christian Liberty

for the
District 59 school board en the
issue of sax education. If deg .:Ake promises to try to remove

Mrs. Sharrie Hildebrant

Edwin Kudalis

Mrs, Judith Zonal

each member of the grot ps.

mperintendent's office and
District he parents and contin-

P rospect, is running

pOlicies, train nevi principal,
get principals who are trained
in cuniculum co-ordination.
and have an -indoctrination
program'. for all new District

"WHETHER THE desired
change

fice and each school and the

Edwin Kudalis, of Mount

for the District 59 board, says
he Is running "to restore confidence in the board by making
it dynamic, candid, concertnd
and dedicated."
Poklacki says he would
work to establish appropriate

"The leader, or sometimes

. knows the problems peculiar

understanding

Industrial chemist Dr. Ern S. Fogad., a candidate

of self-improvement.
the group itself," says Kudalis,

As a charter member end
vice president of District 595

IMO

erflP

back-

Erwin S. Poklaeki

o ther for the presumed purpose

says she has di sited eland
,schools in the distr. and
W each.

Meetings for
procedure."

con -

(mine, often of a personal na
me, and draws each member

enough

Tomorrow
Is Today

Nickolas Kostos

ground from .attending board

c

psschologiCal

a

as

,rommittee meeting for the pest
rtemntM

Mc ping!

teachers.'

Claiming she is thoroughly
knowledgeable about all problems and programs of District
59. Mrs. Judith Banco of Des

ting the most for yotir money.

doily training for students. or

THE DAY
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VEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

tgebswsette.-

Arlington Sleights, D.
(above Irlorna's Apparel

Rom:1,1°9pm Monday;
Dry RIeloy,

12' wide for seamless wall-to-wall beauty

A surprisingly soft foam rubber backing
Durable vinyl for long wear and easy ogre
9 new designs -10 Colorful patterns
Put yourself on Easy Street today.
After all, isn't it about time YOU
led the soft Wel For April only!

only

$550 sq. yd.

FREEhvimPuRcHaso
AI 11x/ii TEXTURED BLOWUP
IN FULL CoLDR, FRAMEARD ALL
OF YOUR FAVORITE SLIDE.

Mt. Prospect Coloramic
512W. Northwest Hwy.
ML Prospect

Comet Ca,

CLS-8477

THE DAY
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Education must involve
the whole child: Costello
By K. C'. Radtke

same time that we meet re-

(Edit°, nnte: The Day la
Moaning a series of Inter

quirements of a growing
!Won and growing educational
responsibilities," he said.

.

vJews with the eight candidata
:.peeking three available seals

far a three. ca too on the
..1.1kIriet 214 board. Median
date Is Saturday, April 114

"Weed, the education
needs of the entire community
stands separate from financ-

velemment as well as his perneeds

develop-

and

ment." lack Costello began.
"I feel that we have to make
our education meaningfid.
relevant ;Hsi useful to all strideem . equipping each student
Junk Castello
with the capacity to develop to
obis lost level of interest and griduated
from
Prospect
High, and another daughter.
. Castello mid that while a Claire, will enter Prospect
-.significant number of the dkt- High in the fall.
1

trim's students go on to college, many students do not and

CO.STELLO WAS appoint-

. should not pursue higher aca-

ed to the District 214 had in

dernic degrees.

February. 1969, and elected in.

°Those. students nhould he

should inteaching
power,

themselves and resources of
the community at large.

alucation process must condinue to bc more and mom involve& with the whole child.
:his intellectual needs and des
sonal

April. 1969. to fill a

oyear

ing," Costello added.
Frequently
Castello
has
brought the student into the
realm of hoard decision -making. He suggested students be

consulted on their viewpoims
for the design of the district's

which will .issist themrely
not onn

He has worked in the Pros.

in miming a living Ito i premiring them la, made whorls
after high school." said the in.
cumben1 who has served 14

pct High boosters dub and

hoard.

coached

boys baseball and

football in Moot Prospect.
He in also an active member of
the Mount Prospect Youth
Commission.

Many times

has m -

he

quested that students sitting in

the audience be allowed
voice their opinions during
board meetings.

He served six years on the
lay citizens committees for
District 214.
Unless he in called out of
town. he will attend to
night's candidates' night at

P.M. in the Randhurn Town
Hall. sponsored by Me Arlington Heights -Mount Prospect
1. ogle of Women Voters.

"My original
COSTELLO, TIlE falterer running

.

was

purpose
to give back

three children. said he h seek- something te the field of odakeg reolection tiro la a parent cation in return for what odaand sNond because he is inter- cation has given me and my
toted in youth.
family. That rvntinucs to be
"My first. respormibility in my purpose." Costello said.
life b that ot a parent, nod it is
According to Costello, the
as
parent that I have demi- high school board Not deal
need a greater imeren in with
three
areas:
keeping
young people whose life span abreast of financial tasks.

a

-

will be the time as that of my making maximum use
the
children,
dintriet's assets and meeting
'If am going to benefit the educational needs of the
1

thxm. it is ou ite necessary that entire community.
do cwrything that 1 can for
1

al! atm, in their age group."
Costello 's daughter. Mary
Beth, is a junior at Prospect
Hit. School. His son Jack

'EWE MUST MAKE sure
that we utilize the funds avail.
able to us and continue to keep

the district in the black at the

Costello' travels frequently
on business in his job as vtcepresident and general manager

noon tel 7 p.m. Saturday. April
I 1.

The precincts am
I -Walt Whitman School.

S. Wilk SI.. Wheeling:
i-lack London Junior High
133

Sehool, 1001 W DunNo Rd.,
Wheeling: 3-1.ouisa klay AIPirtt School, 530 W. Renard
Dr.. Buffalo Grove: 4--Roheri

Frost School. 305 Aspen Dr.
Nospeci Heights; 5--EdgarA.
Poe School. 2800 N. Highland
Dr
Arlington Heights:
6 -Anne
Sullivan
School.

SchoeNrvk
Roads.

and

Palatine

Prospect

Heights:

N.
Owen SL, Mount Prospect:
9 -Lions Park School. TOO E.
101

la title of en all -day teach -in

od,pollulion to he held at
Wintry College Friday. Apil

Rey. Richard Woods OP.. of

berm
and inha olucation
gnng...,ggd.

, gi g

win,

in

on a Sunny Day, and a multi-

Liturgy: TNIoral Res
he Rev. Stephen J.
Shimek, chaplain and instrucfor in religious studies. Rosary
CoiteRc.
Pol.
A.
Address
by Illinois

mad,

Atty.
Gen. Will iam Scott, 7:30 p.m.
Short
will be Arden

nnne,

throughout the day in -Free

mcdia slide presentation.
Lonnn.L.n. .o4

ration and
amaxin .

liturgy

spechd

a

jemonal

moral

re -hoax

...then.. .. will he Matured.
'The following events have
scheduled throughout
thday on the campus in River
been

Foist

"What

Pollutiogr

is

h°

Frank Cored. of the U.S. Department of the Interior. 9

Rosary C... Rife.

These movies Will in -

gm carried by the Japanese

A Palatine ordinance prohihits the use of toxic sprays by

beetle, said to have arrived in

mYssle Irvin ill

the United Slates 40 years ago.

The pattern for Arlington

Heights, Moon, musty, anj
other Northwest communities
working to save their alms has

the "DP.

village roan-

Berton Braun,

age, said 600 diseased trees
the
have been removed tar
morewo years, with at least 125
to go.
m

ewe
Pa'aIillv's 050
FIRST THE TREES were cutting down the tress. aversprayed with DDT solution, in aging five a day. Braun aid
the spri, before buds opened. them Ts 8 replacement PRAfter they were in full leaf, a. gram In which restdents may
visual inspection waste to rePaeo ParkwaY Bees. The

be. a throMen Progoo,

stroying the entire tree
quickly as possible to keep the
disease from spreading to
healthy elms.
Arlington Height,. which
employs a full-time loaner,
as

outstanding mood

an

has

against Dutch elm disease. Its
srted 10 yews
program w as awned

moved. If a resident pi,. his
own tree he will he reimbursed

SI7 by the city fora single of
and $3.1 fora corner lot.

!jive hundred trees will he
removed this

year

in

Des

Plaines. while 1,000 Norway
and red maple trees have been
purchased and will be planted

by city crews according to
.

Annual losses held to as
!Mk as 2 per cent. are perhaps
less than would ham occurred

had there been no Dutch elm

Mrs. Fran V. Kampen,
secretary to the commissioner
of public works.

Elk Grave Village, Hoffman

disease.

THE RECORD OF Mount
Prospect, currently with 5,500
parkway elms, was nearly as
good.

Village
Manager Virgil Barnett said
Mount

Prospect

Estates, the Weathers -

field subdivision of Schaumburg, Rolling Meadows and
Buffalo Grove are fairly new
towns with virtually no American elms.

ican elms. He said he knowb of

Btirin. a Shell Oil Co.
B arnett

said

using DDT

worked well in the past and the
I oss was low untd this year.

am afraid we will eventually

only two trees on the public
right-of-way.

"WE HAVE NO Dutch

elm disease in Hoffman Estatss," said Daniel Linen,
administrative assissaM. How-

the ever, Kenneth Dean, superin-

Assn.. will attend the Ilth An-

Mse most of our

nual Mid -Year Conference for
Illinois Savings and Loan

elms." he said, adding Mal the
removal cost of each infected

tendent of streets, said the cottony maple scale is affecting

to:ea 1200,
Arlington Heights forester

the lown's soft maples. Dori,

Assn. Managers in
paign. March 22 to 24.

Chem -

Envin Page said the cost of

Intl, Mount Prta-

Counted

nem, 10-Fairvic. School. MO
N. Fairvimv Av.. Mount Prospect: 11 -Lincoln Schobl. 700
W Lincoln, Nlount Prospect;
1 2-hliner
Junior
High

1101 E Miner. Ar-

School,

13 -Thomas

Thomas. Arlington Heights:
14 SouthJunior High
School, 301 W. South St.. Ar-

tree removal and replacement
reaches up to $300. The number of trees lost each year, varies between 300 and 400, including thosc on private prop.
arty as well as parkway trees.
He said that figure has been
if for the past three yea,
IIS YEAR'S plan is an in.
tcnsified

progrann

of sani.

tation. he said. Diseased Boo
wiII be visually sought out

anJ removed. -The hollowly

May and June cottony -appearing masses of scale appear
along the undersides of
branches.

Methosochlor was toted lest

year to spray the 110 American dm tress in Elk Grove Village. Charles Willis, village
anager,

said

now, but we're trying to pro tem the few we have, Willis

aid.Jack Andrews,
cattacks weakened wood," he

kW High School. 2550 N. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington. Heights: 16 -Albert Einstein School. 345 W. WsMut,
Dm Plaines: 17...lolieite Low
School. 1530 S. Highland Av..
Arlington Heights: In --Forest
View
Elementary
School.
1901 Esmtes Dr.. Mount Pros.
peek 19 -Robert Frost School.

1306 S. Cyprous Dr.. Mount
2 0 -High Ridge Knolls
School. 588 S. Dam James
Rd.. Des Plaines; 21 -Devonshire School, 1401 S. Pennsylvania, Dcs Plaines; 22-Itupley

School, 305 E Oakton Rd..
Elk Grove Village; 23--Ridgc

School. 650 Ridge Av., Elk
Grove Village: 24-Clearmont
School. 280 Clearrnont Dr..

Elk Grove Village; 25 -Salt

elude "Pollution," o three minute adaptation of Tom
Lehrer's musical parody on
pollution; "The River Must

Creek

Live," produced by Shell Oil
Co. which tells
the saki -

Meadows:
3705

lions used en the Rhim River.

hicadows.

School.

65

Kennedy

Sled., Ellr Grove VillaN; 26-Kimball Hill School, School
Nleadow

27 -Salk

Rolling
School

Pheasant Dr., Rolling

sprayi,

the

program will be continued this
year along with trimming,
pruning and limb removal.
TOur trees aren't that large
said.

.

lington Heights; 15 - Rand Jun -

--

Prof.

stria

de-

regional

vice-president,

Interlake Steel Corp.; Stanley
F. Sorwark, Commonwealth
Edbon Co.. Chicago, and
Geri Cummings. the Chicago
Tribune. Sister Thomasine
Cusack. professor of eentomks at Rosary College, will be
moderator.
a.m.
I

I

Film -Ill Winds ort a Sunny Day." presented by John
Fm -of the1Cook County Air
Pollution Conlon! Roan],
pm.
I

Panel:

Population

1i -he

Bomb" Ore Louis gawks, Hatistician. demographer and
lecturer in sociology. Rosary

College: Dr. Viola Streufert,
theologian, Concordia Teach.
ers College, and Father Dennis

Zusy. ecologist, Aquinas Instonles1.11..olg_

.

.

.

.

"That reminds me, we need
a teen telephone at our house"
active duty by installing a teen phone.

2004 Miner St.
CENTEL
SYSTEM DES PLAINES, ILL.

827-9919

central telephone company of Illinois

.TRAM
a

formed To Retain Amaican

aid.
Keeling, group tented facilities

High
School on March 210 present u
commentary by Lee R. Hayes,
Prospect

at

an American Nosy crewman
Nand
who served on Me
was held captive by the North

Kamm.
°There

is

inch

in

you could have trouble,He said that a panel of represent:aims from several midwestern universities are studying

the

residual

effects

of

methomichlor, used instead of
DDT. According to Page, the
season for the susceptibility of

sycainare,
money locust and ash are choan as replacements.
said

the

maple,

IN WHEELING the big
problem is the cottony maple
scale, but last year 15 tees
were removed by a contractor
because of Dutch elm disease.

the Dutch Elm beetle is 90

Director of Public Works

days while methoxochlor is ef-

Larry Oppenheimer said that

fective

35 days.

"Tha tomesfr ns we'd have to
spray twice during the season,
resulting in double labor
costs," he said and added that

Ihe product costs three times

as much a, DDT to begin
with."
HIS CREW 15 working to
save Arlington Heights'
14,000 American elro trees,
but it has no control of those
lining the state right-of-way..
"I, as e village forester, get
upset because the state dmse't

sent

of diseasedte elms were
the a natural history
stles

mney M Urbana, a section of
the applied botany and plant
pathology department. He said
he did dot know just how many

American elms Wheeling h.
.d was not aware of any specilic program for this year.
A Wheeling ordinance con trots diseased trees on private

property. If a homeowner is
Naffed by the village that a
tree is diseased. he must have
it removed within 10 days.

An unusual asks course in being offered w a limited enrollment group. If you area salesman, or interested in a
sales career, you should enroll in this course. Nationally
known sales trainer and consultant will conduct a 6 week
seminar in Des Plaines, one night a week; beginning in
Mid -April. Course provides materials", film, instruss
tors. You provide your time and interest. Regardless of
your future this could be a valuable course. Don't wait to
enroll -when class is filled no further reservations will be
taken for this session. To enroll, or to obtain further in-

formation complete and mail coupon below. or phone
82747448.

age.

The TRAIN group charged
SI.50 for advance tickets and
S2 at the door. They were bib
kd S50 for room rental.

ities

Suite 4, 2720 Des Plain. Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
Please enroll me in your sales course

Pt cows nd ddl'on 'information

moo:marl 7 1

"AS MEMBERS of a group

that have never at any time
condoned or endorsed violence we do not feel we should

be discriminated against." he
calmly claimed.

Keeli, went on to trace a
questionable history of BanniaI support for the Education.
OLaboratories, which is head-

ed by Clyde Brooks, an Elk
Grove Village resident carrently serving a seat on the
Dist. 214 board.
Educational
Laboratories
rented facilities at Forest View
High School for a Sidewalk

c,:u. ah. YOU
T. SEKIEFir OF vien Roney: NA POI.

V,,,===ot

os GE OF THE

a,

-1,VJEAM%01.1,15, RCP,

Postr KNOY:wxeH IS
SuatreY IGPEPRSEVERAN
OMTANT
,

OR M

CE: EILly

t.14.6

-42/11g

L

aids/.
l'he board

modilial this
policy, however, when citizens

115 ¶00 ISOLATED FOR ME.

Makt.S.

The best way youret top No
from yo
ear iS to
drive it, says John H. Struben,
director of the Chicago Motor
Club -AAA emergency
rvice department.

road

Head for the open highways
occasionally and exercise your

says Strube,
says

YThis does not mean this
you should drive at exatiliVe
speeds -just

reasonable

high-

way speeds sufficient io give
your engine a good workout,"
Stroh en said.

He added that this is especially important now because

Trampas ,me

-r,1",e'a*'ATE`rati,?

restricted by winar.
wather.

26

BUGS BUNNY

Bob Path.

Sports

6:55

FOR THURSDAY'
-

Monger,

Sports

6:05

Your
Horoscope

20 TV College
Humanities.
26 Famous Artists:
Famous Writers

April

with his money at this time
may not have any left fora sure
thing later on this month.

-.

9

News,

9:10
20 The Forsyre Saga

7

Oina Amigid

9:30

9

Moyle

12:30

Mountains.
12:40

32 TBA

32 True, or Corp

1:00

1:10

20 TV College
Geography.

Surrender Hell!"
Keith Andes rallies

32 Password
LOO

Medical Center

he's one of the youlig
strongest
dactor's
boosters.
5 Music Han
Eddy Arnold is
host. Guests arc Jack
John
DeShannon.

Davidson

7

News

9

News

control of Philippine.. With Susan
Cabot.

II Yoga for Health

26 A Black's View

ReneTons

of the News

32

Tlue Honey.

1:50

mooners

44 Continous News,

nd

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

1:55

10:30

2

Guests include
Page,

2

Weather, Sports

I ohyCash

Petri

to

combat Japanese

Charlie Callas.
7

forces

partisan

TOMO

Dr. Gannon tries
loam., a black resb
dent in surgery that

Show

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21/r Strict controls on your
surroundings can make your
Workdays farre productive

Farm Forum

Relay

II World Press

2

PP eta.

garage,

3

of the

ing on Inc mind of a

7:40

N ews,

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

my

rina Amalie Hernan-

00 Continuous
e

ers.

7

casterstars in a play center-

Se.
A film trip to the

Your car's performance
certainly will not he improved

dumpy prison lead-

Balle-

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Land. and

tolhere goullfinding

Mery Griffin

2:50

Show

Sonny

5

Live By

Tonight Show

EEK & MEEK
usr sea

than they havemobeen. Put your

Not down.

GEMINI (May 22

June

211, If it has been established
that permission is needed to do

what you have in mind te do,
see that such permission is
forthcoming.
CANCER (June 22 July
may seem a
13): Though

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

on

IN TOWN!

$1.89
SIRLOIN STEAK

gee of Economic Opportun-

PLATTER

ity, a federally -funded organization.

$1.29

$1.49
RIB EYE
STEAK PLATTER

matters of personal

in

grooming, it should pay off
handsomely.
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 231:

TRY THESE PRICES ON THE FAMILY BUDGET

es. Keeling said, were supported with fund, from the Of -

BROOKS IS MANPOWER
director for the 0E0 in North

Freak. Crisp Salad
Slab Testi, Toast

board
that a

SIRLOIN PLATTER

you from one big one.

french Fries
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slab Texas Toast

231:

Store Hours

75%

LOW CATALOG

PRICES

...WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
All first quality fall & winter women's and
children's wear at below cost. PLUS... added
savings on certain Spring and Summer items...
also costume jewelry. First come...first served...

-

23

tif*W4-41"rdet

OUTLET
STORE

7300 N. MELVINA, NILES, ILLINOIS

CAPTAIN EASY

38

Chosen group

39 Total
40 Form of
to be"

43 Willow genus
49 Pickled

through to the lot letter.

CAMPUS CLATTER
an-eni
oosLY, I
CANTp tIK

leak. MINP...WP
mMe SOMEONE ORAMen

PE Anne OR

nvoi

rind
48Negative
reply
49 Star in Auriga
53 Membraneous
partition
(anat.)

rave

nerve

56 Devoured

rivein

vane

nip

gem

Tit,

Mt(

Phi
go.

57 Not in
58 Greek

rain
rave
regain

aver
anger
earn

range

near

MN

nae

ring

gave

_Bive_

.

crown

20: Don't trust to luck. Lay
your plans ..refully as possible and then follow them

caring

AS

.

see

grin
grain
graven
given

I

CR

-

33 One of a series
of seats
36 Academic

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

vain

O
A RR

A

,

e asily give way to afternoon

re

ES

d-

19h A day which seems M run
in opposites. Morning joys can

raven

0R

'

of a mailing error.
AQUARIUS Dan. 21 - Feb.

Answers to
Hideaword

(VATS RO
G
IRASCIB L
5 A RT ERMA..
EA VANS
SI A
E
RO
00
0

OPEN EASE ANN

ShOuld come to you as a result

meek Evening should
things right again.

(Latin)

URSA AR

NI

gE

DOWN
M
O -r
7 - beam
C P
I DE
Special tract
OM
0 COO
12 Deed
of ground
13 Candlenut
(var.)
tE0
L A
tree
RepetRepetitionN
14 White poplar
of sound
2 Scrap of cloth 37 Es ape stone
15 Greek letter
Egyptian sun 23 Statement of 91 Retract
16 Pounds (cob.)
92 Click -beetle"
account
disk (var.)
17 Pungent mint
45 Harden (var.)
24 Join
Bract in
18 Musical
96 Nero, for one
25 Ringworm
grasses
97 Musical work
Performance
Stain with
(Med.)
20 Maid loved
26 Relative by
50 Money (slang)'
blood
by Zeus
51 Stringed
marriage
6 Church
21 Pigs' knuckles
instrument
27 Australian
festival
52 Philippine
arboreal
Color design
26 Sumatran
sweetsop
animal
on fabric
chine silk
53 Container for
28 Matured
Loathe
29 Epoch
dyes
person
Lock opener
30 Single
32 French article 54 Freudian
1 Shade tree
(comb. form) 1 English river 39 Concerning
term
31 Of a geo55 Norse god of
(Latin)
1 Supergiant
metric knot
discord (var.)
35 Array (var.)
star

question whatever good

Win

(NOTE CLOSED TUESDAYS)

4 Hot pumpkin

-

VINEGAR

MON. WED. THURS. & FRI. 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

SAT. 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

CAPRICORN (Dee.

Thing

soup

THE BORN LOSER

22): A poor bargain is not
worth even the smallest price.
Don't be taken in by another's
fast and smooth talk.

Jan. 20): A source of joy today
ia a distant relative. Don't

(prefix)63

1 Split-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23
-

62 Across

'ACROSS

bound to be din.

large amount of choice you arc
&Wined to have. Take the long

Repeating by Popular Demand!
OFF REGULAR

Sept.
per.

-

after

ad above reproach.
LIBRA (Sept. 24- Oct. 23k
Don't try to dictate another's
activities to him. Allow friends
and family to have their own
say about how they will spend
their time.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221 Pastimes may be difficult
to select today in view of the

ed Aronson.

Our Famous BONUS SALE

is

seeker

appointed. Neverthelera. do
We best you ca n to be accurate

1249 Elmhurst Rood
Des Plaines, Illinois

11 AMto 9PM

The

ration

BONBNZA SIRIAIN PITS.

made

Let's Eat!

of small successokeep

sion

chew in the district's rental

their rental arra,ements.
Supt. Edward Gilbert back-

Answer to Previous Puzzle

what counts. Don't let a profs,

FAST SERVICE a COME AS YOU ARE NO TIPPING

policy had occurred between
the time Educational Laboratories rented rooms and the

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Quality rather than quality is

CHOPPED

VIRGO (A ug. 24

goad Potetu

MORTY MEEKLE

bather at this time to takeextra
esne

and

STORE HOURS

in the foothill C0011 -

is

dez.

highway

speeds helps to improve battery efficiency. removes carbon from the spark plugs and
fines sticky valves." Struben

20): The Aries who speculates

Groups operating in these

group

II Lifewatch 6

returns

26 Art= Meadow.

Last of series ke-

the use of many ears has been

-

Kauf-

Nazi PW camgp2plots
to help partisans and

Jack
Nye,

Come from the Pace
Corps and volunteers
to help Dixon's class.

son

II The Masten

no. Prima

Encelbert Ham -

Connie Stevens and
Harry Seconte.
9
Cowboy
A special looks at
Meath of the cowboy

man's

12:00

Moyle
r.
"Bomb at 10i10."
MontgomGeorge
ery. escapin .from
2

Winch Sloss
Guests are
Jones. Louis

Principal

to

lown.

ABR., IT!

shoPPing.

7

7 Room 222

bon who is coming

TO PO omaTHMO

id in front of the hotne or
driven only a Is, blocks for

HR.

woods fair.

Professor
Prof. Everett is
dubious about seeing
an old college sweet -

TOOMUCH

former motorcycle racer Bus
the urge to ride agnin
when Bronson stops
at his ranch.

d at the back-

Nanny and the

LANCELOT

11:50

32 News Final

A

Sher beauty to the

Shiloh ranch.

Ore,. I'm ear

On the contrary. such inactivity Mods to doll the per ..
fomance of an automobile.
Stbe° concluded.

5 71.n Came Bran-

Granny angersled
by hawking Elly May

Hee-Flaw

The story of bow

torn toso BEENSPEWING

the

become ink idoper.

bathe

Tammy Wynette

27.

paleaving it in

26 Log Carlos' Or-

11:35

Paintings;
32 100
Great Musk

nen

and George Jones=
gnats.
The Virginian
5

opinion from their attorneys at
We next regular meeting, April

Comments

pay:

has

chological problems
which compel tilm to

2

HEROES ARE MARE-., nom

11.30

ng.

7:30
Beverly

'Doris

Paul Harvey

32

A veteran of Vief-

lin

and

32 Mao In Sulrense

9100

director Mal &nett-

6011
2

Recall
Day.

Hamdl Else°

nom

drawn. to

pulrively

music. With Laren
Bass

with James Day
Slut of a series
features Swedish film

26 Quiz

the fee which we agreed to pay

Douglas etym.

20 TV College
Biology.

Pier Angli.
II A Conversation

20 TV Cals.

minaret player Kirk

weaver,

a

yen for the eircusand
one of its performers,

6.25

cheek.

at

Sports

archeologist with

&IS

ARIES (March 22

Brooks and his Educational
Laboratories through the dirt

Cook County.
Arthur Aronson,
president, explained

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
44 F.ntertainment
Guide

Social science.

soning and handed the disWink business director a S50

"A brisk run

Danny Kaye im Brig kb school leathery

"Young Man with
Horne' Drama of

a

44 Continuous

New

II Indian Theorem@
ommo

Give car a run for
improved performance

Birch Society. Then we were
given the run around for 10
days..' Keeli, said.

Nashville,

Show

Show
9
Moyle

II International
Magnine
32 Big Valley

"Merry Andrew."

Mike Douglas

Dick (melt

tones rnd Tony lo
White

sompuKr

lune with his 7 -year old son Eddie.
9 Movie

.6110

1-16K,n1.00,,u;

He accepted the board's rea-

for the Hayes speech, but was
turned down because of conk
Eating athletic events.
'soldrhing w, NIL until
we
we were from the John

to

thy. teems more in

Tom,

NOGG N!
'SHEHsi

NOSBYe

KEELING SAID his group
had called several district
schools hoping to rent rooms

attempted

6 00
News
News
News

9

Taw,rae',,os
oN

RE

Zgatn2

Eddies
rath
Eddie Eicher

TIIE BIRCH -TRAIN rent-

The board will dischss the
rental policy and written legal

district residents.

Birch Society

5

al request fell in this category
Reeling was told.

her.

Academy. They present current controversial Ilium, several of whom raised the ire of

City,

You cALLTHA

charged rental fees.

for me of school equipaint
(proctors and other audiostool

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
TELEPHONE

LAM

seam a SiggGer
A nosev, nu. Gorr

rental policy.
While the request for altos
net's opinion was
process.
the board decided that groups
charging admission dr donation, regardless of their profit
or nun -profit status, would be

organizationsons were only billed

the Educational Laboratories
who brought in Bobby Rush."
Keeling told the board.

York

2

icy change, the board followed without reservation. The palm established policy that lo
-icy. Is line ff everyone will he
cal, civic, No -profit organiras
treated uniformly." Keeling
dons would not be charged for
said. while passing out Birch
Use of school facilities. Stich
literature to each hoard mem-

charged us and those charged

He

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

sr,

7

sok advice from the dilaters
attorneys for a revision of the

no returns... no refunds... all sales final./
R. McCARVILLE

OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT

-us age 15 REAL8IOFF

"We have no objection to
PREVIOUS TO THE poi-

difference in the fees (rental)

two

ono -half

Page 13

considerable

a

perfect tree," he said. "If you

and

for room rental and only paid
the district for equipment as

synonomous
conservative group

Houston).

favor a, particular species, diameter replacement am He

SideWalk Academy charged
nominal admissions, which re portedly were used to pay honorary foes for guest speakens
and their overnight expenses.
Brooks' agency was not billed

objected so use of school facilby
"questionable"
groups, Members agreed to

IS

Me and S25 for a bare root

If yen have to blast your way toe phone it mean
that you have a teen with Nlephonitia. And that'd
just about any time. Release your telephone tar adult

Birch Society."

spraying. $30 to remove a dead

Committee Against Environ.

son,

l'rain Commit..
which lie d.cribed as an "ad
hoc committee of the John

or b a

"But Mere is no such thing as a

Pollution" Joseph Kama.s,
ville Hermaning, Peoples Oa
Co.; Chicago; Harry Hender-

He addressed the board ea a

member of the Northwest Subroe

bu'r'bearroMi2(Ze=r1c4eVir

Symposium. "Industry and
mental Violence, Chicago: Or-

ine.

Nutmeat superintendent, said
it costs 93.10 per tree for

SALES COURSE

RobertJay Njulohn Marshall
Law School, Chicago. 10 am.

form and its general rental pal-

Each tree removed will be
.Pleced
Put Nil with a
maple. oak. ash or locust Irte.

7111c Legal Aspts of the
Pollution Problem"

copy of the district's ante!

Independence Now, Keeling

owners who have had nem re-

od-

dent of Arlington Heights
Federal Savings and Loan

Wheeling Rd., requested the
high school board give hint a

hove be, sent out to home-

oct. sot he xstercarrying
vessels of the tree.

Donald F. Morton: pnok

al. Gilbert said.

Dis,trici I, 2, il!mfacii<licticesii,

The third step was to reove the diseased oes, de-

marked forremoval.

Lexington Fields, has Amer-

Conference

ent rental charges in um of

with

Infected

ion or doNtions should he
billed for school facilities =t-

h9meo`Nler and the viiieSe
each PO' tin,
IN DES PLAINES, notices

sent.

my arrangements were mode
prior to the board's discussion
do agencies charging admis-

and receive, reasons for varie

re,
were

determine if disease

ternatives in mind: to spray
with methoXochlor or to Iced-

Prospect:

:Speakers representing
hawkers

'

the Aquinas Institute, J p.m.

'

.

tRhde.NbocrThcw'estCT"o'llatyR.d. "d

seklom elision a board meeting

Junior High School, 103 E.

multi -media slide pimento lion. "Our
Environment"

17.

Nana decade.
It is primarily the American
dm that is affected by the fun-

only one area of the yillae,

School. 1000 Wolf Rd., Mount

Pollution teach -in
slated April 17
tWivc Earth a Chance" is

D utch elm disease for more

Schaumburg Public Works
Director Edwin Denman said

lington Heights.,

School.

' A Mount P unnet rendent,
As an example he cited Me .mindting for the John Birch
cast side of Arlington Heights Sodely, last night questioned

the community has two al-

7 -River Treme Junior High
g -Busse

which have

Products. Ina. Nonetheless. he

of Revere Aluminum Building

Dist. 214 polling places
Polling places for the Dist 214 high school board
election will be open from

source stays there," he said.

protected their
elms against the ravages of

Abe riap

Wednesday April g 1970

On TV - Today

SHORT RIBS

1140 SEATEN VACS

THE SIDEWALK Acad.

By.K. C. Radtke

Northwest suburbs, many of

neventh high school.

equipped with an education unexpired term vacaNy.

months on the high school

remove Infected trees quickly
Page said No one
enough
ilk. ban on DDT may has seems to have jurisdiction on
Manned the elms tosome condemning those trees, so We

assets

corporate
space. administrative talents,
board willing to contribute
time and abilities, students

our

that

concerned

By,,e,_,

Maximum use of the district's

Birch Society questions '
change in Dist. 214 fees

DDT ban changes strategy
in Dutch elm disease war

Wednesday Apra 8 1970

food

assembly
59 Saul's uncle
(Bib.)

Shoshonean
Indian
61Symbol
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John Mufich overshadows
any car buying
incentive ever
advanced in
these parts!

John Mufich

Buick's Annual

Two new ways to start the day

Spring Sole!

Honey apple,
sweet topper

for oatmeal

With 1000 as the 1970 goal in this 5th annual spring sales campaign,
John Mufich and his action -staff embark upon the most comprehensive
car crusade ever conceived for the consumed The quality of Buick,
the beauty of Buick and the number one position of Buick in big car
sales in Chicagoland now makes it possible for everyone to step up
to Buick. In this one big sale of the year, John Mufich "Buick on Rand"

John MOW,

by Nora Naughton

Dal rood Editor
What better send off for the day s activities
than a bowl 01 steaming oatme vh

will deliver 1000 cars in an unprecedented experiment of selling

Here s a recipe with a special sweet buttery
topping Apple slices simmered in a tart -sweet
mixture of honey and lemon once are spooned
onto each serving of hot oatmeal And if you like
add y sprinkling of cinnamon and serve with milk
or cream It s a pleasing flavor combination that
does a world of nutritional good too

logistics. Watch!

HONEY -APPLE OATMEAL

..ow will John Mufich's

Ftti'v.

4 cups water
1 teaspoon salt

2 cups rolled oats

Aare -devil drivers do it?

Sy cup honey
1 tablespoon lemon Juice

2 cups apple slices (about 'A -inch thick)
2 tablespoons butter or margarine

How will they do it? It's a simple business proposition,
secure twice the allotment of cars, xoom for double -the volume when most folks buy their cars, take less than

For oatmeal, stir oats mto briskly boiling salted water Cook I minute for quick oats, stirring
occasionally Cook 5 minutes or longer for old
fashioned oats Cover pan remove from heat

half the normal amount of profit per unit, save once

A
Thrill -A Minute Pace!

again on overhead (to us this means two months) and
pass it all back to you in the farm of the best deal of all
time for you! You'll never find a better time to buy! This
is the magnificent truth and we stand ready to startle

...dlr...u. P.m sums 2. *dem. meellic M

2.1.2.1.32:, door MIA. cup.,

amain.

pow

""`

wieder vAlM1 dark Villyi 10. Vara

factvy olr

door hardrop, VAaa esmalle Franaion,

$1195

12195
Spar t

coup, !aft,' pis

1966 BUICK SKYLARK
outa
Coo,

son.

-

ring.

2 1711e=ctiwa.

$1395

:,condialine

'1995
196B LE SABRE
Must so. to mond. own coupe. a,,,.me,.Irenamlnlon.

power *no 1114.ver

$1795
1967 OPEL

bud., win, full lade, pelpment,

a door. fire MOM 44 mint

50%

$1395

$1095
1962 CORVETTE

1966 ELECTRA
PM., win.

1966 TEMPEST LE MANS
2 dm, h2r,,ely 11.1.11* bkicitcusiorn

.

$1995
1968 ELECTRA

SAVE

Grub* ming, ilk wiled

son wodedounneJoeonno........

1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

mar bplu. or. gold

$1395
1966 IMPALA2

1967 ELECTRA

ironsmluien. power

1968 CUTLASS
dor

=XX r.Z..!7,77.:

.$1995

$3795
1969 LE SABRE
4 daer ;O. cunem

Spoon topping onto bowls of the hot oatmeal
If desired sprinkle with cinnamon and serve
with milk or cream Makes 6 servings

1966 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

1968 OLDSMOBILE "88"

.1 deer Foretop wpm Imp.; lodory air .

12995

Nothing to buy!

coat Simmer, covered, 3 to 4 minutes or until

Ar-r-revved-up revolution in Used Car pricing too!

rte.. mi. Wake, olphi. AIM ex.

Gallons of Gas!

For topping, bring honey and lemon Juice to a
boil Reduce heat add apples and stir lust to
apples are tender Stir in butter

...Miming.

1000

and let stand a few minutes

you!.

1969 ELECTRA

FREE

(quick or old fashioned,

uncooked)

door hard., factory olr ceondOioning,

plus fullfortoryegoipmenygold.is.......

-

$2995

$1695

$1695

You can be a double winner in John
Mufich's double -500 if you buy now.

You win in the deal and you might

on NEW...
and USED!

MEN=Ilt)
Reese your family's interest

FOOD
itsDAY
tt4

oatmeal by topping it with this honey
and apple combination

also win the big free award. Just
The more cars we sell, the more

be 18 or over, sign up and who knows
you can win two ways.

lis

cars we take in trade. In short,
the more we sell the more you
save....and the more we make!
That is the long and short of it!

100015 THE TUNE FROM NOW THRU JUNE!"
John
"BUICK ON RAND"

MUFICH MUFICH
t
Mt. Prospect

Spring is a time to introduce fresh
recipe ideas as well as unusual

foods and flavor combinations

'BUICK ON RAND"

Mt. Prospec

To illustrate take two familiar fa
vorites like pancakes and fresh

and combine them
to
make an elegant
with yogurt
strawberries

breakfast brunch dish or dessert A
dependable pancake mix speeds
preparation of pancakes and the addition of yogurt makes the golden
brown pancakes especially moist

ls nd flvorful.

STRAWBERRY -YOGURT PANCAKE STACKS

to

the family

tEAST-RAND- ROAD * 394 -2200 -3k-801 -EAST -RAND -ROAD *394=220V
'

Pancakes change pace for spring
greased griddle to make 8 pancakes

1 cup pancake nux
1 cup milk

kJ am randialavored yogurt
1 egg
1

tablespoon

melted or

pint fresh strawberries, sliced

and sweetened

Turn pancakes when tops are covered with bubbles and edges look
cooked Turn only once

hquid

shortening
1

yogurt egg and shortening in bowl
Stir lightly until batter is fairly
smooth For each pancake pour
about Vi cup batter onto hot, lightly

To assemble, place about Vi cup
strawberries between 2 pancakes.

Top with additional strawberries
and a tablespoon of yogurt. Makes 4

servis
sg

Let spring be the time to introduce a new recipe idea to your family, And

if you hayen't tried yogurt yet, Strawberry -Yogurt Pancakeswill be a

-pleasant taste experience.--------

-----------

-

-- -

..w

VT

_11

oney apple,
sweet topper

or oatmeal
by Nora Naughton

Day Food Editor

What better send-off for the day's activities
than a bowl of steaming oatmeal?

Here's a recipe with a special sweet, buttery
topping. Apple slices simmered in a tart -sweet
mixture of honey and lemon juice are spooned
onto each serving of hot oatmeal. And if you like,
add a sprinkling of cinnamon and serve with milk
or cream. It's a pleasing flavor combination that
does a world of nutritional good, too.
HONEY -APPLE OATMEAL

4 cups water
1 teaspoon salt

2 cups rolled oats

(quick or old fashioned,

uncooked)
V4 cup honey

1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 cups apple slices (about 1/4 -inch thick)
2 tablespoons butter or margarine

For oatmeal, stir oats into briskly boiling salted water. Cook 1 minute for quick oats, stirring
occasionally. Cook 5 minutes or longer for old
fashioned oats. Cover pan, remove from heat
and let stand a few minutes.

For topping, bring honey and lemon juice to a

boil. Reduce heat; add apples and stir just 'to
coat. Simmer, covered, 3 to 4 minutes or until
apples are tender. Stir in butter.

Spoon topping onto bowls of the hot oatmeal.

If desired, sprinkle with cinnamon and serve
with milk or cream: Makes 6 servings.

Revive your family's interest in

oatmeal by topping it with this honey
and apple combination.

I

Now

Lowel

I

anca es c an e ace
Spring is a time to introduce fresh
recipe ideas, as well as unusual
foods and flavor combinations, to
the family.

To illustrate, take two familiar favorites like pancakes and

fresh

strawberries, and combine them
with yogurt to make an elegant
breakfast brunch dish or dessert. A

dependable pancake mix speeds
preparation of pancakes and the ad-

dition of yogurt makes the' golden
brown pancakes especially moist
*nil flavorful.

STRAWBERRY -YOGURT PANCAKE STACKS

-wow- -

Or s

II

rin

yogurt, egg and shortening in bowl.
Stir lightly until batter is fairly

smooth. For each pancake, pour
about.% cup batter onto hot, lightly
1 cup pancake mix
1 cup milk
3/4 cup vanilldflavored yogurt
Legg
tablespoon melted or liquid
1
shortening

1 pint fresh strawberries, sliced
and sweetened
Place-mix,

greased griddle to make 8 pancakes.

Turn pancakes when tops are covered with bubbles and edges look
cooked. Turn only once.
To assemble, place about Va cup
strawberries between 2 pancakes.

Top with additional strawberries
and a tablespoon of yogurt. Makes 4.,
servings.

Let spring be the time to introduce a new recipe idea to your family, And
if you' haven't tried yogurt yeti Strawberry -Yogurt' Pancakes will be a
pleasant taste experiene4-
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Main dish created for a prince
By Morprele Murphy

Mane to visit their families,

1/2
cup
crumbs

and they deckled to leave his

The great Austrian. camposer, Josef Haydn 1173218091 found favor WW1 Prince

employ. As they were reaching

the end of this compositiM4
one by one the players ex-

Donal)

See Mate.
Prince Este/Kay was a most
patron to Haydn.

natty only one violinist

rethe last

trained, and with
phrase, he also left. The prince
understood the message, was
moved and granted their

4 carrots, chopped
2 sticks celery, diced

Edery

Haydn was relieved of these
worries. and was thus able to
become a prolific composer.
However, in 1772 Haydn cola
posed his Farewell lAbscIded)
under
citeumSymphony
dames that are quite common

child

in

Vienne

2 tahl.poons Dour
Chicken or beef

knows the stay of this early
vstrike,.. and housewives now
enjoy many dishes created by
the prince's chef.

Rad, little. Then gradually,

sauce over roast and cover
tightly. Bake in 225 degree

with wooden spoon, beat In
Rom. Continue beating vigor-

own for about half an hour,
besting with sauce once or

ously.Dough should bestiff.

twice. Place roost on hot plat-

Make a stuffing from onion.
esley, rye bread crumbs and
bled
bacon. Moisten a bit with
nod, With sharp knife make a
slit in the beef fillet lengthwise

. pound chopped bacon,
fried .a placed on paper towrl

'4Zzr
FRYERS

boil, let dough rest.

Whto

water boils, dip a teaspoon into it and scoop out of

From sauce in pan remove
bay leaf and lemon peel. Add
sour cresol. Hem gently (but
do not boil) for a few minutes.
Ifyour platter is Jorge. you
ay pour s
over roast. If

1 cup sour cr.m

(

I nom of

While bringing

'

ta stick of margarbie

ESTERHAZY ROAST'
FILLET' OF BEEF
About 3 pounds fillet of
beef, IM inches thick, whole

uSgt

Add water and salt to egg.

ter.

I bay leaf

FRYERS

NOCKERLN
1 egg, slightly beaten
LS cup water
Lb t easpoon salt
11/2 cups flour

paprika, salt and pepper (freshly ground, if possible).
Sear meat under broiled on
both sides, Pour vegetable

Small strip of lemon Feel

today.

It is told that the Prince had
Denied the orchestra leave of

nod,

'homemade or canned

oryaPeala

or Nockalm

chovies, lemon peel. bay Nat

chopped

generous

hard put to pay met and satisfy
their hunger, for 29 wars

capers,

drained and chopped
I medium onion, finely
chopped
I teaspoon ' parsley, finely
chopped
1
parsnip, scraped
mid

tiptoed out of the chamber. Fie

When many composers were

of

teaspoons

2

well with boiled new potatoes

Gently brown in marprine,
sprinkle with flour and blend
well. Add stock, capers, an-

bowl a small quantity of dough
and immerse in water. Repeat
untiI all dough is in boiling water. Simmer for about 10 min top.

and sera with

Drein

Lage

Tuna loaf
hearty meal

Ma, or until nockerin rise to

not. put ia seporatc warm dish.
Serve immediately.

sauce.

Cold, Cool World

Cents Cul

I

How to freeze avocados
pound

An abundant supply of amr

UncOok ed chicken be

and various dessert
Unless commercially

in dry bread crumb . Sprinkle

When h is cooked. rdnInVe it

with salt and pep,

prepared and frozen instantly
et
wYogeni° temPerinuta.
avocados are not satisfactorily
frozen whole or sliced.

Let chicken M19 u. dm for at

and each slightly.
Skin the chicken and cut
into julienne strips with
sharp knife. Return chicken to
the broffi. Add onions and sea.

=we

settings. Simmer for 100 minute,. Pal avocado and cm into
thin slices. Add to galenist be-

C1 ender and mix until smooth.

sha,es
dishes.

TO (FREEZE: Select fruits
float are soft and ripe, not bard
or mushy. They should elm be

blemish -free and retain their.
characteristic green coloring.
Peel fruit, cut in half, remove
Mc pit and mash the pulp. For

in a very large
and saute
breasts until brown. Turn and
brown on the other side. using
moderate heat tapproximately
five to seven minutes on each
side). If the chicken breasts
have been pounded very thin.
they should be done.

Mange chicke
a

large

tad 1/2 teaspoon crynalline as

sugar and oregano and sponn
over the chicken breasts. Top
with cheese eke, and sprinkle

corhic acid to each quart of
puree. Pack into freezing contamers, leaving head space;
label, date and freeze
tinnily avocado pulp is used
Io
smaller guantitim and

seal,

Mould be frozen in a size eon-

Miner that you would use Si
one serving.

The

avocado

slicw will float on the top.

AVOCADO DRESSING

15 teaspoon celery seed

lb tempo. chili powder
te.porin salt
Dash

liquid

hot

.

21/2 cups milk

I

in Remit. con.inere. laving

head space; seal, date.

filled with pineapple and coconut, than, even

label

and freeze.

topped with a cherry. While baking, they bacon
festive appearance which makes them attractive enough to brighten up any meal.

CHICKEN CUTLETS
WITH AVOCADOS
This delicious recipe tastes
much like veal parmesan and
mould be e good substitute
dune days when veal is so expenSiVe. The avocado slices
odd a new color and another
taste dimension to this disk
Ylekh Serves 6

THESE MUFFINS have a secret ingredient
-Nut Bread Mix. As with any mix, the batter's
simple to make. Then, instead of spooning the
batter into a or
pan, put it into muffin tins,
nits with colorful paper liners. Then, top each
with a cherry and hake Soon you will have hot
muffins ready
To add an extrarve.
touch, why .not arrange the
muffins in a basket lined with a colorful napkin.

3

large

chicken bow"

family mule aide re marks. But once they'd tried it.

they asked for more. It's not
only delicious, but very pretty
with the green .wmcg.d.
floating on top of Mc soup.

turned

Them they become the center of Attraction at any

4

I egg, slightly beaten
1/2 cup milk
Dry bread crumbs
Salt and pepper
1/2 cup boner
1 Imound can tomato sauce
with tomato bits

meal.

HAWAIIAN STELE MUFFINS
t can (81/2 ounces) crushed pineapple, drain
well, reserve syrup

I package (IT ounces) Pillsbury Nut Bread

Mix

1/2 teaspoon sugar

1 egg

1/2 cup flaked coconut
Va cup sugar
Maraschino cherries, if desired

cups

Mowed

1 whole chicken breast or 1
cup honed clikken

,q ww,p,u,p wound puha,.

der
th terriponto oregano

make 1/2 cup), dry bread mix and egg. Beat 50 to
70 strokes by hand.

and Meat Board. A highlight of any peed breakfast is crisp
bacon os sizzling pork sump links. Cooking then, correctly is

Fill muffin cups about one-third full of batter..

$109

MO 'Do Kroger go

PLUS

FREE PICTURES

Grade A Medium

EGGS

A

Half

McCallums 12 YEAR OLD

OLD STYLE LAGER
$3. Lo Plus

SCOTCH $

oCazz

V7

Bottlese

Deposit

99c

6-12 oz. Cons

5.59

t,M,

SAVE

Discount
Price

5c

Packers Label F
Fifth

ORANGE JUICE

Blended and Bottled in Scotland

HUBER BEER

Nationally Advertised

BOCK OR REGULAR

TV DINNERS

MIRAC(RIA.E.

rel:::7XCree'le

GERMAN BRANDY

BUDWEISER

Reg. $6.19

99c
$3.79

5A9

Can

Pkgs,
SAVE

SAVE

Se

12c

Iola

Everyday
Discount
Price

5 Lb. Bag Flour

$

Plus Deposit
WeewereWwPwawiPeSPRemewee.sPee.www,

3.98

not difficult.

sugar. Spoon rounded teaspoon over center of
better and top with maraschino cherry. Bale
350 degrees for 20 to 25 minutes before removing hoar pan. Makes 18 muffins.

Place slices of baron in a cold frying pan over low hear. Turn
frequently to brown bacon evenly. Pour off mass fat as it col.
ban. Fry until bacon is crisp and lightly browned.

4
Roll
Pack

Fifth

TIP: If you emit bake 2111he muffin baler a
one time, cover the bowl until your muffin cups
are free to use again. Use batter within 45 min -

mar, 2 to 3 tablespoons. Cover and cook slowly five minutes.
Pour off drippings. Cook, uncovered. over low heat. aiming so
that sausages will be nicely browned on all sides.

Place sausage links in a cold frying pan. Add a small amount of

SQUIRT
6 Pack -12 oz.

SAVE

PEBBLEFORD 86 PROOF

c9 -

c

le

5c

STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY

Plus

Deposit

$2.89

BROWSE THROUGH

$11;0.9

FIFTH

0.0.A-TsetiEs

Michigan Red

Delicious Apples

OUR WINE DEPT.

Pineapple.oat drops forkiddie party

GIN OR VODKA

Prices & Qualify To Suit
All Tastes

MIX OR MATCH
Go ahead, be old fashioned
and bake at least one batch of
fat, bumpy Oatmeal drop
itOokies especially for the chile
siren during the holidays
Youngsters enjoy best hearty

cookies that are filled with f
miller food flavors.

Pineapple fratm.1 Drops
are ideal treats. As every moth.
er knows, oatmeal cookies are

good for children. Rolled °Mat
like other cereals. provide
valuable nutrients. These taste
good, are easy to make and..

chocolate. Simple table deco-

rodeos such a felt ski -men.
greens and . colorful curdles
ore inexpensive and reside.

I. cups rolled oats, no=
cooked, quick or regular
Combine flour, salt

and

11/2 cups sifted flour

. tmspoon salt
. teaspoon soda
'vs am shortening
1 cup brown sugar, packed
I egg
1 teaspoon vanilla
11/2

teaspoons poled or-

aoge rind

weeks.

PinaPPle
1/2 cup chopped walnuts or

1 cup wdldnalned crushed

pteow
1 cup chopped, mixed to

ening and sugar together until

creamy. Add egg, vanilla ad
orange rind; beat well. Stir in
pineapple, mixing well. Add
Wiled dry ingredientd, on.
third at a time, mixing well afla each addition.

Stir in nuts. fruit and ems
and Mk( well. Drop level tablispoonfuls of dough onto light.
ly premed baking sheet.
Bake in moderate oven (350
degrees) until lightly braivned.
12 to 15 minutm. Yield: About
51/2 dozen.

5

$319

ANY SIX BOTTLES
EARN

10%

KOSHER WINES
From

DISCOUNT

59c to 9.49
1$ GALLON

Drink our Wine
With Every Dinner
es the

Connoiseurs

Dol

a

Lb. Bag

PREMIUM

0707 SPECIALLY TAGGelli

soda; sift into bowl. Beat short -

PINEAPRLE
OATMEAL DROPS

ly whommorne. The cookies
freers well, too, for several

Let the children entertain
their crowd with a platter of
the cookies and mup of hot

died fruit

Full Quart

FLEISHMANN
PREFERRED 90 PROOF

GIN

$6.99

10c

TOILET TISSUE

100 Proof Liquor

PEPSI COLA

SAVE

Pillsbury

79c

Combine 1/2 cup drained pineapple, coconut and

Jar

FIFTH

SOUTHERN COMFORT

8 Pack - 16 oz.

WHIP

Qt.

Spaghetti Melinitheils

11411.

-

12CoNtitles $2.79 D'e'lpooLt

6-12 ea Cons

Doz.

Every de y

Uncurl the bacon ..e.eeywywy.
Breakfast is one of the most important meals of the day, to.
minds Reba Stagg, home economist at MA National Live Stack

Co00710M11

Lb,

WITH TOUR BOOKLET COUPON

Gallon

,f 27Z.4..

Line muffin cups with paper linen, or green
and flour the bottoms. In small mixing bowl,
combine 1/2 cup syrup (or add enough water to

HAM

MILK

loran nnbw, CUE Mee. ill

cloning greens

en reserve do nen In Illnll manfilles

Kroger Hi -Nu r/o

chicken

troth

1970

West armhole

Semi-BnIs.

890 1,0,,$ro

.

s

served this soup everyone in
the

I1

Lb

stirring constantly. Fold in chunks of tuna.
Ina buttered one.guart casserole, alternaie Myers of peas,
arumbled cheese, corn curl crumbs and tuna sauce. Sprinkle
dditional corn curls on top.
Make at 350 degrees for 25 minutes.

Chill until serving time.
from Char Freezer Cookbook. by Charlotte Erickson,
Chilton nooks.

Thh makes 0 very colorful
1

14, 69`

1 cup crushed corn mots.

SALE DATES APRIL 8 thro 11th

have always liked avocados in
spreads. dips and salads. Mn
the idea ofusmgthem in soups,
ice meams, etcetera, Std never
appealed to me. The Blot time I

89,

Cook onion in butter until tender; blend In fleet, salt and
celery seed. Add milk and cook until smooth and thickened.

CHICKEN SOUP

first wm, toe any. dinner.

Le

Pkg

Alit/
MEATS

LS cup crumbled American blue chase Rana] coma)

I clove garlic, minced
Combine all the ingredients
either in a mixing bowl or your

avocado slims
around the chicken cutlets and
serve immediately.

wan A Et-if:Ammo

790

PATTIES

WIENERS

Seta rakes good monde, darn a, rare Soler ay, April

Arrange

pounds of puree. Again, pack

Oscar Mayer
WIENERS

I 16 -mace can peas, drained

with Parmesan cheese Broil
for several minutes until
cheese mixture is bubbly and
brown. Remove from broiler.

quart or 2

All Moot or All Beef

SLICED
BOLOGNA

74.

-

1 ]'.-ounce can tuns drained

pepper

For a sugar pack, mix I cup

of sugar with

oacer Meyer

teaspoon .1

Vs teaspoon sugar

platter.

oven -proof

Combine tomato Pule,. with

eosin

fore serving.

(6- 8 menhir)
1 small onion, chopped
Mr cup butter
3 tablespoons flour

M le.poon onion juice

brans on

Puck

nod

Freshly -baked muffins seem to go perfectly
with many different foods -the hot casserole Of
summer, the ham dinners of spring and even the
fresh fruit salads of summer. Of course, there=
many ways to add special glamor to the basic
muffins we are familiar with.
When baked Hawaiian -style, muffins become

least 20 mina:-. Melt boner

Teenage daughters will find this metre interesting, and you

YIeld: approximately 1/2 nap
I medium avocado
One-third cup sour cream
2 tablespoons lemonjuice

.mbined with mil, :mil then

Cut boned chicken breasts

8911

might even put them to work on if!

in half and pound with a mallet
until very thin. Dip M egg

ae

market. They are
cessfully frozen
t
alads
form, unsweetened fo
and sandwiches, or they may
he sweetened for is c cream

Hawaiian
style muffins

In WARM pepper
beef bonillon can

Lb

plenty of old-fashioned good eating.
This tuna loaf recipe has a "mystery.' ingredient which pro dos the flavor accent. Mellow A merimm Noe cheese, which is
budget -priced cheese with u saltoodmepper flavor, gives the
tuna loafu special flair.

'INS dossing is particularly
good streamer a crabsaled.

ko teaspoon salt

I ripe avocado
Heat chicken broth and add
chicken breast or bon
lot
n Simmer the brothabout
20 minutes if you're using an

codes has recently r

Hawaiian -style Muffins

noodzarella

theme, sliced
Parmesan cheese
1 large or 2 small avocados
peeled and sliced

NAM SLICE

Lb.

If you're looking for a hearty. "stick -to -the -ribs'. meatless
meal, try this delicious tuna loaf. It is easy to prepare, yet has

By Charlotte Esiciaaa

MIXED

FRYERS'

A sour cream mace goes

and fill with uumng. Saw up.
MN remaining vegetable..

bread

3 -anchovies, chopped tap.

Paul Esterhazy, a Hungariantinguished their candles and
noble. who permitted hint to
live and establish a chamber
orchestra on his Neusiedler

soft rye

MWHOLE, Or

Juice

ORANGES

5 ;1:i

Qvpnc

Jumbo

GLADIOLUS
Red or White

GRAPEFRUIT ..

of

111790

in

age

Crunohy

Wilms._

2 ;;:, 290

FREE

5"x7" GROUP PICTURE
MTh TPUR BOOKLET COUPON
Ago $5.00 PURCHASE OR MORE

own'
WALL DECOR

$1 OFF BONUS COUPON
Coupon Goad April 6 Dm Jun. zr,
tow^ WIE PURCHASE OP AIRY PRIEM

KROGER
.717,E6MIEREREEMBEER250.

Everyday
Discount
PrIee

STORE HOURS

'
71.

Mon. thru Sat.
10 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

AVE

->f<-

WAREHOUSE

FOOD MARKET

LOOK FOR US INSIDE THE .ZAYRE STORE
1300 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY - PALATINE

MAXI

SAVINGS

We believe in passing

BONE -IN

ROAST

97c

itn

I.

11,1v I

"R,

ROAST TE i'L

have always used maple sugar -based syrups to add distinctive
flavor to baked goods. Syrup of this kind is particularly goad in
upside down cake recipes because when mixed with butter and
used in the bottom of the baking pan, it makes a moist, flavorful
topping which holds the frith or nuts in place when the cake le

1/4 PORK LOIN SLICED
Super Right

RIB
ROASTPORTION

SUNSHINE UPSIDE DOWN CAKE
3 tablespoons baler or margarine
I

7 canned pineapple slices
13 dried apricot halves
7 maraschino cherries

LOIN PORTION 59a LB. I

BLADE CUT, SHOULDER

pecan halves

1 package yellow cake mix

U.S. CHOICE

T-BONE STEAK
SIRLOIN STEAK

ib.$1.45

PORK CHOPS
BUTT PORTION

PORK ROAST

lb.

PORK STEAK

PORK STEAK

lb.

ARMOUR STAR

Sliced Bacon

Ina 10 -inch spring( pun or Ryer cake pan upprosinateli 2

lb.

inches deep, melt butter and 1/2 cup syrup until bubbly. Amuse
piapple slices on syrup mixture in bottom of pan, with one la -4
middle
thneecenter and six around the edge. Place a cherry in the
of each pineapple slice and an apricot half on top of each cherry
and between each of the pineapple slices around the edge of the.

97c
63c
73c

lb.

79c

LAMB CHOPS

Y. cup water
2 eggs

Ib.$1.25

CENTER CUT

SAVE 10'

3

U.S. CHOICE

I

Combine cake mix. water, dogs and

maining IS cup sYmPi

beat until smooth. Spoon batter evenly over font, covet*, it

completely. Bake in a preheated moderate oven 1350 degrees) for
45 to 50 minutes or until cake tests done.

DOUBLE-DECKER MAPLE NUT UPSIDE DOWN CAKE

ARMOUR STAR

Hot Dogs

lb.

Soft butter or marina -ins
11/2 cup chopped peons or walnuts
1 package yellow rake mix

69c

I cup Vermont Maid Syrup

Coat bottom and sides of two nine -inch layer cake pans
generously with loom temperature butter. Place chopped MN

GOLD MEDAL

Coffee

Prepare cake mix according to directions. Spoon batter evenly
over pemus. Bake in preheated moderate oven(350 dean.) for
30 to 35 minutes or until cake tests done.

25 lb. Bog

8,31. tar

Meanwhile, heat syrup to a bubbling boil and pour half of
syrup over each cake layer. Let wand for 10 minutes. Lumen

steeped in tradition
Its

Good only at Warehouse

PRUNE UPSIDE DOWN CARE

expires d-11.70

VOW

1/2 Cuppeot Maid Syrup

A NM MUM MAIthing

11/2 cu sugar

1 cop vegetable oil

FORGERS

Coffee

Cheerios

2 lb. can

10c OFF

2 cps silted all purpose flour

e

Your choice of size

10c OFF

1/2 teaspoon baking soda
I1/4 cup butter

ASSORTED GRINDS

Good only at Warehouse

Good only ot Warehouse

Foods
1.70
expires

Foods

VERRIM 0110

g

2 tops Kellogg's corn Rake,
or 1/2 cup Kellogg', corn flake
crumb,
I pound ground lean beef

Set aside.

expires 4-11-70

I I

BEEF BALLS CREOLE

In advance, cover prances With water, bring to boil and Book
about five minutes. Pit and chop enough prunes to make I cup.

' y" '2

MORE everyday low prices

Melt butter and 1/2 cup syrup in a tube pan. Arrange rowi of
whole prunes and apricot halves in butter -syrup mixture. Make
cake batter by blending sugar and oil: beat. eggs and add. Sift
together dry ingredients and add alternately with buttermilk to
sugar mixture. Add reserved cup of chopped prunes and nuts. B a
desired. Carefully spoon batter into pan over prunes and apri-

DELMONTE Cream Corn

#30

DELMONTE Early Sweet Peas

#303

LIBBY Tomato Juice

46z

3k

HI -C assorted Fruit Drinks

46.28c
14. 24c
#, 99c

pt

HEINZ Ketchup
RAGGEDY ANN Salmon

DOMINO Sugar

51b.

SCOTT Bathroom Tissue

I,

BOUNTY Twin -pack Towels

ea,

BANQUET Frozen Dinners

IDAHO

POTATOES

6k

WHITE OR
GOLDEN

16 -OZ.

SAVE 1Sc

16-0Z.
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

16-0Z.

thru April 11,1970.

SAVE 15'
SAVE 10'
DIDEDIOS

159

ROYAL

MAID
ROYAL

790.
91k.
590

MAID
ROYAL

MAID
MARVEL BRAND

vzt

AEROSOL

A PENN

MEDIUM OR HEAVY

3

EA.

With This coupon and any purchase
at any Chicano Division Age Store

thru Apri111,1970.

SAVE 10'
SAVE 10`
2 -Pal.

TREND

20.02. 100
CANS

With this coupon and any purchase
al one Chicago Division Age Store

1/2 cup vegeMble oil

ly on the sides of the cake. Makes approsintately 16 servings.

thru April 11,1970.

Combine:
1/2 cup finely chopped es

Creole cookery is still setting traditions, now 'I-,
with the aid of corn flakes.

rap ehoPPed Mee. Pen -

3/4 cup chopped onions

Alter beefburger flavor
with Espanola sauce

I cup chill sauce
2 tablespoons molasses

W cup lemon juice
35 cult tomaM juice

43c
33c

any ethnic variation.
Meat exPert, Reba Suggs, home economist for the National
Live Stock and Meat Board, suggests lopping broiled beefburgers with sliced onions, in a blend of catsup and chili sauce
flavored with parsley and oregano.

buns and serve Espanola Sauce over meat. 6 servings.

ESPANOLA BURGERS

L.

into- fine crumbs with rolling
pin. Mix together cm, Rake
snimbs, beef, seasonings,. egg
and tomato juice. Shapecrmix-

cook celery, green pepper
and °mons in meat drippings
until tender. Combine with remaining ingredients; mA well.
Return meat balls to frypan

Ham chillsauce

Cook onions in lard or drippings until tender and transparent.
Add_cattnp._chilLtance,pirsley_and, oregano_Ficat-tbrougb. -and-simmerrtightly covered
Serve over broiled panics. Makes 11/2 cups.

IS

ORANGES

POTATOES

I

I

B

,

25 minutes. Serves 6.

r,

DAY

nut rte KM

was O' PLAID"

ARLINGTON HTS.
.0.0 N.' State Rd.

A&P BRAND

SAVE 100

M

As.6149'

and set aside.

2 tablespoons chopped parsley,
1/4 teaspoon oregano

6 hamburger bum
Shape ground beef into 6 paid.. Place Madman broilapan 2
Inches from heat Broil patties on one Side until brown, about 8 to

SP A

ture into l2 balls. Brownoneat
bells evenly in heated Oil in
frypar, lift meat balls from all

ESPANOLA SAUCE
3 medium onions, dked
2 tablespoons lard or drippings
SS cup catsup

11/2 pounds ground beef
Salt
Pepper.

NORTHERN RED

I

1.

If usibg corn Tikes, crush

10 minutes. Season. Turn and bra.Mahout 5Ia 10 minutes onto desired degree of donenesi Seaton. Place on hamburger

VALENCIA

JANE PARKER

Per

Spice Up that American favorite, the hamburger, with a tote
of Spain. Popular beef patties Ire cosmopolitan and adapt well to

CARROTS

SAVE 30'

AND CHEESE

1

14c

CELLO

21 0.- -139!- - -

Bake in a 350 degree oven for hour or until the cake tests
done. Let cake stand in pan about 10 minutes. Turn out. Cook
glaze ingredients together until the soft ball stage is reached.
Dribble glaze over the top of the cake.
Sprod the portion of the glaze which runs over the aides even-

dadw

I egg
Vs cup tomato juice

cots, making sure fruit stays in place.

29c
23c
23c

COUNTRY DELIGHT Half & Half

Kgasd

1 teaspoon salt
temP000 Penner
N tempo thyme
04 teaspoon paprika
E

WITH TOMATO

SPONGE MOP
WAX APPLIER
NYLON DECK MOP
OVEN CLEANER
SPRAY STARCH

kitchen as a change from everyday dishes, Serve with bee
fluffy rice and buttered pkru in
the Creak manner.

GLAZE
34 cup buttermilk or sour milk
1/2 cup Vermont Maid Syrup

3 ga 87n
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

SPRING CLEANING SALE ITEMS

Creole, subtly seasoned and
sauced, is a cooking adventure
you can underthke in your own

1 teaspoon dash baking soda, cinnamon, nutmeg, allspice
V4 teaspoon salt
1 cup bunermak car soar milk
I cup chopped nuts, if desired

/ISM VADAT!.

BUTTER BEANS CIIFROGREN

this

This recipe for Beef Balk

3 eggs

LAYER CAKE MIXES

LB.

BLACKEYE PEAS

distinctive
cuisine. Imaginative blends of
apices are characteristic of the
Creme style.
produce

to

SAVE 30'
BETTY CROCKER

NAVYBEANS

home is New Orleans.
French and Spanish cookcry
traditions brought by the early
settlers of this area were en.
riched by the customs of the
Negroes and Choctaw Indium

I package dried prunes
1/2 package Mimi apricot halves
2 tatiespoons butter or margarine

Foods

SAVE 10'

OLD FASHIONED

Fresh apple wedges. Makes 8 savings.

Goad only err

SPAGHETTI

HOMINY

in America's own Deep South.

25c OFF

expires

Creole cookery is
Creole cookery originated

20c OFF

Aro April 11,1970.

Mut April 11,1970.
Ameriwg
Belle

cake edges and invert on cake rack. Stack one layer on toper the

other and decorate the top of the cake with pecan halm and

With this comma and any purchase al any Chicano Division ASP Store

AMERICAN BEAUTY I lc CANNED FEATURE

and pecans.

piece.

Flour

SHOULDER CUT - ROUND BONE CHOPS - 99'

BANANAS

Eye -appealing upside down cakes are easy to make and delicious to eat.
Traditional pineapple upside down cake features topping of canned pineapple slices, maraschino, cherries and dried apricots held in place with a
syrup glaze. Maple nut upside down cake is crowned with fresh apple slices

ound sides and bottom of buttered pans. Butter will hold nuts In

KAVA INSTANT

DOM MEDAL

GOLDEN RIPE

cake. Add pecan halves in decorative fashireon, where desired.

Pecan halves and fresh apple wedges for demagog.

h=,

1110/LB.

9 T011 CHOPS

PORK LOIN

baking pan.

EVERY DAY LOW PRICE
ON WELL -TRIMMED MEATS

3

LB.

PORK CHOPS 70

turned out

Kam Vermont Maid Syrup

Vi

1411 IA 11
31 I
ItiA kid, IL

rj,,L

BOTTOM ROUND

layered your pan. These cakes 00 Indy culinary works of art
which bear your own signature.
One last hint. All upside down takes Mate their ddideue beet
when served warm immediately after being tamed out of the

67c LB.

LB.

tqr

BONELESS RUMP Ow

If you prefer to bake your upside down cake "from scratch."
try Prune Upside Down Cake. The topping features a rids -looking combination of prunes, apricots and nuts.
Each upside down cake you make will owe iu luscious uppers
anee to your creative talents, depending on the way pat have

CHOICE

STEAK

g tt tg

The simple key to both of these recipes is the use of prepared cake

USDA

RUMP

4*11,41

FOR A TRADITIONAL pineapple upside down cake limes
simple as well as decorative, by Sunshine Upside Damn Cal a.
created by the home
in the Vermont Maid kitchens
Cake is also easy and eye.appealing.
Maple Nut Upside Downeconomists

advertising savings on to you

ROUND

Pausing in front of a supermarket display of cake mind MIS
Alenbe disheartening to the experienced homemaker as Well an
the bride. The photographed cakes which appear on the buseS,S0
perfect in every detail, often make even the best home efforts pale
in comparison.
One homemade cake that's sure to please the eye is the upsidedown cake. With it, you take the flip approach, planning the top.
or rather the bottom, according to you own whim and fancy. The

fruit and nuts which you eareffilly place M the bottom of pHa
baking pan, at the start, provide a happy ending when the annulated cake is flipped over onto the serving dish, looking awn
prettier than you had planned.
New Englanders. particularly homemakers from Vermont,

MINI ADS that offer

14.11 1.1'1i IA.

Try upside-down cake
for picture perfect treat

PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT.
APRIL 11

a

"IPOSPEa
St.

"ult. NAL
DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

P9101

DB2

IA la II' Ptia

11'

Pim !.W

Mg GROVE

SCHAUMBURG

Devon & Tonne Rd.

Higgins Road
& Rte. 58

Iva

Lg-

si
PUP MUD

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601 W. Campbell

vuua

BARRINGTON
300 N. Haugh St.

it11,&LI

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

THEBAN

FOLKS WHO SAVE EVERY WEEK ON THE FINEST FOODS KNOW..

Cook of the Day

in-laws. attic which her has-

By rent Schneider
It takes a good philanthomy
'chairman to make a seams of

a project. And Bonnie Free,
rook of the Day, did just that!

Bonnie wan suckersst Ixfor lite
Northwest Chapter Cl Alpha
Phi whose phiEnthropy aeon
flUe research and the
'Fund. The remnt drive in the
hind the sate ha.

`deijnorthwest suburbs was an outstanding success from the sale
suckers placed in wooer in
1hE arc.. These proceeds. will

I tablespoon instant minced
band fronted and blended iota onion
Meson greens =Me painting.
2 leaspoom dill seed

Bonnie loo a goal of some

2 packages active dry yard
16 cup warm paler
4 cups Al purpose Hope
1/2 cup sugar

I Se.poon salt
irs cup butter

'

collecting recipes for a cook-

cooled

Add Tour graduakly. mixing
well after each
addition.
Grease surface arseough lightly. cover and let ri in a warm

from her
inc Here arc a

many

cumulated
family and

hems.

gle., until doubled labout 50
minutes). Stir.doug; then put
into a WELT. grease sass'inch round (11/2 quart, sass.

DILLY BREAD
leakage dry. enmohe

I

'

aptStn water

role.

surface of dough
lightly. cover and allow to rise
until doubted M bulk (about 30
mmutesd Bake in a pre -heated
350 -degree men about 40
minutes.
Remove from casserole.
brush
with soft butter sad

I cup (1 mmees) cram style

,

oan:toe cheese

1 tablespoon hater
2 tuldesguans sugar

I

the sofa was a "find" from her

tk am milk, scalde.d .01

glis well.

hook , she already bit sc.

hook.

pieces refinis1=1 by he husband. A pastoral scene over

BASIC SIVEEFYEAST.
DOUGH

I tablespoon soft butter
I tzi teaspoons coarse .ft
Soften yeast in lukewarm
kind ol 'a book. this would in- water. Heat cottage cheese ro
elude recipes, plans for cock- lukewarm, add egg and I tabletail= china, centerpieces any a spoon butter. Mix. Add sugar.
complete theme for Me party.
I
teaspoon salt, sod.. onion.
BOttrie will have no trouble dill seed and softened year.

row she would include in her

months, but says. -teaching
Sea in your blood" and hopes
- Mao back to it eventually.
Her home reflects a love of
wellAuken-care-of old wood

2.6 cups sifted flour

day writing a cook book --- not
just a cook hook with recipes.
but a -start to finish'. party

(alp to lick many heart mob-

Bonnie, a former second
grade teacher, is busy now
with Brian. 3, and David. I4

coarse salt. Makes ono bal.
Gr. f. modwMbes and with
faodo.,

mall

VS lampoon baking node

Brush with melted amen coo er and chili overnight.

PECAN ROLLS
46 cup butter

I sup firmly packed brown

stpr

On floured surface, roll
each half to 18-by-12-ineh

cup brown sugar end syrup.
Brink to boil Buttkr three 13
cup muffin pans Plakk II

and
1/2 cup granulated sugar
11/2 teaspoons shredded orange peel

Divide dough in half; roll

each

12 -by -18 -inch recmixture of
spread

to

tangle:

remaining

MARY DUNBAR -FROZEN

G

French Fries

is

dough. Roll up each piece of
dough. starting with long side;

Margarine

real seams. Slice into 18 roll..

HILLFARM

cut

side down, in

iilebilill11:914111$1\10',,q'

degrees for 15 minutes.

combine'- cups sifted con -

make Oar Driask 'over
oarm rolls

Cream
Corn
GREEN
auce

9 02.
PKG.

8 OZ.
PKG.

P

11.

Cream Cheese

about 11/c hours. Bake at 375

fectioners. sugar and 3 to 4 re blespoons orange juice to

CHERRY VALLEY

SOUTHERN ROLL

over

ingredients

is something you ought to try! It's a
A piece of dilly bread from a casserole
butter
but
especially good with meat. Shown
subtle tasting bread, good with
made
from
the basic yeast dough.
also are pecan and orange rolls,

pakgc. Cut frankfurters

laid, ie can also
'J.'
Naar of ex ring main debra

role from oven; stir in sauerk.
rout and frankfurter
Place filled frankfurters on lop
rd ca.erole in position of
spokes of a wheel. Bake 10
ndnutes longer. alakes (Dorm
wry ngs.

new .frankfurter recipes. and
both arc sure-fire familT pleur -

JIFFY

SWEETM ILK

8 OZ.

LEAN -

TUBE

Hi -C Drinks

and

.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

8 OZ.
CAN

Rib Roast

111

12 OZ.
CAN

a

16 OZ.
CAN

Salad Beets

^ T,L

YOUR CHOICE

SCALLOPED POTATOES

WITH FRANKS
I
package
rEveouncm
Reach's Scalloped POMP%

'4a

With the spring tht ducks will lie winging their way northward What

frankfurters

!

accompany%

loads.
south seas

roast duckling
:style with fruit rice stuffing-iS appropriate =ring any of
'the Ines seasons, but especially

during spring.
Suggesting the casual mode
of dining in the tropics. the
fruited rice stuffing femures

the flavors or orange, Imam
i:and coconut. Served wilts
...tossed salad and send-s

pouring dress. this maw
lent duckling is Ideal fur an in-

formal dinner party on the

r

I tempi... all
I con Dirt -mama/ Om`

apple Ildhfts
Water
cup rice
I lahlespuon

cent

hOteN.

To make Stele, melt butter
or margarine. Add augur ostd

heat until bubbly. Add fruit
rInds and juices; bring to a
hail. Add orange slices and

134 seuncal faked

If you prefer to bard:meths
.2 duckling outside. or on an
electric rotisserie indoor, aim.
rotisserie spit
ply insert

anode
I teblespoon grated o.oi.
rind

through the cavithe ties of the bird
vocl tighten the holding pimp

'
Fnth Suave
bebtorpoons better or aler-

at both ends of the duckling.
-Tie the wings agatml the
breast. Tic the legs together
loosely,

lie legs together loosely. Place
on rack in shallow roasting
pan. Bake in slow oven 1325
degreest until meat un dnunstick is tender. about three'

defrosted

IS cup chapped toasted al.

patio.
.7

looping

the

cord

jaround the tail, and then light;

SOUTH SEAS DUCKLING
WITH
FRUI l' RICE STUFFING
I/tickling
frozen duckling Nth to 5

dim the cord to hold the bird so-

; ,Clirely on the spit.
A' Available all year in super.
- market frozen mcat display
- eases, duckling is easy to pre.
Isiare and serve. For your con.
,PPIttellee. the National Duck ling Council suggest, Mal joie
aI ways keep a brace of fresh
frozen duckling in your freezer.

A highly nutritious

food.
duckling can he SPrVell tellb an

innumerable variety or acconE.-

panying fools Itsverutribij
L 'previa. newt pportunities to

`--demonsirste

your
4ttiPIT PS a hostess. Your guests.
savoring ever/ tell oMradM

tit

heal; remove from syrup. Pal
Larnanas and cut into one -inch
lengths. Heat bananas in synip

Garnish duckling with orange

bananas.

and

nut ova fruit. Serve with

I lablmpoon gmwd etartga
lenspoun graded lemon

Festive

Joke
I mange, thinly sliced

fare

'inn hall:111M

sintMle fts,l dnd 'WY oit.
leispoon toll,

Drain pin.pple tidbits: sow
syrup. Ada water as needed to

make the
run of liquW
called for in package direc.

num for conking lee. Com.
Fine Ilrpeijdts., rice: dominion
tetkpoon NM and sugar.
Bring to Nil, stir end cover.
Simone gently 'until tender.
Tout 3. cup coconut. '

Whether you call them sausage, franks or weiners, they are still a boon
for busy homemakers and provide the basis for a host of quick and easy
main dishes.

'7 /V"
/i1Vo77,ItP

chopped gi-

Slohnses turns simple atnrod haled beans into festive
fare. For each large can of
bouts. add 2 tablespoons ketamp. 2 or I tablespoons Brer
as light molasses, 1/2 oce
-damn curry powder, 2. table,,,,,11.1,Inced onion. salt nod
pepped %lime und blenddln

any low.,

available.

Poor into casserole. andeover
top'. Within strips of salt pork

er an betale

or beers

Conlblne-nec-peneepple-rmadeStreverr-td.

GOODEA
THRU

UE

°uVAR,Z90

I

Sliced
Baco
WITH THIS COUPON
-IF DELI

1970

p4,

50' OFF

k

k

5Ars
/
girod&C

B1.E

15' OFF

furter, Broil about live min.

CASHu

Smokie Links or

/

WITH THISCOUPON LIAR

LASH -SAVING COUPON

_

11

Coffee
Cakes
REG. PRICE 83'

0

21

.ri,iMrVrill
1

10'ml2t

eJ,J/

L
r.

04,10' pf. 5S1

SC

DELIGHT
APRICOT
DELIGHTsa
APPLE

IF Smoked ButtrfAllll

V-

Ground Chuck

April 1970

WITH THIS COUPON

Whereat, Mr Holiday Inn of Rolling Mond.. urges the

dolma to. moth of April os "Holidote Season" for pit

GOOD
DELI

1=1

GOOD

Ao RCILO IOt

ON Av9a,0,1Z1(0

(Enjoy happy hour

TP.O°
DOGS

Incur

7Okei

4-6 P.M

)

Tender Siete Lehner Toil

All Cocktails 60

MOUTHWATERING BUTT STEAK
FAMILY STYLE CHICKEN DINNER

111111

CASH -SAVING COUPON

't
I.

Ai -69146.A &von.

Open

etirSAinNP_OGO

nttenat':V.

rfilS,Stlea

St George sr the Dragon
Re lasso Ponta Irstiniatin
RAND & DUNDEI: RDEL, PALATINE, ILL.
Kona Cal 31183232

L_

EKR/CH

Smorgas Pac
1.

,

1

FANCY-MICHIGAN

DELI

EACH

Rv

WITH THIS COUPON

CASH -SAVING COUPON
GOOD THRU APRIL 11 1970

10° OFF

°vow=

10'

OF

Pork Sausage Meat
FRESH TENDER

uPt Coutes

Carrots

COW:NOW

See For YourSelf.tHow Pleasant

12 OT ALL BEEF

err r,

J

WITH THIS COUPON

JEWEL CASH -5.1.

150 OFF
ON a I LB REG OR A

LARGE 88 SIZE

'Turkey Roast

ChtnyCO A.M.

_J

D iHRU APRIL 1 I, 1970

Navel Oranges

Taco Dogs

3.04;,191,F

Ak:

YU

!MI

IJ

Offidaltmationei t.

gtealB OR

WITH THIS COUPON

EXTRA FANCY - CALIFORNIA

vine

MEAT<L CASH-SAV1NG COUN
GO 0 THRU APRIL 1,19 0

MEE SOT 110MOVEUVIIM

1111111

gl.11

SALAMI FOR BEER

DELI

WI1H THIS COUPON
Etmett...

CEO REG

IM

10

Dragon Lounge
ram emu sae.

11=1

of

100

1

P1O9N70

sDoimgm

10' OFF

(11U(4001.10erff
Dine with

rk CASH

10° OFF
=2: W,k4i7:`

tMS
t

GOOD THRu APRIL 11. 197

EACH

IProduce Intrkvl:

aboarvaders el fine dining. Therefore, the Blook Coo pro Sonmyleadkroors,so....

CASH -SAVING COUPON

DELI

PECAN
PIZZA STEUS
CUSTARD
DANISH

300
OFF
ON 3 LBS OR MORE

Proclamation

CASH

VALE

L_

G000 THRU APRIL 11. 1970

a09D-fM411101,C

25.,OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

L CASH -SAVING COUPON

J

1970

GOOD THRu APRIL 11

p,

't)

Cheese Smokies

7 OZ
PKG

All Meat Wieners or
All Beef Franks

ASSORTED

:0

PKG.

VALUE

ONLT

P.'"ILPI.PASTRY
j°14sHOPSI.

"otanZtgi,°'

uta or until potatoes art dellcately browned. Motto fourth
five' scrying,

vr

C ANZ

10`

EIJ IL Li I 1 I _I

.4

,L CASH -SAVING COUPON
GOOD THRU APRIL 11, 197015C

GOOD HRU APRIL I I, 1970

10c OFF

Canned Ham

Cover frankfurters with
boiling water, let stand 8 mite

L CASHSAV1NG COUPON

^

EL CASH -SAVING COUPON

ienta

DELI

51/2

J

L CASH -SAVING COUPON

_I I-

PON

II,
APRILCOU

cot

-

6 02
CAN

AM\

15' OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

mmemnules

rIpa,1Tro

/t7iewt tie

Featuring: BEEF n' FIN

.

ha4n

j servltgt

In a saucepan, heat...
milk, onion, butter and doll
jai to boiling. Remove from
heat stir in potato granules
and whip briskly with a fork
until fluffy. Add pimiento.

6 OZ
CAN

YOUR CHOICE

APRIL 11,1970

WITH THIS COUPON

sauce. Makes four tonnage

Fled
VA cup orangeJulev

ides with

slices

Sprinkle with remaining coco-

euPeeem

Wash. drain and pat ducklong tare with Polar traveling.

I can II pound) sauerkraut,
dratted (about 2 cups)
Prepare and lake
=cording to directions

TL CASN-VING

'tt-i,stYtuss.

garine

until glazed yet firm. Remove
from syrup.

t:ad.

I

'Cheddar cheese

DELI

Igpnl Minced Onion
Ivbldpooe Kotler nr mar-

Split frankfurters length.
wise, not wile through. Spoon
mashed potatoes over frank -

2 tablespoons butter

. better tune to try roasting a cladding, available all year in supermarkets

wtth

3 cups boiling watt

200 OFF

TL CASH -SAVING COLIPON

204
sH

EWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

wmespono g.s

Me dish can be pub
Saber in about one-half hour.

GOOD HRU APRIL I 1, 19 0

Ham Slices

trt cups water
enp milk

onveii;eroll

OZ.
PKG.

135/2

7Spaghetti

-I Ei:,EEI

CASH-SAVIG COUPON

"aacAT4E"

lob

lakes just under an hour from
start to finish.
Glamorous looking PotatoSniffed Frankfurters are made
with convenient instant mashed potato granules spooned
into split franks and briefly
b...led. Eye appealing end do -

15 OZ.
CAN

FOULD'S ELBOW MACARONI OR

BLUEBROOK SLICED

WITH THIS COUPON

packaged scalloped potatoes,
sauerkraut and cheese. A
meakin.a-casscrole, the dhh

GRAVY

Buttermilk Biscui6

LB.

FRANKFURTERS
I. pound frankfurters II to

Potato. with
tasty mbtture of

Scalloped

Flanks is

PM OZ.
CAN

Corn Muffin Mix
EVAPORATED
Carnation Milk
EVAPORATED
Pet
Milk
HERSHEY
Chocolate Syrup

MEATY^ 5LB.

3 OZ.
CAN

as. What's more franks

"" " ""c°"*"W

5% OZ.
CAN

MUSHROOMS

JIFFY - MIX

ALL FLAVORS

in

served halves and insert small

.

Pillsbury Biscuits 1L2.. TUBEoz

STOKELY S

eo

The R T. French Ca..

Cat. Food

Tomato Sauce

CAN

KOZY KITTEN

EXTRA LITE -OR BUTTERMILK

Mashed Potatoes

buy homemakers: Great
the on a roll spread with thus-

kitchens has developed'two

Steak Sauce

Pork Chops

(VG'

Ballard Biscuits

83/4 OZ.

NORTH AMERICAN

BUTTERFIELD INSTANT

Slice remaining
halves. Slash a pocket in
halves

and Speed.

2 its chasm, Ind ...mules

ILK

-

1.66 can be P.P...ith

coconut
toned
Whits
chopped tinsmith and omit.
rind. tom lightly Foil nkck Ind
body cavities loosely with
stuffing. Skewer neck skin to
hack. Cover opening of body
cavity with aluminum foiled

P04070

all

6 taltIcanoons butter, soft.

W. a boon-Linjajc..g

nestle tout dmmr p tot 0 a
nub immot INL ourston

tojivF'!

WHOLE FRYERS

pans. La rise until :Jobbed.

I recipe basic dough
Melted batter
I teaspoon cinnamon
Combine 0/., cup hurter, 1/2

Citation

ORANGE ROLLS
I recipe basis dough

Place,

Pecan halves

E'T

--

ti

Chickens

w

IS

Swage, weiner, frankInner - no matter what you
call this flavorful meat prod-

Famous she nand met tot

Frying

0,00,VI 4"

Franks are speedy and savory

.

GRADE A - FRESH

"iga,
,_

Wale; brush with melted butter. Combine .1/2 cup brown
augar,and cinnamon. Sprinkle
ova dough, Roll up from large
side. Cut in one -inch slices.
Mee in muffin cups, cut side
Brush with butter. Let des
in worm place until doubled.
Balm at 375 degrees 15 to 20

three nine -inch round baking

la cupric. corn scup

lesSale

.

dough in half.

Sprinkle yeast over warm

solved ymst. Adel to dry Mgredients, miring thoroughly.

NOW AND SAVE WITH JEWEL'S ...

Begins At Jewel

teaspoon syrup to each .m.
Add 3 pecan halves. Divide

rack.

watemo dissolve. In large minlog bowl combine flour, sugar
and salt. On low speed of mixer
until micron
cut in
sembla coarse meal.
Combine milk. eggs and die

a south seas flavor

The Good Life

minutes. Invert quickly onto

2 eggs, slightly Mahn
Melted butter

Give spring dinner

PICK YOUR FAMILY'S FAVORITES

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
TO STOCK UP AND SAVE!

'There's a cook book in her future

"

ED Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"
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Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

ShoppingA:-PmPie
AjJewe: rl34LNA5L:

'

1 LB.

P,,sg

NI

jek

v

WITH THIS COUPON

EWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

Can Be CD See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

ly many supermarket. Imre
claimed! disco., pricing, but only
Eagle brings you 'True Discount

A note of thanks to Day

Pricing". What

6f7

is

"True Discount

Pricing"? True Discount Pricing
making your everyday
/supermarket needS in

subscribers...

is

every department
a lower
cost with no sacrifice in
quality. At Eagle you'll find
Discount prices on over 7,500

available at

I
Day Publications takes pride in offering
our subscribers another value...any four of
these carefully tested cooking booklets for

items storewide ... famous brands you know
and trust .. . Banded Meat , . . farm fresh
Produce... Housewares... Health and Beauty
Aids and Sundries. lust compare your food bill
with the prices charged elsewherel Then compare
the quality - you'll find that inanaspet psis the

word "Discount", but for true discount prices On
quality foods Eagle stands ow.

$1.00.

Your money back if you are not completely
satisfied.

Cleaning Supplies

'0 87'

Wax Remover

Ilohnsen;teiforyt; sl"

)(WING

9W

w

liriretr IFloor Wax=s13'

Neale

'ix. 49'

87'

Clean and Wax
Brace

CHOOSE ANY FOUR OF THE FOLLOWING COOKBOOKS

Wax'0 87'

EVERYDAY

'n,;rgorg4,r"r

FON

'0 75'

IFIcee;W;im

Pillsbury
resting Mix

Pilileakury

Cake Mix

45'

Dusting Spray

a

Sauerkraut

26'

Tire Filling

'0 55'
'0 48'

lienis Tomatoes '!: 36'
42'
Apple Sauce

MvrYI"

reel

5 00

41. COOKBOOKS

AWAMbAbAbAIRMA 11111

0,r

11111110d

1

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC. Circulation Dept.
722 Center St. Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

t,

0 102 Casserole Cookbook

L11115 Entertaining Si. or Eight
Et 116 Cheese Cookbook

0103 FrenchCookbook

0117 Cooling Dishes

O 704 Chocolate Cookbook
105 Cakes

for Pat Weather
0 110 New England Cookbook
D119 Sunday Night Suppers
0120 German and Viennese

0106 Italian Cookbook
0 107 Salads

.

0109 Mega. Dm".

0 121 Cooking with Sour Cretan

0110 Creole Cookbook
0 111 Dishes ChIldren love
0112 Oceans, Foods
0113 Scandinavian Cookbook
0 114 Hungarian Cookbook

0123 Fabulous Low.Calorie

SouthweslemCeekhoek
Recipes

C1124 Holiday Cookbook

The Des Plaines Day

The Prospect Day

The Arlington Day
Name

106
L0100 QUAD

GoldenB

5 u.

7,7 29'

25$ Orange Juice

17'

64'

722 Center St.,
Des. Plaines, III. 60016

Ar
Alaw

liegraalt

Sat Margarine

32' ientrarich Spread' : 38'

I an a subscriber to We Day

a l wish to subscribe to the Day for tie next 3 months

4? 4114

41111

,,

1111

1111111111111

.

Large

Sirloin

Steak

Bakery Products

Chuck WelgOlVA

5

Cold Cuts

79

!*: 48'

Orange Drink

°:. 12`

igniei;ink

45,

75` Smoked Picnic

67. Beef Liver

out on Poor Traded and Government

Items

MAKE US NO. 1

Plastic it;

43'

rilean:Up

69'

Bags

Ikeach

33'

28'

Sandwich Bags

48'

'0 25'
68'

-7 -sac Bleach

Health & Beauty Aids
Pepsodent

We Discount Everything gighe

66'

1; 58'

Quality, Derrissy And Service! irZristrips

72'

ii;i7ciTShampoo

:.92'

Brick Rinse

siN 88!

Extrs

tz; 25'

IF.16111;-.Th.

':,;; 43'

-tr '1" Toilet Tissue

STOW HOURS: Mon. - Wed. 9 A.M.-6 P.M./Thers.-Frc 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
5e. 9 A.M.-6 P.M. 59n. 10 A.M.s5P.M.
51OR0 n0 use RI, sowers

NI

38'

'0 45'

770

All Meat WMerS:: 77' ire;aFillets
c'Xir

529'

Wrailizing

".!. 03E

Wheat
Bread

iiiierCeed

IT TAKEMOTIF_HA

0154

Trash Can Liner ,`9:43`

Cooked Ham

DA

Bread

Prices Are Discounted

I":" 8129

Garbage Bags

Canned

"515ir795 Eagle3Wieners

89`

20

all

,7"69'

iarSteak

t=7,j45jj

,,,,

"L'r69c Sliced Bacon

TI

es

Instant Coffee

Household Products

Beef Short Ribs-";'.19c Sliced Bologna

,,

ark ci;;;;;y±.:::: 69'
ark

Lux
Liquid

°,7 91'

Nipple Juice

29c

op Round Shan" sl" Pot Roast

t: 39'

"LUX MX'

.;,,

These Are Just A Few 01 Our Everyday Low Meat Prices!

LI. 10' Wheat1111;$

IVE.DR

Instant Coffee

FAT;

Feyerd

9790

pare Ribs

37'

Beverages

:Swiss r°

Steak

Round Steak

enillaZa_faik,_rs
47' 11:5..

ant

iriteoe'ktail

';;;" 21'

is

Chips

laced Bacon

590

.

ila Cheese, 89' FolleiTi=

Drive
Detergent

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

SJ

17'

28'

irecre If; '''"r

tul

=TM

Ground
Beef

eel Rea

88c

Check & Compare

ig;;;i1;;Ien

161' x

VW:::

Picnic

Rolled

Steak

Strawberries

Facial

Phone

City, Penn

.0go

$109

00

"X' 41'

Address

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Rilpprnt

Steak

Frozen Foods

too

MAIL THIS COUPON to:

0

op.. Potato

4.11

Ribef

SIZE A

',%" 25c

,;

waif

°

Lady Lee Butters ,,S 77` Puffed Rico

0122 Southent and

r 130

$128

IA,, 42'
-- Pudding
ria178, Gravy',. 81"
Dairy Products

Cookbook

0 100 Ground Meat Cookbook

Steak

Standing

rieaflower.

lieTream

0101 Quick Dished

Roast

Iransburger Chip;744` Nei; tables

Please send their., boat...slime cheeltedeff berow.1 understand if lam nal completely satisfied I may
return these and be refunded my P.

NORTHERN GROWN

Eagle
Bacon

T. B"one

Potatoes

Draw /Gravy l0 574

Tissue
1

Chucks

l;,' 58'

IMMO

OF YOUR CHOICE

U.S. NO. 1 QUALITY

Russet

Pie Filling'0 62'

booklet contains over 100 menus.
4

°?,

Canned Foods

Here's an international resume of cooking ideas to
brighten your culinary accomplishments...delight the
family...and make meal planning enjoyable. These
menus are carefully tested, written in a clear, step by
step method that assures successful results. Each

2°

47

Fernure Palish '0' 45'

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS
1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

-

+0-Kr11.1 V A134VS MVO
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Vase 24
21 Employment 1101121F MN
SALES ERA INEEB.$700

.

'
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TV SERVICE N REPAIR
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ELECTRIC
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Air Conditioning
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me Nem 302 0803

walk
C. GM 4347
Alt SERvICE CO.

730,06

RUSTIC FENCING

WRAY TREE SERVICE
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Hearing Aids

<mem., and pride of No.
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manslep

ot reason

P

CML KEN ADIER SPM

3BB ,,59

Resklenlial.Cammarclal
Rramp1InslabRao

v,,
.

FULL BASEMENT

5 YEAR GUARANTEE

SINCE..

1A9.6050

FURNITURE .0 UPHOLSTERY
CLEANINd RESIDENTIAL AND

DPiVEYBAYS
STERS

Carper..., Woo. B. n...

Fotollmenn no...9.....

"r1"' WTT1'

11.0.5 HOME IMPROVEMENTS

ROOM ADDIT ED....
ROOMS
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

.

629.73

Call AMR 6.1

2.05.

,axyr.,,,,og,,,,

...EP'

SERVICE
is

tax

bring'Re

Clothing

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

5.0,,,...,

Dancing School s&

SRPOe'
DOLORES ETERS SCHOOL OF

DANCING. ENRON NOVI POR

CIASS. CL 3.3500, N 11355

Off ice

GENERAL
AVMLABLF IMMEDIATELY

nows,0010ER0o0

,px, pery,,,, 6,
ADDITIONS. GARAGES. KIT.

PLACES N GENERAL REPAIR.

GOOD WORKMANSHIP

15 yR5 EMMEN. INSURED
227 6.0
30-6994

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

DRAFTING -ALL PH..

......

For. Repairs

GIL 524.0460
.

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

:°er-Zot"'

4°-":::

yer CARPENTER WOES
WINDOWS PORCHES
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REC. PAs. Room ASH- ETC. FREP

ESTIMATES CALL 3.34.
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Carpet Cleaning
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Gwg Training
GOT A PROBLEM...
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iinEng.
wosh,,
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Treor your rugs 6 Barons lo a
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.

V
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adsooping.

----.-e nding

RARTONSTULL

PAPER HANGING
PAINTING
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4394200

NEAT N REASONABLE
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SWIMMING POOL SEASON

'
'

.
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S.
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CL 90495

Sikia eon evontedCeee.e

6
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D
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I
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SIOMEG.D.P.
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KENNETH A. PEARSON
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--Day Want Ads-- ..
Get Results

Hi ish-n

All

1,44 guaranteed. A Christian;
.

..

d

.,,,,...

.,

103
92

a

Des Plaines

h

726-849e

DEC

Remodeling and Repos

FREE MOAT. 4a7.1003

BUSINESSMAN
AND FOR THE

tr:2:ZYPZYL..00 MEN'

MEN!
v.,

p

TELLER TRAINEE

$110 WEEK NO FEE

k

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN

tr,exin Men to 17.1 MochIne Opernroland

ii25"t

.q,

o Sick Pay Policy

o mope Medical

Vent' hOrb'obl:ibeb.17abd

Yes this brand new sal,
Lisbon bank will completely train you Hr this
public

exciting

contact

position. In addition you
be

working

°mutest

HOURS

will

Dra Spent

the
you

can imagine. You'll never
No previous
experience required.

porsunity.

ddens inierY yea gem .11
0, twos otN131471.1500

SUPERVISOR
A SAFETY

5301 N.Poorl Sr

COOK

253-.00

management. Complete

A,

',

NEVIJO3

Jr-,

RESTAURANT

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

or

CI 2 WANT AD
IN THE

I found a reel
bargain in the

DAY..."

DOYS WANT ADS :
.

.

lee.

PARKER

and SHIFTS

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES
9301 KIng ST.

Fronk...

67E1.3373

gh

DRAFTSMEN

Zras.CM;E;:""
JUST GIRLS

WEEKDAYS gam-4pm

0 Illinois Bell

359-4844

DIVISION

Cusiomer Sew. 35005600

Switchboard reteR.V..55
r

o'

g

nd k

Young man with experience setting up progressive and tingle action dies and medium and small
punch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and read blueprints. Permanent position with growth wanted Sean o'er,

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

ItZnrwIrlt Tont'a71!

a... Opening exist0 Re -

(15.505. 5123001

Port Time After School,

Salary comma.. with e..9erice and di.ployed
Towle drmvines Re. deie.

BURROUGHS-300

400 Molt. Ave.

Northwest saborbs.

PntaZtilatTd7rarrt'n1
CALL MR. DORAN

Girl Friday...0g

5520

expediter

Hills- McCanna

Across from Randhurst

Div.
PENNWALT CORP

Mcponaldg

ENAMELING SHOP
Excellent starting rate

for qualified applicant.

Company benefits include: Paid health and medical Insurance, paid li1e insurance, paid vaca
tion -1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year, B
pdid holidays per year, profit shoring.

must ba mature In

,udgement.

No

bogin.

ne,. Good starting sal.
my with many company

bend.
SCHNADIG CORP.

Letreewley to learn a goad
deol,aboid godE market ace..

$2.75 PER HOUR.

MIN.*
In NINON Heights

6.8 Dempster

272 315/

4 W. MINER

426,1551

Heights

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
Arllegion
100 N.H..,
259-5010

Registered

PART TIME

2p.m-556p.m
industrial Clink

QUIZ!

Zney';'1i It'Ass:wts'

OW Coe. 004 Awn Flep:e.

.n ElkGrove

free life

and hosnlefizeti.

'37-:h7:orIX'we'eV """'

PRE FINISH

CALL Miss Day

METALS, INC.

439-3232

xam2210

ASK FOR MR.ANDERSON or MR, BRUNNER

121.h?. Regimes by PL0M

Dek Plaines..

-

Nurse
26 ,Help Ranted Women

3E2.100

Arlington

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

39.880
966 0700

3 13-51- 70 713,0 OR

400 Maple Ave.
Cuipantersvine

on equal oppormnily employer

Is.

C"0Ir5'.2300r

S Dun.

tontoct PmEonnel
Office

259.5787

Franklin Pork

Neighborhood concern
looking for cle, typist
above average skli.

5 70

hol

in ?his

3100 N. Mannheim

1:17617ZeBP'edir

Corpontarsyille
426-4851

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

lO

PENNWALT CORP.

An espial opporsimmempivres

SECRETARY.

arises

Apply ol Penonnel Office of;

Hills McCanna Div.

Ooys.

Saturdays ',Sundays
Come in between3 a 5
or calla.. Schwartz

ELK GROVE V1L.GE

PART TIME

Or Come To:

nal7iren'I''ardt.Int"117::61

E

Call Miss Del at

455-3600

HIGH SCHOOL

p

ek, Mall,. 4. 6621

k

M

el

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

$600 MO.

capable young man.

dg

CLERK
TYPIST

Coll Dan Dondive,H2CaTo
la

5450

Computer
Operator

S. Emerson

Mount Pro..

CALL 656-9,922

oo.

NB;,er r Lahr general office

5e11-945-3770

Ready for a
great new job?

GENERAL OFFICE

sem

APPLY

di

on own wilhoul direct supervision. No pied., oxperieece

'wed.,

Bear

h'Bhb

CNA Inis-Illean

SET UP MAN

ELECTRIC CO.

GOLDEN BEAR

fit of working

OFFICE GIRL

Motor officer el Iniernabonalb

BILRDS 1111 Tooly Innnut

379 1121

GET RESULTS,

h

GMeg

s

117 5 Demo= Prospect

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

296-1131

11.1.

-

Fee food experiecice preferred. Opportunity for

Call Mrs. Ruderman

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Where you work does make, DIFFERENCE

SHEETS HAS IT!

BUS MAN

No f ee. Call

dt

blbTEMe.

COME IN OR CALL 299-0111

lintesse

pl

Re

IST57rOTSV11.50.

RECEPTIONIST

Des Plaines

company benefits.
TECHNICON CORP.

zu uoi leimmvom.

25,

COLONIAL CARBON CO.
2020 S. Mannheim Rd.

STOP!

LOOKI

0 Permanent Employment
9 Liberal Vacation Policy

Call for deHilt.

EXPEDITER

Thu .5 one of Km best menage.

'II 6

MT. PROSPECT

Endo more exciting o0-

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES
P301 K. St.

FULL TIME NIGHTS

dw.,1

-

CORE
LOOK AT THESE BENEFITS,

IN

INTERESTED

YOU

151 Wilson Ct.
Bensenville

Guaranteed 5100 o wk.
wage

00 Paid Holidays 83 Increases 1st Year

N/INING a corporation Mx.

ARE

2nd SHIFT

g6AM t 2PM

766-6222
LION UNIFORM INC.

5 day week

HOLIDAY INN of

:dc?Ox dc:plory'rZenveltAp:se,

BOYS

QUICKER,

Pod I in»
Will Train

M

MACHINE OPERATORS
MATERIAL HANDLERS

ITCHNICON, A LE.ING INTER.

003-2770

College Grad
Claim
Adjustor Trainee
$750 + Car + Expenses

Staie

WAITRESS

OF TRAINING

HOUSEWIFE,

WANT ADS

1001

r

PURCHASING

EX -MILITARY
OFFICER

No Experience
Necessary

Gore Servicing Ora. 210

Bze.w York
twas Paige

WAREHOUSEMEN

pole 1,4

mo

ORDER FILLER

,r67 .

toArreeranMNN
.4-0880
95D
n

400 N. LARAMIE

FOR THE

EASIER(

"Hello /11Dory?

.

010.

Decormor

SOLVER"

2999 N. Mannheim Rd.

100% FREE

L0 Salle Personnel

,P;:/,614,

obligation WRITE OR CALL. No

312-7661890
Save but not for a relay day act

-

,eg d
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L
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PROBLEM

DAY
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Greenworo. supplies 6 Nssona
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FREE UNIFORMS.

LADY PARKER

IT S HIGHER INCOME YOU

v

$10,000 YEAR
73
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Wanted la Ron

LON. FROM. D ELECTRIC,

x

PAINTING, DECORATIFIG
C

WOMAN WANTED

Chicago

23.Employment AgenciesMale

IS A REAL

11
110
40
74

ON

TRUSTY WARNS, Preemie a ring

wollwaiteng,

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CERAMICS By CHict5 cmuct

yk xcgmapc . desigm,
headed dresses..Coll 094-0609

94

it

Trucks, Trailers

salesmen.

...Db.. D9, D 1p.,,...

WORLD
RENT -A -CAR

AND YOUR FAMILY

678-3373

259 9550

PARKER

-

DRESSMAKING.HEIVAINDN

, ,,,,,, 0. knits

M de

"THE DAY

91
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209 1008

Wallpopering

'220'

- $550 MO

300 N. Des Plaines St.
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scattnumOuSe
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DECORATING
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DOCTOR

ARLINGTON WORTS
ace. per month

ARNAR-STONE
LABORATORIES

IENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

IF

To Rent Famished
We
To Rent Houses

on 0 SUMP PUMP

R & M DECORATING

k

Pl?ene 265-47

Tachnicson

Mawr.

DOMESTIC HOUSEKEEPER, Men -

Spode Can
Spading Goods
To Rent Apartments

RUSSELL

Dressmoking 6 Alrerollom
253. I855, Arl. Hit Rectionoble

5500650
3550700
3550650
1506703

MAN NOR SUNDAY MORNING

69

Care

Were.

FN. 350.4.0

Sump Pump

CL a 3842

FILINGS

APP. IN .14504

Agee, 0005.

FREE HEALTH INSURANCE FOR YOU

PRODUCTION

IMO..

D8

Situations Wonleddilen

.2884

FEDERAL & STATE

Tech

FI hip Wanted Men

55
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FOR BABY

1 Oar rapid growth hos
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Tech

5 6 R Foreman
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RECEPTION
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Storm Windows

SALES.. SERVICE

Interior 6 emeder

pc,,,,,,yyp.

$650 PER MONTH

wiM ourpane -

COME IN OR CALL

desired. BONDED PHONE

id flooding. TRUSTY WARNS

Drvssmaldug-5PwinB

GIRL WANTED
PART TIME

AIRPORT BUS

CAREER SPECIALISTS

NATIONAL MANUFACTURER of

..;

RoommEloard
Housekeeping
Rummnise 5 Garage Sals

Decorators

5-"r,'"°''

N.S.T., Elk Grove Village
2245 Ookton
439,4540

2.141510 Wanted Men

PENNWALT CORP.

imperials, sr bel.

7870183

Rool Estate.Flouset
Resort Preperlies For SOle
Real Estate.

591.5184

Y.6,,,pr Mme Lar IF, eend eePlieet.

,m. insrallarien.523.357,

Seek innividuMs
snandmq

epparluniiies open lo you so

W

I

NORTH SHORE POOLS INC.
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gvw.,,, Machine 0,,..

130

rscBe t.7=ns preParBd i.
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Experienced

TOPPS

26

Merchandise

384-3528

25.1039

01.1.0mhure Reb.

PROFESSION. TAX SERVICE

000O

$450 to $525

'Z'rY'an'an=n;ril idnent:

ELECTRIC CO.

296-1043

1I
t,

NE D '

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
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PROOFREADER

S945 W. Dempster 965.2400

FREE LIFE INSURANCE
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817-7656

. EPrPP.T6

ROOF. .0 REROFFING ALL
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.
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No oeNveall

MT. PROSPECT

."105707.1"GROVE."9°
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0.C. 1.wpecor

iTo Rent)

1'

359-1410

2552570

REASONABLE COST.
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Industrial P...!..,

;

b
I
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1ES Er 4=T:'....

POODUN SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

?T...
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'1

1Reit11.1

,,,,,,,re
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f ree

2.40.CORRLChild

CALL BUD

358 3172
FREE ESTIMATES

asimaie

DLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

.

Rog Service
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ELECTRONICS

=cm mama& micro*
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Sewer & Septic Work

Wolanan Cons,. Co
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355..90
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Painting & Decorating
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bY
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CONTACT MR5 CARS.
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MOW..

3535
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ter 5:30 - 3.0583

Hoasebreakin
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o
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D1

.D
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k
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DRIVERS

ler SPure for leAr.

23
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,
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EMPLOYMENT
Trm IVY,
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pay ond

,

litmus. CALL FL 8.013

rst17 .
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255-1910

TECHNICIAN

my Prvesh wymaimotrom

11

Dogs, Pots and EquIpmcm cc
Employment

5'0010

_.:mE Z::N

ANDLONEVJORK. FIREAN

PURCHASING

1171 5.51mhurst MD. PI

Nelp Wonled Woenen

.... ."
rg

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY

RON fOSTFR TV,Ine.

0ay <omp..

299:1200
From 10 am to 5 pm

'd'aV Thrins:q0.;:11 Ltv1T

TECHNICIANS

1124.3464

comNedes a wt

,.

b,

An "'".

CALI. 297.50

'tbr,IlbroS,,

=VI'ec';1',V7ri 'cffrv'ii rode:,

cloACrA011,..

WA:'" 49.32.

8.5410

9

Mao.

doduc

805

LEARN

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

WHOLBAlb

,

wids mowers

as lime or 5500 Loren r

EXCELLENT CH. CARE FOR
WORKING MOTHERS.LIAZIS.

Sm....Ns ims
0 REMODELNG

ALL T......T.A.r.
537.1244

.

Ur= g1:

""::1Fe'd; laer're't m Zin;

dos. ta

,=,2::.'4:".:pp=

CASHIER

Williams Liquors

ATTORNEYS

It Business Services

3B

epaipm, semhesi.,
Card of sympathy

EXPERT PLASTERING

ay... MASONRY.

INCOME TAX

JUST GIRLS DIVISION

rCe r'ete7 :XcLhe7.

APPLY

MERION BLUE SOD

0,00.0015

782-6735

Gorpenhrsville

37

0.

Masonry

FEDERAL & STATE

Gal FrIda...

400 Maple Ave,

34
20
109

Menne SePPE.

BY RAY PETERSON

'..'

, Se. Fmer
ammo! Call 41.73/1

Income Tee Service

'tb

25,Ernploment AgermIts- Women

4264851

a3P-6567

d

CLOWN. So... in .R.ns

COMPUTERIZED

MESH.. REPAIRS

"1

'i

If

OF YOUNG

Sell things faster

BRUNING

400 N. Laramie

Ca kitl y

po t es, CI b. Fo

Child Care
ORE HIS DABURE CENTER

.4..41.

Piano Tuning Services

Plastering

npa gag ',ma

766.1043 Spenal rale ihraApil

-oA'"I'rer"
+ '0' --''.1.

r,,,,

:,.,7,,,, ,.,,,,pt,

income Tax Service

SCHAUMBURG, ILL.

AND BATHROOMS. CALL NOW

n

Re and Anfiques..
1.
S les
Aviction

283 Kir.. Rd.Plitlerine

i

d

FRIDAY

..rfrirm"

PIANO LEZ.ZHILDREN

COMMERCIAL. ;REF ESTIMATES
CALL 259 3010

7I'llOrC'C',VICCV6PC.

x, u

FOR A GROUP

An Gm, OnPorIPP1.'.'°'"

15 Instmetion

r

. e bY ;PG.. 1TD- Ire .11

,,,:,,,,,,,,

ly

GIRL

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

SECRETARY

'era

4264851

"A Good Mote to Work"

INDEX

'

358.0.5

xxx

All Semmes Coeur... Inc.

LICENSED BEAU. OPERATOR

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

RECEPTION

la

FIELD SERVICE

744TH, NATCHEZ,

Siding, If interested
Call Mr. Moore.
545.0507

.

CARPETS SHAMPOOED

ROOM ..TIONS. KITCHENS

729-7150

Permanent Waves

A

LET In...
CUSTOM CONCREM WORK

VINYL COATED STEEL SIDING.

;

CLASSIFIED

TOWERS HOTEL

259-5300, Ext. 37

$450 to $675

ed

rot, meadows -lit

.51N.P DM...

PAINTER OR FIX 11 MAN

FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

Nralidnoke .

APOLLO

RANDS
gInFwALKS.

I'm looking for a coups
of frame homes in your
area to display ow new
Vinyl Aluminum insulot-

wl"El=f2"1"

Phone Today,

1310N THE MOON

ITSNEW

FOR YOUR HOUSE

ome M aintenance

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

HOUSES RAISED

Will4OW Cleaning

ARLINGTON PARR

ri,111ii

WITH OR WITHOUT

INSPIRATION PHONE 43,9110

OUR SPECIALTY

Sown Mower Repairs

Wall.,
H

HELP FOR DAILY LIVING
NEW MESSAGE EACH DAM

SALES 6 SERVICE...906. 846

Nem. s resimmtra
FREE ESTIMATES

WEST GARDEN CENTER

E51'n ......

WIG STUDIO

WISHING WELL

a By Hp per. El op g

B

223-0.2 if no ant ava-uSoa

"Hot Water Heati og 7

EXPERT CARPENTER

Just Girls Division

y
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Wednesday, April 8, 1970
86-RealEstate-Houses

II -To Rent, Stores, Offices

86-RealEstate-Houses

610 sq. ft. office in downtown
Ad. Hts. avail Immedi. posses-

HONDA CB 350, low' Mileage,
wind shield, rack, mirrors, $625.

DES PLAINES - CUMBERLAND

Charming English 3 bdrm., 11/2
both, new kitch., beautifully
maintained. June occupancy,
Mtge. assumable $39,000. Call
owner atr 296-7206

sion. Call titer 5priv. 259-4901

834ndustrial Property (loRent)
2700 sq: ft. for lease in
Elk Grove Village
Higgins & An. His. Roads

392-0595

'65 Delta Olds 88, 2 door H.T.; '65
Dynamic Olds, 4 door H.T.
'-' 827-5834

'62 Rambler - Good running condition. Make offer.
296-8316

'67 BLACK BEAUTY VW BEETLE
R/H REAL BUY $1200..
CALL 824-1931

1964 Ford Galaxy 500, 4 door
hardtop, R&H. Good condition.

Mini -bike; 31/2 horsepower, exCellent condition, $80,

'

392-326E1

Wheeling, by owner, 3 bdrm.

Harley Davidson
Sprint $625; 1956 - 3 wheel Harley Davidson $300. 439.6074 after 6 p.m.

1969 -, 350

ranch, 11/2 car garage, carpet-

ing, drapes, air -conditioner,

272-3151

many extras -July occupancy, low
$20's. 537-4825

86 -Real Estate4louses

MT. PROSPECT, Prestige area deluxe 7 rms, 2 baths, 25' kitch

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes
DOWN PAYMENTS -All Types of

Ranches & Bilevels. $13,000 -

2

I

9

$30,000. NO DISCRIMINATION.
ANYONE MAY BUY
Holly Spring Agency

112 -Automobiles For Sale

w/blt-ins, Rec Rm, P.P., new carpet, att.dbly gar. Near tin &
shoppg. 61/2% assumable mtge.
$45,500 By Owner. 392.2854

All Suburban Areas. LOWEST

'67 VW Bus, gas htr., radio,
sun roof, ex. cond. $1500 or
offer. 358.2927 after 1 p.m.

Prosp. Hts. by owner. 3 bdrm.

1970 Chevrolet Caprice. 4 dr.

ranch, 11/2 yrs old, cent. air
cond., many extras. 299-1346

695-7835

For best results use
Day Want Ads

H.T.

Fully equipped.
255-3797

$3700.

ACREAGE -NORTHERN

MICHIGAN

Parcels of 40 to 80 acres, $200

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'66 Mustang V8, auto., vinyl top,
R/H, W/W, exc. cond. $1295 or
offer. 439.0133 aft. 6.

an acre; good for homes, hunting

Uwe e/ a s

lodge or farming, near town.
394-3428 or 966-3553.

1968 Triumph GT6. Low mi. British Racing Green. $1800 or offer.
394-4164

98 -Mobile Homes

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

1968 MOBILE HOME, 12 ft. x 50
ft., air conditioned, storage shed.
After 5pm. 437-6951

296-6127

1968 VOLKSWAGEN, SUNROOF,

68 Ford Galaxie, 4 dr. HT, P/S

1957 Chevy, 4dr., wagon, $70;

RED. EXTRAS. $1350.

P/B, AM, low mi., good condtion,

824-4623

WW one owner, $1600, NE1-0508

WANTED: VW Bus (van).
259-3498

1957

FORD,

2-dr.,

standard

condition.
Best offer. CL 5-3758 before 4pm

1965 CATALINA

10

1969 Chev. Impala. Exc. Cond.
offer. 439.7485

'68 Pontiac Exec. 4 dr., A/T, P/S,
P/B, fact. air., vinyl uphlstry, like
new tires, perfect cond. $2100.

'67 Ford air-conditioned ranch

2 door hardtop, V-8, radio, heater, white walls, Clean car

Sell Things Faster

-Big, Beautiful interiors with plenty
of wall and closet space.

-FREE wall-to-wall carpeting in living

2 door Hard Top, vinyl roof, 4 speed Factory air conditioning, power steering,
power brakes, radio, heater, wire wheel
disc whitewalls, Local Cal

SEE THE 1970

brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls, clean
car

2 door Hard Top, vinyl roof, V8, automatic
transmission, power steering, power
brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls, yellow,

IMPORT MOTORS

sharp

Furnished Model Apartments Open Daily

signs.

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 394-3050

$2095

ing, power brakes, power windows, power

$1695

seats, factory air conditioning, vinyl roof, and
many extras. Stereo tape deck. Never Titled.

ONLY

$1900

off List Price

$1195

Beautiful Navy Blue. Automatic, power steering,
power brakes and power windows. Mag wheels
and wood trim console. Stock No. P250.

$895

Radio and heater, automatic, power steering
and power brakes. A beautiful light blue with
an outstanding white vinyl top. A truely beautiful automobile inside and out.

$3250
ONLY

'66 RIVIERA

$1095

ditioning, power steering, brakes, seats, and
windows. This is truely a luxury car at a very

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

381-6000

0
1:K4

r4

2 door hardtop, V-8, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heater, whitewalls, very low

$695

Open Daily 9-9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY
(

$2295
1968 IMPALA

4505A

''11.444eigialasSfirarOP-

41415011,...4.(00.r,

matic transmission, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof.

4 door Sedan V 8 automatic, radio and heater,
white wall tires Perfect 2nd car Stock No

Ready To Got

JJP...

4 door hardtop, V-8, auto-

'65 BUICK SPECIAL

Matt..aYFJRNfai Ss

mileage.

$1895

DICK WICKSTROM

I

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINI3TON. ILLINOIS

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

$3495
1969 IMPALA

$1350

All Models &
All Equipment

$1795

duty throughout.

2 door, like new. Premium tires. The Mini Brute
with the Big Economy.

NEW BUICKS

$1595

5 yard dump body. Heavy

'68 OPEL

187

ONLY

1969 2 TON CHEVY

$1600

$1995

Only
$2095

10.1 T. PO Um

No.

Stock

4622A.

This car has power everything. Factory Air Con-

low price of

Believing

'67 BUICK SPECIAL DELUXE
SKYLARK

'68 RIVIERA

ONLY

Seeing Is

Full factory equipment Automatic, power steer
mg, power brakes. Like new a georgeous Gold.

Executive driven 4 door automatic, power steer

A

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899

44

t

'67 GRAND PRIX

'69 ELECTRAS

1968 COMET MONTEGO

BARRINGTON

5rii

Says,

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

Hardtop, factory air, 327 V-8, automatic

transmission, power steering, power

APARTMENTS FROM $190 TO $250

Algonquin Rd. (Rt. 62) in beautiful Arlington Heights. Watch for Twelve/Oaks

The Boss

$2395

1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CARL
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

& Sunday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Corner EC
Central and Wilke Roads, just north of

CL 5-2499

ONLY

1967 X.R. 7 COUGAR

room, dining room and bedrooms.

-FREE individually controlled heat.
-FREE dual master TV antenna.
-Completely equipped kitchens with

pools. recreation facilities, parking, and Limousin
service to train station.

OLDS '69 DELTA ROYALS

Vinyl tops, Loaded! Air-Cond.
3 to choose. Priced for quick sale.
834-1900
POLLARD MOTORS

wagon,.6 pass. P/S, stick shift, 8
cyl., private party $1500.

1965 OLDSMOBILE F85
V8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Radio, Heater, Whitewalls. Nice 2nd CAR

MBil,

439-4226

658-8172

4 Door Sedan, Factory Air Conditioning,

. including FREE use of tennis courts, swimming

296-6127

new tires & battery. Block vinyl
interior & carpeting. Call eves.

I

'

1965 MUSTANG

exc. cond. Must see to appre-

1 & 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATA

Low mi. 2 dr, H.T. Radio, Best

69' Corvette, coupe, 427, 4
speed, low mi., P/S, P/disc B, AM/
FM, Posi, one owner, Phone 5370020 Mike Retz. After 8 PM

Hardtop, factory air, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
radio, heater, whitewalls, local car

ciate. 259-5816

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

$195
and White
'63 Buick 225 2 dr. hardtop, beige
$495
600 E. NW Hwy., Des PI.

offer. 253-7958

shift, 6 cyl. $200 under Blue Book.
358-6954.

low mileage.

Ex-

55 Austin Healy 100-4, tow mite.,

-Air conditioning.

'62 Rambler 4 dr Red

'65 Tempest Custom 4 dr., 326..
Best offer. 4 polyglass tires
7.75x14, 35 moa warranty. Best
1966 Ford Galoxie 500. 2 Door.

for parts or trade. 296-6431

255-7225

'63 Olds. Wagon Green,
real beauty
$3.95

Vinyl top. P/S, P/B, A/T, A/C. Like

'66 Ford Count. sed., V8, auto.
9 poss. wag., Fact. air., Selling

'69 Gold Carn.tro vinyl top, push
button radio, stereo tape, flr.

$495

Sale: '62 Bel -Air Station
Wagon, P/S, V-8. Mechanic Own
erl Phone 437-1523
For

537-4187.

'64 Buick LeSabre 4 dr.. P/B,

'64 Chevrolet 2 dr.. $595
'61 Volvo Red, Like new

Call aft. 4 P.M. 027-6036

cond. $675. 392-0446

2nd cad $125. 394.2376.

'68 Chevelle SS. 396 cu. in. 350
H.P. 4 speed. Posh Very clean.

'62 V.W. 2 door sedan. Blue.
Radio. Good shape. $175.
Call 394.3335

standard, good condition, best
offer. 439-3022

WE SPECIALIZE IN
QUALITY 2nd CARS

255-3361 aft. 3:30.

auto.

5 p.m. CL 3-3969

power brakes, radio, Water, whitewalls,

110 -Sports Cars

FREE gas cooking, 14 cu. ft. refrigerator freezer, dishwasher and sink disposer.

CUTLASS,

$1350. 358-3716

.

'65 CHEVELLE, 6 cylinder, 2 door,

2 door Hard Top, vinyl roof, V8 Automatic
transmission, bucket seat, power steering,

screened kitchen. $300. 298-4905

story...

OLDS

trans., P/S, P/B, like new tires,

1968 LEMANS

103 -Auto Troilus & Campers

the inside

392-6689.

Like New Gordon Tractor with
snow blade and chains. Call

1960 Olds, 2 door, auto. trans.,
full power. Dependable, great

'67 MGB, yellow, mechanically
perfect, very good body, $1590.

1968 OLDS DELTA

WE PAY TOP $55
FOR CLEAN USED CARS

Nimrod Camper. Sleeps 4.
ceffent for beginners. 10 x

$400. FL 9-1187.

full power, original owner. Call
1967

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'65 ELECTRA CONY. Factory Air,

P/S, A/T, V-8, radio, W/W, exc.

Chevy SS ccnvert. A/T,

1963

Custom 4 door hardtop, factory air, vinyl
roof, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls, low mileage and local

101 -Automobiles Wanted

BONUS MOTORS

358-0353

transmission, good

1968 SIMCA 4 door, GE, standard transmission, very low mileage, 25+ m.p.g. 392.0595

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

'63 Tempest as is. 8 cyl. Needs
work. 2 like new tires. Best offer.

very good condition. Call after

Advertise with- Day

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112-Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

*CHEVROLET
555 Irving Pori Road
529-7010
Roselle, Illinois

II

r'

e come i©

NEW 1970

NEW 1970

NEW 1970

TORONADO

"98" HOLIDAY COUPE

CUTLASS HOLIDAY COUPE

Full Factory Equipment Including Air Conditioning,
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic Trans-

Full Factory Equipment Including Air Conditioning,
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic Trans-

Full Factory Equipment Including Air Conditioning,
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic Trans-

Full Factory Equipment Including Air Conditioning,

mission.

mission.

mission.

mission.

Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic Trans-

X4225
'68 CAMARO

ADO

V8, 4 speed, power steering.

ew

'98" co

LE
atic trans-

mission,

er brakes,

power windo

'67 OLDSMOBILE
V-8,

sion,

power

steering

power steering, power brakes, factory

I ro

air conditioning.

3

Skyla
missi

teen
air

low
roof.

nyl

'67 MERCURY
Convertible, V 8, power steering, power

'68 OLDS DELTA "88"
V-8,

automatic

transmission,

'67 CUTLASS

'68 CUTLASS

omatic transmission,
air condi-

2 -door hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, V8, vinyl roof.

$2050

Power
Roof

,

V8, automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes, air condition,
ing.

$2350---

enng,
Vinyl

st

9

Impala, 4 door, V-8, automatic transmission, power steering, air conditioning.

'67 OLDSMOBILE

'63 OLDSMOBILE

6

"98" luxury, full power, air conditioning

V8,4

"88" coupe, power steering, power
brakes, power windows, factory qtr

,
.

conditioning.

$2050

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE

'68 FIREBIRD
vinyl roof

brakes

2 Door

ing, vinyl roof, 4 door hardtop.

$2450
roof

on,
er

power bra

'65 CHEVROLET

power

steering, power brakes, air condition-

TO

Colour
matic

$1250

$2550

$950
r, Sig

Sedan
condor

'68 OLDSMOBILE

'65 OLDSMOBILE

ith b

p

Vista Cruiser, 9 passenger, wagon, fac
tory air conditioning, power steering
power brakes

"98" luxury sedan, full power, air condi-

$1650

With bloc

ns
es,

tioning.

"442" Coupe, V-8, power steeering,
radio, automatic transmission.

Owen

$

'66 OLDSMOBILE

4 spe

8,

$3550

"442", V-8, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes, vinyl
roof.

matic

'67 OLDSMOBILE

'69 OLDSMOBILE
Vista cruiser 9 passenger station wagon,

eri

rdt
er

Iran

$1850

SHARP
e

LDS
Cutlass

Cutlass Supreme, V 8, automatic trans
mission, power steering, power brakes,
vinyl roof

Del

trans
broke

1516 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights 392-1100
- -Open 9 -to

.Daily.--

.._._ -......._ .9.to 5:30. Saturday

Closed Sunday -

r,

WEATHER
chance of brief showers,
low in upper 30s. Tomorrow:

Partly sunny,

Telephone

-v

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

2554400

little

change in temperatures.
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Ogilvie tells plans for future
V

OGILVIE SPOKE for 40

By Richard Crabb
G o v . Ogilvie, speaking
before hundreds of Rotarians
from northern Cook County at

the Arlington Towers Hotel
Wednesday evening, described

his plan for solving the major
problems that will confront Illinois in the "last third of this
century."

t.

The governor listed as cornerstones of his program expansion of educational opportunities, preservation of or-

ti

A..

der under law, expansion of
the state highways and a dras-

tic upgrading of our environment.

Ogilvie told the Rotarians
that his 1970-71 budget, given
to

the General Assembly a

week ago, provided first steps
toward all four objectives.

minutes. His remarks were interrupted by applause five

posal to appropriate $29 million to aid private elementary
and secondary high schools a
"controversial issue," Ogilvie
said it was imperative that

balance. He also pledged there
would be no new state taxes in
the coming year.

times.

The governor said that the
state had been returned to
sound financial footing since
January, 1969.
"When I took office 14
months ago, the state was on

the edge of bankruptcy. The
state was faced with the defi-

nite possibility of not being
able to pay its bills in June,"
explained the governor.
Calling his decision to make
drastic cuts in expenditures
and to call for the enactment of
the state's -first -income tax,

"the most difficult decision

I

have ever faced or any likely to
face," Ogilvie said that the
state would complete the fiscal
year on June 30 with a modest

OGILVIE

REPORTED
that his new budget proposes
to appropriate an increase of
$125 million for the public
elementary

and

these private schools get some
financial assistance quickly.

He estimated it would cost Illinois $400 million annually to
educate children now served

secondary

schools.

by private schools.

"It will be the second larg-

"I am proposing that we invest $29 million to avoid the
necessity of spending $400
million." explained the gover-

est increase ever made in an Illinois budget," said Ogilvie.
"The largest increase ever

made in any item of a state
budget

occurred

nor. "Most important of all,

year

last

when we increased state aid
from $514 to $932 million."
"It is our determination,"
said Ogilvie, "to guarantee a
good education for our chil-

we would be helping our chil'

dren --the state's most precious

CALLING HIS budget pro -

Central -Northwest signal
engineering work 0 Kd
the signalization, the creation
of a one-way street south (Hi-

By Ben Clarke

The Mount Prospect Village Board 'lastnight author-

Murray ILn., (Sir Dean); Debbie Lynn, 515 Lange, (the Coach); Sharon Gale, 566 Ambleside,
(Lady Dean); Tom Guastaferri, 690 Kathleen, (Knight); Cynthia Bastounes, 105 Windsor Dr.,
(Wizard Merlin) all of Des Plaines.

Officials of the City of Des
Plaines were given a positive
indication from the Mount
Prospect Park Board last night
that they will be allowed use of

a portion of West Park on Algonquin 'Rd., in Des Plaines
for underground storage of
storm water.
Behrel,
Herbert
Mayor
along with two aldermen from
Des Plaines and the city's engineers, met with the park hoard
to present the preliminary
plans for the retention project.

Behrel told the park board
that the area where the park is
located does not have as much
flooding as some other areas of

the city but that a problem
does exist and _ they are investigating various means for
storm water storage.
HE SAID that the proposed
underground storage at West
Park is only in the initial planning stages and they have been

waiting for permission to get
use of the park land before
continuing further.
Engineers from

Fletcher

Engineering of Des Plaines
outlined, points of such project.
They estimated that 1.000
ft. of 48 -inch piping would be
needed to give adequate relief
to the storm sewers on Algon-

ert Jackson said that mainly
the board is interested in get-

site is chosen will be an area
where buildings have not been
planned.

JACKSON TOLD Behrel

ting the park graded and seeded so it can be used as soon as
possible, but he added that if at

and the aldermen that the site
to be used will largely be deter-

the same time they could aid

been planned for the park.

Des

Plaines with the flood

problem an agreement could
probably be arranged.

HE SAID that because the
district has just purchased the
park an actual time schedule
for construction and development has not been completed.:
The location, estimated cost
or actual specifications of a re-

tention project have not yet
been determined.

Behrel said that with a posi-

tive response from the park
hoard, engineers can now go
ahead with the planning.
Several locations within the
park where discussed as posihle areas for the project including the area along Algonquin Rd. that has been designated for use as a nature area

and the football field at the
south end of the park.

Because the storage pipes
will be underground, whatever

mined by what has already
Another matter discussed
by the group was a stop light
for either the corner of Janice

and Algonquin Rd. or Marshall and Algonquin Rd.
Behrel said that the city of
Des Plaines has requested several times that the state put in a

tion.

board that there may be a bet-

ter chance of getting traffic
lights at the intersections now
that plans are being made to
develop the park land.

1969.

been estimated at $94.000.

ter

It will include in addition to

'

running on the same platform

invited to speak at a campus forum at I p.m., tomorrow.

The booth contained three

The six contenders will also
be allowed to distribute campaign literature in the College
Center after 7 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow.

The opportunity for candidate exposure on the Harper
campus came after campaign

against two incumbents and
two independents.

campaign signs and was manned by students. It was put up
without clearance from Frank
Borelli, director of student activities.
broposters,
Normally
chures, and other propaganda

are marked by Borelli's office
before being displayed.

booth disappeared.

Harper students supporting
the Morton -Wilson ticket set

The board's action came afrecommendations made

Saturday by the safety commission to approve a -traffic
survey

and

study

recently

completed by Crawford,
Bunte and Roden, traffic consulting engineers.

THE CRAWFORD firm
would do the engineering
work for the Central Rd -

only recently acquired the
land,there arc matters that

must be considered in connection with owning of property within the corporate lim-

Northwest Hwy. intersection.

Trustee Donald Furst told
the board that $100,000 had
been budgeted for the project
in the 1970 budget.
Cost of the installation is to

its of Des Plaines.
One of these mentioned last

be borne entirely by Mount

night by Behrel is the requirement that sidewalks be put in
along Algonquin Rd.

linois Motor Fuel Tax (MFT)

Prospect. The source will be Ilfunds.

THESE ARE now paid to

season, scheduled to open Me-

By Bob Casey

morial Day, May 30.

John F. Loome, newly -aphead of Arlington

Park and Washington Park
race tracks, said it is a "fair as-

sumption" that there will be
no night racing at Arlington
Park during the 1970 season.

LOOME SAID yesterday
that post -time for all races this
including Saturdays
and holidays, will be 1:30 p.m.
season,

The 1:30 post -time will allow businessmen to come out

work, Loome said, watch an

oughbred

Inc.,

able to get home in time for

give him a time schedule for (CTE) Monday, met with re-construction at West Park so porters yesterday at the Arlington Park Towers hotel to
that he can present this as
added evidence of the need to discuss the upcoming racing

dinner. The last race will nor-

HE REQUESTED that as

Enterprises,

afternoon of racing and still be

mally be over at 5 or 5:30 p.m.,
he said.

Of night racing, he said, "I

the state.
Because the park district has

per

faculty

members

have

made financial contributions
to the Morton -Wilson cam-

SIMON

SUBURB\

The booth disappeared and
reappeared both Tuesday arid
Wednesday and finally was
disassembled completely yesterday at the administration's

Some men miss their wives' cooking -- every chance they get.

JAMES HAMILL, a Har-

JAMES HARVEY, Harvice-president of student
affairs, gave the campaigning
per

students two reasons for removing the booth.
Not all candidates had been
(Cotainited on page 2)

3 -car collision- 3 injured
tersection, Mount Prospect.

Police said the auto driven

by Hermilo T. Garcia, 21, of
1000 N. Milwaukee, Wheeling
was southbound on Northwest
Hwy. when it struck two autos
westbound on Central.

dy W.

Perkins,

33. of St.

Charles.
Garcia, and 2 passengers in

his car, Ismael Villarreal, 17,
Barrington, and Jesus Morales, 19, 173 River Rd., Des
Plaines, were taken to Northwest Community
Hospital
where Garcia was treated for
minor injuries and released
and Villarreal and Morales
were admitted for observation.

Garcia was charged With

One auto was driven by disobeying a red light and is to
Jeanne M. Wilson, 39, of appear in Mount Prospect
Skokie, and the -other by Bud-

en to drastically improve the
environment in Illinois. He
has a $29 million item in his
new budget for buying the land
needed to establish new state
parks.
He is asking the state legisla-

ture to place a $750 million
bond issue before the people in

November. The funds would
be largely used to help municipalities build modern treatment plants.

Ogilvie described steps al-

THE GOVERNOR con-

ready taken to reduce lawlessthe

cluded by making his first public statement on the estab-

"sickening increase in drug

lishment of the nation's first

traffic within our state."
Reporting to Rotarians his
sharp disappointment that the
Supreme Court had found the
$2 billion bond issue for highways to be unconstitutional,
the governor said that his administration "had gone back
to the drawing boards."

Institute
of
Environment
which would seek new tech-

ness

and

to cope with

nological solutions to problems facing Illinois and the

country during the final third

OGILVIE SAID that level

of the century.
The institute would be a new
kind of university in which research would he the major activity. The institution would be
built and maintained by feder-

of road building could double

al and state funds. New ways to

with funds at hand, but that the

cope with air, water and noise

full impact of losing the bond
issue would not be felt keenly

pollution would be an early

for another two years.

The institute would likely be
located in the Chicago sub-

"In one way or another we
are going to find a way to build

of the institution.

objective

urbs.

view the traffic study, safety
commission member 0. T.
Gustus estimated a top "price
tag" of $ 10U,000 for redesign
of the traffic controls and
plans for the intersection.

"

CHARLES MCLEAN. assistant in charge of operations
for the Illinois Division of
Highways' District 10 (Cook
County) said Monday that District 10 officials have kept
abreast of developments in the

1.

traffic survey just completed,
and they will rush inspection
and probable approval of designs for the Central -Northwest Hwy. intersection as soon
as submitted.
The intersection was the
scene of a head-on collision on
Feb. 21, which resulted in fatal

injuries. to a Mount Prospect
youth.

really haven't given the subject any thought. I don't have
any plans in the immediate future for night racing."

WHEN ASKED

by

one

newsman whether night racing
is definitely out for this season,
Loome said such a statement

would be a "fair assumption."
Arlington will have 72 days
of racing this season, starting
Memorial Day and ending
Aug. 21.
Indicating that improved
"customer relations" will be
his area of greatest concern as
head of the race tracks, Loome

Gov. Richard Ogilvie as he spoke Wednesday evening at the
Arlington Towers Hotel before a regional Rotary conference.
Ogilvie unveiled his program for Illinois advancement during
the final one-third of this century. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

5 Dist. 57 candidates
to address Busse PTA
The five candidates running
for the District 57 School

Board in Saturday's election

will appear at 8 this evening at
the meeting of the Busse

School PTA in the school at
101 N. Owen. Mount Prospect.

Gripe
Of The

)4,

Day

Seeking to fill one of the
three vacancies on the hoard
are: Incumbent Board President Harrison Hanson, 500 S.

William;

Mrs. Bernice
:McCarthy. 712 S. George: Pe-

said he thinks Arlington Park
has never reached its full potential as an attraction for rac-

Playing a perfect game

ter Dudrow, 14((8 W. Busse
Av.; Harold Predovich, 910

of solitaire, and find One

Country 1.n.; and George Fos-

ing fans.

card is missing.

ter, 605

E. Prospect,

all of

Mount Prospect.

THE FORMER vice-president and general manager of
Bowie Race Course in Balti-

SAYS=

Three persons were injured
early yesterday morning in a
three -car crash at the Northwest Hwy. and Central Rd. in-

steps taken and soon to be tak-

dren.'

G.B.S.

paign. Hamill, who is an attorney, wants the board to explore
the contributions and the
booth as a possible "conflict of
interest."

At an earlier meeting to re-

No Arlington night racing
a 'fair assumption': Loome

vice-president and chief operating officer of Chicago Thor-

request.

per trustee, saw the booth late
up a booth in the college center
Monday night after a meeting.
Monday to distribute literHe told the press_ Tuesday he
ature for Mrs. Robert (Han- would ask the board for guidenah) Wilson and Joseph Morlines on the matter at tonight's
ton.
regular board meeting.
Har___IROIR_CANDIDATES_are____According to

lanes.

from Chicago after a half day's

6 candidates to appear
at Harper Campus forum
Six candidates seeking two
available seats on the Harper
Board of Trustees have been

with the establishment of new left turn storage
rections

Loome, who was named

soon as possible the park board

to

and two-lane traffic in all di-

pointed

The mayor told the park

amounted

timated $8,000 to $9,000 cost
be done for the signalization of
the dangerous Central Rd Northwest Hwy. intersection.
Total cost of the project has

light at the Janice intersection

but they were told that Marshall would be a better loca-

have

$187,260 in the eight -month
period that started with July.

Des Plaines can store
water under West Park
quin Rd., the source of the water that would be stored in the
proposed area.
Park Board President Rob-

pect

turns from Central into Northwest Hwy. when westbound,

ized engineering work at an es-

Rehearsing for Friday's production of "It Couldn't Happen to a Nicer Guy", to be presented at
Dempster Junior High School, 420 W. Dempster St., Mount Prospect are from left: Steve Belz, 650

Lusi), the prohibition of left

each community monthly by
the state, and in Mount Pros-

a modern highway system in
Illinois," Ogilvie said.
Gov. Ogilvie described the

Court May 20.

-

-

more said he hoped to improve
the race track grounds by planting shrubbery and trees.
When asked what he will do
to increase the track's sag-

ging attendance, Loome said,
"That's a question it would be

very, very difficult to answer
after two days on the job."

"I HOPE I can in the sense
that we can stimulate things,.

but I'm not a Bill Veeck," he

Results

Meetings

caller at the asking price."

Mount Prospect
Judiciary Committee, Vil-

Veeck, famous sports figure
and promoter, was one of several persons reportedly being
considered as a replacement

Library Board, 14 E. Busse
Av.; 7:30 p.m.

former CTE president.
Loome said he would try to

foster Illinois horse breeding
and see that more prize money

goes to "the average

horse -

J. John son

Tonight

said.

for Mrs. Marjorie L. Everett,

"I had 13 calls on my car

ad ,and sold it to the first

lage Hall; 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Public

River Trails Park District, 303 S. Lee, Prospect
Heights; 8 p.m.

Harper College Board,
Algonquin and Roselle
Rds., Palatine; 8 p.m.

tykitt

.re
INTERNATIONAL WANT AD WEER

APRIL 5.12,1310

man."

.1

f

THE DAY
Page 2

6 candidates to appear
at Harper Campus foru

Thursday AM119 0970

Driver's license testing station
for area to be announced soon
An announcement will be

mark within

the

next kw

weeks an a long-nwaited drivcrX license testing station for

the Northwat suburbs. The
D ay bas learned.

In ,cluir released yesterday
State

by

Rep.

F.

Eugene

Schlickman. John B. Hams.
an awistant to Secy. of State
Paul Powell, said negotiations
will soon he completed on the
and rezoning of a 25W
acre tract in the Nortluvest
suburbs for the testing station
facility.

Reached by Mlephonc in
Springfield yesterday. Hay.
said the proposed testing stn.
non will be the Dm complete
off-streetdriver's license facility in the state.

Man injured in
2 -car accident
A Da Plaines man was ira

'and in two -ear accident
Tuesday night at the Nacho/al Hwy. and Mount Prospect Rd. Intersection, Mount
Prospect.

Police said the auto driven

by Douglas Warman. 28, of
344 Harding Sr.. Des Plaines.
heading

was

southeast

on

Northwest Hwy. approaehing
Mount Prospect Rd. when it

hit on auto driven by Con.
stance W. Coins, 44. of Chicago. which +vas stopped on
Northwat Hwy. facing south 1.

W CAN'T tell you exactly
will be located,"
Hayes said, "became the seller

turn-arounds sod
even mock railroad mussing.
Citizens must now travel US

and the buyer are still in the

Libertyville, Elgin or Ching

negotiation process."
He explained that because

to take driver's license testa.
she
A proposal several years ago

me
Me

to pot a testing station in
Westgate Shopping Center at

it

where

state dots not have the

to buy the land and conMum the facility, a private de-

veloscr will build the nation
rind -lease a to the Milo

'les going to be a very large
covering some 25

project,

acres," Hay. said Included
in the off-street drivers trat
comm. he said, widewb full-size
30-fom streets,
inter-

second for Illinois, also pro -

Division of Waterways for a

As a result of a 1967 US

Family Hospital. where he was
reported in good condition.
Warman was charged With
failure to reduce speed and is

to appear in hlount Prospect
Coun May IS.

videxthat the state must deter -

inim which agencies or communities shall receive water
and how much.

portion of the allocation of wa-

Supreme Court

Mr to be diverted horn Lake
Mkhlgan.
AlMough DAN1P NG had
joint meetings with officials of
the Tree Towns (Villa Park,

DAMP has boon forced to up.

decision

ply for a portion of the water
diversion to be allowed
finds.

II -

THE DECREE of the Su preme Court Incommoded of ter
Special Master's finding
of fact
became effective
blanch I.
The first task of DAMP Is to

reenkulate their water mike.
requirement, since

the division of waterways.
die

now shows renewed in -

THE DIVISION b holding
hearings to explain Me scope

being included in
plans of DAMP.
serest

and effect of the legislation
to the diversiOn

Warman win taken to Holy

when word has leaked out

The Des Plaines, Arlington
Heights, Mount Prospect and
Palatine Water Commission
(DAMP) voted last night to
make a request of the Illinois

water by direct pipeline from
Lake Michigan, DAMP now
feels that thc best cosso net
make separate application to

apportionment of Lake Michwater and to obtain info,
motion for implementing and
administering this legislation.

The legislation, which allows. maximum diversion of
7.281 cubic feet of water per

in

Earlier,

Plaines

Des

iH

dicated that they espeaml
obtain half of their water from
Chicago, the balance from
weir.

An earlier DAMP affiliate
of their water requirement for
1980, was 39.2 cubic feet per
second.

'roil. lowest bidder of four
that

companies
bids.

spraying in Illinois, the Mount

submitted

course than doing nothing mid
losing the trees fosser, then
moved for authorization to
rurchsse the methozychlor.

Proved VilMge Board Lies-

A letter from a citizen was

Jay night voted authorization

read before the purchase was

The loss of elm trees to

for the public works departmeet to purchase 2.800 gal-

approved that referred to a
hook that warns of the possible

Dutch ern disease last year

btu of methoxychlor as a sub-

harmful effects of such chuff
icals as inethoxychlor, which

strum spray material to fight
Dutch elm disease.
Village Manager

Village
Barnett emphasized thin thin
chemical can "only heat the
disease in abeyance."

is a chlorinated hydrochlor.
The letter warned Mat there
soon might not be trees for the

that some 25 communities in
the area have been using meth -

quarter as effective os DDT.

oxychlor for 10 years, with no
epparent harmful effects.
Trustee Daniel Ahern, not ins that to do something and
lose the

said

village's tom at

slower rate

seemed

a

a

wiser

Frank Lolel Jr. M. of 1701
Prospect
Dr..
Heights. died yesterday at Lutheran General Hospital in
Park Ridge.
Survivors are his wife. Evelyn M,: Iwo children. lames A.
of Niles and Jan P. of Prospect
Heights. and his parents.

Frank and Edna of Pena. 111.

Visitation will he 7

to

10

p.m. tomorrow at Lauterburg
and Oehler Funeral Home in
Arlington Heights. Service,
will be held Saturday at
I

I

a.m. in the funeral borne chap-

cl. Burial will be in Memory
Gardens. in Arlington Heights,

Main
wiener in

of Arlington Heights
and James L of Alaska: two

ad.

grandchildren and three

sis-

ters, Elizabeth Liessc of Peru,
111., Mabel Dames of Arizona
and Lssia Matson of Florida:
Visitation will be after 7
tonight at Lauterburg and

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Services will
be conducted by the Rev. Ed -

Stevens tomorrow at

I

p.m. in the funeral home chapel. Burial will be in Ridgewood
Cemetery in Des Plaines.

choice):

a

bun. Vegetable
po-

r000d,ibrOal,
ion
tossed,a,
limit,
molded:

coleslaw,

rasp-

well, will meet the customers'

needs and "in my opinion.
shortly

ness dissever before."

Richard Kughn,

president
of Taubman Corp., deve1Opers

should he

fine

a

onb,

said

Schaumburg Mayor Robert a
Amber, who last night spoke
befCre Me Palatine Chamber
of Commerce in Lancer Steak
House, Schaumburg.
The center will draw

011

types of business to the noir,
creating employwest
men, a sizable payroll end
thus money to spend in neighbeamed ceMers, Atcher said.

WHEN YORKTOWN Shopping Center opened, surround.

of the center, said plans have
been developing since 1965
and for the psst two years
Taobman has been mmting
with state highway officials,
utility companies and with
Schaumburg and its zoning
board to finalim plans and last
year finally broke ground.

HE SAID Woodfield will be
a matt -level mall on 131 acres

with three major department
(Wars, Marshall Field,
1.
C. Penney) and 160 shops
and.
and service, The very center

ing business suffered during
the Ernt two weeks of grand

of the mall known as the grand

"After that every,
one's business went up and
is still growing rapidly," Al.

levels

and walkways. There will also

cher said, "because of what 0

100
automotve

huge

oil

ssea

does

to

court will be split into hind
with

stairways,

intemonnecting
escalators

ramps,

be Ovo detached

service centers and parking
10,000 cars.

growth and land values."
The mayor said the Palatine
basiness community is "sharpening up to the point where the
customer is impressed and inventory has improved. Cord-

Expansion plans over the
years call for a 50,000 sq.
convenience shopping center
in one corner of Woodfield in-

petition is such that the cos-

as barber and beauty shops,

Darner avails himself like never
before." he said.

shoe repair and cleaners.

tended to house such services

Other additions planned ere

He mid those who dal in

300-roorn motor hotel, a

small purchase hems will do

twin theater and a two multi -

Authorize engineering
to get federal funds
loge

Tuesday

Bossd

night

voted authorization to hire a
traffic engineering 5rin to pre-

for co-ordinsaing of
grant req.. by Meal govern quired

menu.

TYPE 11 System programs

for the village: which would
qualify Mount Prospect for

are for projects within a mu -

mad
projects that
bring
matching federal funds.

Cost of the program, done
by Crawford, Bunts and Ro-

den, who just completed

nicipality, while Type I System
programs are prepared by the
state's consulting enginess
and includes road system ma.
side municipalities,

and survey of the entire vii-

Although the village board
also voted approval of co pending between $8,000 and

]age, will be $1,000.

09,000

The program consists of 0
intersection map
with traffic eounts and acci-

study for the signolization of
the Central Rd. d Northwest
Hwy. mterseetion this project

dent frequencies, and prcparalion of other data the state re-

can be hated in the Type II Sys -

comprehensive

a

traffic study

stteet and

for

an

engineering

Available

deserts:

*twos

by
bv 0c0 Pubk10
01050. Brooch of.
17 S. Arlington Heights

Prospect.

lice.

III.

BIG

and An Sullivan

schools in District 23: Grilled chose or homemade chili, crackcjs, buttered
com, fruited Jc11-0, chocolate
cake. milk.

3000 for

sle
10

reoniks.
cents el

cowed
con
nr P

s postage paid at
;111. 60030

.5 ainne

lan. ,raring ...NOW SI 3.s5

20 pit.* ad. for 4.. NOW 554.24

RAND AT THOMAS

,

ARLINOTON MILL.

atio."

Using names from the pub.
-lished township Inusurces re c

port. Romer ha criticised
; '"trict 59's financial operations.

ROSA
Black gray bladed roso design in tra-

mayor pre -

dived, 100,000 cars day will
be traveling through &haunts

b,tion to nai,s-spending pulicics
of the previous school admin.
ifina tons
He No two noon -row, 17.0
mphomore at Purdue University. and Jeffrey. 13. a flesh'
an
Forest View High

PRICE OF ONE!
WIin a wonderful gilt la Opn fargraation.
Use Your Midwest Rank Card Account
or Let
us Help You Open n Midwest Bank Card Account
with Revolving Credit Privileges. Aimee Coe also

Randluerst Shopping Center
Golf Mill Shopping -Center

Almer toe

A graduate of the University
of Illinois. he was elected On

214.

$20,000 an acre.
Ben Brieske of Vision Wrap
Hicks Rd., Palatine,

asked the mayor what restriclions Schaumburg puts on inand
development
austrial
Whether it could become anjungle.
other

ATCHER SAID

Schaum-

burg's performance standards
are ligher than any in the Chicago land area "Smoke, dust,
vibrations, noise and odors are
tightly controlcd," he said
and as the town grows, more

is using.
Lawson believes has Di.triO 59 bas preferred in-

Main Store... 10 N. Michigan Avenue

w, can a a.a.,,,adaa
MN base which will inereuse

they could get them tor low,

Derry E. Peterson Jr.

were just off campus. with no

have husbands who arc trans-

other
than their practice teaching.

ferrol-tmehers who will not
he

with

district

the

NOW 514.35
NOW SHAM

A graduate id the Univ.mapr. Limon, is a saltsman
fora distributor of heavy construction equipment. His ter.
ritory is imrtnan Cook Coonty. end be gays he would i.

'MI.'''. It ''."' 1." h"'"
lilt Iwo
Iwo daughlers ultenti

ece

20

wok/ for

NOWpi

340.00

""
NOCHE

os 9.

Not

keno -Accessary toivin to beait,

°"

Pi

ty contest to he in the flicks.
0,Did you ever-,

NOW S14.00
NOw SS6.00

S

°

All Blank

SALE ENDS APRIL 18, 1970

A

Silver, China & Crystal

In answer to the second part
question, Ascher
ofdBrieske$
sa
that so far no one has built

6400 N. Harlem
Al Northwest Hwy,

industrial buildings on specu-

631 -28013 -Suburbs 825-3131

Friday 9 to 9

to 6

intend to operate a business or

Set. 9 to S

Closed Sunday

big production nooles.

the area to join him in forming

its members In Tea ear

les going In be difEcult fur
Inters lo chose from the field
of eight candidmes fol. the
School District 214 hoard ban

standards.

kern-

Students immersed

a

nursutg
ing about a
are invited man ome house
Saturday. April 1 Kat the Lu-

Ride more attention.

friends who should know..

Roy

-Our emaciation

got the responsihility of crossInc 'children III Northwest

ton Heights Jaycees was Idling

that ,0000111Said that the kids

NGnniOVJt lint 2ND mOPTGAGES

rounded the celebration of his
Rah wedding anniversary last

Park Ridge. I he program will
run from 9 a.m. until noon.
A tour of the school and lo -

with no success Al Arlington
Park, when they finally sty
a0Meone in authority to talk.

Omalt UN and 04MONlywramsAyarIMOtoDIGIDPIonoway

nor-

November wooW like just

that

set at Lutheran
General hospital

Acres section rate raves from

his assistant. Hen Culbertson
calkd around other places

I

happine.

mkkage that would woks costomes sure that they were

the

might get mixed up with the
,stablcs and happenin, indrolviag insurance mil thin,.
The Jaycees tried with other
si
...local open spaces but they ram`

-er did get the Kite Day off the

said:

would include all men of good
will and thev would he allowd
to use our blue ribbon emblem
their advertishm. Anyone

foe is

a

be included on the program. In

Prospect.

addition. Mere will he a pm ion on mrtsing
to a ea will
he Prospective
he aide to talk to students
prmmtly enrolled in the
'dumb 1,tmalty members will

who is interested can .11 me at
359-0993 any day afier five."

ND LONG

that turn right ham. Central on

.

Al and Barbara Vidmar
moved into their lovely new
honk in Winston 1, rolls in
Hoffman

P4tales

this week.

Barham who is always so
enthusiastic. would like Pie.
penbrink Movers of Rolling
MCgdows to know that Dave
and Will Warren Wild where
their movers were "just won derful mode to work with:"
"They mode Me move a pleasure." Barbara raid:

VIET PIMA 63
The 11. of the plaques ese-

to the highway often contain
drivers who Neely stop in time

Mr a line of little children on
their any to Si. Raymond s.

be available for counseling.
-There Mill am openings for

nest felfs freshman du,"
said Miss Erna Rocageherg.

director of the school. "The

WATCH FOR US
AT

8832 W. DEMPSTER

IN THE DEMPSTER PLAZA
St. George si the Dragon
let fanny Plitt III food dad TIM

king his second 3.vear term
,,,,, ....

.

castrict 59 hoard. is
public relations director Inc

her immediately liceatne of his

familiarity with schools. muff.
pntgrann and emblems
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sihle Woad. Isr Maki 59
children

at

.top ....s in your I root yprd

the most
'
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nt problem a
rcnchmp
skins for the gbod of the whole
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NT/NW.

FEDERAL
SAVI

improve communications

review and evalliation of inperAGING and programs 0ithin
District 59.

PETEESON THREE chit-

Can you heat a castle
for '200 a year
with electricity?
If it's the
six -room kind
you can.
According to the cdd saying, that's exactly

what. a man's home is -his castle. And if
your castle happens to be the kind most

teen Crowing Around the
Corner" sign would help.
How about it Mount Prospect?

cans' just ma

General Hospital. It offers a
three-yar diploma program.

people buy, namely, the Six -room size.
Ili ere we some things you ought to know
about electric hoot.

a

Lutheran

They're off and running

at the

Juts. Irasay. that he could beconk an effective board math-

mono cernhyme

information about enrolling."
Ihe school of nursing is

in dm Armed Forces
Miring the Vinlinur connith
and Rwonnilion 13inner,
The Dinner will be field at
the VFW Hall, April 211 In -

DES PLAINES

emPomw Planning.

opportunity for students to gel

served

OUR NEWEST PUB IN

earns

crossing around Ow comb'.
Some son of

be given to men who haw

WE'RE GOING TO OPEN

develoPment

m

open house will hg de eseellem

curd and dodged by the VilInge of Arlington Heights will

officials will he the lay.

ut

There is no way for them to
know that there is a school

eluded
as hats. dung with vilgage

District 59 superfine:1i-

Joel who arrie.

therm General Hospital will

Hwy. and Central in Mount
He% a conscientious man
what: only regret is that he
can't look around a mwercd
comer. :I he will moving cars

would he invaluable" m

,hator

]loll se

Haphals School of Nursing.

Charm. Jim. Hotly and

turn to for help? Come to us. We won't tone
He's o kindly sort. Really looks interested in you out. With more than 500 offices coasfI
what you're saying, He's nodding his head, coast we listen to land help} a lot of people.
Smiling. Even humming. Finally you say
Need money? That's what we're here for.

Painting

gero. and outrageous inter.
sod kms in the county. He's

much area.

a hearing oid-ond it's really a transistor,
radio with an ear plug. So now who do yOu

ct

upen

in

li

bower schools and comm.,
nips: and will work toward a

Pettlllato

fie ticket charge you've gm to president of the Airy Trace
go and sit down until the judge Community Association in
Arlington Heights. has been.
gets ihmugh nits, all the
guillies?" Sure, to: know. It

lesion.. insurance
For
both for the painter and the
painted would be part of n

,,,,'"

to

if 'you plead innommt to a traf.

log Hare who isstill basking

Hue last hour ho nil hk n. Pe

up. Peterson yys. 110 re-ele,

'5000

district trill cora.. to umk

"Them am hio many
any fly -bynight house painters

could not properly police so

And he says that was a great old song they
just played. All this time you thought he had

d'IW

Moran General and Deaconess

everyone to -Go fly a kite."
The kilo !lying was. to he a
carefully chaperoned day of

how about it -when can I pick up the cash?

1011. Luxe. has

lived in Elk Grove Vienne for

the Vat:ram of Foreign Wail.
INJUSTICE
'Do you know." asked the
young homewife to a group of
us old courtroom Minds. -that

11H.P JOE IIIIRA

dealing with 10001 businessmen of laterally.

+school

the America,' Legion and

sometimes lasts all day.

tied

no h.,.

school cnnsing

Howie Raley. the energetic
young prmident ttf the Arling.1

the

chool. and

guard at one of the num den-

wind for Mk year al least.
The Park District wanted
the kite Ily ing to goon in all six
parks zed the Jaycees felt they

Phone: CL 9-3151

assoei.

"Nut rib.

MO GOOD goat

The kids of the town were to
he invited and plans included

11 N. ArlingtOrt'lles. Road

The

otion would he a

fun with die raper birds.

leans up to $5,000

association.

un

the Year.

Gll FI.1' A KITE

for a $5,000 loan.

See Commercial Credit

and

which mdse it the give away of

'the Ivy Hill section of Arline- am Heights and Joe Cannery
Acre lives in the Arlington

Ask granddad

He'll probably
tune you out.

Deeunding

would lilut to at all pintas in

at lean two gond km have got
their neighbors loudly routing
for them.
Joe Schitibauer who lives in

industry themselv., he said.

I

an

km" group that would require

=0;rs"..rer'

sago

FLY BY NIGHT
Roy Rood of

It was also in ruing no
nose that the winning song got
the

OPEN STOCK PIECES ALSO AVAILABLE AT BOG SAVINGS

and more policing is done to
determine violations."

pRzpley

By Catherine O'Donnell
After viewing Inc Academy Found. Jim said they'll.' try
,Awards on the telly 'roadey, [man next year. Isn't our moth
one thing is certain.- 11 it' .no. cm world complicated?

vice on:dd.:as stuff

.1.

riculum co-ordinators.

Hurray for Hollywood

;

iversitY. 01E0

master's degree in the school
of indom111 enainvaia8 from
fiat
Institute of Tech.
aoione. with a nada, in industrial management.
Prm.ntlY ho camber of

Harry Peterson

BLANCO

-Mole

menthe:Mon program to

monk 11011. ...plenum nal
u III 20 +Omsk
wrath.,
mad vaatitad It bit ink

I

activities during the day.

NOW ...

an

I' Jr

Peninato. is graduate of Sc.
em

the building principaL He is
opposed to present aped;full-time curtures for I

'HE"'

des plaines

High

Western Ekciric. bs an advi-

soy of Iowa dish a liberal ens

Al/ w,ife versatile china

View

School. while Lisa and son
genie arc al i'l°1^',F helm
High School and Juliette law.

"n ,favnn Miving
eurriculum evaluatka done
by a leacher ia each buiWing.
who would get extra pay. and

long

Day by Day

Forest

1970

in

HIS DAUGHTER Gay at.
tends

I

now

educators. spe-

ministrators.

1110

every

experienced tercheo becaule

ComilemNICrollt [ankh=

opncixNs

or then Ise lopped ma.'
sillIss INER. 01.11. industriess complex is only halfcompleted and is expanding.

Vi a

M Me Woodfield vicin-

ity "turning down $150,000
an acre for land he said that
not long ago was selling for

will be somewhat stabilized.

hired lad MI1 hy District 59

FLAMENCO
Fiery r,d,..1 blest Spanith Mot, on

sad a hifidima assist.nt whointendent of curriculum.

a 'number of hoard and

anprosinnuley 13 or 14.000
students." said Lawson.- .We

Phillip Lawson

Inc.. has

had received over 25 patents.

cosN. Lawson. who hos attend-

District

budget committee Meetings.
feels that District 50 will have
money ,o gay for
ooh
pool mg mem, oar
972h
student

59 end In High School District

experience

delis', Perm. and Mils.

rl

of mtieens groups in District

teaching

rising educational

Despite

.ROPSER. PRESIDENT of
10.11011 three businesses. and

lam Council Math up or ad -

that

makes In them."

gel marrMd. stun familia or

Otto Engineer

59

vestment

the engineering hone :cry. Pi
Tau Sigma.
In local affairs. he hin been
active in the ThICA fund
drive. and hin been a member

salaries Ai candidates' nights.
hc has torstailigures 10 show

in.

also
Pettinato
tereoncept,
wants a permanent Carrico -

cm,g,juy

the 75 of the IM teachers

-

Sacking the Learning Con -

Richard Penh..

John 0, Romer

MESE ARE the same individuals," Lawson

School.

bum on
58.
Referring to Schaumburg as

w

amino study commit..

hour" Is the campaign slogan
Phillip Lawson. of Elk (trove

dtonal Spanish KM.,

pure .bile Aso.
's pima Was niNes
20 piece vela for 4

eit, and he wards a permanem

; 'in citizens' groups in opPosb
I

duction in dm use of Tas Anti-

PF:111NATO SAYS he is
aware of current budget deli-

"An experienced teacher in
front of every child every

vso piece wining NOW 311.60
20 piece sonic., .5 NOW WAD

the "transportation center of
the northwest arca," with III.
62, 58 and 72 within a 11/2 mile radius, he said they cocompass the "hottest real estate
with land

ence of teaching as our highol
buildings.
not gmunds. nos facilities. not
teaching devices. not adminis.
tration, not
activities, Them havean
an important place oluceliun, but
they ore tecondary.

IIIS "PlLnIlION paper"
',says that he has been a leader

t

lanes or six

TWO PAIRS for the
price of ONE PAIR

Old OrchardShopping Center

week, home Mom, Out of
Newsstand price,

PLANT! NO
Platinum .+d bled Want awe dffian

epsefona

Honors Carte Blanche, Diners' and American

SUPER SilliDWIeH
Yoetn

;ram rho forms naturally, rho afloat is 600110, ye/ 11011001. Espana
is Oa NEW SHAPE al chin. Made in Spain bn Wawa for BLOCK.

preaerlpbon

You get the second pair at no additional cost to
you! Use it as a spare pair! Or bring in a member

01111

the high ,pealing. our pupih
my nut getting a superior du.

together dynamtnalln.

Contact Lenses
SOON!

adjoining districts. We are also

p

Rd. will be six-Ime divided
the

several
have

much further in debt. Despite

at
Abner
Coe

Entrees Cards.

town U.S. meg .1.. S17.00 a

;

pose

rolled wheat cookies.
To be served Friday in Mae -

PROSPECIDAY
MondoY

not

section at Meacham and Golf
62, 72 and Meacham
and
1990

PAST

ymm" Roam said.

J

By

I.:

1,1,,

T, 141Z2'

SAVE 20%

lowest possible Cost," sMd Pet, "1 place Me art and se;-

Mac an unmanageable crisis."

met any candidate would
do the same."

THE SMART' BRIDE CAN

''l believe in obtaining the
bat possible eilbeation at the

shis Magmas are not allowed
.. now. District 59 "will shortly

lishd111

h

1

s eh It the hr Ltd h
Elk fri os, N. ill lµ Mr Illsinn
GI do
dramas
use MINIted
Ha is a gr du dc of Notth
western University. and has which provide the means of
asuring and evaluating she
done nost.graduate work at
district's whiewinem.
Dated University.
Citing "'cent accomplish.
.0.50 menIn
meets" in District 59 Pc.
mktbalanced than District 59's
Woon men,iwO
NOB. this1'111, a good cglion pumram for children
re- with laming disabilities. and
Powibility ofa

million dollars a year.

getting good education value
',;;for tax dollars. and imeming
,,,gffective managemmt condr& on budget and operations.
Rower told The Day that If

cept aey comributans Mat
anyone wishes to make and

59 schools Ind

swam, axpladounk of tan

experimental diatriet.

r'spenal far more per pupil than

the Woodfield area is almost complete. He said 111.

highways.

an

some very nice prizes. The
whole thing's gone with the

halms, baked custard, blueberry pie, chocolate brownie,

Arthur

as

certed efforts. but we will ac-

tern program for federal funds,

of your family or team up with a friend for the
second pair. You gm BOTH PAIRS FOR THE
Published

Mang District 50's reputation

men a deterioration in the ability to control our fineness. Wu

lation. When they build they

pare a Type II System program

students had set up a campaign
M oth.

"here has been no con-

plained.

in

10

tax increases, elimiff

butions," the candidate said.

trustee election had used poor
judgment in not going 'Waugh
up the
proper channels to
booth, the spokesman ex-

ATCHER SAID the $36.000
traffic plan for major highways

be

...baled" to opposing further tIT,

quiry regarding whether we
have receives! feculty contri-

the

Woodfield's

omning, you'll do more Mal-

The impact of those Mob
nesses lying in the "shadow of
the
$100 million
center"

after

story office towe with pal-kleg on two leech.rs

Day on Tuesday she and Morton Were aware that the Harper

berry, pineapple grape, lime,
diced peaches. Hard roll and
butter, milk.

ti

OPENING

Tuesday at Northwest Community Hospital.

lone

dish

chili, cheeseburger in a bun

Smith

John T. Tate, 51. of 106
ea -via Av.. Mount Pros.
Mattress Co.. Rosemont, died

To be served Friday in Arlington, Prospect Elk Grove,

`one

John T. Tate
pea, vice-president, of Sealy

School
Menus

garet: four children, Thomas
W. of Rolling Meadows, John
D. of Itasca, Patricia Ann

in

What effect will the bworld's
shopping
center.
iwi:esti'
Woodfield Mall. in Schaumbutg have on surrounding
service and retail business?

year's loss showing an even

214:

Survivors are his wife, Mar-

Orchard

Woodfield will help entire
area, Atcher declares

greater increase.

Wheeling, Forest View and
Hersey high schools in District

Obituaries
Frank Lave] Jr.

Grading on on the MY of the 5100 million Woodfield Mail in Schaumburg at the intersecHon of III
58 and 5315 currently being done while in the background steel beams are being put into the for
the J.C. Penney, Inc. store, one of 1,700 in the Penney chain. Called the largest enclosed shopping
center in the nation, Woodfield is scheduled to open in the Lull of 1971.

MRS. WILSON told The

lems. John 0. Romer. 414
Victoria 1.0 Arlington
a:11Heights. says he is "dedi

$1 can't say 'no' to you, in-

students campaigning for the

The Mount Prospect Vil-

DARNEIT THEN

lima to costly. hut only one-

Michlin Chemical Co.. De-

was considerably greater than
in 1968. and Barnett has pre predicted that its continued
spread will see the current

birds to sit in.

Earlier he had said that
methosychlor is about five

THE CHEMICAL is to be
purchased for $7,168 from the

IT APPEARED that

opening.

Village oks DDT substitute
to fight Dutch elm disease
Because our is no longer
'permitted to be used fm tree

dates could be given the SIM.
opportunity he said.

newt, hl, candid m fur the
District 59 .churl board
..primarily upon financial Prob-

bur sement so that all somandi

old,

DAMP may go it
alone on dtverston

Elmhurst and Lombardi water
commission concerning a cooperative venture in obtaining

these candidates, Harvey said.

the loom and literature do

Ap

Intm 7+ mi
sip man \\ trr
Lant to n] pat ant

dim toissrolled m Distort

Wotion Flotric Comp ins id,
UNL lor 14 stirs In his job
he sass he is rasponubla for

John Roeser

candidates and arranged fo

tions had invited all candidata
10 the college, the spokesman
pointed out.

about the proposed location of
taring stations, the price of the
property has skyrocketed.

stu

dents right to know the ousts

Con -Con and primary elec-

Arlington Heights brOngbt
protests from several nearby

District 59 candidates

admints

notified regarding campliagal
mg on the Harper campus end
a Morton Wilson booth might
Lately the college was backinb

A spokesman for Harr. said it hod been college policy
to permit equal airing of views
any variety of candidates.
Students interested in hearing
political candidates during

Campbell and Wilke Rd.. in

Hayes

the

Ohs

sections,

homeowners.
Previously,

However

(Continua rllrom Pat( II

rThu sd

PO\Y
U\GE

First of all, you should know that
Commonwealth Edison has dramatically
reduced electric heat rates over the past
ten years. What's that mean? Simply that
you should expect to pay less than 5200
a year to heat an average six -roam
house with proper insulation.
Then, you should know there's a definite
trend 10 electric heat. Example! Over
25,000 fatnilics in Northern Illinois are
heating electrically, and more than 5,000
/1010 families are joining them every year:
That many people feel the price is small
compared to the many benefits of
modern electric heat,
No matter Seth size castle you have..
Commonwealth Edison Company

Now apps ring

Frothingslosh
Randango

happy, leess,1013peced onadelnmen1 by 3 ows .111 a gel

LU:=3ettgn=raligZg

ark towers

arlington

The bright new ideas
are Electric. LL

the day's prospects

Wally is' wonderful

One day at a time

By Bo,. Swans

you think Ws ewes.

"Oh, yes. The village
bought the land next to the li-

way. They've got another.
They're going to hold a "Cul-

'The cultural center, you

kely, wrecked an old chtirch

are Day"

mean? I don't Loma. What's it
all about?"

and house, and now it's all sot
in eme someone has a bright

that son of stuff. If half the oil-

idea. In the meantime. it will
probably make an excellent
parking lot."

the village wants culture."

"Ifs a long story. Goes like
this. Arlington Heights built a
beautiful new library. It looked . lonesome by itself, they
beside it, No one knew what,
needed. As with all good gov-

Wont ie..

wv.it. Question: do they

'The computer is still tabu -

man the land to build on, what-

taring the answers on the ques-

Itty're going to

tionnaire sent m all community organisations. That's one

build?"

ing together so they'll get

All these organisations have to
jockey for position. Make sure

that if anything's going to be
done, that they'll be a big pan
of it.
"The anion want more

Welly Brodeur of Mount
Prospect is a talented water-

color artist. He was the few
need speaker for the Mount

and on. The harassed Cultural
Commission has to keep everyone happy, feed a way to make
iech organization think it's imponant and get everyone workSOmething achieved."

"Maneuvering what?'
"You're sure dense today.

"How do the people fed

Want. big theater, thceetitItte
collectors want a big exhibit
mom. the 'gardeners want a
special meeting spot. and on

ested. Now you seem skeptic

Ma M an illustrator in an ad-

By Dolores Haugh

space for an. the the. snap

- you always seemed inter-

"Skeptical, no. Watching
the maneuvering, yes."

someone donates ofew million
us the village."

committee e,en gat sa busy.
they hired an executive director to direct onm.-

is

°I THOUGHT you liked
culture. Movies. plays. art
shows, photography, lectures

"Are you kidding? Taos or
bona. Unless, of course.

ernment, they appointed a
committee to find oun The

ever it

.

build, in cue someone decides
they should build something?'

bur everyone agreed more was

June. Artists,

ifte Shows up. then I guess Half

°HOW WILL they pay for
whelever it is they're con to

deckled it needed something

in

watercolor artist
Prospect Art League last To

thy.
Wally lives on Pine St. with
his wife Evelyn. He has his.
own an studio where he wothe
m a freelance basis.

He has three children, PaInaba, Jeffery, a senior at Pros-

HEIW day build
cultural center?"
"That's the way a cultural
center is built."
"You certain you have your

pot High School, and Wellace. now serving in Vicunas in
the Army Finance Medical
Corps,
Born in Canada, Welly

facts etraight?"

came to the United States In

if I

don't. the !Mere will
start coming in tomorrow.I
"Happy culture."

him special write -um, many
including full page color lllur

vertising studio boo began his
own free-lance work in 1945.

Rations of his works.

His watercolors have sp.
peered in many leading map?
dn., on calendars, Christreth
cards and in metropolitan Chicago newspaper supplement,
Many of his pictures are in

WIZEN ASKED whet he
felt was his most outstanding
accomplishment In browned,
"Acceptance in the American
Water.Color Society."
His works have been mhibRed at the Detroit Art Muscum, Chicago Art institute.
Modern Museum of Art. New
York, and the National Mu Salm of Art, Washington,
DC. He has shown his works

private collections. Several
pumhme awards are 110
among ho credits.

At his latest exhibit et The
University Club of Chicago.
from 34 works exhibited 15
wcre sold.
Some of his paintingi in elude ?Light Snow." "Break.
water Builder,' "Woodsman's

in over 75 galleries throughout
the mutiny and in England.

The Now York Tim. An
Section. the Magazine Of Ark

1926 to study en in Detroit

in Washington. and The Do-

dd Chicago. He began his.ca-

wort Free Pros have given

Home."

Mellotones
Welter adjusts his watercolor pkture of Pine Street during a

C.c.s

modest personality end MI5 talents, through the decorative use of
his pictures.

to perform

sleossoosesseschasessoeseeassessegrTh
Page 5

cbon.Tio.

" "Well, son, if 'yesterday's truths ore today's irrelevancies'
-today's truths may be tomorrow's irrelevancies!"

Urges intelligent
vote in Harper
board elections

she lied -heard" were going
on at the campus which she
was certainly going to check
an to find if they were true.

Editor:

checked beore making such
derogatory statements which
dated unwarranted doubts in

mmadad

I

riap pubtication5

Perhaps

-.Ike

a

naigamrhood

at which finloseph C. Morn,.
and Ors. Hannah K. Wilson
appenred. They are candidates

for the Board of Trustees of
Harper College in the election
-11tunoe'dic "debutl dream

April
lt

horolog

the mono s Jirodum and intelicrtmd &Mudd,"

I.

my undernandiag

wa

thinswould

abet

inyom,

-.Marshall Field 111

when

Pages

I

Thursday, April 9, 1970

amt..

two-hour
art.

pointed starting time. Dr. Morton had already spoken and left

because of a. previous comreitinent and Mrs. Wilson was

John E. Stanton. MN

ool

Mooning Erni or

R.E. Hutchinson, I' ice-Arriidens

speaking.
.

'Informal"

could

hardly describe the occasion.

R. N. Puetz, Cir.-al...ion Director

she

should

community college came from

Mrs. Jesmlyn Nickles and a
few other individuals in 1961.
The number of hours Ind the
amount of energy spent' by

have

the minds of those present re-

seems to me an irresponsible
attitude for one seeking such
an important post.
1 also find it hard to believe

0ne

more Man one view. and thing
case of incumbents. checking
on the past record. urge you
torate
Saturday. April 11.
1

school board by ha,

saw Mrs. Wilson Woke 60,

I wish to make it clear that I
om not one of the candidates

glad to give one. My objections
Were to statements being made

ber of problems In the. pad Ill months.

la

honing forward to July and the arrival of he
mu superintendent. Dr. James Erviti.
ilsThe district

needs

vigorous. responsible,

and Mum !educable Mani members to back

II' Enid

to
whoa

as he describes his plans. We like his idea of
citizen. involvement --- though we would

moist that instead of fanning new lay con,
minds to look at curriculum and finance,
Pettinetb look M the misting School-Com
munity Council

filed

for

three

Thc winners will

dun to the Board of Trustees of
Harper College.
am merely

the Huy recommends to mon: Mrs.
Jgdith Zoom of Des Plain.: Phillip Lawson
and Harry Pelcoon oaf Elk Grave Village.
mid Richani Peninato of Arlington Heights.

THOUGH SOME HAY.:
/.area

is

closely tied

trans

SAID

that

to the Elk

(inne law map Republican organisation.

59 programs and financn> mak. her an excellent

his point of view should choose him.

Dear Mr. DeLouism

mindidalm

She

attended

has

every

rCin11 hoard arid special mainline. meeting
the No 15 months. and has visited all
.,41.41014, Lawn slut has attended a numof hard and Midget coot ittee memNduring the last !.ear.

He.m too. has

a

ledge of District 59 ommitions.
ornhmt

Harry

Peterson

has

been

u

quid, heard member - faithful
hi, :mender.. and scopulous in doing
a

homework,

candidate nigins. Richard Pettinato
crop, , an image of Torcefulnds and vigor

agent with she Internal Revenue Service and

drotime accounting professor at Harper
College.

Neiriteirsel'a

background

and

ex-

perience nuke him our choice.

To speak

HIDEAWORD
TISHOLE

The live candidates running
for the District 57 School
Board in Saturday's election
will appear at 8 this evening at
the meeting of the Busse

School PTA In the school at
101 N. Owen, Mount Prospect.

Nlakc as Many four Idler Ur mi. words out of
sr letters as you can. la addition:find the word
ing all seven Of these kite..

Seeking to fill one of the
three vacancies on the board
are: Incumbeat Board President Harrison Hanson, 500 S.

William; -Mrs.
23 good, 30 null `t
ComicPagt

Bernice
McCarthy, 712 S. George; ve-

er Dudrow 1408 W Bume
Ay Harold Predovich
910
dungy Ln. and_George-Foster

605 E Ewen. all of

Mount Prospect

California. disappearod. never to be seen or beard of apin. She
was nurse and working in a hospital while in California.

on rola,.

L esters

should be or brief ar now
Ithle. ',rewritten.
pos.

One day, she and a male friend took off in his plane for a short
trip dOwnstale (according to the flight plan). theyT never arrived

1.1

ale. and should cootain
an address or phone num.
bre su their aothentkIty

at pashdinion. but the plane was found in
da desert.
The
tank was full, there
enough water, and the landing

ran be checked.

appeared normal.

'The FBI searched the arta and conducted a lengthy iot

W.G.ZRANDSTADT,M.11.

Q - How doe rheumatic fe
nor affect the limn?
A It atm.9, the hewn vel-

to, if, had theumetic feed.
She

is

still

taking

Pentabs

daily. Will she have lo rake

Because of reboot code residence require- them for the rest of her life?

For the lwayear term The Day 'memmends incumbent Paul Neuhaus, special

games will be withheld los

Rheumatic fever
attacks heart valves

U - Six yam. Yea my deed,.

meats. Winkle would have th challenge the
hoard in . court before he could serve, emir
if he should win a seat. With tbe new superintendent coming July I. we do not feel the
district can afford the time suchl a lawsuit
would take.

1 wonder if you mud shed some tisk on a family mpuery.
Aleduit 20 years ago a
in of mine. while visiting relatives in

Township Youth Committee;

definitely especially if them
has been any damage to the

heart A 'trent
dicates

that

a

repon inmonthly in-

jection of penicillinG benthadne is preferable to daily
treatment.

accurate.

Neither does The Day recommend a vole
for Robert Winkle.

All Inters to the edi.
tor must be sidled, but

-

Candidate John
Ramer of Arlington
Heights has been running on a platform of we endleoves the victim with
lonely. While we too .leaky heart which trent. be support fiscal responsibility, so mc of Roe- come .thlarged in its effort to
s criticisms. we believe, arc not entirely
nomPemom

we 1001 her. .knowlmly.e of District

her by making it easy for her to return. She needs love and understanding.

The Editor

both nor rl-tirne and lamll.tim
basis for six yea,. a not in
the teaching profession. I have

in

slating his position. Voters who agree with

your mother reached out for what she thought was happinem I
feel your parentswill be hack together. When she is ready, help

DOCTOR SAYS

Iva Kthialis stand against sex education in
the District 59 currkulum. we commend
Kudalis for his frankness and honesty

patient and do NOT turn against your mother. You must remember

Them were two sell of footprints leading avow from the plane
going into the desert. only to stop abruptly.

WHILE WE DO Nor AGREE with Ed.
candidates
have
basin! positions.

for taw scam

hoard

College which I know talon-

Dear C.M.:
I don't feel your mother really wants to give up tbo children.
She'll come to her senses. Now is the time to stick together, be

Letters To

in., stating that she did nor ganizations connected with the
haw all the facts. hut A Me schools, and worked for the
questioner would like a pep' elementary school district on
sanal opinion, she would be.

CM.. Rolling Widows

hem,' shops,

regarding poky a, Ha, also worked with the Palatine
',1St:hoot District 59. wlikh lam hod u num-

together?

nut vote intelligently. pima
col candidates use and la,
amour. of literature printed One Who Has Visited the
mul, distributed through such Canaan

I

'

cannot

Dear Mr. DeLouise,
My parents have been norried 20 years. Nov nu/ mother no
left the five children at home and my father for another non. She
says she doesn't want the kids. Fro the oldest daughter. 20 years
and married. Do you think my mother really wants to give op he
chiklre, Do you think shell find happiness with this other man?
Arc the kids and
dad better ofP? Will they ever dot back

A -Same authorities recommend taking antibiotics in -

O What Is Rendu-OderWeber disease? Is there any
Cure for it?
A. This disease is properly
called hereditary hemorrhagic
telangiectasia. The latter term
means the presence of dilated

small blood vessels in the ski
and Mucous membranes.

The disease may start

i

childhood and slowly progress

with age. When bleeding o curs, it is more likely to come
from the mucous membran.
than the skin.

The only treatment
contro

the b

occurs.l

Electrleedinocoagug

is

to

when it

vestigation bat found, as far as I know. nothing.
1 would be so happy to know anything .you ndglit be able to
find can
Also, do you see a mow foe us soon? Any more children? An
astrologer once told me that amording to my NMI chartf would,
when about 40 years old, write a book on an occult subject. Or
you see anything like that for me?
F.M., Prospect Heights

Dem KM,:
This story has come to me many times. lam feeling leis story In
not complete and frankly, I fed it is some kind of hoax. Concerning the hook, I feel very good with i1,1 feel you should write

hi...tinkle; the market is certainly there right now for occult
subjects. And I feel you have already done some work in the
wriing field. I don't fed any more children around you and I
also don't feel a move for you at this Mae.

lation of

is always followed by fresh lesans nearby.

Dear Mr. DeLouise:

l? -Can an animal that eats
and drinks normally still have
or carry rabies? What are the

men, of going places with people and also a fear of people in
general. have been to different psychiatrists and prayed a ICA

A -Rabies is transmitted to
man only by the bite of en in -

fatted animal. Since the aol
oral always dies, there on 'no
normal carriers.
The virus does not appear in

the animal's saliva until after
the onset of symptoms.

In man, the disease starts
with fever, headache, nausea
and a sore throat, These symp-

toms are followed by periods
of extreme r.tlessness alternating with periods of profound depression,
drooling
and pain on attempts to swal-

.

Q -What Ls Purinethol given

.

1 am a person who has Mat all confideacc in myself. bemuse of
things that have happened to me in my past. I have a great fear of
1

and neither have seemed to help me a bit. My husband and I have
no friends be
we both are very jealous of each other.' would

like to know Ifs have to lire with this the roe of
life, or will I
overcome it?
Mr. G.. Benvenville
Dear Mrs. G.,
I definitely feel the psychiatric help you have received and will
receive veal result in a deeper understanding of .your own and
your husband's jealousy problems. Jadousy can destroy you. It is
like acid Mal eventually destroys the container that holds in You
seem to have made some mistakes that you need to forgive yourself for. Quit abashing yourself. I do feel an improvement here,
but you and your husband must work together. Concerningyour
fear of people
give them a chance Mmt of them are pretty nice
If you take the dine to know them.

Dear Mr. DeLouisk
Do you see it mow for us? If 'casein It be for the good?

D,W Buffalo Grove

low.

After symptoms appear.
cure is virtually impossible.

Dear D.W.:
Ye, When It comes It will besudden, and when you make 111t
will be a good move.

for? What are its acme effects?

A

This drug is given for
leukemia and Hodgkin's dis--ease-Excessive- doses- may
cause a destruction of the
white blood cells and bleeding.

B.

the dean's

Reardon,

St.;
709

A. Scheib, i7 N.
Kenilworth Atvi;warzkoo,
105

Sr.; fame L. Soreth
N. Willa St
Sr; Allan
sen, 612 S.
J. Spiegler, 809 S. Elm St.;
Joann C, Tomtit°, 1500 Low den Ln.; Helm A. Tardy, 617

STUDENTS PROM
Mot nt Prospect Moe:

Mary Kim Malone, 1820
Forest Dr.; Joan M. AckerS. Kenman, 603
web H. Barr 518 S. Wille;

S. George St.; Deborah J. Zeller, 1201 Greenwood Dr.

1186 N.
Wheeling Rd.; laurel P. Bat-

420

Uri M.

Karen Marie

ka, 608 S. Edward Sr.; Jack H.
Behrens, 701 S. Owen St.
Jame B. Blandford, IOS W.
4th.thenhiSt bid'Mar
reCkahn,
S.' I -Oka 001'
Av.

'Eliiabeth A. Byrne, 1301
berry .t.n.; Martin H. Ch.
Atoka 300 N. Dale Av.; Patti-dot. Corbett, 1319 Mulberry
Greenfield Co.
Cynthia K. Haney, 1420 E.
Green Ln.; Barbara L
-

my, 1115 Greenfield La.;
Richard A. Jackson, 1102
Hemlock Ln.; De bera J. Rehr,

804 S. Owen Sr; Marcia A.

Job,Aes 703 S.

School St.; Alan on Ahcin,

Barsanti,

S.

Edward;

Kathleen

Mary Mt., 19 N. Wilk St.;

'

Karras, 205 Hiawatha Tr.

Jeffrey L.Minikel, 206 E. Clar-

602 S. Emerson; Robert J. Ma -

liams, appears in about 40 aln-

gas., 601 S. Edward; Gail J.
McClellan, 517 S. Edward:
Linda M. Miles, 711 N. Eastwood Av.

cm. each year.
Junior and senior girls aro
eligible for the group and amt
able. to sing well alone ha
tam joining the group. The
girls will appear in Prospect's
mtvy and Columbia blue colors in the costumes they mad,

endon; Carkl Mane Bodoh.
Birchwood Ln.; James
Michael Bodoh, 213 Birchwood Ln.
213

EgDa

JR-Ota", Mary

i

Edwin Lee Kulasa, 304 E.
School Ln.; Bruce MALocppen. 209 N. Mandel Ln.; David J. Leith, 501 Etowah Al,;

Mary Elizabeth Diehl, 119
Lee St.; Cobb Joseph Drake,
21n N. Lee; John Stephen
Miss, 102 Althea Dr.; John C.
Haas, 500 Hillcrest Dr.; Judith
LeForge, 1105 Maple La; Susan C. Minikel, 206 E. Claren-

Mary Celine O'Leary, 204
N. Schoenbeck; Mary S. Pow
syneki, 411 W. aarendon and
Douglas W. Schen,ke, 305 N.
Pine St.

Peony Jane Erhardt, 308 S.

Kathleen U. Boland, 404 S.
Can-Dota Ave.; Polly Lynne
Brothers, 220 N. Elmhurst,

Mask; Pamela A. Eva, 417
N. Maple St.; Kenneth H.
Fisher, 100 S. William; Mar-

Christopher M. Byrne, 1722

garet A. Gaske, 1421E. Emmerson; Kathleen E. Grohs,
205 N. Eastwood Av.; Evelyn
E. Grimm. 8 N. Elm St.

Bittensweet.
David Anthony

Coma.

517 N. Maple St.; Karen Anne

Donk

115 Weller Lo.; Joseph R. Daniels, 206 Mac Arthur; Carlene- Lenore Do -

ran, 310 W. Witte; William
S.
Lowell .Enszer, 709 S.
Edward Alan Erbach, 513 S.
Main.

STUDENTS FROM Pro.
peer Heights arc:

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nuthinally known pswhic. vol.frev
one the questWas of Day readers iri this column. Lei tervehoold

be signed, burnames will he -omitted -If 11H,riter reqa1070E
Write otOeLouise In row of Ong Publications. 722 CesifedS1..,
Des Plaines 60016.

Kurt K. Keentopp, 2

LEE K. ,GUNDERSEN,
213 N. Emerson St.; Forest
Leon Haney, 620 N. Russell

Elmhurst; Mary

N. Main; James Harry Phelan,

N. Wilk St.; Richard T.
Toni
Eastwood

N. Maple N. ; .10th F. Schoenberg, 105 N. Louis St.; John B.
Shapely, 312 S. HiLusi; Bruce
Chase Steffens,
chard Pl.

100 W. 0,

Bruce Gary Wallies, 112 N.
Russell; William Dennis We,
nth, 510 Crestwood; Drillelas
Brian White, 109 S. Owen St.,

and Valerie Marie Youle, 614
S. School St.

the children of East Africa.
'Through the slides of Edwin
C. Udey, the culture. activities
children will come to life.

Edwin C. Utley brings an
impressive background in ad,

valising and illustrative photography with him to Westbrook. His services Included

duty with

the U.S. Marine
Corps as a combat motion pic-

ture cameraman in the South
Pacific during World War 11
end work for the Atomic Energy Commission in document-

' Maned, also of Mount Pros
The bride's uncle, the Rev.
.iarritild T. Wangerin of Kirk Wood, Mo., officiated at the .5
'pati, candlelight ceremony at
SL Paul Ltftheran Church

thg

research

on

del:Orations with touches of

High School, a group of girl

candelabra on
each side of the altar, main
eide candles end white florid

The Mellotones of Prospect

.knleers
4
Pr'Pc"
when
the senior
citizens
met

her

today at Community Pr.by-

mother's ivory satin and lace
.18th Century -style gown with

Mr. and Mrs. Crdelan Kempen
,ration Church. April 16 will be
- Serving his brother as hot a Drop In Center Day for the
Thed hod Adolphus University Minn
I
long
with high lace stand-up Gail Donovan of Illinois State, man wss Elarr VanKampen, seniors, and on April 23 a bust.
student a t Northern Illinois
ass meeting will be held.
neckline, was circled with Normal, Ill.; Miss Joni Ullrich
The Extensioneers will be
Universit y. Other groomsmen
Ind.,
University,
of
Purdue
Wide late across the shoulders,
were Jam on Novak of Indiana flying high April 30 when they
the full sleeves caught up and junior bridesmaid Me'above the elbow with more Iodic VanKampen, sister of State Un ivemitY: Ted Passe- travel by bus to the John Hanrelli of 11 linois State Unive, cock Center in Chicago and
An'she walked down the the groom.
sity andl amen Carroll of M. zoom up to the Observation
aisle, her full skin parted to reTower. Luncheon is included
Univers, y.
THE
BRIDAL
attendants
veal tiers of lace.
A wed ding reception was th the day's activities,
The bride's double veil was all wore pale pink crepe Em.
And on May 7 the Extenheld in place by a headpiece of sire gowns with wide long held in t he St. Paul church
lace petals and pearls, her long sash. tied to the side. They parlors, w ere 200 gu.ts were sioneers will hold aJewel Food
Store food demonstration en veil, bordered in deep lace, ex- carried loose nosegays of deep served a buffet supper. The
titled "Luncheon is Served."
pink thMations and roses, newlywed are both 1969 grad.
tending over the train. She carThis is a Money -making projProspect High School.
reed a loose nosegay of White with deep pink streamers. oat. of P
use, stock, miniature carnav Their beadpiec. matched Thebride completedsixmontth act for the seniors and tickets
for the luncheon- are $1.50.
schooling at Valparaiso Uni.
tiom, baby's breath and pink their bouquets.
There will also be door prizes
Indiana. The couple
versity
in
The
pink
silk
ensembles
and
Mem
Jayne
Wangerin,
who pink accessories chosen by now, redd in Cleveland, (Mil, and a bake sale. Theluncheon
ladies in Denver, CoM., h th the bride's mother and where th e bride attends the will be served in their tregular
Cleveland Institute of Music meeting place, the Community
I% mother werepomhersister as-dosid1.--7!
4. War'. Bridmnaids were
...mug with corsages of and the g room o a student at PresbYterten-Churcli: 407' N.

or, Geneva' -Ovepplok miniature noes.

tablespoon

tute of Technology.

society's annual meeting today
ai

the Pick Congress Hotel.

Chicago.
Guest speaker will be the in-

prepared

Ie'arr'clTelr'aa'n'Yd 'nxclu'ivi""oir:
Bruno Botleheitn, who will

c:1;:das.ndV:1/4:antleas:Tasnagrb°vtaiaa:thd-

pepper, Mash puree Into 6
ounces cream cheese with

....speak.o,, "The Roots of. Per-

fork. Taste for seasoning. MI

om,,,,,m Moues un,,,,mm

.11 before serving with cr.

F:Wer'scky7am'rilel'ndjP"'''''roponR:tbie"pold'T:°-

dons they will

Happiness Is" and -A Tithe
if:rift,...1ojoars,te:dr

15th anniversary at its. 8 p
zreetin

),lors,.00Rci1c1-.1a,ritIghL,13ewrin

serve as hostess. Newly electr,en,

For details. call Mrs. Jan Haw

son. 259-8691. or Mrs. Km,

011,w0,7,:i1e0n,h,oac'r^',.',7,e'l, a

Newcomers add

zr.ding.tynccm.bennt.h.,ip Liul:r..

interest group

For further information%.,d-

200.

tot vegetables and crackers.

A now interest group this
been ended to the many -aµ

Main, Mount limped.

at

the

A group of women met in

Volunteer Bureau
needs YOU
The Mount Prospect Volunteer Bureau needs

You unmade Gent. or Spanhh fluently.

erama n-direclor for Wild

Kingdom

existence

Mount Prospect Nothornms.

nature, wildlife and tad cer-.

shows.

You can give th art demonstration

Udey

YOU are an ex-mssh teacher.
The free services extolled and organised by
the bureau need the linguists to assint high school

recently returned from a live.
day filming assignment at
Expo '70 in Osaka, Japan.

language students. This involves approximately
two boas a week.
The art demonstration. which could be a chalk

This summer, he plans to
join an expedition to ML Ararat in Turkey in search of
Noah's Ark.
A resident of Mount Prospect for 10 years, "Uncle Ed"
as he is known to the children
has become a familiar face
through his visits to schools
with educational films.
Parents are cordially invited

talk, clay, watercolor or oil demonstration, is
needed for grammar school children. This is a
onaday deal involving less than three hooth.
Assistance is needed in a high school math &-

panne.: and the school would like to haw a
knowledgeable person to help.
[(you can fill your community needs In nay or
the above manners, contact Mrs. Helen Becker at
253-7469. evenings.

the home orlon Whistler tourwinim an antiques group. The
primary purpose is to share
knowledge. but more speak- ally. to learn about what members already have to learn what
an antique is and where to find

one
The croon plans to go "hunt-

ing" and to have "show and
tell" sessions.

Jan Whistler, who will be
clutirman, has spent 12 years
teaching antiques and also is a
member of (guessers.

Anyone interested may call
Jan at 255-0956. The meeting
will be at Jon's home April 15
at 201 E. Lonnquist at 8 p.m.

Chicago River
cruisers return
Chic,o's commuter cruis-

committee of the Westbrook

en which run on the Chicago
River between central Chicago and Northwestern Railway station and the Michigan

School PTA'.

Ave. Bridge will go bmk

to attend the program, arranged by the milord Ens

vice April

15.

Loads and loads of rummage
Surrounded by such beaudibl_
rummage, it's hard far a holy to
make up her mind. Diane Sny-

0,00....00,

.rrn

singers, entertained the Essen -and

pink decorated the church.

ale''Sdhulta

gar,

I

In his capacity as a free-

Spiral -shaped

THE BRIDE wore

km Welfare Society of Chi- the annual meeting.
Tonight the Mount Pro..
ago, and other members of
the group will attend dm. peer Chapter will celebrate

Udey
lance photographer,
gaveled extensively ninthly

"Wherder You Walk" from
Handel's oratorio "Strode."

P"

sd"woulFittrRoWsicprePtre'Cied'n7e:oothrfili

molmses and canned beans.
Puree contents of a large can
of baked beans in blender.(or
put through food mill) with 3
tables Dons Brer Rabbit light

the devel-

Full spring
calendar for
Extensioneers

i nwtrth-

are
' ''''''''' ''''"Rain
n gperform
' he
'''''''
a 'Traces."
Drops:"..

kr"'itchei'n.wibt'h'Ithedase'P. ist0ane"e no

opment and ballistic behavior
of the A-bomb.

'Arthur Much', organist, an.
compankd Mo. Robert Pape
of Peoria, Ill., as she Sang

MP Infant Welfare
15 years old today

ooze Ives,.,cTheny.,wbicar

use of hiss talents as a cam-

A.m. and 10130 am. in the multi -purpose room at Westbrook
School.

Prospect. The groom's parents
art Mr. and Mrs. Russell Van-

Foul Community Cocoon. The
ichoeus, directed by Ken Woo

You can adapt a Mexican

pare Meg life style with that of

Sid. will be shown at 9,15

Rudolph Wangerin of Mount

.

monies in remote area..
a Televis
also has made

eft

Miss Mount Prospect in 1969,
is the daughter of Mr. and MM.

1

Sweeten
vegetables

1.-

On Friday, April 10, Westbrook School students will
have on opportunity to com-

and surroundings of East AM -

Nancy, who was crowned

April 20 at the Mount Prot;

Thursdays April 9, 1970

stre90090001ree OOOOO 0420110010Steppiallesuoapotevesce211029 OOOOO Les

"Uncle Ed"
at Westbrook

Maureen G.

class,aT Prospect High School,

,

in

man Victor Hark, 321 N.

A piano recital and a music
leather who calls herself Cupid launched the romance of
Nancy Elizabeth Wangerin
end. Craig Lynn VanKampen,
a romance that coMinued as
they served as president and
Secreary of their sophomore

.;

kenbach, 800 S. Maple Dr.:
Gregory Glen Schmidt, 510

Hed-

Miss Mount Prospect
becomes Mrs. VanKampen

Reimers, 617
Leland Scher-

00.;Phyll

strum. 213 N. Elmthrss; NorFairview Av.;

Dolores Haugh- WomMds Editor

Rita Lorene Mokate, 209 N.

Elmhurst; Geoffrey 0 Morris,
101 S. Edward St.; Donna
Louise Mueller, 306 N. Pine
St.; David D. Muszynski, 508

Sr; Eric John Hansen, 604 S.
Lou

Smirk Citizens at 7:30 pm.

E.

Sunset Rd.; Paul L. Litt. 1113
Oakwood Dr.; Diane MaYR,

Pope, 710 S. See;Gwan.

don.

Feb. 28.

the lesions has been tried, but it

symptoms of rabies in a human
being? After the symptoms op
pear, is there still a chance for
a cure?

Glean

:l.GS 1

Piagge, 220 N. Ruse

P"'

.

'e
Russell

22013T

Metter.

dry and achieve grade
average of 4.0 or higher 15.0
equals A).

telligently without listening to

that one would spend money to
em

vote

THOMAS G. Neitgke, 6 S.
Ma le SL: Daniel J., O'Keefe,

Mod full-time in the Oliver-

carding the present Board of women so they continue to
Trustees and the
This work on for the sake of our
Ration- of the college. This community.

Central Rd.:

nquist.

de47, pdon Th'e r6 9170 'fat

s,uetbkmt

E.

Patti L. LaugaL 14 W.' Lon-

of the honors proemfa at the
Univ crsi'.y of Illinois, Chantpaim -Urbana,. has announcel the
tier ion,. of students on
is list in the I I unthe

beea

these people and others could
not possibly be counted or
measured at this date. Their
dream is still far short of Poo

do -children started arriving
home from school and many of m intersted citizen win has
Ore guests had to leave There lived i000Paline for over 30
vow a brief question md st, years
has been active in
ewer period before that tath.
education as apartnt of three
Mrs. Wilson did not wish to school -age children, active
be quoted on many of Eon an. and held offices in parent Or-

Our recommendations
for Dist. 59 Board

Tomorrow
Is Today

a

iate buttons node such as poll,

arrived after the

1

The original dream of

certain things" which

Kulak, 808

&khan' R. Muth, director
I

tglroc.111orno.,,

Prospect High
Sthool, will present a program
of traditional and popular
songs for the Mount Prosper!

U. of 111. announces dean's list
true

Time."

-Pumpkin

and "Ice Fisherman'

"awe M you.7

snowstorm. His home on Pine Street reflects his quiet manner, his

Letters to the Editor

'

Sn yder

arm
topprrs7only
a small samPle-ol
.0_
sff. ,,`

E.I.K6°.,

°PPR.

..88, '88k, loon, while elm

donts andgeneral rummage
available to the public at the
annual rummage sale given by
the Women of SL John's Episcopal Church, Mount Prospect.

Doors open Friday April 10, 9

a.m. to S am. and Saturday
April II, 9 am. to 11 am., at
St. John's, 200 N. Mal St. Be.
sides

the

regular

rummage

room, Hier will be a North
Room featuring men and wom-

dothild in perfect condidon, and 'a Tots and Teem
Room. Mrs. Ray Johnston,
Ways and Means Chairman, h

..harp of the affair.

ser-

St. Viator drops .3-2 dectston to Ttans.a.t home'

Warriors nip Oak Park, 2-1 in opener
By.). Abe Cook
Aest.Sporm ELL

The Maine Wtm Warriors
managed only four bits off sin-

king Oak Park pitching ywerday in1100,0000 lidlifter. but
chalks., a 2-1 victory on the
combined one.bit hurling of

Bert Gaston:. Ken Dow.
Only a scratch intield hit by
the Huskies' Ron Schaff mar red a no -Oil bid by the West
duo. The Warriors. mean-

1 111.

'',

whik. Pot safeties ham Joe
Jung. Mike Maloney, Dan
Alma and Doug Keehn. al.
I

though none of These firmed
in the pair of rum scored.

NIAINE HEAD coach Al

O

Carstens had to he pleased
with his teas
pitching

the

Iry

Dopp thmv three sc

scoreboard in their first trip to

piekoff attempt.

the plate. and ilhOlot the aid
of a hit Leadoff man Jim Cu-

HUSKIE RON Schaff

lik grounded to shortstop. but

reached on an error whieh per.

o wide throw put Kolik on.

mined Kaiser to score from

Mike Bistanv followed with a

second. The

tap to thebund and another
throwing .third ut runners on
with still no
second an

then proceeded to 0011 his way
m third. but died there as Gus-

little speedster

third slot in Carstens' power.
laden lineup. boomed a drive
to left that win; barelv caught.
The runners. playing it safe.
their

bases.

at
hut

while whiling
and

Hu
in order in

that the

trio of strikeouts by Castoff.
Maine. meanwhile. sent live

outfield
mlled upon
only twice for putouts_

men 10 the plate in the second
without success.

Notre Dome limb School

Bill Occoney. nom- nn the in.

NO. but Kcvin Nloroney and

to) hoped to open its outdoor

jund list. will push the 'see-

Wayne Douglas. ran more im.

Kock,
Huck.

and whom.: Jim

Tont Glen in the pole vault.
The jumping events will sec

promise sophs. will keep the

Kirby. Kirby scone to he the

Ed Downey and Sodomite

towheaded senior at his hest.

fastest

three, hut it

doing ihe long leaps and Rodnick. John
Pencil. Tom
and Pete Entities
he
in the high competitions.

sellSOn yesterday
at
-wets:Ma South, but because of a

rack" at the Park Itidm
school. the Dons were forced
to hold the season's epenirig
denprition on- their own

saw seniors" for

a mning

'P.O.

John Merry is prohaNy the
stnInge9 Mat.yurd man

for

If the

Notre Dante will menu to

remains to be se. If he can

rebuild its hurdle team behind

handle the pressure of varsity
coinpetition in only his second
pm or high school.

track in the form of an inter

ASSISIANT COACH Bill

squad nee t which featumd the
ND juniors and senior against

Page 6

IM Notre Dame fresh mph
cotingent.
The

upperclassmen

Thursday.

de-

PORTS

feated their younter compam
ions. 135.7n. Inn the of was
only 77-63 in favor of the
-vanity" after ;he running
meets, giving an todication of

April,

coach Jack Coles 19711 cdidon.

EAST YEAR. inColealipt
Pear as head truck :tam r.

Notre Dame ran up an iin:presuive 13-5 sconsl against
le competici., and capimed second place in the
Catholic
,...:IoUgh
Suburban

"Conference dmpite u lock of
senior Minclads.
Panning
without taper mooed fourth year men. Cole

was forced to enter a largely junior sound. hacked up
by several sophomores and
an occasional freshusan. This

year the Dons will have 13
the roster. 10 of
homare returning letter.
niwon

men.

To back up Coles nomo-

The Arlimpon Nigh ,hool
Bawd, Club well 9mnsur
Mowing of 'Old time mocks"
thh Friday and Saturday. at
7:30 p.m. Adminssion price
both nights will he 75 cents
and tickets can he purchased
at the door.

Sem Wit. chairman of pub-

licity csmmit.. is handling
the project. He says the club is

h,ing for u turnout of 30010
350 wale, and Mat the pro coals will go toward pitying for
a senior lettermens dinner

Mg percentages. cleanup hitter

Gasket laid down a sacrifitas

Moran. v
hum

bunt to move his teammate
into scoring position.
Dopp then

dicated he expected his charg-

es 10 be M the thick of Me
conference Mb competition
mt. year. but re.erved any de-

finite comment ant, lemon,.
uftemoon when ND will host
Holy Cross, the 1969 champ.
in their second attempt to be-

gin the new eson.
The Dons -lank to he the
strongest in the middle and
lowdistance evems. Their
greatest

hurdle

weakness is in the
events. as Colo in-

dica. he "is

still trying to

your

live will tun in either
the one or and mile races in
n.Thos

THE DINNER will he held

combinations to suit the meet
situations. or their prom:Wing
perfomences.

tine northwentem University
COLE WILL probably run
head fornivall mach Ales a better than average relay entry as he lists Rudnick. Sotto -

the guest speaker.

Agana

he feature film that will be
at

the

Little Theatre at Arlington is
-Little Chid:ado:- starring
W. C. Melds. Also lemma!
will he Nitta Sennett movie
and a Roadrunner cartoon.
possibly the first one that nes.
issued.

'r. Ed DeVono. and Bob
'Deis in the IMO team race. and

Derry. Schultz, Bundra and
Blendaucr in the mile relay.
When the Cams take 10 IM

field. they will use Mike Encl.
sen. Neal Lund. Steve Palmer.

Doe oases,

Be positive

Damp, so. Ih. p

Hanselmann. as

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

to am without drawing a

Keehn. rf

0

throw.
CARSTENS considered Me

Totals

TIM RUDNICK, the fastshorter. flat races will lead the
dash men. Rudnick is a ',alu-

ml runner' who can corneae
in it variety of distances mid
will still to in a high placing.
°We don't know where
we'll put him." Cole said. -He
is Mc type of kid who can run
sprints. hurdles, even some
field events. but right now
were hoping to get him down
to 10 flat in the 100 yard

dash." The versatile senior
will be backed up by juniors
D om Sodomire and Ed De.
miry in the 100 and 220 yard

The school will open a series
10 -four -day sessions begin-

on June 18 and closing Aug.
nig
22 With

a

special

with each other, or no
"have seesawed

back and fonh. being about
equal inability:

STEVE. SENORA. =Icor

Coles fire sophorrr. and

in-

group who have shown special
promise in de carrier -sessions.

TWO GATHERINGS will
be held for the 16-21 war olds

21

1

1

Totids

0
I
I

0
1

4

2

AB

P layer
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the mar toniorrow. coaches

Edelson. lb

7

Cole and Madsen seem 10 have
ay. rong rimes perience shy en try. If some of the promise
shown by the sophomores and
mopors is fulfilled. the Donti
well pm yet another
championship trophy in (hair
brimming award case.

Swenson. lb
Custado. rf
Ribble. ph
Klipstein. pr

Schod. 26
Malone. cf
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interested

are

quested to write to Rinker at
the
IV
Baseball
tryout
the IV
Lt SChnol,
Kmkaskia Hotel, La Salle.
M., 6136(1. for further inremation.
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0
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beach; in the 0 U t

tonal new all terrain

vehicle. See it today.

Ask for a demon-

stration. Stalker win
give you a ride you'll
Exciting!

RT. 20
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To Pay

III May

Falcons

could

lime the mate." Peddy said.
-As soon as Hollywood throw

1970 hmaibell season Yenterdng

90 pitches 1 win going to take
him out. All, five innings. he
had thrown 87 pitches. so I put

viemmer.

in Hildebrand."
When Hollywood departed.
the score was knotted of one
apiece. Addison Trail got on
the scoreboard first. in the

third inning. on a walk. two
tamed balls and
to

System of

Only three flexing
parts in the cycle

safeties all afternoon
the
single by Sehlonen and a

wasted double by Neil Noga.

peddys dun, sad! lam

Vikings open season
on short end of 8-1
count at strong GBN
their 1570 luselvd11 season un-

dervbrieserday afternoon.

r".
..0°.

taking it on the chin from the
haul Glenhrook Nonh Spur-

0'
..."'
....""

.....
....._,,,
......
.........

Tom Mons and Mark Wicklord. were banged mound by
the Stu mm hitters during the
darkness -shortened six -inning

contest. Bruns opened stn the

hill and worked four frames.

tans. 0-1.

up

The Vikings managed only
two hits elf Spartan starter Rich Langer. The southpaw

tumid in an excellent per.
formanco. surronded, a sinunrdmed nin to Viking

-

hltviii."'

runs on only two hits. Brum
wits Charsidd

After a scoreless a. in-

EC's Kaplan
`tunes up'

mo runs on the Mod in Me
second and one each in the
third rand fourM
TMs Vikings linally embed
homc a run in the l'out Centerlielder Mike Parks walked
and movM lo' econd on moth-

BEEF HALVES

551

ALL PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING,
WRAPPING AND FREEZING

Double breasted With gold color buttons,
envy. moss gran or vicuna -wider lapels and
dem, renter vent re Dacron and Worsted Hop
mCk

$5995
Coardtnahn, Mud, In Clark%

Plod, .plum

Shade,

$19 95 & $22 00

'MOWER

''. r

to..# Free SerVee on

Sidon Chaos
D.." added four nto're' inns en
pram. Kaplan
mat
chief
Norris'''''i'iu
hrUnsTriesOsbn;wrapp
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Buy
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Snyder,
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FARMERS NEW

30/60
AUTO INSURANCE

WEEK END SPECIAL!
For a touch of Spring

PACKAGE
Statistics prove you me song,
preferred risks and melded

;12b

to big rote mvinns plus new

..net

and broader
Before you one
first

Vrtoorli7

Boston Flowers & Gifts Inc.

Farmers

SAVE 50c ON YOUR FLOWER SHOW BIGNESS, HFRE

00'

0

4

Thursday,
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_Mr Buss,/

Insurance Group

0

Hake

JOHN LABIAK

Smih. lb
Madden. rf

1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

'right

Andt
Maly and George Schmidt
weds out. Ed
liansfield

TIJ
20

walked to ran things off.

e....Va!

KASPAR
FOLLOWED
with a double Mat scored lbws
field, and he in turn came In
on ti single by Olson. Cardinal!

Robert Hall helps

sive.

fight inflation ..

After Maly left the mound
utter three innings. Bob Nowk

jet into he winner's cirdeSit-

and Ed. Johnson held West

urday morning when they host
Fenton. Starting time IBIS

Leyden scorelss the rest of the
way to clinch the win.

LINE SCORE

LINE SCORE
170 00.3 4 0
Forest View

Fildi'd0n07iil'07t011 000110 n125.-01

West Leyden

100 000.1

3

Tr4

we reduced our
best-selling suits
to put $10 back
into your pocket!

I

Ready or not...

ENTIRE STOCK!

WORSTED & SILK
REG. 67.95 SUITS
Here they come!

5795

All ix takes is a few warm days and dandelion start popping up everywhere. Your best
bet is to be ready with Scotts TURF BUILDER
PLIM-2. Put it on when dandelions start to
bloom. It penetrates deep down into the roots,
and that's the only way to take care of dandelions. Digging or pulling won't help -their

Limited time

mots grow so deep, they'll just grow beck
sgslr rtes -2 also clears out a couple damn

only

other non -grass weeds. It even fertilizes at the
same 1irrie, so good grass can take over where

iI

NI)

Take yOur pick of the
season's most important
two and three button
single-breasted models...
perkily tailored with the
new shaped influence to
make the most of today's
fashion trend! Luxurious
worsted and silks in Spring's

the weeds once were. This year be ready for
dandelions. Pick up your PLUS -2 now, while
WS on sale.

April Sale
Save $2
10.000 so 11.144512.95

leading pattern and colors

Also save SI on

sizes for regulars, shorts,

5,0110 sq ft..2.93"6.95

longs. Hurry in for the
alit event you've been
waiting for -those $fAwnl
look better in your pocket!

Save in April ... use it; Moy
If you don't need fertilizer but weeds are a
-problem then spread Scotts KMISEL Instead

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS
INCLUDED

trot benefits ai Plus -2, without the feed*.
Apply after dandelions are in bloom.

nhFE;,,

Lj

April Sale
Save 5O4

MIDWEST

MK CARDS

master charge

WELCOME HERE

5,000 ot ft .4-9- Y 4.45
Aas

cee:1:1:0Yns

smock-

baseman

bur bee me vice Pr.kkl. of
ed a single M Me first
doomsw
formed Kaplan-mpso
rap,' pu
d Ro
Racing Corporation.
No,.
'

CALL NOW FOR

MORE INFORMATION

692-4293

NORRIS
INDUSTRIES'
colorful tri-toned Javelin is
now undergoing final detail.
leg at ,Kaplan's Elk Grose
shop and will begin its shakedown and testing session early

in April prior to

the

popular

Seca

initial
SCCA Trans -jam race on the
Laguna

road

neat Monterey, Calif

0. April IS.
77-

Save in April.

se in May!

double in t henext stanza.
dim runner crossed the plate.

The Vikings are scheduled
to tangle with another Central
Suburban League foe this af-

ternoon when they travel to
Glenbrook South's diamond.
Starting time is 4:30 imrk

LINE SCORE
000
GhlerTd
hrook

North 021

100

nuthoriaed

retailer

PROSPECT102?") HARDWARE
101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

HOFFMAN ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD
(Corner of Golf Rd. 1 Black N. of Higgins)

DES PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD
(Comer of Rend &River Rds.)

253-4601

1

104 8
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Married men
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learn the farts about
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and AIR CONDITIONING
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ng Parks
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0.° Northern Illinois Gas Co. will

F.H.A. Dimming Available
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SpartaV

2 full years of

TOTALS

of Plus -2. EANSEL gives the same weed CON,

duswcnh son

.00is so dependable that
1970 SCCA Trans -America

only and tally by striking out
nee of the lost three nun he

7

Fresh Cut Tulips

the loss.

ning. Glenbrook North put

THE INVI) From) hurlers,

Foreman.

.

442

and giving , a ruworodud,
moo, But he ramped with

7

Snyder

k,

0firnrorn.

c11:11' t'in0 d7.1110,1

stepped in al the outset of jening five and pitched the last
Iwo stanzas, letting up four

batsmen.

.......

28

Helmreich, rf

first, walking three Knights

But the G rens just couldn't
se Ihe tieing ran in their final
at -bat. Thev nn aft
only two

didn't want the young thrower
to pitch too much this early in

MIRE two 511010-0110. Olt
Frenhl Vikings finally gel

0

4

a
gn
meninly7h.cieL,inyln. h.11.11,1,..nd;

schinne0 h.

Holim.vood after the
N
live-mr1mg stint become he

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR
: V . GAS AIR CONDITIONING

of the '70s.

hit

MinS ht

his 0.chneger

Kaspar with the first ran of the
ball

to the third hmeman brought

Gran coach Li/NY PiddY

CONDITIONING :::...

Smith, of

m

reeled

IP H RER W SO

SCORE BY INNINGS
(RS
0 0 3 0011 01
0 0 0 1/2
Si.
0

Disney

:;ALENP:411000-AK.SO.UTLI 734

dwoh.i1e,, iscro,or

w

Rh,

0

Soft Smith to By out 10 on)

Forennun

tie the score in the fifth. Steve
Schlott en opened with a single
and moved ti, second on a
thrcoving error on grounder

sides during the early going.
Hurling the oNning five
frames for Elk Grove was nee
Gordon Hollywood. The W.ior southpaw whiffed 17 and

the ap9on. -I set a dam be-

Any Other

.thaw.

H. hat DivleY ent Pellen,m
and Rossi to bounce cilia..

' MEGRIMS came back to

on bob

Ctchieg

sacrifice

our,

ME CONTEST featured

\ GAS

AIR

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

&W. 1.1 wrike,

I

Errors -Rossi. Weimer Cl.
Cabers 17); Pli-Kauhal:. SB-

'wended out to short for the
Brad 00 01 ho inning. hut
'those nvo runs proved deci-

8)03endcrod only three hits.

"N

for the look

horn

only

double and a single.

A PRE -SEASON SALE

sto.°
° provide

Ned. and after Olson we.

SPIRTS

ninth- inning. The tallY was
earned. coing ns the result of

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort -

S.

B BLAZER

.MT.

rage 2

The Elk Grove Grenadiers
Ian their opening gime of the

excellent

bryant

Ile temng. Madden led olT by

PITCHING SUMMARY

the top of the second
welh two
run.sihip.

band in Me bottom of be

CAMPING
74I -4636 -Elgin, Ill,

537-6020

oo of

Lindb

Forest

Thu home club pulled off
she win by notching a nt. 00
of Gren reliever Dave }tilde-

GROH AND

tOCATI0N5 IN: IIIGHLOND PARKOAN PARKAURORACSINSOND
Special Service far Slott -ins -Horne Hearing Test 8 Demonstration

Nothing

triple in the first inning. Olson

afternoon, dropping a 0-1
heartbreaker to Addison 'frail
on the Blazers' own field.

never forget! Fun!

109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect 392-4750

No Money
Down

which wino

laSPAR OPENED the affair by drawing a base on balls

EG edged in opener, 2-1

1/2 The Operating Cost of #.?,

3 Days Only

pro

thenhitsbittnn win"' KnVe"

Go exploring along the

Wheeling, 111.

3 BIG DAYS!

only Falcon who
Iwo hits, one of

nen was
collected

on heo hits.

APPROXIMATELY

Sale!

CMatIlegroh slhochth"'somon

the win eller givin up one Nn

0

AVOID THE SUMMER HEAT
COOL
WITH
IT
GAS!

40 lb.

long
drives that were caught lam in
the contest.
Right fielder Roger Cur&

boldin

pitchers combined to hold the
Knight, to only three safeties.
Ryan Maly went the fimt three
frames and
with

11

345 N. Well Rd.

\ ON

and Bob [Caspar had the other

THREE FOREST View

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

re-

four hits themselves.

muster

early

innings as the game was wiled

July 30 -Aug. 2. or Aug. 6-9.

Those

m icon)

Lindbenth.p

Madden.

tina

0

I

the only other basertinner Via ,,

the fifth. but the Lime hid Mu
bnneronnn,, an win, two on,

3

°sienna. ph

n4,oc.paahon,,,sib

at Mat point because of dark.

Too BIG or small

110TH TEAMS got one hit

!Wt..
by4ting though rememimad

Abnanti

The win. the Falcons' sec and In the two main, was accomplished in five and a half

Begins With

111

REPAIRS
REMODELING

made for the six complete ball
games, chalk talks, Iodine and
movies which will make up the
bulk of program.

Mike Disney to fly oto and pm-

twer Weal
Leyden in the Falcons' second
non -conference baseball gum

Quit...Fun

I

Experts

be able to auend the school
lune 25-28, July 2-5, July
9-12, July 16-19, July 21-26,

View struck

tYre0_111drsnwwokihnntihn'es'a

Stalker, the sena,

on June 18-2 I and Aug. 13.10,
while the 14-16 year group will

go.,,rs,,,,o.,:.ji.
tnaer71twshites on

Where Roads

0

then served a larpitch to Weimer. He re tired the side all=
Mut with no trouble.
In the bottom of the frame.

100k Ihe Sante Sign 10 mean
Mal ho should continue to

third. A walk to Abinanti was TOTALS

stole

and

country ... ost any.
where. You can in a

sport.

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER

$33g

Forest

100

'

FV keeps rolling;whips WestLeyden

IJNEIRS1RE:
Oak Pork
NIaine West

'Mahoney had waved Madden Fommon. Is
wroM the Male, and Foram. Snyder. p .'

Disney,

Belk -Corry.

PLUMBING PRO

competitive

ROBERT 0 STENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES

Beef

2

worked hls wily out

Snyder sent them hack to
the bench in order in the sec.
end frame, getting pitcher

two by Mike Penenuzzo. but
the hits usuagy cane at -the

Winner.Dupp: Luger -Lon Jos: HBP-Londus thy Dopm

1

Pork Order

2

1

out. but 8111 Madden walked.

stretch' u one base error Into
hmee, 'Donnell and pet
Lemma, roggwge wish .1.0,..
but were stranded

nIng.

VIATOR ALSO nipped
seven hits. including a pair by
shortstop Denny Foreman and

45 14/113 ,

Corte

[ALL OUP

... Be Sure

Spring

third inning.

The

difficulty improving'
upon last yam line neon! in
increasingly

A hit batsman and a walk
Iva tut when Weimer
broke Snyder's no.hitter in the

11141-1

end lines,uot by Me rest of
the Dans Notre Dame will
OP

homer by Titan Merit
Weimer. was all they needed,

IP R.ER If W SO

THE LIONS took 1.0 load
In the buttons of the second.
Mike Golden led off by flying

second, and moved to
third an a passed ball. Fore.
man whiffed for the second
theft Overlock to pop out to ouL boo Snyder laid down a
Penmn.
100
Mike Abinantl mrbm bunt to bring Madden
opened
Vetter half of the home from third and gel a hit
MO with a single. but was for himself. Snyder stole sdeInc. at second by Mike one, but was out crying to
Oonnell. Pettenurro aim stretch it to Mink
pled 0 Donnell to second -hut
Mark kossi Mal out and in.
In the cup of the
SnYle Hake whiffed lo end the
.dert.hiLIViinesds Ceivibe,,,,,rt tate...re

one,

hunt

the

070111111 in Iwofir 1.14110er
110 walked I
hatters by get.

lathe,
lino hurlers Steve Snyder
end SIAM Lindbergh y
up
lotfirst
only
bk. hut

I
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Gummi
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the hands of Glmbrook &lath.
3-2. fil the lion hontu field yes -

0
0
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Derrick 17E SESchoff I b.
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on Tann Hoskin hurt

bitted hum:ball season ended at
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tim
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vitational gathering for those
boYs in the 14-16 yaw old

If Rudnick is placed in the

Colees said.
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440. he will work with co -cap.

consistently exchanged better
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Our herring dal RI N I NI. PI AN oilers
9mobl, 11.9 To find co, hat kind of hell, hearing
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0
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0
0
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events.

Schultz.
Blindaucr and Schultz have

Maloney. 3h
Mom. 2h
B asenhofer. lb

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Araidltb

Joseph Corona, Mgr.

11

II

baseball school date
scheduk of summer sessions
for budding tbs.:hullers in

a

11

00

Illinois Valley sets
Wes Rinker, operator and
director of the Illinois Valley
Baseball Tryout School and
Clinic has announced a full

0

0

Gaston. p. lh

and Mutt Keifer. 'Tem and

buildup" that part of the imam

est man on the squad in the

Joe Poem.

in the shot and discos events.

Thus as Notre Da. awaits

I

o

I

0

have

its firm and in some respect its
most important competition of

3

II BI

0

If the seniors are forced to
-go it alone" without the see.

AB 0

Kulik. If

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?

stronger than Ms, war." ae.

The ND headmuster

country contestant are IWO
Mors of the floe Don second

at the Elks Club und

shown this weekend

hig
THUS. 1111E 19711
Groin truck mum will -he

u log of young kids."

year as a freshm an. and Runty,
an occasi onal varsity cross

AHS Boosters to
show old movies

meek

Medan, the Don's will curry

011Pcs as he 0 gunning
Dole birth in the discus.

iher are 011 seniors. but Les,
who earned a varsity letter lust

gram winners. the Niles entry
will list 12junims end possibly'
eight rophoniores who looked
the strongest in the inteniquad

cording as the cooperathe
have it long
Cole. but
my 10 gn' !despite the greater

Carroll. Gary 1,9. Frank Wolowice.
Kelliher and Dick

MAINE WEST 121
'Runny. c

shot

0

I

his shirting pitchers hens. the
conference season opens. Car.

third walk If the gimp

a

2

Maine gets right back -into
the thick or things today when
they travel to Prospect of the
hlid-Suburban Mamie for an ether
encounter. In
an efion to get a look at all of

Player

down the third bate lire. The
drive handcuffed Oak Park's
Jim Danie permng Jung

men.

)laden wall haw his choice of
five line distance nen in Frank

cai:dna Wolowicz and Ea.

Mc newly found depth in

OF ALL Ile lid)

Lund seems to have the best
non thethis year to turn in
the
impressive perform-

Runts.
Carroll, one of the hems co-

1970

usr mid, "but the Important
WILlf.
thing is M.

snap uross. Jung began the
frame by drawing his loam's

respective

Derrick. 3b

tors snit them: the head nen-

West waited until the last of
the sixth to push the winning

the

Don tracksters ace tough Holy Cross
IM

gamei" "We Ned.. ho ofer-

Wrong Ilme, Poor luse-runMug and failure to capitalise

The pleum Itio didn't
SI, Vidor', Ihipes for an mule.

Corry. p

opening

"typical

a

dler.

HAUG. BATTING in

the 10cona and
third innings with help from a

John Lumen and Brad

victory

stere will probably lurk cod der Bill Olson. Bill hensenhotoff Isom down and got out of for. Doer Arnswald or Blunt
the inning without Ilither darn- Nelson for his starting hur-

one can.

six while

fact

which was immediately fol.
lowed by a fielding error on a

l'he Warriors dcnted Me

Kulik's run. a good throw cut
down Ilistam of Mird.

pow. by the

Huskie Hardy Kai, worked
Castoff for a medial
pass

He walkol one while whiffing
a pair.

keeps fame
Carstens' meter. hurled
four
Mons Mnelm. By
ball km. the the hulling right

forcing Oak Park to heat the
ball into rho ground. This was

through for the tying marker,

framsatthonsh he .ie1.1.9.1 the
Ione single in Re sisth inning_

lagged

Eno

I-Inally, in the top of the
berth. OA Park hmke

victory.

pea consider, that aspect as 90
per Ccni of the game. Dasivwf.

hunder strtmk

lidemeiViele Mike Botany es dead duck as he attempted to advance from woad to third on
teammate Inc Junes sacrifice 01'. Jim Kttlk seared from third on the Me, Wormier, far tb.e Warriors initial run en route to a 2-1 ielorydovr Oak Park.11-quito by Angered,

owning
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Zero Population Growth
chapter sets first meeting
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Candidate urges master's
program as Harper aim
and ROO ref erandem cam -

By K.C. Radtke

cededconvin rs. Toot of
palms
a keen need for more communications.
"Ono thing I think the board
has really fallen down on:" the
young housewife said,ls corm

tEdlear's note: The Day is
presenting a series of interviews

with the six candidates smking
two available seats fur a
three-year term on the Harper

unication:'
"I'm not throwing stones. It

College Board of Trustees. Elec.
H en date: Saturday, April 111.

has really been a feat meet the

college on campus. but the

An Arlington Heights wile
and mother. Alm. Jeoe Tool
remember, her
college days at

board must go out and meet

the community. They can't

commodity
two-year

wait for the community to
come to Harper."
BOARD MEMBERS should

kikhigan institution.
Like many community college student., Mrs. 'tool Irons.
ared to a senior college to

tcycn

for

m -mist

years.

She say, the would like ban
muster's degree but finds
link opportunity in the sub.
urhs for acquiring credits in
masters programs.
But she does have a solution

to sumo!,
Why
Harper Calico
affiliate with a university to of.
Or the creator portion of crcd.
its for suburbanites. especially
housewives with bachelor's
degree., she asks?

Arlington

Heights

Mouht Prespcm mmived a
old tie bar and a citation cerlificate !starch 25 from Kraft
Foods for 10 years of service
with the company.

She W".her"p.n...

and a western high school di.
Well to big but diverse. That's
why I'd 1We to urge people to
form a district -wide citizens'

.' 'be 00108f chaff' of

committee or caucus with a

She in currently 'taking a
Nonher Illinois University
graduate credit course which
examines the two-year junior

American Assn. of University
W4B"^ Howe heiNc' her f. 5f1.
op these qualities.

representative from cads voting precinct 143 polling places)

so that all areas would be

she said Her efforts in

1965

A PARTIAL master's program is fourth, but not least

Church of Christ of Arlington

of the Illinois Migrant CoonMI; Charles Catlin. 00 architot: William Koththe. chairman of Elk Grove Village's

Heights is sponsoring a pahel
night on
the need for lowscost housing
in the northwLost suburban

duns for Harper College.
Other aims are: I. better un-

derstanding of the community
2. polieywaing in
spite of a sparsity of prece-

college:

is

M

Robert

housing task

Mb of educational facility."
Mrs. Toot said.

there have not been a whole lot
of precedents to look to

FROM

4114BLE 47' THE

FOLLOW/NC DEALERS,

DISTRIBUTED IN
CHICAGOLAND AREA BY
PLANTE'S LAWN EOUIPT. IND,
NORTH AURORA, ILL.

NORTHFIELD
Bess Hardware 8 Spans

Admiral Lawnmower

PALATINE

Highway Sales

Rug en Stores

Zimmer Hardware

BARRINGTON

ELMHURST

Hardware

ITASCA

ROSELLE

lake Park Gorden Center

Ace Hardware

types of vehicle/dwelling units. Having reached
even the most
to destinations, the camper

V 8 G Bike & Mower

By Marilyn Stemma

We gravitated to trailers gradually, Mom the
rant cchook or the school of sharp elbows.

take is and our (unity of five to klexico. We've

Robert Hall reduces
the price on our
entire stock of

LIQUOR STORES

tencomoming four townships

never made a wiser decision.
Small by some trailer standards, ours slecpssix

(if two or three

are

children) and 0 fully

equipped. This meths exactly what it says: heater

with thermostat, flush toilet, sink and running
mar, thremburner stove and oven, air-condi.
dither. closet. dinette, refrigerator and cupboards. both for kitchen and general Moog.
Almost every bit of space has a dual purpose: the
dinette seats open to become storage trunks, the
table lowers to become the bath for a bed.

fire pumper
Diesel Fire Pumper to its line
of fire fighting equipmtht.

The S42.000 truck mn can

of hoe. and
of wafer a

request

0,0,;

nd

pinata quickly broken, we were initiated into the

bety of the Mexican posada.
in our broken Spanish with sign language, we
a group of Mexican children
and their parents to our patio for thfreshments.
arrived, yolkio across the darkened snewe were enehonted. We

er field, root

spent the next hour exchanging the singing of
Cent
Chris.a> carols this them.

every tame and budget.

Bunks can be added to accommodate six. They

'SUCH HARD performers as International's
120110 camper special can be powered by a 392

1970 TRAVELALr-THE WAGON
THAT OUT -TOWS THEM ALL!
Models equipped for hauling up to 5.ton trailer
load. With 25% more inside room, the Travel.
all rides 9, sleeps 3. Power choices from 145

hp economy six to 235 hp V-8 with optional
automatic drive or 4.wheel drive. 4.speed
or 5 -speed transmissions available. Woodgrain side panels are also optiohal.

FROM THEN ON the children bad newcreet, company. Lack of a common language was
seldom a problem, though one six -year -old did

of disgust.
Each day we'd sample a difErcer beech. Usually we'd end our sunning and surfing with a quiet swim in the hotel pool,

rTh

INTERNATIONAL

As new trailethes, a certain pattern of living

SPRING COATS

BEER

6

(o DEPosrt'

After stocking up on dry milk and instant

-

meals and desserts such as pancake mix and _EN-

93c

BRAND NAME RETAILER AWARD

REGULARLY 17.99

z

The Saving Is Yours!

(!liffonl mid the new purnoer
bethe first one am in
Laid

Clifford. bete only [al es me

OLD

DIET

equiPment is in good working
order In urn to it that you
knOWthe proper way lo operate any such equipment.

6 az Dep

8

75`

01,1

Holl-Gollon Savings

12 or cam or dl
No deposit hordes

diagonals...single and double -breasted..

049

Nall

Gallon

mini and regular lengths...all the wanted

115
Imported

MONASTERY

PRIPPS

BLACKBERRY
BRANDY

Swedish Beer

wear in children under Id

colors, all price smashes...sizes 8 to 16, 5 to 11.
:',..-1S-KOOMMEIMarri.7.&:.{

7o Proof

6

,o,

139

ntiinwd.o the deanN list for

che`fint-hail of the 197071
uhsyl year
Port areL four0students

lit

1110:011[11M

frobethe Northwest suburbs.

ARLINGTON HTS.

ARLINGTON HTS.

1307 RAND ROAD

1307 RAND ROAD

011.00

Oagion.

C.90

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS:

ADDISON

DES PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD
(Cornered Rand 8 River Rds.)

fOltesicoca

Anthony
887 S. Wolf Rd., Des

MEIROMPAIIN

is

DUNDEE

Pla

s

Ea

220 5, DUNDEE AVE.

was smashed, and a torrent of candy, nuts,

Whether you're just going or towing, the Scout gives
you the traction you need for action! Engines from a

Specially equipped for slide.in inserts up to 10i/0 feet

or chassis.mounted bodies up to 14 feet-with your

toughdugging 111 hp four or 145 hp six up to a

choice of 3. or 6.passenger cabs, power from 145 hp

surging 193 hp V.8.

six to 235 hp V.8-and optional air-conditioning,
automatic drive, 5 -speed with overdrive or fotrgw

drive, the Scout goes places that Would make a horse
.

And with optional four.wheel

think twice. Ifs the ."sports car" for all sports!
our choice of roadster, cab top, steel travel top or
fabric top.

Vehicles also on
Display At
"Des Plaines
Outdoor Sports &
Vacation Show"

May 283
Rand Park
Field House
In Des Plaines

it

About half an hour later, we were invited to
attend a carolling party at the patio -tent of Senor

Orozco, a Mexican City lawyer who enjoys
camping with his family of 10 and acts as unofficial ambassador to the guests. Hors d'ouevrth,
ranCkth and poplar the little ones were pamed
agai and again. Mitneoed copies of the Spanith
words for Christmas carols were circulated. We
sang until midnight, until the heavy heads of the
little ones told us bedtime was overdo.
Leaving Acapulco was accompanied by tears
and ,brags, promises to write and invitations to
visit, someof which hthe been happily kept. And
as we traveled north, with our little 5Casita Borachile" toddling along behind, our were, and still
am, convinced that our trailer was the best
invmtment we had ever made.

BIG

SAVINGS
'5*

..:V".

ON
CsTs

TRUCKS

4"1"70.11CfAltiliNAT 10Z1:1NTO THIt YEAR'S

TOO!

.US`;NOVN FOILVIC,411A,r, EA'S 43N' rtitift,y)

'..

Free Camping Booklet

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD
(Corner of Golf Rd. 1 Block N. of Higgins)

given their turn to try to break the pinata with a

9 30

HOFFMAN ESTATES

LOMAIID

Christmas Eve was one we'll never forget. One
Mexican family had organized a huge pinata party, to which the entire camp was invited. Starting
with the youngest, guests were blindfolded and

cheeses, toys and wrapped jellies flooded out.

we Could walk to the beach, directly across the
street. we soon discovered a sparkling pool, sur-

POWERFUL 1970 SCOUT"

CAMPER PICKUP'

wheeddrive that makes even roads_Uptional!

rlt

itWorn

Arlington Heights
aret'Doniel Anthony Romeo.
284 Briarwood Dr.; Ronald
A. Franz. 1101 W. Miner; and
Bruce Walter O'Neil. 908 E.

1\1 \

011ie height of itssvinter season, but they assured
us trailer space would be no problem.

It was almosfibo

fort, good looks or luxury options, either!

1970 INTERNATIONAL

baseball bat, whileexperienced hands kept it well
out of reach by raising and lowering it on a rope.
Eventually, the badly battered donkey pi nata

MORE PLEASURES awaited to. Although

OPEN
9 30

"It

trailer paths along the way. One of our best tips
came in Laredo, from a family on its way to Acapulco. We had been hesitant to try this resort city

good to be true.

you-and without any sacrifice of corn.
11

pulth where silver, lace and hand -made clothing
are still great bargains.
When time from this busy schedule permitted.
we'd take a trip to the market and pick upshrimp
or red,snapper for broiling ..at home."

driving under ice and now conditions until our return a month later -when we

stretched for several acres on spacious grounds,
and there was space to spare. Each family had its
own cement patio. several palm trees on which to
tie the newly -purchased hammock, plus the usual
the
trailer hook-ups of sewer. water and electricity.
Two long rows of travelers from all over
Two
fad,aee separated by a
States and

portal on with all the truck ruggedness and power
no passengeccar type vehicle can give

an hour or two of shopping in downtown A.-

seared

stretch of green soccer fol

NO DEPOSIT

MinesoPo

-

be "far nut --in the wilderness, that is-trans.

the breakers a never-ending joy for the children.
Occasionally, the weaker sex would slip away for

had imagined. Although we left in nlid-DeCORL
bff. it was rainy and on the warm side. so were

After a few days in the Mexico lily area, and
mwe drove deeper into klthis
day-by-day
co, we headed fora hotel, right on Acapulco,
afternoon beach. The hotel's trailer park

Unlimited variety of solids, checks, fancies,

Kentucky Straight
Bourbon

LITE

3; Make sure 011 firearms at.
doted in a safe place, out of the
maul of children. The
states that "more than
than
oncifourth of all firearm deaths

MISSES' AND JUNIOR SIZES

KENTUCKY
TAVERN

Meister Brqu

Here are the vehicles for the people who want to

THE AFTERNOON slipped by. with riding

TRAVEL WORKED out far lotto than we

We obtained additional useful, information
from others traveling south, whom we met in

" -GREAT OUTDOORS TIME!

served cocktails and whole meals to us in shady
comfort.

and recommended restaurants and sights mule_

tote veterans instead of novices. We also found
our friends' estimates of 250 to 300 miles a day
travel conservative and averaged 400 mile

TIME!

day, and waiters from the seaside restaurants

e!. Mud and trailer accomodations th 000k city

between here and Mexico City.

filth

Blls

minute descriptions of each road we were ton -ev-

on the good, and molly divided, highways

2".

Cmlomotes

FOR

On dean's list

Imported

RUM

are ::catnius
n
of saft slippery

2, Make tare that all yard

St. CROIX

PEPSI

Tlie Institute for Safer Living of the American Mutual
Liability Insurance Co. has

honks of swollen rivers Caused
by the upping thaw.

they
last

The So gm Is Yours,

Spring safety
tips listed

K Mallec sure that children

while

299
Fifth

a Pitmen-. a rescue squad. 2
ambulance, and mocurs.

ing and working in the bring.

We had prepared ourselves, also, by writing
Mr inMrmation from the Mexican Tourist 'Bureau. and through our insurance agency, &Inborn's. we obtained a detailed route plan with

Distilled 8. Blended
in Scotland

279
ith

with 4 pumpers. a snorkel with

Items it could hold. We stocked in a few meals in
i can, such as beef stew, for emergencies. thlost
of thew see brought back home with us.)
Packing for the nip was quite a change from
the tool. Only our dress clothes and coats could
fit in the closet: we were each apportioned one

warren wagon to conserve space.

A Blend

the pumps.

The Ek Grove Village fire
*pertinent is now equipped

O, we filled the refrigerator with several main
course meats and all the milk, butter and small

drawer for small items, and we each packed a
small suitcase. which was usually stored in the

IMPORTED
SCOTCH

KING
Whiskey

me of a fire call. Three men

comp. value 21.99

The Saving Is Your,

By the Makers of
Early rimes

made.

listed several cautions it thinks
should be observed while play-

WE WERI5 plemed to discover the rear trunk
heir' a striped awning and outdoor grill in addition to water and sewer hose as well as tools and

'

found friends and we had constant, if wry dis-

sleep like rocks, and weusually woke upabout 10
a.m. With our daughters helping cook breakfast.
it was often 11:30 before we could get pocked op
'
to pa to the beach.
We usually had our largest meal at the be:oh.
Who can resist the fresh shrimp, red snapper or
fresh oysters on the half shell? A few pesos rented
a palm -thatched shelter and beach chairs for the

iThose at one time.

Fire
ullfford
mid the diesel engine
, ones
thing now in fire engines. The
truck is powered hy Me Maxi.
dyne. Me biggest diesel engine

Da

f:ria,r0t ybfroor,,Ighhe, smallo hei= rtfic

BLACK

minute oot of 5 toe and uhalf

listed

though older couples were in the majority) we
decided to break the ice by throwing a pinata

spent almost entirely out of doors made us all

LABEL

The Elk Grove Village Fire

man

sources: a totally pressurized water system with

MOST INSERTS are built to sleep four.

The tampering enthusiast today has his choice
of rugged pickups equipped with special "camper packages" That include heavy-duty suspension
systems and powerful engine -transmission combinations.

dors.
Seeing children of 00 ages running about (al-

Carling 's

Department has added u klack

can' ride in the diesel.

offer choices of interior fining, ranging up to
either gas or
refrigerator -freezers that run
electricity, obtained either from plug-ithfacilitio or from the camper's own self-contained

hot and cold running water. including a double
Inc hen sink and a full bathroom with shower: a
completecooking range with oven and hood with '
light fan and filter.
Dressy interior fittings. including deconitor!
fabrics and attractive finishes. complete the M.,.
bre of today's modern pickup camper. Smaller" '
versions, down ho simple ',hells' that provide an!
shelter over Mc truck bed, or big permanently-fastened "Chthis mounts" are also morket.81the'

began to emerge. The perfect temperatures (85
by day, no lower than 70 at night) and the days

has diesel

nth)

rounded by lounge cladrs and hmiunocks and
tropical flowers. A fore feet from the large of
was free -form kiddie's pool which held specpok!
attraction for our five -year -old. Bottled water,
pop and laundry service wereavailthle from too

get annoyed at times, repeating our "No coinprendo, no comprendol" with a certain amount

Elk Croce

ry 3.000 foci
pump 1.250
It

make" hard -to -beat combination.

To Mexico, with Love

SCHAUMBURG

MT. PROSPECT
Mrstings Gorden Realer

an all -wheel drive version that needs no rood at
all.
By far the most popular camper is the -insert"
or slide -in type, which can be removed from the
truck or reinserted in a matter of moments.on its
own jacks. This is the ultimate wilderness "haw
camp., freeing the pickup for added exploring or
for a trip back to town.

offers "back home" comfort and facilities. It,

ADDISON

Ace

and auxiary springs offer additional choices to
suit each- camper's individual requirements. So
do power brakes and steering. For particularly
rough going, International offers the 1200 D in

back trails Ito rough or too narrow for other

GLENVIEW

' lawn & Gorden Spot
too Equipment Distributors

dams to meet the needs of tampering.
Heavy -doly axles and springs, antissway bars

families. And figures for this year should at least
equal that total.
Port oldie reason for the popularity of pickup
campers, says recreational experts, is their extra
mobility. Camper owners can penetrate bumpy

$48995
.41

cubic inch regular gas V8 engine. Automatic.
transmissions incorporate special cooling sys-

Worlds of travel adventure for over 125.000

If YOUAf

199

"THE COLLEGE district

Camper pickups are booming! More and more
outdoor enthusiasts are discovering the special
advantage, of the camper -truck combination.
According to industry leader Robert Korff of the
Avian Coach Corp., last year it opened new

At low prices Nahn.Eclipse
giver you the mast quality.

9f SAVING

OSCAR FOR

Cm. of 12
12.0L Com

wood task us what gear transmie
drive can mean to you, to.)

A brief experience with a pup tent ns new-

IT AS AN

BEER

"Hama has growing pains.
What with getting into s new
mpus and setting policies.-

Suburban

,

lyweds told us this this not the answer -low-cost
vacation Fir nok An aluminum pole tent proved
crowded, lacking in convenithces and herdic.=
up in the rain.
Despite what it had done to us, we still loved
the outdoors and were determined to enjoy It.We
found a way. We bought a trailer and decided M

THINK OF

SCHLITZ

I uck of undentanding of this

perfect cut every time. Big Thp engine,
electric key start, automotive steering
too
and anti -scalp skids, flotation
tires to make sure your lawn is never

Housing Coalition.
Moderator will be Mrs. William Treavor of the Northwest
Opportunity Center.

dents: and, 2 a district wide
citizens' committee.

college it very new. There ih a

and

Rudolph Hazncha. chairman

Award Winning Liquor Stores

.111 the overall picture. I
think the junior community

force

of the Northwest

Staley, a church

au

important, on her list of ambi-

aynard Deal.
l ST., Elk Groves Yil60007 1439-00.s1.

14Zuns

;'lase

mudio, regional coordinator

The program, which will be.
institution in depth.
gin at p.m., will he held at the
She is closely .socisted church.
i
W. Kirchhoff
with Hather 00
member of Rd., Arlington Heights.
the advisory committee Mr
Included on the panel, AI Ira.
nursing cuniculum.
Staley said, will be lose So -

heard from." she said.
The
zens' committee
would act as 0 bridge between
the college and the community,

`

Pickup campers prove
popular with vacationers

Pot R Vach mower lousing to assure

"".
call or write the chapter co -on

The Congregational United

S^=, according

Works like a tractor
handles like a sports car.
LTD .11 has separate clutch and brake, spring loaded instant height adjustment, exclusive

stab-,

Church sponsoring panel
on low-cost housing

resident

as member and twice preside. at

hc,aw

GO FOR

TR ACTOR-RIDER LTD -500

tend the April 14 meeting hot

Donald Abel, .

said.

Mrs. Char!. (Jane Leal Tout

,

Ao,,f

GET SET,

HAHN-ECLIPSE

is open to all concerned hob

10 -year employe tend..5

be able to work hi small committees and have Me ability 10
make decisions. the 10 -year

f Gain u bachelor's degree.

Mee graduming from the
University of Michigan. Mrs.
Toot worked as a physical

John S. Peters. head of Om ..ganization whose purpose is to
biology department at Elk
bring about population stabilGrove High School. will spak
ily in the United States
at the first meeting of the
through educational and politNorthwest Chapter of Zero ical means,
Population Growth Tuesday
The group says that current
evening, April 14. at 8 p.m. at
environmental problems in
the Prince of Nam Methodist
this country am interrelated
Church, 1400 S. Arlingtoti
and that none of them can be
Heights Rd.. Elk Grove Vil- realistically solthd without
loge.
mobilizing population growth.
Zero Population Gmwth is
Membership in the chapter

a national political action or.

GET READY,

Introducing the HIGH PERFORMANCE

Want a complete list of sources for camping information in the
United States and Canada?

You can get both free, by simply enclosing a slain* self-

GILMORE INTERNATIONAL, INC.

addressed envelope in a brief letter of request.
In the United Stales address your request to: Cereping,Champion Spark Plug Co., P.O. Box 910, Toledo, 0111043601.

45 E. Palatine Rd.

CALL LOCAL: 537.8484

GLENVIEW

580 WAUKEGAN RD.

Wheeling, III.

(Across from PalWaukee Airport)
orCHICADO 774-9229

Monday thou Fridays Sam Ill Midnight

TIIE1)01

FMCA provides services

Thursday April 9 1970

Peke Ill

for motor coach owners
*.l -A new omanizellon to bring
!Nether
coaches

is

molor

of

owners

the FOCA the

FaMily Motor Coach Assn.
Moronmore hes de seen

moreo frequently on
the rand and in vacation spots
across the country. By definition, It is a mobile. self -con mined mid complete with sanitary. cooking and sleeping facilities, in which the drivers
seal is a part of the living unit.
Falling in the luxury doss of
camping units. the motor
mink enables the family to
May in their living .quorturs

while traveling and eliminatin
the chore of breaking camp.
whether it means collaming a
Camping trailer or hitching up
a conventional travel trailer.
MICA has chapters around
the world and plans rallies and
group amivities. as wen as an

A reel amphiban, Ibb Maxie:Heil vehicle h water -110h floats, and run on miter or Mod

Called the Shdlter, it hi amiable at Groh Awning and Camping, Elgin,

John

g.

Groh. of Groh

Elgin. hoc announced Mat his
commisy has hecoote area
dealer for Stalker. , six wheel vehicle that will go
mem unrehere. The Stalker is
manufactured

by'

Ski -Tow

Manufacturing (M.. Inc..
Elkhart. Ind.

of

and Larne. Me Stalker has just

legislative committee. which
keepso
ye peeled for !midi -

Every year, mom and more
people are learning that eariming is fun. There were 10,041
campers in Illinois in 1972.1n

trinity go knock a few of the

Stalker floats and will attain
live m.p.h. speed through wa

on display. h showroom.

155.379

tstints and conagramion
men. There am :coral rea-

t,

the oren.: more

nne for
better

Grohs:id the Stalker is now

we

Wane

rnmigas.

largo
highways.

improved

camping equipment and the
Inge to exchange the smoke!
and noise of the city dwelling'

6,01,7

LAS VEGAS

BEEMACK WORLD TRAVEL

tram $17000

3427 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.
PH: 253-4130

2 NIGHTS and

3 DAYS --all

sun & fun for
you and the family'
ASK ABOUT OUR RAIL TOURS TOO,

A, ABOUT OUR JU,
GROUP TRIP TO HAWAII

Any Tour Any Trip, Any Moro
BOOK THEM WITH US!
WE REPRESENT THEM ALL!

rough edges off outdoor living.
Most Illinois state parks do not
have these facilities available
gm, but conditions will be

Motor Coaching, P.O. Box

4 4 I 44. Cincinnati, Ohio
45244.

Look out -- it's
the Sidewinder!

MI city of Oslo. The group will

spend nearly a week in Norway before leaving for San.

Built especially for Waterskiing, it's called a Sidewinder
and is so streamlined and slim

doe.

'rho famous university city

it looks like a racer. In font,
sonic of the Sidewinders ale.

of Uppsala. as well as the Up.

Modern materials, such as
the fiberglad hull, and waferthin design. give it that slim

will be visited by motor coach
before the group arrives in

look. klanufactukd in

Stockholm.

psala Conde and Cathedral,

Palo
in

its

accommodations.

If Youncamnink ninth. and
clicr:Llattrodwi......10,nna:17:
rha
hit the
a;
urn

medium heat,

First to latch the inspector's eye at custom, the Leslie EnY
&mita. of bonded 100 per Cent worsted wool gabardine. The
trod

case,

tzvelte ba breeze, too. The putse's big sister w the bendy lone bug.

bags and luggage are Samerathe stadia

these

The last five days of the trip
will be spent in England. Cost
of the lour stuns et 5103.

which ineludm air
insurance.

Inc.

Vacationers:
Colorado has
everything

camp site Improvements.
State park, and cense-ration areas arc located
.

fo
to

to try to

future needs and plan
ramt hem.

Visit Galesburg

Sala, Matson sneaks a preview of sleeping tent to be on dimbry an Chicago Bea, Travel and
Outdoors Show, April 10.19, at International Amphitheatre.
The fent is one of several thousand items designed to appeal to ouldowsmen who Oland mammoth exposition. A full range of campers, from Inurious motor homes for Was -country moat to
tents for overnight outings, will be shown.
Boating enthusiasts will enjoy viewing a wide selection of vessels from Inflatable rib to luxury
sea -going yachts. And fishermen will find something to their liking from among a variety of.5.200
ra, Teets and accessories to be shown.
Boat show hours opening day are 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.Saturna, the Wes Is open II a.m. la II p.m.
Sunduy hours are from II a.m. to 7 p.m. Gales open meehdays at2 p.m.and dose at II p.m.
Adult admission is 52. ChIldren's tick. are TS cents.

How to pick an outboard motor
Selecting an outboard mot
no with that new boat
Pottiest bought isn't nseattY as

displayed. Never exceed. or go

as the retail price of the motor

to far blow. that recommen-

itself.

dation.

With today's wide klectiOn

-Consider hose the motor
will be used. There's no need
fora powerful V-115 outboard

of outboard power on the mar-

loburg. III.. the birthplam of

many believe. Just about everyone has advice for you.
from your next-door neighbor

Carl Snralborg.
Noted for his poetry no less

to the local marina operator.
Here are a few generally an

if you're just going to Leg it for

than for his definitive biograof Abraham Lincdn.
Sandbars was born in a mods
est. three-room home which
was restored in 1940 Some of
the actual furniture used by

muted tips nn choosing that
new engine. from Johnson

ing. for instance.

an outboard
too large or too small for the

-Of course. the initial cost
and operating experts. of The
engine must not be ignored.
Examine the warrahly. A two.
year warranty. backed 'by a

the Sandbars, a century ago is

boat. klest boars on the market

reputable dealer and manufac.

and he stands ready to help yon

on view. A Lincoln Roueshas
been added .01 d gift from the
state of Illinois.

today exhibit a "certification"
plate. with Me maximum engine horsepower prominently

turer nth a reputatmn 100 depondability, should be 1001 as
much a factor in the decision

get more fun than ever before

An interesting weekond trip
for Me family is :a visit to Ga-

phy

Motors, the boating people.

-Don pick

slow fishing or tinnily cruis-

kn. from u mini -motor I IS to
giant V4 prop -spinners turning out I 15.horse-power.
there's sure to he an outboard
that's jim perfect for yobr
boat.

Don't he afraid to ask for
help from a reputable outboard dealer. It's his hosiers.,

out of the montIcrfal world of
booth

BETTER VACATIONS
START HERE!
1011111711

WE FEATURE:

Dodge Travco Motor Homes
Travel Coach Motor Homes

Glas-Tron Motor Homes

irpager,

yk

vided Into basically three divi-

er srem, a lodge and overnight
cabin mew a small plate land-

sions: 12.1001 to 16 -foot. 17 -

loth to 21 -fool and 22 -foot to
,

ing strip. a nature study area

35 -fool.

and museum a boat Immehing

Tbe smaller units offer
sleeping for four to six persons

ramp and associated parking
facilities and the provision of
drinking water and mnitary. fa-

in & smaller space than in its
burger brothers.
can he
timed by in
nu.
tomohiles. Frequently units in
Mix size category are usal for
rentals by stealers. MEM are
self.contained and offer cook.
to facilities.
'I he second size models arc
current hest sellers. Basically.

include the woe con.

they

venktwei that the small!mod-

low the miming family more
elbow room. These units are
usually towed by full-size cars
and require heavier towing
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Another park on the west
shore will contain 360 acres.
The Corps of Engineers has

Gone are the days what travelog by trailer was roughing II.
Todey's models hove w die condenser home - on whaels.Thls

Holiday Traria Is avoid* at Elmhurst Dodge.
buyers more of everything -

According to F. M. Radi

ed. a feature that a kw short

more room. more sleeping fa-.
cilities and more space for sophisticated aceessories. These
models
will
accommodate
from six to eight campers with
optional bunks. The larger
models are often purchated by
retired residents whit have
month, of leisure time. These
models require a powerful tow
vehicle endowed with finer

gan, national director of the

years ago was on shoal 50 per
cent of the models. Now we are
finding that

and heavier tow gear,

Recreational

Vehicle

In.

stink, travel trailers account
for welly 40 per cent of the
Mal recreational vehicle mar-

our =nut,

Conveniences are also aptRudigan

only.,

indicated.

manufactured In the United
States today arc self -contain.

facilides. A Argo
end sanitary facilities.

waterfowl refuge and public

with stereo -tam systems. super

systems and air
conditioning.

hunting omit are planned.
At Shelbyville. upstream a bout 11111 miles from Carlyle.

The prim range begins
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another largo reservoir is ho

for small, basically
equipped models and runs up
to nearly 517.000 for a palatial

ing hutlt. lake Shelbyville
will hold about 12.000 acres of

model,

struction in this area also.
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Summer is exciting

t

bask in the

atrtearre)
Tnakc Colorado so de-

lightful. winter or summer.
Perhaps for those of us who
live in the flatlands the mountains are the biggest attraction.
Skiing has almost come to rival
the warm weather attractions.

with Aspen, Vail. Winter,Park
and the Arapaho Basin offer.

ing clean all realm and that
powder snow sought by skiers
from all over the world.
And in summer? Well.

Rocky Mountain and Mesa
Verde National Park provide
rugged mountains and Indian
cliff dwellings, respectively: in
addition there we six national

mammon. and 12 national

Mr...

Probably the best known
mountain in the Country is
Pike% Peak, even though over
30 Colorado peaks are higher.
Garden of the Gods is another

famous tourist attraction near
Colorado Springs.
lavers .1 the Old West
lock each summer to Cobra do's dude ranches. Benth fon,
national historical site. was
Biearly trapping post. Buffalo

ll's grave, near Golden. Is a
must. Several rodeos are held
during July and August.
But Colorado 00 still more
toothier: boat races through the

rapids, opera and music fogvak. me U.S. Mint in Denver
and the Air Force Academywa
few mom things that make
ColorColorado
ado one of

pap.

Wyoming's tugged terrain

Try these
nearby trips

mad e it one of the most popu-

lar slates for summer yawn.
nets.

nation's
national
oldest and
park. has a wide range of won-

The Newest Idea In Camping.

Yellowstone.

the
largest

and Night of Camping FREE at Hundreds of

ders: gnu basin, spectacular

Looking for things to do.
sow that spring is hie" It's a
hame to waste these nice

canyons and waterfalls. moun-

weekends indoors.

tains and wildlife. Thousands

Here are of of the sunun

of cumpers and traikrs visit
the park daily during the sea

ban sights and tours you and
your family may enjoy:

son.

Park. kke an awc-inspiring
w MOUntain
that new
nn
ranges
can val.

mart popular event in
hers
the slate is Frontier Days. held

the hot week in July in Cho.
yenne. Of course, dude ranches abound. Some of the oth-

er events that maker::r
exciting in Wyoming a
Greybull.
Days of '490rs

each June, Pioneer Days in
Lander. and rodeos in Buffalo.
and other
Cody.

towns the July fourth week.
end: Jubilee Days in Laramie.
Green River Rendezvous in

Pinedulc. Indian Sun Dane.
in Mune and Fort Washakig
and the Rawhide Pageant in
Imsk. all held in July: Indian
in Sheridan
Thermopolis in August.

and

MANY
WYOMING'S
miles If wilderness trails attract hiken and campers. 10
say nothing of Minters and
fishermen. who are after big
gram and big fish. Eastern ref.
times from pollution haw
found they can do worse than
breathe Wyoming's clean air.
while enjoying her pristine
nmanains and Weems.

Fly and carry
On domestic Rights. thing
re more and more garment
ags being curried °swarm
no planes thine jays. A man
an transport two suits that
vay or a gal most of the
lasses Mr her trip Big pInnes
wally have closet space. In
pinch.

you may have to

old Mc hag double and Nish
9 ender the seat.

1.n.. Dundee. Phone for tour
hIneton Aebnextum. Illinois
53. Lisle. Permission to picnic
and free mow nmilable at administration building.

Davis Frontier
Days chairman

Call kIrs. Skrmer in advance

countant. has been named gel.

for appointment. OIL 4-7544

cal chairman of the 74th an.
noel Chmenne Frontier Di,
A,monneeman
lom 21
was made by Robert 0. Smith.

oratory. 617 W. Mont. Bar.
doer. Phone DU 1-1980 for

of

the

Cheyenne

1110411 Skokie blvd.. Skokie.

Quaker Oats Resew. Lob-

Planning.Commthee.
Davis is a threnyear veleran
of the nine-mun Frontier
DaysCommittm as contestants
chairman. He set new records

In1 ron°'
Saw Bowl lea Cream Co..
1494 Miner, Des Plaines. III.
Make tour appointments loot

for partiction each

western advance. VA 4-73811.

The week-long Frontier Da,
rodeo
7100

egleblatiOn ,

end

75010 funs from all over the
country.

e

First Nations, link

Des

Plaints 733 Lee St.. VA
5-1411.1excellent for children
in Brownie age group.)

Other vmerunx on the all-

Ithaidele Health Shove.

volunteer Frontier Days Cornmince and their chairmanships are William J. Dismead
Jr_ wades; J. D. VoraleWark.
night sho,s1 Chart= E. Chap-

40 S. Clay. Hinsdale. Phone

man. mein, and John Etch.
Para. arms

lab.

New member. of the coin.
male are W F. Rum, Indians:
David

lamer Stuart Shaped. con.
Intents, and Colonel Robert

-

G. Cochrane, vicncommander of Warren Air Force Base.
at
who will
chair

n.
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A powerful lot!
Michigan. with all ire lakes,
registers more than 400.000
powerboats each year and
50,000 assorted sailboats, rowboats and canoes additional!
.

Chicagoland's

ing under the rod, is a spinning
tech The closed -face reel. hay -

Largest Variety of

g a nosemone and. a push,
bution, h spin -cast reel.

Motor Homes

MAIL., CAMPERS CARO
7547 W. Hortense Ave.

The Sea Ray SRV 240 and 240111' are inboard -outboard driven. The 240. Elan Ship of the Sx
Rey Fleet comes with bait wells, cully cabin& end akeps four. The Hardtop comes complete with a
piney. Displays of the entire Sea Ray flen can be seen at Munson Marine in Volts

Chicago, 111.60531
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all those birds?
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Southern Illinois is home to

the Wrest wintering noa of

Limited Space Available-Call or stop in for a brochure

MOUNT
PROSPECT

Denten.

tickets.

Uchner,

D.

ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP

tour information.

Chamber of Commerce, on be.Bltnub Nail
106
half of the Chamher's Board of W_Eastman. Arlington
Directors and .the Frontier
Heigh. Phone 2734901 to

year.

enclose my W ..my CompersCord and Guide.

Fannie kitty Candy Hone.

CHEYENNE, MN 0. E. 0.
Davis. a certified public ac-

president

hosix_

NAME

7

hours.
E. O. Davis
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The opekface reel. Matint.
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Ragged Potteries, 7 Maiden

Each hig junction in Yet
lowtone Ls like o small eery.
with museum. mmpground.
mom. post 00101. ranger sta.
ion and lodge. The Grand lb tons. directly south of the

adv.. nompgroonds from coati to Coast!
nnes with o complete Guide.
NOTe credit cord, but BMW
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now! You and your wife can

259-6030

-----
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or.

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

jetaway to a fabulous

Arizona /Mexico

holiday

BOAT SHOW SPECIAL
SAVE $1,700.00 BUY NOW!

ly

Aalite Motor Homes

95
urn SPREE
Per

Make o

it

"

1E iledpcksi

ildiday Anita
"

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US 'COLLECT" WITHIN,' 48 HOURS!
COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRANSPOn

TaTiON Deluxe Resort Motel Accomorodoliard
Sightseeing in Amaaing Ariscoo
and,..01!

LARGE SAVINGS ON ALL

in med.! Ponies,
Luxurious Resort Facilities!

REMAINING 1969
HOLIDAY RAMBLER TRAILERS

Oki Three exciting, wnfilled dais and

vim um a
Urge 11111411

ELMHURST DODGE

HORACE MOTORS
970 VILLA ST. thus. Rte. 201

750 NORTH YORK ROAD
ELMHURST, ILLINOIS

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

833-6700

742-5000

Exciting Altradlans1

you're ED I0
And the model you not!

FOR CONVENIENT 1 -STOP SHOPPING-

SALES SERVICE RENTALS LEASING
come In today or call 342-8870

NORTH SHORE MOTOR HOMES
"We Serrlee What We Sell!.

1730 Waukegan Rd., Glenview

sham

sparkling never.ta.he.lorgotten nights west,.
mmo, and
the wonders of lively, lusty Tucson,
mom, ....antic Nogales, Marko. Sinntsco Hauls
and South of Me border, swim, poor, shop, enjoy
delicious sneebt the vocation of o lifetime-yeses
for on omozimly low 57995 - COMPLETE

1970 Sea Ray Pachanga

rour les, fen Spree (light
-anatesy of GAP PrOpOrlie,

is complimentary

te Mat ton ow me lor waved/ the Oren

Hi pedendowe family hoot with 190 by Holowinnoody V -B, Borekley Jet

owwahmities for kis, lerkm,
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Aliening and
p'S'n;:eb'litywerY "Zith'Io'W ppr'ote01:1i1n0d'sh'i'ord.'"",

of Adam.,

In

ash,.

Maw.

real

Fire Extinguisher, Bilge

Ws all pan of Me SAC knoadwory Offer
Mat cawing a Imo. everywhere, oral
tha 000 oppertunityl
Cull lee saltine Moab HOW! Ha ablanhaa.
101for limited to married maples over 23 wen
e, coal

Reg. $7195 NOW 05495

Your superman of BOATING
MUNSON MARINE

OONVERDISP 150 BOATS

LAY!

Locoed on Me. 12, I blk.SooM of RIAU°
FOR TREE INFORMATION (ALL "COLLECT"

(414) 273-0951

Volo, Illinois. 5 miles Smith. fax take.

Phone: 815-385-2720

WOW LP Lows ter peony igetegisPi

Ask for Walt Painter

CO

'tne

Nature lovers will note the
dif.
plant lie00m i:think

In Wyoming

and Mural attractions have

I

A'

citifies.

'

Open Mon -Fri to 9 pm, Sat & Sun to 6 pm
1822 Willow Rd, 2 blocks W. of Edens Expy,
Phone 446-3500 See us at the Boat show this week

0'

Is this your year fora van don in Colorado?
It is if you're like 6 million
of your neighbors. who Make
the trip (1000 or so miles from

vacation spots.

Holiday Rambler Trailer

0

Further inform.

don can be obtained from
mum Prospect VnationS.

clod at parks. conservation
areas and memorials. Funds
collected are earmarked for

is

fare. all

travel in Europe, lodging. two
meals a day, sightseeing and

a week is now being charged at
state -operated campgrounds,

Conservotion

the itinerary
seaport, are on the
precialing then
trip to

lers castle.

camp a week or any portion of

tion of land for public memion and ihe construction of
park facilities must keep up
with the population. One of
Me most important and difficult dimes of the °apartment

tomobiles.
Travel trailers can he di-

some 20000 ac or water.
Plans call for 4 1.700 -acre
awe park on tlk swot shore
with organiad vamping areis.
family tent camping and trail-

North Zealand. visiting Ham-

1....alar ace s.
?I Teo for organized ,..ath groups that

,1980.

rry

31:

tmlized the market for trailers
small enough to tow with au-

tie for a full day's tow to

tent complain and hat no ve.

natural resourcesthe acquisi-

They lirst bees= popular
he mid 'fill when many
mobile hook manufacturers

o -Aarhus and Odense and the

is restricted

s
The coervation
of

popular selling model.

group arrives in Copenhagen.
Denmark's capital. During the
stay in Denmark they will have

sites A class "C"

r primitive site

well worth a visit to sec the old
Court
Miner, elegant and
perfect in every respect. where
operas are staged using all the
an.,
origh, lark
machinery. Kalmar Castle and
Gothenburg Sweden's largest

Denmark, A brief visit is made

showers. Dash toilets and sanitary disposal stations. The fee
tbrguse sites is 53 per night. A
class 913" site is defined as
having vehicular access but no
r sh toilets or showers. A
ly fee of S2 is charged

by

A

we,.

l

1101
par
fur the
Carlyle Reservoir
r the city
of Carlyle.
This lake is the argest manmade hike in tit slate. with

designed

Amid vehicle industry's most

els have, but are larger and al-

Drottningholm

Main. A Class -A" campsite
i. one having availability to

ono

the

nets of fishermen in
Stockholm harbor a quiet reminder of Me old ways. contrasting with the modern lunar
quaint

Let dryer work

huff

The old and the

mingle Imre. with

new

Alto. Calif.. it will take a sea-

1

U.S. Corps of Engi Mrs, has

Travel trailers are the mere.

THE ACTUAL remains of
a Viking ship are one of the
sights-notLkmiss in the mai-

Hoy there! Something new
is afloat, and this boat literally
takm your breath away.

Page I

r,

the SI. Louis District pf the

Arranged through Mount
Prospect Vacations, Inc.. the
group will treveLby jet to Der.
gen, second largest city in Nor.
way. An unforgettable adventure will he the trip by steamer
up the west coast of Nonany's
to
incomparable fjord country
Trondheim.

Further information can be
obtained by writing to Family

Thursday. April 9, 1970

The Illinois Division of Enaneering. in cooperation with

er,

license

timed Wpm of campsites in III -

estimated that 8 to 12
million people will live In the
metropolitan area of Chicago

purchase, one per family.

special

parks.

.

campground pass-oka $25 rental discount -or -a $100 additional discount on a

and

plates.

There me now three dal,.

are open for fishing at IS parks
and conservation areas.

Rent or Own
Bring this ad in by May 1970 8 we'll give you a free 3 -day Wisconsin

rectory

Plan Carlyle
lake, parks

Glsing to all lengths to please

Bergen,

In

Nightly, end milt In Shakes.
pane country three weeks Id.

proved when present work is

...Pined

front Cairo to the Wisconsin
line. Wider, lakes or streams

IMMO

I larpOr

Meadows.

people visited our arks. me.

1956

'non port or 1110

THE DAY

Travel trailers

Othello Nordic adventure w. it

kW which skrts

.

at the Sports Chalet. Rolling

hills, snow, sand and swamp.
With a water -tight plastic hod
and six low.pressure Ma. the

cycle engine, the Stalker has a

what cupid 110 11101.0 do-

lightflige

The Sidewinder is available

campers. In 1969..22,2279.050

owered by a IT h.p.. fou

duy

wake.

top speed of 25 m.p.h.. takes 4

Pcently gone onto the marke

A 11111 to tho Riemannian

Mrsitriril In June, when the
Midnight Sun Int. night Into

or

soned skier to follow

for the comparative peace end!
quiet of :a mak park.
Camping is not the vigorous
sport it once was. Today camp ers want shower,. flush toilets.
laundry facilities and elec.

ter.

Oser tac years in design

roe

Like to camp?
So do millions

Six -wheeled Stalker
runs on land, water
Awning and Camping. Inc..

annual convention and reun

[ion effictIng the reercullonal
hold end Motor coaching, II
Miges members to receive Insumoe et reduced premiums
and istues
membership dl.

Harper Nordic tour will
visit Scandinavi in June

asa

"

.essramaavgammte,sec
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killer

psyChopathic

5

Noon
News
9Mike Douglas Show

triggers Sgt. Brown's

7

resentment.
7 Bewitched

11.00n6
PFOaABLY

II Frenchman's
World

magic amulet Samantha has given

NPS, RPHS

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

006RA7W,

My WORD, LIFE SOME-

The lumie °I

6:00

/

COIYAWIRL E

6:15

from Endora.
9 Movie
Santa
"Violent
day:. Story of repersmall
Masion in

11 TV College
American
liter-

town when bank rob bars carry out

44 Entertainment
Guide

s'aigaz:

ature from the Civil
War.

bloody holdup. Vic: Mr Mature, Sylvia
SMney and Lee Mar -

600
Family Affair

2

War.

to avenge the rard6100

mere of his peopteby
3

the whe man.
Paulsenh

1101265Pcom
INC

W?

PAW. ARC
fall nLL

AR BALK
IRE CAR

Joan

girl who gets -kissed

fWHEHYOURE F1051160.

are

Smith.

and finds out she is

26 Today's Racing

pregnant.

32 Of

Lands

Dee and

and

Hamilton.

Seas

44 Continuous

News,

Jour.
Guests ere Lila
Minnelli,PalCooper

6:45

Doh Phithin

26
Sports

Your

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

CiCERVG PLAYIN

APPENDIX

HUMr

ARIES (March 22 - April

2

Jim Nabors Hour

7

That Girl

Crandien

met

widow Susan Hay

9:55
2 Musters Golf Tours.
amen. Highlights

Stephen Boyd with

randulifc sod., al
ward who mantes

5

Midnight Report

7

Chicago SIMW

11 100 American
Community College

5

Memorandum

9

News
1:00

Or Cabbages and
Kings

hen.

War
mango to
plarsarginvarrth. Paul

La Tremenda

Douglas
Bennett.

F.ditrrIal

2

10:30

and

moan

News,

steam,

Sports

7

Reflections

5
7

Tonight Show
Dick Cavell

2

2:05
Late Report

"Hasty Heart." A
proud Scottish soldier finds he ho. a

2:50

8:30
Dragnet

finally makes friend.

9

among his hospital

Lire By

Five

Minutes

to

great aesthetic mitre to'
may new prove to have con,
Menial value. too. Look into

GEMINI (May 22 - June
'II: Your hoots Menden ex-

sthility in effecting the recent
repeal of Hawaii's 100-yearold abortion laws. Se n. Tano
will tell the gumts about the
peels of abortion
Egigmthe

Rules, regulations and entry
blanks for the contest may be

1306 New York. will present

recognize Serb Maoris resum-

Lucas,

Rorny

an

attorney

obtained by writing to State
Fair Emblem Contest, P. 0,

the award to Sen. Taco. Lucas,

Box 1507, Springfield 62705,
Judging by an independent

New York and the principal
speaker of the evening. will
talk about the judicial role in
changing the laws relating to
abortion. His statements are

a leader in abortion reform in

because
17 re

snl'071; 1Hotel

sd 0e0

tn1

e

'ro

nialty i

i toy.

during

-

The District 214 Board of
Education will mart at 7 to.

longing

Marrow evening seaward Con-

ot Wisconsin's abortion laws

Maas for

Was successfully pressed

the

seventh high

Bides were opmed at Pros-

Since a similar lawsuit thalthe constitutionality

Brown

last

tchhe'irrealinI C A

afarMIssAntea Kal,Chicapp model and emigre or sugotteda, ambits

Joseph eireelins In the grand opening of hls new Trim-A:Way
Wm, 1624 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights. Trim-A'Way is

emotionally franchised figure ainteerlog salon which spedalhm
"Clamour cloths techniques.

or wash 011 10 Ilnle Or may heed with not and
We.

MORTY MEEKLE

k iWthe'nkri'tiisc'"irtinecting a cord,

grasp the plug ond pull it out-

backing or nonslip pad.
Large carpets as wall

the eons if you do

should others not understand
your motive.

fwn'oVintchbee:

Eructed on Central Rd. in

laws regulating abortion.

Rolling ,Nleadows.
is slated
to open m September, 1971.

Yano and Luc., starting at 5

f:ohEiescLhwreYhdicci:hr:borrpapol's'Ye

MEN'S

LADIES

DACRON & WOOL

NYLON PANTIES

HOSE

brief and bikini styles

BABY PANTS

regularly $1.50 and $2.00

Regular 79c each

$ 1 00

CANCER Mar 22 - July

reception

for

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Take care not
those dependent

Answer 10 PrOket Panic

uponisde
you for

ns you hoped to hety..

VIRGO iAug.

Sept.

24

23.1t Expand your influence on
Hie employment scene. It

vvould do you good to get in
Much with old friends not liv-

LIBRA ISept. 24-0.4,2.3E
A life in self-conlidence
ahould do much to Mere. the
sue

afternoon. Look around you

hi:irilithm°,,dine'ise.0

fa

HOT TOACOON I,

AstolaY'

tor

aruppAY.

..,..

221) hirive ahead with plans for

Change on the home front
punnets may he agairbt your

/1

pans ai the moment, win them

I

I

!

'

\-

17Veil
Veil material
c'"
12 Habituate
19 Worm

22Patriarch of
Alexandria

25 Redactors

kinks in your plans far the fm

100550 01 71115 gassing FIamHT
NCOgurto 70 ESCAPE ithronTass

tare. Don't put off until to

-,:-P.'

(ab)

26 Preposition
30 Warning of
danger
321tob

morrow what you can do to de

33 Pauses

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
191: Try to tit your actions to
expectations
of
you. This is not as difficult an
order as it may first seem.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
II, Keep clear of undesirable,

34 Sphere of

action
35 Imprudent
36 Swiss river
39 Roman date

40Feminine
proper name

whether they he people, places,

ir things. Be guided by your

43 Actress

,con high. tandards today.

Answers.t6
Hideaword
HOSPICE
host

hilt
hotel
hoist

holt
heti
hostel

slot
soil

less

silo
sdh
silt

lisle
oils
this
'

Mot

sole
site
islet

slot;
-sloth

isle
lost

-011

JAIL

hove

lose

LIKE TAW NW sOmelainari
efsa me WON Mesmer.. POMP
CONNED MY New Lath' taro

coofea oua ormosersanotH

SOCIAL PPYCM1.00Y--N0.1
ADOLESCENT Pilth1101007-0100.1

5011ake

correchons m
a manuscript
52 Invent
54 Investigator
55 Went on a

ship

tile
toil

If BerPhs

those

5T Legal

tell
des
thTsle
-

Gardner
46 Musteline
mammal
47 Impediment

CAMPUS CLATTER

VELUM

AGORA 141.g1.2

'TOKEN

events

document

R

FALL SPORTSWEAR

STA-PREST SLACKS

AND JEAN STYLES

UTE
E

sixes 27.42, students and owns

.

ung salmon 37 School
subject
23 Athena
38 Organ pipes
24G by

27R quire

41

42 Great fear
43 Crafts
44 Actress

batesian

ity

29 Palm leaves

leaving heating appliartees
connected when not attended.
Every eEctrical switch
should be insulated. 'This m-

normal line of sight.

the bathroom no switch should
be placed where it can be

prevalent

in

the

especially
bathroom.

In
rte

atreful /damn

pecially true in wet areari-the

b'reae"hen'edn'b'y'aEnnyone'''sfar'nedn'ing1in
bbg

The rub should be coippaA
with a rubber rnat and well -

nthiR}d'o

mounted hand rails to grab

M reached from Me tuts.

maim

ALL-WEATHER COATS
saes 12-20

48 Employed
49 Couches

51Frozen water

p ace

ladies sixes 5 -16

1/2 price
FINAL CLEARANCE

FALL DRESSES
entente 650.00

$10."
GIRLS

BOYS

Miles
45 Grendparental
47 Vex (coll.)

(var.)
31 Master of
13 Tugs at
S fence (ab)
18 Cover
;20 Sister of
32 Symbol for
Lazarus (Bib.)
samarium
21.1elt of the
36B hind
(vow.)

of pu

40% off

Misplaces

1/3 off

53 Contend

mama

SPRING COATS
sixes

- enc and

- 14

1/2 Price

HEMMER =MIMI

HEMMEN RIMINI
HEN,HERNE OEM
JOON ilEN RAJA
WESER
RIME
MINN MENNE
JUNI mu mom
2

Downtown
Des Plaines

ma AMINE ARA
ANNA= AIRMEN

AMMO
AMIE
mum JINNI
JUST SAY "CHARGE IT"

Phone 824-6164

cords

Never placc furniture in a
normal traffic route threalgh
room. Watch especially for
small. light pieces, such as
footstools that arc emily kicked about and are not in your

SPECIAL CLEARANCE

22

16 New Guinea2RP
R Surf noise

CAPTAIN EASY
NEYHt MIND: SOU CAN PIDNEYGUx.

wrong
(prefix)

5 Senorita's
goddess of
appellation
fruit trees
6 Europe
14 Permits entry
rabbit rvar.)
(2 words)
7 Friend (Fr.)
15 Combined

20-Monroe

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
Son. 201: Iron out Financial

greese
a"

SPORT SHIRTS

$498

A LORELEL. I
R
T
A
INA.TelERNIEL. Nil

2 Genus of true

Burnett

n "Lily maid of

E

71'7P1.7

T

S U,E1.16gAt.1
SSAERAM:LINT
OPAL
GRACatra

1Diminutive

THE BORN LOSER

for pointers.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

SAGITTARIUSo (Nov, 23
Dec. 00/. You may find much
M your lime taken up with di-'
eureka of a particular topic in
preparation for a decision.
Don't begrudge it.

E

ACROSS

ing near you.

!

ACT AMA

FINAL CLEARENCE

oil famous brand perma-Dress long sleeve
styles. $7 clad 38.00 value

D EA PIE

Femininity

leads. You may not be tatannalc

CHECK ALL

forguenlla for now or brohen

99c

FINAL CLEARANCE

form
Incother

edges. Tack them down. Repair holes in carpeting or
throw the carpet out.

.

not he able to deliver.
24 - Aug. 231:
LEO

w

cially when they curl at the

27k Esc your influence with
discrimination: otherwiNc. you may Carl that you.
have promised what you will

as

:ezin tir....n
cotid.Eve.: 1oully

TVwhore'"thCh"y akin

APRII$1101R0SAVINOS
PLAYTEX

22=1Vgn:
great

there's a 4a00g00 of damaging

NO SMALL
almeld
ever bc placed on a slippery
surface without some kind of

FALLS- ARE

P'ThcHsigehoo7:711

A and

rho settee/mg will
break the insulation. cause a
short circuit.
Do not run cords too close
to radiators ler over them, under them or en them). Again,
frame.

small can be danger... espe-

of the Illinois abort,oioubrict.11whs,
will be challenged
April, 1920. in a

equipped with their own rubber backing. this may wear off

twmpOni..a.°TdooriAr aCndE 011tecowtllot'u'r

Movie

9

EEK & MEEK

211. What has always becthof

All residents of Illinois, nther than State Fair erilIWSWW,
and members of their immediate families, arc eligible to
enter the contmt, which starts
Entry deadline is
enter the

Falls are among the chief
hazard. and every step should
be taken to prevent them.
Small rugs should be fastened
to the floor or should be
equipped with nonslip pads,
Though many rugs 4re

Show

Shan lime to live and
5

lie and a state senator from
Hawaii. The presentation will

receive

Home is easily one of the Most
dangerous places to be, thOegh
it need not bc

hold of wean getting in or out.
These are especially imminent
if older people are around.
Electricity can he a hazard
anywhere. and most
owner manage to doable
triple Is lw'hasanl.

Show

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

host.

Yano, a Roman Catlin-

cent

Being safe at home is a base-

ball term and has little to do
with the homes we live in.

1410

Mery Griffin

2

present a spialmean) to Vith

Ralph

Sports

1Vealher.

Club, 108 W. Germania (1500
N. at Clark St.).
.The
will
organizationor

plaques.

Movie

9

44 Continuous

Home safety full-time job

Board to award
school contract

41

7

of the News
T h e Honey toe

laws relating to abortions --will hold its third annual pub lie dinner at 6 p.m. Wei:Inesday, May 6, at the Germania

f

12:30

News
News
News
News

Abortion. 56011 S. Woodlawn
Av.. Chicago 00037.

to the artist who designs the
Winning entry, Kadow said.

dove said. Entries will be Msplayed in the lobby of the Lehod
in Spring.

1.00
1
5
7
9

raps for Medical Control of

should be addressed to thc din -

panel will start May 13, Ka-

predictable clashing
and making up.

News,

Corte

26 Ayuda (Help)

TAURUS (April 21 - May

"Woman Ob
Based.-

and Frankie Vaug

Robert Croatia is

it if you do.

Moyle

2

'The Guy Who

26

rival Sicced.
II Chicago I.

misled. 0001 make gains at
Mber, uspensar you'll pay for

Hitch-

Come Back.- Navy
mact during World

nam with host Edwin,
Nevadan.

is

219: Those who are willing to
follow your lead must not he

.

20 'FY High School
32 Galloping Gour-

sad is nip to Viet-

Ann Marie
Pan
hired by Un011
Sleepwear to spy on

GOING TO
HAVE TO
COME CUT:

Li, CLUCK.

12:00

9:30

Alfred

on.,

sioner Bowie Kuhn
dlmuss.
baseball

.

OF YOURS IS

LDOCTOROR-oAGAIN

FOR FRIDAY

32 News Final

Baseball commis-

7:00

K THAT

11:50

Robert

512.56 per person. Ragmen
for gams or further inquiries

tickets

cians should be exempted from

thmo nomerssuP

Great Music

I II Our People
Quintana

I/ SmakMg Fr.*

6:55
26 Famous Artists;
Fatuous Writers

Paintings,

26 Tony

26 A Black's View

This Is Tom

7

Weather,

Sports

\II,147

Sandra
George

9

1105

32 10

You've

Gerber and Hal

Guests

SUP PORE

Moyle
"Doctor,

Got to le Kidding..
May story RAM a

Half a Comedy Hour
fo

comment;

to the

0100

Snyder. in care of Illinois Citi.

Dinner

principle that licensed physi-

mans and a plaque. blown
gate passes for two and a
far
plaque will be
art and fifth
third place. Fourth

1100

An American eith
dies following

ganigation dedicated

chairman.

ncr

are

dinner.

A cmh award 0111,000 and
a Wall plague will be presented

...son gate passes, box seats
for two for all grandstand

Paul Harvey

32

earl

9

Marc from the Civil

The I.t surviving

mini- I OaroT WORN,

Nancy Kam
and Lou Rawls.
7 P01107001.

sequences

20 TV College
litho.
American

Piqua Indian sets out

Pat7

Phil

are

p.m.. will precede the 6 p.m.

Illinois Citizens for Medical
an or
Control of Abortion

interim manager of

The second place award will be

26 tVresIllng
32 The Champions

Harris, Arm John -

11 Making
Grow
32 Truth or Con7,10

crush on uncle BilL
Daniel Boone
5

LANCELOT

Show
Guests

dryman. 1922.

cock Presents

Cissy's
teenage
girl. Friend gets a

lea

a Chinese Run

Dean Martin

32 IBA

Things

Ithdrow,
fair.

tures Lon anon as '1
9.00

Show

in.

26 Quiz6:22

Grew Up.
Shadows.

26 Silas Das Perm
Show

him to pooled him

A contmo create an em-

Nal.
EON
The Toy Shot,

his crime.

Illinois Citizens for Medical
Control of Abortion set dinner

bkm for the Illinois State Fair
h
been announced by John

Patricia

and

a strange motive for

5

Richard'

Todd, Ronald Rea

safe burglar who has

Herrin misting

TEATSMUER

mates,

Friday end Gantrack down a

non

Ironalde

1 Nom

REAUVP

-

713.0

TONIGHT

BE A LOT
.1}1595 USED
OFOIL UNDER1) 145 SAND,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

Contest set
for State Fair
emblem

SHORT RIBS,
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Thursday, April 9. 1970

1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

Thursday,

m000'14

Wheeling supervisor quizzes bOard on law

9.1970

By Ben Clarke

ga )10®O

What's happening?
WAUKEGAN:

It7the"nlit=
--.4\ that. Happening" h a
Buddy listing of activities far-

Saturday at the Wad Game
will he the Prod and 121h fen-

fury Dud.
. On Saturday. April IX. the

!mak and a Mattoon of the

Mead and Nage Child will

moment mode scene. The iseBelly may be sponthred by a

perform.

-Nub, church, school or Wk.
nr It mity he a eimmerciel
event.

Send information on altars
happening or send any opim
_lens you may have on any sub-

ject to -Math Happening,"
Day Publications, 1175.61nin

St., Mount Prospect 60056.
Tell us and The Day will tell
Others What's Happening With

era,

CHICAGO:
Friday. April 17, the 22nd
Century Productions will present Smoky Robinson and
the Miracles for one show at 8

pm, in the Auditorium The
etch
Cleaners of the Mid -giver-

ka Goner Society will give
Pa COIll'efl at the Chicago
Public Library on Saturday at
1115 pm.

WLS4M receives about 25 chenge at least the surface."
of those tapes each week. Thy The overall effect of his protaps ere interchanged so that grant trim to make nom
each one is heard five inter a
week. But the average listener
will not hear the same Lament
morc thantwice. says the stm
don management.

Randy Morrison does his
prognim from 7 to midnight.

Monday .rough Friday. He
says 11, program in not "underground" bin concerns evcryhody. Many presume Ihat
what they do is "hippie redire" But Randy wants every.
ond
listen no molter "who"

is. "We are vitally concorned with getting into the
he

suburbs...

"I am aware INT every per.

ARLING ION HEIGHTS:

The Chicago Chamher Or.

Once again the Appointed

che:ads final concert of the

Place Coffee House is carrying

1970 winter scrim will be abr..

in- with its regular program of
music led atmosphere every
Friday in Recreation Park.
- MK/ E. Kline,

en thin day az 3:311 p.m_ in the

Friday a the Cam will he

Friday. May 8.08:15 pm.
Margaret Hillis will conduct
the Civic Orchestra of Chi-

Ruckwhwit and Dirty Blue. a
rice night for SI 50 admki.
don. Changing the scene Sat.
unity' will be the stopped -up
joss of the Ides of Match plus
the Bethlehem Bobbie Band.'
MOUNT PROSPECT:
The Lost and Found Coffee

H ouse operated 0 309 N.
Eastwood is still offering mut
- vie and beverage each Friday
night for those persons 14 and
.: older at 77 cents per head.

The wild., of Prospect
High School will present Saturday a N pot in the Prospect

High School gym their own
program called "Multimedia"
The siudentmun show will
-feature dancing. singing and
usic goon by the PHS Symphonic 0100.1 and the Stage
which performs jats
coordinated with lights. slid- es and film into a complete.
S and

son is different and special.
There ere many things which
ore wrong today. so I try to

main auditorium of MM.'.
Mumma of &hue e

Fry,

cagy and the Fenger and Morgoo Pork high school choreaes
in a concert in 01ShCOM Holl.

A DAY IN THE LIFE
Many people listen only tee
the -top 40- stations on ANI.
This is free if you canY onlY a

limited type of music. In fact.

program about

1.0 0 0-yearold nostadon
bones. The program is pun of
-.the library's observance of
1

mona! Library Week. April
1310

'Dr. Donald C. Boartimm.
chairman of the geology do
panment at Wheaton College.
will be present to tell the story
of the Perry mastodon. found
in 1963 in Gien Ellyn. He
have also a model of the 'monIstrucled animal.

rather than

to

the subcoo

seisms as on the 'lop 40" Rolions.

His program is for the per.

vote more time to his efforts.

This pm is pan of the
Des Plaines Public library's
special arrangements for Ra[tonal Library Week. Students
from the Harper Colkge
s p cc h department will
present
dramatic
readings

Monday. April 13, and Tues.
ay, April m. at 730 and 8:30
on both nightsat the library.

the servWc organization's

f Along with bits and pieces of "
wood orul pine conestabout 70
per cent of :he ardmars bones
were recovered.

THE BONES came to light
in 1967 when Ridge Joseph
'Sam Ferry hod a lake dredged

abehind his to;: AL the
ging machinery Nam: to
ous
pulled an

dock. it

hone front the mud.
Science departments front
neighboring Wheaton College

The bones roxre identified as
don,

a

prehistoric elephant -

deeOrnposition.

JUDGE PERRY donated
tM relics to Wheaton College

'Ilk asked that they be made
accessible tu the public. Hun-

dreds of school children visit
the bones each year in a special
at the college.

The college pions to recon-

slotcf the skeleton. It will
Rand in the vestibule of n new

..4ienee building at Wheaton
College Missing bones and
those

in poor .ndition are

being replaced by fiberglass
replicas by the Richard Ruch
Studios Chicago.
Sthec 1903. Or..
man

el a

-Who would get the lines
levied in the unincorporated

territory?

ship.

yet. without a survey. how

many edditional police would
he needed within the township
or how much maidents would
be willing to pay for the pact lien.

McCULLOCH
POWER MAC 6

nicipality within which the via
lotions (scored. whereas coon
costs paid would go directly to
the county government.

And. while Maj. Anthony

Tomei.,

or

sherillis

the

police replied that "I would
hope that it (Proteetine,,e8ld

wated,"

be contracted whe

un attorney

e audinence.
in thre

Mark Clayton, said that this
could not be dom.
Clayton said that the law
was written so that protection
could be given to only ports of
townships.
later

questioning

Yu-

ccvious said that as he "saw
there would have to be nn
augmenting of the present stuff

to provide contracted ponce.
don. the inc rmse to depend
van demands.

lice stuff required for the men
in the held.

Major 5411DeViOUS said that
when the current clam of new
recruits for his force is grade.
two

in

mad

ceviousgove. there are roughly

Iwo "back-up" men for every
sheriffs polkemen out on patrol.

This "hack -up" staff, however. includes..50 detectives
and a 34 -man tactical force.
said.

April II).

tor. has worked on many citi-

islics.
past president of the
Arlington High School teach-

ens committees thr District

er -parent council.

speaking as Mee external presidcm and member of the staff of

r or those
who CARE

n KtiP.E11 llinrctni2` a '1e hY-

o.4. said that the cost oche

ITS WATIORWSIGATI

S1.050. The committee's first
function will be to check with

Roy In toddy ond ay theme the
years thead
mimeo power and

schools

other

and medical aid to leo for.-

emoting

groups including the Up With

nate peoples. Public contribu-

People group front Pidatine

tions

and

various

to CARE. New York

sec if the project will he fee-

10016. are multiplied of US.

Des Plaines
to
have their assistance in seeds n
up the program if it is feasible,

donations of farm surplus and
operating cost support from
local governments.
The average contribution no
CARE last year was S10.25.

sible

in

ig

ceived honorary memberships

in the Jaycees as awards for

Largest was a 561,617 legacy.

outstanding sery
to the
y them.
nip, done ray

Cully elected
to Jaycee post

Three are, Robert Trotter.
publk relations man for ForEmmet J. Doyle.

est

owner of the E. J. Doyle Pro
Shop. 940 First; and Ray
Kunstman of Baronh Kimbal
Music Center of Greater Chi-

wenn WI Yk/

orfo

*

Cif .0011 brllwnad aye ooW,

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

OAKTON LAWN
& GARDEN CENTER
1530 - 34 Oakton St.

Ise? olinwood Si.

298-2299

ts savt.,4 nth...hist.,

Toes, Wed, Fri, Sal 9:30 to 5:30 PM

HOURS: Mon B Thurs 9:30 (a 9 PM

trict 214 Board of Education

District 214 board teitchernegotiations committee and is
currently chairmen of the

sotce 1966.
Erickson listed sound financiol management. formation
of the Northwest Education

-education for Me sake of the

time
as
improvements
with which he has been
involved as a beard mernher.

knowleJ ge

dents with special needs. He
has rem the board carry Iota
the district plans for

infra

dsioal

nedy Dr.. Des Plaines.

By K. C. Ratlike

,

(Editarh note: The Day Is

1.

ARTZ CLOTHING

presenting a series of Wmviews7rith the eight thintithas
seeking three mailable sena.

ROAST BEEF
Roy Ithoem Rome Beef Sands;
.Eing et the Cowboy.' Saw Boom Boat

for threwycar looms on the
.79

Sandwkh ..99

SPECIAL CLOSEOUT

Rance Hand Platter (Rem Been Sandolch.
Pc Cole Slaw)

.19

-

HAMBURGERS

TO GET ROOM

Men's & Boy's Suits

.59

99

TWO-FISTED

50

Harry)

SHORT, REG, LONG

ROAST BEEF

-

WHILE THEY LAST!

Terrific for graduation,
Profits & Business

ARTZ CLOTHING
1671 Oakton St., Des Plaines

299-6754
Havre Mon, Wed, Elm, Fri 10 e m to 7p m
SM. Sun 10 a.m. la

m

PS

-

495

BEVERAGES
Creamy Mak Shake

Ica Cold Drink...

SANDWICH

$4995

113
2 25

Bronco Pak (13 Pieces))

nunithouse Pak (12 Piece..)

priorities for cffreation.
the

Bid which

INV

related

to

itaaknee he.

nines for the an -college hound .thitients

istratr, voimans.

an

FOR CARRY OUT SERVICE CALL

439-9907

79c

-1 certainly feel rhos with
this particular
arca." the rather of on 1 I-yearoid girl totid.

-.

Roy Rogers RESTAURANT.
THE HOME OF

CUM rum gums

1165 Elmhurst Road
Cotner Rte. 83 and Algonquin Road

Des Plaines

re educators to help

said.

-The hoard should glee
these crucial areas morehtlen.
lion, not necessarily and tote1-.
ly after Sct problem has devel-

oped. By planning before the
problem develops,

education

could he more mcuni,ful."
said the manpower director for
the North Cook County Office

of Economic OpportuallY7 ?Should arse read the m in,

I

the board to focus on good

-District 2_146a excellent
programs for the college bound. but we know thot there
is on increasing Ember of students who drop out of college
before conTletion or their HIM

yen We also know that some
students enter college all -pre
pared." Brooks said.
He teaches sociology parttime al Harper College. He

quality education."
Nooks will be at the Rand.
horse Town Hall candidates'
night this evening at

p.m.

On dean's lilt
bee Marsh. of 9127 N. Stevenson, Des Plaines, and Phil -

Royce, of 1479 Cindy Ln.,
Dam
Des

Plaines, were recently
to the dean's list at

high

North Park College. Chicago,
for the winter term.
The dean', list is .composed

school for four years and his

of men and women who earn a

assisted with community ado cation programs at Loyola
University: ..
He Ms also been. o high

grade point average of 11 or
better on a four -point grading
-system. Marsh is athnior,.and

taught elementary

and

-

Boyce

EASIER!

71117=1.

11

MERION BLUE SOD

KEEP

oared

obb
BOBJAACKS LANDSCAPINO

YOUR

B22,2456

ARE

SWIMMING POOL SEPSON

ASH,

doctors and other penons arc

plan immunization for their
uniting volunteers,

The plenoMg meeting for
the north arca will Be held
Aprif r 6. IWO. at b. p.m. at
Lutheran

PAGES

DOMESTIC HOUSEKEEPER. ATaa

OF THE

HAPPINESS

asenior at the school.

23 Employment AgenciesSIale

"DAY"

MORTEN
'STOSI5iOLISEt'

Hospital.

General

Illth floor. These townships
are includol in the north area:
Harm.
Barrington. Palat
vcr. Wheeling. Schaumburg.
Evanston. EN Grove. North fold. Kleine. New Trier. N iles.
The vaccine is being prosided by the Illinois Depart ment of Public Health. Susearchers developed this vs.
gine just recently and in time

agn.27-10

PHONE

Lo Salle Personnel

Extensive
of the vao
ei nesthows that pregnant wom-

en do not contract the ruhella

R Hall, NI.D.. direo
of the Cook County De.
t yslohn

since some children should sal

Lam., and to help inform

receive this vaccine. they will
01
he
carefully screened.
School children must have
signed
immunization
per mission slip from a parent or
guardian: pre-school children

parents, especially parents of
proschool children, of the

must be accomponied by o parone or guardian.

Discards will help
Little City Resale
shop raise funds

s.,700

SALES
A

'cL`.1ri,rZr.r; tra`a-

GENET4t70SIOni

R16141

to Salle Personnel

HERE

to prevent the epidemic pro

dkted for Mc coming year.

Iran. Children very rarely re.
act to the vaccine: E they do,
the reaCtion is very mild. Rut

partment of Public Health.
"Volunteers are needed to assist local school districts, to
help in the schools on immuni-

CLASSIFIED

e-

virus from immunized chil-

255-7200

IN THE

Dap

OR

296-6640

DESIGN TRAINEE

$160 FEE PAID
Design Consults:nit fine
da
des, graphics and lessniss
nn,noning. V.. cal also ha in
d in Me area al displey
:Inn

w.7 wmpletch 1an rth

,rnall UMW',

TAKE AIM
WITH A
2961043

DAY

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

WANT

Get smart!

Starta Day

AD

Want
working
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MRS KOLERUS, as she appeared before the commissioners said, -I've not come to answer questions so much as to
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even now, he said that a survey
last month for one beat (2221 in

ing. Cully said that there has

People- movement in Palatine only been one other such
an last night's moody meeting ,award made to anyone in all
at the DeVille-Des Plaines the years that the Jaycees halt
Motor Inn
been in the city.
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In Order to conduct the pro,
nation committee presented a
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as outlined at the
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has done much research an
mastodons. taking off the
school year of 196667 no de.

eral questions about the laves
provwisions that meld nut be
ansered by Ibn,e present.
Later, County Board President George Dunne noted that
"the lady from Wheeling." had
:tithed several good questions
demanded
definitive
that

midnight to S in the morning
Don Bridges and Thorn Trunnell are the announcers. Don
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neek" Programs m program
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Mere people should realise
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the hearing chaired by Comr.
Jerome Happen. looked sev-
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officials, it was noted that Me
law provides only for taxing of
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provide the additional police
protection, no taxing applying
with corporate municipal

tract with townships to furnish
police protection in unicorpth
rated areas appear lo he has,
judo into

Sundays Steve Burke dots the

1h
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Methods of implementing
the new Illinois law (House
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Cook County Board to c11n.

Mg in the police protection afforded by sheriffs police now
paroling the areas?
-Could Mere be contructing

Four Des Plaines men re-

display and

TO RANDY it doesn't mat ter bow a song is recorded -on record or MUD. If ith good
hell play it. "1th probably
possible to play every new
recording released each week
and never duplicate anything.
But much of this is just trash."
His program is rnitdo up as
he
goes
along. He trim.
though, to fit it into the concept of -total radio" where the
commercials tit in with the
programming: He wants to appeal directly
the conscious

committee of one chairman fist of mndida, who will run

that there are now many "pro-

son who alms. rather than the
apethetic. A person who really
enjoys his job. Randy says 6's
in it for the music and the mon-

ey - in that order.

meth' thmk this is the only onosic papukr with young people.

Library plans open house
around mastodon skeleton
Library April 16 will include.

people aware of inure mimic.

of the
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rritory (within
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Jaycees plan 'Sing Out
Des Plaines' movement

hi-

ABC.Ifiliated stations across
n ew total expedence.
The program is to holy Misc Me country which broadcast
funds for the Eurotour 70 this programby Brother John.
Rand from PHS which will an ordained Lutheran anthem Europe this summer. Ad- her The program is recorded
mission is 50 cents for students in New York and sent to thew
stations.
and SI Er adults.

An open house from 6 to 9
p.m. at the Des Plaines Public
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T. Santoro at 455-63110.

RENT -Ai -CAR

MID SOUTHERN

2999 N. Monnheinn
Des Plaines

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS

Registered_

10750 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park, Illinois

All Office Skills,

Nurse
PART TIME

White Collar Girls

SALESWOMAN
Real Estate

YOU CAN BE
BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL -$540

. ..."'
RANDHURST CENTER

-

r,

p rn. to 7 p.m. OR.

p.m.to 6 p.m.
Industrial Clinic
in El kGrove Village

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

CALL Miss Day
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WIG CONSULTANT
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MILLINERY MANAGER
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Liberal Company Benefits
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o S OunInn
6028 Dempster
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CLERKS

mart

II

1155 OAKTON ST.

DES PLAINES

\EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Excellent Salary, Company Benefits
and Working Conditions

WOMEN

In -Process

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

3rd SHIFT
light clean work In pluses*. laspectag and pack.
aging. Pleasant alma. here and many company
benefits.

ore mm
flea

Apply
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ing work.

she. end

110
central telephone company of Illinois

Beannglo
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Equnlopportuntly rvinerver

-

EXACT PACKAGING, INC.

Iw,a. soil rorn.ppo ire

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

BILLER -TYPIST

Excellent opponunity to work for an automobile
distributor. You should be familiar with o Rend orb IBM Electric Typewriter. Will welts for 'Mugs,

PLANT MOVING TO PALATINE AREA

$450 to $675

181.. quality .o en,mere
in

K
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Floor Inspectors -

Man-Au-Tral
Set -Up Operators A

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

Apply in Person to MRS. ALKE

OF ARLINGTON
/40 Pad

Machinist
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-

CO.

400 Maple Ave.

Wheeling, Illinois

SECRETARY

(Operators)

Ready for a
great' new job?
CULL 656-9922
WEEKDAYS 9am' 4 pm

0

Illinois Bell

New office location, five day week from 9 AM to
5 PM. Apply today or ask for Mrs. T. Samar° at
405 -BOOR. Company benefIls.

Div.
PENNWALT CORP.

ASSEMBLERS

WIRERS

Experienced or will
train. $2.00 per hour
starting rate.

Experienced. Good

farting wage
MID SOUTHERN

426-4851

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS
10750 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park, Illinois

LEARN

PURCHASING

THE WORLD WIDE
WATER CONDITIONING PEOPLE
1ST SHIFT
INSPECTOR

For best results use Day Want Ads
NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
25impownent Agencies. Women

!! LA SALLE HAS YOUR JOB !!

cal

0

"Hello Mary?
I found a real
bargain in the
Day's WANT ADS

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

Assemblers:
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE....

NumFr rum appearing, molar, wlik Nampa pareanoliry.
seryle InanIng poll. Moe haat awn Ironepartallon A be

ad modern Specs ad somas MN* Plant 1s.

PIPE ASSEMBLER

se, to work dm or nardap Has. Ir qualillaL toll Ay

ocesnced ensemble's end M.P. are waded so fill

$3.27 to $3.51

686-7740

2ND SHIFT
TANK ASSEMBLER
Salary corNISMINNOM with eG

perience ond displayed chi*.

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???
item do ond wont 9, make 10P SU whil eniovite rtm woes
sso ore /ooking Mr.e The three rctum,
IBMs rto me tho
min

Why nra rake odrontogn el Mls orom ossnatinirva

CUSTOMER REIATIONS

grew stoning 0, yaula repair. port

end

paild

bar..

and mmy more

298-2770

PENNWALT CORP.

LA SALLE PERSONNEL

400 Maple Ave.
Corpereersville

.he now people

LYNN DAVIS
901 E. Pros rve APP

1657Shermer Rood

An oquol oosionirvernpievor

Northbrook la
An Ego. OppOHMTLY.TPLulmr

940100

st

Des Plaines

CHICAGO 346-5040

Were on equal opportunity employer.

10 Illinois Bell

SPACE AND SYSTEMS DIVISION

599 S. Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois
An EquolOpportuniry Employer

426pp 460!

.d

coMmino the mats+ da yew, so ad today and fInd nor Mea Man . new

iii

Willioms Croy Me

69. Dom.,

nor necessarY

Goodly,. sad des1001.1116 am meddler behind 15. Mil.. nods in our offices.

General Time

259.7010

Impart
for As pal
wade -Areal who hales sand cogs to Peg domino:1m.

Willingness to help people .4163ANT rolophoneepmellons and reborn. Is your firm stop
toward o job os specs narssauma. Whew or balemes emporium. Is hdpful.

Apply in person or soli: 5374550

ED SURER

1=rotOolaiNOCOZ Tong'

voice heordomond

TYPISTCLERK

DESIRE IMAGINATION DRIVE

272.1000

OPERATORS

A pleasing telephone rake and .he NAN, kw

Illa Inea.ne and haapihallealian. eiahi

$3.01 to $3.33

°swaps Ion

Iminedlote eper.ngs in our assembly doportniene

holiday, a Ilia immien

Somplk dowel.. ore des,.

Hills McCann Div.

Thrd,111M.R.re plods. moldonabee, 'welching yisor nire one ,g. wg, a lab

a line. lel WilreOce, up .4 =kb wall a goad Manisa salary. a

Besklox

Apply.. Personnel 0111ceof:

I

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

,Lpaearo pa ihia. ealeap year Ad yam, and Pm lama. eel Inners.. 0. hove

$3.06 to $3.76

able.

today

'188' rr8

$550 MO

moo

Pon.. ond parrs

102

Sore but nor Mr Poke Nor am

DICIPSTITE SERVICE

Pend, mill washing. p.m

SERVICE

ro

KENNETH A. PEARSON

.

Istlesson frts w447e., od
CALL 39 ,7

EMPLOYMENT

1 lo
48

To Rent Resort Properries-79
, Rem. Rooms
-75.

salesmen
LONEY FROM W 0 Era. NMI

GIRL WANTED

Available for

Ponerican

966.070

Turret Lathe
Operators C

CALL 537-1100
0:300.m.io MO p.m.
OR VISIT US AT

HEY CoLLIGAN MAN!

you [armor comn
in please register,
by phone

22

To Rom...

obligation WRITE OR CALS. Nu

Excellent opporlonliy to work for a fast growing
automobile distillation Our new office location
Co an immediate position now upon in oar distribution department.

824.6173
7D

74
, Rent Apartments.
, Rent Business Property.,78
, Rent Furnished

RITY WARNS,

Countryside Restaurani
&Lounge

25 Employment Agencies- Women

Apartments.

roles. ser.,re en oll types.
255 Bert

-

GAL FRIDAY

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET
Temporary Jobs

CLARE-ELECTROSEAL CORP.

Women
o

Wise up

AN ECMAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

To ReM Houses

6 0 SUMP PUMP

anN

Set -Up Operator A

Hills-McCanna

777 Wheeling Road

Rummage 6 Garage Sole -31
21
Situations WanlaeLNIsn

,s

WANTED

Doy or Evening Hours

salary and company benefits. Hours 9 AM to
5 PM, five day week, Apply today or ask far Mrs.'

STore Searle!. Corp. 230 Filth

71nr,Z.L"

Radial Drill

Interested in Plastic Vacuum and Pressure Forming. Excellent chance for advancement. $3.37 to
start. Many company benefits: 10 paid holidays,
major medical and life inshrance, pension plan.

ET.I.-,FRIP

Sporting Goods

Tie

GERAMICSNCHICK F. CHUCK
supplies , lessons

86

FFol ...-

so

Sump Pump

-

.9

md-

'289-1088 F.., ",,^

DECORATING

FEDERAL 8. STATE

FILINGS
Xmodel

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

'"" ' ''''' ' ''''' ""'

r '°.'

....8. 81

255-1600

55

Rooms-Roprd.
Housekeeping

Storm Windows

CL 9-0495

UNE ESTIMATES

oogr .1015iDD TER WORK

0.-5484

CL 5 284

LAIRD, LAIRD ASSOC.

MT Prospect

98

"L,..

Real Estate -Houses

384-3528

S.

Set -Up Man

WILLE, INC.

Pena/lob

-

Sewing Machine Repair

130

4393230

Draperies

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

81''r

r, rry wry woo,

ms,me

:Moneys.

tIA:n.

FAINTING

43942E0

ed. 01mGinime end Gump..

byxoR/wenn-

Wofirncin Canal. Co

'

Ne PRODUCTS INC.

W.Northwast

,kokge

EF

Prospers Helphld

5.........4 ape..

sum,

'-'

PAPER HANGING

BARTON STULL
N. Elmhurst Rd

Dag Training

GOT A PROBLEM DOOM

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

emit

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

,,e

II

men.

359.1410

255 570

ORKMANSHIP

LREEesn.

rred

m -""

'°"=7,'.....

TOME 6 SCHNAUZER

ROOFING ANN REROFFING MI.

DOCTOR

Franklin Park

IMMEDIATE OPENING

d Fo

Lo

Sewer ft Septic Worts

P.

i'"i'214:7:Ai""i

In Plumbing
Supplies

onol. 11uwir

-

RECEPTION

TECHNICON CORP.

Tool Room

EKCO

."......

".' '

.H

WAITRESSES

COUNTER REPRESENTATIVE:

AM. New Yor,1001, 5,re

6.r.

IRia

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

MAN
For Retail Sales

io

BLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

pro

6028Demorter

455-3600

3100 N. Mannheim

82

An Fe,1 Comm, GO,

CALL 255-3050

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

Or Come To

r

CALL BDD nada,

439.8280

" iii"7:::,Z=.',.e.,g" '

.ENERAI REPAIR.

ERIENCE INSURED

3,

dentioli remodeling F.

OMPLETE TRAINING

Write

'M. THAT IS REQUIRED is Ilim

8

men ore

2450W. HUBBARD
666-3443

We require good typing and shorthand skills, filing and general office expertence. 6welant

WOMAN WANTED

Coil Miss Del at
I

394-5910

'R

393.8.

WORK GUARANTEE D

rl earl. 299 I AM

DRAFTINGALL PHASES

capable young man.

MR. CAMPBELL

Roofing

Painting 3 Decorating

nDisi

Irs

11m.M.....-19.

Design a Drafting

ADDIIII Ti 'GARAGE, CH
c seri I IIIROOMS. FIRE
I

nh ng 8. Heating

PI

83.8225.

'

529-3900

. MI.

...

...?

Odi.ciecni,

F, ,..,,,,,,

..

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.

51.

DRAT

mc,,A,,,,4wEr ,,

N75'519. alt."

DOLORES

answer this ad. One Doll

Fur

OW .46.0 ,55.gigg, ntygng. ,nki

LIMA. CAIL FL 3.013

me

2550 5S/

EDMOND

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES. INC.

Dandng Se hods &
Supplies

S25,000 per yeer don't

precision instrumen13 and read blueprints. Per.
manent posirion with growth potential for an alert,

making

57

r Rer0.14..

'p

1Fad

OCHE, RAINS
ROMA ADUllioNS WRING

oreng

er

Chimneys Repaired Reboil,
Alm, Prof Repairing

,..

.57-

EA

rviv

MEWS ClOiHING: wits 6 apart

,

o

.,

sive and single action dies end medians and snoodl
ant should be able.ro me
punch presses.

FM

lal

Clothing

'.....:

orP n

Plumbing

For part time work
In Allergist's Office
Afternoon hours

To oan yaw ...Salon by Amex dall tsar 006.9922,
Mon Ftl.,Fon.6 pm. or.. 9.1.1 prn.

027 6628

Des Plaines

CLOSERS

ission plus. Call after

NURSE WANTED

FOR BABY

national Compose Cons

Employment Am..
Women-. ....... '-

359-4844

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

@ Illinois Bell

CONTACT MRS CARSEN

'4==r

dose beckgmund. Iner
23

nena

524,10

JOE ORMAAN00.0

otoonsiv0 HEATING. Rocklin,

CALL 2914259

0

aria rmvprant

SALES DEPT.

o,w v4ro5s01Ia ng Adis 50.031101.11.11..,M..

lam *Al

managers from wiMin Ss rani.

$600 MO.

LEARN TO HELP

Young man with experience selting up progresyou

.right gunergl office

Hes.. W, OKA PAM

course.

AIDES

66

.

sho ww6d, larm computer -The Bell willaIng ism

NURSES

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

LEADING INTER

SET UP MAN

12

EXPERT MASTERING

win 6 Mason

as Mile aT 3103 wren

EXCELLENT CHILD CARE FOR

.

cralianaL Soon yew!! vs on your own
op,.-she
th nos

35,5595,

et° ri pipe, ymkg,

If

Masonry

SERVICE

n 359 1906

so,

Opp dun.

'

Have Trowel Will

FEDERAL & STATE

Poll day sessions

TI

........0P.4c.PTTravel

ont:_srii:Xe__.
..1.%;,,L Ar.

2020 S. Mannheim Rd.

37

CLOWN.. Spodalie....drem

r.

COLONIAL CARBON CO.
COME IN OR CALL 099-0111

Poo. ond

MAGIC RV 'DENY THE MAGIC

COMPUTERIZED

ARL. H15. DAY CARE CENTE

ts.kg wgg,

ree,mw Coll 439.273.

I nCOrne Tax Service

Child Core

729-7150

,,,,,,,,,E ,,,,,,,

ios WIZ

Cord of Syrnpoth.

'''''''

........`'....

....rn 8...

e

wince,

Plastering

YEAR

30

FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY

NATION. MANUFACTURER of

LOOK AT THESE BENEFITS.

MAINTENANCE
MAN

34

SY RAY PETERSON

ed

d

'Art's'and Antiques.

OFFICE GIRL

CLERK TYPISTS

NG.TX HEIG:13

8 Paid Holidays 3 Increases 1st Year
Nick Pay Policy 0 Permanent Employment
Libor.' Vocation Policy
e Major Medical

Au, Trailer. 3 Compers_103

wan SOUP PIANOTIMILD

,,,,,,,

Income Tex Service

''''.....G.' ll..

GUARANTEE BUY DGECI AND
',AVE MONEY SPECIALIZING IN
ROOLA ADDITIONS, KITCHENS
AND BATHROOMS. CALL NOW

o

g

CLEANING RESIDENTIAL MD
COSSACK!, FREE ESTIMATES
CALL 259 3018

STEPS

7.,"$°',IY$ZgIgallt'g.

FOR YOUR HOUSE
'MAIN1ENANCE FREE.

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

me

...

$140 WEEK

"nr:n2

USED CAR LOT
USED

09

ZF'nrAd.H=1,..,T:I

ar

o

AND WOOD FLOORS.

NI, FREE ESTIMMECALL

"AWL COWED STEEL SIDING

r.

STRIP WAX AND SUFF TILE

ll

35

677-0600

267-5300

HAIR DRESSER

SO MANY MACES! IVY, 1406

Condlio Dm

296 1131

mid Goble§ Ihat speed

Lineman pal in ialephana

TOPPS

6783373

Poona Tuning Services

263 Kitcholf Rd. Palmitin
350-0,95

CARVE T T si,mroolD.

ST ON THE MOON
1511N CEMENT
CLISTOINCONC ROE WORK.
DRIVEWAYS
PAWS

5 VW GUARANTEE

80- .

ro0, .

EVENINGS 8. SATURDAY

MACHINE OPERATORS
MATERIAL HANDLERS

vont King SI

INDEX
'

CONTACT MISS HECHT

F.C. BOOKKEEPER

Earn Higher Pay
Now While You Learn

MEN!

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

CLASSIFIED

L600 Fan an. or CL 33384

APOLLO

Wl

gollug Msuclow,111.

NURSE, R.H.

I si 6 2nd SHIFTS

2130F Sign.. STrenr

Inswed On Anilnaukee Art.. 01

RLASONAFIF REFERENCES
FULLY' INSURED
CALL 562 1975

TECHNICON.

Se, Ploines

SI.

APPLY

LIGENSED BEAUTY OPERA`,

Installed In Your Crawl Space

HOUSES RAISED

''''''TXUTonCrIT'''

5,00. VT 61 ,16
PMNTFR OR FIX 11 GAN.

Phony Today,

FULL BASEMENT

Window Cleaning

PaRsTanen1 Waves

a, ..,.. tom.,

Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee

Call Mrs Ruderman

7300 N. Linder - Skokie

lineman. PPP.

LkontesNelurNer advancement.

WAREHOUSEMEN

PRODUCTS, INC

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

7. 7
!edam.. Residensiell

782-6735buIldin9

p.:=TZMIn.

WORK WITH
PEOPLE -

FREE ESTIMATES

WEST GARDEN c5NPLR

Porlid,a,

'Elk Orme Pillage
39.5500

APPLY IN PERSON

MRS

153 5011

Home Maintenance

Resielentiolfornmercial

INK

a

CONTACT

And Awl, lun ter mama. With 0111 policy

ART GALLERY
GIRL FRIDAY

827.6628

ncloulst 0,0706

Jam

C'''''ou. w'sso'soP ins".en"

Wain Mower Repair.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

GENERAL MOLDED

SALES , SERVICE.A. GLOS. 846

COOPERATIVE ENTERPRISES
223-0352 if no on,. 392.0763

SERVICE PLASTICS

.9 odd holidaww mP,
ham

BURROUGHS-300

Posaon offer. excellent company benefit° and
salary commensonve with expenence.

$130 WEEK

TRAINEES --

393-02.

Neu

CONTACT

conger,

1830 W. Touliy

Computer
Operator

.

li

r,g

fl?

monAsyougreach
reach Neap. lurawl..r,

Fiances Belfgenalltsi

c'"c'me.nn=ee"""'"

opaaipsdi

WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO

C611.392 4730

Doe.ipuntlabunl

EorRICARIENTER

wallpaper...

DECORATORS

Sown Care

KEDRIKONCRETE

Contractors

-

Cal1298-9646 or 827-01,11

SO 1930

5.

=ir.i.PWeftwevna.

H.RING MDR FOR Mr

REDI HEATING

re. 52.3932.

n."."

rot?

'"

Aisne Pow 4.

1 'mamba

U

CAGIWACEIONAID RD PR HTS.

.

RICK'S DECORATING

Hearing Aids

ner. Wm hove the AK

UMVAS COVERS AND TOPS.

Ft

$wsli ...

WAHLOU1ST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE
ape[Olil in
P. , saps e leers lor_teg

looting
BORT

CUSTOM LIPHOLSTERGTree pick

I...delivery

Far onon,plw

SW-OBSO

PUBLIC

ancl Shift

Kce

Rosoll

11167o ur u rrom

Apply Way. Born while you're learning

In Arlington Heights
9 S. [LAMM

holmes & assoc.
ASSISTANT MOLDING FOREMAN

DeerielcgCo11945-3770

GAIL NOW FOR

CREATIVE

ons. 729.391 I Glens,
CUSTOMF10-S

24 Hr. Phone

OU

AN

Por Loco.,

324351

It pays 10 advertise

red

good Name skills Excellent working condihons

Than ma map, pose we're
robes eyery

ond

Wog

sons...atom ortoss ihe world. In resent. ..5.v

Free.

EVE. APPTS. AVAILABLE

RESTAURANT

of $176

Our company in the educational field is looking
for never& aids who enpy clerical work and have

ranaanu work

FLOORMEN

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSON or MR. BRUNNER

GOLDEN BEAR

Free A,,. Y833 I10

PI

6323 mo. lo

3K35

with Day Want Ads.

MACHINE OPERATORS
Ii s Intl Shil I

Midnight.° e A.M. Shift

437.8889
AlnERICAN UPHOLSTERING

''' '''''.' 'Y'''' ''
in

PLASTIC INJECTION
FIRM

High School Distrkl 214 Ad.

rim right astern, Aknos
ph. is dynamic and enure.

2,7

FUrt TIME- NIGHTS

CeatiotnertiolICEPY

ming 6 WgIlooper. I...,

Locally Grown

Free Esi.Tates

an
36 No jo6
g...Purkine

299-$010

tOsil=i;es,Itan'SZT,'Zints

2590628

int

sisminliting

PM so nee Thal they get

94.5660

BUS MAN

McKAYTRTE SERVICE

11 6 0 DECORATING

428590,

CLEIg,TYPIST

PHONE: 392-2708

Upholstenng

TREES. SHRUBS, ETC.
oars

No experience
necessary.

-

pl.

d

I

wad Gene

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO

sareamroa rag..

oil .

.... "' ,

-

worgs

Blocktenni.

ol,

ODOUR DECOWTTING
own Inle
do

s

CA11 766.5084

eiockinpping

,,g'
, , .03

...,

Wm need e 9enmet WI
can nisi eroa a r, FenNeingIOC

Floor Refinishing

ova,

DOES A Top

RECEPTIONIST

CLERK TYPISTS

259.5300. E.t. 37

SWITCHBOARD
WILL TRAIN

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

Mr. Was

Learn Sales
Profession

CALL 593-5950

SONSmnns MG.,. TecInnO
.

CHUCAJONES LANDSGPING
5371411

Ina:illation { Soles

Cement

-

SPRING SPRAYING

ocher Ingo..

woe-

RUSTIC FENCING

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

SPRING CLEANUP

Fencing

CALI. ED 358535,

WANTED

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

ATTORNEYS

paid holidays per year, profit shoring.

Tree Service

'SW 2209 Mt 5 S't'

/rum you

CtEIT'RT111:5T

YOUNG MAN WANTED

999.453, or 821.61LIS

ro , ol HUNT'S HUT Power Poling. Trimming 14 Prime/ week.. SI a 1, FortiliringAll phases el yard

male./we.
CAII 624 .1347

Ais St eviCr CD

OF YOUNG

8 S. NORTHWEST HWY

dical Insurance, paid Ile insurance, paid vacoeo- I week for 6 month, 2 weeks for 1 year, 8

TY SERVICE, REPAIR

/A DECORATING

0272925. Abe . OATA

Entertainment

439 330

Jf,&7177,YM,

&Huh Wanted Women

FOR A GROUP

26 Help Wanted women

26 Relp Wanted Women

?tin"?nsd.

Excellent starting rate
Company benefits Include: Paid health and me.

floors riled.

CL 3-9382

On Poi., y 6 Paper NOM..

RR whoa,

Ss

52107r751015'

RECEPTION

Ken Larson 1Assochtes

for qualified arson...

TV Service

Lowspring Rates
Wdo

II

BATHROOM yr

""'"

ro6

gnash.' Work

Iron MI

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

Tile

NEW WAY PAINTING

1::.7.:°''';;;'.,r

Catering

nem., wain.

sw
As %Mee

Painting & Decorating

'-,--°°°"
PATCHIPANYRYgSewo [Der

gmgool sn

Auger

.

ZtoTn'In'io:O;"

',7,1

IR ACCOUNTANT

pl um Lu ger

M

16 Help Wanted Women

298 S290

Nelson

''"°71'inrgi'17;i711

428-6520

n

or.

°mem CalI6e.I.PF.

"iti

COUTURIER d

5450 to 5525

678-3373

Landscaping

26 Help Wanted Women

GENERAL OFFICE

5725
nONm.onm r°^

him

ENAMELING SHOP

. wells washed.
mrved

po

W2 sir0

.

t

Fkaars

Ilmt

296-6640

Dressmaking -Sewing

Carpet Cleaning

$70

Kris

-Coll

CALM, PM

Euclid 9. Rome S3

.

_ _,..

SALES0

ARLINGTON PARK

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY,
CALL
OR

REAL ESTATE

loo

TOWERS HOTEL

255-7200

I

IMMED OPENING

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
2nd MIN

wen. SKID mo a. Lip FREE

PAINT SALESMAN

IV

2fi41elo Waded Women

r+r °emus! off ce iype phone

offered by ieputable business people
your community CALL ONE NOW!

""

r

25 Employment Agencies Women

Wanted Men

24-115

24 It 12 Wanted USE

19 Help Walled Mon

25 Employment Agencies women

lo start your opPliration by pbone,rdllInac 6364932, Mon. -Sts.,
om.1 pm.

om.6 pm, or Sat.

Thursday, Apnl 9, 1970
2711elp Wanted Men & Women

26 Help Wanted Women
26 Help Wanted Women

Mature lady to care for 2 kids
and dad Light housekeeping

SECRETARY

ATTEN: Cosmetic, Toy,

Call after 8 P M 894.2702

FOR OUR SALES STAFF

Clothing, Jewelry 8

Help Wanted Women

Excellent Earnings
Many Fringe Benefits
ust Be Experienced Typist
Shorthand Necessary
oy working at this fine luxury
el that has become the Con -

lion Center of the North-

BEAUTY

Foodware
Demonstrators
We pay salaries plus highest
commission to demonstrators
Absolutely no investment WE
INVEST

IN

YOU

Call Mrs

Euclid & Route 53
(Just west of

Saleswomen. No tight money
problems. We specialize in VA
and FHA financing. We also
have hospitalization and other
company benefits. Ask for MR.

SCHOU/. MOM?

Full Time
To do picture framing, $2.00

ORDER FILLER

per hour to start. Pleasant
working
conditions.
Many
benefits.

No Experience
Necessary

APPLY AT

766-6222

Neighborhood concern
looking for clerk typist
with above average skil-

Must be mature

judgement.

in

begin-

No

ners. Good starting salary with many company

TEACHERS

Secretaries

537-0020
WHI7rtevG
Tru.nr c SAW:1GS

Do to recent expansion,

Oa..<

we have several chalfor
individuals looking for
more than just a run-ofthe-mill secretarial job.

Call Mr. Ward Taylor

KI 5-2300

PLASTIC INJECTION
FIRM
Because of expansion we have
immediate openings for:

Charge Nurses
3 P.M. to 11 P.M. and 11 P.M. to
7 A.M, New facility.

Inspection Assembly

MRS. J. PHELPS,

Machine Operators

Director of Nurses

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

April 10th 9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
April 1 1th 9 A.M.- 11' A.M.

St. John's Episcopal Church 200
N. Main, Mount Prospect

593-6990

Elk Grove

PERSONNEL
CLINICAL RESEARCH
TRADEMARKS
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION

good starting salary we offer
some overtime, free medical

SYSTEMS
CUSTOMER SERVICE

and life insurance.

STOP!

Garage Sale - Books & Misc.
Merch. Sat. - Sun. 12-5pm 1367

ested in one of these
exciting openings:

Oakwood Ave., DesPlaines
Apt. Refrig. Sew. mach. Sm.
appqs. Tools. Tables. Lamps.
Skates. Bikes. Toys. Misc. Apr. 10
& 11. 1210 W. Euclid, AH.

Gar. Sale -5 families contribute.
-April 9,10,11,17,18. 1026 S. Highland, An. Hts. 10 AM -6
GARAGE SALE -Many

PUBLIC RELATIONS

General office telephone work.
will train for reception.

LOOK!

INK
1850 W. Touhy

Elk Grove Village
439-5500

17 to 25, no experience necessary. 2 positions open.
9 A.M. to 4:45 P.M.
12:45 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.

LISTEN!
$1.90 hr. F. bonus to start

Call 593-5953 for app's.

hensive

benefit

GAR. SALE -916 Whitegate, Mt.
Pr. (We -Go & Central). Gerbils -Reel power mower -mangle swing set - tropical fish -custom
screen fits frplc. 37X27-sofa-

pro-

gram.
find out about a

FEMALE

blight future in the exciting field of hospital -

- SCHOOL BUS

medical supplies, please
call:

Earn Extra -Cash

Mary Derderian

Paid Training

Ext. 3678

elec.

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.
439-0923

squat opportunity

misc.

Sat.

-

Hospital bed comp. w/zip case,
ft. & head elevates to 3 levels,
avail. Apr. 10; antique marble

top wash stand; other hshold

1

best offer. 299-3786 aft 6.

Dishwasher $60. Pull down lamp
$12. Ant. pie crust tble. $30. New
Mouton jkt. $45. Misc. 529-9217

RCA Color TV stereo-phono &
radio entertainment center. Exc.
cond. 394-1785
DISHES, service for 12 w/extra

2 pc. brown living room set. 2
end tables,
coffee table. 2
1

827-7606

Belt Vibrator, hvy. duty. All steel,
adj. spd. Like new $75. Cont. Stiffel lamp, $20. 255.7793

RECEPTIONIST

18"x18", rack -type, with tables.
Call 255-4937 aft. 6pm

2 end tbls., blond, $30; 2 crystal
lamps $20; typewriter $10. After
4pm. 824-8079

Exercycle $10; fur coat sz. 16 full
full length $100; 21" Zenith color

TV radio stereo comb. $300 or
best offer, 394-2532

Monaural 25 watt hi fi power
299-7962
CHERRY TABLE, 39"x42" $20;
2 BIKES, $7 each.
537-8777

Morton Grove, Ill,

2 mo. stereo, ex. cond. AM -FM
rec. BSR-changer, speakers, All

267-6900

walnut. $100? 253-7958

$50. Great for rec. rm. 439-7485

HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS

3 pc. sectional; kitch. set; 10"
tbl saw w/motor & stand; lawn
mower, dishes, camera & dark-

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

room equipment. 437-5049

REAL ESTATE SALES
Typing 50 or more words per

minute, figure aptitude, no

(15. YRS. & OVER)

shorthand, 35 hour week. Good

fringe benefits, pleasant working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.
Subsidiary of

Part Time After School,
Saturdays & Sundays
Come in between 3 & 5
or call Mr. Schwartz
259-5787

Across from Randhurst

Excellent opportunity in active

$1.00.

TELEPHONE SALES

Across from Randhurst

Day Publications is looking for

women to work the morning,
afternoon or evening shifts in

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Full Time

Francois

359-5310

Northwest Day

Must have samples.
Mount Prospect area.

Arlington Day

259-7264

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Des Plaines Day

in

foreign

lovely uniform and ex-

citing atmosphere are yours in
this all public contact position,
as a reservotionist. $500 mo. to
start, plus Jree travel privileges.

For more information

come in or call:
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Denton
394-0880
6028 Dempster
966-0700

GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS
0 SWITCHBOARD

0 ACCOUNTING CLERKS
0 PROGRAMMERS 0 SALES
0 COLLEGE GRADUATES
0 ADJUSTER TRAINEES
0 PERSONNEL

Come in or call
Jean Yale, 259-7010

Ready set up HO Train. 2 eng.,
14 cars, 200' track, 21 bldgs.
dites, etc. $75. 296-2361

Usable Refrigerator. FREE. III N.
Pine, Mount Prospect. Cl. 3-0674
after 4 P.M.
Mini -Bike, Lil Indian. Never used.
21/4 H.P. $110. Call After 6 P.M.,
259-2796
Brass D. R. lite fix. sac. $45; avo-

Kittens free to good homes. Litter
trained. 6 wks. Very pretty.
CL 5-0735

hat/boa $20.439.3019
2

pr. boys loafers, 51/2 med.

Never worn. 1/2 price or best
offer, 299.2416
WANTED: Customers for the Pros-

pect Day & Daily News. Call
Refrigerator, kitchen table, end
tables, lamps, pole lamp, bed-

William's Gray Building

spreads, Ig. crock, misc. 717 Hatlen, Mt. Prosp.

724-6004

galore. All
types of mechanic hand tools,
machine shop cutting tools, accessories, abrasives,- lathe &
around -bargains

drill presses.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
2815 OLD HIGGINS RD.
ELK GROVE

Dela ne Surplus Supply
300 ft. SW of intersection
Touhy & Elmhurst Rds.

Sell Things Faster

PAPER DRIVE, Sen. Girl Scout Tr.

#64. Sat., Apr. 11, 91 pm, Christ

Church, Cora & Henry, Des
Plaines

ANTIQUE CLOCKS
ANTIQUE ORGAN

$1100 or best

SPECIAL

259-9590

wagon,.6 pass. P/S, stick shift, 8
cyl., private party $1500.

'65 Tempest Custom 4 dr., 326.
Best offer. 4 polyglass tires
7.75x 1 4, 35 mp. warranty. Best

4404

MT. PROSPECT, Prestige area deluxe 7 rms, 2 baths, 25' kitch

offer. 253-7958

Elk Grove. Sublease. 2 bdrms. !iv.

pool, central

cptg.,

Avail.

May

1st.

air cond.
$190 mo.

593-6806

w/blt-ins, Rec Rrn, F.P., new carpet, att.dbly gar. Near trn &
shopp6 61/2% aSsutnable mtge.
$45,500 By Owner. 392-2854

Prosp. Hts. by owner. 3 bdrm.

Des Plaines: sublet, I -bedroom
apt. Available May
$155. 298-4378

Rental

1.

ranch, I V2 yrs old, cent. air
cond., many extras. 299-1346

ping.

$2300 or best offer -439-3984
MT. PROSPECT (Timberlake)

'65 Mustang, hardtop, "289", 3
speed, mays, wide ovals, dual
exhaust. CALL 438-6134.

For Sale: '51 Chet,.,bus camper,
'61 Choy. 4-dr. Sdn., 12' Boat
Trailer -Call 437-8296 after 6:00

Between Dempster & Golf)'

1967 Buick Wildcat convert.,
owner, low miles, like new, make

arand new carpeting made for

1

Modern walnut Din. Rm. set: tbl,
6 choirs, buffet; also couch, lamp
&
accessories, reasonable.
677-5737 after 5pm
MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Being sold from builder's de-

luxe model homes. 40°4, to 60%
off. free Delivery. Cash or
terms. 439-7740.
WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE

Name Brands--Ist Quality.
Serta matresses $20; queen sz.
sets $90; king sz. sets $135,
hideaway bed sleepers $138;
bunkbds $20; trundle beds
$50; reclining chrs $50; studio
couches $75; Bassett trpl. dresser bdrm sets $165; many others; Bassett baby furn., dning
rm sets, desks, kit. sets, 40% to
60% off; 10 pc. corn. grp,
Sit -N -Sleep $165; 20 vol. en
cyclopedia $35; Hollywood
beds $40.
MARJEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

offer. CALL 259-1069.

MUNDELEIN

Huge discounts. 824-7353 cilr

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4
model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.
537-1930
-

.

Open 7 days til 9-966-1088
74 -To Rent Apartments

'67 Camaro SS 350. Low miles.
4 spd. Reasonable. 392-9101 or,'

1969 Chevelle, Sharp Lace Paint,
'307' Auto, P.S., Vinyl Top & Inter.

COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 439-4100.
(1/4 mile west of Rte 83...

Couch, table, 2 end tables, chair.
After 6 P.M. Call
541-2460

1968 VOLKSWAGEN, SUNROOF,
RED. EXTRAS. $1350.
824-4623

buckets. $1800. 358-1530

1 & 2 Bedrm. Apts. (pbrklike
setting). Reasonable rental
includes Appliances, TENNIS

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

5 p.m. CL 3-3969

'68 TORINO GT, 39() cc in., 4V,
P/S, P/B, auto trans., console,

Phone: 253-6300
280 N. Westgate, I Mt. Prospect

253-4808

1963 Chevy SS convert. A/T,
very good condition. Call after

253-4556

Male & female. 9 weeks. Home

iature Schnauzer puppies. AKC,
home raised, $125.

CL 5-2499

1964 Olds F-85, V-8, 4-dr. Sedan,
like new tires, excel. cond., make
offer. CALL 259-1069.

182 Bedr. Apts., New Eleva-

Overlooking Country Club.
2 bedrooms. Stove and

69 Corvette, coupe, 427, 4 speed,

low mi., P/S, P/disc B, AM/FM,
Posi, one owner, Phone 537-0020
Mike Retz. After 8 PM 658-8172

,

refrigerator furnished.
1 YEAR LEASE.

CALL 362-0204
One Bedr. Apartments
$160

Immediately Available,. Carpet and all Appliances
included.
HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

Call for Appointment
358-7844
15 -To Rent Rooms

Furnished room. Private
bath & entrance. No lease.

Advertise with Day

88 -Real Estate -Vacant
ACREAGE -NORTHERN

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

MICHIGAN

Parcels of 40 to 80 acres, $200
on acre; good for homes, hunting
lodge or farming, near town.
394-3428 or 966-3553.

1968 MOBILE HOME, 12 ft. x 50
ft., air conditioned, storage shed.
After 5pm. 437.6951

Park Ridge: Deluxe 8 rm. Colo
nial, 3-4 bedrms., 2 fireplaces,
central air cond., 11/2 baths 19

family rm., 2 car garage, full
finished bsmt w/bar, May 1 occup. 438-6134

$495

296-6127

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

'63 Olds. Wagon Green,
real beauty

'62 Rambler

WANTED!

'55-'57 T -Bird, need not have

4 dr

$395
Red

and White
$195
'63 Buick 225 2 dr. hardtop, beige. P
$495
600 E. NW Hwy., Des Pl.

engine or trans. Good body &
frame a MUST! 439-3984
103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Nimrod Camper. Sleeps 4. Excellent for beginners. 10 x 10.

296-6127

The Boss

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

HONDA CB 350, low mileage,

Twehre/Oa s

537-0023

screened kitchen. 5300. 298.4905

14 -To Rent Apartments

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Only 5950, ask for Mike Nelson

'64 Chevrolet 2 dr.. $595
'61 Volvo Red, Like new

101 -Automobiles Wanted

BONUS MOTORS

Rolling Mdws. sublease 2 bdrm.
2
car garage, $200 month.
392-3018 aft 6 p.m.

Trans, P/S, Radio, Front Seat

WE SPECIALIZE IN
QUALITY 2nd CARS

WE PAY TOP $$$
FOR CLEAN USED CARS

16 -To Rent Houses

1966 FORD
4 DR Ranch Wagon, Auto

Mobile Homes

362-0204

wind shield, rack, mirrors, $625.

SIC

392-0595

Says,

Mini -bike, 31/2 horsepower, ex.

cellent condition, 580,
392-3268

DR°

1969 - 350 Harley Davidson
Sprint $625; 1956 - 3 wheel Harley Davidson 5300. 439.6074 after 6 p.m.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'65 Delto Olds 88, 2 door H.T.; '65
Dynamic Olds, 4 dour H.T.

DICK WICKSTROM

827-5834

"THE BOSS"

'68 Pontiac Exec. 4 dr., A/T, P/S,
P/B, fact. air., vinyl uplilstry, like
new tires, perfect cond. 52100.

Seeing Is

255-7225

'67 VW Bus, gas
sun

Believing

hp., radio,
roof, ex. cond. $1500 or

offer. 358-2927 after I p.m.

'

the inside

story...

-Big, Beautiful interiors with plenty
of wall and closet space.
-FREE wall-to-wall carpeting in living
room, dining room and bedrooms.
-FREE individually controlled heat.
-FREE dual master TV antenna.
-Completely equipped kitchens with
FREE gas cooking, 14 cu. ft. refrigerator freezer, dishwasher and sink disposer.

-Air conditioning.

1970 Chevrolet Caprice. 4 dr.
Fully equipped. 53700.

H.T.

_

255.3797

1968 SIMCA, 4 door, GL, standard transmission, very low mileage, 251- m.p.g. 392-0595

1969 2 TON CHEVY
5, yard dump body. Heavy

'66 Mustang V8, auto., vinyl top,
R/H, W/W, exc. cond. $1295 or
offer. 439-0133 aft. 6.

duty throughout

$3495
1969 IMPALA

196B Triumph GT6. Low mi. British Racing Green. 51800 or offer.
394-4164

4 door hardtop, V-8, automatic transmission, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof.

1960 Olds, 2 door, auto. trans.,
full power. Dependable, great

$2295
1968 IMPALA

2nd carl $125. 394.2376.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

1957

1 a 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH

transmission, good condition.

APARTMENTS FROM S190 TO $250

255-8879 Evenings

17 E. Miner St., Art Hts.
Accessories, old & new
Furn., Fabrics, Draperies
Interior Design Service

'67 Ford air-conditioned ranch

Wheeling, by owner, 3 bdrm
many extros-July occupancy, low
$20' 537-4825

Min. Schnauzer Puppies. AKC.

34 -Arts and Antiques

SOMETHING

offer. 439-7485

695-7835

Mg, drapes, airconditioner

tor Bldg., carpeted, appliances, air conditioning. Swim
Pool! Convenient to Shop-

home raised. $80. 437-8248.

Cash only. No dealers please.

Collector's item
offer, 537.2033

Holly Spring Agency

bdrm. apt. sublet, $155. Air cond., all utilities
pd. except electric. Phone 4391

Other fine carpets available.

,

1969 Chev. Impala. Exc. Cond.
Low, mi. 2 dr. H.T. Radio. Best

Westga te Apts.

Toy poodles, F., silver, AKC,
champ bloodline, 8 wks, shots,

-

ANYONE MAY BUY

ranch, 11/2 car garage, carpet

din., rm. Private entrance.
Dishwasher, garbage disp., w/w

German Shepherd, male, AKC, 6
mos. old, all shots, house-broken,
block & silver, $95. 773-1247

537-4187.

74 -To Rent Apartments

rm.,

1 p.m. 255-7671.

cado/gold swag lite $35; mink

LYNN DAVIS
Chicago Office 346-5040

WANTED -Girl 25 or over to share
3
bdrm. apartment, Rolling
Mdws. area. 358-3790 aft. 7

By Installer
Heavy SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.
yd; NYLON PLUSH $3.95 sq. yd.

New Surplus Tool Store

392-9012 ask for Terry Lakome

401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, III.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

CARPET CLOSEOUT

722 Center Street

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST
CLERK TYPIST

1957 Chevy, 4-dr., wagon, $70;
WANTED: VW Bus (van).
259-3498

FL 8-5251

Come in and browse

MALE:

cat to good home only. Call after

tion, exc. loc. 3 bdrm. colonial.

Like New Garden Tractor with
snow blade and chains. Coll

All Suburban Areas - LOWEST
DOWN PAYMENTS.All Types of
Ranches & Bilevels. $13,000 $30,000. NO DISCRIMINATION.

Daily & Sat. 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8

AND

Oqi
FEMALE:

392-9780

Do to ollergey, Spayed female

SHERWOOD, charming older sec-

New strings. Refin. in multi -color
blk. $525 del'd. 766-0736

Mt. Prospect:

AUSTRALIAN TERRIER PUPPIES,

'62 V.W. 2 door sedan. Blue.
qadio. Good shape. $175.
Call 394-3335

06 -Real Estate4louses

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

.

small & sturdy. Call evenings.

Room 401

Srn. Bram Bach grand piano.

ed china & antiques.
104 S. NORTHWEST HWY.

Free Lance
Layout Artist.

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW
AND BETTER JOB!

I

brown, 1 silver proven stud Toys;
ALSO Toy Stud service.
358-9233

1967 OLDS CUTLASS, auto.
trans., P/S, P/B, like new tires,
$1350. 358-3716

392-6689.

$44,900. CL 3-7240

Bring in your used clothing &
we will sell it for you. We pay
cash for cut glass, hand paint-

117 S. Main Street

For Information or
Appointment Please Contact:
Bob Danon at 296-6640

POODLES, AKC, Tiny Toy pups,

full power, original owner. Call

Oil company executive requires
nice 3 bedrm. home in western
suburbs. No children or pets.
Call Mrs. Anderson, WH 4-6040,

Rey, 7 W. Eastman, Ad. H.

PALATINE RESALE SHOP

Starting salary $2.25 per hour.

city,

ft.,

trim. Opens to Queen size bed.
$600 new, asking $275. Port.
Kenmore dish washer, top loading. Like new, $100 or best offer.

HAIR STYLIST

department.

Complete training

10

Red velvet Studio Couch, Medit-

our Des Plaines telephone sales

FOREIGN
AIRLINES
RECEPTION
RESERVATION

TREES,

erranean styling, wrought iron

Prospect Day

Mornings: 9:00 to 1:00
Afternoons: 1:00 to 5:00
Evenings: 6:00 to 9:00

Kittens free to good homes. Litter
trained. 6 wks. Very pretty.
Cl. 5-0737

'65 ELECTRA CONV. Factory Air,

CL 5-3689

.

Used piggyback amp on wheels,
6 10" spkrs, a buy for $1501 El

FAITH NURSERY. I/2 mi. west of
Gary Ave. on North Ave., Wheaton

An equal opportunity employer

McDonald8

SHADE

$3.98. Lgr. evergreens on sale.

825-3520

1365 Lee Street
Des Plaines, Ill.

BOXER PUPS, AKC, fawn w/block
mask, just 1 male & 1 female left.
$100. 259-5296

choice of colors; FOR SALE-

3 pc. Slingerland drum set, good
condition. $75.
392-3268

Min. Poodle. 3 mos. Black male.
AKC. Exc. blood lines. Shots. Call

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, III.

BLUE SPRUCE, 4 yrs. old. 10 for

established office. No financing problems. Area of
medium prices homes.
Hightst commission.
Ask for Mr. Pasterski or
Mr. Kielas.
537-4900

146 N. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge

Sunbeam Corp.

$20. 537-0236 aftS5 P.M.

P/B, AM, low mi., good condtion,
WW one owner, $1600, NE1-0508

WANTED Garage or barn to store
22' boat near Arlington Hrs.

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

BLAKESLEE DISHWASHER,

Custom made bar. 6'Iong, 45"
high. Liquor storage cab. area.

SWITCHBOARD

$375 delivered.
Call 766-0736

ca. old female. Won-

BEAUTIFUL Champion sired

amplifier, $35. Call after 7 p.m.

965-4700

Krakauer console piano like new.
Dist. Walnut, original $1200, ask.

80

wheat design. $50 call 297-4780
after 5 p.m.

Zenith port. stereo $25; 1 coffee;

6301 Lincoln Ave.

cond. $675. 392-0446

02 -Wanted to Rent

55 -Musical Instruments

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

raised. Call 827-0406

Spr. rummage sale, Apr. 16, 8:30
am to 8:30 pm, First United Methodist Church, Graceland & Prair-

Laboratories, Inc.

Buick LeSabre 4 dr., P/B,
PiS, A/T, V-8, radio, W/W, exc,
'64

CALL 439-8020

68 Ford Galaxie, 4 dr. HT, P/S

large bowls and platters, silver

Sears port. washing machine, on
warr'ty, like new, perfect for apt.,
best offer. 541-1706 eves.

White Elephant Sale, Holy Ghost
Council, Knights of Columbus,
St. Theresa Hall, Palatine. Sunday April 12, 2 to 5.

Baxter

4x7' pool table wiping pang top
& accessories, yr. old. $100 or

bedroom sets. Call
after 12:30 P.M.

standard, good condition, best
offer. 439-3022

.

Distributor

between 10 am & 5 pm
Ask for Mr. Wovra

items. 296-6459.

Glassware; Fostoria; mirrors;
Misc.; 310 S. loka, Mt. Prospect.
Sot., Apr. 11. 9 AM - 2 PM only

ie, Des Plaines.

6:30-8:30 a.ni.
2:30-5 p.m.

broom -much

April 11, 9-4.

A.M. ROUTES

P.M. ROUTES

to

to 5.

We offer on excellent
salary and a compre-

To

DRIVERS

items

choose from. 309 Maureen Dr.,
Wheeling, April 10 & I1 from 9

SERVICE PLASTICS

824-2175

V2'

&ton Make offer

'65 CHEVELLE, 6 cylinder, 2 door,

225 N. Arl. Hts. Road
Elk Grove Village
1 block north of Higgins
new Toll Way interchange

5. Terms available

766-8098

1st Shift

1st & 2nd Shift

$185. 392-3018 aft. 6.

excel! cond., Make offer.

31 -Rummage & CarageSale

you can utilize your talents, you may be inter-

No experience needed; we will
train. Also requiring Experienced Personnel. In addition to a

Maytag gas range gd. cond. $25
or best offer;. 11,000 BTU Cold spot window air-cond. like new

Prov. family entertainment unit.

and wont a job where

R.N. -L.P.N.

sz. 7
&

worn, once, cleaned
ready again $15. 392-9808

36" Kenmore Gas Range, French

CL 5-2025.

If you have good typing
and shorthand skills

with rug beater,
in good condition.

1

'62 Rambler - Good running con

$400. FL 9-1187.

'Office Space Available.
Why drive to the loop?

home.

259-0262

BARGAINS: Upright Freezer, Gas
Dryer, Wringer Washer, Bross DR
Hanging Fixture. 824-2076

blue,

An educational division of Field
Enterprises is interviewing individuals for summer employment,
Sat., Apr. 11 - 10:15 are - Old
Orchard Country Club, Rand Rd.
& Euclid, Mt. Prospect. You are
invited to stay as our guest for
luncheon following the interview.
For reservations please call the
Country Club Restaurant office,

lenging . openings

4820 W. Belmont

& Home Ave., Des Plaines.

TEACHERS

benefits.

SCHNADIG CORP.

bake sale, Good Shepherd
Community Church, Ballard Rd.

TEACHERS

Phone for appointment now.

Upright Hoover
Vacuum Cleaner

4. See large samples in your

Collie,

255-3361 aft 3 30

'68 Chevelle SS 396 cu In 350
H P 4 speed Posi Very clean
Call aft 4 P M 827-6036

1964 Ford Galaxy 500, 4 door
hardtop, R&H. Good Condition.

Closing out stock

3. Free installation

derful with children. Groomed.

Prom dress empire style

Across from Randhurst

WANTED:

'67 MGO, yellow, mechanically
peifect, very good body, $1500

296 8316

1

1968.

vol.,

&

An equal opportunity employer

17 To Rent Stores, Offices

610 sq ft office in downtown
Arl Hts avail Immedi posses
sion Call ifter 5pm 259-4901
80 To Rent Office Space

By tuner, Baldwin Spinet piano,

deliver. 676-4109

394-1800

helpful but not necessary.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

CALL 255-7200

$200 value. Sacrifice $35. Can

NORTHWEST
TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

0 Pleasant Working
Conditions
o Paid Vacation
o Profit Sharing
o Paid Insurance

20

Encyclopedias

19 To Rent Resort Properties
Summer cottages on Bangs Lake,
easy commuting, rem rates
526 6565 or 537-2033

2:Heavy duty carpeting

DIXIE 36" STOVE
GOOD CONDITION.
$20 call 392-6098.

Apr. 11, 9 am to 3 pm, Rummage

We have an immediate opening for a teller. Experience

Tuner wants Grand or Small Upright Piano Any condition
Call 766 0736

231 Shadywood, Elk Gr. V.

Apply to
Mr. W.G. Wolf

TELLER

CLERK
TYPIST
ls.

394-4140

White enamel stainless steel
china cabinet. Excellent cond.
297.4864
$25._

Rummage Sale Sat. Apr. 11, 10
am to 3 pm, Mark Hopkins Schl.

Full Time

Across from Randhurst

$16441. Aft. 4 PM 437-1760

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200
255-1107

TELLER

CONDITIONS

Rolling Meadows

837-5232

BANK

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING

3620 Edison Place

151 Wilson Cf.
Bensenville

2 or 3 P.M. WEEKDAYS

lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

Frame & Moulding

LION UNIFORM INC.

KAY.

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill orders at

Palatine -

Full Time
Will Train

F YOU WANT TO WORK
PART TIME 11 A.M. to

CARPERIG

Wanted -Girl's 26" bicycle Call
Miss Esther,
439-7600 days

3 spd. Light weight. Like new.

10x14,

274-5300

Boys & girls bikes. 20"-24" & 26."

Expanding Northwest suburban real estate office is looking
for licensed Salesmen and

BAG El

4 Firestone WW 825x14 tires,
used, $20 sot, Girl's 20" bike $5

rugs

blue green, $100, 14x14, olive &
gold, $150 824-6523

Large or small

Mr Gold

new shag

Like

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

392-3706

Deluxe Port Dish washer
Cptg 26x12 5 light turq 17x11
off white 392 0456

Real Estate
Sales People

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

42 -Wanted To Buy

CASH

GE

CL 5-2900

359-0808

.

2 SINGLE BOXSPRINGS &
2 SINGLE FRAMES

259-5131

948 E Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights

Anthony's Pin Curl

Dolard at 439 3685

WOMAN WANTED

Arlington Race Track)

ARLINGTON INN

Full or Part Timo
Salary & Commtsston

Palatine -Rolling Meadows
Area

TOWERS HOTEL

chen duties

OPERATOR

st Suburbs.
Apply in Person

ARLINGTON PARK

KITCHEN HELPER
Need versatile person to perform various cooking and kit-

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

including FREE use of tennis courts, swimming
pools, recreationlacilities, Orkin. and limousine
service to train station.

Furnished Model Apartments Open Daily'
& Sunday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Corner

FORD,

2-dr.,

standard

Best offer. CL 5-3758 before 4pm

'69 Gold Camero vinyl top,. push
button radio, stereo tape, f Ir.
shift, 6 cyl. $200 under Blue Book.

Central and Wilke Roads, just north of
Algonquin Rd. (Rt. 62) in beautiful Arling-

interior & carpeting. Call eves.

ton Heights. Watch for Twelve/Oaks
DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 394-3050

2 door hardtop, V-8, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heater, whitewalls, very low
mileage.

$1895

DICK WICKSTROM

358-6954.

1966 Ford Galaxie 500. 2 Door.
Vinyl top. P/S, P/B, A/T, A/C. Like
new tires & battery. Black vinyl

' signs.

'

439-4226
OLDS '69 DELTA ROYALS
,
Vinyl fops, Loadedl Air-Cond.

3 to choose. Priced for quick saie.
834-1900

POLLARD MOTORS

CHEVROLET
5S5 Irving Park Road

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

s
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Committee to study campaigning on Harper. campus
By K. C. Radtke

'been

Such electioneering and so-

The propriety. of trustee
candidates campaigning on

Hamill asked Robert Lahti,

terest," Hamill charged.

Harper president.

develop guildelines for board
election campaigns and especially

recent campaign efforts which
involved booth set up by students Who are supporting two
candidates running on , the
same platform.

Hamill questioned the use
of college facilitips for electioneering ins trustee election.
Furthermore, he questioned
the legality of solicitation of fi-

nancial contributions among
faculty members for the two
candidates' campaign.

.

for

administrative
and faculty participation in
such campaigns.
"In prior elections I don't
think we _have had booths on

ed in the brochure of Mrs.
Hannah Wilson and Joseph
Morton.

"All contributions will be
confidential and anonymous.
Cash or checks payable to Dr.

campus," Hamill, an attorney
said..

"Such use is novel on this

Joseph Morton," the trustee

campus."

read.
"Is this type of activity

Guidelines are needed to
provide fairness to all candi-

proper?" he demanded.

dates, he asserted, adding that
financial contributions by faculty are worthy of investigation and comment.
"Is it not true that there has

"Conceivably it might be.

Frank Hines, the Harper
board attorney, responded that
the solicitation was not necessarily a conflict of interest.

licitation of any sort on the
specified

MOATS MADE a vain
request to the board's tern-

"ASIDE FROM THAT, I
don't'think the activity is illegal of itself," Hines con-

porary chairman Milton Hansen to hear the students' side

cluded.
Hamill

ton -Wilson

for

from Robert Yadon, a Morsupporter who
helped assemble the booth.

the

board to make a commitment
to establishing guidelines particularly if: theycould lead to
state legislation.
Trustee Larry Moats, a former Harper student whq is a
junior at the University of Illinois Circle Campus, firmly
pressed

for

some

"Mrs. Nicklas said that the
Harper board conflict of interest committee had previously
determined a practice that any
trustee would abstain if a vote

campus," Moats queried.

hours."

pressed

faculty members and administrators.

to support a candidate notify
that candidates' opponent of
the students campaigning on

had "the power to preclude so-

campus during

also contained a number of

standing of the students' viewpoint.
"Must students who choose

It's the type of thing that could
be controlled by a board," said

Hines, stating that the board

LAHTI WENT to his office
for literature distributed by the
two candidates linder discussion. Hamill quoted a mimeographed statement contain-

HE REQUESTED the board

the Harper board to react to

solicitation?"

licitation is a "conflict of in-

the Harper College campus

was passed to a committee last
night for in depth consideration.
Trustee Jamei Hamill asked

some

.

were taken on a matter involving the trustee's particular
interest or income.
contributions
Campaign
were considered income, she
said.

Hansen diplomatically re-

HANSEN SAID Yadon's

fused to allow Yadon to speak,
fearing the presentation might
result in "name-calling" and
general abuse.

testimony on the current campaign properly belonged in a
discussion of the conflict of interest committee.
"That (the question of con-

Both Mrs. Wilson, Morton

campus, he reiterated, quelling
further discussion.

After the board meeting,
Yadon and Ray Skelncar, another student Morton -Wilson

supporter, got into a heated
discussion with trustee LeRoi
Hutchings, HaMill and Hansen.

"You just vanish the whole
issue," Skelncar cried,

Yadon walked out and returned. The argument gradually quieted as the trustees left
the board room.

The conflict and others of
interest committee has been

in-

tributions) doesn't go to the
merits of electioneering," -he

called to discuss the campaigning. No date was set for a meet-

said.

ing.

Mrs.

Nicklas (an

ro5pect dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low upper
Tomorrow: Partly
sunny, warmer
30s.

The question is whether it
proper to campaign on

cumbent seeking re-election)
were present. The audience

and

under-

is

Telephone

255

00

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstnd Price 10 Cents

24 Pfiges
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Seek ways to end flooding

McDonald Creek survey tomorrow
Heights Old Town Sanitary

By Ben Clarke

Finding ways to provide
temporary relief of the flooding potential of McDonald
Creek will be the reason for a
survey of that stream tomor-

row by an official of the Illinois Division of Waterways
and officials of the Prospect

District (PHOTSD).
John Gilligan, of 36 Lynn Prospect Heights,
brook,

chairman of the McDonald
Creek committee of PHOTSD,
said that Emory Kilpatrick,

chief of the bureau of operations for the Division of Waterways, will meet PHOTSD

officials at the Euclid -Wolf
Rd. bridge at 10 a.m.

Gilligan said that the group
will go from here downstream
to the Soo Line Railroad

bridge, from which they will
procede along the creek up the
vicinity of Cornell, Windy

Lane, and Windsor (Buffalo
Grove) Drive, above the Pala

Schedule for tour
Following is a time schedule
of the inspection tour that officials of the Illinois Division of
Waterways and officals of the

Prospect Heights Old Town
Sanitary

District will take

along McDonald Creek at 10
a.m. tomorrow.

-10 a.m., meet at Euclid Wolf Rd. Bridge. Discussion
and inspection of this bridge,
10 a.m. to 10:15.
In-10:30-10:45 a.m.
spection of the Soo Line Railroad bridge.
In a.m.
-11:15-11:25

2 seeking Dist. 23 seats
in uncontested election
for the election, since

Voters in Prospect Heights
School District 23 will go to
the polls tomorrow Saturday

filed

to select two person to

legal day for filing.
Mrs. Richard (Jo Ellen)

fill

three-year terms on the board
in an uncontested election.
The two vacancies, caused
by the expiring terms of Board
President Robert LeForge and
Mrs. Maureen Sandstrom, are
being sought by Mrs. Harvey
(Lori) Samer, of 17 N. Wild wood and Donald McKay, of
1016 W. Wildwood, both of
Prospect Heights.

No other candidates here

Mrs. Sarner and McKay filed

their petitions Feb. 25, first
Clawes, of 203 N. Parkway,

Mount
Prospect bicyclist was injured
yesterday afternoon when his
bike hit a car at 118 S. Bobby
Ln., Mount Prospect.
nine -year -old

Police said the auto driven
by Marilyn C. Edgerton, 31, of

203 Bobby Ln. was southbound on Bolsi?), Ln. when
Frank Harvey, 9; of 103 S. We -

Go Trail, Mount Prospect,
came

from

between

two

houses, riding a bicycle onto
the pedestrian crosswalk that
runs west across Bobby Ln.

School, 700 N. Schoenbeck
Rd., Prospect Heights.

The bike struck the right side
of Mrs. Edgerton's auto.

Mrs. Edgerton told police
she applied the auto's brakes
and made a right turn onto the
lawn when the bike struck the
car . Harvey told police he saw
the car but his foot slipped off
the pedal when he tried to apply the bicycle's brakes.

Harvey was taken to North.
Community Hospital
where he was treated for minor
injuries and released.
west

In the dark? Power
on soon, raccoon

-"

-12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
p.m.
p.m. -1:40
Rd. bridge (lust
of St. Alphonsus

School).

-2 p.m. to 2:10 p.m. Bridge
at Maple Dr.
to 2:30 p.m.

Bridge at Elmhurst Rd. (about

Division of Waterways, spoke
at a special meeting called at
the urging of Richard Schuld,
president of PHOTSD.

Guillou said that if a local
committee of citizens could
obtain permission of residents
along the creek for equipment
to come onto their property, he
thought that his division could

clear the stream bed of temporary obstructions.

GILLIGAN SAID that 98

one block south of Palatine

to, 99 per cent of these stream -

Rd.)

side residents have giyen per-

-2:45 p.m.

to 2:50 p.m.

Bridge at Palatine Rd. (about
two blocks east Schoenbeck

-3:20 p.m. to 4 p.m. Inspection of the area where the
creek passes near Cornell Rd.,
Windy Ln. and Windsor Dr.

mission, and he said that he felt
certain the remaining four

the profile of the stream must
be delayed, Guillou has said,
until improvements and dredg-

ing work being done under
the Upper Des Plaines River study is complete.

Gilligan said that many local officials have been alerted
about the inspection tour, including Mrs. Ethel Kolerus,
Wheeling Twp. supervisor;
State Rep. Eugene Schlickman
Heights); and
Lawrence Carrozza, Wheeling
Twp. highway commissioner.
(R -Arlington

GILLIGAN

SAID

that

from a long range planning
view, he felt it is necessary to
get permanent improvement

of McDonald Creek higher on
the priority list of the Division
of Waterways projects.
He said to accomplish such
qualification it would be necessary to compile a list of residents who have suffered direct
and indirect monetary loss due

to flooding of the creek and
submit it to Guillou.

men said the only damage was
to the transformers.

"Here come de Judge" isn't considered funny in White House
circles.

Riier Trails accepts 6.20%
rate on $175,000 issue
The

River

Trails

Park

Board accepted a bid of 6.20
per cent interest rate on a bond

issue of $175,000, submitted
by the First National Bank of
Mount Prospect at last night's
bid opening.
Of three bidders making an
offer on the second portion of

the $475,000 issue approved
by referendum last August, the
First National Bank of Mount
Prospect was the lowest.

Columbia Securities, who
A widespread power failure main transmission lines from bought the first $300,000 of
the approved bonds was the
occurred late last night in the substation.
The spokesman said that the highest bidder at an average
Prospect Heights, Palatine,
NorthBrook, Arlington power failure began at 11:22 interest rate of 6.7 per cent.
Heights and Wheeling Twp p.m. By 12:35, all power had
FROM THE TOTAL
when a raccoon family entered been restored. About 20,000
a major substation near Wolf customers were without power $475,000 issue, $365,000 has
been allocated for construcand Palatine Rds. and 'caused during this period.
In addition, when the rac- tion of the district's first swimtwo major transformers to'
coon family entered the sub- ming pool at Woodland Trails
malfunction.
station, the reaction of the Park, scheduled to be comA spokesman for Com- transformers in the substation pleted in June.
The first interest payment
monwealth Edison Co. said caused a minor fire to which
that the transformers which the Wheeling Fire Department will be due on the $175,000
were affected conduct 51,000 responded with two pumpers issue Feb. 1, 1971. Payments
kilovolts of electricity to sixki and a squad and 18 men. Fire- after that time are to be made

feeder cables which service the
entireirea._The_cabletare_the

ago, John

holdouts would sign permission slips.
Any type of dredging or excavation that would change'

Prospect Heights, was ex- Rd.)
pected to file and run for elec-2:50 p.m. to 3:15 p.m.
tion. However illness in her
Country Gardens
family caused her to withdraw . Through
area.
at the last moment.
--3:15 p.m. to 3:20 p.m.
Voting will be from 12 noon
at Schoenbeck Rd.
to 7 p.m. at the district's sole Bridge
(about two blocks south of
polling place, Ann Sullivan Hintz Rd.)

Bicycle hits auto, boy hurt
A

It is then hoped to bring in
equipment to clear out debris
blocking the stream's flow before spring rains cause floodSeveral weeks

Lunch.

-2:20 p.m.

DURING THE inspection
tour a number of bridges and
known trouble spots will be
checked for obstructions.

Guillou, chief of the Illinois

west of Wolf Rd.)

north

blocks east of Schoenbeck.

ing.

spection of Camp McDonald
Rd. bridge (about two blocks

--1:30
Wheeling

tine Road bridge, about two

was approved in 1966 for land
are scheduled to be retired.
The total interest to belt, paid acquisition.
Final payment on the
on the issue through 1985 is
$150,511.
$300,000 portion of the

AT AN EARLIER meeting, the Park District attorney,

$475,000 is to be made in
1982.

He said that their assessed

valuation

at
is now
$53,272,499, giving a bonding
power of approximately
$1,331,837.

Results
"Excellent results. Had over
23 calls on help wanted ad"
G. Wilson

$850,000 being made the following year, the district should
have all outstanding bonds re-

pound rock thrown from the

Hoffman Estates youth in connection with a fatality that occured on the Northwest Toll -

Higgins overpass crashed
through the window of the car
she was riding in -and struck
her. She was in the front seat of
a car driven by Harold Den non of 288 Rosewood, Aurora.

tates Sept. 20 last year.
Mrs. Barbara Snyder, 27, of
1222 S. Jackson, Batavia, died

nold, 17, of 257 Highland
Blvd., Hoffman Estates.

Hoffman Estates Detective

Ronald Sperandeo said that
the Illinois Tollway State Pa
lice, he and two other Hoffman Estates policemen, Sgt.'
James Dutton and Patrolman
William Mulcahy had devel-

Charged with involuntary
manslaughter was James Ar-

oped leads which led to the arrest of Arnold. Sperandeo said,
however, that he could not dis-

Phone numbers listed
for election information

cuss how or when the leads
were developed.

A second Hoffman Estates
will be charged with in Voluntary manslaughter later.
He is David E. Ackerson, 24,
of '134 Evergreen, Hoffman
Estates, who is being held in
man,

pay -

Ilin.

Cane County Jail in lieu of
$6,000 bond on charges of
armed robbery and aggravated
battery in West Dundee earlier'
this year.

Mount Prospect Dist. 57 - Precinct 1, Fairview School, CL
3-5244; Precinct 2, Bone School, CL 3-6955; Precinct 3, Lincoln School, CL 3-1620 and Precinct 4, Lions Park School, CL

tired by 1986, Bjorvik said.

$75,000 in 1985.
semi-annually in February an(' ' The $8501000, bond issue
August until 1985 when bond

early that morning when'a 20 -

places for tomorrow's school board elections.
For voters uncertain where they should cast their ballots, here
are'telephone numbers of the districts, which may be called tomorrow for ftirtherinformation:
Prospect Heights Dist. 23 - CL 9-4550
River Trails Dist. 26 - 827-4111

$50,000 or another issue of

THE PRINCIPLE

Hoffman Estates police last

night arrested a 17 -year old

In the past few weeks The Day has printed lists of polling

With the principle of the

$175,000 issuing being paid by
1985 and the final payment of

me n t schedule for the
$175,000 issue if $50,000 in
1983; $50,000 in 1984; and

Arrest youth for death
of woman on tollway
way underneath the Higgins
Rd. overpass in Hoffman Es-

Rober Bjorvik said that with
this issue the district will be at
their maximum bonding power of 27AI per cent, of their assessed valuation.

What's the shouting about? - See page 8.

.y"

110111080118 Uri 01111
AllItS12.1111

Sperandio said that a bond

5-1233

Elk Grove Dist. 59 - 437-1000
High School Dist. 214 - 259-S300
Harper Jr. College -359-4200

I

hearing for Arnold will be held
todiy. His court date has been
pre-set as April 21 in Niles Felony Court.

THEDAY
Page 2

The students of St. Victor
High School, 1213 E. OoMon,

Arlington Heights. are plan.
nine their observance of Earth

District 59 Teacher's
Council, which represents 95
per cent of the district's 500
teachers, yesterday endorsed
Raul Neuhmser, Dr. Erwin 5,

Nalco Chemical Co.; Donald
Ziegler, Tuberculosis Institute

Andy Schlickman, 1219 E.
Clarendon, Dave Peifer, 606

E Olive, and Marty Gabriel101.700 S. Chestnut, all of A.
lington Heigh..

a

of Chicago and Cook County;
Rutherford H. Platt, stiff at -

Hater Environment. speaking

torney for the Open Lends

rl

o,

candidates

Viator auditorium which will

Eleven

have fi ed for the Free 3-yeer
and on 2 -year terms.
The election is tomorrow,

Northwestern Students for

Project;

on "Population' old Progless,"
Conducting the various
seminars will be H. Buchan-

frau. Royal B. McClelland

an of the Federal Water Pollulion Administration; Vladimar Haensel, vice-pmidcnt of
Universal Oil Products, Des

of the oak Walton League,
speaking on "Water Pollution

Plaines; Reed S. Robersson,
environmental engineer with

Day

Jerry Aldridge,

By Aid. leis Cathakimslii

.mittec is cdraidering the passibility of reducing vehlele
In MN you've been
charges for senior citizens 65
mg what hatipened to the
il endow" from the regular SIG
box in froql of the post office to SI, fok only one car per (an-

Friends of the Earth; Larry
Rockwood, Zeiss Population
Growth. and Dr. E. A. Pilo.
field difretOr for the Sub.
urban Cook Counti Tubercu..
losis Sanitarium District.
.The school invites everyone

moilwondc

on °atoll St.,

CO Mme to rho open public smsion.

Harry F. Peterson Jr., for
District 59 schoOl board sea..
'Mrs. Judy Whipple, spokesman for the Teachers' Counand

cil, said

about 50 council
members heard several of the
candidates discuss election is Mrs yesterday afternoon. Af-

mar,'"

ter the candidate* and about
half the council members in at-

Purchasing a giant ticket to the 1970 Scout -O -Rama being held al Arlington Park on April 25
and 26, is Palatine Village Manager Berton C. Braun. Scout Jim Bennett nf Troop 69 of Palatine
explains that for the viewing public Mere vvill be six stage shows and 300 booths, depicting all
phases of the scouting program. Scout-OThamn tickets nee now on sale by kcal SCOUI units.
Proceeds from the ticket cotes go to further scout projects in the Northwest Suburban Council
arm.

tendance

decided on the endorsements.
No vote was taken, His.
maining

p.rd. Evening town meetings

niac mndidate for litS State

will also be held in Palatine
and Schaumburg townships

Senate seat in the Third District. yrvtorday criticized Elk
Grove -Iwo. for hAlding is ill,
mad rows meeting at 2 p.m.
next Tuesday when nanny vote
en will be unable to attend.
"Al that time .of day, few
cifixens are.a hie to attend due
to their jobs." Shaneyfell said.
10 we are to continue with
this barony and fiefdom government, let's gm it to the

"With the loss of the two
Pm ant fax collation ammissions funds, tax aritieip.
don warrants are going to be a
subject of discussion," he said.
"Legal residents must he
aware and able to mead this

SHANYFELT POINTED
cod that the Wheeling Twp, annual meeting will be held at

Thicsday night.

He mid Elk Grove should

acts by members of thd band

was

fitm. Ughts and otbei eircoGi

new

ing
to one that's convcnient for them" Shanyfelt
said. "It is their tax dollar that-

dale, the town board convened
the annual meeting beton: the
budget healing April. 7 and
then continued the meeting
until April 14,

male law :Ind still open

their meeting on the scheduled

"A motion was made last

sista.= Plod budgets.

'

Slate Repnienunives Eta
genia S. Chapman and Eugene

The hearing will be held at 7
pan. at Chute Junior High

Schlickman, both of Arline-

School. MOO Damn Elan.

F.

ton Heights, will join a panel
other legislators for a
h
on hunger and health
care problems. in the suburbs

Sunda,' night in Essin6.0
According to Mrs. Fern Sir
ter of Morton Grose, sakes-

awe know here is
he

to

suburbs," Mrs. Silver said.

the con*
mitment of both the general
ablic and Nerved officials lo
men for Operation Brendbas
et quickly to solve the hunger
km of the Southern Christian roblem."

Leadership Conference span-

She said there will

be op -

ear of the hearing, the lawmakers will hear testimony from

nities for both timing.
ors and the audience to ques-

persons who wort. with the
suburban poor end from the
poor themselves.

'on those testifying and pertkipate in discussions.
"Testimony will he heard

77
To be served Monday in Arhonor, Prospect, Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Heresy and Forest
Vine high schools in District

than

30 white,

and Spanish.speakin
people from the north ang
d
Ort hwest suburhs who' eabl ac k

perience the 'hidden suburban
such
as

Evanston, North Chicago.

Waukegan, Arlington .60.
d

Silver mid.
She said she isgrateful for
,NijiNereel shcwn by local
islet= toward the problems of

lam Festival at Oak Lawn.

WESTERN STYLE FREED CHICKEN

Featured will be the Prospect stage band which took

ROAST BEEF

Creamy Milk Shekel
Ice Cola Debits

439-9907

1165 Elmhurst Road

A PRE -SEASON SALE'

Comer Rte. 83 and Algonquin Road

ON [ brig° nt -\ GAS

forge Assortment.
Wil Bloom This Year.

Moe choice): fruit juice, tossed
Wad, coleslaw, pineapple, red
gel stin cube, Molded: rasp.
betry. grapefruit pinmpple.
bread and
Cincinnati
butter. milk.
Available desserts: fruit
cocktail. strawberry gelatin.

Any Other

local

2112 PROSPECT DAV

New.

so-

Flowering Gob
clump Bird,
Silver Maple

from

ASK ABOUT

$249

OUR SPECIAL

gal. tall

'TREE WRAP KIT"

.,00gli red, earns futheolice, 217 S. Arfingtorr Heights
Arlingion Heigh's, Ill. O0005,

°"fr $169

Psofessioncil Landscaping...does make o difference

GetVI Things

With o Phone
GroCVl

358-2641

DELUXE
'TROWEL.

449

FAN SHAPED
BROOM RAKE

Panotact"...!-9kt

DECORATOR
ARRANGEMENTS

na 111.6000

ORTHO UP -START
ROOT STIMULATOR
noon
now, W.. Mono,

Him um., a mbar orammtay ha a

littlaUp-Star on a sited bon.- int
onivl

FREE PARKING

BUILDING CENTER

egg

f- $239

JUST 'ARRIVED!

//? FIRST QUALITY

TRUCKLOAD of Easy -to -Install

WE STOCK OVER

ll', NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

50,000 Panels

NAME BRANDI

in

90 DIFFERENT TYPES

Ath

4'xIP

EVANS
4'x8'

GEORGIA PACIFIC

ne.' Free Service on
..././° ALL PARTS

SCOW PRODUCTS

AMU:11411E1E1

Old World Riviera Cedar. Was tars...

Now

10"

First Qualify Designer While

DIMENSION V BIRCH .

.04

AVOCADO, LIMED OAK, NATURAL WALNUT, CHERRY
GOLDEN WALNUT, PECAN, TEAK, SILVER WALNUT.

9to7

PH:529-6102

281/2

LAY -IN PANELS
Incombustible Mineral Fibers

StioppIng Centel' NileN,

692-4293

Al

2cPer H.

With Ceiling Tile Order

Huge Selection of other Ceiling Tile Patterns
to Choose from at our very Low Prices.

LA

BONITA BUENA ELM

LA

puma

s>

6"

. Was 13.99 ... No

Kr

Was MN... No

I 010

ELDORADO OAX.

1.11 BONITA INDIAN ROSEWOOD Was KW

Weldwood

.....1503

4'x8'

W stla.

VINYLGARD

61!.

Now

Cord., Teak, Walnut, Pecan.
IBERIAN ELM

Was lase... Now

VENETIAN ELM

Was 16.19,.. Now

le
II !..!

BOURBON HICKORY A was 14.19... Myr I I '2.

Was MO... Sew

SADDLE WALNUT

IV.

ABITIBI
'As, Was

NANTUCKET MAPLE
NANTUCKET

E4 Square
HEMLOCK
Stud Grade

.

7.0 ... No

Was

99

4.48'
W. 8.94 Now

WEYERHAUSER

2x4-8

FREE USE OF STAPLE GUN

WIVE

Er9

How

Vag' N. Was MM. - Now

.

r
6"

SAGE G GRADE .... gig 35, Was LB... Now 586

56,

t

DECORATIVE

ea.

INYLCLAD
Copper Americana,

GWa
.

ass

fi.sVll.

old Nea

Point

MANNHEIM'S SPECIAL PANEL SELECTIONS OF THE WEEK
C.

fl

II.,SHIELD
GEORGIA PACIFIC VINYL

MANNHEIM'S OWN

INTERIOR DOORS

VERDI ELM

Cir Was Ivy

Now

[dent for Desk Tops, Shelves or Bookstands

VERDI ELM

VA' Woo 499

Now

SAND PEBBLE

111 prdmfl

idt/171/2';
6

iRp:r,?.:eri'dir.:,:s

$6 9
oath

Ciat

Was 199

Now

wslsoomy

earls

large Seledien alike fieWest Designs serf Colors

CARPET
SQUARES.

449 489

CAPES13110 MAORIS

UNPINS, DOVER

Wes 5,15

WooLS

DECORATOR $ 199

4 GEORGIA PACIFIC 4'x8'

9

FABULANT

PANELS

3"

Avon Walnut: White DIN.; Sierra Hickory

Mailable in e vide variety of colors end
Wein:for Room Diriders,Ceilings.

-

CAMDEN

SELF -STICK OZITE

(ARWOOD NEWPORT

Ordered

VINYL SHIELD .... Was 6.29 ... Non
'f;'.

EVANS

2"
3"
2"

0, 2/6.,3/0.

MORE INFORMATION

and AIR CONDITIONING

ea.

SPECIAL

WOODGRAIN MOLDINGS

Regularly
priced at
59.49

BORUCKI HEATING

Now

Wits' 119

High2/

CALL NOW FOR

roe

OtT.

per sq. ft.

Walnut-Tone

,

"

was iLss

HARDBOARD PANELING

FISSURED

Wanige,

ryaaN40... Now

lek^

CELOTEX

and Hanging Wires,
10.0121 Room only 124.40

ALL LABOR

Buy
Locally

GREEN EARTH

-20 1/2'

Runners, Cross Ts, Wall Molding

12N12. A Grade

Open
Mon. to Sun.

VENUS

SUSPENDED CEILING
Including 21s4 Lay -in Panels, Main

VINYL BURMA TEAK .
'

99

WALNUT or MAPLE

WE'RE READY FOR ALL

YOUR GARDENINONEEDD

Orif wood,Sunian, Midnight

New

12", 15",.113" 1N

98C - $119

8 1/,L c

Old World Riviera Birch.. walling-

000' IS SO dependable that
jNorthern Illinois Gas Co. will
re;i1f. provide 2 full years of

DIMENSION V ...10.49... Now 8"

5"
g"

parts in the cycle

y HA. Financing Available

26 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILL.

Franklin Park, III.

3800 N. Mannheim Rd.

ACOUSTICAL 12"x12" 1/2 C ea.

Only Free flexing

Iwo sizes

east of wen a

Adrof
LANDSCAPING, INC

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

GAS AIR CONDITIONING
BEAUTIFUL SHADE TREES

*0

Y""mt

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

FERTILIZING
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
BY THE JOB, BY THE SEASON

WE DELIVER

WHITE lnlr

CONDITIONING

12,0005q. FL Bog $10.9 5

butterscotch pie, cherry cake.,

chocolate chip cookie.

678-4100

No Irregulars
Cl All First Ouahly
*Washable

1/2 The Operating Cost of

ORTHO

POWER

VACUUMING

SHOP BY PHONE

rite

-

Do It!

RAKING and

BRAND NAME BUILDING PRODUCTS

CELOTEX

APPROXIMATELY

59c

.

cal -for -lunch bunch to roc.

PERENNIALS

AIR

A'J

Algonquin (Rout 621 and Arl ngton Heights Roads'
Arlingto Heghts, Ill. 437 2880
HOURS Doi 0:8 8, Son.: 9:30-5

WE FEATURE THE ALL -NEW

Z

Let

1249 Elmhurst Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

Store Hours
11 AM tog PM

wall for first aid courses.
But they look like the Metre -

30 DAY SALE!

214:

Main dish (one choice):
ground beef stroganoff over
rice. barbecue in abut'. wiener
in a bun. Vegetable lone
choice): whipped potatoes.
hollered green beans. Salad

Ors

sari, a

Ripon's Greek -letter social
system originated in 1904 with

Rolling Meadows," AIN belongs to fraternities a.

BONANZA SIRLOIN PITS.

board.

THE HOME OF CASUAL FAMILY BIKINI

pons

organization. About GO per
cent of the Ripon student body

I1:U;

Covert 6000s. ft.,

eg sealing.

qualification is his
three years of experience on

sophomore at Maine
West High School, land. qn
eighth grader at Chinpcwa Junior High School, and Crag. a
sixth grader at Curuarlond
School, is a lawyer with low
office in Chimer, and 0 new oh
ficcat 770 lee St.. Des Plaines.

ail. 11090'

t1I' 95
L

FAST SERVICE COME AS YOU ARE NOTIPPING

skeleton posters hanging on

AVOID THE SUMMER HEAT
COOL
WITH
IT
GAS!

SEED

1111!".

French Fries
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slob Teruo Toast

Baked Potato
Fresh, Crisp Salad
Slob Taos Toast

ponant

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

SPRING FEVER DAYS

Uses Slobs at one time.

McDonald said his meat int-

System of

of

toll nK they use

SPRING LAWN TREATMENT

of education for all slth
dente with available fund.

spring by the fraternity membershipMenim for the following year.
Ina

1

CHOPPED
SIRLOIN PLATTER

type

hlueDoinild, father of S.

the. curriculum'. hap
schools moving in a pregrceisive manner. improving com'ONnissitions with the corn.nity and the special education
::,Program which the 'board has

FOR CARRY OUT SERVICE CALL

GRASS

100101

No.

Greenfteld° TREBL®

$1.29

1.1011s crabgrass.

THE BOYS at Fier Station

AIR CONDITIONING

WINDSOR

RIB EYE
STEAK PLATTER

PLATTER

fathessindaw.
was formerly connectrvi
with his bad, Roland. and his
uncle, Ed Fletcher. who did

painphlen M all Des Plaines
families to give them infohne-

the

dating

Hat Chocolate

0,4e1No;

SIRLOIN STEAK

is

the city's engineering work for
many years

MacDonald said he would

Des Plaines

SCOTT'S

$1.49

Mow.. Home. Ark., to visit
the Dam Shubert. Dana is

... the eines Boy Scouts and
Cub 101111e Will 91110 1111 as
sin Civil Delhnse DifeCIOr
Dick Arthur by distributing

Ole to continue close cooper.
' don with high schools. up-

Cemetery in Des Plaines.

fraternities on the Ripon Vol.
lege Campus, Ripon, Wis.
each

if re-elected,

BEVERAGES

Burial will be at All Saints

has been elected secretary of

held

the board's policies and try to
, conserve the taxpayers money

tomorrow at St. Raymond's
Church in Mount Prospect.

S. Maple Dr., 910001 Prospect,

are

433

after 7 tonight. Services will be

LeRoy Stevens, son of Al r,
and Mrs. LeRoy Stevens. 810

Elections

Bunkhouse Pak (12 Pieces)
Hoedown Pak (20 Pieced

Roy Rogetc RESTAURANT

,5ecretary of
-Sigma Nu

Sigma

021

District 92 Board of Edo.
lion, In the election April II,
saId !bat he hones to continue

Coffee

SANDWICH
79c

1. Batches 201

111

Bronco Pak Is Pieces)

$1.89

developed with fedwal aid.
J. Clayton MacDonald, 43,
MacDonald saidthat as far
of NI Pinehurst. Doi Plainca
rating for second -as ans, is
who is
hard. should continue the best
three.yearru tern, on the School

1.09

Platter (Quarter Chicken.
Chicken
des, Cole Maw, Biscuit. Roney)

TRY THESE PRICES ON THE FAMILY BUDGET

ig

nice people

sale extended to Apr. 19!

IN TOWN!

Q.,

stresses experience

.99

Quarter Chicken
.

Home, in Arlington Heights

hunger and inadequate health
cam in the arcs.

hoputhrough time bar-

'We
nan

.89

first Place in the Chicagoland

Great Western Cheeseburger
Great Western Hamburger Wafter
(Hamburger, Fries, Cole Slaw)
Great Western Cheeseburger Platter
(Cheeseburger, Fries, Cole Slaw)

By

N. Pine, Mount Prospect, died
Yesterday at Americana Nurs-,
ing Home in Arlington
Heights. A retired agent for
the Chicago Transit Authority,
he was born Aug. 29, 1885.
He is survived by his wife.
Martha; a son,James; a daughter Muriel Maltz; five grandchildren; three sisters. Florence Bacciocco of Skokie,
Hobo Barnes .of Highland
Heights, Rem and Alice Lichtenfels of Skokie.
Visitation will be at Lamer hum and Oehler Funeral

Chapman, Schlickman
join panel on hunger

meats too.

Dist. 62 incumbent

HAMBURGERS

Samuel Eacciocce

got to be held nt ;o'clock." he
said.

Georic Neumann beau=

TALK

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

the

119

39

Samuel

forr alderman here and

3/90.00

potted 63.95 no

It

a court holiday:City Atty. Bob
Dilmmardi tells xi. a new date
will be set and will include the
Douglas Manor sewer swore

your yard!
QR.

Aid. Bob Sherwood (211)
really enthusiastic about hin
new job 0, manager of the international division or Chi-

mp Dynamic Industries.

Fun Fur For

MnaRA

26.

will mean a trip to Europe nOW
and then, which won't he hard
to take. The
took a
mini -trip over the Easter
weekonthialong with them
ley Fletdhers, and we
to

'

Einntheleh,

Fries, Cole Slaw)

Obituaries

year that we have a meeting on

Platter (Roast Beal

don on what to do in cane a
tornado hits our city. These
young people, and the adults
who lead them, give unstintingly of their help whenever asked. Were lucky to have
them. Let's say a small thank you by really supporting their
up -coming Simut-0-Rama at
Arlington Park April 25 and

snosiel moment
Th
hearings anted Anderson and
Douglas hlanor subdivisions
water mains, originally set for
March 07, were postponed due
to the
being Good Friday.

IZI111Eand C.17;:ionkrm:

99

%oilier° von kap

POLICE then
Art Hintz
Puns another nob of vandawn last weekend. this time
in thc 1011 block on Ardmore
and the Si::! block on EOM.'
Many tires were slash..
More promotions in the police department. DrtecliVP Jim
Schcskie moved up 10
ass
granfis post and Patrolman

1.79

Great Western Hamburger

The stage band also won Rest
place in the Wisconsin Badger
State lam Festival for 1970.
Tickets for the show arc
One dollar for adults and 50
cents for students. They of be
purchased by members of the
band or at the door.

'nil could not he opened and be first Tuesday, and if you
then adjourned a later time, don't state an hour. di am.
despite the fact that such a matically held at 2 oelock."
continuance was voted Tues- Rohlwing said last night.
day April 7 when the town
"THERE WAS no specific
board held a hearing on the bout stated at that time, so hi
proposed town and generaln.

Baheheich
Ranch Hand

dents at Prospect High School.
Multi -media, otherwise known
as -Experiment in Abstraction- will include several

AT 1969B annual meeting
the date for the 1978 meeting

1Lit's be responsible to the
residents and change the meet-

ROAST BEEF

lea High School band tit*

determined to be the first
Tuesday in April. Meanwhile.
anew state law changed the an.

ily.

mon with a hatch of your fawrite blueberry muffins to
help you cekbrat,

Roy Rogers Roast Beef Sandvtiola
-Xing al the Cowboys" .10i2 ROM, Sal

tomorrow evening by the Pro.

and will be ....Tallied

have it on

detective
Congratulaons.
10.
in
relies. and George, Ill

Multi -media, a band eonwill be presented at 8:00

Zownship residents will be able 'April.
to attend.
In order to comply vittinthe

William Rohlwing. township supervisor. said the meet-

their der

Mt

open the meeting at p.m. and . nual mooing date for town nib= adjourn it
8 pan. so ships to the second Tuesday of

keeps this duplicity of good
government in orsration."

reached

re-

Band concert
is tomorrow

Shanyfelt criticizes 2 p.m.
township meeting time
Paul A.' Shanyfelt. Demo-

lei. those remaining

Whipple said, but those

I

authority that a lady
And did you know The Doy
driver hit it lind on. Postal nu. has a golden age subsdription
Marines tend to discount the rate? Subscribe', 65 nnd over
lady's insistence that
paper.nly 112.50 a year for the
box
jumped out into the mkt in pa
compared with the
front of her. The hos, al this regUlar cost of MN/. They
every three
writing. is heiog reptired and can in,
Will soon be doing husinron at
months or they can pay the full
the same old location.
41110N111. If you're interested.
call 296.66W.
wand

Piklacki, Mrs. Judith lance
11-

SCQUT

sm...

the four by "con-

The school day will contist
of seminars centered around
ecology. From 9 until 10:30
a.ml there will be a special
public session held inch Sr.

information chairman for the

Page 3

Lois'

S. Kasper; Jeff McCall, 1406 , and Environmental !min&
once," and Charles D. Sigwart,
W. Grove, Marty Willow, 006

sion

1110

Friday, April 10, 1970

Day, Wednesday, April 22.
Planning the events are

Dist. 59 Teachers Council
endorses four for board

Northwest

THE DAY

St...Viator to mark Earth Day.
with seminars, public session.

Friday, April 10,1970

als

CRAFTIQUE

Reg 69c ea

Reg. 735 ea

59,

6

C

MANNHEIMCHARGEACCOUNTS

WELCOME

BUILDINGAT

CENTER
MANNHEIM

3300

0",

1%.,MA"'irot'i!ZILL

One day at a time
there's no prettier animal than
a Shaticse cat, sitting quietly.
its regal head alert for any et: deity. That's the way you.fatak
at It most of the time. When ilk

Soowme out there mud
Mow something about Cab. So
why does a nice, quiet, geode.

lovable, and generally affectionate cat become a tiger?

Mn and. gam. time,. Malik

One minute he's sleeping quiody on your stomach os you Ile
them reading a book. The next
minute, he's your enemy.

Watch out.
Some people don't like ani-

Mob of any kind. Many prefer
dogs and wouldn't have a cat
under any circumstances. Still

Suddenly, he races around,

. climbing everywhere He

onus prefer a bird, fish, gerMI., a rabbit, a turtle or white

Memos his jaws on the hand.
orr'or leg of any human available He begins to play,, jrrow.
just el

if there were no

mice. To each his own, I guess.

Right now, I feel sorry for'

o

most of those who don't have

When he do. that, someone

Siamese out. Not only on or-

rays, 'That cat's got Co go."

dinery Siamese, but an unuou-

Not really,- of comae, but

el one. Most animak, for insane., dart speak Eosildh.
Om dom.

they almost 50000 it.,

0't' 0550 MAY erre. bet

Girl Scouts join kidney
disease detection crusade

By Ron Swans

mined. They'll come to you

He tells us when it% link for
Min to eat. He explains when

when they're called. They'll
stay off the dinner table when
you explain they don't belong
there. They won't bite when

time for everyone to be up,
He discusses the state of his of.

(cation, or lack of it. He talks
about being in or out of done.

you tellthem it hurts. 'they'll

Heraises his voice when he is
inedvertently closed .in ahe

fetch, if you ask them nicely.

' besement. An in all, ink un-

OnfortunatelY, no one ex-

doubtedly the best conversationalist in the house.

pki ned .what the book says to

HEne PROVIDES love foe
in the family whose
anyo
feelings arc momentarily Mitt.
At times that, worth his feed
fora day or a month or year.

well as he does could also read.
Not so He's decided that

'

may be for other Mrs, Mt not

Maybe that's our fault.'
We never should ham
named biro Tiger:

Voters in Difirkt 63 have

Editor:
As subscriber to The Day

first' publication I
have come to depend upon
your pages for information of
our area's upcoming event
Lind current activiti..
since

31Dap Pubtitation5

its

'

Now it seems I.find somuch

gaff devoted tonews of sur-

..Maw the errigitud dreamtar alux,jetdonsly kerning
*grape 's.lkonlEnn ttnd'intelleentel lmeerity."

.Marshall !Mall,

rounding towns. whic wonder
littlo concern to me. I
why the Des Plain. Day is not
more concerned with our own
kcal news.
Asa member of the South
.

Page 4

Friday, April 10, MB
John E. Stanton. /Armond Pubititicr

William ). Kiedeiwh, Menacing Editor

R.E. HutChinsun. Yin...No..10bn

,

School PTA Board and .the
Iroquois FTC Board we him
aMays appreciated The Day's
printing our news releases.
Let's keep the Des Pleines

R. N. Pomo Cinwhohni birrrtor .,eYn6r.het d:sfaZIs7ai

C. P. Nau-Xdowiting Dios tai

area

:

well informed.
Thank you,

M. H.R.

The. Day recommends:

Joseph Borowski. of 1089
Valley Stream. Wheeling, was
chosen Tuesday night by the
Niles -Maine Township Com-

shop elementary school baud
candidates from which to
choose on -Saturday -- TWIT

"eleventh -hour.' rabbit punch
scurrilous charges are made,

murky College board of
trustees for director of learn-

than ever before -- and ifs

whatever loaded questions are
posed, whatever startling

Mg resources on the adminisnative staff of the new college

"revelations" are made -- 10 NandRE them. tr they wer, va-

for Me academic' year 1970-

really a mixed bag. But shoosing becomes a lot easier if you
into three
break them u
groups of threes the Caucus
candidates, the CEEbloc. and
the Independents.
Next, ask yourself these
questions as you make up your
mind about each candidate:
'

I. Does he really have the

from any quarter. Whatever

defendable and honest.
they would have been put forth
much earlier in the game.

1971.

Borowski

will

Trustees.

Voters will choose two to se eve MEM
years each on the college board.

The six candidates listed in order of their

appearance on the ballot are: Joseph C.
Morton, an Arlington Heights college professor; LeRoi E. Hutchings (incumbent), 0
Mount Prospect chemical engineer.

Mrs. Jessalyn M. Nickles (incumbent),
an Inverness housewife; Mrs. Hannah K.
Wilson, a Mount Prospect teacher nurse
consultant. Richard J. Durava, an Arlington Heights certified public accountant and
Mrs. lane Lea Toot, an Arlington Heights
housewife.

WE RECOGNIZE that each of these candidates is well -qualified.
We think each has' eXpressed a sincere
desire to serve Harper College.

We find no grave quarrel with the live
years' service of Mrs. Nickles nor the three

years' service of Hutchings. Both, have
worked with enthusiasm and dedication.

Mrs. Nickles' devotion to the creation
and guidance of a coMinunity college for

the Northwest suburbs

is

However, in reviewing the length of time
that the seven current trustees have sat on

the slate of eight excellent candidates it will
present to voters Saturday.
The thinking voter will find himself
hard-pressed as we have to 'select three

board members from seven men and a

'

woman who are seeking election.
Only three expiring terms are to be filled.
We recommend the election of Jack Costello, Raymond Erickson and Joseph.
Schiffhauer.
Costello and Erickson are incumbents.
Their board experience counts at a time

disease, ano-

1965.

We do believe that the Harper Booed of

gloGbuivlin" trainmsrcrsu7heseW"'antit

Trustees could benefit 'by some new atti- bodthug
bides and fresh ideas.

A CANDIDATE with nearly 17 years ex- - animo'thue'ri!VOecrornwanom"ea'sele's7an:perience in education-teaching, dminis- eine is a weakened hoc rubella
Ration, consultation-Mrs. Wilson brings a virus that enables you yourself
much needed critical view. She has long to bum up a longer -lasing
watched and waited and now deserves the roggction.
opportunity to serve.
Gamma globulin may lately
An energetic campaigner who has taken be given to a pregnant W0.111212.
sting committments
on
'Haig., who has been exposed to GerMrs. Toot aim8 high with fresh ideas for the man measles, but the vacHne
community college.
should not be given to ony
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Toot are diverse, woman who might pestibly
but we believe that diversity M sorely pregnant because of tIm dm ger of injuring the baby.
needed on the Harper Board.
We have faith that these two women can
1.)-Whot are the finutions
contribute significantly and worthily to
of the pituitary?
Harper College.
We therefore -endorse Mrs. Hannah K.
Wilson and Mrs. Jane Lea Toot for election
Mrstits0V oomes.
times called the mama gland,
Saturday bithe HarperBoard Of TrOstees.

Elmade Rd.,
909
Glenview, are chairmen of the
project.
coupon colleen,
They 'are members of the Des
'Seines Valley Chapter of the
National Campers and Hikers
Mon.. which is cooperating

Brian,

lege.

duoinosn

which are

now midWay M. the nuk-

ing-constructing and staffing a roVergh
high school, revising- curricidum, estabilishing hew school boundaries.

Now --i go forthgAnd !nuke
wile choices. because its all up
to you now.
'John C. Burkhardt

an
Borowski has been
edneator for 18 years and cur rently as an assistant dean re -

in Library -Science from the.
University of Illinois in 1964.

redeemable. The oldest' cab-.

pearing on television and radio
programs throughout the mate
to publicize the need for thou-

Mrs. Braun has been

ap-

sands of Betty Crocker

THE BRAUNS hove

in

'We receive hundreds of
with the coupon.
melted to us, aod some day
we'd like to drangc them In
scrapbooks:: Mrs. Bram said.
'We'R have a libraryof notes
letters

England and Guam. Recently.
etnipons arrived from a family
tiVie, in Hawaii. They arc fm -

ined in helping coll.
**ps en
end oho contributing

illrve

members of the Wheel -Go

Chapter of Nations' Campers

the Kidney Found. -

Monica Parry, Troop 462, Mary Beth Sherry, Troop 380;Wendy
Seiler, Troop 1162, Jill Freeman, 'troop 862, and Senior Scout
Diane Plant, Troop 584.

Bible study replaces
neighborhood coffee klatches

re-

the United States, and from

db..

tributing containers for the collection of Betty Crocker coupons
which will benefit kidney disease research. Girl Scouts already
active In the project are from left, Lori Schroeder, Troop 850;

1957 and a Master of Science

is not en unusual corribination

80 groups of homemakers are
meeting weekly. Several hun-

t= days. Many women are

drcil similar groups through -

finding help and

out the United States, Canada
countries use
and foreign
by .Miss
study aid. by

A cup of coffee and Bible

pdk

0 It

guidance

will begin at 9:30 a.m. The

them.

day -Jong Mogmm

Friday, April 10, 1970

pertIcipote in the necessary'
and objective givewnd-take

To assist in Me formation of
new Bible discussion groups..

se-ciaeriestueatitesoyetieloistssossottoseesessessessoeTheaattastma

InnuEss

that stimulates

'Emus'

leaboorption
posers through onemiter
kidneys and
another hormone thwack)

Rocky Graziano, former
middleweight boxing cham-

REEL.

pion of the world, will take
Florist, Trans world Denser, "Hard Hitting
part

uterine con-

tractions during labor.

Arlington Heights Evangel,
cal Free Church. 031 N. Belmoot, Arlington Heights.
Featured speakers will be
Marilyn Kunz and Catherine

Rocky to visit

Posscnimlon tan's

or me

in

the

inoisStateFloriste Assn.meeh

0-Are Ogen and Fromm

OPTOMETRIST S prescriptions to be filled

Mg at the O'Hare Inn, Des

P0000005 Heights homemakers gather for coffee and Bible study in what is becoming a popular

still experimental, I am taking

In the frame of your choke from our large

them for a deficiency of female

selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

Plaines, Sunday, April 12.
Graziano will appear of the
ETD exhibit in the Grand

replacement in thesauri. for the coffee klassch. Founders of Neighborhood Studim Inc, MB be
conducting a seminar April 20 to promote similar programs in the arm. Reading Ole Bible over
coffee are (from left) Mn. Sam Stanek, Mrs, Doll. Hatch, Mrs. Robert Hansen and Mn, Ray

Ballroom at about WO p.m.

Stevenson.

hormone. Would they cause
low blood pressure, toss of

Sunday. Later the association
will host those at the meeting

weight and nervousness?

A-=these drum are not experimental. They arc Oven to

Ile oho will attend the evening

ated with the menopause. On
this combination you may lose

banquet.

weight due to a loss of appetite

re,

or gain weight due to .water
logging.

There may also be be increase in nervoui imam. No

0-Since 1963 my husband

All interested woolen of the
arc invited to participate
and bring their own lunch -for
area

luncheon

fellowship.

Coffee

and tea will' be served and a

Schell, founders and associate
dine ors of Neighborhood
Bibk Studies. Inc.

free nursery for- pre-schoolers
will be provided.

Asa ocsolt of their work its
New York City suburbs, over

Fertiler

.

Registration fm is SI. For

informed*, contact

Mrs. Kevin Dyer, 537-1577.

help him sleep. Is the prolonged use of this drug harmul?

day night, April 11. with Art
and Ruth Mower 8mding the
rounds.

NOW!

.41141,
X

Moline SlItlarra delltta ey.
ere amind and fourth Same
who, at the Buy &Vulgar Miffico building. 1022 N. Rand

20 YEAR
GUARANTEE!

Rd.

Heights.
Arlington
Gums orealways welcome.
.

SWIMMING POOL

male hormone in men.

Wigglers
'Tonight. from

NOCROWINO MOUS

NOPOLUMWAMS
IlealW,10111.01.10
011tAIWCW MENDS

MAINTENANCE FREE - COMPLETELY INSTALLED

\

P001.11Thing
000

P001. ftwONO

DOOGLAMY 011t001(1

In addition. find the word

p.m. di

T MAIN mar

p6darnrcperppapndd rpar,bilpyanhcep,Mo

wit]
Wee for visitors each of these
Jays from loam. to 9 ,111.

for hundreds of years. Cont inual performances are shed

and Mrs. Sally Lettetherger,
A.N.. both maternity floor

for: Friday, April 17, 8
p.m.. Saturday, April 18, 2
p.m. to 8 p.m., and Sunday,
April 19, 2 p.m. to 6 pm

nurses at St. Alcxius, will CM-

G

The contrast of high MM`hid carved lines is more effee"Wm in a room than either one
alone. Straight lines

sugg.t

instrength, while curved fi1min.
fladtility.
..dIWIT-vacc

The adminion b SI

for

*Wks end 50 cents for chitdren under 13.

sale and on display from air
Itrilleen'till'g"th'e7lPenrirs'show'ed Mein

lively sense of art that Indian'

OTHER EVENTS during

Elsie

4"'Soft'n'me"ofKM7rafts more

Southwest, basketry, wood art,
beadwork and moccasins from
Me Woodlands, ivory carving.
masks and totem posies from
the Northwest, and richly de d pbcpiaudwwporkk and
pinesie

from

rc,

the

Plains. All Mese things
many more will be on display
and-foralleg

Taylor, R.N..

duct the pre natalclaws
ON the Red Cron

P.M.) for pre -natal in..."
firm the course is divided into
ois segments covering conception through the first sew

era( months of life. Inform.
lion included in the course

the expmition include contests
for craft making and tradition-,

concerns pre -natal care for the

al Indian cooking. A fashion
show with narration will give

and noising math., clothing
needs for the newborn and
techniques Mr bathing the

insight into the history of scar-

=I trib..
'vene'dandtqtoNisrjact r'irr, poE..":
serj, and baskets from the

'VARIETY PLIVASES

''''',,Ii-sir'.s.

mBASED

This event gathers Indian
from over 50 different tribes
who now live in Me Chicago
to display the crafts of
a
their people and to acquaint
Poole with its Indian rest-

pets Of the country. The maim

.priatewill be given out.

phep

been

ed.

tional Square Dance Campers
Amy., will hold a dance at the
Deinpster Juni.- High School.

tad. combined with low pieces,
straight
n a combination
BATAVIA, nottOIS

Mrs. E. G. Etscheid at CL 5-6091.

mother, food for the pregnant

baby..

One session is devoted to

r'''' c'P' i0 '''''''"B
the ['Mgr:, in to help Nrther
'

An afternoon to meat with

cago area ond to help support
the Lyric Opera.

international students. mateee
and visitors will be provided at

Robert Goy will direct the
Mowirt work, which COMbin.
high mi.dy with some Of the
composer's most lyrical mu-

S. 'Peter's Church. 110 W.
Madison, Chicago. April 12,A

i

For the past

I

I

years. Gay

F ceding roles will be sung
by Helen Kay Eberlay, Linda
Genial, Clifton Ware,Donald

1:30

p.m.,

con -

celebratedby the Most Reverend William Pi McManus.
Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago,

r"Tegi'V'Wariate International
Affairs chairman requests per-

kggpg. h.,

Rubinkowski, CL 5-4784.

P.W.P. to hold
installation dance
Parcels Without Partners,
NC., Chilpter 168 of Arlington
Heights, will hold its yearly

plain their own areas. A film
on the birth process is also

theme of the dance is "Shower

Inc., is an internatiOnal. TOW
profit, non-sectarian, educe
ticed organization, devoted to
,he welfare and 'morels of

single picots and their children.

-

of Stars." it will be held at the

VFW Hall, 601 N. Main St.,
Mount ProsOct. The cocktail

NOrthw.t Suburban Chet:.
ter 168 of PWP carries on an

hour, will 'begin al 7.p.m. fol-

who work together to better
living conditions in Chicago,

Throughout the
course, emphasis is placed on
question md answer periods.
Interested parents to homey
register for the pre -natal
classes - St. Alexis Hospital,

Yakmbek. Tickets are $4 for

extensive program of activides
for parents and their children.
Membership is open to all
qualified single parents. For

the problems of Oily

at 437-5500, extension 673,

members and $5 for.non-meta-

pfuwrtph.oir,... information.p.o.si. nv:kite.

The American Indian Cmfor, organized in 1953, is run
for and by American Indians

living and to preserve Ow.: from 9 am. to 3. ;

71

Folk eucharist
features guitarist
"The Folk

Song

CillIfieta. a contemporary tale.

Mellon featuring folk hymns
and a folk liturgy, will be sok-

bias Maryanne Meyers.
featured guitarist. Mays guitar

with a folk group that ccic-

brows folk liturgics every Sunray.
bros.( Sunday at H p.m, in the
Lutheran Church of the Cross, "--,10 ,
According to the Rev. Larry
0255. Goebbert Rd.. Arlineton Heights. Everyone will Canford, the church plans to
partate in the discussion- have contemporary celebradam at least once a month to
type sermon. and the leasom
She the Scrip- of the people various forms
will
of worship.
tures and from the world.

sons wishing to provide reGray. Raymond bloom and. fmohments to call Mrs. S. F.

cagok Indians and a Milky of

shown,
hown.

at

,Isk.,,,,,..a..ces.

buffet minim and in.iithion
dance Friday, April 10. The

today's Indian artists.

mass

bas guided the Northwestern
University 00101 Worishop ' and priests from around the
in successful stage and
world, well be followed by a

lourin the St. Alexi...Mr.

icy floor where head nurses a-

International
visitation

ahellt enjoyment in the Chi-

CmtemPorwe dioPlir In-

dude a photo row of Chi.

For information call Mrs. El Taylor, 433-6269.

w19. in iiiis,,hpea,Mhpiradroteprps awt

d'Arts' and crafts will he for

Held. Refreshments will be, served. and door

.

sour of these

of the Lyric Opera Gold -To obtain tickets. call'

two miles west of Half Ole.

Northwest Chapter of Lyric
opera Guild.

whether or
plan to have their babies at Sit

consumes.

11 p.m, the WO Wem Wiggles. Chapter 025 of the Na-

and Henry

mwil Y?!...??ss99

CalWAY.W.K1111111

is located m Rome 22 about

dosses will begin at St. AtetlillS

.s

Thus). It's sponsored by the Northwest Chapter

aline" (All Women am musk
Northweotern University Opcru Work,haig, April 12 pro-

-Cost

mnoanr,2F.57-iihn60di,'obrcIsn'. Rcohti"e'rri

dance. pipe dance, friendship

springicog,ex

ink opera "Cosi Fan Tune" AS Women Am

AdluiRevemon HighSchool

for

In
FldThkS'ellii',.'il iAit'PP.m'..''man'y

Open

Ceremonial dances will be
,perforincio.

versity Opera Workshop's performance of M.

otanined Born members of the

and Crafts April 16,17, 18 and

pwci!il ,hk,onl dth.itsAtz

Day, is the Mae. And S3 a ticket is the price.
The treat in store for you is Northwestern Uni-

Beginning Monday. APril

aTohseinr,tradi-,,,,,

The American Indian Connteru.o, fCit

Caller. and directors arc Soma

OR

Qc
PH*879- dela-

8

D,mster and Illinois 80. Bob
Rester of Rockford will be the

WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR POOL IN APRIL

ed eif,iliectae

It

Rounds begin
p.m. ellai atleattie set up* 8.30
at

son High School. on Route 22 just west or Half

13, a new series of prenahal

Hospital, Elk Grove Village.
t o both husbands and
ion,
wive. the svo-hour
are held on six consmmive
Mood. ),earnings at 7:30 P.m,
in the hospital's Stretch Hall.
arc invite)
,EoxrpeztaAort

Jerry Hoig of Cheyenne.
Wyo.. will he-thg guest caller at
Palatine Squares' dance Satur-

OPEN DAILY, MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

must be very gradual.

to present
craft show

activities

TELEPHONE 259-9455

A-It is mildly habit form,. Withdrawal of the MOS

Indian Center

Square
dance

Calling all opera fans

Fan

Tickets

MT. PROSPECT
1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

has been taking paraWthyde to

Pre -natal Lyric Opera announces
'Cosi FanTutte'
classes
to begin

,

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

change in blood pressure has
lima reported.

-

cal Bible studies and a question
and answer session. DiSallettel
ti me is planned for 2:15 p.m.

Last call for opera lovcrs.
Sunday, April 12, is the day. The Adlai Steven-

in the ETD hospitality suite.

relieve the symptoms ass.-

FREE

-

Facts" presentation at Me 111-

-

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN S (M D) or

THACPER

include
elective workshops, a sharing
of personal experiences in It.

WM bc held on April -20 at the

naRmiss Eit21.173. `7"

.

(vasopressin)

Ku. and Miss Schell.
Registration at slimmednar

well as encourage groups al:
ready established, a seminar

sr roe vovat9 ar arson

FAWLYTOGITIFIIIIESS.

Answer on Comic Page

dys

moo what the Bible means to

Hideaword

Board of Education.-.

Throughout the northwest suburbs Girl Scouts are

spared an exp8rience like Budv
spared

3. Can he work effectively
with others in that is, can he

HELLITallalteCISE

50 good, 60 excellent

a

other Children may Abe
be

hood study groups. where
Women from a variety of denominational backgrounds di,

women and the production of

using all
lenses.

45 A result of the kidney
deteedon program it

1936.

women's clubs and sororities.

funds

00(E.R.

cot!

all children --all citizens
or is he too closely allied with a
mecial-interest group,

We recommend election of Schiffhauer
because he has observed the workings of
The posterior part of the pithe board for almost a year as representa- tuitary produces a hormone
tive for the Ivy Hill Homeowners Assn.
He has expressed what he.believes to be
an urgent need for in-depth understanding
of today's high school student and theplace
that student will lake in lomotTOW's busi-

Erickson and Schiffhauer to three-year
freethinking..
Re-election Of Costello and Erickson in-, terms on the District 214 High School

moved, and has been kept alive
on an artificial kidney siege his
own kidneys have failed.

from the Bible in ncighboo

Imes thd maturation of the ova
in women and Sperms in men
and (5) a hormone that stimulates the release of the ova in

these letters as you can.

Skowron -III of Mount Pray
pmt had both kidneys re-

Poise

ticotropin which stimulates
the adrenals, (3) thyrotropin
which stimulates the thyroid,
14) a hormone which

Make as many foul -letter
or more Yards out of

my disease- when he was 12
years old. Walter (Biddy)

nseaydteisdease
akm

5-

yeagold boy in their chigger
wra stricken with severe kid -

Mrs. Braun emphasized dun
even, outdated coupons are

.ossioseessasasoflossesse

The anterior

.

The Brains became interested in the project when a

ceived coupons from all over

Chicago Musical College a
Master of Music Education
from Roosevelt University in

(21 Cog.
(I) growth hor one,secre

ness world.

plished so far in the kidney des
tedtion program.

pan received was dated Jan. I,

Other groups. includi. the
Boy Scout. churches. PTA's

Borowski. the father of two
daughters, darned a Bachelor
of Music Education from the

Is the moot complicated of ml
tae

Familiarity with the school system is the
when the district is crucially involved with
student communication, innovative teach.. most prominent qualification these three
candidates have in common. for this high
ing and building expansion.
Re-election of the incumbents will pro- school board at this lime familiarity is a
. vide reinforcement for a board which has vitally iMportant asset.
The Day urges election of Costello,
' been simultaneously compatible and

..sires the continuity required for decisions

part of your Mood u -

s .
the Harper board we find that five of the bodies
are formed in this pert
seven have held their trusteeships sine e of the serum.

For Dist. 214 Board
High School District 214 is fortunate in

m

the work they have acoom-

2. Will nodlly represent

that stimulates

to be com-

mended.

MR.. AND 'MRS. Frank

intelligence to analyze facts
properly, make judgments
wisely, and act independently
for the good of the majiwity?

.

some no German measles vaceine? Can it safely he given ma
pregnant woman,

moot.' Elk Grove VMage. and
aeon of Glenview.

with the Kidney Foundation
of Illinois in collecting the

019,000 for July I. 1970 to
1971 His othey will
be prorated from May I.

W.G.BRANDSTADT,M.D.

There are six strong contenders. including two incumbents. for two nests in
Saturday's election to the Harper Board of

rid

Campers and Hikers Also. for

THE PROGRAM has keen
extended another 14 months.
Hopefully, thousands of cow
pens will be received during.
this time m that a larger group
of children can be tested. "SW
listics from the test kits will be
publishes" Mrs. Braun said..
A test kit costs 26 cents or
52 coupon points. The Kidney
Foundation. receives one-half
cant for each point from General Mills for the coupons.

Hunmer Plink. Des Plaines.
Pork' Ridge, Lincolnwood,

t opeotgr

the members. Alm, the
Brams recently received on
award from the Nation./

enrolled in the first tfirbugh
eighth grades in Illinois fok the
1969 school year.

Was respogoble
County.
tutine a curriculum_
for instiHe
science
in him
the col -

June 311

Gamma -Globulin is explained

For Harper Board

be

DOCTOR SAYS"

Q-1. gamma globdin the

The sithurbs Minded hi the
Northwest
Cook
County

Mount Prospect. Scharr...

sponsible for the superviaion
of the learning resource mkt
of Lake
at
the College

the brauns attended remold),
fromthey received 80,000 coupons

dren for die early detection of
kidney dise.em However,
there were 1,474,000 children

!storm Grove, Niles. Rose.

..Warns against 'last minute' charges
She likes
boa board position requirts?
The Day, but ... Editor
Finally. beware of a possible

about the conquign, in e newsletter:
AA a state camper meeting

enough to begin the state-wide
program for testing 7,500 chil-

Count it are Arlington Heights.
Wheeling,
(hove.
Buffalo
PolatIng Rolling Meadows.

him

Depend,. on how badly the

-Maine college picks
Letters to the EditorI Nileslearning
resources head

-

coupon colleen, campaign.
Mrs. Braun and her friends
have already clipped 600,000
...eons worth 53,000. This is

out the northwest Fuburirs.

-

"No, dear! Being late for dinner again does NOT mean
I have begun a policy toward you of 'benign neglecti

tat 'Cook County Council

distributed to stores through-

whatever it says in the ha

In hooka abOut cot' Whew_
ior, explailisdhat cats can be

ma Phi has reetntly joined the

I.i, Betty

cat that speaks English as

feelings are hurt.

Girl Scoutslmin the Northhave joined the kidney diocese
detection crusade. The girls
ore making containers for colCrocker food
product coupons which vzill be

our Siamese. You'd think that

and Hikers Mb., and read

don. t to ChimeMetropolitan A a Council of B. Mk -

By Lorraine Lhmberty

lowed by an 8 p.m. dinner and
dancing to the music of Frank

?..!gndi

Parents Whiten: Pr- ea

Women's fellowship
sets workshop
L.

Christ United Church of

on racism. LootparticipantsMist,

Cora St. and Henry will be Mrs. Charles Everett.
Av., Des Plaines, will be the

tale for one workshop of the
Chicago Metropolitan Assn,
Women's Fellowship Waringday, April 15, from 10 a.m. to
Concurrent classes will co.
sider United Church of Christ
priorities of peace and racism.
as well as
planning

for women's groups. A "dim
logue in depth" between a

' black woman. and white
. bac, w.f.:

president of Women's Council
of Christ Church. and Mrs. R.
K. Wobbe, a member of thee.

ecutive committee of CMA
Women's Fellowship.
Women attending are asked
to bring sack lunches. wills
pensert',and' beverage being
provided by the host churels.
.Sitter Servim is also available.
The brovising period

fepturc material lackeliti. a
book elis,Lsc, b
agg mg.nam

;matters

Missionary will discuss
Nigeria at Bible church
Rev John F V indirschti
wdl be Ma (natured lieshar
it the Eh,
Church 946

Sunday April 26
Efiblc

Thmker St 1-6., ill f.ptak n all

scram, this Sunday whit

wdi do, thL wads ot

n

the

Pm and Mn Van
derschn. Ind their algid tail for
Nnena under Ma Sudan Ink
igen

Choir

of

Condordla College

Concordia Choir
in concert

NEWS

of directed by Dr. Paul Foul-,
Conconlia College. Ann Ar- bcr.ltead of Concordia's music'
bet. Mich.. will present a sa- deparlawnt,
mud concert at Faith Lutheran
Featured selections will be
Church. Arlington Heights, at the . double -chorus 'Psalm'
p.m. Saturday, April 1I, ion"- by Heinrich Schutz,:
The 65 -voice choir and aecom- "Das Credo" by H. N. David
partying instrumenialist will be and "Allelujah" from the BraShan Psalm by Jean Berger.
Other selections a, motets by
The Concordia , ChOir

& VIEWS
THE DAY
Page 6

J. S. Bach, Poulenc, Reda and
Thornosen, and spirituals and
various choral settings. The

Friday, April 10,1970

ery Tuesday from no. to

of dm choir.

ropean tour is Wins planned.
The public is inched to at -

dm United States and Canada,
Criggeshall says. 9I find that
many men am -giving their all
for unworthy goal s.
in eosin
The very thiness g that men de-

Red the concert.

3 -day missionary

vote thew hvcs to often

ab
The recipe for a relaxing evening will be prepared by PM! and

the main awaken at a threalay

Louis Merino, "the Italia. from Minnesota," when they el*

missionary conference at ArHeights

par
in ""e" "
Chureh,.505 W. Golf.''re. "e"' "

Evangelical

Ifice Church, 1331 N. Belmont v., tonight, tomorrow
and Sundfiy. Cowan t. president of the board of .fi.ectars

Philip H. Peter of Mount
Prospect
has been
Liantad
organist -choirmaster of St,
Mark, Episcopal Church.

Cowan has .done graduate
work in theorem. linguistics
and anthropology and assisted

1SG9 Ridge Av.. Evanston. He
Will supervise three 'choirs and
personally direct dw
St.

in the translation of the New

.110W SIIALL They Be-

If

They

Have

Not

Horn?' is the theme of the
conferrnce. Tonight's schedule includes an international

Sunday school will meet en

9:30 am. Morning worship
will be m 10145 ors.. junior

students ennentIV enrolled at

ships at 6 p.m. and the esening
service at 7 p.m.

Trinity College and Divinity
School. at 7 p.m.: Me speaker
7:30 p.m.. and a workshop
by foreign students end a program for children at

Marks Choristers, a antics alonel choir of men and boys
founded in 1857.

Peter is an instructor in the
department of music history
and literature at Northwestern

first layman appointed to the
music commission of the Roman Catholic Diocese of la get. He served as suWean of
the Joliet Chapter of the
American Guild of Ormnists.

a.m., and a potluck dinner in 6:30 p.m.

and senior high youth fellow-

with

panel.

IS

calendar covers the week of April 11 to 17.

8)30 p.m.

lesson -sermon

to

ter.

1

nfty. Center,

1

ret

Homemakers Eatension AM, Mount Piapact Community Center, I pax

mewed that Rev. .Richard

General Caucus Schaal DISUiel 57. Busse

THURSDAY
Estaudoncers of Mount Premed, Drop In
Center, Community Presbyterian Church, 10:30
a.m. to 3 p.m.
a

Rimdlunsi Toastmasters, St. Mark Lutheran
Church, 7:30 p.m.
Prospect Heights School Markt 23, Board of
Education, MacArthur Junior High. 7:30p.m.

.

Heights Over 50 Club, Pioneer
Vintors Mothers

Red Lion Room, I

p.m. Monk
Elon of office,.
Tomuhip District 214, board mecting.adinlnistration building, 8 pm.
American Legion Post 525, nuailiery, mem.:Tff bet h m f. 8 p.m.
Prospect Chanter DeMolay, 1104 S. Arlin -

[

St

Church, 7'p.m.
Satellite 2, Homemakers Extension sun.,

Mount Prospect CommunityCeMnr.8 p.m.
St. Paul Lutheran Schaal, PTL, St. Paul gym,
B p.m.

P.m.

Park field house, 8 p.m.

I

Mount Prospect Woman's CM, bridge,

pgragta Without perms" KnigMayt Latent
'

article.

Mn,, Anne Evans of Des
Plaines and the other 4th Dis-

Series for

some inter
esting insights on this

coeson..
It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:
TOO um, ALM
,11601re

90o ...wart

TO YOU

Cktudt

Ppm.

aive

Arlington Heights

SERVICES

rt

it opens the way for the support of other types of educational inalutions free to the
public as the General Assembly may see lit to cream.

IHIRP

Poston Alb., A. lurch)

THE CONVENTION de-

Sunday 11:00

Cl 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell 6
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712ff

nadir, PAM 7

"A Relevant Christian Mini.,
To All People"

:of

foaled

a

minority

proposal

di.-

i

One

will feature
Randall, executive Jisession

Episcopal AgenS5 donation per person

panion and moreto.hmeal
and smatfonal programs

I CONSIDER du. pro

hu found

Connery boa spent much
time visiting District 214
schools in connection with his

Robert P. Hanrahan, super-

eed final meeting 01190 echo.,

he
is
college -bound. We
should provide them with mar-

mar will be held tomorrow.

The comentran bad earlier
adapted a proposal for an auto-

matic call of a convention every 20 yea,.

FUNERAL
HOME

the school board
I don t think du. proant

Commitax of 75 is n.achmk
all the people," Connery said,

will discuss educationd ptob.
kms and needs of Om class ream teacher with Hanrahen.
tr

8r,,j,1",,,'

0

opps
MACHINE WASHABLE

Fly

FASII

your
colors!

66

The convention was pre-

YD.
compare at 5.99

section on State NI ilitia and on

the dee when the new won
Rhoden is to be presented to

Jacquards and crepes bar sh
fully to the new

the Corm.

or

the

grann°,%-g==',

which he represents in the con-

vection. The Con -Con Rules
committee recommended that
he retain his seat.,The con vention sustained the recor,
mendation 71 to 36.

FASHION RIGHT

It's not a plane Its not a bald IL's Superbird!
An exciting and unusual new kind of kite you

did not reside in the district

PRINTED TERRY

so come in soon and go fly your colors,
Offer void where prohibited by law.

99(

Imo®
100

YD

compare at 1.39

PI...Shoppng Center)

gone .glamora. M

MT. PROSPECT

geo

WASHABLE

COOL DACRON
AND COTTON VOILES

4.4
11

that Important Night.

1111110t
sAuudGenit

moan Worship 1IMAM

Vernon R. Sehricher
C. David Stuckmeyer
Telephone 253-4839

,CUB'S SPECIAL
NDWICHES

f

FOR

$t.3amo church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Trinity United Methodist
605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

6145,8:00,9:15,

"LMPIT."''
5

629-8463

hip Sera If Church Sdieol M
O aMOO
M

@

Rectory:
CL 3-6305

PROM
Sew your own MIng
from the selectinn of

.Z',Z2,74"4:9"'"?c

beautiful labri, and aim.

th. ,:rtsrdad
April

Rev. Harvey R. Neuman

for

Sunday Masses:
10:30, 11.45, 1:00,

113th.

Y'

First Presbyterian Church

First United
Methodist Church

(ORGANIZED 1855)

of Arlington Heights

'NIMBLE

'TAX COLLECTOR
UP A TREE"

amen for more tnformanon.
_Veep Bunchy will be_ held:
April 10, at 10 cm

MINISTERS:Paull...is Stumpf D D
Leon A. hating, lames D. Eby

POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE ITALIAN BEEF

--

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 54112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M.
Nursery Coro al all Seerrim

BAR BQ RIBS ONION RINGS
FRENCH FRIES CHILI SOUP

Comer of Wolf and Camp McDonald Rds.
in Prospect Heights

dine in or carry out -PH: 537-8866

PH: 5374212

asy tousles

DACRON AND

COUTURIER

COTTON

WASHABLE BOLD

COTTONS

DOTTED SWISS

PANTS PRINTS

99

compare
ot 1.29

Cool, wisp cottons
and blends - easy to sew,
casuaIs,

88,

Campere

at 1.49
YD.

YD.

everything from dress -ups to

The new romantic look
dotted tWiSi in. flirtation.goy
colors Perfect for day or eye.

Strictly contemporary border,
patch and floral prime to liven
up your fumwardrobe. New-

nine fashions. Little tuna iron.

est "wow" colors. 45" wide.

.

easy to care for. 45".

POYMIggiRNISIttalkYll
CHARGE IT

Gthir DAILY 10-10
.

'SUNDAY 104

WAVERS HANS ARE ACCEPTED

MALTS SHAKES CONES

600 S. Milwaukee Wheeling

shl

WHITES

ANDOTHER

MON.MONDAY THR SATUDAY 9:30 to 5:30 &
p.m.
, THURS., & FRI.(EVENINGS TIL 8:30

ids for

TEXTURIZED

When, so bright, so dolt for

fake Skeppe
BRATWURST HAMBURGER HOTDOGS

302 N. Demri,t1,1,)tarn Haightlili,

benefit their work among ex convicnand addiets.The seminar
by held April 15 and'
7n 1,1 May 6 and 27. Call the

as.
volfdVaPt'f:Csnia7dr.:M7

ompare
car 1.98

Emelt

ciowE"

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

"Faith For The Faithful"

pr.) am, 1,1:00
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Parish Center

PLIA
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compare
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stripes, morals end
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T
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oe pm.. And the

bright. bright for casual colon ore bright
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h...
'
100%rattan. 36" wide.

Latch onto the
stars and look your
heavenly hest for

PROSPECT

10145

WnrTM'n-w6"'l
aeoZ,

When you buy a dozen donuts

titled to retain Isis man
Gierach, 25, has been challenged on the grounds that he

MOUNT

MOW SPIGSE111. PASTOR . PS5.4671

up h

Gierach of Oak Lawn is en-.

STREET

300 N. ELMHURST - Mt PROSPECT

p

fashion En,, an.angth"s. E"a.ktra

nomsOg. Machine

DOVILInt:

Rd.Arlincton Hein!.

2 -tone col

u

Wednesday conven tion. session was given over todeddIng
whether Delegate James E.

SCHOOL

Sunday Worship: 8:00.9,15 & 10:45 A.M.
Honey Cara al 9115 & 10:45 A.M.
Smiley School: 9:15 A.M. (all ages)

60" TEXTLIRIZED

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

ACM

vented from debating the new

ALMOST ALL

111 PROMO.

4010.1. MILTED MOVICI,145

money back guarantee!

.Revenue
The
Con -Con
Committee announced laic
Wednesday that it his co
pleted work on 6he new: section
on state finance.
The committee is taking the
unprecedented step of sending

Wafter

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

d8rrtfmenec

1110 PRIRAPZ ARLINGTONHIA

with each other..

Order err
SO

r a Hoff Como, of Ro

10

referred to the meeting
tell
breimcorniien
with ...Chenmorrow, speaking Beely

A hout 55 suburban teachers

'

time.

Is

.

treat every student as Mallet

stitutional Convention at any

Lauterburg &
Oehler
rae.,
.rarr

loaded with
pcopk who could ha initul to

41 don't think we should . and Advisory Council's fourth,

said.

promptly efficiently and reasonably

he

Teachers' unit meets tomorrow
Service Region of Cook Coenty, has announced his Tench.

drugs, their use and abuse, will

four
evenings at
7:30 p.m. It will be sponsored.
by. the Women's Board of St.
Leonard's House in Chicago.

non and good tear.,

sad
Conm.ry would also Inks the
diarist to tap soma of thi tal
ends tht.rommuntb which he

.

ing of your individual requirements
and the ability to meet those needs

the

program now in Aixt and

ministration, the board should
provide reinforcement."

issues of a lame district. he

the hay to

chatk out posabillti.e for on

intendent of the Educational

dent. demand, and numerous

'They re

whole program -good InWnec

school system which
faced When it comes to enforcing
with population growth. sfit. . policy and backing up the ad-

from the Cori -Con Legislative
Committee whie h would have
enabled the citizens, through a
petitioning procedure,
to
bring at,
the all of. Con-

SOUTH

P.istoos

431 S. Aryls ne.nllts.

o

the mak ad)

duidren is wood. I think
they've (District 214) done a

in

when you call upon us is to win your
confidence This can be done only
through the sympathetic understand-

HoweverCon., remark

Como, nand in would like
to Examine

They are tont.i.rned 'nth
deterioration

Our First Concern

ad on the absence of umhtes
at board mcittnga

Cannery sod

gram doetnd for do calkke
hound to be sery Goad My
own otpownu with my one

cipline. I think the board
should provide a straight line.
They should
strength wd
backing to hge ad...anon.

Joseph Connery

ketabli skills if they are not go

tng Planet 214 Connery Sid
with 3 few
1 ye tall id
teachers the prinuod said
some

loo

CHURCH
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under P",tmiaa err

Connery std
Ha know, how to handle a

259-4114r

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

memeacmcarmundi

mitotic!,
nu new section provides
secondary school students. but

333

All Services

lye loon when. thtt an go

later present separate sections
on revenue and state and local
gvernment Indebtedness.

It, at the state must provide free
schools for elementary and

Itssoweettong
NurserythProvi"Ved for

of the sonlmnal
program are main is., fite

In

to Me in., section of the

Section One of the new Educe,
tion Article. It goes considerably further than the Section
,...-13ne.of the present, 1870 con-

SPEAKS

-

r

middy ...anon

OE

iducatton good do
cipllne wahm thi schools and
inpanston

THE
REVENUE Com.
mince also said that it would

stitution.
Section Three decrees that
public funds may not he used
for Sectarian purpos,.
The Education Committee
also approved 0 first draft for

8204c
104.3mc

BIBLE

W.

CONTINUATION

good

during the convention that
formal action has been taken

Illinois Con-

bale taplun this approach

dren in the eommund) that
they .11 Lommuc 10 have

vention sometime next week.

1870

sten on the part of tha faculty
member, Connery said

youngster, and all other 011

ere.membof the Educetion

present

7,0 arm. WU

;;°ZX

I WANT TOlflauna mY

Committee.

n11S I'FIE FIRST instance

who rotted Harlan Htxh when
Connery was principalMem

echoed should provtd, a good
cubits nlatons progam to

the North Central Assn acerb
trduch
Mann committee
evaluato hl1h schools

He has head in Arlington
Height, .114 1e1r.
)

the section to all other standing Con -Con committees befor e placing it before the Con-

trict [Con -Con delegate, Dr.
Clyclq Parker of Lincolnwood,

Listen ibis Senior to the
Christian Science Radio

good lob of counseling and
that Is tntircal in lb. young

Connery w. a member of

at Prospect High

-

forts

Mount Prospect Grandmother's Club, Mount
[o
Prospect Community Center
Mount Prospect Cheas I
-7
Community Center, 8 p.m

Section Three of the present

CREATIVE
CHALLENGES!"

1-goTitt Vetvi,

lUCIRTIEWEY1°
VEkTAXTellaILIKIE

healing savior rat 91.
titis on Sunday, April 26, at
7:30 'p.m. Rev. Winkler h.

1.:Ouis

FRIDAY

constituT ion, voted to retain

;

an -

conducted a healing ministry.
at Trinity Episcopal .Church,
Wheaton, IR, for the past sevend years. He is currently rector of the Church of The Goad
Shepherd in Hawaii.

ticle on Education for the new

"MEETING

SI John
Lutheran Church

7:01)

for the entire seri..will go to

fUESDAY
CtiMmunity Center, 1 p.m.-

10[50
'The Man Who
Come nrabc

312-652.0920

Winkler will be in the Chicago
area and tentative plans are
Ming made for him to conduct

nn Plaines Volley Geologirol SUDO. West 'Mor

Mount Prospect Pork District, board meeting,
; Mount Prospect Community Center,8 p.m.
Adhesion Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA,
MIR.. of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.

Plaines,

on Education, chatged wllh
putting into first draft the Ar-

and Feast of Kings Festival in

"Christ Our
Shepherd"

be conducted at St. Martin's,

Gavel Club, St. Mark Ludlam

100 Heights Rd., 8 p.m.
Riverhurst Woman's Club, member's home, 11

Des

A seminar to learn about

ant. to 3 p.m.

Pa

Sts.,

Seder

date

Episcopal

10:30 am. to 3 p.m.

School, 8 p.m.

p.m.

MartM,

St.

Passover

clamoring to give to those in the Moon School gymnasium
dm homeland a vision of the a17 p.m. April 21.
-4.---...
`hr "'"e to Prayer. giving" nd

Rev. Howard Peckenpaugh
of

Church. Thacker and Marra-

VFW 10.3 P.m.

and

It's My Privilege"

Kingwood. Methodist Church. Buffalo them.

Schaal

gone

postponed at least until today.
The Con -Con Committee

THE

9[45 A.M.
Morning Worship:

9:45 kM.

milasa'y

general major decision were

mg on to coils, And the

dron three currently enrolled

of

reached by the Constitutional
Convention Wednesday, but
the debate on the vital issue of
when to ask voter approval of
the new document had to be

Seder feast

these areas of Africa.
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principal
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By Richard Crabh

vited.to all services.
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at St. Martins
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Rev. Vanderschie is the re-

8.00
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chided in Me Bible readings.

19,

Wednesday, Thursday and the

the prob.. and blessings in

o other Chicago

Heistaught school for

3 parts of 1870
state c nstitution

and will continue through Me
week with public services on

Congregation Beth Judea of
Buffett, Grove will hold in sea

Family Mission

dead, cast out devil.' is in -
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turned from a tour of the hell.
where the Sudan Interior Nit.
son is working ant has up to

schools
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a

The Alissionary Conference
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Sunday School,

an Mr crewman,
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with the hospital and Imrearia work..
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Delay debate on vote

counie for hotpital attendmis

rePastarwneha

Oran areas. In the Navy he
served
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& training
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handled
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.n6d boy and a man unable
to walk for 38 years. His in -

ternational, St. hones United Church of Christ.
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Prospect Moose
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silage wissaitnaloaWaSaWil

budgetary considerations for

be
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the way
Jesus healed a mentally de -

Moe. Prospect Chamberp.mfC-aousc,
et Criansueree, Old
Or
Country Club, 7

MONDAY
Moans Prospect Ronny Club, Old Orchard
ounny Club. 12:15 'p.m
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cut-

and M.

wife Gla-

dYs hove two children.

ment, overseeing the work of

question, "Are Sin, Disease,

Northw., Philatelic Club, Arlington Height,
Saving. and Loan, T. p.m.
Prospective Waist-Aways, Bank of Rolling
Meadow, 7,30 pm.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Huila
pm.
Cotoltry Chanel:Meter, awed Adeline. In-

SATURDAY
School Board elections, polls open 12.7 Pit
BuffMo Grove Over 50 Club, Party Nit;
Kiniawitod Methodist Churell. 7p.m. '
Fifth Wheelers, bowling. Thunderbird Lanes.

nesyee) Arkansas
m.. oHe and. his

Coggeshall served as project.
cnordinator
at
Covenant
(Chattanooga) College.
Al Covenant, ne also directed security, custodial services, maintenance and operations and the grounds depart-

churches this Sande), asks the
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ing ths °T85.'Yal'ee in Th."-

mailders Rant

and Death Real?"

call Mrs. Helen Becker, CL 3-7469. Deadline for

the CBMCI staff, he served as
a district chairman, represent-

Roman Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

sin,

The

NAM H. Peter

This calendula prepaed os a publicservice by
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Chattanooga. Tenn. For five
years before joining CBMCI.

read in all Christian Science
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death real?
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The speaker for the Tuesday, April 14, luncheon meeting of the Northwest Christian
Business Men's Committee
will be Joe Coggestull,
the field representative for
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Men'.
Committee International
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Paul Neuhauser of Mount
INosiem, special agent with

I that

,mtd a partrime teacher of a.
(thinning at Harper College, Is

2-iXepodidate for the two-year
on the School District 59
honed.

Agradualeof Me University
of Minds white degree in marketing, Neuhnuger has a maw

and 10:15 p.m,

ter's degree fromDented in

Bob & Carol & Ted& Alice: Daily and Weekend, 2, 4. R. 8.
and lOp.m.
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 527 E. Band, Mt. Prospect.
The Magic Christian: Daily and Weekends, 5100. 4011. 5:55.

Recounting.

He first roe for the board in
April. 1969. losing by 24 votes
's
-

to George Blanchard. Men-

Glamorous, Exciling...irs the new, exclusive

chard was transferred, the
board held a special election mRII
the vacancy -and New
hawser won. He was appointed

CURLY CUT iilEVA,7,-r

has served since then.

Paul Neuhaus,.

"I THINK that the board

503010 be able to gift &Yin

should exercise proper fiscal.

support and co.operatiOn.
Neuhauser's wife ha, taught

reoponsibility,"

Net/hanger
said. -We want to give you the
best posihiceslucationfor your

children at the least possible.

Neuhauser said he favors
budget without waft dint will
utilize the resources of the district.

in

District 59 at

John lay

School. They are the patents
of a 3 -year -o/d son.

Initiated into
honor fraternity

thine moon is a golden skull," Nicholas Lindsay told Harper
College students yssterday, quoting poetry written by his father,
Vothel Lindsay, famous for his evangelistic cision of American

Linnets Bass. 3109 Swallow.

Rolling Meadows was among
'Nenhauser has stressed Is that
in on etc ction where four of the

seven board rhembers will be
chosen, continuity becomes
'important Neuhauser feels
that because he helped select
superintendent James Bruit,
who will take office July I. he

five Monmouth College history majors initiated Saturday
Mto the Beta Phil Chapter of
the Phi Alpha Theta Raternity. The fraternity is an international honor history fillernay.

Monmouth College is lout'ed in Monmouth -III.

tradition. Himself a poet -1n -residence at Goshen College, Nich.
olio Lindsay is (1150 n carpenter who lives In South Emotion.

cm. but something happens

KY Jan gone

?What about the jungles of
Nicholas

this

Lindsay

earth,

the

bulldozers

would have dug it up by now."

asked his Harper student Nur
dicace. Are you going to
bothb them intoparking lob??
mat (deems Wednesday at

LINDSAY SAID his father.
\cachet Lindsay (generally relarded by critics as one of the
greatest American poets west

Harper college cultural ants

of the Mississippi) was a

Lindsay read some of Ida la-

presentation.

But

tical poet, and cited his father
familiar child, rhyme
prove it.

"per -

formed" rather than "read"
might he a more cratedcan escripffon.

Lindsay's

-The moon, the North

person-

Winch cookie',"

ality was evident in the first
Moments of his preemation,
as he described, the limper

he

lam-

...THE sou. wIND is

"Yu ho ho."
"Listen to the sound of poetry." Lindsay said, es he

than Med,. the students sang,

baker: South -the family con Mistily: the religious vision.
It's a fleshly, poetical place.
And this is not only our South.
it's the South of France, the
South of Italy. He kneads
clouds in his den. And makes a

crisp, new moon that greedy
North Wind eats again!'
9See! It's industrial avarice
taken as n measure of SWLindsay's enthusiasm

Lindsay began. And this was
the poem that a number of the

audience joining him

Harper students were talking

poem about an imaginary fish-

vParkhig

there, but a rim of scraps that
crumbles all away.'

"Rim," said Lindsay. ..We
talk about the rims of society.
You may have lost your lien

snake -the sea serpent, the
snake from the Garden of

him.

mem passions.

and you're rolling along on the
rims, but you're making it.
"Society." He shrugged,
"Did you ever see any movies
of Watts and the people rejoic-

ing in the streets? Or Soviet
movies of the MOs where the

good symbol. film citizens cif
democracy. Even Elimbeth

gniley n the father of fakr
children-Me. youngest only
month old. He attended the

ell straight tines in this build
Mg. like the parking lot. May-

Great Tractor snorts approval
wNle He and She join hands

Taylor's jewels couldn't look
my mare beautiful...

University of Illinois parr -rime
and graduated in 1962 from

nam is to bombs it into park

Running because he thinks
It is a citizen's duty to beam*
involved in local affairs Ger-

edgy,- he said. vlsveling no
the othethise hills and lumps
of flowers. What is art, any
way? All those notebooks o
poetry that you write amides

ald Smiley of Elk Grove Vil-

sway? Art is getting worse
-you
what you're bad

lage is challenging incumbent
Paul Neussuser for a twssyeer
term on the District 59 board.

lots. Now don't get ell
wrong. I'm in sympathy wit
finding a place to park your

NOTES

Gerald Smiley

now economical solution to
roblems," Smiley said. "In

WON'T YOU JOIN US FOR OUR
WIG & MAKE-UP SHOW?
GIVEN MIME:

WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO
and

LZP"'

teachers. Letting you know
heir background in Me im

torment they mach. Our aim it
to give the best in nominal in
truction and to keep our friends

nd readers inform. on the
;repelling al "MunicalArth."

featuring
WOMEN'S COSMETICS

and
Specially Priced

HAIR PIECES
ncludirm==MALON

Monday, April 13th, at 9,P.M.
DISPLAY OPENS AT7 P.M. Free Coffeeg Donuts

Feasarle,
gas Rosa. hierson Pismo F

foremost problems of today

MEADOWS

MT. PROSPECT

3135K1511OFF

5.

ELMHURST
Gall Oil 831

394-5737 439-0677

about as they left.

and how to deal with them. A

"talk back" period will afford

VMNS. Elmhurst Itch,

ew elms

The public is ill
fmrwill offering will be received
and will be donated to Oper-

Building. The program is under the sponsorship of the St.
Mark pdrish education cam

anon Breadbasket.

mittee.

RAND AT THOMAS

,

SENIOR RECITAL
PIANO
SUNDAY -APRIL 12th

Seeing u believing!

Federal
Savings and Loan

broke ih. "Did you ever redly

look at a grain olsand? It's

Association
r,

'Completely anus gigissg--

price reductions

15 E. Prospect Ave.

CL 5-6400

They
are
stacking

Allgaum, traditional quality food

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS

THE

at appealing

Free Parking in our Lot

TELEPHONE 827-0700

ORM"

up
on
us!

palrk-;

ROOMS

For Rent

For reservations call 392-2000, ext. 309
or stop in at the Elizabeth Arden
counter in our Cosmetic Department.

;eliethieffiriFI'7Crcogiollgi,,°,"

the 4th Floor sewn( Hall

PIANO-ORGASCCUITAII

RAN DIAuRSt

SPACIOUS, WELL-BUILT, AND RENTS
FOR JUST PENNIES A DAY.

'

Of course, we're balking about our safe
deposit vault where YOU can rent a
different size room for big stuff (like
stocks, bonds and loads of important
papers)
or, small stuff (like
diamonds or jewels).

DECREED
TEACHERS"

.

filitstrat
Arts

ftittiot;

.

.. Inspect our complete line of safe
deposit boxes
. the best room you
could possibly rent
Stop in and
pick up your key today!
.

ArlinotonHaloNs4
hhaltain APIntmE
Hamm Ipen to nomMondays

Frldrow,_

.

.

.

.

WE GO TO ANY LENGTH
TO MAKE YOUR LIFE
MORE EXCITING .
Come to In Club Room,

see our potpourri of flares with flair nth

Moos of el/ fosse! You'll find fanegalfrineed

Mount Prospect State Bank
i

Susse and Emsnion

Mount Prospect, III

potty mint, nano nouthoth rvIltand salaam

'and wens

many morel At m, Club Room. 13471.

CLorbroola 9-6000

prgreret

RA( INT( AS/NE[2

PH: CL 9-4618
ION.Donton

ARLINOTON HTS. ILL..

To prove it, we invite you to stop in

today at

Mount Prospect

?This is the voice of the
mod; they sang. Lindsay

SALE
Admiral Color TV

SATURDAY 8 TO6 SUNDAY 9:30701:30

puter age.

roans assailable ompolure

QUALIFIED

SUPER SASDWICH

at an informal gathering 7:30
pm. Sunday in the Assembly

CI. 5-1600

MONDAY THOU FRIDAY .8 TO 8

Yes, we respect our savers as persons, more than pawns in this com-

NOW' Tis Blau prime

"PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTION BY

01111

will speak on
"Hunger and the Christian"
Bthadbasket,

Room of the new Sr. Mark Lutheran Church Recreanion

41

2:00 and 6100 P.M.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday,
10:30 A.M. and 2:30 P.M.

,n

Muir Degree Amt., Com

PERCUSSION -

SOON!

....Your account information is kept

in a machine...There are no delays

The Rev. Calvin Morris, the
associate director or Operation

RAN

Savings and Loan Association

because of computer snags.

tern and ask questions.

Eden," as lindmy described

Monday and Thursday at
-

VOICE & THEORY.

BIG

The purpose of this program
v ism encounter people with the

Pc

MOUNT PROSPECT

at Mount Prospect Federal

gertips, not shipped away to be stored

Breadbasket director

an opportunity to discust mat-

ing boat and Mhe primordial

Admission Free.3 P.M.

IN WISHING WERRA.

OPENING

No Appointments

CiTTLCirl,
ROE LIN6

Not Just'A Humber

-

Each week I will be telling you
about one of our profess/and

Theresa's Boutique

439-9906

.00

will, discuss hunger

Beauty on a Budget

You Are A Person

right in our offices, at your own fin-

Elizabeth Arden beauty experts
will give you two and a half hours of
beauty instructions that will
last you a lifetime!
Fora 5.00 fee (plus tax) you will receive
your own Elizabeth Arden
Beauty Kit, with samples of 19 Arden
preparations, class instruction, and
a 2.00 credit toward any
Elizabeth Arden purchase.
During the clam you will actually
use the cosmetics in your kit
and learn the trick of applying
make-up anfully! Classes at our !Sandhurst store will be April 13 to 17,',

by

have some feeling
or wanting to give some serice back to the community."
I

Hello and may I introduce
"Musical Ann Snide to you.

FOR EVERYONE

G7,5ron,
FRI2N.1X5

CARSONS
INVITES YOU TO
ELIZABETH ARDEN'S
FAMOUS "RED DOOR"
BEAUTY CLASSES

MUSICAL

ddition,

FREE GIFTS

95

10:50 p.m.; Sunday. 7)30 pna.

41

inois Institute of Technology,

"'En, used to being an Indus -

PERMANENT WAVE

True Grit and The Sterile Cuckoo: no times available,
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE,700Pi-Renti,thisPeespeet.
Came Blow Your Horn: Daily,11130 p.m.tgaturday, 7:30 and

decor 7acinsunodatiess us HO

inn

honors. In 1960, he received a
bachelor's degree from the Ill-

trial engineer and getting the

a

CURLY cut

SHAMPOO$2.00
J

and 10 p.m.
OASIS OUTDOOR THEATRE, Bensenville.

be 'the Cy anser to Viet

Wright Junior College with

without opposition.

in

OUR NATIONALLY FAMOUS

..:r:uoZst 00

times. "'Let not young stn dents be smothered out; ."

and

'

a

Though Vachel Lindsay
died in 1931, his poem on SIM
dent demonstrations seemed
especially appropriate to out

performance had the Harper

me

peck

THE NEW

$
$2.50sisras

shouted the blustering story of
the calliope from one of his father's earlier poems.
to the flesh of the words."

gunge of industrial avarice.
/He bitessit day by day. Until

lots. nuke

Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice: Daily and Weekends, 2,4. 6, 8,

ru m

"THERE IS fur niore s

began.

The North Wind -the

Fonthfull rinse. Colon in.

wish, covers may bath refreshes faded
hair.

and make greater corn quotas

between mean a parking lot.

If my heart was buried in

RANDIIERST. CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping caner, nts. Pros.

stontly, shampoos out whenever you

perking lot.

Smiley run s because
of 'duty to be involved'

majoring in businesssecono m
ks and business management.
Smiley. a staff industrial engineer for Continental Can
Co.. decided to nun for the
boarli he says. because he did
nor like the idea of an is.
cumbent seeking re-election

True Grit and' The Sterile Cuckoo: Daily, 615. BIOS, and

100 W.

PLENO4REE PARKING

10:15; Saturday and Sunday, 2ff 0, 4505, 6115, 8:05;and 10:15.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Mein, ML
Easy Rider: Daily and Weekends, 7,24 and 9:22 p.m.

turn of waves. Then in lust o few mi
utes we
we give you the captivating color
of

Harper parking lots stir poet's ire
heaven?'

One of the campaign points

7:50. and 9:50 p.m.
PICK WICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

First our expert stylists fashion your
own "Curly Cut" with o curly, curvy

to the board last Augod and

FLOOR

A program on the need for problems involved in con struction, and the efforts now
west suburbs will be held at being exerted in solving the
low -cost housing in the north-

the Congregational ()United
problem.
ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arl.ths.
Speakers scheduled for the
Cactus Flovtdr: Daily, 5:45, 7)50, and 9:55 p.m.; Saturday and 'Church of Christ in Arlington
Heights todayat 8 p.m.
panel are Jose Safnudio, re.
Sunday, I:30.3:55, 5:45, 7:45. and 9:55 p.m.
A panel of speakers will gional co-ordinator of the II CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.
present their concerns about),J. n o is Migrant Council;
Anne Of The Thousand Days: Daily, 8:00 p.m.; Wonky and
the housing dilemma and pro- Charles Catlin, architect in Sunday. 7:00 and 9:30 p.m,
vide
information on the volved in low-cost housing
DES PLAINES THEATRE, MU Miner, Des Plaint.
KoEasy Rider and The Lass Summer: Monday, Wednesday, and. present housing conditions, construction; William
the problems some people ex- retke, chairman of the Elk
Friday. 6:40. 8)25, and 10:00 per.; Tuesday and Thanday.6:40
perience in renting or buying Grove Village Task Force;
8:30. and 10:00 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday. 3.50. 0:20, 7(00.
homes in the suburbs, the pes- and Rudolph Mancha, acting
8:50, and 10:30 p.m.
Sible types of low-cost housing chairman of the Northwest
GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Noes.
Dort can be constmcled, the Suburban Housing Coalition.
Cactus Flower Daily and Weekends, 2:15. 4: IS, 6115, S:15.

/ha Internal Revenue Service

.

Panel on low-cost housing
set in Arlington Heights

Aniusement
calendar

Dist. 59 board needs
continuity: incumbent

Page 9

Rand Rood

Rte. 03

Shop Mon. Nu fn 10 00 to 9 30
Saturday IMO to 5.30

Phone 392-2500

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURB.

RANDHURST

Nommuisessinuame

Sunday Moors
12 noon to5 p.m.

Choose from over 50
Televisions -,12," to 23"
WILLE'S TELEVISION DEPT.

THE DAY

While holding Prospect to two hits.

Friday April 10 1970

Pape 10

Woodfield work under way

Warrior bats explode in 10-3 drubbing

Shopping center on Schaumburg prairie
al

Steel is betng erected on the
multi -million dollar Woodfichl Mali complex which is located in suburban Schaumburg. Woodfield Mall will
have more than 160 stores and
services:. with three major

initially;
Sears, Roebuck & Cp., Marshall Field & Co., =ltd J. C.
department

,

I

stores

Penney Co., hoe.
In addition to the retail
..lstbres, Penneys and Sears will

Woodfield Mall, the amid

more than 300,000 square let,

hugest completely enclosed re-

is well along on its construe.
flan; the Marshall Field store.
with 300,000 plus square feet
E in its Initial phase of con -

gional retail development:will
have more than 2 million
square feet of gross area, with
parking facilities for more

struction, and the J. C. P0110ey

than 10,000 automobiles when
completed.
Foundation work is more
than 50.per cent complete with
sxuctural steel erection filllowing, lend balancing is mar-

ing completion, and site WEAt. are under construction.

ee=r detached automotive service Centers.

Co. also has started construe Eon on its 280,000 square foot
store.

Two well known Chicago

Co.,

who

coMractor for Woodfield

r. Escalators, ramps, anti
prsiettrian
walk -ways
will
niaintain a smooth flow of cus-

Associates, the project devol°per, and is Mothrthring the
malls and site work. Access to
the Woodfield development
will be provided by four major

is

man Co., Mc., of Southilekl,

struments

Personal Finance

and

other micro-

electronic circuits. FiVe of the
fuses in the line weigh as little

moved o second on Olson's

Noith. Main, West lakes on

iron-hathed Warn. were

be Warrior base stealer.

=Fifth, Kulik walked and

Evinrston tombrrow at home.

committing.

The Warriors opened the
garnes scoring in the first Inning when Jim Kulik singled.
=le second and moved to
bird on Joe lungs ground

Hanselmann cleared the Was
with a double. He came across

Starting time is 11 a.m,

Gasiorf then walked and

Kulik. If

3

2

stole second and both bascrun-

were scoreless until Prospect
cut the Warrior lead to 5-3 in

1

2

ners thme scampering home

the Mu= of the fourth. Don

Hanselmann.ss

leng,cf
Gamrf. lb

some of the high

Maloney were not going to
come down and when they OM
they were well out of the reach

Son, self-employed now,
can reap big pay-off later

THE WARRIORS managed to meet the ball squarely

THE QUARTET of War-

yesterday and with the wind

By Cult. Smith and
Surveyors stake the construction boundaries on the site of the $100 million Woodfield Mall in
Schaumburg Mtn intersection alit 58 and 53. The structure in the background is the IC. Penney,
Inc. store, one of 17e0 in the Penney chain. Called the largest enclosed shopping center in the nation,
Woodfield is scheduled to open in the fall of 1971.

Area men
on the move

Siedlecki
promoted
Niehoff

. gm recently marked his 4011,
anniversary as an agent for the
Prudential Insurance Company
Leke %this dish.,
2316
W. Lawrence Av.,Chicago.

for a sniggering payoff in later

tems, brake parts, an equip-

life.
Tfte answer
in the boys
age and little known tnnt arrangement called a 1Ccogh
Phut
(That's
pronounced

ment anti accessories,

Key -Oh, and it

Siediecki assumes re-

Sam Blew" 11989 Lyon, direct mail and merchandisDes Nelms, has Mtn inn= ing programs. He will also as with their tradeadvertising

regional elks manufacturer of

Unagusta Manormthring andse sales training.
with United Parts Division of
lie is the father of five chit the Echlin Mam! ring
girls, ranging in are Co.. McHenry, He lives in
from ni to 12 years nld
Palatine with his wife and
alien, on

Robert J. Pettaid has been
nn= rnmager, product,
conmercial and mid:stop
promotions for Union 76 Division. Union Oil Co. of Ca/Bernie.

dir.tor of the corporation, to
bared at the company% en a meetingon May4

The farm. pecializes In manage.
ment and engineering services
to the prestressed concrete
dostry.

mutual

funds

'6VKF.OGII trust is a kind of
do-it-yourself pension plan for
self-employed. les used
mostly by doctors, lawyers and
wmall businessmen, but anyone
the

THE USE of a 15-yeerold
as an example provides the
most startling results. 00000r0

the lengthy period allows the

harepro ve

Per ssn.
44.9d sho9I
their shareholders. If your
son's pLan can do es well. his

of

theory

compounding

to

wore its magic. And for this
reason. you might urge your
kids to sock some dollars away.

pronto
Practically speaking, most
Keogh
are smiled by

Mind you, this is without his
adding another Porto. M the
original stun.

adults, plans lly middle-aged.
So even if you are balding, and

oars0, you May want to give
==

All you need E to be self-

Care to giress the amount or
ane nest egg When Mnier finaly decides to quit the daily
grind?

employed, ethn one part-time
heel, Just so you hive an income not subject to the with holding tax.
It couldn't hurt.

One a. one.half inch leads
are provided so that the fuse

Two Northwest suburban.
area men are serving on the
ticket sales and promnion
committee of the Ilth annual.

4463

The small jar and the penny
given some idea of the size o

Yarmouth. Elk Grove Village.

fasbacting ceramic ?Manses.

They are Jerry Underhill,
Gettysburg,
Rolling
Meadows and Dean Cox. 561

ctus filed with the Department of in

he Stu* a New York Auld ens Bureau of Meer*, DepertmeLew or
of the
end Public Sae. of Mc Siete of

X*Yank

the Stets of Hew Army *paned en or ender* the *its of this oiler*.

a

(it Per Value)

can be talked into delivering
papers for a year at a rate that
will earn him $40 a month.

George

Shapiro,

Tom Murphy to store manage
of The Lane Brymt Randhun

western University and Is an
Arm-

store.

Murphy was formerly
store manager in Rockford
III. He repiac. Norm Pardys

Petzold and his wife and five

who hasten promoted to mer

children live et 706 E. Miner,
Arlington Heights.

chandise manager for One
Bryant in Pittsburgh.

CAW MR. MORRISON

Specialist for Wang Lahore.

phone Co. from switchboard In.
staller to switchboard In-

lodes Des Plaines office. He was

stallation foreman M Skokie.
Barron Mu corked for Illinois
Bellsince 1953.

formerlychairmanof the Physical Science Department al the

Oak Park and River Forest
HighSehoollnDak Park.

653.4800

ALLSTATE INSURANCE

COMPANY
1811 Main Stoat

thiiaccy.

de; chem.

pionshn M one point.

pat Skating Club. too leadtage

Knight placed second in the
440 ram and third in the mile,

Gratonrotres who new lawfully offer them **Wee within et.* State.

Arlington Heights' 12 -year -

Robert Vir.laird &Co.,

Wheaton, Illinois

An Equal Othertently employer

J. Barth & Co.

Blunt Ellis &Simmons Boettcher and Company Johnston, Lemon & Co. Kohlmeyer & Co.
Loewi & Co.

Newhard, Cook & Co.

The Ohio Company

old J.E. Weber has just returned from a trip to Canada
where he was instrumental in
Me success of the Chicago hit=

n or Hawks Pee Wee hockey

Piper, Jaffrey & Hopwood
ER.. a three-year veteran =-

Prescott, Merrill, Torben & Co.

Rauscher Pierce & Co., Inc.

The Chicago Corporation

The Milwaukee Company

Mullaney, Wells & Company

K. J. Brown & Co., Inc.

Parker/Hunter

Watling, Lerched4 Co.

B. C. Christopher & Company

Julien Collins & Company

Howe, Barnes & Johnson, Inc.

The Mid -American Corporation

Thomas Rogers Company

City Securities Corporation

Douglas, Stewart, Maguire & Parkhurst, Inc.

T. C. Henderson & Co., Inc.
McCormick & Co.

Stern Brothers & Co.

Eppler, Guerin & Turner, Inc.

The Illinois Company

Mudd and Shonaboth
seconds

AR R

PMYer
Keeper. 2b
Olson. ss

.

3
3

Cerdinell. rf

l

c

2

171",17r

cf

'

1

1E
0 0
I
0
1
0

1

I

11

0

0

Schmidt, p
Norman, ph
O'Keefe. p
Johnson. p
Benefield. lb

Debovich for mother thrte

Stinson. 3h

I.

0

0

0

Ham p

I

Purdom. at

3

I

I

0

Goma.. p

0

Weimer, ss

0

"0
20

TOMS

0

Hems

I

I

Nettlemm rf

2

Bonberg. rf
Freeman, lb

2

lesperson. If
Nevelt. pr

O
O

NtSwedik"ncy,

YORK

0
0

AB R H B
1

10
0

I

I

0

If

Sakamoto, If

0

3

0

2
0

0

2
0

I

0

0

Hilloy. lb
Kirby. lb

0

Brinbaum 2b
Thon, 2b

0

2

I

0 '0
0
0

2

0

1

finish in tiw

Nettlemen,

bum L 3b-Maly. HR--McSweeney..

gins. without ice, this summer.

year and are favored by many
to mpture the.same crown this
spring. needed four runs in the

The

Suburban

West

Schwarting

set

mord

the

in

a new state

Inkyard butterfly.
The junior freestyle relay
Ram composed of Erick Ports. Dave Sehner, Jeff Arhart
Rich Olson (7) of Forest View leaps toward first base in an effort to beat out his grounder to
sloth. The hurl, however, arrives,OM in lime la nip the fleet Falcon. (Photo by Mikc =mm)

Rodman & Renshaw, Inc.

Burton J. Vincent & Co.

the hockey circuit and an alternate captain on his team.
goals and eight
contributed
I

I

assists for a 19 -point total in
seven games. Playing in Isvo
different tanadian tournaments, TR. registered a thrmgoal hat trick in each meet.

THF. MINOR Hawls of the
Pm Wee division rsturned to
their Chicago base with a 6-1
record against the tough Cana-

dian competition. Playing at
the Central Canadian Elks In-

ternational Pm Wee Hockey
Tournament and the FL
Frances Knights of Columbus
Chicago
the
mar
Tournament,

the Elks' Class B
team
Champions! \ ip and the consolation chammonshm at
Frances
Ontario,

t.

in a=

FOUR ERRORS by Wheeling in that sixth inning. cons-

1-0 Mad in the top of
the second es catcher Dean
Sheridan +am Mt by a pitch .f-

out to

bottom of rim sixth inning to

The Indians. who won the
state mannier league title last

gel

by Ron DeBolfs pesky

mai descending on the Niles

on a walk to Gary Schweitzer

bellyard,

and scored when the Indian
center fielder couldn't handk
Glenn larzennowskil line

seriously hurt

the

Tots and led to all four =id-

cast, it

visited

Dartmouth.

Brown and Hanover anise,

The HawkSuomd a first for shies.
The trams. which tame
American hockey in teking
home the Elks' tourney trophy ' from the Juvenile division (15

in existence foi three years and
of five "all-star?

consis ts

and 16 year-oldsl. the Nlidgets
(14 and 151, the Bantams (13 141 the Pee Wes 111-120 the
Squirts 19-101 to the Mites 178).

teams. The organization has
done much to develop the ca-

1RYOUTS ARE held each
fiber of hockey played in the. year at the clubX hone lee at
sta. but the organization's the Rainbow Arena in Chi goals are to provide the best cago. The boys that make the
team pay a fee which includes
coaching available, sufficient
ice time for both practice and all traveling omens.. The
games, and to play the finest only time that he Chicdgo
club schedules toursiliment
competition available.
lay is over school vacations,
ut they play closer to home
AND
SCHOOLWORK
ver weekends. The team has
good grad. an also stressed
asp. of the Mathes objec- `tee veld to Canada twice this
on and to the Ease Coast
lives are to get the hockey
'players into the college of their

choice. Many colleg. are now
Offering hockey scholarship,
and on a Christmas trip to the

east some of the older !ton
were offerc0.grants.
h -team Int

otcc as well as taking od teams
ire Michigan and Minnesota.
-

(The successful young LIT.

Wther, son of Mr. and Mn.

l

P

c Weber, 1230 Woodford
will move up to the Ban-,

0

0
0
0
0
0

1

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sumner, If

2
3

Fritsch, lb

3

W hue, c

2

Kochler.26

2

I

0
0

Jackson. of
Jones, ph-rf
Schleis.P

2

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0

0
I

00

1

223 2

,

SH-

Friday,
April 10,
1970

of Schwarting. Terry
Lemberger, Phil Nychay and
Phil Phil= for the101111firsu.
team

The

Intermediates

added

the third NWS new record to
the sum books.

mg runs.

Stroll Day went all the way

for Wheeling on the mound
and he absorbed the less. The
senior right-hander gave up
eight hits. striking out sex and
walking as many.

Most of the Wildcats' hitling punch was supplied by
baseman Terry Lundquist. who boomed out a
triple and Iva, doubles and

first

in three of the five
Wheeling runs. The Cats only
could produce' six safeties,
with Speedy Wiesen, John Dyson and Day contributing the
other three

drove

WHEELING

JUMPED_

ter ono Was out. went to second

drive.
Niles tied it up in their half
of the second 0110 double and

place.

two singles. but the first of
Lundthist's two doubtes put
the Wildcats back in front in
the top of the third as Dyson.
who had reached base on an ars
rp r. came scurrying across Me
plate:

The Indians again hit 0,

Schweitzer
Jarzembowski was

walked.

credited with a ',aerit fly
when

brought

his sky-high pop-up
in Lundquist from

man Mark Anders,.

RUT DAY

opened

the

W faculties meet
Faculty basketball teams after the. game there will be
from Hersey and Wheeling coke dance at Wheeling.
will tangle tonight at Wheeling
TICKETS WILL be S.50
High School in a benefit game for students and $1.00 for
Sponsored by the Wheeling adults and can be purchased at
game will be- the door tonight. Them will
Spur C;
also be door prizes given out.
gin at 7;30 P.M.

The proceed, will go to the
Thc halftime entertainment 'Spur Club for the purpose of
will feature a volleyball game financing dugouts for the
beiween the women's faculties Wildest baseball field, accordthe -aim two sthooh, and ing to club member Edina=

Nelson. c
Madden. of

0

2

1

BI
0

I

I

to bounce back to the mound.

Player
\ Nelsen, cf
DyS0n, st

Jacobs, p
Samaras, p

2

0
2

0

0

medley -Dave Sehnert, 1:13.7.
sixth -place. 200 -yard freestyle.

2

I

29

relay -Erick Parer, Dave Seh-

8

8

nert, Jeff Arhart, Mike Frm-

WHEELING (S)

men. 1:42.6, first place.

AB R H
4
4

0

I

2

Lundquist. lb

4

Sheridan. o
Schweitzer, 3b

Jarzembowski. gf 2

0

lakubik. one of the Niles big
guns who helped wreck the
Wildcats' tourney hopes last

Baker, If

3

0

0
0

TOTALS

27

5

6

1

1

1

3

2

I

0

I

0 0

0 00

&nurse., 2b 3

20-Lundquist (2). Anderson;
one

and

chime in the seventh and
they' did manage to put across
another run on a single by Dyson and Lundquist's big triple,

But when Sheridan bounced

out with Terry still on third,
Wheeling had gone down to its
first loss.

'The Wildcats will travel to
Deerfield tonight for make -

311-Anderson,

quist;

SO-Collo,

INTERMEDIATES;

200 -

yard medley relay -Rick

4

had

ley
relay -Ed
Fitzsimmons.
Ross Peterson,' Eric Porter.
Jeff Arhart, 1:59.3, third
place.
200.yard individual

0
0

Day, p

in

Brad Buss, Gary Grocowald,
Gary Takata, Greg NewCOIner, I S50, sixth place.

4
'

the first Indian he faced in the
Iihth, Day gave up those four
crashing tallies that broke
Wheeling's back. The big blow
was a two -run single by Greg

summer.

beats, -

50 -yard

JUNIORS: 200.yard med-

Jakubik, lb
Klipowica. 3b
Guenther. If

TOTALS

PREPS:

1

Etohnt. ss

age by fanning Ralph Baker
and gelling Fred Bencristvato

5 0-y r d
bmkstroke-Tom
Gran,
.1, fourth place.

stroke -Brad Busse, 35.1, ninth
place. 100 -yard freestyle teloy-

Colton. rf

Anderson, 2b

AFTER PUTFING down

I a.m.

3

LundDohm,

Semmes; HBP-Sheridan
(2), Guenther.

Schwaning, Terry Lemberg..
Phil Nuchay, Phil Philbin,
1:50,1, first place. 50yard
freestyle -Phil

Phithin,

25.0,

viseventh rd., 200 -yard indidual emelidy-Rick Schwan
mg. 2:13.4, first place. 100.
yard butterfly -Phil Nuchay,
58,5, first place.
100-v and freestyle -Phil

Medley, 54.7, fourth place
100-y a r d backstroke -Rick
Schwarting,
1:03.5,
third
place.

100 -yard

backstroke -

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
IP HR ER SOW

Rick Schwarting. 1:03.5. third

Day

T e r ry Lemberger.

Jacobs

Sonatas

'

Gctsle, Dan
Doehler. 2:30.9, 10th place.

WEST (e).

third.
But Niles' relief pitcher Jim
&mete, escaped further dam-

for a run in the bottom of the
third and took a 4-2 lead in the
fifth on a walk. an error and a
triple to right by second base -

I

sixth

1104.4.

MIDGET& 200 -yard med-

will host Niles North tomorrow morning at

Funk.

ley etarram Goon,. htiy,

FlawAB R H

and

freestyle relay -Scott Karate,
Mate. Tom Behnke,

Ems

Mark

with his second straight double
that scored Day.
After Sheridan was .hit with
game

1:13.3, second place. 25.yard
frecstyle-Tom Behnke. 152,
eighth place. 23 -yard but.
terily-Russ Irsate, 17.8. seventh place.
25 -yard
backstroke -Stark
Funk. 17.4. first plan. 25 yard breaststrokeThary Stark,
20.4, second place. 100 -yard

and Mike Freeman. combined

op se= oath the Maroon and

the

CADETS, 1110.yard medley
Mar - Russ M1 late, Gary Stark,
Mark Funk, Scott Koester,

with the Intermediate Medley

Wheeling sixth with a single.
and that triggered a two -run
rally that tied the game once
main. Lundquist followed

pitch for the second time in

MEET RESULTS

Suburban

Intermediate
200.yard medley, and Phil Nychay, also 0 record breaker,
captured
the
Intermediate

8-5.

crew.

I

Page II

YMCA. which was beaten by
the NWS swimmers in the recent District I Championships,
captured the overall title.
MARK FUNK won the Cadet 25 -yard backstroke. Rick.

mined partly because of the re,
redly increasing darkness that

The Chicago Minor Hmiks
Hockey Fthndation has bet

3

wiring threc state records.

with a single stole sensualand
scored on Malys single to

Mina pitcher for York.

Northwest

The

The Talcom

Johnsen. Gomm.' was the

0

2110

loney. Bessenhofer;
kianslemath, GastorP,
Olson.

YMCA Boys' Swim team cap
mead fourth place in last Saturday's state swim meet by
mistiming three individual and
two relay gold medals. while

Met damage.

off sot= training which. ho-

for the first time ever.

AB R HBI

finishes
fourth in state

bases.I bin Duke starter RMh
bee
HarCwiggled out +althorn fur

Dm, O'Keefe pitched his
third scoreless inning of the
spring for Form View. hut the
winning pitcher was Bum

2

I

NWS

George Schmidt
walked to reload

tumd until we fifth -inning homks' by the two tams,

petition with mere than 40

10 II 10'

SPURTS

game.

he

make it 1-2. Tines how it

West and went doa to defeat,

213

JD5

a

p.,0

The spttd ssonpg

Tends

tort: 3B-Gastors, Dopp, Ma-

Nei/Beyer.

0
0
0
0

break when York's Nettleman
anneal Jespersoffs Ily hall in
right field. allowing Cavalier°
and Knentepp to score and tic

for the first time in the third
inning ...b.,. Cardin., led off

spot with five poi.,

0
0

1

&Castoff 3, Moe., Moss.

2b-Cavallara, Bonberg, Birn-

slicing

the

0
0

Maloney, Streng, Frinehe,
Schlais; 2b-Hanselmann, Gas -

0

double to left and Kent Keen
PV and Maly walked to load
the hases with nobody out.
The Falcons then got

°

Tondo

=II,

1

0
0

11

1

Clearly, c

1

I

2

Task

1

1

0

1

0

Bemenhofer.p

Elmer
Menial. rim(
Strang. lb
Perkin, 3b
Lundsted, ss

bum when

Pete Cavalier°

Weber plays in Canada

William Blair & Company
Bacon,Whipple & Co.

tagged Knight reliever Chris

2

1

2

0

PROSPECT131

ran.. a walk o Moss and a

one have

2

0

1

2
4

Olson. P

But that was the last mend
that the Prospect offense was
to fire. Maine West added two
in the fifth on a single by Mo-

while Gastorf and Jim Hansel -

3

me.

0

1

0

Keehn. rf

Streng's safety.

triple by Bessenhofer. The aftermoifis scoring ended in the
Mob ..when the Warriors

and the Falcon outburst

slim

in ihe

n or wile,

couldn't match the roomering ability of poWerful Niks

inns fine loseball game of the
swoon. but
the Wildcats

copra of the I Pre.oefEn coq he obtained 1.1* Any Stab! any

F. S. Smithers &Co,, Inc.

the second.

feu in the 440

=Misers of the \ fount Pros.

Whetting flintily heal the

regiona

bachelor's degree in business
administration from North-

mates. Interested?

promoted by Illinois Bell Tele.

Robby Haenisch. Gary 'J. land and Bohby KnigM. sloass

weatherman yesterday and gm

manager of Lane Bryant, ha
announced the appointment of

and on a wild pitch, to third on
an error and he tallied on

Wildcats beaten in Opener at Niles West, 8-5

Price $11 Per Share

lie able to write complete auto damage esfi.

wood, Mount Proseer has been

Mt.Prospect skate
group is impressive
in large meet at LA

By Eta Snort

New manager

Applicants must be high school graduates and

1703

catcher and pinch -runner Bob

the Intermediate Boys Class.
Jonland won the mile and half

per cent or $48, anon Keogh

AUTO DAMAGE ADJUSTER:

Roberts,

Falcrins because, emit dark-

I- 5-5561 for information on

trust The most common ve-'

He was grathated vrith

were really looking had for the

Cresident. Herman Finnish, at

pervisor. Prior to that he was

Sara Lee

into the game in the bottom of

finished second and third in

will be 5480, and he can put 10

dising director, Kitchens of

FOREST YIEW got back

but when he tried to wan the
0-2 pitch it skipped past the

JONLANO AND Knight

that son of yours. Suppose he

pire ruled that the infield To

an thou.. Rich Olson ad

two quick strikes past Kasper.

Bloom Prospect coach Mary
Polaski urged any interested
skater to thntact the dub's

Pensold joined the company
in 1963 as sales promotion su-

American Hospital Supply
Corp., and assistant merchan-

Bob Cerone, Leone zipped

the 440 -yard race to total 13
points for the tide

Hoffman Rosner Corporation

moved up a base on G mg Sum-' s infield popup. The um-

getting hit by one of Olson's
pitches. He advanced to sec-'

erCardinell
The Dukes from Elmhurst

rally came after York pulled
timid with two runs of its own
the top of the fifth. Things

events while placing second in

resting, but lees get back to

yer drilled a single to right and
came all the way around to
when the ball took a
tricky
tricky bounce and skipped past
Forest View rightfielder Rog -

another tally in the second on
John McSweeney's long home
run to left.

bringing up Bob Kamar.

ship with impr.sive victories
in the half and three-quarter

Common Stock

lake the lead in the top of the
fifth. With two out and the Wing run on third, John Neime-

ers at that point. replacing Lou
Gonzalez with hard -throwing

the

aside up to 10 per cent of his
annual income, to a maximum
of $2,500, without paying any
immediate
on it.

when rates should be low.
PUT THIS way, it all
sounds pretty dull and uninte-

York used a little luck to

(York).
FOREST VIEW'S Winning

load

will have its final meet Sunday
at Notre Dame University. but

vestment plan and allowed to
grow. No tax is paid until withdrawals begin at retirement,

Koehler started the rally by

THE KNIGHTS knotted the
game in the bottom of the
frame with a pair of unearned
runs. Mike Musial and Sirens
opened with walks and both

scored

Player

THE NEXT two Mnings

the Warrior infielders. enabling both runners to move up

for the luckless Knigho sem

MAINE WEST (th)
MLR H /31

double.

Dabovich.P

YORK CHANGED pit.-

Haenimh w. the Junior

248,000 Shares

Moroi infield base hit.

on Ganes

later

out

one

senhofer, Gash. and Malo-

Thor of the few bright spots

FOREST VIEW

W.t Suburban Conference

walked to

B oys Silver Skate Champion-

to

on

yesterday.

also led early in the game, 2-0,
dribbler to short and Bun limy scored a run in the first
Johnson and Ed
field on n single by Gary Nettleman

set

circumstances

ou

flawlessly

rule was in effect on the short
pap. but it eluded the wasp of

nn bagged doubles.

afternoon would hove do be

and a throwing error by Fai-

qUalify.

KNOW AUTO BODY ESTIMATING?

R.

the Donau el Securities of

slate

With
Cs:rn"gusts
tscoito oi
sternly sweeping the field. the

hrs..

eer Skates Meet.

If so, ALLSTATE offers you a secure More as an

Donald

Littlefuse's superssmal

boosted their

ney each rad
ppe oth a triple

Novak rode home vrith the
winning run.

by

Scholarship Luncheon spans
Noted by the Chemical Industries Council-Midwesi.

Jim Jeney.aVeithe the Attorney General al the Stehle,

ati, hut thy weren't satisfied.
Randy .lesperson beat out a

'urban League (Maine South),
the Des Plaines Valley Conference (West Leyden, and the

On scholarship
lunch committee

away.

season. Included in the perfect

minat . of the Central Sub-

Amperage ratings an

Ryan Maly saved the day,
however, by tripling to leftcenter and continuing home
with the tying run when the
throw back to the infield got
That assured the Falcons of

W are victories over repry
I

,

View's record to 3-0 for the

the Elsier roll -afore
no travel to Los Angeles
for
for the recent PM,mount Sn-

HAVE BODY SHOP EXPERIENCE?

Woodview, Prospect Heights,
hat been appointed University

The victory boosted Forest

ith an income not subject to
withholding taxes can usually

KNOW AUTOS?

Jam. E. Barron 716 Crest.

doe.

.

min be soldered into the circuit
or inserted into diodedike clips
or mountings.

amaring

out an exciting 5-4 nan-conference victory over York on
the Falcons' home (Mid yes*

The 15 ampere fuse has a lead
diameter of 0.032 inches.

is not an offering. No offering is made except by

This

His earnings for that year

advertising manager for

dIsision, has been nominated us

made,

Med. The answer is sr thump ing $24,576,

The money is placed in
some form of savings or in-

Petzold named
to Union 76 post

Mined The Consulting Engl.
mess Group, Inc., Glenview.

named after
lothe congressman who
na:laced the enabling legisla-

them

tare producers in the country.

lian Ln., Arlington Heights, has

Averaged out owe the past

We will save you the with-

View's

illa and final inning to pull

The law permits anyone in

Corp., one Of the largest furth

Leslie D. Martin leth E. Lil-

If

fund shares.

Doubtless that sounds a bit 348 will double nbout every
Wm.
odd to you. As for your sort he
will think you've lost your.
marbles. But bear with us, and
THUS, By the timelmie60,
we will show you why the this doubling of he investment
enis of in
tole made will have occurred nine times,

now can put Your kid In line

child.

Hunter L.
Mena, 1926
CamphIll Cr., Palatine, vice
Ifferident and general rammer
of Motorola's communications

certainly alb wonders for

expanded sales promotion de.
partment, headquartered al
tRe ir Chicago facilities, Nit /toff is a leading manufacturer
of automotive ignition sys-

sponsibility for the development and execution of the
company, sales promotion,

Aleadow Dr, Rolling Mud..

tt.127;

appointed to Niehoff & Co.'.

sales,

[Meant, 2703

job,

his retirement program,

Reporting directly to Richard Boland, vice president of

11.

Got o IS
boy
*fig around the house? Urge

him _ gel

Richard Siedlecki has been

Clarence

Mehard P011.11 Pratt

It

ars

nide. for such.a Rust is a muteal fund plan, so lees Melte
he puts his .S48 Into mutual

nets setting in. it w. obvious
that would be the final inning.
And the situation gel even
worse when the first two Forest View batters popped out.

rune after two ware out in the

,

blowing out, it led to a deluge
of extra base hits. Dopp,

formed

Falcons still unbeaten after 5-4 win over York
Mabel! team rallied for two.

THE FUSES are provided
with solder -coated copper
leads, 0.025 inch in diameter.

to their mcond consecutive de-

feat The Maine Wet win

Forest

and electronic component engineers were developed in the
companyfi laboraturia.

hit column empty was broken
when Knight Tom Soma beat
out a two -out grounder in inning four.

of the Knight outfielder,

By Mike !mem

opabilities for circuit des*

The

through the fourth inning.
What made the feat surprising
was the fact that the Prospectors ,had seven baserunners
during the opening three
stanzas. Olson's bid to keep the

ntest. at tim. it
thathe

run.

Right-hander Olson had a
no-hitter going until midway

riors Bert Gastorf, Ken Dopp,
Bill Bessenhofer 'and Mike

05 One gram.

The greatly extended amperage range and new electrigal

mrsum-

He also cut down one would-

did se to

Mite Maloney, playing in the hoe corner for Al Carstens Maine West ball dub, has petted
position on shot do= be third base line hit by Pr.pect's Greg Sumner in yesterday's 503
Warrior Anon. (Photo by J. Abe cook)

the

Knights

tor in t=

.

behind

added their two other nuts on
one of the six errors that the

riors paced the I1 -slit attack
that sent the Knights spiraling

phis isa led airborne (n-

hadn't

to only two hits and a lone

.rned

fiy balls off the bats of War-

Uttelfuse. Inc., 800 E. seen through the completely
Norrinvera Hwy., Des PWines, insulated transperent Sleeve
has 'developed sub-minialure, which encloses the entire body
fastocting --Pienfuser in Ulm and fuse rerthigsd.
Fort her infor=fion Is
Pemgcs from me -sixteenth to
15 amps,
available through the coin The series is used for circuit reefs marketing department
prothnion in cmnputers, so- in Des PlMnes.

Bessenhofer limited the Knights

was dropped by a Moine West
infielder,
The Warriors; went ahead to
sum in inning two. Doug
Koehn led off with a walk and

=lay afternoon, Maine West

club.
While the gusty 30 milsfipers
Mier wind was not the big fac-

Develop tiny
fast -acting fuse

lack

catcher Stu White. Whit, who
worked

Olson wonired credit for the
win while Knight starter
Warner Schlais took the
Prospect tries; to get into the
victory column this afternoon
when they travel to Hiles

gnaundball

the excellent defensive work of

rior pitchers Bill Olson end

pect Knight ball dianiond yes -

.nipulating the wind to the
Warriors' advantage during
their 10-3 romp over the bast

Mich.

greater shopping convenienth

Witches

monad a hitter's day. But War-

plate until last season's
baseball program, per-

Mach Al Carstens was not ma-

center.

provides

levels which

three

Contrnry to popular motor

circulati, around the Pros-

tomer traffic throughout the

in Woodfield is the =thieve] design utilizing two and

ONE OF many unique fee -

By Jim O'Donnell

thereby creating maximum
shopping exposure for the cm-

The scheduled opening for
Woodfield Mall is fall of 1971.
Leming is well under way, and
in addition to construction, Is
being handled by The Taub.

thoroughfares.

working 'on the Sears store,
end Pcpper Construction CA.

THE SEARS store, having

by Waring the walking JON= within- the center and

al

general contractors are work ins on the Woodfield Mall
Mit.. They are Corrigan
COnStruction

Is thL contractor Inc Marshall
FieWs store.
The Taubman Co.; Inc., of.
Southfield, Mich., is the gener-

.

688466
312221
453212

Winner-Swats:Loser-

place. 100 -yard breaststroke 1:13.7.'

eighth place. 100 -yard

freestyle rclay-Screven Farmer, Jim Smoker, Jim Tull, Phil
Philbin, 1:42.0. ninth place.

THE DAY
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Dons win abbreviated 12-11'
slu est over New Trier W.
loran inn.] out In the home
half of the fist

Nolte Dark and Nov Too-

Linablk to gain the Ding W010

Trentr.r fora walk Tosch took

West High Schools bawd each
agar in a non !Lague baseball

beforu the foiling light clad
Right-handed ND starter

off for second base on fin Orel
pitch to Rick Tajack and one
tly claimed the keystone sack

Locallo managed to retire the

as Treitler's throw eluded his

parade as he scratched an in field single which scored Rac-

er then advanced to third as
Cowboy catcher Jim Schroll

cuglia for the third ND run.

Cl,. conast

pine in Niles yesterday. and
after two hour,. 23 runs and

only 3. innings of play. the

elated contest. 12-11.

Cowboy leadoff' man On an
easy ground ball to short, to
open the game. but six of the
next seven New Trier hitters
reached base as the visitors
pounded out three hits. were

The Cowboys from New
Trier jumped on ND stoning
pitcher Dan Locallo for four
nms in the very 'first inning,

issued two free passds and ben send
efited bye Don enor
Cur men home beforeto Don
coach Jack Burke brought

but before the home team had
been retired in its opening
frame. the Dons had pushed 11.

relief. Wall Grimm in,/ the

Dons raced through the chill-

Mg wind and semi-darkno,
for their dressing room with a
one run edge in the abbre-

c... The Don remedied.

mishandled the nett throw and
was charged with a passed ball,

With Tosch on third, Tajack
finally managed to get, good
pitch, and he lined a single
down the third base line scot,ing Tosch,
Tajack also made the rounds
.

plate to take a seemingly Muirmountable lead.

Treat to pop out in the ill 110111.

RACCUGLIA ALSO sin-

BUT NEW scored four
more times in Me second inIlirla 10 lift the se Ore 10 1.1-8.
Notre Dana added a lone tally

TREITLER WAS as in-

gled to left, scoring teammate

effective on the mound of he

Tajack. The Don shortstop
'contued the victorl running

in their half of the third. but

had been with the Mt as Notre
Dame exploded for 11 runs on

New Trier came right back in

n. hits. a walk and an error

Ilk top of the fourth to seem
three more runs and
and end the
loaded.
game with the

gammas he also captured see-

advancing Grimm to second.

Belt was No.

day, walloping Lake Zurich
but falling to Elgin on the Falcons' home track.

low hurdles'120.01 and the 100 yard dash (10.31
Other first -place winners

1

run Or 12) and the 220-yaril

Elgin walked ott with 75

for Forest View were Keith

Phillips in the high jump 0E3
Chris Jankowski in the discus

Zurieh, the teem Falcon coach

1126.31, Howard Mock and
Jeff Brown in the pole Ban

actually

10:4; , Mock, FV,

7; 2. Julian, B. 19-1; 3. Bell
FV, 19-0. 4. Shakon, FV,
111-1046.

MEET RESULTS

ROBB BELL and Mike
Keen each took a pair of fireplace finishes for Forml Vier.

TWO-MILE

Buckhan, E.

1,

10:30;

2.

the Morten Grove clubs. The
Midgets will begin at urn.
and the Intermediates will get
under way at 115 prn.
The registration fee is 53,
which can be paid at the Park
District Administration OfI

ominee Boys Club, Merton
Grove

Booters,

4For

$813

9100

concede its first pale of Me

7.35.140115

596

$110

695.14

year wry easily holm, and

8.25-14 or 15
8.55-14 or 15
8.85-14 or 15
9,00-15

8112

0128
5140
0156
$162

7.35-14 or 15
8.25-14 or 15
8.55-14
8.85-14 or 15

Schmanko, FV. 2;163. HIGH
JUMP: I. Phillips. FY, 5-11, 2,

RELAY:

103-8.

.eforr the vis,v,,

fished. they saw three different

Don pitchers as Grimm gave
v%,aar,ytdofolroh.,11 0,,Caprrooiall,,ir.ho,d00e1-

finally retired the side after
New Trier had'closed the gap
to

The game settled down for
one full Inning as Notre Dame
W0S Masked in Ow home sec-

In the last 01 100 third. Me
.Dons added wins eventually

.

Werrbach.
SHOT PUTs
E, 460; 2, Neve. 45-1;3.Reld.
FV, 43-3; 4. Dendor, Elf, 409. LOW HURDLES: 1. Keen,

Park District, NorthwestMa- ear coach Jim Kinsella. 359ma and the Skokie Musuinp.
0955. or by the Park Diurnal
.0fIlle. 3594331
Yogi

beeetne the winning am
talented Tosch oirtled
boxes again after o one 3550

the
the

1ReteMeReeteeeemt=e3I.MMOSORISMISMotts ,ssa. TV. 20.0; 2. Julieun, E 2,5;

KIDS! ENTER THE

to

.3. WY, E, 21.1; 4. Anderson.'
LZ, 23.0 MILE RUN/ I.

IS

Hopkins, 0, 4:51.3; 2. Lyle, E.,
4:39.9; 3. McGovney, FV,
5:10.5; 4. Dunphy, FV, 5:18.5.

pared home on another wild
pitch served up by the New

'200 -YARD DASH: I. Hell,
FV, 23.06; 2, Waldman, E.

/slier. Belo. RE victim 10

P.

Mount Prospect American Legion

OUR TEAM
CONTEST!"

man be faced. but then gave up

a

New boats

s

become
campers

2. All entries must be Rostmadted no later than
midnight, Apr1115,1970.

the

single run.

theatre.

Dons will host'the powerful Si.

houseboat of tent camper. Asa
by
sea -going vehicle,
speeds of 26 mph with a 60 hp

It

motor. The vehicle can pull

tr;

waterskiers with

It

takes atop toms with cat -like

ease.

and

rn .covers.

2. A gift certificate from
Wigs Hardware.

will carry a 400 -pound load,
3. Several other surprises. 0 .,tid c99 be set 00 in less than
10 minutes. Its foam rubber

it

Li I

Ii

0

&try 134,Ai In:

;

AWE

PHONE NO

Mail all entries Di

807 Eon Gelfriew Drive
Meant Prospect Illinels60056

Mum name

J

.

Korediv
Leyerdield
Waxman
Schroll

4
2
2
3

0

I

2

1

4

2

2
2

2

2

1

I

2

0

1

2

4

0

1

1

0
0

ing six. A zippered entrance

Toots
21 11 8
NOTRE DAME 021

cold, sicnreeleivrlackvindows assure

Player

5,200 models of tubing rods,
reels and accessories will be
shown at the 10 day egent.
L

'

' A 52 adult admission will be
cha:grd. Children will be able
to view the many exhibits for
only 75 cents

1792 with a separate office constructed just behind: and, from the date of
their completion, they became the center of political, civil, military, and
social activity for the entire territory. These were the first frame buildings west of the Allegheny Mountains. Blount Mansion has been designated a Registered National Historic Landmark.

CHECK
THIS SECTION

THE PARLOR --

FIRESTONE

This formal but gracious room was added to the house

DELUXE CHAMPION

in 1794. Of particular interest is the Oriental rug with
its

SUP -R -BELT

,

Aesop's fable of the fox and the grapes. The

imposing secretary with its secret drawer belonged to
Colonel David Campbell, a contemporary of Governor Blount.

FACTORY BLEMS
Slight appearance
blemishes in no way affect
wear or performance.

new Fir.tone tire.

Brake & Front -End
Car Service OFFER!

Lawn & Plant Food

0
0

Al,

20-10-5

PriOgn

5,000 square
ft, coverage
fee& grass

tend
_

2. Balance
front wheels

for...

3. Adjust brakes
(drum -type)
4. Repack outer
Lfront:wheel
bearings

=tri be.

Per.

nylon cord tire

Bell Federal Gn tru

for PICKUPS,
VANS &
CAMPERS

et low

All savings in by the1Oth earn from theist.

everyday
prices

ANNUAL RATE

MIN. BALANCE

MIN. TERM

Bieck tube -type

Pei..tomer
r.

All orlon plus

8.50-18 Bieck t oy ca0 sp... sp.ag
tube -typo
/es."
Fed. excise

additional

begs DM

ANNUAL YIELD

$230.70-15

Limt 2 bape

ext. if needed
Extra charge for cars with
air conditioning or torsion bare.

Firestone Transport.

Per Bag

B 'eck '30" !;ITAI,T11.1..

tuba-type7,00-18

CERTIFICATE

739%

750% l00000

ONE YEAR

3

Raccuglia
Anenen
Rotuma
Zierke
Mak
Skinner
Wiedas

0

2

1

0
0
0
6

2

2

3

2

2

.3

0

0

4
0

I

I

I

I

. 21
2
2

I
1

10

2

I

I

0

0

Local.

0

0

0

Grimm
Carroll

0

I

0
0
0
0

&Mono
'Totes

0

H RI

B

Detect

ACCOUNTS

FREE
PRIZE
DRAWING
The prize drawing
veld where
prohibited by law.

Win a trip for 2 to the
1970 INDIANAPOLIS 500

can be Increased

during first 10

'

0:
I

0

0

0
0

2012 10

618%
ea

1000

6 00%

IWO YEARS

"ad"

5.926,6

5.756'B

5.39%

5.25%

$1,000

ONE YEAR

as the personal guest of Mario Andretti-.

Come in and register today...no cost or obligation...you may be a winneti
You owe it to yourself to come in and sea the new,wide Firestone"500."

PASSBOOK

.

100

0

II

0

., . Um

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates. These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

3 MONTHS

In the heart of Ball Town
°Wo'rciLloaryltft5FUe;

can be adye d

.to elan

Int iest

P

days of any

ACCOUNTS

rill,

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

Heavy-duty 6 -Ply

We do all this:

I

0
0

it

.

All paces plus 11.78 to 02.82
per tire Fed. Ex. tax end :4
fires off your car,

AB R H BI

1

American *den BaseballII
,

Player
Rowels
Rolfe
Feldman'

into comfortable beds, sleep-

la cessnries and supplies will be
.on display. the mammOth.66
position. Sm. 500 boats and

8116

-

iiiimillimolipm1111111111iiiiiiiinilimmill.:°1

P

1

D'INAMAI

8.85-15

NEW TRIER WEST 1111

Rugen

0 4 Camper is $2,395.
A variety of other outdoor
and camping equipment, tic.
.

ADDRESS

Viator nine in.an attempt lo
their "official" 1-1

add to
record.

Treitler

Tge Usk priteon theNevi-

8.55-14,8.45-15 894

9142

Same high quality
STIP-R-TUF0 rubber

the

cushioned seats easily convert

it!

"NICKNAME OUR TEAM CONTEST'

THIS SATURDAY,

E

.-

8.25-14,13.15-15 5E16

972

GLASS -BELTS

FIRESTONE
DLC-100®

...official/. match by a

Leach

AS A CAMPER, the unit

0112
8124

All prices plus $1.65 to $2.62
per the Fed. Ex. tax and 4
tires off your car.

RETREADS

the final two New Trier hitters
to end the hell inning and the

Chicago Boat, Travel and Outdoors Show, April 10-19, at
the
Intemetional
AmPhi

The Navi-Carm.Tor ex-

7.0013
7.3514 or 15

William Blount was recommended for the post of Territorial Governor
by many prominent North Carolinians and Washington tendered him the
appointment on June 8; 1790. In a lottery held in October, 1791,
Governor Blount purchased the site of the Mansion which was built in

Buy now... Charge it... credit established promptly.

Barsano took matters into
his own hands, and in the
closing darkness, struck out

grueling contest as ND won

ample, converts from, a fast
pontoon boat to a comfortable

iI

single to Cowboy leadoff

hides to be displayed at the

ed April 22, 1970. DeOslon of the Judges Is

066
868

982
$96
$104

596

8108
e126

4For
976
$78

4 Far

6,50-13

DRIVE IN TODAY for best selection!

the score standing 12-11.

Boats that become campers
and campers that become
boats the many unique new ve.

534
$98

Nom'

h

tRick Allweis before
Rhine two consecutive eo
fors by his shortstop 1.d Inc
bases with only one out, and

Winners will ...antfinal.

k

°

All prices plus 01.79.00 02.07
per tire Fed. Ex. tax and 4
tires off your car.

6.50-13

THE WILLIAM BLOUNT MANSION
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

Memel. Whitewall

She

which

p

tE

from the Mount emspect
5Mte Bank.

problems

sarT.

or under.

1. A $25 savings bond

same

I. (lie) I. EOM..
FV. and Mock, FV, W-6; 3.
E. 00,4
oragg.

0
p

PRIZES

the

' VAULT:

FT, 10-0.

CONTEST RULES
0. ererenu must be residents of Mount Hosperi
and be 16 years of age

the top of the founh, Don

M

B

"NICKNAME

Tie

23,8; 3. Shako, FV, 24.2; 4 Plagued his predecessors as he
Mock, FV, 24.4. MILE RE. Save up two singles and a walk
LAID I. Elgin, 3:40.6; 2. Lake before being lifted far the fifth
Zurich, 3:46,7. POLE and last ND hurler, Joe Bar-

1

BR Male Whitewalls
4For
Afar.
576
088
$78
490

She

4For

0011.

Whitewalls 4 for 984

Whitewalls 4 for 5102

Blackwell Whitewalls

5124
9138
$142

4 FOR

$90 $74

6,50.13

NEW TRIER weed not

and and West failed for the
Scram, E. 112-4; 3, Blown. Om time in the top of the
FT. 112-1; 4. Weibach, E, third.

fice, 262 E Palatine Rd. Questions can be answered by see -

Northbrook

She

lemenli tire.

7.75-14 or 7.75-15

4 FOR

Whitewalls 4 for $116

190/10.

their own in the top of the he',

Forest View, 1:36; 2. Elgin,
1:36.2 400 -YARD DASH: L
Tiylor, E, 5436; 2, Kaminski,
LZ. 543; 3. Deemer, 56.3; 4.
La Vigne, FV, 57.2 DiSCUS:
t. Jankowski. FV. 126-3; a,

rot,

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

-.411111.9r

7.75-14 or 7.75-15

4 FOR

pushing Tosch to third.
The bulging first inning

Drisicel, E,
2115.2; 3. Conroy, E, 2:16.1;4,

MO-YARD

THE FIRST game for 40d1
teams will be Saturday ageism

for boys 12-15.
The Palatine team will play
in a league with the Men-

7.75-14 or 7.75-15

the eighth ND hit of the first
frame scoring Grimm. and

FR, 2119: 2.

LZ, 5-9; 3. Ervin.
E.5.8;4. Leach. FV. 5fi.

Palatine soccer sign-up
Registrations are now being

...06110r

-453330r

and

1188 -YARD RUNT -1. ,Beg, Mlle back with four Bons of
RI401/

Fran.is. FV, 10:47.5; 3. Hop -

taken for the Palatine Park
District's spring seeder mum.
"The Park District will sponsor
Midget team for boys under
12 and an Intermediate foam

ChampionA

10:55.

LONG JUMP: I. Mink, E., 19-

points the host school could
haw toed to pass Elgin.

safety

sr,

Homes

rrestOtle

Tosch dropped a bloop
single down the third base line

Dennis Rosen replaced the
1 0 0 -YARD DASDs I.
Keen, FV, 10.3; 2. Shakos, shell shocked Treider, and
FV. 10.3; 3. Waldman, E, ii:;tdrikte,ntitn,11.0t,:d half

Oval at 10-61and the 880-yerd
rem: tenni 11:36.0)

Forest

cost

Vice, Me meet, nibbling awe$

Great
American

11:08.4. HIGH HURDLESr score book was finally closed
.1. Julian, Ti 16.2;1. Moy, 8, as ND. second sacker Rao 1E41 3. Bender, FV, 18,7;
mein lined a home run to left
center to lift the Don score to
Randle, E. 19.0.

daih end Keen was tops in the

point, to 71 for Forest View
and 12 for Lake Zurich. Lake
season,

kites, E, 10:54; 4. Keiser, FV,

in the 880 -yard

other publication

Hurry...don't miss out! Limited quantities some sizes & types!!

plate for the second time in the
inning, Notre Dante had
chased four mom runs into the
scoring column to take a three

third as he grounded to second

Forest View finished in the
middle of the pack in
triangular track meet yester-

suburbs than any

DISCONTINUED DESIGNS & FACTORY BLEMS

THUS, BY the time leadoff
hitter Tosch stepped up to the

candidate.

worked

e

in the greater northhect

FRIDAY, APRIL 10,1970

stepped up as the ninth man in
the order, and although he was
unable to continue thed, hit
string, he did get enough wood
on a pitch to drive a ball
through the New Trier second

. Rick Torch, Notre Dame%
stale

Close-out Specials

Reaching more families

Relief pitcher' Grimm then

run lead, 7-4

all

last

Bill Zierke, Rick Mak and'
George Skinner continued the
victor's' bombardment with
three straight singles.'

and base with a clean steal.
Slew Anenen, ND cleanup
hitter advanced Raccuglia to

the home first.

FV 2nd in triangular
Bill Mohrmann coached

man, then continued the hit

o e u er's

as he stole second base, and
then advanced to the hot
corner on a balk as Bob Rec- 'baseman and reach first be the
aught watched the anion einsr.
fern the batter's box.

game for LOCO..
Grimm retired the. only man
he Geed to end the inning este
fumed New Trier pitcher Stan

of their own runs across the

rim Rottuno ND first base

TPirestotte

DAY PUBLICATIONS

513%
.

5.00%

NONE

NONE

Highest savings Interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily (zany)

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
MEMBER FEDERAL NOME LOAN BANE

Apartment hunters seek status
.TN

Families looking for apartmen. M suburban area have a
strong preference for elegant

At Three Fountains, entrances
are two stories high!' Paneled

a.,nnor .onf ,rocoilor and provide

exteriors, according to Don

wood doors, topped by batoque pediments, are set in a

The entryways are the focal
point of classic period -style architecture. Broad lawns, curvino driveways and fountains
contribute ,to a palatial look.

Scholz, designer of Carriage
Way apartments in the Hill.
dale -Burr

area and

Ridge

ME.
T..... .PaES.e.ts
in Rolling Meadows.

A

"Ideally, the visual impact

frame of mullioned glass panes
that reveal plush foyers.

ONCE INSIDE, residents
and guests are surrounded by
opulent decor. Curved stair -

cases with intricately wrought
of an apartment building white gold balustrades, formal
should be . impressive . that paneled wainscotes, panels of
of a luxury home, especially If authentic colonial wallpapers,
the apartments are located in a and ornate period chandeliers
high -status area," Schulz said. . contribute to the look of luxuThe designer stresses the MI, ry. Thick wall-to-wall carpetporton. of palatial entryways. ins on the floors and stairs add

The Cook County Zoning
Board of Appeals Monday et will

hear a rezoning

request for about 50 acres, la
cared on the north side of Devon about 180 yards west of
Dinner

Rd.

Elk

in

Grove

Township.

The

petitioners,

Parkway

Bank and Trust Co.. is asking
POP zoning change from R3
Moak family) to R6 (general

maiden.) for the purpose of

The County Zoning Board
will also hear a request for a

rezoning from R3 to B2 restrimed service district for the

construction of a newspaper

The Mill Run Payhouse
alibiren's theatre will begin

1

new sdes of dramatics classes
Dm children Saturday, Apr. II.

home.

The classes are directed to-

activities will make your move
easier and less hectic.

Rd. about 125 yards east of Arlington Heights Rd.

ferent activities.

Village Hall, 666 Landmeier

I. Decide what is to be
moved and Miley ship. give
moved
away or get rid of everything

Rd.

else.

If your move

7.

and overnight

other children a means to explore theatre in relationship to
Ilienmelves and to become

arrangements

that may be required during
8. Miscellaneous activities.
This includes everything from

the Chamber of
Comm,. in your new home

items. Use masking tape
seal the tops of all bottles or

writing to

Jars containing liquids and
place them in individual plastic
bags.

city for information about your
arranging
"Traveltonearmeegaa.s.

Stimulated

reri1:1

your move.

to

is located at the north

dy Rippe, the drama dames

is

make your trip

long-distance,

elsewhere the items in drawers
that are heavily loaded. Collect
all spillable, or breakable

six

Under the direction of Tru-

ments.
,

aged

end of the Golf Mill Shopping
-Center in Niles, Illinois.

6. Handle necessary dila,

packing chores underway as
soon as you can. Check the
contents of all furniture drawas, being careful to distribute

lishing a planned schedule of

wieleh

the records (school. church.

3. Get your cleaning and

move, according to moving experts of Acro Mayflower Tram
sit Co. is organization. Estab-

ward
oungsters
through thirteen.

The classes will be held every Saturday at the Playhouse.

5. Arrange the proper han.
dling of all your accounts and

schedule as flexible as possible
and give Me mover a choice of
dates if you can.

minimum

w

office on forwarding mail.

If you are among the many,. 2. Select your mover and
who will be moving this year, agree upon the dales to pack
you will want to make sure that and to move. In selecting your
yourmoveisc:ileted
cofml,o,n with a moving date try to keep your

THE ROUTINE of getting
ready for a move divides itself
basically into about eight dif-

The two hearings will be

classes

Organization is key in moving

distributing agency. The onehalf acre proposed site is located on the north side of Golf

held at 3 p.m. at the Elk Grove

drama

Three Fountains. located
The entire landscape setting
Unlade the private preserve of the junction of the new Nort
each resident through ex- South Route 53 freeway an
pensive patios and balconies, the Northwest Tollway, is
oriented to reveal the sweeping minutes from O'Hare Inter
vistas that suggest a fine estate anaLioenoatlhAe ii_rpzrpt. and 30 min

The secret to an orderly

hearings

Set

g College, timashs,
Members of the Cficle-K Club at Carthage
entertain patients twice monthly In St. Catherine and Kenones Memorial Hospital in Kenosha. Entertaining Lori Metes, Kenosha, a patient St. Catherine's hospital are (tram left) Jay Roseberg, 1141 W. Golf Rd., Arlington Heigh.; Robert Placko, Chi-

David Hackbarth, W. Bend. Wis.; John P.iawskY,
The Circle -K Club, Want college organization in the Linked
case;

States, sakes pan in community amisities and in this ease enteptalm
persons kept In hospitals.

toward

a

more

creative magination, including
theatre

a varied program in

.skills. Additional infrintadon
pnbe Ways:Idling 298-2170.

Mrs. Kathy Allgauer of Allgauens Restaurant In Rosemmt stops to greet a pretty guest. The
stewardess from Lake Central Air Lines . one from the marry flight arena who often slay at the
Concord Inn and dine in Manner's Restaurant threw

chit.

shengt

dren. Arrange to have pets and

4. TAKE CARE ofsmall children out of the way at
dress changes and instruct

RESTA URA NT

both ends of the move.

podst

building multi -family dwelling units.

THE ITE E1(:

THE HERITAGE ROOM

Which windows?

visit to the Heritage Room of the O'Hare American Inn is certainly on occasion! No bum's rush to

Wondering which windows

get you out and the next fellow in. Dine slowly,
luxuriously on many courses .. prepared by a
.

would best suit your home?

staff of European trained chefs. The decor is tastefully decorated by Canon, Pirie, Scott. Plus cornalimentary nor d'oeuvres are served from 4.20
6 pm. The Heritage caters to up to 125 persons in
the Colony Room and private Hitching Post Bar as
well. Dining is on experience to be eniored...so do
it at the Heritage Room.

Two free booklets on window
planning and

selection

can

help

.

Ditting...Daneing...Entertaintnent in the Northwest Suburbs

Write to Andersen Corporation, Dept. C -I, Bayport,
Minn., 55003, for "How To

Get Good Windows When
The luxury apartments designed by notionally known Don Scholz stress distinctive archltMoral
features. Photo shows the type of palatial two-story entry and foyer to be seen at Three Fountains

You Buy, Build. Remodel"

Friday, April 10, MO

and "The Low -Up -keep Win -

Apartments 111E011111g Meadows, on Algonquin Rd. about a q.der-mile east of Illinois 53.

'COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Inspection can help avoid
home purchase catastrophe
By Carlton Smith and

Maroc! Putnam Pratt
The buyer of an Namur
home- that turns out to have
concealed defects acquires Ii
*ocial burden which -pinches
M. best and its word, if there

are major defects, can be acvinstrophe.
It's like

the Indian rajah's

gin to someone who has di.pleased himthe sacred white
elephant whose upkeep em
duces its owner to financial

an

professthaal wand-. In recent years, home inspection
services have made their oppeerjnce. You find them M the
Yellow Pages.

mkt- How does the home seek-

cr avoid buying a white ale'
intent?
There

arc

several

pm-

solutions. In some cases you
can be guided by an FHA or
VA appraisal, or you may pay

HERE'S TWO GOOD REASONS

WHY YOU'VE WAITED Ilk
NOW TO BUY!

architect, contractor or

ONE DAY LAST week we
followed one of these insymtors through a house to sec
what happened. A prose-

pective buyer had made a parchase offer.' -subject to in-

with his pick, opening faucets
to check water flow and pressure, testing the wiring. the
heating system. climbing onto

convenient location. Carpeted Kitchen
with good eating space and _ample coFiner
oriel counter space. Family Room plus a Full
ainemnt oStd matched 1 Car Garage.
NO miss this ore only

827,900

client

his

a

way.

inspector would reverse -this

The cost of this eye-opener
to the client was $75, which he
felt was well worth it. He was
satisfied that the house was
basically sound enough to buy,
but the list of defects consid- erably improved his bargain ing position.
Inspection costs vary from
one part of the country to an -

pick and probe for soft or rot-

other, and with the size and

ing woodsmanch away admen-

type of house. Fen range from

belt, one of thenost useful and
revealing was something that
looked like a sawed-off is m
pick. The bulbous - handle
would go Tap! cap! rap co
wood, brick and tile. When the

daHmo,uiat

copper, bids. galvanized and
Plombing A Mae

steel ball bearing rolled across
floors to reveal sagging and
settling. A small pocket level
was laid on virtually everycr

thing in the house that was

supposed to horizontal,
IN EVERY ROOM the inspector hoisted his 210 pounds

a few inches into the air and
mine down on his heels with 0
thunderous jar that rattled
dishes in distant ands of the

houe. The owner ndhis wife
disturbed and
alarmed -but twos instances of
vere

visibly

floor Nams that medal rein-

Try Our Special

Zesty Tasty Ample

This model, the 45footalgoe.9 maples coned exterior Doe with

the

interior memo of

Death Mb. The four -bedroom,

two-and.whalf-listh home has a large living room, Moe foyer and

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

Featuring:
The Bill Pierce Trio

made by a qualified engineer.
Forehe kind of fees mentioned
above, you're entitled to a de gree in mechanical engineer -

As warm weather comes, a
home owner's thoughu turn to
switching off the furnace and
turning on the air -conditioner.
But before you forget winter

ing.

Or, to chcck on the kind of
inspection you'll get, rell back
on a rule that's old and good ask the man who has had one.

completely. make a note to
have your heating Unit .E.Ychecked during the spring or
summer, suggests the Insur-

the National Fire Protection in the equipment that could
Assn. A thorough cleaning lead to fires.
and checkup byes qualified se,
vice man will catch any defects

1

839;800

Jack Hoffman, chairman of
the board of Hoffman Rosner
Corp.. Chicago -area home
builder, has been named vice-

1Li' °U°.°°°
Of I'''.:
dorsal Assn. df

About 1,627.000 bathrooms
are remodeled annually. Another 1,263,000 bathrooms me
added each year. Total tab for
remodeling is 5725,642,000:
for new baths, 5846,210,000.

would law to Mow it to you

The Institute points out that
checking the heating unit dur-

Golden Brown Chicken
Swedish Meatballs
B.B.Q. Spareribs
Fish and Chips

Prm Ham d mime.

ships for the week ending

April 4. Price is indicated by
for
Seac"h7r,000W"'inTrtrrk.'rrym
et

Des Plainest 458 N. Fifth

Ronda,

Asia a ChicagoMndem .r.
really a director of NAHB.
aaaaa.

SPROMANOVIICH
'MUSH SAUSAGE

eight 11'11'r

MAN SAUSAGE
RAU H SHE

of the overall service structure

Tr.a.L,'2,developments in and

additio'llo"bicfld'ing3ihe
colmpaoPHoffman Estatm. the
company has built the commu-

nities of Botmrlield.. Lincoln
Hill and Foxcroft in DuPage
County,' Southdale in south
Cook County, Churchill In

to Robert A. Solid, $3,4.50,
1633 Forest Av., Judith E. Arrigoni
Gerald L. Scionuthhofer, 826.50.
Arlington Heights: 1924
Birchwood La., William E

Schaumburgire
ry

Ninse.lsoAni.b.S,,20.w50.1s1h7.1116.Wd..,0.1-

Kenneth

Wentink, 524.

in June, 1969. and West suburban myna,, aiannad
coat-

.

munity of 2.631 housing units
which opened id
1970.

Featuring Sunday, April 12th
Sliced Turkey over Dressing

$3.50

CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

with Giblet Gravy
Baked Cod in Lemon Butter Sauce
Swedish Meatballs
Golden Brown Chicken

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

t.h.ea
WAYNE
CL 5-2441
Past Service
Pick lip or Delivery

un,rt.intisoiyuolfhwiint.suo.t.burba.

B.

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE

Arlington Heights

00Crnup.rrenyntIncpitoud.jectsth,for,awthe

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"

$3.50

BROWN GRAVY

BAISMI
1102 POOS
ORION SINGS
FRENCH DIES

6001 Milwaukee

$3.50

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

IIRAIWURST
MMHGRIRSSir

Wheeling, Ilk

Chicago.

5P2ir1/47:61675°E7S'ungsetn. NanOrlennrin.

jir,,,,,ovt;rh1).r. Isioh:niR....Pasts27thoto;

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS
BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH
BROWN GRAVY

'The Drive In
with the
Exceptional
Menu,"

arcr.00,Conyh'ah"..

ing units in

Av., John M. Gilkison to Barry J. Quinn, $34; 2783 Eisen-

1810 Pratt Av., James L Ray

Home

fut7ctronmas' an'tpo7t'an't'po"'rt

Watkins to Thomas A.
Dean, 549.50,415 S. Yale Av.,
John F, Holland to Douglas F

$4.75
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE
PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS OAS

=ZAN'S

Greater Chicago and its first

of NAHB, concentrating on

Cook County Recorder Sid114 R. Olsen listed the following real Mtate transfers in

BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,

id,eorzfHthe:FFS:H.7;:,,NB:irldtel:p.lA:ss,,,,nnd.'orif.

f

.

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

3.1C12801-0111

";71'''rr j.l..

R. Barba, president .L°111.
of the.
51.000 -member association,

Maine and Wheeling tot,.

ESTATES

We are Now featuring
Mon. thin Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

Speeral low prom

winter arrive.

possible, Barba said.

in the post, according

SEE OUR OTHER MODELS
RenrIns Splarevelsthenslent sabfeedroser.
SwallArras thow Idea nlerle
RwsdIneen

CRYSTAL LAKE

Featuring Saturday, April} Irk

Friday' nom

.130to7p.

available for home financing
on the most reasonable terms

for 1970.
It is Hoffman's second term

PLUS LOT

-

SESSION!

ways to make more money

Home Builders.

AND UP

From 81500 Down

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Doily
Complete Dinners

to use when the first blasts of

who,made__ther,_a_nnou_nce___me.n.!..contracted

Roll AcreWoodedand Unweedsd lets
Buy YourRomesiteNew Build bar

*TGIF

Hoffman named to 2d term
on National Assn. committee

Bath facts

Bah and ler those
those hot rummer day....
Cenral Mr Conditioning.. o bendy end we

ing the off season will provide
assurance that it will be ready

\

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

JOIN OUR

MGM God a BAK*

ing equipment, according to

"L", Good Sized Kitchen with ample eating
space, lovely
family Room, Ith

Lot daft

emphasize closet and storage space, no Important In modern living.

Once furnace is checked, you can think about spring

-$31,900

;,":6=7,1,=z"" -"r

Location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill.

253 3300

formal Maths room. The matey kitchen ha s stomt erMe at
wood cabinets and n ran complements a .PO1... All mode,'

(Now Appearing THE COLLINS COINS .. in the)
BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

Black Fox

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

knows how to for
Before you sign up. find out
whether the inspection will be

Wash 3 Bedrooms, Living Room, with Pining

1 Mils Noah enlll al

Hwy (R. lajond Quentin Rd,
el
Palatine
III 338 2800

himself up in es

BRICK SPLIT LEVEL

31

"HAVE A HOLIDATE"
Dine With the

can ice

ance Information Institute,
About one out of every six
building fires are caused by accidents with heating or cook-

US 1464ninved

Stan

R

A CM XI NIL I Ill `WE

reheVoluines"fearreing Eleanor Partners

P.S. A Hearty Welcome Far
All The Gals, Too
MT PROSPECT

RF.s.

Now appearing Tues. thin Sat. in the

Aztec Room Lounge

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCKTAILS!

253 RAND RD

CjibieR1

SUPPER CLUB

BUSINESS MEWS LUNCHEON

WE HAVE BEEN cam

Attractive

Member: All Points Relocation Service
A Nationwide Referral Service

7e,

CYC7C7
3Eitik3E.A.tclt.

,,,S5i.0tac$,RioOnfr most rest -

apecrion upqnpas, and a title
on the door doesn't necessarily
mean you'll get an inspection
by an inspector who really

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!'

With MANNHF1182 RD. ROSEMONT. ILL

Serving lunch a Dinner 2 Days

-

!toned that

AlOURBAR-,
LSEV g2 el 8 7

American Inn

that Ranks a foram] &dog room, a paneled family room with an
optional flreplace,a den and two-mr pram.

checklist and report, describMg the structure, equipment
memlatiollS.

.

WITH

LEON BERRY

.NIEcmes

ha three sniptarge bedroom, two baths, spacious Ming room

1S -Page

day the inspection was under

Of the down implements

Chatelaine la Arllatton Heights features Poor beam model,
ranging In peke from 546.508 to 03,500. The ',Deauville" combinn coattnenul charm Mth the comfort of modem Ameria. It

the roof. Within 36 hours he

joints and scams.
He used a magnet to identify

In

the inspector spent

and system, detailing nem.
nary repairs, making recom-

101, dip the mint io between

2 -BEDROOM BRICK RANCH

-

in the

two and one half hours, jabbing

gave

77. 11

ROOM

forcing were noted.
In all.

ENJOY THE
HEIATATEUsRuAmGN.T LONGS

HERITAGE

spection." and by noon nee

sound didn't satisfy hm, the

WELL BUILT

THE

'Ain't Miss Floyd's .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

Every Sunday In our Dining Room we carve beef
included in the price of your dinner.
Special Children's Prices
DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Doily
Rrivoih Banquet Remy...suf. H1Ute La0
ENTERTAINMENT

Mt. Prospect

Open? days a week from I I 00 A.M. to 4:00
Ample Porki,
ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLE,
ILL

For Reservations Phone 3/2-426-3446

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

._. _

.

259-9550

;smorgasbord}

THE DAY
THE DAY
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.Area youths

'

Music on Stage
offering well

worth seeing
Someday someone who is in

cherye will listen carefully lo
local musical and do the right

thing by the orchestra. Hell
make sure that the orchestra.

played

Mmter how proficient, no mat-

should add a fake smile 10

ter how great, will not drown

clown makeup. He and the

the voices of the singers. Once

Minstrel Ron Napier have
some excellent scenes with

again a very medical musical
neatly succumbed lo the orhestra.

Fortunately
for
"Once
Upon A Mattress." the direction was good, the singing was

fine and the production of a
very funny story managed to
overcome the difficulty of a
loo lo. orchestra. Outside of
moving a little too slowly in
scenes,

Music

On

Deeds spring frolic at Elk
Grove High School last weekend rests definitely on the plus
side
.

of the group's acsnv

plishment ledger.

forming Arts Sunday with the
powerful sounds of Hector
Berlioz' "Grand Mass for the

voice but with an eye and few
pinehfb for the ladies.
Sir Harry is the real blonde
he-man hero type, and Jim Mtuerson adds a beautiful voice
to the character. The Jester is

no matter howtalented, no

Certain

will fill the Great Hall of the
Center for the PerKm

ltd role of royalty without a

BY Catherine O'Donnell

'Dead.

The work first was performed at a stale Wend in
Paris 132 yearsogn.

by Don Crop, who

with the local one play
}termer by Teazel Players, a

ShOrtly after that initial performance.

Though terrifging in pens,
the Requiem is peocefel end
mrene in others.

llse performance at the Uni-

with the help of the King.
What can any poefibly-Say

as

Fan with Music On Stage's production of "Or, Upon a Mat-

chubby Prince Dauntless Who
says to his mother with a slight
lisp, :I like her, mama"? He is
just about the funniest character that has been on any stape
around here in a long time. He
has a superb sense of comedy
loming, and he encourages

tram" whirl, will be seen this weekend Friday and Saturday. Tem

meths:net by Roy Quid, the Jester Jim Tamen, Str Harry, and
Ron Napier, the minst reI.

Centric: is the director. Karen Mason b being hidden in the

Cathohc students to back

,

state aid with rally, revue

vely supprif from his yellow

group 9, Young PeoPlewhOgot

together just for the fun of it.

They both used the same leading lady, Karen Mason, who, I
understand, is to repeat her
role with a Chicago college
/

group Inter in the spring. Karen played Winnifred a little
MOM mechanically in this one
than she did last summer but

she is an uninhibited and tal-

ented comic. The Music On

Sup players

are positively
more blentod. put they lacked
the zip and verve of the Teruel

group

BY NEXT WEEKEND, director Tons Ventriss, who is
.'

'

extremely capable, can speed
them up and soften the archesIre, and they'll he perfect. The

Queen, play.

by

s

The Wined deserves very
mention.

special

Played

Students
from
Catholic
high schoob will present ml-

by

Roy Quid, who stepped into
the role originally held by
Hank Vandenboorn who was

ly in support of state aid to
PrteMe schools Samrday. at
Notre Dame High School,

injured in an automobile acci-

7655 Dempster St., Niles.

dent a week before opening

?The Time for Action.- a

day. Diane Lonergan took the
place of mother young woman.
howas -iMered. Quid played

production

Meted.,

of
High School.

Notre

Dante

The chorus Dem Luther
Nor. High School. the dance
chorus from Sr. Violas High

well

is

"Notre Dame is extremely

happy to hob this idly as a
demonstration of our solid-

principal of No. Dame and
producer of the rally, said.
-

for Action campaign," Ilw

It will give all of us an upportunity to emphasize con-

George Wiskirchen.
wateufive ASSinDI

cretely the need for stele aid to
private education,"

why with the goals of the Time

Rev.

C.S.C.,

-300clothing
taken from ear
Clothing valor. at S300 was
stolen yggoomg morning from
en auto belonging to Julius E.

Pryor. of 49 Elizabeth, Pal..
arca. Mount Prospect. Police
said the burglars gained entry
by forcing open the vent win -

The French government ar-

School

Quid were lovely. Gordon
Paltnerts music was excellent

Carniel High School M Mundelein, and hiarillac and Regina Dominion High Schools
will also A on the program.
Al original song, "The
Time for Acton,"composed
by Notre Dame High School
senior Dan Diego. will he the

Side Story,"

but too loud. The chorus of
singers was just right, and the
choreography under the direction of Beth Vandenbmm was
lively and ism Ticket information can be had front CL
3-2793 alter 5 p.m

and

acts

Skibbe, Steve Lib, Constance

will be
Joined by the Champaign -Urbur Symphony plus four bass'
choirs. ail additional emus.
sion section of le tympani and
10 cymbals, and tenor selilt
singers

The

general, and this became the
setting for the first perform rm. Of the work.

Requiem

',mediae off in the summer of
1837. Bill in the fall of that
year, word reached Paris from

Toulon that Constantine, Algeria. the scene of a disaster
the year before, had fallen to
French forces after a lengthy
edge, and that the commander

show's finale.

Community

Beth

Moulds, is done with the prop -

The story? It is hosed cm the

Direction and staging of the

a amount of queenliness hiding the eternal female. The
King could scarcely be teensnixed as Mike wouldr. so pre Body did /he bury himself in

old fairy. tale about the princes who could not deep be

mattresses. And therm all

shosi will he handled by the
Jugglers of Notre Damc, tinder the guidance of the Rev.
Milton Adamson, C.SC.. end

with Music On Stage, too.

Steve Newton. CS.C.

there was a ma under 28

Chest to meet

distributed around the balcony
for the antiphonal effect which
the music demands.

The performance will be
conducted by Prof. Harold

ar-

rangements fore May Playday
for students, faculty and
alumni of the graduate department of library science at
Rosary College, River Forest.
Moore is a graduate student in
the department.
Dinner, dancing and arinn

feet.

Dr.; Linda Louise North, 442

1935 Howard St.; Scott blow and Lewis, 421 Amherst; Greg
Elden Moutoux, 920 Beau

-

-

Linda Marie Berger,

ebselling system. The be.
Charles dinner -theatre is the

tint playhouse of its kind in
the country to introduce this

'the buyer makes his choice.

concerts, ballet. movies and all

and she machine prints the

forms of entenainment. It heIan in Chicago last May and
elready has sold almost $2
million in tickets.
There are 60 Ticketron an

ival tickets on the spot. The
tickets are identical to those
available yin the Tickets -on
machine at the playhouse box

music shops, banks and de partment stores, including all

In announcing
no
the new spa-

ron. said the Pheasant Run at-

- ten producer Cad Rohn Jr.,
mid. "We are keeping pare

'armament Ten "first" for the

Marshall Field & Co. Mont game, Ward & Co. and Cra.

with the times. Not only arc we

ailing instant tickets horn our
fully automated box office. but
also 60 Ticketron locations
will print our actual tickers on
the spot."

The buyer oath only to go
to the nearest Tkketron locution and request the tickets he
desires. By punching a series of
buttons on a -keyboard, the op-.
orator "asks" the Ticketron

nationwide

icketron service.
"Pheasant Run is yearnrst
year -round outlying M
the nation to make its ticket

'Reading is for everyone,
is Library Week theme

ford Stores. In the western sub orbs the outlets include: Mont gor001y

Ward stores in Auror, Oak Park, Lombard and
selling fully automated. We LaGrange; the First National
believe the:la-es in all pans of Bank of Elgin: Troy Scotsit
the country will bewatehing Benvyfi and Winston Park;

The slogan for National Library Week, April 12 to IL is
"Reading is For Emryone",
and the staff of the Mount
Prospect Public Library is pm-

ten a special poem for libray
week and will be available to
autograph copies
co` of the poem,
THREE
exhibits
for the ohildren's section and

Machine

Mts. Hutchins said the miff
will proses a Rpecial surprise
at the rmular Thursday morn.

paring exhibits for the 'week

14 for the adult section will be

brook, Joliet and Oak Part.
The phone numb& to call is
easy to remember -1 ust dial

;rod a program for the April I2

on display during Me' entire

ing story

opening.

week.

10;30 a.m.

.Ticketron is the newway to
go to theatre. sports event.

On Sunday the library will
be open from 2 pee. to 5 p.m,

and children's program will

`Clash of tradition,
Ego' workshop topic

stupider answers giving the
ben seat locations and prices.

be presented at 130 p.m. and4

of Tradition and
Ego" will he the Mat of six

in, humorist and stoat lector er at various universities, He b

workshops designed for the
modern woman. It will be held

a member of Greenertieldd
faculty.

at Villa Modern Holiday Inn.
Old Skokie and Lake -Cook
.
The Pont Graduate Center
Role.. Glencoe, on Monday, : at Forest Hospital, 555 Wilson
April 13, between 9:50 Am. LA. Bet Plaines, is academi
catty oriented in the fields o
sad 3:30 p.m.
Greenerfields UrIlimited in education and psychology an
cooperation with the Forest offers graduate level accre
.

dited courses

Hospital Post Graduate .Cen-

to

60{

A main feature of the pmgram will be songs and drams,
readings by Catherine Scott,

Beni.' from Hersey High

School in Arlington Heights,
The children will be able m
meet Charlton Peter from Lin-

Prospect High School.

Librarian Mary Jo Hut chins said the library is plannine to have a display of new
art prints available for Ore. -

old Junior High School in
Mount Prospect, who has writ-

the Standard and Poor's In -

STARTS FRIDAY "r/7'
ON OUR WIDE

Dr.

811111JANT SCREEN

be put back on the ear next
winter ta rotate in the same

Peter Fonda

The studs`wear at a slight
angle, and this causes them to
lie over a bit on one side. This

means that much of the effectiveness of the studs is lost if
the tires are mounted to rotate

IF THE tirertotaing direction is reversed, the holes for
the studs will become enlarged
and some of the studs will separate from the tire.
'Other rules for storing
at full
studded fires are:
inflation; keep tires o norm n light; store them in a cool

Center,

commtisane Ellie Sten in the

emotions and their ability to be

Meg lounge for an indefinite

....ice
values.

Speakers for the "Clash of
Tradition and Ego" workshop
will be Carol Kleiman and

terial as "The Rmhelle Hue-

hliss Kleiman is author of
'The Working Womdrt" and

Rev, Ben Richardson.

feature writer for the Chicago
Tribune.
ming takeoffs on film star
Rev. Richardson is aociol
Bate Davis. - - - -Dant. historian,. nunielan,-art

.:3s.

r!..e

ENDS THUR. APRIL lath

The workshops examine the
demands of
society on women's

mminement. Appearing Sun.
day through 'Thursday night,
Ellie accompatiya herself on
the piano to such original no.
zoo Tango,. "The Square Peg
Intellectual,9 "The Election
Story" as
several
on
dens-

-

HELD OVER

The Aladdin, Lamp Res.
entrant at the Flying Carpet
Motor Ann is featuring the
original so, and patter of

-

r

WALTER

INGRID

AUTINAD BERGMAN

GOLDIE

THEromATRE

'5.95

CACTUS FLOWER
WEEKDAYS 1:01, 760, Eon

THEATRE

STARTS FRIDAY APRIL Ilflr

Imes

STREISAND

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Premins

f

HAWN

you've been promising ryfirsell. Reasonable prices, tool So,

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

I,

Theatre Closes Alter This Show

FUNNY GIRL

SAT.& SUN, MATINEE
For Children

WITH-WM. PIDGEON

Arthur{ the Magioan

When is a franchise not o fronchise? Banc., on Rand in
Arlingto'n Heights, of course., Their motto is "the best Moe
money eon buy in large quanta, or lower prices." And
they live up to their word The beef is freshly cooked doily
and only of these, hew erode. Service is smirk, buinot
be confused wah Me fns t service kind of operation. You'll
love the deco, and booths. to tech you'll tree it chi Take my
recommend tins and go there...

occomplished muricien. Ron will be baching here in the
area
well mproviding news about his decreed teach& Color Cartoons

07,11rtlrr '"'". '47"
Best 6how Buy in' rho Area

a few warm days and dormant weeds begin to
bloom. Then, before you know it, they've spoiled
the lawn. Bill now there's an cosy way to control
them. Simply spread Scotts TURF BUILDER
PLUS 2. It clears out dandelions and a couple

lace, such as a basement or

shaded garage: keep tires away
from contact with oil or grease;

use separate rims for snow
tires; lay tires flat on their
sides;

dozen other non grassy weeds. PLUS -2 penetrates

if you have whitewall

deep down into the roors. which is the only sure
way of attacking weeds. PLUS -2 fertilizes at the
same lime. Helps good grass grow thicker and
greener. Apply PLUS -2 after dandelions are in

tires, have the white sides facing each other to minimize
scuffing.

bid buy PLUS -2 now. while you can get

April Sale
Save $2
10,000 se ft.145512.eS

Steve 81
5,00h sq ft1451.95

Hat sale prices.

Legal

Save in April.

Notice

Is

hereby °We. ache

NORTHWEST
Iruatees of
&wag
MOSLIIJITO ABATEMENT DISTRICT,

Aswan the 22nd dove. Aar., ism, er

10 West Hints Road, Wheeling,

ers. Her

one for you to enjoy now. Miss Sharon Peterren,
Mono teacher, will be presenting o free recital to eorn her

Bochelor, of Music Degree. Sunday April In In the Pine
Am Building in Chico.. Coll Ron for tha details. And be
sureto go and enicri some fine male,

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING.

NOTICE

?hike

ZONING
HEIGHTS
BOARD OF APPEALS WILL CONSIDER

ARLINGTON

an I ile for public in.ection. at sold

PALATINE

DRIVE ONT. SOUTH SIDE OF PALA-

PUBLIC HEARING wet he

TINE ROAD.

on

Monday, April 27, le70,1 MheldO P.M.
in the Municipal Building, 33 South
Heights,

Illinois, at which time the
Arlington

u.

Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance to
permit the houstng ond operation al

oi

eievetPet3I.9

.1.rPiretts'ttTsiig°
WAVER.I.WELLS, SECRETARY

Publiahed rt rte
DATFUI3.1CATIONS INC.

Friday:April 10.1970

.env gar, sbzonedB.5
rase District 110ogolM

a the

central dus,

Nonshiprilinrir.
vou ore hereby notified OM Mr
seine,Mem Non meeting of
here Township will he held 801 IA
IWO, or co Robert frost hear Mae

II in Block le in laves
aod .nS'o'ull*e"
to
LT:1Th
St
quarter
Tevrinhis

/sash,

trtinVollP,% "*"
..reedy knewrial,(11) Fee ea,
mon Sew In Meets, Helgley
bye

ymawdpneavAlmpiMnm

amoaa

Heights; Illinois. ot which tirne the
Zoning Board alAppeolt al Arlington
Heights edll consider o request fer
voriotion frorn the strict terms of the

lrt

per. the operokn et e child cons

TheWest 70 ...elle

Sehmt, moven Rood, Winworbunt.

IM teen., enden ifingeas well
0,on Rata, am Miss

NOTICE IS HEREBY. b/w/1 THAT A
PUBLIC HEARING will be hold an
Monday, April 27, le70 at B4O0 PM in
the Municipal Bui!ding. 33 South Ar.
lington Heights' Rood, Arlington

r=of r=7/7r7C'Ton*orled-

Ron. II fast el Xs.
re Residents of sewasishare

ROAD AND WINDSOR

NOTICE 15 HEREBY GIVEN THAT A

verietee nee, the strict terms

wed

ZONING

riarrna't Uca; Thar PIVTETER'ICTATrr

STREET

of .thirly Coro Prior
su'd
hearing, ond that immediately otter

and Apprnpriotion Ordinanne.

HEIGHTS

OPERTY LOCATED

ArEPTTXIATN

Zoning Board of App ales

...dope°. of the oforeso. Budget

ARLINGTON

A REQUEST FOR A VARIATION IN

II.

your

'INTRODUCING MUSICAL ARTS.

DESTROY AILMONSTRRS

ARLINGTON HTS. ILL.

congregation

The lawn may look weedfree now, but all it takes is

bloOM

period May I, 1,70 to April 30. MI

I'd rye to introduce Musical Arts Studio In Mington
HeIghts. les awned and run Sr Ron Leopold, himself on

by Noll Simon..

SHAROMAR

NATHIRDEORD, ANNE FRANCIS

LOU SUMMER

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN".

$3.00

BARIERA

Want good coring, fun drinking, friendly companionship,
and oll right in the suburbs? les the Coach Lite Inn far you,
then, in Rolling Meadows.
savor is rustic and the
ern...here casual. It's a gayest dem for that evening out

OPENING AT BARNABrS

DINNER

P

,

efoc. Take your chew of Polsh Sausage, Brame, or

<real. chef, plus corbels end fun to co,liment

tat!iis'afeg3O.,,

HBe.rsey

the

Dandelions and other spring weeds can
disfigure your lawn. Do you know the easiest
and most efficient way to be rid of them?

in the opposite.

Boo Plaines 60016.

BASEBALL SPECIAL AT HARCZAK'S!

For o 'top hot" night, put on a "Block Bowler, Me "Block
Bawler Pub and Restouront" in' the Mn. ProsPect Had.
Inry that isl They feature fins cuisine with a mien, and

Jodi Nicholson

Bo ftrit

Ink
Rev. John hindsch,

by

through their regular sup port
of the church.

Here come the spoilers!

direction as before.

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. nationally kern,, psychic, win ansthis column. Leiters skald
wer ehe thotootion urilay modem
he signed, but names will he omitted if the writer realms,' It
Write to De Lind. la rare of Day Publkations, 722 Center St,

bring the kid,

A

'

I don't see a move for you in the immediate future.

PUT ON A BLACK BOWLER!

Yo

vided

mummery te h. he

Mill/Mr. REMITS

gOttnle

ot 3 In Luempe

ReSubd IvIslon of

ler 1 lexcept the North 10 feet thereof, and Lot 37 (except the North 10

Itorlo.Owlenan

Kathleen wefe40,14
Ishashed tame

trse InalleallONS. Mg

KW. Apra lb MX,

have dandelions and other weed problems,
the

benefits of Pius -2, minus the fertilizer.
KANSEL is sale priced now too, So del
delay, get your KANSEL this week end
'spread it on your lawn as soon aS dan-

-

delions start to bloom.

feet of the North 25 feet of the West

You can save $5 now on the purchase of
Scotts Model #35 spreader when bought
with any other Scotts product. The Scotts

Gardens, Being
of
Subdivision in the Nodheast
Section 20, TownshipI2 Nadh, Range
II East of the Third Principal PA. coek

moron He

Commonly described asa lot meow,.
.13 eisProalmately one acre located
en the South side of Palatine Rood
..proximately 200feet woe of Wind.
me neva

Ilawsred persons wen be Olsen."

zer and control products evenly and accurately. Has a rust -resistant finish and durable construction. 18 inch Spreading
width.

Publirhed in the
oar PUBUCATIORS MC
_

.s9

Save $5
Reg.,,10,95- 14.90 'with Scotts purchase

5,000 sq ft ,4,95-4.45

authorized
PLENTY

HOURS:

Scotts.

EWEST100

Mon. then Fri.

NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

atoll
Sot 8 to 6
Sun 9 30 to I 30

CL 5-1600

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS' ZONING

bedricorarks,OrtIrmin

.

spreader is engineered to apply seed, fertili-

Save 50

13 feet thereof) In C., Goeles ,

reldhesets the

teMPIIIIIMATO, INC,
.-Frldmihort10.1920. __

If you've recently fed your lawn and you

then KANSEL is for you. It has all

P

Like to save on a
new lawn spreader?

Weeds a problem but
don't need fertilizer?

.

Feet Thereof and Except the South 15

''sre:.e.'n"rsZostl,;!. KNOW OHMS

sadden mo alma.

,

through Sept. 30.
When removing studded
tires, he motor club advises,
mark them clearly so they may

tional irritant in the summer cottage 1 advisable al fhb lime.

lees sum the season rig). That's whot
orczok's Sous.
oge InnDrive Inn" sol To honor our Chicago Cubs Burt is
°neon.. mosehell Special
two sandwiches for only

me

Chicago are

THEATRE
'

DONNA DAY

med.Sce mu Mere/

Will- "

FloatHosOtal Post Gradu'ale

A

ease RideR

will hold the workshops colleges.
which will "explore the confusion/ in women's roles and
their struggl fora clear identt-,.,

ford. executive director of .,

60{

tion beginning April LI
Additional services tha] will
be started during the week arc

Wig'.

Dear M.m.s
I ea feel your husband win recover, but I don't feel an addi-

Italian Sausage. And, while you're enjoying them,.. give a
cheer Dr the Cubs, Offer good through April lOth.

U.5.148U.S. 45

THEATRE

RAIiD AT THOMAS

hm to the cong,ation the to.
tal scope end ministry pro-

studded snow tires is April 30.
Illinois law prohibits the use of
studded tires from May I

Would it be Makable to invest more money in our summer

THE PLACE TO GO -COACH LITE INN

ter,

ty." Mead!. to

at

ips and Vicki Granzin from

e

...Clash

Another feature on Sunday
afternoon will he an exhibit of
eouvenirs from the Apollo 12
moon launching by Jan Phil.

hour April

deliver the morning sermon in
program of relatan on -gal

delicious meal presented by popular demand.

with. talking books'

Marshall Field Stores in 091, -

The Rev, Mr. Kindschuh will

1114

feet.. pet. Wet with a petite lobster tall. A full,

and hrail for blind persons.

Run...

SUPER, SASDWIeH

given to Augusta. College.

The Chicago Motor

rea.1.

.

,

Club -AAA reminds motorists
that the deadline to remove

cottage, or ahould we seg. it? Will my !unbend recover from Ms
Moms sufficiently to return to work? Do you see move for us7

ZoPpone's Brandywine Restaurant in
the Elk Grove Holiday Inn, announces the "King and Eve".
It'so bright, new addition to on already tasty many ....

As a part of the benevolences program of Trinity
Church, financial support is

studded tires
by April 30

Dear Mr, DeLatrises

ePloi, Me mascot

01111

Michigan.

College, Rock Island, III. Fle
received his B.A. degree from
Gustavus Adolphus College,
Sr Peter, Minn., another ad loge of the Lutheran Church M
America. He received a baeh-

BIG

adminis-

Remove

-

ZAPPI ANNOUNCES THE "KING AND EYE"!

serves as vice-president for adArigustana
inistration at

college

161 E. Bradley.

Dear Mr. DeLouisei
My mother is planning a move to Florida this summer that will
ppamte my fiance and me. Will she move this summer as she
ens or wait a year/ Also, do you see my fiance and me getting
mortice? And do you an his dream of working in aviation becoming a reality?
No Name, Elk GroM Vllloge
Dear No Name:
I feel she'll wait a year. 1 feel good with your fiance and yea. I
feel a mania, here, even if there should be a short separnden. I
also feel that his dread of working in the aviation field will be

vesment Service and a talking

what's happening at Pheasant

City
computer al the
Computer Center Om the best
ts available. Instantly the

-RN

Drury Ides te avoid lady Herrn' amorous advances la sense from wIlle Owl and the
AprI119. Tab le first Chicago arm
Pussycat" at Pheasant Run tentPlyhouse. The comedy nab
Wage appearance for Drury
stars as The Virginian in the popular television....

len in Me Chicago area. In
Chicago they are located at
Harvey N. Wineberg, vice
president of Midwest Ticket-

S

The Rev. Mr. Kindsehuh

in

tration from the University of

Margaret; Gail Helm Braun,

M. Des Plaines
Beginning with the mode.
don of -Tie Owl ad the Punsycet.
Pheasant Run Play.'
house
es] a completely
computerizinitiated Tickeiron tido

the morning sermon.

Sunday

degree

worship servim

SOON!

OPENING

St.

Rohrbach, 210 Wisconsin Dr,
Gregory V. Van Vleet, 1611
Linden St.; Robert W. You,
berg, 906 Alfini Dr, Diane Susan Ballowe, 808 Acres Ln;

it back. I don't feel ,d with your family's future, so slop wearing
your arum to Me ragged edges. Relax a I.e.

."y4,0.0os,to

Palatine: Pariell Ann
Moore, 27 ROWDEIRI Av,
W.
Gregory Alan Norion,

Carolyn J. Fohrbach, 210

dropped out of his pocket, and I feel 110,11 or Inns already gotten

Forest campus. The building is
scheduled to be completed late
this summer.

Schmidt, 7,307 Wing St.; Sha-

V. Wallies, 112 N. Russell,

Wisconsin Dr.; Louise Ann

If it means doing without something he wants. I feet his wallet

brary building on the River

1106 Meadow Ln, Rebecca

ron Merle Brim, 6 Tory Ln.
Wheeling: Carol Susan
Geske, 199 W. Mooches,
Dr.; Melte K. Kania, 12 W.
Linden Av.

732 Luau Dr.

Some of us are organized, some are not. Hire the work done, even

Dustin

Linda Ellen Janus, 4001 S.
Wilke St.; Roberta Ann

logical Seminary and an MA,

' T he Rcv. John L.
Kindschuh will be a guest at
both services and will present

Allesi Harold Lynn Renner.

Dear Mr, DeLouise:
I'm a mother of ftVc I have a husband who is driving me nuts.
He lost his wallet. Will he find it? We have bad wirnm. Will he fix
il7 Will he clean the back furnace before we have a fire? I'm
afraid to leave the kids M his care because he's in a world an his
own. What's the matter with him? Please, I can't take any =Teal
won't fight with him any more to get anything done. Will I ever
get A beauty school?
Please Help Me, Rolling Meadows
Dear Help:
I feel beauty school will be part of your answer. Your husband
the kind of man who win 171% the furnace and die within when
be smells the smoke and not before, but you know Marl, now.

edy arc inclUded in plans for
the May I Mat, to be held at
Dinner
PlayCandlelight
house, Summit. The theater's
professional cast will present
...Timmy Shine," a Broadway
The evening is planned to

Open "P

en St, Linn Ellen 'Wm.'

them. Eventually they'll give you the raped due you.

benefit the fund for the new li-

sells tickets by computer

Will my daughters ever be completely happy and financially
stable? That would make mc happy and 1 wouldn't have Mwony
shout them. Pd like to help them, but I think it makes my =sin law dependent on nu, and they,' never stand on their own two

11,11 take time and patience and I wouldn't say That any of them
will ever be completely happy. I feel you are right lo not helping

John Moore, 301 S. Wolf

users n; Diane E. Schirmangi

rotas G. Kanellis, 1510 N. Ern -

elor of divinity degreC from
1, former Augustan& Theo-

and
on Sunday.

Ebikowski, 1987 Lee St,
Donald L. Double, 1641 Lind-

nate accident I feel no foul Way here al all. I feel with lime your
daughters will find a eoinfo,ble place in fife for themselves, but

plan
benefit

11

Rolling Meadows/ Clayton
Lynn Hadiek, 4726 Arbor Dr.;

N. Pine St.; Raymond F.
Hinkle, 600 S. Albert St.; Vic -

Education

Trinity Lutheran Clatter;
675 Algonquin, Des Plaines,
will observe Christian Higher
Education Sunday et its 9i30 -

D. PLAINES: Lynda L.

I fed you have been misinformed. I do'1 feel your grandchildren were really "sold." I feel they are with their mother.
Also, I feel the low at your two grandchildren was an unto..

Helps

Trinity sets

N. Regency Dr. West/ Gary S.
Woodward,711 N. Gibbons.
Buffalo Grove: Dennis Warren Butler, 632 Weidner Rd.

Deer

Sexton, brass
choirs, and Prof. Thomas
Stove. percussion.

Meadows

Rolling

Marie Kisch, 2023 Elizabeth
Dr.; Patricia M. Lutsch, 120

MT., Bensenville

1-16skell

Community Chest will hold its
April meeting Thursday, 'April
16, tun pm in the Rolling
Meadows Firehouse, Meadow
Or. and Kirchoff Rd.

The

Pheasant Run now

In the spacious Great Hall
of the Krannert Center. with
the singers and orchestra on
the stage, brass choirs will be

starred

Mr, 1433 N. Race; Lynmne
Fouty, 312 S. Yale; Alison

one girl whom I haven't seen for four years. I have another idiot
son.'n-law who walks around with a chip on his shodIder
World owes him a living. My oldest daughter is married to him.
and they have two kids and lost two. I would like to know how
they died. They were drowned, but I still can't believe it and that
four years ago I'd sure like to know whowas at fault
for that
t
acident. It was
fault of my daughter,. I'm sure. She
watched them constantly.

mass itself on that occasion.

play which
Hoffman.

mantlNivian Marla Faitz,1301
N. Harvard; Linda Lee Flub -

That just about drove me crazy because I was so attached to the

with the liturgy of the funeral

of a committee making

scheduled for the

from

mbss for a perform once
once that had to be interwoven

Adele Anger, 811
S. geeGwun; Deborah Ann Coltish.
mo, 19 N. Emerson St, Linda
Dick, 371 Cambridge St.; KaMarie Clain, 1007 Greenfield
ren Paulette Heist, 866 Second
Av.:, lull Pamela Johanson, Ln.: Nancy Jean Enszer, 709
1648 Spruce Av.; Peggy Susan' S. Main; Deanne P. Gans,
511 S. William; Thorn§ W.
Loebach, 891 E. Grant Dr.
Elk Grove Village, Joseph Glatfelter, 304 W. Hiawatha
T. Bosslet, 1140 Lancaeter -Tr.
Ac,
Karen Christine Gray, 213

Arline, Heights/ Jack
Dabbers, 320 W. Free-

sorry for her and her three kids. My next to youngest dam& r is
Married to this idiot's brother, and they are just as bad off. In fact,
I heard they sold my grandchildren.

n'

MOUNT PROSPECT: Diane

HMI Third Av, Ellen Signe

west suburbs are:

eintch so he won't have to work steady. She keeps gentng
I help all I can, but I think that's wrong, too. I eel

musicians in a church crowded

Lamy. W. BuShmaker, 387
Alley; Kay Lynn Christensen,'

Students from the North-

Pregnant.

Rd., Des Plaines, is a member

first Performance

compiled a cumulative 3.3
grade point average or bale,

Dear Mr. DeLouise;
My youngest daughter seem
have lot of trouble reek rag
enda meet. She's married maniaconvict
10
who uses that excUre

ranged a st. funeral for thc

and

Prof. James Raley,

a

in Cool from 'West

worth seeing Tho venoms by
Karen Curio/Or and Dorothy

Heights;e

or raw..
1
I

ad

Latta and Arnold Krihm, all of

The 400

er quarter, on a four -point
scale, and those who have

battle.

nerd Goodman, conductor of
the Champaign -Urbana Symphony/ William Olson, director
of the glee clubs: Robert Molison, director of thc University
Chorus: Profs. Robert Gray

DeFutis and Janiceeis. all of
Des Plaine& and SSchrickel

tine. in the Rand.. parking

This includes students who
compiled a 3.3 grade point average or better during the win-

rem, had been killed inDamthe

verehY Chorale.

,

dergraduate students for scholastic achievement.

Gen. Count Denys de

Decker. Assisting him are Bee

i ird

Western Illinois University,
Macomb, has cited 1,387 be.

fore,

expeditionary

University Chorus and Uni-

bet Peggy Marks, Lynda Nor -

L.,

r

versa,' of Illinois at Urbean -Champaign will include
ad six university choral organiOratorio
Society,
Rations:
Concert Choir, Men, Gibe
Club, Women's Glee Club.

AMONG THE singers will

revue, will begin at San. pm.
in the school's gym with the

the
e as if he'd never missed
a rehearsal.

The

number

greatest

-

Woe.? Berlioz wrote to a, ,with mourners, royalty, di

.

11 is diffimdt not to contrast
this version of the fun
sire

Me

upon

Of the

Tomorrow
Is Today

BERLIOZ assembled 400

1,e was one of

Lady Laken, who is Barbara
Curren. In fact, Veil..s dim ction is excellent in a hieand.seek bit of by-play when
Ludy lorken is running away
about Doug Patterson

NW- suburban students on WIU Dean's list

in concert
at Urbana
More than 500 musicians
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POVISAIRE

al lk eDonalua

and

double of the cap -

44 Continuous

Newt,

Movie
"The Lion and the
Horse." A Julian,
9

Social science.

6:15

horse combats a

11 TV Colley

fierce mountain lion.

Psychology.

"The Block Lan -

Deepest Dive in 11.-

t o r y-The Secret

.14.1,Clegt,1\

LANCE ! LANCE!

IVO CALLED VOL: TEN
ALREAOsdirYOUR wver.. i5
YOUR

CUTS ALL A

ONE THING LEFT TO 1,0

Ssi-N

GETTING COLO.

'

9:55
Masters
Toumament
lights
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,
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t
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life -site Mop

site

Pert.

Here Come the

The people of

to
celebrate the brides'
first year.
prepare

Seattle

tl NET Playhouse
"A Generation of

Ind anticipated. Let the family
share the wealth.

.

TAURUS (April 2I

May

210 Take care that Saturday
purchases don't go over the
week's budget. Prbioleid0 buy-

ing could set you back might-.
By.

GEMINI (May 22 - Jurre
2.1k Eventual results should
not be greatly affected by today's decisions so long m you
keep them in the realm of the

CO

\

1-ii

Runrecatcv

q'
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BY
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0/0000 OR WE'D BOTH

iii

fill
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CromieCIrcle

2

McHale's Navy

with

2

John Wayne as German captain of fugls

7

2:30
Late Report
Reflections

2

MedVt:on

9

Tbe Pop e and the

Show

Movie
"The Sea Chased'

tive ship with tutus..
al cargo. Lana Turn.

Tour Day Wont Ad

5

7:30
Hogan's Heroes

Italian double

Name of the

Fos Ihe hipgent

er and David Ferrer.

II NET Festival
26 Red

Hoc

2:50

and

Vatican

'

3:50

.

9 News

11:00

44 News, Weather,
3:55
9

Movie

"Nigh. of Rasp'

12:00

Bracken's World

utin."

his

"Panic in the

own testimonial din -

Streets." Drama in-

nee.
7 Love,

s gun -happy
gangsters, one of

Retelling of.
the conniving quack
who gained power in
Czarina Alexandra's
court. Edmund Pur-

whom is carrier of a

dom.

Silvia's

agent who is exposed
by the Gestapo.
6

2:00

Sports

Vito Scott plays

eti *

9

Tonight Show
Df c k Cavell

5
7

Weather,

father

embarrassed

YOU ARE A HEART .LESS

)1

Mery Griffin

2

Show

9:00

tel Show

ASKMASTER:

32 News Flnal
10:30

-

32 Movie

Sports

16 Luls Carlos Us-

I 0T

mooners

Btu.

Week in Review

FOR SATURDAY
ARIES (March 22 - April
20):. Good tidings from afar
make things close at hand
worth much more than you

The Honey-

32

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

News,
7:00

BUGS BUNNY

Mto a life of vampir,

of the News

Leaves: The Bond."

II Washington

HdroseOpe

26 A Black's View

Brides

Tarts from Mum

7

of Dra-

9 News

minder of Company
13,a group of Yankee
composed
solentiders
irely of misfits
who manage to blow
every project they be gi
With Glenn

"Blood

ment robbery.

live actors play °ppm

.-4,

Melvyn

DouglaS is tom,

1100

Monk

cula." About a girl
being hypnotized

WWII film

Mont.
gomery star( in the
fairy tale in which

NINIIIII .1.

Rear."

High-

7

9

derella
Belinda

'

'Advance to the

Column.

00:011

Ford and Jim Backs

pefland - Hey Cirb

.

8:00

Movie

2

Paul Harvey

Golf

News
News
News

2

vs.

12:45

tis.

7

Face

32

involved in a gold ship-

f inds himself

A al

ii,

i

AYE

v%
<

Well at Chicken Itra
Charles Koran, is
host and narrator for
a two-part broadcast
attempting to plumb
the mysteties of the
sacred well of semifice atChichen Irta.
5
High Chaparral
Buck Cannori

TIER OF 05,61,,,,,r_i..EGL___),,,,,,I

to

"Face

with Chino."
32 Galloping Goer -

7

Adventure: The

2

Brother

brother for the free.
dom of a kingdom.
Mel Ferrer.

II NET Journal

5

sequences

6:30

Movie

5

9,30

Steve Cochran.

11 Kalorie Kitchen
32 Troth or Con-

12:30

Weather,

Sports

met

20 TV College

VA' GOING?

Ghost

The

Mrs. Mole
Carolyn has a new
suitor who is onesact

6:10

32 TBA

chemical plant.
7

32 The Mande,

ON CAMPUS:

SELECT P IlLSINESS OPPORTLIMM
FOR MEd SCENGTHIEG SEMEILE
FOR A SMALL INVRETMENT:

In-

vestigating a Mysterious explosion at a

Show
26 Spanish News

Am le

-.MC. 52u MICATMAIGKAFF...

age while

Neves

9

SEEN REMSCOVAIRED
gY ML: ZE EMIGHTPIRE

ers industrial melee -

6:00
News
News

2
5
7

Paul Douglas.
5 Midnight Show
7 Chicago Show

Perry Mason

9

at

is

American

Style

"Love

and

the'

Phone

Booth."
"Love and the Door

2

Movie

vo lu

diseaseand the police
hunt to find him

Richard

Widow*.

.

9

5:35

ItknennhY

V'

,....
wit

,

lr

'

b

MORTY MEEKLE

hOpersonal.

. CANCER (June 22 :July

230 Hopes f'or Cancer's sue-

.. in a new project should be
very much renewed by this af-

ternoon. Use this morning to
pin support.
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Accept any gift in the spirit
with which it is offered. You
may not enjoy what you get but
you can be glad you got it.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

23): Don't take a second look
at pee when you are offered a

pH..

It's the thought that
counts double at this ti me.
LI BRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

Sincerity is what you will be

ACROSS

THE BORN LOSER

1Plantjuftt

4"A Farewell

gettlma

S "DA. Whom

41Sfecle poker

and the-"

rated on today. Whatever you
do at this time, do with all your

I COPT 51/PPOSEID)--1
WE BIT NBA, BUT 1144,TW75 r

heart even if you can't do it
well.

AsrummOlocol

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov
22): See that yciu have du

DOWN

1"The Old Man

to-"

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

2 AllM.1.18n

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want

.tai

the-Tolls" ,,,,,.:01,

to carry out you
present plans before you try to

means

join in the action. Don't dis-

18 -Prise

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dm. 227: Anything that has

nzqui,..1.

anything to do with chance is
extremely risky for Sagittarius
today. You need to be patient.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Romance E in the
aale for the Capricorn who
nows where to lobk. Don't
allow another to take your opportunity.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2 I - Feb.
MI: An extravagance entered
into this afternoon could lead
you into serious difficulties
during the next few weert. Be

24 St Zedvnb..II

CAPTAIN EASY
ORETEIELSERT DIMISLEG

GREAT NONORiMIR:
MY NAM. LEECH OP
MY

fAsIsEE ISMISTR55)

rAN

NEgE

', TWO 00UR5 TO KILL

III1 VMM PPM"
Big COMB

careful.

PISCES (Feb. 20 .- March
21): Take care that you dont
lend to

be

precisely what

self in the near future. See to
your own intemsts.

29 Labor
(ab.)
30 Groups of
tennis games
34 Waste
allowance
34 Masculine

bud

Answers to
Hitleaworct

40 Destiny

a Crude tartar
(var.)
44 Chu riffle

CHAPTER
PATCHER
he

chart
char
care
crate
cheat

chat
cape

cart

'

pert

ac cr

pacer trap

acre
aper
arch

pater
pate
pare
etch
each
recap

trace
tear
each

rapt

heart

path
prate
prat
pear

tape"
taper

Dm.

carpet perch reach heap
carp
parch react hear
chap
cater
crap

peal
pace

part

rate
race
reap

haze
hate

heal

namesakes

wow! scroacns we
AGAINST LOWERING.
1511N6A0ATO

pima (say.)

6 Flower,

323221 s6T0:1::(R:F.:

26

d

27 Temporary
32 English poet

33 Petitioner
35 Fishing boat
39 Arab name

armadillo

..d.rground
being

(Bib.)

49 Falai Sett
50 Fettered
54 Diversion
55 Caphsells

56 Biblical
high priest
57 Heavy blow
58Simple
99Ampere (ab.)

only The Day reaches so many northwest

41 Cocoons

46 Objective
of they
47 Posse.
48 Hebrew
measure
51 Pacific

suburban people for such a low cost.

turmeric
52 Shade tree
53 Immerse in

liquid

Use Handy Order Blank

MAN MAME ARUM
Jul MUM OM=
Julo

FAIN, TOUR
ANON THESE
UNES AEOW

mums
ammumms

TO SWORDS
'FARING

MIME
AMMO WM=
612411111

JIM
WU
AMA WOW

mail©©

Jul
MAMIE
WEINM
45 "- Women"
mimeo
ammo
Apostles

rape

family and

40 Festival
251117v.iariver 19
As".
0 Log Heat
4/ Friend (Sp.)
mouth
28 cr.e
1 Three -banded 42 Military

appellation
97 Greek letter
38 Black corvine

you will be needing for you,

cheap

87g irr:;-li'-ulita:t'lig:rict:Fo(rb,..le

' zi20

penalties

Ads are so handy for many things and

43 Fabled

'18113124:CoFri(v.redginbt:eP.d2d:lingenrp".:

appoint yourself.

ammumaamm
MOM WMOMMAJM
am
JIM
AMMO MUM JIM
AMP

0 Payment hEntlawd

3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY $3.90

or

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

e -;;;Sit''

,,..

L6R11

.

'

SeditgL.../?, 0

.

.., :f reliable 'services,
,.
.:.::.,....
offered by reputa..: e aisiness people in

ilit.

!If

i

,

.

.

HELP POP GAILY LIVING
KW 10P93AGEKKCIA DAY

II '
41

255-7200 OR 296-6640.
Dressmalting-Sowing

Carpet Owning

i

Alteretions

ooTirOcdtiili:,''I

aoiie
oni

o

...,

P

Electrical
Work
Ele

. C.8..8-8..

mre "e [In=

H V M DECORATING
AARON

Air Conditioning

irri,ror erreer-,1rFar,
pm

isis,ss

--

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

,:na

All Mums 0, Va.

G2.103

I.

flobe,....h.
RISTIC FENCING

I. KOTTKE S. SONS

Cement

13011.M.ACKS FENCING

mg

8274.06

Lt71.7.

i3

....NC.. .L....

ALLEN CONCRETE

.nh ...

A,.

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

e.p Bonded
190.22, a. PP7.3936. Np job

,,,,e. peek,

ODR POLICY IS QUALITY

CALL NOW FOR

iii, ...1
a

Carpentry-ffimodellog

-

C,I KED AFTER S Pen

name montane
Mow Tocloyl

3,2...

FULL BASEMENT

,,,

,,

LAMSON

.

14-614

e'a7
oin

Outboard

FOR PEEE ESN., E CALI

FOR YOUR HOUSE

'2,°J,n,sc',.',-st;Aag'c'"
SCHAUwgMBUR. ILL

m , 0,

V

need, coo,

AND BATHROOMS CALL NOW

;;;<:, ;71 4:1.: s,...,...Pril.

Income Toe Service

FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

13,orNeln 359.1906

'GIP

2...

Is

ca

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING
S29.0273.
BEIER COM

N".E""

,

op,.

job

"

"

M8.1 suns.

8.

d

.............

...ANSI...40FM

0. .

DRAFTING. PHASES

'7:;.:Z.°;70t:" '
Dog Service

PINGS 3 GENERAL REPAIR.
OOOD WORKMANSHIP
I.5 YRS f XPEPIINCF. INSuRED
227.0020
342 5...

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

by
Waltman Coast. Co

25,103.

n6G

AreNE

""'g::`"..

Sewing Machine Repair

le

le

Free Flamm%

". "K, 7,

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

ma, installation. 821-8G57.

!oom,,Add.mm

Drapery Repairs

8.d.,s,

S.

N..

Nm.y.

M

Federol "

V

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

STAIRS, WINDOWS, PORCHES,

ic

s

REC. WAS ROOM ADD ETC FREE
ESTIMATES CALL 394.342).

049,,,,,, ,n,,,,,,,,,

To Rent Forn isheel

/ARAI SYSTEM. Porn, auto.;

ZZVnt,..,

c'll'r '''" 7'. .7'

.7. '''

392.4000 or 392 1351

.."....g ,,,,,.

REASONABlE COST.

ahl
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GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.
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'TYPIST

SECRETARY OR
CLERIC -TYPIST
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we need you, and we
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roorn farsince soon
Plaines. Why not move

TYPIST

ing work.

New office location, five day week from 9 AM to
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scale and benefits will
be
the ground floor.
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REAL ESTATE SALES

XEROX
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Northbrook, III.

-

A

CLERK TYPISTS

rsee Nvi.

61 yok pay plan.

.50 W. HUBBARD
666.3443

Northwest Day

Ext. 3678

AND

TEACHERS,

7300 N. Linder - Skokie

. MCNEES

677-0600
In GOOD TO WORK AT MAX FACTOR
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enterprIses F Imen. wane inc.

6 atl Unc Ain Ave.
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Excellent oppononey to work bra fast growire
automobile distributor. Our new offke location
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20001. Wolf Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer MI.

JOIN US TODAY
. hove immediate openings

CASHIERS

STOCK CLERKS
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transmission, power steering.
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REAL ESTATE
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LIKE NEW 3 BR PA Bath
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$26,900
Location

01.5.249P
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:071en5';,67. w'r""' °"'
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a
8241623

65 eula Waco?, dr., PIS, Pie,
xistoLtity,01 0.1.good condo I
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with room MT 2 more;
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TO FIND
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THE TRIP
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button radio, stereo We,
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shift,4cy1.5200 under Blue B000kk

Regal Real Estate

4 door, air conditioning, V.8, automatic transmission,

Sem

IN PARK RIDGE
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1967 FORD GALAXIE 500

Impeccable condition.

SIONORINWISPH1011WAY

rounded by Mwering
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power.

GEA0 HEADQUART

this 10 room beauty sur-
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fo own
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1968 BUICK SPECIAL WAGON
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bra
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'65 Pontiac Catalina auto., P/S,
1,/8, good tires, good condition

Trans, P/S, Radio, Front Seat
Only $950, ask for Mike Nelson
537.0023

18 TORINO GT, 390 cc in. 4V,
P/S, P/B, auto trans., console,

SEE THE 1970

I.

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11.YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TESL DRIVE

buckets, $1800.358.1530
1969 Chewing, Sharp Lace Point,
'307' Auto, P.S., Vinyl Top & Inter.
$2300 or best offer -439-3984

WE SPECIALIZE IN
QUALITY 2nd CARS.

'65 Mustang, hardtop, "289", 3
speed, mops, wide ovals, dual

'64 Chevrolet 2 dr $595
'61 Volvo Red, Like new

exhaust. CALL 438-6134.

COMPLETE SELECTION
OF

'68 VOLVO 144A 4 door Sedan, automatic transmission,
$2295
Radio.

HEPE

1970 PONTIACS

'67 VOLVO 18005 SO, Cpe.
Black leather interior, AM -FM
radio, Beautiful car $2695

PRICED TO SELL

'66 VOLVO 1800S Spt. Cpe.
Two to choose from. Both are
sharp and ready to go
$2495

"Tick) Kirat

BARRINGTON '
'IMPORT MOTORS.'

$495

For Sole: '51 Chev. bus camper,

'63 Olds. Wagon Green,
real beauty
$395

'61 Chev 444. Sdn., 12' Baal.
Trailer-Call 437.8296 after 16:00

1967 Buick Wildcat cone

JitAPP:NPI

4 DR Ranch Wagon, Auto

1964 Olds F415, V-8, 4-dr, Sedan,
like new tires, excel. cond., make
offer. CALL 259-1069.

69 Corvette, coupe, 427, 4 speed,

low mi., P/S, P/disc IL AM/FM,

'THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

296.6127

Post, one owner, Phone 537-0020
Mike Rot:. After 8 PM 658-8172

EXAMPLE:

The Boss
Says,

jt

'65

PONTIAC
CATALINA SIX PASSENGER
STATION WAGON

r 1S

S

QUALITY

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

Seeing Is

'67 PONT. CATAUNA HDTP. CPE.

V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heater, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning.

V -B, auto. trans., full power, air conditioning,
owner, low -low
radio, heater, whitewalls.

'67 GRAND PRIX

'69 ELECTRAS
Executive driven. 4 door automatic, power steer-

ing, power brakes, power Windows, power

Full factory equipment. Automatic, power steering, power brakes. Like new a georgeous Gold.

seats, factory air conditioning, vinyl roof, and

of List Prke 9900
Beautiful Navy Blue. Automatic, power steering,
power brakes and power windows. Mag wheels
and wood trim console. Stock No. P250.

$3150
ditioning, power steering, brakes, seats, and
windows. This Is truely a luxury car at a very
low price of

$1995

187

SKYLARK
Radio and heater, automatic, power steering
and power brakes. A beautiful light blue with
an outstanding white vinyl top. A truely beau:
tiful automobile inside and out. Stock No.
4622A.

$1550

'68 OPEL

2 door, like new. Premium tires. The Mini Brute
with the Big Economy.

$1250
4 door hardtop, V-8 automatic, power steering. Like new inside & out.

NEW BUICKS

$800
Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

Ready To Go!

Hardtop coupe, V-8, auto. trans.; power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, radio, heater, whitewalls. Sharp with round -the -block
miles. Balonce of new car warranty.

'68 FORD MUSTANG1995
2 + 2 hardtop coupe, V-8, auto. trans., full

1969 2 TON CHEVY

125 W. GRAND AT YORK

.

duty throughout.

$34951969 IMPALA

V-8, full power, 'R & H, whitewalls. Low, low
original miles.

matic transmission, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof,

$2295
'2 door hardtop, V-8, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heater, whitewalls, very low
mileage.

$1895

DICK WICKSTROM

$1745
67 CHRYSLER NEWPORT HDTP. CPE.
Auto. trans., full power, radio, heater, whitewalls. Perfect 2nd car, priced real right.

$1395
'66 OLDSMOBILE TORONADO
Custom coupe. Factory air conditioning, full
power, radio, heater, whitewalls, very sharp low
mileogerl

$1845

'66 PONTIAC LEMANS CPE.
V.8, auto. trans., full power, console, radio,
heater, whitewalls. Very sharp - priced right!

$1445

$2095
'67 FIREBIRD CONVT. 400

'67 FORD MUSTANG HARDTOP

V-8, auto. trans., console, power steering, power
brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls. Look this one
over at only

COUPE
Power, perfect second car, low mileage. Now

$1745

$1295

Resells, Illinois

Iffor-fora Pontiac

G'?

it. Free.

engine,

transmission,

rear axle, front axle assem

Conditioning, power steering
$2195
and pOwer brakes.

tricel system are the part*
covered. And that's every-

blies, brake system and elec.

'67 PONTIAC CATAUNA Low
mileage convertible, metallic

green, power steering and

thing that makes .o car tick.
We think this is the best used
car guarantee you can get.

but don't take our word for

$1395

power brakes

it. Just read the other guaran-

'64 CORVETTE Convertible 4

tees.

speed with a "327" engine.
$1995
No body rust!

'68 911 TARGA
'68 912 COUPE. .
'66 912 COUPE
'69 VW CONVT

'59 THUNDERBIRD Yellow
hardtop with, automatic
transmission. As Is
$495

$6100
$4500
$3600
$1950
$5800

'69 BMW. ....
'69 CADILLAC

$5200

ELOCIRODO

Stop in and
Test Drive the
AU. NEW FRONT WHEEL
DRIVE AUDI

You're welcome to come over

to our lot and kick the tires.
Or the shocks. Or the valves.
Or 19 other places.
Because these are "Svensk

We are taking orders for

Tested" used cars we're talking about. (Used cars tested

914 CONVERTS.

the Swedish way.) Which
means they've been inspected,
tested in 22 critical points and,

it necessary, repaired by our
"Svensk Tested" mechanics.
Only the ones that pass get
into our used car ads.

WIGGLESWORTH

IMPORTS

COMPLETE FACILITIES
FOR
SERVICE a PARTS

PORSCHE
AUDI

MIDWEST'S LARGEST
VOLVO DEALER

1723 Waukegan Rd.

Glenview

MK TOM

297-2880
1000 Elmhurst Road
Elk Grove Village

Sales

Service and
Satisfaction

9-9 Mott fish) Fri

5 Sot

CLOSED SUNDAYS

11111151MIL

666 E. Northwest Hwy.

The

allic blue, black vinyl roof,
sharp car with Factory Air

lomoul for

Arlington Heights

wr

Auto ShoppingCenter

392-6660
CLOSED SUNDAYS

595-0250

goes wrong that was guaranteed not to go wrong, we'll fix

729-1800

only

0 R EICIEI Cl1:1011K113
555 Irving Park Road'

miles you travel, if anything

$695

Don't take our word for it.

miles.

$2045

'67 PONTIAC GTO HDTP. CPE.

4 door hardtop, V-8, auto-

529-7070

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

power, radio, heater, whitewalls. The right one!

5 yard dump body.,HeaVy

1968 IMPALA

'65 FORDGALAME 500

All Models 8
All Equipment

'68 PLYMOUTH FURY III

Our guarantee says that for
30 days, no mutter how many

1

'67 BUICK SPECIAL DELUXE

'66 RIVIERA
This car has power everything. Factory Air Con-

Believing

$1695

many extras. Stereo tope deck. Never Titled.

'68 RIVIERA

850.15
$3531.00

'68 PONTIAC CUSTOM TEMPEST COUPE

$1995

$895

'63 VOLVO A beautiful 2

'68 MERCURY COUGAR Met-

TRADES ACCEPTED

$AVE

CARS & SERVICE -

guarantee in
this
newspaper.

DOMESTICS

$4381.15

SAVE
YOUR PRICE

=,:rr

other used car

VOLXSWAGEN SUN-

door Sedan

List

0"

guarantee
with any

ROOF A Great Summer Car.

Includes decor group - turbo-hyidomatic, powdr steering, power brakes,
power tailgate, full factory equipment.

A

Compare
our used car

IMPORTS

1970

181-0899

and White
$195
'63 Buick 225 2 dr. hardtop, beige
$495
600 E. NW Hwy., Des Pl.

owner, low miles, like new, make
-I
offer. CALL 259.1069.

Dap

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

'62 Rambler 4 dr Red

1

- smaniimai

cars
on this page:

AUTO

1966 fORD

8700.537-0857 aft. 5.

.9
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44

AIM

Delta 88 Town Sedan

SALE

in

stock

SATURDAY, APRIL 11th ONLY!
Delta 88 Convertible

"

,,!

.dg.11,

During this 'One Day Only 88 Sale' you can
purchase a big Oldsmobile 88 at exceptional savings . . . at Ladendorf Olds! On
Saturday, April 11th our sales staff is going

all out to make you an Olds 88 owner!

Delta 88 Custom Town Sedan

Sound Good? It Is! Special One Day Extra

Savings Available On Any Model In Our
Stock Of 44 Oldsmobile Eighty -Eights.

HOURS:

Monday thru Friday

9:00 to 9:00
Saturday 9:00.to 5:00
Closed Sundays

"The World's Largest Oldsmobile Dealership"
Delta 88 Custom Holiday Coupe

Delta 88 Holiday Coupe

RAND _& CENTRAL ROADS

DES PLAINES

.PHONE 827-3111

o.

,,

Telephone

WEATHER
Tonight:

Showers con-

tinuing, low near 40. Tomorrow: Variable cloudi-

2554400

ness cool.

Your Home Newspaper
14 Pages

Monday, April 13, 1970

Volume 4, Number 249

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Peterson wins by 3 votes

Women top District 59 race
By Jan Bone
Saturday was Ladies' Day at
District 59. Top vote -getters in

school board elections were

Mrs. Judith Zanca of Des
and

Plaines

Mrs.

Sharrie

Hildebrandt of Elk Grove Village.

Both stressed their knowledge of the district in campaign speeches. Mrs. Zanca
has attended every board and
committee meeting for the past
15 months. Mrs. Hildebrandt
has been active in the School Community Council, the Parents Arts Council and the Salt

Creek Parent-Teacher Organization.

Though Mrs. Zanca, with
MO votes, and Mrs. Hilde1185 votes.,
brandt, with
Were easy winners, third place

went to incumbent Harry Peterson of Elk Grove Village by

son A. Hanson, 500 S. William, was re-elected for a three
year term, Saturday, along

with Peter W. Dudrow, 1408
W. Busse and George R. Foster, 605 E. Prospect, both who
Were elected to their first
three-year terms on the Board.
The three were selected

attention must be devoted to
this area.

With budget prices rising
and administrative, as well has
teachers salaries increasing,
school districts may be confronted with some extremely
difficult problems, he said, unless large amounts of state aid
are made available.

en-

work as a school board consultant in the area of budgeting
and financing.
After associating closely

nice McCarthy; and 473 for

with the other candidates for
more than six weeks, Dudrow
said that he is quite sure that

Harold Predovich.

each is

HANSON, WHO has been
on the board for three years,

Foster, who was also contacted by The Day, had much
the same reaction toward the
other candidates.

Hanson; 805 for Foster; 762
for Durow; 694 for Mrs. Ber-

has served for the past year as
president and said that he ran

qualified
board position.

to hold a

mainly on the basis of his
board experience.

He continually told the district residents that if they were
pleased with what the School

Board has been doing they

HE SAID that now that he
has been elected, "he is anxious to get started doing the
things he has been saying he'll

do."

"Mainly,"

should vote for him.

With experience as a consultant to school boards in sev-

eral major cities in the country, Dudrow told his audience
the
problems that
about
schools are facing now and po-

tential problems of the future.
Last night he told The Day
that he is "quite pleased" with.
his election to the board and he
is looking forward to three

years of hard work helping to
resolve problems that will be
confronting him.
HE SAID that a major concern will be the fiscal situation
in thedistrict and he believes
that a good deal of the hoard's

he

said,

serve the community."

Having only lived a year
and a half in' Mount Prospect,
Foster told the caucus members, when he was first inter-

cation in the schools and the
question of state aid to nonpublic schools.
he

said,

"1

think sex education programs
would be a good idea to look
into for the schools."
ON THE matter of state aid
to non-public schools he commented that it is something
that is not up to the school
boards.

He said that question will
utlimately be decided by the
state legislature.

.

The new board members
will attend their first meeting
as active members April 20 for
an organizational meeting at 8
p.m. in the administration
building, 701 W. Gregory,
Mount Prospect.

Retiring Board candidates
are Ralph Walberg who has
served three years and Charles
Houchiris who has been on the
board 2 years.

Voting results by precincts
follow: Precinct I, (Fairview
School); Hanson, 251; Dud row, 184; Foster, 180; McCarthy, 180; Predovich, 101.

Precinct 2, (Busse School);

with the district and its prob-

Hanson, 215; Dudrow, 149;
Foster, 176; McCarthy, 151;

lems.

Predovich, 85.

He said that one way to do
this would be to attend board
meetings. Since that time he

Precinct 3. (Lincoln
School); Hanson, 299; Dud -

attended nearly
board meeting,

Carthy,

has

every

row, 216; Foster. 227; Mc
208;

Predovich,

134.

4,. (Lions Park

As a result, he said that he
has now become more aware
of the day to day problems of

School); Hanson, 311; Dud -

the district.
He said that during the cam-

Carthy,

Precinct

row, 213; Foster, 222; Mc
155;

Predovich,

153.

Incumbent Paul Neuhauser, .running for a two-year
term, won easily over Gerald

and

board

ton Heights, 913 votes; Phillip
Lawson of Elk Grove Village,
842 votes; John Roeser of Arlington Heights, 750 votes;
Edwin Kudalis, of Mount
Prospect,
413;
Nickolas

Kostos of Elk Grove Village,

280, and Robert Winkle of
Elk Grove Village, 212.

Arlington

Heights,
Mount
Prospect, Des Plaines and Elk
Grove Village.

It's spring, and baseballs arc in the air --between the
snowflakes.

398 voters turn out
in Dist. 23 election
Balloting for the two vaProspect
the
on
School District 23

cancies

Heights

Board of Education, held at
the Ann Sullivan School on
Saturday, was fairly heavy for
an uncontested election, with
398 ballots cast according to
unofficial
Saturday night's
count.
The tally recorded Saturday

night was, for Mrs. Harvey
(Lori) Sarner, of 17 N. Wild wood, Prospect Heights. 350
votes,

and

McKay, of 1016 W. Wild wood, Prospect Heights, 354
votes. The official canvass of
the election will be held
tonight at the school board
meeting.
There

polling place was also one of
27 used for the High School
District 214 election, for
which Robert LeForge, retiring District 23 preSident, was
unsuccessful

an

candidate.

The relatively good District 23
turnout was attributed to Le Forge's District 214 candidacy. He did well in his home
district.

Mrs. Samer and McKay

will replace LeForge and Mrs.
Maureen Sandstrom.

for Donald W.

Gripe
Of The
Day

write-in
votes: seven for Mrs. Richard
H. (Jo Ellen) Clawes; two for

Those double bags at the

Roy Weinberg; one for Mrs.

grocery store that tear like

Jerome

were

(Lynne)

17

Heidt and

Main, Mount Prospect. (Photo by Dan Balas)

P.C.

Officals, construction firm fail
to agree on West Park project

also some spoiled ballots.

THE SULLIVAN School

Dist. 21 seats
won by caucus

candidates
Caucus-sponsdred

in the High School District

Wylie had 408 votes. Three
seats were open, each for a

214 Board election Saturday.
Winners in the eight -candidate race were: Jack Costello,

Chance Bahadur had 149
votes, while Turner Jones had
District 21 covers elementa-

Arlington

tion, received 4,583 votes.
Erickson got 3,785 votes, and
'Schiffhauer received 2.948
votes.

THE RACE for the third
occasionally fluctuated
between Schiffhauer, whose
name appeared first on the ballot, Joseph Connery and Clyde
Brooks.
seat

Connery and Brooks were
respectively sixth and seventh
on the ballot.
Connery, a high school

principal from Arlington
Heights, came in fourth with
2,428 votes.

Brooks; uo Elk -Grove Vil-

to exceed $32,000 the contract going to the J.P. Miller

ry schools in Wheeling and
Buffalo

Heights.
Costello has served 14
months on the board. Erickson
has been a board member since
1966. Schiffhauer has been attending the school board meetings for nearly a year as representative for the Ivy Hill
Homeowners Assn.

Costello, who held the lead
throughout most of the elec-

Repair work on the newest
of Mount Prospect's wells as
been authorized at a c st of

171.

Mount Prospect, Ray Erick-

School

Co. of Brookfield.

Grove, plus 'Frost
in Prospect Heights

The village board authorized the work last week after
reviewing a special informa-

and Poe School in Arlington

Ray Erickson

Joseph Schityhauer

lage government worker with
a strong background in education, was fifth with 2,310
votes.

Sixth, seventh and eighth
places went respectively to:

insufficien't to topple Erickson
with 412 and Costello with 410
votes in the same precinct. But
Connery did edge out Schiff-

hauer, who had 275 votes in
that precinct.

Prospect
Robert LeForge,
Heights, 2,018 votes, Mrs.
Ned (Sophie) Basile, Elk

The battle between Mrs.
Basile and Brooks was sharp in

Grove Village, 1,342 and Don
McGlothlin, Wheeling
C.
(unincorporated), 833.

precincts.
Mrs. Basile, who campaign-

CONNERY'S TOP vote came
in Precinct 12, Miner Jun-

ior High, Arlington Heights,
where voters cast 364 ballots
for him.
-However,-that number was
it

the four Elk Grove Village
ed as an ordinary housewife,

However, Brooks led Basile
302 to 276 in Precinct 25, his
strongest vote in the district's
27 precincts.

THE EIGHT candidates,

Meettngs
Tonight

course.

The well was drilled about
10 months ago, and
$24,346.60 is still owing on the
contract for developing the
well.
The $24,346.60 includes
$4,119.50, retained by the village until responsibility for replacement of a pump bearing

Mount Prospect Park
Board, Village Hall, 600
See-Gwun, Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.

Prospect Heights Park
District, John Muir School,

their families and supporters

Drake and Oak Terrace,

sat patiently in the district's

Prospect Heights; 7:30 p.m.

is

administration center where
officials posted a running tally

School District 23, MacArthur Junior High School,
700 N. Schoenbeck Rd.,
Prospect Heights; 8 p.nir

raised during the repair work.

on a blackboard and voting
sheet.

beat Brooks in precincts 22,23
and 24.

complete by 11:30 p.m.

Tallies showed Basile over
Brooks 156 to 147 in Precinct
22, 147 to 145 in Precinct 23

The high school board will
meet at 8 p.m. Monday, April
20, to canvass the election re-

and 150 to 133 in Precinct 24.

turns and elect officers,1

The unofficial returns were

be

The $4,119.50 represents 10

per cent of the J.P. Miller Co.
contract for installing the
pump. The contract was as-.

Board, fire and police committee, Village Hall, 112 E.
Northwest Highway, Mount
-

determined. This will

done when the pump bearing is

Mount Prospect Village

Prospect; 8 p.m.

Lonnquist

and

Busse

Rd.

in the primp has developed a
"whip", apparently from a defective bearing. This could
have develdped from damaged

impeller blades, the result of
too much sand being sucked
up by the pump.

The work authorized

last

week includes removal of the
tion report describingg, the ex,,. pump, replacement of the
tent of the work to' he per- damaged hearing, removal of
formed on the (No. I) well, lo- sand from the well by bailing
cated on the park district golf and repair of the howl assem-

Heights.

Jack Costello

excavation work needed for
the proposed enlarged retenLion basin at West Park near

Board OKs repairs
on 10-niorith-old well

three-year term.

son, Arlington Heights and Jo-

'4.

Rock Road Construction
Co. representatives and Mount
Prospect village officials failed

candi-

dates won easily in District
2I's school board race SaturIncumbents Ronald Cole
and Edwin Smith had 489 and
456 votes, while L. James

a

LI to reach an agreement on the

By Ben Clarke

day.

representative

Schiffhauer,1

A ride on a go-cart and being outdoors all afternoon, are sure signs that spring is definitely on its
way, especially for 2 -year -old Gus Janis, 307 N. Maple, Mount Prospect. Pushing Gus on the cart,
near Emerson Park in Mount Prospect, are his 10 -year -old brother Tom, and Jeff Thorsen, 507 N.

tissue paper.

eight scattered among other
district residents. There were

captured the three vacancies

seph

44'

SAYS

homeowners association
school

Defeated candidates were:

Richard Pettitiato of Arling-

SUBURB

By K. C. Radtke
incumbents

votes.

SIMON

Homeowners representative, 2
incumbents win Dist. 214 seats
Two

Smiley. Neuhauser had -1,956

District 59 has schools in

canvassed.

viewed by them, that he intended to spend the time up to
the election getting acquainted

open.

board meeting when the vote is

Dudrow did much of his

dorsed by the District 57 General Caucus.
Retults were: 1,076 for

from five candidates all

for a three-year term, were
that these results are unofficial. Final and official vote figures will come at the April. 20

paign he was surprised to find
out that so many residents
were concerned with sex edu-

"Frankly,"

a Borg-Warner industrial chemist, found his 1,127 votes were
not enough. Three seats, each

District 59 officials stressed

only three votes.

Hansen, Dudrow, Foster
elected to Dist. 57 board
Mount Prospect District 57
School Board Presideni Harri-

Peterson Pulled 1,130 votes

to win a seat, while Dr. Erwin
Poklacki of Arlington Heights,

k.

bly.
The cost is to be based on a

charge of $36 an hour for two
men, tools and equipment and
$14 an hour for each addition,.
al man needed.

The special information report indicated a cost range of
$22,000 to $32,000.
It was explained at the meet-

ing that the bailing operation
to remove sand could go on for
an indeterminate length of

time, depending upon the nature of the earth's strata at the
bottom of the well.
The motion to authorize the

work specified that the work

Thursday night.
When tentative plans were

discussed for the West Park
construction, one of the two
largest projects in the $2.4 million master plan approved
Feb. 22, it was hoped that a
barter agreement might he
reached between the Mount
Prospect

Park

District and

Rock Road.
The hope was that the con-

struction company would
deepen the present retention
basic at. no cost, in' return for

the value to them of the excavated earth as fill on road
contracts.

IT WAS EXPECTED last
year that Rock Road would
probably be the low bidder on
the widening and 'repairing
contract for Busse Rd., from
just south of Golf Rd. to the'
Northwest Tollway.
It was expected that Rock
Road would find use for the

dirt from West Park for fill un,.
der the two lanes to be added to
Busse Rd.

However, the $1.7 million
contract was awarded to Milburn Bros. of Mount Prospect.
ROck Road now says that it
estimates there are 180,000
cubic yards of unsuitable fill in

the retention basic that they
cannot use and which will
have to be paid for either by
the village or park district.

In addition there is sewer
work to be done on the paiit

signed to the Zeigler Co. for

shduld continue up to $32,000,

installation, s

but provided that a progress project, necessary above and
report on the work be giveti beyond the retention basin ex -

THE SPECIAL informanon report states thil the shaft

at the next village board meeting April 21.

(Continued tit.t page 21

-----

THE DAY
Page 2

Half of campaign 'team',
incumbent win t Harper
Morton. nam,

IQ K. C. Rad.

PM out four other candidat..

Moo.. who

Northeastern Illinois State College,

teach.

history

at

Meg Mrs. Frederick (Jessalyn)
Nicklas, who has served on the
Harper board for fiv ycors.
won three -Par terms.

professional educator's viewpoint on the college board.
Morton raised such issues.
low faculty morale, large
classes, building security. and
impersonaliration.

Morton 316 W. Fremont.
neMed the other five Oathdates with 5,144 vote,.

Mrs. Nickles, 450 Ayrshire

.Le, reek. 4,596.
Unofficial lotto for the re.

, thol gon,dno were,

Mrs. RObert (Hannah)
4.020, Le Roi Hutchings,
3,738; Mrs. Charles (Jane Lent

Toot, 3,376, end R ichard Dth
rave 1,940.

Both he and Mrs. Wilson
mane on,. some tiro when
limner trustee Jame, Homill
questioned the to
solicfat
fort campaign
dif

confribmiona.

'Me Morton -wit. ticket

ma heavily beefed by Harper
students and faculty.

District 57 School
Bad and the mount Prospect

Park Hoard put an aparsdmac sale Priceof$ M000 on

II acres of school district land

mtololm ...S.M.,

idea[ of the park board, said
that olibough the district is it
terested

pat, to the park district.
.The park district board hes
indicated they are interested in

purchasing the property, b.
until Saturday no price had
Men estimated.

The sch.1 district original-

purchasing

the

swath, now.

He said that the proposal of

onna;nai go,

The school board has pro-

Po. to mil the land, . 5With
St. in 'team Pr.-

in

land, adequate rands are not

awththio

to most of the board members,
but no action has been taken
concerning the sale.
School board member Jack
Ronchetto said that qualified

appraiser hired by he park
'board estimated the land value

5181,0)0, and the school

at

sahm, site, but it wet nom, do

agree members have generally
agreed that
approximately
$180.000 would be acceptable.

The board has proposed .
sell the property
park
district for a down payment of

He said that Inc actual cost
has not jot becn settled.
The next step will be for the
park district to find a means to

1Y Purchased the land for a new

veloped.

320,000 and yearly polo..
of $20,000 until the balance is

fund the purchase. Then a time

for the sale and takoover of

paid.

property can be deter mined, Ronchetto said.

tbe

ROBERT JACKSON, mew

Although she stated cady in

Mc game that she do.. behew in the "perennial bored
ember," Mrs. her
said
she wanted another term to
"assure that the school stays

*albs commun. stidsth-

The

el., Sm., of

and Thomas N.

LeFebyre,
1131
Juniper Ln., Mount
Prospect, has ended a sboyear

period without new members
on the River Trails District 26
School Board.

..

domed candidates and wear

.Posed in their

for two board vcancies.

One hundred eighty-six not,

ballots in Precinct 35
(Paddock School).
Security was so tight on the

Harper campus before mid,
.night that a Day reporter was
questioned and.corted to the
election office only aftershowMg press credentials.
A
handful
of persona
watched the results lag in

shortly before 1 a.m. Cellars
seeking results were given no
returns so Harper officials
could keep their two telephone
election hoes open. Only one.

inquisitive candidate. (Le Doi
Hutchings, an incumbent) appeared on the camp., thong's
several trustees and Mrs. Nickles phoned for information.

The new Harper board will
convene at g p.m. Tetchy,
April 14, to Mayan election
results and choose officer,

year's caucus choir-

This

Prospect to vote.
LeFebvre received
voles, and Robinson received

Man was Martha Hen... Of

in

Prospect Heights.
Mrs. Kelsey said that in the
past

172.

mainly incumbents and
candidates

caucus.endorsed

MRS. DONALD KELSEY,

were chosen for the board an-

and election judge at the poll-

When

.,

She

said

after
war

and

c u ot beet s decided against
dmkinS fe-eimthan. nth.

a
the Manna Previlthal7 im.

the general caucus

Obituaries
Burton Batter Jr.
Burton C. Bauer, Jr., 31.
202 W: Hawthorne. Arlington
Heights, part owner of Haire
Funeral. ome and active predne' captain la. dth \ththatiath
Township Republican OmaniRation. died Saturday in the

inim ward of Coble County
Hospital, Chicago.
Hose

was injured I. Monday
in the Hairo garage when g.
Som. from a car on which he
was working ignited, seriously
boring him.
i

Surviving him am his wife
Carol Ar three sons, Burton,
Timothy and Jonathan: his
mother. Loretta (Sarah) ander. Arlington Heights, grandparents Rev. and Mn. Frank
A. MillendOrf. New Haven.
Mo., and a sister Suzanne
K. of Arlington Heights.
Visitation was y.terday
from 7 until 10 p.m. and today

front I until 10 p.m. in Haire
Funeral
Home. Arlington
Heights.
Preceding

,

.

By Richard Crabb

tee-purpos

ducting Mean nual town Meet-

;,n thne,

AT THE TOWN meetin
throorrow
;,M
have the opportunity to vote

the d

1970

budgets

and

tax

'

School
Menus

To be served Tuesday Grate-

inglon, Prospect, Elk Grove,

andwich, wiener in

a

-

-

cent of the estimated Met of re.
Is, the A
Extensions "C" and "D" 01 lington Heigh. sewer system.
the Up, Des Plainos Inter- The school's lines aro sated.
cepting Sewer I4A
Lad to tie connected to the
14A), as the projects which PHOTSD project by this fell.
make up the total 3.47 ad.
The Extension D interare known,
castor sever -project consists
The Extension C portion. of 1.78 milt, of 42 in, dia.:
I and W miles of 60 inch dinter saver,
will run from the
meter sewer and .44 miles of ad of Extension C
Maple
inch diameter sew. 0 St., then north tang Maple to
already under conelnution Kondworrh
by the F.H. May Co. Their
The in
will then
run east along Kenilworth Av.

sue anticipation was.. to

Saad (one choice): fruit juice, ossed salad, relish dish, molddt strawberry, fruit Cock ail. .orange 'sunset. Roiled
wheat and butler, milk.
:Available desserts: sliced
peach., tapioca pudding,
cherry turnovers, chocolate
cake, peanut butter Onokins.

-

-

-

Judge O'Brien had notices
served on officials in all of
,uncemeat

-

they

bed

re -

ceived.

O'Brien's action is but miother step in the court prods
elated egan last fall when M.: atd the 2 per cent payments

to township collector, on etaxes collected to he unco

salmi°.
agreedMe

SteWr'''' CM"'

decision'anrclvfiLfielficalTILnship operations, even tux col.
lections, to bc carried en in a

Men. Robert Teich. mid

afternoon at 2.
The Wheeling

project proceeds.

would take earn of them at tiut

Would

we

lime .(coin the Armco.
mireatie is determined)." be

IN A RECENT report to
DAMP
warned that lase useful tricot
municipal offloads,

Sc

-

townfor , 71,

1_,SA, C IIT O E

doily,

Golf Rth in. e.'.

rho

with the road .widen-

south of the retention basin.

These lines will also drain

into the west P., bay in-

annual town meeting will be

flooding,

the

of

possibility

held at 8 pm. in Prospect High
School. Twit
cote
meeting will be held 0 the
Robert Frost Junior High.
School on Wise Rd,

Two tires valued at 5100
were stolen Solthodad flmla a

This '0 1011 first year mat the

car used by John Scully 01704

2 tires stolen

The NISH now uses about
1500 cubic feet of water per
nosh

thcough Ptiday, hy

Prospect, Ill. 60056. Branch

and 722 Came, get Plaines,
6001d.
week,

town ,St

a

oar
Ota el

manew.
ram 31/.00

Wm

Newsstand. prce,

a

literally

thousands

and

offices

throughout the U.S. and Canada.

lOpounds In 10 days. There coition

ihe

wmghlaaN 'n

ror me.

iii

amp s

pounds on the sap day.

damsonTherefr

you will lose°. pound

s

Me NW
oh

you will tom

ono ovn days until

eIgIrge'stroll,ter=i1IPIrcr.
hunger pangs. Now revised and
enlarged, this new diet plan lets

rich gm., may.

bly
eat my.
munds In We Sins ten dry. 0.
more. And

10

pounds every two dry. there.
new until yovr weloht is dawn to
nonnal. The secret behind this new

HUMAN HAIR WIGLET

Cot don not form lot And tho

$650

wad the or bemine proms. You

WITH $25.00
,

PERMANENT, CUT& STYLE

WOO $18.50
Permanent, CUT& STYLE

°`° SYNTHETIC WIG SHORT, CURLY, SEMI SHAMWPIC;10:8 SETS

°r° HUMAN HAIR WIGLET
at the

WITH

SHAMPOOS30
& SETS

PHONE 827-1017
1117 PRAIRIE AVE.
BEAUTY SALON

mack weioht loss" diet Is simle.

9 25°

...to you!

ccch chit,

rc,

Arlington Heights Area Alum.
their April 15 med.

nae at

mg, The program will be a

Delailcd plans for Me fall
boutique will be amain. by

demography, ecology and ter-

banization after their "Salute
Spring" noon luncheon
Tuesday, April 14, at the Coyto

enact Club, 10 N. Dearborn.

ty, loyalty, fellowship and to

Mrs. James Gelhaar, chair-

Professor Allan

be of aervice.

man of the event. Membersnot
attending the meeting are

KAPPA ALPHA 11111TA

wig speak 'al

radon: the quantity and quality
of life.

end Mr,. Gelhaar will .Ist
with refreshments.

&gad To attend. Installations

and Country Art Show will be
April 28, 1970 from Y:31:1

Election of officers will aho
be held, Mrs. James Whiting,
2004 N. Verde, Arlington
Heights, will hoses the ft p.m.
meeting. Mx:. David Meeker

Profedsor

The Cook County Town
n.m. to 3 p.m. at Colby% Com-

Lambda Delta Chapter:
"Landscaping and Gardening" will be the topics present-

Offer $800 4-H home
economics scholarship

0011411_111.1111.0POODOUULgoo2111100000

Inc.. New York;

The West
Bend Co.. West Bend, Win..

3, 1970

doer.

ed by Mrs. Dave Dumm arid
Mrs. Tim Parker, both of Buffalo Grove. Lambda Delta
Chapter will meet April 15 at 8
pan. in the home of Mrs Part, -

Educator Joan Smutney

aptin this'year to Illinois 4-H and Sunbeam Corp.. Chicago.
keels who plan to major in SAFI also is sponsor of -the mho. economics in their pin- Mural 4-0 home improvement
kw year in college ormoutic- program, which currently en the National 4-H Service rolls about 20 0,00 0 youths he

Schnaiberg,

minim Room, 2105 Spring

The meeting will be held in
,

Road, Oakbrook, Illinois.

of Mn. Robert

home

he

A springtime meal Sea Men
selected. Friends are invited.
For reservatieni. call Mrs. M.

Goldstein. RO 3-5115. Mrs.

George L Pennack.
vice-president.

Paintines and crafts exhibCC
Mei must be original and tiroheld
Origin.

A professional artist will
judge entries and givebrief
critique of the winners iq the

318 N. Russell, Mount

Prospect. Reservations my be

Thc show is open to any

made by calling Mn. Harriet
Wilson;CL 3,1201, Mn. Jane

amateur artist, members or
non-members of the Copk

Cams, CL 5-9123, or Mrs.

County Homemakers 'anal.

rim Am

Haag a92-1162

Information
and
mug
Wanks may he obtained fro4
the extension advises office:
khan Post Office BuiWing
Room 3 D. PlaiOCC

Fabric Sale

to speak at Symposium

enrolled this fall at en assn.

office.

dited college or university.
'Two POO scholarships will
bi provided on a national basis

selected. Scholastic and4.H

grapefruit Mae In this

w diet

°mato catalyst (the "mewl, iv
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"A'iredhead on the picket

I

fine?" "11111Es right. and I'm
male." "A female mailmen en
the 'Picket
right, and you have to see it en
bdieve it. Beautiful red hair.

Looks as if she couldn't eien
lift a boil sack. But there she
Ha. walking the picket line."

"What did you think et the'
mail strike? It's against dm.
10W, you know, for federal ern-

'THERE ARENT
his' friend. .1

'more

good old days, people went

Em an expert"

dmr or bad, they always had

Into the civil service because it
was depression -proof. Good

was paradise."

"SE SERIOUS," he. and.
"Pm curious to know what

along,

there

more jobs than mailmen to fill
them. Men worked a few days
odd. Others worked until they
completed school. Still othen
draft. A few women decided to
try the job.Some stayed, others

who stays on the same route is

cheerful smile. He knew everyene on the block. He was loved

began to discover that they
could make far mom money
Wmost anywhere else. They

by one and all. His uniform
was always pressed, and he

couldn't afford to live in high-

discovered

that

they

income communities, even
though they %I...anted the

`There must be more to it
than that..

John Ottleolon. Either ati,thlo NOM,William J. Klerlaiwk, MAIO. Editor

quit. But there w. constant
a rarity. '
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worked while waiting for the

turnover. No wonder a carrier

Ho

-Marshall Field 111

and quit. 'Lousy job, they

in poor times made up for the
poor income in good times.
"Suddenly, it was nothing
but good times. These people

also

qhnitorthrompinal therm byaluntysiruhAmlyk.tyrtnenp
ThOlutlun'sfnwihurr and limalleristal inherit:"

were

an ie. The good income

Mimi,. He was your mailman,
and both of you knew It. That
days art gone forever."

I

helping

"Remember the good old

never looked as if he needed a

you think of the strange affair.

"Yes, Ware M. Suddmly,
with the reputation growth

"'What happened?"

men for years and peen, He
WM always followed by dogs
loll kids. He always had a

.

'depressions.'

. any
In the

know a little bit about the post
office. I worked then dieing
Christmas vacation. Maybe

days? You had the same mail-

dimes to strike."
"I enjoyed it. Didn't get any
bills for'several days. No one
asked me to buy anything. it

lab the first time, as far as

what hap

mid,

wed because of nails...."

line!" "Thera"OK," said

/Dap PubC cat'. no

By Ron Swans

C

R.E.IMIChimin. Vie,Preadebt

au, bifforrisinu /Time,,

R. N. Poeta. Cirrefitrthri Dinawir

'

"You're saying they need
more' money, and they had a
right to strike?"

"Pm not saying anything.
meet that it sure is orange to
sec fanatic mailman, with red
hair, walking a picket line."

Day by Day

HIDEAWORD
Junk ain't what it used to be
PORVE1111

By Catherine O'Donnell
Now that Laseke.
Ms announced its four forgiveness days for the rubbish
that people forgbt, it is inter-

Ming to note that the junk at
the curbs ain't what it used to
be. Every year right through

don contest it would all have
been. cut, dried and dead. Insteed it was lively enough. It
was unlike the waste of time
and money with a ballot from

that newcomer to the area.
John Loose, who's in commend at Arlington Park has

District 25 where there was no
contest. It is never easy to lose

so that race fans can get home

an election.' Iflaybe it would

to be an interesting summer.

announced that the hors. will
start running earlier each day

help if the ones who lost would

That Gayly start will get the

know that the thousands of

and the not so proud came in

people

thedaylight and did the same.
is year, close curbside oh'

who scattered their
votes among losers are grateful

thousands of cars out of the
track parking lot and on the
road around "5 or 5:30 p.m."

to them for being in the eon

Ise has hem quoted.

test. This does not in any any
detract from thew inners. Our
sincere congratulations lo. all
participants.

WOWIE. NOW we can all
go downtown and watch the

Polly Johnson. who does

monumental traffic jar ni in Ar.
!Moon Heights which has
eight commuter trains due to
mrive between 5 and 6,30 p.m.

publicity for the Arlington
Heights Village Theatre, Inc.
would like everyone to know
that the group will hold its an -

wives trying to break through
that Euclid or Wilke or Northest Hwy. traffic to get to the

Wm gone when a local antiques

hurried back with a larger car.
Other than that a few nice cabinet television sets, the local

junk has gone To the dogs.
Even the kids arc not having
any scavenger fah.

TIM BEST they can do is
kick open the plastic bags of
leaves iihd grass dipping& and

scatter them arOand like the
brains in their heads.

MANY THANKS

On behalf of all the inter, coed and concerned voters
,

who took the time to go to the
polK. including those from
Rolling Meadows, a town that

didn't have a Harper polling
pine to its name, this column
writer would like to con.
graMlate the losers. Without
lad addition of in
personalities who made the oho -

President
of Optimists
will speak

POLLY JOHNSON BAYS

nasal

meeting on

Thursday.

April 16 at the H.brook Park
Fieldhouse. The tithe O8:15
p.m. and everyone who h In Wrested in CommIlllilY The.-

. it invited.

Des Plaines.

and Illinois 53 thto Me
Ilway and Northwest Hwy.

will be announceli and so will
next
r's sale of plays. Re-

into Palatine is going to be one
long line of hornblowers.

address or phone number so their authenticity can be Amp -

"When the lecture bureau told us you were a 'naturalist:.
we just ASSUMED your subject would be ecology!"

Your phone should fit like it was made for you.

will be served. Call

358,11.5 for more Information.

CHAMBER MUSIC

Polly Johnson would also
like to announce that the one
act
by

play, "Chamber Music"
Arthur Kopit will be

presented eta luncheon for the

paw

Northwest Hospital Women's
Auxiliary al Nordic Hills
Country Club tomorrow. The
play has been directed by the
Village Theatre's Workshop
chairman, Betty Grayson. The

ItY'ljba ,B to iris

Zeller. Polly Johnson (she's a
bury gall, and Jackie Tamers.. A token role is played by
Dot, Patterson.

Low cost
Boatowners
Insurance

from Stele Fa. protects boat,

111tr=tfo'tvenra'nln
loss., too. See mo.

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.
PH: 253-5678

NEWCOMER NEW LOOK

Area Optimist Clubi are loThere are Ovens in this area
cated M At -Jinglers Heights. where the residents go down to
Da Minna Evanston. Gkn- watch the J. C. Penney truck
view and Wilmette.

All letters to the editor moot be signed, but names will
be withheld Von Mtpoest. Letters should hr m brief as
possible, typewritten, if possible, and should confab, an

kill each other?
It's a real knee stepper. And
Wilke Rd into Reding Mead -

eight women in the cast are
President Monroe Marlowe of Doris Kascor, Carolyn BurWilson,,,lover
Van Nuys. Calif. will be the
reception and banquet sponsored by the Northern Illinois
District of OplimOt International at the Concord Inn In

breezes.

-17 good, 23 excellent

station in time to pick up pa
and get him home before the
hamburger burns or the kids

Optimist 1thernetional

featured speaker Tuesday at a

unload, for excitement. Now'

STATE FARM

=MN' aTrUg=

now! You and your wife can
ietaway to a fabulous

Arizona /Mexico
only

95
CON SPREE

Per person

double onotonet

You can't get a hand -stitched, made -to -measure telephone

from Max, the Tailor. Or from us either.
But you can get a phone that fits the special way you
live. Because we offer a lot of different phones for
you to choose from.
Our two-line, one -button model is popular this season
with people who need more than one line.
And people with a flair for design are selecting the sleek
new Umline Touch -Tone® phone,
You don't like basic black? Try pink, blue, green, beige,
turquoise, yellow, grey or white.
Anything for the on -the -go executive? The hot item this
season is a Speakerphone for his important conference calls.
re,
do
And his busy staff needs the
versatile Call Director®
telephone-our push-button
communications system.
We figure if we can come up
with enough different phones
you'll find the one that fits you.
Like it was made for you.
© Illinois Bell

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US "COLLECT" WITHIN 48 HOURS!
COMPLIMENTARY PM SPREE AIR TRAMSPORDeluxe Resort Motel Accommodations!
All iamb! Sightseeing
Amazing Arizono
and in Mexico! Ponied Exciting Attroctions1
Luxurious Resort facilities!

TATION

High on a windy hill moony clouds gather to threaten spring s furtive
sunshine Winds whistle through still bare branches, through the air,
through your hair Time for drama time for change time for spring
A girl can be elegant and still be casual in spring 1970 Silhouetted
against nature not-quite-awri.rened not quite winter is Becky, slim as a
reed in her navy two piece tunic and belled pants Of silky -soft man
made fabric knit foi wearability this care -free costume can go it 'alone
as a micro mini or be demure and covered tip to the ankle The dramatic
length of scarf blows fetchingly in the breeze, or can tie, sash -fashion
at the waist

Below, very new very right is the two-mecer in the popular open crochet This one s a lovely mauve-violety color that brings out the best in a
brunette Wrinkle -shy, it features pants that are straight -cut, to hang
beautifully and capture grace in every stride
manlyn shuman, editor

Your luxury On Spree Pight iv complimentary
so that you can see for yourself the golden
opportunities Or Arizona living vacationing and
the opportunities for investing in Arizona real

eaote.

Me wonders oer.to.be.forgotlen
lively, lusty Tucson, Amono, ond

things rousing a sensation everywhere, Don't miss

exotic, romantic Nogales, Mexico. Sights. North
and South of the border, swim, Rudy, shop, enjoy

dekko heoldThe yarn. of a lifetime-yours

this omit, onnomwei
ealgotion.
Call for exciting debits NOW!
'Offer limited he owned omples par 23 yams

for on amazingly low 529.95 -COMPLETE!

of age.)

If

lif

-couriesy ,of GAG Promnies Inc of Arixono,

OEM Three exthing, signaled dohs and three
nights. exploring
mink.° ne,rs

It's

at pod of Me GAG Introductory Offer

We're a lot more than just talk.

FOR FREE INFORMATION (OIL "COLLECT"

(414) 273-0951
within almafie, prledo lawman,
Ask Tor Welt Painter
'offer goad for sm.

4

fresh
fashion

Can't you just see the house-

THE NEW OFFICERS
freshmeyeants

using MI seven of these letters.

M fime for dinner, it promises

The night the proud ones came
with flashlights and resat,
reeled authentic "antiques"

serration shows not m
exciting items tossed out. There
ere
wss a real old-fashioned is
box that didnt' last too long. It

I

Make as many four biter or more words Out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

'inthrs uurtesy of Coburn's (top photo) and Daisy Boutique;(bottom) both of4ribigton. Heights. Photo by JacStafford. Modeled by Becky Kesaris.
arty
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Potpourri

Creative corner

Make a 3 -string dulcimer
Counworer

By Judy Low

John Edwards oP416 N. Russ

sell, Mount Prmpect, and is

hian 'region of the United

similar in style to those made
by the Kentucky mountain
people. The dulcimer, in one

tion In Mexico, we recently

of its many forms, has been
made and played by them
people for generations, each
craftsman
contributing his

gave a dinner party for our Arlington
Heights'
traveling
companions, Bill and Dorothy
Duffy. and four other couples.

own ideas to the design.

The Duffys and we exhibited

mm comes the beautiful
sound of the thrce.stringod
mountain dulcimer. Tffi Mikis

Ey Amy Fremgcn

As I don't have any midge
To celebrate a winter vaca-

It A difficult to trace the his-

our pictures and recounted
our mom emorable "adven-

tory a the dulcimer, but
ilar 'stringed instruments were
played in Europe in the Middle

MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS
is

Speidel
Sweepstake's

Headquarters

'

Ages. You will see a closely rte
lated instrument, box -shaped

day, you do run into adv.:nat-

and held in the lap, in many of
the paintings of the 16th or
17th century. There are many

e&

Planning a party mound a.
the

places in the Old World from
which our American dulcimer
might have come. France,

vor for a party you mighl like
to give. Here are some of the
things we did whisk might give

strument.

you some ideas.

The early mountain settlers.

To greet everyone. we put

being poor, probably did nal

several luminaries along the

bring these more complicated

instruments with them. But
they did bring the idea and, in
time. using the materials and
available. created
and charming

strument we know

so

the

in-

Seeger show," said Mrs. Edwards. Since these rural Mot clans hand-crafted their own
instruments, the Edwards=

million dollars in prizes!
Winners, see what you've

won ... match your prize
coupon here.

MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS
20 5. Evergreen

Arlington Heights
EVERGREEN
SHOPPING CENTER

HOURS: Mon., Thor, a Th. 9-9
Tues., Wed. k Sat.2-6
We honor Midwest Bonk Cowls

on the first string. the one Gloss
est to you, while the others re It is strummed

This traditional Applachian mountain dulci-

tomffil you et.
for each melody

mer was handcrafted by John Edwards of Mount

accenting the Ord
"Traditionally it ems

stdinthus

played with a feather quill held

in the right hand for strum.
ing, but you can use the =ell
triffigular guitar pick."
Though you can learn to
play a melody fairly reek the
and

of

Me

dulcimer

is

unique and charming. "It is
strange sound." saw Mrs. Edwards, "as if pit had heard it
once before but you can't
member where," It called to
minSd tese word:
ounhds not tersribly unlike
the melodies mall hear
if jewels like amethysts
could bloom
-.from a poem by
Richard Farina

Richen1 Farina played the
dulcimer as the backgrollud
music for singer Judy Collins.
EDWARDS made

Prospect.

his [ligament from selected' record to help in tuning. Write
walnut, spruce and ebony. The to Craftsman Wood Service.
wood was pressut but it had to 2727 S. Mary St., Chicago
be carefully ussembled, glued
end sanded. This. particular
project requires time.matience
and 'some musical skill to tune
the instrument when it is completed.

Complete instructions and
.4vailabk. In.

meterials
cludeid

is

a

. demonstration

606118.

Dulcimer

Book,"

by

lean

Ritchie. tells the story of the
Kentucky mountain dulcimer.
It is published by Oak Publications, 121 W. 47th St., New

York, N.Y.

I

cheer to bedrooms with appro.
priate color schemes -pink in
pink and green one, and orange and gold in a gold room.
The tin candle holders must be
stored in the basement hue I
already

can

a

haps again

tering to you big girls as well as
you model -size types.

.

Station, Box 503, New York,

into making decorations.

at Harper

kitchen sink -- corn, onions,

Tuesday's artists trill be the
Chicago Brim Quintet, pan of

green peppers, tomatoes, .ol-

the concert series. appearing it

Iva, raisins and boiled egp hut turned out delicious, end
Chilled cauliflower with
guacamole sauce instead of a

g p.m. The quintet includes in
its repertoire r
from the

salad. Warm, buttered tortillas
sttbstituted for bread.

On April 21, at and again
ut Rpm,. the final program in

Everyone enjoyed sangrin, a
Moll punch made with dry, red

the film series offers the Italian

sugar and crushed ice. Dessert

was served on a silver tray
loaded with slices of appleS

natUrclistic approach tO

and pears, crackers, and three

kinds of soft cheese -- bel

adults.

'\

BANK

also
years, also

contribute to the

new fssedorn in many a wont-

cent& For the film. admission
for adults Is SI. Make!, 50

an's hrEvenin Me old dam.
when s mthetie knits were her
from beautiful. women bought
them for their readiness.

terns bring enormous variety
to what was once unrelieved
dim color.

No wonder designers enjoy
working with these new

.

kit-

see us for
a fast Auto Loan.

11

It

- '\_'

c.2'1=4S

*I

':1/:

were introduced

in luster -ware, and it can stand on its

Luster was not only pro -

ver luster.

Home of the

OPEN SATASUN. ONLY

Furniture

Early American

12,100N WS OM.

ES
SaStrIrtwICReetive.

Zrsei::Oriet

loser pieces

ANTIQUE SHDYPE

Phone 537.1000

ANTIQUES
Flea Market Sale

259-2210
Antique
BeautifiAly Accented

CALL

1l em to430prn

et

ADMISSION 50c

tip

n.
ra
01..114111111111/
.

mna

m

a

lin Illia.

111,

PHONE: 359-4868

Spode, Minton, ironstone or
bone china? It is really not as
difficult as it sounds. Most of
these

have

pieces

a

very

shimmery look when held to
the light. The larger plates and
pieces have three little marks

:tround the rim. These wete
left by the cockspurs used by
sticking ers to keep pieces from

sticking together, when they
were in the kiln.
Another clue as to the origin

of the luster piece oneh way it
acquire
does
to distinguish it? My
is to feel the
best
face of many pieces of china
while you arc browsing
through the china department
of your favorite store.

Cool
thetahabilt
.

Long coats
need hats
The

midissoat

needsoin

fact, absolutely must have-ss
hat. Not a little hat, but a great -

looking felt or straw hat with a
brim. Don't worry about
whether the Mini' is turned up
or down. just make sure that it
is the newer. smaller, shorter crowned version.

If you have the derring-do
the
to wear the midissoat,
mood catches you, then you
must have the right accessories

for it.

AROUND

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

NOW OPEN

MON. THRU SAT.
10 T04
FABULOUS SAVINGS
SPRING & SUMMER
CLOTHING

I0B:SIBklMSIBIY.

USIES

MOUNT PROSPECT

"IT'S FUN TO DO IT YOURSELF!"

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

Flower Loom Projects
from "STUDIO TWELVE"

k

Flowerlooms priced at $1 and $1.49
$1.59
Heat and Shape Burlap
Ribbon Straw

-=!..
tr,,,1 111)Wir*
IW

Heights.

SECOND TIME

12117 it

1550 Rand Rd. Palatine,

Hwy, Arlin&

How can a collector.decide

1

WHEEUNG, ILL.

pt,Roirs.

IIIII1PPPNRINt

iir A klio

en Tovr41. sun.

2554200

r

POTTERY WAS not the

MERLON CO., INC.

stylists at Roy, Americana Beauty Salon, IVO W. Northwest

18110s.

562 N. Milwaukee

With a Howl anonsernent

Ms. 12 3 83, Mt. Mown

Wean nes whom.

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS COLUMN

ONE el 00,0wossielties
sour
rite

4th Sunday of each Month
Town Holt, tower Level
of Rendhern

04 Dundee Elgin
OW5-1718

SIS tee St Des Plaines
82450.10

BUSSE'S FLOWERS P. GIFTs
Elm and Evergreen ME Prospect

1

JF

'ELEGANT'

"Resale Slteppe 8 Auction Parlor

produced is so beautiful Out
mock of this luster is in mu-

ironstone.

Your hairdresser can teach goll new Irides On how to wear It.
You'll never regret your ire estment in a hairpiece.
These styles were especially created for readers of "She by

I find most fascinating is the
think the best

resist -luster.

DINE. BROWSE

THE RED GAVEL

does
appliAnother effective
relief.
cation fluster
sprigged designs. The effect

porcelain laterwas

paste
called

ONE OF THE types of luster

SMITS APPI.

- An,,,,,.,,,,ttavz

BARREL 0BYGONES

interesting.

in the

very popular

OPEN DAILY 1.020

"MAPLE MANOR"

Antigvest Collectobi stlunque
Also sell on
Consignme
Itours 10 to 6 Closed/Kende,

was

done

es. The most popular pottery
for luster, however. was

with luster. Silhouettes were

FURNITURE, CUT

i 11 .ght

and stenciled luster were white.

cited designs were enameled.

Ned, the design wes left exposed and this was painted

ouTSIENTIO REPRODUCTIONS

.529.2653 er 89 -7572

MT. PROSPECT

ill

p

P

to resist it.
areas pain
In th e earliest pieces the
backgrounds for both resist

applied. At other times step.

ly appears on panel that were
left white when the luster was

wax. When the Cut-out was de -

REST. BLDG I

ing in soap and water would
remove the luster from the

and copper, but in drne some
of the finest collectors' items
had backgrounds of canary
stnrare
yellow. blue. buff and
all, a rose. decorated with sit-

SHOPPE

.NOR BLDG. TONG GROV

ANTIQUES ETCETRA
Open eyso any

sisos,i..9.ii

rot WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

\\

t tee

BIG HOUSE AN IQUE5
.
113 E. lake St err

253-4601

you think. II

ct

1002V ratld Rd.

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Mt. Prospect
V&S Hardware

.

.=..

if a piece of luster is made from

YE OLD CHINA ft GLASS
MINE PEPPERMINT STICK

OUlt LOOM AREAL
wheeling

--

...

solution the luster was applied.
Whencet was dry, a good wash-

molds, in a vast variety of pa
tarns. A number of innowtions

Ilave you considered adding a pastiche to your nusdeutse7 It
will do beautiful things for your profile end may "sae the due
for you many times.

pieces were given luster finish -

stone -china. This soft

estingly enough, one of the for-

Hair styled just for "She"

Staffordshire potters began
producing a fine hard Paste
porcelain. Many of these

mules for this solution was a
mixture of pulverized clay,
glycerine and honey. After the
design was painted with this

Colsout paper patterns were
pasted on the already glazdd
wares, and the entire surface
was covered with a coating of

,.__Z

MHZI.,!!!

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUE

ge.'e

1

Ell:

TL,QUL,.__.

Finenchm Amingod

only media far luster. China of
the finest quality won dew,
rated with luster. In 1770 the

and artists tried their hand at

enamels. The enameling usual-

r

II

II

FREE gamey-

that would resist luster. Inter-

pieces of luster available that
have been painted in colored

c.,

emsvt

instal/at/or:atm

and silver. They ignore the fact
that many of the finest putters

wax

\

4 -door, or a 4 -on -the -floor, see us

1

I

tiles within the outline were
then painted with a solution

The manner in which this

A

Whether the buggy you want is a

,

1

ell -outlined shape. The par-

ter -ware, regarding it merely as

dueled with an all-over metallic
effect, but there are many line

.....

V. )
,,

=

Whatever kind of
car you want...

er them with a press cloth to

....

\

,

,

ting. When pressing 'bucklt
avoid scratching.

.,,iv, 1

--1)) )r,

Solo plot, of irons arc eashonors, snaps or zippers cOv-

_

tery turn up their noses at lus-

Most luster -ware was east in

which range from tailored day.
types 10 late.day'evening Ton.

.

Stenciling. The ffiece of plume
was decorated with a pen-

later.

ily scratched, This leads to rus-

sisies.

Many collectors aline potan attempt at imitating gold
-

fur a great variety of dresses

,

TO My it wen An opposite of

Students. faculty and' staff
members of Harper College
will be admitted on presentation of their I.D. cards.

Don't scratch
your sole

:a

$55995*

way to describe resist -luster is

By Ilea Turco

cenn.

=rpm.. The fabric, no longcr rubbery and bulky. has e- wawa fabricsand use them
come stipple and even silk -like.
Mumelous prints and hold pat-

itt, I)

first. Or tell the dealer you want to
finance your purchase through us.
We can save you real money. And
we'll gear payments that won't be a
grind to keep up. With our speedy,
friendly service --you'll be driving
your classy new chassis faster than

Now many of the knits are

students: 75

01.50.

RI

RDC0 HED T 0 TiltISG

JUST

Collect lusterware -ceramic aristocracy

Admission to the conmrt tz
by double Map Mantes. Shop
handles are limped aretind the
Itollom of the hag and secated
at the sides o ith handsome
gold -honed Amor., wan elm
pm
pocket ucconunables
money nod important papers.

AI

14'1

36,000 BTU's

Antique world

lip

tine.

Knits are gorgeous

\i NORTHWEST
TRUST AND SAVINGS

Here's Becky again -this time in an abbreviated khaki skirt
and wearing the popular battle -jacket, in butterscotch crinkled
patent. The separates are from Coburn's, Arlington Heights.

quin and Roselle ads.. Pala-

Here the tote kw, a sum -

ED

SO.(
ft KAT ACIN

the Harper campus. Alpo.

het wee. at the top when held

polyester knits, like other
in nova ions of the past few

PH: 359-0808

CENTRAL

in room E 106 of the lecture
and demonstration center on

O ne, camembert and brie.

and Hear mods opens wide

racks (which arc the most
ulcer
with designers).

23 5. Northwest Hwy. Palatine

fire

F

cmalography.
Both programs will be hero

goblets and orange napkins

without sleeve,

AMY

Ota

classic, "The Bicycle Thkf."
Filmed shortly after WorM
War II, it was a pioneer nets

and'gold. Whim dishes. rod

-Mith and

calls for huttonholm. try

ANTHONY'S7al ed,zglcr

Si4C% °%.1t1V9t1C1 Cit4

I

Nova Tweed fabric, Mc hand some bag in assorted neutrals

outsized

job, whether or not the pattern

15th Century through avant

by Julim Resnick. Made in

to

all, youcan simply sew buttons
on the front of your sweater or
garmcm elosIng. thee bids S

But if you insist on having
genuine bottom that do then

garde composrs of today.

about 50 crepe paper flowers
that I hod made in pink.arange

from tiny ricks

am two suggestions: First of

series of large snap female,
behind.

April 14, and Then,

CMS and then surrounded with

Rickrack comes in all sins.

Dear Pairinge,
Nice to hear from you. Here

day. April II

fines of a handbag as designed

rigueur-thm you

FASHIONABLY AT

arts serf, will be presented to -

ma were set on top of other

de

4 STYLISTS TO SERVE YOU

Final programs of rho Harper College 1969-70 cultural

medium favorite, has the trim

should keep your eyes open for
this spring. Rickrack can be
found on sleeves. armffiles

leaflet

Dear Judy Love,
I enjoy knitting and am pretty fair at it, but buttonhOlcs are
still a problem to roe. Is there
any sugg4stion you can give to
make buttonholes- simpler in
knitted garments?
Paulette W.

Film,concert

limp.

for

ask

address and sip code.

trim. Sims are 8 to 14. (Separate Imp "pollme pants me avail.
able to nmIM.) At Carson l'irie Scott & Co., Randhum,

Book.

Please

5190 and include your name,

samsoli
The wreppe-d'mldriff gives n Grecian look to the sat -..
bee Oleg Cassini for Paler Pon. In Enkalure fabric, It Is available
vyhile and red trim or white with navy end red
ellher navy

you we putting a lot of time

had used a nail to punch holes
in large -sized tin cans. Them

accent

SO

cents to SL Tim, cio your
pensinstnictions,
local newspaper, Radio City

N.Y.

Roses are Red,

Violets are Blue,
We're all ready
And Waiting for You

Fora leaflet giving emu

nusing

low rickrack. hems. bodices [often forming
and it certainly is coming of pseudo weskits). pants. vests.
age as the fashion deteil-the

r

Meadows

259.9214 or
253.9162

to 18,

for sizes 8 to 18, and it is flat-

imagine

BEAUTY SALON
Mg Algonquin Rd.

Smart, young
eryw here -- this
wear
good-looking mven.cighths coat
can he knitted quickly and easily on No. II needles, for sizes 8

tailora topper are available

pttChpistmas tdme-

as you were doing before disiding the work.

and ready to

like the can=

send

knit across both sets of stitches

BUITON-

VERTICAL

for this goodlooking. button -front, custom-

the paper flowers are adding

sank numberrof rows on the
second set of stitches. Then

HOLES are' made by divWing
thework at the point where the
buttons will be inserted. Work
the number of rows needed to
give proper height on the from
set of stitches. New work the

detailing of the saddle shaddm and the contr.,' Math on
both Me sleeves and

they are things that can bellied
again. In fact, we have already
duplicated the party for [mother group of friends.
Until they are needed again

THE TABLES and buffet
Were covered with hot pink
cloths. For candle MOWS

blouses and even bathing subs.

the east -off stitches.

holders and the paper Atwell.

Success story of rickrack
Clesignen

for all casual occasions: wear it

do on big No, 11 needles: the
yarn is Bernat Shakerspun.In

wine, fruit slices, lemon juice.

A deSshiful volume, 'The

ever knitted. This smart
5001 -eighths coat is perfect
wen

conThollate rho button. On thc
following row, cast on the
slime number of stitches over

This coat is easy and swift to

ALTHOUGH I spent a Mt
of time making the. eendle

The menu included chili,
which is actually a Taste rather than a Mexican dish, but is
served in northern Mexico:
Spanish corn casseroles that
included everything but the

learn to play," said Mrs. Edwards_ The melody is played

May issues of McCall's

bright and gay and certainly
Mexican. I Mink it helped to
sd the mood for the play.

can off a

many stitches as needed to an

overmants or tweedy skirls or
d ip. io it on cool summer afternoons and you'll be the
envy of every knitter in the

was

The recipe is from the
New York Time Menu Cook

plate onhis

decided to make theirs also.
"It is really one of the
easiest stringed instruments 10

and Good Housekeeping
and see if you have a
winning coupon. Over +A

use than paper napkins.
The color scheme

fet. although I had all 12 of us
seated at two tables for dinner
so no ne had to Mance e

in the dulcimer after
watching it played on the Pete

g.

pest towels
larger and mare
more convert
convenient to

I TRIED to choose food
and rosily served from ti but-

ested

two, $5,000 in =oh and a
1920 Camaro. Check the

disposable
are

The moral of the story A he
surc pou an use them again if

that could be made in advance

"WE FIRST became inter-

used

I

walk. These brown paper hags.
fined With sand and a candle.
riusually seen at Christians
me in Latin America and also
in the American Southwest.

the

mountain dulcimer.

A London vacation for

fiesta
out to be an easy task.

ably provide an interesting 110'

Scandinavian countries all developed their vemion of this in-

unique

m of a Mexican

Your last vacation can prob-

Germany,. Holland and the

tools

tures" Onem thing we learnal
about Mexico is that no mum
how Well planned your holi-

napkins,

To make a horizontal but -

Mahal,' simply

Call it a coal, a jacket or
amply the best -looking topper

completed the table settings

For the apothem Appalls

Pagel

Monday, April 13. 1970

Knit this coat or casual wear

Let Mexican fiesta set
scene for your next party

mer pieturcd here was made by

THE DAY

Stitchin' time

30c

Also Kits for... Flower Jewelry, Pictures, Panels and morel

"

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, Ill, Phone: 537-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

Monday Aprd 13, 1970
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Find career in Elk Grove wig salon

Parents ask

Should father fight
for daughter's rights?
By Louise Betas Ames, Ph

'Zeit Ladles:
My 0.yearmld daughter.

ren t much help as you stood
up for the school.)

"lire

really stirred things

M oar town. Wmy.

Alicia. is just completing first
grade id a parochial school.
She seems to be doing pretty

'Fight for your child's rights.'
Well, I've fought. But so far to
no avail. Nobody will admit

well, but that's not my pro.

that they -made the wrong deci-

km. My problem is the droad-

Si.

ful way the public schools have

POW?

Whet do you advise
Angry Father"

oprnental Tests. According to
the results. Alicia, who we
five nod one-half at the time,
wes only ready for pre -fret

"Now, my daughter Is just
else, and I

as smart as

knew she was ready for first
grade. So took her out and
parochial
school. Next year !warn tier in
second grade in public school
and they have reluctantly.
pelt

her

in

the

agreed.

.1 have talked to the teacher
end the principal till I am blue
in the face I've also inter-

viewed the superintodent of

WE ADVISE that yOo telax. Poo got ,vhat ou were

-MATS NOT BASEBALL

Sails, paisley lies and pin-striped shirts. Now

and upset. If relations between
home and school are strained,
it is usually the child who pays.

women can achieve the same effect.

EE5

/ 'VE5. NE SAID MY

WAR:
ADEN,.
NAG

ITTOCZEI=SS

FLYING AROUND WAS

Sagal RAYED!

bob SARGNORRY LINDOPPIW
ZEV ARE , 1-05MRES:

FOULING THE AIR.

and grade.

Fr o m

samples

the

of

'Mork" whichyou

Alicia's

we think

the

rnore than four per cent attic

school's decision to put Alicia
into second grade this coming
fall was both wrong and right.

parents are against such a pro-

have sent

us

was. we think, wrong for
Alicia. Our evaluation of her
It

papers fit in with the school's
earlier judgment of immatur-

ity. Your daughter seems now
about ready toss.. first grade.
However,

the

school

is

than u certain amount of the
teacher's, principal's, super.-

does become really violent. BY
sually better for the school to
give in than to use its valuable
resources in an enemy -deplet-

Pat Vaughn models her hand -tied human hair

'

(Copyright 1970 by the Co.
opment)

By Marilyn Shuman

for two young area home-

Wigs have opened up a new

Mem.
la September. Mts. Beverly
Andrade and Sirs. Mary Wats
opened Moir Coiffure ED,
game Wig Salon in E. Grove
Village. "We've been delighted with it," Mrs. Andrade

career in the business world

Fashion shows for
a change of pace
WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS
Monday -Black Fox Restaurant. Holiday
Inn. Rolling Meadows -noon.
Camelot Restaurant, Des Plaines, noon.
'

Your Weekly Horoscope

Golden Eagle, Arlington Heights. 12:30 to
2:30 pro., Monday through HMV.
Jim Seines Tralce Farm, Barrington Hills,

ARIES (March 2I -April 191: On first day of week unexpected
evenIs may occur. Take great care if called upon to make decision concerning money. By third day outlook brightens.
Recently you may have experienced period of stress, now new

period- is to begin. It will begin quietly, but it will begin. Last
three days are strictly for business. No hanky. No pawky, Sorry,
Adold dear.
TAURUS (April 20 -May 201: In week ahead you should me
judgment or indiscretion. Should this happen, chase blues away

with anything handy. Don't h.itate to treat yourself to an emoRonal goodie.

GEMINI (May 21.4011 20): Whoopee, Gem, this is your

week. Adventure will abound. Question is, will you take advantage of opportunities which will present themselves? Go where
be bread is, baby, On last day of week you should hear from
highfalutin' new friend. If so, consider offer which may be forthcoming. Keep all avenues open. You never know, you know.
CANCER lame 21-htly 22): Hang on. Moonchild. The week
ahead will roily challenge your ingenuity. You've been wonder-

ing how far you can go before getting ought. Well, M week
ahead you will have chance to find out. Olga wishes you luck.
You're going to nod it.
LEO only 23 -Aug. yo: Slow down Lo. In fact, turn off your
motor completely. The rest will improve your beelthand disposiIlan. Expect a ca. from an old name
bete tomb!, remembering his/her name) before week is out. Don't stir up the ashes,
They may soli be warm.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 22): Ambition could get out of control
in week ahead, Virg. Try to be more objective when you evaluate

in a

Mary takes care of conaultotions, and I do the awlMg." Mrs. Andrade, a licensed

holds a monthly thawing. and
anyone. who comm into the

shop is eligible to win a free
wig. Already beginning to en -

joy repeat business, the girl,
say their customers come from
all over the Northwest sub orbs,

-Wed
u0I our own, too," Mrs. Wari
mentioned. "And we're happy
with the sakin-we feel that wigs

Both former resider.. of
California, they have lived in.
the Midwest for rive years.

offers

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace. Palatine, 12:20
Tlionday Dela House, Halftime Estates, 12
to2 pm.
Frisby -Am Sleek House, Glenview, 12:30
Osmedo's Restaurant. Arlington Heights. 12
to 3 p.m., 5 to 9 p.m.

Plentywood Farm, Bensenville, I/30p.m.
THEATER MATINEES
Wednesday- Ivanhoe, Chicago 2 p.m.
Pheasant Run Theater, St. Charles. 2.30 p.m.

Old Orchard Country Club, Plounl Prospect:
luncheon 12:30, curtain 2 p.m.
ART SHOWS

if you'd He, while you wait.
tall another service Flattens our
customers into friends!

Each month the Wig Salon

IN
PALATINE
mdbworGN.

1

.MITCHELL'S
JEWELERS

Fusi Colfax

359-4525
S. Evapeen,

====

Portrait of Loveliness

WALTON EQUIPMENT

Marge it MM. Bank Card

IS THE FINEST

You've lost

throw you fora loop by mid -week -So go ahead and loop -de -loop.
Last day of week is one for hard, boring, tedious work.

the weight

'SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-0.. 2Ift Be alert in week ahead

Now lose the
inches.

lot unsuitable romantic entanglement cause you to gnash your '
teeth After weekend be prepared to put your Mal, to the old
-grindstone and gdt youLdrivate little world into shme. On last
day of week be cautious lest you compound an old error.

CAPRICORN (Dee. 22.don. 19): Stop fussing about. Cap.
You think that it is better to have fussed and lost, than never to
have fussed at all? You do have a valid point, perhaps. But on the
259-2241

week progresses, guard lest you be taken to the cleaners: Your

natural generosity could be your undoing, Pisces baby, You
should know that on certain occasions, it is more blessed to isceim than to give. Contrary to popular opinion.

-"

thdlhoke

ON FRESHLY CUT

SPRING FLOWERS

Plaq

0E5 PLAINES
PRONE:

255-2800

296-6360

long aeyortean
remember,

you's...y

TN Oh MO mom
Do you wont to look moth
Eaten next yearly
Then take advantage of our

t

lottpoundittengralulellons.
that/Knee ON dldntpm lOstNten

But whet elmul

Me Erma Rid]

TholncbeethatinalstederMennIng

wrielMelocnestoettemedintoem
on.yor arm. your Night and your

d
r
er
case baggage

otherpronlem
Lasing (mode doesn't always make you Ine shoo you
ys After ore rielt
went to be. TrIni-Mway doe.
ynn.e.mg morns him Mho Units, overall. After En
Inebe. it is ...OM you PaYo.leal
seals,

A TrIm-A-way session Is Ms en enplanent term your
MINAclen, only better. Recasts TrImAmay mMea you

All your dry cleaned wool
Garments.

PROSPECT HTS

it than you think,

HAW/

140 1-10 Hai/
HO NAw,'

HAR

HAR HARI

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 231
simple
Don't be fooled by
Win'
rif physical attraction. la

7A N EIS/MUSSY BO

HARI

what you feel now really Werth
changing your life over?

It

The Bill Pierce Trio

with

THE BORN LOSER

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

$4.75
$3.50

$3.50
$3.50

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE
$3.50
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND
ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

OF COURSE 13A HOT
PEDALItas, (oLADy5.!
WHAT 111 BLAZES OVA

hen

1141014

SCORPIO (Oct. 04 - Non

Open 7 days o week Irene 11,00 A.M. w 4:00 4.0

-

foe wonded mob -

but is certain she is

defects.

going to lose it.

26 A Black's View

comm official dueler
stets. With Ann Dvorak.

measles which is a
mmor cause of birth

1:50

of the News
DOB

Carol
Shaw

2

Fabray
Michele Lee.'

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

2:00
Reflections

9

Five Mime..

T he Honey30
mooners

Bun..

Coma am

1:55

IWO

Naand

Mery Griffin

2

Shove
5 Tonight
7

Bing Crosby.

Dick

-Cooling It

Mailln. Flip
W i !son and Bee -

Show
Cavell

3:00

Show
9

Live By

Movie

11

Stratagem

I'M USINfo TO

9 Ability to

make clever

13 Heavy blow

(coll.)

SAGITTARIUS sNov. 23 -

14 Chemical

,

suffix

-

45 Raised
Platform

talon.

16 Paradise

-

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
191 Creativity will not be Odra

..esTI M15r5A%A

ETigelPg/rIrTEZIT

MEEM ECORT.. AMERICA

NO

0 F01 FROM NEW

SOONER THAN PLANED -

today as it has been in the past.

form)

Let facts work Mr you.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - Match
211 Don't be shortsighted. The
luturciwon't take care of

Certain31

34 Beast of

burden

Y. on help iralong

36 Modern Persia
37 City in

Ike right move at this time.

Algeria
38 Follower

(suffix)

prove
poem
pire
pier

39 Russian llno"
40 Boundary.

CAMPUS CLATTER
or -

42Dark in color

AM MM.
ME MAST.
NBUSINESS

CUlta.ltaaa

prime
rove

"1' ',1-27111aNSIAX;'do*
FDPOW31

44 Chaldean city

(Bib.)
4516th -century
date (Roman)
46 Duct (biol )
49 Sicilian strait

lOpe

ROGERS

romp
rime
rive

53 Useful slog.

120 OM

55 Hawaiian
pepper
56 City in Maine
58.Mental image
59Cognizance

OVer
pere

RAI

DOWN

MEN

1 Rom., low,
world

A0

A

E

A

A

TH0
/A

GAME E V EA EL I
ONER MER1E AMP

2 Obliterate
H. Of a human
1 Mentally
3 Girl's name
group
acute (col.)
Amount of
43 Set of tools
medicine
5 European deer 6 Great mental 96 Kind of
capacity
television tape
6 Judges below
47 Concerning
actual value 24 Attempt

4 Jai-

MiSalt-viater
7 Was noticed
9 Scottish
food fish
explorer
KehRIVer iVerdi opera
20 Made possible 9 Sheep product 0 Canadian
49 Manufcatur
22 Body of water TO Smell island
province (ab.) 50 All the time
status UPlaced golf
2
31Sun
21Crooned
25 Near (ab.)
ball on mound 2 Swiss canton 52 Nostril (obs.
26 Strong wind 19 Water ng
54 Sword handle
33 Male sheep,
27 Medical
place
5 Dispatch
67 Torrid

WE NOG PTO MATE

WORMING: ISLA

AMER EXPECTEP
IFLE

TO NMEE INDUSTRE, FINDS

NO faVESTiON

OEL A
CI0 S

A0

iN

NE

10

to hail you out or difficulties

Answers to
Hideaword

ENG A

r SPF111-sh FheeF

CAPTAIN EASY
R.

A I a 0 L. 0
ZER
OA

93 For fear that

the present period of waiting.

Jut. 201 Discord on Madonna tic acene may be caused by a
difference of opinion .ovcr
money. Let an expert decide.

ARMS Be

A

A

-.67 Carry (coll.)

12Florence river

CAPRICORN (Dec. 25

AM

.t;:ri

remarl.

Dec. 221 If you would keep the
peasant project moving ahead.
keep III members of the work -

SE

61Penitential

hiving been difficult to MIRK
Don't become impatien1 by

AT orcurrie cousos:

-

gram designed to
German
eliminate

1"Use your

STEER 11415 TH0,14,?

221 Some Minya arc hater for

Inn carrmanas WORLDS BEST
BUSINESS EDUCATION HERE

-

5 major health pr.

Desk Day Show
.Doris finds the
perfect job on a Salt
Francisco magazine

ACROSS

=

eration in return.

IMPROVE

1432- N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

8:30

About smell -town
doctor, Paul Muni.
Mai unwillingly be-

P L..1

you will he needing such coop-

prom
prim

Other imalloni us and World Wide- thulium. Mineners GI Om world.

II What WM Poor
Rabbi Do 'Thee?

Brainwork

co-workers.

TM time is not far off

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT
Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

grow and eat.

32 Big Valley

Answer to Previous Perste

LIBRA (Sot. 24 Oct. 23/

pore

ate".

Movie

1135

Nei,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HEE HEE FIEF,

finger M another's pie. Try it.

Trim-Xwey.anelook banstMan over.

X215.9593

9

silo THAT TOWARD ESCNP.

NEE
HEE

Now that you've gone through the Struggle, relax at

-

live of the food we

News

7, News

JOHN WAYNE GOO WI-1134HE

Ho 1-0 Ho%

Take care not to jeopardize
the friendship of a byed one. It
may he more difficult to retain

trimmer.

operttlidEpGalknor ENGURDALas

9

I:05

TI4A1D (SOT THE REACTION

01 -JAW

profit for anyone in

lniaJbway taps Me method to aur"mInsolal.Gatrit up
on your rearing, Mee beavanaa. or Soak bread wen sr

CL 54600
MT. PROSPECT -PLANT
MD E. N.M. MAIM

News

EEK 4, MEEK

to help another. There is no

could well profit by putting a

prattler all over. You slush, relm on a lounge dressed la

1624 W. NorthwatHiry.

CL 5-6174

9

I:00

MORTY MEEKLE

employment scene today. You

Sylvia's Flowers
1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
CL 5-46130 H117 8106

Perspectives

21 -May

.2 II Domestic difficulties can
be honed out in no time if you
will make it your business to

VIRGO Mug.
- Sept. 231
Follow your interests on the

Featuring:

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH
BROWN GRAVY
BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH
BROWN GRAVY

7

12:3S

10:00
5

5

Sports

Flash Gordon

your own mind.

TrIencenfleren minute...or comsat,. &O ran W.

FREE moth proofing for

Show

sion. You need to make up

self. the more you will be nble

r.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS

Acevedo

44 Continuous
News, Weather:

OdetJPAMON!

influence doesn't have too
meat a bearing upon your deri-

GEMINI (May 22 -June 211

Chalon
no E. CENTRAL RP.

HAS A RELAXING
EFFECT...

I DO!'TIS
EXHAUSTINGAN

CANCER :lune 22 -July

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE:

26 Turin

9

Hods

2 News

American economy
through the pewee-

I

busgh-In

Some of My Best

Pact of the Mat-

NET Journal

A study of the

Ilene

SALINE SOLUTION

12:30

5'

The more yoir think of your-

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45

===
CLEANERS

ARIES (March 22 -April 201

Tam care (hat an outsider's

self-Miection.

1475 E. MANNER.

0'

ON MT, STREET!

Ms.

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE
aleaming,stralm
Ina end turning

4:IYOA,

GET 77ED

MODGILINs DIMES

Midnight Report
7 Chleam Show

cooperue wish all family m m -

BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,
Altualmbe,

,

PISCES (Feb. 19 -March 20): First part of week you should
find people friendly and full of good will. Cash in on this. As

04o

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

Complimenner >lessons

this in week ahead, On last twodays of week stick close to phone.
Important message may arrive. Before week is over contact one

YA'D

HOWEVER, I FIND
THAT SOAKING MY
FEET IN A WARM

team abreast of die full situ -

WRI.HORM
CON. tTl°G
Charliftidams

I SHOULD THINK

Smith.

A film describing

Film, produced in
Colonial
stung, shows artifacts are uncovered
and monamicted.

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov. 21)4Week ahead could turn out to be

the nicest -of the entire season, Mom. Positive forces will be
strong. Bealrit to any and all opportuniti.. New romance could

Your

'

FREE

Be a

II

II Director's Choke

rut( TUESDAY

Runde CNN.

M Password

Nancy Siloam is

A.m. MM.
EVERGREEN
SHOPPING CENTER

garet are guests.

7(00
5

259-5020 Ample Parking in Back

PRIM

11

FORIOLLS Writers

EFFORT TO FREE HERSELF

OF FRESH AIR
ware -we beautifully engrave them
all. No delays either. We engrave

the SCLC.

Bob

,

BRING A BREATH
gings,tvalches, jewelry, silver-

Andrea Young of

Phillis Diller. Buddy Greco, the Spur times and Ann Mar-

6:55
26 Famous, Artists:

DIE MAKES ONE LAST

TAURUS (April

will also receive 20 per'cent off

eW

Sports

Ready to Serve you at

groups.
The hosiess is given a free Me -

TOURS
The Haeger Potteries, Dundee. III., at 9 a.m.,
10 a.m., 10:45 a.m., 1,15 p.m., 2 pot, 2:45 p.m.
(Tours subject to change without notice).

feelings of inadequacy. Strike a happy medium asfar as emotions

will is far away. One who waits. Patiently.

The Newest Member

for clubs or prim.

Presidential
nihan,
adviser, and Rev.

Postal rubbery in old
West stars Stephen
McNally and Alexia

Daniel Patrick Moy-

.

1100
Marie
"Wyoming Mail."

2

with musical rat ue
Morelli, Toadhoine.
5 Rob Hope Spe-

(MIS

26

32 News Final

Mayberry RFD
Sam Jones fills In

MOO

bet

COYOTE

Paintings;

Great Music

gm is host andnarrator for "The Pan then," a repon on
the Black Panther
Party. Interviews include Julian Bond,
legislator:
Georgia

A BLASTED

WOLP. SEES RUNS FULLER
APPEAR ON TUE PAR HORIZON,

Or

lo for thrs,wing the party and

WHATEVER IT
15...PRODABLY

11:35

32 IVO

Edward P. Nor -

-

sequences

A film trip to Ti-

commas

Nate

7

32 Truth -or Cue -

seas

WHEN THE TRAPPED FEMALE

"Instant Engraving"

on the purchase of a wig for
every MO in sale..

BEEN IN THIS
HURT.

TOGETHER

Joan

para., which they give free

Caontryside Gallery, 407 N. Vail. Arlington
Heights -OpErr daily except Monday.
to 5

Joe concerned. last two days of week ideal for putting the love
machine into high gear.

other hand, you miss so much. LIfe is to be lived, Cap. Not
ooided.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 -Feb. 10: You know what happens
to Aquarius when he/she indulges in all work and precious little
play? Of course you know. Aquarius is a dull boy/Sid. Watch

We Would like
You to Meet

mail and human hair wig but
sells more of the human hair
wigs, which run from 340 to
569. This price includes a wig
box, Styrofoam hood and the
fim styling.
Much of their business is
built around demonstration

who Mager his own

13. by Robert Sob.

Welcome to It

11,30

9:30

Eludes

51Pkonicurs. Op.

26 Today's Ruing
32 Of Lends and

SOMETHING'S
TIME, SHE
AND
DINGLE
MANAGE
TO ESCAPE

is open daily, handles lath syn.

Corrado's Restament. Arlington Heights I to

Menu. Odds arc that if you took your cross to the market place
that you'd go home with your own.

performs

plays an old con Mini

them.

Phone 359-1004

BEAUTY SALON
1620 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights

b it siness world-especiully.
has a
Mrs. Andrade
i-year-eld son, Helm. "Thno

THE 111C SALON, which

What then? Olga suggssts that perhaps you reconsider the entire

Gmmedte

Red agents have
blonde working for

PM.

of our Staff

MO
20 rosy. Saga

Jack Albertson

111TakmaThier

Roy's Americana

And they love being part oldie

Wednesday -Arc Steak House. Glenview,

A.M., P.M..

other for cattle em-

Muidad
Arilsh
Pianist Paul beef

My World end

32 The Prances

Sports

Aire.
11 Young

funeral

Sht.nden

school.

33 Men in Crisis
44 01.111000115
Newer, Wolhem

Id1

FINALLY,

your own talents. Over the (yearend you may be plagued by

LIBRA ISept, 23-01h 22k Now look, Libra, you mot stop
running around town looking for trouble. What if you find it,

44 Entertainment

Oben De

Headland and Ann

be the only white student in a black

Pam."
"Raton
Western with Dennis
Morgan and Patricia
Neal a married
cou pale fighting each

Mr, Monroe."

JUST IN

hairdresser, formerly worked nre a gaming lininess."
The Wisner, at Wieholdra.

- way. can plan my hours
that I can take care of the baby,
too," she said.

d
'

said

12:30 to 2 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Tuesday- Ehlen's Green Tree Inn. Ben.
seJim
ville, 12:15 p.m.
Mines Tralee Farm (see MomittYliating).
Pickwick House, Palatine, 12 to 2p.m.
12:30 pm.

paten. great depth of feeling concerning close friend. Memo rim may plunge you into depression concerning past errors in

-

OpFN DAILY

Flynn

-The Ghost and

MA11K TRAIL

Polotine Plaza Shopping Center

here's a switch -Pal has long thick hair, and this'
gives her a chance to hoe short hair. She finds
the setting will last her from four weeks to four
months.

ing battle -a battle which. In

sell Institute of Child Devel-

32 The atonable

6:25

GLIDDEN PAINT
AND WALLPAPER

493 Wi4'..inee

wig from the Coiffure Elegant° Mon. Tbe off balance styled wig is near Pat's natural color,.

9 Perry- Minim
11 Book Bent
Gtsger)
Susan
17 Mar old 'lather of

tells what rte like to

agent. With
Dawn Addams and
Tim Barrett.
secret

26 Quiz

NOW
1102 GOING-MAgER

Wactern with Errol

Hey White Girl

world s second 10.4

Guide

SCREEN & GLASS
REPLACEMENT

guess.

26 Spanish Newel9 Movie

2

gram and seldom more then
one or iwo are violently opposed. When such opposition

the long run. nobody wins.

Tom Achim, et ths.

6130

that M schools where children
are placed according to
ior rather than age, seldom

5, spool with

News

Week.

STAE WRONG

NEESINRE HONK STROM

Whore
Fly

MIL Douglas
Nancy Wilson is
co -hostess for the

V

OCKTPIRE

Bull.

City

Dodm

We.

Peters

nadette

Naos
9

as you say, reludently
We aren't saying that it is
agreed to put Alicia into OM ways the school which should

have written to
you people before. (You we 1

child for you to bc so angry

7

TUAT 5 FOOTBALL STA,

=',Vt!,2?
SWAMI SEE OHEET

6 00
Nvws

2

has.

bers and to the newspapers

eral limn,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

go! Included in every collection for early 1970 is
dress that combines at least Iwo different stripes
or geometric shapes.
Of course. them is a when to keep you looking coordinated, Jesuit, he potential chaos. Color coordinate.. Usually there is a basic color
story that is repeated in all the patterns used. Men
have been doing it Mr a long time with their plaid

your.

730

limes Lon
7 Mame
2

Remember theft., when you wouldn l deem
of maul up plaids paitloye and mule prints'
forego all that asceticism and let you It

single child.
Once a school has given Its
advice, if a Parent refuses to go
along with it, it is usually bet ter to sacrifice the child rather
'than keep a whole Community
in an emotional turmoil. It

KING

GROUNDED 1122

FONIGHF

OUT OUR WAY

tendent s and school boards
time over the placement of a

1 HEAR

Monday April I] 1970

fighting for. Thu public school

probably right to give in to you
at this time. It is uneconomic.'
for any school to spend more

schools and have written letteristo all school board mem-

Try pattern mix -match

isn't good for you or

behaved.

"Last fall they gave Alicia
one of your Gesell Demi-

Fag.,

On TV --Today

SHORT RIBS

Zia reap

Tolle nays

60 Mars (comb.

Jor,M

MUM MAMA MUM

ORME MEM
a.ai
BM MEM MOM

MEOW MINIMMEM
NMI MM. au

iiiMME MUMMA
WIMME

WIM WM=

AMAOMMIME
MEE HMO
RAMIUM
MOM
MEM AMMO MUM
OEM am= MEM
MME AM= MUM

THE DAY

Two Card homers nip Glenbrook S., 3-2
Aft. loot Int, mi. chat

Be Tom Rose

Mortstop Foy aroasod a see
and lift when his saw rollor to

the senior ....ter to ktrstkh

the
for
Cards' 3-2 triumph over hea-

Cards as they easily retired the
next isio Titan batters.

afternoon.
Bakelmann and Foy's blasts

In the opening and closing
frames of play were the only
hits the Cards could manage of
Titian hurler Terry Lyall.
. South couldn't muster many
mom. as Bokeirnanres fine
_performance on the mound

limited Me Titans to a quintet
of safeties.

WE CARDS Wooed little
time scraping tour:her their
tial two runs of the ballgame

fed

out Mk hit into a double atfir

Rol..nn

A WILD PITCH and a wa/k

to Keller po4nontd mot on
first and se and for flit ant.

hrlf of ths first inning but It
proved to be no threat to the

SOUTII CAME

to

life

though in the bottom of the
frame after kad.off,
num Jim Overlock drilled o
line shot into left field for a
standfim double. Bokelmann
Jo down Steve Pieter on an in9Tkld ground out, but Mike
Kausal pushed the first run of
the game across for the Titans
when he punched the ball into
center. driving home Ovedock

tom Cards, with only one
sway. Arlington's left fielder,
Dave Pollard, was unable to
keep the drive alive as he
shuck out. while teammate
Mike Wilbins followed with a
fly out to center.
The Titans knotted the bellginte at fiso apiece in the
fourth frame on a pair of back

going as he hit into Boled-

drew a base on halls in the first
inning Bokelmann, batting
clean.up, made head coach
oranSoniers
n
look like a genius

kr double ph, to end the

mann to Brodnan to John Kelframe.

John km/olden led off the
founh for the Cards but was
promptly sent back to the dugout after grounding out to the

By J. Alan Cobk
And -Sports Ed.

In combining the brilliant
distance pitching by Mike Bee.
dell with a well -distributed !hit shack, the Prospect baseball team notched its initial
Win of the season Friday over
host Niles North, 5-0, to mom

their non conference slate to
Page 10

Monday.
April 13,

SPIRTS

1970

7.2,.4=t
Maine West tennis team cap -

lured their third straight Warrior Invitational Sattsday despite the fact that the competition had to be halted after
maw of the singles matches be-

crown.
In the abbreviated sixth singles
competition,
Maine's

Doug Lauffekercer shut out
while
Hersey's Rick Liston was edging Bob Weslowski. 10-8.
The championship was mined
Steve

Koschek,

1

am= of rain and wet courts.
OM.
King thought that without
The Warriors still managed.
to garner 13 points to edge interruption, his squad would
Hersey ;81. Lake Park In) and still have gone on he to winArgo ION The meet. regularly
's
circle because of their

scheduled for April 4. had to
be postponedrbecause of snow.
Homewood-Flossmore,
nor-

mally the invitationafis fourth
entry, had to cancel out be MUM of another engagement.

singles accomplishments,

Westwill seek their second

straight dual meet victory at
Willowbrook tomorrow.

gap.

ri was slow.

The host Warriors, sparked

5-0 victory'

Prconvincing
over Prospect
Thursday, were
Sven on their way to the chiar
bionship before the .rains
game.

Dave Keehn got
.1:trlaine off and running.with
:the first singles crown. He
A.; Senior

-*emoted Hersey% Rick Lead :14. 11)-2, in the opening round
.7. end then

back

lake Parkb

The Marne West trackster.
into the win column outdoors,
had to settle for the runner-up

entered

the

winner's circle

third

place prize with identical 6-1

but the Lions quickly took

Sag over Kaput.
Ron Fens ad West's win.
ningest player loll season. had
la take the bfickseat to Huskic
Stein Ohrstrom in the finals after eliminating Lake Park's
John Fredlund, 10-2. 0111.
Orem turned the tables in the

over in the high hurdles and
LBO -yard
dote competition
was OW,
Henry
Set:Weep
Pirate
dominaced the strongman spa-

cialities with first place trophy
efforts in both the discus and
shomut. He pivoted for a toss
of 158-3 in the discus while

eowing back with heave of

Brown, 10-2. The rain washed
out the consolation match.
The fourth singles competition was limited 10 fleet
round action. Wcsry Sing

4601n the shot.

Jackson won a berth in the

the discus while Keith Royal
was pushed back to fourth in

Argo's Vince Smatowic, 10.0.

WESTERNER Tim Way man dominated the fifth singles match with a convincing
10.2 decision over Frank Shu-

bert of Argo. Wayman then
di...sca of Husker Jeff Steger,

+e 10.7 winnerthrmhlork

FRED Horn
captured two team points with
his third -place hurl of 121-15 in

Inc shot despite a good throw
of 44-1.

Wairior leapers Jeff Duff
and ..Ton Zabroske gave
lead

with

jumps of 20-700 and

18-9,

early

crossed the finish line in 10.9
and 11.0, respectively, in the

10Oyard dash, but the per.
formumes sore only good for
third and fourth place finishes,
Palatine's

Reed

Jacobson

took second in the 880 -yard
run in 2:03.8 while Warrior
Tim Watkins landed fourth in
o
meanwhile, soared to a
second in the high jump with a

lop of 54.
Warrior Jekry
Krainik,
however, maintained his form
in the 440 -yard dash, BeH turing the trophy in 51.9.
had
to settle for second, though, in
the 220 -yard competition. just
.1 off the winning time.

FRED MILLER of Palafine led all entries in the mile
ntn with h 4:40.2 while Steve
Johnson and Scott Gyoler of
Maine trailed in second and
third at 4:42.8 and 4:49.4, mspectively.
The Warriors

Mike Pruitt taking honors at
11-6. Teatrmatm Luke Bur chard and Jim Fisher tied for
third place with leaps of 11-0.
LaGrange broke the tape in
both the 880 -yard and mile re -

lays with Maine West second
aM Palatine third.

THE WARRIORS get an other

chance

at

recording

respectively, in the long jump
competition. Duffs perfoo

their first outdoor season victo, when they travel to Niles

mance earned him a first in

North for the Viking Relays,

the event while Zabroske
nailed down a. fourth.
In the two-mile running,
Warrior Jack St John paced

Saturday,

MEET RESULTS
Discus: I. Schniepp,P; 158-

thaw lb

O

I

Widmer 21x

0

3

0

0

l'obtr

3

rf

Kemal. c

'0 000
21

3

2

Lyall, p

3

I

0

0

Miter

O

Bokelnumn.

I

0

I

gained fiat on a miscue by the
North shortetop. but wits
forced at second on Don

with two quick strikG. Prhs-

side. Berdell, however. added

pect's big shortstop, however,
spoiled three straight offerings
before unloading a tremend-

his own cause by cracking a
standup double to cen4r.

L-unthtedt, ss
Mestal.
rf

3

ous wallop Mat carried well

WITH TWO men in scoring
position, Strang hammered a
drive down the third here line
that rolled for three basm and
two runs batted in
account
for the final 5-0 margin.

Jones. rf
Jackson. of
Koehler. 2b
Berdell. p

3

route.

Prospect,

meanwhile.

added a pair of insurance Who in the sixth to ice their inltird victory of the young cam-

p*g

Right

Koehler's bottncer to the left

Prospect's

next

game

Wednesday against Mid-SuhLeague foe Glenbard
North on the Panther's, home
field.

WY

1

0

0

5.2-2 5 2

31 2-2 3 2

Corson

1

their Chicagoland Prep
League opener Friday us they
MI to visiting Marist, 6-5.

the

of John Krispin in Fenton.
Thursday the Conant first

looking for lice doubles teams
to improve as the mason prog-

doubles team Mimes Michels

MRCS.

last

2. Swans, L. 140-0;

20-700: 2.
19-6; 3. Evans,

3,

few weeks. Alex is

Rum, L.

I. Kreinik, MW,
51.9; L 7arubu, L, 53.5;.3.

440 -Dash:

Vyskoell, L, 55.5; 4. Berg,
MW, 59.8;
880 -Relay I. 1., 1:35.3; 2.
N1W. 136.0; 3.P, 1:40.0; Low

Anderson, MW.

2. Welsch, L, 16.4; 3.

N1W, 18.4;
I. Costello, L,

10.5; 2. Aube, L, 10.8; 3. Wat-

kins, NIW; 10.9; 4. Henke.,
MW, 11.0; 880 -Run: 1-FM11am L, 2:02.4; 2, Jacobson, P,

2:03.8; 3. Bahnflek, P. 2:06.5;
4. Watkins, hi W, 2:090;

High Jump: I.Lindbarg, L,
0-0; 2. Willson, MW, 5-8; 3.
Brandt P, 5-8; 4. Enka, L, 5-6:

Schermer. p
Torsla

Sumner. cf. If
Fritsche. lb

off with a single, and'
Steve Snyder went in to run for
him, Steve Smith followed

22.0

2 b-Berdell:

with a single, sending Snyder
'to second. Bill Madden went
down on strikes for the first.

36 -Strang,

Koehler; HR-Lundstedt;

ERosengard, Chernoff. Sum nee; SB-Wohdorf:

Tetsb
32 511
NILES NORTH In)

AB: R

Kohn, 'If:
Wohdorf, rf

0
0
0
0

3
3

Chernoff. ss

3

DI
0
1

0

0
0
0

Gaffney, who authored a very imprekke career as Prospect's starting quarterback his sophomore and junior years, had to switch to tailback
and safety at Brush for his senior season. The 6-2,
190 -pounder played well enough to gain all -con-

Burchard

and

Fisher,

Pelt I.
Schniepo, P, 46-0. 2. Thule.
11-0;

Shot

45-714 ; 3. Orech, I., 44-6; 4.

Royal, MW, 441;

third,
Prospect notched six other

.Schermer: HBP-Calanntri (by

.Tom Smith had moved to

the record they'll carry into

third On the throw to the plate,

end he stayed their as Mike

their Mid -Suburban
opener at home wins( Pala-

Abinanti took a third st rik6 for

tine Wednesday.

AND NOW MIKE is the backup catcher on a
baseball team that made it to the quarto -finals of
hestate tournament last year and has lost only
one man off that mail t. Mike says he hasn't been
hitting as well as he'd like to, but he's quiet about
the fact that he made the learn after not playing
basehallsinee he was a sophomore at Prospeel.
With all this activity. Mike has managed to up
his grade point average to a 3.3 on a four -point
scale after having about a 4.0 on a 5.0 Prospect
scale. He ranks 69th out of a senior class of 811.

Mike hopes to play quarterback and talks of
perhaps starting for the Buckeyes during his
sophomore year. Ohio Sean coach Woody Hayes

plans to give Mike 0 shot at

d

quarterback,

that's all the Gaffneys are asking tot.

A CLEVELAND newspaper quoted OSU as-

sistant coach Dick Walker as saying "We're

3.

firs. in the meet. Bill Allen
gave the Knights an early lead
with a win in the two-mile. His

%M., Jeff Doff ca

first in the long jump with

services of ace hurdler Del

time was 9:42.2. Ron Henkel

hurdle of 17-8. Jerry Krainik

Hansen.
The meet was a genuine see-

gave the Knights another long-

out on one of the best individnal performances of the after-

saw affair. The lead bounced
back and forth several times
until the score wm tied, 52 -all,
with three even., the mils re-

mile in 431.8. ,
Jim Butz was a double wintrer for the Knights. taking

dist.ce win as he took the

both the high and low hurdles.
In the highs, he breezed in in

15.6 .d his time in the lows
was 22.0.

THE OTHER two Prospect

victories were registered by
Keith Matthews in the 880 and

ney says Boyle isn't as big or mast as Mike,

OHIO STATE didn't expect to cm a qua. -

34W,

Korf, P; 3.

129-3; 2.

Packard, P; 880: I. Matthews,

102,2; 2. W ikon, MW; 3.

Duntemann, mw;

880 -RELAY:
I. Maine
50.7. The seventh Warrior win S WGt, 1:33.0; 2. Prospect;
as provided by Mark Henkel
LONG JUMP: I. Duff, MW,
in the 220. His time was 23.6.
17-7; 2. Butz, P; 3. Meissner,
12; 440: I. Krainik, MW. 50.7:
THE VICTORY moved the
2. Matthews, P; 3. Nye, P;
Knight outdoor record to 3-0.
They return to action Tuesday
LOW HURDLES: I. Buts,
when they host Elk Grove and
P, 22.0, 2. Loeffel, P, 3. Pruitt,
Forest View in a conference
MW; MILE: 1. Henkel, P,
triangular. Maine West's next
431.8; 2. Klinker, P; 3John-

dash. Matthews nosed out Tim

Wandes of West in 2:02.2.

lays.

Sophomore Hacker turned in

Ws, MW; DISCUS: I. Horn.

noon in the 440, winning in

event will be a Niles North
Saturday for the Viking Re-

Paul Hacker in the 100 -yard

is

Ohio Sm. recruited two signal alters. Mike
and Billy Boyle from Columbus. But Dan Gaff-

100 -DASH: I. Hacker, P,
10.412.. Watkins, MW13, Hen-

MEET RESULTS

an excellent 10.4 to win the
sprint.
The Warriors took the 880 relay in addition to the mile relay and also tacked on five in -

TWO-MILE: I. Allen, P,
9:42.2; 2. St. John, MW; 3.

dividual firsts. Cage standout'
Fred Horn was the top man in

MW; 3, Holm, MW; HIGH

Anderson, MW; SHOT PUT:
1. Horn, MW, 42-9; 2. Mayer.
HURDLES: I. Butz,' 17, 15.6;

Falcons keep
record perfect

I

'Forest View's tennis team
remained unbeaten Sideraay.
by sweeping past West Leyden.

5-0. in a nen.eonferenee meet

oWest Leyden,
Coach Doug Tolman's M eons. who on their season

opener by a 4-1 Mtn over
York, now stand at 2-0 for the
year. They try to streiCh their

winning string to three in
home meet against Addison
Trail today.

FOREST VIEWS singles
winners against WOt Leyden
were Scott Vaughn over Randy Rasmussen in the No. I

match, 6-3, 642; Don klartin
son,- MW; 220: I. Hod, over Bruce Lloyd at No.2, 64.
MW, 23.6; 2. Hacker, P1 3. 6-2; and Dick Martin overJho
Watkins, MW;
Quick at No. 3, 6-3, 6-3.for

MILE RELAY: 1, Maine
West,

3:314;

2,

Prospect;

Doubles

winners

the

Falcons were Fred Modem
and Bill Joyce over Mike.
Lukasiewicz and Duane Beek

HIGH JUMP: I. Meissner P
6-2; 2. Rohn, P; 3, Wotal, P; al No. I, 6-0, 6-1, and Jahn
POLE VAULT: I. Leeffel, P, Placek and Rick Karcher over
II -0; 2. Burchard, MW; 3. Petenon, P.

again had trouble generating

Glenn Lernahan and Dan Tu.

Elk Grove couldn't put together an inning to get luck in

ple

wo in for an easy day's worL
Fenton was 0-2-I for the sea-

well three times, but twice the

Women

Ink Wanted Man
Help Won1ed
Men or Women

Help Wanted...ten

Co

Home Poinisbinge.

Coll ...Moore.

aeol

The Grenadier, had a couopportunities. Pun
tro men on base with only

only count On paper cod the

because of the darkness.

game took a different slime on
the field. Fenton was e different team than what people ex-

brand. who is still trying to gm
his arm in shape after a bout

deepen loft.

l=nri.t OVires

Cardinals land 2d
MCGT0Th. A. 44-214; 4,

Walter, NN. 44-1 and 5, Le.
din. DFD, 43-5.

HALE MILE RUN:

I.

2:05D: 4. Kahm. RFD, 2106.4
and 5. Thomas. DFD. 208.2,
BISO-TA 10 RUN: I. Deerfield.
1:36.6 -.Arlington was disqualified and the other teams

etiler 400 -YARD
DASH: I, Powroznik. NN,
51.8: 2. Ratklemann. A. 51.9:
3. Epstein. NN 52.0; 4. Libby
NN. 52. plus and 5. Kawell.
did

Wegner
Gary
placed second in the 100 -yard
dash. breaking the tope at 10.6.
Wheeling was aided by two

WEIL. 52.2.

I.

DISCUSS:

Barthelc,

Wheeling

Savage in the half 1.1,0033.

quintet Thursday. inn &MUM
up their initial victory, 184

Savage was bettered by junior

RFD, 141.2:4, Loom, DFD,
1324 and 5. Hof kopf. WHL.
1294, LOW HURDLES: I,

and Jim Krumpolz were close-

ly bunched in the mid 40h.
Wheeling's competing five of

the shot, putting the sphere 44-

5.

BEHIND SAVAGE in the
d

man of Arlington placed second in the low hurdles with a

per seek set at 36. Zuccarini

21.9 split.
Card Scott Butler outpaced

the field in the mileton with
good 4;29.5 kiting in the rain.
Arlington copped both lirst
and second with leaps of 20 Di and 19-9rs in the long
jump, senior Sam Wit placed

lint and soph Rill Welton .k
second. Wheeling placed first
in the mile relay with a 3:30.5

timing. The 'Cat tom is composed of Kawell, Savage. Mark
Frystak and Doug Sunders.

so:MThat the scores will drop.

MEET RESULTS
WYE SHOT about jibe the
weather," the head mentor
MliL referring to the 30 mileperthour
course.

wind and damp
true leg
It wasn't

for golfers," he sand. He also

mid that the opening for tin
fifth starter is still undecided
although he is confident in his
top four.

The Warriors will go after
N eil second victory

of die

young campaign tomorrow at

Downers Grove North. The
Trojans have always bon
tough, according to Zuccarini.

beaten them"
ing handle Palatine on

ve

W

HIGH JUMP: I. 11011111SOR,

half mile was Curd sophomore
Tom Jams, whose 2:05.0 lim-

the dime, Junior John Oh -

45 and Carlson 's 47.
The teams competed on
Maine's home course at Golden Acres in Rochelle. The nine
boles covens 3,375 yards with a

Rodwrs, DFD. 22.4 and
Dorfman. DED, 216,

2th .

Kennedy, Jim Trout and Jim
Carlson played almost coolly
as well, but had to settle foe

Navratigs 46 and Getstal 47.
Wheeling countered en Winters' 46, Nt.'s 51, Kennedy's

3,

Row, NN. 20 II, 2. Ohman, A.
21.9; 3. Epstein, NN. 22222;4,

Bob Winters, Terry Nicd, Jack

fimostroke defeat.
klaine's total of 184 strokes
was compiled on the scores of
Edwards' 46, Duchars 45,

1 Sachs,
Fredrickson,

151-1145 ;

Mike Splitt of Arlington with
2:01.5 timing. ArlinMon was
led by junior
McGrath in

In the 440 -yard
thiSh senior Gary Raddemann
placed second with a 51.9 liming. Kevin Barthule or
captured 0 first for the
'Cats with a 151-111/2 bud of

-

OF13, 5-6: 2. DeWitt, A. 54
and 3, Phi. WHI.. 54, MILE
RUN: I. Butler, A. 4:29.5; 2,
Kuhnk.55.4134.013. Mink man. DFD. 4:41.0: 4 Wer-

Elk Grove finally got on the
sioreboard in the seventh. but

4.

Daubers, DFD.

10.102 and 5, Barnett, A,
10:14.9. 111011 HURDLES:
Rose, NN, 15.0: 2. Scidmore, DFD, 15.9; 3. Rodgers.
DFD, 15.9 plus; 4. Kollin.

MD. 17.8

and

5.

Olson.

WHL, 18.5.
100 -YARD DASH: I. Posyroznik. N.
10.5; 2. Wegner.

A.10.6; 3, Libby, NN, 10.2;4
Kawell. WHL. 10.8 plus and 5.
Bachmann, DFD, 10.9. SHOT

.:PUT: I. Conedera. BED. 41-

SKOKIE

674-6200
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Plows.
Hildebrand 11.1
Ristau

contender for the his d-Suber.

b. League title

thi

soason.

found Me going rough against
the Central Suburban entry as
th.c Warriors won all live
matches by straight sets.

VETERAN DAVE Keehn
whipped Prospect junior Store
Collins 6-3, 6.0 and Jack WIls
Hams took Prospect's second
singles man. freshman Robbie

Zimmanck, in 'Wawa! 6-21.

CALL DON BAXTER at 439-8580
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Scholten. lb

Clinton. ph
Adams. lb

Ka who've:ere doing and you'll .shy a sanely
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23.0; 3. Wegner. A.
23.3: 4. Epste. NN. 23.6 and
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with his own stopper. aft harder Gordy Hollywood.
EENION 141

1. Witt, A. 20-21S; 2. Welton,
.
A. 19-914; 3. Zucker.
19.714 ; 4. Bratko. A. 19 -7th
and Pitt. W H4 19-2.

wood. OFD, I and 5. Bralko.

Elk Grave Village,

1000 Estee Ave.

'siteth ben exciting pitchers.

RFD. 4:45.6. LONG JUMP:

scrim last week with a 5.02

10:014;

Grenadiers'

Zielinski,

vans. DFD, 9:30.9; 2. TeLiber,

Denine NN.
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Aielb, lb

Maine West took the edge
over Prospect in their athletic

3.

gems.
The

king. A. 4:42.5 and 5' Carlson.

TWO-MILE RUN: I. SteA, 9;99.7;

COMA/AN MICHAELS

not

NN, 151.111

third place.
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Spliit, A. 2:01.5: 3. &yew right-hander Dave Hasbach
WM- 2:03.3; 3, Jane. A. and noddy is going to counter

in the shot. 48411/2 and Frank

MAINE'S QUINTET of

lo Rent Apar-trawl.

flied deep to left to end the

mini. survived a gusty wind

B ob Edwards, Ed Duchaj,
Gary Navratil, Randy Getsla

110

.40

Sporting Goods

tau doubled him home. ad

2. Romano. WM.. 45,4,

t

Arlington,

ing was good enough for

SALES TRAINER
3550.1 -PEE PAID

late. Niek Adam. singled. Ris-

WIIL.

'for

LIGHT ASSEMBLY.

1r
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ded when Luke Woknski flied

k wm a case of too little too

second places by Sarn Rursmn

boys were against the
five of the nine holes,'
wind
ars
Zumerini s
counted for the poor MOO"

stir

beatimes
the runners were stra

in own quadrangular .1'17';,,Z,t
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70.

ao

made a catch that no me mw

a

Fenton

"

SUPERVISORY POSITION

e37-6600

lloosekeepins

To Rent Puiniabed

Zucearini said the scores
were less than impressive, but
was satisfied with the win.

Sunbeam Corp.

IN

Etna,!=ne.

Of

inning, All or Fc.., runs when Kevin Chesney ground..
came off lefty Davy. Ned. ,ed to third and Losch flied

ed for seven hits and gave up
four walks. The loss -ruined a
fine relief performance by
Malin, who struck out four of
the seven batters he faced in
the two innings he pitched.
Viator pitching got better as
Deerfield collected 68
the weekend went on, how. points at route to nosing out
ever, as junior Larry Hogan Arlington for the first place
held Notre Dame to six hits us boron at the Arlington Prep
the Lions won 4-3. He whiffed Quadrangular Saturday after'rbt and walked three.
noon. Arlington bagged 6395
Shortstop Denny Foreman take, for second. Niles North
who is batting .417 so far this marked 60 points and Wheel year, got two of the five Lion ins was lost' with 291/2 points.
hits while scoring one and hit- Arlington picked up a second
o. Pettenumo and a fifth in the two-mile
ting one mss
went one for three and scomd from Scott Tcuber. 9159.7, and
once.
Scott Barnett. 10:14.9. respectively:
Wheeltng scored in the high
hurdles courtesy of Joel Olson
who placed fifth with an 18.5.

PRODUCTS, INC.

DOMESTIC HOUSEKEEPER. Mon.

the fifth Papke wirylcd loose

near -equal

et

ADVANCE TO

didn't, as Marist's Tony Pict

Wheeling 5 -shot
golfing victim
of Maine West

THE DAY DOES IT!

3,2.7523

deep to can tcrand Mike Zielinski fined out its short and in

took the loss as he was pound-

APPLY IN PERSON

22-SihmlionsWanted-Wornen

Elk Grove was in hot water
from the start, finding ittelf b.
hind by a 4-0 count after three

MIKE PEITENU720

Midnight to 8 A.M. Shift

Siding. If inieresied

365

the game.

caHod
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ASSISTANT MOLDING FOREMAN

7-9usiness Services

same team that barely beat the
Grenadiers, 2-1.
But comparative scores

horrendous 22-1 defeat at the

14

545-0507

P.P../

hands of Addison Trail, the

mrs and one of its losses was a

hit all afternoon, but he lifted a
illy to right that looked like the
wind was going to blow away
from the right fielder. It

ono Me? 377 rfs°
looking for o couple
of Rome homes in yovr
area to display or new
Vinyl Aluminum Insular.

Fem.

meant, but

O'Donnell. He hadn't had

2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

29.11111YEanter1 Mon

left fielder .pulled down his
long drives and a third time the
second baseman speared his
line drive behind second hose,

followed

ENGINEERING AGENCY

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
bas Plaines

Hildebrand

THE MOST snikrsbitten

home.

CALL

296.1043

GENERAL MOLDED

easy

The lanky senior hit the hall

Rossi

23

Equipment gored

Hildebrand, having trouble
getting his pitches down in the
early going, gave up a homer
in the first to Fenton leadoff

holes.

per, it looked like El Grove

THE IRONIC thing Mum

ENGINEERING AGENCY

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

HELP FOR DAILY liVING
NEW MESSAGE EACH VAY
INSPIRATION PHONE 439 9110

m

soon take over as Chef,

Employment Agenda.

THE BISONS didn't manage a hit after the second inning, being knocked down in

Saturday's game is that, on pa-

Mark

3-

Employment
gencies.Men

and relicfer Dave Ritmo, but

However.

out.

Ocas, rots Ind Rersamset

Trail. '1 hey wore getting good
wood oathe ball Saturday, hut
they just couldn't find the

Mike O'Donnell kept the rally
going as he stroked 0 single
that sent Smith scampering

second

numb ovw

Industrial Pret...13

by

for

tonna Learn oll phases
of drafting design and

WhorlP?
tztu."'

with mononucleosis.

fashion

kneed training Prepare
prelecte

more runs on three hits in the
second and an unearned tally.
in the third.

Grenadier hitter was Mike
Leech, 0144 hitter lust season
who is still hitless this year.

the

101

man Armando Palacio. two

go along with the two the
Grenadiers got off Addison

League

112

14 -Personals

they are, lose, 4-1

the other Smith and made the
score 64.

Winne r-Berdell; lour-.

eitonteledes Per gale

der Ludy tap Demon En
mimes and gel ad

HELP

107

Automobiles Wanted

your opponmay to un

PI)

20
109

m

Gres hit 'ern where 0

7 3-5 11 24

Schermer

team won three gams Wore tinnily bowing

2. Terry, MW; 3. Wotal, P;

as Steve Osterman singled for
the nnly [don hit of the game.

The Grenadiers lost their
leason's op... Wednesday to
Addison Trail and now stand
for the campaign. That's

back when they first started showing intact:A in
Mike as a tailback. But they watched him scrimDame Club's Kole Rockne Award. Only II mage and pass and decided they'd give him a
football players in the entire Cleveland area chance to call the shots for the Buckeye,. "He
earned such honors this year.
only wants a fair shot at quarterback," said the
THE STAR transfer student earned much of senior Gaffney. Ohio State has promised that.
his glory on an injured ankle. hurting it in the and so Evanston's Northwestern University. like
third game of the season and then having to get Prospect, lost out on one of its star foolbell reshots in it before each of the follbwing games. cruits.

Pont events. the shot and the
dimes He heaved the Iran ball
424 end fired Ms elliPse, 129-

second on the throw.
Pettemom scored

that scored both Snyder and

end

MW.

match the Don hitting output

7 0-0 1 2 9

the two,OSU quarterbacks will both be seniors
next year "and there's no quarterback beliind
them.'

(tie)

by Foreman, Who moved to

Grenadier's home field.

chances to ploy quarterback for the Buckeyes Se

Pole Vault: I. Pruitt, MW,
11-6; 2. Mchlath. L. 11-0; 3.

and mused to third on a single

Kachan sent Zierke home with
a double.
The Dens took a3-1 lead in

Smith responded with a double

gerde111:

Mike's father

triple by Bill Zierke Kevin

single, but walks hurt hint.
THE LIONS could only

IP R -ER H IBM)

started
cad hint in the next three games.
Mike was so impressive in thaw games that he
w
maned to the all -sectional tournament team.

took me
through the engineering department -A wee just
fantastic," said Mike.
And. of course, the excellent football record of
the school intrigued the Gaffney. /There% Kilo!
tOplaying football in the stale of Ohio, Rh real
challenge," said Mike.

struck out. Pencil..., singled

swing for pitcher Ken Martin.

a. played so well that hie couch

MIKE INTENDS to major in engineers,

Snyder for one hff a harmless

Elk Grove could only men age six hits off Papke. three in
he seventh and final inning. to

But football and grades aren't the only attributes of the young. college -belled Gaffney. His
basketball tens finished the season with an 18.3
faord and Mike was its sixth man. Gaffney's
me came when he came off the bench during
the second period of the first game in 13c HOW

and upon his visit to the amps. "I

game in the sixth. After Rossi

any offen,

The leant had a 2-7-1 record.

Has

inning
Bob
Raccuslie
walked and then scored on a

feted its second straight loss, it

Barden

39

FREE

Junior draftsman here

Le:5e137stelo nes

BOB VAN

''''''''
The Dons could only reach.

41 decision to Fenton on the

940

Too:"

Mk°. hi Shone 71

296.1011

"'Di/6.s ffrf. ''`''''

they .ain't" Saturday and suf-

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher

I

An. Conditioning

.sharp single
They econd eontem fentured

pemal, especially with Bill
Papke giving it a well -pitched
game, and the Grenadiers'

$800 $825

La Salle Personnel

30

THE LIONS gal on more
in the fifth, and then won the

Elk Grove once twin had
trouble "hitting them where

INDEX

Auto Trailers 6 aspen 103

The Dons came back with
two in the bottom half of the

Ey Mike Imrem

SMALL DEPT

298 2770

FOEC111110 flying home With n

and

DRAFTSMAN

SALES TRAINED -non

pitch. Then Steve Smith sent

second. then scored one single
by Ruccuglia.
,

.

CLASSIFIED

Arts and Antietam
Arts
Auction Sales
Avadlon
Auto Pons and Aceess

Pommel took third on a mid

the thud inmeg n RIck 1110k
sing"d with two out. Ho stole

they pushed on, 31,036 in the
second inning. Foreman singlad, sink second. then scored
on a pair of wild pitches.

Viol or coach Pat Mahoney
made a wise rnove then as he
met loom Smith to the plate to

3
I

the

Welch, L, 22,2; 3. Vardar, P.
23.1; 4. Hansen, NIW, 23A;
"ITS THE toughGt kelpie in the area." said
Mile Relay: I. L. 3:35.6; 2. the senior Gaffney. "All the schools are suburhl W, 3:44.3; 3. P, 403.2;
ban and public."
Mile: I. M iller, 4:402; 2.
Mike sides with his father on that ksue, saying
Johnson, 4:42.8; 3. Gyula,
that the enrollments of most of the schools in
MW, 4:49.4; 4. Phillip. P,
the kegue hit the 5,000-6,000 mark although
4:54.2; 270-Dmh: I. Costello,
Brush is the sank size as Prospect -2,400.
L. 23.2; 2kKrainik, MW, 213;
Beanng out the Gaffncys claims arc the fact
3. Patch, F, 24.4; 4. Henke, ..., that Mike, a newcomer to both the town and to
MW 24.9;
his position, was named the winner of the Notre

Maine West was second and

event, the pole vault to clinch
the meet, Senior Tim Loeffel
poled 11-0 to cop the top spot
At the event. Luke Burchard of

N
MIKE GOLDEN led

0

The hlaine West inkmen.
under head coach Gene Zee.

Don Petersen of Prow. me

by teammates Terry Roban
.d John Wolnl.
The Knisht won the final

3

optimistic about his son%

Prow. finally beerMainc

THE WARRIOR mile today
quartet boosted the visitors
into a 57-52 had by taking the
event in 3:31.4, but a Prospect
sweep in the high jump put the
Knights on top, 61-57. Jeff
Meissner won the event with a
jump of 6-2 and was followed

Moyer,
Rosenganl. of

pleased to get Gaffney. Mike is great milkweed
he's also outstanding in the elmnotink Gaffney Is
an honor student in math and he should adds lot
to our team."

West in a varsity spring sport
Friday afternoon as the host
Knight tracksters utilized their
strength in the jumping even.
to top the Warriors, 67-60.

lay, the high jump and the pole
vault, remaining,

last frame behind, 6-2, as darkness was rapidly setting in,

McKay. 2h

Kntght tracksters edge West
Maine West wm without the

BIM The Liom went into the

ference honors in the extremely tough lake Erie
League. He was the league's fifthficachng scorer.
Mike's father, Dan, claims the Lake Erie loop
is on a par with Illinois' Suburban League which
includes Evanston. Proviso East and Waukegan.

Hurdles: I. Enke, I., 21.5; 2.

2-MI1k I. St. John, 111W,
9:59.0; 2.
Davenport, P,

111

I

Player
Calameri. Mr

In the Marist loss Friday. a
lest -inning Viator rally fell

SM010113. C

PROSPECT (5)
Player
AB R I
White. c
3
4
Strang. 36

3

beat

ped

1-14 2

1

they

us

Notre Dame in the first game
of a doubleheader, 4-3. Saturday at Notre Dame. The Dons
wok the second contest, 2-1,
Snyder a one.hitter by Steve
Snyder. The Lions also drop-

IP II R- ER SO W

Lyann

weekend

bad

Mike Gaffney signs
with Ohio State U. -

fielder Dave loon

with a 6-0, 6-0 whitewashing

100 -Dash:

1

2

-

16.0;

St. Viator's Lions salvaged

0

rais s-73itt

f no to Marist

9

THE LIONS scon.d first n

re= of what proved

a

and Dale Fenwick lost to their
By Linda Hamilton
Blazer counterparts by a 6.0,
14 score. Friday Mark Comet
Sp. Editor
of 3-2 wins over Fenton and
and Dave Wcstgor competed
Addison Trail. First singles
on the first singles level with
Mike Gaffney. who prepped for Ilvec wan et.
Rick Reif split for the week
6-1, 6-4 win over their Fenton Prospect High and then moved to Ohio Imt
with a 6-I. 9-7 triumph over adversaries?
spring with his parents, caused enough comBill Fredericks of Addison and
On the second doubles level motion around the Cleveland area tom erit /dun
a 2-6, 4-6 loss to Gary PederLarry Linne and Mark Cornet Big 10 football scholarship to prestigious Ohio
son of Fenton.
of Conant slipped by their Ad- Sole University.
Cougar second single Mardison competitors by a 7-5, 6-4
Nov, a senior at Brush High School in South
tin Oliff collected two wins last
margin. Friday James Michels Euclid, Mike narrowed Ilk choice of colleges
wok with a 6-4. 6-2 shellackand Dale Fenwick lost to the down to two, Northwestern and Ohio State, 0111
ing of Blazer Ken Skopck and .1:m.sin second pair by kores of the 40 or so which offered him grants. No
F 6-2, 10-8 clobbering of Dan
tel trs-1 and fin on the second
slouch in the classroom, Mike had considered
Fischer.
doubles level. Cougar coach Northwestern his best bet bemuse of its high acaKEN BIRNER of Addison
131:11'0 Alex said that he was
demic ratings, but he visited Ohio State during
decision. third single Sloe' very played with his squads the state basketball tournament and the facilities
Kohn, 3-8, 8-6 and 64. but performance considering that there impressed him.
Kohn bounced back Friday they practiced inside most of

3.

By George Hobs

PITCHING SUMMARY

The Conant Cougar netmen
started their season off on the
right foot last week with a pair

10:11.5;

with N 1

Bokelmunn; P13 --Foy

She he might wiggle out of the
jam after getting Fritsche on a
bouncer to third and then jumping ahead of Dave Lundstedt

Cougar netmen rack
up double victory

.

0

SB Puke
WP Ly tli

Helmn-mh

rf

AB R II 01

0

2
0
Smith et
,'catch
31
2 4 2
F -Brodnm
Puha. HR
Boktimann ray 2b Dyer

0 %mu Giyor

I

Overlock, If

ARLINGTON DI

Dennis Wilk

West's

dontianted
the pole vault compctiton with

MAINE'S

Maine

Maine's Mark Watkins and

0

0

Pieter. 3b

beg. knocking off I 3 striight
Vile hitters, six via the whiff

Sumner drilled a single in the
hole at third to advance his
Mammate to second
SCHERMER
LOOKED

Hansen, N1W, 17.1; 4. Terry,

teammate Mark Hearn

0

0

0

3

0

1

Helmmich. rf

Naffs,. If

a three -run homer.

in the third. White reached on
a walk, and one out later, Grog

23.4 finish.

of 71 points while head coach
Joe Jobst's crew landed 55.
Palatine. in
three of
15 event% trailed the field with
36 points.

O

against the Hersey Hoskin.second

over the left fielder's head for

with a three,. explosion

10:23.0, 4, Geary, P, 10:48.8;
111gb Madhya I. Enke. L,

welled away
with meet honors with a total

Don, ss

Keller, lb

open. conference play at home

the K nights needed as Bedell

who is trying to gct bock into

and Kevin Terry ran

2

lock

Pollard. If

baseman Fritsche unassisted. PProspect finally cracked the

L. 19-0;
HURDLERS Dcl 'Hamen,. 4. Zabroske, MW, 18-9;

days,

I

2

horns with the Broncos While
on Wednesday, the Cards will

The blot proved to be all

third and fourth, respectively,
in the highs in 17.1 and 18.4.
Hansen was the only qualifier
in the lows with a fourth place

the discus, log haduan twomile result, h
been piffled,

nent would have been Lake
I Park's Eric Udd who blanked

loses. Schermer bore down
and inn out of the inning without score.
BERDELL ALSO had Double in the bottom of 'the in-

AB R II M

Player

°O

rington this evening to lock

forced hint to go out to first

triangular.
LaGrange

of 6-3. 0-4. Tom Rupercht of

would be championship
trouncing " Hersey's
Mike'
Dunne, 10-1. Jackson's oppo-

cluding Berdell, contributed
to the assault which began in
the first frame.
Leadoff man Stu White singled to left on the soond pitch
of the game but. after Sods of
fielder's choices and another
hit by lack Fritsche loaded the

Berdell took care of the third
and fourth batters in the Niles
lineup. but a pass loaded the
bags.
Berdell quickly got
ahead of the next batter and

shape thee missing a couple of

8 advantage over Palatine and
LaGrange, respectively, after

ehanrsionship, however, 6-4,
6-2, after whipping Argo's Jim

Everyone in

blasts.

Prospect, starting lineup. in-

A strikeout and a tap back to

dm Saturday in heeling both
LaGrange and Palatine in a

ribbon against Lake Path's
John Robertson in straight sets
the

On offense, meanwhile, the
Knights combed North starter
Kenh Schermer for all of their
I I safeties, including four

man Rick Calammi and then
gave up the only Niles hit. a
clean shot up the middle. to
Jeff Kohn.

3;

ousted Argo 'e foe Kugel.
.T0-6, before claiming the blue

salvaged

ings he faced.

ning. He hit Viking leadoff

Horn, Altar, 127-6; 4. Braun,
P. 119-5; them Jump: 1. Duff,

only four times, but remained
in the running on the strength
of their second, third and
fourth place finishes.
They moved out to a 15-10-

Hersey

start, retired the final 13 Vik-

0
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kuykendall cf

ray t.

Arlington will travel to Bo -

t

Colberg p

Viator nine e

hits Vikes as Knights win

teammate
Don
Anderson
landed the show spot in
10:23.0.

THE LIONS, one of seven
Warrior indoor dual meet vict.butdueled Argo's Dave Geer- riNms, matured eight blue ribjan, 6-1, 6-3,
bons enroute to their decisive
victory. The host Westerners

'

ing only two while whiffing
nine. Appearing
to gain
strength
the game progressed. Berdell, after a shaky

prior, thk triumph

the plate and connected fore Player
330 -foot homer over the left: Take. lb

the field in 9:59 fiat while

-.1jop helms. 'Du comolotion
lrophy went to Lead!, who

qtrs.' tent. The lanky see-

hander was in
harge
throughout the cis,ontest, pass-

mann responds,' to the et re
lino by bearing down on the
last four batters he faced to

With one down, Foy stepped to

Asst. Sports Ed.

!thud: ZaharA 6-1.'6-2. for

4: JACK WILLIAMS, Maine's
Teeny in the accond singles
flawt duplicated his team-

ot -inning distance on a yield
of one harmless single in the
very first inning.
The fire -balling right-

2

B okInrum p

the winning me of the game.'

By L Alan Coak

in their second bid to break

by

The fireworks began again
in the top half of the sixth innit, where the Cards scored

111E THANS come to bat
for thk final time Ind Doke!

GLENBROOK SOU D112)
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Bradeier n

arrtors 2 d in trtangular

but Argo was able to fill the
TILE STEADY drinJe Km-ire:1 the Raton to just the sincompetition. The players
' and mmehrs trial to wait out
i::mho rain, but men after it had
::Subsided the drying proems

Maine West just acne day earlier.

BEEDELL CAME by with

t'trse

Had coach Roger King's

The Knights looked like a
different team Friday. after
having dropped a windNown
10-3 decision on two bits to

Prospect's finest pitching stint
of the spring in going the gav-

Zuccarini's golf
team notches 1st
win vs. Wheeling

which leammak Helmktch
promptly %mad Istm tn to rec
ista the score Bokelnumn
pitched his way out of the jam
after the run, putting down the
next three men.

Berdell o

from third.
Lyall failed to keep the rally

when jun. John

the senior letterwinner did
j1151 what his batting position
called for.

the contest

hood th. fourth pimb muthetho second mckman was muf
ton and earl, 2 0 advantar.
kidded one
wan. in Glsnbrook Soothe

ling Glenhrook South Friday

ma end 53 -se

loft Skld Photo to gm Arline

Cold coothor dampenod Ih
throning day spirt. of the Ar
Itngton Cardinal baxbJl tint
but thr bit, bats of lint Bokel
mann Ind Turn Foy proodul
the lilt the Righal bud ore
'needed. Their ism home run
accounted

field Knee to prontolly end

Helmreich
Weimer% dine to left enabled

Ryan had to offer Bokelmann

clouts

to back seines by Mtke Wei
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Monday April 13 1970

At sherd singles, Ron Firs
topped Knight junior
DiviNelson, 6-3, 0-0.
The doubles matches were
closer, but Prospect was still
on the short end. Steve leek -
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rom

WELDERS

.$$34:8542

GENERAL FACTORY OPENINGS
from 314011 05.00
Plus fight shift premium of 63k/s

JOBS

JOBS

Man

son and Tim Wayman made It

4-0 for the Warriors with 6-4,
64 sets over Chris Sala and
Jeff Muradian while Doug
and
Mark
Lauffenberger
Dombrowski topped Kevin
McIntosh and. Jim With of
PrOspeet, 6-3, 6-4.

MAINE WEST meets Witlowbrook tomorrow and Pros -

hosts Arlington Thursday,.
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JOBS

PAPIOVAUNT OFFICE OPEN
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Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m

HOUGH DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY

Route 176

Libertyville, Illinois
an equal opportunity employer
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Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
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REDI HEATING
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31993
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se.awe.
CALL ALLEN 392-9351
----4,01001
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Ceilings, walls 6 pato...

If interested, phone
Mr. Bieber, 291.6640
Between 3- 6 pm for
appoMtment & details
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10E ORTMAN

Plumbing
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PROFESSIONAL TAX SERNCE
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Sewer 8 Septic Work
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FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS

Open Oos. 6 Sat. by °opt.

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
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Drapery Repairs

Sewing Machine Repair

392.90Bear 392 1351

wcono,c Pas., c.c.,.

Pointing &D ecorofing

AIL GRAPE. REPAIRS

CALL BUD 259-4016

Get Results

384-3528

111/0115

or,,,,,,
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'

9301 King St
Franklin Por4
.
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II mplete the lob with cp

be o mature individual
with a strong desire to
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ocross

WOMEN
WORK IN OUR

AN MUM. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CLEAN MODERN

FACORY

IC

272-1000

CULLIGAN, INC.

Nre.Coles

1657 5hermer
Northbrook, Ill.

209-4000

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

RANDHURST CENTER

DAYS
No Experience
Age Open

itueirti:Z:dprsotlf2,g7""`
Moot Have Own Transportation

Coll 537-7100 or apply
8 a.m. to 430 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY
Openings on all 3 Shift's
OM NV.

Y6P'T Ef6SM

All 3 Shifts

1st Shift Only
a Print -Helper

pm, a 0,0m99

POWER TOOLS

1444 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

Afte foui0 (b2

SW cor. ot

Polo., BWo/IAA.

SECRETARY -

Sorter/Packer

Janitors

soork gol or Ord sta. corm

GIRL FRIDAY?

Machine Operators

weild.

MEN

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

cmacy and slimed.

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Foga aProocrin Fcninre'

iftyarnB

SKOKIE, ILL

EKCO

0,

WEST PERSONNEL
letneuar benefits and plomyor

GOP

dersio d Sh

oaf

If you .1,11 home WM e nol

wo,

indome nn maw s,

Nara., e
le loom and p Mr.* de groliry
woe, enius.PIce an ,rolaroonimiry employ.

RegisterNovri - Part in Oriel
file

grapiest

apporoniries

Reteelionisa

3.133

T

ge"'COrrn"

@ Illinois Bell
Tested yourapplIcetian hy phone,

wIt lam 610.9912,
Mon,Frin Sam. pm, or SaL,O etn-I pm.

Cheek OulThie Trirnendade Benefif 9regmrn,

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

pra.

$370

...N.M...
ON NW...
,.Solt
,Prollrohoring

INAment mull. conditions
ke Paid Waarens
setenidNelldays

5044 WrIt, S. shim
We sroski 392319 m
hand anal porlarm o varlmyof Imeresrnq Mess op.
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helpful.

sw Pahl WWI.*
bockground. Mori increases, Excellent company hen
01,10 3,0.0,. paid hogslIolirotion, t halldays profit

amnia responsibilily 501.7
and fringe Jeneriu nie exceioirE ErLEgy,
.

5475
4411
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CALL DON 045409 at 439-85130

A55

.

saarararxr
Dentol-Ordo

Coll or Visit

YOU CAN'T
Ft ,,

selected opplicont should

RECEPTIONIST
$525

Bora

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

IL pays toad vertise
_with Day Want Ads._

NOTE TELLER
Experienced

ELECTRIC CO.

tandem.

All Mokes.
ONT.SABA

Our 0.410 Deportment
requires a talented girl
with goad loping skills
and figure Ability. The

Wiute Collar Girls

OPERATOR

5555 W. TOUHY AVE.

537-1100, Ext. 234

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

Naas directly to Nont Super -

Roos. Coll after I 0/1.

pors....key omit nommoemme

Available for
All Office Skills

400 N. LARAMIE

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Call Mrs. Cappa for immediate consIdaranon
and a spacial appointment

Temporary Jobs

Tncl SNIFT

ucliorleslont. Good fringe ben.

h99.& package I. offsrsd sitans w. as

379-1121

end employs tesmaiss tor

Now 6 cad wood 6 steal office
yokes of office machines

TYPIST

-"'""

.5 050 00

ED SURER

Le11,31.1,

equipment Mut huelnewm em To NM*, TOMmrnom
Est.

t",".17.'.:',VILTiutf=:11,:trillralt,tttit
AT 676.1000 Extension 5244

s

NO EXPERIENCE EXPECTED.

Ittitt,17=7.7:11,";g."°2-°"Biti

TT.TeS oPPonunity for mon

Oleo. Reasonable 529-sas

=d

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL JOAN DENNEY
ApORan.. 000010 30..

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

290-5051

neve&a.dulkinomem jobs.

677 0600
(2) SECRETARIES

Mrs. Barnes at
253-9920

sew

necescory for these interesting,

Light ryping

Sunbeam Corp.

or call

To $700

GENERAL OFFICE:

STENOS:

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
267 5300

Opel? or

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

COMPUTER

8,013

maintenance service. Lorimer.
sai R9d T9ENTirTR'99 NrI9L°7

MEDICAL
TRANSCRIBERS

He es what we need

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

Preet

298-5051
5

-

Coll Mr. Laird do,eve 3C2-9070

go

GOT A PROBLEM DOG7

,se,ie

'27-7°.-

CONTACT

oar Haws IS

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

DAY

WANT

BLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

T.-BTOB

COOK

S.S.SO

ELECTRONIC

1974?

ASSOCIATE MGR.

PLUMBING HEATING. Rodding,

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

'

"0"0"4"idonil'073 rard'
,

Position offers excellent company benefits and o
salary commensurate with experience.

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

$600-$650

TAKE AIM

goad typing skill.. Emallannwarldng conditions.

APIS IN PERSON

31/ .1-0080

95. Duman
POO Dernpaor

APPLY IN PERSON

Great Jobs for Great Gals in
Our Elk Grove Village Offices!

966-0700
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GrNtrOrgLi...

POODLE

GROOMING

hig
IVIIS.

ASS MS

&PERI PLASTERING
6 REMODELING

OSCO/TURN-STYLE

RECEPTIONIST

VARIETY
Port Time Girls

SALES BOYS

Orywall Repair.

aemaille
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IL

DOCTOR S GIRL

TECHNICIAN

What
about

599 S. W eeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois
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SWITCHBOARD

$550 MONTH
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N260',660
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oureandno homier.
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All 100, Free!
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Apply in porton or call: 53741550

Our company in the educational field, is looking
for several girls who enjoy clerical work and hove

MR. CAMPBELL

Day Publicalions

Why 590 tuke advantage .0 .4. amot mimmdtg

VOBBO

609E1 !Samovar

ONE GAL OFFICE

272-1000

394-5910

Meyers
BARTON STULL
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DANN Gram
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making
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.
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FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY

PHONE: 393-0708

CALL OR VISIT
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DES PLAINES

EXACT PACKAGING, INC.

HAIRDRESSER,

ED SURER

I

Piano Tuning Services

BY RAY PETERSON
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F OR

Dog Service
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Magic
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LISTENI

CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 S. Shermer Rd.
Northbrook, Ill.

rstI00 nd

benefits.

IRAS NM, BOMA.

$3.01 to $3.33

answer this ad. One coil
e background. Mternational Company. Com.
Msion plus. Call otter I

Wallpapering

WISHING

529-3901

0010P ES
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3rd SHIFT
Light clean wank in plastics. inspecting 00 pack.
,AU. Pleasant atmosphere and many compo fly

RAIL in emSRAA

272-1000

$20,000 per year don't

Permanent Waves
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los,

BONS NOME IMPROVEMENTS

fl

CLOSERS
ERICAN UPHOLSTERING

GENERAL MOTORS

n.,e

EVE APPTS. AVAILABLE

for Tull rime work
Northwest suburban
location.

to:

mart

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT

16 Eastman, All. His.

""" 0,00,00

WOMEN

CONTACT MRS CARSEN

ED SUREK
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392-7600
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2ND SHIFT
TANK ASSEMBLER

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
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1155 OAKTON Sr.

001,79010.

SALES OFFICE

Illinois Bell
Telephone Co.
Employment Office.
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761 sl RIR
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ROLAND E. JOHNSON

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

CALL 2,67.22SY

Gay opTAgn. 359.1906

681-4340
CHICAGO DISPLAY

McKAY TREE SERVICE
Oi3000Idoo
00 A::

DECORATING

NURSES
AIDES

EVENINGS 5 SATURDAY

GALS!!
CHECK THESE JOBS

$3.27 to $3.51
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Apply in Person to MRS. ALICE
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For Beginning PoSPLON
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EIS Groan
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CLEANERS
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Lawn Mower Repairs
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ROOM ADDGIONS
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FEDERAL & STATE
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Rearmed.
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MILLINERY MANAGER

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

00503

CONTACT MISS HECHT

holmes

SILK SCREEN
PRINTERS

Tree ,rvice

MRS J PHELPS

LOOKI

CLAIMS ADJUSTER
TRAINEES. $650+

Wheeling, Illinois

THE WORLD WIDE
WATER CONDITIONING PEOPLE

R & M DECORATING

Locally Grown

Heating

P'''XCRVarC

359-5000

RON FOSTER TV, Inc.

CL 9-0495

PM To

827 6620

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

GALL ED 355.5359

aeL T ons p o ded 956-100.3

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG 000IE5

ACCEPTANCE CORP.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

TV SERVICE,. REPAIR

Decorators

F28.5,09

P'ENTRddrd dZdi'f"crd dd'd=r!.

777 Wheeling Road

1071=1.1
7A ra PA**

Must be mai oopeopinu, mow,. with pleasant penonell, to
service trooping publle. Must Nem ovm transportolion A be
spoldled. cell Mr.
able to work cloy or monk. MIN.

NURSE, R.N.

TV Service

Lauritz Jensen

.."Corlh'iol=piOr 0:

136/3.

Nearing Aids

moo.. -S--

FiM

.11 J.d! cieario.e de7e

WIG CONSULTANT

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

6100 toR:00

25 Employment Agencies- Women

APPLY IN PERSON

°''

mu

Dundee Id. Wheeling

12:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

!S.

CUSTOMPLO.Seisini

Ile in at tea

pa

H. SoN

i. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

.

E.

OR VISIT US AT

r:E=1,1X,71;7,,,

FREE ESTIMATES
392.02 -FL

Mg - 'PPWI *M,PO ,ement

Wing.

"'' I'.

OUR SPECIALTy

PP 8942202

RANT MOVING 10 PANTINE

THE KROGER
CO.

CALL 537-1100

Port Time Boys

INCNS TILE SERVICE

bole ...ego so

Gall cher

r

STOP! 0 o 0

major,

tncluminl 8 Residential

CHUCK I 0t,ES 61105.P1,

%RENT CARPENTER

CALI KEN AUER SPNI

, All phases el ,ora

TELEPHONE SALES

359-0808

mid dad

RN LPN

W. Comp.II

INDUSTRIES

sten. Many company benefits: 10 paid holidays,
medical and life insurance, ponolan plan,
Tile

"74nr''

439-3232

Anthony's Pin Curl

circuits ond components memo.

Interested In Plastic vocuom and Pressure. FormsIg. Excellent chance for advancement. $3.37 to

...

peck, s epos,

wmk.

Gutters

Salm , Two" N1 '''T

PO

.

led wa Ample.,
TA pep hour plus lac o Pp..

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Corpentry.Rernadeli,on.W

'v"&w'e'en'.
Tailoring

nhomfaraPtaNts "Ft'
537-0020

OPERATOR

Set -Up Man

DECORATORS,

CONTRACTOR

WAHLQUIST

r

--

L:,:r - --. -'"

392-9351
24 H r. Ph one

OECT HIS UPHOLSTERY e 113
CAMP MCDONALD RD. PR. NTS.

CREATIVE

Won wisdoms

t"..

h':

'

.

NORTH 3HCIRE POOLS ING.

787.6183

le,,,,,,,,,,,,,,ongo,

Hoor Refinishing

241

IMMEDIATE OPENING

4656.9,922

An

Marirrn Shia 5or.

BEAUTY

r"

Gm ler of N41101.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

'V/ PRODUCTS INC.

great new

CALL Miss Day

ouictoeding bonen p
grand It will pay VOL to
ie,ectigatell

.

26 MOWN' Women

26 Help Wanted 00011

Prntl'Italtrelt5t1::Tsa"Zt

EKCO

Ready

n,n. prpn,,,. 2,,, ,,,

Plonlinn 6 tondrpopedellsn.

will train. Kroger Los on

Apply Wore Mimeo,
crony
Radio. Reed below

VISION WRAP

259-2331

11011.1AACKS LANDSUPING

p.m. to 7 p.m. OR
p.m. to B p.n:
Industrial Clinic
in Elk Grove Village

LINE

i,

CHAIN LINK FENCFOVINEL 6

m rens in business

Mocatopping. Ns. I a. v. sewers!

a°

NEAT 6 REASONABLE

oil lb Milwaukee Ave. N.

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

CALL 253-6300

NIDOPAYOW° WORK,

BOB TAACKSPENCING

Cement Coptrmtora

0 STOCK CLERKS

100 N.Hickory

PNIMATING POOL SEASON

PAINTING

PART TIME

ASK FOR AIR. ANDERSON or laR. BRUNNER

Nah.

PAPER HANGING

MERION BLUE SOD

l000coecss seso

KANZLFR 6 SON
I

NW ESTIMATES 2,6.1635

HOUSEKEEPERS

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
259-501

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE
327 "EBB

522.2.156

connecters

POURS TONNE YOU
BETWEEN 8 AM.5 PM

312,763306

Cement

111.00,,NGLIALE BLACKTOP

Boating

Part Time Work

L

'T...1...T' M`T''' ''.... 'T.T.

a

Immediale Openings For

MECHANICS

CALL NOW FOR
I

1

ELTPX, REPO .5-6, iTTLY.

IONS' ',NAIRN °ELECTRIC,

Cate ring

BABY SHOES BRONZED

"

oblmo op WRITE OR C. t
ogigg...,

call s39.5328,

A & p An,ponu.

P.M. ROUTES

439.0923

paid holidays per year, profit sharing.

Countryside Restaurant
&Lounge

Day or Evening Hours

CLERK TYPIST

Nurse

Ex.

'

a Pre

WANTED

0 PlaasardWarkIng
Conditions
o Paul Vocateon
o Profit Sharing
o Paid Insorance

Registered

iime openings.

ok Rog,.

sen,..lesn
24,261

bei

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

GOP WAGES°

3040 S. Busse Rd
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL

Excellent darting rate for quolMed applicant.
Company benefits include: Paid health and me.
diced insurance, paid life insurance, paid eecoPoe -1 week for 6 month, 2 vomits Tor I year, B

WAITRESSES

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

630-830 a.m.

School Bus, Inc.

Wiens da accet a: ary

26 Delp PAW Ram

MN EARN

TuU

ENAMELING SHOP,

Also yearly

.

med. Wall, woshed.

c

MISCO-SHAWNEE,
INC.

A.M. ROUTES

Cook County

me
ow, d flood g TRUSTY WM NS

KROGER

REVOLUTION

Poid Training

2,30-5 p.m.

BS 570S

Call Miss Michalski 437.6621

Earn Extra -Cosh

Franklin Park

3100 N. Mannheim

JOIN THE

DRIVERS

OS OSUMP PUMP

ALTERATIONS

DAY Call

punch presses. Applicant should. bauble to use
precision instruments and read blueprints. Per.
manent position with growth potential far an alert,
capabl young man.

CL S.V.12

ie.

.

P

SCHOOL BUS

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

SALES and SERVICE

.9

will be helpl ul but net nacos-

MALE

455-3600

EmERGENCY SUMP 001,5

BBY

GENERAL OFFICE

Or Come To.

Sump Pomp

EIGEROR INTERIOR

No experience
necessary
CALL 593-5950

OMB, needed lull

Good roe. 000

'ML7Prodsn'TIonS7 2'''L51."57

Suburban
965 7070

Prof escion

670 3373

29.11915 9Vanted Men

toAsAAR

PIA,

r

eyne a

Learn Sales

Call Mos 001 01
4393269

RFASONABEE COST- Dr

YOUNG MAN WANTED

GALL .1,T,r0RAT

TELLER

Products To Local Cu tam
ers Call Quickly

6

d

b

Fabulous Awn

Selling

sive and single action dies and medium and small

3730 Des Ploines Ave.
Des Plaines

MUSSON BUIE SOO

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

Nonhwes1 suburbs

SHARP TEED

SPRINGII-Into Action
Jump at The Opportunity
eas

Page 13

26 Help VIanted Women

261111p Wanted Wanes

264101 Wanted Women

2611111911111 Women

To Earn In Your Own Tone

You, man with experience setting up progres-

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

24 Employment AgenaeK Women

Innia'Z'r:30EF;

SET UP AAAN

206.1071

Instructions

Doys

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

GU.
RON NEW

29 Help Wanted hle9

BURROUGHS 300

APPLY

A°P.N T2Z'ert=

Alterations

Computer
Operator'

GCNERAL
FACTORY HELP

Mond sy April 17 1970

241141299W Men

24-1Ielp Wilted Men

29 Help Wanted Men

riFTHONWSON INERJSTRIESCCL

for an interview appointment

UNIVERSAL
298-2770

OIL PRODUCTS

IINTEFINATIONAL

La Salle Personnel
TOO

1250 MORSE AVE ELK GROVE VILLAGE

let:'SI"''"1; Plaine,

.Li
120

:14.!

Ili ,se!
.

7C

t'

Page 14

Monday. April 13, 1970

26 Help Wanted Women

HOUSEWIVES

BACHELOR BOSS

tional income.
Day Hostess, Counter Work.
Part time employment
Mon. through Fri.

ft

asst Some light typing -but congenial per-

For part time work
In Allergist's Office
Afternoon hours

Full time position available at
Harper College Previous ex
penence required Convenient
location. Full fringe benefits,

sonality most important $450 to start
Future unlimited
NO FEE

371/2 hour week.

CALL 255-3050

CALL MRS. SEDREL

If you cannot come in
please register by phone

359-4200, Ext. 216

11 A.M. to 4 P.M.

No holidays or weekends
$1.75 per hour.
Apply in person

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
BE. Northwest Hwy.
394-5660
Mt. Prospect
Open Eves. & Sot, by appt.

6;

H. SALT, ESC).
FISH 8, CHIPS

REAL ESTATE SALES

medium prices homes.
Highest commission.
Ask for Mr. Pasterski or
537-4900
Mr. Kielas.

$446-585 I1110.
Many openings ranging from a
clerical position, hire typing)
to executive secretary. Some
public and
positions have
phone contact, many with var.

Real Estate
Sales People

iety! Offices are lovely, newly

Northwest suburban real estate office is looking
for licensed Salesmen and
Saleswomen. No tight money
problems. We specialize in VA
Expanding

built. This is a major director of
an internationally known firm.
For more information come in
or coll.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
95. Dunton
9660700
6028 Dempster

If Emma Nutt
could see us now

CREDIT CLERK
Accounting
Department
Verify credit standing of customers and approve or disapprove credit account. Record, total, balance, and maintain credit information. Posi-

of adding
machine and other standard
use

equipment.

COUNSELOR

439-8500

WEBER MARKING

SYSTEMS, INC.

for a really rewarding job, you may have
what it takes to become an Illinois Bell
.operator. Salary and benefits are great, so
stop inflow and plan your future with us.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

Arlington Heights
An equal opportunity employer

[Minas Bell

Administrative Ass't.
You will act as assistant to the VP of opinterin the

Must

in-

N. Kennicott. Arl. Hts.

Spr. rummage sale, Apr. 16, 830
am to 830 pm, First United Methodist Church, Graceland & Prair-

$650

ie, Des Plaines.

Apt.
21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

opals.

NO FEE

If you cannot come in
please register by phone.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
BE. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
394-5660
Open Eves. & Sat. by °pat.

Tools.

Gar, Sale, 9 to 6. Many varied

ASST. SANITARIAN

Items to choose from. Don't miss
it. Apr. 16 & 17. 1774 Farwell,
Des Plaines. 827-3433

To assist Registered Sanitarian in inspecting food
service establishments and enforcing health regu-

Firm in Elk Grove Village needs

3 more Salesmen; no need for
prior experience.

Six month Training Program,
covering 36 major points, starts

soon. New Salesmen should
earn a minimum of $13,000 the
first year. Salary arrangements
will be mode.

Call For Appointment

439-7410

medical

patients.

experience
and

personality. 5500-575 mo. to
start. Free.

2000 S. Wolf Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

.Northwest Day
AND

Arlington Day

JOIN US TODAY

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

We have immediate openings

117 S. Main Street

in our HIGHLAND PARK STORE.

Des Plaines Day

CASHIERS

STOCK CLERKS
0 TYPISTS
0 CLERKS

Ready set up HO Train. 2 eng.,
14 cars, 200' track, 21 bldgs.,
dites, etc. $75. 296-2361

PART TIME OR FULL TIME

0 STENOS
0 GEN. OFFICE
Hours 9 to 3 P.M. or Full
time if desired.
Highest rates. Work near home.

See us immediately. We have
just what you're looking for.

674.7536

Hutch & But., wal. fin. $75. Kit.
set, 7 pc. Heat res., wal. tble.
-vinyl chrs. $40. 541-1037

new

rugs:

shag

10x14,

gold, $150. 824-6523.

2 Hollywood beds complete $5
each; floor lamp table, hamper,
chairs, reels. 297-5289
MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Being sold from builder's de-

sewing cabinet. 894-5163

luxe model homes. 40% to 60%
off. Free Delivery. Cash or, -

Zenith port. stereo $25; 1 coffee

terms. 439-7740.

2 end tbls., blond, $30; 2 crystal
lamps $20; typewriter $10. After
4pm. 824-8079

Modern walnut Djn. Rm. set: tbl,
6 chairs, buffet; also couch, lamp
& accessories,
reasonable.
677-5737 after 5pm

Hospital bed comp. w/zip case,
ft. & head elevates to 3 levels,
avail. Apr. 10; antique marble

40% - 60%
FF
1. Closing out stock

Atlas metal turning lathe. 6".
Comp. with 3 & 4 jaw chuck &

2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation

drill chuck. Also milling attchmnt.
Many extras. Fine cond. $300
firm. Cl. 3-3236

4. See large samples in your

Blond, kidney shaped, cocktail
table, $5. Matching end table,
$4. Mangle (works fine) $10.

824-2175

SHADE

new, asking $275. Port. Kenmore dish washer, top load.
Like new, $100 or best offer.
359-5310

CARPET CLOSEOUT

can emerge a "Mighty
Giant" in the U.I.I. mon-

around -bargains

galore.

All

types of mechanic hand tools,
machine shop cutting tools, accessories, abrasives, lathe &
drill presses.

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!

PIPE MACHINE,

De la n e Surplus Supply
,

300 ft. SW of intersection
Touhy & Elmhurst Rds.

TOPPS
INTERSTATE DEPT. STORES

WANTED: Customers for the Pros-

pect Day & Daily News. Call
392-9012 ask for Terry

ing the "Little Fellow"

The Questions: Do you
have a servicable car?
6-10 hours free time a
week? $1,500 to invest
which, according to on
authoritative source, triples in value the day you
start in the vending bus-

Can grow

iness?

to

$1,000 a month income
with this small cash
start. Success isn't automatic
you have to
work for itl

34 -Arts and Antiques

from competition.

fer

ANTIQUE CLOCKS
255-8879 Evenings
-

Wanted: Old pictures frames for
ambitious Art student.
437-0484

a

service func-

tion.

A letter telling us fully
about yourself should
include verifiable refer-

ences and your home
phone number.

359-6410
110 -Sports Cars
1959 FIAT 4 -DOOR SEDAN

AS IS -$125
824-4887

CL 5-2499

'65 Tempest Custom 4 dr., 326.
Best offer. 4 polyglass tires
7.75x 1 4, 35 mo. warranty. Best
offer. 253-7958
69 Corvette, coupe, 427, 4 speed,

low mi., P/S, P/disc B, AM/FM,
Posi, one owner, Phone 537-0020
Mike Retz. After 8 PM 658-8172

'

392-0595

1969 Pontiac Catalina. 4 dr. H.T.
Vinyl

top. Extremely low mi.
$2950 or best offer. 394-1584
transmission,

power

steering,

new brakes & muffler system.

MUNDELEIN

Honda "305" Scrambler, like
new paint job, all new chrome

Overlooking Country Club.
,2 bedrooms. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.

parts, like new parts throughout

whole bike. Asking $500 Call
after 5:30 p.m. 593-6415.

OLDS '69 DELTA ROYALS
tops, loaded! Air-Cond.

Vinyl

1966 FORD
4 DR Ranch Wagon, Auto
Trans. P/S. Radio, Front Seat
Only $950, ask for Mike Nelson
537-0023

1 YEAR LEASE.

CALL 362-0204

Mount Prospect
One & two Bdrm Apartments
Available - Reasonable Rental
Deluxe Facilities Include:
RECREATION ROOM
SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURT

Call 439-4100
1444 S. Busse Rd., Mt. Prosp.

(I/4 mile W. of Rte 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)
MT. PROSPECT

NEW 1 & 2 BEDROOM
Convenient to Shopping
in deluxe Westgate Apts.
ELEVATOR BUILDING

AIR CONDITIONING
CARPETING

112 -Automobiles For Sale

65 Pontiac Catalina auto., P/S.
P/B, good tires, good condition
$700. 537-0857 aft. 5.
1964 Olds F-85, V-8, 4-dr. Sedan,
like new tires, excel. cond., make
offer. CALL 259-1069.

'68 TORINO GT, 390 cc in., 4V,
P/S, P/B, auto trans., console,
buckets. $1800. 358-1530

1969 Chevelle, Sharp Lace Point,
'307' Auto, P.S., Vinyl Top & Inter.
$2300 or best offer -439-3984

65 Mustang, hardtop, "289", 3
speed, wags, wide ovals, dual
exhaust. CALL 438-6134.

'65 Delta Olds 88,2 door H.T., '65
Dynamic Olds, 4 dour H.T.
827-5834

'68 Pontiac Exec. 4 dr., A/T, P/S,
P/B, fact, air., vinyl uphIstry, like

new tires, perfect cond. $2100.
255-7225

REC. ROOM

Everything you need plus
Reasonable Rental

Phone: 253-6300
280 N. Westgate, Mt. Prospect
(one-blk E. of Rand Rd...
two blks (ii. of Central) _

Furnished room. Private
bath & entrance. No lease.
362-0204
76 -To Rent Houses

'67 VW Bus, gas Hr., radio,
roof, ex. cond. $1500 or
of her. 358-2927 after 1 p.m.
sun

1970 Chet.rolet Caprice. 4 dr.
H.T. Fully equipped. $3700.
-

'66 Mustang V8, auto., vinyl top,
It/H, W/W, exc. cond. $1295 or
offer. 439-0133 aft. 6.

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS
126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON
381-0E199
"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

The Boss

Says,

283. $700. Call
359-5834

'65 Mere. Colonial Park Wag.
A/C, P/S, P/B, A/T. Good Cond.

ey! Low mileage,
$1,050. 259-1229

1966 Dart GT convertible. A honA/T, W/W,

'68 Chevelle $S. 396 cu. in. 350
H.P. 4 speed. Posi. Very clean.
Call aft. 4 P.M. 827-6036

Summer cottages on Bangs Lake,
easy commuting, reas. rotes.
526-6565 or 537-2033

'62 Rambler -Good running condition. Make offer.

17 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

1964 Ford Galaxy 500, 4 door
hardtop, R&H. Good condition.

610 sq. ft. office in downtowe
Atl. Hts, avail lmmedi. possession. Call liter 5pm. 259-4901

IT TO -DAY AT

'64 Chevy Malibu Super Sport

family rm., 2 car garage, full

79 -To Rent Resort Properties

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

Seeing Is

Believing

296-8316

$400. FL 9-1187.

'67 Camaro SS 350. Low miles.
4 spd. Reasonable. 392-9101 or
253-4556

80 -To Rent Office Space

full power, excel.
running cond., good body cond.
1961

T -Bird,

Office Space Available.
Why drive lathe loop?

$500. Call 437-7495.

225 N. Ad, Hts, Rood
Elk Grove Village
1 block north of Higgins
new Toll Way interchange

WE SPECIAUZE IN

CALL 439-8020

UNDER $1,000

1969 2 TON CHEVY
5 yard dump body. Heavy
duty throughout.

$3495
1969 IMPALA

QUALITY SECOND

4 door hardtop, V-8, auto-

CARS

matic transmission, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinvl roof.

$2295

'61 VOLVO
02 -Wanted to Rent

WANTED Garage or barn to store
22' boat near Arlington Hts.
CL 5-3689

Oil company executive requires
nice 3 bedrm, home in western
suburbs. No children or pets.
Call Mrs. Anderson, WH 4-6040,
Room 401

Rd, Like New

pr. boys loafers, 51/2 med.
Never worn. 1/2 price or best
offer. 299-2416

Tuner wants Grand or Small Upright Piano. Any condition,
Call 766-0736

$495

1968 IMPALA

'63 OLDS
Wogoa,grn.,
booty

2 door hardtop, V-8, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heater, whitewalls, very low

395

mileage.

'63 VALIANT

$1895

2 dr., good

$295
'62 RAMBLER
Cdr. red

& whits

86 -Real Estate -Houses

,

1968. Triumph GT6. Low mi. British Racing Green. $1800 or offer.
394-4164

i$1195 824-5683

cup. 438-6134

SEE THE 1970

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

255-3797

1968 SIMCA, 4 door, GL, standard transmission, very low mile6ge, 25+ m.p.g. 392-0595

Park Ridge: Deluxe 8 rm. Colonial, 3-4 bedrms., 2 fireplaces,
central air cond.. 1 /2 baths, lg.

hat/boa $20. 439.3019
2

Wayfair tent camper, addion
room, sleeps 6, good cond., $450.

'67 Ford air-conditioned ranch
wagon, 6 poss. P/S, stick shift, 8
cyl., private party $1500.

1969 - 350 Harley Davidson
Sprint $625; 1956 - 3 wheel Harley Davidson $300. 439.6074 after 6 p.m.

rage. $25,500.
Call 392-7576

P.O.

screened kitchen. $300. 298-4905

Call for Appointment
358-7844

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

Miss Etcher,
439-7600 days.

WRITE:

10

3 to choose. Priced for quick sale.
POLLARD MOTORS
834-1900

$160

Immediately Available. Carpet and all Appliances
included.

An. fits. 2 bedroom. 2 car ga-

Box 47585, Dallas, Tex.,
75247. Atten: Division 5874.

Ex-

Call 763-8686, betw. 9 and 5pm.

No selling or soliciting
...just

offer'. 439-7485

Nimrod Camper. Sleeps 4.
cellent for beginners. 10 x

Mini -Bike, Li) Indian. Never used.
21/4 H.P. $110. Call After 6 P.M.,
259-2796

Wanted -Girl's 26" bicycle. Call

Brass D. R. lite fix. sac. $45; avo-

cado/gold swag life S35; mink

1603 Old Deerfield Road
Highland Park, III.
Between Ridge Road & Route #41

revolution

When you do this with
U.I.I., you'll never suf-

$125. CL 3-7712

42 -Wanted To Buy

business

has taken place, prov-

ey -making route system.

724-6006

EARN AS YOU LEARN!

Kenmore Washer -Dryer. 2 yrs.
old. Exc. cond. $160. Call after 5.
P.M. 259-8688

Coast -to -Coast!

Other fine carpets available.

ELK GROVE

831-4430

achieve-

ment by U.I.I. Distributors can be seen from

Casn only. No dealers please.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

TV console complete w/Hi-Fi, F &
M, 2 speakers & radio.
392-3706

of

Evidence

A

.

One Bedr. Apartments

finished bsmt w/bar, May 1 oc-

By Installer
Heavy SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.
yd; NYLON PLUSH $3.95 sq. yd.

Pine, Mount Prospect. Cl. 3-0674
after 4 P.M.

Apply in person to Store Manager
or Phone for appointment

SMALL INVESTOR

1969 Cl.tey. Impala, Exc. Cond.
low
HJ. Radio. Best

103.Auto Trailers & Campers

'66 Mustang, 5950. V-8, auto -

Hoff. Est. 3 bdrm., 2 baths. Avuil.
May 1st. Attch'd. gar. Fenced
yard. $225 mo. 529-2999

ATTENTION

frame a MUST! 439-3984

WANTED: VW Bus (van).
259-3498

HONDA CB 350, low mileage,
wind shield, rack, mirrors, $625.

Rolling Mdws. sublease 2 bdrm.
2
car garage, $200 month
392-3018 aft 6 p.m.

ft.,

10

TREES,

1957 Chevy, 4-dr., wagon, $70;

T -Bird, need not have
engine or trans. Good body &

A/T P/S P/B. Radio, Fact. A/C.

Distributor

66 -Business Opportunities

WANTED!

1

1965 Triumph motorcycle, 500cc.
Good condition. $400.00. .
Coll 827-7588

15 -To Rent Rooms

home.
5. Terms available

255-3361 aft. 3:15.

din., rm. Private entrance.
Dishwasher, garbage disp., w/w
cptg., pool, central air cond.
Avail. May 1st. $190 mo.
rm.,

APTS.

CARPETING

'67 MOB, yellow, mechanically
perfect, very good body, $1500.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

SWIMMING POOL

top wash stand; other hshold

2815 OLD HIGGINS RD.

5109 Oakton St.
Skokie

best offer, 394-2532

Usable Refrigerator. FREE. 111-N.

Ridgid 300,

-.----.

TV radio stereo comb. $300 or

New Surplus Tool Store
Come in and browse
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

..,
V

Exercycle $10; fur coat so, 16 full
full length $100; 21" Zenith color

722 Center Street

SALES

,

drapes;

Opens to Queen size bed. $600

Miss Paige

-

Piano; lg. floor fans;

5.

Red velvet Studio Couch, Medit. styling, wrought iron trim.

Des Plaines

Prospect Day

212 S. Milwaukee
"----\-, , Ave. Wheeling
'. 7/,'9'
541.1400

spreads, lg. crock, misc. 717 Hot en, Mt. Prosp.

2 pc. sofa, 2 chairs, 2 end tables,
3 lamps, good shape, best offer.
359-0986

FAITH NURSERY. t/2 mi. west of
Gary Ave. on North Ave., Wheaton

In Arlington Heights
9S. Dunion
394-0880
6028 Dempster
966-0700

,

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Refrigerator, kitchen table, end
tables, lamps, pole lamp, bed-

standard

Elk Grove. Sublease. 2 bdrms. liv.

1

$3.98. Lgr. evergreens on sale.

is

pleasant

The Desk Set, Inc.

excel) cond., Make offer.
766-8098

$1.00.

needed, only lite typing, neat
appearance

Prov, family entertainment unit.

rest, Arl. Hts.

You will learn to schedule appointments, answer phones,
take care of office details.
No

ALSO Toy Stud service.
358-9233

2-dr.,

MICHIGAN

an acre; good for homes, hunting
lodge or farming, near town.
'394-3428 or 966-3553.

297-8051

.

36" Kenmore Gas Range, French

FORD,

Parcels of 40 to 80 acres, $200

frig, hooded range. $185.

253-4808

Light fixtures, $2 ea. 909 N. For-

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

neighborhood
his

D

ITT

doctor will train you to be the
receptionist for

5-03

Plaines. $170 incl. gar. Grown-

BEAUTIFUL Champion sired min-

wheat design. $50 call 297-4780
after 5 p.m.

'items. 296-6459.

DAv %OW
rIDOA

& water furn'd. Downtwn Des

German Shepherd, male, AKC, 6
mos. old, all shots, house-broken,
black & silver, $95. 773-1247

POODLES, AKC, Tiny Toy pups,
choice of colors; FOR SALEbrown, 1 silver proven stud Toys;

537-4187.

Best offer. CL 5-3758 before 4pm

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

iature Schnauzer puppies. AKC,
home raised, $125.

Like New Garden Tractor with
snow blade and chains. Call

transmission, good condition.

ACREAGE -NORTHERN

ARL HTS - 1 BR, carptg, air cond.,

home raised. $80. 437-8248.

BLUE Sf.'RUCE, 4 yrs. old. 10 for

RECEPTION
popular

GANGt

PHONE 297-5320

DOCTOR'S

Very

DISHES, service for 12 w/extra
large bowls and platters, silver

Maytag gas range gd. cond. $25
or best offer; 11,000 BTU Cold spot window air-cond. like new
$185. 392-3018'aft. 6.

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

SUBURBAN

$50. Great for rec. rm. 439-7485

Wrought iron dinette set, summer lounge chair, upholstered
chair, blue bathroom rug 6 x 8,

CAL 1`.

Real Estate

Cusforrt made bar. 6'Iong, 45"
high, liquor storage cab. area.

'62 V.W. 2 door sedan. Blue.
Radio. Good shape. $175.
Call 394-3335

'55-57

593-6806

blue-green, $100; 14x14, olive &

toc,,,00

o WIRING & SOLDERING

T.A. BOLGER,

259-4871

Toy poodles, F., silver, AKC,
champ bloodline, 8 wks, shots,

Like

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACILITY. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS A:

or in

good

FREE only to

auto.

like new tires,

$1350. 358-3716

Arl. Hts.
bedrm, apt., sublet
June 1, appliances, carpeting,

.

kittens.
homes.

CUTLASS,

trans., P/S. P/B,

1957

1

BOXER PUPS, AKC, fawn w/black
mask, just 1 male & 1 female left.
5100.259-5296

1967 OLDS

2nd carl $125. 394-2376.
8811ea1 Estate -Vacant

Avail. May I, new bldg. Ries:
heat, water, gas, garbage, re -

259-0262

Indigo Dr. Prospect Hts.

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IM-

O PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
ASSEMBLER
O CABINET ASSEMBLER
O CABLE FORMER

derful with children. Groomed.

392-661191

1967 Buick Wildcat convert.,
owner, low miles, like new, make
offer. CALL 259-1069,

5 Rm. apt., 2 bdrms; utilities, heat

toys; clothes & much misc. 113

SALESMEN
Positions Open

Do to allergey, Spayed female
cotta good home only. Call after

full power, original- owner. Call

WE PAY TOP $55
FOR CLEAN USED CARS
BONUS MOTORS
296-6127

balcy, pool, tennis cts., util, excpt
elec. $175 mo. Avail May or June.
956-1795 aft 4 or wknd.

Rd., Mt. Prospect.

Howard & Lee. Des Plaines

1412 Miner Street
824-3136

AUSTRALIAN TERRIER PUPPIES,

255-3835 or 255-3118

'65 ELECTRA CONV, Factory Air,

1960 Olds, 2 door, auto. trans.,
full power. Dependable, great

695-7835

1

small & sturdy. Call evenings.

'66 Chevy II 2 dr. sedan, A/T.
R/H, tape player. Best offer. Call

101 -Automobiles Wanted

$185. Aft. 5:30 p.m. 394-2872

Gar, Sale Apr. 16-17, 10 to

Garage Sole -Apr. 17-18, Loads
of child. clothes & ladies so. 1416 Ping -pang tbl., some turn. &
much misc. items. 1072 Irwin, nr.

CITY OF DES PLAINES

homes. Litter trained. 6 weeks.

April 16, 7PM-9PM; Fri.
April 17, 9AM-9PM. Trinity United
Methodist Church, 605 W. Golf
Thur.

lations. Must be able to deal tactfully and effectively with the public. Flexible hours. Should be
qualified or have potential for registration.

3 Real Estate

Sm.

Tables, Lamps.
Skates. Bikes. Toys. Misc. Apr. 10
& 11. 1210 W. Euclid, A.H.

have

good secretarial skills
and be a self-starter.
Convenient to public
trans. Exc. company
benefits.

Sew. mach.

Refrig.

299-3576

5

$30,000. NO DISCRIMINATION.
ANYONE MAY BUY
Holly Spring Agency

298 3188

'65 Buick Wildcat, 4 dr, P/S,
A/T, fact air, 401 ci good cond,
$925 537 6616

Flat for rent, vic. Rand & Central,
Mt. Prosp. Ig yard, garage.
.255-9596 aft 4pm & wkends.

Des P. vic. Main E. hi/schl. 31/2
Irg rms,
bdrm garden apt

299-7962

Ranches & Bilevels. $13,000 -

CL 3 4867

For Sale: '51 Chev, bus camper,
'61 Chev. 4-dr. Sdn., 12' Boat
Trailer - Call 437-8296 after 6:00

Min. Poodle. 3 mos. Black male.
AKC. Exc. blood lines. Shots. Call

walnut. $100? 253-7958

GIANT Neighborhood Sale. Apr.
17, 18. Much misc. 1543 & 1504

WANTED -Girl 25 or over to share
3
bdrm. apartment, Rolling
Mdws. area. 358.3790 aft. 7

Boys & girls bikes. 20-24" & 26."

CHERRY TABLE, 39"x42" $201
2 BIKES, $7 each.
537-8777

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

$20. 537-0236 aft. 5 P.M.

2 mo. stereo, ex. cond. AM -FM
rec. BSR-chonger, speakers, All

711 W. Algonquin Rd.

Rickenbacker 6 string guitar with
case. Exc. cond. Sacr. $200

ups. No pets. 824-3924, before 6
pm.

be ambitious and self -determined. If interested call me
Bill Pell, 253-6600 at PARKER.

DOWN PAYMENTS -All Types of

$375 delivered.
Call 766-0736

Collie, 11/2 yr. old female. Won-

amplifier, $35. Call after 7 p.m.

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

By tuner, Baldwin Spinet piano,

G.E. Deluxe Port. Dish washer.
Cptg.: 26x12.5 light turq. 17x11.8
off white...392-0456

Monaural 25 watt hi fi power

MT. PROSPECT, Prestige area deluxe 7 rms, 2 baths, 25' kitch

w/blt-ins, Roe Pm, F.P., new carpet, att.dbly gar. Near trn &
shoppg. 61/2% assumable mtge.
$45,500 By Owner. 392-2854

All Suburban Areas - LOWEST

74 -To Rent Apartments

miniature, black/
tan, 6 weeks old, AKC registered.
Dachshunds

1 p.m. 255-7671.

contact. Experience not necessary. Train to interview, screen,
evaluate applicants. Good potential for advancement. Must

many extras -July occupancy, low
$20's. 537-4825

arm, $125.61 Rey, CL 3-0180.

392-9780

White enamel stainless steel
china cabinet. Excellent cond.
297-4864
$25.

ing, drapes, air -conditioner,

.

ea. 541-2646

$16-$41. Aft. 4 PM 437-1760

We are looking for an individual who likes soles or public

like Emma.
If you're a people -oriented gal looking

CALL OR COME IN

&

3 spd. Light weight. Like new.

$8,000-$1 0,000

igree, no papers. $65. 358-9457

CL 5-0735

equipment included, lights
stand $50. 392-5824 aft. 5.

ranch, 1V2 car garage, carpet-

$175. CL 3-3943

Red Hagstrom guitar, demon.
strator, elec., 2 pickup, vibrato

1

112 Automobiles For Salo

Wheeling, by owner, 3 bdrm.

CL 3-8314 aft. 6 P.M.

392-8427

FREE: beautiful kittens to good

Firestone WW 825x14 tires,
used, $20 set; Girl's 20" bike $5.

.

Miniature Schnauzers Males,
AKC, 11 weeks, shots/ears.
Champ. sired $150. 358-3827

New set MacGregor golf clubs,
bag & head covers, won in con-

259-5131

Emma, "First Lady" of the
communications industry, was the
nation's 'first female telephone
operator. We've modernized a lot since
Emma tangled with a telephone
switchboard ... but the friendly voice of
the operator will never become
"old-fashioned." We need more gals

Silver, 7 weeks old.
Call after 3 PM 537-1080

Puppies: mother looks like small
sheep dog. Father?? 6 wks. 510

4

PERSONNEL

Gibson hollow body dbl. pickup
guitar. Exc, cond., sunburst fiili

TOY POODLES

10 ft. swimming pool with cover,
filter, ladder. 30 inches deep.
$25. 824-3944.
Hollywood bed, complete; 2 end
tables & corner table, light wood; elec. ironer. CL 5-2323

20 & 10 gal. aquariums w/oll

Many extras Nr Schis & Shppg
July occup Low 30s 259-1905

New strings. Refin, in multi -color
blk. $525 del'd. 766-0736

Airedale puppies, AKC, champion
sired. Beautiful, healthy, home
raised. Reasonable. 824-8216

have hospitalization and other
company benefits. Ask for MR.

Like new elec washer & dryer,
lounge chair, 2 TV's, antiq in

Sm. Brow Bach grand piano.

Prom dress empire style

test $45. 259-7492

837-5232

CALL 255-7200
between 10 am & 5 pm
Ask for Mr. Wavra

Draht Haar -German Wire Haired Pointer, male, yr. old, ped-

7

1968 VW sedan, beige, whitewall tires Original owner $1195

Krakauer console piano like new.
Dist. Walnut, original $1200, ask.
$700. 537-7555

BARGAINS: Upright Freezer, Gas
Dryer, Wringer Washer, Brass DR
Hanging Fixture. 824-2076
&

Huge discounts 824-7353 olr

ARL HTS , By Owner 3 BR Rnch,
d r, semi fin bsmnt, fireplace,
excellent flr plan (1370 sq ft)

55 -Musical Instruments

with rug beater,
in good condition.

Kittens, 6 weeks old, to be given
away to good homes.

so,

1962 Olds Dynamic 88.4 dr , P/S,
P/B, A/T, $350

CL 3-7191

Dishwasher $60. Pull down lamp
$12. Ant. pie crust tble. $30. New
Mouton ikt. $45. Misc. 529-9217

blue, worn once, cleaned
ready again $15. 392-9808

86-RealEstate Houses

SHERWOOD, charming older section, one loc 3 bdrm colonial
$44,900 CL 3-7240

chair & mirror, dee stove

44 -flogs, Pets & Equipment

and FHA financing. We also

KAY.

Upright Hoover
Vacuum Cleaner

best offer. 299-3786 aft 6.

47 Home Furnishings -Furniture

Couch, table, 2 end tables, chair
After 6 P M Call
541-2460

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes Heavy nylon rile

WANTED

4x7' pool table w/ping pong 'top
& accessories, I yr. old. SlOOor

Sears port, washing machine, on
warety, like new, perfect for apt.,
best offer. 541-1706'eves.

Excellent opportunity in active
established office. No financing problems. Area of

Large or small
274-5300
Mr Gold

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200
255-1107

For Dunton School in Arlington Heights.

CASH

'

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

Miscellaneous little girl's clothing
size 4 and up
259 9795

CROSSING GUARD

437-7188

OFFICE

dustry.

Inputs, tremolo ft pod $299 now,
$85 or best offer 392 5699

18"x18", rack -type, with tables.
Call 255-4937 aft. 6pm

CONTACT MR. RAASCH

NEW SUBURBAN

Building Material

National Amp 2 10" masons, 4

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

is staffing

erations for
national firm

deliver 676-4109

Belt Vibrator, hvy. duty. All steel,
adj. spd. Like new $75. Cont. Stiffel lamp, $20. 255-7793

NIBS PAIGE

tion requires

20

BLAKESLEE DISHWASHER,

Mt. Prospect

Rand & Central

Young good - looking
executive needs aggressive but tactful

NURSE WANTED

PAVAD1E

with school age children Ex
cellent opportunity for addi-

vol, 1968
$200 value Sacrifice $35 Can
Encyclopedias

ACCOUNT'S

421lented To Guy

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

BUT BUY

'65
$995 MUSTANG

DICK WICKSTROM

4 SPEED Hdtp.

$795

BONUS MOTORS

555 Irving Park Rood

Prosp. HIs, by owner. 3 bdrm.

600£. NW Hwy., Des Plaines

529-7070

ranch, .11/2 yrs old, cent, air
cond., many extras. 299-1346

296-6127

Roselle, Illinois

Suburban Peace Coalition sponsoring war tax protest
Members of the Northwest

to leave from six train stations.

Suburban Peace Coalition
(NSPC) are organizing groups

The groups will, leave from
the Barrington station at 10:21

to participate in Wednesday's
moratorium protest against
"War Taxes" at the Civic
Center in Chicago, said Richard Mateja of Mount Prospect,

a.m.; from Palatine at 10:28
a.m.; from Arlington Heights
at

who heads NSPC.

Mateja did not give an estimated figure on the number of
persons from the Northwest
suburbs who will attend but he
said

that

800

letters

draft.

Des Plaines at 10:44 a.m.; and
from Park Ridge at 10:50 a.m.'

Mateja said 'that NSPC
members have been active in

sponsored by the Vietnam Mo-

activities.

ratorium Committee and the

MORE THAN 40 persons
have participated in the leafleting mainly at shopping cen-

Chicago Peace Council.

mailed out to area residents
and that groups arc planning

The moratorium committee
is requesting. that persons
wanting to "protest against the

leafleting and informing area
people about the moratorium

THE RALLY at noon in the
Civic Center Plaza is being

were

urban area, Mateja said the
group acts as an informing
unit for the rally.

systems and operation of the

Prospect at 10:37 a.m.; from

The protest is planned in
connection with the final day

suggests is "to withhold federal telephone taxes."

activites to the Northwest Sub-

nam,.development of weapons

a.m.; from Mount

10:33

NSPC -was originally
formed to bring moratorium

for filing of federal income tax
returns and is in dissent with
the large amounts of federal
taxes used for the war in Viet-

misuse of taxes' deduct $10
from their income tax return
and contribute it to the Chi-

cago Peace Council or the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee."
A second method the group

ters and schools, he said.

MATEJA SAID that it

BUT, HE ADDED that

lot of people aren't even aware

of this."

is

Mateja

really much to late to organize any concrete effort to get

people to withhold their income tax, because most people
have already paid it.

He said that if anything, the
rally will probably be an effec-

idea has not caught on as well
as had been planned and it is
said

that

hard to predict just how the

many

people who would like to at-

rally will work out.

tend tomorrow's rally won't be

going because of work and

Speakers for the rally include: U.S. Senator Charles

school.

Goodell, (R -New York); U.S.

and out of school on morato-

Rep. Abner Mikva. ( D -Chicago); Dr. George Wiley, executive director of the Welfare
Rights Organization; a representative of the Young Patri-

rium days and father in groups
to disc uss the war and make
their opinions known.

ots Organizatio% and the president of the U.S. National Student Assn.

He explained that it was the

original moratorium plan to
have people stay off the job

tive means of educating the
people on the uses of federal
tax money.
'
"Seventy per cent of all federal taxes are going to the war

in Vietnam," he said, "and a

firoi)rt

WEATHER
Tonight:

Partly cloudy
low
30-35.
Tomorrow:
Partly sunny, warmer.

Telephone

2554400

.
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District 59 election recount likely
By Mary Schlott

Little City food center

There is almoSt certain to be

groundbreaking held
ceremo-

Groundbreaking

nies 'for a new food service
building at Little City, a resitraining center for
mentally retarded children at

dential

a recount in the close Elk

Donald R. Becker, superinten-

votes shy of being elected says

dent of Little City.
The new facility, which will

Monda:-'s

W. W. Grainger of Wil-

Food Service Building, will be
centrally located, accessible to

mette, who contributed $65,

all of the other buildings, so
the meals for the children in

ticipating in the groundbreak-

In addition to the kitchen,
the food service building will
have a faculty dining room.

ing were Judge Joseph A. Pow-

president; Robert Dach-

er,

official canvass
doesn't broaden the gap too
Dr. Erwin S. Poklacki, 1223
S. Fernandez," -told The Day he

will take that step at the urging

of "many of the people who
worked for my election."

the residential cottages.

The canvass, and the recount that could follow, can
affect three of the four top
contenders for the three Dist.

Wheeling Twp. GOP
to hear talk on NOW
Jim Burke of Mount Prospect, informational officer for
the Wheeling Township Re-

toratc at Northwest University, will speak on the organization NOW (National Organ-

announced

ization for Women).
Following her talk there
will be refreshments. The pub-

publican

Club,

Monday that the club will
meet Thursday evening at the

Mount Prospect VFW building.

for the Harris Bank in Chi-

tionally known economist,
who is doing work on her doc-

cago, is a member of the board

of directors of NOW. She received

from

her
Yale

master's

to

on

economic

studies in Africa and the Middle East.

Day

Park Board

People who are too busy
to talk to creditors or to return their phone calls.
11.11.

Push fight
against
phosphates
The" campaign against the
use of phosphates in detergents

started by Trustee Chester P.
Majewski of the Metropolitan
Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago (MSD) a few weeks
ago, with a resolution presented at an MSD meeting, is gaining momentum.
This was the report that Ma-

OKs $16,030

purchase

jewski made last week when
questioned by ,The Day about
the success of his endeavors.

He said that the laboratory
at. MSD has almost completed

testing of "about 50" cleaning
products.

Majewski said that Illinois
Rep. Thaddeus S. Lechowicz

The Gilmore International
a contract for a Scout 800A
four-wheel drive for
$2,560; an International' 1/2

with

1

dump truck for $3,530.

From Lewis International
of Wheeling the Park District
will purchase a tractor fbr
$3,338 and a Dynawell trailer
for $1,274.
A 1970 Ford Station Wagon
will be purchased from George
Poole, in Arlington Heights
for $2,715.

Chamber will
meet Wednesday
'The Mount Prospect Cham-

troduce two bills in the General Assembly; one requiring the

ber of Commerce will hold a
general membership meeting
April 15 at the Old Orchard
Country Club, 700 W. Rand

their percentage of phosphate

content; and a second that
would call for the banning of
phosphates. in detergent products by 1971.

Majewski said that he had

Harper trustees
postpone canvass

Co. of Wheeling was awarded

(D -Chicago) is going to in-

labeling of detergents as to

Breaking ground yesterday for the new Food Service Center at Little City in Palatine, a residential training center for mentally retarded children, are W. W. Grainger, who contributed $65,000
for the construction of the building; Robert Dachman, executive director; Donald R. Becker, superintendent of Little City and Judge Joseph A. Power, president of Little City.

the contracts on each item.

ton pickup truck for $2,563
ton
and an International

Rd., Mount Prospect.
The cocktail hour will begin
at 6 p.m. The cost for dinner to

By K. C. Radtke
A canvass of the election re-

sults for the Harper College
Board of Trustees originally
planned for tonight has been

the seven -member board lack-

"Simply say that we're ac-

ed a quorum. The board will
make the canvass and elect officers at 8 p.m. Thursday.
Five board members, including an incumbent who was

not re-elected, scheduled the
original canvassing for tonight.

WORD OF THE cancellation was telephoned to each
trustee, including newly -elected Joseph C. Morton, late yesterday afternoon.
The canvass must be done
within 10 days of the election.

The Day learned that four
Larry

be served at 7 p.m. is $4 per

trustee s --Morton,

person.

Moats, James Hamill, and Milton Hansen --could have made

Gue,stspeaker for the evening will be Ben Sosewitz, acting superintendent of the Met-

tonight's meeting, presenting

ropolitan Sanitary District of

quorum.

almost

ed for like support from the
City Council of Chicago and
the state government in legislatingagainst the use ofp_hos:
photo§ in detergents.

Greater

Chicago, who will

speak on "Polluting Streams
and Waste Disposal."
Reservations may be made
_by calling Chamber President
.4
Paul Dasso at 259-0500.

Frank Hines, board attor-

A college spokesman said

postponed, college officials
announced yesterday.

from, housewives who either
supported his stand or asked
for information.
Majewski's resolution call-

received

John Haas both have meetings
tonight.

ney, said four members ,were
necessary
for a quorum.
Knowing that three or four
members could not attend,
Hines said, the trustees could
cancel the meeting.

letters

300

with 1,500.
The judges' tally sheets will
not be re-examined until Mon-

niously ripped open and the
figures read aloud. That meet-

ing will start at 8 p.m. in the
Dist. 59 administration building, 2123 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights.

The Illinois School Code
says any elector can ask for a

If the official canvass shows
Poklacki had more votes than
Peterson, Peterson probably
will consider asking for a

recount of a school election

recount.

By Richard Crabb

recommendation of the Building and Grounds Committee
after consideration of bids received on the items, April 1.
Low bidders were awarded

Plaines, was the top vote getter

each precinct will be ceremo-

The future of township government in the Northwest suburbs, in Cook County and perhaps all of Illinois hangs in the

The Mount Prospect Park
District Board last night approved the purchase of
$16,030 in equipment, at the

announced Saturday night after the polls closed, show Mrs.
Hildebrandt had 1,185 votes,
Peterson had 1,130 and Poklacki, 1,127. Mrs. Judith Zan ca of 80 Roxbury Village Des

declare three winners. Those
named will take their seats.
Should a recount change the
results, one of two things could

happen. The hoard member
seated found short of votes by

the recount could resign and
his place be filled by appointment. Or the candidate 'who
benefitted from the recount
could ask the Circuit Court to
overrule the Monday night
election action by the board.
Dist. 59 schools are Juliette
Low , Arlington Heights;

Brentwood. Devonshire, Einstein, and High Ridge Knolls.
Des Plaines; Dempster Junior
High, Forest

View,

Robert

Holmes Junior High
and John Jay, Mount Prospect, and Byrd. Clearmont,
Dan Cook. Grove Junior
High, Mark Hopkins. Lively
Junior High, Ridge, Rupley,
Salt Creek and 'Grant Wood,
Elk Grove Village.
Frost.,

Town meetings today may settle
future of township government

degree

University. She

worked with the U.S. State
Department

UNOFFICIAL TALLIES,

cial totals, of unseating in-

lage.

Day.

ALTHOUGH. THE recount

meeting. Then the sealed election report envelopes from

cumbent Harry Peterson Jr.,
641 Charing Cross Rd., Elk
Grove Village,
He also has more than 95
per cent of the votes cast for
Mrs. Sharrie Hildebrandt, 69
Clearmont Dr., Elk Grove Vil-

he

move will still he pending,
the present Dist. 59 School
Board Monday will officially

three votes shy, in the unoffi-

POKLACKI NOT only is

not

precinct, a total of $50 if all 10
Dist. 59 election precincts are
involved in the recount, as
they probably would be.

day's Dist. 59 School Board

lic is invited.
Miss Styers, an economist

Miss Aleta D. Styers, na-

Gripe
Of The

59 three-year terms.

and could

reached for comment by The

challenger -or challengers -$5 a

much.

Little City's chefs can prepare

building, scooped the
first shovel. of earth. Also parthe

he will ask for a recount if

the Grainger

Palatine, was held yesterday.

000 for the construction of

An Arlington Heights man
who apparently is just three

Peterson .is out of town on
business

The recount will cost the

Grove Dist. 59 election.

man, executive director and

be known as

within five days after the official canvass if a loser has at
least 95 per cent of the 'votes
cast for any winner.

the required majority for a
Hamill later said he intended to work tonight.
Richard Johnson, board
president,

has

been

out of

town, but 'will return Thursday. Mrs. Jessalyn Nicklas and

commodating chairman Johnson," Hamill told The Day.

THE CANCELLATION
may be a strategic way to insure selection of board officers. Johnson could legally be
re-elected chairman.
The canvassing could bring
represussions from Rolling
Meadows citizens inconvenienced

omitted

'when

two

the

college

polling places

(Kimball Hill and Jonas Salk
schools) in that city.
The Rolling MeadoWs voters were asked to cast their bal-

lots at the Paddock School in

Meeting
Wheeling

Township

Town Meeting, Prospect
High School; 8 p.m.

Palatine (Precinct 35), three
miles from their familiar polling places.

The 639 ballots cast in Pre-

cinct 35 for the Harper election represent 332 persons.

Fifty-two persons voted from
Rolling Meadows, said an
election judge stationed at Pre-

cinct 35.

MRS. WILLIAM (Rena)
Trevor, a Rolling Meadows
resident, told The Day she
hopes to file a taxpayer's suit
against the college for disenfranchisement of voting
rights.

However, a $2,000 retainer

fee for an attorney may prevent her filing.
She has been working on a
legal brief for the suit, hoping
for citizen support in the matter.

Tark district
seeks talent
The Arlington Heights Park
District is looking for talented

folk music groups to play at
the New Product Line Coffeehouse sponsored by the Park
District.
A n y groups interested
should call the Park District at
253-0620.

balance today.
A Cook County

circuit
court order, issued only three
days ago, impounded the total
operational funds of most
townships, including Wheel-,ing,

Elk Grove, Maine, Palatine,

Schaumburg,

Hanover

of township government. Evi-

levies arc approved. The salary

dence of strong citizen support
in the town meetings is certain
to strengthen the hands of
delegates working to get town-

of the township road commissioner is included, by terms of
state laW, in the township general budget rather than in the
road and bridge levy.

ship government written into
the new constitution.

,

THE TOWNSHIPS are acLast Friday's court order
impounded several million - tually without funds for hold-

dollars in township bank accounts. The money had been
paid by citizens of the townships.

To make the matter more

and Barrington' in the Northwest suburbs, and resulted in
an immediate termination of

binding, the court appointed a
trustee to see that the im-

township services.

followed. What is to become of

Even public aid funds were
cut off, leaving families already faced with critical problems without the limited assistance that had been allocated
to them for April.
THE ANNUAL town meet-

of the townships are
being held today throughout
ings

Cook County and counties
downstate.

If citizens vote to levy a
township tax to put the townships back into operation, the
of township government is likely to be strengthened. Should citizens decline
to provide funds for township
future

operation on a wide

scale,

government

could

township

disappear.
The work

of

Con -Con

makes the situation in today's
town meetings even more deci-

sive. The convention is now

pounding order

is

faithfully

the township funds impounded is uncertain.

DISCUSSIONS YESTERDAY between attorneys who
originated the suit against
townships arid lawyers for the
townships indicated that if the
citizens voted townships back

into operation at town meetings today, there would be a
basis for discussion about the
disposition
of impounded
township funds.

In a number of townships,
including Wheeling, Elk Grove
and Maine, the impounded
funds amount to approximately a year's operational
budget.

Even the township road and

bridge programs, already approved for 1970-71, would become meaningless unless gen-

\

debating the future usefulness

eraltownship budgets and tax

ing the town meetings today,
although officers of all Northwest suburban townships are
personally underwriting the
expenses so that the important
meetings can be held as scheduled.

Town Meetings will he presided

over

by

moderators

elected by citizens attending
the meetings. Moderators arc
paid a fee set by state law, but
those who serve today will do
so aware that there may be no

funds available for their reimbursement.

The Elk Grove Township
town meeting will be held at 2
p.m. today in the Township
Hall at 2400 S. Arlington

Heights Rd. Supervisor William Rohlwing of Mount Prospect will present the -1970-71
operation budget and proposed tax levy. Reports on the
past year's operations will also
be presented.
.

At 8 this evening the Maine

Township town meeting will
(Continued (01 page 2)

Bomb scare
Alan Bianco, broadcaster
for WEXI radio station at 120

W. 'University Dr., Arlington
Heights,

called police last
night and told them that he received a phone call froM a man
who said a bomb had been
placed at the radio station.
Police said they. searched
the exterior of the building and

SUBURBSIMON

gitY5 2

Tfiere are a 'number of people in Czechoslovakia today who

believe in the Chinese philosophy of Communism. Might these
people be known as Chinese-Czechers?

AV

found no, trace of a bomb.
Bianco told police he was sure
it was a prank call but was not

able to leave tie. building ffs
check.

A

'r

Engaged

The day's prospects
THE DAY
Page 2

Kopp Park pool delay
only temporary: Builder

Tuesday Apnl 14 1970

PEW on pollution

She Creates in a
Kaleidoscope of talent

Mr and Mrs Frank Suitt

,

Mount Prospect Park DI

Good earth turning bad,
but kids declaring war
By K. C. Radtke

Mark your -calendar folks Wednesday is Good
Earth Day across the nation.
next

OVER 200 Hersey students
have set about a door-to-door

om. in the Hersey High gym -

Interviews with residents in

NORMAN
LAZARUS,
Planned Parenthood organ, -

their high school area.
They come armed with a list

ganieations to contact in the
fight against pollution.

mental

earth bad.
'Oat so you don't forget the
day, high school students have
begun a "sweeping.
cam-

Sally Benson,
is
sophomore,

The public is welcome.
Babysitters will be provided
at the high school for mothers
wishing to attend.

a

Hersey

m.o./a,

church, requesting 10 -lain'
utes of Suriday pulpit time. If a
minI ster, priest, or rabbi does

paign to get your participation.

not

running /com.
mentary on pollution, Heaney

LED BY A crew of Hersey

have

a

High
School
"cleonersuppers", students are preaching

students will tell the story, Sal-

the clean word from door to
door, church to church, store

Already
three
churches
have committed 10.ndnus
time to the issue.

ly says,

to more.

The"
They mean business -and-.

Srn.r
check-out counters in superBB

business.

',The first thing is ID get

markets and grocery stores.
They will Present sficlialm.
with a comsumer list of "non-

people to come to the town
meting at Hersey Wedneeday

(Good Earth Day) at 8 p.m,"

degradable"

Edward Seifert, a Hersey
freshman, said during a press
inberviewyesterday.

products -mate-

rials which will not go back
Mtn the ecological cycle.
I t does make a difference
which type of detergent used,
the students will say. The
plan to suggest a brand which

THAT IS when adults will
get the snide.' viewpoint on
environment, what has tsp. peed to the good earth and

contains fewer harmful

whet each individual colt dam
dents to get there, Hersey atu-

dents will babysit during the
under-

and the enormous impli.-

to devote one day next week to

dons of today's incre.ing poi-

anti -pollution and better envi-

Mon, the students throughout Dist. 216 schools will be
channeling
inuumatm, to

ronment.

They have mange& for

three speakers next week Monday-Wedneadag at 10:30

citizens this week.

(Cortrinuedfiein Poue 11
be held in the councifroorns of

town meeting will be held at

the Des Plaines City Hall. So
pervisor William (Bud) Ziehn

St.

the Sanborn School at 101 Oak

Si, evening at 8. Super-

visor Howard I. Olsen of Pala -

will report on the

present reports on the past

past

year's activities and present a
budget and tax levy for 1970-

year and propose the budget
and tax levy for 1970-71.

The Schaumburg TownShip
to,vn meeting will be held at 8
this evening in the Robert
Frost Junior High School. Su-

SHIP'S town meeting will be
held at Prospect High School
at g p.m. Supervisor Ethel Ko-

h ns will report on activities

pervisor Vernon A. Laubenstein of
Schaumburg
will
present reports and propose

of the post year. Assessor Mar-

report. After the moderator is

71.

Township

Illegal downspouts may
ordered disconnected
If the recommendation of

the disconnection of illegal
doWnspouts in Mount Pros-

t...

At a meeting last week the
commiwion
reviewed
the
present status of the proposal,

originally made more than a

disconnections, 102 stated that
such disconnections were not

year ago, that the village pub.
tic works department din

feasible and the balance said
either that they had, or would

connects the ill,a1 downspouts in cases where the resi-

themselves.

make the disconnections

were sent to more than 1,000
homes mking for the whhes of
mfildents as to the disconnections.

IT WAS CONTENTED

with no penal. for non,m-

against confirmation of President Nixon's Supreme Court
appointee. Judge Carswell, in

MRS. BROOKS gave o tenon on her job as director of

the U.S. Sc.,

vealed that the cost of nuking
a penny is two mills and that
the cost of making a quarter is

Brooks complimented Illinois
upon the large number of Re-

town meeting being held
day and to vote for the
strengthening of
township
government.

Them arei50 billion pennies

annual

publicans it has in Congress.

filinoir.,enatom

Both

-

Mrs. Brooks was introduced

Northfield as the wife of forma'

Maybee, junior; and Edward

Illinois

Senator

U.S.

Man arrested for shoplifting
Randall W. Tipton of Day;
ton, Ohio, was an, led Friday

Earth Day and the town meet-

for shoplifting after he alkged.
It' tried to take two sport coats

ing at Hersey, students have ti-

valued

tled next week PEW -.Protect
Our Environment Week."

boldt's department more in
Rendluest shaming center.

It

$115

from Win-

Al die police siaioa Tipton
told police that he served two
Vsrs in prison for breaking
and entering M Daum, and he
also serval six months for contributing to rho delinquency of
a minor.

Melvin LaCe will head

r

Ho Ellen) Clawes tallying
7 write-in votes,
and

Lace hen mode commit.

N. Owen, Mount Pros,I, to

members,

Sites --Stull,

,,cony

mint% annual budget

chair -

Publications -Mrs, Same:
and Northwest Educational

rid McKay and 'John Stull
members; BuilMng 'Alan

Cooperative,Mel.

Krinsky, chairman, and &WI

Innate.
Negotiating teams for con -

and WnUare. members.

FINANCE - McKay, Chair.

man, aM Stull and Wallace
Planning

-

Ars

then Koester, chairman, and
McKay and html. Same.

pointed to review

ducting

salary

Samar,

Lac. al-

nt

negotiations

ration and the custodians were
selected.

lying unused in homes back
Imo eirmilation, Efforts slowly made in the last ear.
have "recovered'. half a bilMrs.
Mn

Brooks

again

ting the
emoted.

'Me

Nixon
thing

get-

Mr.

Nixon

Tag Day for the Children%
Benefit League, to be held Fri-

ing smile front Mount Pros-

and Vallely as members. Kam

By unanimous vote of the

give committee reports and reOew the school beard election

changes to be made, a quorum

April 11.

of caucus delegates nue at.

nary,

tend the meeting. A-811001.1th is

52,000.

board, Vallely was elected for

toer

azli.sryecroc-,

ann°hal,

There were

residents, ten him of the

fed -

48 cThrites, all

1

which will benefit from

a

1040 5, Arlington Heights Rd,
Arlington Heights

appreciationfora
for a "job well
done" directed toward retiring
Board President Robert LeForge and board member Mrs.
Maureen Sandstrom.

the suburbs. Since 1909 volunraised $5,419,931,
teers
every penny of which has bene-

,

ins

fited distressed children. Co.
Call Mrs. Hughyou help

,. at CL 3-3672.

our new location ...

THE COMMERCE BUILDING

i

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

44imi TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

lore Corona, Mgr.
Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing

rotheet
Mount Phfore
the
Woman's Club to he presented
with the club's scholarship

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge, and
there is no further obligation. Cali today for full information.

ammo far this year: two collage scholarship aimeds and
four summer camp awards.

CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect 392-4750
AIDASSOflIATES

Min Gail.Nlifier, a senior at
Forest View, received a 9200
college scholarship. she ranks
fast in a class of 525 and has

LOCATION IN:. OAK PARK AURORA HINSDALE
Special Service for Shut-ins - Home Hearing Test & Demonstration

ka,a

eaVers

Atkinmn was directed by
the commission to contact Vil.
loge Atty. John Zimmermann

Grove, Wheeling, Hersey and

Forest View high schools in

and inquire as to the fe.ibility
of such an ordinmee.

District 214:
Main dish (one choice),
creamed turkey over whipped
potato.. hamburger M a bun.
wiener in a bun. Vegetable

Winter Park, Colorado

Legal\

Hit the trail for

Notice 1

Published

Prospech Ill.

60056. Bran. of.

fices, 117 S. Arlington Heights
Pd., Arlington Neigh's, III. 60005,
ond 722 Center, Des Plalne,

lime. diced peach.. Biscuits

airy
clm for the fiscal year 1070.71 or 8:00

p.m.on Tuesdy, April 2/6 IVO in Me
Council Chambers, 3600, Crchoff
od, Polling Meadows, Woth.

Me arapand ima,

wet', '11r:nd7:h'd!

lime
chocolate pie, angelfood cake,
coconut oatmeal cookies.'

oat
town 11.5.7mall 'ral, 817.00
30.00 for
Newsstand price,

year;

To be forced Wednesday in
.

months.

sis

10 renu

ZeriTitc671,fir

G'n.

Persons Interested

ee d

ankerrina.

a

kncabal A. koalas...A

cols,

OriCieri

Second class postage __s
hims, hasped, Ill 62056
_

-

-

Now appearing

Frothingslosh
Randango

happy, hush, last-pecad entertainment by gee be a gal

mmngrni.l.tr=r,e4valime,,P.

,

gebarbed In sha

inzeucArtotednggeogAprOls,

arling5n ark towers

Includes round trip by air, three maaludaily horse.
back riding R all facilities of the ranch.
!Special Rotes Prevail -in June'

MOUNT

Young
Utah. where she plans totajor
in education to become no cicmentary school teacher.
Miss Linda Kaiser, a senior

al Prospect High School, received a $200 college mhobars

View, will s tudy music -voice
Lake Bloomington summer
La

camp. Miss Barbara Drisenroth, junior at Prospect, will
attend Illinois Wesleyan summer camp to study piano.
Both Miss Karen Jacobsen,

a sophomore at Forest View,

and Miss Joyce Ann Jones,
sophomore el Prospect, will
further their art studies at
Manemua summer camp;
Mount Prospect Wom-

-Thext
an's Club eends their can-

ship which she will use 5510.

gratulations to the recipients

linois SUM University. Mks

of dm scholarships.

ALL INCLUSIVE
RATES FROM

0

$193
rr

Vanden, Boom and Joy.
Jones. All are summer MM.,
shin ,vinners from the Mount
Prospect Woman's Club. Past
president and current Pht
lanthropic chairman is Dirs. C.

e'n

B. Shaffer.

Femmes

Gm reedy to miring your
partners -- ifs time for the
Patkview Homeowners Asso's
annual square dance. II will
American
at the
be
held

Legion Hall, 10 N. East River
Rd. (et Golf), Des Plaines on
Saturday, April 18, front 8

way to gm hcquainted with
your neighbors, new and old.
sold.
Tickets are 94.50 per couple
and
d beverages will he

An Aug. 22 wedding

is

planned at St. Mark Lutheran

Church. Mount Preps.

in

Large

Equipment", for the members
of the Elk grove Homemakers

'le

meeting,

held at the

home of Mrs. E. Koops of Addison, with him Arthur Busse
and Mrs. Frynklin Wilk es co hostesses. attracted 18 maw

The program included the
selection of new appliances

end the fete urm which will assist the homemaker in the saving of time and in preparation
of meals for her family.
Tha group invites interested

women to call HE 9-0014 fm
further Information.

Although the baskets were made and the party (o. planned,
he snow prenented the bunny from hopping to the party given by
the Youth Department rid Literature and Drama Department of
the Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club. The Darty hos been
rescherniled for the lies Plaines Head Mari school. Brizsbing up
on Easter stores DM.. Bruce Longman reading to Sumo Haver
and Susan Diserio.

square

dance will be used to pay for
the annual picnic July 25.

Fors. ckets or inforation,
eel! Mrs. Carter et 296-6855.

Corduroy
takes a nap
When you cut out cotton
cordumy

for sewing,

don't

fold the fabric crosswise. If
you do. the same pattern piece

will have the nap running up
on one side and down on the
other. Rb your hand across
the

to

corduroy

determine

whether the naps rum up or
down. It will feel smoother
running down.

Salad bowl
luncheon
The Woman's Guild of
Prospect Heights Community
Church will have their "salad
bowl" luncheon at noon
Wednesday, April 15.
The Rev. Donald Hobbs is
pastor of the church at 400 N.

the devotions.

The Wheeling High School
Orchesis will perform

after
lunch.
Hostess. for the day will bc

Mrs. Edward Jima, chain
man, Mrs. Walter Riser and

This is apiece of luck.
It's a dress you saw a month ago and loved and wanted and just
didn't feel you could afford. And now here it is, same dress, same
everything, only with a nice smile -y ticket that says 1/3 off. Which
is to say we're having a perfectly lovely sale of fall and winter things
all through the store. With lovely little prices and the same considerate help we give every single day. Only one thing. Do choose
carefully, because a sale sale has to be a final sale. Were 50TH you can

understand the necessity for this. After all, the one who profits
by sales isn't us. It's yowl

Mrs. Ralph Sheerer, with other guild members assisting.

Tickets will be available at
the door.

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

student

intension adviser,
presented / program entitled

Mrs. Paul Marken will lead
The envelope Please. And
the winner,: are Barimrs Del moth, Karen Jacobsen; Ann

"Ca

259-6030

Of

den Boom,, a junior at Feet

business department

council.

Miss Jeg Rushlon. home

to swing

The four awards for silmmer camp were given W (tether the girls' education in Specialized fields. M rtes Ann Van-

to 4.0 grade

where he is president of the

maker

Prospect Heights.

PROSPECT
Call orfo !tap in

free brochure

Brigham
Provo,
University,

accepted

570. She plans In become a

This list includes students

Rush is junior it Wisconsin Slum University. Oshkosh.

Homemaker
adviser
on program

non

the

F.

7534.

Elmhurst Rd. at Willow Rd:,

Leave it to Beavers, they think of everything!

ing Meadows wilthold a paths har.
on the proposed budget of Me

Copies

pinegelatin,

,

a

Monday

doily,

the City Council of Me City of Pall.

pers. Salad (one choice), fruit
juice. tossed salad. coleslaw,
molded: cherry, apricot halves,

ofr

great family vacation!

Poetic NOTICE

whipped pm
tat., baked beans, buttered

annual Antique Fair.

AT BEAUTIFUL

PROSSEXT DAY

choice),

al. Mislaid Long. president of the Mount Prospect Woman%
ChM, presents Mode Kaiser and Gail 51111,1 with $200 scholow
ship checks. The arganhollon's timin money -making event is the

GUEST RANCH

short term ordinance might be
the solution.

To be served Wednesday in

View and Prospect high
schools. Mount Prospect. The

her. either in the elementaryrades or in special education.

six cached misses apred

aid can give you mtharnemuneriar emenditurel Wear a new MAICO aid for 30 days at a moderate

U. MAICO HEARING

Kaiser ranks 95th in a class of

Charles

the Dean's last at Augustana
College, Rock Island, Ill.
point average.

Parkview

front

April 7 was it red letter day
for site young ladies.of Forest

airs.

nications.

daughter of

Long,
g, president of the
Mottnt Prospect group, x1439-

packed evening will be a gond

MP Woman's Club awards scholarships

and

society for women in commu-

Deane, 22 S. Louis St., Mount
Prospect, has been named to

Rforaton, call Mrs. Donald

perience memory. TM
dation promises this ran

.07

Mr.

Deanne,

who have a

dress, with no square dmtec ex-

:Phone: 253-5971

:ffi'r6,'Irf. 'Uokirno'1s0. dean al

new bylaw conunittee wan ap-

Diamond Jubilee next
any further club
month.

lane

IN

p.ns. until 1 a.m Lyle sinker
'will be the caller.
The molt calls for casual

ben '

Robert Novy, chairman of
the caucus nominating committee for 196940. said that a

the

fund drive. About 12,000 men
and women, all volunteers,
will be selling the star tags on
street corners in Chimgo and

eau Show Bay in Monica

ROBERT O. STENSLAND AND

of

h

child

welfare of needy children,

ot

en, °albs, which celebrates

who wohw

thiy lunhan

of Arlington

Theta Si, Phi profesional

On dean's list

Illinois Federation of Worn -

slaw

Ruth

Miss Johnson is s senior in
journalism at the Univerilly of
Missouri. Shc Is member of

\Ian's

Hugh., both Mount

Wed. 0:25

Thu, 6:40,10:00

DAV PUBLICATIONS, INC.

fash,

engagement of his daughter.

Slat.
Carol Lynn, to Barry Mael
Rosh. son of Mr. and
Heights.

tickers.
The
Club is associated with the

attuned to the signs of dawdl-

. volunteer workers Mrs. R.
Firili and Mrs. Charles

ton Heights, is announcing the

William

lact Mrs. Brekke at CL 3-I235.
or Mrs. Adios ut 255-5373 for

Mn. R. H. Adams, arho arc in
charge of the affair. Ethel
Burge will present "A FashiOn

pat's Mayor Robert Teiehert,
pect's

Marvin F. Johnson. Arling-

an advanced degree at the Uni-

No wedding date has been

Club. A delicious luncheon

day 'SO' Or, gets ...P..'

PloMes.

mohev's worth

Carol Lyno Johnson

Carthage College in Keels..
Wis.. and is now studying for

vanity of Florida in Gain.
milk. Fla.

make sure vou get your

,The Mount Prospect Woman% Club announces that its
Spring Luncheon will be held
May 5 at the Itasca Courttry

'yZEF,EFTEIF

INNS AND THINGS with place

Nursing in Chicago.
Appleby is a graduate of

have your fortune told
meaglimpse of the future

to Mrs William Brekke and

0.22306 on Me 23rd day of March

Karen is a graduate of Michael Reese Hospital School of

Zodiac fashions
at club luncheon

is "self taught.'

A

Prospect.

distorted in the glass

will be.oing, according

air. Many is the dime I have
gotten off a plane at O'Hare
and driven 60 miles or more

serve as an alternate.

Stull, with Krinsky

the smell of Reese and pop
corn min gle
in the air
hear the voices saying makittg
but it doesn't matter here

Notice 1

LOST SUMMOR

Appleby of Mount Prose.

not {ening anywhere
but' doesn't matter here
laugh with all the othen
laugh at your reflection

signs

Chicago but generally feels she

Botry11,,euts,.Fr y

son of Mr. and at rte. Harold G.
-

round

rile Art Institute of

IMMO it hereby

to Douglas Edward Appleby.

!eke a ride on a merry -go-

will be served and the program

GRIFFITH
INSURANCE

lely m members. McKay is to

lected is

log"

attended

their daughter. Karen Frances.

or the men who swallows

and
signs

Thur. B:30 only

scribed as being as bad in the
Chicago area as in any other
city of its size in the U.S.
"Even in the 13th District
you seldom have clean air, It
has offended me for years the
way our cities are polluting the

and board attorney Henry Val -

se-

14, 1970

Heightsannounce

but it doesn't matter here
see the tattooed lady

by janis calek

ONE OF HER works which
was in the last Scholastic An
Exhibit at Randhurst received
'certificate of merit, a blue
ribbon and a gold medal
aWard. The drawing we then
sent to. New York for the Ow
tional exhibit.
Jan has studied art at '
Wheeling. for four years and

Mr. and airs. William J.
Hughes of Chicago
the engagement of

sometimes you Ilse got to

lose

colored lights and painted

sad

legislation

al by Krinsky, with Wallace

FOR CUSTODIANS' no

I

take a chew and win

lights

planned.

Karen Hughes
is engaged

Prim

and painted signs" present.
the atmosphere of its titk, but
emit you feel them is more?
colored

Mary Francis Sullivan

ticket to what?

youthful en-

They 'ta gged' the Mayor

A

Wed. 640, 10:00

stre.ed the imrtance
of electing a amensaof
Reli
Congress this fall as

the

of Wheeling High School. He
is Majoring in marketing and is
affiliated with Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
A' late summer wedding is

M happiness?

Hal (Man "colored lights

-

ennies.

teachers salaries will be head -

ter is to serve as an alternate.

meet until October.

to get pennies

r

Peter Fonda
111k Nicholson

-

changes at Wednesday's meet ing.

utdalt, WednetdaY it mill nm

pennies.

Mrs. Brooks is considering
asking the Girl Scouts to

'rue d ty.

aaaaspalLytia ,,,,, 0000000000allagailaa

mamdV.

The negotiating team for

iodations the chairman

more than
per mat.
a. m
proximately 220 elegatesor
The general caucus holds
four major meetings a yea,

Ti0'87878.7secLAaattltir.

easy aides

with bath the teachers' raga"`

he caucus
mks, and they are expected to
make several recommended

He said that for any bylaw

THURSDAY

Legal ,

is ws-
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Dolores I laugh.Wonians Editor

feel

lune. F00101 is a 1966 graduate

you can alwaysgo b.ok up
buy a ticket

guniasin of Jan one must
sample some of her writings

ness Of art."

THRU

Electronics Corp. as prod,-

Ti

her

scribe as "an overall aware-

Janis Isalek

HOW

Ronald Pankow. 1722 Robbie Ln., Mount Prospect. has
taken a postilion at Beltone

had

ation in June hopes to enter
Beloit College to continue her
Radice which she Eh,

A

Joins firm

has

Thh year she is art editor of
the yearbook and upon gradu-

hE'es

k excelknce.

to be in existence.
three -fourths of the

supplement.

14 6. 115 45

freshman

fore us," including Inc fight
on pollution which she de-

ace, members.

B

a

Janis

Whileavater.

Wis., and will be graduated in

but it do.n't matter here

Prospect Paint and Wallpaper
store on Main Street.

drawings in the ''Cat's Tale,"
Wheeling's annual literary

tin role in the "great tusks be-

appointments as follows: Pol.
icy, Bruce Wallace, hairman.

members,

zrs ril

lion

is

majoring in physical education. She was recently nanled
to thc Honor Roll for ace dem-

Congress:' she said.
Mrs. Brooks told women
that they must take a more IC -

man, and Krinsky and Wall-

rcprmicatative,

Nordli, a graduate of Prospect

High School,

School.

1440
6.9t

tiOrl control suporvitor.

needs most n a Reneges

District 23 School Board

bars were sworn in.

cent.

!

e nded on making

the subject ,vas:

veiled

board or education a

her organiraion. She re-

in

Mrs. Harvey A. Scribner of
Winnetka, president of . the
women's group. urged a.hers to attend the 510.. anii

the

5

o,

Both the bands t0 hs Ind her
No

Universityat

high above the sky
of Course you come
down to earth
back,

ughter of Mr.
Jan is the
and Mrs. Eugene Calck. Her
father works at the Mount

A senior at Wheel, High

happened. Police said the man
was gone when they arrived.

cot

hIrs Carl Foder
1101 Greenwood Dr Mount

Mr and

you CM sec the peoples
'drama

introductions clothe book.

sists of an interweaving of spiritual and physical ideas of the
young student artist's mind.

window. Mrs. Walker told police she had no idea why this

dli, 317 S. We -Go. has pledged
CM
mega Soron y.

them"it. There arc 72 persons

spring
luncheon of the 13th Congressional
District Republican
Women's
Club.
lairect,
before

will some -

The

tor of the U.S. Mint in March.
1969, by President Nixon.

fines they both

So you don't forget Good

woman from
B r." `88, aPPointcd direc-

plimce, it w. decided that a

Ar I Ina. on, Prospect, Elk

1

nominated.

CommitteeIllinois. Mrs.

UM week Sea Percy voted

earlier ques-

the

tionnaries and the proposed
discomection program were
put a a voluntary project.

School
Menus

-

Mrs.

Mary Brooks, director of the
U.S. Mint.
Speaking at Arlington Pirk

eventually

Medea

mer

she works on ,intings in various media. Her work tends to
surrealism. Tim quality con-

mare lost night in her bedroom
when she heard a crash, turned
around, and saw a man's arm
sticking through the shattered

Karen Nonni, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Nor-

C. Wayland Brooks. and the-

I

-

Because

offe

by

was

are Republicans.

COMMISSION MEMBER will lake over their positims.
Jam. Atkinson told the com- 'They are president. Robert
mission that Village Manager Iverson. 14 N. School, viceVirgil Barnett said that the president and publicity chairpublic works department does man, Robert Gallat, 403 N.
not have the manpower to fit Russel, and secretary..
this type of work into its sched- e, Mrs. David Hanna, 201 W.
ule,
Hiawatha. all of Mount Pros -

In February, 1969, notice

Hamburger,Thies. green sal-

Monday

Hemights

National

Republican

1968

Convention at which Nixon

chael Dunne, seniors, Michael

elected officers for 197041

work themselves.

schools in District 23:

Pooh evidence that Sen.
Charles Percy is in the Nixon
administration's
doghouse
w
offered in Arlington

Richard Nixon al the

Barrett, Craig Sjogren ande

At the meeting he newly

dents did not wish to do the

MacArthor and Ann Sullivan

port

Dist. 57 caucus to review
election at final meeting

ois followed, the Village
Board will approve an ordinance that would provide for

slice.

SEN. PERCY did not sup-

by Mrs. John H. Everly of

The canvass of Saturday's
election results confir nu! the
nogicigt i,,,,, go,,,,, with
'J
don Id McKay receiving 354
votes, Mrs. Harvey (Lori) Sao
that the withdrawal of the ner, 350 votes, and Mrs. Richstormwatcr from even some
1,000 rooftops would considerably lessen the chances for
Banding, when this water was
not allowed to surcharge the
sanitary sewers into which it
eventually flowed.
The District 57 General
Of the less than 400 post- Caucus will hold their final
cards returned, 120 persons meeting for the 1969-70 year,
asked that the village make the April IS at Busse School, 101

the Mount Prospect Drainage
and Clean Streams Commis -

apple

By Richard Crete

Janis Calek is an artist creating In many spectrums.
In the art studio in her home

Plaines, had

Des

tOlvsnneth Carl Foster ant of

flying through the air
on Deis wheel

In addition to the drawing
facet of her artistic nature Jen
is doing the copy writing for
the yearbook. "Lair." She is
siting the free verse accompanying each of the pictorial

By Dolores Hough

Mrs. Imelda Walker of 1963
Spruce,

freshman majoring in badness
administration.

of U.S. Mint rap Percy

scenes at Hersey are: Richard

freshmen.
Encouraging and Misting
them rs Burt Gary. science
teacher.

ant

GOP- women hear director zi,v,tasstrt°

Her concluding remark on

The six stud,ts behind the

dents have pledged sororities
COlver-Stockton College in
Canton, NI°.

en

noun,. the coange.cnt of
dun daughter Slaty Francis

Hence aMnd Moon.. GMs

Frightening

Dogwood Tr., has
pledged Alpha Xi Deltasorork

tionery.

'"'hiP "'""

budget and tax levy foe 1970.

,

and visits
ranjunior
10
ores
high schools are other activities planned.

Prospect Heights School Disfor thetrier
23, meeting last'night for
1970-7 / year.
The Barrington Township the first time since last week's
k, ,eheol hoard elections, elected
ta"'" Hectic' 'a l'C I'M '- I, riven Lace s
' president
he Ohrricgtoe vine" Ha at oilier Chetwo LeryToLrd mete

elected, Supervisor Kolerus
will. present the proposed

and butler. milk.
Amilable deserts:

tilma.
North -

from

completion, said Coop.,

ve of Kenosha Wm

P

17th and should be completed
by April 27th. he said.
The Lions Park Pool project
ts 0011 scheduled for a Sept.

1101

b p.m.,

dian Therms will aim give a

.

contest,

Coop, said that the roof Is
for delivery on
April 15th and completion on
the lath. Delivery of the win.
dow wall is expected on April

June I for that pool project.

Patricia Buck, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. F. James Buck,

Mrs Brooks address the annual spring Innicheon of the 13th District Republican Women's Club.

71.

WHEELING TOWN-

(One

trick Mrs. Mary Brooks, director of the U. S. Mink and Mm. Mary McDonald (right) Cook
County Republican chairmen of women's activities, . they visited Monday at Arlington Park.

Seifert and John Heidemann.

Town meetings

Palatine

Ion garbage.
A poster
video tapes

vanted typing class will be'
A as.. stores,
one,meldinmeldingw aiting eagerly all next Week
tin.. chain
Imo
to take your dictation to any
come, Me smderio en..
polluters, legislators, add manufacturers of polluting prodTOMORROW Sex Hersey
ucts. The cost for each letter is
students will ask their faculty a dime for postage and sta-

To make it e.ier for red -

The

will dredge the marry waters

ho raid

added that the Park District's
completion date was set at

Two Mount Prospect resiMrs. Marguerite Stitt Church (left), fanner congresswomen from the 13111 Congressional DIE

Lake where the young people

THE HERSEY HigIcad-

phates.

sue t.

town meeting.
To help everyone

s,

cause they are
Boys Scouts and Cub Scouts
will join the students next
on field trips to the
Des Plaines River aped Willow

ed

Join sororities

April 23.

use. The studen. want the
items not f, mo,y, but be -

scheduled

Cooper said that the con

lawyer, 'Wednesday,

nevsPaPcrs will he e1dloolcu
throughout
neighborhoods
and sold to companies for re -

week behind schedule but the
vments to N. able to
make up rho lost time

tractor ha set a May 15th
completion date and with :a
week's delay that would be
moved up to May 22d. He

20, Joseph Prince, district enbarely, Tuesday, April 21/ and
Joseph Karagans, cacao..

ALUMINUM CANS and

by the truck strike ar,
conoruction of the roof of the
enclosure and a window wall

at

tion, will talk Monday, April

of "recipes for environmental
action" petition sheets, a

Kopp Park
Pool in
InMount Prospect to

Park Board last night that the

nasium.

That's the day Americans
declare war on clutter, trash,
fumes, junk, litter, waste,
Scum, and all' those horrible
things that make the good

reading list, and names and or-

or Tom Coop, told the

Two major portion, of the
prowel that Could be delay

Mrs. Alfred Geils, president
of the guild, may be called for

further information at

ra.

Mrs

253-

28 S. BUNTON COURT
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 3-1766

44 W. PALATINE ROAD
PALATINE
FL 13-7350

dna area

ov

One clay at a time
One woman nos

The

modem no children to pyre

It UKts Its the best educe..
,s
Besides they reads
morals and that s tmportant
Her neighbor lust as eon

earned,

answers,

never

--I d

school. They had one same.
ter That's enough. The Meehan were poorly traine com-

,

Another

neighbor

The bank ace.
Gene Sehlickmon, a local
legislator, agreed to chair a

Collate, with it few Luther-

would issue a report t help
legislators decide theistic. its

an, want them:de to give them
money to make it possible to

inkcore

Such

a

to hottest committee chair-

her thoughts. "Neither of you
hew: anything to argue abouc
II the state of Illinois doesnt
duee to give money to poroehial schools. they'll soon all
be dosed. Then there emit be
teething to argue about. Even kid will go to public

Catholics duel torte with
Protestant
dm) agree with other annuitants. School administrator.
both public and private. have
divided opinions. Teachers
other Catholics.

run their schools? Or do the
majority of entraps still went
their tat money spent only for

Inanship in the state.

Not too many years ago,

discuss it over the lunch table.

Na um knows how it will

public schools?

such discusaions
over whelrningly onwsided.
The iasue of separation of
church and
was ao ingrained that no one senously

sehoola."

Then surd hack.

Do enough. people, mostly

comittee

schools.

Newspaper writem me hap.
py, though.

That% the issue.

Thee what the haute is all

It will keep the front pap

about.

filled for a long lime to come.

If you went to tract the

DOCTOR SAYS

Day light

Blinnd donations vital
W. G. BRANOSTADT,M.O.

The ,sympathetie ear
Hospitals

By Beim Batchelder

(1,`,0vYkr

Nancy stilnisfor the first
time in n week. Rinsing coffee
cup. she hummed
tune, accompanied by the steady beat
of the overloaded washing machine and the screams of Chns
then at play.
If you asked her Me reason

"If the crime rate keeps gain' the way it is, pretty soon
everybody will be parkin' a gun again"

for her sudden goad spirits.
shed reply, "I don't know.
Had coffee witli Joanne thh

pubticatton5

ap

morning. Somehow
much better now."

She still has to keep the car in
running order, pay the bills
and drag out the refuse consort
Tuesday night. All this plus the

ntarshall Field III
Tuesday, April 14, 1910

John E.Sinnton Edinownt/Publidier

care of Me house and three
little cherubs who are nirely
&Meted with television%
Garfield Goose- for more
then fifteen minutes.

R.E. Hutchinson. I Wasltresiihsti

William J. Kiedaisch. alunricinc Edam.

R. N. Paste., or filwion IM velar

C. F.Nau. el dr ertininv

.ITS A SEIVATION tat

beep. all

Me timed. says

Day by Day

ey hos had a chance to wawa

the facets of her inrs and is
with her difficult situation."

calE for area groups to sign up

for the VFW Memorial Day
parade. The parade will march

through town May. 30. The

tete this

win be "Pray-

. for Pence."
So far marching unity horn
the Army. Navy, Marines and
Air Force as well as threthigh
school bands and units from
several local organizations are
reedy to roll. The sign -in deadline is tomorrow. Seed or

bring entry inforniation to Ed
et his home al 1221 S.. Pi not. Ed
mys he is surprised Mar he

called Big John. Big John is located at 1612 Rand Rd. jut
aemss from Thomas St. In Arlington Heights, Manager Lor-

ry Granucci takes the four
kinds of sandwiches mrved
soul like mighty ived eating.
There's a yummy -original
Big John.- a cold or hot roast

hoof and a suer thus is a perfect presentation of the popular "poor boy" sandwiches. A
small loaf of bread is filled

with several kinds of meats.
chei-we. onions and mouthwatering spices. Take your skin,
Pay wife over there and fatten
her up.

hasn't even heard a -mdow".
DM of dm mighty Lions who

TIIE IDEAS OF APRIL
April I is COMM, up busy

usually roar along the route.

indeed. First of all it is the final

He also said that any groups

-that do ens enter now will either be placed at the end of the

parade or they'll be left midiing at the curb. The parade is
to honor the memory of 'fallen comrades who gave their

lives so that we could ham
.

THE SAME VFW will give
partly for wounded wry. men t Downey Hospital in
Great Lakes Friday and they

are asking for donations of
books.

puzzles and 33 'A
nom. phonograph records.
The chairman is Joe A nzalonc.

.Han -

day to try to wrangle a few
Mucks back from Uncle Sam
and there's not much lima for
figuring high finances.
Then

on

April

15.

simational human need,.
Other coaniples of nomad.
situational needs might in -

The party will be given by
the post and the Post Ladies
Auxiliary. Auxiliary president
is Joyce Anaalone. and post

REPAIRS

No Job
Too aIG or small

Look hard. you'll find something that one of -these boys
back from Vietnam can use.

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

Actually all they really need H
someone to notice them. They
do feel forgotten.

945 N. Walt Rd.

THANK YOU

-

some forms of anemia. in saw
ing the lives of some accident
blood
victims and in
lost during operations.
More than 300010 units of
blood are shipped to Vietnam
annually,

.An important .dirovinkm
program like this is consistent followsup superviion..
Mid Smith. -But." hoesodds
to

Thine eyes feed love, for them he standeth pining;

quick
freeze, have greatly inerenswl
the shelf lift of stored blood:
21 and
If you are
n6 and in good heatth. making
notably

the

1111fr-r-re'

this laudable cause. Some may

A -The muse of this disease

away because of fear but any

b Unknown. Most victims arc

healthy person can spare a pint

women who arc over 45 or

Honor and youth attend to do their duty To thee,
their only sovereign, Beauty. Beauty, arise, whilst

we, thy servants, sing to to Hymen, wedlock's
jocund king.
lo to Hymen, to, lo, sing,
Of wedlock, love, and youth is Hymen king.

Thomas Dekker
(1570- 1632)

their ovaries re moved. They complain of dry ness of the mouth and ayes and
pain in the joints.
blethyleellulOse
in
eye
have

had

dr, and a throat way An:

cannot he used.)
Blood donations are now di.
aided pre to component ports

helpful in "relieving' the OS,
nem. The arthritis ht transit] in

Ind staled. thus bringing help

arthritis.

the aim way na rheumemid

Hideaword
TRULAIC
Make as many four fetter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the wad
mainsail sevenof these letters.

n., to traditional belief

The success of these programs has prodded Smith to
consider a /raining program of
community residents to help

Beauty, arise, show forth thy glorious shining!

NEW 1'ROCESS1NGtmh.
niggles,

regular Motu] donations Is a
way you can help mankind at
no cost old who knowa-uene
day you might need a name
ALTHOUGH MORE than fusion yourelf.
0 -.What is the muse of Mb
100 million persons in this
hulle2 disease? What are the
country could be used as blood
donors, only about 0 million symptoms? whirl is the hest
are currently volunteering in treatment?

to hang a Minsk under his

organizers.

14 good. IS excellent

that only the supertmineJ can

work with human problems,
now bend temm in-

U we is

Answer -on Comic Page

volving others:.

Cme No 6O.70sA
PHONDINANCEAMENCING1HE TEXT OF THE LON.
ORINNANCEOSMIF CITY or DES PLANIMIDENOIS

PHILIP

CRANE
Many thanks indeed to May

Congre,man Phil Crane for
ms of a boy who was wounded

in Vietnam. Getting information here about something that
I append there svgs almost inw
ossible until
Congressman
Crane was contacted. He came
through.

Mg. am.. via

litle lerA. swateaa
al pinky, unseal.° p.m, Aron
accent noted

m,1970.

he °bawl at
may
hy Opecifies...
w Nat 3500 We. then.
noKighhentowt,

ma.*

.

dm brans; Masa, of IWO, emended, hymen., subparagraph NM/

os Sem. 7G

alSeellon 4D.61here. having to down Ilde Ye,. Sho.C.4Ceseral Do.,

ond entitled FENCE PECULATION% end mandslihin

Ilistelsu

as,
m nc...! ,,i Ann.. ...Ewa

aann.a..,

Ds mornmendellen in

the mearnmendelims of Me ie..
s Alin she has, inter, of she Cily

al Des Plaines and of public h

.G.E7,,

7.7iag hord al gptieols hos filed

resemamodedien

er creeeare sae -Pennant

'

THERE... BE

residential district, in which cose .e side yowl on !he ads
'orlon
said residentiol properly shall not he less...else,

height, a.

0 feet in

*Man

of Sive feet...N.61mo( side yard for each additional

THEATRE

Ina

land xhall install a solid fence of not lets than

male woe won! is) feet In height at,

feel

'5.95

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

THEATRE

ONLY

by Neil Sin.

$3.00

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

SestionN-EmY Ono. firm or corporation who violates, disobeys. mg..,
hplr

Section...this ordinance .all he Mull lorce an
its possage,approvol and publication °morass....
PASSEDMis

a* from nodal.

micas or refuses 10 COMMS

provisions of this cernmehen,veamendment shall be fined not 1, Mon

nn

SR3.0

nor more.. 1.10.00 fur ea. offense. Each dny Mot o viola, is

perrnilied lo exist alter noiificotion thereof Acillicons.ute
a seporateelleme.
SECTION Si Shot this ordinance shell be in full ler. and stliet mai ,d

AY. I/

-

111AVIg

537-6020

Ada, Oa bloakan

the bride-to-be, and for those who will be sharing in your weeks of
preparation. With careful planning every detail of your wedding can
become a cherished memory and a stepping -stone to a new beginning.
Edited by Frances Altman

NAYS 0

--

ABSOII10

1.1.11.1.111.1

m" MAIM

AlAV011

Wheeling, Ill.

tine al the

APPROVED this 7th cloy afsepeit
VOTEL

for

AVM

when she selects her, wedding gowns. And the gowns of her attendants
too will carry through in a romantic moonlight -and -roses theme. Our bridal guide this spring has been designed especially for you,

six 16, lea tee

'IZIVWit°47,74=t'sr'"""din"*.'

doval441570.-

APPROVED,. 7. day al AultIMES

Today's bride, though certainly modern, tends to forgo the fads

Im.

"sor'ist''r7this comprehensive amendment shall fieednolles,MSMO
'or more Mon S2D0.00 las each offense. Each day Mot a ideation is magi*
thereof shall constitute n separate of (emu-

actuality the happy wedding day is really just the beginning of, dreams
and plans.

ttat=r7O.n" e".

for buildings more thcin form f eet in height.

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

Oyu,

lherels hereby misled tosaid Section the olloWing.
10.1. Whenever land located in any of the coommelal or
industrial districts ob. lond located in onx ol the weameel

la/ No side yard is required unless the adjoining oropeny IsM

gs of not more than

ORDAINED 6,4 lgly Coonca of gin

aert.h.n'rt Wa7s.'Z''S''Veltn,
ned es hoe.

SIDE TAROS

OttlIER

A wedding in the offing means many things ,to many "people.
Long-time dreams and plans are about to become a reality and in

afar, welfare and morels Nsm she said

NOW, hlEpEFOAC. BE IS ORDAINED he She Or Connell of rho Car or Des

00

ace

WHERE/nab. GiG Council hos xevievied the nmaramensInslens of she Emile
Hord of Appeols ond hos determined is Gig. Thg Wm !Wares -ma lhe
hOW,

,.....1-1

ill=t0F1"st):17,07:51?SlITAIVSINVIIr

Mend of Appeals has held a public hewing nn a Emmen ite amend She meal

Be,. Appeals on

Tuesday,..114,1,70

-

WHIM% pursuant ra et. nvivi. el the Ciiy of R. Picines. Me Lorin

VINEREAS.e Cit

nIM
DAY PIJELICATIONS, INC.

SAT.& SUN. MATINEE
For Children

-

of Meld., used. This blood is
necessary in the treatment of

ho

-

0 REMODELING

commander is Mel &Md.
Look around your house.

and the American Association
of Blood Banks collect and
process more than 90 per cent

BRIDAL SONG

gone an operation often surely
'teals only the blood plasma.

Notice

PLUMBING PRO4..,

Ai

The American Red Cross

ca. saying "Problems Want -

hospitals.

CALL OUR

Experts
in

needs only ti small part oho.tihentophilic fraction, and the
patient who hies just under.

they do, some much -needed
operations nun be postponed.

fessional, in
in the
the field ur human
needs. The training would not
give the
worker -a right

at anm shopping centers. The
NSCP was formed ill December of 1969.

ow. The Northwest Suburban
Peace Coalition will lease as a

give.

Smith urdSses that the Beni-

ly worker would always work
under
of pro-

aid there are 100 1105100 on the
local mailing lisi There will
nuns he son, leaflets passed out

THERE WILL also be another moratorium day ton.,

pick up anything you'd care to

BIG JOHN

the

League of Women Voters will
man circulating their petition
to get one million signatures
asking the federal government
Mallow the District or Colon,
bht to elect a representall, to
Congress. They refer to D. C.
as 'The lost colony."

233-3588. One of them will

'

who want to prawn the 'Near
in Vietmny
There will be a rally et the
Civic Center. a march down
Stale Street. a rally in from of
the Federsl Building. and a
picket line in front or the Internal Revenue Department. Or

is warm message to the per-

i513-5329. or you can call Ed
Doyle. 437.2864, Bruce
253 -6641 or Bob Hanlon.

FORMAL OPENING OF

ihoy would !a: joined by Whoa

handle nom..

chapter of Weight Watchers,

ABOUT 20 COLLEGES,

programs as consultants and

blood cells: the hemophiliac

nes often occur and. when

tal health and family counsel- through apNhy. (rerfOns who
ing facilities, -Over 50" clubs are anemic or who have had
anemen, if need be, a local malaria, syphilis or .hepatilis

young students. So were du
patients and their familia.

to more lb an One redolent.

transfusions every year. Short-

such as Alcoholics Anony- of blood every six weeks withmous, Parents Without Pen out any ill effects.
Others may stay away
day-care cnters,

with IM capahilitim of the

in an effort to meet Me literals -

shortage of professional

individuals and organizations

toward facing reality."
At Arizona State Htopitul a
group of university soph-

me' of community neigh bom
ing

Would act as a liaikon between

disturbed patient ofteh turns to
a hospital aide as a Roil contact

clinics. rehabilitation centers md in community

worker

when a problem required preFR
leutional intervention_

'Psychologists know,' said
Snibb. "Mat even nseriously

Graduates arc employed in

or the "sympathetic

THE EMELT

.uld be taught to recognise

deal suggestions to plan their
future.

tbn are recognizing the UK fatness

-blainlyi. said Smith. -the

chintristd but they need sympathy, encohragement and'praw

social agenda across the nee

psychologist. social.

training will develop the good
enrkh to
Wetting
sensitivity of the 'sympathetic

Betty. Bert and Ted ore nat.
oud people with nomad prob.
lend. They don't need a pay-

such as Purdue University. am
'beginning to develop two-year
degree programs to train
-mcnml heath technicians.'

By Catherine O'Donnell
Today Is the firm day of
business fora new drive-in

DOWN the black is Ted. M,

an arrive teen with a fancy

mantlb and, with close supervision. went to work with mental patients. The hospital administration was impressed

less alone. more able to cope

Ed Doyle of the Arlington
Heights Veterans of Foreign
Wars is sending out 75 tau

bush.

Smith, director of Community
.Serices in Elk Grove Village.

lent her ,'sympathetic car' of
warmth, support and understanding," Smith said. 'Ban -

group from the Arlington depot on the 10:53 unt. train to
join other war protestors in
Chicago, Richard Mates
Mount Prospect said they will
try to stay together as
unit
h. thee are rm form.] IY
nimd. NI:nein said he hoped

favorite .e

a

by

Worker, youth worker, home
visit, referral agent end farm
ily consultant?"
Smith hopes to answer this
question by culling inn local
community residents who are
concerned, worm and Amu:
individuals willing to become
involved with Immo beings

feeling like aia ...bad000d

omores were trained for six

'`Her neighbor, Joanne. he's

Last chance to parade

bination

widower. rant and lonely.
'prima from

might

question

Smhh is. "Con we prepare a
'family worker' who is a com-

AND THEN there's But, a

E.

Thomas

paycbologist

The

United

the

in

A gemon with anemiu. for
Sta. now use more than hi
million pints of blood for example. heeds tonly the red

community mnidonn.

elude Betty. A young divorcee
with small children, Boy
docen't know where to Mm for
help in sweeping ,,p the pieces
of her life lhat is shut teral and
foreboding as a broken mirror.

paid -up car, hut no one to talk

Nothing has changed For
Nancy, Bob, Mr husband. still
lies ill in Community Hospital.

..1 hod Mr original dranni Wows fialoysly
dr paper's firadoni nod fnudlsrmol iniegray."
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Predict a perfect wedding
with proper planning

Tuesday April 14 1970

Wedding gowns still reflect tradition
By Marobn Shum in

notion, this season

ms has

with ths regular 14 tostlinc

Homy o. the hod.. the sun

china on
and lucky the
bride aloe m,nhm down the
aisle wearing the lovely. roTmark styles of 1970!
The old-fashioned. Victorian look is -in." and quite
frankly flattering to most
biides. Covered up to a modest

&Ire.

it

ANOITILR
found

seller in bridal salons this early
spring. both for the bride's
gown and for the gowns of her
attendants.
411tere's a nostalgic look to
the gowns,- Pauline Payne,

bridal consultant rot Carson.
Phk Scott at RandhurSt. told
A`They are more feminine
and salt Man ever before. The
bishop sleeve is very popular.
along With the Empire waist --

Ills

tog popular n tau

Tilde girl" look --. with palfed sleeves and high waistlina
often trimmed in lace headed

with ribbon. Both looks are
similar in their lavish Use of
lace.

Moores the very

sNnd-up colhigh neck w
lar. long, lull sleeves and a
flowing sLin. In addilion lourganm. a perennial summertime favorite, voile a best-

LOOK

Lynn Hugh.. bridal consultant for The Bridal Terrace,
712 E. Northwest Hwy.: Mile,
Ike, confirms the return to 1110
Victorian look. "Even the
sleeveless bridal gowns are
quite Victorian.' she said,

"and this year we're seeing
more of the heavy cotton Venisc

Roe

end

Schiffli

em-

broidery (soft satin stitch) in
bodices and on tr obis." The
re -embroidered
traditional
Alencon eminent grange Dees
arc Mill great favorites. she
id.

She found they are having a
few mare requests for the nag,

waktlinc or ens onl
dmhtly raised then Ian )0111.
Some 01 the dresset are nal
gusts classic she mod We
also have oquests for a 0101
noon of the covered -up look,
where a ktrapless bodice has
sheer illusion fabric Centering
both shoulders and arms."

Simple columnar dawns con
be ordered moth humpat

rut

drops this year are billowy and

AS. MIGHT BE expected.

charming. T. high Victorian
collars often covered in lace:
sometimes modified legob

trains arc a part of the old-

(remember
Milton
grail -grandmother's tintype?)
and a lime -covered. long
sleeves

eh up and down the front,

-

4

sphere

sus-

planning Pm her
dress? Brides' magagines advise six months in advance.

and the bridal consultants we
talked to agreed that the bride

the bridesmaids may doom

very top of the Iged Comthe

baskets

costume. The clinmle and location d the honeymoon will
determine many of the bride's

eddings.

mer

selections.

The advent of the hairpieee.

What of the olda. or the

bride, or one who may prefer
not to look Victorian.
I saw o lovely simple dress,

"WE RECOMMEND that

dresses for the girls who are
planning their weddings with

shops can order moo of the

sleeveless, with a lacc-embroipined large Bertha eollm capping the shoulders and form -

bridesmaids' dresses in while,

as well . colors-- so that the

murder her

LvAst4re

I. Wedding party fashions.
When you are planning your

All bridal shops carry a file
ly extensive supply of sample

and wide Muds of Vealse lace.

Rescue bride's moth
with her own guide

fit. noisy girls, and weddings
can Will be planned with as
little o one to four weeks notice and still turn out perfect:
Bridal salons are usually open
days and evenings. by appoint rent
But if you'd like w order
yam -dress made up for you. re -

So rare going to be 0110

mother of the bride! Take .11
member to allow eight to 12 miflute out of your breathless
weeks for delivery. ,Due to the schedule to consider the tasks
torment industry, traditional other mothers Nom underplan of working at least a sew taken in fulfilling their t
son ahead. song bridal and honored roN.
bridesmaids' dresses for spring
Arloom Mc Mosquito. Irr-

What month to

0r WON -rated in

marry.9
the myriad df details that make

up wedding and hold it shorn
ly after school is out.

traditional June theschool holidays, as somany

young people of marriageable
Today, in some bridal's, age are now in college.

bride.?
c

elaborate

during the Christmas holidays.

about lhe
-

lour. June has been smarted.
by August as the most popular
month for wed0ifigs.2000 sdll
Logesfl

to -be. after she is home fin
school for the summer. to get

planning formal weddings is

to work on her wedding plans.
With June and luly to work on
plena and perhaps mondwicking in a MIL she can work

1,1e, isocczo,(1011wIlooit

y

11a. di,rae,,t0ica 1 porit,g;.ste

ahan

ha or

July. September, Inc

It is far easier for the bride-

reason for August's
popularity among couples

lhe

bride and groom 09101 work

or go m schoal.:mil often em
.1 1"1,700.0.;;;:.':`,*,,;°".:,I,°.°;',.'L`ii u school o .of -town, it
dings break out around namely difficult for the bride

Thanksgiving time. as well as and her mother to attend to all

sent them

M

red basket to the

bride, house. which served as

daughter
wants most. Because the wed know

what

things out form August mg-.
ding end honeymoon heron:
ne: newlyweds arc due hack to
school in the fall,

perform. from the time the en-

anaemia is announced to the
great day itself thot it's andermendable if she faces her task
with a certain amount of awldation. For without advance
the wedding day
may he too memorahle, and all
for the wrong reason)
But take
I. A handy, informative 16-pagc booklet N
now available to assist you.
planning,

your

The -Wedding Guide for the
Mother of the Bride" plots Inc

course you'll he taking. on
monthly and weekly basis. To
help you avoid pitfalls, there's
nvomage section ritkd

''Your

Time

Schedule,"

which ember you to organize
the important details of your

d au chic'', wedding. The

guide's section on .Helpful
Services" also
where to
mnt everything Boni dishes,
chairs and coffee urns toners
formal attire.
One of the many roles youll
het:seemed to assume isthat of

set as complete as possible. IL
for instance, you proent your
daughter with her place setting
pieces. there are many serving
pieces which eon bc giosn
individual gifts by others. f

The Hallmark Wedding Package

4. Order invitations and on -

early also, Arrange to haft outer and inner

Hollmork Wedding, Wedding Invitation Dome.
50 Hallmark !Monk You Notes, 100 Printed
Invitations, 100 Printed Hallmark Napkins. 50

envelopes delivered to you in
advance se you may address
them at your leisure.
5, Bridal registries Ere hdP
Reigister sterling. china
and crystal patterns with them.
6. The bridal hairdo Deride,
unite hairstyle shot will look
right with your wedding gown

Printed Matchbooks.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $45.00
Custom Select the Items you want
Our prices are the lowest

BEAUTIFUL RENTALS, Umbrellas
Bells - Garlands - Candlesticks - etc.

make the appointment with
your 1mi rdre,er.
IL Mothers have a number
of privileges in planning the
wedding details. Arranging an

attractive display of gifts for

A pert leak for spring bridesmaids is the

reception and ordering
flowers fur the wedding and reception may he among her special prerogatives.

emigre styled gown of linen -100k fabric with yd.
vet or %mite lace trimmings. Baskets filled web
flowers are frequently replacing bouquets. Gowns

the

0.P. end dramatic effects of

a Mime innunme
bridal flower designs. Some examples. they note, include the
"country look.- Here, gowns will halve simple. host: lines ea
meted with tucks of lace or min. wide -brimmed ham for the
bride und her attendants. or floral headdresses complete the
country look.

TIE BRIDE'S bouquet well be a basket now with white
daisies and pink rubrum lilies. Attendants carry bouquets of pink
mbruni lilies. carnations, rows. purple cornflowers anti yellow
deities.

pietured thould be lined with

Ill a bridal tradition as old
as the 'something old, something new maxim. the bridal
fashion mede Cl home with

Mc lining fahan under o of M

rim seamed and hemmed sep(irately and joined only at the

A

fabric M the sane perfectly

I a hi e w a r e selections were

coordinated

on attire and congestions for
the reception line.

For your fie, copy of the
for

the

Mother of the Bride,- addres
your request to Brides. Dey
PuNicatiorm 217 S. Arlington
Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights 601115.

In the blarch-April edition
of -Living with ftlowen"
pubshed by The John Henry
Conte,vailabe free of charm
front kcal florists, there are six
lively showers ideas.
The tides ere 'The Gourmet

G a et hi k Si
Green 'rhombi Everywhere.
Around Me Clock. Survival
Kit and The Trees On Us.

Attendants will carry u

smaller houmel of pale pink rosin and carnations with deeper
pink heather.
Finally, for the 01101 bride, a look to match the times. She may
wear a feminine. white belted tunic and matching pants Rammed

;val., . mom The anlimate

and lining should he cot end
soon together as one fabric for
the bodice.

that there an a few thin

about sewing sheen the home

sewer should know. For instance, when stitching cds
fabrics like orgenta the fabri

the most 1,nislaotory remit
ere experts sow. when twin

CandleglOW (off-white) and Navy

32-36

$30

51"

1.7:triarot:V°

Ow Momenta will

'''"""o'rd` ON DISPLAY AT ttnoniotz

ARLINGTOR7ErZTL
211 -13th /maven Mahal, ed. artinston Homes ce9.1 ISO

RANDHURST
Shop Week -nights

9130 - Sat.

- Sen. 12130 to 4:30

Now $15.00
styling included

Grove Beauty Salon
Grope Shopping Center
Elk Greer Village

Open,nw., Wed. & too. 9.5 Thurs. A Fel. evenings

For appointment: Phone 439-3130

never mokod. Yon
can even loth beilelits ir you
are negligem in notifying the
government of your new also.
or have

us.

possible,

Trousseau

for the
Table

12

. .

SOUTH
EVERGREEN

open Thursday
& Friday Miles

PLAZA

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

255-0212

juft a fecond
SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS

\

IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
!N.

Earthenware
Wooden

Kliongier you, need,
of
Mot
mIlkenon Moak of

Salad Bowls
& Carving Board

eon monis
mmst

Plastic
SILVER

bride is
Hrr

13 E. Campbell
Arlington Heights

PAL NolksimAn., Rsswo
CliS350

mmini nommen weds.

rvwc in mid b..* over our

him Weed, of

Chios by

Lemma Tnalriwon, Pirkord,

Good In

ETC.

Thaqi.k.alt)

rim

Bria,...mhe me kneed to

TABLES & CHAIRS
DISHES
GLASSWARE

MUELLER'S STATIONERY

chino and

chamm

resimerrd In eel
Bridd gralmsirf, alms wiM

Serving Trays
A Salad Bowls

Finterin.
Orrefors, end Sterling by
o r h a m. Intermtionot and
Walker.

mzrazrama,

CL 3-1839
HOURS: Man Thum &Fn. 9 to 9 - Tues., Wed. A Sot 9 to 5

Special/Meek Permanents
Peg. $20.00

working. plm to stop working
Lucky brides -setting up housekeeping 'now, when pans and
kitchenware are more beautiful than ever. New, from Columbian
Enameling Co. is Ile ',this°an set," featuring a onegmurt sauce.
Iran. 84ach tot goo, and Issnamart casserole, decorated in paisley
Petterns kbmwn or avocado.

heers.

Carpet and 1011110, Specialists

Intimate Apparel

our sheor artistry- aregte

4

Choose from our Selection of
Distinctive Wedding Announcements
and Invitations...Also Thank Too Notes

Formal .'attire
for the Honeymoon

up to date whether you are

under the nmchine pressor

SERVICE

Oct Decorators are available to assist in your selections.

WAYNE GRIFFIN
TRAVEL INC.

by having your record brought

must never he. polled throug

potted. Straight stitching gives

lovelier you!

frogs the district social semi,
local post ofity office re,
fie, Your number wilt remain
the sante. but bosh your Miss
and tdrs rim g. will be recorded under the same account.
Later einitusion and many
complications can he avoided

s

foot, but placed only under
slight tension and gently sol -

family and friends who want.to

security regards. It is available

n

these nationally advertised brands...

We honor all

.

Before you are swept off

Mm. Ethel Glaser of Ethelb

Golden Thimble points

For lasting beauty in your new home, see

.

Mations and timely refroh-

we will tromform you with

your feel, pick up the special
Moo needed to change social

aveiluble.

RECEPTION

Flattering V -neckline and
. gathered bodice fora SOK feminine
look. MatChing wide tailored trouser. With zipper baCk.

Your imagination can tick
off the rest of .the favors. in -

be that
bride needs to
re are irony persons haides

he

nowi,

COMPLETE

AMERICAN OF MARTINVILLE, BEDROOM -DINING ROOM
FLEXSTEEL CHAIRS -SOFAS MOHAWa CARPETING
CHOICE ACCESSORIES
SIMMONS BEDDING
STIEHL LAMPS
,COLUMBIA TABLES

YOU!

are placed on their appropriate
hour.

For your very,
Special. Occasion

In all the excitement and
whirl of 'wedding plans, the

ncies and businesses must
age their records and need

color range of

The full skirted bridal look.

pure silk. Yet it's machine washable, unshrinkable, wrinkle -resistant.

Two per hands are cut
from paper or fell. The gifts

TRAVEL PLANS JUST FOR

30sit7:75,42:nr.tV"
OPEN DAILY
PHONE CL 5-7010 50'97"

know her new name. id any

prefereNy the
French type seam only a War
ter inch wide.

TUNIC PAJAMA - meant for much more than sleeping. LuxurinuS new
Sil ken nine fn' fabric Of Plana® nylon looks, feels and drapes like rich,

pastel cloth.

lands carried by her attendants put the final touch on the mod

mom than a Joan shades

es

by VANITY- FAIR,

harems Me focal point on 0
round, table covered with 0

rim a garland of white daisies rather Man the traditimml bouquet.
A burst of bright, multi -colored flown, and Abhors in the gar-

'Seams must be un
obtrusive with as little bul

Let us Get you Started!

'fonts your copy drop Mat a
florist end ask for onee
The -Around the Clock
Shower- Is uniquely differem.

each guest a time of
day and ask that a time corrcsounding gift be brought.
The Edwardian centerpiece
of romantic sweetheart roses

honey- 1
moo nerskl

with appliqued &kick In keeping with this style. the bride mr

wale range of coordi-

store where your daughter,

ware your daughter receives,
Other helpful hints which
you'll find in the wedding
booklet inch,* a lid of linen cial nesponsibilities each family is expected to assume, hints

traditional colonial boumet of white roses and daisies. pink

love ad tender wishes stitched
into its fold.

satins, crepes and lam, every

consultant recommends gills
and keeps track of all table -

Timely shower booklet

For the look of a Victorian wedding, the bride will wear a
on

OPEN Pir.0 P.M, Pal,

from Corson. PhleScon grCanRandharat.

!Rim matching her bouquet.

smaller and streams of pink satin

CL 3-1218
1075. Main 51, Rt. 83, Mt. Prospect

Oldest of traditions

Finnto milk, from peas to

Guide

you would like a portrait of

gown with a high neckline, ruffles and lace. complemmted by a

nated bridal fabrics from or.

made. Here, the bridal gift

so

photographs

wedding bouquets. And, bouquet dmigns themselves will he taking some interesting hum.
FTD Moral experts point to the variety of wedding fashions ns

feel 00.111 about sun-

"Wedding

Wedding

ments. even traditionalists will ask for hints of pastel in their

Bening wedding gifts, you can
to the
simply refer yogi

you

3.

Characterizing the 'Woment, wedding style. gowns will feature yards of lace or Road. murk! and a veil resembling cup
Shakespeare's Juliet might have worn. FTO florists suggest she
cany longolcanned white calla lilies hound with wide pink satin
ribbon. reminiscent of turnonthe-eentury designs, for ihe demtal floral effect. Her attendants carry lon,stenmed pink rubrum

thc

harmto

should he taken well In ad.
wince of the wedding date

Simple. dramatic and colorful k tho Moue fur this mason's

molding preparations. First, gift consultant, for you are the
the moer of the groom baked one relatives and friends will
ohm they want to
cakes and tern
phoeni or dragon cakes

las in

utivIsnhle.

wedding flowers, aud fashion ennem mule that hrides will choose
houquets which will he tiend.sellers in their MI right.
Keynote of the trend is more and more color M wedding flowers. While more nmdern brides willIseleo bolder enter arrange-

the public announcement of ding is the ting for her to aethe engagement. The mother ouim the beautiful things for
of the brick M turn malted her table, such go hoz sterling
diens. for instate, a trihal each with the date of the wed. silver. china and crystal. your
mother was expected td exhibit ding in red sugar, wrapped help an he. invaluable.
certain amount of athletic them in red paper and sealed
YOU AND your husband
them in homer bete, to be
prowess when she ,Ilowed
grOoM in h. pursuit as he car- nem to a list of friends who re- arc. of course. the ones who
er, all pre- speeded with gifts such as.ftir- tradonally give your Minch ded off her daughtde
niter. silver. crockery and ter her sterling silver flatware.
armged. of come
But sterling is me of the nal,
Rescuing the bride am far- bedding.
popular wedding rites
gifts, and the
thest from Me mind of mothers
in ancient China, where both
TODAY'S MOTHER of assistance of other
the groom's and bride, moth - the bride has so many datim to will help make your daughter's

will no longer be ubk to talk The latter are clearly related to

In the day coming when we

r

undsni toil h> ths #05.1
lost lus IS
color of dp.
on Ors with hat Bs tun and In
the hl ock hat of n 110 his

Gift Box Wedding & Party Special

2,and
Bold colors, new shapes
highlight bridal bouquets

Parasoled brldesmelds make plebtreendO wedanda Bum partial and Bee.
tall,Wered dress neepf printed mile. &Melt antiume gown festures bIshap dee

short notice. Since sample
dresses come in sizes S. 10 and
If the y can 00. or be altered 10

dig

re-

stylm.
price range, colors
Bridal consultation. Most

gown and gmron-

Superstition

color scheme.

member to coimilt with your
bridesmaids on a satisfactory

delivery.

bride who ispinnningn chapel
wedding, or a small home oremon, can have lovely dress
without the Train or formality
of a traditional wedding gown,
Bridesmaids' dresses today
are full-length --- 0 departure
from the years when ballerina and summer are no longer
agailable hb earl)! May.
lengths were so popular.
they and the bride's dresses are
Paw being shortened to a Frew
Mad two and one half inches to
three bodies from the floor. so
Thenddi ring is usually
lifigth also more nattering worn and.e third finger
And much more care is being left hand World Book En taken these days to iniurc
eyclumdia notes. because
perfect fit when the gown or- runny people once thought a
in this finger
vein or
rives
TODAY'S BRIDE, often ran directly to the heart.

ing a deep V in the

clude:

wedding

sou, Mall prissnts
Whoo
ons to his pus., Its hews hsr

and going away malt and

A CHECK LIST of other
important details might in-

though the falls may hide slew
pixie cuts underneath!
WHAT OF ruE bride who
wants a full-dress wedding, but

has not allowol enough lime

bride thinks of her
co.

tune With.100ens lesbians. he&ening with the going -away

of
flowers are the floppy -brimmed picture hats, being used
more for ,te spring and sumplementing

should allow eight to 12 weeks
foe it to arrive in the store (and
she may have to allow for more
Man one fitting)

the bride pick her own style of
dress and order it first," Lynn
Hughes said. "Then. either
alone or with her maid of honor. choose half a dozen styles
of bridesmaids' dresses and
bring the girls in later to help
her make a choice. I hadnt realized that bridal

more sophisticated -appearing

or completing mrlous other heating tasks.

a

wedding

pastels. for bridesmaids: 111110
Hughes said.

ita base a, be used Independent of the fondue dish as bookie

--

base to whichthe veil

and particularly the fall, has
been the choice of little Makes made it possible for today's
of flowers to carry -- °Num- bride to have. picture -perfect
b% in church or garden wed - wedding.' with 0 matched
group of lovely bridesntaids,
(Boca
looking properly old
When should a bride start each
fashioned and romantic, even

tAND WtSY6 noficed a

Newlyweds are wore to fond ou aceasion to serve Dodoes. Regal

nylon tulle pouf that sits on the

are placed her flowers. One

lstronger preference for deeper
oan. in addition to the usual

only byourself, or with the

favorite. Brides continue to

pended by a ribbon, in which

color in their bouquets, too."
Miss Payne mentioned. "But
most of the color story is still

ben parts of planning a wed-

though it
tromsau lady,
I. more likely to he right In

love -bail

the brid,maidsb We're lind-

I Von, new elect, fondue pot adaptable far dome ur meat.

popular.crow
. Face -

Flowers are off -fashioned,

tersion of the bouquet is the

sometimes in the satin ribbon

Consult with the photographer
of your choice as to Whether

styles.
The

statement, and a slightly newer

a wee bit of color.

fa!

elot, or to., is 0011
framing portrait styles to

the Noy ingredients.
Choosing the wedding gown
Is naturally one of the Finland

maids' bonnets arc available in
the same style as the bride's, or

change for bridesmaids hos

an this year, and the attend ants are choosing gallica bit of
navy and brown!"

This year a modified Cam-

lovely design,. both traditional
end the IatEMI pans dress

time. brides are beginning to

ing voile prints are mom papa.

very flattering look.

t ached. Matching brides-

choose a single rose. bible or
prayer -book as their simple

ter

which the hair conics for a

feat uring a lower

make wedding plane ruder An
cad) trllk wOlt a consultant n

ding. Shops are filled with

handing the hem or the matching veil.
Color is also entering the
picture although it follows
that the Victorian bode would
usually choose traditional
white or ivory. But for the tirst
ask for

the gown, frame the face; sOme
have open crowns thiough

I rom 117th tenter, craw

der in Peal wc (corn that the
tulip m consider,' the emblem
Hs wroto
01 p011001 love

thpnYlmanl SIONS OW ton
rulennl krvIccs that can kip

The whet wedding MIS
sulmlnadon of Reny
weeks of preparations by .the
bride.tobe and her Ihntlly.
And In planning this happleat
occasion practicality is mm of
the

a

too, with the formal nay

cuffs. Lac, . featured in pan -

Charming

is ar-

fashioned picture, with the
length drtermined by the bride
and the degree of formality of
the wedding

gowns of Mcir attend..
-grids, arc adding a little

-

Camelot or Jultm caps often
made of lace to match that on

wm croywhere

which is tisinl for the wedding
can be detached for the recepdon.

wl atch
,

comptementmg do old lash
so that a longer, over -layer -

beading of the little -girl styles,
or
bill
the
Mem 00100 incornplemehich

Entertain with ease

wom when the bouffant look

toned look, but many are made

By kenos Allmon

sot O pt. of headpiece Alen was

sleeves

Re, arc lonbcr the. year

GOWNS AT the bridal

with long hat: wears a diner

Tulip means love

P.m 7
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=lams. from $.00 to $1.95

Siker. China & Crystal

rn'tt ..;=" fr.. $3,95 to $7.50

6400 North Harlem
of Northwest Hwy.
611.1100-Etherbi

o=r'" from $11.95 to $27.50

11,

Mouwilcars. 9 so 9

cowl. S to 8

Cle.ed Sender

For that special night on the honeymoon,
shop at Michelle Gabrielle Apparel, In,

This Pool Stanley original of imported
fabric with the new "transparent look"
can he worn as a dress or a formal pant suit.

TWA cakiell
_Apparel, inc.
9507 W. HIGGINS RD,

PHONE 825-4278

815.1111

Sat. P . S
(Jii,t R i'sr ofRit, ROME)

In
II

Pi
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Pa. 8

Who pays?
The brick 101 far family ,

bathe polistracn trimports

PM for her trousseau: the

than for the bridal party from

wedding ring for the bridegroom, pre.nts and accommodations for her attendants'

house to wedding site to the

By Ddrues Maeda

reception; the bridesmaids'
.lunchedn and entire cost of the

Martha Hopkins is a very

arum.

personal stationery and culling .
Ns and her medical exam

talented woman. She is known
primarily as a very successful

The bridegroom pays for
bodes engagement and

the

The bride's family assumes
mpet's:Minty for weeding invitations and enclosure cards;
announcements; engagement
and

wedding

photographs:

rental for the church or other
wedding site; fees for the orsoloist and sexton:aisle
Mowers for church.

home. or other localion, the
bridesmaidsbouqdrts and

flower headdress; gratuity for

pirtearr

lecturer specializing in book

wedding rings, the marriage linse; gift for Inc bride, his
medical 'examination, bride's
bouquet and going -away COT.

mviews.

Site is the organist at Tel

United Methodist Church In
Mount Prospect and a member
of the American Guild of Or-

ganists. A graduate of the

American Conservatory of
Music, she is currently contin-

the wedding: gifts and accomOdetion, Mr his best man and

uing her post grad education
w i th Dr. Edward Eigensehenck, head of the cam
sanatory's organ department.

ushers, fee for the clergyman s
and the wedding trip.

She shares her views by ask-

porflnt

ing PWIty be married to robber stamp musicr

a beautiful memory

4%
1.1111.0,4.01-"V

A BRIDE'S choice of music
for her wedding should reflect
and
the same

Careful thought as her gown,

4.44.4
- ?IA

ding.
MUsic plays such an impor-

ding -

roll us fora n appointment
so me n servo sou better.
Busses Flowers drGiits Ina.

Make plans early
or even months planning your

serve to complicac your trip
and stretch your Daman pa limn. Your hong-awn is the

end with the ceremony.

time for you and your husband
to get to know ono another and
enjoy being together it's not
the time for you to be ehang-

wedding day. But dotO for.'
get. mAding plans shouldn't

The.. e yvt me0 . when
ou lam on your wedding
trip. Whether you're driving 0

Phone 259-2710

short distance. taking a end.
co catching a plane to a distant
honelenc°11 ear11,11,Ssamd.

In, or Chien,. FM a Navel tip

to get you of10: u good Wart
Crofiesioord travelers agree.
Mc hal way to go anywhere is to trawl light even on

honeymoon. Lots of Imam
cramoof with thiRM rho,

might come in Nall," tiny

ing packing and Nanking.

Trimst
Miters a woman shouldn't do
OUT

without like commies and
personal cure item,
You might keep these MUMtials in mind when Wit pl. n

your packing, clothes brush.

inemer, razor 'hlades. n.
polish. Judith renewer, emery
hoards. nail scissors, hair pi s
and curlers. aspirin. toot

and ..pente sanitarY
mods, radii.
brush

Plusses, safely pins. shemPon.
hairbrush. hair spray md
shower cap. Of worse. Cool,

want 10 incl.'. ma
MAIN.

To help you keep your beausecrets right et you r kg.'

tips. &turd. suggats

Track,. The Traveler

gum.

wed . b.. set $380

illoolinated mirror housed in o
roomy travel oma
Practical and yet elegant.
the oppliance comes in a lightweight durable vinyl ease that
k'loo nd fed of
has the
Imither. It's lined in rayon with

quilted top and bottom. and
m
Mem bre aPec.0001
clung

$511.

KNOWN FOR

Sign of loFe

Made to Order!
37 W. SLADE ST.
MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
20 S. Evergreen, Arlington Heights
EVERTGREEN SHOPPING CENTER

sine. pouch for

Ina handsome bone shade
this beauty aid costs under

Wedding Cakes

Wedding bond et 5300

COnsidered selections.

wedding ceremony
combines both joy and solemmhiptail occasion.
nity in
The music must he saeredsor
conventional. not secular or
overly sentimentnl. It should
bc suitable for Me size of Inc
Ceremony. The bows ensemble
and large choir at Rockefeller
Chapel

PALATINE, ILL.

359-0507

for Inc Percy -Rock.

efeller nuptial, wouldho
althroPrte
for smaller affairs.
sould

be made for or
Choices
gnu prelude music. vocal solos.
bridal processional, recession -

ih

um in paw bikini and nightoven in case your luggage is

BEST QUALITY ALWAYS

Wedding bond $235

tant part that no bride should
settle for a copy of other weddings instead of her own well

The supreme gift to remind
her. 'always. of the great joy
and happiness of her wattling
dm: could be a diamondstudded dress watch. pMite

diamond earrings. a diamond
pendant. or pin,
For the groom, diamond
jewelry is truly distinctive.
Surely gold -and -diamond cuff
/inks and tin toe, a diamund-sin
ring or diamond -rimmed dress
watch arc suimble ways for the
bride to pledge her lone!

Bridal

Wagner's

March

from "Loheregrin" is out
style today. Wagner's grand daughter was 01100 asked if
Wagner had used this music
nrea ospcfp

own

thr

marriage. "Goodness, no. No -

body gets married io thin or.
Mendelssohn's

WlicIMmmer

Nikhes Dream' in EOrope. I
know they are very popular
over here. However. we never

in p,

there's room to spare a:twiny not

Skop

4,1%--1-0101

the

mailer cosmetic roads land

7datute7
/4'04

med.

perfmt grooming aid

hbld
with

plans

and other aspects of her wed-

Sterling silver flatware and holloware rte tendltlecal wedding gifts to Madden the heart of the
bridNo-he. Thank.you's null proceed more quickly if the mother girth. bride Ishels end records gigs
ads, ambe. Other helpful hints for mother =given In the new .Wedding Guide for the Mother of
he Bride" available bee from Da, Publication,.

You've probably spent weeks

reception

invitations,

ame.t,

rho

we thought it wain tionywood
joke." She also reminded the
interviewer that the marriage
didn't
of Lobengrin and Elsa
last long. One sveclding guide
reminds Jewish brides that

Wemer was an avowal annSemite.

Her true love is msie.

age houtowierc5 bar the own
of the wedding Party: Rowe.
for the two mothers; gloves.
ascots or MS for the men in

You can depend on us to coordinate all gory de.
tails for bouquets rind decorations for your wed-

Groom's attire makes the difference

Organist discusses new
hymns, bridal marches

Tuesday April 14 1970

sen

opal hen

Shower bride
with /tome -gifts

MANY HYMNS

all depend, on what hew el

Joy," Handers delightful
Had 1.1uhall Lyre." A Christ-

day she wkddmc, Films place
and 6 p rtt 1, thy hind that cep

Evemas wethling used De.

matt a dfillink from an me

quhis "Noel M G." Othens

tuna Arlan

Om formal w

have chosen Wesley, -Chem!
gong.- Purcell', "Trumptn

of Iln.ss arc prop nt,td this
&sant me to rho tHd of wad
deg must be no:dined to loor

4

lection.

10111 umc of dm

Louts Sao p..1.1 of

Prelude mo,ic fatally see

Sent Ind cam Luling Chi

eral pieces played while guests

ore being seated, can woe

Lord. Ye
Him." Purcellh
Voluntary" and

"Trumpet
"Trumpet
Tune mmic from the .Song

of Ruth" by any of

several

try wedding
Vicar Cnrillun do

The church or synagogue or moist can offer many suggem
titans.

Vocal salon during the cere-

According toe recent study

of almost 2,500 hrideuo-be,

Tunis Angelicas" 10 Lord

mare girls than ever expect to
acquire sterling.
Thi, year, 58 per cent of the
engaged girls surveyed expect
tort sterling flatware abig increase over the 11 per cent of
American brides who had ma,

Most Holy, speaks to every-

one. 'floe hymns '0 Perfect
Love." .1.010 Devine. All
Loves Flicellingi' "Happy the

Hone when Thou art Near
for the sacred ceremony to fol-

ling in 1064,

low.

Not only does the engaged
girl look forward to setting her
table with sterling .she counts
on having at least eight place
dinrings by metime of her wedg. Such alircasure wmkt
have been rare indeed in formcr days. Mt in these affluent
timew many of the brides relm
fives and friends want re con.
tribute to her set.

AN FARLY appointment

should ho arranged between
Wide and organist /00 ChM.;
hen 11111.0iC. She will he given a

tin ol the music used. In future
elevating ;Ind spiritual that
bride who insists toll tawdry years the couple nmy wish to
leer it aptin fn Moo 2511. or
sentimentality or popular
secular Mne; a diminishing Whb anniversary colehrotiona..
No attempt has Ian made
the dignity of her Sankt! tauany com
sion. Fewer weddings have here to present
listing trf music.
choir music, but the same prehemive
Every church tw synagogue
guidelines would apply.
Malmte setting of -The can pnwide such guidance.
Lord's Prayer" or other ubt. Some are very strict about
dogs have been popular. Mat what will or will not permit,
clergymen ask Mat the Lord's while others offer guidance
Prayer not I, sung. It is to be bin permit Ilot bride free
the bridal Fair choice.
said in prayer
In any sfore bride today
and. in many church. hy the
should
settle for the rubber
Its
cvith
them.
congregation
words sung as a solo are unnec- stamp of "Here Comm the
the solor Brisk" and Mendelssohnh
essury. and
should not take the plus; of the -hf Mummer Niidar Dream
.Wedding March" with "I
spoken prayer.
Love Yen Truly." Rather.
background Ile. the vast literature availMUSICAL
coing the words of the are. able. she steroid make indivitl.

nal selmtimy enhancing the
the clear occasion and befitting the se-

ny is considered by some

clergymen to
solemn words by givirm them a

cret! marriage ceremony.
Note: The oniolotion abont
mood of sentimentality and
Wagner's granddaughter. is
vagueness.
The reeersional is festive Coin an interview she gave sm
and triurnohmt. Al recent CRS radio 'July 29, 1950 OW
weddings at Trinity Methatio rermcnd in an article by Rec.
Church brides lam 0:1106011 Ralph Ff. Kimball in the
Conlon Young's arrangement Diaposon Meg:mine, June
of Beethoven's "Hymn to 1940,,

and being honored et Amer

striped trousers oashrlr tram nr buff waistcoat white hominidsn
with a wink or fold collar 1,111 foun hand or bow tie bled,
rmk gImes to match vest and gro or whin vets %mashie at
Sine and Sons Randhurst Shopping Center

Invitations change
Wedding irMitations today
ho a., formal as those of a
hundred years ago or as bright

and mod in style as Poser
Mak design. The formal enat

graved invitoton

is

the

still

Preference of the majority of
brides. But there are a number
of contemporary designs being
used too.

'Tome. Come. Cometron,

reads the bright

of one mod invitation sent

bride -and

groomsto-bo.

The photograph may show

different gift,cwe suggest deco -

be ordered early. To more

Them strolling hand in hand or
embracing.

Whichever design may ape
peal to you, they all share one
thing in commons -they should

hrsitations. you may wish to
arrange to have the cnyclepcs

welcome gift.

delivered

family aria. for the founders
six sons, Louis, Sebastian, Salvalor, Rudolph, Aldo and
Guy. arc running the business

earlier,

The

her times. In those days. a girl

4-

in-

thnouncemcnts

can

be

china

BEAUTY

THE BRIDAL gill rebblrY :

.6
to
of 4.*.

Into a gold...zed fitted travel ease. The handsome solithbram
cme with diamond,uf basket note design houses a 30 -hour 1.1
alarm. Afensuresonfi OW inches high andenmes with a Moe, red nr
white dial. About $12.

course. is the oionneen glace

llo,tiemide, Ara Ceittou

se...prices!

laving 0,0e,s_ma

BRIDESMAID DRESSES
MOTHER -OF -THE -BRIDE

the proper numbor of glace
setting, f he,e come in a wide
variety of sizes, from Me pie or
cake server or the salad serving

Zappoiteid,

set down to the dainty ksnon
fork and sugar spoon. Every

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT\

)" Helps You On Your
Very Special Day

moon md salad fork arc well-

By Featuring Zqpi4
"Package Wedding Plan"
Weddin Cake

berth'

00ridol SMirtms, Over Grodalabro,
Rosen for rha Mato Tay a

/

Gm...m.1, Maul lullo-salre

air A mmphre wedging pity 00111.inaakr suwer
tanrnea

rat drone..,
POP mu orrOMAATiON, Cate on wRITE

ikotAckwA

'

-spectrum

ever.

Your new Ilickev-Ireernan

COCKTAIL DRESSES
COSTUME ENSEMBLES
CRUISE WEAR
SPORTWEAR

Art
Pieces

LINGERIE
SUITS 8 PANTSUITS
"WET LOOK" COATS
RAIN & SHINE COATS

EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES!

Sizes 6 to 18

Original
Oil
Paintings

Prices To Fit Every Budget

10 N. DUNTON ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 392-2063
Mon. to Set. 10-5:30, Thurs. nites til 9 pm.

[EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING
THE MIDWEST'S LARGEST DISMAY or ORIGINAL ART PIECES!

- 5 YEAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE -

I

age Appewi

SAMPLE SHOP k

liationdtk, At; Cuttem

sogjozii
expo

1505 ELMWOOD ST.MIS MINS

.";411=7,tVitVg,,Atr.

Name your color.
This is the Shoe to
go with every costume,
everywhere. every hour.
Easy on the feet if you're
dancing, delightful if you're
walking. You can tell by 11.14( looking
at the rounded lines. By the way,

the values We.,
DIFFERMEBELLE!TIGHTS

DYED FREE

$12.

Village Square Shopping Center
52PM:dine Rd. Paletthe,111.
PH: FL. 90514Fri.1119 gni;

Open Daily 9 le 6 Thurs. Pc

is here!

There's a new aliveness, a new swing to Hickey -Freeman
Clothes this season that will appeal strongly to up -coming
executives as well as men in established positions of auth-

,

ority. Here are aggressive new fashions in fabric and model,
with all their excitement, all their freshness -tailored with

Hickey-Freamanieband-onstomkedd artistry. ..From $200

J. SVOBODA SONS
12 S. DUNTON ARLINGTON HTS.
CL 5-2595
OPEN MON & THURS. EVES,

956-11701

1000 Busse .1. Elk Grove Village

-to
-the

2,000 ORIGINAL

r

baubles.

days after the

SELECT FROM OVER

4********#

...pat , math. table .

"A Thing of Beauty
Is a joy Fo

t.

SALON

4

setting of sterling. Consider.

DORN-SLATER.
SHOES
dyed

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAIN ES -

4,

259.5020 Ample Parking in Bock

invitations, addressed and
mailed so they will be received
0INA,

4-

1620 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

le

mailed. These should he ordoted at the same time as the
within.,

*

Roy's Americana

eared.

is helpful in another tray. too.
No minter what the gift budget
may be. there's sterling

4,..

WITH A HAIRDO FROM

..

ed

,erviog 500 retail outlets in
meaner ca tMs throughout the
Midwest.

BRIDE

C0i110 have given way. co tint
ling flatware, and this gift

thr,0..

Urbana. In addition, it has the
first rocessim, plant in the
formai wear industry,, as well
operatio
as a wholesale

BE A BEAUTIFUL'

ved One.tenth of her fa. suited. The salmi fork which
thers possessions- usually in does double duly us a Masers
thc Mon of rilver coins -when fork. e the perfect Isom she married. Since then, silver element for this spoon. which

Jeweler is bride's
best friend

arca and one each in DCC01111,
Springfield and Champaign -

4.

deb selected as a gill. This not
only makes it possible for the
bride to receive the sterling she 1,
wants. but MUMS gift -givers
that their girl will not be dupli-

u. lhn

Ths sham ban its

ponmon from assmall neigh
borhood store in Closabo s
West Side in 1951, It has It
retail branches in the Chicago

41-444-44444-4-44-4-4-4-4444-44*
+

place in the mail about three or .wedding, An. announcement
relatives
four weeks before the wedding may also be sent
and close family fritoends as a
dale.
compliment or keepsake, even
TODAY BOTH genuine though these persons may h ve
and imitation engraving is acs attended the ceremony.

imitable for the boudoir. Away from home It's n trawl clock lucked

7

the line Salvatore Sena and his
wife in 1919. li s literally a

la used for desserts as well BS
soup and cereal.
rald.Sentember. To complete his outfit, hewears black formal
Silver holloware is the heat..
trousers, black cummerbund and black butterfly bow gm the from the brides parents is gem
of the erully made some time before tifully natural companion to a
formai shin. ran he plain, vented or fancy, In wIdte Cr one
her wedding --o hem a:.oon os young lady's silver flatware.
eeptable for the traditional
new purer Modes.
flware
she's announced her engage- When she chooses Mr ides
foetal invitation. A double
MM. This is a help for the pattern. it is a good
sheet of qudlity Paper leased,
bride-to-be. for ifs Men found have he, contempt., bet hot.
gettemllY with a Piece oftbuue
inserted over the theravinS.
' by bridal gift consultants thel jeweler pattern no H el. The
gift -givers are more apt to give jeweler will help her pick a oat The invitation is then inserted
into two envelopes, the outer sterling if they know Wien al- tern that harmonizes with her
flatware old adds to the total
ready received part of her set.
one customarily addressed by
beauty of her future table
hand in a black or dark blue
Holloware such as a buyd vase
should be
The
br'.'°"'"
's
ink.
v'wed. therefore. to.register her bon
bled emycan on
ovoid.. if possiblw
lemma on
"er''.ng nitnnre mine gift
M.'
The invitation list should bc
The purchaser should he rah'
The Jeweler can he a bride's
the
bridfrom ber parents with
"...piled by both the. bride best friend When it comes to
orthe
and groom Often thiS is a task purchasing her' household.
ty china. Balancing a plate on ei fat r40,0y
'drier she selected tiro pattern.
thn¢
lopping
which Me mothers of hoth can needs.
and
easily accomplish by collaborwith a pencil should produce 0 friend other
her mother
He an advise her on the clear. bell -Me ring The glom friends ask her orwens
sting.
m In
It has become a crlitom to most appropriate silver
Should feel smonth to the "iri site 01,11 he referred to
send in the same envelope a tern. keyed to her tastes and touch.- The cup should Tel Mow. they
mgt. -Y. where they
similarly minted invitation to her home Mrnishings. He can
snugly and securely imo the she
an
lind
not
only the name of
lo
the reception accompanied by
advise her on whether
the pattern she's selected, but
an R.S.V.P. form and u stomp - choose hetween the two mdse
the names of the individual
ed envelope for its mturn.
categories of china, Inc tradiTreditionally. a bride starts pieces of sterling which the
tional or contemporary. And
As a courtesy to those
be or Ow hood of the china de - her china mmice with the bus- needs fire 0011.
The engagol girl's choices
place setting.dinner. salad
friends and acquaintances who herlmew in td1: mom h:1,1111
am
all entered in a book kept
teaand
bread
-butter
plata,
u
My
are not Invited to the wedding her how to
by
the
bridal gift consultant.
cup
and
saucer.
or reception, similarly enemy -

ad equate time to addrass OW

table can be a distinctive and

Sono and Sons, NW, Chi caged oklat leading formal wear chain, was founded by

lion which has roots in Gm As go-togethers. the place

When he takes that Ng step M s summery evening wedding,
walks op the'aisle handsomdy groomed in a oldie dinner Jacket,
lo
Me torrent after six Heckling Mare from mid Alay

with the times

Forties is an exciting and memarable experience.
What to give the bride is a
problem to her many friends as
.well as for the family. For.the
thoughtful who want to give a

relive accc ssories. lamps. ob.

in sufficient.

nom of this sterling wedding bride needs them!
Then: are other appropriate
bounty is her father. In giving
daughter silver. he, fol. sterling flomMe gifts to be
lowing a ceMurics-old wadi- found, too -singly or in pairs.

cutmay coauithir black or asked bre, rumens blurb and grey

the

jet d'art. or emn an accent

CHIEF AMONG the do-

For the formal &Dime wedding she grooms proper attire a

reemuly by a Belleville, III.
couple. The orange lettering
inside looks as though it had
heat printed by second gra,
erron a sheet of construction
paper. Another popular modern version is Me invitaticag
which hears a photiagrapUM

the pleasure of receiving gifts

conservative fonds -band de.

Who cheeks off each hens as 4.

match it. T he IJit1011:11,

todm

weddme

dawns.

Hen a um* dark business
ont, with a white ebb and

favor sterling

by many
mony are to
be disturbing in- and others prepare the setting
churches
terruptions to the. ritual. In this
ease. if any vocal solos am used
they arc sung alter the mother.
We seated and before the hrid.
al prOCes,innel. Again, hynInS
and Sarred music are plutonic!.
There is so much that isjoyful.

twin shirt wing or told collar,
lie to match cummerbund.
POI' COURSE, for those
who pre! e, the easy Way out"
says &no. -the choice is en in-

Brides still

West.

At /wore Cr Trakable by Salt Themes le pate Wan dear -

Corson Roodhurth Elmhurst and Rend Roods in Mt Prospect
Shop Monday through Fr day 10:00. 9:30; Saturday 9:30 to 5:30.

Loa taloa black or ostonl
Ur.
6h) .111ca Ma l,
strnsvd trouvvr% a olan Iris

or in grey or buff; white. starcited or pleated bosom shirr,
figured foupin-hand de.
Semi-formal evening: dinncr jacket whin matching won-

minsier pooh the wedding
hell theme. Bath's "When

Lz

WANE/HURST

Formal derma. a wt tom

scene.

vitations should be ready to

la WO

ths groom

composers. Clokey's -Proem- Mau ate Near" was written
sional from a Wedding SM." for his second wife. Franck's

are only a few possibilities.

form d

of buff smut.. white b000m arc black or Nue waistcoat or
points out the both fennel Ma with aurnsor toldeollsr cummerbund 111.101. ogee Or
and tar torn! viLdihngs win ascot. four m hand or bow nr., pleand bosom shirt, wing or
M. held wither during the dal black socks, glows to match fold collar, black bow Ile: area
vest: grey or whitespa moon- mocha chamois, or buck
lone hour, or in the eve
gloves.
Why the broom no ors mhos think
Summer evening: white,
Semi -formal day, black or
die bilfsrcnek he sty'
TO UM P hoop wsh test oxford grey jacket, sadness, lightweight dinner jacket,
ten std v6hb Sono olio luxe black and grey striped tau. midnight blue or maroon hoelid pale on u h n e proper for
tv,,stra mateb :Nam sem; while pique or pleated ho.
clad brood formal cur cheat

Of
Handel. Bachh 'Jan,
Minh Desiring." or In Thee mite wide and still lit the cam.
-Mak° the Alen. Weinberger, -Marna,:
is Gladnem".
of Galilee" sets n
Heavens Adore in Cnna

There's a special time in a
girl's life when every day is
like Christnia, No motierhaw
harried or pressured the bride
may ho with wedding plans,

As usual, Marge has her store full of Me most
fashionable and the most appealing in clothing
for the bride or her pear. Look below and see
how many ways Marge is prepared to put fashion into the wedding picture and many years
thereafter. And, as always, Merges low, low

.,pert

oohs that although the mks

Thee.- laelfs "Piety Tbanit
We All Our Gad." Henders
"Podlude in G". There is a

make

splendid processionals end recssionals. Pncessianals of

There a anon than one ven
to drew, groom thee, dale It
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.11

1
1

1
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THE DAY
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Tuesday, April 14, 1970

Tuesday, April 14 1970

Showers are for the brides!
In

Showers are for the brides.

There is no trick at all to
having a bridal shower if you
try not to make it into an event
equal or superior to the wedding itself.

The prime purpooe of the
bridal shower Isle supply the
newlyweda with hems that

up housekeeping.

setting

pk
HERE ARE insordedi,tt

the moat, Monetarily speaking.

would have to be purchased

By Dolores Haugh

t°

howling the guest

-

lingerie, eau
typified by "bedraw y"
s, hos b
roomy" negligeereken
from Ire steremtypc to include a
Trousseau

s1,

A Shower guest' ist should
how
Try to have h shower
be
limited to intimate friends, your home, not In a hall.
large appliances,
It
should,
not acquaintances.
Hale the relatives divide up
an extra car.
be a quiet but fun -filled gather- the kinds of partles. They cart
focal point
ing
of
friends.
The
today.
SHOWER
THE
meet on . more ..18). bavl
seems to have fallen into a should be the bride-to-be, her through the shower planning.
preferences, her color schemes
competition between the two
her moo- .The personal shower shottid
amities soon to be joined .by and most of all
probably be given by the
wedlock to see who but give vgnienke.
bride's friends. The kitchen or

These items do nal include

furniture or

Once every bride selected all

goodie for the groom's fetamaned,
Once the theme of the showeejs established, use it all the

regardless of whether you consider lingerie and slecpwcar as
long or short-term investments,
end the bride-to-be is wise lobe
aware of them. For example:

WHEN BUYING lingerie.
like any other trousseau 1,1110

ite color. Even ask guests to
wear this color, to wrap gif a in
coordinated paper and rib.
.

Aftitchen shower that woks

up a little variety is a recipe
singe/en Here the invitation is

is entitled "My Favorite gem
Inc for,.." (give bride's name).
The third card is entitled "My
Recipe for a Good Marriage."
gift in . terryeloth dish Pavel.
Tape and pins secure it. IC the
lagn run these towels an kW
Somd
expensive
fancy wrapping paper and

2 teaspoons prepared mu.
bird
aa teaspoon cayenne

2,4 cups cooked cubed ley
I

cup evaporated milk or

light cr.m

Red food collating, if sledm
OR a sisscup ',mid. Put eher-

rY; Weser, puree and gelatin
No Ostcrizer blender container, add stock, cover and pro ass at low until gelatiq Is dissolved,

Remove feeder cap and add

For Your Day of Days

mustard and cayenne. Turn
control to Hi and gradoellY
add half the Ilona, Add the

let us serve you in our

plush ...nen, etmesphere
We speoelize in Noir Colorin

cream, and Oren the remaining

imp. frosting, Permanentsg

Ions gradually. the a rubber
spatula

mast m",78'e'::717aser4'neg.

to

help

guide

in -

gmdients to preccssi, blades.
Proems until horn is ground:
Add food coloring.
Pour into meld and chill until firm. Garnish with greens
foie, (To make
and to

I 91

i defy
hair &shuns

can put into an empty eggshell
always provides amazement as
well as amusement.
Gues. can also use the recihandy casserole or Teflon
cookie sheets. Inexpensive.
can't -cook -without -it gadgets

such as a p.try brush. measuring spoons and the like provide

mat( riaa,
wed realty want when her

The wedding ring is enmity
worn on the third finger of the

friends shower her with gifts?
China and sterling silver are
number one and two in prefer-

left hand, World Book Encyclopedia notes, because many

Dominion Electric, a Mans-

once, according to one study.

fold, Ohio, manufacturer of

people once thought a vein or
nerve in this finger ran direct -

porteble electrical

,0,,,,,,,.

listed those others next in order

imaginablie styl. and eolors-

bridesmaids and ushers so.
lected, and the neje! round be-

variety, w
oven. Put
ov

Often planning a bachelor
party for the groom and his
male friends falls on the shout-

of preference:

Appliances such utoaster,

seam iron, caraa,cm,
tat, linens and towels: wokindicated
and most
heavy
bright colors old
weights: serving pieces in-

ware,

eluding silver trays and oven
to table warm unbreakable
"everyday'. disheg electric

blankets and memories for

data of his best Middy - who
'may never have had the exper.. of planning a fullscale Po. before, Ewe if he is
solo nger a student. he is prob.
used to being
.1. mosh
s gacsI Om. a hmh
The party doesn't hare to be
Complicated. Al, imponant
sap is,oto.she,t :hooch:17,70d.... A

ways an honored position, parOcularly in the fashion pleMM.
When picking the goose she

will we to the wedding, the
bride's mother has first Lilo.,
after the bride a. bridesmaids
She
often
st r e outfitted.
chooses something that will
chooses
the color theme set
brid.rnaids, such as se-

lecting a raspberry shade if
bey have pinks or rose.

The groom's mother is inarmed of, the style and color
hates of the bride's mother,

again." Mothers order-

should allow about four to six
weeks for delivery.

the party, it . wise to arrange
hors d'oeuvros on a table sew
end feet :Away from the drinks

Cotton brocade is anayij.
far
panel

'''' "

''''

ing a dress for the occ.ion

this'aaa, waariagL,aos men ins man who.% relatively
,,,,aa

brid.maids'.

simple canape

is

.siirsp.odf

the caoand toast in a but oven.

l'"1"
'''''''"
Depending
upon the sin of

rainia, 0,,

inept n kitchen.
NUTS ARE popular. For

All brido are beautiful on
their Wedding day. les s (radian. And its only Mural, In a
long white gown, radiant.
glowing and the center of everyone's attention and admiration. what girl wouldn't he

day homy is

ddigInful illusion that
quires a little know.h

reme

waifof

common sense and
planning, if it, going to last
through the honeymoon.
If you're like 70 per rams of
this year's brides, you and
your laishandtofte have probably chosen c place in the sun
for those warm and wonderful
first weeks together. And
youTl probahly be spending A
lot of time sunning on
thk.

°r
grosw;,fin

juice an orange and to open a

;LW,

Her new
aRc,"aL ',jot :or;

wish

fashioned in avocedo, harvest
or while.

gift
that

tBopegpnrio,,ryityi,,eir,s

honest. If
you're a little on the round
lam.o
n

Instead, choose a groovy, new
wmrid'PL°°°.%iii' perhaps fn a

Tahitian pi 1.
cut to a deep V in front and

Gook/ Awl Oatiitt &

remembered a eel min -

,every hour, every day. All Omega watches ar med.

lously crafted by the finest Swiss technicians for a lifetime

of proud passed.. See our complete selectione o 0.6.
watches for men and women, 165 tamer $1000,

Lin!noro'oireTiejiTerotr

0140

.

Pol&line,111,

tgal Mem
eati.legPa_

Phone 359-190b

1

by Mr. Dino, Leo Narducci, Jack Feit,
Abe Schrader, Geoffrey Beene Boutique,
Haymaker, Gregg Draddy, etc.

LOOK TO

...

"111

minnewg fabric spray and putting

with shelves above can serve as

GET EXTRA scream from
your rooms with furniture that

Your glasses enlarge the eye
need Me harem

try a trick thil the models WC.

minimum or eel -mitten.

In

most cases. the frames of your

provide enough

emphasis,

For relaxed.'grawful hands.
Before the picture is snappal.
lift both hands high into the air
to ease tension and minimize

and powder, and a mediawn
shade of lipstick, accented
with lip gloss for sheen. Owl
apply very pale lipstick for a

If you want It plan your

To remove any mistakes

honeymoon trip to avoid the
crust, consider the loWer
on= of off.scason visits to re-

rinse-ott cream
dissolves even stubborn eye
the

makeup easily.

sun

eas. Hotel rates. for ex-

may double or triple
during the ir mason.
If you live in Illinois. how

LITTLE TRICKS can fool

ample.ar

laugh and
rows lines and blemisles
carnoullage

covering them with while finer

If he information isn't listed
en u travel brochure ask if
there is a discount In many
us., is

Manager of American Express

sual.

broad now an

travelers check division. you

qui*. .PPcle... gply
each

can ask their offices or write to
travel agencies or airline travel
deportments for rates and advice.
Since many teachers travel.
cheek with the local high
school to we who In the school
has a quick source of travel lo-

arker

a

foundation

on

Me blending thoroughly Is
void too strong a shadow. 'To
a /mg nose, blond in
bit of darker foundation at the
shorten

op tip. And if features are
le

rhamperfect

try

posing
your face at, a slight angle

formation. A number of cone

nished and stacks of bricks. Or
make a bookcase, record cam

or bric-brac unit of fruit cases
that ham first been savded,
then painted or covered with
fabric or paper.

An old door that has been
varnished

or

painted

horses, then covered with
yl, makes a large and attractive
dining room table,

Cover an old table with a

relaxing scented bath. "skin" or bright fabric and
Put on your makeup and put fringe.
D mit-yourselfine not
the finishing touches on your
hairdo. Sop into your gown. only saves money -it ean be
arrangesyour headpiece and- fun? And more important.
ravishirig .your home will taily be a le -voilo-youre

tong,

824,5124

bride ready to take that law- faction of your own MM. tent walk down the aisle.

Wily and creativity.

1452 MINER STREET
IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

AO far ...go slid. °roc..

WIGS, FALLS AND MGM'S

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

394-3412

at

hair-

the

be done.

W -Day minus ten days. The
wedding hairdo that's been de 'signed for you deserves o spe-

in

ers

Off-season may be the an -

your vacation prob-

lemk. Bemuse Inc mid...-

d. °Body'. treatment. To In.
Sum hair body that will ladt
through the honeymoon and
those busy weeks after year
return home, use this day to
give yourself a new perm. We
suggest

New Soft Wave

a

Home Permanent.

W -Day minus one week.
This is the week for the facial,
pedicure and manicure you've
Prumiking yourself. Ws
me to practice putting on
makeup,
your wedding day
beet]en

.

breaking

Start

in your

white shoes now by walking in

... we at Spieglergwich to congratulate
you, the groom, on your engagement to
be married.

To guide you in making this a harmon
ious event, we at Spiegler's are qualified
to aid you in preparing tor a formal wed
ding and to assist you in selecting the
proper wedding clothes. By selecting
the proper clothes for your wedding and
having it fitted well in ad van.. you PDY
the highest compliment to your bride.

them all hour or so each day on
the carpel.

min. three deep
Finish packing your tordt
and toilet articles you'll need
on your honeymoon. If you

its

feel

necessary, pay another

flan rush is over, service Ls het let there is less stress on &nes,

visit to your hairdresser for

clo ling and a better chance to
11,0y your trip.

you glad you've given yourself

find

dress

rehearsal -aren't

Mollifies haw church Or social
groups that 'anticipate in

o the camera, with head up
and chin lifted.
Eyes laden with false lashes
nd over -stated styling are not

suitable fora bridal portrait.
nstead, begin by emphasizing

natural sparkle. Many mis.

clan that. fora fee, sponsor
trim.
For foreign countries con
siderthut the lower hotel 10101

normally coincide with

the

for
itt_ 1

ii>rkTV,

the

Or

NEW

JUST
IiiMARRIED?

BRIDE

THEN WE'RE

JUST RIGHT

Iliedquarters For.tiedrebo Formal Rentels

Cynthia
Shoppe

FOR YOU!
Skilled intidance fur the newly.

weds to adder,. the Look of Luxury in Your New Home, Fashion at
Reasonable Prices on Drapery and
Slipcover Fabrics.

679 Greenland.? -

Downtown

Des Plaines

Des Plaines

824-4404
PALATINEOA:WL0FRREYD,

WISOREEN ARLINGTON MIGWIS CIO SOO

COME IN AND SEE OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF

`

sallow or cones ode ado braes. wston

SLAVIN
JEWELIER5

and

pliced on wrought iron saw

coiffure for you. The first appointment is also.. one when
any cutting or shaping shouts

cent &count on purchases
paid,, coleus she
swer

that has been pa.. Or var-

sketch of your wedding dress.
This will allow your harfitting
dresser to create a

o buyln

9.1.911' 1°

or the Caribbean? According
to Micl+:l¢I Lively, g'°°°`'

r shadow stick. Then blend
with fingertips: and powder as

sill, covers on the eushioris.

bring along your veil and a

fa own

p,pd

22
29

dresser. At the first meeting.

rename resort areas.

can you find out when it is Ims

28

Day

Wedding)

appointments

ample, in Scandinavian mutttries rates are lower several
weeks earlier than -in Atedite

,

27

WED.

inary and your wedding day

weather. Are you following
dm sun or ilk: mow? For in-

WA..7".,.;cies

Start out with

21

time to book both your prelim-

Make plans early

Picture. It won't show up.

To give

W-Ifor

in

minim beforehand. wearing
your bridal veil,

W -Day.

light breakf. Then mks a

19

26

20

minus two wee.. This is the

cred poor taste.
Bridal photos are often telt-

profit. And everyone
has a "best" side, To deter mine your, study your face
carefully from all angles in

trip to beauty salon. Early
lobed,

APRIL

MON. WES.

era

the face and throat, 61.011c
or low necklines arc consid.

en

.W.Day minus One. Final

SUN.

map
beautiful -bride will
her beam, cafemar 01100.

and accessories are preferable.
An claborme hairstyle.
'busy.' outfit or too much

achieved by a dark dress with a
simple neckline that frames

cream before making up for a
lightly emollient base. Then
specialists suggest that you

an

for a slender look. Repeat this
procedure often.
Classic clothing, coiffure

jewelry ore all detracting.
p hotos, the
In
g
ttering effect is
mos t

gl.es will

quickly,

them lightly, slightly angled

ly the things youipswant to do for
to the hairyourself: he
dresser, the home permanent.
the facial, the manicure. she
pedicure, the long, relying
beauty baths --before the big
day arrives.
That's why a wise -and

i
p
dt'o' tb ikplan

laditielt Spot tot Ifiot0.4 toot

'

match Me countdown .1.fr

bade,

ys

The gift of en Omega Watch will be

startl

Only the activities preceding an Apollo moonshot can

!tut `silt

rightte
ols10,ov.,,,Lfie,new,,,,cholemoa,keLrea,no

the

fast wipewith liquid

So many things going . at
once, ire hard to know where

d.

Two -in -one gift

OMEGA

min -

paining! wing. Thee ovum
hands to pimitkin and Clan

BE ESPECIALLY artNI in
applying eye makeup if you
wear glasses. The krises of

urea...

the camera. For instance. you

Plan beauty too

6'113utdriv" cl'dding

whiteness in. less than
me.

be careful about using
exaggerated cosmetic techniqs. It is the fastest way to
date the photograph.
Fora smooth, soft, dcwy
look, apply a rinse -off cold

with irmuhromn rm. out of
ONE party drink
and soft drinks or coffee for
those who pmfer keeps ban
tending to a minimum and al -

drop are said to work visibly
while you watch hnd restore

wear medium tone foundation

oil and a garlic clove. Mari sveal houm.
ease

, agi,,,.

ea

.glow

soaking thern in red wine. olive

table. A fellow um take a tip
from clubwomen a. borrow
tw sil.{rapedwrah
d table
summer. Many ensembles are Car
a colorful earl eclo, for extra
and
Mothers have usually pre- seen, with the sheath
tab, a0a, a rear faoori. serving space. Small wooden
(erred the simple, elegant
bowls or platen filled with po'Tulle" dress occ.ionally Colors tend to out -vote the tato chips, crackers and cheese
the
with discreet beadibg or chif- Arai shades, with piyei and dips. Fad the sake of
bon panels. In this area, one ',ski.
carpet. provide plenty of yin
bridal consultant rnentioned, iar.
Does.
girls?
i'MOthers in this area are wellShe
flower
And
Tidbits .crin he dressed up
,rai.a.,
dressed and like the under. They're
stated costume look. And they
am looking for a dr.s they can

covaeted

by warming in advance. and
mrced some with butter .and
sprinkle with garlic powder.
Olives may be perked ttp:by
draining off tho liquid and

the new home.

both to guide her . to style
and to lap her from to
tally choo.ing an Identical

m in foil or

ebrealtoinp,roeg,urei,,.

Visine decongestant eye drops
before applying makeup, The

bride should look fresh and

hatch of
nuts add curry, dill, paprika or
mother herb or spice.
Prepare crunchy crackers

o

is approaching loan?
Then you'll soon be facing the
Camera for your encopenlenn
or wedding port.i11. To maim
sure that your pictures are the
prettiest possible. here are
helpful recommendations.

land refresh tired mml with

It has a harsh and aging effect.
an engaged girl or a
Sind

gip.serving dish. To ech

h

al-

thearm

eland models echkm this look

Don't wear heavy make.,

nuts in a slow

n -proof

Are you on of those fortunate women whose wedding
date

two gown!peignoir ensembles
ant
tom
four other gowns, pajamas.
stemmas or boby dolls.

so.

Use dividers to let your
rooms serve more than One
purp.e. A free- vendingchest

most attractive.

get everythione-especial-

Look- your prettiest

Old sof. and upholstered
chairs can be gi van cwtn by

shelves, so the room still vudaily maintains its sim,

seems . though you'll never

Help the bachelor
plan his 'party too
is

lodes.

FROSTING SPECIAL

gatherings.

can color or design etvordin.
no a morn and make it look

wedding day in numbers of
hiagsto-do." Sometimes it

ture will he happy la moist newlyweds in selecting their first pieces.

Panties, and six sleepwcar:weoo

,

Mother of the bride is

collection by Broyhill Premier. Broyhill furniture representatives at 1.0 Furni-

or ensembles in the prettiest

.

together can Add like
tom built-in. dd shelves for
books and handsome awes-

PHONE 394-3412

f°' POW`

cusslacking tables become
extra sitting pieces for large

Beauty countdown
Ilene is a bedroom which is slightly Deadly for her, yet not twang& for him. It's
full of living and full of life with sink -in chairs Ina cozy conversation corner plus a
serving curt which doubles as a television nooft The youngeethanspringtime colors
blend beautifully milk the sherry wine tune of the furniture, part of the "Coquille"

opens

firednhties.
the addition of cush-

series

orage for the living room

sander: apply undercoat paint,

Ii

TRY ON TO test fit. Few
girls would dream of bovine o

The wedding day

Bride's mother chooses
her dress before groom's

Carefully wind the peel, conkME the first wind the center of
the rose, and wind remaining

PI MT'

the

bride.

With this ring

Keep the peel in one piece.

A

Forecast: showera-for

useful tie -arts.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

peel around the center.) Makes
six to eight servings.

Brides request
china, appliances

pes for a guide to their gift. a

1713 E. Central Road

-

Pomo.. ff,..

naming how many ob.. you

PHONE 439-8070

_

Vardiy Fair Ins the answer to honeymoon packing in this fluid,
Neg., opaque nylon tricot' robe that can be used for lounging m
raglan sleeves and an elastic..
well as etertaining.
drawstring waist adds to the
green, navy, orange and silver lilac with .ntrading trims at Cover
Girl Intimate Apparel Shops.

ley room into a guest room. An
extension table stays sinall for

Take advantage of your wall
spae to find extra storage

side. Try to keep the upper part
of a divider see-through

dam arm ea.

thaslips. petti slips and/or pe6
-pants, regular and/or bikini

different slips than de silks and
sheers: taffetas o') pleads that
won cling or creep up.

Games revolve around the
kitchen items. Try Ills of
kitchen utensils scrambled le&
tchwise, household products,
f rom
cut
&dm-awl-nen.
magazines to be identified, or

the roses, peel the tomato, b,sginning at the smooth end.

Knits take

lation to

desired effect.

ter -by antiquing. Antiquing
inexpensive and readily
available. The process is easy

gear shift with its own little

bop

serves anneal functiObs. A
detpmsofo Dan ore the gob

a buffet in a dining area, book

and

a T-shirt/brief or blouse/
brief combination.
Consider outer fabrics in re -

Ask each guest to wrap the

when dry, pain) on glazing liqvied; finally, wipe off liquid for

chairs, desI., etc, look
young again. Old furniture can
be made to look older --but bet-

are

Ire easy to get carried soap

BUFFALO GROVE MALL
DUNDEE AND ARLINGTON NTS RD.

Gluing fabric, wallpaper,
contact paper or deeds nTMMum, boxes, what -have -you.

ad -simulated wood finish.,

Ales rather then ruffles and

by a look

chestsbles,

kits, in a wide choice of colors

sicepwear M disguise!) Will
you travel much, to need iota -

Coordinate by style and .0 wrap.
What experts consider a bmBombe, too. Obviously for
Duo.
AM-skins youll need mini- is all -pump. at
Pettis. For a pant -suit, a body. saw consists of at least half
suit or boxer shorts, and pet- a dozen each of sli. and/or .

blank cards are included. One

2 tablespoons cold water
2 tablespoons tomato puce
2 envelopes unflavored getatin
I cup boiling meat or chick on or,,,j,

fn?

ing.

sent on a recipe card. Two

painting or re -finishing

old furniture. Bright colored

yions, consider not only what chement when shopping for
lingerie, and why to
our own taste is, but ohm
thiS is your once-indlifetime
feelings 'are
your husband
rune,
about clothes Choose the col- mom, blade! But
Fs you'll moor main and
Ors he likes best on you. Gene. the
dly they're. the most flattering. ;vim For every fluffy negligee
poem, eoai
underfaMion
Coordinate
or pojs,. mare
calms with outer apparel by oecr
blending, mixing and mat.- ought to be a shits washumd-

everything in the bride's fav,or-

oddespoons shame

paint can

the Lingerie Council advises,

GIVE A SHOWER using

HAM MOUSSE

plant or office after pair
marriage) Or will you stay
in

Certain basic rules hold true.

For a theme of e ehower go
creative.

BLISSFUL BLENDED

PTO

fabulous at-home
(These days they're frequentlY

ha difficult.

than a blender.

like any

fashions,

others, must tit. Will you work

home to keep house. Will you
entertain often enough to aced

couple's heavy schedules joal
to the wedding this may

and secondhand shops or salvaged from basement or attic
and he made not only usable,

of life, for it's a thing that

eth./ length, shape and style

way. You may keep it a surprise affair, but with the

Haling can blend a bridal shoner treat better

the dress you Inland to Weer
with it.
Think in terms of your way .

underpinings that relate to sea-

.tionships are more firmly cc -

proble. for newlyweds, so let
your i.gination and creatigc
instincts take over. Furniture
can betspurchased from thrift

becoming and u slip to log slim
enotigh and Short. enough far

trousseau

headaches and space

merry

Ile counter appeal Only. Certalnly you want a gown to bc

her trousseau lingerie to last
and last Now most brides divide their purchases between
the long -wear and the

flees to give. Thus pew tel.

Small apartments combined
with limited budge. can gausc

many Judea a gown ors slip by

and at-home clothe.
It's being bought differently,

the BEAUTY PARLOUR

lot with a little

dress without trying It on. oar

whole range of Inner-outers

miscellaneous shower could ha

bone-

Be creative -do a

Trousseau lingerie comes
bedroom
out of
to lead.a new life

THE DAY
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INC.

Men Mon 9 tog Tam.w.d.ry .9 ma

Phone 824-6164

116 6. Nnnawee nes. Palatine. Illinois

Free Shop at Harm Seri me.

358-6050

imillaismil01)1111))11,)))

1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

ersey splits fri 'cl 1-0 tests
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End the festivities with champagne
turn to the selection of the

Popt Pour! A champagne
toed to the newly-weds,
Ever since that Benedictine

monk first discovered it over
3011 years ago, champagne has

been regarded as the perfect
wedding beverage.
Today, at-home champagne
reeeptions are among the most

popular ways of celebrating
this joy -filled event. This type
of PartYssalWaYs effective and
in good taste -is also theensiest

has

been drawn, the arrangements

bottle of Sauterne or

arithmetic, A bottle of Chant -Rhine Cmtle

also select from a variety of
sweeter champagnes and

that you should count on one
bottle for every three or four

sparkling wines such as Extra
Dry Champagne, Pink Chant
pagne, Sparkling Burgundy
and Crackling Rose. Each is

guests.

panne will yield slightly more
than six 4 -ounce servings, and
most wine -experts and profess
sional wedding planners agree

If the party planners choose

to, they may also test ch.,
pen. versatility and Include

a champagne punch in the reguests and give even further ception menu.
cause for celebration.
CHILL TWO bottles ofkirut
Knowing just how much or Extra Dry Champagne end
chempagne to order for the re- champagne to be served. The

dm,

rine

number one choice is usually an impeccably dry champagne
such as Paul Masson's prizewinning Brut Champagne. But
the bride and her family may

certain to both impress the

for the bride and her family to

ONCE THE guest list

caption Is a matter of simple

.

Combine a SMOUTIM

ofr

4 cupsslfled alhpurpose flour

'A teas...king soda

To say the least, it was not

frozen lemonade . concentrate

2 teaspoons salt

wkhi'itInt'in'aptpi?jinni'dne'joanne.

in saucepan. Add peel and stir

l'awrgce"can),- and the bottle of

constantly over medium heat

chilled Sauterne or Rhine

until sugar is disolvcd. Reduce
heat and cook slowly five min-

Castle in a punch bowl. Add a
block of ice. Just before
s
r v i n g , add maraschino
i.ciej.ric,,,
ni.nw.
slices,
berries and the two bottles of

Bon or Extra Dry Chem Pagoe Serve above 50.
.,,Surgraoruannilthtohy fiptiwt bowl

iwh,,,,I,

THLiii

menu down pat, the bride and

her family can complete their
menu. They'll find that chantpagne is the perfect accompaniment to most foods from
imported caviar to watercress
sandwiches.

If the reception is a summer
one, they might want to serve

such non.spoilables as ice,
cold poached salmon and fresh

shrimp. tea sandwiches, miniamre cakes jnd cookies, fresh
fruit compote and, of course,
wedding cake.
A versatile

baseball weather. But Henley's
Huskies played two hall ginod

Combine sugar and water

weekend, got WO
IDIM1/1111
pitching performances and split two 1-0 deci.
over the

should measure 1..ps.) Add
butter; stir Lodi melted.
Cool; add oninge juice and
beaten eggs. Sift dry ingredi-

ncup slivered orange peel

3.14 oranges)
K cup butter or margarine
Pimps Florida orange juice

Hersey's home Geld at Mac -

by

ches are scheduling as many
ds three weddings a Saturday
uring the popular months,

over-

en

whelming margin,. aid the
head of the Bridal Salon of a
large department store. "In
fem. ifs so unusual for brides

such as June.

What problems does Chit
present for the bride? Mainly,

to pick another day of the week
that we make a special point of

nneans each wedding must be
run on a split-second schedule-

writing it in red, as a reminder
to our consultants who go out
to assist the bride with her
wedding..'
And the next most popular

planning which pays

dividends in ease is the early

membla, of your grooming
aids. 'these items indispensable

-a terrifying thought at best.
But the first wedding of the

dam? "Well. Friday evening,
and Sunday, am the days most

often chosen. after Satunley..
Transportation

is

often

key factor in the choice of a

Is there a moral in all this?

ly in order to give the second
group a chance to take over.
Locally, wedding guests have

Wpm it is this warning: brides,

well in advance as they must be

Poking problons are aggravated while the first group of
attempts to leave. oth.
er guests for a later wedding
or

these days. Out-of-town relin

try to takc theinplaces.

wedding day, and especially a
traditional wedding, planned

lives

and

friends

must

be

pick your day, and reserve
your Church early. It might
even be worth considering
date in one of the less popular
seasons to insure a day is truly
your own special day.

THE BIGGEST PROBLEM

bride's home city and unpack

for the bride would be the
mental anguish - over the
nrrival of the wedding puny

least enough to don their

perm best.

EASY TO see how

and guests. The usher lying in
from Florida
the grand-

done
het
transportation
changed the planning oft wed-

mother to be met at the tarpon -and ohm the tardy

ding. In the horse -and -buggy

habits of friends.

-

days. sometimes weeks had to
he allowed for travelers to
nuke the journey to the bride's

Check your
scents sense

home -today a jet will gel you

stood any place in the country in a few hours, if you iivc in
or neer an urban area.

"I think some day WA..

'Toed

for

the

the

title

on any day of the week."

deodorant.
wcaring-scented
hand cream, skin lotion, make-

bridal consultants are saying.
And the jet isn't the only ma -

oon. Have you driven by some

hair spray and perfume-don't clssh. Musks and floral
is don't go together. Use
your judgment to make sense

of Documents. GPO, WashNeon, D.C. 20400.
The booklet recites the rte.
periences of Helen and John.
newlyweds, as they set UP
housekeeping.
and cook.

budget,

f

out of scents.

large churches on a

the

shop

loaf orange bread, iltbdil

Bleed

view:

NEXT, LIST 111F. makeup
and hair ease aids you'll need
foundation, blusher, lipsticks.
eye accessories. instant hair setter, hairpieces everything

limeys Mike Ryder fouls pitch off M bitter cold weather
Todayb amen young bride doesn't bethre'in complkafing her honeymoon with Fussy Hallos the
demand Rework'. Gel the heneymoon off to flying start With a simply styled dress such an this
design by Goldworm. To stay chic top It with a matching sleeveless ea. Select something camel and
packetble sea uz bid striking Nlatisse patterned forme of chiffon -weight wool Jersey.

you'll want to have handy to
creatO a lush and polished
look for yourself. Oils and
emollients are the next category: body and hand lotion, fa.

By planning meals shoal,
the booklet says, the young
couple can stay within the
amount they must budget for
food a. still insure goad

razor blades, shaving
cream. aspirin. cold pills and a
his -hers anti-perspirant like
new Arrisl extra dry unscented
anti-perspirant spray. Num. Arrid Ls the first anti.ptel
erspirant
spray to be compley fra.
grancolree. so both of you can

Another government print'IA Guide to Budgeting for the
Young Couple." also 10 cents.
in making

your budget .d in making

It's your wedding. end nowhere in the world can there
be another neatly like it. But
miles, the ceremony is erformed under maerina sea lob
on Fch. 29 or mething exode like that, it fits neatly
mewhere into a statisticel

vorite

aids. tissues, and cotton am
other products for your honey.
moon bag.
Once °mania
tape your
list inside your cosmetic case ideally. a compact me that will

medicine eabinet 0101 hotels
provide, you'll be glad you
thought ahead. Nothing forr
gotten. no unnecessary clutter
and a brand new husband to
Moine your acumen as an organizer.

with the

Spare
makeup

lit under your airplane

ing in front of the miniscule

leads

mtm marriages. followed by
New York, then Texas. Least
of all weddings lake Mao in
Alaska. New York is the biggest honothoon state, Pennsylvania second. then Florida
and. California. For honey.

set. As you
item into
the case. check it off your list.
This way you'll be sure not to
forget anything.
Theo. when yu're unpack-

ing burster striping.

mode second and Virgin Islands third. Some two million
marriages take place in this

dress;

country annually. averaging
tat m about 5.480 day!

you can also wear over almost
every dress you twin.

There's

no

Here tire KM16 111MCMOnS

for your trousseau.

The foes flee punts and

Traveler's dram -cow end

I

Short.slecved double -

knit wool do.. buttoned in
navy, thoud with coat that

THE FORMAL

"Maritsa": For yulet evenings foe

Orvivacious

two. or hig Ps
sophisticate of a gown glowing

skin suit: for going -away and
many nmations thereafter -a
of
minimisejacket,
milored jacket. pleated skin

in a multicolor Matisse print.
shirnvaist style with deep side
Bits.

end slacks.

The Chanel dress: Sauey.
short ond exquisitely fine

The striped dross with scarf:
A merry Rash of a dress. in gi-

dress sleeveless and with
collar Miming the deepl

ol chevron stripes of navy,
red and white. MI h a long fling

slashed neckline. in black f r
dress -up or a lively color for

of soul in ehite with match -

day.

substitute for

healthy. shining skin. Onc of
the things shut keeps ,kin
healthy is a minimum of nbk,
up. Most makeups can clog
pores -hiding dirt rather than
getting rid of it. A light liquid
applied with
dampened sponge, is best.

foundation.

a

/t214/ /Sad

the

A good cook knows where to buy her meat.

BOB'S MARKET
19 E. Miner St.

,,,iwzn

idenAgkirk

Arlington Heights

BRAS

" .t.ike a otia
u,z,

CL 3-4106
L Aged Steaks & Roasts
Homemade Sausage

-

The* Average Figure

I W The Small Figure

For Her

Very
Special

daughters...adding ...
your In the epotlIghtl

The Expectant Mother
ta The Mastectomy Patient

sp The Teenager

I

Pe4fda

FLOWERS AND GIFTS
OF ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

OS EMT GOLF ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. ILLINOIS

PHONE .127.1310

HOURS THOU SAT. 9.5 SUNDAY 10.2

un-

leashed a lumina of hitting
from the top of its batting order and got a near -no hitter
from Glenn larecmhowski 10
win 011e mine and tie another
over the wedamils

The Wildcats play. Central Suburban League power
Fridny
Deerfield to a
and returned home to crush
Niles. North. 1141. behind Jarmmhowski's one -hitter.

110

plate in the Iwo games..

Speedy Wiesen.

do leaden

man in Ron What's scheme,
led the way with live for six.
Dyson,
John
Shortstop
le 00110010 mainly
emoted

nx Palatine Pirate diaillOndnlen 1110t up with one of
the top slate powerhouses. as
They droop. a 7-1 decision to
bight minuted Glenbrook
Nonh, Pirate Coach Roy
Shudder had nothing but
praise for the mane amtenders:
'They're an excellent ball

eluh. They are well halancal in
every facet of the pone."
Schodtler went un _to may.

hustle." Schodder was
pleused with the performance

for six.

oxond. fourth and fifth

the

The 'Cats completed their

Senior southpaw Jarmobowski mive notice that he will

Wheeling lefty was perfect. He
also struck out live.
The Wildcats got all the
they needed in the
inDan
ning. when singles by Wiesen.
Dyson and Day produced two
tonics. But he
continued to

scoring in the sixth when they
came up with those mon: runs.
Wiesen and Day each bunged
nut his third hit of the game in
the rally..and a big Nil. North

pour it on the next
and
picked up three more ems on
touring moving out to a com-

Wheeling ju 1,d out ocoond4
to
nd
kut.Lin the lop of the

he giving Day plenty of suo
port on the mound during the
Mid-Suhurhan Loupe season
that opens tonanno.
CANIE within
three outs of gating that magic
moment. the. no-hitter. Viking
right -fielder Ron Woldorf led

GLENN

put down the nest three hitters
to end the game.
Weldon's hit made hint tone

of only three Vikings to maul.
luxe. jornmthowski gave up a
hose on lolls in the third and a

Rick 7denein, Kin/ BUM and
Phil Lovecchio. The Spartain
picked up two in the Mu. one

Instant Bridal Coiffures

in nin 0,,n0 and .... in
fourth.

No magic
with one of
Our fabulous

THE PIRATES bagged
their Ione tally in the sixth

courtesy of a on* by sap
omore firO baseman Sieve Elk.
rattle. Schodilcr said that
Moro was a mall problem with
the weather. Not only was the
cold u factor. but the wind was

hionoble Clothes at Reasonable Prices

New Arrivals!!

Hair Pieces

a Comfortable

Casual

blowing tho long infield flies
i els, the outfield.

Cocaine

7 Hairdressers to Serve you

Individual Hair Styling
Expert Hair Tinting

;

?eWreelte Roter
COIFF111;.n

Fie destroyed seven boats
on Illinois waterways lost yair,
and a lotal of 101 Ponta. 1231
motors and one trailer worn reported stolen, a spokesmen for
the state DepadMenl of Con-

We Specialise in

Pour Bridal Needs

seri*. said.

ari,

Cored Sundays

pervisor of the department's
boating sectioc. caid many:
things could be done by the too

Mlle Rood and Schaumburg Rood

PH: 358-5550

529-4868

540 lead.

JARZE6IBOWSKI START-

ED the tally with a onc.out

Fire -halter Dave Hit.,
hach will be on the mound the

Pirates backed by John
Compton re third. John Fee the

got into the act with another

0

0

It

0

0

0

4 1 1-0 2 4

Kreutafeld
Strink

110-012
4009 3 2

&lineament

100.000

Winner -Shrink; user-

1

.Leje

2
2

LINE SCORE
Elmwood Park OM ODD 0- 0

0
0

2

o

000 001 0-

Hersey

1

I rid

ff

the
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Tom Han,

HERSErS NEXT game

givc up a single base on both,
while Eliseo walked one.
The closest Elmwood Park
could come to a threat was in

will

the first when an error and a
walk pat runners on first and
second with two outs.
ImaYM,
escaped the janl,
whcn he fired third strike past
Daryl lkithka for Me final

,ign with a game at Arlington
Wednesday, where they are

be

lazers flIitten
track visitors
from Elk Grove

non -conference

a

Maine West to -

m0

morrow at MacArthur. The
Huskies open their

cam-

practically c.ain to encounWC right-hander Jim Bo-

kimono.

error on a hall hit by Gary
Schweitzer helped Me cause.

onainfl Deerfield with the help
of three bases on halls mid an
error. The big hits during that
rally were anal by Dmon and

Day. whu drove in a total
of three runs. followed that
with a two.no single, and
cleanup hitter John Lundquist

3

Dyson. as

4

2

2

Day. rf
Lundquist. lb

3

0

3

0

0

Gitupikr 36

.2

0

0
0

a

Gilbert. If

3

Calamari. 211

3

0
0

Elie.

I

0

Smith

30
0

Om by Wiesen. Dyson and

Smetana. c

3

Dean Sheridan. Sheridan's hit

Goldstein. lb

2

0
0
0

brought in the nnal Wildcat

Schermer. ss

2

run of the game.

hone
runs by Deerfield in the fourth

I
0 0 0
Chernoff. p
20 0 I g
TOTALS
3B--Woldorf; SB-Schweit.

and the 010111 tied the contest

rer 12). Wiesen

into tomorrowro 's MSI. opener

Sizes

3 00 20

cal blot

lo prevent such

losses.

"ALL COMPARTMENTS,
should he closed while refuel-,

0

'21

5

0

h 61
0
0

0

0

the 440 os ojunior last year and
.1%7 at ,einotih,e.3007.Saturday

witht.

The only other standout for
Grenadiers was Mike
Michelle, who took first in the
broad

Pitcher

jittoortm,L19-11,,,an1dRILh9i1rdandin the

EG. 45-2, .11ROAD JUMP:
I. Schoolkr. AT, 2041; 2.
Michela, EG, 19-7; 3. Pollard,
AT, 19.3,

HIGH JUMP: 1. Hcrbord,

4%1'7:97
gn

The rest of Elk Grove's
points were picked up on is

00;1
0 0 0 crown 'AN' KOlifign
ma0.0

high jump. and third places by
Opinger in the two IBIle
(10:35.11, Mark Lichter in the

0

0

MILE =JAY, 1. Addison
Trail, 3:440; 2, 4:04.5. SHOT
PUT: .. Thorsen. AT, 50-2:2,
Kroon. AT, 48-21/2; 3. Tams,

AT. 5-100 2. ltie) Somers. EG.

end Mace by Pat Dunning
the mile Th47.8), a tie for sec-

0
0
0

DASH: I. Michelin. 00. 53.7;
2. Ogormlec, AT. 55.2; 3.
Cdpe. AT, 58.0.

ehe top three spots in every
180 -YARD IOW HUEven. went 1-2-3 in the Jew
hub.rdhles..71 discus and won DM: 1. Km, AT, 2111; 2.
Cihlar. AT, 23.1, 3, Daum.
AT, 23.8. MILE RUNs I.
ELK GROVE did get a Treater. AT, 4,44.0, 0. Moho. from Jobe Flesch, who ring. EG, 4:40R: 3. Rawlings,
was competing in his first AT. 4z5 1.3. 220 -YARD DASH:
1.
DeVries, AT, 23.9; 2.
track meet of the SMISOn.
Flesch registered titles of Pelland, AT, 24.3:3. Mich 1:58.6 in the 880 and Si,? in chat EG, 24.4.

the

0 Lac,

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
1p housow
larzombowski710.0511110

,3 a1 0,41, -,-;

vt'999."..91thl L..4.4"Fr' and by Terry Somers in the
Haney

n.

Bars. AT. and Kin; AT, DMCUSs I. Thorsen. AT, 130-3;
2.
Kroon, AT, 122-7; 3.
Schwyz. AT. 112-2. POLE
VAULT: I. Kaczmarek. AT.
13-0; 2. Bass. AT. 11-0; 3. No

Cont....

high hurdles (17.01 and Bill
Team in the shot sit 145-21/21.

CROWN Hi
MEET RESULTS
Player

ah

r

hl

TWO-MILE RUN, I.

Eeank tt.

Route. AT, !ORLI; 2. Fors_

T0MeNtt. of

mac AT. 10:29.6: 3. Ottinger.

Winner-Jarumbosuki:
Loser-Chernoff

No.., M.

LINESCORE
OM/ 000 0-11
Niles Nonh
Wlwelina
230003 0-11

Shrink. P

AT, 16.0: 2. Cihlor, AT. 16.5;

Tirnmesum. P
Astor, Its

1.

E'belerrie"'be'hjind°bnthne

nwnbin.co

0

'-" ' '

0
0

Ghana1011.5 3l

Jriaa. in

0

2B-Fram, Olson

h
0 0
0 0

3

Z7colindsanb'in'te.tIG'fier;;h:drtisn'A:inel

I

I

PITCHING SUMMARY

r

3

called on accomt of darkness.
ti wont sr. toot
e

I

Totals

D. Cooper. cf
W. Cooper, 3b

once again. and after seven
innings the affair had to be

0

I

Scrignoli,

Woldorf. rf

cm two -run

performances in the meet. Ad.dison Trail took at least two of

rear, rf

no in the second and another
in the think huh Wheeling took
a 6.2 lead in the fourth on sin-

But

Kei111 One Zoiltdbert go7d.

2

1

Player

THE WARRIORS won

Olson, c

0

I
Juronnbomki. p
29 8 10
TOTALS
NILES NORTH (0)

pitcher MI Tyler.

mewed only two first -place

2

LaCapns. p

0

'

8 8 0-11 A R9D RUN: I,
2, Cllo.
Carlson,2:07
Flesch,EC.
AT.
AT. 2:13.4: 3.
2:13.9. 880 -YARD RELAY:
.1..Avdd. iso,n,T, roai I. 41,:001.0.; REDIk

Ouniaretz. lb
Porthka, If

0

AT. 10.5; 2. Pelland, AT. 10.8:
3. Michela. EG. 10.9.

Coach him Wendler's

r

0
0

oh

- 22, non -conference
victory over thc Grenadiers on
the winners' home track..

'3

Guerrero. 2b
Capentlno. of

I

I

Webers registered a decisive

0

Plow

3

Richter. Bt.
Friceno, ph

I

61

ELMWOOD PARK (0)

3

Baker.

0

Toltds

h.

I

0

p

r

4
Slocklan. c
2
Schweitzer. 3b
Bencriscutto. 26 2

r
D

Morales, of
Quest. c
Hen,
Shiro, P

els

3

eh
2
Ludwimen, If
Ryder, rf
3
p,,aa,
3
Grobonscher, 3b 3
Koch, lb
.2

1(ennepp. 2b

WHEELING (8)
Player
Wiesen. cf

Elk Grave, track woes continued id h big way Saturday
when Addison Trail's tough

HERSEY I

at home against Conant.

RBI single.

single. and then MOM walkca and Dyson singled again.

Grove,

1035.1.

EG.

Edwards. If
Warne. c

120 -YARD

HIGH HURDLES:
Eichler,

EG,

YARD DASH:

I.

17.0.

More
sports

page

Kus,

14

IOC -

t. DeVries

State AD's convention starts here Thursday
By Linda Hamilton
Sporn Editor

"Where Do We Go Hum
Mere And Are 190 Willing To

the theme of the Illinois High
School Athletic Directors As sadotion's monied commotion
to be held Thunalay and FE day at Arlington Park Towers,
George Ganes, athletic di.

High
School. is the president of the
organiration,
f i e-mer-old
and it was up to him to plan the
rec or

pee

.

activities fisr the 300 uthkfic
direCtom and their wives expouted m anent Iho MIn
vendee.

Mg. and the fuel hose nozzle
should be grounded to n maul

swan of the intake line."

"This will
electricity
charge from building up and
causing an explosion. NeedGreenwald
prevent a

said.

static

mostto say, fuel lines and bilges

Kenneth Gruenovalek. se,

located in Scheembion's
Newest Shopping Center

Town Square

PALATINE PLAZA

Pcilatine, III.

to

THE CONVENTION will
open officielly at 11 am. on

between the slates athletic di.

Tgarms,.. with Harry Flu-

Mnn, The AD, will also

hugh . caking on ..Present
and Tulare.- Fitzhugh, of

make resolutions and discuss
the problems that they fact in
running their schools' pronterns.

role of do athletic diream het clanged in the pest
10 vents." said Gonna. ''He's
n -adniiniatnoor now: his
Maim are changed.
"In the past the mulch or the

principal was responsible kw
getting officials. but now the
athletic

directors are

doing

that. Its not just making out
its organizing
schedults.
prectices, coordinating con-

tests and the like."

high schools.

would be o booklet with the

For the wives Mrs. William
Eccknout, wife of the Forest
Vim athletic director has arranged a Thursday luncheon
at Hobson House in Long

convention's program printed

at letic dimctors, his group
would like to -have en active
voice in offering suggestions.

in it.
Topics which will probably

to the principals.
The state Athletic Direc-

Grove.

the cenrtification of coaches

Wheeling and

IHE PURPOSE or the convention is an exchange of ideas

Arlington Height., in the ems cutive secretary of the !Ilinois High School Assuchd
(ion. MTh- lunch, Gases.

Prospect principal Alvin Ku.

peke and District 214 &mann-

tendent Dr. Edward Gilbcn
will welcome rho athletic di room.,
This will he tollownd by
talks on national and stute high
school athletics and small

croup discussions. The eve tong session will Prod an Or chasms or modem dance concon put en by Pros)ect.

Feast

View

Fridays session will begin
with breakfast and a talk by
Jcff Bates. a graduate of Pro.
High and now a student ot
Colgate University in New

mos be kept clean. All cutoff valves must be in proper
working order,' Ontenwald

.........

11), lbw this year speclfiesi
that the battery he covered

with a non-conductive makdel. Thie ie tO pmvent them.-

dental shorting of the termt
als, thereby causing a murk, '0
Greenwald explained.

The state spokesman fisted
eight

precautions

the

boat

owner should observe to reduce Me number of bean an
boat equipment stolen. Boats
should be mootod properly;
lock hatches and ports when
not in use; do not
the craft
leave keys on or pear the boat,

and if possible, use a hidden
switch on the ignition, tun, off
fuel valves when the bid if
unattended; tiike ashore all

mobility equipment such as
fife jackets, radios eleationic
gear and the like, or look the
gear Safely in the cabin if remewl is not possible.
,

keep the mooring ame well
lighted.

'the

dcpanment

hes

a

come around to discussion nc-

cardig to Gams should be
and the classification of
schools for the proposed state

football playoff Although the
plapaff has been turned down
by the I HSA. Gat tas and many

of. the other athletic directors

awards. films and services and
the like.

Genes. "I expect the MIIC win
he pursued again by the Asso-

'

Tit year. for the first time.

good record of recovering equipment that has been stolen.

Greenwald said. "We would
appreciate it if ,oplc would
take

measures

to safeguard

their boats and equipment.
ENGRAVE OR permanent- I "All losses should be rely Mont the boat own, ported immediately to the
erh name and address on all count, conservation officer,
the state police, local police or
accurate
equipment; keep
records of the make, model, se-, the county sheriffs office. A

rial number and purchsse information of all motors, radios
and other equipment, Finally,

Gaups het seen to it that there

York.
THE REST of the day will
be taken up with discussions
andgs' interschtdastidemorts
anon handbooks. lettermen's

Boat owners can prevent craft damage

Fashions humor
important summer
trousseau of

Bridal Party by
Our Hair Stylists.

mand

Palatine will open their
MSI. season Wednesday at Elk

will be
of his three pirthers Friday:. Mann The Changer

M, rim, Sur1:30

clothes of distinction
43 S. Minton CL 54542
Arlington Heights, Ilk

Niles runner got on sot
error in the sixth, but in the first.

Palatine set back, 7-1 ,
by state -renown North

'mewed me with his fieldho

Mum friday 9/30 to MO

Maison de Romayne

Lja

Elmwood Park first basemen,
Prose wbs easily able lo sco.
Frasc's double was onemat
five hits for Hersey ia the
stinging wind. The others woo
all singles and wen garnered
by Ryder. Koch, Morales and

them. he robbed Tony Cape.thew of a hit by snagging his

for three at the plate. (Photo byllan Shawn

his fielding. was four for
eight and Sam Day had four

TIE FIRST three hitters in toff the sevemh with a triple.
the Wheeling lineup collected has that quickly. went hy the
a total of 13 hits in 20 trim to boards when the 'Cat hurler

CALL JUDIE ROSS 392-5262

We've the draws

ESTIMATES BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Wheeling

Jo everything real well. Their
third basemen really in/-

milt the

'dropk101

when Ms tow eluded

Wheeling's Jarzembowski throws
near no-hitter; 'Cats win, tie

Caton, fitted by appointment in your home or mine

occasion and you,
mother of the bride.

0

ip hr -.e woo

'Pitcher

2

Geode, c
Leja, p

16

0
0

PITCIUNG SUMMARY

2

Hari,

I

Capra for a pass. LaCapra then

1

Satordny during I-0 victory over Elmwood Pork. Ryder wen IOW

Powerful

moon sites out of Cho United
Stabs. Canada rates first. Be,

Anon.
Califomia

favorite perfnme and his fa-

tridon.

ed booklet for newlyweds i.

Look sharp - plan a
packable trousseau

From here. go on to the

and

Totals

0

As great as the pitching was.

Cut each slice into thirds -Gar-

also

u

shortstop Erase. On one of

and that abhor on c of you
could ovolook. Into this category go such thin, as razors

2

0

Ryder, dErase,

Morales, cf
Grutzmacher, lb
a
Kennepp,
2b

I
zophleollryd,
itoTilhzd rot two

nish with slivered pal. Makes

Koch, lb

3

head, Me junior all conference performer went to
third on a wild pitch.
Grurtmacher was called out
on strikes, but Steve Koch
worked Tiger hurler Dick La -

Hersey might have been in

mix well. Spread generously
on thinly sliced orange bread.

after -shave. Emery
boards first aid cream, hand -

oo and mouthwash. Do this
in Cho bathroom, where most
of these items urn clearly in

Its your

,

again

R

Chic hair styles
for the whole

COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICE
LARGE SELECTION TO MATCH
YOUR WEDDING PLANS

THE IIUSKIES

behind the fine hurling coldly
Pa
EL
d right I d
Terry Smith. Eliseo gave up
only one hit in four innings,
and Smith only allowed one
setae in the three innings he

cheese, at room temperature
Slivered orange peel, optional

pomb, Mush, hair spray, sham-

Day

I

Ryder, Bruce Erase and Ken
Morales after one was down
gave the home team an ex -

But the Hersey bull defense
displayed an excellent defense

I package 18 ounces} cram

and

it

In 11. Not, walks to Mil.

Ludo/Olen, If

d

kets.

thawed,

concentrate,
undiluted

wcar it: It cant clash with your

It suggests steps

runlet% as far as third base.

b cup frozen Florida orange
Juice

First. make a list of the bad
ics:
toothbrush. toothparu.

your plan work.

up,

It's the population explo-

as your clothes.

cents from i he Superintendent

In this age of scented every-

erous fragrances you're

Young

of a
recently revised booklet for
newlyweds compiled by the
U.S. Department of Agricultura It can be ordered for 10
is

near fun. we'll be swing thing. make sure that the nuweddings on Tuesday, or as

looks merit as much throught

Meal planning tips offered
Couple"

allowed time to come to the
at

between weddings!

day must be cleared out rapid-

been seen outside the church,
while the first wedding was
drawing to a close inside.

she sa.

be time for different florists.
re -do Me floral decorations

the Crown lint baseman. Ryder drew another bill on bolls.
but Treat popped out and Mo.
rates went down swinging to
end that threat.

I

0

mrb

Felder.loong double over the left

teem' innings. Smith didn't

products that you both can use

carefully together.
Another kind of pre -honey.

- for there would scarcely

they did threaten in three of
the too frames and twice sot

yr

seau. Silken folds of lingerie,
toff sweaters, new.fiber shea-

to your webbeing and good

"Sailfirday,

second on a two.base error on

THE TWO tombined

which make up your trousths. and an evening -wear
matte -Jersey maxi are gathered

whole
picture,
financially.
Pastors of the church could inform the wedding parties who
share the church on their wedding days, and the groups
couId get together to order tlic
flowers to decorate the church

ALTHOUGH THE Huskies Dalai to come up with. h11,

19

I)

MERSEY (01

ing off Me inning with a long,

strike out 15 Tiger hitters.with
Eliseo fanning nine and taleins out the site in the Int and

cial moistoizer. bath oil and -if
you're headed for sunshiny
climes -u most
anti protective suntan lotion, ''

The wedding is soon, and
you're now assembling the
potpourri of dainty things

Jay'?

and walk. nvo.
Leja ran into trouble in

It was cold Friday even with
the sun out, but Saturday
against Elmwood Park it was
unbeetahle. About 10 Huskie
fans braved the arctic weather,
most of than wrapped in Nan-

2

I

Player

the only run of the game in the
bottom of the sixth. After Iced -

pitched.

Pack for two

Perhaps there might he a
touch of brightness to the

only one hit and one unearned
run in the four. inngs
001
he
pitched. Ho struck
four

for the third out.

Told

ERASE WAS also the hit ling hero for Hersey, scoring

when Ludwigsen pupped out

roe

about 1 cup spread.

2eggs, beaten

day that a wedding isn't in
progress. In fact, some chur-

count of himself, giving up

ran went by by the bouds

mound.

Bill Ludwigsea Warted another onssout rally for Hersey.
in the third when he reached

ing thc entire "rally."

an erfor, but once again the

Blend undiluted orange concentrate into cream cheese;

Mom water

Saturday in spring? Ifs n rare

no-hicer by two Crown hurlers Friday. The affnir was

the bags loaded. Rich Grata
mother hit into a home -to first double play when he
slapped the ball back to the

0 oo Icaoulold. y

ground ball behind loco.
base and throwing him our

loaded the tacks in't
fourth
with the help,Of two walla and

strips.
ORANGE CHEESE SPREAD

combination

IN cups sugar

What <twat the week is usually picked for the wedding

break for the senior southpaw,
became he didn't allow a ball
to be hit out of the infield dur-

store overnight before slicing.
Makes two oaves.
To sliver Florida orange
peck mmovc very thin orange
colored peel from orange with
vegetable peeler: cart into thin

I

Saturday is first choice

run of the game. It mrt n bid

Mimi opportunity. But wlih

rack to cool. Wrap in sem
film or alurninum foil and

ORANGE TEA BREAD

moon

Cher -

8.-by-41.5.by-21/2-inch baking
pans. Bake in 025 degree oven
45 to 50 minutes. Let stand M
pans 10 minutes. Turn our on

with Orange Cheese Sprout.

Celebrate in style with a champagne punch accompanied by orange flavored

COACH STEVE

Ricky's Mkt -Suburban League
club fell victim to a five -liming

ies lost by a 1-1)seore to Crown

Both genes were played go

third inning when three

Huskie canes led 00 the only

Playing in sub40 degree
weather both limes, the HuskFriday and then turned around
and beat Elmwood Park by the
sortie count Saturdaji morning.

ents together in mixing bowl.
Add liquid mixture to dry ingredients and stir until mois
ened. Turn into two greased

the

called on accoum of darkness
idler
Rut Hersey left-hander Bob
Lcja gave almost. good an ac-

Wens.

utes. (The peel and syn.

which.om with any setting is
OrangTea Bread cut in fin.
gebsized morsels and topped

nibbles.

...Junior High School.

By Jim Sheen

4 teaspoons baking powder

tor's Association is in its MA
year of existence, and Ganes is

its fifth president. The organi.
alien has about 400 members,
?PP 0P

s5IPTPt.

3fifi

the eon°I .isfiGGss
stall order:
RsI1gPII
But Gala. aye the them is

a good deal of intco.t on the
part of the AD's. 'Our emblems am pretty much the saine
all over the state." he s- id, ad-

ding that the meeting's main
purpose ass an emphasis on
the boys and girls involyal in
the high school programs.

"OUR PURPOSE is 10 improve upon our present _program and give the kids the best

wean possibly afford."

around die state hope to revive
the

"Wed like to know why it
11/M bt.cd down." explained
dation:.
GATTAS,
HOWEVFA
streamed timt the Athletic Di-

rector's Association is `tea
press re group" of any kind.
The president said that his organization "would like to get a
member
the IHSA execs e board,
either a voting
member or ex officio,
strictly advisory capacity."

in

The Illinois ADA is Al-

little time by the boat owner

iated with the national athletic
director's association which
has been endorsed d000he orga- ppi
nization of second
16001

can prevent the loss of a camplate season of boating plea-

principals. The IHSA is also
run by school principals, but

nanaal loss ' Gmenweld con

says that since much of
the administrative work on ad.

Gab
sure. plussaying. Es
a P.M.s
eluded

-

Wes has been delegated M the
ja.L........

George Gaffes

THE DAY
Page 14
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CLASSIFIED

NWS girls earn three state 0

Apts. and Rooms to Shan.),

Despite the Met that North-

west Suburban YNICA ()iris
swim team log a numbs olio
paid swimmer, to the new
the
Countryside
YMCA.
Aguaqueens were able to in
a very line fifth in file

pionship Mad held at George
Williams C ['Alcor Saturday.

free and mo line relay swims.
She hit a fine 27.8 in the free,
and joined Caro! Geisler,

and Judy Grin, who placed

Allen end Patty Lou Evans

sixth in the 50 hackstroke. The
medley relay of Misses Gran,

placed fourth while setting a

Simi Do,.

Claudia Gentiles and Mary

DiFrances, DiSomma and

Fitasimmons on the seventh
place 206 free relay. Misses
Gabler, Gentzler and Fitesim-

Grunwald placed second in
the state with a team record

yard medley relay.
.

-Three state championship per-

Maloney. No81 Halvorsen end

Antonik and Patti Larson. and

fifth,

their new lecold 'was also a

lay of

but this year
nany of its swimmers in Palaine. Rolling kleadows and
Barrington switched to the
!hunts last

Barbara

Duel

placed

WhileMisses Larson. Maloney

point pawn fo r NWS. MissAntonik.
wed MOM, in the
\lido M and III years oldt di -

non. won the 50.yard butterfly and placed second in the
Sit -mind !freestyle. Her 32.6

clocking in the heucaly ,et a
nov mate mord as well as a
new learn n,ord. Hoe 311.2

Ily L Alan Cook

campaign. Gunderson made
the big jump to varsity com-

AxaL Sporn Ed.

petition in only his second sea -

time in the 50 free auaNished
a new squad standard.

Miss Ditch!er was the most

wet:extra or the NWS Prep
ill and Ur mciMnligti. She
crinmed the new state champion in the 50-yanl free with a
new mate mark of 27.4. She
elm, came through with a fine
third plea, performance in the
MO -yard individual meanly.
Her time of 1:11.11 seta new

"He was the best freshman 1
ever coached." said former

son.

Maine West frosh 'swimming
coach Roy Kearns. -He was
the kind of kid conch dreams

"HE WAS a natural back soaker,- Kearns said, ..but
Baer turned him into a good
frcestyler

Kearns was speaking or
John Gunderson, a 1964 grad-

mite of West, who died of can.

cor Intl Wednesday in a Boss
10M hospital. Kearns "had the
privilege" of coaching the

want nmord.

Warrior standout in his initial
year at Maine and probablycle.

TIIE MIDGETS, who did

serves mst of the credit of

the best of all the NWS
had another champion

transforming him into one of
the school's beg,

ill Ann Di Francesca. who cap tiered the crown in the 50 -yard
hreasuanthe. She tied the suite

KEARNS REMEMBERS
Gunderson mostly as a team
leader and a high caliber cam

N. %fidget..rack up 126 points

for cceond plum in their divi.

tether. lie was probably on

lire Intermediates Well
paced by Kathy Dalton. who

other freshmen on the team,
but his hard work and "okra-

the same level as some of the

as

sopboMOre."

a

Dedication and long hours of
practice finally reaped a re ward for Gunderson.
In only his junior season.
Gunderson rewrote the War riot record book, in his two
specialities. He splashed his
way to a 0104104 setting 152
flat in the 100 -yard freest le
and then came back with an
equally excellent perfoanence
in the

record of 39.5 as she helped

100 -yard

backstroke.

this time stopping the clock in
ROLL
team contributor during his fn eel season at Maine as leadoff
man on the 200 -yard medley
relay gua'rtat.

highers class.

Dogs, Pets ored Dpipano 4

Gundersors

events
were the backstroke
and
freestyle. -but head coach

medley relay that Loa 01111 in

hest

Harold Baer Mho passed away
in 19671100n made him a not.
smile
performer," Kearns'
said. "Ho could do Mani

2:05.3. then the same foursome closed out the mast by
finishing Talk attain in the

freestyle relay with a 1.52.0

After participating for the

time.

freshmen

the

during

the

1959

samtung
If

churned the distance in an
unsurpassed 1:47.6 timing.

Gabler, the only other Junior
swimmer to score points was
ninth in the 100 -yard breaststroke.

eighth in

'
27SituationsItlanted.Wom

perch

100.yard

the

in

freestyle in 1968 with 0 i51.I
effort. but Gunderson remains
in second place. His back-

KIDS! ENTER THE

stroke standard, meanwhile,
has since been topped by Chris
[Slander 11:00.11 in 1968 and

Mount Prospect American Legion

Jim Lillmast 0:00.5) in 1969.

"NICKNAME

23Employment Agencies Men

of Esrare-Apt, Building

I

other kids and turned out to be
one of our best teachers."
Behind the athletic scenes,
Kearns spoke of Gunderson of
personal friend. "Hc was
probably as hard a wil71(92
scholastically as he wag in the
pood" lie was a rather mature
youngster and always acted in

loons Mortgages

Real Estate Var.

94
80

73
76

To Rent Offices

CONTEST RULES
Entrants must be nab
dents at Haunt Prospect
and be 16 years of age
.

1964.

155,000

transferring le NOlth
Park College.
At the -latter hotheads,
Gunderson soon became n
household name in the Viking
record books after eclipsing
mwks in no less than six

13Lost and Fount

PRIZES
I. A 525 savings bond ij
hem the Mount Prospect !:
State Bank.

E 2. A gift certif irate from
Willa Hordwore.

3. Several other surprises.

Miss Sullivan

man Jeff Seeger beat John Aloe
6-2erse. 6.0 to register the first
then both
doubles teams were successful
tO wrap up the meet.
Stein Ohrstrom and Tom

Hy win and

Li

Rnprecht won the first double

it

match over Jeff Nelson and
Lee Murphy by a 6-0, 6-2
MIMI and Rick Liston and Bill
Hutton

downed

Mark

On.

The Hersey frosh-emb mgfnl shut ouftlik Second-yearElgin players, 5-0,

7OR:

IM)LEY TURNED around
and won his lumber one

"NICKNAME OUR TEAM CONTEST"

singles match 1121111 Chuck

Zahara of Lake Park

-,pi NAME
INIONE NO

If 'Modell entries.:

r;!'9 I

American !pion Sontag
1307 East Golivisw Drive

L

Mount Prospect Illinois 60056

:::::
ry-

ED '4

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

Lai

marathon by

I

in

a

I413, 6-0, 7-5.'

Liston, playing in the
nunther two singles spot in this
But

AGE

team name

IR

Ji

meat, lon E. John Robertson
by 6-2, 6-1. .
Seeger

won

his

second

straight number 1hree singles
6-4, 6-3j over kiln
N lend.
Ohryttem hod.
11.1

.cht Also

their pea

POLICY IS QUALITY
CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERY,

F

SMALL DEPT
Junior draftsmen hen's
your epportunity to un-

CF

"'"19:.= P"'"'

and

manufac.RGA

967.9,2 or 5.720.
FULL BASEMENT

:fir, "
LA,6030

SINCE 1,46

but no longer use. A TV set, baby
crib, lawnmower, movie projector...
you name it, -our salesmen con sell
it. How much does it cost to put

For further information Calf-

rue, II E..Schauburg
Schaumburg 894-8500.

1ST OH THE

Gt/ 1 HOME REPAIR.

Carpenter Work Tau Num

Day or N,' WO Me

LP

110111 NOME IMPPOVEMENT5
AND STOPS F MIMES

ptspc//or gr,rw.

FOR THE

ROOM ADDITIONS RUM01.15

ROoms

;407E1

BUSINESSMAN

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING
ns 0 F110 9.20
529 4273

HOUSEWIFE,

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

DAY

2720 Des Moines Ave.
Des Plaines

AND FOR THE

GET RESULTS,

TECHNICIANS

QUICKER,

255-7200
OR

296-6640

"--"""'

...peen

a

E'E
i'llUE,ETE:ZD Semen

'''
9

0

.........do

300-3172

wP"''''''17.3" :ll '112

:'

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

iporog or, emgrrs, ip

Chicago

end

braelesrau

aw .e... be'

ae4 var.

AL/TO
R Fore

s

me.. Tech.
Q C InsPnlor
Assl ;woman

Mo,,

Dap

Technician

5550450
ssoosso
5600400
5500.650
$5213700

5550-630

3500.70.

06,L5IN CIRC.

296-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES

337,332
MAGIC BY DENY TIM MAGIC
CLOWN- Special mes ch.ld r

'1.:2=',
529-3901

227 BNI
OND

In S9o.x

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

by
Woltrnan COnst. Co

COI A PROOLD'A DOOR

seenraddirant

r, ,rg,,.

ANG

,, ,

.

MELROSE PARK

Re, Rooms

Rel., Wo,

17

I

Draperies

''''',,

v....'
'''`'''''`"''5295,595
...able. Reasonable
Cuslom Draperies

oa

io our

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

437 2884

Write to us about yourself.
Om employees know of this ad!
Pas

/

WANT

d

k

BLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

1:,,a, /worn,. ,fie.

1.°E,

AD

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN
Must have general elec
knowledge wOh

s

TIMATES CAIL FL 8 6913

construct proto,pes and ee%
or verification of specifica
Eons. Good opportuni, for og

Office Cleaning

s

a

7

i

°
39E0292

77,1

d,

e^nol,.emo 9
NEED A PLU

.. .I'

B

benefits include porn ,bar

Al

o

Sewer & Septic Work
-

DooDor erelong. 392- v.

FEDERAL & STATE

.

ow gr grow ,gocEt,
GLENVIEW OFFICE EQUIPMENT

on

9.9,0.1E0 .77 874E.M.S.
292 MO 0 292 1121

Wert 0,017:9:r00"

Mc

379.1121

pe of sewer work Co:61
rodohng.

,

sewer We,.

set., worE. We'
e.

FREE ESTMAUS

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

JOIN A WORLD LEADER TODAY...

Office Equipment

FILINGS
Drapery Repairs

'Lee'''"C
'''"""'
1.6.E

Also Roof RepuiNng

e"E

el. 437 BS,

1"".1

DAY

Plumbing

ChnneysRepoeed.Rbuill

WORTHMORS office cle

°

Lola

CALL 82.1o.

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

°..

FOOD STORES

112,310

OE ORMAN

0RICK,tS.10,EWORC.:IREL.

Coll Lector, cloyieve 393,078
roi

WITH A

1955 W. NORTH AVE

Porch Repos.Coll

Kitchen Re.nedehng
ROE'sho'141. illAsn,

ioxai

1A,L=CXN ViR SIO N.

Office Personnel

T. REMODELING

'

nch. haloes. Ormedada 10 bon. sachem el equip-

'ffS'ArV117

CALL FOR APPT.

JEWEL

EBRO SLAVERING

..."CtrirW...
19.04

,..,,E12Ezexeasobre

Experience Necessary
Excellent Fringe Benefits
371/4 Hour Week

TAKE AIM

.5'N''1""'"255 31321

m

ROFFSSIONAt TAX SERVICE

Nor, Shore awned ood riewas

,,,,

DAN EERY

tkiit 2. 72.0,

NiDundee
Builolo Gr..

... rao
,koge

3rd Shift

Cotnas....7alls S OntEME9

Rd

Med, of

TAB OPERATOR

Nreplaces...awer boxes. Interior

DAMON STUD

Dog Training

. Day Want Ads

Get Results

ww

!oaken...0.316.

439-82E10

9,696

DEMONSTRATIONS.Call 73O.E906

REWARDS ARE TOCX

ANAGER OF

..,oth, t.unwn a oo WoukIng

IssosPe, NEW.,
439,0 2g 0

POODLE

SALES A SERVICE.FREE HO.ME

,..,. s,,,

y,,m0,

med

537 120.1

BARTON STULL

GROOMING

,
Pianci Tuning Services

Plastering

aVERSMASONRY
Au TYPESTREEHTIMAI E

359-1410

al

gs
WISHING WELL WIG STUDIO

160DCL 3-2236 or el 2.338.1

m...^^/

''''s "POlt" "".

155 RE70

A

AGING DEPARIABEIT.THE CHALLENGES AR MANY- THE

345.0500, E., 590

ems, C1.1s. roma s Seas
karma,. Coll 412.27311

...21,4,-.7...A....

GROOMING

A

S'Attl.J70=S;igtifilriurg't.7.tilttu
CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 S. Shermer Rd.
Northbrook, III.

oxroene'b'ie'Veed.n

Pe' RAN PETERSON

11255.Art nes...M.N.

,,,,,

'

Magic

dL

009 SerVite
,,,,o,LE.

Wallpapering

riell,W

,,ea end cope..

CM

Gram, C70$9.0

DANCING. ENROLL NOW FOR
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TAX SERVICES, INC.

MCELLENT CHILD CARE FOR
WORKING MOTHERS. DAV,
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Northwest suburban
location.
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PAINTING Y DECORATING
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appointment g. details
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Tree Service

Deem,.
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428-3623

If interested, phone
Mn. Bieber, 296-6640

BRINFIX A.KARSON
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CARGILL. INC.

Cottage Ave. 8. Loke Marion Rd.
Corpentersville, Ill.
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a cd11...ond sell something!

DAY WANT ADS
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DECORATORS

CHUC.ONES LANDSCAPING

6:30-8,30 a.m.
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CREATIVE

-.1,
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51 IN CEMENT
CLIFIGM CONCRETE WORK.

II

FOR YOUR HOUSE

MP FREE ESTIMATE.

SOLVER"

155,000 Salesmen to work for you?
Only $3.45. Go ahead, give the Doy

CLASS ASSISTANTS are
Gail Parker, Diane Steinhoff,

Tact the Twinbrook YMC d

ee
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PROBLEM
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Earn Extra.Cosh
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Helen Keller Junior
High.
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FRU EST !MATES 295-108

0.:,.Gutters

Gee Coll 439.9x44

geneaced

IS A REAL

Schaum-

Robbe Healey and Tom Bond,
all of Hoffman Estates.
The Swim Program will run
fo eight consecutive weeks on
Friday
evening
beginning
April 10 and is designed for intermediate swimmers.

827-7450

HEARING AIDS MR MI

729-7150

Mrs. Mary Howland of
Assisting

CHAIN LINK FENCES.VINELS
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03.71000NCRM

derstudy top Design. En.
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for the Junior High Swim Program sponsored by the Twin brook YMCA in Schaumburg.
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Memorial services were
held Sunday at Trinity Luther.
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the first singles match. Mike
Dunne likewise lost to Loren
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BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOP
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and straight with a 7-5, 6-t win
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events.
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Boots and
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CUSTOMER CONTACT

Learn Sales
PrOfession

SMALL OFFICE

$135 WEN(

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN

ecIeeEoau

Dep. Toppl .95 Ward Rd.

2nd SHIFT

r

terwerw. Good tree Ws

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

Marling salary 5145, how.

g

T

mt,prorp.orea only 255.5557

CLERa 717PISITS
Vol company in the educational field, is looking
for several girls who ,they clerical work and have
paid typing skills. Facolbm working condinon,.

PART TIME

.5.17o

950-$100 WEEKLY

Sunbeam Corp.

290-2770

An eaucheSPROunl% nn,b90911

Lo Salle Personnel

Young man with experience selling up progres-

pee

r

time if desired.

455-3600

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

mi. ar nu roe

ENAMELING SHOP

.5370
.5411

THE DAY DOES IT!
applicant
Company benefits include: Paid health and medico1 insurance, paid life insurance, paid vocolion -1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year, fi
paid holiday. per yew, profit sharing.

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

In Salle Pessannel

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO

ACCOUNTS

ASK FOR MR ANDERSON or MR...UNTIE!.

NOTE TELLER
Experienced

dis rano.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

We '15 1. Ss

359-4200, Ext. 216
7unTEIL'ING

SECRETARY

i,TOPE'gr'at

2.55-.00

1:y.,1074I7,7;`,17

THE BANK & TRUST
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o Pleasant Working
Conditlans
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o Profit Sharing
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Phone.
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oppsorance

Liberal Company Benefits

and
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Owned

grl,

5155; baby Cum

CONTACT
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11 lip Wanted Men & Women

DES PLAINES

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE....
Ya earn excellent Ray*
and mud*. Sew. sisid
n.a,e.edt.

CHI

SALESMEN

ASST. SANITARIAN

Positions Open

To assist Registered thnlithrion In inspecting food
service establishments and enforcing health moo In? Ins. Must be able la deal taedully and ef f eclively with the YOGI 1. Flexible hour. Should he
qualified or hove potential for r egisf forma.

priacesperlence.

PrawrIng 10n4w pointte mos
somo Now Salesman should

unstanding benefits.

. MOonnuin RP.

Apply in parson or call: 537-13550

$450 to $675

For awl flmo work
in Morale's Office

PHONE: 392-2708

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

2"' 2'2'2%11= lyte
all
'h22a2,,d

holmes & assoc.

new bu,01,

CALL 255-3050
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NEW SUBURBAN
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I
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WAITRESSES
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$600-$650

Day or Evening Hours

°
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EMPLOYMENT

Km we you lo wee., del.

100% Free Positions
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14 -Help Wanted Men

1441114 Wanted Men

soils W. Oenlpster 965-2400

25%4871

24.11elp Wanted Men
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o CLERK TYPIST

o GENERAL OFFICE
o FIGURE CLERKS
o NCR OPERATORS
o SWITCHBOARD

siOer, 595. 773.12,17

$20,
set 530; sole

Home

I S!"

2999 N. Mannheim Rd.

Registered
Nurse

We Need

JOBS

WELDERS 17

JOBS

$384
2

GENERAL FACTORY OPENINGS

J085

from $1.4010 $100

Plus nigh shift premium o!05.

JOBS

3 p.m..° 7 p.m. OR
2 p.". to 6 p.m.
Industrial Oleic
in Elk Grove Village
CALL Miss Day

439-3232

Excellent fringe Benefits

Franklin Pork

If Emma Nutt
could see us now

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP.
999 ELMHURST ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-0300

Emma,

"First

Lody"

of

the

conirnu-

,calions industry. was the notion's first te.
mole telephone operator. We've modernized a lot since EmMO tangled with cetera -

labeedor

nen. old

phone switchboard...but the friendly yoke
of the operator will never become
"old-foshioned." We need more oak like

Janitors

"

an equal opportunity employer,.

6010 DomplIr
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1410 Rent Apartments

Coll 529,66

pr g

ppl
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41flome Furnishings.Furniture

5185 Ali 5 30 ro ryl 3,4 2872

IMAGINATION 0 DRIVE
Wo of far fullIlmepesitioan=r,congenlalalrnee9.e.

ACREAGE -NORTHERN

MICHIGAN

7Urizch7:3.'un,4'josr''

722 Center Street

,

En
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p

:Ro2"ale,21x4,SSIi

0

sex* 0 peal,
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hud su,

CHICAGO 396-5090

53/.0023

101.Autornohiles Wanted

monthly 439 2941
296-6127

wAncrED,

case.

Comp. wit, 5 6

ispr chuck 0

5412460

pgd1

17,232re' hel2s7e25en1112723Z 2j2I

nisso kidney ,,oned,
g
55 M

The Boss
Says,

frame a mUSTI 439-3,84

297 0051

ill IsleTraders &Campers

DT

s

T

hags des

i=.".`ttittr

firn.A1 3 3236

m

S1:0

1104port1Caf4

d rale.

1959 FIAAJ:DOX,,SEDAN

MUNDELEIN

Mangle Iworks Owl 1.10.

SHADE

10

TREES

III -Motorcycles arld Scootees

ft

rMAME/ROLLING MEADOWS

Red velvet Studm Couch. Me

ken71,7C;L"en= Er6a

HYDROTHERAP

001 3 00 00,

5000

40% -

t

I.T

.0

hl

HONDA CB 550, , nulroge,

HOWAR=T 6 CO.
Call flr,tativent

'41fr'
2 Yr H.P. 2110 Coll Aber

P

259r2796

Ono 6 Iwo Bdrm Aporiments
Deluxe Fac,lities include,

Seeing Is

Believing

1969 2 TON CHEVY

Mount Prospect

D Sorter/Packer

tai:?nisrLit=

les Da,dson

539.607,1

12126111DTPrOY.'2

5109recninums

paid Newhanalon

$3495
1969 IMPALA

TENNIS COURT

thl,

824-2175
ttitt&itTr.tv.t1t,"'

WEWILL frEPT ANY PRICE

Etch/Pun:Ws ilems. 259.4259

CARPET CLOSEOUT

IV

I

W

RI

83

/ZIA 'THOMPSON

Other fine carpets ovolloble

INDUSTRIES CO

25,-4466

Doyens°, choirs, Dalian 6 din.
rm. lurn. Baby bed. mangle,

Cate only.. No deolo,s16earn

724.6006

sets 590; king sets 5135, hidea-

way

Enercycle 510; fur coot sz. 16 full
TV

men stereo comb. 3300 or

heece.1632
tell

71'7

7d. Runabout. 75 H.P. Johnson
Meter. Needs ref inishIng. Hoed

fade.ryn

2511594

4SnWl.TO,'

$2295
1968 IMPALA

MT PROSPECT

APTS.
1964 Olds F-05, V 0, 4-6 Sedan,

bed
520;

trundle

beds

ELEVATOR BUILDING

11895

DICK WICKSTROM

:O'rld=s'576Vn7r!ydro7{,:
desks, kit.

th 10 P
31 -Beals antIMaline Supplies

112.Mtwiti61 Ni Sate

NEW 1 8, 2 BEDROOM

550; reclining chrs MO; vv.

12.0.3eleara. *ter. Lir eel

Illinois Bell

60%

OFF

bunkbds

To stool your CIppii[Otion by phone, call Free,
6,56-MWEMoncElia ar Sat, 9 eivel pm.

d

r

CARPETING

359 5310
WHIRLPOOL

'"Vor,57.26'dnienr25VR.020"".
Coll 827-7503

s'479

w,

PICK WICKSTROM

1 YEAR LEASE.

°.

CALL 362-0204
thA

rY.

Milengfh 5100; 21" Le. coIor

Irk OM

Ordy 5,50. ask hor Mike Nelson

437-4049

Ed

51 00

.17,/s.Xionieceon.ortrutee. muitees0214.

WIlems Grob SIde,

1966 FORD
4 OR Ranch Wagon. Auto

'22ME/20;712CTZPAI'DIIE"'
592 9015

3 Od

p

394-3 28 or 966,3553

90investent Property

Iread 6,16,716,r, re.3 levrt

fh,

015110

LYNN DAVIS

[Neal Estate -Vacant

Mews MOTORS.

Des Plaines Day

now and plan your 801010 with us.

259-7010

994.0880

359.3495

Bolveeen Dernpver Golf,

HOUGH DIVISION

95. Denlen

MOE

:227/4Tt4rur:Iv:7".

Coll 439-4100

VARIETY

Libertyville, Illinois

offer CALL 250 ICAO.

2185.392.3018 pee

SPOr chew drop leof

We aro on equal opportunity employer.

wiwcurge

Rernalw2

Pegioered

-

S Machine Operators

$550 MONTH

EIXIAL OPPORTUNI, EMPLOY ER

- 6a1, 411.124olre..01)

1966 Buok widcar cancer,

75297.A11o, ONTO, MVO

R

Chock Out This Tremendous lk.efir Program

Emma.

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

H riding. Restos

Pup,

e Print -Helper

Monday Through hid, 0:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Saturday mornings.° non. lo 12 noon

Route 176

Prospect Day

All 3 Shifts

1st Shift Only

,Preleskv,Ws

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY

2175. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Openings on all 3 Shifts

Salary and benefits are grew, so stop in

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPFN

Come in at call

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

ONE GAL OFFICE

jOBS

'AND

Arlington Day

It's :Almost
Unhellieva Wel

OSCO/TURN-STYLE

APPLY MR. CARULLO

'ClIoU'12.11:rgrlr:O1

824,4887

sa

jags

0,00

=21'e.22r0g;l2=

3.1.

if you' re 0 peopinorlenred gal looking for
o mellY lewordieg lob, you may have what
it takes to become an IllinWs Bell operator.

LeVidn..loyeu mm M103 'no. a going RInte.-1.

Northwest Day

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

typist required. Excellent Fringe benefit..

PART TIME

serhe len.

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

Notionally known Finance Company wi'th office
located in Randhurst Shopping Plaza, seeks female employs. for General Office work. Strang

renl.

old.

14pts.antl Rooms to Share

4pro 02,1079

Jean Pole, 25,7010

Adept al figures?
Experienced or Inexperienced
We hove interesting work just for you!

Des Plaines

HOUGH-LIBERTYVILLE

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
o PROGRAMMERS a SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
o ADJUSTER TRAINEES
o PERSONNEL

901 E Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, III.
Chicago Office 346-5090

Bill Pe0,253-6600 at PARKER.

3030 Cullerton

by mweb 5 loWm.

enelk DM yrs

"'ads.teee:

LYNN DAVIS

WORLD

"WHERE THE ACTI

'71

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW
AND BETTER JOB!

117 S. Main Street

9660200

Come in nr4t1=hlebrotht

RENT -A -CAR

Prose HIs

7,.C4

.1.0warb Weed.

I or

Misr, deriur, Sso wil .74700

n030g0. 0000.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERKS

APPLY IN PERSON

537.4153.

abour yourself should
verifiable refer
ma home

d BR] 0426

fol.

DISHES remita ler 12 wiestra
largo bowl, and planers. silver

William's Gray Building

cotaEr:,' PYI=IVE

add, ye.

Male d female. to wee, Herne

MA

end thls.. blond, the,

3,2.9.4

GIRL WANTED

:Ia..' 51,4,'Z'r7; cLaw. Cell

59.

Coll 3W.7570

MALE:

AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST

Arlington HMS,

MT. PROSPECT

VEgnong/E'"'

\

I

DES PLAINES

16 starlyourepplicalionlsyr...

49.9991-

111'

When yea do Mb with

Mt:

-ON NAM

S8,000-$10,000
020 Dew,'

SZZCILT7Lr rm. "IMI-

DIPS

Miss Paige

baunge
NO EXPERIENCE L XRECTED1

door Becher. Blue

Call 394.3335

510: youth bed camp 510. 527 '

COUNSELOR

Countryside Restaurant

orpo

'TIF"'r2.21E7FI'kli;:377r'Or

Week

boner 1,20:

FEMALE:

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

010900100650

51350 3583716

A leiter Wing us Ink

439-7410
T.A. BOLGER,
Real Estate

2Te'o:1!,1:212O12612e2etZile'V
$100 259.5296

to OReS

Call For Appointment

PERSONNEL

Sunbeam Corp.

kr,

1.015.5.5.110?

0011

V.W.

5 kirmos, FREE only b good

824.3136

590 S. W eeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

OFFICE

ELECTRA CONS. seam

1967

.12 Miner Street

SPADE poll SYSTEMS DIVISION

PARTIN PERSON

WANTED

GULF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

Illinois Bell

is staffing

Afternoon hours

EVE APPTS. AVAILABLE

Goma Mae

MISS PAIGE

dr. sects AP.

259-0262

CITY OF DES PLAINES

earl. rolnlmaron al 513.000 the

Why nor take advamage sew,. great emsarluntre
pan radii erase seri
...ides Me Orem
werairms, tree es imwance end hospitalize... sight
paid bedew. a fins Panda^ Pk... ond 'eon",

Ye7.;=.'1;,11ZT.c.?,.

L'

°P

Pollee merelerer.

439.8500

WEBER MARKING

21.11elp Wanted Men & Women

3 Real Estate

CALL OR COME IN

83-In00strial Proven-v(1°1Juni)

71.

229r209IgIrI 2 "2'

Gm. Sale 1965 Alla. 125 rt.

min wigs

Assemblem

SYSTEMS, INC.

NURSE WANTED

oo Chew rl

,rnoling route WO..

66-RealEstzteRouses

alter

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

-rot=

3'7'72027822 22222'2'

570 537 0256 oh. 5 P.61.

'"""

Nelahp

HEIGHTS

PUBLIC

62 -Wanted to Rent

tap the "lilde

'r.n12r6T211:1're:."Gto'n212ed

.5's 0s hseheld Imo.. Aoril

Apply In Person to MRS. ALOE

ussul

OP ARLINGTON

2.

revolution

business

has Ia. Piace.

.651

Personality. 5500.575 me. to

whine and ether Newlerd

537-0020

A

sols chop le. Mir chest

MILLINERY MANAGER

=i1=7.an'a

' COTs. Free NY. law Miner, uct

V,Ver2L"relcrorT6'42.1?"2

K mart

renew and

CALL MRS. SEDREL

DENTAL OFFICE
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

DOCTOR'S

I p.m. 255-

Verify unit stomfing al

'"`"'

CL1.41567

CALL 439-8020

Cars can be seen Rem
GesOre.Coesti

259 5131

ventirt.',70

1657 Shermer
Northbrook, III.

mo., 2,6, sry

BO To Rent Office Space

sistnce
Mei by 11.11.11. Dleribu.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIER PUPPIES

CREDIT CLERK
Accounting
Department

TELLER

TRAINEE -5125 WK.

ATTENTION

WIG CONSULTANT

1155 DAMON ST.

259-4000

otl 766.0736

D

67

RECEPTION

CULLIGAN, INC.
MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

r'535nr,T7O 'rS'o7O'CIO'S=
66 -Business °ppm-Incites

399-13427

shah free.

OFFICE GIRL
8,an

Churn, sire'OT150,010'-'30/27".

Coll or visit

PAYABLE
personae,

3924230

complete the job with oc.
curacy and speed.

en. caw

259-5010

bola, 5225 392-21192

ad*,

MT. PROSPECT

RAN DHU RST CENTER

be o mature individual
with o strong desire to

3 polo 11 pm Only

827-6628

51.050.259 -177,

TOY POODLES

SUBURBAN

272-1000

298-2770

41Togs, Pe!s & Equweel

275 N, Arl. Hrs. Road

Jrecon note ATre

ED SURER

CONTACTMI55 HECHT

1010 Rent Houses

SMALL INVESTOR

selecied applicant should

NURSE, R.N.

:1174

.

CL OB314 air, P.M.

Pnloltne d Wolf Rd,

White Collar Girls

:ths'st

f;orlirtr:

CALL 255-1200

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

Our Credit Deportment
respires 0 talented girl
with good tyging
and figure obilily. The

.5455

Goad

Available for
All Office Skills

TYPIS'

593.6,90

ble Clerks :

for quoit/led

1510 Rent Rams

1444 S. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

Temporary Jobs

HOUSEKEEPERS
FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

'rr:45.S=a

5175 CL3-0,43

with rug beater,
II good concl.on.

POWER TOOLS

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

CALL 359-6661

Franklin Pork

Upright Hoover
Vacuum Cleaner

Sorg.

The Desk Set, Inc.

EVENINGS 6 SATURDAY

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

WANTED:

TrO2,n'eldtA2q

see us nonedbotely. We how
just what you're lealdnolor

Housewives

Or Corne To:

eiresr, teR,

Gibson hollow body dbl. plc4P

Call 537-7100 or apply

00

''AEICIZZTCLEANKS

S

66 en Along 76 Ain .

bI'lekT5'7671'16"7'6:0 '3:7Z2

torn. Ca 4:30 p.m. &len. Are Fri.

FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY

0252CrYgIrg2LE'l

nand.

196B SIMCA, 4 door,

22

614 S DI9E4210'N22ARL,

Must Hove Own Transportation

,

359-4200, Ext. 216

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

Coll Miss Del at

7rergtnr.
Mr.Gold
27.5300

Coll alter SO61527-1080

6

Pe pl

lune 1,2201 0,41305

II.MusicaIlostruments

CASH

,Ionadrit:drzlair:h.,-4°.-"-

0 STENOS
o GEN. OFFICE
Hours 9,00 P.M. or Full

359-5599

21.Ernplo9ne ot Agen,es. Women

inanent position with growth potential for on alert
capable young man.

r'arcW

B24225,3

-

DAYS
No Experience
Age Open

CALL MRS. SEDREL

HAIR DRESSER

TRAVEL AGENT
WILL TRAIN YOU
TO PLAN TRIPS, TOURS

1 melon! pod 5299 low

Inputs

IFQ00-'21f

o CLERICS

677-0600

267-5300

:riIrqsr 'aVrt:raV eri;
'rerst'M's

SET UP MAN

ClEAll MODER11

'HT
/madmiely 966026,

eIonadc,oclo,r

,V.../:Innut ha%

-

112 Automate, For Sate

1410 Rent Apartments

o TYPISTS

827.6620

GENERAL °FREE.

smu"sr.'

WORN Ill OUR

116 Eastman, Arl. Hts.

$$$$$$$$

9300 N. Limier - noble

DOCTOR'S 41115..

PRODUCTS, INC.

Telephone Co.
Employment Office.
or call

Soogeog-Welch Scleogific Co.

5525

Day Want Ads

WOMEN

crib

Welsh

'11Ze0r29.12::.202,22n

N Korm nos Arl les

Call ofti.r 8 P11 894 2702

MEN

Mrs. Barnes at
253-9920

CONTACT

RECEPTIONIST

and dad L ght house4eepina

505 of. best olfer.392.5699

salorycommansurore with exporfonce.

CONTACT MRS. CA1150.1

ich

I

Apply or

Illinois Bell

5600.

RETTI=212%

GENERAL MOLDED

Zahr:Pt

5

NURSES
AIDES

All 1003S Free!

APPLY !OPERA:TN

I me

P no /7

April IS 1970

41 Home Famintengc-Furmture

43 Wanted To Guy

BABY FURNITURE

part

chord a el m I nlo, elm

Bob oasonal Teem.

GALS!!
CHECK THESE JOBS

678.373

COOK

tIrnee7dranO'elo;9.7,1'.1..";!

257762ra;

sive and single ...Mar and medium and small
punch presses. Applicant should be able to we
precision Instruments and read blueprints. Per-

3244incellanacon Ifterchandre

Ti Rummage &CarageOale

261111p Wanted Women

deo'n01'10'g c:nTI 707;,:crn1

APPLY IN PERSON

ire7es'FIV:s197 3'535

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

Excellent start, rote

e lino

in'a IC?

Midegla to 8 A.M. Shift

3100 N. Mannheim

Clops chap. evenings a so.

ritiamosnsi 1,00ta 5:00
EweinewhieGle

Miele Wanted Women

T

ASSISTANT MOLDING FOREMAN

'"`

ream

1100 007 Wont Ads

of srreM

rd

6713"-33;

to work In P. Sairr Escl Ewh 5

our Des Flakes telePheno soles

I

so., for

Part Time Girls

Uo .

.52

I

y

necessary.
CALL 593-5950

APPLY

9501 eng St

5

TELEPHONE SALES

gh

Ntexperience

PAINT SALESMAN

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

mewl,

,,ore Tu. Wed Thu, 010

SECT $675

YOUNG MAN WANTED

1st 6 2nd SHIFTS

26 Ilelp Wanted Women

25 Employment Agencies Women

5 Help Wonted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

16 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Woo

26 Help Wanted Women

sets .10, to 60%
9 p 5165, 20

vol. encyclopedia 5.35.
MARIEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

Open] days., 9 -966.1088

CHEVROLET

SRVETREO:01'CL.

'''s7t:11,1:;:71V"
Phone: 253-6300
780 N.Werlgoe,

Prospecr

10ne.blk E. of Rand Rd...
iwo Wks N. of Centro,.

Pb,. fact. on., rinyl uphIstry,

new rich perfect rand sum

2.53.23

555 Irving Pork Road
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

.

*0-

t.

vr.

-Today

SHORT
TONIGHT
Tuesday, April 14, 1970

Page 18

6:00
News
News
News

2

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

5
7
9

NOW, SWAMI,

WERE JUST LEAVING THE HOSPITAL ANCSRE..S

BRINGING A PLANT WITH HER: ITREmINCEDMETHAT

I FORGOT TO WATER HER PLANTS AT HO1/41E WHILE

SHE5 BEEN HERE, AND...yal DV, Too? WELL,

COCTAIRE SWAMI. CAMPUS
ADVISA1RE TO MEELIONS ?

LISTEN --GIVE 'EM ALL A LONG DRINK RIGHT NOW
50 TH' DIRT WILL BE MOIST TO TI TOUCH
IF THERE ARE ANY DEAD ORES, MCA( 'EM AND
TLL TRY TO THINK OF SOME ANSWERS ON
THE WAY HOME!

WHEN lIDU LIVE BEYorst TIME,
1969 AND 1970 ARE ALL 'LE
SAME, NO? EEF GET EE5 SO
EASY TO TELL ZE PAST,

Mike Douglas

Show
G es t s include
Eddie Albert and

pON'T BE UPSET!
MAKE A LITTLE
ADJUSTMENT AND TELL
ME 140W THE 1970
BASEBALL SEASON
WILL. COME OUT;

ass,-

PO 'IOU DOUBT ZE GREAT

WHAT DID HE SAY?

ZEN WHO WON ZE

1948 MARATHON T

Nicholas Johnson,

performances by the

FCC commissioner,
and Ronald Coase,

A m he rst College

2

Glee Club.

Show

professor of law at

26 Victor

the U.- of C., discuss
"The FCC - Television in the '70s."

5
7

from various coun-

9

tries in a music -variety salute.

Baby."
Expose of evangelist

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

circuit playing backwoods country; Salome Jens in title

Pan-

the Week

Red

32 The Monsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

Guests are Walter
Brennan and the Let,

Julia and Dr.

'

Chegley get wound

Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

up in recording tape.

2

Movie
"The Over -The Hill Gang." Western

and J.J.

6:30

National Geographic Society Special

spoof involving the

"Holland Against

clean up a town in-

the Sea," focuses on

volved in unethical

M
A

River's
Edge." Melodrama
about a heel, his ex girlfriend and her
husband trying to

Movie

"The

WE'LL BE WOKING FOR YOU!.

rich.

cross Mexican bor-

cock

Cesare
Danova
guest stars
as
a
clairvoyant
whose

der with a suitcase of
money. Ray M illand,
Debra Paget and Anthony Quinn.
11 Art by Telephone

11 Chicago Festival
"Young Chicago
Film NI akers. Part

GUESS P1110

HERE ?

11

predictions

REFUGE

initiate
an investigation into
an illegal abortion

IN A PEN

racket.

L

26 Today's Racing

32 Of

DINGLE AND MI5 MATE

Lands

and

A film trip to Mex-

TOWARD LOST FOREST

Nws,

6:45

Your
Horoscope

1

26
Bob
Sports

BUGS BUNNY

20 TV College
American
liter-

Philbin

8:00

Movie

5

Glenn Ford.

7
9

relatives by injecting
insulin into their

more confidence.

Famous Writers
7:00
5 Debbie Reynolds

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21) Of paramount importance

Show
Bruce

at this time are home interests.
Family pursuits must be
allowed to take what time they

family feud by failing
to choose Debbie as
his prospective legal
guardian.
of
11 University
Chicago Roundtable

need 10 have.

ARIES (March 22

-

April

201 Younger family members

must he given attention. Afthat seem outside the
adult world may prove what is
needed to set it right.
fairs

Oto4.

BUSINESS IS

need of your services. A good
deed performed without questions now will be repaid in full
later on.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) Any who can be of service

WE'VE GOT TO

10:00
News
News
News
News

by

7

1:00
Perspectives

2

Late Report

1:40

11 Ski School

26 A Black's View

With
Jack Webb, Howard
Duff and Diane Bak-

of the News'
I loney-

2

Meditation

er.

44 Continuums
News, 'time, 1Veath-

7

2:00
Reflections

bloodstreams.

The

32

1:45

mooners

11 NET Festival
"Festival Dubrovnik, Part 3." Features singing, dancing and drama with

er

2:55

Five Minutes to
l.ive By
9

10:25
2

Editorial

CO YOU BELIEVE. IA.1 Love
AT THE -THREE THCUSNJO, FOUR
HUNDRED AWID-OUEW

c.....
THERE! BUSINESS CYJE4-fr

c:AV&LL_I

SIGHT

TO PICK LIP NOW.

TIER RIP.1

CARE TO 11/RAJ AROUAJD
AWL) -TRY YOUR LUCA-- WITH

THE -THREE itiowsAwo Four,.
HUAJDRED MUD TI

-THIRD?

fb eamovitNa

to you may be approached now

with every expectation of co-

_WOVE 5g,4 a -Ass
caokinis loo

operation. Speak quietly.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) Be very careful how you

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CYci-A A&ATes

Answer to Previous Puzzle

approach partners at this time
You may have recently laid the

groundwork for a real argument.

Variety

THE BORN LOSER

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

/

Seek out the cultivated side of

life. You can bring much intellectual joy into the world if

i;

you work at it now.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)'

41

The cooling weeks promise
much in the way of advancement. Don't spoil things by
trying to help matter; along
too forcefully.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

mr

I

111.

give others cause for regret or
worry.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) Morning disappointnient
may he calculated to throw
you off your guard. Don't 'be
taken in by another's tale. of
Woe.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) Business details need

4

1

t

I
tii,v

flh

Confusing morning hours may
threaten plans for the after-

noon. Be extra careful not to

f

..,

'''

.1,

c

1
0....;../.;...

-

\

11.1
k

TA L. su. r... at

4-14

CAPTAIN EASY
WELL, HERE WE ARE, DR. Done I
HMM..GUITE
MR. McKEE PURCHASER TH19 COUNTRY AGREEABLY
RETREAT ESPECIALLY FOR YOUR
RURAL...BUT
SCIENTIFIC WORK!
HARDLY WHAT
I EXPECTED!

HAMP, HERE. WILL BE YOUR CHAUFFEURHOU5EMAN:

special attention today. Feelings of personal frustration

INDEED; YOU

MEAN HE ANP I
WILL BEM ONLY
ONO HERE?

EXACTLY..60 THERE'LL Be 110
DISTRACTiOND FROM %/UK WOW

ON THAT NEW LUBRICANT! BUT
WAITIL St7LI SEE THE ROT OF
THE- LAYOUT!

mustn't be allowed to interfere
with progress.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

Jan. 20) Focus on your person-

likes and dislikes and you

al

should he able to come up with
something suitable to all.

Answers to
Hideaword

IVE GOT THE PZAZZIEST SCHEDULE,
BIPPiE! ALL MV CLASSES ARE
PERFECT --JUST Wi-IAT I WANT)

"

cart
curl
caul

trail
tail
talc

being
40 Feminine
appellation

CAMPUS CLATTER
'

trial

33 About
38 City in
Washington
40 Natives of
Copenhagen
41 Anoint

'(archaic)

42 Pack
43 Insist upon
44 Clothing
46 Condition
(suffix)
47 Precipitation
48 Tilts
50 Through
8

9

10

11

27

28

29

14

hearing

37 Seines
39 Essential

CURTAIL
curt'
cult
citral

ACROSS
by spiders
Demolish
1 Brawl (coll.) 56
57 Abstract being
4 Scrutinize
8 Heavy weight
DOWN
(pL)
1 Engine of
11 Diminutive of
torture
Abraham
2 Musical
13 Ancient Irish
instrument
capital
3 Native of
14 Margarine
Utah, for
19 Stair part
15 Variety of
instance
23 Organ parts
lettuce
4 Trite
24 Rib, for
16 Perturbation 5 Enclosure for
instance
18 Cookery
a bird
25 Scope
utensils
6 Ascended
26 Jewish home
20 Spanish7 Burmese wood festival
American
sprite
27 Greek
laborers
8 Carries (coll.)
philosopher
21 Before
9 Hodgepodge 28 Philippine
22 Goddess of
10 Gaseous
sweetsop
discord
element
29 Interpret
24 Unclothed
11 Male offspring
(dial.)
26 Dirk
31 Singing
.(p1.)
27 Stream in
17 Each
voices
Switzerland
2
3
4
5
6
7
30 Embellished
lavishly
13
32 Game at cards 12
34 Required
15
16
17
35 Abjured
18
36 Organ of
19
120
1

-

REALLY, CINDY 't
CAPABLE INSTRUCTORS,
INTERESTING SUBJECTS

lair
liar

41 SociaLinsect
42 Sweet

substance

AND GOOD HOURSII

45 Twist
49 Reverse
position of,

laic
aril)

alit
uric
ritual
rail
rial

0

140.74_5::

1

as words
51 Oriental porgy
52 Monster
53 Masculine
appellation
54 Mouth part
55 Traps spun

121

24

22

25

30

32

34

42

23

26
31

33

35

36

37

43 44

49

Ed-

novice

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

TAURUS (April 21 - May
211 Be quick to aid those in

and

seaman

shown

eral

husbands

aging

Anderson

32 Password

nurse has killed sev-

a

12:55

Show

26 Famous Artists;

creates

Movie
"Destroyer."

ward G. Robinson

Community College

knowledge, more know-how,

9

26 Bill

5

BARGAIN LIKE
"THAT!

Everyman

War.

torney suspects that a

I CAN'T WEGIST A

5

Wartime drama of

2

19) Increase your intellectual

12:25
News

11 French Chef
20 TV High School

der One." District at-

range over the next few weeks.
You will soon be needing more

9

ature from the Civil

6:55
20 The American

FUDDSY ?iI'M RUNNING
'A SPECIAL. FOR A BUCK!

Chicago Show

12:30

Ted Williams

The last of the .400
hitters tells why there
aren't any more .400
hitters around.

"The D.A. - Mur-

HOW ABOUT A PICTURE,

FOR WEDNESDAY
AQUARIUS. (Jan. 21 - Feb.

.

9

7:40

Weather,

7

Howard

9:30

or Con-

sequences

Time

- nett and family need
him more.
5' Midnight Report

32 Men in Crisis

ico.

44 Continuous

ing wife Joan Ben-

terviews
Smith.

Students visit the

12:00

'

Movie
"There's Always
Tomorrow." Tearjerker
jerker of Fred Macurray renewing romance with Barbara
Stanwyck, hut realiz2

2." Dana Griffin in-

Museum of Contemporary Art's Conceptual Art Exhibit.

32 Truth

Seas

MOVE AS BEST THEY CAN

32 News

2

CHERRY! NOW ARE YOU,

SWEETHEART ?.. YOU ARE ?- GREAT!.

MUCH

TO TAKE

9

11:35

32 100 Paintings;
Great Music
11:50

5

I Dream of

ments

9:00

politics. Walter.
Brennan, Pat

rives with a scheme
for making them all

N

AND SHE
DECIDES

Texas Ranger to help

Rose Lee.

Tony's cousin arFINALLY,
111E PAIN
IS TOO

efforts of a retired

O'Brien and Gypsy

Dutch

Paul Harvey Com-

ceived by his daughter adds to the political woes of Gov.
Drinkwater.

greatest ally and enemy --- the sea.

the

Jeannie

MARK TRIAL

11:30

A traffic ticket re-

people and their

tween
BORN

32 The Baron

T h e Governor

60 Minutes
Welby,
7 Marcus
M.D.
Dr. Welby tries to
help a young doctor fighting in a lastditch effort to keep a
clinic open in 0 poor
neighborhood.
9
Alfred
I litch-

the relationship beHEROES ARE AAADE

8:30

7

Movie
"Angel

bridge his shrewish
wife.
11 The Forsyte Saga

Social Science.

Julia

Tonight Show
Dick Cavell

role, George Hamilton the promotor,
Mercedes McCam-

8:25

.

11 TV College

2

5 HAVE -10

Weather,

20 TV College

termen.

Mery Griffin

Show

Sports

Show

6:15

News,

Skelton

orama

5

SLOW DOWN.

Features children

26 Goya Theater of

2

10:30

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

7:30

Charlie Byrd.
11 Italian

a

..6%

38

I

45

39

46

50

52

53

55

56

51

.

54
57.

4'

,

.4x

u ur s vo e ne
By Richard Crabb
Citizens of the northwest suburbs voted
overwhelmingly Tuesday to continue the
service of township government at annual
town meetings.
It was a case of voting with the pocketbook since for the first time in more than a
decade it was necessary to vote for a township tax levy.

In recent years, township services have
been paid for from a 2 per cent commission
earned on collection of real estate and personal property taxes. The commission pay-

Frank 0 Pedersen's 14th town meeting as

Barrington Township supervisor. "We
had some serious discussion at the meeting

Tuesday evening," reported Pederson,

Every township in the northwest suburbs approved new taxes to continue the

ship public library budget was passed by a
voice vote.
In Palatine Township's town meeting a
budget of $92,760 was passed by a 2 to I

"but when the decision came it was unanimous."
In Schaumburg Township's town meeting, a record crowd attended. The public
debate over the new budget and the much

services of township government.

In the Barrington Township town meet-

the new taxes were voted unani-

larger budget for the township public library lasted until midnight. The test vote
which came on the Town Fund was 201
"yes" to 141 "no," The $361,000 town-

approved a budget of $60,000 It was

mously. In Palatine Township the vote was
2 to 1 In Wheeling Township the vote was
nearly 4 to 1. In Maine Township the vote
was more than 4 to 1.

ment was held to be unconstitutional late
in February. The new taxes will raise annual tax bills about $5 per family.
ing,

overn en

axes jor o ns I
The Barrington Township town meeting

vote with more than 300 electors taking
part.

Pro5pect map

Tonight: Windy, warmer, showers, thunderstorms
likely, low in 40s, winds 20-

Telephone

235-7200

30 mph. Tomorrow: Partly cloudy, windy, cooler,
chance of showers.
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Budgets total $261,678

Elk Grove Township taxes rise
Elk Grove Township electors yesterday approved tax

levies for the town fund and
general assistance fund budgets for the 1970-71 fiscal year
at the annual town meeting.
The levies will add about $6

to the tax bill of a township
resident with a house valued at

$10,000, according to the
Town Clerk George R. Busse.
He said the tax is needed because excess tax collection
commission funds formerly

The two
budgets
total
$261,678. Also approved was
an authorization for the sale of
tax
anticipation warrants.

used to operate the town and

State Bank has offered to buy

because money from the tax

general assistance
budgets
have been declared uncon-

the warrants from the town-

levies voted yesterday will not
start coming in for at least another year.

stitutional.

Busse said the Mount Prospect

ship at the same interest rates
carried by School District 59's

tax anticipation -warrants.

THE WARRANTS, which
will cost an estimated $21,000
in interest charges, are needed

`Local government at its best' (?)
By Bob Casey

first time were voted for both

lining two walls and blocked

budgets, the clerk was author-

two of the three fire exits. Alan
M. Abrams of Des Plaines was

pilot project for vocational type training.
About $8,000 of last year's

routinely nominated from the
floor for the post of moderator

youth budget was unspent and

Everything was there. The

ized to call an election for a

precinct captains and relatives
who came out early to help fill
the audience. Patronage workers who took the afternoon off.
The vociferous but ineffectual
minority whose motions were
repeatedly overruled.
No, it wasn't Chicago's City

referendum on a mental health

Council. But the Elk Grove
Township annual town meeting yesterday was a superbly
orchestrated, well -run and efficient affair that would make
any political boss proud.

"This is your animal town
meeting," Town Clerk George
R. Busse at one point told the
audience with a knowing
smile. "This is local government at its best."

ONE THIRD of the 225 -

the township treasurer's
annual report was approved
tax,

and about 75 non -Republicans

went home as they do each
year, vowing to come back
next April.
If nothing more, they got an
afternoon of unequalled entertainment.

THE REGULARS were
there early. A nice looking
blond with a blank smile and a
short skirt stood just inside the
door handing out leaflets

and defeated Mrs. Jane Broten

of Elk Grove Village, the opposition candidate. Straight-

ening his tie and not looking
too surprised that he had won,

Abrams took his seat at the
front.

After Abrams ruled out of
order a question on the potential fire hazard in the crowded
room, a motion to adjourn the
meeting to 8 p.m. was defeated

118 to 80 and the cries of
grieved minority began.

headlined "Obituary for Suburbia", which bared a sinister
plot by Democrats to take

over suburban townships and
bring metropolitan government to all of Cook County.

member overflow crowd didn't

ABRAMS READ quickly
through the proposed budgets,
being stopped on occasion by

questions from the floor like
"Who is the thistle commissioner and why does he get

agree. Busse's remark, and
the grin that accompained

The leaflet, which had been
duplicated on the township

$500?" and "What

it, were greeted by a wave of
catcalls and jeers, but when it
was all over everything had

copying machine, evoked a
saddened shaking of the head
from some of the elderly

gone as planned.

couples who shuffled to their

and what abdut the $18,000 in
the budget for it?"
The thistle commissioner is
in charge of removing obnox-

seats.

ious weeds, Busse said, and the

When Busse gaveled the
meeting to order, people were

youth committee has worked

The township town fund
and general assistance budgets
were passed, tax levies for the

is

the

youth committee, who's on it

with School District 57 on a

Wheeling Township OKs
taxes for its services
By Richard Crabb
Electors, at the Wheeling
Township annual town meeting Tuesday evening at Prospect High School, voted additional taxes to restore township services.

Three days earlier, a Cook

County Circuit Court order
had
impounded
funds.

township

voted approval, 223 to 66. A

road and bridge budget of

Township include $37,800 for
officer compensation, $9,600
for
town hall expenses,
$47,000 for township employes,
transportation expenses
and other general expenses,

$394,768 Was approved at an

$22,000 for general assistance,

earlier town meeting March

$7,500 for hospitalization for
needy families and $9,000 for
legal, auditing and contin-

total of 47 persons spoke from
the floor during the town
meeting.
The Wheeling

Township

3I.

The major catagories in the
budget for Wheeling

new

gencies.

named moderator of the town
meeting. Mrs. Dorothy HaUff
of Arlington Heights, township clerk, opened the meeting
and presided until the election
of the moderator.
Supervisor Ethel Kolerus of

Mount Prospect proposed a
budget of $157,191.89 for the
1970-71 year. After a twohour discussion the electors

Auditor. Arthur Stevens said.

said.

youth committee member
whose term expires in August,
jumped up and objected.
"I'm a member of the youth

committee and I don't know
what that $10,000 is for because the youth committee
hasn't had a meeting in almost
a year," Mrs. Waterhouse said
to the accompaniment of more
laughter and cat calls.

Service office in Des
Plaines nor the Illinois departnue

will extend office hours for
late tax form returnees and the

deadline of midnight will not
be changed according to officials of the two government
agencies.

The
which

Des Plaines
services the

office
entire

northwest suburban area of
Chicago will be open until 5

to' bargain

linois State Toll Highway Authority for condemnation sales
of township property.
Busse said the township
would be receiving $32,065.70

from those agencies for condemnations, permanent ease -

repeated calls from the floor
for more time to hear questions and objections. Hand counts had to be made each
time, both on the proposed
motion itself alga. a motion submitted by one of
regulars to

cut off debate and bring the
question to a vote.

Gripe
Of The
Day
A husband who decides
to fix a six -month -old leak
in the kitchen faucet on the

day I'm preparing a big
dinner for guests.

Special

midnight
mail pickup
Office will have a special mid-

night mail pickup tonight at

Stevens, rotated between bark-

the box in front of the post of-

ing out answers to questions
from the floor and whispering

fice

at 202 E. Evergreen,
Mount Prospect, in conto each other or to Abrams and nection with the April 15
deadline for filing tax returns.
Busse.
All state and federal income
At one point when a consistently loud objector at the tax forms must be postmarked
side of the room yelled "This no later than midnight tonight.
Regular pick ups throughseems to me that it's just being
railroaded in. The same people out Mount Prospect will be as

do the counting every time," usual with the last ones at
Hall caught the eye of about 6:15 p.m. in business
sergeant -at -arms

was a stocky, athletic -looking
fellow and apparently nobody
wanted to try him.
Abrams agreed to let some
of the objectors help tally the
votes, but the I 1 8 -to -8 loss on

(Continued on page 2)

lers and walk-ins in the past
few days.

department of revenue in Chicago said that the Chicago office will also close at 5 p.m. to-.

Miss Romeo said that Illinois returns must be mailed
to the Department of Revenue

Tax Processing Center, Box
3386, Springfield, Ill. 62708.

SHE SAID that half of the

Hill added that not many re-

turns will be turned in at the

4 million only 2 million have

Des Plaines office, most will be
sent directly to the regional offices.

been filed. The office located
at 160 N. LaSalle has been
swamped with telephone cab:

She added that assistance
will be available until closing,
and forms and other information are available at the office.
Persons can call 641 -2150 -or
come into the office.

N.

a

ffsvil.

The Mount Prospect Post

The town auditors, Bernard

to the director of the Illinois

state income tax returns have
not been filFd yet there. Out of

CLTANTS

Rd.

F. Lee, Richard M. Hall and

BUT THE noisy objector

Miss Judie Romeo, assistant

Com E

ease-

district and Randhurst.
Ralph Palubicki, superintendent of mails at the Mount
Prospect Post Office, said that
the income tax mail is all han-

dled first class and most re-

eral agents who will be there, day.
there will also be state income
tax persons there to give advice
and aid.

authorized

with the Illinois Department
of Public Works and the Il-

then adopted 118 to 79, amid

outburst.

MTV

IN ADDITION to the fed-

The board of auditors was
also

L.T.

should be ejected at the next

How to pay the Internal Revenue Service can be a taxing
probleM.

ment of revenue in Chicago

sessed valuation.

THE TOWN budget was

if to indicate that the .nn

p.m. today to aid tax payers in
filling out the forms, John
Hill, office manager, said.

tax. Maximum rate for the tax
would be $1 per $1,000 of as-

Mrs. Ralph Waterhouse of
Mount Prospect, .a township

No tax extension slated for Des Plaines, Chicago
Neither the Internal Reve-

endum on a ' mental health

"OUR YOUTH committee ments on the town hall properis basically interested in pro- ty in connection with the
moting the welfare of the exist- Northwest Tollway Arlington
ing -type committees already at Heights Rd. interchange and
work in the township," Busse improvements to Algonquin

Robert
Schalk and jerked his thumb as

SIMON
gUl3U ft13
SAYS

members of the 225 -person
overflow crowd, the electors
also authorized the town clerk
to call an election for a refer-

meats and temporary

a

Dwight Walton, Arlington
Heights village trustee, was

is included with the $10,000
the committee recommended
for this year's budget, Town

In a meeting marked by
heated exchanges between the
town board and dissident

turns from the Northwest suburbs go to Kansas City.

No special pick up

has

been scheduled for Prospect
Heights.

The Prospect Heights Post
Office will close at 5 p.m., the
regular time.

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission study meeting, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Public
Works Commission, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Northwest
Municipal

Conference, Palatine Village Hall; 8 p.m.

Tax consultants at a temporary location in the mall at the Randhurst Shopping Center in Mount
Prospect, take ,care of last minute tax problems for Northwest suburban residents, yesterday. All
state and federal income tax forms must bevastmarked by midnight tonight.

Barbet gives reasons
or pool opening delay
"Congress, the weather and painters strike in the near fuunions," were given by Barbet ture, the letter added that fuBuilders, as the reasons for a ture delays are feasible.

dela y"e d opening of the
ANOTHER DELAY could
$475,000 River Trails Park occur if the railroads go on
District pool, now scheduled strike, it said because many of
for June 30th.
the items needed for comIn a letter from the com- pleting the pool structure are
pany, read by Park Director shipped by railroads.
Marvin Weiss at last night's
The letter explained that a
Park Board meeting, the new railroad strike could

finishing date was announced..
Park Board had hoped for a
finishing date closer to June 1
and preparations for the summer swim season are already
well underway.

occur

FEES HAVE been set, ap-

A Wheeling youth was injured last night in a two -car ac-

program.
The letter explained that because of the severe ,winter
weather,
construction was
slowed considerable. It added

I

and possibility of future delays, the board still intends to
open the pool when it is completed.

A tentative closing date for
the pool season has been set for

Labor Day.

Wheeling youth injured
in Arlington Hts. crash

plications for lifeguards are
being accepted and many

hours of planning have gone
into preparing the summer

when an emergency, back to
work law for railroads expires
April I.
Even with the late opening

cident on Thomas at Waterman, Arlington Heights. The
driver of the other car was taking his I5 -year -old son to the

hospital because of an injury
suffered while playing handball at Hersey High School.
Police said a auto driven by

that the number of working

Ernest Savage,

days should increase with the
warmer weather.

northbound

42,

of 316

Maple, Mount Prospect, was
on

Waterman

With the impending threat 'when it collided with an auto
of teamster union truck driv- driven by David L..Senne, 19,
ers striking and a possible of 343 Second, Wheeling,

which

was

westbound

on

Thomas.

Senne and Savage's son,
Robert, who was injured earlier playing handball, were
taken to Northwest Community Hospital where both were
treated for minor injuries and
released.

Savage was charged with
failure to yield right-of-way after a stop and Senne was cited
for operating a motor vehicle
with an improper registration.

Both are to appear in Arlington Heights Court May 13_
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`Local government at its
best' (?) in tofWn meeting

MSD won't pay

for retention basin

IContumadJrum Pala lI
Ilia ogournment was it,,
oft do. opposition 410110 to a

not be Imp Omagh to ems,

11.n Chute

°flies's nom Mount Pan

P. .54 .°1°4` 7.1 511.90

inn Heights met with officials
of the Metropolitan Sanitary
District of Greater Chicago
IMSD) yesterday, and learned

p robhon

to

On.oth

sn.w,

down

rimming scom
As the afarnoon ground on

TR. nport tuner statos

goot gyo.aatas

Aith00.

.9..44

MS.

Supt. .n Sosewitz lauded the
developed
MayPeraPeot
plan,

1998

by

Bauer Engineering, he said he
felt the next move shouldcome
from the communities involved,

log age,'

is

icon IM.ra

Prospect, community."

SOSEWITZ SAID of the
Bauer study. "I think you arc

day indicated Oat they were
no, figly
011,
cessity of
low -flow
g-

seem to understand what they
were voting for or apinst.

LIP.'"
.0T.own,

onnwl

,Goemeell:i4irilft,GroydnirorloweLa:,npr.Alan M. Abrams yesterday prasIdedi over a

Day by Day

acre of water one fore deep.)
The surface area of the proposed reservoir would be from

sustaln fish life for some 300

3010 60 acres. with a 30 acre

ore beiog

1000000

bY

Bauer study, :is 30 acres would
II
devclapmcm f maxi a

then m:lining area for IndusTrim purposes.

THE STUDY envisions a
storage area of 30 acres: Sloping area for banks of the mserarab. 10 acres: and the remainins 49 acres developed for indermal use.

According to charts MottIng

B is

pwins, 001 9 900 ed'e-f°°

storage facility would le filled
to capacity with a 4 -inch rain,
eakulming that this would
limence a
mmdT.
Hossever the report !OLIO

that Si,. the 9.1.94.17iu

off will he delivered to the

chews
nbritge arch M a 1.0.
df tha pumping capacity of the

Plan"

Ilw runoff would be allowed to

Om. the storage.
THE REPORT stales that
Min bypassed quantity would

sr'es
dam in the D. Plaines River
that would
depths

maintain

OSerti

db.,

Cream puffs at dawn

It almost wound up with a
cream puffs at dawn duel dur
ing last SatuMays election for
beard members in School Ds
trict 214. M one polling place,

, ratte$

meteor

.1.
Financing of the project -de-

a,ro

moo.

Prospect. De, Plaines. Arlin,
ton Heights, the A1SD, the
Forest Preserve District of

Cook County (through whose
lands the Des Plaines River
Rowan and the Illinois Division
of Waterways.
Al proposed, the MSD
would he the largest slum
the financing, some 11.030.000

or he toot 94,000.

prpg,

the

polls

aad

he
the

The law says that :dl

res of
wldldmcs must be Jistribuled
of least 100 feet fromthe en exiolli its the vi

u

trance to the ting room. One
a.. P611861.'1vo'19 b11° wnraal
figured in another polling

Other

it, that season again and
Palatine High School? On Sas.

unlay May 9, the members of
VIP's (very interested parental will have a Parents'

mammas and the piones will
dance to the tunes of the 'lolly

Heights,

5235.000:

students

preserve

DOH.

5115.000:an0 Divisional Warenvays 9510.000. This would

total 58.2 million, with an ad.

ditional SI trallion added for
Contingencies.

Flores" a band that's been toss-

ing out toe tickling music for
longer than the high school
have been around.
Chairman of the promenade is

Mrs. William K0000. Ticket
chairmen

are airs. George
Hasback and airs. Leonard
Newendary who can be called
al Fl 9-1968 and 3580637.

have

made April 28 the deadline for

Wheeling Twp. Democrats
will dance, dine May 15
Tom, bIolel May IS,
Jamis McCabe...Arlington
Heights. Wheeling Township
Dernocractic

committeeman.

arc cochairmen of the dinner -

dance. Eugene Griffin of Arlington Heights is in charge of
the program and annual P.O.
gran) book.

Music Or me Macrae will
be provided by Joel Gimple

announced the event yeste,

and his orchestra.

day. The evening will begin
with a cocktail part at 7 p.m.

Township Democratic dinner

Dinner will be served at k pm

dance has in the past been held

"Cook County leaden of
the Democratic party will attend
our dinner dance'
McCabe reported. -There will

he

annual

Wheeling

study piano Sophomores Ka ren Jacobsen of Forest View
and Joyce Ann Jones of Pros peat will study art at Mend cello Summer Camp. COn-

maim:. In the United States,

gratuiations to the girls from
the Woman's Club and con nratulations from us to the

times a penny (in case .you've
noticed one lately).

a

to be alto
ollows: the not -for-profit corn,
mtian 51b million: Mount
Prospect, 51.025 million: Des
Plaines, 5380,000; Arlington
Forest

called "Fellowship of the least
coin." individual women pray
for women ill other countries
at tool once 0 month and then
put aside "the least coin tad,

conudns riof

guess what they're doing at

mks. Only 100 tickets at 55
each will he sold. Each ticket
admits

a

couple. The high

school faculty will be guests of
he VIP's. Dress will be "dres-

sy but not formal." The idea
chind the dance is simildr to
the student get -acquainted affairs. This will be the first local
Prom.

P'mts'
It offers a great opportunity
for
kid) to get together and
plan a post -prom party to keep
be adults out of the local no no places when the last waltz
ends. It will also be interesting
o discover who the chaperons

ntoM veore thou

women. On May first, Fellow duo Day, the coins will be
gathered and sent to the World
Council of Churches. The

Asia Conference of Church
Women are stewards for the
total amount. According to the

CWU newsletter, "It is imp.
tam that we Americans stay
within the discipline of orie
Penny moinh-o
bs KW
same as every woman in men,
country. Money often divides-

this coin is ....i.e."

Nlelvin Born of Arline-

on Heights is president. Mrs,

Rama oleo Fridlin of Mount
Fr.pect is secretory. Cell her
M392,081 for more info.
ZAPPING THE GAP
The Maim is... Wm.The

an's Club got rid of the gene,
alien gap in one swell scoop at

the Um meeting. hips women
presented scholarships forampretty bright -erase. erase-

bright pretty young girl sitmats from Prospect and FoL

est View High Schools. Gad

dm wall again. 'You guys
aren't fair. You're ramming
thle down pcopk's throats."

and

meeting one man with
snot& flee movad thin b,
held on the fifth Toast'', in
Apnl He w nthd out of or

DM. 1001 nikht tonseko.d

der.

suing Halms- Lullagc lor die.

Nat year. Busse said, the
enditora will Consider holding
the meeting at Forest View
High School.

': "

SAY A PRATER
If everyone would take the
time to say a prayer for Monate

homeward -bound journey a
Apollo

iistronauls, it
could make a perfect glide
path for Mena. 11107 not? They
13

am such cool, have men and
here arc m many of m other
kind.

AND IT WOULD be

good idea to flood the local
television stations with Balls
asking their talkoalk-talkdalk
commentators to please shut
um There might be something
more frustrating than listening
m them talk over the yokes of
the astronauts but !can't think
of what it could he.
It goes like this. Astronaut

"Roger. os. Houston. Hunt ley. °Did you hear him say

otrwo

wasn't

esmtly okay. Chet. That was
okay Houston. Okay martini to

be used during Me Bubonic.
Plaque Wan.....And on and
oacy

University
"Project Survival" day will be
shown on the Harper campus

par

Thom of us who could withcr a garden just by looking at it
generally don't realize that the
green thumbs in our neighbor-

Just so you won't get a late
Man tills year, the Mount Prospect Public Library her made
man y of the spring seed catalogs available on a table in the
browsing room. These can circulate for a week.

You'll probably find most
your favorites. plus some
bun you may have never

Obituaries 1

:n bat

Max Ehlert
Columba.
Hospital in Chicago.
Ms
wife,
Survivors
tilanbe, thin,s0optic.,07111,to C. of

am

Visitation will he until 10
ionight at Friedrichs Fractal
Home in Mount Prospect. Services will
conducted by the
Rev. E. A. Zeile tomorrow at I
m. in the funeral home chap-

Gardens in Arlington Height.
9051450. DAY
eublirhed

54.4.4tlay

torn).

emitted from

were

you will eventually hutoy is the
on when
inform
plant
best care for them
and how
tootion

The catalogs include has,
instructions of CMIND. but
mom Complete coverage cire
be found in the library's emen.
sive gardening section of

books. These are a must for
name gardener who
doesn't have his own library Of
gardening hooks.
any

If you take a look at these
some weekday 9 a.m. tog p.m..

Saturday 9 nm. io 5
to 5 pm., you will
Sunday
something

importaM you should be doing
to your garden this week. You
might also enjoy channel I
I

new series, -Making Thing,
Grow,. every Thursday at
7:30 p.m.

that the cora,' unaht possibly

Minn, i.orumnea may fib

Mink tsitAn s sommillut. if elementary Ms,. Ind

suit.

Rolling

cation or he an elementar)
school marm.

Wolof Mc year. Oh, yes, and to

LINDA, W110 ranks. 95 M

all you male swingers --don't

a class of 570, also won' $200
Other scholarship awards went

eitys 6,000 registered voters

that the council had agreed to

were asked to cast their ballots

chinch during:tsp.. budget

ad Paddock School in Pala.

meeting Monday night. Lint
nights regular meeting, As,

one.

even reversed the decision and
the council passed resolution
lion.

lIckets for the dinner dente

,ins 090 names of 1110.50

May be scored at the party

who are to at...lb:week be-

headquarters at 205 S. Arling-

fore the event.'

ton Heights Rd. in Arlington

Lori, Stevens and fiss id
Griffin of Arlington Heights

Heights. The phone number is
259-9022. Tickets are $12.50.

Harmr on icials ,Immed tn
inadvertently assumed
these boundaries, overlooking

the

within the city, only a in

covers four township and a
high school district. D had gig.
en voters 45 1,4cintS until last

The Mount Prospect Park

for an estimated $100; a health

Board authorined the Park Di-

ladder at about S125; "Rain.
how Climbers' for approxi-

rector Thomas Cooper hlonday nigh, to advertise for bids
on approximately S1.100 in
playground equipment for the
playlet at Westbrook School.
in Mount Prosp.t.
Cooper told the Board shut
the principle of Westbrook
School, John Gaon had originally submitted a request for
tooquipment last October but
at Mat lime it had
turned
down.

Gum again made a request
ter equipment nn April 8
meeting
the Building and

mately 5280; and °Saddle
Mates" estimated at 0325.

PIE PARK BOARD
greed

a-

with Cooper's recom-

he cooperation that Me Perk

District h. receive.' from the
School District in' operating
swims park programs at the

Onh 52 Rolling Mt elms

Mrs Wdlom (Rana) fn.tor

011.115 soled at the Padded,
School for election of two out
of six trustee ...ediclates.

11.5.4.1r.g citizens support to
raise 52,000 needed for an attorney's retainer fees.

oast hat 45 precincts. Rolling
Meadows was not lacking facilities for voting and citizens

(ThewInY)

hina

HINES ADMITTED lack
1

Board approved an expenditure al 52.025 for purchase
of an addressing machine
to be used in mailing of the

To be served Thursday in
Glom, Wheeling,. Hersey and

Forest View boon sekeels in
District 214:
Morn dish one choice):
oven -fried

well said drat the first now
later is expected to be ou

in n boon, wiener in

a

loon.

Vegetable Lon choice): tat
rounds. buttered canon. Salad

within two weeks.

tone choice): fruit juice. asset'

district's news bnachure.

He added that the district is

planning to publish six news

Asst. Director Pool Cold -

serger
fish, cheebu

letters a year

salad. coleslaw, molded: rasp -

berry. pineapple banana. lenmy mandarin orange. grape..

citation

changed

n.

Mrs Tr, or void
HE/DEVER SHOULD 1
wino 1 group 1.01050. the
ewe financial support, a suit
in the city's interest

is

possibility.

that

still

a

ight'

Mrs

frevor um at

the

adding.' the
council. th, anbau of smut
molding and

She Muted that the city., an
eosin.: If not ',all, ,Achadml
from the electron

To date

she

has

vealed her plans for
of the suit.

then

on

re

future

taxpayers'mit

SPECIAL SALE

ALL LAMPS

School Menus

A r I In glen, Pommy Elk

thl.

walls

might get a symbolic victory. but could only be won if

1/2 Kla!

Cornbread and butter, milk.
Availahle dessert: glop: fruit segments. banana cream

pudding orange chiffon pie.

SALE ON WHILE SUPPLY LASTS, SO

prune cake. augur cookies

DON'T DELAY! DROP IN NOW!

To be served Thursday in
MacArthur end Ann Sunken
'cheers in District 23:
Open Mee smMwich or
macaroni and C1101.0. 1140041
and butter, kidney bean sided.

la,izapple upside down cake.

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.
Seven Maiden Lone, Dundee, III. 60118

\\

426-3441

Shop Monday Hum Friday 9:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.... Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.... Sunday Noon to 5 P.M.

Legal
Notice 1

I. ND 1Y..NOON TO .3 P.m- FOR 1

01

OLR CUM' FA IP

010410110E

Commun,Cenrell..1 Scheel Dis

Irle 59 .4 o4444, 44,4..14 44
be impelled

in

Hem
A'Prr..1'2';!7.4S7'0 7pec:

Sears
Kenmore Automatic Dishwashers
A Gift With More than "Looks"

school

Equipment to be purchased
oithe sohool includes: a 'Ile-

Pu.. Dm

um. Drape fur approxi-

INNPUDLICATIONS., DX.

mately S2751 ..Meole Bars"

Wedneseley.Apell 141970

Sale Prices in Effect Fora Limited Time Only!

Save $20! Kenmore
Front -load Portable

EASY -TO -CLEAN
CUSHION -SOFT FLOOR FROM

(mstrong

Dem* MI, by Vey Publ.cp-

could be Mown that

Rol* hladoso ...mild

Popo

"An attorney told me today

WE HAVE THE
Call our business
office today and
order a kitchen
telephone in your
choice of colors.

It

logo district, said Frank Hines,
Harper hoard attorney, to
Harper trustees 1.1 week.

IN ',UNITISE action the

Grounds Cmmnittee of the
Park Board, lie said.

du. aoll,gc

had been inconvenienced.

number within the coldRtrict

had

lic 1.1 the college in the

Rolling Meadows poll,.
The college district was not
legally obliged to provide polls

.

THE HARPER

51151Ra SAID ha

read in TM. Dry of a Rolling
!shadows citizenr interest
Ilhng t tapoers sun damn,t

tun

fog

logo

MAYOR ROLAND Meyer
told The Day late yesterday

During Me election,

tilt

ed bound.. and tht

voter tnterest on the sun
peal enough.

Regular
9159.95

13988

v7
Arlinglon MO. ill. 01105m

A gift that she will cherish for a long, long

end 722 C.., on Plea, 10

time! Just roll this dishwasher to your
sink, snap hose onto faucet, load dishes;
no pre -rinsing necessary. Dishes, pots,

htedpem mass, 35 ww.

week
la home deberd. Our 01
u.S. awe neo.. 217.00

wen 89.00

ler . men.,

Nvosolend pd. 10 ca. e

CENTEL v 2004 Miner St.
SYSTEM

watchers shouting, "Will you

pans and silverware are cleaned more
thoroughly than she could do by hand.
White enamel finish is baked on to steel
cabinet for lasting beauty. Has porcelain

Save! 2 -Cycle Dishwasher

DES PLAINES, ILL.
827.9919

Regular 9189.95

central telephone company cif Minnie

16988

enameled steeltub. Save $20 now at Sears
Golf -Mill store!

Has 2 fully automatic wash cycles that
you select with the press of a button.
2 -level wash action for thorough clean-

Ask About Sears
Convenient Credit Plans

ing. No -pre -rinsing necessary -just
load. White. Save at Sears
Golf -Mill!
5194.95 Copper:one Cahouet

Golden

17.4.88

For A Complete, Modes. Kitchen, ',enlace
Your Present Out -of -Date Undercounter
Built-in Dishwasher with a totally
Modern Kenmore Model Now!

Every Kenmore Front -Load Portable
Dishwasher on This Page Can Be

also be parry candidates in at-

tendance. and we will be an-

thing and that no further stale
anent wa..nece, try He KMed

Park board oks biddlii g
on Westbr ok playl t

lust to useful as the seeds

For mere pennies
a day you can go on
cooking when the
phone rings!

with oth

please shut up,"

on the advice of their city at.

mendation to purchase the
equipment. after considering

at

grandchildren.

of voting
rights. FM dropped the matter

Wednesday,

is

able to we Doh t Litman or

enfranchisement

2:15 p.m. end g p.m. in 6100
Tuesday and 11:15 a.m. in
6106 and n p.m. in 0108

discover there

wart

of two polling Oases which condemning the Harper am -

Showings are scheduled for

Max 051011, 79. of 700 N.
Russell St., Mount Prospect.

died Monday

Mt gems

After researching the issue,
Don Rose. our attorney. came
to the conclusion that the city
would not sue Harper's,boord
of trustees- for the elimination

Tuesday and Wednesday.

By Laurie Rass1

The spring 0000 catalogs have
come out, and it's time to sum
planting some thing right

11:30 am.
Schwartz will discuss
al ecinogg. Nye will speak on
pollution control iaws.
Three Workshops, led by
Me days speakers, will follow
Montagu's afternoon speech.
Partici,. will discuss industry, population and the

Rolling

S m 141n1s10

Seed catalogs at library

hood are already busy planling their summer gardens.

Center. Northbrook, 10 a.m,
and Robert Nye, John Marshall Law School professor.

el. Burial will be in Memory
a

the

S

Rase cold that ha thought
din temlubon coserod awry

University where she will
an education major. Prospect
High School senior Linda Kai
ser will also major in education
and specialize. in special edu

from June until March, the

forget the corsages.

club for a happy fruitful year.

at

VI

of polls am an Intone.
knee but aided that rho. Roll
mb hleadows solar, would
Ihne mras te Pali
host to

Odoniayn akenon who Ma
polling pleas nem omitted
from the published 4r1 no

Standouts In Leal wrakend s
elektIon
Stated R040
Rectum the
cm i0 not a solar 11 0111 not ha

nc i!'r;ankf number'rcs''ise in-ra

will he. It sounds like the fun

May date has been selected.

at ell," yelled the noisy man at

dn. for nest

class 01525, will use tier 9200
scholarship
Brigham Yount,

during

the winter. As a result
of the shifting of the primary

Vanden Boom who will study
music and voice this summer

is

or Interesting projects

IT BEGAN in 1956 and has

all dull routine.
PROM THILITERS

to Forest View Junior Ann
at Lake Bloomington Camp
Prospect Junior Barbara Drisenroth will attend the Illinois
Wesleyan summer camp to

gether from all denominations
who are trying to unite Chrisna. all over the world. One of

a r.enI dm

Prom. It will be held in the
Palatine Fire House. The

po,,,,d

THE LEAST COIN
Church Women United is a
group of women gathered to.

lion. A. you thought It was

place. ruck, at

THE TICKET gals

Wheeling Township Democrate will hold their annual
dinner dance at the Arlington

Women."
Other speakers are Ray
Schwartz, River Trails Nature

By Catherine O'Donnell

between

THESE W OULD bc a not-

Montagu will talk on "Life
and Death on the Environmee at I Pm. in the College

"The Natural Superiority of

Podding adefsme wamr ra

moon agencies.

Day.

He teaches at Rutgers Uni-

off the proper ainount of

9.18. Oct 09998 by
001 coMP.Wwould involve

Wednesday,

verity. He also wrote a book

out any accidental spillages
heww 900 ucre-fect of of untreated sewage into the
tomer could he stored, is 80 channel downstream ,from
effied by the Bauer report cos-

^I DONT think you're fan

Films made
Northwestern

Center.

flows. The purpose during low
flow periods would be to flush

An additional benefit spe-

,nil T.V411100 4411110121
Mpresuntation on the mix.

himself to the problems of the
environment, will speak at
Harper College

continuously, in Ones of flow
as well as periods of Ildoil

Central Road.

an onc

ocptyer,

pologiit who has addressed

April 22, national Good Earth

discharged

acres of property, now sorted
for industry, north of Central
Rd. along Weller Crech. It is
J ust south or an abandoned
sewage treatment plant of Arlington Heights.
An acre-foot of water is the
equivalent of a volume of one

ilia

community In relation to pollution.

Ashley Montagu, an make-

AS PLANNED, treated cffluent front the treatment fahe

fmr

II,Ia L Rudd,

b,canaa time too.ta

When

6&

Rolling Meadows, condemns Harper for voter'

Montagu to speak at harper

mentation functions of such a
plant.

ono of maybe two comm. cility would
mthe 1050 heatgone se far in
aking an extensive study.
that involve, such co-operative planning.
The proposed site of the re-

voters pro and con did not

Total cost of the proposed
project, including II million
for contingencies was estimated at 97200,000.
this sum includes
st Icon $1.75 million for:water
reclamation and treatment %edifies. 8:101) officials yester-

One worn in cot her rotes
by mean a ego that nod Is
Elk Grove Township redly
aide

the dissident, started to mar
out. Two tax levies were. approved, though some of the

port or the
flow would also allow more
span fn the storage area so
that toe larger nmm, from
that proposed plans for a large stor. of 5 to 6 inches of rainbasin
that
water retention
fall ath, M1chector
hopefully would end flooding roodaw.
in Me Moo, commonite.r.ora.
. imu1ediaielY csPegt laindal aid from MSD.

THE DAY
Wednesday April 15, 1970

Converted Easily to a Built-in

53/ '/.

Passbook

NURSERY

Durable vinyl for long wear and easy care
A surprisingly soft foam rubber backing
12' wide for seamless wall-to-wall beauty
3 new designs -10 colorful patterns

STOCK
20,000 Plants
Dug & Ready
to Go

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

COMPLETE LINE
EVERGREENS
SHADE TREES
ORNAMENTAL TREES
FRUIT TREES
FLOWERING SHRUBS
ROSES
GRAPES, ASPARAGUS,
RASPBERRIES, ETC.

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.
1970 Specials!

Put yourself on Easy Street today.
After all, isn't it about time YOU
led the soft lifel

FREE! wriHRhayAsE!
miler, TEXTURED BLOWUP
IN FULL COLOR,

You?Awn SLIDE

Container
Grown Plants

HEELING

Got our Prices See our Stack
Before you Hey

EVERGREEN NURSERIES

MIS So. Semi

Save $20 on 4 -Cycle Built -In

Has 4 push-button automat. Regular 8229.95
ic wash cycles. Forced

A kitchen is not completely Regular 8209.95
modern without a bull[ -dos
dishwasher! Fully automat-

finish, plastic top in innate

be. Choice of while, copper -

air -drying, White enamel 19988

6 FOR $10

WESTMAN'S

Save $30 on 4 -Cycle Portable

CHANNEL 44

W00DST0CK,1110rat9

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

Am.& M5.331.5139

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

TRUST & SAVINaS
BANK

Mt. Prospect Coloramic
Tile & Carpet Co.
512 W. Northwest Hwy. at Central Rd.

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, Ill. Phone, 537-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

Mt. Prospect

CL 5-8477

chopping block design.
0234.95 Above In Colors

Sears
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

204.88

tone, avocado, tawny gold,
or chrome front panel.

18988

Evora

Economical Built-in Dishwasher
Low priced Imilt-M dishwasher with your choice of
decorator color panels. Thoroughly and efficiently
deans egg, spaghetti, jelly, catsup and other foods
from dishes easily. There's no pre -rinsing necessary. Savant Sears Golf -Mill store)

Golf -Mill Stor e

Regular 8159.95

13988
Installation Extra

Golf and Milwaukee

Telephone 296-2211

+ loglIA AI3.1V.5 UV 00 M

Youngest of 75 at Con Con
tells it ititie it is

emeetheSthththatiettthote

One day at a time
parentn mimes about
it Rowe ehe the Inds am
small you render if there II be
enough Its hard to sacs for it
especially in times of inflation

When the hide ark older end
herb to help nducsntrdd up
vary fast. Th., when its Ume,
them's never enough.

By Ron Swans

in the marching band sheen
go for five It your kid et at the
top of his high school elan,
he II got a scholarship If )our
mcona is too high the who!
apesn t worth a dints In

0, honk ow.ount

do.n t ittir if )in n.
Mt
lop notch atilt, or

fiord

College expenses are begin-

ning to soar out of sight. The

play on the same tennis learn,
One's father has a high in Man but his son's on scholarship. The Other comes from a
relatively poor family. He
docsn't play tennis ae well as
the other boy. He pays full fare

governor has just recommended doubling tuition rates at
smtc schools in his new budget.

That seems strange to me. I'm
a strong believer in education.
The less it costs, the more kids
you can accommodate.

earning 910.000 or less. For
them earning above -that. the
con of loans at present interest
rates would morethan double

public or private, it now costs

the cost of education. Either
way, students who should be
going through college anm't
gelling much help.

from 51.500 to $5,000 year
Ad room board and tuition.
Add to Mat clothing, hooks.
transportation spending moth

Gs who have put in two or
years of service -In the
firmed forces get a fair break.

Depending on the mhool,
THERE ARE a great many
inequities in determining who
pays what. If your son is meet
athlete. it won't cost you
dime to send Den to school. If
your daughter plays the flute

Tian, m soy solution to

loans to students from fare

at tuition time.

bhe Illmois Constitutional Con

whole problem. Well.
maybe not deny, but it Is sensible. It costs about Len billion
year M wage the war in Viet-

sumo,

nam. That amount would provide an enormous number of
students with free eilecatiOn.
which is what students should

of Arlington Heights.

This was the euestion coked

They could study the subVt of maintaining peace. instead of studying how to wage

Springfield to sec the opening
ofCon.Con in their per-

day.

penny. either.

of teens, government and eapi.
tal punishment.

Every student would agree
to that.
So would I.

NOW THAT her trip is a
happy memory, we have and
her to describe her experience
in her own words. This is what

ID al)

questions to be considered before you sign a lease or other-

wise commit yourself. pothts
put the Illinois State Bar Assn.
According to the bar groLp.
the prospective tenant Who

mv6m,nndinMllm',ml tote n,

Pubticationthe

ails to read a lime carefully is
asking for trouble, He should
understand his rights and obligations under the lease and
those of
he landlord. He
should discuss any question,
with the landlord and perhaps
with an attorney. Otherwise.

- Marshall Field III
Wednesday, April 15, 1970

John Elem..

,

and PnbliNner

R.R.Hiblinon.114,Prelideon

William J. lehektkicligfatimeet Hem

R. N.

Puetz.Cirrnhaion

he May find he must pay costs
be thought would be borne by

la

the landlord or he may field
himself bound to the lease

SARY? Once signed by both
the landlord and tenant. a lease

is legally binding. It cannot be
broken without penalty except
for reasons provided in the
lease itselfor in the law.
Even if na lease exists. a ten.

ant ii entitled to certain notice
before he can be required to
move. For example. a tenant
who rents by the month must
be given written notice of Mk: non at Nutt 30 days prior lode
date on which hishis rent is due

for the last mh of occupath
cy.

The tenant who decides on
to move must give the
his
same
notice 10 the landlord.
awn

without even the right to sub-

DOCTOR SAYS

lease should led have to move
for some unforeseen reason.

What is Paget's disease?
an examination be done?
A -A rectal examination
with a gloved finger should be

Q -My brother. 72. has severe pains in his head. His doc-

tors says he has Paget'.dis-

der doesn't empty completely.
What could cause this,
A - This may he caused by

ease. What causes it and what
is the heel treatment?
A -The came of this disease
Ica eitis defornimul b unknown. It nias MIMI the bones

a pen or any routine examQ-Ilow serious is a rectome? What treatment do you

of
the nervous system. The obstruction may bee stricture of
the urethra due to trauma or

of the leg,. the skull. When

recommend?

an infection. an enlarged pros -

the skull is affected, some victi complain of headache. They also have to wear a

A -This is a protrusion of
therece. into the vagina,

une or a tumor of the bladder

larger hat

.

ANY PERSON who plans
W.G.BRANDSrADT,MD.
to lent a house or an opartdecor saysmybtd-mem, the 1SBA said. should

on a nian or woman
who is over 40.

form of hernia. It is an annoy-

progressss slowly but it is not

nte. Surgical repair is the only

fatal.
Although there is no cure. a

treatment.
Q

Aim rich in calcium is helpful.
des
arc old standbys
roan
study reports good results rem
Ile use of mithranwei

urinating. Could my prostate
enlargement have wme back
or could it he cancer,
A When a part of the prostate is removed through the
.thetbra instead of through the

Q-Enal could came my
feel to burn at night? Is there
s, Does it occur

only in order person,
A -leis type of pan may m-

bledder,

benign enlarge-

the

ment may return. In spte of

om al any age when it is doe he

this possibility this is the Loper

tumory to Me materil alone
the

nod my prostate re-

moved in 1961. In the past six
months I have had difficulty in

Aspirin and sodium fluoride

any cure for

I

of choice for most perprostatic ntarge-

webs. It may asrb

sons wiM

low a nerve Soft',he
ju
heart attack. hardenin
:merits.
Raynatid,
onto,di excessive

mem. Only you doctor can
say whether the present enlargement is cancerous.

use of alcohol
tobacco. vitandn
deficiency. frostbite or
en operseion on the feel.

Q -What is the difference
between a proetoscope of the
rectum and a rectal barium exemintion? Which is better?

In nmst victims, however.
the cause is unknown.

padding

Some go relict from mas.

is

metal

mei: with or without a Kenna -

tube contang alight.When

lion. such as Dermassage. If
the pain is severe and penis.
lent. the affected nerve an be
cut but this earn. the risk that
you might burn or freeze your
feet without knowing it.

it is passed into the rectum, it
enables your doctor to examine the rectal wall for ulcers,
polyps, tumors and bleeding
points. A barium enema is given in an X-ray room.
II enables the X-ray special-

0 -What In Sjoarcn's dis-

iet to See the outlines of the en-

tire colon which would not
Mow up without the radio-

ease?

A -lid, Is another name for
Mikulia desease.

paque barium.

This is helped in finding a

Q -My mother died with
cancer of the colon. Each year

partial obstruction or other abnormal configuration. Both

I Wye 0 Pap test NM I have

examieations have their own

never

exam-

merits and many patients have

n. In the absence of any
rectal symptoms. should such

both as a part of a diagnostic
workup.

bad

a

rec.

We Are Now Open
Wednesday!
ARLINGTO
en

Po Km ., Eon,

ton

anything:

near its outlet. In any case.
thorough examination should
!ermine the came.

Q-leatt RAM, In. For about
evo years there has been blood

'n my .toots from
could tauntlYhst
stool comes from near the out-

Ice=tbpozsl a,nrdc,i szmal ly
or 110,11 or passing a hani.dty

aomcmcnso
sm.

tenant who is
confident he will not be movthe

ing again in the foreseeable lb um end who is completely set -

A scenic trip down the in-

Pollard served in the United

land watenvey along the Al.lantic

State -Army. traveling from

coast from Manhattan
Island to Miami is planned for
the next Community Lecture

theYmna,Ariz. desert to northwest Canada as his quartermaster unit tested tropical and

Thursday,

arctic equipment. He photo-

Series

program

April 23, at Maine West auditorium, Wolf and Oakton.

will narr
the film "Houseboat to
Florida" et 8 p.m.
High poins of the film will
he the largest aquatic festival
in America, Fort McHenry.
the national anthem M 1814;
Annapolis and the U.S. Naval

cancer of the rectam. It is important to discover
the cause and treat it because

Academy,

at the very lemt you are in dew

airboat ride
sea fishing and
into a swamp in search of wildlife.

ger of developing a form of
secondary anemia.

Charleston

and

Norfolk: St. Augustine and a
Seminole Indian village; deep

graphed test results.

Wtsurgical motion pictures, veterinary medical films

and

television

in 1959.

Tickets will be available at
the door for $1 each. The
Maine Adult Evening School,
696-3600, can supply more information.

Iceses are. For this re

Page 5

stn. it is

a good idea to have the lease

menthol than attorney todctermine whet if any change
should be made.

For example. if an apart 's equipped with major
built-in appliance-, a clause
making the inamgement responsible for their maintenance could seve the tenant
money in repair Nth.

We inesday, April 15, 1970

Honkyof TWA, Mary Gor-

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA

TRUCNOY

Members and their hes.
to a potluck
bends me in
suppet on April 19 sponsored

don Speakers Progrum will
present lien Oil peeking to the

Make as many four letter or mom words out of
these letters as you can. In addition. find the word

by the Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Chapter. The event

Chi Omega Alumnae. Miss

is planned for C30 p.m at the
borne of Mrs.
Ors. Edward Stein.
Arlington
510 S.

and

Horsky, former stewardess
member
of Clipped

Alpha Nu Chapter will hold
an MOM ional tea in Mc hdmc
of Mrs. Rohert Clapp, 900 E.
Frederick. Arlington Heights.
at 8 p.m. tonight. Mrs Edward
Butler of Palatine will serve

Wings. will speak April 21

co.hostcss for new pledges.

itself does not cancel a lease.)

POSIT REQUIRED? Usually
one is. A security demi! may
be the
emutvalent sr one

using all seven of than letters.

month' s rent and is pad when
the apartment is rented. The
terms of the lease or the dente

I

Heights.

I good. 16 excellent

Those attending may bring

Special highliht of the no.
ning will be inc Mowing of

Answer on Candi Page

lions the deposit will he re-

many old-time films. For ra

turned and what right the landlord hes to keep :ill or any pert
of the deposit.

ag

es

redecorate the apart-

Mention,
eEthlyth grudirs were asked

is oh handsome by 1970 stun -

THE NICE thing to know.

Surds on it probably was in

Cindy. is that the assembly was
just as impressed with you.

100 -you -old

1070.

Con -Con

Aries'7.4 411

Virginia Lee Schwab, len,

.1.214i

tor for the Northwest
Mrs.
presents
Choralettes.
Catherine Gilday, a director or

yl

the Arlington Heights "Over
Club

50"

which

includes

members from ID northwed
suburban area with a souvenir
album recorded by the Chore -

Inns. They
ebun

for

are dimming .
the Choralettee

whin concert, to be given as
benefit for the "Over 50,
Club at 8 pin. Frith, 0101 I,
of the Arlington Heights High
School Little Theater. The
Cherolettes, a 35 -voice won one choral group from the
Northwest Suburban YMCA,
ere directed by Pat Fergusmn

i

A bus is a
little thing?

of the Plaines. All proceeds
will go to the Arlington
Heights never 50" Club, and
thins are mailable Brian any

A Volkswagen bus is a little
Ming -end little things can

member of the group.

man lot. The American Ith
dim Center, 1630 )y. Wilson,
Chicago, is in dire need of a
VW bus. to replace the
clanking wreck that the center
is now wing u, bring children

motion, call airs. Dress at 259-

6074. Area Chi Omegas and

teen-agers for the march. Any.

members in the northwest

one intented may all 376woo.

GET OUR
FREE BOOK!

IICW

suburbs are urged to attend -

his agreement.

dinetor and rounder of several
area senior chines organize -

sinews. will serve on a panel
May 13.
As guest of the Illinois Park
and Recreation Society Committee on Senior Citizens. 01.

"Bald

A MIDGET
anc.

taws. III.. the three -number

home. not yobonito
ur FREE copy.
bring Min <Guyon in

panel will discus, the various
phases of organieatiom operation. perma and use of vol-

our

"

Cte7r1:"P'r

unteers.

Mrs. Mayer is

at
"71,rg,v%wx;,,..71retry.,r,'',e,,',;°:s::;°,7,,I;dGbr;C:J

COLOR CONSULTANTS

-

sent Need el Enrs Bedroom? Pow No
Re. Rom ME used and enheyed Can hare that MD needed Wm
fun EMS for you and your !MID :U r. Your gyring Dolly, Ms
Call today)
t d won or a dee

CL 3.5338

Alto et 135 Vine, Pork Ridge

ON,

ER:EiFxrctrgrvzttgurg,T2

-NOT ESTIMATES

can Indian familns and offers
orictit ation

courses

to

help

The April 17 meeting of the
Northwest Suburban Chapter
168 of Parents Without Pen its guoa
Inc., will have
speaker Sherman J. Larsen of
lova.'
'National
N1CAP

nmers become adjusted

ligation, Committee an Ae-

grams.

Affiliate of NICAP and its activities became known to the
Chicago public through Lar-

life. plus social countcy
seling and recreationel proMiss Faith Smith, executive

aMinant m them., said that
the present bus els prmtically

falling apart. duo to its constant mo" This bus was obtained through green stamp
drive conducted by a number
of women's clubs.

rial Phenomena). The Chicago

aeon appearance on many TV
shows and radio programs. He
also mpeared on several of the
ems programs to answer questions concerning specilicsight-

iTICAP

is a national, run-

ADDRE5e

of the Drake Hotel at

of Nursing. Evanston, Tense

and Ann erom Rthurrection

Hospital, Chicago will provide
en tertainment.
New officer, for the coming
Catholic Nurses of the Arch- pout will be announcedReserdiocese of Chicago SaturdeY. mations lc
by a do 11:30

arm, will begin the annual
me5ling of the C0310511 (111

April 25.
The Rev.Thomast Murphy,
associate director of the Amhdiocesan Council of Catholic
Wooten, will be a featured
speaker.

nation of $6 are Mi. accept ed by Rosanne Tossing. Lo yokt University School of
Nursing, 6525 N. Sheridan
Chicago 60626, and by
telephone, BR 4-3000.

A folk group, the Rosins skin 701.

ches°

new one.

The annual spring exhibition of dancing and ere and
crafts will take place April 16
through 19, at the center. On
Thursday, Friday and Salerday nights, the dancing will
take place at 8 p.m. Admission
loll for adults and 50 cents for

chiWren. The art, and crafts
exhibition will be omit from
10 a.m. to 9 pro: during the
three-day pow -wow.
organizations.
Womme

civic groups and individuals
are egged to contribute cash or
green stamps to the center.

f
como
Columbia. It makes immediate
investigations of bed sight.
ings reported to it and ovate.
and analyze Me evidence for
possible identification. Lance
has directed and participated

Si.

51610100

Heights.

Re-

frrshments will be served oiler
the meeting.'
Patents Witlfout Partners.

1wIth or without anode. so
that they run benefit from the
child
people in
help of
the areas ot child rearing.
Northwest Suburban ChapMVP.
crries
ter 168
on an extensive program of ac-

a

in several mng and a rew
humorous sighting reports in

PWP.

the Chicago area

Palatine. cell 358-2924 or see
the membership ellitinnan tit
the general meetings.

The program will lee pre-

I,

ivities for parents and their
children. 11cmber,htu is open
to all qt.:tined .meld parents.
For further information. write

sented at the Knights of Co -

WTTW needs YOU

Inc.. is an international. nonprofit. non-,eutarian. educational organization. devoted to
the welfare and interests of
single Parents and their children. The organization has
chapters from coast Iowan. in
England. Canada and Australia. II enrolls single parents
(widowed. separated. divorced) both men and women.

Inc..

P.O. Box 472,

This African rhythm pounder is only tine of Ille more than
4,000 items to be auction. in Channel Ile fourthannual auction being held Sunday, April 26, through Saturday, May 3. Mrs.

Dennis Noakes, left, a "go-getter," and Mrs. (filbert Spencer,
Mount thawed chairman, may be contacted at 253-0875 or

. 827-4780 to dorm items. All of the pr....N.11M used toward
maintaining and improving the facilities and programming at the
non-profit community television station.

N.W. Suburban Aid

Dance
program
planned

lot program.

nual Madame s Magnificent
Merchandise Benefit Resale
Tuesday, April 21, from a.m.
to 9 pm. and Wednmday,

NSAR which strives to help

April 22 from an. to

tiring in the Northwest rob
Leto and northwest Chicago

Chicago

Church, 100 S. Courtland.,
New merchandise donated

"ri"
closing season
of the social

by some of our ladser-

mem
For' further information.
call W. 0. Woods, director at

thane and used, Wick

825-6464.

Geri. April,

a tio-in
with this year's emphasis on
as

Expo '70, Elver
Campbell of Des Plaines is displaying a wide variety of Semi.
paintings ac The Book Nook,
119 S. Emerson, Mount Pros -

at.

Park Ridge Community

in

mentally handicapped persons

develop to the fullest of their
abies, NSAR Screen people

Jepan's

Peet.

Sumi-e is an ancient form of
Japanese ink painting on rice

Plaines Art Guild. She studied
ZIP

Name Cathedral, (Wowed by
brunch in the Grand Ballroom

'11.1E CENTER h planning
to rent a bus, tor the safety or
the children. until enough
funds can be ins. to Ne-

'embus Hall,. IS N. Hickory

clothing, gadgets and many
nom toys will be on hand.
Your purchase will help

paper.

STATE

About El children are transported to, the center. from one
to five days a week. for chases.
The center. Which is not federally funded. depends on dome
lion. and fund-raising affairs.
It serves about 8.000 Arnett,

Parents of the Northwest.
Suburban AM for the Retallied will sponsor their an.

Mrs. Campbell is a
harter member of the Des

NAME

CITY

member of

To show
Sunte-e art

Serving the Community for 45 Years
Issemele trenferred

PJVP to hear
U.F.O. Investigator

tines.

the Cook County Council of
Government serving as senior citizen adviier for the pi-

WEBBER PAINT CO.

214 N. Donlon, Ariington Heights

Catholic Nurses
to hold meeting
A 10 a.m. mess et Holy King, from St. Francis School

Mrs. Walter Meyer. sour.

eon

throughout Illinois alay 17,
Denny Thomm. founder and

CL 9-2387.

Area senior to
serve on panel

ARE HERE!

helm

to tutoring sessions and to pick

pev ten otrhgea nDairoicn in

DAYS

The lease shoal be signed,
dated and should provide for
thc return of any security de.
posit and for the release of the
tenant from further obligation
if the landlord fails to We unto

678-30,0

Elcusinien for the Chi Ome-

DECORATING

or to make any repairs.
this should be staled
the
me

ALL THE FINANCING YOU NEED AVAILABLE!

MINER AND DOUGLAS STREETS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

p.m. with an observance of

contact Mrs. William Carroll,

information,

.

SPRING

The meeting will begin at 8

Plans for a bake male April
25 in the Palatine Plata will be
discussed. A report will be given concerning the trees-ago
1.mkernia
hlarch
Against

president. will he at Loyola
University hity I. Radio SIR.
lion WLS n also recruiting

or

CHI OMEGA
In preparetion for the needing months ahead, Brock

II

ED REDECOED
If the landlord

® CALL FOR FIRM PRICES

at

the home of Airs. Roger Dress,
205 S. Stratford. Arlington
Heights.

gas. followed by the talk and
then dessert. For more info,'

servations

THE APART-

5.

Northwest Suburban Group of

Keeled. a dessert. or a hot dish.

tin

BUILDERS

building is being As.. and

the

to submit a nomination of

up food and clothing doe,.

DELTA DELTA DELTA

of thee after death of .a tenant
should he considered Meath of

4. IS A SECURITY DE-

Sorority happenings

HIDEAWORD

the Mount Pnispect DM.

SATURDAY, APRIL 18th

eryone, nuf wiederschen'."

con -

ing

C

AMERICAN LEGION -MERLE GUILD POST# 208

PRIZES HORSE -RACING RAFFLES

timclose word he imparts kJ ev-

0058040000081600(10411"5060006000062165011

LORD IN MIND, Most form

Doll just dream of tome/hie your present home, siren that elra eon

LAS VEGAS NIGHT

has a wool -- a wonderful.

of one worn to the 1870 Constitutional Convention.
'The Old State Capitol

3. IS THE LEASE WRIT-

TEN WITH THE LAND.

Ofp

104-4

during my
day with kir. Vol. that be too

ddess was a copy

pressed those absathing....

lien and now affiliated with

call Allied Builders.

Disthet

omits how she blindly

the right to sublease.

HEY GAMBLERS!
YOU'RE INVITED!!

O

noted Mat

pressed she was. She modestly

commercials.

He began lecturing with elms

had been.
vl discovered

comments indicate how im

under ' those circumstance, the tenant might wish

MEN

After graduating from Wit
bus Wright Institute, he pm -

what a really special day it

a yellow. hoop -shined dress.
Con -Con President Witwer

delegates of the Corelitutional
Convention. Her exclusive

apartment.

clause providing for
automatic cancellation of the
lease within a certain number

I ease has its advantages, espe-

woman delegate wa, dressed in

youngest person to address the

Even

to he

A 1970 WORD like 'Cow
would bc my way of saying

at the Old State Capitol in
Springfield. Cindy was Ole

when and under what condi.

where Francis Scott Key wrote

ul-

the

death

this mu of rising rental costs
end housing shortage. a long

cially for

end with

in the

table.

donald and Cindy Hayes pause
to chat with Rep, Anne Evans

it mann itself Mould nato

Hard Pollard

A -Bright red blood in the

s',="frs'ebeirdelude

Third

And, for elderly ainum.

A ONE. TWO OR

Community Lecture Series
to feature travel film, talk

$2.00 Tickets at the Door that night!

Cm. sin famlure bakes

mum

erg questions before signing

2.

THREE-YEAR LEASE? In

ore

sue rather Man a threat to be made by a urologist to de-

sive. The diem,

MI the amen. M the

IS A LEASE NECES-

headquarters

to

repr.entetive Virginia Mac-

before renting apartment
I.

in the last constitution refill-

-

Present souvenir album

Settle legal questions
Moving into a new apartment this spring? If No ate.
there ant a number of lepl

1 onai scomm

cationlegislature.and I wereinvital to Springfield.
0111E SPAN from 1870 to
1970 seemed to vanish as lob.
saved the proceedings.
et3d the convention Poor a

Old State Capitol Melding.
"Part of the eighth grade social studies curriculum in District 25 is to study the mite and
national constitutions. This
has had special immediacy this'
year because Illinois is rewrit-

the convention of, for end by
youth,
included
polletkle,
taxes. recognition of maturity

war. It wouldn't cost them a

Invited

Wilt

t

P irk

After antsmon. research to

duatana how it sos originally
built In hod boon eland after a
lies and In sword romodelmol n u n losolad
All rho its thlt. don. and
pica Oslo c.tn.tully numbered
so that as it was rebuilt everything went buck into its original Noce. The carved pillars
and a magnificent old clock in
the convention hall weir no-

Albert Vol, thconly person
still living to have participated

group of her fellow eighth gra.
den and some from four other
=hoots to speak for them.
Her subjects, presented to

MR. MUM

ANSWERS!"

February.

memorable day I hod last Fri-

The law serves you

QUESTIONS doesn't mean we wont to HEAR THE

Arlington

Cindy, who attends Miner
Junior High, was chosen by

she say.:

"You don't get it, man! Just because we ASK THE

Soon,

Need
'Great!'
`It is an eighth grade word
end it best describes a truly

Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Hayes

hls theeon

Coo n hid. Enda,
Coss n Ilk, tool'

of Cindy Hay., daughter of

have through colic,.

This has probably been the

ey and fees, and you need% hef-

speak Won the &holm of

they d

MIMIum to inch& Is Dooms
of ohminmon !woks on Moir
Walt to rho Con Con
flu u Ian ills) mat at ID.

Cow nom. of then. won
Jarful lords

How door LI fool to la IN.
youngest al 79 ',mons to

Mc

what

Cowl

By Dolores 11 nigh

g may not cost too much dhow
tit it

founh or ItOh dui

A PROPOSAL in the foam
al budget doesn't help much.
either. 0 proposes guantAt

All of this doesn't make
mach sense. Two boys may

odthattonal

history With
thou. 1175 I month day pm
oil thin smith. both school
Ind Ining If they no- cantol

proem. In

through

band.

succmslul

most

It m not h. no bad with
ant lad to
in to lamtl) It gels
link rough though ehth ma
s
oral on. in school at
E
nhot lb.

Sumi-e under Ryozo Nina
the eminent Japanese artist.

Mrs. Gene MoOdssey of Prospect Heights, Mrs.R, Cavanaugh

Gruel Heinen. director of
the dance department of the
Metropolitan

YMCA

Hard times
party for

bethe Slowpokes

dance program for this season
at the Des Plaines Y N1CA, 300

E. Northwest Hwy. Glasser for
ell age groups including junior
MN, high school students and
adults Will begin Monday,

Thursday and Friday, April
20, 23 and 24, in bahroom and

of Perk Ridge end senior mother Mrs. Herman Kartheiser of themod
Northwest Suburban Aid examine resale merchandise for the
Miss
annual benefit April 21 and 22.
yammers

u,spends h

in teaching other
teechers at dance conventions
throughout the country and in
inhering new TnateriM for her
cow

Now that everyone hes paid

bit income tan and is almost
broke, the Slowpokes invite
you to come and join thon
their Hard Times Party Fri day, April 17. at Pietist
School, just east of Randhurst.
Party starts promptly et 8 p.M:
with Gene Tidwell on squares.
odd the Davis' on, rounds.
There will be "bcor" as a We rage (root. they th. Wear your
old clothes. too:
-

-

---

-

-

VALUES

Sale Dates:

By the Bucketful
During April Showers

APRIL

DRYDEN

-

KENSINGTON RD.

V

1.)

16 - 17 - 18

\ \1

arree
L,

emimom

Boneless
I

Ladies'

Every day

Delicious
Ready

BOXED

to Cut

Reg. 57c

Assorted Colors
& Styles

Limit

32`

Now

$ 11 9lb.
41k.

each

Limit 3

Seamless Mesh

Wonderwood

YARD

PANTYHOSE

SEWING

GOODS

CHEST

Assorted Materials
in Prints &Solids

275's

Now

49`

each

LISTERINE
Reg. 77c

Now

CARS

Now
Limit 3 pair

$ 296

Now

$Ra. 5 9c

2 9'

3

.

CLEAN UP

DEODORANT SOAP

98t

Limit 3

6

Reg. 25c

1.95 VALUE

Union Tires

A NEW HAIRSTYLE

year of 10,000 mile free replacement, 30,000 mile
treadwear.lifetime guarantee.
1

INCOMING ORDERS ONLY

AND ON FINISHED

DRY

CLEANING ONLY.

Stop in and get our trade-in price!

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Presto
Pressure
Now

1070

Firm

HIGH'LOW

Pint

Carton
reg. 39c

Golden Fruit

OC

7d?,41w 0.0toiaediarke6#1..

$750

WASHER

HALF PORK LOIN SALE
FULL RIB HALF

59C

25c'\

FULL LOIN HALF
v9;
s,.7 -1b, avg.
all Center Chose

PORK LOIN ROAST 40c

1

PORK CHOPS

Cenetee

Cut

WAITING

HERE!

... WITH 24
AUTOMATIC WASHERS

ON HAND
ALSO 8 DRYERS
AND A 25 La -WASHER

lb.

an

,01,2411,RAO!S
PORK

lb.

Egger B PASTRYA,NTON NSATTP

T59c

WASH N' SHOP
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

89c lb.

REAL

399' 0 =lad3.4'740- 329.00 tr,,
00 -end gget these features usually

Save

THERE'S

STILL ONLY

7 -Rib Cut r&lb. Avg.

49-9:EIG

N

12 LB. LOAD

lb.

it's a MOWER, it's a TRACTOR, t's a HAULER
and its rugged 8 -hp engine starts st .. electrically!

Reg. $14.95

Cooker

HALF & HALF

Can CL 3-2574 1

ARLINGTON MARKET

49c

BANANAS

AU Conte...nest Left On

CL 5.3160

Tir

Lb. Pkg.

$ 695

etch for Our Weekend Specials

II!!

fill!, 1111111111111W

COOKIES

ariiaco

88c

to 7-1b. Avg.

COUPON GOOD ANYTIME.
Arline.. Motet
One Noy, Cleaners

MEL'S

SHOES

NOW ONLY

-Cherry Loaf
offee Cake
Reg. 89c Now 73c

with all new

KEDS CANVAS

Gal.

FrenchDEAN'S

"I've got the Spirit"

UNION OIL

99

$

KEEBLER

612 -Oz. Cans
Reg. 99c

TURF BUILDER PLUS 2

10C

99c Lb.

COCA COLA

HOUSE PAINT
White Only

BAGS
10 for

LUCITE

AVE $1.00 ON SCOTTS

Safeguard

ROAST

DuPont

49`

4

LAWN

Reg.

Limit 6 yd

Limit 2

Wear it anywhere!

RUMP

$1.09 Lb.

All Colors

LIGH BULBS
40-60- 5- 100Watt

- Breeze Triangle"

Kordite

Reg. 78c

Now

C
of 3

"Petal Flower

LIPSTICK

$R1e80

Reg. $5.88

TABLETS

CO

1 9c

Reg. 39c

"Evening in Paris"

14 oz. size

Reg. 57c

KLIPPIES

Limit 2

each

Johnny
Lightning

IUS

COTTON BALLS

48

Wall
Paint

Seltzer

Lady Ellen

CURITY

Reg. 69c

Now.$34 4
Limit 1

II

NUTS

Values to $6.66

Reg. $1.49

Now

MIXED

F. --

Wall Pair

Lucite

Crocheted

VESTS

HAM

FOR PRESCRIPTIONS

13 oz. Canned

CARDS

SIRLOIN
STEAK

Du Pont

gtepTour

Burlap

Budget

is the big news from

Pound'

"FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY"

Including a complete selection
of Women's Kedettes

OFF
with
coupon

Sylvania

Whirlpool
Detergent

ic marling) Turn dash -mounted ignition switcit
lel Briggs -Stratton engine roars to life

Past

-Pc

Flash Cubes

ds

e

OFFER EXPIRES SAT., APRIL 18TH

Reg. $1.39

25 lb. Box Reg. $4.95

Serlde

INSTANT

CHARGE

WE HONOR ANY RECOGNIZED
CHARGE OR CREDIT CARD INCLUDING ANY MIDWEST BANK
CARD

8 N. Dryden Arlington Market
Arlington Heights

Catalog Order Store

IMM

Lawn Mowers
during the

Month of April
PHONE

aF

392-9500

Spring has Sprung!!
Como in and get clipped!

ARLINGTON MARKET
BARBER SHOP
No appointment Necessary
Open Wed. Closed Mon.

ROM PAT WAYNE MAURI HARVEY

rs-a-lot

'

Newest thing you eon put on your walls -real Burlap! Ida actual faint, not a lookallke. The natural
fabric you know as BURLAP- heautitol, richloaking,
with the plus of a self...titles., hocking. Goes an
smooth as GA, stays on strong as -Burlap! Wonderful for walls, great for room dividers. Washable, tool

Open a Personal
Checking Account here.

so Inc compartment for pardon tools

Nos

79c

255-2300

Products

g trio, axle with smooth hell hint manna

...1-21111114,

5 rich colors: Avocado, Red, Blue, Gold, Manual.'

""'

Arlington Market

Promotion on

Sears

$3.49

helph11 to Mein, safety blade [WW1

POLK BROS.

JOAL SHOES
OPEN M1tyTurs.,

Now

Balanced

twin -blade mower... easily romovolft one
rile

Now

CON -TACT A Brand

stile -type geared transmission... thrso forward

speeds plus neutral and reverse, separate ammonia

THE BANK

Male,, tadINtt.

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

F2v3°, PAINTS

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

SPIEGEL

CATALOG ORDER! TORE

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE R55-7900

CL 5-1500

$1 .08

$1.00

PARTY SPECIALTIES

Servings Fancy Ice Cream Molds

Individ

Decorated Ice Cream Molds

S.

Indianan.
$1.00

134ebdeRli

AVORS

i.m.shco

Phone= 554820

$1.00

ending

Don't forget Candy for
31.11e:tickles

Market

=IL

different

15

#

SPECIALS

Mother's DAY!

`TREASURE CHEST

Wfi

STXPNSHOP

cent.tula.

$1.00
3 coin folders

CL 5-2404

Daily Luncheon Specials

EDWARDS
RESTAURANT
Mon. thru Fri. 5:30 to 3 P.M.
Sun. 7 to 3
Sat. 6 to 4

.

UP N.

Northern Illinois Univershy, Dc Kalb, Ws listed 1,264

Robert

Yvonne Kroi, 1955 JarvisAv.;

James Tomsk., 1303 E. Cie-

Joanne P. Krayminski, 2244
Sprucewood; Barbara

Fernandez;

lc.

tendon.
Buffalo Grove: Deborah
Ann Boesch, 330 Buffalo
Grove Rd,
Des,Plainew Marjorie Beck,
1019 Second Av.; Bonnie Jean
Bollman, 8842F Robin Dr.;

undergraduate students on the

honor roll for the first semester of the 1969-70 school year.

Students from the Northwest
suburbs not:

Arlington Heights: Debts
Ann Bennett, 319 E. Haven
SL; Scott P. Fredrickson, 307
W. Hintz Rd.; Peggy Ann
Kerr, 1616 N. Douglas; Patricia Ann Muller, 431 S. Windsor Da; 'Barbara Jean Patna,

I.orenc Gay Coffman, 1785
Oaktom Phyllis Jean Ebert,
317 E. Golf Rd.; David Edwin
Garb, 135 Dover Da; Nancy
Carroll Glander, 1340 Howard Av.; Eileen Marie God,

421 N. Dwyer; Mary Fisher

625 Clayton Ln.
Anthony John

Chestnut; Olen Kay Moog land, 725 W. Fairview; Cheryl

Ann Snider, 1908 E Jonquil
Ter.: Susan Elizabeth Wood,

Wisconsin Dr.;
atrick
Owcn, 1940 Lee
, Carol
Ann Rohde, 1098 Wa1Wr Av.;
Daniel George &tuber, 25 E.
Walnut Av.; Jenny 1lSchmeisSts.Den

wing, 26 N. Westgate

04.1

Edward R. Steinman, 1441
Grebard St.; Ron William
Strand,
1375 Wicke
Av.;

Gyarier,

-Alexandra A. Sztuczko, 437

1847 Linden St.; JudithAnn
ten's, 1758 Illinois St, Mauteen Lois Jaskier, 581 W.
Kathleen Dr; Donald Charles

Ambleside; Loralyn Jeanne
Ware, 1921 Stockton.

Peterson, 602 W. Central Rd.;

Bruce Merrill Schott, 733 S.

Kunz, 493 Cambridge Rd.;
Janet E. Mulder, 1045 Mar grit.
Ronald W. Muilineaus, IS

Knauss.

1755

Locust;

ELK GROVE Village: Dar -

lane Ann Dago, 433 Mapk
Cr; Jodi Ann Knudson, 66

Gail

Bmntwood Am; Jill Ann Tho-

Con -Con will debate

legalizing of lotteries
minority recommendsdons
'
an
on the proposition from
and

Con -Con delegatm from dm
Northwest suburbsTeturned to

Spingfield Monday to begin
four days of work on the new

Finance Committee.
Another proposal to be considered is one from theta
al Government Committee
providing that too adjacent

DOHS/kudos

Major dxisions on a n umeer of important moue. are
xaceted this week.
Hanging over from

counties

Sheryl

Alter, 112 Briarcliff Ca.; Robert G. Hughes, 513 Hawthorn

Lit: [...jean M. Sembach,
169 Payson St.
Mount Prospect:

Stephen

01;f Anderson, 4 N. LancssWitter; Linda C. Biebel, 1823
603 N. Forest
Nancy Sue
Creighton, 1625 Cedar 1.0.;
Kathy Lynn Kamrath, 201
Ln.; Michael A.

808 S Wego

CHMelus

week's unfinished hosiness is

debate and decEi on on the

Barney. If approved it would be

time to hold the wale wide referendum at which citizens will
beaked to approve a new eon-

a stop toward merging one or

Swanson, 708 Glendale I did
Patricia L. Tenerowicx 1501
Palm Dr.
Palatine: Kathleen P. Falanfeau, 922 E Patten Dr.;
Michael J. Flanigan, 145 H.

more counties.

ditution.

Appointed
to committee

DELEGATES FROM the
Northwest suburbs generally
mgaed early December as the

hest time to hold the referen-

Bill McDermott, 1208 Lon.

dum. The most likely dates appear to be Dec. I or 8.

quist
Mount Prospect,
has been appointed to [5th

The Con -Con RM. Committee will present
recommendation this week propow

Palatine

Rd; Kathleen

Guenther, 54 S. Plum Grove;
Janice Lynn Mayean, 1523 S.
Neiman Dr.; Frank Jerome
Manner, 19 S. Ashland; Linda
Kay

Pratt

453

E.

Palatine

Rd; Christine Wasik, 1403
Joan Ur.; Mary Lynn Witek,

bled until after the November

eating class of Lane Technical
High School, Chicago.
The appointment was made

52 N. Elmwood.
Prospect Heights: Elisabeth
Ann Portman, 105 Coldren

general election. But the Rules

by Raymond Ennis, 805 S.

Committee will not make a
specific recommendation on

School St., Mount Prospect.

ing that the referendum be de --

chairman of the committee
The affair will talc place on

the date.
-Preaident Samuel Witwer
has asked that the referendum

not he held for 27 days after

caps.

George:

Anyone affiliated with the
June,

or who

elms,

1945,

knows the whereabouts of any
of its members, is urged to call
Enncs at 787-1234, or
McDermott at 253-4165.

h

is

ex-

to grow rapidly during

Pee

pure metal.
Physical metallurgy

needed to find ways of processIng low-grade ores.
MEI-AL-WORKING
in-

with the properties of metals
and their alloys, and with

dustries - primarily iron and

Metallurgical engineers develop methods of processing
and converting metals into

steel and nonferrous metah Inhalf
employed oVer One-

ucts.

positions,
although wc11-qualiEed grade -

numbers of these people will
be needed by metalworking
for problem{ involved Sr adoption of metals

half of the estimated 5,000 to
10,000
metallurgical MOnecrs in early 1967.
Many metallurgical enipneer, worked in machinery,

ates with training in physics or

electrical equipment, and air-

and alloys to new needs.

craft and parts
en
vestrymelyed in the
me indu
and in governmem
agencies,
consulting
firms, independent research

Advanced trainitm is being
emphased
01 for an increasing

products.

Increasing

FOR EXAMPLE, the deYelopment of such products as.
Opersonic jet aircraft, mist
saes, satellites and spacecraft

created a need for light-

weight metals capable or with-

Organ Nations. 0114 educational
InStRUtions.

standing extremely high and

ENGINEERS usually work

low temperatures,
Metallurgical engineers will
also be needed to solve metallergical problems in the ef-

in one of two main branches of'
metallurgy -- extractive or
physical. Extractive metallurgy deals with the extraction

Beim use of nuclear energy.
as the supply of high-

of metals from their ores, and
with refining thorn to obtain

FINISHED HIS HometvORK
HaviE ALREADY:LUCKY

VENABLIT pout EMMEN
TO BE 00R. MTH wiLL

OR Him HE INHERITED THAT BEN'

number

BRATt rot,

KE me, HAVE TO BE PoSHED Are
DRooRED ALONG. THE WAY:SOLO

"HSI GET TorABERA

JLIST SOME ottYS:

.0-1-cAu5E 1 BRENT
BORN WI, EITHER:

1::11;11 Itlith la 1,10

THE BEST DINING ROOM
AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
IN WEST SUBURBIA

GREAT FONt

PREDICT . WORLD %RES

'RIB III

FOR

R0j, TOO:

,

large

Doreen

Lee

I hard and the H.
aCre.

mAnd

they gain candle.,

S

WASHERS -DRYERS

- DISHWASHERS

I PROMISE

I'LL STAY
FUT TILL YOU
GET WERE...

COMPARE OUR DISCOUNT PRICES!!

OEM
MOO
OEM
EMU

STYLES!

UNDO

ALL

WASHER & DRYER CO.

Your

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES

-

FOR THURSDAY

INSTALLATIONS

ARIES (March 22

FEEL TEN5W/B,...
SOARS... PLEASE CLOSE
WINDOW, IT'S

April
2D1 An excellent opportunity
-

DWAFTY!

for you to display your musical
talents or to proclaim publicly
thin you have none!

PLEASE GET ME Somg
FWESH 1.1.12...A.10AN
...AND ANSWER THE
DOOR, ITS PMCBABLY
THE DOCTOR,

Diane Rose

MADRAS

24`

PINEHURST'\

241/2c

4x8

$5.10

$5.82

New Dimension "V"

U.S. Plywood's

BRASILIA

Cloister

Fex4x8$13A4

$9.98

D & E Mediterranion

Oak

D & E WALNUT

1/4.895.49

`Our

Ohs.

II 1.1fewatch 6
'Same old Sam.-

-backlins
when she gives Hal

32 Truth
gespmen

cover the landing of

Apollo 13 Mane

Walk

alks

"ha
Engelbert Hutu-

7

perdinelt

Gums
Four

or Co.

9

Is set for ap-

proximately

1:13

7

ailing° Show

9

Movie

Elke
Carl

Perry alason

II World Press
26 Arturo Mendoza
32 Men in Crisis

12.55
Days

`Seven

threatening

scientist
to ex-

plode bomb in London if his demands

9:20

Paul Dare.

Comments

am

Jonesmet.

CORNING

E

TiC...

WHAT ARE MR.

,DIVINOPAL

Apollo 13.Lunar

1:00

5

ranging from
old French Quarter
Ncw Orleans to

of the descent and

New Orleans..

anchored

26 Today's Rodeo
32 Of Lands and

man Frank aleGee.
The lunar module is

II Yoga for Heath
26 A Wades View

Sem

expected to touch
down at approxi.

of she Nees

mob' 8:55 p.m.

Mainers

film trip to

A

Ink mp your opinion to you,

6)45
Philhin
It o
26
Sports

2 Aqua. on Ike

Landing
The audio portion
landing

at

the moon

of lunar module is
by

ncwa..

.1ohnnyCsh

Guests include

Weather,

Moans The Flight of

16000
2
5
7
9

Audio 13
Live coverage of
the first of two fourhour moon walks is

News
Nears

News
News

32

Honey -

1he

44 C ontinental

News,

Weather,

Goldsboro and

fine of two scheduled
moon wdks by the

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Per -

Exploring
the
Inner Highlights
Coverage of the

7

Apollo'13 atm.

Judy Collins. Bobby
George Jones.
News ht
spealve

led ,a begin at
approximately' 1:13

Show
5

9

D50
Five ?dinettes In

lies By

I onight Show

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE

TAKE A

----------1,20,c, TAKE Th15 ONE.

ITb 504E

ACE OF
12h3

F

LNAE0AY I'LL TELL
`dal HON/ I T5 DONE.

,---___r_____----''

Dvitirrovi

LUMBER & PLYWOOD
514 E. NW. HWY. MT. PROSPECT CL5-7 41
%MOE re

Yee, Wed,ao m. totoSRO p.m
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-

1. ----

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

VIRGO lAos. 34 .Sept. 231

WARE SET

WASyHoEuR

Dokt he hired by the forhid
den. It may well pnwe nut to
hem m sweet as you

R

uww

hoped. Be guided by your am -

4 -IS

Answer to Previous Peale

N

science.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 . Oct. 231
Don't allow your need for se-

ACROSS

curity to discount). you Nun
making a change. Career ad-

complete

WE'LL INSTALL

With Food
Filter...

FOR MOTHER'S

DAY!

All Aotornoth

for the
Scorpio with social obligations
to keep. Don't allow others to
talk you out of your ohm to
tertain.
221

Critical

days

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22 Accem a challenge to
move ahead in your career. A

YOU MONEY,
WE'LL SAVE

period or crisk today can enable you to show your worth to
higher-ups.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

day may he just the things that
day m romake tomorrow
member. Accept new responsibilities.
AQUA RI US (Jan. 21 - IWh.

MAYTAG
FOOD WASTE

1ST PAYMENT

Disposer

IN MAY!

--

AVigni-Tge

DISHWASHERS -DISPOSERS:

TRADE NOW! FOR THE BEST DEAL!
BIG SELECTION OF GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED LONG -LIFE UNITS...
NORGE

KENMORE

MAYTAG

KENMORE

MAYTAG

DRYER

DRYER

AUTO. WASHER

WASHER

DRYER

intime

CHEMICAL 500100

upon you at this dm. TM
care not to Inc mother's padence.

PISCES tFeb. 20 - Marc
21) Tate care that you don'
cause a rift in your
of Ion
ship with a friend of

36 Nigeria.
Negritos

Answers to
Hideaword

1615 N. RAND

In Schaumburg

24 W. GOLF RD.

rt

(U.S. 12)
CALL 392-2800

(ROUTE 58)
CALL 894-1900

Wry

turn

37 Hold up
9 Standard
39 Stray articl
22 Cravats
42 Reward
4 Prop reader's 99 Margin (coil)
mark
96 Elevate
25 Feminine
49 Repast
name
51 Moral fault
26 Decompose
52 "Emerald Isle"
27Degrade
53 Vivid colors
54 Feast day
29 Skin disease
comb. orm)
(med.)
55 Pub order
30 Nathaniel
56 Rule of
(ab.)
endue
34 Profound
57 Secret agent

41 Wawat

.

111=111111

of

1111111111MMill

fluid
V011 more

county

17 Smal island

MMOMM ©EM.

.

APO SUS Yee

corn

s
1-

OMEN MEOMMIOMM

eat-

vegetable dish
90 Greek letter

COUNTRY

In Arlington Heights

tel

IMMO MU MINI
MOM UMEM

drink

8

count tom

8

35 M.'s name MEM.

standing. Keep your temper.

MIDWEST'S LARGEST LAUNDRY SPECIALISTS

T0

s28 Staid

TRUST YOU'LL FIN
BYTHINS 5000 HF

II) laved ones may have a

TERMS WE WANT USED WASHERS -DRYERS

-

Jan. 201 What both., you to-

AT ACE!

TRACES

sl
5 Sickroom
(coll.)
feature
8 Medicine to be
DOWN
taken whole
1 Sloping way
12 Against
2 Noun suffix
13 AP....
3 Agitate
Terse f tIDII
4 Town near
14 City in
Rome
Pennsylvania 5 Vagabond
15 1,104 (Rom.)
(st,g)
16 Season, as
6 And others
lobster
(2 words)
18 Argentina's
7 Challenges
ex -dictator
8 Sad and
20 Not so much
thoughtful
21 Land parcel
23 Cut Into dun
on'ghty man
pieces
(Bib.)
27 Common
0 Illuminatedmedicine
1 C vil War
31 Escape
general
32 Cattle genus
33 Fermented

ORPIO tOct. 4 - Nov.

DEWSti""

62 Fastened with
stitches
63 English city
64 Longings

1 Reepoepse and

vancesSC are in store.

4x131/9"

$12.82

Barry

Jones and Olivp

BAN

Sporn

badly this morning.
Friends mity wish you well
even though thoy appear to he
discouraging you.

Tudor
Oak

to

oo n ." -Thriller

about

9)10
20 Forsyte Saga

31

the

the

Tops.am

7,40

20 TV College

Coverage of

fine of two scheduled

lour -hour moon

the lunar module.

ney. US.A,
"This fs Leek
liana" featurm a

News.

errata

How, Om,

5

Aug. 231
LEO Duly 24
Take are that you don't no'

11100% CREDIT
IS EASY

D & E Antique Birch
Pick Up
Only $60° gitred
Pick Up
Only $778 :Vend

4x7

Te.her

Professor

211 A day when you may well
discover that a little knowt.
edge is a Okngerous thing. 'fry

surprisingly stable

""Q"'")

I Spy

CANCER (June 22 -Jr

WOOD SLIDING PATIO DOORS

48

Reru.
n

44 ContinuousShaw

231 Domestic chores call for
your mention at this lime. Af.
ternoon hours are yours to do
with as you pleinei give morn.

Mahogany - Pick Up Only $3.40 gired

HERITAGE WALNUT

GL AD

GEMINI Why 22-- June

ANDERSON WINDOWS R.O.W.

Hardwood Plywoods

Nanny and

Room 2.22

7

clone Island. the Bahomes andlamaica.

211 Make every effort to ut
In appear to he congenial
With co-woff em. Keep una

FREE

We Carry a Complete Line of

WALNUT BIRCH.OAK MAHOGANY

11:00
2

Free

ALL

3/4..

AMA[
YOU,

WHSEEW)

self unley, you're sure.

Stow., 1420 Arlington Ln.

CEILING PANELS

7

LINA, DO

TAURUS (April 21 - May

Mahogany - Pick Up Only $3.10 Voit7,

4

1435

Lunar Landing
of Apollo 13

Sommer and
Ballantine.

iral

the

tour

Horoscope

SERVICE

(SAVE BY PICKING IT UP YOURSELF)

Ve

11:50

Sloane.

PRE FINISHED PANELING
4x7

against Judge Garth
7

teaching
Gannon's
assistant whose miscarriage
problems
cause her toseekster-

II Wonderful Jeer-

WITH TH15 AD

JILE

emssc

8:55

31 News Final

Gnat star Sharon
Farrell play Dr.

Geography.

Schu-

SUSPENDED

CEILING

1-rdr.1512g1.4E12S.

himself working

wishes.

$1098
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Everett Oslone that is

Sh: Fred Wood. 2707 George

CEDAR

PRICES!
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Medical Center
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said to fulfill three

OLD WORLD

ALL
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1 SPECIAL this week only
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first
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Story of how the
... AND 051
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SEE 10U -YES,

Paintings;
Gaatu meLie
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CALL 894-5330
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about
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Moons The Flight of
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Reserved starling lime...

methods of converting refined
incants into useful final prod -
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useful

Two 18 -hole courses
Fairways in line shape
Fabulous layout
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3616 N. Lincoln Av., Chi-

the Nov. 3 general election.
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QUALITY
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313117

KI iTENS

CARS & SERVICE

37-33q grgl,21.
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rq 5717

m.Apply today or ask fen Ma. T. Sentare at 455-e5ga
Company benefit.

Mid Southern
Toyota Distributors

CORTINA

War hardtop. auto-

SKYLARK
rlml rob and to
.11d il.ver brokRs A hernmluIT:10.121'.
1.5neren i.e.a k Nem TNed.

Sa. x59-1604

ern61!Yee

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY
Openings on all 3 Shifts

cue, Mi. less thw
10,00 miles

"First

Lady"

of

the

sommu.

All .3 Shifts

1st Shift Only

76;5KYLARK

°3150 1":..t °tr..

looks like well

mad o lot since Emma tangled with a telephone switchboard ... but the friendly mice
of the operator will never became

o Krim -Helper
o Janitors
a Machine Operators

If you're a people-odented gal loohng for
molly rewarding job, you may have what
it takes to become an In
Bell operator.

Sok,

and

benefits are great, so stop in

now ond plan your future wIth us.
We are on equal opportunity employer.
To start your application by phonercoll Free:
656-9911, Mon..M1., or yak, 9 awl pm.

'ITNCA'S"'FNT,1:407%'ATE

'66 RIVIERA

PRICES, SAVE 0.50, 527-1,26
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Saner/Packer
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six.mrtmdMI
lemsentworlIneeesmioni
pa. vac...
Motown.e

D.3111..oms
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AUSTRALIAN TERRIER PUPPIES,

13,2.9780
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.

Fame Ororlve Call
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FREE only good

kittens.
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T

yp

211

,

F.,

SI

All Models&
Ail Equipment
Ready To Gel

25121071
,

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

HEW NICKS

one.

Poldlleaphollsollen

$800
Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose Fromll

not;:
On1ROProlecl.IST0'37.81ne.""'

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO

7

$1250

0'1 "''

"r'20III
SryouM1 bed comp

PePold HolkdoYs

Penueloo rmemenwern

Pm

.'11' 'h e 1, 2 l°1,21D 2

7,75 mamma memo summon

Minds Bell

v"."
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s

'66M2151ANG

*1495

a"ap ca.

"0:1 ana'68 OPEL

nr Aran

1071

year

'66 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN

wel.n"a

Alople !revs, SI up. a SWOP

a

1 S1900 ;Lit= ral'an'?d° at:;i5;

asus I ul now Slue. newness

Alum :Ida 9..90 no trod.

Gorman Shepherd, mole, AKC, 6
max old, all shots, housebroken,

ismoame'sst="Zairt Fon
10750 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park, Illinois

'67E0E0

'67 BUICK SPECIAL DELUXE

69 ELECTRAS

'68 RIVIERA

Emma,

II you do end wont make top., while enjoying Your -ark

001 E. Pros000 Ave.

CALL 362-0204
oar PuoLICATION5

Upright Hoover
Vacuum Cleaner

e2s4 ee,

ten

'"'":4PrChTkUOVT''.

YEAR LEASE

20 5300

WANTED:

Paspeer

.715II3TANO

Down Farviersmi tonkr of

posoentrzes

;70:0?Ptvoy MP Gr

1125...01,

UK. Gov't Owned Homes

MUNDELEIN

-74/14

Op

Come in or call
Leon Pale, 259-70r0

Coll fltpZin4lroord

/5:13assell 101 Mom

couche

CASH

MALE:
O ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS a SALES
0 COLLEGE GRADUATES
o ADJUSTER TRAINEES
0 PERSONNEL

HOWARD SPIOAT 6 GO

beds

;R:P RN:DRE'. Ro'aerOC BER:; NS "

"old-fashioned." We need more gals like

686-7740

2999 N. Mannheim Rd.
Des Plaines

""' .

handle

320;

250; redo:. chn 350; vsdio

Wooled: OM 0011.1 F1121111.
andsiiinus 40;rudenr.

'11 A ,-iromma orrol vas moos

Mike iltricioliM

male *halm. operator. Wm modern.

PPIllY IN PERSON

WORLD

hunIdade

TWO.

2594466

A GOOD DAY
IT
TO FIND A NEW

IRR:ROR'FVRIIR;r7r2R,Re's'r

Wesiinghouse 121r. relrlgeraror,

Nog Irmo. meng
eti vend. 335.

nisadons Industry. was the nation's first fe-

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

DESIRE IMAGINATION o ORM

admit,

,_/

11-1191110 To Buy

41

MOP.. :awe umlaut

en M1av

offices, college

_,

a9

o" pedr,=nmenls

253.3180

'wed bedded.

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

riiihng people awa.2 la,. you:

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS
UM BEAT AN: PAIGE

boys Ile; JIM. nal.,

CJ

MT. PROSPECT

pew office location, five for week from 9 am to 5

GIRL WANTED

wANTES. 7,
2

M ©sill

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

824-2N75

los

nevi101rriSr2r2':rr'

Available for
All Office Skills

If Emma Nutt
could see us now

IT

9

W Runuhou

Temporary Jobs

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

soon monlino ti Me. Awx bow own Mnsportrelon n be

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

Moats and Marine Supplies

27.8elp WantedVen & Women

Emma,
ipe

,. See lunge lamp. in Was

Des Plaines Day

Chicago Office 346-5040

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

.11

5

11.9.00

95,1102

117 5. Main Street

umbral rcnr, bikes. glassware

81.Wanted to Rent

ainemMoymroWoo

722 Center Street

FEMALE:

°T7
Coll Mee Spos 252,901

1. closing .22121.1.

392-5230

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

Sunbeam Corp.

40% - 60%

1'69,726

Prospect Day

Des Plaines

William's Gray Building

RANDHURST CENTER

Hollywood Mods complete 35

CARPETING

S.01,22oor 55 00a mon.

AND

Toils. Wolf Rd.

0 CLERK TYPIST
o GENERAL. OFFICE
o FIGURE CLERICS

sebee,o,

Part Time Girls

Northwest Day
217 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.

AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST

om
22, px,spoci

r

pm6VAende.

.GEE

cg 4r.

Awe 1.41205021

Me Rent, Stores, Offices

ofaue

SPECIAL

Ap.

wheeling, Illinois

White Collar Girls

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

5201 soonsos

34ARs and Antiques

401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, III.
*41

1

724-6006

LYNN DAVIS

Morton'esoue,

EVENINGS 6 SATIADAT

central telephorie company of Winos

Laboratories, Inc.

198.2770

FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY

Jens

dryen

M, 112LON KIM 33.25.0.2d.
M

AND BETTER JOB!

Baxter

SWITCHBOARD

HAIR DRESSER

'OP ENRUSNE"5212.

old
sod 5160 Call after 5
P M 252 8688

(g)

$50-$100 WEEKLY

d.

130.10 Rent Office Space

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

o NCR OPERATORS
o SWITCHBOARD

-

7E.To Rent Houses

SX 95 M.

5125.GL

Arlington Day

EADIRL

Sasn

Bold; Spinel SI75

Cameo., ouromorie, I

CARPET CLOSEOUT

ITT

O

AP Mal 02202igell, EMPLOYES

No leAdays orweelrend:
21.73per hoes

hlk. 5525

255.9596 on

01(g

PRODUCTS INC.

RECEPTIONIST

PINmes

827-9919

fiono1 ince..

PART TIME

ll

Ilannrelle

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACILITY. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS A:

.. opportunlry foe WM-

501-6901

Pile Clerks.

Aso:seam binge bon In package Is offered along win, oo
ebasa average mining salary board upon

EKCO

5.1.M, '12g.

4

17- -(7

131262382

Mr Gold

II AMP 4 DM.

HOUSEKEEPERS

2004 MINER STREET.
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

wilh school erg" children. W

Pomo: Mee0.1...

.

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IM-

Excellent Salary, Company Benefits
and Working Conditions

537-1100, Ext. 234

Mon.throuah

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES
ogis
Now, 2 Er in Ju,21,

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

ApplIcann should have 1.5 years of secretarial exprionce
shorthand and 'ming stills.
.udin0

Housewives

10 Passenger maga.

15 -To Rent Rooms

74.Te Rent Apartments

PERSONNEL

(Operators)

Call Mrs. Copan for immediate consideration
and a special appointment.

$600-$650

xv9leedob Fort

PALATINE RESALE SHOP

'spSIInppepinttllCenter

Telephone Co.

Employment Office.

:Ha 5t0

CAW rock,

*537.2030
al. F 11,:r Spon,,sh furts.5

SELLING 0, 51.111111111 in

An Equal Opportunity Employer 22/F

116 Eastman, An.

OFORD
12011141175PUIRP

rr'r "r'rrr"gggn4r"w

724-6006

WIEBOLDT'S

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

Illinois Bell

Phone: 353-6300

&d, huller rani chino ash,

tr":6Zr=nE4:5't7

Personnel Office
after 10 AM

PHONE 297-5320

(2) SECRETARIES

SOISObw,

padidedIcus.S.327-.1082

CARPET CLOSEOUT

PLEASE CATSUP COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
FM F. J. GANDER

Liberal Company Eenefib

11

v.

htrr1:::"ttl7ec

CABINET ASSEMBLER
CABLE FORMER

Talemed

1155 OAICION ST.

51

ASSEMBLER

IC mart

DES PLAINES

red. sirzs

17,111pm, eu 18: 14 pm. 323
S. Gorge:Mk Rasp.

Advancement potential and excellent comp.,

WANTED

The Desk Set, Inc.

do,

Evel7st:RarlNenV''

turn A

baby

all. mho shod items. Atoll

ntge:rirre:pdorTsiela=

tte.ground helpful but will train interested

AIR CONDITIONING

FEFRE1'2R2

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

MILLINERY MANAGER

COOK

900 lo.25R7

F AND SYSTEMS DIVISION

FORD

ELEVATOR BUiLDING

G am 5ola drop Lel ebb chest:

SOMETHING

ottelenerokakins for

10 Pct.
& Bonus & Fee

New 1 a 2 Bedroom Apts.

P'S.kralikrL

on. to 7.30 pr. Wed.

Entlualaelle

atutow.T.'Tina7a

$130 Wk. &

AT

47 -home furnishingsforniture

WIRING & SOLDERING

FREE IBM

EMPLOYMENT
100, Free Positions

Tim

0 STENOS
0 GEN. OFFICE
Hours 9 to 3 P.M. or Full
time if denirod.

General Moe.
Girl Friday...

EMED'd

WIG CONSULTANT

o CLERKS

SAVINGS

'517.1920

677-0600

267-5300

Capable

TO METER

RECREATION PC.
SWIMMING POP.
TENNIS 00010

Boardg Ivonle needed far ro11.

be arnnour and

Cwomen

, and kosplIlealion..1010
pan, ood many max

7300 N. Linder- Sladcie

o TYPISTS

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

eiraem

51195 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

$$$$$$$$

PHONE: 392-2708

Ge menu Shepherd.

pu.

1.2a

benefits. Apply

Apply in person or colt: 537-8550

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

Stoning salary 32.25per h

2rn
253.6600

REACH

154451.1M Instruments

pate

GLENDNOil

BMW% 2S10000IPARK

le making in our condonable

CONTACT

Fonings,00.02,00

Timberlake Village

NIT PROSPECT

remia

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY
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CAT

MOWS PROSPECT

332-5681

Mr. Yancy

.

MANAGERS

Assemblem

Our company in the educetionni field, is looking
for several aids who enjoy clerical work and hove

SYSTEMS, INC.

PUBLIC

oN.

Coll 4364100

292 3055

mammas:nom 1,00
AliernoonoldlOroDD

YOU

5250ALOISCOUNT

To Porneewnerroups
0vsekroken co1. 6 meg
,137.0767 altar WO....

17. 1770 Benson.

e.

occ Per Yard Installed
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wlence . ones-

Position offers excellent company benefits and a
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WEBER MARKING

FINEST MERTON BLUE SOD

6Ve me looking tor on hulked.

assume
P''ru nrri

259-4000

6028 OM.

LANDSCAPING

'1g

$8,000-$10,000
M1
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9,0Pu.

"%stritgt

Apr

1412 Miner Street
024-3106

demmag.

439-8500

'

.,7(71

COUNSELOR

CITY OF DES PLAINES

s are needed 1 01111
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or MD Poundal ar

INTERNATIONAL

BESTLINE PRODUCTS, INC.

leArling,

501andscapmg
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riglen4
O
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CALL OR COME IN
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dab, bob, bed, loading 114,
unis, 510 Sloan by Marine,

qualified of hove potenrial for regionalism.

ou 'mud

310

eh 6 Buf waa,ln.575 R1e

'

UNDERWRITER

lb)

1111N.Forrest

REAL ESTATE SALES

ORDER TRAINING CLERIC

OFFICE

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

1

'DZ33.0,131
PM,. 6106
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when
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21 Help Wanted Men & Women

1 250 MORSE AVE. ELK GROVE VILLAGE

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

TELEPHONE SALES

""r"'

burles, 3150

AUNTS I BR

Prism Mood Holdall
lable 35 !Way," end table
Bland

bend and perform a rarlery of islerming dunes. Ape.

AN EQUAL OPPOR .10 0.10.0015

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

2 m011
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d
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10 Much Wm 190 6 1201

N how 00 A
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hard

mi. aerie 31

".a a grew opeumg for o Wald, amble.

CALL DON BAXTER at 439.8580

EMPLOYMENT 5ERV10E

009

pre

female land ar
oeeded

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP.
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:,",2 7'n

51 20

Pr. '121 1217

MOV8E17NM

b

174 TO Rent Apartments

I/ Horne FormsInngs Furniture
17

ru'r1P6O1Z :AP,

1579

II Dogs Pets & Equipment
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SHARP TEE,. Gmod vo co 6 per

rooT

try gum staler

LIAlleSleeto

11 !trump &CaragoSale

26 Help Wanted Women

eailz

lhlelneldn,1,11e,okracoofion orogrom

CLERK

TRAINEE - $575

2611elp Wanted Women

CALL MRS. SEDREL

Apply in Person

STEP RIGHT IN

26 Help Wanted Women

tau tirno pollilon /walla blo of

THE BANK & TRUST
CO

family

CREDIT and
COMMISSION

DENTAL OFFICE
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

15

APPLY MR. CARULLO

TRAINEE -$125 WK.
d

(ICCOUOVB

Isom lege

tyMst required. Excellen

Clem light sit-down
work in . new pleasant,
modern plant. full pack-

A. I. S.
298-5019

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

La Salle Personnel

I

21 Ile1711111D1 Woman

2a
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SPECIALIST

BEECIEUZ
'171l'LtlirC011ELL

\VARIED
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Juno Graduate

II

DOCTOR 5

WAIITan300
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HIRING NOW

ond outPuny of office. Nolo
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Wednesday Apnl IS 1970

50Inentenhontel

'96soTo`s",r,,5,r.s'Zir"

.3kO0

custom point lob, much chrome,
like new parts throughout whole
bike, Askin9 350P Call after 5.30-

&BM 495

54

1124iltureks for Sale

El'3756:;
'67 ford el P/5. P/B,

Carolina 0 1110.,

eed ems. steed
5.
3700, 53,

57.

Ca'air

aft. rune.

1967 Ford Counrry

rrrulre, -59

rand.

Mre.'275P16'55""

"e
Ma.

Vinyl

Post 7k1=3'5711.30""**
lee! drove.. Shop lore Point,

:gootca::=Tat9'4°'.
!AMWAY

new broke. 5 mufflor tavern.

196B V.W. sedom beig, wham

'64 OM STA...Full power,

Coll 763-8686,belw.9 ond 5 pm

walla,.s. Idtrer.,1195.

Tcrirn17.19'liltrir

cyl

T
I

2

dr. sedan, AIL

p/5, erdro,

The Boss

'6:71 2.9'5715

enZr:32' 01""' c°11
Casten,

door hardtop, hickory air, ABB,

$2395
TIM OW

Seeing Is

Hardtop, factory air

ONLY

$1195

Believing

radio, heater, whi,ewalls, local

roc

197

1965 CATALINA

.51195624-5688

Man 51100.296-1689
.55Aurkn Healy 100-4, low mile,
a,.

automatic Imremission, power steering, mt. Maker,

door hardtop, vinyl root air fond*,

fall power, radio, heater, whitewalls, lo,
cal rare

$2595

Door Sedan, Factory Air Condition

SE$

011,4

Air conditioned, luggage rack, automatic
nanarn.ssion, power steed.. Penn
brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls, nice far

4,1811'nt

UNDERSTOOD

SEE THE 1970

6.1,21.K.0
'63 OLDS

ir.L74" "395

Hardrep, factory air, 327 V.8, automatic
transmission, power steering, Power
brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls, clean

........ .

IT TO -DAY AT

'63 VALIANT

495

N.

ersr euT

IMPORT MOTORS

'65

2 door FordioP v 6

ttr"wrtre::,,V,':e*t
r;

L=,i7ar

to

'126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

195

BENDER-RIEGER
iBARRINGTON, ILLINOIS

381-0899

BONUS MOTORS

Pre DEALER

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

600 E. KW 116y., Des Praises
E FINEST SERVICE,

296-6127

381 6000

Open Daily 9-9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

steenne rear speakers etc

PB`Ber

81245

Yakitori, bits of chicken and vegetables skewered, basted and charcoal broiled in the oven or on a ha

BELOW -The Jape-

Sukiyaki, known as Japan's
friendship dish, is the most famous
and has become popular the

nese create works of art
from such simple ingredients as fish and
mushrooms. Delicious,

world -over.

low -calorie Mushroom

bachi.
$1395

01895

2nt2

MUSTANG

senclins

great conditton inside
a out with
withbrand new mrbber power
V8

1967 PLYMOUTH
FURY III FORDOR

DICK WICKSTROM

$1795

deep-frying seafood and vegetables
which are served with a sauce dip.
Another ancient Japanese favorite is

1965 LTD
4 DOOR HARDTOP

$1995

$1595

a

TEMPURA IS THEIR name for

'67 OLDS LUXURYSEDAN
full Power air.. vinyl Deal Traded on
70i Bird

ONLY

.n`

foods is not as frequently prepared
in this country es are some foreign
dishes. But there is much to be admired for few people use foods as
cleverly or as conservatively as do
the Japanese. They not only take
great care in preparing but in serving
it with an orderly and pleasant ritual.

'65 MERCURY 4 DR

$1195

09::17:17,1,
$2295
1968 IMPALA

door Hord Bop, vinyl roof, VB, automatic

theme of "Progress and Harmony
for Mankind."

Full power air Nice

ONLY

1968 COMET MONTEGO

BARRINGTON

5295
'62 RAMBLER

ra du, bed, '.vT

$1995

whole top Very

$1395

dory...boot
$3495
1969 IMPALA

1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CARI
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

Pengrq
Tuuoise linnb

1969 2 TON CHEVY

1967 PONTIAC 9 PASSENGER
STATION WAGON

OLVO

Auto irons i52:PTEalls he r err,

$2195

VB, Automatic Transmissin, PoweONLY
ng, Power Brakes, Radio, Healer
$1095
walls. Nice 2nd CAR
WE SFSUAUTS III

'66 PONTIAC CATALINA

68 MUSTANG HDTP

heart of Japan seventy nations have
built pavilions and selected the joint
The unique difference of Japanese

$1195

1965 OLDSMOBILE F85

T53"E'lr

1114Iotorcycles and Rosters

CTEAPSSECOND

$895

t,Power air eland automatic vinyl roof

3.

pan hag blossomed with the opening

buckets A Real beauty

$1895

many it is no wonder it
is called the dish of
friendship.

of Expo 70 at Osaka. There in the

'66 MUSTANG 2 OR
6 with lad *quip

ONLY

alike.
weight -watcher
When it pleases so

This Spring the hospitality of Ja-

64 FORD XL CONVERT
stearin
follow black 00 aut* matic

1968 BONNEVILLE

5750o, °Her. x595816

MI

rots. semi

$2095

food for gourmet and

-

Many Used Cars In the
$395 to $855.00 Price Range

1970 MAVERICK

Hawaiian -style, is ideal

Day Food Editor

IN STOCK DURING THIS SALE.

Sought hers new accent group whitewalls radio wills oven law low

DICK W1CKSTROM

dithai

by Nora Naughton

BIG SAVINGS ON ANY CAR

ONLY

'141r+No

LEFT - Sukiyaki,

WITH A $50 LUXURY INTERIOR AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE.

GRAND OPENING

1968 OLDS DELTA

Ik.es, radio, hea, w

Pls46.ln/r. cola c,nd.

)

WATCH FOR OUR

srannuirrien, bucket seat, tear pwn nos

ale.

LTD'S THUNDERBIRDS
ETC, ETC, ROW AFTER ROW
LIMITED PRODUCTION MAVERICKS

.

ALSO:

2 door Hard Bop, vinyl rook VB Am -a6

824;887

APRIL 20

Says,

1968 LEMANS

1959 FfrO,ONEDAT1

(u
SALE

obi o

Itre's7o'citle=71.1:--

.:843 CS'TZC'17'
359.5834

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

1964 Cbevelle

101Autokailers &Canters

taSECEISCEEE

"'"n

STATION WAGONS - MAVERICKS
(Including GRABBERS)
HIGH PERFORMANCE CARS

MAVERICK'S

won °Xi; trni

B3e-1950

thELLIO;AOZIRS

65 Buick Wildcat, 4 dr E/5.

68 Plymou., station wagon, 9.8,

1961 Olds 98 .4 door WT. rut

nRa

'14

Expo 70
inspires foods
of friendship

NEW 1970's

1966 FORD

mi.

1,18,Aff,535J.7

46 ch,

VIrErlrgtgd "'w""'

low

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON

359,6725..6:30

""

krill

0142"'Czaznik

spd,tocb,AM/fM, clock P/5, P/8,
KT. row man, 10700 flrrn.

06 08.0E9. 9950. V.8. ourm

192

027-7/13

Extremely

HP. Hopper aro,. buckets, 4

52950 or best offer. 39,1504

1962 010 Dkmomic 58,4 dm P/5

894.4560

Pr. one owner Phone 5370010
Mike Rete Me 0 PIA 658-0I

1

AR 515 7/0. Rodim Face A/C.

HT,

357-3;3:nOire77;a1"".. "".

Day Wont Ads

n't,d3i5ro7be::7715;r7r"'

1967 Doak Held.. convert,

'62 Dodge lancer GT, 2.-dr.

For Additional Information Coe,

InAllnikderS For 041
69 Caner. roues tt7 somrt
low ml . P/t P/dec
NA/FM.

69Chevelle 53 396 convert 325

H"' -'"re

'67 Illock ewoon, vw
r Radio 5 hoorer. Exc. co.. M.
socr.moke .v.824-1931

or121:0,1e.forPly

5.1. licerldo

5 PM

After

Private

be Eke, slot. wage.

1725. 392474 oft 5 PM

p m 25M/ 35

Water front homes...

leaded

<011381-031e

Pord Golorded2 dr

Honda '105- Scrambler coal

LAND INVESTMENT

1970 Mo. Codo 3 mos old

1961 18. fullzower

11141okardesradSconers

7!a"'

112411waLits fer Salo

112-1ituelliks Fir Salt

555 !rang Pork Rood
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

C241On

ik

PHONE 381-5600
600 W Northwest Hwy. Itt 14

Seasiders combines the
best of two cultures,

BARRINGTON, ILL.

featuring mushroom

Open: Evenings Till it Pin - Saturstay Till 5 Pm

caps stuffed with flaked
fish au gratin.

THE DAY AUTO SHOPPING CENTER FOR THE LATEST IN NEW AND USED CARS

Welc me to

Spectacular

Bill Kelly's

FOOD

a'.

its DAY
Wednesday Appl IS 1970

NEW 1970

NEW 1970
FACTORY AM CONOMONING,

FACTORY AIR CONDMONING,

Foil Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

NEW 1970

NEW 197P

"88" HOLIDAY COUPE

CUTLASS HOLIDAY COUPE

Full Factory Equipment Including, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

'3325

"98" HOLIDAY COUPE

TORONADO

FACTOBVAIR COM1110/41146,

fACYC,PY Ng CONDITIONING,

_

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automotic Transmission.

$4225

'68 OLDS DELTA "88"

RIGHT -A six -story
sphere houses the USA
exhibit at Expo '70, fea-

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

$4525

turing a 22 -foot high

,

curved movie screen in-

side. Six Federal
agencies, 13 U.S. trav-

firms and
one U.S. territory are
sponsoring the exhibit
el -industry

1965 OLDS CUTLASS
CONVERTIBLE

coordinated by the Department of Commerce

$1150
'68 OLDSMOBILE

$

'69 OLDS "98"

1966 MUSTANG G.T.

'67 OLDSMOBILE

Z dna, hard, automatic eonsiniuer,
Preleer

$2050

SHARP

'

Sg.k.enteVerngTow:Valrem

1963 CADILLAC

a4:Zrf.Vid'

$950

2

4.

pow'

garnished with peach halves. Ginger
rice is an excellent accompaniment

for this "Friendly" dish. Simply add
1/2 teaspoon ginger to cooked rice.

range mushrooms, cup side up, on a

baking sheet, Gently flake and mix

OLDSMOBILE

'68 FIREBIRD

.h

-

thyme and butter. Add mushrooms
and saute until just tender. Heat fish

cuts as directed on package. Ar-

$2050
inninlon

In a small skillet, heat together

COUPE DEVILLE

oda

don

Best of two cultures

$850

'67,CADILIAC

'68 CUTLASS

Sukiyaki-an American version

'63 OLDSMOBILE

braks,rousl see.

$950

$1850

TO

OL

'65 OLDSMOBILE

vinyl roof

$2950

'6

SHARP

'67 OLDSMOBILE

'69 CUTLASS

t=n7a=en:::!. "-

and the Travel Service.

1965 OLDS 88

$2350

5

Page IS

b=nns.27sr,,'.

1516 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights 392-1100

$2350

Open 9 to 9' Dolly

_-

9 to 5.:30 Saturday

Closed Sunday

fish cuts and sauce with fork. Fill
mushroom caps with mixture,
mounding tops. Sprinkle with ParMesan cheese and paprika. Place
under broiler for 5 minutes. Serve
immediately. Each serving costs
about 65 cents or slightly over 10
cents each.

Serve Sukiyaki on a large platter,

MUSHROOM SEASIDERS
1 teaspoon thyme
1 tablespoon butter.
.

1 pound 'large mushrooms; stems

removed
1 package (16 ounce) frozen Booth
Fish Cuts in Sauce Au Gratin
54 cup grated Parmesan cheese
Papr1ka

The Hawaiians have American.
ized this dish by blending tender
beef strips with the delicate flavors
of mushrooms, celery, soy sauce
and sherry.

'

1 tablespoon soy sauce

1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 teaspoon salt
I beef bouillon cube, optional
'A teaspoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon ginger

SUKIYAKI, HAWAIIAN -STYLE
1 pound sirloin, cut 1/2 inch thick,
thinly sliced
2 tablespoons shortening
1 cup diagonally sliced celery
1 cup thinly sliced onion
1 clove garlic, finely minced
_1 cup sliced mushrooms

Heat shortening in heavy pan.
Add celery, onion and garlic; stir
and fry over high heat I minute.
Add meat; stir and fry I minute.
Add mushrooms; stir and fry. l'ininute. Add asparagns;. heat I minute.
Blend together remaining in-

1 package (10 ounce) frozen cut

gredients. Add to meat 'mixture.

1/2 cup water

Cook and stir until sauce thickens.
Serve plain or with 'hot seasoned
rice, as desired. Yields 4 servints.

2 tablespoons sherry

Yields 4 servings.

asparagus, cooked mid drained

'

THE DAY
Wednesday, April 15,1970

Page 16

STORE HOURS

Mon. thru Sat.
10 A.M. to 10 P.M,
Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

LAVE

A

WAREHOUSE FOOD MARKET

PUN

PIAIO

Luu1

PLAID

Ott; t9 hi

43

pvIA,

mug

AI

tiAl;

Ili^4

even in a Scandinavian restat.
rant in any large city in Amera
knows why.
Ganda
frequently have a choice of SO
or more appetizers far the first

SHANK
PORTION

'

1300 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY PALATINE

nun

Super Right
FijIg Cooked

home. And anyone who bin
dined in those countries or

ZAYRE STORE

LOOK FOR US INSIDE THE

MIA

411h.

The Danes and the Swedes
traditionally regard the dining
table as the focal point of the
.

A

put) mill

Fritters fried Swedish style

PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT.
APRIL 18

\

PLAID

course alone.

MINI ads that offer MAXI savings

BUTT PORTION 5.90.

Great platters of shrimp
fish with mayonnaise, cold
meats in mpic, hard -cooked

YOU save the difference

eggs,

olives and crisp veg.

tables are but a few of the dish.

to be found on a typical top
petizer or smorgasbord table
llsen there are the hot dishes
usually amompanied by me

Well -trimmed

these is endless.

cut into

PORK

light and fluffy m only

lb.

hot mugs of strong coffee. For

Scott Petersen
1 LB. LUNCHEON MEAT
your choice
Bologna

mthe
nd buttered
rnickel bread.

Itt

Garlic Balognu
Spice luncheon

713c

PORK
"CHOPS

pump-

Scandinavians

have

eo.

y

Armour Star

oh

by a light thane

long been admirers of salmon,
fresh, smoked or canned, and
use it in many ways. They like
not only variety on their tehle
but insist on quality and good
nutrition combined with econ-

79

SPICED LUNCHEON

3 lb. can

sWan

supplies all
these requirements. It is Ins
expensive than meat, contains
fewer calories, but is imporCanned

MEAT

tant in food value Brimming
with essential protein and important vitamins and minerals

the major ingredient in
theirtempting Salmow Fried
hakes or Frittern, and this a
it

GOLDEN RIPE

Bonus
Special

how they make them.

BANANAS

Borden

AMERICAN
CHEESE

lb.

1

single dim., individually wrapped

DETERGENT
RED DELICIOUS
22 oz.

19

c

,, 49c

clorox BLEACH

parsley, celery and dill weed.

Oil for deep frying

Mix Oct.

-

Cheese Same

SALMON ERIED CAKES
I tablespoon butter
I tabimpoon flour

In a deep skillet heat gamut

Drain salmon liquid into
measuring cup and add ilea
cre.] or half-and-half to me.
sure Mem, liquid.
In mixing bowl combine

one inch oil to 365 degrees.
Drop salmon mixture by mainto the hot oil and fry
for 2 to 3 minutes, or until
fried cokes are golden. Drain
an aheadgm paper and serve

M cup milk

1/2 teaspoon cayenne

an

betty cracker CAKE MIX
country delight MILK

..

29c

country delight 1/2 8 1/2

,4

country delight BREAD

.. 19c

hydrox POP

roz

9c

99c

old Milwaukee BEER

Clip & Save These coupons

retlhultt,t,ata

GIANT
TIDE

What ever happened to the

During that period, his name
bebecame a byword standing for
food and impeccable
service. For all his hauteur,
Oscm's personal preference in
foods ran to meals that were
deceptively simple and super-

ham in hamburgers? It aver
was there. This all-American

bly prepared.
People still have the notion

favorite was named not for the
meat, but for the citizens of the
German seaport, Hamburg. In
trading with Russian Baltic
proincm, they were introduced to red meat, shredded
with a dull knife. The people of
Hamburg were so fond of this
dish that it gradually acquired
the name of their city.

that Out r was a chef, though
he never was and we. to great
pains to assure his customers
that "my job is the serving of
food, never the cooking."

ti

Oscar Tschlrity, maitre d' of the old Waldorf Hotel Is credited
with eroding WaldorlSolad. His original rmipe quickly became an
al,Amencan favodte. Raspberry Apple Salad is a jellied version of
this classic, made with raspberry flavor 2111.0 Gelatin.

Even so, he did create Waldorf
Salad, now an all-American favorite. His origMal recipe
called for equal parts of diced
raw apples and celery, bound

Proclamation

April 1970

hungry food lovers, so....

NA (0- 0 Oil PM
Dine with

71-Oheir3ar

Featuring: BEEF n' FIN

goad at warehouse foods

only expires 448-70

with raspberry flavor gelatin.
Once, when Guar
fronted with evidence that, M
spite

3333

"( O.

4

BUTTER BEANS

AMERICAN BEAUTY

AMERICAN BEAUTY

of his claim of never

FLOUR
74:.

$220

With this coupon and any purchase
or any Chicano Division ARP Store

COWS

CLEANSER

5A.

GREAT
211111BBEENYS

2 'X 37'

'LP

P

With this coupon rind any purchase
at any Chicago Division ARP Store

thru April 18,1970.

SAVE 160

TENDER

TASTY

BLACKEVE PEAS

PINTO BEANS

TENDER
RED BEANS

AMERICAN BEAUTY

AMERICAN BEAUTY

AMERICAN BEAUTY

15-0Z.
CAN

RASPBERRY APPLE SAL.
AD
I packaee IS ounces) raspberry flavor deg -0 gelatin
1 the boiling water
M cup cold water
I tablespoon lemonjulce

40

ANBRNAPNADGE

PEACH

apples

1/2 cup thinly sliced celery
2 tablespoons raisins
2 tablespoons chopped wal.
ants

Dissolve gelatin in

boilingwater.

Add cold water, Chill
until thickened. Meanwhile,
pour lemon juice over apples;
stir into thickened gelatin with
the celery, raisins and nuts.
Pour into tun -or threocup
mold. Chill until firm. Unmold. Makes about 2k5 cups
or four or five servings.

Sweeten an
old favorite

.

DRESSING
HASH

BROWN.

POTATOES

3

1

cup breadcrumbs, 2
tablespoons milk, I well beat.
en egg, salt and pepper. Mold
mixture into small balls labour
16 in ail) and brown in hot oil.
1/2

PRICES EF ECTIV

THREE APR. 18. 1970 IN ALL CHICAGO DIVISION A&P STORES.

00 (CHEDDAR

2 -LB.

BAGS
FROZEN

Drain two

large

29-0Z
CANS

8 -OZ.

JAR

DRY

FANCY

BEANS

IfiXEDVEOETABLES
I

KING COLE

90

YE OLDE
TAVERN

'

CHEESE
I

OLD FASHIONED

4

22 -OZ.
SIZE

PIE

L.

were 's a new twist for nn old

combinm the flavors of mobs. and caraway seeds.
Start by making minietOrc

JANE
PARKER

SAVE

farite, pork and bum. that

I

I

I

GREAT NORTHERN

PORK&BEANS
JOAN OF ARC

10-02.

46-05

2.11.

12 OZ

CANS

CAN

BAG

CANS

3

40.0Z.
CAM

100

cans of

baked beans and add 4 table.
spoons of leer Rabbit light
molassm. 1/2 cup of sour cream
2
tablespoons tomato

paste. Spread bean mixture in
ovenproof skillet, and
pork balls on top. Bake in me.
dium oven until balls are well
done, about 40 minutes.

33

BABY

PLAIN
NAVY BEANS

cooking, he had invented Waldorf Salad, he countered with,
"Oh, yes, I did invent that, but
don's not cooking."

tablespoon
fresh
chopped
parsley,
tablespoon caraway

tEeekcosAk zw&

am MOM

SAVE 16'

SUE
VALENCIAS

crpiece. Like the original, it
isn't at all difficult to prepare

and
3

ALIFORNIA
RANGES

Raspberry Apple Salad is a
jellied version of Oscar's mac.

FAMILY STYLE CHICKEN DINNER

Offidel location at...

SAVE 200

thru April 18,1970.

better known today.

MOUTHWATERING BUTT STEAK

3405 Algonquin Rood
Rolling Meadows, Ill.
PH: 259-5000

SAVE 10'

LB.,

with mayonnaise, but a later
variation with chopped nuts is

pork balls. Mix into a pound of
ground pork one minced small
onion, I clove minced garlic. I

15c OFF

only expires 458-70

69C

SAVE 20'

1/2 cup diced

Heaping platten served with all the trimmings...h3 family style, re eat
all you want.

good at warehouse foods

SIZE

-

seeds.

10c OFF

LB.

chase. Makes about I1/4 cups.

Oscar of the Waldorf was
maioe d'hotel of the old Wal-

Tender Filet 8, Lobster Tail

'

HOUSEHOLD CLEANER

GOLDEN FIRM
RIPE BEAUTIES

Waldorf's Oscar
creates heirloom
saladmasterpiece

,claims the month of April as "Holidate Season" for all

alpo DOG FOOD

is
slightly thickened,
stkring constantly. Add cream,
pepper. nutmeg and
salt,
cayenne and cook for about

sauce

Sminum,stirringocemionelly.
Remove from beat and sgr in

M cup heavy cream
Solt and paper to taste
Yx teaspoon nutmeg

gal 89c

4.

SAVE 10'

BANANAS /

ally add milk and cook until

CHEESE SAUCE FOR

Whereas, the Holiday Inn of Rolling Meadows urges the
observation of fine dining. Therefore, the Block Fox pro.

delmonte CORN

TOWELS

le teaspoon rdd ill weed

K cup grated mild cheese
molt butter in a I -quart
saucepan. Stir in 11 our. Gradu-

pr in onions, green pepper.

'ape/ cup minced celery

33c
23c
25c
35c

chicken of the sea TUNA

assorted
twin -packed

4.

opened in 1893 until they
closed for the last time in 1929.

ham in a
hamburger?
-

KLEENEX

hot with Cheese Sauce. Serves

dorf from the day its doors

PINK LIQUID
PKG. OF 8/49c

PKG. OF 11/49c

pepper, egg, liquid and lemon
juice. Flake and stir in salmon.

pod green Penner.

What! no

SAVE 15`

thru April 18,1970.

Cakes served with a delicate cheese sauce.

2 tablmpoons finely chop.

DISHWASHING

APPLES

2 tables lien chopped pars.

belting powder inM, cayenne

Sweetheart

1/4 PORK
LOIN
SLICED
9 TO 11
CHOPS

popular are their light -as -air savory Salmon Fried

2 Mblespoorw finely chop
pod green onions with tops

Bonus Special

D'ANJOU PEARS

The Scandinavian countries have given the
world many different kinds of fritters and fried
cakes, both sweet and savory. One of the most

loath cayenne pepper
I egg, lightly beaten
I tablespoon lemon juice

79c

thru April 18 1970

With this coupon and any purchase
at fly Chicago Division ASP Store

SIVEISISII SALMON
FRIED CAKES
Imound con sdmon
Light cream or half -and.
half
2 cups baking powder biscuit mix

C

SI 34

Cgs

lunch or supper they are ac-

The

COFFEE

PKG.)

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ARP Store

rations of bacon and piping
compan ied

91 S7

2 -LB PKG

CIANOR NOM

the

WIENERS /

Olivo.Pirkle
Cotto Salami

SLICED

with dill. So good, in fact, that
in Sweden they are frequently
served for breakfast with crisp

.1 re

LB.

ALLGOOD BRAND

Swedes know how to make
them, and delicately flavomd

Scott Peterson

JUMBO

SAVE 15'

But one of the most popular
favorites of the hot fish Ashes
served either with the smarm bard ar as a separate cosine
following the appetizers, la
Salmon Fried Cakes, golden.

C

CHOPS

CA

ore sauce, and the array

1/4 CUT PORK LOIN

A'

RTA'tiltiMITAN14111.

tuul MAIO NAM PIAM MAIO Rjg Pit 1= igg gig
ARLINGTON HTS
1818 N. State Rd.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

LW

DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

Ulfq
tetsilitMq
iViR4WRV
nun man Kg
man nag
Nam mam
EtIg DIU

nfIR
ELK GROVE
Demon & Tonne Rd.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road
& Rte. 58

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Haugh St.

nun

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

'

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

THE RAY
Page 18
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Jewel's Shelves'
Are Filled With Low

treat from the icy depths

By Alum. Altman

tails shell side up about five inches below heat.
Broil two minutes; turn and spread grchsIdewith
butter; broil three to shi minutes or until opaque.
Serve in shell with melted butter.
Frozen Mils should be cut down through the
middle of the shell with a sharp knife. Grasp the

During this season one of the must interesting
and plentiful seafoods is the South Africen rock
lobster. a seafood that can be eaten with your
fingers or cooked in a variety of ways. It is also a
Smut meat to mix with Italian pastas, Chinese
vegetables. French win., East Indian spices or
just plain potatoes and carrots. On i.own, ileum

3 sweet potatoes, peeled and cubed
Salt and pepper
6 large bananas

tains 6 per cent of fat and Ism Man 200 calories In

TO PARBOIL THE frozen lobster tails, drop

As rock lobster tails really do come from

into boiling salted water and cover. When water
/chugs, boil one minute; then immediately drain,

South Africa. more than 7,000 miles away, they

Born shells. Cut up meat for continued cooking
newburgs, casseroles or curries.

the very youngest family membem appreciate
seafood in any season, serve the lobster stew with

SOUTH AFRICAN ROCK LOBSTER STEW

makers begin to gat a bit bored

ipes that will spark bath your
interest in cooking end your

with vegetables. Perhaps it.
harks back to frontier days
when by April you would have
gotten mighty timd of the few
things left in your "root cel-

lar" or the umpteenth jar of
hems -canned snap beans.

Nowadays. with a whole palette of frozen vegetables from
which to choose. there's no
reason to regret the lack of
irate counterparts. There's an

easy cure, however, for the
most

common

"vegetable

utes with Birds Eye 5 Minutes
Fordhook Lima Bean,

Your own interest in cook-

family's appetites.

ern, but it mitt have SOHO

till flavor zip, in this case, it's
the added bacon and chili
sauce. In Limas Rio Grande
the.mst comes from stewed to butoes,

and pepper. Heat thoroughly.
Makes 3 serving,.

chili powder, and a

bbly topping of Cheddar
cheese. Both recipes can be
rounded up in a matter of min-

(10 -mace)
Eye
frozen

package

Sparked by the whole line of

minute

5 -minute cook frozen vegetables, which not only includes
several varieties of lima beans

Fardhook lima Mans
Salted water
bacon slices,
M -inch pieces

that

so

I

eut

in

Salt and pepper
Cook beans M salted water
s directed on package. Drain.
Mmnwhile, saute bacon um
lit crisp. Add bacon with

even rinde

NAPO ergs and the chill sauce to

about 20 minutes to allow the cheese to melt and

the flavor to blend.

CORNED BEEF ',DRIES

of snacks will be consumed instead.
A mealy hot dish that is rusty and nutritious is
called for and these Corned Beef Pokier exactly
fig the bin. Concocted by the home econOrMIL9
of The RT. French Co.. the sandwiches can be

LS cup diced process American cheese

regigerated until limo to heat them.

Shot dog rolls

r

wiches.

1
OPEN

.

'

vii ii:

(1

FOOD MART

DAHYTILMIDNIGHT

Ilii

1

I
(16ounce) stewed In.
matom
2 tablespoons butter
I teaspoon sugar

or evening lb dissolve the
mayday cinnamon so that

It

I teaspoon chili powd6'

Boat on top of the drink.
blend with granulated sugar.
New
Whipped cream cheese top

1/2 tempoon salt
to
cup grated

phut is a snap to make. de.
!Wow on date -nut brad.

iglu

taste.

Nark &Bilk

lb snake meringue of etaimum sal... add sugar gradtablespoon at a
time-beatingconslarnly. Added
slowly. the sugar tasures fluffiI

ness and stabilises the main.
sue.

role. Sprinkle 'wish grated
Neese Place under broiler undi cheese is bubbly' and
browned.
Mekes 31/2
cups or 4

green beans. broccoli. Brussels

servings.

honer for a foe minutes.

Baron bread coma add
texture and flavor to salads.
sprouts. Sunni& coarse bread

IN THE

ikAkC16.4 ZNUA.

'1°

+

ALL MEAT OR BEEF

COCA COLApr.TAB
FRESCA

200 E. Rand Road

oz. pkg.

69

each

DAD'S ROOT BEER
NO DEPOSIT DIET OR REGULAR

1/2 G AL

Bread
comes two ways:

.,

,,__

,,,,

L

ICE CREAM

r

1/2 GAL..

95C

".
9

: .

59`

i

1

.

,

1035 SO. ARL. HGTS. RD.

1

Con

DEL MONTE

Jot

DOLE - CHUNKS

13.1/2 oz.

Pineapple

Con
24 oz.
Con

46 oz.
Con

Can
151/2 as.

Can

IS oz.
CAN

Lean, tan and healthy
Ry-King is mode with the
whole rye groin, from the
nutritious germ, to the husky
bran. So it hos natural proteins,
vitamins and minerals not found
in soft white bread.
It tastes right with just
about everything. For breakfast,
lunch, dinner or snacks. If you've
got the idea, we hove the bread.
The other bread.

Wasa Ry-King : the lean, tan, healthy crispbread from Sweden.

437-9508

A

Gan

US.D.A.

CHOICE

Bath Powder
Laundry Pre -Soak

.

25 oz.
Pkg.

81c

Flour

Bog

5 VARIETIES

ban

Jell-O 1-2-3

1,.

QUAKER - QUICK

/

6258:

'°,- 21c

Barley

tine

38c
-7.5c

JEWEL MAID

Minute Steak

$189

516

Cane Sugar

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Pk

siOdD THRU
APRIL 22

fit:

cad+

'.411sweet

Uu

Ezn

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

MARGARINE

10c
16c
14c

CHOICE

WATER

84c
Laundry Detergent' %col" 84c

$i, 9

11,5.je2

toz
Box

CHEER

Lux

LB -

iu

Liquid Detergent
SNOWY

Bleach

ilk

Fabric Softener
NIAGRA

ONLY IN
AVA LABLE
JEWEL PASTRY

SHOPS!

Cheese Delight

FloorKLEAR

26 oz.

C

1/2001.

BR

-4-

Wax

Can

GLORY

Coffee Cake

57c

22 oz.
Con

Spray Starch

DEL CIOUS

2,,r
Box

DOWNY

24 oz.
Can

Rug Cleaner
EtRILLO

Soap Pads

oPfk?fl

VANISH

Buttercrust
Bread

33c

SWIPE OUT

EACH

'O'vAmen

REG.

FROZEN

Spinach
Goren LITE

21-VOLUMF 5E7

BEAUTIFULLY

ILLUSTRATED

Nvg1.3

FULLY INFORMATIVE
AUTHENTIC

AND ACCURATE

See For Yoursel, ri'ow Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

ONLY

1pPuaen

CleCmer

Bath Tissue

Rob

KLEENEX - ASSORTED

89c
$185

26`
69c
$129

15c

25 ft.

AduAminum Foil
SPECIAL

939
5 8c

,zoo 29c

Facial Tissue

Columbian
Encyclopedia

MARY DUNBAR

Qf

SCOTT

THE ILLUSTRATED

73

216.2oz.
46c
Ctn.

Bowl Cleanei
Drain Opener

REG. PRICE 83'
48c
29Bar
39c Keep Learning At Any Age With This
7
Reference Set From Jewel!

14C.0KG

316,

Cal

APRIL 22

REG. PRICE 180

1 lb

DOMINO

.00D THRU
JAL

Jar

Instant, Cocoa

Chuck

21_400AZ

Pk

B os

HERSHEY

Steer

25c
48c Rib Steak
26c
39c

c

MR. RUBBLE

'Calbn

PorterhoUse

14'

74..
Pkg.

,Ian.J.,67c

TAILESS

32c

1 7 oz.

44c

Gal 62c

Coffee

LB.

Bee{ Brisket

54c
37c

6-6 oz.
Cons

lej

-FREEZE DRIED

U.S.D.A.

17.

Figs

Tomato Puree
CREAMETTES
Macaroni
NABISCO
Shredded Wheat
Vvheaties

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
2 BOXES FOR

lb..

I

Lima Beans
Hominy

,ins

1

PUFFS

Apricots

4,:,..

White
t Vinegar
CARNATION
Coffee Mate

LB.

CHER'S) waft. Y - HALVES

BIZ

.

Salad Dressing

sCoffee

REG. PRICE PEAS 24c
REG. PRICE CORN 251

HUNT'S

14

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

PFEIFFER - CAESAR

39

ROYAL JEWEL

C

BLUEBROOK

85c
.

1

DEL MONTE

We all know about the soft
stuff. Here's about the other.
Wasa Ry-King. The
Swedish crispbread.
It doesn't look or taste like
the other kind of bread. It's
crisp, doesn't tear or crumble
when you butter it.
And talk about health.
No chemical preservatives are
added here.

LB

1000 Island Dressing %7

irloin Steak

`,',igIf'E'g,,,2GE.c.,,,

-_,Peas or Corn

FINEST

Plus Deposit

, I I

DEL MONTE

Grape Juice
LIBBY --UNSWEETENED
Orange Juice
'ForrI
KELvato Juice

Thick,white and soft.

Rib Roast

APRIL 22

CAN

ii

8 PAC BOTTLES

SEALTEST

Con

Spinach

PEPSI COLA.

... 55c

61/2 oz.

C

yq(

MILANI - CREAMY

;00D THRU

BO NUS SP tC141-

255.8800

79C

.

-

lauvolsern Raabe.)

6-12 oz. CANS
C12

US DRIBSHOICE

Jar

WELCH '5

29c

Can

18 oz

FR

BBQ Sauce

33c
99c

BR, oz.

C

24c
28c

13.1.

MUMBO-HICKORY

320:.77c
Jar

13 oz.
Tuna in Water
Can
78c
Grape Jam
2." 41c
YUMMY
Apricot Preserves It 4," 49c
PETER PAN - CRUNCHY
Peanut Butter
--Jar 87c
Piccalilli
28c

of Mount Prospect

HALF & HALF

With You in Mind

Spaghetti Sauce

DEL MONTE

Soy Sauce

68c

Tlsgs'

16oJ 36c

Garden Salad
Catsup

HEINZ

WANZER

The "Personal Service" Stores

RAGS- WITH MEAT

VLASIC

K1KKOMAN

Can

Chicken Supreme

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

ump Roast

Jar

cream cheese and sugar to

crumbs with sugar and saute i

Fried Rice

WELCH'S

fruitceke. tea brads. Just whip

ually -about

Con

THREE DIAMONDS

April 16 gins 26th

------6.----a.
,tall;N in Alltill

SLICED BOLOGNA

i.

STAR

.1-

.

C

SALE/

1

i

,

n.4:

e

fection on a nippy afternoon

Cheddar

19c

16oz.

131/2 ox 34c

Mushroom Sauce
HARRISS -WHITE
Crabmeat

Rot cinnamon coffee is per-

IMAM& lima beans

cheese

11c

Can

BETTY CROCKER

Quick tricks
with sugar

5

frozen

Eye

serve this easy to prepare seafood is in a stew.

CHUN KING - MEATLESS

1702.

,l,
liAp.,t,)

,,

da

PANTRY

--

gredients. except rolls; mix thoroughly. Fill rolls
with mixture; wrap each sandwich individually
in aluminum foil, Heat in a 350 -degree oven 20
minutes or until cheese melts. Makes 6 sand-

tilkd with a mixture of canned corned bed, prepared yellow mustard, homeredish, Worcestershire sauce and diced American Mee,. Before
serving, pop the Polies in a pre -heated oven for

(1

Pour into a shallow ass.

Inc medium -size bowl combine all ire

The recipe calls fdr Bank furter rolls to be

Birds

- about 5 minutes.

Ian (12 -ounce) corned beef, chopped
2 tablespoons prepared yellow mesh.
I tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
I to 2 teaspoon, prepared horseradith

and ahead and wrapped in aluminum foil end

package

Combine beans, toniatoes,
butter, sugar, chili powdetand
self in saucepan. Bring to. full
boll; separating beans with a
forks Reduce heat, GIRO and
atom& until beans are tender

Pokies are mo ther's helpers
When the noon rush hour is on smart mothers
know that Mach had better be ready or variety

LIMAS RIO GRANDE
minute

cup chili sane

for perfect color, flavor,
texture.

Birds

2

vegetable) --- but all the rest of
Amcrica's favorites. 18 in all.
Each cooks in a constant
amount of water i1/2 cup). and
the short cooking time makes

provides the icy cold water where the Rock Lobster dwells. A unique way to

onds.

LIMA BEANS WESTERN

lance a real "slowpoke" of a

"

Off the coast of South Africa an ocean current called the Benguela

beads. Season to taste with salt

ing vegetables is bound 10 lie

IT CAN be a very simple
recipe lilt Lima Scans West-

Home Style Beans

zag

youngsters come back for sec-

oz.

CAMPBELL'S

Macs etc savings.

There's excitement on the vegetable rontier

II

R

BONELESS
ROLLED

10c

i3/4"

Pork and Beans

Melt remaining butter and mute bananas. Serve
rock lobster stew with sauteed benanesandrice

the shell side to crack and prevent curling. Or

boredom," and that's new rec-

Soup

frec minutes. Season to taste with salt and yapper.

sauRed bman..

Come spring, many home-

some exciting savings!

24c

14a7

VAN CAMP

Sprinkle with flour. Add tomatoes, bay leaf
potatoes. Stir to blend. Cover.and sinner
uand
ntil potato. are tender. Remove bay leaf
Add rock lobster pieces and simmer another

which the whole family can enjoy. To make even

insert Skewers. Preheat broiler 10 mina.., Piece

Vegetable Soup

Can

"Miracle Prices"

a thick, tender steak - look to Jewel this week for

17c

1 OM 6 z

CHICKEN

butter and sauteonion and garlic until golden.

are required to prepare this complete meal,

rine or parboiled and then used in newburgs, curries, souffles, salads, sandwiches and stews. The
tab can be either thawed or broiled frozen.
Thawed tails should be bent backwards toward

GREAT AMERICAN-WITH BEEF BROTH

and cut into crosswise slices. Melt half of the

One unique yet practical way to serve South
African rock lobster is in a stew. No special skills

ROCK LOBSTER can be Cooked several
ways broiled and saved with butter or merge-

Campbell's Soup

flog cooked rice
Parboil frozen rock lobster tags by dnspping.
into boiling salted water. When water rob
drain immediately, drench with cold water eud
out away underside membrane. Remove mat

drench with cold water and drain again. Cut
away underside membrane and remove meal

arc availabonele only in frozen packages of about
Ole and
-half pomds. Only the lobster tail is
prtmerded, because this is where the tendmsucculent meat is concentrated.

the time to hurry on into your nearest Jewel and pick
up all their favorite cuts of beef. Whether they prefer
a ittiCy roast done just the way they like it or perhaps

-

CREAM OF CHICKEN

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

Jewel's Having A U.S.D.A.Choice
Beef Sale!
If you've a house full of beefeaters - now's

"Miracle Prices"
Like These!

3 packages (8 ounces each) frozen South Afrl.
ean rook lobster tails
1/2 cup (I slick) butter or margarine
I onion, chopped
1 small garlic clove, chopped
2 tablmpoons flour
3 cups canned tomatoes
1 bay leaf

nil in both hands and open flat butterfly style
Spread with butter and place four inches below
broiling unit or liame.Broileight to 10 minute..

abbounce serving.

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

THIS IS THE WEEK TO INDULGE YOUR "BEEFEATERS"...

Discover rock lobster

A

es)

Roll

31c

GOOD TH R

APRIL 22

SABLE SOFT
2

$1 99

Paper Towels.
ROLL

,

21c

REG. PRICE 26'

VOL NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49E

ED

See For Yourself How, Pleasant A Jewel Shkpping Trip Can Be

THE DAY

Page 20

EAGLE BRINGS YOU TRUE DISCOUNT PRICING...

Wednesday Aord IS 1970

Cold, Cool World

Need perking up? toss a luncheon

Why not try out ot the fol

Ur Chniotte Erickson

lowingchu reapsreapsdtour

Nothing oil perk up tour

spits v

guie1.13,

m,

at hating a

DOTTIE S CHICKEN

luncheon It could be an ire

CASSEROLE

lamina affair or one when
invhations are issued in ad.

..' I

' rho, i':',,,Fr":ei::'
am
affair simply beca 1 e t
-). sueb,ifii,,;1.

and usually-

cup chopped green pep -

Lil'im8:.,:;fh:is''';',,i'ls:hei'Ps 'g7reflaitmafor''IssodUf-

fort 901.7,,mmilsyve°11,a140

1 mr (4 ounces) pimiento,
chopped
I can water chestnuts, sliced
Salt and pepper to lute
Place elbow macaroni in the
bottom of a large mixing bowl
or a
greased baking
didh (approximately

lerPlan

pmpare your food and have it

for the
reedy in your
proper time. Then on a dreary,
rainy spring dm' when evert,one would welcome an nailer-

Served withzolls and the
following Cranberry Mold,
this will make a marvelous and
simple luncheon or supper
days.

...l.

Yields Serves gm 10

out," call your friends

noon

2 cops cooked chkiren, eut

issue your invitation. Rm
move your
d
la

eit

freezer, set the table and
PRESTO! - you're in for an MSermon of
Keep everye
thing very simple and have
everyone coma as they Ire.

ettes or elbow macaroni

main. andiluMel

This. too, adds to the interest
and general conviviality of the

cheddar cheese

RM,

ions

and

I

7

TOPPING
The mold N I particular!)
marvelous accompamment for
any kind of a meat dish. It's
tart mold laced with wine that
is good with poultry and beer.
I

milk, cheese and remaining ingredients. Stir gently Milli well
blended. Let casserole sit overnight in the refrigerator. Bring

2 cups milk

thshredded sharp
le Oily chopped frozenon-

ice breaker

1 cup 01Inute Rice

I pound bulk pork sausage
tun sliced mush.

1 4 -ounce

rooms -or

mixture

mushroom soup

refrig.

in

I teaspoon WonceelemIthe

Stir nod add num. Pour into
six -cup

sauce

mold. Chill until arm,'

Unmold.
Soften cream cheese and
mik with sour cream with an

cheese

I cup dairy sour means or

large
diced, or

ftr
It

7 x 5 x 4 Web
Aluminum Chair

DW Pia

4 Point

41

\

Hammock Lounge
ca

$399

r.e

For a loam lee breaker let goer guests oak Tor themselves,
dipping Into Fondue liourgulgoonne.

3,-7

Slh

party into full swing early infix canning:. Make- ft a beef fondue
party and. before you know it, your guests will be chatting merrily as they do their own cooking.

Garden Tools

.

FONDUE ROURGUIGNONNE

Trim fat from 2 pounds beef tenderloin or tendodoin tips and
cut Into bite.sise 11-inchl cubes; cover and refrigerate until
wring time. Prepare as many of the sauces as you wish to serve;
refrigerate.
About 15 minutes before dinner, mound pieces of neat on bed

of pens. Measure salad oil

butter, If desired) in sufficient
quantity to 011 a metal fondue pot or deep chafing dish
to depth of

I to lih inches. Heat oil in fond. pot.
To eat beef fondue. spear cube of meat adth iong-hantiled
fondue fork; dip into hot oil and cook until meat is crusty on
ytilde And juicy and rare inside. Dip cooked meat into. sauce of
our choice. 4 servings.
ANCHOVY BUTTED
Drain
12 ounces) anchovy fillets. In small
bowl
beat Si cupn
softened b.er, the Nicbovy fillets and Yi
Inteaspoon
pepper until amotaih. Refrigerate. Let come to room temperature

before serving.

w°0"00
CHROM E PLATED STEEL

t

20 Inch Kettle

1/2 x 50' Vinyl

efrii An,

$788

for 30 minut.. This casserole
can be prepared in advance. If
stored M the refrigerator, bake

for one hour.

TO FREEZE. Prepare as
above,
freeze.

freezer

wrap

and

TO SERVE WHEN PRO.
ZEN: It is hest to thew in refrigerator overnight
. at

room temperature for several
hours. Then follow the above
baking instructions.

T

Table Top
Bar.B.Que Grill
44 Quart Insulated
Picnic0 DOChest
Gallon Plastic
Picnic Jug
3 Piece Bar.B.Que
Tool Set

"177
1 Gallon

As

Gas Can
VENTED - POURING SPOUT

$66

$1599
Sie8 -71123'

DOUBLE INSULATED WALLS

MWPRIa

SwiEnxgerlicisTewr

THE EAMIN EXERCISER -SWING
,00 TO AWN f IGURE
NYE MIN

XXX.

DOUB E WA

Fluorescent
Camp Lantern

Sr

Crest
Toothpaste

1101P

NET

I

99

.

G

lb

ORANGE

listerine
Antiseptic

unrjMns :

TO ENTAY,CITRUE4001G.

TBone
Steak

001900

Check & Compare

Weather Wax
Carburetor
Gumout
Blue Top
Flannel Work Gloves
Men's
Sweat Shirts
100,6 COTTON

Mgr

teaspoon dry mustard
1/4 teaspoon

1011011

Seeing is believing!

Potato Buds

irm""dr-1

NORTH ERN GROWN

Bacon

Red

1k

25°

Potatoes

Beverages

PorkChop

Dressing err,

17°

r

Peanuti;i1;7"

58°

Eagle Gelatin

15°

chill Peppers

'T,°' 32`

Golden

Beef Roos

Steak

380

$ 09,...,..

.,,°R

Swiss

Sirloins

Swiss Cheese

$2'6

Coffee Crystals

0164

111;Si:131;14;W

66'

rn

.

;;Wle A

Fryers

790

Iii;;ngellrink

18'

0

32'

35` Grapefruit Juice

0,:,:c: 64'

Aluminum Foil

23' ite;:r

";.,0' 230

Calypso Scotties

29'

Canned Foods

Frozen Foods

,.

Up

DEO

D

BO

Rib Steak "%r:2" , 990 Canned H am
P BIDDIJE - POEDE

111: 43s,

FriedLibrinip

1,7. 89' Orange Juice

° 750

Perch Fillets

2 471

awrn

""i118' Sliced Bacon

0

Beef Liver

4

Smoked Picnic

287' Sandwich Pork

-"X-55' All Meat Wieners 77' Spare Ribs
491

S iced Cold Cuts
pP fu

69'

Pg

790

r

Pork & Beans

20'

WW1 Apricots

26'

1S;;et Peas

21°

Pork Roast

62° irUit Cocktail

1= 22'

Grape Jelly

24'

(tit Wax Beans '''.:-160

-X-69' Strawberries

'2 48` Golden Corn

t'' 16'

ENHI 111111111 made Plifthle hi an

wowl purchase or by a Mrs.

39`

Bakery Products

Wheat
Bread

Chili Hot Beans

20°

Sliced Beets

15'

QiCed Carrots

',`x

White Breadr:; 25' Spaghettinnoone
35' ClUnif;.;;
494

We Discount Everything
wrm=40c OFF

Spic & Span
61b
box

Are Discounted Excepton Pau Traded and Government Controlled Items

IT TAKES, A LOT OF. HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US_NO. 1

°.

27`
340

Health & Beauty Aids
Colgate

eft

t°,.. 14'

- BO/EMMY

.1Coffee Cake

We Discount Everything
Quality,
Courtesy And Service!

25'

24'

0!:: 44'

Ltemporary promotional allowance.

1559 IRVING PARK ROAD
HANOVER PARK

22'

°;:: 35' Kidney Beans

Key Buy

58'

'PI':

33' IGreen Beans

""T"69c Awake

;fa;

..820

liege;

s 53° (Vegetables

48' Link Sausagertt

XK

1,7. 24'

"`","79` Grapefruit Juice

2 67' Butt Steak

, 79' Smoked Picnic "7 $1" Sliced Bologna

18'

27,
27`

Lima Beans

These Are Just A Few 01 Our Everyday Low Meal Prices!

Beef Short Ribr 7'39' Sliced Bacon
7'65' Eagle Wieners
Chuck Steakrrrr

Biscuitse 9'

dm.

",,.7 450

Family Piapkins

Broccoli
00 DP,

194

rotr370

Max's Pickles

Folger's Coffee

Toilet TissueZ' 25' IWelchade

it..-...,,,,,,

Steak

Steak

Pot Roast

Lady Lee Butter

Woman's Day

15`

il;d Mustard

Large Eggs

$16'

"h"'91'dStuffed

ice

433
540

Why Pay More

Ground
-Beef

Rolled

Rounds

1,7 49'

Bsquick

Folger's Coffee
SELECTED IDIJASITE

I.0

IittIO71;iiipOdles'L°; 27'

Tomato
Juice

Key hy

U.S. NO. 1 QUALITY

40'

Quik

ails99°11

11 Takes A Lot 01 HalMiCuslomers To Make Us No. 1

needs!

Spanish Peanutst*: 41'

Johnson's
Baby
Lotion

decor- ictormiodatiOn to 550
aganner traditional quality land

saving this week, with Eagle Discount Prices on your everyday
dewygap

"Eagles

.

Fresh

Standing

atitBrIat
9'

.

Johnson

IVA RELIEVE

.

Or Sliced Bacon

CLEANS AND WAXES IN ONE OPERATION

Wteaspoon Tabasco

through our grocery aisles will attest to our claim of quality, for you'll find we offer all your favorite nationally -adverand at Discount Prices that add up
tised brand -names
to considerable cash savings week after week! Why not siert

$128

60

"..wolowsov

suOat SLEEVE

1144

to yourself .. by comparing the total of your register receipt
NEM at Eagle with the total charged el ewhere on your overage

Harvest Day Soup

Vinyl
Play Balls

CLEANS CARBURETORS

-

Hyperphazed
Facial
Cleanser

quality -and -savings combination? Yes, and you can prove it

BONDED OW - USDA INSPECTED..

$2.77

Aqua Net
Hair Spray

salt
Combine all ingredients in small saucepan. Heat to boiling;
immer 5 minutes. Serve warm or cool. Makes 114 cum.

total grocery bill! Does Eagle really bring you this kind of

$1080,

CHROME PLATED - rORX, TONGS AND TURNER - WOOD HANDLE

Ma

corresponding sacrifice in quality. That way, you enjoy fine
quality foods and non-food products as well as savings on your

Olives

ealggAWE

weekly supermarket needs; and by comparing the quality
of food and non-food products offered at Eagle. One stroll

What is "true discount pricing"? "True Discount
Pricing" means lowering the price of a product without a

Premium SaltineS,°,,7 370

Twist

2 teaspoons vinegar
1 clove gadic, crushed

TELEPHONE 827-0700

rice mixture and bread cubeL
Drizzle melted butter over
bread and bake al 775 degrees

EVEgYIAY

BPASS COUPYINGS - HEAVY
DUX VINYL GUARAN

HEAVY GAUGE STEEL

CURRIED FRUIT SAUCE
cups dairy sour cream
I can (384 ounces) crushed pineapple, drained
I teaspoon curry powder
I unwired medium apple, chopped (about lap)
04 teaspoon garlic salt
Combine all ingredients; refrigerate. Makes 3 cups.
HOT 'N' SPICY SAUCE
1 cup chill sauce
cup chopped onion
3 tablmpoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons salad oil
I teaspoon brown sugar

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS
,

'1TV'EnrELXKTANOTOT

Garden Nose

STEEL CONSTUCTION-AJUST
ABLE DRAFT - CHROME UTIL.

2

Crimplaity eau, AT*

"'"°,0 -

r)OP

Bar -B -Qua Grill

Makes'/ cup.

NOW The Rise, grange
Mom
iiippohne

turkey, Top with remaining

TEMPERED STEEL - FIRE HARD

wEL

NY SHEN

Even if you've never given one before, the Fondue Party from

new Betty Crocker's 1-10010.0 Cookbook.

Add chicken breasts or sliced

Long Handle
Garden Tools

fiegg rnhiS

Chaise Lounge

the new Betty Crocker's Hostess Cookbook is certain m ben big

the preparations can be made in advance!
Here are the recipes for Fondue Bon rguignonne with Anchovy Butter, Curried Fruit Sauce and Hot 'n Spicy Same from the

maw

Aluminum

Looking fora way ro break the ice and get your next dinner

lazy Susan so that guests may choose
se for dmnmelves. Besides
being fun, a Fondue Party is easy on the host and bastes for all

Toss mixture lightly with
cooled nee Spoon half thermic
nii2Mre into a generously
greased tWo-guart casserole.

EMMY

Hand

{hlI

of the table with the meat arranged on two lettuce.lined plates at
either end. Bowls of 0011000 may circle the pot or be placed on a

fat Add mushrooms soup a,
Worcestershire sauce

,Eagie Discount
omecenter
EVERYDAY

11'57114.'

Sauce. Horseradish S.. Sauce RemooDde. Curried Fruit
Sauce and Hoi 'n' Spicy Sauce. Place the fondue pot in the center

here Is
iff

Mem pining off .3,

Compare Eagle's Everyday Low Discount Prices!

as10,MO1

stuxess the next time you entertain. Complete directions for preparing :Ind serving the Fondue Bourguignonne are included M
this practical cookbook together with such distinctive and delicious sauces as Anchovy Butter, Garlic Butter. Blue Cheese

turkey

Pour off fat, continue stirring
and break into small p.c..

be made with

can

slices

over medium heat until brown.

artd

well

12

Cook wild rice es directed
on package. Separately cook I
cup Minute rice. Saute sausage
in I skillet for five alinels

MILD RICE CASSEROLE
'This marvelous dish is rod

pineapple and tombioc
onflavored gelatin. Let so ftr

althea breads,

Mast

AUNT ADDIES

half and hale
Drain 1/2 cup syrup from

cups dry bread cubes or
broken sliced bread
44' cup butter, melted
.11/2

2

electric mixer. Spread on top
of molded gelatin end, if desirS. garnish with canned pineapple slices.

43 cup chopped walnuts
] 8 -ounce package cream

fresh

pound

2 cans undiluted cream of

Chill

I cup port wine

45

musluooms

motor until slightly thickened.

ber, sauce

and then free.. Thaw

Yield Semes 8
1 package Uncle Ben s
Rim (or Drumstick R140)

wine.

packages (3 ounces each
raspberry flavored gelid.
I cup boiling water
16 -mice can whole com-

completely before baking.

Plan a spicy

con MAO

tin

TO FREEZE: Because this
recipe makes such a large
quantity, you might care to divide it up into smaller portiona
and nem,: them. Leave ingredients in refrigerator over-

chicken breasts or turkey left
OVAll

sauce, stirring until cranberry
sauce is well blended. Add puS

pineapple
1 envelope onilavored
gela-

craserole to
temperature
before baking.roomFaire tamemmud ai 350 degrees for about
one hour.

night

20 -ounce

ubout Poe tumulus until soft
mud
Meanwhile Maud, rasp
berry gelatin in boiling tv der
Add softened unflatored gala
tic, stirring until dissolvaL
Now add remaining odrained

pineapple nod umnbeiTY

Yield: 12 servings

Lleam-

cans cream of chicken

2

CREAN1CHEESL

A1,bysouIfp,

s

your memo in advance,

GRAN APPLE MOLD
DITH

Per

78'

get iL-Seltzer

84°

Carre Creme

62`

Bieck

$100

Quality, Courtesy, And Service!

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

Easy

=. 87°

iti;1;61;;ettes

, 44'

1559 IRVING PARK ROAD
_
HANOVER PARK

11 errors open gates

By Mike hers=

St. Viutor got a

The Falcons contributed to

three -hit

pitching joh from Mark Delaney and took advantage of a
shoddy Forest View defense to
Pin a ais-inni ng 11-2 on -conference defeat on hentFalcons

at St. V iator yesterday. Lest
Tuesday, the Lions had taken

n misplays, 11-9

p on F

11)
SI. Vioork dlroe big scoring
innings while comnitting 11
errors and several more mispliys that don't show up in the
box score. Forest View's only
consoletion was that the poor
showing came in non -confer once competition.

top of tit third. Walks to Ga-

to re.load the bases, still with

bino Ga indo and Cardincll

nobody out.

MAR

put Delaney in tble and

ROSSI

knocked
home Abinami with a sacrifice
fly to ref to make it 3-0 and the

both cone a

final ru of the inning come
home w en a third strike got

ground out and Cardinell nn
Denny Foremach throwing

past Eat on catcher Pete Ow -

orrt.

rouround

Gil ludo

oiler°. Another walk loaded

m wore.
on

Cavallaroh

That made the score tighter

at 4.2. hut St. Motor mmc

VIEW starter
Barney Bonnem survived his

the base for new third time. but
Schmidt managed to get um of
the inning without further

the

own wildness and the Falcons

damage.

right back with three rum to
put it out of sighe. O'Donnell
and RO0i each knocked in

Lions to reach the .500 mark

first error in the opening in.
nine, but he mon, as luck in

Forest View made strides
toward gating back into the
game by scoring twice in the

run with a single and the third
run came leen= on alike 14t =warn% grounder.

the NISLS Prospect by the
same score.
The victory

enabled

for the season at 3-3. For=
View, which opens its NI kl.
Suburban League campaign at
Frcmd today, dropped its first

decision of the season after

FOREST

Violet's foes prun outburst in
the second. lies tarted that inning by walk,ng Steve Smith
and then got in deeper when

three wins.

right fielder Roger Cardinell
dropped Bill Iriaddois fly

DELANEY WENT the distance in chalking up the win
for St. Vim,. The Lion right Mender gave up eight walks,

ball.
Bonnom

two of which led to Forest
View's rum in the third, but
his six strikeouts helped him
stay out of serest, trouble.

St. Viutor backed Delaney
with a nine -hit ansek uff a trio
ed Forts! View hurler, hut the
difference in iffe game w05 the
visitors. giveaway program,
idel
club,
Coach 'Tont
which played light defense in
its first three games. tbil apart
against the lions.

than threw two
balk to Delaney before Seidel

replaced
Schmidt.

included Ron HanSel in the
two-mile; lien Bum a double
winner with marks in the high

Walt Storm's respected out-

door track team took another
over league fins. Forest View

hurdles and low hurdles; Keith

klatthews in the tillm Bill Allen in the mile: Jeff Meiamer

Delaney was safe at the first

and Elk Gr0ve. The Knights
managed firsts in nine of the
15 events to produce a 76 -

and the bags were loaded with
nobody out.

point total.
Elk Grove surpassed neigh-

Victor's alike Abinenti imtnediately took advantage of
dm situation by drilling a

Loeffel in the pole vault. T hc
Knights cab, took the important ribbons in the mile relay

the runner-up position on the
ahmigth of two 0005 hT

a

in 'the

boring Fon. View, 4340. for

PROSPECTS WINNERS

mank grabbed third in the 1(10-

day afternoon when they
edged the host Cougars by
a mere point in the first annual

yard dash and then turned
mound to cup second Plea

derson repeated the feat. as
Rambo topped the field in the

honors in the long jump.

Conant Trianguldr track con for theCougars in t he 880 yard
run with a fine .2:11.8 clocking

short to Niles' 63 while East
Leyden scored 34 The high
jump was thc 1.1 competition

afterubieh Stillmank recordssl
a second place showing in the
quarter mile run.
Fred Beesley and Richmond pulled off a one-two

of the day where u Niles Wont

jumper heat Conant's Stew
Peterson by one inch to pre sow the victory.

sor

PETERSON

sweep finish in the shot put
event. posting distances of 435 and 40-10h, respectively.

Dow behind with a 21.7 for

The

The team of Peter Lencke
and Reed klikrut ruled in the

two mile son. snatching the
second

and

third

positions

while Cougars Peterson

klustangs

of

Association ToUrnainent.
They also captured second

3

I

I

2

Pommes, Ito

3

I

0

1

Kasper. 2h

3

Foreman. ss
Golden. c

2

I

I

I

ably. lb

I

1

Koentopp. If

Olson, is

Cardinell. rf-c
2
Cavalier. c01 -3b 3

I

0

I

(I

I

It

0
0

2

0
0
0

3

0

0

I

0
0

I

'IWO-MILE: I. Hankel, P.
10:03.8; 2. Chinos, EG: 3.
Francis. FV: 4. 1.orson. P:
HIGH HURDICS: I. gum P.

high and low hurdles
hlichella took the bronze med-

15.4. 2. -Faucher, PG: 3. Lich-

the

al in the 4411. Pag Dunning was

Grove's NI ike alkhelb earned

vault.

EV; 4. Shaken. EV; MORE -

the other god medal in the

For Forest View. the second-placcrs were TOT Mellor
in the shot put. Chris Jan-

LAY: I. Prospect (Reese, Gratly. Santa.
2. Forest

the

kowski in the 10011S and Keith

marks far from record per.
torment.. but Allois 4:33.4

Phillim in the high jump. 'The

Icept

01 Last

Falcons also marked a second
in the 880 relay.

FALCONS
EARNING
'hint -plum points were: Tool
Francis. Robb Bell. Tom Riot.
and Jeff Brown. Thirds also
went to Grenadiers Mark

I. uohter

ilkhclln John

Knights with a 540 slate out-

II' 1111 ER SD NV

SCORE BY INNINGS

6 32

[Mimi, DLO

Forest View 0 0 2 0 0 D. 2
I
St. Vint°, 0 4 3 0 4

Bonn= IL)
Schmidt

E-.?;nlindo O. Cardinell

2.

1

3

alcIntyre

1

I3

I

0,

55

34

I
I

8

6

3

1

3

3

0

I

left

the

doors. 340 in Nlid.Suburban
League competition.
Malt
Prospect

LB.
0

sTi_r

440-DASII: I. Keen, FV,
51.2:2. Michelle EC; 3. Met -

0
a

DUBUQUE
SAUSAGE

6

poll

Pkg

Lb

C

0010.0. Club

SLICED

WAFER
MEATS

BOLOGNA
Oz

Pkg

ti

FREE

to

3:30.0; 2. Elk Grave: 3. For-

Riverside-Brooklield's marks.

est Vie., POLE. vAuLT: I.

6"x16" r7ceep

ee

At

the

season

TOWARD TIP rtneflARl Of Axe MIRROR
ors

coupon onel 55 00

Wijaiii0FWERIECToeggliTaTic/F 5i0770 -n.

1-77:70

Bell. FV: 4. Shakon. EV;

drop 2d meet, 4-1

4

BUS HS cuen16.--7

pages
24,26,27

Page 22

BusHS

WednesdaY.

3 P/RCS

April 15.

BE5T

Terry Shakoes of Forest View drives forward as he prepares to

receive the baton in relay race yesterday at Prospect. The
Knights antlered their own double doll and both relays Mille

1970

C

the Falcons hod to setae for second in the 880 relay and third in
the meet

eusHs

P

very

winning combination for the

honorary co .captain and best
offensive player. Bill Long was
reeognized as best defensive

second straight mete yesterday
ellenulon. losing to Niles

team could notch a victory.
first doubles squad of
Steve Heinemann and Kirk

player.

The

Wm. 4-1.
The Pirates' km win came
lei first singles when Paul Bur-

no defental his Indian opponet 4.6, 6.0, 6-3. The victory

an Burros Individual record
to I -I on the =won.

Jensen was beaten, 4.6, 5-7.
klest
Berman and Kevin
McNamara, 110 number two
duo. were defeated, I-6, 3-6.
The loss moved the Pirates
season slate to 0.2. They try to

get back in the groove torn*,

AFTER THAT it was all
thwynhill for the visiting Pi-

mho. Moe Bonheim dropped
hie second singles moth. 4-6.

row when they open their confranca season against Wheel -

ing. Starting time on the Pi rates courts is 4:30 p.m.

.Maine West head gulf coach
Gene Zuccorini expressed new

optimism niter his linkmen
had

turned

hack

Downers

Grow North in an impressive
161-169 fashion.

"Anytime you shoot in the

you're

playing

good

14 Or

Early June

Sunrtse-gresA groduce

Left -Prospect's Tom hfin.
her holds a momentary lead
over teammate Keith Mot.
thews and Forest View's heath
Beth but hlattheWs reversed

Ile order at the finish to haul
in yet mother 880 -yard run
Y5505510,

101rotror

by

Linda Hamilton,

and Dale Costantino. one of
.

rod

ZUCCARINI TRIED to
pinpoint the key to the victory

100 -mile swim

odrnitted

that

opening

birdies by both Bob Edwards

and Ed Duchaj might have
The

Northwest

Suburban

YN1CA has announced the
completion of its 1969 100

mIle -Swim to Fang." as
Robert Cooper of Des Plaines
led all competitor, nf the Febrotary close with 134 miles.
'Cooper was followed
Lois Schroeder 11291; Ray
Kirsch 11171 Bob Grcborio
11021 and Sylvia Averill, Caryl
Crouch and G. R. Hess. each
of whom has tallied 100 miles
in the pool.

Currently. the NWS YMCA.

unbeaten

NAVEL ORANGES
JUMBO
SIZE

10

ate®

NOT THIS NOT THIS
88 Size
113 Size

'

Warriors

today when they travel to the.
Mid-Subui ban League's For-

season."

and

The

California

KNOW YOUR ORANGE SIZES,

son DO and Greg Feltz lull
swing right hack into nation

spurned the Warriors op
Edwards went on to post a
nary two -over -par 37 on
Downers' 2.979 -yard Wood -

ridge Counrry Grub course.
The score is the lowest by a
Warrior this year.
Teammate Duchaj, mea
while, also cheated the 40mark with a four -over -par 39.
Gary Navratil (431 and Randy
Getslo 1421 rounded out the
Warriors winning total of
161.

Hersey's varsity track team
took first place in 1 I events including one relay yesterdarlo

front -comes in a time of 20.2,
Terry Cils00 in second urnScott Davis Inc third -place lin-

dles with a 14.5, Spry in the
shotput with a 45-916,. Greg

2:02 and Mika Line took the

Gawlik in the mile with a

gain an easy 87-31 victory over
non -conference fee St. Viator.
The Huskies also
ept

fisher. The final Huskie one-

he seconds for

4:37.8 and Gordon Helcrow in
the beg jump with an 18-10.

one-sided

win. In the

high

jump, Don Spry was the win-

twostfiree performance Wee
turned in by Leon Zseadny.

Gary Swanson and Mike Mum

Jim Heuer and Glen Johnson
followed in second and thild..

were Tom Holbrook

the winner at 124.

two -milt, on
in the high
hurdles, Don Ohle in the 880,
Tom Gehr in the,440 end Ed
Sieger in the mile

HERSEY ALSO wept the
220 with Chris 'Kelsey the

Other Hersey firStswere pro-

vided by Brian Zimmer in the
two-mile with a 10:47.2, Run
Kieffer in the high hurdles
with 16A and in the low Nip

440

with
McNariora

in

a

53.8.

and the long jumri.

MEET RESULTS

the

TWO-MILE: I. Zimmer.
H. 10:47.2 2. Holbrook. H, 3.

Condon, SV: HIGH HUBDEES: I. Keiffr,
3, H. 16.4; 3.
Halmos,

STEVE SCHL1CKMAN of
St. Visitor won the 880 with a

SV;

H and Gillespk. SV

Tom

the Lions in the low hurdles

Placing second for Hersey

in the pole vacate with Zasadny

ner with a 5-10, and teammates

THE TROJANS combined

is running its 1970 event wills' the scones of Dave Quaid 139).
Ed Knurek NM, Greg Polk+
Hawaiian theme.

Cantaloupe

'

Huskies grab 11 first, trout ee I tons
three awn on their way high

BUT THIS
56 Size

27 Size Sweet and Juicy

est View for a dual engager.
ment slated to begin at 420.

Gans

14 Oz Cans

offensive mid defensive players we've seen in a long lime"

plained...Cm really glad to sec
their scores low so early in the

Mustard

Bush
Sweet

isomor...000

most improved.
In lkng about some of his
pe
Gold said that
Larsen "had made 72 per cent
of his free throws over he
ton," Parker had 'become
7one of Me Finest all around

for their total 01'169.

16 OP

Bush

Potatoes

and Greg Hemming

golf." the head mentor =-

19 Oz Cans

Kidney or
Chill Beans

the smallest centers In the arta
"led the team in
rebounds...

14-0z. Cans

Greens

hit 161
160s,

PORK
BEANS
or Turnip

golfers

West

Bush's Showboat

. 01

a

5-7. and teammate Gerry Cuca
lost hh in straight 46 sets.
Neither Palatine doubles

2

3. Brown. FV:4. Cardin. P.

MEET RESULTS

Keith Larson was picked as
Tim Palatine varsity tennis
team couldn't pm together the

KROGER CUTS 'EtA DEEPER!

'

g4

Proximo.

Lucite!. P. 11.6; 2.Cashion, P:

More
sports

awards upon four of their fel.
low teammates. Ron Porker
was named honorary co.capg
lain and meet valuable player.

Copyroht 1910 The Kroger go

'au"g"R''''Rovounw;

2":g,7; :a KROGER 7::""`"'""-""::::::
:PO COOPOM

banquet in klatch,
members of the team bestowed

Palatine netters

8 9.

nee d Amu 13 Pro June 17 000

"WE LOST our first two
up

Lb

I

Keen. FV. 22.6;?. Hacker. P:

MILE RELAY: I.

gl 39

Lb

Beel

SUPREME
PATTIES

st OFF BONUS COUPON

ballgarnes." Gold said, "hut
ended

HAM

3,!,:, 4

I.

while Elk Grove travels

BOILED

WALL DECOR

ONE

JUMP: I. Meissner. P. 6.2; 2:
Phillips. FY: 3. Rohan. P: 4.
3.

,,,, of ,p,

Phf 5Ifs

NIDE: I. Allen, P. 4:33.4;
2. Dunning. EG; 3. Cyrier,
PG; 4. Nlorrison. P; 111011
220 -DASH:

p

Oscar Mayer
LICKS

.5555 .5055 5,t

Meal or All 100

Sale prices gout tare Sat, April 113, 1970 We reserve the right to 11011 quantities

2. "'amber, EC: 3. Loeffel. P;
4. Lichter. PG-, SHOT PUT: I.
Taws. PG, 48.5, 2. Dab,
FV: 3. Riecl. CV; Baumstrak.
EG: DISCUS: I. Two, EG.
131 -11th ; 2. Jankowski. FV:
Korf. P: 4. Nelson. P;

P:

P00 Sausage

0

thews. P; 4. Klink., Is; IOW
HURDLES: I. hum. P. 21.0;

Wmal.

pens or Orel

t

View: 3. Elk Grove:

row and then go to the Lake
Park Invitation on Saturday

South tomor-

0

EG. 19414 ; 2.1300.P; 3. Bell,

don Junior High School
19.

0

PLAYER

1:59.2: 2. Klinker. P: 3.
Misch. EC; 4. Bell, FY:
LONG JUMP: I. klichella

will host

at

Banslield. 3b

I. blatthews.

1010 -NUN:

with 91 points and Jack Lon
Wheeling finished eighth with

Keeper.

EPP 4. Mold. IS loo YrARD DARE I. Keen. FY.

the MO. Bum in the long jump
and Tom Cushion in the pole

it hon.!.
Ent Maine WOO that me

Basketball

0

I

Olson,

PITCHING SUMMARY

110..40 and 220 dash= Elk

conditions

Benefield,

Foreman. sb-Rossi, Sladden.
Galindo, Cardinell, Kasper.
Bonncm. sac -Rossi. Delaney
2. 2b--Nlaly. Golden.

1DTAIA

nil points in the seconDplace
column when lien °Ringer ran
second in the two-mile Frank
Toucher was second in both

the klustang Invitational which

in their, own Mustang In.

Krutky. c

MIXED

Cavalier% Schmidt 2, Melly,

0

0
0

11 111

0

4

9

10LE

vat marls to 5®®

ish line ahead of the pacts as he

Tournament. ..We never had a
team at East Maine go this far
in . the State Tournament,"
Larry Gold, East alpine
coach. said.

anth Mark Richmond whose
105.5 tom was good

Rossi. 2h

ants Steve Foot. cross the fin-

completed one of the mast suc-

piece in the sectionals of the
Illinois Elementary School

I

DIE 3111.E run saw.Con-

vplace
"
marlHoliday

Place in the district and second

2

show column.
The dual win

Maine Junior High School

Wendell finished one -three on
spectively in the high hurdles.
Discus honors went to Con-

I

=MOUS The teon capped its
mccesstal season by winning

East

cessful basketball nouns in
the school's history this year
with e record of 15-6 and first

3

jump while Anderson was se.
and with a 110 vault.

Mustangs' cage year
proved successful

mewed place.

I

Flesch and Larry Cyrier. For
Prospect. klattheus. loeffel
and alike Korf finished in the

registered a fine 4:495 timeen
route to the gold medal.
George Swegles snatched
third in the 220 -yard sprint
while the Conant relay quintet
finished third to close out the

It

I.

111

Maine Junior High School was
undefeated this year, winning
10 dual meets and three tour-

only

turned in a fine performance
in the high only. but claimed
the top honors M the low hurdles in a delay time of 21.5.
Teammate Dan Wendoll was

27 11 9
FOREST VIEW 121

different events. Keen won the

The wrestling to

DALE BOND placed third
The Cougars racked up 62
hig points in the meet. falling

TOTALS

I

0

P.

Undefeated

pole vault event with. 11.6

0
0

11

0

PPalHackerpin the 100 and
22(1 dashes. Trent Klinker in

ELK GROVE owned its vi.

Tale Rambo and Bill An-

0

2

McIntyre. p
Norman. ph

Forest View got' him rib Ions from Miko Rem in three

in the mile run was impressive
es he ran away from the field.

for second place. kick Still-

0

4

0
0
0

10.2; 2. Hanker, P; 3. Mich-

The chilly weather and the

Niles West swept the glory
from Conant track fans Satur-

I

elle, EG; 4. Grady, R.

windy

by point an track

2

Abinanti. of
O'Donnell. lh

0
0

runner-up in the mile and the

long jump.

Nages W. grips Conant

3

AR

I

I

2

Grenadier mile rtlay loon
took a second.
seconds from
Poopect

and the 880 relay.

single to right In drive in Smith Toes and a number of second
and Madden also scored .when Dem.
Cardinell booted the hall.

Alike O'Donnell then walked

high jump mid Tim

I

1

PLAYER
Galindo.cf

Bonn., p
Schmidt. p

2

3

Delaney, p

Knights boost out

him with George double dual win yesterday, this

Delaney dropped
sacrifice bunt, but
Schmidt misplayed the ball,
doswn

Quinnett. rf

two on Smith's single.

Sr: VIATOR 1111
AB 11
Pheyer

anon

Osterman, If
Smith, 3b
Madden, rf

VIATOR THEN added
four insurance Whim in the
fifth to win going away. The
first run came on Foreman's
single. the second on Mike
Golden' double and the final

0

O

Grabowski.

10O -YARD DAM:

1.

Kelsey, H, 10.2: 2. (tie/Cane,

94k; 2. Scott. SY: 3 Gartholl.
H:

Schlickmen, SV,
2:02; 2. Ohle. II; 3. Rainey.
SV: 880 RELAY: I. Hersey.
1:3
44th 1. Lins. SV. 53.8:
2. Gehr. H. 53.9: 3. Pribikki.
H;
8114b

Salad Sign

TOMATOES

1.

NIDE 1. Gewlik. H.
4:37.8: 2. Rieger..H: 3.. Go,

2 McNamara. SV: 3.
Gillespie. SV;

RV, 3.

MILE RELAY: I. SI. Vial., 3137.8: POLE VAttft I.

Halerow.

1-1; HIGH

Sunrise -Fresh

Delicious Apples

Idaho Potatoes

sg,,99c 1098c
Lb Bag`

Fresh

California

Green Beans

Strawberries

23.22. Caste. H: 3. Davis. H:

LOW HURDLF
I. Kieffer. FL 14.51 2. McNamee

JUMP: I.Spry. D. 5-10: 2.
Heuer.
3. Johnson. H:
sneer MM. I. Spry, H. 45,

Juicy Red

lint. SY; MO: I. Kelsey. H.
10-101 JUNIP: I. Mao, H.
LOG

Zasadny. H. 124:2 -Swanson.

4.

-,-:,',11111111111MUNIIIMMA '71111111V-'

For

3

Wit

79c

For

or

Cans

6 Or

Cass

Blackeye Peas

For

league setback

Hawks missed-`big'hit
The H leper di enondmirs
lot Mot lint tests of delis

...

!

tallies

in

a

3

1

st.usnl n tIttr r akin', up
dove straight decisions. The
Hawks failed to ignite a rally in

twin bill Saturday and spark

the top of the ninth and thus

THE POWERFUL Hawk

absorbed a 7-5 setback at the

hod a chance to don the heroic

hands of Mortori Junior Col-

crown again in the top of the
ninth, but he failed and so did!
the
Hawks. With Morton
clinging d.perately to a slim

Head coach Clete Hinton's

chew enteral the game with

7-5 Iced going into the fine'

a three -game win 'streak, must.
ly hem. or cleanup hitter

The big tin baseman hul a
hit and o run Ironed in against
Wauhrinsee in the 9-N lid -lifting Decision, drove in all three

however, bore down and some-

the hitting star of the game

how managed to escape with

with three hits. including
booming homer, and four big
runs baited in. Teammate Jim

Ing column for the first tIme.
They continued with a fourgm outburst in the fifth to

nVORCI-TitstAr Illigivi.d.

the victory. He shrugged off

.

his wildness by quickly getting'

He didn't waste any more
time. though, in

slipping

Barns

l

1

1

48

0

A hockey player does have

possesses the devotion it takes

lo make a front fine cotemake the "hig time". Knom who, John, who is only
only in

Awe. Spa Ed.

Gg how to

ice

skate is one

the pros ai.c of a French origin,
the

Amencans are mama

their naive.

.

.

his ryventh year of

thing. but being able to meta*

at Miner Junior High, is al-

A good indication of this

s'rend hockey players between

°dimity control a little Neck

period, of lemma the oh-

disc while people are throwing
their bodies at you, is another.

ready on the verge of climbing
the ladder to the ton.

eNtement is the fact that this
year marks the first time inn

While interviewing poles.
yhem question Gat pop iso is.
-how long have you Men play.

it the gamer Generelly the

quick answer is 'all my life

years that a Canadian team has

Ice bakes has always been

JOHN WALSH of 638 N. considered a Canadian sport,
Hickory. Arlington Heights. but Inn though majority of

not won a competing berth or
the

Tough singles don't
stop Warrior netmen
In

0

preseason

analysis,

Maine West hood tennis mach
Roger King admitted that one
ad the team weaknesses would
lie in the first and second OngliN competition, It wasn't that

string of five straight sictories
including the second doubles

championship of the Maine
West Invitational going into
the action, tasted debar for the

first time. Willowbrook's Bob

his nun, or Dave Keehn and
Jack Williams were unqual1.
for Me Oh. it sasjust that
the duo would he up against

Gift-ano dished out the setback
in consecutive sets of 4-6, 3-6.
,
The
Warriors bounced
beck. however, in the third sin.

some of the rep singles players
in the mute,
Such wan the case yesterday
when the . Warrior mimeo

gles end both doubles macho
to notch their second dual win
morrow.

travelled to Willowbrook id,
though the team recovered for

e 3-2 victory. Keehn ran into
lom lwr
the first singles
and gave lam u good battle he-

fore hewing out in the third
4-6.
..11-6.
1111.1.1ANIS. WHO had

a

Ron

Finstad

ignited the

nage with impressive 60. 6-0
blankines of to ike Holland to
bring the visitors within a 2-1'
sautes. The first doubles cambination of 'Tim Wayman arid
Steve Jackson brought the
meet
6-2, halo

deadlock with a

Stanley

Cup

Playoffs,

which eventually crowns the

THE REASONS for

4

2

I

0
0

May. c

5

3

5

Nemanich, If
Kenny,1b

4

0
0
0

2

Stamborski, ss

Hewn, cf

lb '
0

McMillin.. rf

Rocco. 2b

4

0

1

I

Runde, p
Bohn. p

2

0

0

0

Tully. ph
Totals

himself. The 13 -year old, play -

hockey program. The Polar
Dome in Dundee has rented

ing on both squads. led the
peewees to an unbeaten ISO
season while aiding the Ma-

out its indoor rink for the ben-

eft of youngsters anxious to
play what is considered the
fates moving
3
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Wednesday,

SPORTS

Kern and Russ Svetie Of Willowbrook.

April 15,

Lumnin.

Countryside boys garner
2 medals at state meet

The Warrior sophomores
were obit more impressive in
shutting out their Wilk,.

The Countryside YMCA
boys swim team brought home

brook counterparts,

WO medals from

With Maine now owning a
2-1 dual meet slate, the War-

swimming meet in Springfield.
Coached by Mike Newby, the
Countryside 200 -yard medley

brook's Ed Kral and Lorry

have a chance to add on-

other quadrangular victory to
their credit. They host Glen bard East,

Maine Emt and

Forest View Saturday in what
affairned to be a nip -and -tuck

victory over Dean

beginning at 9:30 a.m.

the

state

relay picked up a fifth place
Tom Stalmke
earned a silver in the 50 -yard
butterfly.
medal

she
w

and

medley

relay

team

made up of John Kugel -

Ron Tucotte, Park Ridge.

STAFINKE'S TIME in the
50 fly was

32.9, which bettered his district record of 33.1
set earlier in the season at
George Williams ColRge.
Over 500 boys competed in
the me. and 45 YMCA's were
represented.

'

1

.36

5

7

1V

5

20% OFF

After his splendid performinvited to Canada to ley ono
all-star team,
His biggest assets
strong pair of legs and wicked

are

crutches, the mutt of II -

4

5

Free Gifts

for All!
Nothing to buy!
Just please come in and moister.

Balloons for the Kids

HEINZ BAKERY
ON THEIR JOINT

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
happy to have you as neighbors

As Our Contribution
to the Gaiety
we proudly present

THURS., FRI., SAT.
APRIL 16, 17 & 18

Jane Armenakis
playing the

MENS $1.00 HOSE

While Stock Lasts

3

John Walsh

CONN THEATRE ORGAN

PAIR $200

for your pleasure

FOR

SATURDAY APRIL 18

MENS $1.50 HOSE

MAALOX LIQUID12 oz.

3PAIR $129

Only $11:a.

Limit
2 Bottles

via

FOR

WELLBORN'S SHOES

We Are
Now Accepting
Mail Orders for
FANNY MAY

MOTHER'S DAY
CANDY

as V.

.....

NC CMS,.

J

tle!" '

MUSIC SHOP

AND SCHOOL OF MUSIC

27 W. PROSPECT AVE. MT. PROSPECT

PHONE: CL 3-5592

"SHOES f OR.THE ENTIRE FAMILY'.
CL 0-3737

CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Congratulations & Welcome

OUR

"J & B and HEINZ" SPECIALS
FOR APRIL 16,17,18

na awn., -Mear....g..sterea

MOTHER'S DAY IS

While you are visiting our new

SUN. MAY 10th

neighbors, stop in and make an

We Welcome J & B Meats

25%

treatment.

to celebrate the Grand Opening of our House of
Specialties.

Includes

on Special
Dresses or Sportswear

FREE GIFT WITH DRESS

25% DISCOUNT

Mt. Prospect Pharmacy

5 W. Prospect Ave.

SKIRTS -DRESSES

kl

Group of

Permanent Waves Hair Coloring

Keefer's

$5 RACK

Discount

Hair -Conditioning Shampoo Rinses

We wish to extend an invitation to all to help us

DISCOUNT

Receive 25%

appointment for a new hair

to Our Block

WINTERS

PURCHASE AT REG. PRICE

wasm.S.,,Tstv

BYRLE STRASS

Hair Dressing Salon

Hours: 9 a.m. -10 p.m. Daily
Sunday 9 - 6 P.M.

friends from Mt. Prospect and surrounding

CL3-1031

9 W. Prospect
Mount Prospect

7 W. Prospect Ave. Mt. Prospect

CL5-3220

PHONE 392-2882

OPEN DAILY. 9:30 to 5:30 p.m.
FRIDAY TO 9:00 p.m.

communities, to play host for coffee and small
delicacy."

LCONGRATULATIONSand Continued Success!

All Day Saturday
15 W.

Prospect Mt. Prospect'
CL 5-9449

`c71eeske's
Lope* Afaided, Asc.
The .gtoae . . . 2i4d4 Begi
101 S. MAO STREET MOUNT PROSPECT

-GOOD LUCK

Congratulations to

Enjoy Music

Thanks to our 'GoodNeighbor' Carters Music,
you can enjoy shopping to music, Jane Armenakis Male Conn Organ will be performing all
day, for your pleasure

CARTER

THE

"I hope to come out of the kitchen to greet my
10 lb. Dubuque Royal
Buffet Canned Ham

AND

SOX

tune of "A shot and a goal!"

30 - 35 lb. Loin
End of Beef

12 - 1 inch Prime
Delmonico Steaks

MEWS

HUMIDIFIERS

llnfort atcly.John
rently condined to a pair of

We Cordially invite you
to help us celebrate our Grand Opening
Thursday, Friday 8 Saturday April 16, 17 8 18th.

PRIZES

J & B MEAT MARKET

are usually attracted to the net.

Now Located at
17 W. Prospect Ave. Mount Prospect

12 - 1 inch famous J & B Prime
New York Strip Steaks

TO

wrist and backhand Mats that

FREEZER MEATS

FREE

Neighbors!

Cool -Air

and

5 year Warranty

CONGRATULATIONS

3 DAY SALE

MEAT MARKET

141/ Cu. Ft. Home Freezer

Welcome

SALE

the Gordie Howe

Hockey School.

Double Grand Opening Celebration!
0

It

Plan to visit them and say hello during their Grand Opening!

'0

THIS OCCASION

engage -

stitch accident. Heil be beck
in action soon. though, to the

A/2

-offee

1

makes a trip to Detroit, Mich,
In attend

21141-1Y 6

e fine Businesses below and Day Publications welcome these two respected Shops to their new "PARK & SHOP" locations.

PROSPECT

ON DISPLAY FOR

ance this season, John hes been

man Rolling Meadowel Chris
Crouch, Palatine; Tom Seth.
nke, Rolling Meadows: and

1

MOUNT

,ettl

THE MANY SPECIALS

playing far three
years for the VFW Post, but
hockey

3 ..C1

A

FREEZER MEATS on''

COME IN AND SHOP

has been

his

0

LOCATION IN

"Park & Shop Center"

T II E RIGHT-WINGER

meets. During the summer. be

I

0

"PARK & SHOPO& 117 MEAT MARKET

to the

with he quickest coming in
but 2,48.

pletes

0

P'

Heinz Pastry Shop

included no less than seven Mt
tricks, three goals in one game)

Doug Lauffenberger applied
the clincher with successive
6.3. 6.3 drubbings of Willow -

0

4
0 :0
1

0

YOUR NEW

and

From the 29 teams and the
435 players that competed in
the league. John emerged Le
the circuit's high sooner with
fia goals and if assists in only
la games. The 126 point Mal

the winter season hardly com-

1

vet

ns

J & B Meat Market.

tams to a successful 11-7 campaint,.

SECOND doubles
duo of Mark Dombrowski and

I

WELCOME TO

Wow

1970

THF.

,

0

in the States and an improved

81

0

0

change are improved faciliti.

__
II

1

'

J

VFW's peewee and bantam
teams and making a mark for

rho

7 10

0
0
7

4

Cage by playing for the Dundee

world champion of hockey,

0

0

Short, If
Runk, c
Fortini. p

0

4

4

Imo, a

0
0

AB R

Plater
Freund. 3b

.....

to be early. .if he expects to

55

Hayward, rf
Garbarino.

I

HARPER (51

1

Tome, 3h

I

I oral,

Walsh climbing ladder to 'big time'
ne J. Alan COal

p

ha p

Carlin 2b

bonki and a key triple by John
Michalisko.
Morton was quick to retch-

MOIR11DN GOT on the

Neadlry

double. The hosts added thew
finM tally on Kasen solo shot
and then nervously waited um
dl the Onal Hawk rally fizzled.
MORTON 171
Meyer
AB R H 111
4
0
Tomes, cf
1

Jim Kenny, Nlay and -Sum-

pair of rbis.

third strike past Hearn for the
first out of the frame. The out-

for the dramatics by

ate hoseser It combined the
has regaining the lead at 6-t
on Garbannos run producing

forge n5-2 advantage, The ridly included singles by Freund,

Kick also chipped in with a
trio of hits, including a solo
blast. to account for another

ahead of Steve Hearn, 1-2.

and. and Gary Curtin set the
stage

heard from.,
A pair of safeties by Hearn
and May, coupled with an error, put the Hawks in the wow

Hearn to the plate but the
Hawk strongman became an-

ass's order due up, it seemed
like Harper was going to pull

frame, Hawk pinch hitter Rick
Tully coaxed a leadoff pas
Kevin Freund followed Wit
, to put runners on first and sec-

Frank Nlav's hat,

ear of the cont., Bill Battallia,

pitches. Jim Stamborski popped to short for the final out to
preserve Morton's win.
Panther Joe Garbarino was

followed

Hawks and the meat of Him

red a 2-1 defensive straggle
in the nightcap.

leo.

other whiff victim on four

scoboard
rein
first on the poser
of Garbarinos round 'tapper
The hosts made It 2.0 on a
three -hit barrage in the third,
.but Harper was S0011 to. be'

reaching first on a boot by
Morton r third baseman
With the bases lammed with

of

edging

McFltury in the opener of ,

to
ALL THESE

J & 11 and HEINZ

F

MERCHANTS,
J & B FREEZER

K

REALTORS

MEAT MARKET
and
HEINZ BAKERY

from

122 5, Arlington Hots Rd.

1505. Main St.

Arlitigton Heights

Mount Prospect

392-7150

Zig
rietP
NEWSPAPERS

AH jaycees honor junior hockey squads at banquet

Illinois recognizes Palatine athletes

The Arlington Heights Jaycees

Ply J. Alms Cook

Pa!aline High School, one

of the more estahlished in/h9 area/ two long
..i°9'
th
bcen regarded for its scholastic

his own mark by alrnmt three
Dm in registering a loss of 62243 for baekao-back chem.
pionships.

MERUTK A DIDWP
spend all of his time with the
steel hall, however. During the
fall season, the Pirate heavyweight ran non! would4w

tacklers from his fut.& pa=

earning the dia
anguished title.
he football
and

tion to the tune of another all-

end wrestling squads each had

state nomination.
Genre° McCrecry shared
what is comparable to en IIlinois IlighaiSchool Hall of
Fame slectirin by ringing up a
very impressive 32 -I -I record
cn route to the stales 154pound wrestling champion-

gum stars gain berths while
the symnastim and basketball

.ins rounded out the disone

athlete

Kenneth
Gonion and his thinelad teamTen

years

ago.

aate over three years on the
Palatine varsity. The feat in-

clod,' 21-1 mark during his
sophomore stint, an unblemidled 29-0 state charnpiomhig
as a junior and a remarkable
31-1 record, good for a sew

ond-plem state main, in his
final Wm.
Gluck's success continued
at the University of Wisconsin
where he copped a Big Ten
Championship and a pair of
seconds while also adding a
runner-up spot in the NCAA
tournamen t. His athletic cm
rem hardly dampened his
scholastic endeavors,
how -

left his mark as probably the
hen eager ever to don Palm
tine's scarlet and gray colors.
With etatistics like 917 points
in one season and 1,958 points
in three campaigns, it, no

was upheld by Nlike Gluck

while oar of the sore's fink

1.222 poi..

.-arammusottadtra.o..*Undom=tehmtm-...0

KOZLICKI WENT on to
star for the University of Illinois and later in professional
ball for the Indiana Pacers.

KIDS! ENTER THE

petition, winner of the Nation al Midwest meet, and the disof being the only
sophomore
sophomore to earn the state%
runner-up slot.
Gymnastics captain Steve
Applehans also added to thc
1964-69 campaign with a first.

her of one of Palatine's better

mac, trophy in mma (am.,

Ialtial recognition On mem
grid squads. The 6-3,

197-

pound tackle spearhead,'

six shutout, The impressive
statistics earned the Pirates

Gordon Dreyfus rounded
out the summsful year by
grabbing the state's bloc rib bon In the mile event in a time
of 4:22 flat.

running went to distance man

in

Mark

Visk,

Paletine has already added the

mpending Ilst of primarin-.
sing athletes.
Can's claim Co all-sene:
fame is his football prowess. going both ways as an offen
sive guard and a linebacker,
but the stocky competitor nho
made his mark ass member

hold.

the

name of Bob Carr to a rapidly

the Pirate cage unit.

a

perfect AO league slate which
included a remarkable total of

-

Chicago's American Chicago : mord. The pamanting se.
Today as an aIterate pew aim toured the comae in MG
former. The 5-9, 1145 -pound ty 9,00.1, eclipsing the old
record of 9:01.6 by over two
guard was tops on his team.

THE !MUDDING mer's

seventh -place ranking among
Illinois f ootball teams,
It was also the year for quarter-F.10,a Bahnfleth. The lanky
speed -merchant was elected
in :47.3 at the 1966 state meet,

highlighted by grid star

Spendster

Duane

S

Pat

Donahue who drew Inc out
standing commendation of the

c--

p

T

S

ovoMING

yard dash.

"NICK NANIE
OUR TEAM
CONTEST!"

Pirate history. No has than
three individuals in varied of
sports emerged as champions
11

111

Il
1
IE

2. All emries man be postmarked no later than
midnight, April 15, IWO

II

ii

Winners will be announe-

cc

a April 12, IWO. De-

II

of the

of Illinois.

GRAPPLER SETH 14. --

or under.

,,,

judger

is

ton probably carried the most
noticeable credentials. Among
his accomplishments are a 904-1 three year slate including
n
undeKawd
dual -meet

from the Mount Prospect 1
State Bank.

II
1

11 2. A gift certificate from
3. Several other surprise..

White reverse
trap toilet

IR
IcT

I NAM'

5' white steel tub

Mount P.p., Illinois 60056

p.mt ,,,,,, tv===r-nmr.mmat=

Arlington mita look their

men. sophomores Chris Mem
maids oral Jeff Haire.
Card second ',carman Gmdon Kaiser displayed fine form

evening when the
Cardinal linksmen nipped the
visiting Hersey Huskies. 161year

lam

in recording his excellent 40

on the nine hole course
Palatine

63.

Redbird head coach Tom

Hills

in

al

Palatine.

Rich Armour, the only senior
M the upper four for the Car-

iValthouse expressed his ap.

Prowl! el the well-earned victory., was really pleased with
90 performance of the bOys.
-especially since four °Melon
a,. are sophomores.

dinals notched

a 43 while
learnmatelakc Maas. trode in

Behind Sutton. the Huskies
had several men grouped even-

ly m Rich Fosselman chipped
.

RIF:I/ALM IN thc contest
WA Male senior transform-

in with a 40, Dean Taggart a
41. Mike Zacula a 44, and

dent Alike Sutton who feed a

Milk Royale had a rood -of

twommerpar M.

one

shot

Mead of AlliINNOWS two lop

,

were

S P GIRT'S

team

of theton

Picecl'fftre'r.welratles'Y

rth'o

/970
w'Aad:'re:;'2717.

The boys then took over the
proceedings

and

presented

coaches Pete Smith and Bob

Fr

The Arlington Jaycee Peewee hockey team were recently how
at a banquet sponsored by the Jaycees. Team manta, left

Wayne Johnsen, Bob Rwenquist, Jeff Gordon, Niter Shulis, Jim

to right, front row, are Malls Monroe, Curt Bailey, Dick Duet,
Pete Leigh, Dkk Franzen, Scoff Chanter, Ian Coolly, Randy

Ryan, Se. Whittier, Glenn Seamen and coach Vic Johnsen.
Mashie was Mike Rama

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

NOW AT YOU

Foek and Scott Whittinghill; back row are coach Bob Clark,

cored

1

ENGINER

TUNE-UP/
AND

45.

The Cards will lie involved

$
Save

Members of the McEnerney Insurance Bantam km were

30 GALLON GAS

WATER HEATER

cn yesterday by shutting out
Addison Trail, 5-0, in a nork
conference meet on the Fal-

topped

Charles Bean and Toot Berms. in the No. 2 contesi. 6-2,
MO, and Fred Melone and
Karl Buchholz whipped Peter
Chen and hlike Wolinski in
the No:1 test, 6-3.64.

LIGHT FIXTURES

Bedroom fixture

$1788

Porch fixture

REG. $22.95

SAVE $5.07

89

nap, Water. regulator, generator, fan

i

IIIer

In tgo'rh pea tni

EACH

r,.

0

GOODYEAR

SAVE 69c

10' 63.1911E0.33.05

ft.

REG. $3.79

REG. 65c

SAVE 40c

SAVE 5c

PEGBOARD

3 LINES - 5 DAYS

M5:7:57cret.iti"""

WICKES
I

"

='----------->----!-----

'A

AC.... 1.29

% AC.... $4.39
'A AC.... $5.79
% AC.... $7.49

only

77

3.90

STREAMWOOD
314 mile west of Barrington Rood
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837-6000

lil,..

'-'7-71*'

.1,

to.
,

-----------:
rOli

QII1111

REG. $10.88

REG. $12.88

11

r

CM, Chrysler, American Motors '55259
Put one of these batteries under your
hood today and get the go -power you need
at them Special Close Out Prices

'

-----,---- --1:';...--:-_..-----"
1

--1.------

Z.. -.L

--- .

-'77,

_;

-

First come...first served.
These batteries go fast.
:

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

-

-

Ad is your best buy in the areal Want
Ads are so handy for many things and

GOOD

only The Day reaches so many northwest
suburban people for such a low cost.

4111I Fr

REG. $2.98

ME 21c

r

Use

Handy Order Blank

Dial a Day.Want Ad Today! '

:

6 V 0 LT

/4.20

Day Want Ms

TEMPERED

match against Maine West that

'

---7----

la?! Sr?!

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

1E' nagentR. $4.65

FRIDAY, TIIE Cardinals
will attempt to make up a

I

MOM -SPIN BATTERY

12 VOLT

49

REG.$2.85 SAVE OVER 10%

PLYWOOD
pLYWOOD

39

their toughest
competition of the season to morrow afternoon when they

was earlier cancelled bemuse
of wet grounds at the Red birds' home course.

BATTERY

CLOSE OUT. SALE

I

rival Prospect.

car at tide low price.

CHARGE IT NOW... PAY LATER

8' LENGTH

EXTERIOR

Use anywhere sheathing is required. Assoc. grade stamped.

'''' C,'''

prim

cd douvreersb, lei at rY4

pons, breezeways. Admit
light,
keep out heat and
damaging sun rays. 264

$

SHEATHING

l'IMIt

,

formed og your

pit most Fords 'S6'89,

STUDS

trait! ro the Mount Prospect
Country Club for an imporlint conference meeting with

belt. Maud.

A completerail change Ls Included fa fhb low sale

-

wide.
WHITE GREEN YELLOW

1/2" CDX EXTERIOR

Kiln dried. Assoc. grade
stamped. Trimmed to exact
lengths. Precision cut.

When you have our Goghro
all change

menpresalon, end betlary

5M

2"x 4"x 8'

"

carburetor & choke; clean fuel bowL air filter &
battery; check ignition wires, condenser, distributor

Deeplycornigated for added

Hall light

REG. $1.58

probably

The Huskies will be enterCoined tomorrow at Fremd
when the Vikings host a
triangular golf meet with vis
hind Lake" Park High School
meltingly the third parry.

IMPant Pings; check and meet timing& points: adjuet

FIBERGLASS PANELS

Wickes has the fixture for any
home decor, including outdoor
lights.

sturdy plastic panel, and
double towel bars. Adds
privacy to your bath.

L BE

waved

4

4
CHOICE

Heavy duty, anodized
aluminum frame with

Dick blartin captured the No.
metal over Km Brom, 6-0.

in

$5.98

MARBLE TILEBOARD HOMY sVE 51.51 $6.98
COLORED NAILS-PREFINISHED MOULDINGS
Wickes hes ell your paneling needs.

ME Van

BATHTUB ENCLOSURE

:Martin won the No 2 battle

Placek

MC.$5.98 SAVE Floe $4.98

-11V

over Ken Skopek, 6-1, 6-3: and

John

week
only

,

THE
MIGHTY
MITE!

G.$4.49sAge 50e

VINYLFACE° CHESTNUT

UPRIGHT SUMP PUMP $29.95
REG. $35.77

en.

$399BXFH

Full

VINYLFACE°0AK...

REG. $44.95
SAVE $5.07

cons' home courts.
Coach
Doug Thoknan's
squad is now 3-0 and mill carry
that record into its NISI. open-

quality.

%. thick. Beautiful
wood grain.

88

this season, remained unheat.

Trail, Scott Vaughn defeated
11111
Fredericks in the No. I
singles match. 6-1. 61, Don

First

Mark Santa, Rill DeVer. Tim Paulsen, Jack Connery, Don
Larson, Tom McInerney and Rad Malec; back row, coach Bill

PANELING

shut-off cannot

the season. The boys are left to right, front row, Steve Smethurst,

Forestall, Tom Cronin, Bernie Klemm, Dick Glass, Gary Glender, Bill Ridgeway, John Miller and coach Pete Smith. Miming
from the picture were Dave Reiter, Neil Schmidt and Pete Bow -

honorcd by the Adington Jaycees following the completion of

CHAMPION MAHOGANY

today. Glass -fined tank. 100% safety

Arlington nudges
Hersey linksmen by
two stroke margin
first big stop lowenfvelial they
hope to he a championship

awards

team.
He was captain of the team and
played

SALE STARTS APRIL 16 thru 22nd

In doubles play, Bill Joyce

JI

«V

The

Heights was given the MVP

REG. $84.49 SAVE $14.61

Forest View's tennis team,
expected to comand for the
Mid -Suburban League title

and

801 Earl GoIlviow Drive

a

the

this

china lavatory

3.

Nam name

Baball
American tog.se

THE BALANCE of

them. Each boy who played

19"x17" vitreous

unbeaten

AGE

Wall oll entdes to:

E

squad.

toting conducted on both of

88

$

er against Elk Grove Thurs-

15

"NICKNAME OUR TEAM CONTEST"

10606060

affair

fenscman and captain of the

presented on Me basis of bal.

El

Put an end to those cold showers

AGAINST ADDISON

If

the evening's

Clean, functional styling complements any decor.

STYRENE

I

chided

tam team. He also was a de -

evening consisted of presentinn
warn jackets to
the boys who had purchased

PIECE BATH SET

day. The meet is scheduled for
4:15 pm. at Forest View.

eiffiff /trek /0.6:

nark wog... men 004 -

play
on
the
Insurance Ban-

A complete sit designed for total bathroom beauty and convenience.

Forest View
netters stay

:t

o

that the past season wasjust the
beginning of what shook! be as
'meat program in years to

oiNioNE.,SPECIAL

,,,,,

mark, a four -time sectioisal
winner. threemear conference

E

PRIZES
II
I. A $25 swings bond 1

«I

outstanding
McEnerney

boas,

AT

SH0P&

tae

final.

Willa Hardware.

In recognition of the appreelelion, the Jaycees presented
McEnerney with a framed,
autographed picture of the
McEnerney insurancesquad.

el' eat rcc

Lineman of the Week.
With track. baeball,
If
and tennis still to be heard
from, it is feasible that the Pal
may pad their traditional
all-smte roster

00.,11,--,-., ,,,o

The following year. though,

de. of Mourn Prospect
and be 16 soon of age

4)1

with the MVP trophy for his

with a speech. He said in part,

proved to be one or the finest in

CONTEST RULES
I. Entrants mart be resi-

ens

support of the Bantam team.

of the hook .Hockey".
Clark, chairman of the peel

ba ckcJ

Map Today as the Puy

.1970

Clark With autographed copies

AWards.

mnior was recognized by the
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Bernie Klemm, also of Arlington Heights, wM presented

THE
evening wm the presentation
of the Mom Valuable Player

sists per grid game. The rugged

wActtnri;7,

McEnerney Inman., was
rompthed for his financial

HIGHLIGHTING

A STRONG desire for tom

Brooks

dling as he lad his teammates
to a fourth -place finish during
the 1963-64 track season with
a rip-roaring :21.6 in the 220 -

youth hockey program with a

dinner at the Fellowship Half day. The banquet wmattended Jaycees.
The evening opened when
of the Congregational United
by 130 people, conslidog of
Church of Christ last Thum- players, made., funnies end Jim McEnerney, owner of

of

kept Palatine's traditMn kin-

Mount Prospect American Legion

1969-70

average of IS tackles and as-

The 1967-68 campaign was

competitors had hardly died
before Jeff Keller and Bill
Bahnfleth began reviving the

IWOMile

MiCe's

the midst of completion.

their

tam won responsible for Carr%

and thus established a standard
Mat has yet to be rewritten.

THE TALK of elated

wee

full seconds.
And while this season is still

Huai -our. Ron Koalicki

highest career scorer this area
has ever produced. Prospect,
Tom Lundstedt is second with

teams.

amain. Keller received 19655

highest achievements of any U
of W undergrad.

wonder Mat Ron's standards
Will top the Pirate basketball
Record hooks. He is also the

1962-63 season was
also a profitable one for Pulatine. The ma
reputation

victor, chant mold of nine
wins in rota finds com-

000t. as he departed with the

ship.
The

mates grabbed the limelight
with a second-placc finish
among the state's hest track

GORDON LED the, eon,

cd up on unbelieveable 90-2

paved the way for Meralk.
return to state competition
during the 106062 campaign.
The svell-built .senior Fit

ONLY IN the 1966-67
campagn
Ott did dm Pirates fail lo
athlete with the cam
name
sate
eMmarked for all ate status,
Trackmen dominated the
Pirates' reprezmaation with

with

CLUCK, COMPETING in
the I03 -pound division, rock-

breaking 59.5yr heave.
Season I humoverneni

decade, Palmine has been represented by either a state
Champion or an all -state scleralion in nine of 10 years, a most
rapiarkable accomplishment.

tribution

the Pirate's men playing court

The fallowing seas., Onion Andrew Merutka aMenp
ed no the states premiere
shot putter wi/h an 99.h.

achievements while also gainlog statewide recogriltiOn for
cantributions in the field of
athletics,
Specifically, during the past

six

hack:mot niers ma bred on

Pallier, with a mcord-shattem
ing :19.7 in the 18(1 -yard low
hurldar while cohort Riche111
Welty added a second in the
440-yord run in /89.8.

Aad. Sperb Ed.

closed

won HOURS

f

aN

N Aid 101 OM

723 W. Dundee Rd.

3007 Kirchoff Rd.

(In the Grove Shopping Center)

It block E. of Rt. 831

(Across from Rolling Meadows Shopping

Elk Grove Village

Wheeling

:593-6730

E

MON INNU

RI BMA TO PM
Ma NAM TO PM

1015 Grove Mall

MB, 50 IS, OW 0.90_

Open Mon. ihmErt. bib a p.m,

541-2120 Open Mom throfri.10 e p.m.

Cent.

Rolling Meadows
255-36000,1nm.

are DEMI,' p.m.

1180 Oakton St.

9503 N. Milwaukee

102 E. Rand Rd.

(Comer Lee 8000.)

(Across from Golf Mill 5hopping Center)

(Across from Rendhurst)

Niles

Mt. Prospect

..
Plaines
OR
255-7200 296-6640 :2975360 Des
open mon The. Di.. 9

p.m.

967.9550 op.n Mon. thin Di. 'til e pm. 392.8181 open man. ihn, N. 'ail 9 p.m.

r
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By Jan Bone
Qualified men and women
who would like to
considered for positions on the Archdiocese of Chicago School
policy -making
Board,
the
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hntph Ihleuist

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My oldest daughter and I were very close when she was single.
We were against the marriage, I mean my husband and I. Don't
get me wrong, I'm not an interfering mother-in-law, but since she
got married we grew very far apart as far as not even talking to

/

PLEA

each other. Do you see us ever getting close again? Will my
youngest girl ever find the one she loves and get married? And

Ziq

THE UMBRELIA

YOU BORROW

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I enjoy your column very much. My brother, who is 21, was
just sent overseas to Vietnam. Do you see him returning safely?
Also, my other brother, 24, who lives in California with his wife,
is listed 2-S anc1 will be graduating in June. Do you see him being

drafted, or will he move back to Chicago? Will we move out
there? Do you see me losing weight soon?

Catholic archdiocese sets
school policy hearings
Northwest suburban parish
school boards will soon have a

chance to express their opinion on Catholic archdiocesan
school board policies.

Dates for six hearings, including one for north Cook

Don't give away those baby clothes. I'm feeling two more and Lake County, were set

- Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I would like to know about my injury case, if I will receive
.

-money to pay up the bills. We are also planning a trip out of
Chicago. Will everything turn out well, going and coming home?
Will we move out of state when my husband retires?
A Mother, Roselle

Dear Mother:
I feel you will receive money to pay the bills, and I feel very
good with your trip. When your husband retires I feel you will
move to a southern state.

non-Catholics, or paying students priority over those who
cannot pay the fees.
--Whether parents should
retain the veto over tuitions set
by a parish school board and
pastor to raise what they consider "necessary" funds to run

Monday evening by the Catholic archdiocesan school board.
The hearings will take place
May 12 and 13, with locations

the school.

to be announced within a few

hearings.

days.
Martin J. Lowery, chair-

man, said the board wants par-

The policies to be discussed
at the hearings affect only the
elementary schools operated

ish school boards' views on

by Catholic parishes within

three topics:
--The feasibility of inter parish cooperation in offering
school services, including op-

the northwest suburbs.

The parish school boards

Catholic high schools like

The board holds monthly
meetings, and special meetings
and public hearings as required.

binding on subordinate (parish

the Archdiocese of Chicago
School Board, 430 N. Mich-

"We urge interested indi- pastors, principals and staffs of
viduals to take the initiative schools within the archand apply," said Martin J. diocese. The board's conLowery, a dean of DePaul stitution and bylaws provide
University and chairman of that it "shall be broadly reprethe board.
sentative of the Catholic com"People who are concerned munity of the Archdiocese of
for good Catholic schools and Chicago and shall be responthe wise solution of broad sible for the policies governing
school problems in the arch- elementary and secondary
diocese can also make a contri- schools in the Archdiocese."

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE!

WAYNE'S PIZZ

8 p.m. Thursday, April 16, at
the O'Hare Inn, Des Plaines.
The North Lakes Division
and the Northwest Suburban
Division of the Illinois Education Assn. is sponsoring the
dinner.

More than 50 teachers will
greet state representatives and
elected education officials.

Among the guests will be
Representatives

Chapman

and

Eugenia
Eugene

Schlickman.

MAKE MINE...

s

P

L

12 14
16
$1.75 $2.501E3.00

Cheese
Olive

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.75
2.00
2.00

1/2 Cheese 1/2 Sausage
All Cheese & Sausage
Cheese & Anchoyy
Cheese & Mushroom

Cheese, Sausage, Mushroom
Green Pepper, & Onion
Pepperoni
Bacon

2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
3.25
3.75
2.75
2.75

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
4.00
4.50
3.50
3.50

Extra Portions - 25c each

1618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

St. Viator, Arlington Heights,

and Sacred Heart of Mary,
Rolling Meadows, are owned
and operated by religious orders. Principals of the schools
work with the archdiocesan
school board superintendent,
the Rev. Robert Clark, and his
aides, but arc not directly accountable to him.

PH: CL5-2441

Experts
in

Delivery after .5:00 p.m.

THINK PIZZA! THINK WAYNE!

REPAIRS
REMODELING

No Job
Too BIG or small

Aide-de-camp

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

Louis Hartig, 1174 Bosworth Ln., Elk Grove Village,
has been appointed a national
aide-de-camp, recruiting class,
Veterans of Foreign Wars.

345 N. Wolf Rd.

Wheeling, III.

537-6020

erating Catholic schools on a
JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will answer the questions of Day readers in this column. Letters should
he signed, but names will he omitted if the writer requests it.
Write to DeLouise in care of Day Publications, 722 Center St.,
Des Plaines 600/6.

are being chosen for
recognition as "Examples of
rently

'the

,116

UR BEST BUY!

We've been doing your homework for months, to bring you a whole new world of fine furnishings we could honestly mark "Your nest Buy?
The result ... a terrific collection of sofas, chairs, bedroom pieces ... everything a lucky family could own, a tempting choice of styles,
all Advance Sale Priced within the reach of even the most mini budgets. So why not open the door to savings and take the values in!

FOR A SPECIAL TIME ONLY

Outstanding youth projects
from throughout Illinois curat

basis --rather than
parish by parish.
--Whether admission policies of parish schools should
give Catholics priority over

Tom

Conference
to recognize
youth projects

Excellence"

regional

White

House Conference on Children and Youth, according to
W. F. Brissenden of Spring-.
field, chairman of the Illinois
Com.-nittee for the 1970 White
House Conference.

The positive and exciting
activities of Illinois youth will
be spotlighted at the youth sec-

Your Child's

Color
Portrai
Only

tion of the national conference, to be held in June, 1971,
in Washington, D.C., Brissen-

99

t

C

(13 Years and Older, $2.95)

den said. The youth conference will be the last of two na/lona' meetings in conjunction

with the 1970 White House
Conference on Children and
Youth.

The first section will convene Dec. 12-18, 1970, and
will focus on the child under
14 years of age. The youth sec-

tion will concentrate on persons 14-25 years of age.
County assessment chairmen have been asked to nominate youth projects and activi-

".4

4,4t.f`

ties now for consideration as

SAVE $60 ON A FABULOUS KROEHLER SOFA TAILORED IN RICH LEATHER -LIKE NAUGAHYDE!

"Examples

of Excellence,"
Brissenden said. These nomi-

nations will be forwarded to

Just look at this outstanding value! A 'nixed° sofa with a striking Decorator look. Beautifully
tailored in richblack vinyl kid -the carefree upholstery that wipes clean with a damp cloth.

the federal conference staff,
which will make on -site visits

and select examples to high-

Elaborately tufted seat, back and arms made cloud soft and so comfortable with the generous use
of deep polyurethane foam cushioning. Hidden casters provide easy mobility to simplify house
cleaning and rearrangement. The value isn't just skin deep ... this is quality Kroehler furniture.
... with costly coil spring construction, expert tailoring; a sturdy kiln dried frame -plus features
you can expect from this lama's maker. Hurry in -save during our Advance Sale!

light at the conference.
Among activities eligible
for consideration are those
sponsored by local chapters of
national organizations, such as
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts,
YMCA, YWCA, Boys Clubs,
4-H Clubs; federal programs,

Turn -Style Is offering a full 5x7" natural -color
photograph of your children for just 99c per child!

Such as Office of Economic
Opportunity, Neighborhood'
Youth Corps and Community
Action Programs; state
groups, such as the Illinois
Youth Commission (now juve-

Each Is mounted In a handsome feather -edged
presentation folder you'll be proud to display.

-

Photos Taken While You Shop
No Appointment Necessary!

fihe division of the Department of Corrections); church
or school related groups; mayor's youth groups, or independent youth organizations.

Youths who are trying to
tackle social action programs

as well as those involved in
creative projects, such as films,

art and business, are to be included, Brissenden said.

In Arlington His., April 20 Thru 26
.47

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SATURDAY'
SUNDAY

10 a,m. to 7:30 p.m.
10 a,m. to 5:30 p.m.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

IN ARLINGTON HTS. SHOP DAILY 10 A.M.
TO 9:30 P.M., SUNDAY 10 TO 6

SALE HOURS

MON., THURS., AND FRI. 9:30 - 9:30
TUES., WED., AND SAT. 9:30 - 6:00
SUNDAYS 11:00 - 5:00

14_,/y6tQL

FREE DELIVERY
within 50 mile radius
of Rolling Meadows

.

s

11

.

After Sale Price $238.00
CREDIT TERMS

AVAILABLE

atPotte,
259-5660

s

0S

$1780°
JaitP

(1

LAY -A -WAY
A Small Deposit Will Hold Your Purchase For Future Delivery. Planning a
New Home or Apartment? We'll Hold
Your Purchase FofYoul

to

and district) school boards,

will be asked to suggest other

topics for discusstion at the

offer

ter and a brother.

An appreciation dinner will
be given for elected officials at
Rainstick Junction Is open again! Mary Alice Hughes, Chicago secretary, fords an umbrella to
suit her taste at Rainstick Junction, which the Chicago and North Western Railway places in its
main Chicago terminal each spring for the benefit of its thousands of commuters. The bumbershoots are those which accumulated during the previous fall and winter months in the railroad's
Lost and Found Dept. and were never claimed. Commuteis are free to borrow umbrellas from
Rainstick Junction, withobt charge. The road asks only that they be returned so that they may continue to perform a service for commuters caught unprepared in the next shower. More than 2,000
umbrellas have passed through Rainstick Junction, now in its ninth year of operation.

to

serve."

'

elected officials

I feel the money from your home should be coming very soon
now, if you haven't already gotten it by the time you read this.

children.

serves

Teachers plan
dinner for

RV,

ing marital happiness. I feel no change in your husband's job, and

Dear Mrs. S.:

well -qualified

religious orders --a priest, a sis-

ments.
9

laymen, a diocesan priest and a

sister from an order which

527-3200 or by writing her at

submit panels of nominess to

I do feel you and your daughter will ford a common ground
again, but it will help if you let her know you love her and will
make no demands on her and offer no criticism of her married
life. As she grows older, I feel you will become good friends
again. I don't feel a problem with your younger daughter's find-

bution by persuading individuals they consider especially

School Board is made up of
seven laymen, four diocesan
All decisions of the Arch priests and three members of diocesan School Board are

interview candidates and to

V.S., Mount Prospect

TO BE APPOINTED to the

board this year will be three

mentary and high schools in.
Cook and Lake counties, may
get application forms by call-

John Cardinal Cody, archbishop, who makes appoint-

Dear V.S.:

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
We are to move in the near future. I have many baby clothes
and things that I would like to give away before I move. We have
too children now, and I would like to know if you see any more
for us.
Mrs. S., Hoffman Estates

1

-

body for 506 Catholic ele-

igan Av., Chicago 60611.
Five vacancies will be filled
Nominating committees are
being organized to screen and

(MORROW

when will we get our money from the other home we owned? Will
my husband change jobs?

Dear P.J.:
Yes, I feel your brother will return safely, and I don't feel your
other brother will be drafted. I feel you will be moving out West
eventually, and I do see you losing weight, after you get the right
incentive, a certain heart-throb.

-

in the archdiocesan
school system.
Archdiocesan
full
The

ing Miss Patricia Petelle at

P.J., Mount Prospect

ger

Archdiocese school board seeks
candidates for five vacancies

Tomorrow
Is Today
Ih

r

I

BUDGET TERMS
LYNELL'S BUDGET TERMS
AS USUAL OR USE YOUR

MIDWEST BANK CARD

WEATHER
Tonight:

Partly

cooler, low near 40s. Tomor-'
Partly

row:

sunny,

Telephone

4.

cloudy,

2554400

cooler.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 252

alit

111.1111C

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 Pages

Thursday, April 16, 1970'
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aceo ©Till
Creek in Prospect Heights it is
expected that the state will be

the bureau of operations of the
Illinois Division of Waterways, met with PHOTSD officials for the survey to in-

doing less work on the creek

vestigate trouble areas along

this spring than had been origi-

the creek.

As a result of last Saturday's

I

r

on -site survey of McDonald

nally requested by the Prospect Heights Old Town Sanitary District (PHOTSD).

Emory Kilpatrick, chief of

Chairman of the McDonald

Creek Committee of
PHOTSD, Jack Gilligan, 36
Lynnbrook, Prospect Heights,

said Kilpatrick told the group
the state would probably not
be able to provide as much aid
as had originally been discussed by John Guillou of the
division of waterways.
Gilligan said that the areas
where the state should be able
to help are mainly at the Soo
Line Railroad crossing south

'

Arnie
er !''ves U
to un rmed store gent
An armed robber surrendered Tuesday night to an

Editors of the Hersey High School Correspondent, a student newspaper, are hard at work on
their next awarding -winning edition. The Correspondent recently received for the third straight
semester the All-American award from the National Scholastic Press Association. Publication of
the paper began in September, 1968. Shown from left are: Dianne Gardner, feature editor; George
Soloman, sports editor; Brendan O'Connel, co-editor; Bruce Myers, assistant sports editor; and
Ted Moravec, news editor.

Des Plaines, Chicago tax
offices busy at deadline
Business picked up at the
Des Plaines Federal Internal
Revenue Service office and at
the Illinois Department of Re yesterday, according to spokesmen in the two offices.

John Hill, office manager at

the Des Plaines office of the
Revenue

Internal

Service,

which provides aid to the entire northwest suburban area,

to the Chicago office, it would
have been done in time.
Hill also said that the office

remained open for a period a
few minutes to accommodate
the persons who came to the
office asking for forms just after the door closed. The advisory end of the operations were
shut down at 5 p.m.

3,000 persons who came to the
office yesterday, according to
a spokesman there. The information center in Chicago was
not quite as busy as last Mon-

day, however, the spokesman
said.

About 800,000 forms were
handled in the office in Chicago this week, bringing the

unofficial total there to

AT THE CHICAGO office 3,200,000 forms received. The
of the Illinois Department of spokesman said they still exRevenue, 1,100 regular and pect to receive a minimum of
persons who came into the of- - temporary employes handled 800,000 forms over the next
fice and 221 phone calls dur- 5,000 telephone calls and three days.

three regular staff
personnel and four back-ups
handled the business of 223

said that

ing the eight working hours

Post offices get
heavy tax mail

sons who came in during the
week

from

Monday

through yesterday was an increase of 20 to 25 per cent over
previous weeks. Eight hundred persons came to the office

for help, and 700 phoned in
requests. This is different than
in former years, according to
Hill when in the last week the
volume of business usually
slacks off.

ONE POINT of business
which was heavy this year, Hill

said, was requests for extension of time. Hill said the Des
Plaines office did not actually
handle them but did stamp the
copy of the request for the extension so that when it was sent

from Wieboldts department
store.
The agent said, "I chased af-

ter the man and he turned
around a couple of times and

pointed the gun at me, as if
he were planning to shoot it.
I put my hand in my coat to
look like I was drawing a gun.
and I told him to halt or I
would shoot."

Policeman
uses Mace

away from me" and then ran

A Des Plaines police officer

Des Plaines, from trying to escape arrest.
Police identified the man as
Robert G. Barcal, 27, of 1413

E. Lowden. He was charged
with resisting arrest, driving
with a suspended license and

Several post offices in the
Northwest suburbs

reported

that increased volumes of in-

come tax return forms were
handled through their offices
yesterday.

Last night at midnight was
the deadline for all state and
federal income tax forms to be
postmarked, and many post offices had made special ar-

rangement for midnight mail
pickups.

Robert Proebstfe, assistant

postmaster in Arlington
Heights, said that

between

8,000 and 10,000 pieces of tax
mail were moved through Arlington Heights, Rolling Mead-

ows and Elk Grove Village
offices, yesterday.
Assistant post master in
Wheeling, Leonard Kunowski,

said that yesterday was

their heaviest day for tax mail.
The only post office not re-

porting an increase was in
Mount Prospect. Superintendent of Mails Ralph Palubicki
said that the mail volume decreased as the April 15 deadline approached.

out of the shopping center.

Police said Cazzato began
running across the parking lot
with the security agent in pursuit. Police said that Cazzato
apparently became tired and
short of breath and thinking
the agent really had a gun, surrendered.

Meetings

and

when he learned that the po-

et he tore it from the policeman's hands and started to run
across the parking lot.
Police said when Barcal became violent the policeman
used Mace, which did not seem
to affect Barcal. Persons in the

Mount Prospect Village

Board and Park District
joint meeting, Village Hall;
8 p.m.

Aikey Ford building saw the

Gripe
Of The

officer having trouble and
called the police for help. Po-

Day

lice said when help arrived
Barcal was, finally
hended.

The person who uses the

appre-

last of the ice cubes and

Barcal was taken to Holy

puts the tray back without
refilling it.

Family Hospital where he was
treated. He was then taken to
the police station.

said they are hoping to have
improved are the culvert unMcDonald
bridge where silt has accumu-

and an area west of

Schoenbeck Rd. between
Schoenbeck and Windsor. Dr.
where the channel is extremely
narrow.

He explained that the area
where the channel is narrow is

station he admitted to police
that he was responsible for a
similar incident at Goldblatts
in Randhurst March 26.
Police said they put Cazzato

extremely bad because when
the land north of there is developed the creek will not be able

to handle all the runoff from
the land.

Camper
destroyed
by fire

Kilpatrick will be taking the

day of the problem areas along
with the other information

learned from the survey to
Springfield this week to dis-

sion of Waterways staff and
Guillou, said Gilligan.
It

is likely that PHOSTD

and the Division of Waterways
will reach some suitable compromise on the actual amount
of work to be done, he said.
At a meeting several weeks
ago Guillou told the PHOTSD
representatives that if permits
were acquired from all property owners along the creek, that
state equipment could be

brought in to clear the stream

to provide some flood relief
this spring.
Since that time Gilligan and

his committee have obtained
permits from Schoenbeck Rd.
to the Soo Line crossing, from
all but four property owners.
He said that his committee
will be discussing the various
locations along the creek
where possible property damage could occur when the
heavy equipment is brought in.

He explained that they are
concerned that the work will
be done with as much safety
and as little damage to the
property owners as possible.
The actual time for work to
begin or the amount to be done
will not be known until
PHOTSD is notified by the Division of Waterways, Gilligan
said.

A $2,500 camper trailer was

destroyed by fire last night at
River Rand Mobil Homes,

1330 Rand. The camper was
engulfed in flames before the
Des Plaines Fire Dept. arrived.
Firemen from one fire truck
put out the blaze within minutes after they arrived, but it
was too late to salvage the

gimow

strain
SAYS
Cubs opener wasn't a complete victory. The ushers and
the crowd fought to a tie.

fire.

was

liceman was writing out a tick-

cuss the project with the Divi-

Rd. crosses the creek.
Other areas that Gilligan

lated

POLICE SAID after Caz- camper. Firemen said they
zato was brought to the police could not tell what caused the

Des Plaines Court May 22.
Bond was set at $1,000.
Police said Barcal
stopped for speeding,

yards from where Wheeling

at

at the agent and said "Get

had to use Mace last night to
stop a Mount Prospect man at
the Aikey Ford parking lot,

photographs taken on Satur-

Another area mentioned for
in a line-up and two officials
$10,000, and Cazzato is to ap- from Goldblatts picked Caz- improvement is in the Country
Gardens area.
pear in Niles Criminal Court zato out as the one who held
Gilligan added that
them up in March.
April 28.
PHOSTD thinks there are
Police
said
they
found
agent
a
THE SECURITY
many more areas where the
said he saw a man go into the cooking kit and hypodermic emergency work should be
fitting room with a sport coat. needles on Cazzato who told done but after the survey it was
The agent said he went in to police that he is a heroin user decided that some of the areas
the boot next to C-izzato, look- and that he had taken the cure are not accessible with the
ed over the top of the booth at Bridewell House of Correc- quipment the state would be
and saw him put the sport coat tion in Chicago previously, bringing in.
on underneath his overcoat but he is back on narcotics.
The McDonald Creek Comand then leave the booth.
mittee has written to Guillou
The agent said he apto get confirmation on the
proached the man in the hallstates intention to bring in the
way outside the store, showed
equipment, he said and it is exCazzato his badge and then
pected that work will begin
Cazzato pulled out a automatwithin about three weeks.
weapons. Bond was set

ic pistol, pointed and cocked it

in arrest

speeding. Barcal is to appear in

the office was open.
Hill said the number of perlast

unarmed Wieboldts security
agent at the Boxwood apartments across from Randhurst
Shopping Center. The robber
allegedly stole a sport coat

Police charged Peter M.
Cazzato, 30, of 1661 E. Howard St., Des Plaines, for armed
robbery, aggravated assault,
theft, and unlawful use of

Wolf; an area immediately up
stream from the Soo Line culverts where hydraulic improvements are needed; and'
clearing of a log jam 50 to 60

of the bridge at Euclid and der the Camp

0

ac

E.S.

Mount Prospect woman
dies after fall in bathroom

Learning
disorders unit
meet tonight

A 53 -year -old Mount Pros-

The Council on

tinder - pect widow died last night af-

standing Learning Disabilities ter cutting her left arm to the
(COULD) will have an inter- bone in a fall in the bathroom
nationally know authority on of her home.
the neurological aspects of
Pronounced dead at Northwest Community Hospital was
learning at tonight's meeting.
Michael Vuckovitch, will Mrs. Marian McDowell, 53, of
speak at 8:15 p.m. in the Pros- 1602 Palm Dr.
pect High School little theater,
Cook County sheriff's po-

lice and Mount Prospect police and firemen responded to
a call from Mrs. McDowell's
open to anyone sharing con- neighbor, Mrs. Pauline Stein801

W.
Kensington Rd.,
Mount Prospect.
COULD in its fourth year is

cern for children handicapped
by learning disorders.

bart. Mrs. Steinbart told police
that Mrs. McDowell's 15 -

year -old daughter had come to
her home, and told her that her
mother was bleeding.
Police said they found Mrs.

McDowell face down on the
kitchen floor with the telephone receiver under her.
Police said Mrs. McDowell

had fallen and had struck a
sharp object cutting her artery.

Police arc not sure what cut
her arm.
Mrs. McDowell's body was
taken to Haire Funeral .Home,
Arlington Heights.

Problems o poor outlined at hearing
By Bob Casey

Seven suburban legislators

got an earful about hunger,
health care and houSing problems among their constituents
at a hearing last Sunday sponsored by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference's
Operation Breadbasket.
State Reps. Eugenia S.
Chapman and Eugene F.
Schlickman, both of Arlington
Heights, were among the law-

makers who listened to and
were occasionally berated by
more than 20 witnesses during
the 4 -hour hearing held at a junior high school in Evanston.

STAN KAPUSCIK, project director for Operation Nutrition of the Cook County Of-

fice of Economic Opportunity, told the 450 -member audience that there are 30,000
families or a total of 120,000
persons in suburban Cook
County who are not receiving
proper nutrition.
Louis Archbold, of Elk

Grove Village's Neighbors at
Work, told of the unsafe hous-

hands of township supervisors.
"I hear again and again how

ing conditions that led to evictions leaving several Mexican American families homeless
Archbold
last December.

the township supervisors can
respond directly to the needs
of the people because they are
right there locally," said Mrs.

blasted Elk Grove Township.

Chapman.

DONALD

MALDONADO

of Norwesco said there are

ly," she said. "Many of our
older people have to move in

them migrants from Texas, living in the northwest suburban
area.

with their married sons and

800

less families and received some
support from Mrs. Chapman.

that our townships have been
the answer to our problems,"
she said. "I believe something

The average family size if
5.2 persons, Maldonado said,
and the average income is less
than $3,000 per year.
"We find that 90 per cent of

we could accomplish would be
to get this public assistance off

live in

"A few weeks ago Sheriff
township telling the Republican township officials about
the haircuts he'd been giving
at the county jail," Archbold
said, referring to Woods' famous pictures of shorn Conspiracy 7 defendants.

"THE NEXT TIME he

the township level and on to
the county level," she said.
"I do think you're better off

having caseworkers working
with the people rather than
elected township officials who
are real estate salesmen or who

wants to. play barber, I suggest
he give these Republican representatives (township officials) a haircut and get the hair
out of their eyes so they can see
these problems," he said.
Mrs. Chapman agreed, saying that welfare assistance

knows what else," said Mrs.

should be v -taken out of the

Matijevich of North Chicago.

Chapman.

Other state representatives
at the hearing were Alan John-

ston of Kenilworth, Harold,
Katz of Glencoe, Arthur Simmons of Skokie, Daniel Pierce

of Highland Park and John

America) worker from Round
Lake, told of the problems in
getting public assistance for
medical aid to poor persons in
Lake County.

Mexican -

than

"AS I SEE IT, I don't see

Joe Woods was out in the

Mike Powell, a VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to

American families, many of

more

ent to the problems of home-

officials, calling them indiffer-

find the ways and means to put
up more housing for the elder-

the people I'm talking about

daughters in order to keep going. Living by themselves is an.
impossibility and it is a harddren."

IN ONE FAMILY, he said,
the father was unable to afford
eyeglasses for himself and one

Social security benefits, she
said, must be raised.

of his children. He said the
family is being forced on to

ship to live with their chil-

shacks or chicken
coops," he said.
Mrs. Bessie Gottlieb, 79 year -old resident of Wilmette,
told the lawmakers of the diffi-

single person and $250 for a
couple they could get along
very nicely," said -Mrs. Gott-

culty senior citizens have in

lieb.

meeting rising living costs on a
fixed -income budget.

"HOW CAN A senior citizen exist on $50 or $55 in Social Security payments a
month?" Mrs. Gottlieb asked.
"How Can he 'get the food he
really needs to continue in
good health?"
"I hope our legislators can

"ON $150 A MONTH for a

An

Evanston

housewife

lion annual appropriation of
state funds and more federal
breakfast money.

--ENACTMENT OF consumer protection laws establishing legal limits for carrying
charges, finance charges, etc.

--Requiring adequate price

welfare rolls because of the father's low earnings.
At the hearing's end, Operation Breadbasket officials

information on consumer
goods and limiting shelf life of
certain products.

presented their proposals for
relief of hunger and bad hous-

--Legislation protecting the
right of home ownership by
'changing the conditions for

ing to the state representative.

with eight children told the
lawmakers that minimum income levels for the federal

--A state program for free
breakfasts for school children,
including an additional $5 mil-

THEY INCLUDED:

-Removal of all means tests

as criteria for eligibility for

contract sales and making
mandatory the accrual of
equity on all contract pur-

food stamp plan should be

public assistance in Illinois.

chases.

raised. Large families making
as much as $8,000 or $12,000
annually are having difficulties feeding their children,
the woman said.

--Enforcement of building
codes to eliminate slum housing and a program to increase
the supply of low-income
housing in the suburbs.

--A livable minimum wage
for all workers including migratory laborers who work on
farms and in Illinois orchards
and canneries.
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Clarhe College
alumnae meet

MSD acting chief speaks

Herbert F Grobc

Included in dne problems he

mitered town the cornet at
tuition of the Weller Credo
flooding and the proposal by
Mount Prospect that a 900-

the acting 'superintendent

of the Metropolitan &ninny
District of Greater Chicago
WSW.

II en Sosewirt, told
20 members of the
Mount Prospect Chamber of
Commerce, last night that to

aerertl. reservoir be conga/ode& jointly
by 5150, Des
Plaines,
Arlington Heights
and Mount Prospect.

about

solve the probIrm of pollution.,
technology will have to be de-

POSEWITZ SAID
that
Mount Prospect as the sponsor
of the project has not made sufficient progress in the past.two
years to warrant responsiveaetion for such a eostlysproject.

veloped that will "return the
residue of man's eiviligation to
where it came from."
He said that the three
sources for mares existence are
"air, land and water." "For

He tickled that Blount Pros-

the mates that man creates
from thesewill hove to bc returned to their original form,"

pect as

from Lake Michigan. This water is now used by NIS..
MSD will also be playing

AN THE. GUEST speaker at

the Chamber of Commerce
membership meeting at Old

for or five majoi problems
confronting

the village of
Prospect in which

Blount

MSD will ham a key position
in finding.' solution.

School
I Men,us

TO be served Friday in Ao.
liogion, Prospect, Mk Grove
Wheeling, Hersey and From
View high schools in Djstrict
214:

Main dish done choice)
thuringer. beef liver. pizza

wiener in

a hon. Vegetabl
Pone choice), loot potato salad

sauerkraut. applectuce. Salad
(one choice): fruit juice, tossed
salad,

relish dish.
struwberry. sliced

melded
peaches

fruit welaail. Polo
muffin and tamer. milk.
Available desserts: aprico
halves, cherry gelatin, peach
crunch, peanut butter cake
orange cool...
grape,

of the

DAMP water commithion is
seeking a new water source

he explained.

Orchard Country Club in
Mount Prospect. Sosewitz
gave a general background
anJ outline of MSD and its op.
eration.
He explained that there are

member

a

role In Mount Prospect's efforts to obtain legisletion to
fund Phase four of the Weller
Creek construction project.

MOUNT PROSPECT will
from the proposed
O'Hare
Treatment

benefit

NI SD
plant. said Sosewity Plan for
that project are now bring delayed because 010071 proco

duns with the city of Des
Plaines on the issued' awning
ordinance
prohibiting the
project. he said.

AN ADDITIONAL connection between Mount Prospect and NISI) is a bond issue.
sold by BIS° when the sewer
system was constructed. Somid.sow That revenue is

now being paid to NISI) by the

He sold that Mount Prospect was the only community
where MSD her over done the
Original funding of sewer con-

structi.

their interceptors to mach the communities, he mid. and the commit.
NISDon

builds

nide. are then expected to construct sewers to reach the MSD
htterceptory

Bomoutnthnnto

son

Sated ty

ant of Cook County Sosewnx
tad it includes area whsre

Hat. I

sl

the

existing.

N. Mein St, Mount Prom.,

060 square miles.

MOD has More than 300
miles of interceptor sewer and
brings wastes from the entire
area which includes the oily of
Chicago into threw major
treating plants.
The district operates several
smeller treatment plants where

waste can be treated in communities where the main interceptors have not yet been co.
strutted.
Sasewitz said that the major

plants handle about PA
lion gallons of sewage each

Tim Carson, 203 MoehlIng, Mount Prospect, chats with salesladies Mrs. Leon JaItme (10000

S. Hi -Lori and Mrs. A. Kerschke, (right), 13 N. Wine, both of Mount Prospect at Ow grand
opening Wednesday at Heintz Pastry Shop, 15 W. Prospect, Mount Prospect. Owner of the bakery
is Austrian -horn baker Heinz Wegscheider.

Headstart pr gram will
continue, leaders say
By W. A. Van Winkle

N OR W ESCO meeting at

The northwest area Head He discussed various pm - start program. sponsored by
posed means for flood water the Northwest Opportunity
retention, sludge handling and Center (NORWFSCOL will
not close down this month.
preparing water for rouse.

Wheeling High School.
At the meeting, budget com-

weeks-Lecause

of

Ink

of

plan thrt reservoir would pro- funds. The letter, drafted by
vide recreational uses when members of the center's budgnot being used for storing wa- et commatce, said that the
ter.
Cook County 01700 of Ego ...We Opportunity (CCOEO)
A major problem for waste could not guarantee
is the handling of sot- WESCO fonds for the new
new
ids. Sosewitz said, The most budget. effective April 1.
profitable solution developed 1970.
has been to use the sludge to
The letter also mid that =fertilize land for farming, he sons for the lack of funds were
said,
not given to NORWESCO

mittee chairman Viola Marti said that the letter was
drafted during an unofficial
meeting called without her
said.
-was
called
without my
knowledge and without the

notification of I -Redstart par-

ents,

themB' committee

the shut down of Headman opmations was printed, however,

District's mnml boys' bankethall league awards night

115 communities in an area in-

will be Friday nt 7:30 at LincolnJr.HMh.

Etter. Instead The Day was inaided to attend last night's

the

Oven.baked chicken. mash -

1,11cm:eine:II Singing

Patival in Lkingallen, Wales.
and in consort halls in Paris.
Berlin, Vienna. Florence. Ye.
riice and London this summer.

,

ixT9I19. 5 F; PREMIUiV.

Joseph Hentala explains the terrors of the prisoner ship.
-Sometimes just for Radios u lour of bread an entire family

that the

Publish.
Fdel mi.

CCOEO

has

shpele ndemeedS
weok.

Won ROO lo

ID are

u

Catherine Betake

Rummy King

Tenn Viabegeorge

Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.

of the CCOEO.

The engagement of Jean

King of Arlington Heights an.
gagement

the

Vlahogerirge of Blount Pros-

of

pect is being announced hy her

their daughter Rosemary to
Kenneth Odmark. son of Mr.

mother, Ittrs. Christine Vlahogear& of Chicago. Fler fiance
is Bill Provenzano or Hoffman

Mount Prospect.

FARMERS NEW

School in Wilmette and Edge wood College, hladison. Wis.

LAWN BOY
PUSH MODEL

SELF PROPELLED

21 inch

Ss:Main prove you mesuper

PUSH MODEL

$8995

392-1250

SALE

with "Catcher"

'15

Now! Brand new specially purchased human
hair wigs from a famous maker. We have oll
colors, frosted, auburn, off -black and browns.
Select yours now and be a prettier you for of

1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

'Firestone

summer,

TIRES

I

with "Catcher"

Snap off

21 inch

MANUAL START

$ 9 495

I

:

I

Hand -Mode

29

all double -knotted

TEXACO

their daughter,

of

Catherine

Diane, to Robert Jame. Williams, son of Mn. Virginia
Williams of Redstone, N.H.

have one, then the major am!
finally I had to make one for
each of the other °Gimes.
"When we were on vacation

long, 33.inch masted ship is
not carved, but made by the
Neutered method. Layer of.

to

SYNTHETIC WIGS NOW IN STOCK!

to. 14 & Busse Hwy.

Get Our
I

Special Spring

Savings Price
Before You

BUY

824-9307,

-iBFE,..FEFL'1-

d*him dgs
DOWNTOWN!. PLAINES

Nt

t

Miss Buhrke is a 19611 grad-

nate of Prospect High School
And is presently employed by
American Telephone &
graph Co.. Arlington Heights.
Her fiance is in the U.K Navy,
sunioned at Newport N.I.

Clothing will be collected
by the scouts April 19 from
1:30 to 4 p.111. Thu arc to
he canvassed door-to-door is

from Wilk to Prospart Manor
bounded on the moth by Ken-

am to be donated or if there
are any questions, call 2535516.

M.P. nurses to nteet

Tors WDM

298-2299

Buffalo Grove home.

Joe is retired now alter 44
years with Sears Roebuck do
Co. He has boon a resident of
Mount Prospect Sc nearly 15'
Years.

His hobby is datined to sail
him into many an interesting
future hobby moo of call.
Bon Voyage. Capt. Jon

April 21. the
Mount Prospect Nunes' Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
W. R. O'Connell. 413 N. Pros.
pea Manor, Dr. Frank Pirruc.
cello will speak on reconstruc.
dy'surgeryThe nom German measles
immunization of school childon will be discussed during
business

meeting.

The

nurses' club members wig ussist with this project in May.

Hostesses for the evening
arc Mrs. Norman Oben. Mrs.
Chsrles "Foment*, Mrs. Louis
Hollembeek on Mrs. James
hIcArthur.
Nurses in Mount Prospect
interested

in attending

the

enacting may call Mn. talichard Horvath at 253-5565.

Satellite
Homemakers
meet tonight.

Mount Prospect will hold its
annual spring cunt perry Fri day. April I7, in the Chestnut
Rom of the Community Con-

600 ScoGwun. Mount

Pmspixt.

Table prizes will he given,
end
refreshments will be
served. Donation is 51.25.

u !tier

--.

Freud Topic
at P
P.T.O.
At

this on, at rho soar

rnjnocomplunn ars. nano
In artist to slsrt the noble.
tho Frets %mu PTU 1s span

ro.ram waring
Om
n
pub!. ot tttst. eh seinen.
boo minors Ind braAs,
Nonni,

ol comma, fraud In

A meeting of Satellite

The 6000,00 Prospect Dance

swig dor Inc lb. Illinois At

Club will hold the third dance
of the swoon Saturday. April

Commix Freed Ind Protcc

11

will meet tonight at S
p.m.. Mount Phnom Compect

Die Program "New Feaill Large Equipment"

tures

will be given by an mtension
adviser.

Hostesses for the evening
are hits. J. C. Holm. and Mn.
A. G. Kreitzman.

non, Gnsmis Bursth

Ii. at Chevy Chase Country
This will be "Goma

Night;' and members may

PecvtheRY a Oda..
The program will be
presented at the general meet-

bring friends tojoin in the festivities.
Greeter couples for the cvo
ning will be Mr. and Mrs. Carl

DcKoatz and Mr. and bIrs.
Fred Hugh.
The organization. now in its
sixth year. is composed of approximately 80 area couples.

ing of the PTO in the school
gym. 1900 Estates Or., Mount
Prospect, at 8 on, tonight.

The busines meeting will
include nomination of officers
for the coming yaw.

President couple Tont and
Barbara (Mall announce that
the Ono] event of the season
will be a dinner dance in June

Joseph Delouise, nationally known psychic, will speak
tonight at the Mount Prospect

power and motivation, His
wife. yoga enthusiast, will accompany him and demon-

caprevent
1ping,

Community Center. NM S.

strate some yoga positions.

Sec -Gwen. at 11

The public is invited. A 75 cent donation will be collected
et the /1001". Profit will be
turned over to TOPS arca recognition day to be held in Sep-'

DeLouise

is

being

spon-

by the
Pnapective
Waist -away TOPS. His topic
will be encouragement. will
sored

Prospect. She presented the Rower -bedecked gavel 10 Ioannina
president, SID. Auther F. Jachnke. TM new president is charier
cember of the blue ribbon garden club and has arm,
team

airmth capacities since Rs founding in MP Offic

d111 -

ems include Mrs. Ray Lonse, first vice-presidena ia. Winton
Baia, second vice president; Mrs. Emmett Boyles. recording
Merchoy; Mrs J. J. Kaiser, corresponding secielary. and Mrs.
James Vigo-, treasurer.

THIS AREA TO TEACH YOU TO SEw LINGERIE..

BATHING

sites

NOW HAS ADVANCED CLASSES,
REGISTER NOM

Call
394-9590

TOM

Along with all colors nylon

tricot and matching bats

BRA

LATEST ARRIVALS

Helaine irnita
Donlan Knits
Cotton Knits
Silk Screen Prints

Cool Pore Air Process

Before you start treatments:0
Ask Mrs. Chapman what the
Medical Profession has 10

a

wo Sava on
bra manures and amOraine.

REMOVED FOREVER

1200 E. Higgins Rd. (Rte. 72) Elk Grove Village Ph; HE 7-2220

f

DESIGN & SEW VOIR OWN

.nd

Len her.

UNWANTED HAIR

JOHN F. GARLISCH 8t SONS

CULOTTE
HALF SLIP

Anton Nylon
Power Net Mem)
Nylon Sotto

-All Wothable-

say about Permanent Hail
Removal.

From the look on the faces of these two Mount Prospect students, thejoy of winning is exceeded
only by thejoy of freedom. Gall Lipsky (right) of St. Raymond Catholic School won Ord place and
Kett Tamsen of St. Paul Lutheran School placed second in the Mount Prospect Junior Woman's
Club annual essay contmt on the subject, "What Price Freedom." Honorable Mention went to Sue

Zings of St Emily Catholic School, John Nine of Lincoln Junior High Shod and Jmet Arko of
St Raymond. All winners arc eighth graders.

RANDHURST
u

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse

rt,==e.

LINDA Z's

392-4975
'The only Results
Dr. H.PPY On s
menet-

"e

Met Feel Fich, president of the Carden Club of 1111nols District D, served m installing ornecr at the Garden Club of Moon.

az. the Sheraton O'Hare.

Staggered wheels
is

actable blades!

.

&BA .41

Psychic to speak to TOPS

Briggs3 Stratton

WWII Care D

FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE SALES PARTS

of

an, Ho has bon in boo paw
tion for three years and was

Club.

Homemakers of hlotmt Pros-

"81.1111111Or

Hours: Weekdays 8:00 to 5:30, Saturday 'til 4:30
Monday nites 'til 9 p.m. Parts Dept. closed daily at 5:00,
Saturdays at 12:00 noon

on.

is

The Grandinothers' Club of

ter.

:

Dance club hosts P:i1".":1?"00""0"ch
I In sin awe wee hs Pi.nr 1
guest night
OR thills who
shist

Card party
for grandmas

Dusuu.d.ake

retrrsible, replaceable,

lloy Scout Troop 23 Of
hlount Prospect is rsondbeting
a drive to collect used clothing
to he donated to the
Indian Center in Chicago
which 6111 then distribute it to
nmdy Indian families.

Isabella.

Powerful

1593 Millwood
of Northwestern Slot.
HOURS
KeS{WLO0103. 90,M

school with his grandaughter.
Phyllis Abrath. it will dock
at home port in son William's

for Indians

CAMISOLE

ON ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

WHAT WILL happen ro
Joe% prisoner ship' Alter it
maiden voyage to
makes it

Boy Scouts to
collect clothes

aington and on thr south by

I : :

SAVE 30%

Excelsior Springs during

the Depression.] made a ship
for the hotel clerk's dolt. Pre,

Americano

June 27. 1970.

is

Win 'Freedom' essay contest

with "Catcher"

engine,,.

WIGS

BUD'S

engagement

munity Center.

$14795
tea -

height adjustment... -.Briggs & Stratton engine...

° Wejeet."
The second model was cot.
pitted soot week when the final
sails were set. The 54 -Inch-

If large amounts of clothing

the

4-1C

quick

the

The wedding is planned for

KEY ELECTRIC START

can out

Your frost

Buy is at

$14495

SimpIiciili

handle...

ALSO ON SALE
I

SELF-PROPELLED

University.

Notre Dame,.

Starts ClulCk MOWS quiet Adjustable
H Lo sevety handle and light rust
roe magnesium alloy deck Fingertip
hendltno for an Play summer)

Both prices include Cutcher

JACOBSEN

Jmn is a sophomore at Har-

per Collage. and Provonano
is a junior at Northern Illinois

Her fiance is a graduate of
Notre Dame High School in
Niles and the University of
wedding

nounce

Lawn Boy virtually mows for you,

8990 $1 1 990
4 BLADE ROTARY

Tony Provenzano.

Regina Dominican High

An October
planned.

Mr. ad Mrs. Donald NI.
Buhrhe of Mount Prospect an-

Edda. son of Mr. and Mrs.

hliss King is a graduate of

CASH & CARRY SAVINGS NOW!

learn the fools about

WIG

desk. Soon the sergeant had to

and

os

UAL

JOHN LABIAK

said. "not to reale but rather as

croft

s

Oun

day, April II, by the director

sensational

d of a German ship for his

born

glassblow mg and organized
the first lws' woodshop at the
Duncan YMCA in Chicago.

Des Plones. III.

em la217

NORWESCO debts on Men.

21 inch

oner ship as 5 model,. Joe

buikling

weathered the seas of interest
manned by many minute milers for many years.

Wayne. III. PODS, Seencl. of.
S. Mlingion Heights

Ikon

Newsstand Dace

Torres also said that he had
been given money to pay many

SPRING SPECIAL

S y D ay' Yobs

and All.. Kenneth Odntark of

Farmers Insurance Group

1967 when he was stationed in
Germany, I made a 0.11 Mod-

also

taught model aircraft and ship

ticular sample of her grandpa's art very carefully, dl art
so sturdily made they have

nounce

nnnni"/A

someday I will make this pried

during World War II.

Capt. Joel granddaughter

that. ho. 07 S. Mein Howno

June i, 19]O."

preferred risks Mid entitled
te big roe savings plus now
anti brooder coverages.

visited my son in

Capt. Joe. who was a cap.
.tain In the Civil Meow Corps

imprisoned for 10 years in one cell. The Nock cell was so terrible
that no human could survive in it for one day."

Love in bloom

clay.

promised m the money by

;111)

I

concluded.

Phyllis proudly displays a miniature model of the Sada
Maria crmted in a glass bottle.
Though she handles this par-

town U.S. mnil No. $1710

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

wife and

"I didn't mind making them
though. for ifs my hobby." he

would be thrown Into a cell for months. One Kelley fundly was

9 la terminate programs
because Of lack of funds when
the funds have been nrom-

program does not have to be
The

'41
1141,E been making
ships since I was 14. When my

"I THOLIGID to myself,

car PKISFSCT DAY

ANDRES TORRES, director of Headtharts Chi. Dowel. I
opment Center. reported that
the committee members had
not made their decision on the
closing of Headstart with full
knowledge of the information.

Cookie, milk.

ie.. veer

There was something rescindins about ii that made Capt.
Joe take pictures of it and be
gin to sketch his plans.

111111efilONNW

this ship many

started

xon funeral that my son Withem and I had," Joe said.
"That b, we MI fro toil."

doekol in the Chicago River.

7

mall budget committee grams

chairman.

losed.

"1

years ago, and the original
model was the victim of a So

1933 there was an old prisoner
ship. the Success M ithourn,

in the funeral home chapel
Burial will he in Forma Hon,
('ems cry in Forest Prk,

d potatoes, sunshine snlad.

mew

WRffinlit Century or Progress wm held in Chicago in

4"

tonight at Oehler Funeitt
Horne in Dm Plaine,. Services
will be held tomorrow hl I p.m

Clearance

school.. District 23:

k

members d
metting also
drafted a pmition to impeach
Mrs. Martinez and elect new

"We now know

NO ARTICLE concerning

Visit:Mon well be after

ankle chain attached. There is
a flagging pole and saltwater
coffin for or re hallo,

been a model shipbuilder.

feed good Newton of Chicago.

in Du-

buque. giving a "preview.' of
the program ally will present
at

His basement workshop is
as shipshape as the ships he
shapes. For 411 years hit has

hal oak". tor Ono
for no WIUNtIllr, wsn n ill
11 soon I

"It scents ridiculous that a

"The meeting," she

represouutives.

The Mount Prospect Park

Grove. and Into brothers. Al

Mrs. Rena Trevor, a member of NORWESCO% governing boned. added that no government agency operates on
any system other than a promise of funds arrangement.

knowledge.

RESERVOIRS that would
The Day received a Inter on
be built in co-operation with April 13. reporting that the
municipalities are being in- program would end within

Basketball
awards night

of honor. Entertainment was
by 50 member, of the Choke.
Loma Singers, from Clarke
Loras colleges

Mount Prospect.

16 grandchildren: two sisters,
Chimgo and
Dorothy Swanson of Dmvners

dent of the colletw. was guest

and

day.

vestigated he said. With such a

Edward of Knoxville. Tenn.
Malcolm of Plainfield. N.H.,
and Barham Fatout °Motors

Katherine of

Though not made to scale,
the ship is complete in every
detail from the 56 below deck
prisoner cells to the miniature
ellenl guard, a large rock with

Meet a captain who never
soiled a ship. He is Joseph
Demme of 3111 N. Will,

bet. David ot' ittimnt Prospect

Dr. Robert (thous, presi-

s and lo WW lo lit

doetiol and blind to,,ellur

Snrvivors um Rye children
.Elintheth Fowler of CiOn El

masted the chairmen for the
Chicago Clarke Club lunch.

a, law of

By Dolores 11101,10

P trI RNks

smaller sanitary districts art

IIE SAID THAT originally

on basement boat

of

Mooll11,

Paw,. and ssstiol ts Ileu
thsr in bunt
Homo II In

70

Furman

Chwagn
Mrs. Seymour Rosen. 606

MSD covered an area of 170
square miles but as 0 result of
emu:xenon and referenda it
now extends to approximately

Grohs lb

nits W Hs, 11

Club 666 N 1 al s Shun Dr

Explaining that MOD is n
taxing Mona, encompassing

To be served Friday M MacArthur and Ann Sullivan

of

Dubtope
(ollckf
lot htW Ono mod lamb

C.I

Biwa eall from Mrs. lane Bo.
on. NORWESCO chairmat,
denying the accuracy of the

cluding approximately 90 per

demos

Clews° awl

t chamber m eting
00 Matinee McNamar

Copt be hoists sails
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One day at a time
-You re kidding.
think we

ing to fix it so no one can tamper with B."

cm't believe it. You
don't mean the people of II !kola would allow it to go Mt*

control act. We'll have (NM

to

vote

on

new

the

kums.

I

"I

But

through dm Con -Con, we're

ve them registered. I don't
want to say it aloud, but weir
going to put our thinking
lit

the ad was filially
mssed. It was more hotly deBaled, and had nmre people
emotionallY im0hred- than

won't mums notice our ihde
plan. If they twecpt the condilution she way ifs being

bills that year. The gun lobby

"You really think gun connot, in this cm of crime and
unrest, h wrongs

Legislature that used the. gun
andot recontrol law it did. I
man. on the books, a
no
group tampers with it. Math
the way I Bich"

written, we'll be home free."

spent pile of money to,he

'Wow, that's something."
"A great many peopk were

the hill defeated. I, for one was

glad they lost. But now you're
going to change all that?

unhappy when the gun control

AIR CONDITIONING

"My good friend, I Maegme. I think you are totally

con- .

any of the money or school

ahead of the legislators."

By

Y
You can agree, or not, as

-AVOID THE SUMMER HEAT
WITH
.02
COOL
10
GAS!
IT

9 DO. I don't is

'Too bad. If our Con -Con
plan goes through, you're
beaten. Then It win be too late

k
..,

1

\-

APPROXIMATELY

%_....

Any Other

::......"

AIR

111111

Day by Day

3Dar Vubtication6

though
fs a
as
much nn a place for
for recreation,
the Countryside YMCA
would like to see their physical

bership, governing or contrib.
udne. A governing member is

There are those who can't wait

goal accomplished by May of
1972. So far, a 10 -acre building site at Northwmt Hwy. and

undl they test the durability of

Baldwin Rd. has been por-

nancial pledge for annual support of one dollar up to $100 as
well as promise tonid the oper-

year's green thumb. Or
ong who is polishing off junior's bicycle in order to polish off" a few pounds with
linle surreptitious cycling in

chascd. To finish the job, the
Counteyside "Y" has to enroll

the basic purpose and obit:e-

more members.

deal Me directors and officers

the night.

RIGHT NOW there arc 925
members het the founders feel
that to start a building without

W 111
V?
Because
it's

spring just
about everyone has an urge to

do something. Depending on
the ago of the .wisher, that in vanety of things.
'chides

Last

Add
Add to these the incurable
who go about holding hands with the objects of
their affeetions, and the bases
ball fans who do strange things

like spending the night sleep.
Mg on the sidewalk in front of
Wrigley Field on opening day
of the ball game.

ADD THE long &mince
runners and the jowls, the
light rains falling,

the

grass

spring day, the sight of the

of the YMCA, serve on committees and help encourage
and enlist others M Me active
affairs of Me 97.100,
A CONTRIB1011NG member will make a financial
pledge of one to 0100 to aid
the operating budget. Organi-

from April IS through April

Gary W. Meier and Mrs. Roberta Turco. and Office Secretary Mrs: Jean Valentin,

first robin, a well-rernembcred
squirrel appearing again for

John K. Stanton, F,tlin,r andr

William J. Kiedaiseh. Minnigine Editor

zations, businesses and maim
be contributing
ers It seems so little for
emban

Named manager
001100 J. Pemold. 706 E.
Miner, Arlington Heights. has
been named tmeager of product, annoicrcial and trucksrop
promotions for Union 76 Dish.

sten. Unional Co. of editor.

so much. TM "V" would like
suggested mmum moldbution of 005 per year but that
is only a suggestion. They will
welcome any M11011,11. TRY

Pcoold joined the company
in 1963 as sales promotion supervisor. Woe to that, he

even sound reluctant to new
Bowen Thryil rather he
strictly a "people" project.

win rdiEcHidog came. re,
Ameiicom

HaMital

The mother told not alter a couple of days that I was hurting

`...,

the boy's feelings to well as Mrs. We had a severe talk, but before
they left smoothed It over and at that time ell wins well. -

Sin., they have gone home toe haven't heard a word from

them, such as thank, appreciation, etc,
There nmreto till., but perhaps you can tell me whether this
will he healed and we can Mon friendly ground. This I would like

1

fur my ton's take, be has quite load ;110b0111 without petty
problems hke.this. Also. can jou tell Wit my college daughter
will Finish college and will she marry her boyfriend. If so, while
he's in service or after!
Mix. P.. Ds Plaines
INmr Sln. P.1
Town, people are Emily hurt and In this parneulor erne being
right was also helms wrong. The child is in a difficult Malden
and the mother it, of coorse, very protective of him.
I feel you shin.] write to her and explain again that you Out
it
and yoll
wOldl cause a rift between

3 ALL PARTS

R.N. Poet, Carp,lrrio,Dirt

I.:. ALL LABOR

HIDER WORO
-

to refuse to be spoken to Mt such a manner,

.....

iSy Free Service on

R.E. 11111..0n. VirePresident

C. r, Nauor tames/up Ilio,Lur

......
......
.......

so dependable that
rlio:o Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of

ller:a of the YMCA vote to

clared that during this period

Herman M. Dertog and including Program Directod.

growing greener, the unexpected warmth of sunshine on

ating bodget, help carry rat

.......

is

Thursday, April 16, 1970

a person who will make a fi-

2,000 Merl -limos would not be
wise. Therefore, they have de-

22, all energy will be directed
to getting the additional 1,100
member,. They already have
an exckilent professional staff
headed by Executive Director

Page 4
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=- GAS AIR CONDITIONING
:F.:

-. Marshall Field III

Them are two types of rnetn-

Moon.

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

---

.....:*"--.'"'""

essawA

parts in the cycle

nopeesJirrda m and Mullet-mai integrity."

By Catherine O'Donnell

ONDITIONING

Only th ee flexing

enamor the armload dream by always jealously keeping

For the holidays we had our son. hh wife end three sons visit
us. For the moo part all went well, though it was trying at limes.
having five extra people under foot for 13 days. especially little
children. whom I ain no longer ihed us.
I worked hard and WC rit all out 0 make their stay happy end
plea -wilt. Howes cia the oldest buy, who is her boy by a previous
marriage and legally adopted by my son, isunpleatant, lies end
argues moo every time:, person sneaks tohim,
him. Towards the end
of their sim I couldn't take his backtalk, discourtesy and lying
and told hinl wotild
lOrlgor talk lo hini or ackno;v1odge that
he was there and expEined to hint why.
I know he 0 only a child or 0, hut if tic isn't taught respect and
tourtest now. he mre we ret he taught law. lit fact, he'll be out of
mond. Mkt,' course. isnt my IR.1,111,0. but tt was my business

:7,.....- ._.,

System of

Why a 'Y'?

,j0_,,,

problems. 1 don't see u move out of snit° tit this time.

ehr

checking on me all the time. If

Mts. S. Des Plaines
Dew Mrs, S.,
I fell your son Is doing what comes naturally-going out with
girt I feel you are over -concerned. Careful, or the pressure Yon
muse may make him quit school. De's going through a phase.
Reim. I feel you will never he in want and feel no major mooey

,..,

'to do anyahmg about It. Very
dine.

My son is mixed up with a girl. Do you Rol he will continue his
schooling and get over this situation? Also, do you feel my husband and I will have it easier us fats money goes? And will
we
move out of the stale?

,...0/..

t N 1/2 The Operating Cost of

Locally

.17"...1.1.

ROMCHAN

It You are meture enough to ilo MM.
you.

It mill he easier this way Man imititig for her feeling, to he
healed on her own thoiigh I rather think you have heard from

CALL NOW FOR

MORE INFORMATION

Make as many fOur letter or mom words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

F.H.A. Financing Available

using all seven of theseletters.

and AIR CONDITIONING

692-4293

Answer on Comic Page

Supply

i tint tumvtA

-

the first time, a bud bursting

PARD'NER

willow branch, forsythia bush,
lilacs, a mulberry hush, a wish,

eclair, a rebirth. It adds Up to

'

one thing. A time for every-

HOW LONG HAS IT

and everyone to live
rimin. But sometime, it's difficult to decide just what to do

BEEN SINCE YOU

HAD

father who hahysin while she goes to work. She is secure in hcrjob
which puss quite well. hut would like to see some improvhment in
her personal life.
Do y011 too marriage for her in the near future? Will it be
happy and successful? Do you sec hot moving to another area
before or alter her marriage?
'.hashmmion at home is not Inc pleasant. My parents object to

Concerned Sis. Des Plaines

a

Dear She

look for -

word to except getting rtee a
hod in the morning. working
lunching, working, coming
home, watching television, going to bed. For people who live
within an area services by the
CountrYside YMCA, life takes

ROAST

T II E COUNTRYSIDE
YMCA is doing business at
a strange old stand indeed.
They're located at 115 W.

BEEF
DINE IN
CARRY OUT

one who'd like to find out if
they've muscle or flab, there's
ti class in Danish gymnastics

chasm at the Leadership Center.

makes. There are so
many more interesting hap palings that the 850 founders
who banded together on an.
other spring day in 1968 are
proud of what is and what has

SAVE $25.00

with what they started though
and they won't be happy until

the job is completed. They'd
like to see all of the activities
under one roof. Last year more
Man 5,000 area residents look
advantage of the 30 programs
offered and they all had a won-

derful time.

Although a "V" is a con
cent m much as a building al-

-

27 loom of II to Day. Of wins, if s letter h urgent we try
JOSEPH DE LOUISE. nationally Mourn psyritie, will an

21" SELF-PROPELLED POW -R -PRO

USDA
17-77-1

Fri. ft Sat.. AM to 1 I PM

PH. 827-5246

NOW $144.95

LEE & OAKTON
DES PLAINES

ate able to read.
Under this reading

as

as in Moot," and sr as in
"tan." The children loon all

about short vowel sounds and

blends when they are in the
first grad, They have learned
to write every word that they
rend, and their =ding reper-

from us...

UP TO

FREE

MOWERS

...to you!

ki Go siodirm with comedic
ehohe. you get exclusive Pow.RV.0

WITH $25.00

SYNTHETIC WIG

PERMANENT, CUTS STYLE

ors HUMAN HAIR WIGLET

ALL STEEL

$90 off!

1Worner notch, ond 1" to ar.

S tilt ocliwtment. Gross and he

WITH $10.50

bogs also

Permanent, -CUTS STYLE

H.P.go k

Sitallon F.0,0 Reg. $9,..

The Disston
Cordless

Electric
Grass

SYNTHETIC WIG SHORT, CURLY, SEMI SHAPIANPIE7Igra

HUMAN HAIR WIGLET
at the

7.4a

ell

BEAUTY SALON
OFFER ENOS APRIL 30,1970

SETS

WITH 30
SHAMPOOS &SETS

PHONE 827-1017
1117 PRAIRIE AVE.
DES PLAINES

NOW $79.95
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE PRESENT TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS
AND DEMONSTRATE EQUIPMENT.

SAM AND HIS STRITA
One day Sam went to the
store and when he was pone
Ann his sister was messing the
housc.
Sue Cassiere

now
Examinations arc
being scheduled for adults who
wish to qualify 'for a high
school equ ivalency certificate.
Robert P. Hanralm, Cook
p
uerintenet

county
Schools.

haS s

rks the children had written

and wanted totalk about these.
I

asked if she would like

to

have some of the stories print-

ed. She mswered, "Oh. yes!
Could we? The children would
be so happy." Here are some

Those

Al that tint, the nom
n ating committee will. present

laws will also be ImucM.,.

vmmment.
Three testing periods are re-

announceddn that a

quired to complete the exam-

inatio, Testing sessions are
misdated far al, 8.9 and II.
A ST he paid at the lime of reg-

istration covers all three sessloes.

Windsor PTA

i.e.., Weednew, theye,

pt. room of

d flotation tires
Wide-tre adak

the

Igr,ltan's

information aexamination call
office at 321-

i

`Spring Sing'
set tonight

successfully

l'he public is invited to a
"Spring Sing" at Jack London

Junior High, Wheeling. at 8
pun. tonight.

(peter man)

FALSTAFF

UMBRELLAS
cosmic art in motion

BEER/fit5

yen will.
Ass

Case of 24

.1-17.0

hot,

1:1010

the ship. There were chests and

gold and silver. Sam sew
skeleton. Sam got scared and

At the

tan away. The ship was a pirate
ship.
Ed Schmidt

Po \Y

L U\ E

THE WITCH AND THE
SPELL
Once upon n rime there was
witch in the Mr0W. Then the
witch appeared from the
woods. She cut a spell on the
girls and boys M the city. The
witch Made the girls and boys

Now aPpe ring

Frothingslosh
Randango

sick. Then one day IS witch
didn't do that agnin.

Nancy Dattilo

The Saving Is Yours!

MEISTER

BRAU
Regular or Draft
case Of 12

12 ox cons

Regular $8.80 Value

1 79

4"

a

happy, fresh. tast.caceo entertainment by a gnu.' a ant

:=T°=

10

The cave was very dark but
the children could still sec the
gold, 71 mot very light after a

The Saving Is Yours!

HALF -GALLON
SAY INGSI

arlington \ark towers

KOSHER

The Saying Is Yours,

WINE

GLENMORE

DeliciousM Sweet
KOSHER

VODKA

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,

FFIES GIFTS
ENTEDTAINMENT
FUN FOR
EVERYONE

8832 W. DEMPSTER
DES PLAINES, ILL.

twining
Automatic neutral brake

Private Party
Tunnies

659
FLEISHMANN'S

you have got better

Whiskey

COCACOLA

days

(and

who

Special
Moult Menus
'

, Dep

0.

from storage bother. Bring
your garments to us. We
will professionally store

6

69C

8

to wend

Hollis

Half
Gallon

699
GOLD COIN
Sereor-Old 86Thoof

Be sure to clean your garments before storing them.

Streghturheo

POTATO
CHIPS

Moths feed on soil and
Stains. All fabrics containing wool should be moth-

398

Twin -Pock

3

FREE MOTHPROOFING ON ANY
DRY CLEANED WOOL GARMENT

100
]9c each

COUNTRY CLUB

IN OUR DRAGON LOUNGE

HAPPY HOUR

Bee nohn.Nicre quality
Tau co, huy berme, ond youll
Revs,
3Rorm,11ohlelple
ntler for 10.3..10 Re, lveN
savedier her
Ar these prices,
rent

Cocktails

aar

Preferred

If

proofed as well as cleaned.

Casual 'family Dining

59c

WINE

HALF GALLON

SPRING IS COMING!

you when you wont-ready

ram, Pow-R-Vez. mower

KAPLAN BROS.

Count/

-ru,r.s:rsupr'

C.lub

Open Only at 11:30 A.M.

ommerm

Molt Liquor

CANADIAN

Erz 79`

WHISKY

1,0

309

lrti no at

Free Estimates! Prompt Service! Our Trucks Are in T our Area Da ly.

poingt ARDOR,.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174

Regular Price 8339S

CL 3-6833

255 - 7010

The Saving Is Yours!

Weekend

.

621 N. MAIN ST., MOUNT PROSPECT

Itr==.7

school,

I

The meeting will see an Art
Fair made up of art works and
projects done by the students.

it

0'77

Kersting s Garden Center, Inc:

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.

day. April 21, in the multi-pur-

grede
elea.
like them. I hope

WHAT HAPPENED
MEG ANDTED

" Transfers* Sightseeing"' In Flight Meal Service

The regular Aprll meeting
of the Windsor School PTA
will begin ut 7,00 p.m. Tues-

They're Off and running

ma

BOAT
Sam went down the

Honolulu - Princess Koiuloni
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

They will be acted upon at
last regular meeting
May 21.

Fur more
bout

complete the insole aions are
eligible to receive a high
school equivalency certificate
which may be used to qualify

of the stories written in Ma.
Rohn.
morn.

eltsb.

Office for 1970-71 and
deetions will be held. The proposed revision of the clubh hy-

of

who

The Mothers Club, only,
will now noel Thursday afternoon, April 16, at I p.m. m the
Red Lion Romii of the school,
ss announced by Mrs. William
Goilngho. president of the

foe

for college admission or to
Mem
educational require mem forioh placement of ad -

representative from his office
will :tempt maittratioon for
the., examinations Thursday.
toire Ms made them excellent April 23, from 7 pun. to 9,m.
spellers.
at Harper College. Room 347.
When 1 visited the Fairview Counseling Cotter, Building
School in Mount Prospcct
A, Algonquin and Roselle
talked with Mm. Patricia Sm. Rds., Palatine,
har, a first grade teacher. Her
Registrations are modeled
enthusiasm for her work was to adults over 19 living in
infectious. When I asked ifshe
Cook County sine have ma rewould tell me about her work mismi a high school diploma
with the children. she WAS Applicants most have liver! in
thrilled and Proud of the stoIllinois for at least ono year.

evening, April 25.

proposed slate of candidate,

High school certificate
exam registration set

them and return them to

In the Dempster Plaza

RIDING MOWERS

FOR A CORDLESS
ELECTRIC BATTERY
GRASS TRIMMER

children
children

Sum went to the store and

Opening

NOW OPEN

HAHN-ECLIPSE

$650

Doh Jensen

oft. The
didn't know RIM the hear fellowed the children.
Kathy Moran

JOIN THE FUN

APRIL 25-26

ALSO:

HAHN-ECLIPSE

only

Shampoo, Cut & Style

the

walked

pro

pils learn certain associated
sound symbols, -a" es in

Then

bear.

Grand

OUR NEWEST PUB

retails at $8.95.

A DRAWING

Blend. The children liked the

Come One! Come All!
AT

erage bog of prerninum
quality lawn food, which

Permanent Special

and he was glad he find it,
Ann was happy..

23,

hos heen cancelled because of
Co
Fathers
Clob Spring
Dance scheduled for Saturday

hasn't), we con free you

/4)

Also - a 10 m. sq. ft. cov-

$1250

The children fed the hoar. He
was happy. The bear was their

gram the Sullivan Serie, the
kindergarten pupils learn thc
alphabet. The first grade pu-

spring

ed an attractive pen desk

ORIGINALLY

was a hum. The bear vow hum.

Thltrsday evening, April

things to do on these nice

NOW $174.95

FREE!

G

he signed. but names will he mined $' the writer requests I.
Write ID DeLanise in mew at Day Publications, 722 Center Si,
Des Plaines 60016.

Moan Mo,vg. regular St69.N

Son. thru Thurs. I I AM to 10 PM

ter and it broke and he fixed it
sod tl floated and hews happy

.teer the question( of Day readers la this column. Letters should
'

CHOICE

is

answer It as michly"to madble.

Hahn -Eclipse

been happening.

They're not quite finished

.Lx for lum long thc
it fur mowers, we have helm Amite
ty swamped with mail tied are running ut sometimes two more o
behind right now. Dowever, your letter MS .nerwered in the hi

set, given

THESE ARE just few
samples of what a difference a

KERSTINGS

110110i BEEF

Naughtaboumsailiatbes/a-

butthenthybeordagrowl.11

0611,.

With each mower purchas-

dos is being held at the Palatine Savings and
and Loan Co. on
Wednesday
from
now until June 10. If y'hu.d
like to find out if your tiny tot

future hlaria Tallchlef,
them will be Tiny Tat dance

color,=AT

.

satched.
For those who would like to
delve into the different, a yoga

is

I Cod yeas sister made 0 big mistake by moving Mobil your
parents ad she shodd recomire that. I do feel do should move
0111 mignon to, pwatible. i feel her moving to another area bet e
die marries, Mooch her OW might remain with her parent, fur

POWER MOWER DAYS!

Cats

, ALWAYS

Johnson St. in Palatine and
their classes and courses and
inumotions um given l; over
town. For instance, for som

that will begin the weak of
April 27 M the Slade Sr Fir.
haw. Don't worry about a babysincr. too 50 centi the
young one will be carefully

-

Mothers and Fathers Clubs, a
pot luck dinner and panel discussion, originally sot for

while. They saw some slalom

pupils ere able to write, spell
and sound out each word they

and saw a ship. Sans went on

ith time when life goes nand
there's nothing to

word calling is seen here. The

I

about those springtime urgm.
For those who can't decide,

the same old routine

and an intense motivation is
maintained by continued successes. No memorization or

completely as your R011,110011. WIROler Of not you're on

he dating. and arc happy only when she does things Bud they
wish. I know she is quite unhappy now. Also, do you answer all
your letters and ubout how long must I wait? wrote you con coming my family several months ago and have not seen your
answer in the paper wx.

thing

ing program the child can nu pc rvise by himself." The child
phsysa gansche it equipped to
Succeo creates success

THE TREASURE CHEST

Dear Mr. Delouise:
'chit letter is written al the request or my sister who resides in
another city. She has been divorced for about a year end has n
too.ycor.uld child. M present she is living with our mother end

lowrencewmid Shopping Center, Nile.

Read-

ing," the Sullivan Series, Dr.
Sullivan says, "This O a read-

them In Vim. Let her know you have onN love for all of them
.
and mean it.
l'oor son lim art:anted this hoy vs his sun ...accept the child
friedas

groun0 will he tip to 'on. I lett your daughter may lime o Mlle
trouble inaking her grades hie ter fel she will graduate. dm fuel
she will marry hers oyfriend, aftr he's through with his service.

BORUCKI HEATING

16 good, 23 excellent

'Trout...4

In

Dui Mr. a:Louise:

FORMA

The combined mketIng of
the St Vi Mr High School

ON i bryant AGAS

in it 0. ,10,A,c, 00 hope TheyWr011g. I think it was a wise

CAN HEROISM

when

right to eum guns and not to

i

Talk with a teacher

Page 5

ALL ABOARD

cancel meeting

Tomorrow
h Today

.00'

do about guns is your business.

know the people ham

through."'

hmu guns, that's my bird-

man. If my neighbor has gum.
Mars his business. What you

who, You're doing ether qui-

completely blocked and frustrate& If our plan gam

going to make it impossible for
them to mess around with our

WOULDN'T even
have to registertheir Breams?

.1suppme you wren to keep.

genies.

I

stitution. There'll be so much

I know.

fir

are people. who want Me pan

was

.

the constitution? The Legislature or local gaveMnient
could still pass gun Ion,
phddn't th?"
ey
Not if w e're successful. It
would spell it out in the new
constitution. orebeeitimna of
protected
the state are
from any infringement on
Hosts
their right to
that for winning yam
flat

suppose there

"Right. Tots know um:alas
I, Mum's mote then um .0 to
skins cat."

St. Viator
parents clubs

Progransmed reading

A

A PRE -SEASON SALE

act was Pawed. Mum.'
thouglA op this way to beat It

of pistols and rifles at hem%
and they wouldn't even have
to be registeLed? What you're'
Saying doesn't make sense.
The Legislature has already
passedguncon101 law."
.

,

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

By Ron Swans

They could have all kinds
go-

1

Thursday April 16 1970

TOBES

St. George si the Dragon
IN family Nan for Food altd Ter
RAND 8. DUNDEE RD.
8832 W. DEMPSTER
PALATINE, ILL.
DES PLAINES, ILL

298.4848

359-3232

7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

ARLINGTON HTS,

TO
SERVE

TOUI

(Rt. 83 &McDonald Rd).

MT. PROSPECT

CL 5-4600

ARLINGTON HTS.

1387 RAND ROAD

1307 RAND ROAD
"

662 E. Northwest Hwy.

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS,

CHICAGO
CICERO

ADDISON

101ABARD.
FOREST PARK
AIR/ROSF PARK

St. Viator bounces St. Joe, 5-2

Johnson no -hits Vikes; Falcons roll, 3-0
/31 Mike Inane
Bum

walls ad the other two on er

td on the ball but no throw

hornSouthpaw

pulled

lolutson

THE SECOND

the nth. tn thi. rust mmog on
In via) to knockmg down tin

and null one out but the Fal

Maly off the hop mod Molor Mk wansde
The play et first wend hava
been close even if the throw
had been right on the money,
but Frenn coach Terry Gel linger, in charge of the official
book, agreed to give Johnson

first II Fremd hitters but le.
ran Imo trouble when In

thst base.° Rtan

widen., and 4 I own!!
play host to Arlington thmor

E Bruns 2 Leeghltn 01
son Johnson oh 010,1100
Enter. snc-Kasper, Bans.

which Buzz nominated him

s.sational style yesterday by

self, came on a ploy that almost

hurling a no.hi tier in a 3.0 deeision over Eremd on thc losesi home field.
Johnson was in command
all the way, mixing his pitches
for 10 strikeouts while walking
only two. The crafty left-hand-

cost him the no-hitter. It name
in the seventh and final Meng
after Buzz had slipped called
hitters in the frame.

an error oh the play. Buzz then

Mo outs made Johnson face an

hitter,
speedy Boh Moloznik, tapped

got Larry Hanks on a groun-

extra man in the sixth. Tile

hits while striking out eight

der to second to end the game

miscue came on a bad throw by

Player

cr had only four men reach

roller between the mound

Galindo, of

base against him, two on the

and first base. Johnson genre-

"1,',7i14`8',..lh's)A'il!rt out

shortstoRich Olson, putting
Viking BobR Loughlin on see-

and wolking We.

third strikes past the fiat two
The

next

Fremel

Tim Simpson on a fly to left.

Fremd went down in order
in the fifth, but an error with

THE FOREST VIEW run

n 01
0I

row. Frond

MSL matt and an 0.3 overall
record to Prospect the some

home by some defensive lapses

by Frcmd. Olson scored the
tally from second base when
the Viking first baseman held
Rye ball on the tail end of .
urouccasful double piny attempt.
The Falcons made it

in

the fourth. Maly walked, wan
ur second on a sacrifice,
tinned to
to third on Kent Keen-

'

loommmimed

topp's single to left and scored
on Johnson's grounder to second. Buzz was safe on the sec-

old baseman's error and the
other Fre. bobble loaded the
bases, but Bruns got the next
two bitters to shake loose.

Forest View got an insurance tally in Me fifth on two

.

aswJ
Larry Hanks of Frond novel. late throw while Forest View's
Kent Koentopp nitro safely into third base. The Falcons topped

the Vikings, 3-0, behind Buzz Johnson's no -hit hurling, (Photo
by Mike Imrem)

hits. Pete Cavallaro unloaded
a long one -out double to right

and came around when Bob
Kasper

ripped

single off

a

0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0

inn tag at home.

MILLER FINALLY got
the

Maine West notched its first
conference victory nod 00 tended its unbeaten skein to

four straight games yesterday
whit a charknessnhonened 4-1
connaest of Im.t DecrlicW.

out

side

when inters

wmaming liner was snared by
Deerfield% second baseman.
Gastorf, meanwhile settled
down to retire the next Leven
Deerfield

batters

Keehn's run -scoring single to
center. Maloney. however. at-

helmet on a grounder to shoo

man. Deerfield% leadoff man

and Jung picked up an easy rbi

strnyed too far off first, how-

tempting to score from S00011d
on thc play, was show down on

by drawing a walk with the

ever. and Gastorf, with a good

bulk[ peg from Denny Feigenbalm.

in mom-

KULIK REACHED again
by running out from under his

sibn.

Olson,

0

Cavallaro, c

4

I

0

4

I

2

I

Kasper, 2b

3
3

0
0
0
0
3

I

1

Knentopp, If

I

0

Johnson, p
Banstidd, 3b
Tolnle

0

I

0

0

3

.2

29

7

n

FREMD (0)

Hu

Ham

AB
Loughlin, 2b.
3
Wlodarczyk, as 3

Hanks, 36

3

HMons.padsvrirth. lb

2

Tomb

232

high bar and in free exercise.

move fired over to Ken Dopp
who applied the tag,

Gastorf faced the minimum
number of six during his final
two frames although piling up
a solid single to left by Chap-

Maine West will try to in- Kulik, If
crease °lair conferences!. to Jung, of
2.0 today when boy host Hanselmenn.

superb pitching job from Bert
Gabor, who hurled the abbreviated six innings on a yield of

string of three straight strike-.
ads. 'The Warriors, however, finally began solving the

Iwo hits and an unearned run.

Eyeballing

HE AND HIS teammates,
meanwhile, waited until the final two frames to push across
three runs :Jar] break a Mo.
standing I-1 deadlock. During
the two -inning 00111, the vis-

tors collected all of their six
hits.

Maine might !awe broken
the contest wide open after
only thc second inning. but
some One defensive plays eat

down no less than four Warriors at the plate to extinguish
any explosion they had plan:
red.

Both starting hurlers were
working on no -11 itters.thro.ugh

the first three innings although

each team dented the scoreboard in the first frame with an
unearned tally.

T1118 NAIVES drcw first
blood off Deerfield southpaw
Jeff Miller. I Leadoff man Jim
Kulik reached the had way
The little speed merchant was

nicluM on the arm by Millers
third offiring

roir=e'dozdiLti:

shortstop for an mar. Jim
Hanselmann then cracked a
mesh to the right side.
Deerfield's
Kim
Bolo
made a diving snag of the drive

end tried to cut down Judg at

smond. 'His throw was bobbled. however. and all hands
were safe.

Miller for a walk to force in the
initial run of the game.

With the bogs still jammed

with Westernea Ken Dopp
medium fly to Icf). Jung

sent

scampered

of Jung's

booming
to right center.

Maine's Mike Maloney, novanced to third on an infield
out and scored on another er-

GA6TORF. A good
pitcher. was having
trouble getting his low strikes
bull

called. He loaded the bus.

plc

second pass of bet dome.
basestcontrbu an infield
Moss
hit to fill the
and spell the

end of Miller. Deerfield head
coach Carl Eichstaedt countered with right fielder Dan

MUM. but the rtliefer was
rudely

by

greeted

Doug

By Lin. Hamilton
Mike Berdell insists helm%
as good a fielder as coach Lorry Pohlman says he is, but eve-

rybody at Glenbard North's
diamond

yesterday

would have to agree that Baden sure can pitch.
The big Prospect

right
!tender whiffed 14 Glenbard
batters yesterday and threw

sent

a

F

rather punchless despite their
six hits. Tom Streng blasted a

scored.

Player

D

don Pearson: (by Maier) Gas-

league will be held from 1-3

thrf. DaDa, 121. Mout Iby

p.m. on April 18, 10 end 25.
Boys 13 and 14 years of age
arc eligible for the league

I

0
3

0

I

24

4

5

4

walked and traveled to third on

Horan, 3b

Litringa, lb

Minix in the third inning for

Mike hlusial's line single to
right. Dave Jona whacked a

Prospect's first safety, but the

clothes -liner to deep center to

next two hits were in the infield.

AB R H 111
3

I

Miller

0

Hanson

Fritzsche, e
Jensen of
Feigenbalm. cf

3
I

0
0

2

0

0
0

one -hop shot back at Berdell.
but
got a glove on the ball,
but he only served to defect it

Shang, 3b

2

0

I

Don Koehler got the first
RBI of the Some when hit
waited Dec out for a walk,

Sumner, If
Critsche, lb

4

I

0

Lundstedt.

0

forcing Fritsche in from third.

Marini, al'

2 .0

'

PROSPECT 141

Player

AB R H RI

baseman

STRENG MADE base in
the fifth when he, too, was hit
by a pitch, but he was wiped

put on a fielder's choice by
Sumner. Sumner stole
err second,
then scored on
Catcher Pouting tried to

pick Sumner off second, her

the throw went into center
field, and as Sumner went to

third, the throw get past the
third baseman ,and Sumner
scampered horne with the winnine run.
Koehler added some eight-

an. in the sbah with a right field single that turned into a

run. Second'ific

Kochter to se
and a wild pitch
sent him to third. Koehler
with

came home at full steam
Whisa at the bet, and though

&Mder had mg pitch: hegt,,

3

day afternoon, when triumph
was literally stolen from their
eager grasp by the fading sun.
light yesterday.

0

I

Jack, H
Jackson. pr -of

0

Koehler, 2b
Berdell, p

3

0
0
I

Gcnsk, If

7.

0

I

I
0
I

0

0

0

Horan, Liminger (3), Ganske,
Zeman a), Hoathc E-Peuling,
Horan, Dee.
PITCHING SUMMARY

Thom who played last year
don't have to try out. but they
do have to turn in an applicati

DBeLdell

'e7h1'."1-1 5"11

The Maine West golf team
came AB close m you can
winning their third Might

match, but fell to the tough
Forest View, linksmen by a

Their contest with Arlington was callet after four innings of play because of darkness with the Huskies holding

only healthy 3-0 adventege,
forcing a replay of the game
later this year.

HUSKIE HURLERS Bob
Loki and lierySmitheombined

thcir efforts to shut out the
power hitters of Arlington,
yielding only a pair of singles

came in all important run producing frames. Catcher Tom

three singles.

rounds of40 by Gary Abram-

The number one doubles
team of Chuck Czeropski and
Greg Allure put the frosting on
the cake by winning, 12-1. The

second and third with only one
away, but they were left them
to die as the next two Cardinal
batons were easily retired.

THE HUSKIES tallied one
marker in their half of frame
number two thanks to a Red.
bird miscue, sending Ken Mor-

IM

Htr; 0acti'aTwoubtarns
laced
do
knocking in Morales to rob Mr the score.

It was the bottom of the

son, 42 by

Phil

Hausman,

Wayne Meier's 43 and Tom
Schmidt's 45 for their 170
strokes. The Warrtors, mean)
while, countered with Bob Ed-

number two singles and the
sophomore med wens can-

wards' 41 and 435 by Ed

celled by the weather.

Duchi/ RendyOrnsla and lint

Somerstroops

Fran

traveled to the plate six times.
and held men on second and
third with only one away boo

unable).

belted out a double,

teammate Mike Ryder smack-

excellent

ed a solid smash to right for

pitching
pulled the Huskies out of don.

the team's two safeties.
Leja pitched his way out of a

ger as Leja and Smith both
pulled the whammy over the

tight jam in the opening innags when lead off man
Chuck
Chuck Dillon lined Shot to

cee for his first hit of

Some

both clubs yesterday.
Conant had
2-1 ad,
of
vantime in the ton of the

on singles by Dave Kellermc
per and Larry Celeste and e

THAT SITUATION could
hoc hem mach scree for the
Wildcats. hot with runners on
fine and third and nobody out.
catcher Dean Sheridan made a

of a wand -be
nifty re
wild pitch and threw to the
pitcher Day who was covering
the plebe

terme

to cut down Kel.

had gone the distance on the
hill, and hr turned in master-

ful perform:a.. He gave up

Zuccarini blamed poor
Poor
putting and chipping for their
first setback of the season and

admitted that the loss was a

The Warriors will

it ds t rre'it t

a

above the 500.
mark against Mid -Suburban
League opponents when they
close out their non -conference
schedule against Arlington to-

100110,
meanwhile

begins its league alete whet
Wheeling today on She WIldern home gemoc,._

BI

Baker, If

3

Richter, pr

0

Sheridan. C

2

Tot*

77

0

0

1

I)

0
3

0
7

0
0
0

M. Ado's, lb

3

0
0

Bob Bain for the final out in
the seventh. Inn with darkness

an

quickly, approaching and the
holding

a

one -run

D

I

0

0

II

U

II

3

0
0

27

5

9

1

I
3

Osterman If

.1

1

4

7 6 2-2 3 9
4 7 5-4 I
2 2 0-0 2

terman at third, and Romi
loaded the bases when pitcher

nting, waned Fireman. Osfin running
terman nffide

Sam Snead to give free
instruction at golf show

catch in left to get Pommies°

what to do with his cffiy tap.
T
SIfif the
for Pmtennzzo, who responded with

ouHitontere
f th inning.

long triple to left that brought
home three rum. He waited at

was cut down at second after
he sinneh to steal second,

third while Denny Foreman

stopped. then started again.

then

scored

got anoMer hit from

Abinanti in the sixth, but he

Pennon° put the finishing

when

Kellermeyer, c
Clelcste, lb
Blasco, If

3

0

I

0

1

I

311 0
0
2

0
1

2

25

0
0
2

0

2B-Arkus. Weiner. GM 0001 SB-Schweitzer. Adam

PITCHING SUMMARY

IP hr veso.

Pitcher
Day
MacDonald

2

0
0

0
0

II

0

All-time great Suni Snead
and many members of the Illinoix Prolm.ional Golfers
Assn. will give free instruction
to golfers at the ninth annual
Chicago Golf Show at Arlington Park.Race Track April IS Snead

will head the ex.

position's freestone clinics hut
others, including president
'Bill Ogden and show chairman

Harry ['caulk, of the state pm
association. will he present
throughout the show offering

762.290. fru.ti,
7 7 3-3 4 3

PAnner-Day;

Loser -Mac

Peuenurzo
Doll
Carron
Winner

Doll.

I

1

-P°11°.'.

haw:sand addition. More than
50 ss front all over the
United States and the 'Caribbean will he represented anti

offr advice on package deal
for inksinen.
A

100.yurd

"hole -in -one"

green. with prim arningeti for
the closest approaches to the
pin or fin noes. will he one of
the highlights of the show. An-

other of the highlights will
most

Adam

aksuredly he Xlarie
reeently
cniwned

-Miss Chicago Golf Show".
The first day of the show. a

golf travel section for the first

Saturday. the doors plcw pen
at noon MI nen to I I m On
Sunday tar hours will he noon

time and h promises to Ix n

m'1 p.m

_ THE SHOW will have a
Donald

3 BIG DAYS!

Sae -Blasco.

Spring

'

40 PORK CHOPS -FREE
reams. oval),

with Purchase of Beef Half

or mow

I,

,

3 Days Only
No Money
Down

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

55

BEEF HALVES

Nothing

b.

To Pay

'Til June

`ALL PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING
WRAPPING AND FREEZING

error on the Motown,
stole second. took third on

bat of seventh inning leadoff
hitter Ralph Baker and threw
it wildly to first. permitting

a fielders' choice -and scored
un a single by Fred FtenCria.
cuing
ducats by the 'Cab, one in the

fifth and mother in the sixth,
but neither produced any tal-

Baker to go all the way to sec.

SHERIDAN AND Speedy
Wiesen both got good wood on
the boll but flied out to left and

right, respectively. for the first
and second outs of the inning.

DeRolt then looked like a
mein when he sent up Gainey, whom he had termed us a

good hitter before the season
started. to hit for rhOeRop
John Dyson. Guincy responded with a wiggling ground ball
down die lint base line that
went for a double :cmd brought

in RAM Richter. who had run
for Baker. w it h the tying run.

That brought up Day, who
had had a hit in his last trip to

es.Bencriscuto

after

singled

one was out

Inch fifth and was

Straw from catcher Dean Sheridan after errant pitch with Kelleorneyer on third. (Photo by Jim

Shedd:in

Knights notch golf win

and

Wiesen

drew

bases on balls to fill the bags,
but Dyson grounded out to kill
that rally.
In

the

sixth

Day, John

Lundquist
and
Schweitzer
led off with successive singles.

but they was caught off third
for the first out before anyone Could cross the plate.
Glenn laracmbowski and Ben-

criscutto then hod out, and

4:30 p.m.

Coe
prescription
opticians

TWO PAIRS for the

the marks with Huskies. boo

price of ONE PAIR
You get the second pair at no additional cost to
you! Ere it as a spare pair! Or bring in a member

ANOTHER WALK, Belbelmann's fourth of the

of your family or team tip with a friend for the
second pair. You get BOTII PAIRS FOR THE

ning, permitted another 01d ie to stride across the plate

PRICE OF ONE!
Irina tiondrrjolaift lo air, for arudiruilun.

mentor to bring in relief hurler
Gene Elsberg. Elsberg quickly
,oreHtneying
end

twomun scoring drive.

In the Cards' final turn al
the plate, Smith
put down the Cards in order 10
"end" the bengal), Both
squads are in action tomorrow
ernoon as the Huskies host

the tough Wheeling Wildcats
while Arlington travels to the
Forest View diamond Mr an

1151 COONEY was low
,rnan for the Grens Mai a di.
blurb. Kessler was next with a

44 and John Fly,. Sod a 49.
John Reindell filled out the
Elk Grove seumcard wake 51.

Elk Grove's best underclass

golfer was .dark Gander who
finished with a 47, Keith
tdoore bad a 50, Ernie Wool -

land a 51 and Malt (Rum a
53 10 account for the Gren

The Knight frosh-mph also

Prospect Junior Art Hogg

a

40

Teammate

Tom Neumann Wag two
strokes behind and Tim QUM
ulm third with a 43. Jim
Schmidt rounded out
he.
Knight stroking with n 44.

emerged on top by n 175-21/1
margin.

PROSPECT RETURNS to
action on Friday when it home

For dm Knights. Scott An -

played

demon and John von Bern tied
for medalist kudos with identh
al Mis. Don 1144Fier had a 45
and Bill WOnhofer a 4810 nil
up the Knight stroke column.

Count

at
at

meet will be
Alount

Prospect

Ask your rich uncle
for a $5,000 loan.

Country Club. Saterdey. the
Knights arc entered In the
prestigious New Trier Invitational.

now! You and your wife can

at
Almer

Contact Lenses

and prompted the Arlington

noon.

Club with

right driving home Kennepp.
Another base on balls hatted
Somers refused to pull hb wt.
wan pitching ace.

victory over the Elk Grove
Grenadiers Tuesday after-

WHEELING WILL travel
to Honey for its next MSL
ern tomorrow, and Conant

a

again In

The defending champion
Prospect Knight golf team
essful
succly
opened its minter coca season with a 169-105

look medalist honors over the
per -lb Golden Acres Country

will be at Elk Grove the same
dry. Both games will begin at

I

I

Stuart)

that was that.

iwt rti Ched

but was once

The gamemouri Wheeling pitcher Se. Day puts the tag on Date Kellermayer of Conant In the
seventh inning of yisterday's game to save a run and set up the `Cats' winning rally. Day had bken

enned nt second when Baker
hit imo
fielder, choice.

Use Your MillWeal Bank Cord Account ... or Let
us Help You Open a Midwest Bank Card Account
with Revolving Credit Privileges. /Omer Coe also
Honors Carte Manche, Diners' and American
Express Cards.

Randhurst Shopping Censer
GoijMi 11 Shopping Center
Old Orchard Shopping Center

jetaway to a fabulous

Arizona /Mexico

holida

only
FUR95
SPREE
Per person

kale mammy

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US 'COLLECT" WITHIN 48 HOURS!
COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRANSPOR.

TOON

Deluxe ReMrt Motet Accommodeffins!
Sightseeing in Amazing Arizona

All Meals

end in Mexic! .ffirtleel

nailing Attraction,

lux nom Resort declines!

016! three omit., ian-filled days and three

Your luxury Fun Mira flight ie complimentary
- courtesy of GAC Properties Inc or Arizona,
so Mat you can see for yourself the gob!.
ffigurtunities fhr Arizona living vacation. end
the opportunities
emote.

sparkling neva...be...nen nights ex brio
the wonders of lively, lusty Tuumn, Arizona and
exotic, roman, Nogales, Mexico. Sightsee No.
Soth of Me harder, swim, potty, Mon near
an

dein.
meant The vacation of a lifitime -yours
Ina,
for

amazingly lonv $79.95 -COMPLETE'

Ms

investing

10

Arizona real

ell pan of Me GAG Introductory Offer

sensation everthheal
Mis amet oppoontivi
Mogs causing

mitt

Call fin ma to details HOW! Na abltuaion.
101N1 Malted ge ...ow magas am 23 years
of
'

linAlmer Coe

(414) 273-0951

OVIACINNs

MainStore...10N.MichiganAvenua

He'll tell you
how he hit it big.
You'll get a real education. Like why didn't you save your
money When you hod your paper route? And if you'd
invested wisely you'd hove it made now. You con do
without this kind of help. You want action. So come and
see in. With more than 500 offices coast to coast. help
a lot of people. And if the financial genius wants lo know
where you got all the dough, toll him you own o piece of
on oil well, Need money? That's what we're here for.

See Commercial Credit
loons up to $5,000

FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL "COLLECT"

azre.

within...mu ag.. information.
Ask for Walt Painter
there.) far limited tau al,

0

PITCHING kiXINIARY
IP HILKR W SO
Myer

in the hole at short. and Pate-

3

0
0
0
0

3B-Penenumo.
am Amman: SBSmith, Field.
Abi0a
,

single. O'Donnell Inroad Os-

Field got another

I

0
0

2
Colds
21
E-Ficld. DP -Osterman to
Ron% 29 -Rossi, Pettenuuto,

moved him along with another

0

1

0
0
6

Fitzgerald. If
Tyrol!, 2h

3 Olin,3 0
0

0
0
2

hit us
Foreman made a fine stop deep'

MacDonald, p

0

0

Sr. JOSEPH (2)
Playa
AB R 11 RI
Scharrin. cf
3
0 B 0

R II El ToIM
0

0

TIIE COARGER5 threatened in the top of the sixth.

ning.

Viater got four runs in their
bettor the third. Osterman led
off with a single. and Abinanti

fa Doll couldn't figure out

CONANT 121

Phoer
AB
Lopesilvern 2b 3
B. Arkus, rf
3
Weiner, ef
3
0

0

its in the bottom of the in-

I

I

0
0
0

fielder Osterman ended the in nine.

2

Franz. ph

Carron p

3

total of nine.

Soon.. w

10

0
4

Toads

I

0

0

I

got a single nom Smith but no

0

0

Reda. oh

2

by leg

I

Doll. p

I

0

I

1/

r1

0
0

2

double play an

1970

I

3

added one hit Mall 10 Ille Lion

April 16,

3

I

3

Golden,

sent the Chargers down in or.

I

P ettenurm. p
Foreman. m
Smith, 3b
Madden, rf

picked another runner off in.
the 111111 inning, then Viator

The Lions struck early in
Ili game. After Pencnurzo

4

4

Rossi, 21,

St. Joe got Iwo more infield
hits In the top [tithe third. but a

The Wildcats had taken a
1-0 lead in the second when
Gary
got on via

trouble when Ryder singled te

exii,tin,goupisuhtedan

get

tchuagnhce7o0finish

Via.,

yielded

Bokeltnann then found his
control again, blowing down
Bill Ludwigsen on three plOh.

factor,

Abinonti got a single in the

Abinand, cf
O'Donnell, lb

down in order in their half of
the inning

weal to shake his

led, stole second and scored°.
o double by Wally Weiner.

pair of walks to Ken Kew

es,

Fugman home moments later.

II 131

IL

2

D M nun ri

Sale!

inning all began

Bokelrnann

and
a r onepP

home. Ron Alajcwski dolled

AR

I

ol u.-1,11 lb

III 1. at

SI )MDR Is)
P layer

only season slump with a
double, and he scored two
rum Mike O'Donnell, Steve
Smith and Slave Osterman

inning, Day had only been in
trouble in the third when he
gave up the tying run. He
got the first two Conant batters on a fly out and a Ndke.
auk but Men Bill Arkus sing-

what must boo. been

'cwiCld'

Field

1

mitting the Cougars two runs.
Before that crucial seventh

for a pair of runs in the fourth

The

tripled

tench on

1

2

Beef

THE HUSKIES explodid

i

FIELD 1ED off the next but
ning with an
sine, but
Pettentwfio picked him ott first
:and got the next ow batters to
end the inningnhe Lions went

Fugtnan

the.

Feld .
Ram in lb

six hits, fanning nine and not
allowing n walk while per-

night-marish Sr minutes for

fielder's choke. An infield put
out advanced the runners to

Forest

DAY, LIKE MacDonald,

Card bitters.

patHlisr b7sclinii7rdloonrrythcGchosyner.

WARRIOR HEAD
HEAD coach

The games were modified
somewhat so that the meet
would move faster, but still
number one singles two Jim
Dalton losi in the dark." 10.

League tot for

bold

ricked up a ground ball off the

Ian 10 sly for Cardirril Fans as

members are allowed to cam

Kivlahan picked up another
easy 12-2 victory at number

ry OW! Conant in Me opening

AB R

old, who hod gone all the wily Wiesen, of
3
for the visitors. Scott rank Dyson,
through with a can single to -Gainey, ph
left field, and Guiney rounded Day, p
third anti mune home too jubi- Lundquist, lb
lant Wildcat reception with Schweitzer, lb
3
the winning bin.
Joreembowski.
encriscutto. 2b 3

r. b al to
mkt.

Viuoer helfof the frame, but he
ailed at the plate trying to
,corescor from second on s single
by
O'Donnell.
Pettentizzo

Rossi

WHEELING 13)

is kw
the. I ts1 Ihma Ch rta.r lid

THERE WERE two 'other

Horsey sluggars couldd get tu
thrower
lmann
only
noly Mice, but both 0101115

though, me Falcon John Aggees 45 us opposed to Gary
Navretirs 48.

leyden Monday in a match that
was shortened by the weather.

match easily, 12-4, and Dan

corne-frombehind. 3.2 vim,

Ron
DeBolfs Wheeling
w got a real bmak, however,
when the Conant shortstop

third where the fireworks be.

The meet scow is usually determined by cont.,. the
four lowest rounds of the players on each team, although five

man Bill Hitzeman won his

and Scott Day gave Wheeling a

elle possibility on the 'Cat din -

in the match.

Krum

IN YESTERDAY'S match,

the bottom or the last inning
sparked by rho clutch hitting
on pinch hitters Pat Gainey

went on the strike out

coach

.

Much, eo thy. )t,turt

cr.. shoat, with two out Ar

the. Itritt run

mold

whiffed.

er left-hander Jelin MacDom Plnyer
A last-ditch. two -out rally in

I en upset loomed as a deli)

margin of three strokes in the
final tabulation.

pate.

the plate. M face Coulae hurl-

the tryouts also.

7 6 4-3 5 6 wham given a free pass 011
Winner-Berdell; loser -Dee;
WP --Dee.
HB--Dee

By Jim Moon

erg WP -Miller. Castorf

Lam --

perms home w

1

Wheeling rallies to trip Conant, 3.,2

Cougars

Winner. -Gastorf;

0

IN.Innumo
mate.upord by his Kam Cracked
Centerficlder Mike
Anna
cracked three sharp
singles in four at -bats andante

P/0 RTS

Steve Osterman, SI. Viator left Helder, makes a fine slide but
Ire b loo lute to avoid being forced at third hwe during the third
innho of yesterday's game. SI. Joe third baseman Arnold Fireman has Mc hall and steps mit of the way. St. Vinton mach Pal
Mthuney (foreground? watches. (ffiton by George Halm)

Miller; HBP-Kulik thy Mill-

i

ti base. Second -baseman Mark

km

Thursday.

Preregistration is now open
at the Des Plaines Park Dis.
trim office at 748 Pearson S.
Boys may register the day of

I

the season.

Victor's tennis team
picked up a 3-I win over West

NUMBER TWO singla

I

45

Pitcher

however, the fifth man's score
separated the winners from the
losers when both squads had
terminated the competition
with identical totals of 170.
The
Falcons
combined

12.

4

Warriors by 3 strokes

SV wins abbreviated
tennis contest, 3-1
St.

6 1-0 .2 3

5354-2 44 6

Falcons linksmen nip

0
0
0

I

-Stiong

(2) Trajecki (2), Dowd (2),

2
2

10

failed to cover first base.

second

2
2

ip ref h w ea

GasWrf

I

(I)

Zeman, lb
2
send the final run nor. in the . wrath. 2b
Knights' first conference
Dac, p
Prospect plays at N. Trier Allan, ph
East this afternoon, then hosts Toblis
22 1
Frernd tomorrow for another
3B-Streng;
SR -Summer:
MSI. enuounier.
SH--White. Berdell, HBP-

when

the

I

AB R H

111E KNIGHTS picked up Tmjccki, rf
a linal tally in the top of the
se vent h after Lundstedt Pauling, c

shortstop Jeff Dowd sent

hawked isit on the me to save
Mother
from coming

Hanson) Jung;

Maar

5-2, at St. Viator

Rossi doubled to

Wonu doublethat sent Rom scam

Page 7

sacrifice hit by John Blasco.

Tryouts set
Tryouts for tho Des Plaines
Pork District 4A baseball

(2), Lundstedg BB-Lundatedt (2), Modal. Jones,
B1 Koehler, Gazzola, Trfficcki,
0 , Pauline, Horan, Dee: SOBerdell
-White
(2),
(2),
Fritsche, Koehler, Gazzola

6

2S

GLIADA1113 NO
Gambia, cf

came in the third inning when

anffi, and Panther pitcher Tim
Dee capitalized on the walk to
more his team's only run. Berdell also passed Mike Garzola
in the third and then gave up
the hit to Dowd which brought
the run in.
Tom Panting lashed a hard
liner to left, but Greg Sumner

Dreg Keehn then

THE KNIGHTS worn also

Totals

Dee wasn't able to throw him
out. Dave Lundstedt got in the
way of a pitch to put runners
on first and second, and then
Mike Musial got a bunt single

secand inning, but once again,
Deerfteld's defense saved the

roller to third endives credited
with a fielder's choice when
Maloney was bolter at the
Maloney
Kulik repeated the cycle
with Mowthe victim via antid-

Warrior Mike Maloney, hampered In Oh tiding.a
by arm bet, was thumbed out after
Deerfield catcher Brace Friodie applied diving tug Maloney wag one of four Westerner, to get
shot down at the plate during Maine3,44 menu, conference victory. (Photo by J. Alan

back to Dee on the mound, and

only flaw in Derail, perform-

DI

West -8, Deerfield -5;
13.13 -thy Gastorf) Hanson. Lon-

League baseball season yester-

4-1 Mid -Suburban League vie -

-

mother. who said Gary would
also like to study architecture.

Darkness deprives
Huskies of 1st win

j -

l'Inwe:Miglrit%leelhoolthe=h1

sisled that it should have been
an error on him as early as the
fourth inning, but coach Poh!man and the Glenbard Worekeeper called it a fluke hit. The
end rmult was a near no-hitter,
the second straight single -hit
ballgame Berdell has pitched.
The one run came ma result

Louisiana. Indiana. Illinois,
Stanford. Washington State
and Oklahoma as well as all of
the small Illinois colleges.
We want to make h real Banal where he will go,.' said his

Maine

The Huskies of Hermy were

Jack Fritsche chopped one

into right field. Big Mike in -

South California. Penn Rate.

I/

Ili first victims of bad breaks
in this young Mid -Suburban

White bunted at the last sccond to make sure the run

Michigan, Mich-

igan State. Iowa, Iowa S.,

2

Tobds

as

O

By Tea Rowe

Bur -

trict 214m a gymnastics coach
in four years.

2b -lung, &Maloney; Hanselnuum, Chapman 01; LOB -

0

---

dell gave up one more walk in
the fourth and one in the sixth.
but Chalked up eight strikeouts
in the same period of time.

state of Illinois. and he hopes.
to return to High School Dis-

D

3
2

I

"

Gary ulso wishes to stay in the

O

Bloch, If
Henson. rf. p

Th

SWIMS and end the

Sports Editor

Miller. p
Study. rf

St
1.111IC hick with
p ur of runs in the top of tin
fourth Fuld got on on a livid

competition" if he goes there.

2

Berdell fans 14 as Knights breeze

streak proved to be about- the

by Miller's wild pitch.

0

teammate Maloney drew his

'by whiffing Deerfield, Holey.
Maine erupted again in the

y and Dan Moss were aided

,es

likes Bill Mead, the coach, and
feel) he has a good chance In
and
Olympic
in

0

Player
Chapman, ss

wi. Keith Morena
storied then production with
hopper to the left side.
Deerfield's sheastem slip-

of that hit after Borden had
walked two men. A slight wild

day. Opening walks to Malo-

2

DEERFIELD Ill

league

pair of passes, but
the jam
pitched his way out
a

Keehn, rf

Tubb

CARSTENS' CREW added

off attempt and watched is

H BI

Maloney, 36
Moss, 2b

0

chose Southern bemuse "He

schools

PITCHING SUMMARY

a pair of insurance tallies In
the sixth to preserve ill first

ped while going into the hole
and never recovered in time
Moe anz was awarded second.
when Miller balked on

2

Dope. lb
Moran, c

'.

double

liar Mthrowing

Deerfield quickly retaliated

-

with the

across

beaten to account for a double
Keith Moran,. finally
whiffed the kill off the side.
in its liral trip to the plate. RandyChopman reached on twobase throwing error by

- N_.,

eventual winner on the power

toll,
THE ONLY HIT off the

alt

-si.

his

third, but a perfect
throw by Jim Bloch had Joe
throw

,

in

3

Glenbrook Smith in a and Gastorf, p

fifth inning of work.
Kulik legged out an infield
bouncer after one out and

baseball

GASTORE omupying the
cleanup slot in crutch Al Carstens' batting order. worked

southpaw

AB R

Playa.

IIIS MOTHER said Gary

Gory had 29 full-rWe 0601.
arahlps ofTeral from such

London. 36
Pearson, lb
Bele), 2b

MAINE WEST (4)

left Nthenazo lollowed with

FIELD DIIINT do badly,

signed with SIU last week.

out makeup contest.

pop up to allow tin lam Votor

off first base.

Hersey gym ace car),
Morava signs with
Southern Illinois

end second in the 51100 on the

SCORE RV INNS

mach bare

bring, out Use. ham in St Vti
Ica ;Weller Alike Pethnuoto
So h.n n ,out from the Mon
tree Ethos showed up to
winch St. Joseph catcher Dan
Field, ffittenuzzo mole the
show as the Lions beat the

scoring one, allowing six hits
while striking out nine, and to
top it off, picking two munen

Hersey's
hlorava.
Gary
floor leader in gymnastics and
one of the Beast ell around
gymnasts ever produced. has
announced his pions to intend
Southern Illinois University in
the fall.
Gary, who was state champion in the all-around this year

Kelm, c
2
Wickersham, rf 2
Simpson, cf-If 3
Peckel, If
I
Moloznik, ph-cf 2

pop in front of be. pl

Ranh getting two hits. a double
and a triple, in three trim to the
plate, batting in four runs.

1970

P

0

Fuld druppul Smiths con

nann find 0010 ail fukd

Pettenufi(o was a one man

April 16,

0

der in the tint and after Abi

Chargers,
yesterday.

Thursday.

0

3110

Maly, lb

ing.

the range and at one time had a

7 0 0 0 10 2
7732 82

Bruns (L)

Page 6

I

2

basin loaded to end the scor-

Miller also b.an finding '

The Warriors got another

lohmon (WI

AB H RBI
3

two Infield weeks
sta ding t Iron and ogormg a
run but he. Juanita! In 0.1.0

gettim

SonnboM amt.l natant,

PITCHING 1UMMAR1
IPh00000w
Pim.

FOREST VIEW (31

West rips Deerfield, 4-1, for 4th straight
II, J. Alan Conk
AIM Sports Ed.

Ds Gun, H elbs

lb C

fields
Olson

day.

in the first inning wits helped

",

1

onn, here to center and%mon
MAo

non kftl gat Ed Wloduczyl
holm on a grounder to
d
to end the inning.
Forest View, meanwhile,
was pecking away at Fremd%
Tom Bruns for single runs in
the first, fourth and fifth IM
nings. Bruns went the distal=
for the Vikings, yielding seven

walked two men with too out
in the fourth. He got out use
harmed. however, by getting

0

Forest thaw
Frcmd

opokd Fon.st Vu.wa Mel
Suburbia beam. roman in

error

1001 1

Dams leg mto left fluid
The Filmes now I 0 in thi.

11 N. Arlington Hes. Road

Phone: CL 9-3151.

Mr;

"

7Ppe-a n n.

co.

2

IRE DOI

or transportation sttit&dy

NNE' wi§§ wad
enbultna

01 Tolmanmse norm

toe and

The Nonhinst Alum:mai
Conference MINICI will have
to wait a while longer befom
action on be, taken by its pro.

mewl . Tranirealtion Study
Committee.

TIN irnlv's co.ordinator,
Mayor laak D. Pahl of Elk
Gtme kbLO0O. recommended

In Febriscry that a surrey be
taken no provide a co -arc!ated tr.impertation nenvork
throlighoul rho entire confer.
near area" which includes 15
municipalities,
The study would be funded

with each municipality con-

Ill man pm capita

sPill firm director

who would Maks Menai...).

AT LAST night s NMC
meeting it was determined that
not all municipalities had

made final decisions. Among
those that said, "Yes", they'd
"ho prepared to go along if everyone else agreed.' were helington Heights. Mount Prospeel, Des Plain., Barrington,
Wheeling, Rolling Meadows
and Palatine.
Pahl's own

village and
Estates' village

H off m n

hut NMC Chairman Mayor
Dowdd Gurnmion al Bull*,
GEM. said Irst night that ths
two 'lora not irrevocably'
against it." Neither village was
represented last night.

The Barrington Hills ream sentativc said the. study "is
relevent" to that toive.

Mayor Robert 'Fcichert sakl a
survey has been taken of the
town's parking lots proving
that the lots aroused mainly by

out-oEtowners. "We are at commodating niughly one per

hoards eadier indicated oppo-

cent of our own people," he

Mien to the proposed study,

raid.

erendum, at which citizens of

Illinois will have a chime to
improve the new constitution,

,fter the general election. in
November."
No specific date waiket, but
the Con -Con Rules Committee recommended a dare in
early December.

Almost three hours of _discussion and debate preceded
the convenlion vote on the
Dclepateslfrom the northsupported the

suburbs

west

majority position bra referendum held after the November
general election

elected. The matter +villSttaken up next week.
The recommendation further proposes that there be
crewed a state board of educa-

tion that would oversee etc -

men tar y

and

secondary

schools. The board would be
made up of regional members
and thc manner of section and

qualifications would be left to

The recommendation proposes that free public schools
he maintained for Mcmcntary
and secondary students.

ashy in1dentifying census Askers for the 1170 Census of Pop.

e lation and Housing. accord-

=slimly, Hertzberg said.

Ft

he realizes cominutc. from
his own town add to the traffic

'umbers define
the problems. ET.00 may find
that no regional problem cc ins." he said. You might dis-

Open House. April 23.

Government commit.% rec
ommendatftn

For

removing

the state prohibition on lot-

t,,,..ingh and pockcig halt.
ilieL hr merdinerod with la,

.

nastic program at 8:30 pm.
Projects. classwork and general achievements of the stu-

. CHILD CARE my licensed home

13

23 Employment Agencles.Moo

the. cafeteria throughout the

CARPET

LIMN

6

MOVe

DRIVER

Real Estate!, oat
Real EstaleWanled

a6

7,rrier:Cr
70

Rummage 8 Gat.* Sate
SituotIons Wonted...1.

to

systems

work. Da previous ems.
needed. Thls p0, Orr of
Ica iu odditau to suburb
tramp, o real chances NI
ruucc cc. Call PARKER,

$550 SCAR
83

up

t

To Rent Apartmenls

UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOOED

To Rent 011too .

Ent enninment

81

IWE HAVE UNUSUAL...)

Fencing

free

DANZmu, I SON

BLOOMINGDALE KAMM

earn STS ea 646 a mod,

>

Timekeeper

Coll 476700

WOO

P

CAN YOU do car
SHEETS, INC.

Tuneops

C 'XL OSTSKZ2nr
CALL Mane

Boating
OUR POLICY IS QUALITY
UPHOLSTERY, CLISTOM

Walks

Smps

Slobs

CREATIVE

Floor Refinishing
ROCH LANDSCAPE
CONTRACTOR

IOUs

CANVAS REPAiRED CONVOY!,
IDLE TOPS CALL 392,3729 PROS
AEC, HTS UPHOLSTERY A ID
CAMP MCDONALD RD PR. NTS.

SPRING CLEANUP

General Hauling

P""CIV;:"'"'

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

tGatters

for a minimum shorh sil S6.00 Per meal, sa Was ..:,..z.z.

general

21.11elp Wanted Mee

11.aq. orme assIdirm

Yes

ENAMELING SHOP

'fir'sNITOs

7.1.7..1., Net SI 00 per 1,000 Goldheen.
N. 3,000 Gal /A1601M1 Nei 3.90 per IPSO Dal.rmanTh

Ness S.000 .1....n111 Net SAO per LEW GaljDonth

words "Census Enumerator.
Official Credential" will sppear across the face of the

Over 12.000 GaL/Mon. Nel SAO per 1,CORGal.rmanth

rmnimum Charge:S.3pm Month..

card. It hears the censtiS tak

P/01.1P.1POUU00110

z

alter Rs palmtop. approval. and p.c.:aim in Me manner prmielad Wow,

form the duties of a census tali
er and has sworn to keep con

There's just
one thing wrong
with this dandelion

PASSED ond AITROYFD

them when they start to bloom. Scotts PLOt-2
the sure, easy way to get rid of dandelions.

tans -2 penetrates to tho roots, and dandelions soon begin to fade away. It also cleats
oat a couple dozen other non -grass weeds
audit full -feeds your lawn at thc MC time.
Pick up your FLus-2 tha weekend, andapply
daft. dandelions are in bloom.

Village Prerment

DenoldW.Goodmon
Published lo Me

Save Si

5,000 sq ft 7,95- 6.95
2,500 sq ft 4.9fr 4.00

AN ORDINANCE ANNOUNGE.616P-TIES AT THE SOUTH.
FAST CORNER OF ORLON STR.ET ANOMIE -IT ROAD

marry.

wo.enat dvs said memory Is or presently wnhIn the boundaries of no%

EASIER!

Me annexation Of such term, arufl.mcoasunun Pmmrm

puma...los and

sie

SECTION ON& ',wall land ond P..,

tiv wed H °not

word in lawn spreaders. There's no shut alt
to bother with - when you walk it spreads,

When you stop it stops. A Wide 22 -inch
spreading width. Rust-resiStant finish. Regu-

larly $14.95 -when bought with any other

descohed as follows. le-w1h

OUT OF THIS
WORLD SALE

territory shall be included within the boundary lin. and limns of the VIllapo of
SECTION TWO: The, the Village Clerk of the Village of Mount ProspIll hereby
acamoie
direcied to record a codified copy al NH ordinance logeMer with
plat of said set diary wish she Records,. floods al Caak Caw. ISInrm.

0

570 W. Devon, Ilk Grove Villope

Norms 0

0

HARDWARE

GOMM Shopping Center

38emeleties& tots

5919727

v

130511 ill Found

Published In the

i,6.1

DAY PUIDCATION&INC-

-

CALL 297.425,

°Pra,'ILLL',"

To CARDIN Cr..

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

to tOIknat

GENERAL
ADDITIONS. GARAGES,.
CHENS, BATHROOMS, FIR,
GOOD WORKMANSHIP.

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

15 YRS EXPERIENCE. INSURED

259.2470

30005T Mannheim

Franklin Pork

FOUND -Gitrs Mosses in iron

Prospect. CI. 3MM.

APPLY IN PERSON

I'm looking for a coupie
of frame homes in your
display our new
oreo
Vinyl Aluminum Ursula,
ed Siding. If interested
Call Mr. Moore.
S45-0507

ler St30 35,0582

Oee Name,

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

p e

ihI

PARIS
CONPANY

r Wm

11

Ysenn:E7tIaZ7s1:4gs

DEMONSTRAHONS Doll 439 CON

navi ROrm PIANO TUNED

Plastering
he Irmo. VallTroves
swen
Mt evennw

VISION WRAP

6-AcviC

2505 Hicks Pd.

WITH A

TCGP

"1":=IgIr

All no,,c FueplOPS
a 3.5364

BARTON STULL

Ic=roll.:".

JOE ORO..

COMPUTER

1144.7510

OPERATOR

Plumbmg

4348284

PLUMBING HEATING. Redd,.

PARTON STULL

T5"2'5'7r

-MOANS CALL H. 0 Oala

POODLE

439.0280

29261696

PROFESSIONAL .% SERVIC%

Dog Training
°CITA PROBLEM..?

'"L'A7PUVL'AWK="'
Call Nolo. day/ eve 3,24078
Tax

Amountont

Yedatetd

BLOOMINGDALE PILIPASING

Office Cleaning
iwaimmORPoline elconag and

MANNERS 729,7367

Bookkeepin9

seraloe IMP

. 437 B56I

d

7dns,:nTtrotre7R=3';7.'"'
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

we.6 eei au. own an creel aonoeaaar era

NEED A PLUMBER, All services
Holman Plumbing 6 Heallng
392.1015

ca'nninag7=rte Sete7

Starts Septic Work
,1

cAueuo fscaoa

I

FILINGS

@ Illinois

UNIVERSAL

...rm., Mowed.

Office or Primcy of Home.

w on

"1:1,1=7r M7;17'

feterioe pointing at ire fineo, fully1

WaYMnie MeAMM/,,Mm.

of tool

electronics. o welleoness

New 6 used wood 6 met al ice
dell., chaIrs Alfa service an all

Pointing & Decorating

l':,17,7,',:',1=7."'`"'"'""""'"'"

il you NW of home wirh a

d

BIG DISCOUNT SALE

G LENVIEW OFFICE EQUIPMENT

pe

Oaetb

7aa-7Pf.

09,10 EtIllipment

,

0

UOP understaJd lhe omPtionO

.es Coll 594.01332
I

ani

'

NIGHTS al. 5

52a.2755,
054 0225

mml and industrial. Free ell.a6

Y'rM1=t;';RRP;l7::°R;lt

odo C

TAKE AIM

Drywall Repahs..,

Proepea Heights

POODLES. SCHNAUZER

Get Results

INDUSTRIES

0" "rX.'1'27"'"

9 11.13mhorsrmd,

Drapery Repairs

Sunbeam Corp.

el op @nanny

(815) 385-7000

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

Pion* Tuning Serviette

FEDERAL 8, STATE

Subsidiary of

Eiell

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY.Free mck.

eo'ii and mak

MAGIC BY RDEHY THE MAGIC

359-1410

Dog Service

GENERAL MOLDED

1365 lee St.

358 OIMS

Magic

1096.N=0 Hwy.

DRAFTING... MIMES

Draperies

FREE EST/MAMS

weeluWV.13

AMMICAN UPHOLSTERING

BY RAY PETERSON

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

PRODUCTS, INC.

9,922

RFVERS MASONRY

lisss.ce oozier. His
439-0280

Design B Drafting

io

roi

966 archon' Rd.Palaline

Mnaaary

529-3901

Waltman Const. Co
o erne ....Won

CALL 824 .60
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Day Want Ads

o

is°, up steroids and supertise operators Excellent b... MoehormllolleatIon or life insurance, a add Iselldrrys
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MAGICIAN Bowmen, Children,

Hof fman Eno..

GROOMING

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

INC.
1C01 Mono An.
Gmee WASP

u=7:rePv:neett

227 8020

Room AddLione

Midnight to 8 AM. Shift

1,1 -Permits

342.5.4

U001

Wallpapering

PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR.

Or Come To.

SIERRA SUPPLY
CO.

atl

Call 79B 4646 or 327 OLN

4-00 p

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.

ASSISTANT MOLDING FOREMAN

4, 0
00

,

397 6437

JANITOR -

NEED IMMEDIATELY

Npezar,krehip

Lawn Mower Repairs

cc.

mane. position with growth potential
lar,
an Olen,

Hama). Pk. Reword.

0)103

Fr. nees. Om. Mormo.

CLISTONLIPHOLSTERY

lasgr77191.

mon WItil experience soling up progressive and single action dies and medium and small
punch Presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and read blueprints. Per

(815) 385-7000

ROBERTS & PORTER,

Upholstering

DECORATING

LuLl00b.`r2;

B ENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

EXCELLENT CHILDCARE FOR
WORKING MOTHERS, DAYS.

omell

29,0 161.,M=roo Rd.

RUSSELL

ell seasons or VAICOR

PAINTING& DECORATING

O immNH.

You,

455-3600

r-

...Aff,:yopes,

No oPM.

tax dedspoPel

io ke

PI

SPRING SPRAYING

MY N. Hader...

396.3.3

SERVICE

Child Care

carl

Call Phil Randall

Siam licensed Adh, Mooed
19vrs. experience

law. Core

INCOME TAX

11?LILI'CTG. "Zttl"I'Ll'gDTI

Coll Miss Del al

2.1

AllESTS

Donald W.Gendmon.

253-4601

Na .73

Rats ned ilk. On
wirnowiett

McKAY TREE SERVICE

COL3PLRATIVE ENTERPRISES

Ign;43g.

HO...OFFICE ROOM

0

19.60

siu

al loving... wenn..

KENNETH A. PEARSON

Sao& Rose Shopping Ca

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

capable young mon.

ID al
oi

Robert D.Teldshrt. Vilherm Reddest

Starts today -

Income Tax Service

SET UP MAN

rs,

PASSED and APPROVED...Ms Th day. Aprlh itlk

APOLLO CONSTRUCTION CO
SCHAUMBURG, ILL,

R'ESTAL'AL'E '1E'FFD=S
FM, INSURED CALL 562 1O75

Clothing

Call AFTER 6.1

Hiss salvo°

AWNS

retailer

NIA SI-1051F REPAIRS

KITCHENS BATHS
ROOM ADDITIONS.RUMPOS
ROOMS

TA. BOLGER, REALTORS

isHruar tic South 2150.31 feet thereof, in

le hereby onnered to the Village al Mount Proiperi so rim hereafter sold

LOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT AT 439-7410

Dnsa'ac,cmujoubdnca wbdOslssaritcnauivas.tittaweft

SECTION THREE That lids Ordnance awn be In fug force and Oka from and
ateo 0. rmaalle.OPPMeoh and publIcallon In the roamer powldod byte.

Scotts product $12.95.

puma,

Expect a 813,000 minimum the first year and a
guaranteed salary until yetiftel the hong of things

QUICKER,

which leek, is nor presently within the Imundorios of a,y minioneary hero.
.1n the unincorporated Nolte, of Cook cam. is cones,°. to The Wags al
Mount Prospecr, Is wholly r:Nov.1. by Me Village of Haim Pros Ma. end

You'll love Scotts Automatic, ill the latest

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

oarmien and we Alyea you aumethod

THE DAY DOES IT!

TRUSTEES OP1146 PILLAGE OF 610LINT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY. ILLINOISi

Weeping Wilems 3. BAB Sas PS
Nosh clumps,
BAB 31.2S

289-1088

I

GET RESULTS,

WHEREAS, Me Illinois Revised Datums. Chapter RA soon 01 -ea Picerm Ter

358-3172

horaim.

To lein Me soles brce of The mon dynes...or

WHEREAS. Me form hermnoller described is bulk m.o.. an,. Villope of
Mau. Prospect and wholly hound an an cidechr IrmoBmoo at case. P.n.,
em

stole Upper PlidWial oleo

Our pomition putt you

S93.5071

0 INITIATIVE a INTERGRITY 0 INTELLECT

WANT ADS

WHEREASu the sold properly ainspein tea. use siely(60)acseso end

free dew,

Home ellointOnoneo

ARM NTS. DAY CARE UNSER

729-7150

WANTED

MAINTENANCE

RON FOSTER TV. Inc.
1171 S. Elmhurst Rd. Ele:

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

COMPUTERIZED

VINYL COATED STEEL SIDING.
MAINTENANCE FREE 10 YEAR

h Elk Drare. You being Mese basic attributes so Me

PamiPPO6N7 and

CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK.
DRIVEWAYS
PATIOS
STEPS
SIDEWALKS

FEDERAL & STATE

One Individual With Three Eyes:

Southrmo14 Thereof) of Sermon 10. To...a
theWest Vs of
el North, Range II. fast of tho ThIrd Principal Meriblian in Urals
Count. Illinois,

Automatic Spreader

MT. PROSPECT.

Wanted/Needed
.

DAY

NOW, THEREICIFIE. BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF

10,000 sq ftJAdY5.12.95

SINCE 1946

Fee example:

Alarm. Pine e..5

FOR YOUR HOUSE

HOUSEWIFE,
ORDINANCE NO. 6639

Heating
REDI HEATING

IT'S NEW

AND FOR THE

DAY PLIDOCKIPNS. InC
Thursday. APS

Save in April ... use in May,

authorized

ASK FOR MR ANDERSON or MR. BRUNNER

tavude

RamittmnAnt

Hannyheaso Miami!. 36.00

60.605 2a8.34O1 5833270

BUSINESSMAN

Woo. Clerk

April Sale
Save $2

HOUSES RAISED

259-5010

thn President and bard al heel... of Ms Whom el tomeu
fled ood berme II to he in the hest Interests al
huge. Cook Gown,

$2 off
.

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO

FOR THE

V,Ilope SI Mount Prospect Mat the sold land cad termer, he annexed
Ihermo

Save SOO

FULL BASEMENT

=It°,

IV SERVICES REPAIR

Tree Service

TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

"Hot Water Heating"

APOLLO

moms

437 .10,3

TV Service

HG M DECORATING

Locally Grown
Coll: 392 4750

9639742 or 593.7203

paid holidays per year, profit sharing.

SOLVER"

"'d°=671.,

391.0240

ATTEST:

It doesn't like to live alone. Generally, if you
find one dandelion, you'll find a whole mess
of them. And, that's exactly what they make
your lawn look like -a mess. So even if den-

delions aren't a problem yet, be ready for

"THE DAV
PROBO.Eilli

Zro

fidential all census infer=
don provided.
Person+ claiming to be cen

dical insurance, paid Ale insurance, paid voco.
am- I week for 6 months, 2 weeks font year, 8

IS A REAL

SECTION AM That this *once shrm be in full form and OW hem and

ark shoat re and certifies ilia
he or she is authorized ro per

Phan...col

Excellent starting rote for qualified applicont.
Company benefits include: Paid health and me-

FREE ESTIMATES

Decorators

CL 9-0495

Patio .....

Residermal-Commereint
I

seal of the Deism
mant of Commerce. and the

LOT MAN

Worto

Posies

h as vense of Daum Prospect se
Term, she Parma

mem A real pond deal,

Small h. seen group needs on additional salmon. to

RENT -A -CAR

spring

Hearing Aids

!CHIEN CONCRETE

SALES

678-3373

BATHROOM wuP3 6 floors oloci,

ceo Armes...319 3932.

un, sewer 6 wow cm poor macs.,

card

FREE ESTIMATES

wpm..

siehnopl Nook anl f

DISTIRIFROE

9301 King St

WORLD

SERVICE

Industrial 6 Resele.iol

71iLLICICISTIVIDSCAPING

Lauritz Jensen

orio

Call ur Visit

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

FULL OR PART TIME

DICK S

OUR SPECIALTY

I. KOTTOEL SONS
LANDSCAPING

CONCRETE

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

r5 p

Tile

istl. ;e Zer!,Zir phaaut al ya7c1

24 Hr. Phone

Tailoring

DECORATORS

255 5543

Freeform..
Puy loc,olly
392-9351

0,

"1:112T.Hrl'arPOOLS INC
787.61 EM

PERMANENT DOG RUNS

CA'L'LV.MVirtr

766.3258

392.6100

owiente

service

OMPLETE

vellt painting and patch work i

further amended by adding. the vow end of she odd Pereispaph 2 proppdam

or

pool, and will also COutroul I o
d
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eekly
'se

ClIAMIwoutecAve
1327 7456

CANVAS COVERS AND TOPS.

Work after school 1. Saturdays.

Rp

s alms, here. We ore now os
eosin° dorm for opening your

sOn'ole'Srnf'Entia

Cement Contra .....

I

CITY MANAGER

City of Rolling Meadows
3600 Kirchoff Rood
Roll! no Meadows, Illinois 60008

SWIMMING POOL SEASON

MER1ON BLUE SOD

Instollmon "ales

Cement

Blacktopping

Pools

027.75EN

RUSTIC FENDING

00,
1106'S 12 to 15

SALARY TO BE COMMENSURATE
WITH EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY.

,. plant. Goad Fringe boa

du

e. PATCH SPAN,.

OM Coll .8,20. foe

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
7nd Duo

pod Dole in.60191

row
Whh

IMF OR CAD rin

13.76646.

ALLEN CONCRETE

DELIVERY MAN. 030

:Iron

IONL;;;(3,6 W 0 ELECTRIC,

Catering

BABY SHOES BOOMED

THANK YOU

Swallower?

BUILDING INSPECTOR

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

or

"cro &661747;

Baby Shoes

Sword

33.306: and

the cenlfled

tzdely osaMten.

wall

8,4 2132 and 217.5a36 No loin

'

i

arm d need
POWIR TULL.. 14.NoP AND A
LANA SYSTEM. Pumps °warm.
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ep soli .139.3526

24-11elp Wanted Men

To Rent Furnished

BUILDING & ZONING OFFICER

TRUSTY WARN

TRUSTY WARN

an'tla

Prospect, 753.6600

,..7

0000

bs

F

APPLY IN PERSON

Sere. 296636.5

1

110
48
74

N. Ssdl.

RATIN DECORATING

11

Women

I

Chms

EINE staiRiOR PAINTiNG

lectocal Work

17 S. rmersoo AM Prospect, 253-6600

21

Per''APEX TOOL WORKS

Chicago, Ill
5000 Northwest Hwy.
763-8024
Moving to now Aiwoonditioned hatldleg

R.iiholAoadowsladosnial Park. hIP MY
o

D 6 0 SUMP PUMP

ALL invla CO

school free of charge
and receive your full

APP

Part Time Boys

shomPOON6

'7=1..7',77".,2°X0To"""

sole, while attending.
After Raining you will

Mons Mortgages

osasenso

prised On

You probably won't find
a Boner Job ainwhere.
Y ou will be sent to IBM

Real Eatole.Aol. Building ..as
Real Eatato.DM. PmPer, .8a

678-3373
Sump Pump

EXTERIOR INIEMOR

No. Exp. Needed

La Salle Personnel

432 LSO

Carpet Cleaning

$650 & Free

Hohile

Sporting Load.

:twe'sV"Zd

1124.3.0

PROFILE GRINDER & POLISHER

9301 Km9

ALTERATIONS

Merthandise ....... m

evening.

7:117iI7=1:NENGE gITA= PrOS'a=1:=. NrOrl'31'

Forearm
RP a

DRESSMAKING H611.11.1.

"°-

le2.366o
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Phone 255 7077

60.

freabcmccca will be available in
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WALTERS

WINDOWS PORCHES.

Air Conditioning

tuons.Personal, Roams& 63

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

SOD

WHOLBAll

Armen.

HEMMING 1. ALIENATIONS

soPt

LondscopM9

81.1.16

CYCLINDRICAL GRINDER HANDS

_

APPLY

MERrOli

NEW WAY PAINTING

REASONABLE COSTS Dream..

NEW 360

nvesmen, p,

Prospect, Illinois.pubrohed by Consoar. Townsend and Amoebas IPP l. .ad
311rmorlog August of 1,62, indicates Nor Um INNS. under and wow palm 471
the saki MIlity Sewer and Warm Company were . la hie changed upon dr
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DRAFTSMAN

st 0 and SHIFTS

Sad
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,
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.
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I

orm remodel.. ol
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ermlno rorm. and insorpoode The sold roles within Mt prormions of Sermon

Thersday.Asre 16.1

CAL 39e laBo Rolling

PROGRAU

Level II1, and 8 to 9:30 p.m.
for 6th. 7111 and 8th gradea.
Thu physical education department is presenting a gym-

76

.DAY PLINICATIONS.

ON ALL GARmENTSI COAT
3e2 5410

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

do

5336557

OF THE ALUNICIPAL COMM THE RBI/MOE MODNIPROSPICT AN

9.8.cedk."..."

TRAIN TO

sn

7a7e=o

he

Avenue, Niles

as, 2759 More Am or

228ituationsWanled.Women

which incomplete forms were

Golf Road & Milwaukee

on

Women.. ...........
Equipment Rentals.

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SUMO.. OF DICTION 23.306

diew of oaii,

1

:1TogrZrOZ:svt,':F4no7OVEIr4

Real Emote,

area calling on homes from
which no census forms were
mailed and at homes from

April 16.19

Alterations

De,s, Pen and M1MMYYM..
Ern -My -ant
ArseZes.Men

ORDINANCE 3330

:;;V,z°,r,;,tot;

I

Day Comp

tg"

l'he census takers are now
making Moir rounds in this

Family

537 7075

298-2770

An Act in ealc:17 to Mez

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

FREE

FREE EST ANTES.
,

Child Care

NO. is hereby &Yew Our

428-3623

An Equal Opportunity Employer

"1'6T ATMCSVILITCE"

The present Constitution prohibits lotteries.

ing red, +visite and blue identii
!Ration cards.

Earth too theEntire

rn

CARGILL. INC.

Comma Ave. & Loke Marion Rd..
Carpensersvillo, Ill

827-7880

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Card of Sympathy..

SALES TRAINEES -4700

Legal
Notice

PART TOME

CALL

SCHOOL

SEALED 0,7=1,1,25

The times arc: 730 to 8:30

Tbtco,occickcrrrOcllhowntr.

Brings PriceS down 10

ocaaa OPPeMrn 08

nionz ode

APP.

Permanent evening work.
Light off ice cleaning

TO ADVERTISE RI THIS DIRECTORY:
A9'6'1'7=675'ACHOLET

No examen. m.o.. wry th,ftu.erf Eccliont
working eondmons top ram

CALL ONE NOW'

Baal Storage

CHaq/cAL OPEPATORS

CALL 253 6300

GO TO

p.m. For Kjrdccgrc109rhroudph

-district manager for this arca.

bear

or So& Col

37

teries.

Hertzberg.

returned.
The identification

151.

755.17,7
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did not act upon the General

your community

l ohm. Rab Re, Colf

=Tone'. V7ard....11101

Sandburg

to visit the school for Spring

co-ordinated transportation

for. dem
CI Lb

Auto PaHa and Amass
Auto Traders &Campers 103

nol

11-000iness Services

drew Plummer suggested that

Thc convention debated but

702
107

Mod. SuPPP

Parents of children attending Carl Sandberg School,
Rolling hIcadows, hrc invited

The goal of the transpotation study is "to provide

WANTED Pm fon leo.

Amur° Sores

the maximum of ease and com-

A REPRESENTATIVE of
the - Chicago Arca hensportation Study (CATS)) An-

nizeion wouN help in any

34

Arts .J,d A rmokrea

and

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

Ants and Romero Shore 71

fort," Pahl explained dan

for parents

0111115 hailed Hen

OPERATOR TRAINEES

HOURS TO SUIT YOU
OETWEEP AM 5 PM

1

3,

Afr CundlOsnms

ha mosemmt of people Ind
goods through the win with

railroad towns.

and parkins problems of the

P

o

o,

Part Tune Work

EX GI

INCP12,10114HODS IS9 9110

dtvslopolint and pros ides far

opera house

P

kard lb 1170

21111191;111d Alen

N'cuE Plrg "GT.Lg

WHEREAS. ihe."Enoinearino and FeasNOry Report en hewer end Mao,

sus takers who do not have the
identification 60001 should be
reported to the local police inn

ing to Harold

Thompmn said that no onc

the General Assembly.

Bona fide census takers
wear identification cards
Rairkints will ha. 110 dill-

to make the survey, - Ire sold.

cover there are only individual
commupnity problems..
He romised that his ergo-

constgualion after November
Con -Con voted 81.29 Tuesday to hold the slate -wide ref-

1

Conference

Con, -Con ollgs public vote on,
The Education Committee
has recommended to the full
convention that the gate Scpedntendent of public instruc.
Poe be appointed rather than

or viplrolt Mod ffer p sling) m
Mount Prospect." emit be+
lieve that cach tow ids proportionate amount will be overwhelming even if ills filet used
coMMunity is isolated. He said

MOUNT PROSPECT

Early December mentioned

Ry.Ellehard Cobb

addol that It will hi. it
herd [km. vet mother poses

14 Per,ods

0

Timidly April 16 1970

Puce 8

YlmIcordot
2111115 Milted Mon

21 Employment Agericlo: Mon

384-3528
Sewing Machine Repair

'""Vgi;e:ItTrr7tfli R.
ISHIS737 Miura pa.

YOU CAN'T

All Mabel.
Rem. Call ofier 4 P.M.

MISS!

wermeeteentec.1.11......7

0,P 0,7001-A

av

sceis

OIL PRODUCTS

VViTrattr."

thimiri., 8 amR6 ant, or SM., am.1 pm
oPPorteniN employer

.61

lie

ell

al

410, Las

P Low 10

1,1 16 1970

25 Employment Agenems Women

21Employment Agencies Weroln

2611411/anted Women

261111181101d Women

2R Help Wanted Women

210111 Muted Women

2611111WanILL Women

74 04 Rated
taro

ra

REVEAL ASSIST.

OFFICE GIRL

PAINT SALESMAN
rom

SECT $675

21Employmnt Agenc101 Women

Men

r"

Deal

t

us

Coodt+ boa
Dear 11pp
59.
Ploodn

It

ollm
10, Erpm

APPLY INFERS.'

df P 1

Ph..

WORLD

CALL 296 6661

392 6100

SALES BOYS

4

W. Miner ATI.

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

sago

5600-5650

If interested, phone
Mr. Bieber, 296-6640
Between 3 - 6 pm for
appointment A details

Des Plaines

PERSONNEL
SPECIALIST

otenhRs m

"Zt""1'.07.'

mum

yp,onl r V6111ron far ....shim

Part Time Girls

New office hoolion, live day week from 9 a.m. la 5

INJECTION

a m. Apply today or ask for Mrs. T. Son.° at 45541500.
Company benefits.

FIRM

GiRkl Souillarm

WS NINTH

eel worA right with Me Isom
fano coil you to reserve Milsfor

PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINE OPERATOR

M.1. S.
BUSINESS SYSTEMS

ir

all up -discuss

Neap oacit of orders for

Oafs

Itfla:7:7?;

dd-

TRAINEE -$125 WK.

SERVICE PLASTICS
100 W. 'reeky

We Work foot

Elk Grove Village
439-0500

Sas. Sun wAr. le T. 19

WANTED

SAM io oPM.

$446-585 P.tO.
L0 mng_peno

CREDIT and
COMMISSION
CLERIC

New I 82 Bedroom Ants.

110..0

(Operators)
Gar. Solo, drop leaf MI; eke.,
209 girl's hike; baby for
m. hsohold gems. April
17,0pm. April 15. 9-6 Pm 2.

Excellent Salary, Company Benefits
and Working Conditions
2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

GALS!!
CHECK THESE JOBS

All 100% Foal
SECRETARIES
RECEPTIONIST

SW,

week Trees

CALL FOR APPT.

Office Personnel

CARPET CLOSEOUT

298-7770

$130 Wk. &

La Belle Personnel

10 Pot.

FOOD STORES

& Bonus & Fee

iod61.

APR" '"""

3o AM to 5 PM. Phone for appoin,m

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

437-2555

board work. Applicant most col

MELROSE PARK

155926I

0 experience. lop stoning salary,

61.75 nor hw.

SMARTE TEEN. Coed wiw & nor

mode. 11,11 leach
you small avirchboard.
pe.

DRIVERS

PUBLIC

A.M. ROUTES

CONTACT
HIRING NOW

June Graduate

P.M. ROUTES

For moieties. girl I new

2:30-5 p.m.

ids in
pre

rm.

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.

so

30405. Busse RJ,

won a very high Moi

dg

ARLINGTON HT3., ILL.
00V-0993

CUSTOMER CONTACT
nd

Sol

3535

No

we

n'er'"ene nee'"e!r'"77'`aa."al

ProlnotTa=1723A

FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY
359,55,9

eri

TRAIN COMPLETELY

1500. Mae TRAVEL

tat

rids mom oppodunitr.

.mis. a

Notionally known Finance Company with office
located in Randhost Shopping Playa, seeks femole employee for Generol Office work. Strong

/ine

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY

APPLY MR. CARULLO

SPA. 0. INSTEP. MEM.

999 ELMHURST ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-0300

HOSTESS

Woking, ler.

ACCOUNTS

od

AA.

359-4200, Ext. 2 I 6

SECRETARY

5995 W. Dempster 963.2100

ko us 011, mare. GM Yu,
Owderion,..2670.

24Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted NW

THE BANK & TRUST
CO.

OF ARLINGTON

Sys%ffis RepveseguSge

HEIGHTS

JOIN THE OTHER COINPUTER CORAPANY

COOK

Use your experience and lalenl to
co...g. °eye and an, ur M
tamers In Me areas of design and
implerneniation of ammeter systems end

niques is desired.

CALL MR. GOLDEN RICHMOND at 325-7950

o GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS

e NCR OPERATORS
e SWITCHBOARD

MIDWEST
AUDIO CORP.

CONTACT

Chicago

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

626-0030

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
677-0600

267-5300

Telephone Co.

Employment Office.

SWITCHBOARD

or call

Mrs. Barnes at
253-9920

RECEPTIONIST

ONE GAL OFFICE

$550 MONTH

APPLYIN PERSON

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.
phones.

fo

9 S. Ountoe

3940090

6018DoWWW

966E0700

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET
Temporary Jobs
Available for
All Office Skills

diary

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

White Collar Girls

PetSFI'frn!'s'Ir.
An equal oppodoeIN enTrek"

PI.9.2200

Einem. FREE Rely 0 good

iNcare/FoRADED

RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT

1

water honthomealer.

4171

rzt.2.ta..

Ctilitts=t1=1,

25.

Mower02.4

AND

Prospect Day

721RC..1 sfizeld

.

Emma, "Fire Lady" of the aiimma.
nicatIons industry, was the nation's first female telephone operator. We've modern.
ired o loi since Emma tangled with a telephone switchboard... bW the friendly voice
of the operator will never become

9

takes to heconfie en Rolls Bell operator.
Salary End benefits are great, so stop in
now and plan your future with us.

4.3741707 ollar .30 pan.

Ni Ht

Drury N.M.

1959 FF,A,..,100,,D,R,,SEDAN

39,0

81,687
359 3078

Plaine.. 5170 Incl. gar. Grown.
uor.Plo pas.1124.2926. hoboE

VlensE02'5r979 rah'

&namely machos 2 bd. opt.
Comming, beaL apPM. pool.

NEW COLOR TV'S,STFREOS. ANTENNA& INST
WHOLESALE

Sorter/Packer

PRICES,SAVE 30,031. 537.1926

Pimp CIS Th68

lump
toys. clothes 3 rouch IOW 113

59

Esau,

p

Seeing Is
Believing

$3495
1969 IMPALA
112.Automobiles For Sale

el wor ohs

$2295
1968 IMPALA

11029.111 .4 camp HO. On
0826

WOMAN,. WARDROBE ESTATE

I YEAR LEASE

CALL 362-0204

Fled
17.

177.1. Farwell

MOUNT PROSPECT
02.1-2393

weesetePterneetobrA

THE 0055

5 PM 259 4177

47 Home Fumishing,Furniture

AA Pakillespbabolion

* u.oi.:=7A.

ly 100 0.1

0°11627-75E0

1125.00

Oa

f

petal..log.1y.

Fs. en1014101.11R.CHSFINTIGAINCESEPlla

H

1969 2 TON CHEVY

All 3 Shifts

NA !THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO

rf

1 11.14otacycles and Scooters

It

29

lad. 507

P
yo.,,,,.,,kmy

0'5M111111nmieums

DICK WICNSTRON.
.55 A

'1°

it. Apr. 1 h 6

@ Minds Bell

110-2900 Cars

b

eo.

HT.5.

4.4 Meier AwePlewaniworkInocondiWns

it, Prete shortie

Says,

elecO1 ss era csveMayar eine.

,reoluered.
me

Machine Operators

..

103.Auto Traders S, Campers

The Boss

1BR, corps .cons,
hal., noel, tennis...2XL enclr

...100.51.1.12inois.

G ero. Sole , IP,

Cheek can This frimendaus flenefliPtiagram

2966127

ANL HIS

G or.Rale. M.. items. April 176

Openings on all 3 Shifts

0 Print.He
Janitors1per

f

for declowed, spayed.
Fausalarekee eal.
yaw, Mel,

hltr.,^ 610 ore

We areas peal opportunity employe,
To skirt your application by phone, cod Free
6564927, Mon. -Fri., or 5E0,9 am -1 pm.

BON. MOTORS
ee

es Plaines

296-6127

Home

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

eL'ile

600 E. NW Hwy.,

roonilOy.o29-29.11

We need more gals like

a

pad

P

255.95. aft dm..he..

722 Center Street

S'WseZn enn

1st Shift Only

BONUS MOTORS

60h

Des Plaines Day

N

'102

894-4560
101.Automo5les Wanted

1175. Mein Street

606

J 766 9736

lor=r7g11.

T,7:=

C1.51816
Loh.
Reedy

17 5. Arlington Hrs. Rd

10

Southern Horde

;NTS Rent Apartments

"d6Trr.C1;32

Arlington Day

bwW ME.

CL 3E35.

Unbelliev
It Emma Nutt
could see us now

?.

'''Z'se"erolOtIr""L

3165.29fi 5:30 p

ost

LAND INVESTMENT

Fames.

Go0,5ale,, to 5. nail les pan.

it's

....

elec

m, SIDS. El Rey. CL 101110.

ett°":

614 S

If you're a people -oriented gal looking far
o really rewarding jab, you may have what

Sunbeam Corp.
HoTok

90-Investment Property

hal, 5925 3,1-1119

APRIL 16,17.16 10. re 5pm.

'old-fashioned."

;LZT,eMrele.

shodhoockT hourwes, Gd
oo":h
hinge buns.% thaw. work-

VARIETY

Honeywell

William's Gray Building

Emma.

Tt"'

695 7835ecu

21,He11 Wanted Alen & Women

Tor oPIERMTPTE"

Illinois Bell

eI

ID" lemons.

255 IT/

Come M or call
Jean Yale, 259-7010

401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Primped, III.
Chicago Off ice 346-5090

good typing skills. Excellent working conditions.

1334.1.50

POLLARD MOTORS

CL 3,117

5

LYNN DAVIS

Our company in the educational field, is lock na
far several girls who enjoy clerical wink and hove

57sen.

AnvO'CruA'v'TEr"

KITTENS

Terdiic dim:1mM 571722r

1.57.6900

ro

PosiliOn offers excell.to company benefits and a
salary commensurate with experience.

Apply at

The Other Computer Company:

Hinsdale, Illinois 60521
15 Spinning Wheel Read
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ZnIi7dneT:17 *"
Call MKT..

116 Eastman, Arl. His.

Applicants should possess a college deg ee or the equivalent
and 2 - 4 years of systems and programming experience
Specific knowledge and experience in advanced progromm
ing systems along with knowledge of systems design tech

e

ie=1:61r5

SoliWomr 55.02 a month

o ACCOUNTING CLERKS
o PROGRAMMERS o SALES
o COLLEGE GRADUATES
o ADJUSTER TRAINEES
o PERSONNEL

CLERK TYPISTS
:"o"rfhooddtTeVory 'and

U S Gov't Owned Homes

fueensn

;re

Northwest Day

ELECTRON

CAL=ORNELL

Cell 763.606, ber. e and

VOUT':=TAJSIL

44 Oogs,Rets &Remount

MALE:

AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST

6301 Lincoln Ave.

MANUFACTURER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY

i.,,LAmd.ti,m't

FOR ORINLA AL ROOS.

..P.M. 259

IT'S A GOOD DAY
TO FIND A NEW
AND BETTER JOB!

a'

A rieeltied call six

o

:c1M7o868n8

% 090,(<72._41

686-7740

GIRL FRIDAY

'Tel'grkg"DITITE.""

we

6"..71oArro:

Ahern ed goroge, Lo.mNd me.

MO2,014

spoolair.Lradia.

v7n17017E
0
-.., ,./-5-:., )7_
1) tuUL--Lpa .

=.71t:
re.n. bon-

W'"r

ublk. Muir how own iranspermien o be

to

Andre
DoSarna.9.5p.m.
121

"7

423:52"'"'

965.4700

CALL MRS. SEDREL

Tacroryd'Va

suscellanews ism girl.. chilling

Marton Grove,

Mud In neai appearing, income wl,F plmoom peasmoRdy

oral:Odom.

TO console complere

Rodent! Amp.

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

EMPLOYMENT

Ponied: Old piciures frames for

CASH

r

e CLERK TYPIST

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

753

766 0.736

vol. 1968.
625. eau

20

Baxter

PAYABLE

24,11611Wanted Men

52/62

Ra nd hxt S,1:,,Eppeg,e,Fen ter

Laboratories, Inc.

MT. PROSPECT

115101ical instruments

42.Wanted To Buy

Trumpet & Accordion

292.22126

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

Ino97.7160

piece golf 112 hag

.Ted. Eery good condliion.

WIEBOLDT'S

am Type. Doc. wools

1900 E.

86.RealEstatediouses

Spaulding

31 Rummage HarageSale

Personnel Office
after 10 AM

FEMALE:

824-7 1 41

100% Free Positions

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Ginn

5995 W eeling Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Heo,d.,orpe..s

E"yT"'ver9"'":1:corrIETT
paldins.. or heal. SWAIM

1134m8015101Rropertif(ToRent)

benefits. Apply

Niellioliord

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP.

CALL 43943020

d

Hd

r being Menai.

Apply In pitman as calls 537-8550

oak...0315

OFF

Advancement paten. and ...ellen! company

taLmodleal sup& field. we
We are a

UO"'ZKile!'n'ALTI /21

40% - 60%
9

cood 1120 439.616

plo

IGNATZ & MARY'S

WANT TO LEARN
PROGRAMMING?

CARPETING

824-2175

wpisr reguirod. Excellent Fringe benefits.

""'ll&FDHSVROTCLEANFR5

PleinasYys 5535

BO To Rent Office Space

,.

17 on inpOlva

We ore a leader in Me host,

br

96e Ms

CALL 3596661

WS

45 PIA

SPECIAL

1412 Miner Street
824-3136

You ore rheSecremrywe wont.
Sexier is Ma company
been ladling for.

.3160

CHICAGO 346-5040

entries for people.,

THEY TS

ne t

ARLINGTON PARK

SHOO

y

wky
em.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
5d

9+100 1e

CITY OF DES PLAINES
E nthusiastic

mbh

neana

TOWERS HOTEL
9 2p

n Plant Es.
malad to fill

LYNN DAVIS

EVENINGS & SATURDAY

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

mmwpne.e.

259-7010
HAIR DRESSER

TRAVEL AGENT
WILL TRAIN YOU
TO PLAN TRIPS, TOURS

DENTAL OFFICE
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

$8,000-$10,000
pep

You

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE....

:DESIRE IMAGINATION A DRIVE

xvoxase

Imbues & assoc.

19611 V.W. mdan. Woe.
71.To Rent, Stores, Offices

SOMETHING

Retail background helpful hot will 1,010 Ient,sted
individuals.

Assemblers:

me

EVE. APPTS. AVAILABLE

$450 to $675

jfiESTo

COUNSELOR

lotions. Must be able to deal toctfully and offer
tively with the public. Flexible haws. Should be

women to assume managerial responsibilities.

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

PANT. 63506..

34 Arts and Antiques

19923.118.1.5 pas

IHE TOP OF

HOUSEKEEPERS

PHONE 392.2708

nee

21Employment Agencies -Women

PERSONNEL

nspecling food
serViCe establishments and enforcing health re,

Amiable

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

dmail con or visit PARSER. 117
263 SAM

ASST. SANITARIAN

BEGIN AT THE TOP!

Raid Training

MG Olds Dynamic it 0 0.. RIR.

724-6006

Chollun ging opponunity for interested men and

1496 Miner. Om. Plain., 297.

6:30-8:30 a.m.

esiderPoul

qualified or have potential for registration.

GIRLS!

Help do desoN. 6500 Prot IVY,

Earn Extra -Cosh

RAMIE aria. Rpm

Talented

BESTLINE PRODUCTS, INC.

SCHOOL BUS

'4ise4Z'1"SiSnY9S 'en"'

RPS 6.95 so.

SHAG

21-11111 Wanted Men & Women

MANAGERS

MALE

'Sneed

01.11.1161152.95.0.yd.

To assist Registered Sanitarian

Capable

A great, low-cost way
to rent, buy, sell or
trade ... anything!

ORDER TRAINING CLERK

Mon.throughFrl.

wool. for pan lime WI,.

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

I

xL Pry, £459104

beThs......1.

41.61CA011er

niry In mi.

Day HosteN,Counler WoTF.

holy. or weekends

I

;21.1.1;n4i4

VYAR1V ADS

Kenai imam.

Na

3211110,11110111 Merchandise

Boyar Hight

Northbrook

xus

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SCHOOL

JEWEL

[MU

wire school age chide. P. -

FREE IBM

SANK TELLER

3450500, EM. 594

Allstate

P

Mu Rent Houses
Hoff. Pm 3 hdrro.,

Exeonrenal

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

Housewives

WON, is TAW.

P:Z

Equal Oppo.Mry SmPloTIPT

21.Help Wanted Men & Women

Call 291-5978 or 291-5479

9561785

el

_*1'

2,3%300

s,/rzs 092 vie IR.sSC

S man

PI

Hooshbeepe

Phone:

MOM HOME FURNITTLIK

central telephone company of illinois

wree Rankbroak cameo, need. Key1M Anis, in

26.110 Want11 Women
ROO lee 5

PALATINE RESALE SHOP

Men bac.; 2 human

827-9919

ARTIST

La Salle Personnel

1,77,TTLG, POOL

d bmrCaaes

N

snow Hen. 6

rwlry

pp

bon.

1961 T.rd, full power.

CARPETING

God So. 962Allaialt115,..2
21.He11 Wanted, Men & Women

A

.112R.

AIR CONDITIONING

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

"'yen:: ;pile 'ari: 7ife:hee
schooling nolnecemor,

298-2770

1966 Don GT came..

Dgate ROL
ELEVATOR BUILDING

SYSTEMS, INC.

trifiersanesound arLdepernii,ritoptivado

TAB OPERATOR

Colonial Peri Wog.
o/5. PM. NI, Good Cond.

'65 Alert

MT. PROSPECT

SERVICE ASSISTANTS.

--I
MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

da

;

model homes V ill epo ore

REAL ESTATE SALES
G eneral Of..

'PEELING OUT FURNITURE

1111 N. Porrest.A.1.10s.

OFFICE

WEBER MARKING

Pe einiiltz 9

11. Preen N

MEVJ SUBURBAN

CALL OR COME IN
430-B500

. Ins

NOTE TELLER

+1.1 d =,D 027;062

tioModi.10. nab 605 W

doing

TipowEIRD

rneauertfine. free

meistmda Howt -flan in smla

Experience Necessary
Excellent Fringe Benefits
37Yo Hour Week

'44 '4

April 16 70/4 StIO fa
April 17 OAR 970 Trimly Woad

P5155 GYBE

APPLY IN PERSON

10750 W. Grand Aee.

od sinning ...les

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

JUNE GRADUATES

3rd Shift

TIIt 1..4IM

Thor

A er nisiono mocha
m.d Personnel. In

112 Automobiles For Ne

14 To Rent Apartments

917 h0.19

h 8 out wen fin sts

ReMAG T SAAp

Voyoh Diartibeen

154.2rd shili

298-5019

bon. Al. golf mason. yooll

GAL51,

259 I .56 after 5 o

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

SALES DEVICE

NO E3PFTOFNCE EXPECTED!

Pleaes.2.7.2525.

=2721e=

K nol Ai ATI HT

cal.

PLASTIC

RECEPTION

a

golf outing.. Youll set

439 5440

2999 N. Mannheim Rd.

825.7117

hai Pew. Oar Om
aoff el boys om
62000 a weal/ woe.

Ex.& nt spienriune, tn smA far eutembile Jr tabu.
should Ion familiar sith a siandard IBM Eleciric

RENT -A -CAR

Fits.

Des Plaines area

acTelell

applicarims fa.

Oa 1405

LIoor

SHEETS, INC

ORE PRIFIkailom

DORev-irelltig'

Po

.1

41 flume FurnIshmsfurodure

121Miscellaneous Merchandise

31 Rummage &GarageSale

26 Help Wanted Women

1%..1

ol on

T696

oi

26 Help Wonted Women

BEELINE MINION

Jle p ople
Do

26 kip Wooled Women

Receptions. Assisi

GIRL WANTED

Pskull

Thursday April 16 1970
2111111 Wanted Women

Timberlake Village

BSSTPF=fr.'"
EL:recellrehl TOSira:'2
FL 8.3331

Nobothood RumMege

S1895

DICK WICKSTROM

eed 9

10. 9-Spen. heYeryThe9 Dees".

se& unused. 202,1 off. 359-2739

Sole: upholstery choirs,
desk, bookcase& formica 11.1.. 6

Blend, kidney shaped, cocktail
Table, EST thatching and ,OIL,

Ger.

choirs, bohy bed, feeding ML.
misc. AO Short Lao Palaline.

mid

"

Mins

LEE

039 Brandwood PT, Elk Grove VII.
loge.

leather

14. Mo,le 1.6

enure, SE Go. MN to nor.
itArl.His.0109814

Wolfed...T.3332 oft 6 pm

CHEVROLET

s'Eis.'74iEs%c3"Pc2."'n

rocker

and

reolinIng

,air.537.2Mo

!m um coue
Call 430-4100

555 Irving Pork Rood

529-7070

Block leother &punish Furniture, P

sicL 3 ma, 2

Alisted

disks,2anemon0241-3084.

mile, W. al RIR 83 ...

Dowaan Teroetrerb GoLO

'4"3%111711;'"

Roselle, Illinois

SHORT RIBS

,

Thursday, April 16, 1970
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TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

DONT BE SO LAZY! THERE5
THE STUFF-GETOUSY AND
MAKE YOUR OWN SANDWICH/

CO NOT RUSH 1:1:XTAIRE

601.11.1A BE BUSY, ALL

MAZAIRE: 2E FBI

RIGHT --AFTER I'VE MADE
IT: WITH THE LITTLE BIT

EES OBJECTING ONLY TO
SPORTS PREDICTIONS/

AWPF-SPUTT

YOU LEFTME rm 601.11.IA
HAFTA KEEPMOVIM' STUFF
BACK AFTER EVERY BITE

REALLY, SWAMI, YOU

; 70 KEEP ITAUTHE/JTIC!

MUST DO BETTER.,
WHAT'S AN ASTROLOGER

ze REST I. CAN REVEAL/

WHAT WOULD THE ACADEMY

AND ZONITHEENG BAD
- WILL HOPPEN '10 SAHEEEt/

WHO CANT PREDICT I

OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

esZOMTHEENG 600D

SAY ABOUT 'NISI

ARNIE

YOUR -TIME
FIVE

Es up/

DOLLARS MORE

FOR ze

DETAILS

Mike Douglas

Richard Deacon.
11 Frenchman's

someone

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

ness against a gang-

6:30

Family Affair
Guest star Dana
Andrews plays re-

11 Making
Grow

cently released con-

32 Truth or Con-

in finding a job.
5
Daniel Boone
Josh Clements decides to act as father
to two abandoned
children.
P a t Paulsen's
7
Half a Comedy Hour

A reprise of the
season's shows is featured.

SCARCE AND DINGLE
DECIDES 10 TRY 111E ONE PLACE

26 Today's Racing

WHERE NE KNOWS HE WILL
RND MEAT FOR NIS SUFFERING
MATE...LOST FOREST

moon walk which is

interpretation of their
interaction. Rick
Jason and Joan Col-

32 Of

Lands

and

Seas

A film trip to Ca-

BUGS BUNNY

News,

Your
HorOscope

Apollo 13 Moon
Walk

32 News Final

The second moon
walk coverage is an-

9

Alfred

FREE LUNCH IF

Alfred

9

YA LAY OFF THAT
RACKET DURIN'

2 6 Bob
Sports

Philbin

8:00
Crisis
Special deals with
the
activities
of
an around -the -clock
psychiatric emergency service and one of
its more puzzling

Famous Writers

ture and begin at once to make

2

of the News
32 The Honeymooners

44 Continuous

News,

plans for it.

Guests

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) A early morning dis-

are Jane

ers.

Sports

Movie

9

7

2:00
Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

"Wild River."

2:35

Montgomery Clift is
a Tennessee Valley
Authority
official
trying to get elderly
Jo Van Fleet to sell
her land for new

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

News,

Hour." Super -detective Jimmy Wong apprehends a waterfront killer. Boris

10:30

Corte

Budd.

"The Fatal

Karloff, Grant With-

Weather,

Sports

L a Tremenda

Wyman and Julie

Movie

9

11 Speaking Freely

26

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour

1:10

26 A Black's View

26 Famous Artists;

20) Don't allow an unreasonattitude to dqminate.
Turn your thoughts to the fuable

Of Cabbages and
Kings

11 The
American
Community College

Bobby Darin, Blood

of bullfighter seeking

10:00
News

9

This is Tom

Movie
"The Magnificent
Nlatator." Account
2

7

32 Password

2

Newman.

6:55

1:00

and Thomas Gomez.

20 TV High School

Author Lawrence
Durrell joins Edwin

MY BUSY TIME!

FOR FRIDAY
ARIES (March 22 - April

12:40
News

With Anthony Quinn

Hitch-

cock

guests.

6:45

11:50

glory and Maureen
O'Hare, not necessarily in that order.

9:30

ature from the ivil

David Steinberg are

I'LL HAVE THE BREAST OF
HALIBUT AND A FLAGON
OF MILK!

I'LL GIVE YA A

Hitch-

32 TBA

Sweat and Tears and

Sports

7

Show

Diahann Carroll,

Weather,

32 100 Paintings;
Great Music

cock
11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

War.

44 Continuous

11:35

scheduled to begin at
8:58 p.m.

9

20 TV College
American Liter-

Jones

ments

nolds.

7:40

ince.

11:30
32 Paul Harvey Com-

man and Frank Rey-

Things

sequences

nada's Ontario Prov-

the early career of
Charlie Chaplin.

chored by Jules Berg-

lins.

cases.
7

Chaplin"
four films
from'three periods in
features

2

Movie
"The
Wayward

California with trite

vict who turns to
Uncle Bill for help

Poop is

hors d'oeuvre dip.

6:25

2

I'M AFRAID SOMEONE'S
5110T OR TRAPPED
141M!

the second four-hour

Bus." John Stein beck novel about passengers on bus in

ME OTHAIRE

MARK TRAIL

A love potion acci-

dentally falls in the

ature from the Civil

"An Hour With

Charlie

.26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

9:00

Aquarius on the
Moon: The Flight of
Apollo 13
Live coverage of

9

26 Quiz

q46

Show

ster.
7 Bewitched

11 TV College
American Liter-

Grew Up

26 Elias Diaz Perez

been

hired to kill his wit-

44 Entertainment
Guide

TY try US Pa CA

has

World

War

e

scheduled to begin at
approximately 8:58
p.m.

7:30
Ironside:Ironside suspects

5

6:15

THE WORRY WART

26 Ayuda (Help)

Robert Hooks and

TIME, SWAMI.

Apollo 13 Moon
Walk
Coverage of the
second of four-hour
moon walk which is
5

Improbable."
11 Chicago Is
Host is Robert
Cromie.

Show
Guests include

11 The Toy That

8:30

Part 2, "Mission

6:00
News
News
News

2
5
7
9
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advantage should not stay with

Don't exaggerate your

you.

first feelings of inadequacy.

EEK & MEEK

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) Take care that .a lack of
judgment does not cause you
to make unnecessary sacrifices

MORTY MEEKLE

which you may later regret.
Think things over.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) Devote yourself to another
at this time. You will be repaid
many times over when you fi-

nally realize the good you've
done.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23) A
day when the sins of omission

may catch up with you. Let a
good night's sleep cap the
restlessness of the
hours.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

afternoon

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)
Be prepared to make sacrifices
to keep those you love happy.

Now is a good time to indulge
your natural selflessness.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Here and There
THE BORN LOSER

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
You will be the one to benefit
most today from your unselfishness. If you are wise, you
will bury the hatchet.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) Take care not to exaggerate the disadvantages of a new

offer. You may merely be trying to find reasons for saying
no.
.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

critical of another if you must
but in a tactful way.
-

Jan. 20) Make every effort to
make up for a sharp tongue.

CAPTAIN EASY

Early morning offenses can be

atoned for during afternoon
hours.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19) Take advantage of a buyer's market in your neighbor-

WELL, DR. DIMELE.,, WE'LL. LEAVE

YOU HERE IN PRIVACY TO PERFECT
YOUR REVOLUTIONARY NEW
LUBRICANT FOR MR.McKEE

AHNEO.,,GOODBV:
YOUR NAME

SEEr-HT.MEECH

TAKE GOOD CARE
OF OUR MOO; HAMP
.IF YOU KNOW WHAT

IN

AAP-WHILE-SACK
NEW YORK AT
THAT BRITISH
KENNEDY AIRPORT. AIRWAYS. FLIGHT
HAS_ DISEMBARKED,

MEAN!

TH' HECK 1:5 DR.

hood shopping center. Take

DIMISLET

people's

29 Arroyo
31 New Guinea.

faults

should be none of your business. Take care of your own
housecleaning chores; others
will take care of theirs.

port

S

Answers to
Hideaword
MONARCH
corn
charm
char
chronia
coma
carom
cram
manor
moan
mare
march
morn

ranch._
roan

roach
roam
arch
acorn
anchor
orca
hoar
harm

horn'
norm

form)a

26 Affliction
27 County in

Texas

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
Other

25 D( caoymbbr, ek.

rAY...15uT WHIM

care great bargains don't backfire, however.
21)

ACROSS
52 Chest bone
1 British colony 53 Select part, as
of society
54 Contend
Aintanthletic
emulously
8 Front -,
56 Belonging to
Virginia
a given time
13 Interstices
57 Given, as a
14 Feminine,
prize
appellation
15 Aswan High
DOWN
-, Egypt 1 Ordered
16 Make
2 Expunge
mistake
3 Casual
17 Fenced
comment
18 Brother of
4 Missouri (ab.)
Jacob (Bib.)
5 Caucho
20 Ireland
6 County in
22 Lady Literate
North
in Arts (ab.)
Carolina
23 Formerly
7 Eagle's nest
(archaic)
8 Mature, as

17

Dec. 22) Take care that harsh
words don't cause you pain. Be

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

WEIDIR [ iL f
WOMM
EMMA" 1!Ji11
MfflUM MOOMMOULA
1;i1EAC101 ML4M

CAMPUS CLATTER
REMINDS MI
TEN YEARS I'VE BEEN

OF PAW

32 Ever (contr.)
33 Editors (ab )
34 Rowing
implement
35 On the ocean
36 Baden-Baden
and Ballston,
far instance
38 Cards (ab.)
'39 Louisiana

AMU DIMUMM

0WIAWEIM CSI ET21
UmICOO

LF,t11121

OLLKOM
LIMOMUMWd
111:10PW [;111
fii1E3M
MOMMOU

MIAMI

10 - Sea
11 Anoint

(archaic)
12 Tyndareus'
wife (myth.)
19 Ineffectual
21 Western cattle
shows
24 Barter
26 Legal writ
28 Second sale
30 Harvests
fruit
35 Skillful
9 Mouths (anat.) 37 Flew aloft
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

13

MINW

1C3W OMMM
rdalM
38 Girl's name
40 Genus of
palms
42 Inscribe
43 Old
44 Raced
45 Pack

47 Retired for

the night
49 Shoshonean

Indian
51 Candlenut

tree

55 Pair (ab.)
9

10

11

12

14,,

15

16

18

19

17

20
....

127

Fr
... _

28

IP-9

31

32

33

34

30

36

37

A PANRANDLER. AND11415 iS

THE FIRST Time I'VE SEEN
YOUR GIMMICK

39

41 M(at.b) .Rainier's
41capft

43

43 River in

Switzerland
44 Indian
weights
46

rh

capital,
48 Aggregation

50 Greek letter

48

40

41

a II 4la
49

42
46

50

53

54

56

7

51

7

52
55
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Cowen blasts censure of Pere
A resolution passed last night

promote the ideals of the Re-

by the Wheeling Township Re-

publican

publican Club censuring Sen.

presenting the resolution, re-

Charles H. Percy was con-

ferred to remarks made by Percy upon the recent occasion of
his receiving the Human

demned this morning by Richard A. Cowen, chairman of the
township's regular Republican
Organization.
The resolution is "divisive
and ill-conceived," declared
Cowen, and represents the

thinking of "a small band of
'always agin-ers."'
"Let me make it absolutely
clear," he said, that the Wheeling Township Republican Or-

Party,

Bressler in

Rights Award from the AntiDefamantion League in New
York City.
The resolution scored Percy
for "consistently casting his
vote ...against major bills and

time moves to begin forming a
Republican slate for Illinois
will begin.

THE MOVE to table, for
which a two-thirds vote would
have been required, was easily
defeated, with only 5 to 6 persons approving.
Replying to one remark that

Republicans should be concerned about losing two senatorial seats in Illinois, a member of the audience said,
"We've already lost one, when
Charles Percy was elected."
It was suggested that a copy

ganization had nothing to do

appointments sponsored by
President Nixon."
Specifically mentioned were
the
anti -ballistic
defense
system legislation and the

with these shenanigans. Twenty members of the club (a sepa-

nominations of Judges Carswell and Haynsworth to the

of the resolution be sent to

rately chartered group) went

U. S. Supreme Court.
Before the resolution was
approved, there was a motion

nois Republican county chair-

that the resolution be tabled

action, Cowen declared:

off on a folly of their own."
Cowen described the 20

who voted for the censure as
being among "those who consistently contribute the least to
the over-all Republican effort
in this township."

The Club resolutioh

de-

manding that Percy's name
"be stricken from the names
of elected officials in support
of the Republican Party and
its goals and its voting suppor-

ters" was introduced by Roy
Bressler, a member of the Club
and a director of the Arlington
Heights Park District.

The resolution was passed

by a 2046-8 vote by the 38
persons present, although at
least two persons in the audience were guests and not club
members.

STATING THAT one of
the purposes of the club was to

Senator Percy and to all

Illi-

men .

In denouncing the Club's
"As long as I am Com-

until the fall of 1971, at which

The new Dist. 59 School
Board may do the recounting
itself if a challenge to last Saturday's election is issued Monday.

Dr. Erwin S. Poklacki of
1223 S. Fernandez, Arlington
Heights, has told The Day he

will ask for a recount if next
Monday's 8 p.m. official canvass shows him still behind in-

James Donahue, of the Illinois Department of Public Health,
yesterday demonstrated the jet injector guns that win be used to

cumbent Harry Petersorl Jr.,
immunize about 50,000 northwest suburban youngsters against 641 Charing Cross Rd., Elk
German measles May 18-23.

Censure resolution
Whereas, Charles A. Percy, the Republican Senator from the
State of Illinois has consistently cast his vote in the Senate of the
United States and before the Nation against major bills and appointments sponsored by President Nixon, including, but by no

means limited to, the Anti -Ballistic Defense System, and the
nomination to the United States Supreme Court of Judges Haynes and Carswell; and

Whereas, Charles A. Percy has expressed through his views
and Voting record complete alliance with the views and support
of the Demoratic Party.

Now Therefore be It Resolved by the Wheeling Township
Republican Club, that Charles A. Percy's name be stricken
from the names of elected officials in support of the Republican
Party and its goals and its voting supporters, and
Further Resolved, that the Wheeling Township Republican

Thousands of children
here to get measles shots
unteers at Lutheran General

By Bob Casey

Hospital in Park Ridge yesterState and county public

health officials yesterday met
with representatives of medgroups, hospitals and
school districts from north
and northwest ,suburban Cook
County to make plans for
of
thousands
immunizing
youngsters against German
ical

measles between May 18 and
May 23.
James Donahue, a representative of the U.S. Public
currently
Service
Health
working with the 'Illinois De-

partment of Public Health,
said 80 per cent of Illinois chil-

dren from one year of age to
third grade in school will get
the free measles inoculation
before the end of December.
also
measles,
German

known as three-day measles
and rubella, causes birth defects in unborn chili:ken. Don-

ahue said an estimated`. 45,
000 U.S. children were born
with congenital birth defects
resulting

from

the

disease

after the most recent German
measles epidemic.

IMMUNIZING

CHM-

DREN, he said, cuts the
spread of the digease and reduces the chances of pregnant.
women being exposed'to it.
"No pregnant woman is any
safer with regard to rubella:
than the total environment she'

day.

Donahue said 50 teams of
doctors, nurses and lay volun-

teers will cover north subur-

ban Cook County, treating
school children at their schools

and pre-school youngsters' at
pre -arranged sites throughout
the area.
INSTEAD OF conventional

needles and syringes, Don-

ahue said, the medical teams
will use jet injector guns,
enabling them to inoculate up
to 1,000 children per hour.

disease, recurring in epidemic children in for the free inproportions every six to nine oculations, Chotiner said. It is
years. The last outbreak was in estimated that more than
1963 and 1964, she said, and 50,000 northwest suburban
indications are that another youngsters will be treated.
German measles epidemic has
already begun.
In the first three months of
this year, Dr. Flom said, there

have been more cases of rubella in Cook County than in
all of 1969. Immunization of
80 per cent of all children between one year and grade three
can break the cycle of the disease,'she said.

THERE HAS NOT been a

Dedmon
to speak
In

conjunction

with the

April 8-22 membership drive
of the Countryside YMCA in
Palatine, Emmett Dedmon,
vice president and editorial director of Field Enterprises,

He said the gun, which shoots
vaccine through the skin with

single recorded instance

1,500 pound of pressure, is
painless and completely ster-

which the vaccine virus has day in Frend High School,
been transmitted from a vacci-. 1000 S. Quentin Rd., Pala-

ile.

"We feel it's certainly a saf-

er instrument to use than the
needle and syringe," Donahue
said.

About four million immunizations have been made using
the guns during the past seven
years in the United States, he

said. Donahue said there are
500,000 doses of the newly perfected vaccine available for
use in suburban Cook County.

DR. MATA FLOM, of the
Cook County Department of
Public Health, said German
measles can cause heart defects, blindness, deafness and
mental retardation in unborn
children of mothers who contract the disease.

in

will speak at 8 p.m. Wednes-

nated child to a susceptible in- tine.
dividual, said Dr. Flom.
Dedmor. author of "Great
In the northwest suburbs, a Enterprises," a history of the
co-ordinating committee orga- Y's all over the world, served
nized by Northwest Commu- three years as president of the
nity Hospital will direct treat- YMCA of Metropolitan Chiment of youngsters in Elk cago.
Grove, Wheeling, Palatine,
An author and journalist,
Schaumburg and Barrington Dedmon worked on the Chitownships.
cago Sun -Times staff from
CHOTINER, 1940 until 1968 when he was
BURTON
assistant administrator at the named to his present position.
He is a member of the Board
hospital and a committee
member, said immunization' of Trustees of the Chicago His.
teams will vjsit all schools in torical Society and serves on
districts 54, 21, 25, 59, 15, 57, the budget committee of the
23, 26, 1, and 4; as well as all Community -fund.
The public is invited to hear
parochial schools in the area
during the week of May 18-23. Dedmon. Additional informaTen to 12 sites will be open tion on the YMCA can be ob-

May 23 during the morning
moves in if she's susceptible
--herselff-Donahue-told-the-au,- --Dr--Flom--explained-that- and afternoon -hours so parents
dience of more than 100 vol- German measles is a cyclical can bring .their pre-school

'

tained by contacting Herman
Hertog at 359 -2400 -or Ruth
Ryan at 253-0750.
44

candidates vying for three
three-year seats in Saturday's
election. She received 1,500

Monday, he must ask the Circuit Court to change the deci-

votes in the unofficial tally.

THE SAME recount privilege is available to Peterson if
Monday's official vote canvass
puts Poklacki ahead.

MRS. SHARRIE Hildebrandt, 69 Clearmont Dr.,

sion.

Peterson has been out of
Elk Grove Village, had 1,185
votes, Peterson had 1,130 and' town and could not be reached
for comment by The Day.
Poklacki, 1,127.
Elementary schoolsin Dist.
The Illinois School Code
says a call for a recount can be 59 include Juliette Low in Armade by any candidate who lington Heights; Brentwood,
comes within 95 per cent of
having the number of votes

Devonshire,

and
Einstein
Knolls in Des

ahead of Poklacki.
Board Atty. Frank Hines of
Elk Grove Village has advised

son and 95.1 per cent of the

mont, Dan Cook, Mark Hop-

total cast
brandt.

kins,

cast for the winner.

for

Mrs.

Hilde-

Poklacki must pay $5 per
precinct, $50 in all, for the
recount. If the recount shows
he had more votes than those
officially declared the winners

Ridge,

Rupley,

Salt

Creek and Grant Wood in Elk
Grove Village.
Dist. 59 junior high schools

Dempster and Holmes,
Mount Prospect, and. Grove

are

and Lively, Elk Grove Village.

PETERSON, WHO has a
dling the election ballots if the
board chooses to do the
recount.
However, Business Manager Loitis Audi told The Day

yesterday that he will recommend that the board forego the
chore in favor of hiring a panel
of election judges.

votes. Some 3,100 ballots are
involved.
It is possible, though less

likely, that the recount could
affect candidates other than
Peterson.

Mrs. Judith Zanca of 80

SUBUIR.t\
Closed mouth gathers no foot, but then how could Mrs.
Mitchell know?

ONWiRVAR4

A Palatine resident with five

years experience as a college
trustee, was elected chairman
of the Harper College board of
trustees last night (Thurs.)

James Hamill, an attorney
and father of seven children,
was chosen in a 4 to 3 written

Harper trustee foe five years.

Day
Bicyclists who think stop
signs are for autos only.
R.N.

' Alt14,0,Int>;,,

Cowen challenged the Club
members to get behind the
regular organization's efforts.

"For a change," he said,
with the Dinner Dance. For
once, let's see if you can really
help with the campaign efforts.
Hundreds of hard working Republicans are tired of aiding the
Club financially, and through
memberships, only to have its
name sullied and tarnished in
this manner.

He was openly scornful of
the "bad spelling and grammar" in the Club's resolution.
"P.T. Barnum said he didri4

care what people said about
him, just so long as they spelled

his name right. The authors (,)
of the resolution failed this test

as well. It's Charles H. Percy,

A
19 -year -old Chicago
youth was arrested Wednesday

by Mount Prospect police after he reportedly traded in
merchandise under two different names at the Monteomery

Ward & Co. Store in Randhurst Shopping Center.

Charged with theft be deception and attempted theft by

deception was James Purvy,
19, of Chicago.
Police said that security

agents at the store saw Purvy
trade in merchandise for money, using his own name and an
alias, M. Thompson, also using
a Chicago address. He reportedly received $37 in cash. Purvy was accompanied by anoth-

er youth, who was not identified.

After Purvy and the other
youth left the store, security
agents captured Purvy near a
car which he had rented from

released on a $2,000 bond and
he is to appear in Mount Prospect court April 30.

Elect Palatine man Harper trustee post

management consultant who
served as chairman since last
April. Johnson has also been a

Of The

know -success."

Purvy wash held by the security agents until the police
arrived and then he was taken
to the police station. He was

SAYS =

Roxbury Village, Des Plaines, ballot by the seven board memwas the top vote getter among bers.
He succeeds Richard John7.111 son, an Arlington Heights
kr

Gripe

- only

Hertz Rent-A-Car Co. and was
seven days overdue in returning it, according to police. The
other youth fled the area.

SIMON

Board members could then
rotate the chore of supervision, so long as a quorum of
four is always present.
Audi estimates it will take 8
to 10 hours to recount the

the same reply

when the umbrella of Republicanism spreads wide enough
to include all does our Party

Charge
youth with
theft

Prospect, and Byrd, Clear-

could be among those han-

ly

worth."

Poklacki polled 99.7 per

direct interest in the outcome,

"To those who criticize the
Phil Cane's, the Barry Gold water's, the Chuck Percy's or
the Jacob Javits I give exact-

and there's no "e" in Hayns-

cent of the total cast for Peter-

bers.

of the people in East St. Louis,
in Rockford, and in Chicago as
he is for Wheeling Township..

delicated Republican in Mr. Percy's stead.

showed Peterson three votes

Poklacki and the school district that the recount must be
made "by,' or in the presence
of," a quorum of board mem-

only as we wish. A senator
is just as much the Senator

Club do those acts and procedures necessary to place a truly

High Ridge
Plaines; Robert Frost, Forest
View and John Jay in Mount

Grove Village.
Unofficial tallies Saturday

may not agree with a Republican officeholder's vote, but
Republican officeholders are
not our private pawns to vote

"let's see if you can really help

New Dist. 59 Board
may handle own recount
By Mary Schlott

mitteeman my goal will be to
unify rather than divide. We

MRS. FREDERICK Nicklas of Inverness was elected
vice-chairman by a 4 to 3 vote.

Larry Moats of Mount Prospect was tied with John Haas
of Prospect Heights 3 to 3 for
board secretary. Moats was
awarded the position in a re -

was seated on the board, replaced. Le Roi Hutchings of
Mount Prospect. Morton won
the three year term on the Harper board last weekend.
Hutchings sought re-elec-

tion but placed fourth on the
voting tally of six candidates.

THE BOARD canvassed
the election results of 13,427
ballots. Official ballots cast for
each candidate were: Morton,

5,140; Mrs. Nicklas, 4,596;
Mrs. Hannah Wilson, 4,025;
Hutchings, 3,738; Mrs. Jane
Lea Toot, 3,374 and Richard

Employment
Durava, 1,940.
survey
Mrs. Nicklas and Morton
won the two available seats for
terms.
next week .three-year
Moving into his new task as
The Bureau of the Census
will conduct a sample survey
of employment and unemployment in the Chicago area next

week, according to Theodore
F. Olson, director of the bureau's regional office in Chicago.

The households to be inter-

viewed here are part of a scienvote of 4 to 3.
Joseph -Morton, an Arling- - tifically designed sample of the
ton Heights college professor, entire U. S. population.

board chairman, Hamill asked
the trustees to "think forward
to the next five years.

Meeting
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission public hearing, Village Han; 8 p.m.

Committee of 100

THE DAY
.
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plans benefit to
honor Schlickman

Village, Park Board will
split West Park digging
By Maureen McNamar

villa, to pay the east of re.
of unsuitables
May I, 1971.

moval

An agreement w. reached
by the Monet Prospect Village
Board and the Park Board last
night to split the 929,000 cost

mg of the top soil and seedmg.

HE SAID that the Park

This was the result of discuss ion by the board en the

District has alloted approxi.
mately 121,000 to cover the

availability of funds.

finishing and seedMg. The

Rack Road Constructi. Co.
who will dig the suitable soil
at en cost.

Rock Road has estimated

that a alarm, of 40.000
cubic 'yards of unsuitable soil
will have to be removed from
the lake arca. The firm has set

price of 65 ccas per cubic
yard to move the unusable soil.

MAYOR ROBERT TMchat said that Rock Rood will
be contacted right away and a
final agreement could prob.
ably be ready in time for a SpeMil meeting April 28.

He said that there are two
changes that the village will
inquest in he contract with

Rock Road. T. first is that
Rock Road agree to allow the

$14,500 will come horn that
total.
An additional cost to the nil.
lage will be an estimated
$8,000 for putting in storm
sewer piping.

"ITIE SECOND addition to
the contract will be that a liraitcd of 40,000 cubic yards be

action on it at that time.

set for the amount of unsuit-

The co., will then go to

ables that are removed.
If it is necessary that more
than 40,000 cubic yards he re-

the Park Board for its approv-

Park District officials are
enxious to have the digging
started soon so that the park
can be developed for recrea-

moved the village intends 10
meet with Rock Road 10 lenegotiate a contract.
This

the Alsip tional use.
havi, to my an ex- fornother important

Icon
costive
cost for the earth re-

reason

move!.

The $29,000 will cover the
cost of stripping the top soil,
grading the lake and replacing

Mpenses in seeking and
carving in public office.
Schlickman
"Gene
ee recd us all andeerved s well

the top soil.
Park Commissioner Roland
Becker said that the village is

h.

Ton

Springfield. This is an °ppmtunity for his friends and sup porters to recognize in sub

Available

may.hhat hei 68.",
for

Day by Day

is

,

By Catherine O'Donnell
' Blame it on the promise of
delightful spring days ahead

completed the elementary library service course which is

but strange things are happening. For instance, could there
ever be a better argument for

unique. the area.

the new Illinois Constitution
to abandon the township form
of "government" after the

yea township

meetings

that were held Tuesday. Taxpayers who didn't know there
was a meeting suddenly
learned they had voted to
shoulder the tax burden of
maintaining dubious advan-

ELK GROVE'S mCling

from all descriptions by on

participants and concerned citizens sounded like
a

matinee

Laugh In."

performance of
And the good

and and drop her a card or a
note..ShEll have some reading
time while she recovers.
JAN, TOO
Jan Bone is another column

IT M TAUGHT by'LibrerWn Connell who said the
primary purpose is to train

favorite who is painting the
colors all gray in her hospital.

girls or boys early so that when
hey become 16 years old, they

can work as pages in the

coloring book. Jan who lives in
Palatine and writes lovely
stories for The Day was oper-

li-

brary. Mks Connell must have
done an excellent teaching job.

ated on Wed. at St. Alexim
Hospital. She refines to lie

When she called on Susan,
Charlene, Leslie and Lynne

down and be sick. St. Alexius
Hospital is on Westerfield Rd.

for help; they went to work.

in Elk Grove and Jets loves

They put "pockets" in the
book, stamped them, slipped in

cards and letters.

the date cards and ',hefted"

Harms of Elk Grove will con- and that everything was in
tinue to support their "thistle apple pie order when Crombie
commissioner"
and
their arrived last Sunday. The
'youth commission" which byou, helpers also acted m
onc woman said had not had a
aby sitters on that day...lithe
meeting in a year. All of the adul. were . enthusiastic and
6concerned
ditiz.s" are as interested as they are," Mn..
=teeming that if the townskip Weber said, "it would bc too
government is lost. the Day wonderful."
Democrats will take over STARTING BACK
The family and friends of
Whoever inherits the "goodehi"p

towavne-

gomkemout wyill
to rehearse for lifW Years

lo nuke any meeting sound as
insincere as Chinn we've just
TRUE FRIENDS

lean Weber and Virginia
Connell of Rolling Meadows

ran out of happy adjectives
when they tried to describe
four littic girls who ought to be
heroines in someone I good
book. The four arc Susan
nom of Carl Sandburg

School and Charlene Peters,

she was sent after an examination at the Mayo Clinic.
Exploratory
head
surgery
proved that things were not as
bad as they seemed. Lil. a foe
whe

Woman's Club is one
of the town's nicest people.
Stop whatever you were doing

Orleans Mardi Gr. than Om

board

102,

-

are now ready for

be called fury hysicals on May
6; 123 on May 13;110 on May

20 and 80 on May 27.. For
Blanche Klom. of Arcadia
Farms on Arlington Heights
with her great rodeo. The arena which was built especially
for the rodeo a few years ago
has been quiet. Next moan, it
will be the closest tbing M the
real West that we Easterners
will see without travelffeg more

than a few miles. The riders in
the rodeo are professional and
the excitement is great. The ex-

board 102, 110 men will be
called on each ofd tree dates,

physicals,

WE'RE SORRY
We forgot to
Tell you when

KERSTING'S
GARDEN CENTER

POWER MOWER
DAYS
are

May 4, May II an May 18,

Sat. April HIM 9.5
Sun. April 19th 9-2

-.or fun information) were

25
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FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

00,

MoMoy

through NM, by Day Putilim

ST

60056. Diosch of.

Mee RIR 5, Adiman Neights

NC erica.. Hebb,

11111'11

ON
' NATIONAL
AR

town U.S. mail Ma, Steno a

nou

Sa.00

months.

Newsstand price 10 rams a

ailia':174:pec'71.11700754.'17..:

lviiocre .isip, eb%dlien:.,,,Fno:rainif.oromma-,

May at Lutheran General
Hap sal, Park Ridge. The pre -

canhm

and mow be fun for adults

in Arlington Heights at 253

=vita institute is open to 011

0168.

engaged couples in the area.
7:30 p.m. Monday. May 4, and
continue for the next three
Mondays.
Participating in the pro-

gram are a physician. a psychiatrist. a social worker. a financial adviser and chaplain.
The series is sponsored by the
hospital's department of. pow
tore! care as part of Lutheran
General's community educe -

INTEREST RATE PERMITTED BY LAW!
SELECT THE SAVINGS PLAN BEST
SUITED TO YOUR NEEDS AND OPEN

YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY

Main Office:
One N. Dunlop

B

Downtown
Arlington

North Drive -In: Arington Heights Road al Eastman
Mamberrtde,olapellrtmemnucorpmmlen

A tuition

Cancer mobile
van at Randhurst

of 920 per

fee

.c,o,t2,11:0e,o1v0e1rshoecpcloeH or,fabyooe!7.

PROM

and Love in Marriage' and
-How to Budget

...

Mar-

in

all

on.m.

u.ms

to

maem,
through Friday: 10 a.m. to
The exhibit is sponsored by p.m. Saturday, and mon to 4

mpees

an by contacting the minaret
sere department at Lutheran

the Motor Prospect Woman's P.m... Saida,

gamed

Stink Deserve Another? and

A FIVE PIECE PLACE

"Of

Course

Montessori Day
is April 26
The Northwest Subur ban
Montessori School will ho Id
an open house on Mannino Si

from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and
keeled at 1212 E. Euclid A

is

Bob Bickford. AADN's executive di rector said, "It is one
of the paradoxes of American
life that young people can he

TWO PATTERNS

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:30 to 5:30 8
MON., THURS., 8 FRI. EVENINGS TIL 8:30 p.m.

PH: 537-7212

the American Cancer Society,
nonetheless, in dealingwith

the younger generation

y'eu listen to the Songs
being sung today you will find
that the lyrics are sheer poetry.
. Writers like Bob Dylan; Simon
and Garfunkk and many 0th -

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Waft° NOM talky: luosoWed..Thum0ii. 0:00 am..2:30
pm. Friday mooning 500900 p.m.Saturday 000 a.m. 1100 p.m
Closed Monday and legal

Three arca Cenacles have
informed that their
foundros, Mother Therme

ceremonies and

The group will travel ham

°anal]. pm.
I:'

Saturday 030a.m,12:30 pro.

BANK Ot

billions

I11(,5 the most honest -thinking
generation in American history, should go along with this
inconsistency is something dif-

sightseeing.

Karl Christianson, a potter
from Wilton Junction, Iowa,
will lecture and demonstrate
his work from I pet. to 4 p.m.
Monday, April 20, in ROOM

r

'

when he was a boy and working as an apprentice chef. He
described gourmet

been written by members of
the audience. He explained

food es

anything that is prepared and
saved perfectly, be it a ham-

that he grew his beard in order
to get a part as a beachcomber.

burger or an exotic dish.
He said his retirenseM
Would come not by his choice
but .by the public's. He hopes

the job began he had
eral other roles that fit the

heard. When the original role
fell through and he decided to
abate it off, his wife stepped in
and wouldn't let him.

to go into sent and

spend his leisure time fishing
end "building up old cars and
selling them at a terrible loss.'
Cabot has been married for
29 years and has three children
aged 28, 26 and 12. He commented that he especially enjoys his 12iyear-old and there
is no generation gap between

CABOT'S FAVORITE role
was as Capulet in the movie "Romeo and Juliet."' He
chine Ann Sothern and Ida
Lupin° as the actresses he en-

joyed working ohs the mean
and Brian Keith, Bing Crosby

ner Mm. Ran Theirrault of
Wheeli, at Harp Cunene,

C-104 at Harper College.

instructor, arran
John Knudsen, Harper an
anged foe the

Chris
"pot throwing"
demon rat ion.

"Pot throwing" is the Ann
used to describe working with
clay on a pottery wheel.

his wife

d

sircex

nursi,

program

c

wow $334700

For all sorts of stickers,
write to American Association
of Doctors' Sorrel. 9600
Colesville Rd., Silver Springs.
Md. 20901, enclosing your
name and address.

campuses and
areas,

in

advanced edueatio.1 scholarprogram supported by
the Mount Prospect BM'. She
is the mother of two children
nod a graduate of Palatine
ship

High S.W.

children.

Christianson has a masters
degree in art education and

other master's degree in fine
arts.

built the first Cenacle retreat
house in LaLouvesc, France,
in 1826. Her sisters today, in
to the cartoon captions but 15 countries, direct their efacknowledged
Bickford
that some persons might object

The Chicago area locations
are on Fullerton Parkway, in
Warrenkitle and on Chicago's
South Side in the Beverly area.

Youth
retreat

Stealth through ninth grades
of the church school are expected to enter into the two
period of study, meditation, fun and fellowship. Mn.
and Mrs. William Ziebell of

forts to renewed and expanded
programs. These involve them

Dm Plaines, youth counselors,
at Grace, will accompany the,
youth and lead the program.

directly, fast in their own re.
lime now. 'tell it like it isn't.' Bea houses, then in the dayr
Cigarel smoking tans roman- to -day sttuationa Incenters for
tic. it knit healthy. It Isn't at - religious education, on secular

Further information may be.,
obtained by calling the church
at 824.7408.

said, "The death toll

from

cigaret smoking has reached
epidemic proportions and it

H GUESS
:EN
OUT OFEG41::
GARDENING!"
"TAK

TROPICANA

$3.95

CRIMSON GLORY

9.69

ry

1.2.

you happolus
RM.* ..PLINPPY.

10

5,000 sq. ft.
bag. 44.95
.

10,000 sq. ft.
,

Itt.hog.

.S8.95

$988..

$1 8 8 8e;,.

emollft.

1e to 141-1.

(ORTH0)-

DON'T MISS THIS BUY!

'A*

SATURDAY 8. SUNDAY ONLY!

Ef0.8

.11.0 soitt
OOP

axefts
finy

plica tion with

Gardean Nato suave
Garden

It's a dilly dahlia

Begin the Begonia

rzAtczn.

39f.th

CRABGRASS KILLER

AMES'.

(11:3 4

all varieties

S

CHARLIE
WEAVER

PINT

0

DIG-EZY SHOVEL

QUART

$229 "'"- $398

lam Imolai. amyl 0 MI My.,

also available, wide variety of CALADIUM,
CANNA, 8 UUUM BULBS, TOO!

Just west
of Roselle
Rd. -Right

next to

wens

is

Turf
Wrier

15,000 sq. ft
ho9 ...S11.95

Gladiolus make

79

BUILDER

Single Stem

BIRCH

FOR

SCOTTS TURF

Clump or

Patented

deprived

through the Italian
The Junior Luther League
countryside to Assisi, then on
to Florence and Milan return- of Grace Evangelical Luthering by TWA to New Yark on an Church, Prospect Heights,
will hold a two-day retreat at
Sunday, May 17.
Camp Augustana, Lake GenFor pre -tour information
you May contact either Chris-. eve, Wis., Saturday and Sundan Heritage Tours, Inc., in day, April 18 and 19.
Chicago, 2366043, or the CentWenty-five youth 'of the
ash Retreat House in Warenville, 111., 393-1231 (Chicago line 261-0212).
Mother Therese Couderc

this

ueeepient
nder the newly adopted adult

Stickers may be colend at
50 cents per len postpaid with
a mi nimum order of SI. They
may also to bought at S3 per
1.00D postpaid or four bumper
stickers for SI.

*it

where the last meeting w
held following a camper tour.
Mrs. Theirroult will graduate
from Harper's associate dm

from the organization

Knudsen studied art with
Christianson, a former high
school and college art teacher
who has devoted his full time
to pottery for five years.
Christianson converted his
garage into a ceramics shop,
of support for
the sole sou

Rome

ficult to understand."

ELMHURST
DIMMEST'

additional

BICKFORD SAID, 'That
the younger generation, per -

alide,

DIMM-lat WINDOW HOW. Monday 800

gOADAT GRAND Ak-

'

His life . a gourmet berm

June. She will be associated
with the Cordell Memorial
Ilmpital in Libertyville in the
surgical section. Mrs. Their.
Molt is the third scholarship

Potter will demonstrate
'pot throwing' at Harper

Founder to c-cannonized

posite sex. and then simultaneously can be conned into

for cigarcts which undo the
beneficial results of the perfumes, deodorants and co.-

SAVINGS INSURED TO $20,000.00

Comer of Wolf and Camp McDonald Rds.
in Prospect Heights

the efforts of such groups as

Manliest ly attractive to the opspending

BANK

and it domn't give sex
appeal.
"It is jun the opposite
Moreover, while fear my be a
compelling motivation to stop
smoking and while we applaud

Couderc, will be canonized in
Rome May 10. A tour is being
planned which will include
induced to spend billions of stops in New York, Paris and
dollars for periftitnes, colognes, Nice before arrival in Rome.
deodorants. s.cial soaps, cos- May 8 through 11 will be spent
metics to make themselves ro in Rome for the canonization

FFF

SERVICE

trxti

been

ing?"

DEPOSIT $25.00 IN A

labric Shoppe

Smoke.

The Power of Positive Stink-

DESIGNED STAINLESS

A FULL

We

Haven't You Ever Mend of

SETTING OF BEAUTIFULLY

FLATWARE WHEN YOU ".

THIMBLE

diets and stopped to talk with
each of them. He said that mo-

Mount Prospect Business and
Professiona Women's + Club,
congratuto, scholarship win-

aria:

General.

Some captions under the AADN prefers to use the lightskunks are "Of Course We er IMICh, and we don't mean
Smoke. Doesn't Ono Good cigaret lighter."

FREE

tati,S

had

returned

Mn. Bernice Rama, past

day through Sunday, April 19. High School.
VOlunteers trom these organA continuous film on smokre
will be
wha:nd.d from
inraetwill wb
hboe wan,
ef r oe

,rioril.inght.hey:rre,-,n2anrillrgcyonffrsane

Arlington Heights.

riage."

to young people The cartoons
feature two skunks conversing
about their stink compared
with thin if they smoked ciga-

;

questions which

had just

from a handshaking tour in
Vietnam. He met many sot-

After the luncheon at the
Sheraton O'Hare, Cabot was
given

Mr.

plays

president and current philanthropic chairman of the

The American Cancer Club, the Mount Prospect
Society will have their mobile Nurses' Club and the Future
van in the Randhurst Mall to- Nurses' Club from Prospect
in

Day, April 26. It is one of em
era hundred schools throng h"'"Atr,'rr4;irhac';'O'pics to be am- - out the United States to inv ite
cred are "A Theology of Mar- Halters to see contempora rY
riage," "Finding Strengths schools developed from pri nand Adjustments in Miff- ciplea of Dr. Maria Mont esriage; "The ftleani, of Sex sari. The school will be ape n

YOUR CHOICE OF

SHE PROSPER DAY

wee, Mume *ed; Out of

A series of classes for engaged couples will be held in

Brookfield, Wis. Time.. ser.

IS NOW PAYING THE HIGHEST

SAVINGS ACCOUNT.

DAILY 9 to 6
LILL '618 SAT. 4114

Ili.

''ervices will be held tom.
row at Ferric Funeral Home
in Milwaukee.h Burial will be in
Wisconsin Memorial Park,

BANK Ot
ELMHURST

WHY PAY MORE?

6 -DAY BANKING

Peospech

Wednesday at
Northwest Community Hospi.
died

The class, will be held at

SATISFACTION 299-3794 GUARANTEED

of the Library. Lmt fall, they

Published

. pm.

Armytoo. The focal point will be on

NEW (OR EXISTING)

S411

Pre -marital
institute at
Lutheran General

of

ky Skunky" cart

for

rale is high.

Cabot

Friday, April IT 1970
geogOILMISSIIIIDOR000110U00POOD000000ROOLUe2001291100011.2.1.110Reitgaga

series of- anti-smokinoonsg 'Spun-

Sew

mostly they sing."

said.

French in TV's "Family Af-

A slimmer Sebastian Cabot spent the interlude between lecture and luncheon signing autographs and talking to the ladies.

son.

4/it

fair."
Cabot

work

tei

Page 3

1602 Palm Dr., Mount Pr.

,,,80killedli,hfr fulLITIZE4

to the

by reading a poem about today's youth "Mostly They
Sing," part of which reads.
"What they want is
is to be tree
they
enough to care
care enough to be free ... end

easy

children

with and completely normal

esesossortasosesses MHO oaeoee oeeolfb sosesse 6.0 sesseeassorTYOrr

The American Assn. of
Damon; Nurses has announced the introduction of a

ZOOD brand new books which
MliltInted to weigh more than a
too. The four young mimes are
members of the Junior Friends

in

he said, "but l'm mod in

milk.

Latch onto the
stars and look your
heavenly hest for
that Important Night.

OPEN 7.e P.N. SUES the 011, All Day*.

teur, was coming to give a lee-

be inducted

"I

may not be mod in fashion,"

Stinker stickers take campaign
against smoking to younger set

1264 Northwest Highway, 2 Blocks West
of Downtown Des Plaines in the
Ante, Realty Building.

book review editor and television station WGN racon-

will

Ids bell -topped trousers:

grape -

Marian McDowell

trttliongi,,thotiwy,opthggrap to am

mem in the near future.
All men called up

the English lan-

plain bloody marvelous.
"Books opened up the
world for me when I wes
young. They feed the imagine.
lion," he aid,I'd like to

ruse.

Marian McDowell, 53,

with deferments which will 'iTs7erg'astidg17.'1',",1:,Ti:
run out in June or July will be tw o part on e for adults and
called for their physicals now. one fors, young people, per...pram. Kiley isaaidms,hce,iczeIcnt:

waa once described by journalist as being "very mad In

guage," he said. "It is incredibly rich; it feels good in the
mouth; it's lusty, and if you'll
excuse the expression, it's just

act dam will be announced

"SUITS ME"

National Library Week, which
will end tomorrow.
Bob
Crombie, Chicago Tribune

the library were more than

I

SALE ENDS APRIL

kick off their celebration of

turb. Still packed in boom in

help thinking
they looked more like a New
ade.

$37.50

THEY HAD important
dompany coming Sunday to

Mm. Kiley said that there

students and other persons

MEN'S SUITS

sv

The call asks for 54 men
from board 101, covering the
area from Mount Prospect to
Elgin and Barrington, 36 men

permission to call up for physicals, men with lottery numbers
through 215.

The draft boards may draft
Cale numbers through 145.
Calls will be made for board
101 on May 27, for board 102
on May 25 and for board 103
on May 19.
The call for physicals increased for the three boards.
For board 101, 120 men will

he said, "but do those Peace
marchers have to look like a
Halloween
on costume masquer-

mer president of the ArlingtonHeights

Leslie Bryant and Lynne Montague, Forest View High
School freshmen. Jean is

chairman of public relations
and Virginia is librarian for
the Rolling Meadows Public
Library located at 3110 Martin Lane

anyone

draft boards.

for 36 men on May 19. The

from Board 103.

Road, in Buffalo Grove is back

than

three boards have been given

Board 103 will have one all

on the curb and watched them
pass in Chicago the other day.
"I heartily agree that the Viet thing is all wrong and I
don't know what we can do,"

ting up in bed and giving orsooner

cording to Mrs. Gertrude Kiley, director of the three local

d.

residents of our town who stood

YIPPEE!

would think. Lil in Methodist
Hospital in Rochester, Minn.

and on May 25, 81 men will be

by the state Selective Service
Board. Jr addition to men who

Arlington Heights were happy
and relieved to learn that she is
on the mend and should be sitders

The May draft quotas for selective service boards 101, 102
and 103 are considerably higher than in previous months. ac-

tenitory between Rosemont
and Northbrook, Des Plaines
to Lincolnwood. and 21 men

Lil Peters of Regent Pak in

watched.

Local boards' May quota higher

from

archers came from

1

.

including

One comment *out the

Ley's commune will11 etafkoy
out a three-way b.etit
di Schlickman. There will beads

rect appeal to 3d District eitiaeon and businessmen for ficontributions. On
May 15 the committee will
May

CABOT RELATED that. he

9'M lJNABASHEDLY in

Obituaries

mon.

.

will be no problem meeting the
quotas set for the three boards

PARADERS

all 2,000 books in proper order. It was a yeoman task but
Mrs, Webber and Miss Connell said it wasdone perfectly

Renal. promotional director.

do all the talking, he said.
love with

he

Y. Duffy and lods ern der
ling

Before

mato.. ice box cookies, milk.

Illinois House to be considered
in the spring term now in ses

from left: Lou Ton.. Day sales representative; Claudia's mother, Jun. and Dick MeCafthy,

An added element of pleasure in speaking to you ladies's

tat I have the opportunity to

schoolsin District 23:
Hot dog or mead:sof sand.

Last week he filed 12 new
pie. of legislation with the

Claudio Barry, 8, of 38 Lansdale Rd., Elk Grove Village selected her new bike at Randhund en
Wednesday. The bike was fins prize, won by Claudia, In the Randhurst Easter Fashion Spate.Is Colori, Contest, which was advertised in The Day on March 19. Helping select her prize are

came Walter Mitty and seed
out a passage from Thurber's
"The Secret Life of Walter

of today;' he said.
He concluded his program

actors

To be served Monday in
m.A.h....d A.. Sullivanthree

the Illinois General Assembly.
I

the highlights was when he be-

'

and to, Forsythe as favonte

1

coolies.SCHLICKMAN

cur-

...MI,' serving . Ch'irrna'
different commissions"

Strange things are happening

Besse rts:

the characters to life One of

ers are writing this pottrs
just completed recordina I
record album tolerating lyr
Written by Dylan Dylan
speaks for the soung people

fruit segments. baked custard,
pineapple pie, chocolate cake,
coconut
oatmeal ,

-8.

contract.

'

salad. relish dish. peach-cit.

tap cheese.
molded:
iniii
berry,
''''
berry muffins and butter,

the audience sat transfixed as
the remarkable Cabot brought

friendly,

potatoes; Harvard beets. Salad
lone choice), fruitjuice, tossed

11

son we are all proud to have in

The Pad Board will meet
May 4 to take action on the

people he ent6yed in England,
adding that they are warm and

lone choice):

table

''' Ley
mid. -He is an outstmding
legislator and the kind of per-

periods.

responsible for the stripping
and grading and the Park Dia
trier is responsible for rept.

mart than

heartland" of America
and meeti, the real people.
He compared them to the

trict 214:
Main dish (one choice): salisbury steak. cheeseburger in
a bun, wiener in a bun. Vege.

.

how

the

Wheeling high schoeh in Pis.

wmt suburbs and to help defray his substantial e66'1'8'86

Leer, Benet, Thom. Wolfe,
Sandburg, Thurber, Mark
Frost and
Robert
Twain.
Shekapeare. With each reading

much he enjoyed speaking in

To be served Monday in Ar
Wigton, Prospect, Hersey, Elk
Grove, Forest View and

vice to the people of the North-

r getting the project under
way immediately is to give
flood relief for the Colonial
Heights and Hatlin Heights
areas which have extensive
flood problems, during rainy

con with his charm, wit aod
.oh -so -English manner.
He commented on

Menus i

to honor Rep. Schlickman for
his many years of public ser-

protecss

vated the 400 area women et lending the lecture and lunch-

unity mg. tiled., Prize.

embers.
pm committee's
Our
pose, " Ley said yesterday, "is

at,

bastion Cabot: appeared at the

Town Hall meeting in -Park
Ridge, April 9. Cabot capti-

crbu, allotment of play Money
for the evening and an °ppm.

The .mmittee will have 100

Cabot read txerpts from his
favorite pieces of there.,
foolnotingeach withcommer,
on why he enjoyed that patio slat .piece and on the author.
He included selections from

gourd all rolled Into one E.

Tickets will be sold for If,
which will include admission
tothe Las Vegas Night, a gay

lie Accounts firm, is chairman
of the Committee fora 3d District Salute to Schlickman.

with the Eng
m6 love affair
Inh languagt that is

gentleman + gentle
for gourmet
moo actors

The

.

ory in Arlington Heights, a
partner in Arthur Young Pub-

Teichert said that if the revised contract wit be ready by
April 28 the village can take

Bungs with vou theage from

friends can participate.
The L. Vegas Night will be
held Friday, May 15. at the St.
James Recreation Center. 811
N. Arlington Heights Rd, Arlington Heights.

Friends of Rep. Eugene F.
(R -Arlington
Schlickman.
Heights) are planning a benefit
for him May 15. Schlickman is
campaigning for his fourth
term in the Illinois General
Assembly.
Roland Ley, 1519 N. Hick-

share a few of my faminte

By Dorothy Oliver

one evening. Miry In. when the
largest possible group of. Gene

By Richard Crabh

after

at digging the proposed ratan -During that discussion Thus.
tun basin at West 'Park near tee Robert Soderman said that
Lonnquist Blvd. and Busse Rd. the village would not have
By consensus of both boards, enough funds in the current
web group will pay 514,500 budge.° cover the coat of the
on the protect and the village project.
Will cover the cost of removal
ef umnitable materials by the

The gentleman's gentleman pays a visit

I

realm. ilisiona Pamir And aka!
Randle has Sarno temeiiiiin to
resist ,d111,111,

HARDI - GARDENS
26 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILL

PH: 529-6102
Open
Mon. to Sun.
9 to 7

One day at a time
"DIE TT isn't

It happen s e verY yearm, ttan-

neVeral timm.
Eothvery

Oh, bents Betty, GK.. I'll be
tight over. Good -by. Betty
0.110 me to bring my dolls
ova to her house. She and

working.

Why does it have to p off

er knows it's coming--Nearlyevery mother I know en%

when vacation stens? WRI you
call the repairman and see if he

welt for it to end.

Mary got into a fight."
"I'm home. Is it lunchtime
yet? What are 'we having for
lunch? Leftovers again. Why
can't we have hot dogs for
lunch? It's vacation. haveink,

con come right over? Please',
plesse, Mother?"

"Betty won't play with do.
She's playing with Mary in dead. I didn't do anything at

Somehow or mother, sortmoth

e rs manage to live
through the one in summer.
Itsa the short ones that get to
them. Easter is one, Chrism=
another. "We're on vacation

ell. Now there's no one to play

tomorrow. we should

"What can I del There's

finer school." the kids scream,
and the bat le begins.

nothing 10 do, Mother."
"I don., want to read. Why
should I read? It's vacation
time."
"Can we go to the drive-in
for lunch? How about supper

"There's no school totnor,
row, so can I stay up We
tonight?"

"Can I have someone different over every.night
Well be quiet aod
won't bother anyone. Plate

then? Everyone Sow to the
drivedn. Why can't we go to

fmhome?

the drive-in

Mother?"

like

other

hot

dogs for lunch."
'What can I do after lunch?
Betty's going shopping with
her mother. There's nothing to
do on vacation."

"Will you take me to the

drugstore to get same colored
pops? Twant to make Same thing, and 1 can't make it without colored paper. Phase.

"WHY DOES iT mow if

"Why do I have to orator MY

"THE TELEPHONE for
me? Wonder who it is? Hello.

.

side. When will it be warm?
Con I go out. anykow? key
coId is almost Kira novi;trhy
weft I go out?",
"Where's the glue, Mom?
I've got to have some glue to
finish this. I didn't use it last.

Dear Mr. OeLotiise:
We are think ing of selling our home in the spring. Do you ee
this happening? Will my husband slay at his presentjob? Do ou
saws having another granddaughter or grandma?
Mrs. LT., Des Plai es
Deer Mrs. L.T.:

Honest. Can you find the scis-

sors for me? I'm sure I didn't
hove the scissors. 01C, I'll look.

They aren't there, Mom!"
TV
on
"Cinderella's
Might. 1 can hardly wait. Oh,

the TV is

yeah,

IP. pi..

warm. to I

Meel it to he

y on.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

1 feel the house won't be sold before summer is over, red your
husband will stay at his present job, and 1 fed you will have both
another grandson and another granddaughter.
Dear Mr. DeLouise,
I am 15 years old. When will , get a boyfriend? what will he he
like? Do you see nu getting to know M.G.?It seems like you only

workbag.

When will it be fixed? Can I go
over to BettyS house to see it.

I'll call her. Hello, Betty!"
"Gee, we have to go hack so

MOUNT PROSPECT

CL 5-1600
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY ti TO
SATURDAY R T06 SUNDAY 9:30 TO 1:30

hl! -M., Mount Prospect

to go back to school. lin no

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Dear M.M.:
You ask why I tell goad things. It seen. there are so many

much Me on vacation."

.yell Please, Mixer

boyfriend soon.) am seeing a boy about 5 feet 9, imhm tall. He
likes skiing end likes to work with his hmds, making or repairing
things. I feel very good with M.G.
Deer Mr. DeLouise,
went through so much trouble just to see my boyfriend, and
now we split because of it. Could you please all me if Wings will
ever work out and will my boyfriend and I ever go back together,

LOVELY NEW
SPRING COLORS

Sorry Now, Des Plaines

-

De. Sorry Now:

Letters to the Editor
where my poor client would be tempted to steal it?!"

Editor:
I have been reading whit in-

roan, with eight mechanic.
and. operated three flights a
day for about four months,. I
recall. Finally all of our flights

terest the hubbub dollars been
aroused over the proposed expansion of O'Hare Field. Also

Map 1 ubticatton5
Him., the cregiani dream byalseayAjrnianalyAmpino
therraper,Jieedunt and laieliSemal integrity:.

Page 4

Marshall Field 111

cago since July of 1936.1 have

Friday, April 17, 1970

been a "helper," as we were
called in 1935, then through

William J. Station., Meriaming Mins

R. N. Peet

, GinutiMal Mws tag

noise is here,
wa.s and

k

dp

-

f om people who moved
into this area after O'Hare
Field was established. To them
co

plain of dizziness. headache.
boss of weight. shortness of
.heath and easy fatigability
stiffer froze n it
overltradIng
ur hen Behr
In victims of i hh, dise.c. increased
amounts of iron are absorbed
from the digestive tract and deposited in the tissues. The disawe is NPell
often in men
than in wtinten and usually has
its onset between the emu of 40
and 60.
Heredity appears to he a fac-

sociatcd diabetes. sometimes
called bronze dialseles.

Fortunately, this once -fatal
disease can now be controlled

by periodic bleeding and by
giving such prescription drags
as dicthylenc triamine penta-

acetic acid fOPTAf or doleroxomine

(Desferal).

These

dams form an insoluble iron
compound in the digestive
tract and allow the in). Milan
nut of the system without
being absorbed into the blood.

tor 111.111111, Claes lamin others

the came

a high intake or

Ron. especiallyi in perstim who

drink large quantities of imported wine or who are addict.' to certain iron tonics
Ink. without a physician's advice. The daily dietary moirement for iron is III to 70 milli -

the chest in a east or by tight
bandaging tor 11 or 12 week
is a wearisome busimss but i
sometimes mlieves the pal
while th mar heels.

Q - What is the Nest treatmem for a torn cartilage in the
rib cage? Ultrasound treatments and an injeCli011 of cow

-1 hove mken Prolixin for
five years. Does this drug affat the neck or eyes?
A- This tranquilizer should
not he taken by anyone who is
subject to convulsions or has a
liver disease. Its side effects i

dude uncontrollable circular
movements of the eyes and arching backward of the neck.

Q What Ls the btot way to.
gel rid of chapped lips?
'A Apply a thin layer of

bone didn't help.
A - This injury is notoriousy slow to heal-name so than

cold cmum or petroleum jelly
avoidor three till es a day and
licking or biting your

u fracture. Immobilization of

lips.

about 1958-59, it was noisy, in
the summertime especially,

and all other complainants, I
strongly recommend they read

but one can learn to live with
it. We and many other people

the book "Airport" by Arthur
Hailey. This book is fiction,

did.

but the author really researched his material and it is an excellent concept of the real situadon. It has been made into a
movie now.

SAW MIDWAY "die' in
about 1962. It is not a pretty
sight. Rosiness places around
the airport there either folded
quickly, or were cut so much
IV 1,9 89,988' 919"919
O'Hare 198, 9 9598.9 .11profitable to continue very
long.

Don't forget that at that
lime O'Hare was a vast open

THE AIRLINES am keen ly aware of this noise situation,

as .e the eaircraft .d easels
ma

like

.

publicity

Legal
Notice

OtS)

4.14% 1M)

PUBLIC NOTICE

Pohl. Rothe is hawk, ocii

on hay,tacy 1,1M NEM pm.
11,S.

its

tae

1,14/PrPf of the Cpy of Rollo,

u,

mAml .0...

HEY GAMBLERS!
YOU'RE INVITED!!

Drernanse.

Inferesied amens sMald a
ndow wirt ha given an suporwaity

obstwa,d,

Id0, ,t

AMERICAN LEGION -MERLE GUILD POST#208

LAS VEGAS NIGHT

0.eIe Bead at

amok
MUSE

flinbethAdloglisserth

Carat&

WO.PUrtitOn;,sse.
April

I, two

SATURDAY, APRIL 18th

P899891 if and when tot 9888.9
necessary. The city of Chicago
pressured the airlines more

nr:irgin'endoni171%fiL

very minamie, a wontierfiet,condition to be in. You IOU have
many. beam, 1 do see you trying college, but don't see you et

Now put worded In the pas-

giaduation. I feel good with your being an airline stewardess for a

HIDEAWORD

tome before you marry and I'm feeling you living in the New
York area for o time.
Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I am a 20 -year -old college coed. Do you feel that I will complete four years of college? What di: you feel would he the bast
camer for me'? Do you feel I will meet the right man in We near
future? Can you describe him? I am getting rather lonely although I date frequently.
Will my mother find happiness and remarry? Will she go back
to college and receive another degree? Do you feel anything
about my 18 -year -old brother? Finally, will I be able to find an
inner happiness and peace? Will I get over the pool two yeas of

LERGIMN
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the Word
using all sewn of these letters.

more at the time to move

less noisy than theorigi)

the
the

Boeing 747,

inches 511, 170 pounds. I feel perhaps he is studying to be a
teacher.] also feel you will be working in some kind of teaching

Answer on Comic Page

feel your mother is concerned over you children.
capacity.
Once you are on your own I .1 she'll find happiness in a new
erarriage. And Id° feel she'll return to college. feel your broth1

I

will be traveling, perhaps in some kind of service. Start looking

on the positive side. Forget the past two years. Much love' nd
happiness lie ahead of you.

JOSEPH OE LOUISE, nerionally known psychic, will tons bleer the question of Day readers in this column. Letters S110110
e signed, Inn names win be mined the writer requests it.
Write to DeLnaire in rare of Day Publications. 722 Center Sr.,
Des Plaines MOM.

is

The

airlines

have

r

Let

gone

along with the "noise abate meat procedures" too. Nov.
this is a sort of odd situation.
The cities and municipalities
around the airport are asking
the pilot of an aircraft taking

AtJ

calendar

"U""" ER:oia lunar you

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE.

POWER

I I5 N.

Funny Girl: Daily. 6i01) and 8:50 p.m.: Weekends 100, 4:05,
6:40 and 9:25

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M D ) or
OPTOMETRIST S prescriptions to be filled
In the frame of your choice fnnm our large

CATLOW THEATRE. 116 W. Main, Barring.
Anne Of The Thousand I'Myst Daily. BA PAM Weekends.

selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

TOO and 9:30 p.m.

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner. Des Plaines.
The Computer Wore Tennis Shoes and The Parent Trap: no

FERTILIZING

limes available

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
BY THE JOB, BY THE SEASON

Professional Landscaping...doet make a difference

Get Things Growing
With or Phone Coll.-

358-2641

Attj tlanssel
and

id

"LANDSCAPING, INC
Palatine, III. 60057

$1.99

00""

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Excello

Er

America's Finest Enamel
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

KEM-GLO
For kitchen and bathroom
walls, finest woodwork.

BORROW OUR
COLOR HARMONY

GUIDE ...FREE!
Take the guesswork out of
1500 color
decorating
harmonies selected by the
world's foremost paint color
authorities. No cost or obli

SEMI -GLOSS ENAMEL
Satin -scoot

for kitchen.
room, utility

711,
.

oM

walls, woodwork, Col-

6.99
GALLON

ors match Excello
Wall Paint.

$2.49

QUARTS

.

.4

$11.49
GALLON

QUART

(White and Regular Colors)

gatloe.

per gallon on SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SW P

WORLD'S FINEST
HOUSE PAINT!

GOLF MILL THEATRE. 92111 Milwaukee, Niles

e,
24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

Cactus Flower and 'free Grit: Daily and Pecketids.21113.
6:00. 8:18 and 10:00 p.m.
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA. 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect
The Damned: Daily and Weekends. 7,00 and 9:50 p.m.

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Pr.peel. Park Ridge
Funny Girl: Daily. 6:40 and 9:25 p.m.; Weekends. I:40.4:25.
7:10 and 9:15 pm.
PROSPECT THEATRE. III S. Main. Mount Pooped
True Got: Daily 7:00 and 917 p.m.; Weekends, 2:20. 4:47,
.

:7:04 and 9:21 p.m.

,RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhural Shopping Center, Mount

MT PROSPECT

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
TELEPHONE

259-9455

Prospect

Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice: Daily and Weekends. 2.00. 4:00
.6:00, 0:00 and 10:00 p.m.
OASI&OGTD0012 THEATRE, Bensenville
d The Daly Doran: no times ovailble
Wheie Eagl

HOUSE

PAINT

$8'99
GALLON

WILLIAMS

$1243g9o.
Maybe you never
thought of paying

this much for
house paint...
But you could never buy a paint
like this before!
brilliant white house paint...
uper durability.
with super qualit

A

!

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand: Mount Prospect
p,m.; S0010.-748,111811_
Come Blow -Your -Hams
10:50 p.mdSunday, 7:30 p.m.

OIL BASE

III II

Evergreen, Atiington

Heights

VACUUMING

QUARTS

Amusement

"u""55 °ra'`.Z,FE7:a"
EE,412FAE SP"'

RAKING and

12

$2.79

14i11""'

REGARDLESS

Do It!

GALLON

special someone in or near college.1 see him as about 5 feet 104r

tao
that great big airport up
Boeing 707.
north. The jets had arrived and "
-

Were operating from O'Hare,
of course, so soon the airlines
complied with the city's wishes
and literally abandoned Midway for O'Hare.
I was kept at Midway fora
time as a maintenance fore.

(White and Regular Colors)

...

$5.49

P.O., Palatine
Dear P.D.:
I feel you will complete college end 1 feel you'll meet that

IT MAW, 21 excellent

the.. airport it is.
V C. Ackley

Dries in 1 hour
colors and white.

Sadness and disruption?

also that the giant oft hem
cam all,

$2.00 Tickets at the Door that night!
MINER AND DOUGLAS STREETS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

not.

es do. They are also aware of

PRIZES HORSE -RACING RAFFLES

ahakervAne.sa.ekcarrnon

you were swell an your way and
at a good, lath altitude? 1 think

the pollution problem and arro e

got us.

As the
the disssee progresses,
into
give the skin a

any

soon? I plan to go to college. Do you see me at graduation, or will
I marry before then? Will I ever become an airline stewardess, or
will that go down the drain with all the others?
J.S.. Buffalo Grove
Dear 0.0.:
I do feel you are in love right now, but you are very yang and

ces by reducing power until

which his not too good now with
Midway again operating Isudin
as it Ls) and with O'Hare being

GALLON

Do you see any future for us? If not, will I meet someone else

more than any other business -

offu rr zrnr aenxd

lot

adverse

Dear Isle. DcLoutre:
A few weeks ago I and boy Met frailly fell In love with, not to
dm the term loosely. I'm a freshman Ill) and he's a sophomore.

turn, would you take any chan-

py knowing that your captain
had to reduce power at a time
like this? I think not.
Whether O'Hare should be
expanded, I do not know, and
have no particular preference
either way. I do feel that the
field is saturated with traffic
now, so it is either expand or
find another suitable location
for a third airport. A third airport would further complicate
the
"connection" problem

S8039

novel.

start your climb or climbing

that in many rases
some of the loudest complaints
feel

I

with brush or roller.

will find much happiness along whatever road you come to

push the thrust levers forward
for takeoff, break ground and

tenger, seat. Would you be hap-

nomical. Easy to apply

FINEST WASHABLE LATEX
WALL PAINT YOU CAN USE.

feel you will enter some type of group such as the Peace Corps.
Vista. You are every. ensitive person and gaM greet satisfaction
from helping people. l wish there were more like you.1 feel you

hind you in the cabin. You

Field.

Fire if it were not for O'Hare

Washable, durable. ego.

do feel you have a calling, and 1 feel y0111150010 foams, it. 1

Picture yourself as captain
(pilot) of 0 large jet aircraft
with 150 or more people be-

lam
plain. They, in my estiation,

of Indiriessos
here that would nal be

for WALLS
and CEILINGS

711111!"-_->

KEmirONE

Dear Cl,:

dissatisfaction.

moundar

way and at Midway's peak,

coon., hue and them is an ow

'y

there

dozens

deafly under a runway at Mid-

Some persons who com-

Nr
ow

Ex cit !lo. LATEXp 1141

SUPER

C.Z., Des Plain.

But the pilots doso PS MP.
quested, much to their own

1 have lived close to airports
for those 35 years and I am io
&add by the people
com-

(t. boy)

W. G. BRANDSTAGEMD.

business.

daunt,hundeds of people living near here (airline employ.) to whom this noise is also
their "paychecks." Also there

tree, so to speak. My children

Avoid hernochromatosis
by limiting iron intake

ut so

Tomibusiness.Tomeandyfaniilymisnose
mstibl

can't see the forest for the

DOCTOR SAYS

he needs that power the most.

about a great increase in to
of all kinds. Sure, the

man, genral. frem..

R.F. Hutchinson. 'iroPresidehr

moved here in 1962.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

FOR YOUR ROOMS

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

vent?

the noise.( am not a pilot

mechanics and myself wen:
As expansion took pl.
more and more people rowed
into this area. This brought

three stages of mechanic, then
Inspector, crew chief, fore-

du

P

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
Very so011 will be II, end for long time now I have wanted
eery much to be a missionary sister. Do you see this vocation for
me within the next two or three years? Why I ask is because I
often Nei 1 fail when love, obedience and prayer are called far.
Will I enter the Peace Corps or college before entering the con-

off io pun power back theory
after the wool takeoff to re
but I do know
,now that this is the
most
time of the
"climbout," This is just when

were moved to O'Hare and the

the noise that has been objectionable to many local redden. for several years.
1 realize that I am no doubt
prejudiced, but 1 would like to
go on record with my thoughts
on the matter.
have been an employe
as of the major airlines for 35
years and have worked in Chi1

John 0. Stanton, Edin,r,mdPah/Wis.

I feel you and your boyfriend will get back together. Lel hint
know that you are very sorry about the whale incident. I think
you've learned a lesson from all this.

Thoughts on O'Hare, and jet noise

"What possible excuse can you have for leaving your car

terior and exterior paints.

negative things in our lives that 1 must reach into my mind for the
good things. In the short space we have to answer Woe letters we
try to offer the hope, she positive thin, see. You will have that

Mom? Why me you lying there
like that? Mom, open your

or is there going to be someone else for me? At dm moment things
are rnessand a lot of people are unhappy.

(114,etvir

Ask about our 1/2 Price Sale
on an extensive line of in-

100W. NORTHWEST HWY.

tell the goal things lhatwill happen to unpin...if!

school tomorrow. I don't want

"Mom! What's the matter,

people?"

bed if rm going to deep in it
w in tonight.

Tomorrow
Is Today

By Ron Swans

Covers in one coat. Come in for full details.

Give your home new

beauty and protection
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
f17111111111

A-100 Latex
A

ii7Lr

SHERW/N-Wiii/A0
.100 Latex

HOUSE

PAINT

th A AA
GALLON

Wife

and Regular Colors)

''Arthur'

THEDAY
Page 6

Friday Apnl 17 1970

r antasticks' next for Hersey High

Hogan's Heroes or
star slated
for Ivanhoe

staged

for children

George Keathley producer.
director of The Ivanhoe rhea On, announces the signing

"Arthur and the Magician"

for

will be the next 'Children's

W14.TrcoruKg helma

e'f.

ay

oo dth cMt

er2'1

of "A Shot in the Dark," a
mzery-conedy by Marcel

Theatre production at the
Country Club Theatre in
Mount Prospect.

Werner Klemperer is the
comic Col. Klink of "Hogank

Scheduled to run through
Sunday, May 24, "Arthur and
the Magician!! will be perfonhed every Saturday and

Hero

"A SHOT in the Dark" is
the third play of The Ivanhoe
Theatre's second subscription
se other plays includmthon. The
ed in the
Jan. 8 to

SundaySpecial performances can be arranged for
loge groups. Admission is S1
for all scats with discount rates

Feb. 15, "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof' with Lois Nettleton,

available for groups of more
than twenty. For information
call the theater at 259-5400.

THE DAI

Thomas Gomez and Alan
Mixon; Feb. 19 to March 29,

Member of the Wedding"

rect communtcation bete..

The musical which is still

vocal and music department,
of the school
The director is faculty mein
ber Miram Davis. The student
director is Debbie Petersen.
The choral director is Charles
Jenks; technical director is
Harold Petersen; chorcografiber is Judi Gustafson; lighting designer is Chuck Weis-

drawing crowds on Broadway

muellero set construction is by

use their imaginations. Far =-

will he given Friday and Sang -

Glenn Rathke; makeup is by
Esther Ratner, and Jim BM,

ample. a stick becomes a well.

milttng'BiolyvheaLri:andrYca'ArdPIPdacrdr''"*"sky

il won't detract one bp
from the fun and entertain -

twit

to
gmeat
o

,.ticks"

productiontho' 'oYf "High
.

a parable about

day. April 17 and II. The different production will allow
direct comunication
be t hem
mst and the audience by the use of a thrust
stage. A thrust stage is on that
extends over the orchestra pit
as far as the first row.

The Hersey production will
be achieved through the com-

square,

Phyllis Curtin concert
at St. James Monday

are

sprinkledon stage when the

than

risc, to show moleandcoca
color. It B an unCORventional production in all of

includes Chuck

The cast

Welmueller, Bob Moore,
Bonnie Bowker, Dave Good.

the theatrical techniques. The
music include, such favorites

Ted Bicrdernann. Ken Scher -

Members of the Arlington
Heights Community Concert

Tickets may be purdmsed et

the box office

actors and the au-

dience when the gap is dosed
between the two, allowing di -

AM, Crystal Lake. al 10 a.m.
Monday. AP,' 27.

Phyllis Curtin,

The Rev. Mr. Lovely wel
listeners with the

background and aims of a liberal religion. He will also discuss his part in the group.Conearned Clergy for Problem

2 to May 10, "Time of the

embalm of even the harshest

Cuckoo" with Celmte Holm,

music critics and standing ovations from many audiences before her program has even en-

education to Merlin, the great

really exists for Arthur and
that is the danger of Morgan
LeFay. the wicked and pow mkt enchantress who would

She meets Arthur and finds
he h going to sec Merlin in his

ed by Bernard Miles from a
.y by Henry Fielding with

more, the Baltimore Sun's crit-

lyrics by Lionel Bart.

out on the stage, one saw

more likes film star than a
Northwest Suburbs Only

secret house in the woods. She

Frowning down

out the source of his power.

not moment too soon. for
Mom. LeFay h back to get
Arthur and a magical battle
royal ensues.

Playing the pert of Lady &We, in Dempster Junior High
School's production.' Mt Couldn't Happen to a Nicer Guy," Nanei
Frahm, 495 Kincaid, Des Plaines, frowns at Sir Tim, played by
Mitch Patterson, 1431 Busse Rd., Mount Prospect, as he allempts
an gain her attentions. According ao all reports, the production
which was shown last weekend was a tremendous success. Directors
were English teachers Frank Novak and Michael Rieiner.

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

'5.95

ENGAGEMENT
BARBRA
STREISAND

'

tram

SPECIAL 2 WEEK

Arthur is saved by Puck who is
Merlin's servant.

thur's magical education and

Professional Theatre Presents

HFAIRE

wishes to find that house for it
holds Merlin's secrets and she
could destroy hint if she found

OMAR
SHARIF

%BAT FE

greats of the OW World 50

i(okuilcuk

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

Born in Clarksburg, W. Va.,

IN THE

by Neil Simon'..

from

FUNNY GIRL

AT. 8 SUN. MATINEE
For Children

of Mount Prospect

anhe.. me meow..

200 E. Rand Road

SAT. SUN.

(Across., lionnorst)

1,30, 4:05,6:40,9:25

255-8800

an

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

DAY PUBLICATIONS

WeekEnd RinFare

RESTAURANT
Have you been no Me Golden Eagle Restaurant on
Rand in Arlington Heighis latelyalf not, you owe
it to yourself gal The decor is soft and subtle, yen

dim with a Spanish flavor. The table and the
separate bar area ore any .... a 'implore, tool
And, best of all, the food is delicious with a
variety to please every member of the family.

Dining...Dancing...Entertainutent in the Northwest Suburbs

City Opera Company in 1954.
It was that year, after her
stunning performance of "Salome," that she first received
the international headlines
which by now have become almost routine. Life Mag.ine

or and her mother still plays

three -page story, other .publiethane followed suit and final-

channels. On records, M.%
Curtin can be heard singing
sos of Latin Amcrico,

Christmas

song. Brahma

that time on. worldwide acclaim bas been hers.
At the Metropolitan last
season Miss Curtin was heard

memorable performances
ranging from"Die Meistersingin

er" to "Peter Grimes;'

She

men, a producer and a songwriter, who move into sabot.ban area.
Included in the cast are Bill

A short Lamina:arm:sting will
pn.mede the entertainment, end
Bill
will be served.

ee
0'5 Gin' 'ad'
Wright, Kepley Sprague, Dick
Valentine and Gerald Castilb.
Carl Stohn Jr. is Me producer,

of tne ThcareGueB,L5Th

M

and David Morrison is din.
for mad designer.

Tice new
MILL RUN THEATER

1.1iry 10

rim. the late Joseph Regnem,

concert engagements, as Miss

a basso who himself began

Curtin has been heard with

teaching

symphony orchestras through-

aran
'Jesus'

PEGGY

Mai May 3

ning: 9 p.m. $7.50, $6.90.

country singing ex-

cerpts from Purcell's "Dido
and Aeneas,"
"Al-

Businessmen and shoppers in the northern suburbs will be glad to
know that Don Roth, on Milwaukee in Wheeling is now open for

intern 69c
A

wiches between 11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Mondays through

Kurt RUSSELL
-Joe,FLYNN

Plaines Toy and Hobby House Model Come. Entries do not have
no be in nil June 3001, so they
plenty of rims la win same of
those great prizes. Enter in three categories: locomotives, rolling
stock, buildings. And maybe win,

!ME

...at cell and Milatethe Roads
ie

lunch. As an offshoot of the alockluiwk Restaurant in downtown
Chicago, this new steak and lobster house is welcome addition
to our area. Don RoM, the owner, is featuring salads and sand-

Hey! Railroad model buffs! There's still time to enter the Des

STILL TIME TO ENTER!

WAIT [SPRIER ....--

A

THE DIAMONDS FOUR

Nth 11110,

Curtain don

thru

ad priers

TS.C11ra1ran

Thursday:

8:30 rn. $7.50, $6.50-

Pius

Friday and Saturday: 8
p.m. $7.50,
pm. end
$6.50-Sunday Matinee:
4:30 p.m. 15.10,
I

evening

Sunday

PARENT TRAP

1

9

with Hoyley MILLS

p.m.

Brian KEITH

A

Maureen O'HARA

$7.50, $6.50.
SEATS AT BOX OFFICE,

ALL Titling. MOONS

ALL TIMM. LOCATIONS
OR BY NM

OR BY HAIL

cane an Douglas and Miner Streets in the Hall. $2.00 per person!

THIS PROGRAM IS
RATED G
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EVERYONE

A

SEATS AT BO% Oran,

... and Moyer( arias, for

wheels will be turning with prizes, raffles, and horse racing ...
they give you the "play-ing" money, so step, to fun! If you hove
a gambler's hears, this is the place for you! The Public is urged to

Fridays.

MILL RUN THEATER

April 24 75 26

I

LAS VEGAS NIGHT
Merle Guild Post #208 of the American Legion in Arlington
Heights is sponsoring a "Los Vegas Night" this Saturday. The

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

Th. new

April 28

Friday: 8:30 p.m. $7.50,
$6.50-Seturdey, 8 p.m.
d
I pr. $7.50, $6.50.
Sunday Matinee 6 p.m.
$5.50,$4.50-Sunday eve.

the Day says' tor...lotions,

U.S. 14 a U.S:45

Des

EVERYONE IN the area

Tuesday

`And Allthe Olds

select group of
Chicago's finest enlertainers. ths quite on honor, so Donna arid

.

King

CUBE
on ovs mamma, Worst

JEANNE CRAIN

A

The Diamonds Four, a group that specializes in rock, will be
featured in the Brass Rail an the Sheraton O'Hare from April 20
thru May
in the show lounge Tuesday through Saturday
from 9 p.m. no 3 a.m. Real tine for swinging at Me Brass Rail,

particularly

is

600

.
'rnee'
mg is scheduled
for 8.30
p.m.

LEE

Cumin...ad On,

nEnnis

strongly even in some of her

she

servations.

'Park Rid1g76'i 'rivr7sTir't

GREENE
and Sonny

...at Ball and MIlmalirs Ruda
in Rile, linois

MISS CURTIN was the pu-

which

rehearsal for its May 8 open ing. Sauer ,n directing "Tom
Jones," which will be present ed May 8 through 23 on three
successive Friday and Saturday nights at Guild Playhouse.
Phone 296-1211 for ticker re

interested in community the-

SHECKY

Pre-BreldweY PramIsna

one

BRILLIANT SCREEN

Company.

April

invited to join the Chicago Dials Club ..
present

ON OUR WIDE

with the Vienna Stnto Opera

pil of a remarkable °mean.

heo

L. ,

CONGRATULATIONS
Special "louden, to The Three Twins, has zany ...currently
appearing at the Concord Inn an Mannheim. The Twins have been

STARTS FRIDAY

Philadelphia Orchestra and
Becifs "Sr. John Passion"

Came Out Ta P.y1

while
highly successful singing career. It was to this elderly
teacher that Miss Curtin,
youngest star to he developed
y him, ascribed the fabulous
technique which has been the

1100 ,

WIG will

"German Requiem" with the

has sung opera across the nation. Operatic music figures

a

Plaines.

had hs
That
in the Chicago suburb. area.

ly an Italian magazine headlined its article "The re. Salome is an American!" From

political science student. All
through her early years she
sang just "for fun" and it was
net Until her university years
that she received any formal
mud training.

pursuing

lion

a

went to Wellesley College as

.

THE GOLDEN EAGLE

with' concerts in Boston and
New York, where she made
her debut with the New Yank

featured Phyllis Curtin in

cated there and played violin
from early childhood until she

7.77.fl n2,1174

five

wham her lam father Was a ten-

arena and dimers three church
choirs. Phyllis Curtin was eda

WALTER PIDGEON, ANNE HUNCH

WEEKDAYS #00, MOO

concert
t. But as :;pen a,
she began to sing, oars realized that here, embodied motto
beautiffil American soprano,
warn all the vocal qualities one
used to associate with only the

invited to enjoy
attainment.

Jones." which is currently in

'voice and a Pest for work."

audiences the world over.
The Curtin career started

group's monthly membership
muting Wednesday a, Guild
Playhouse, 620 Lee St., Des

Jeannine Carlson of block.
The Broadway producer of Grove and Ken Johnson, Greg
"All the Girls" will he Eddie Ode, Anne SAWS end Mark
Bracken.
Hehellenberger all of Des
The comedy Is about two .Plaines.

#41Y

marvel of knowing critics end

wok_

Alll
monthly membershelt-

more production this season
the Restoration comedy "Tom

her. She also has a big classical
repertoire,
a
silver -bright

Phyllis Curtin

than moony, Ma,

DONNA DAY

group, is welcome to attend the

Under the direction of Ed

soprano going and has had .53

ic wrote, "When she stepped

NOW SHOWING

ings and programs.
se.oa
subscribers are al
thinisbonus.cordially

which

Sauer. 9700 N. Dee Rd., Dm

Works written especially for

ded. After a recital in Balti-

Ai itte-ton

she could.

April 21. The coy
mateswhich Theatre Guild actors for the

wale

of "Never Too Late,"

new ope r. than any Amer

Miss Curtin has received the

lovely young woman looking

control the Engliah throne if

Merlin plans to speed up Ar-

Pregnancies.

and June 25 to Aug. 2, "Lock
Up Your Daughters," the
bawdy musical comedy adapt-

powerful magician of
Camelot. Only one danger
and

dog activities. the Dm Plain.

succmsful Broadway prod.-

busiest singer of contemporary
music, she h. premiered more

ish Hall, 800 N. Arlington
Heights Rd.

ian, Sir Eat. entrusted

his

stet, or in learning more about

Mi. Curtin. In a story which
id, "The country's best and

the Waage of the SL Jarges Par-

with Miss Ethel Waters; April

of the drama,

Excerpts from the muscat

been introduced and sung by

has

Life did an the prima donna, it

ludionally famous moons,
wrII appear on that evening on

acquaint

Guild members
to see Charlie

ten by Richard T. Johnoon and
iel
Hollywood.
Hollywood was the producer of the

of contemporary music

Inter-

When the legendary King
Arthur was a boy, his guard-

bined efforts

music of the gash a great deal

Assn. will hear the fifth and final concert of the 1969-1970
tenon Monday at 8 pm.

Area pastor outlines views

Up to do. Director David said,
"It is unique experience far

AS WELL es the Irrational

Page',

hit, "You're a Good Man,
be
Charlie Brown," will
prssented by five Des Plaines

Dot Run Playhouse starring
Dennis Cole of television's
aBoackeng

icoal, allowing the ,audience to

pre-

pre -Broadway

CA11113 OM 10 Nay" at terra-

Sop- It's Going to Rain."

Sjomren. The scenery is min-

Rev. Ruppert Lovel, min.
later of the arda Unitarian Universalist fellowship, will
be interviewed by Jo Bangs
on radio station WIVS. 850

The

mime of "And All the Girls

""Try to Remember. find

polo, Ben Melvin and Craig

table is in charge of properties.
The main story revolve.
around two young peathe whoa
fall in love and realize' that
they still have 'a lot of growing

both

paper

Colored

Pre-Broadivay
premiere at
Pheasant Run

Friday April 17 1970

Best how Bay in the Area

noted.

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"
RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

Stop by soon fora special night out. You deserve

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Coach Aitelnu

/

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY

/PIT 'n

PERFECT

lie

PIZZA!
Featuring:
The Bill Pierce Trio

CL 5-2441

Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily

IN HOFFMAN

to Complement our Superb Menu

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY

U.S PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

'The Drive -In

with the
Exceptional

Menur
SW. sten*.
Fount SAUSWF
MOWN SAUSAGE

Mac BEEF

MMHG

NAHUM!
Balm SIMS

11/4 miles East of

Barrington Rd.
on Rte. 72

PH: 529-8840

85r
CC

PITBURGER
Choice ground
steak on our

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS
BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH
BROWN GRAVY
BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH
BROWN GRAVY

STEAK

$41 so

SANDWICH

freshly baked bun
lenuce-Tomato.Pickle

t

A REAL TREAT

$3.50

ITALIAN BEEF

$3.50

)1,k; fil#PtA.

0 07
SUNDAY

HOME MADE

$115

and our own zesty

:7,7:1::9ent:L"'

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

BEER

SOFT DRINKS

from the

KEG

in the

BARREL

PITCHER

RESTAURANT

Ow

Try Our Special

'77-41"41.1".

DOZW14.

ltarirS

Zesty Tasty Ample

ORDER BY PHONE -

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING N

PHONE

.25549181

537-8866

OPEN MON. THRU
TILL MIDNIGHT FRI.
SAT. 711.12:00 AM
SUN. TILL 10:01) PM

We Songs, All Gourmet had Moen

Open 7 days a week /roe 11:00 AM. to 4:00 A.M.

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

.})

by Reservation

P.S. A Hearty Welcome For
All The Gals, 'Teri
253 RAND RD.

MT PROSPECT

253.3300

I

Tin P U

WHERE FOOD In KING
,

ON RAND ROAD -JUST
SOUTH OF SAIATINE ROAD

Roast Beef of the Round

1/4 alma North of

T.

Sliced Flom W/Fruit Sauce

I:1711Zr

.1

Choice a 18 Salado

thru Sat. in the

Aztec Room Lounge
NO CORER NO MINIMUM -OPENPa 4 A.M.
tRte. Island Quentin Rd., la,.
Northwest Hwy.HONE
P

358-2800

ILL

Far Reservations Phone 312.426.3446

Scanda House Chicken

Baked Cod in Butter Sauce

Restaurant

ROUTS 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLI,

Swedish Meatballs

I

"The Volumes" featuring Eleanor Manors

AND GREAT COCKTAILS]

ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday, Esursday, Friday. Saturday

ONLY

CALL 3584148
61 N.

Now appearing Tues.

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Daily

Featuring Sunday, April /9
1.

int

Zappt daft

Relishes
Choice of 18 Delicious
Desserts

JOIN OUR

*TGIF

Y -.wow

©'CAT

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA
with imported cheese
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST PIZZA ANYWHERE

Mon.& To..

Serving lunch& Dinner 7 Days

freshly made sausage

BUSINESS MEWS LUNCHEON

lley .01.0 SERVICE cow

_

/a -

"---

1.UNCIMONVIOVS'n!:

an.SaDra

from the

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT 8, SHOW LOUNGE

e

k.,

IN WHEELING

WINE

MEXICAN:
CUISINE

OPEN-

WIDOW

600-5, Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.

it.
roo,

Don't Hiss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

(Now Appearing THE COLLINS COINS.. in the)

0

Special attention no
birthdays and

With the Feast Of Life

ll

Dow
iitcyrsrs

Milwaukee Ave at Dundee

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

alto

L

is tamity day at

Children's Menu

$3.50

=CM 412:

Take The Family
Scanda House

Sunday from 3:30 p.m.

ITALIAN SAUSAGE

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE
$3.50
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS
.

OUR FAMOUS
PIT 'N PUB

&Pickle

$4.75

Dining-Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

SNACKS
DINNER255ER-V9I1C8E

BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45
SAUSAGE INN

EXCEPT SATURDAYS

LATE

FOR

Delicious
ON FIELDALE RD.

done if again! He, toms co with something far
tea'
one this weekend. A "Flea Market"
boring 65 different dealers from surrounding
stones in his Colonial Ballroom, Sunday, April
19.. Come over and enjoy browsing through he
unusual and dine in the main restaurant on
special menu geared fo family eating with lower
than moat prises or...stay in she swing of things
at the Flea Market and eat with go ppi on his
special standomf maturing horde., beer, pap,

CARRYOUT

ENJOY

You've tried the rest, now come to the Best
at the Pit 'n Pub

PSmurday, al S p.m.

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners

WeckEnd FlinFare

wine Restourant in the Elk Grove Holiday Ian, has

To

ens doily vi,1:3o a.m.

Complete Dinners

BRING
THE FAMILY

WITH US

for your pleasure
Tuesdays...a Saturdays
from 8:00 p.m.

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT

WC :A1(3

LUNCH

at the
WURLITZER ORGAN

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

Pin Up or Doan

COME

DON KOMAR

gappi, the clever mascot of gappane's Brandy-

chips and the like! Set you Mere with 2appi!

Z=7,7=

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

WAYNE

Join
Your Friends

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY

Zale Roam

CALL

PUBE RDt.

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE

ZAPPONE'S BRANDYWINE
RESTAURANT

Vibla

Fridays from

Serving 11:00 a.m.. 7:00 p.m.

30toIpm

Special prices for Children Age 3 no 9

Spacial law Price
Free Hoed mimes

'3.mwtos..day
DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

RESTA'. RANT

U COCK TAILIMUNGE

"HAVE A HOLIDATE"
Dine With the
Mt. Prospect

Black Fox

Plaza

Location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

PARTY--

-

259-9550

Scanda House

\smorgasbord}

,

141

iteh&

I

r

St. Mel proves no match for: Lions, 22-1.
By Gang Hales

plays. The Knights have no The game. was then ended
place to practice, and their in-

St. Vidor pin is Chicago-

experience hurt their cause. St.

land Peep League record at 2-I

Viator coach took most of his
regulars out after the first in

as it defeated St. Mel, 22-1.
Nine Cool, by the visitors ac-

ning and all but Mark Rossi

counted for many of the runs,
as they managed only 15 hlts.
Many of the fans present
sad all of the St. Victor players

felt sorry Mr the Knights, who
_ showed great spirit and dewminution do
their min

the contest. Besides. Lindbergh, only Rossi got two hit..

on the IHSA's slaughter oak.
The two hurlers -combined to
hold the Knights to one hit.
Lindbergh was more or less
the hitting star, going Iwo or

and Denny Foreman were on
the bench by the third.

Foreman led in nun scored
ith four.

THE LIONS gol seven runs
in the first inning on four scored seven runs in the fourth
hits. Mike Abinami, Mike before Mahoney ended the inO'Donnell, Rossi, Foreman, ning by ordering Foreman and
Steve Smith, Bill Madden and Willie Hake to strike out.
Steve Osterman all scored
Martin did a fine relief job,
MM. O'Donnell, Foreman, whiffing the first three owe he
HUM and Madden singled.
faced, then breezing home

three and driving in those rims,

The two were his first bite all

SCOTT LINDBERGH pitch-

A home by Tom Smith, a

ed three innings for the win,

triple by Mike Golden end

but needed relief from Kenny

double by Mike Palms=

Martin, who pitched a pair.

Lindbergh walked in the

were the only extra base hits in

without any trouble at all. One

Knights only run in the top had to feel some mod= for
of the second, but the Lions the Knights, who gave the
came back with six more.' game everything they had. St.
Thgy were held to a pair of Mel is located in one of Chinms in the third frame, but Togo's poorer neighborhoods
and has no place to practice,
hardly and equipment and

only It players on the squad.
They looked sharp in Chicago

Cub uniforms, which were
generously

donated

to

the

team by the city's National

League club.

THOSE UNIFORMS mehnt
a lot to the *WS, who prided

The Victor batters linked
their chops 6 they watched
Knight hurler Jerry Alantor

By Tom Rawe

Hersey head coach Steve

-

warm up, but at the end of tHe

themselves in their numbers.

game they applauded For.'

Sam Marcell. a, third hod
number 10, like Ron Santo;
Luke Williams had 26, like

man and Hake for striking out.
The Lions -could appreciate,

Billy Williams; and no on.
Viator fans watched Randy
Hundley behind the Oath, Don
!Easiness at short. and Glenn
Decked at

Huskies shave Cards in makeup, game, 6-4
as his

Warrior head coach MC.-

the fourth. The Warrior fire-

Keehn, rf

2

0

boner regained his composure.

Olsen, p
Totals

2

0

0

23

2

5

though, M whiffing the

nest-

two hitters from the stretch po-

Rene philosophy that pitching
is 90 per cent of the game was
rc-cchoed again yesterday after Muine West polished off a
lough Glenbrook South outfit,

of a threat during the middle
frames, although the visitors
made one last valiant effort to

2-0.

get back into the game.

The victory was Wash second straight conference Midsion and ran their overall skein

to en unblemished 50 mark.
_Warrior pitching has yet to
yield an earned run while scattaring five hits in their two
league triumphs.

BILL OLSEN, Maine's big
right -kinder, shared the hem's
role oiler handcuffing the
Titans on three harmless hits.
The
lanky
flame-thrower

walked only two while whiff.

since
Neither squad offered much

five yesterday, and would be
preparitss for another starting
assignment tdday. He is the
squad's only pitcher.

Titan Mark Wiemer led off
the top of the seventh with a
solid drive to left for a single.
He was a little too anxious on

Olsen for the first walk of the
contest and advanced to second on a wild pitch. Jim Over-

6-4, in the "second" game.

Titan Jack Kansa' put two
aboard by drawing another

The other half of the victory
laurels went to pint-sized
Doug Keehn, the Warriors'
right fielder. The little competitor accounted for the

pass,

Jim

but Warrior Mormon
Hanselmann

Olsen, meanwhile, was in
complete command of the con-

until the seventh Mning

Player

when he began aiming the ball

Kalil; If

instead of throwing it. A little
encouragement from Carstens
and the rest of the team, however. settled hint down.

veloped into a pitcher's duel
after each thrower knocked off

the side with a pair of strikeouts apiece.

0

I

3

0

I

2

0

0

Helmick of
Overlock. If
Kemal; c
Nelms. 3b

LW!. ss

0

AB R I

13

when the ball was bobbled,
both hands were safe.

Gamer( was forced at third
on Mike Maloney,. one -hop-

per back to the mound, but
Keehn, batting in the eighth
spot in Carstens' battirm order.
emptied

the

bases with his

drive to right.

Olsen. meanwhile, had an
may lime in the top of the third

as he retired the bottom porlion of the Titan order on just
five pitches.

GLENBROOKS WAYNE
Meer ruined Olsen 's bid for a
perfect gown with sharp single
up Me middle after one out in

WMner-Olsen;
y; WP -Olsen.

Jung, ci
Hareelmann, is

3

0

3

0

Gusted. lb
Moss, lb
Dopp, lb. lb

3

long layoff after the basketball

2

season, got untracked in the
decus to win the event with a
141-7 toss. Mike is the soph-

Moran, c

3

Maloney, 36

2

more discus record holder

I

Countryside YMCA
girls finish 13th
The

Countryside

Girl, Swim Team

YN1CA
relished

The Cadet Freestyle Relay
team placed seventh with Mks
Hibbs,

Linda

Stahnke, Sue
Branch.

State YMCA Swim, Winslow and Cheri

Scoring the most points for
Theiram were the Junior Girls.
The
Medley Relay team

came in third with a time of

Enander, Carol
Howland and Deanne Joseph.
brose,

Sue

In the Intermediate Division,
the 200 yard Medley Relay
team came in eighth. Swim-

2:10.0. Swimming on the relay
team were Kay Corbett, Caryl
Cannis, Andrea Hibbs and
Kay Nielsen. Miss Corbett
also finished fourth in the 200
yard Individtssl Medley in
2142.1 and ninth in the 100

ming on that team were Barb
Kolin, Pam DiOrio, Sue Chips
and Kim Corbett. Miss Chips
also took a ninth place in the
200 yard Individual Medley,

yard backstroke. Dee Fricke
swam to a fourth -place finish

Countryside with Chris Peder-

NINTH PLACE in the 200
yard Freestyle Relay went to

son, Sue Chips, Pat Lamm

in the 50 yard
in 28.3.
and Kim Corbett.
Eleventh place in the 100 yard ....Coach Lou Hibbs is proud
tametstrake went to Sue a of the way his gls
themfinfehed
Stahnke.
their season. In
second

THE CADET Medley R.
lay team was another big wit,
tier finishing fourth with a
time of 1 :17.4. Swimming for
Countryside on this team were
Tracey

Hibbs.

Darcy Dee,

Danielle Morando and , Sue
Winslow. Miss Hibbs also finfished 1 lth in 25 yard breast-

as 0 Main, they waned
their'lee meets and walke

away with the White League
Championship.
The
three
loses they suffered were at the
hands of teams in the Blue
Lmgue.

The girls mune in fotwth in

role, whiM Darcy Dee took
ninth place in 25 yard but-

the District One finals winning the Junior Age Group
and taking third place In the
Cadet and Intermediate Age

eerily.

Croups.

-

0

10 -inning tie with Prairie State
Junior College M a mime

played at Pioneer Park Tuesday.
The Hawks looked like they

were going to cruise home
without any trouble when

he advanced to second on
double.
Knehler's sacrifice. Gary Cur Harper got s man into mon On then drove home the tally
ing position in the ninth but on a single to right field.
couldn't get him around and,
The Hawks increased their
Men in the bottom of the 10th lead to 2-0 with mother run in
the Hawks really blew a later- the sixth. Nernanich drilled a
ling opportunity. Frank May single with one out, stole sec ripped a long triple with one and and came around to score
out, but John Nemanich and on Steve Hearn's long two -out

Jim Stamborski struck out to

Ord -eight innings. The
phets. however. had different

That left Koehler with no

ideas

THE PRAIRIE State leadoff man reached on a single,

end the game.

decision after pitching a sparkling game. The Harper righthander hurled nine innings on
a yield of just seven hiS while

striking out four. Most of the

i

Lela

in

Wednesday's

gamc, whiffed four stormed
Cardinal batters while contribming fo the Huskie offensive
attack by belting out a timely
singe' ien tphleziddle of the fifth

Doug Tolman's Falcons remain unbeaten with a 4-0'

Mid -Suburban

League

record while coach Ken Rued. quint's Grenadiers stand 1-2.
Elk Grove salvaged some con;
solation by winning she freshmph meet, 3-2.

In--

umph over Elk Grove on the
Falcons' home courts ycster-

Loser-Dis-

opener for both moms. Coach

to oavdirt

frame.

enth frame.
The Huskies drew Tun
blood in the second inning

when a base hit by Ken Kennem, with a man on got pmt
Card center Fielder John Keykendall for a twffibase error.
Meanwhile. Ken Morales was
racing toward home plate with
the first run of the ballgarne.

A SERIES OF throwing errors' in Me fifth inning on the

TWO ERRORS, two walks,
two Sacrifices, a passed ball
end one hit spelled the scoring

shot to right, scoring pinch

story for the Huskies in their

Brodnan kept the drive go -

at bat, as a series of bad

Mg with a run -scoring hit of
his own, but Huskle coach
Chernicky brought in saucier

tu

breaks plus some shakey pitch-

er Huskie tally. Key sing'. by
Smith and Bill Ludwigsen'
'pushed

teammate

ing on behalf of the Cards put
them out of the ballgame.
The Cardinal fans beam to

Quade

That one -run advantage was

comeback was foreseen even

ning, with the Huskier chal-

Mad -off man Mike
Moffo grounded out to the

lenging the Wheeling Wildcats
while the Cards will taken visit
to the Forest View Falcons.

Kuykendall drilled a two base
hit to center field, driving
home fellow Card John Brod-

lined a double to right center
field to send in Elsberg from
first. With Bokelmam perchon on the second sack with

bath where the Huskie were
credited with four runs, three

the Cards carnal a pair of

PINCH HI7TER Glenn
Abel brought smile to coach

only one away, the central Pot-

markers.

PM Somers' fee, with Ns

shortstop Bruce Erase.
the first and second
basemen fora single. fie war
joined on the Wapiti. by

ball game proved to be sseev-

Don of Me singles competition

11m.Falcona also won the

wan the varsity meet. Scott
Veneto beat Pat Marry in the

No.1 doubles snatch with Fred

free pass.

FOREST VIEW'S dothine-

I

test, 6-3. 6-4.

After notching one of Maine's five MN senior Joe Jung is
forced to hustle heck to first by throw from Glenbrook South
pitcher Mike Disney. The Warriors rode the thmehlt shutout

PLEASANT

surmise was junior Torn Cashion s I2 -foot pole -Vault in
which the unseated teammate

triple to right -center On the whole, however,
Harper had another tough day

at the plate. The Hawks managed Only six hits and they
went down swinging II times
against Prairie State pitching.
Coach Clete Hinton's club is
now averaging more than a

and the next man walked input. tome he had Prairie State',
runners on first and second; chopping the ball on the strikeout tin inning this season.
with nobody out. Koehler ground for easy outs.
The Hawks carry a 3-1.1
looked like he was going to get
HARPER STAKED Koch: record into- today's game
out without any damage when ler to a 1-0 lead in fifth =mg.. against WilsonJurnot College
he put down the next two hit- elm Michelisko opened the at Pioneer Park. Game time is
ters._ but_ the Gopher -catcher - frame by -drawing a wok and - scheduled for 3:30 p.m.

2.

MEET RESULTS
DISCUS: I. Korf. P, 141-7;
Staunton. MS. 130-9; 3.

I30.7; TWO
MILE: I. Allen, P. M39.4; 2.
Greene,

MS.

10.4; 2. Lyons, MS, 10.7; 3.
Hacker, P, 10.7;

665; 880 RELAY: I, Maine
South, 1,33.4;

HIGH JUMP: 1, Meissner,
P, 6-0; 2, Rohn. P, 5-10, 3.

Cole, MS, 9:48.8; 3. Walleyms, MS, 10,135; HIGH
HURDLES: I. Dunn, MS,

Wotal, P, 5-8; 880 RUN; I.

15.30 2. FoLler, MS, 15.9; 3.

2,00.6; LONG RAW:

Matthews, P. 1:59.6; 2. Klinkcr, P, 2,00.6; 3. Murphy, MS,

2. Prow..

1:43.7; 440 DASH: L. Sada.
P. 51.9: 2. Lyons, MS. 52.2;
3.POlnie6W, P. 53.7;

SHOT PUT: I. Green, MS.
49-6; 2. Stounton, 61S, 46 -4th ;

1.

3. Gamma, MS, 44-665; LOW

Berg. MS, 20-146; 2. But; P.

HURDLES: 1. Huth. P, 21.6;
2. Feller, MS, 21.8; 3. Dunn,

23,1:

3.

other high jumping blue ribbon with a less-thanssatisfac-

tory 6-0. The Knights swept
that
going 5-10 and John Wotel go ins 5-8.

stem was recorded in the 880
with keith Matthews again the
winner in 1,59.6, and team mate Tom Klinker right on his

P.

16.1;

100 -YARD

St. Viator's golf team, under
the leadership of coach Father

Petrick Durkin, has built up
an undefeated record of 4-0
this season by winning meets

round into the form thar made
him the sophomore school
record
her,.ol the 440 Ma-

natius,
Top

ior Scott ssila ran a 51.9 in
the quarter for his win.
Bob Pomrenke added points
with a .third in the quarter
mile. Jim Butz, another steady
performer in the hurdles, took
first in the lows with a 21.6,

against East

for

golfer

Durkin'.

linkmen ho, been senior
Mario Vitale, who has been
the medalist in three of the

seconds, 3:29.5-3:32.9.

Nether. varsity tennis team

rolled to is second straight

Tryouts set
Tryouts for the coming season
of Northwest Little
League will be held el the
Cumberland School grounds
consecutive

Satur-

days April II, 18 and 25.
Nine -year -olds will try out
at 8,30; 10 -year -olds will try
ma at HI a.m.; I 1-year-oldS
will try out at 11 am.; and 12 year -olds will try out at noon.
Parents hould accompany
a registering boy no that insurance fees and
registration
forme can be signed by the parent as required.
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Curtin 26
Kunde, lb

3

2
0

5

0

0

May,

5

2

Nemmich, If

5

0

Stamborsks se
Hearn,

4

0

0
0
0

3

I

I

Michalisko, rf

3

I

0

3

0
2

0
6

o
0
2

I

0

PRAIRIE STATE (2)

Mid -Suburban League victory
yesterday by smashing Fremd,
4-1, on the Huskie courts.
The only loss for Hersey was
in the number two singlesylot,

AB R H BI

will be April

23

squad.

Vitale a 42, McDonald shot a
42nd Loessio had a 45.
The second meet was a
tough one against
Notre

CO -CAPTAIN JOE Dougberty was the medalist in the
first meet, and he, along with
Mike Locasio, Mike McDon-

old and Frank Fenton, has

Hersey's number one
doubles team of Tom Mt-

precht and Stein Ohrstrom remained undefeated by whipping Rich Hume and Fred Chin
of Fremd 6-0, 6-1.

1

1

0

0

0

2

b h net'

Elsberg

61/2 5 6.2 6 6

Moffo

II 0 0-0 1.0

Smith

616 5 3-3 2 4

"1

1

0
0

I

O

I

O

2
0
26

O

0
0

5

3

1

I -I

cio

On roster
Gary Lund, freshman at
the University of Wisconsh Ls
listed on the Badgers' spring
football roster.

AB R H 131

home meet against Ridgewood

Schnell. If
Abel, ph
Brodnan, ss

Dillon. 26

0
0

0
0

Lund, who prepped at Notre

O

0

O

1

0
I

I

1

I

O

1

I

Dame High in Niles, is listed
on the sheet as fullback, He
saw some action with the
Badger frosh squad this pass

O

1

1

fall.

1

Embers, p

and the Falcons at the Maine
West Quadrangular meet.

1

Dm Plaines left-hander Bill

Gastorf is expected to pitch
one of the games Saturday

1

0
0

Cresenso,
Benda, p

3

0

I

2

ern trip, with the only victory

4

0

I

0
2-

being a 3-2 decision
LaCrosse (Wis.) State,

I

0

1

1

0

0
0

2 -7-

honors.

Dougherty

JUST ARRIVED!
TRUCKLOAD of Easy -to -Install

THE LIONS hosted Carmel
of Mundelein and beat them
by four strokes, 161-165. Vitale shot a four over par 39,
and Terry McDonald
seeond
honors with a 40.
Daughter, had a 41 as did Lo -

second

Lance and Bill Hutton took a
4-6, 6-3, 6-2 decision over Vikings Russ Kelley and Larry
Funk to insure the win.

try Club to take on Chicago land Prep League for St. Ignatius. The Lions came home
with:, fine 20 stroke victory.
Vitale and Locos io tied for
the medalist honors with fine
3ffis, and Fenton had a 39.

when

over

FIRST QUALITY

ADVERTISED

CELOTEX

NAME BRAND!

M

John Placek of Forest View grimaces as he =these Murillo a
doubtes match against Elk Grove, pIncek and his partner lost this
match but the Falcon, won the meet, 4-1. (Photo by Mike Ins
rem)

For

.

.

Bet ter 1111111eS Hui Gardens

8,1h ce.

DIMENSION V. W.,10.4, .. New 8"

Driftwood, Suntan, Issdelglii

GREEN EARTH 1/4"

ACOUSTICAL 12"x12" 11 1/2 ce.
First Quality Designer White

201/2

Including TsV Lay -in Panels, Main
Runners, Cross Ts, Wall Molding
end Hanging Wires.

BLOOMIN.'

DIMENSION V BIRCH .. V/m1659 ...New .11"

CELOTEX

sq. it.

10's 12. Room only 124.60

HING"

HARDBOARD PANELING
AVOCADO. LIMED OAK, NATURAL WALNUT. CHERRY
GOLDEN WALNUT, PECAN, TEAK, SILVER WALNUT.

FISSURED

281/2'

LAYIN PANELS
Incombustible Mineral Fibers

4'x7'
Was 789 Now

per sq. ft.

nr
GIANT

GREATEST [1101.,

BARRINGTON
Lawn 8 Garden Spot
Town Equipment Distributors

Lake Park Gorden Center

LIMITED STOCK OF
GEORGIA PACIFIC VINYL SHIELD

,,

FLOWER and
GIFT SHOP

aro; "...""""*.0

r,-,\

,

BARKWOOD 4' x 7'

Meal for Desk Tops, Shelves or Bookstands

BARKWOOD4'x8' was s.sv

WALNUT or MAPLE

IN BOLLING MEADOWS
ima am, na.

Oren 6no....indSoodays

ROSELLE

Ace Hordwore

v 8 5 Bike & Mower

Bess Hardware & Sports

weia.m.

SAND PEBBLE 4'a7' Was I99

new

15"

SEIWIESESSia=

Weldwood
VINYLGARD

428'
99

692

IBERIAN ELM

Was Ho

Now 1095

VENETIAN ELM

Wail

BOURBON HICKORY

Weikel.., Now 111!

SADDLE WALNUT

Wes10.111 ...New

Was

Corrlda, Teak, Walnut, Pecan.

NANTUCKET MANI . 4A8'dr.. Was

II!

... tods

in
6"
7"

. Now

SAGE I GRADE .... 46IP 4,., Was elf.,, Now90

56c

,now
mw
New

3"
4"
2"

3/09

DECORATIVE
VINYL -CLAD

. CA' Vo",
Copse areariramr Geld Needle Point

Now

919

Regularly,t

EEDR.G.I.A.PwA.CeI829IC..400.8.1

RegularlyI,.r

V7 '--

-

L::

V5.99

CH1CAGOLAND'S LARGEST
GIFT CENTERS

FLOWER GARDEN

110012.A Grade

HICKORY

Walsol ady

.

CARPET
SQUARES

FABULANT

R.,""`"

D7`..

EVANS
Vs,
urnr000
449 43

urn....

NEWPORT

116111111

CAPRSOOD DOVER

Was 5.49 Wm LW

DECORATOR
PANELS

VINYL ORIOLE

Large %Win of tho NowesiDos;;.61 Colors

SELF -STICK OZITE

I

Soldered PlettioGiess

CAMDEN 4 x7

255-6310

NORTHFIELD

ili

6'71/2" High

.

-

Zimmer Hardware

SCHAUMBURG

LA BONITA INDIAN ROSHVOODWas SS 99

NANTUCKET MANI .. dr], W., wet 11.79 ... New

MANNHEIM'S OWN

INTERIOR DOORS

S9 49

PALATINE

Kerstings Garden Center

Now IOU

ABITIBI

')

- MT. PROSPECT

ELMHURST
Ace Hardware

2x4-8

FREE USE OF- STAPLE GUN

,'!

Rugen Stores

ITASCA

.New 10"

IA BONITA UDORADO OAK. Was D.W.

II

DISTRIBUTED MI

Admiral Lawnmower

f

HEMLOCK

6"

ni,,d

IA BONITA NM ELM ... was 12.W .

MASTMGANDIVIENS

CHICAGOLAND AREA BY
PLANTE'S LAWN MEJIPAAENT INC.
NORTH AURORA ILL

Highway Soles

VINYL BURMA TEAK.. Was).

mrrn4SK

7995
GLENVIEW

in

90 DIFFERENT TYPES

4'x8'

4'x8'
Was LH Now

A WEYERHAUSER

clor H.

Huge Selection of other Ceiling Tile Patterns
to Cheese from at our very Low Prices,

Xi:M=1=m'

ADDISON

eL

E4 Square

GREENHOUSE -MESH!
AMLING-GUARANTEED!
FREE DELIVER la

Stop blade without stopping engine. Big 10" steel
ball -bearing rear wheels -not plastic. Exclusive
POW -R -Vac housing for superb lawn
grooming. Self-propelled, or push. Built
to ASA Safety Code standards.

FOLLOWING DEALERS:

rot

SPECIAL

With Ceiling Tile Order

GARDEN
CENTER

50,000 Panels

EVANS

-..xx;gx.,0,,,,x0Y.:Mx,,

Walnut -Tone
WOODGRAIN MOLDINGS

running and you're safely behind the handles.

AVAILABLE AT THE

5"

Old World Riviera Cedar. Was MIS- New 10"

SUSPENDED CEILING

with a 40.

Belt -driven blade lets you start blade after engine is

. Now

Wes

Old World Riviera Birch.. Was 10.89... New 8"

Mike McDonald was fourth

Patented Pow.R-yace Housing assures cleaner cut

Now 5"

W s 7.tt.

VENUS

"EVER!

WE STOCK OVER

GEORGIA PACIFIC
WE FEATURE THE ALL -NEW

WHITE 12°x12"

ti6

Aitk

Cx8,

No Irregulars
All Fled Quality
Washable

Mike McDonald had a 45 and
Terry McDonald had a 46.

noose recently
traveled to Glen Eagles Coun-

hurl Saturday

0

0

AND IN TIIE

Franklin Park, III.

3800 N. Mannheim Rd.

dojo.
The Lions

doubles position Huskies Rick

DAYS A WEEK
OPEN
FREE PARKING

BUILDING CENTER

I8" Widths

0

0

I

Buckim hmdwinds in gusts up

Bill Gastorf
scheduled to

0

I

Dame. and the Lions !suety
edged the Dom, 178-179.

medalist

HAHN-ECLIPSE
BELT -DRIVEN BLADE
22" POW -R -PRO'

mate Jeff Seeger won the number three singles event by 6.0,
6-0 over Jay Biehler,

4

0
0
0

WE DELIVER

In Rolling Meador.

Chuck Weber of Fremd by the
score of 4-6, 6-1, 6-2. But the
other two Huskies singles play cis, as well as both doubles
teams, were winners.

Goocher, If

36

was right behind with a 43,

IN DUNNE'S spot was
Gary Meyers, who lost to

I

4
4

Lions easily beat East Leyden,
170-186. Dougherty had a 41,

at home

4

5

Leyden, and has been the most
consistent member of the

against Wheeling.

3

5

in the opening match against

ma -captain took second honors

was missing became of an illness. Dunne should be able to
return for the next meet, which

Lewis, 2b

Told.

1

Pitcher

0

678-4100

Maine Smith, 3:319.

no 30 miles Per hour. Vhie
shot sleeting 43 to take the

where regular Mike Dunne

Culver-Slocklon College's baseball team opens its
Missouri College Athletic
Union season with a doubleheader at home against
Graceland.
Culver -Stockton was 1-4 on
its recently -completed south-

ss

I

stone, MS, 11-6; MILE RE.
LAY: I. NUMMI, 3:29.5: 2.

been one of the top linksters
for Viatoethisyear..
In the opening Meek the

Calahan and Leadley's team-

AB R H

35

team's four meets. The Lion

Rick Leadley of Hersey won
his number one singles match
5-7, 6-2, 6-1 over Viking Steve

HARPER 121
4

I9-7Vd ; 3. MeClaren, MS, 18-

Hersey tennis team
trips Vikings, 4-1

and the Prospect mile relay
team won by bela than three

Martin, rf

Totals

1

0

SHOP BY PHONE

unde eated with 4-0 slate
Leyden, Notre
Dame, Carmel and St. 1g-

tail with a L00.6.Soon inset

Gurbio, 36
Page, lb

Mew. p

1

0
0

BUILDING PRODUCTS

POLE VAULT: 1. Cashion. P.
12-0; 2. (tie) Loeffel, P.Hud-

St. Viator linksmen- remain'

steady Jeff Meissmr added an -

Player
Polgalae, of

Hart, e
Smith, p

1

BRAND NAME

Lyons, MS. 231:

two-mile in first with a 9:39.4,
more than II seconds ahead of
his next competition, and

Totals

Quad; e

Bokelmanm rf
Kuykandall, cf

bet, P, 4,10.6; 3. Reilly, MS
4:35.3; 220 DASH: I. McNutt,
22.8; 2. Hacker, N

DASH: I. McNamara, MS,

Koehler, p

2

Player

Murzyn, MS. 4:30.51 2. Ham

by six inches.
Bill Allen again covered the

Player
Freund, 3b

Frme, ss

Both ERGrove and Forest
View get back into action tomorrow, the Grenadiers in a

MS, 22.0; MILE RUN: I.

But;

three

0

3

ARLINGTON (a)

pitching of Bin Olsen to their second straight league triumph,
ID. (Photo boo. Alan Cook)

Tim Loeffel and a Maim man

on

3

1970

ANOTHER

'

Balk-

WP--Elsberg:

wigsen:
-Smith

11 BI

Ludwigsen, If
Ryder, rf

3
Kock, ib
Grummacher, 3b 4
Morales, of
3
Kennepp, 2b
4

' rtT71W-71""

And117,

0

KuykanE-Knykandell, Ekberg,
Foy (2), Brodnan, Quad;
Dondiess5--BrodeeN Lod-

0-6.64, II -9.

Melone and Kirk Iffickhola
whipping Mark Hopkins and
Dave Griffith, 6-2, 6-2, before
Elk Grove got on the wore board with Al Lewandowski
and Math Greenberg. editing
Bill Joyce and John Placck,

match, 6-3, 1-6, 6-1;
Dan Martin defeated Chris
Lcsniak in the No. 2 elash,6-3,
e -o; and Dick Martin topped
Km Siebold in the No. 3 conNo.

28

0

PITCHING SUMMARY

AD K

Player

Chuck Dillon, who was given a

of which were unearned,

0

HERSEY (6)

tween

The crucial inning of the

Withins, Pe

21-Nokelmann,

Tom Carroll sent onc be-

non from second,

3
3

Total.

in tough competition this eve-

though

Elsberg got out of the jam secands later by scoring out
liuskie catcher liar Onade.
Arlington rallied in the
fourth frame for a marker
when slugger Jim Bokelmann

Carroll, ib

and end the
me
Both teams will be engaged
Roth

stir in the bottom of the seventh when the possibility of a

of inning number six when

3

Paul Eliseo to put out the' Bre

around the bases, giving Her

quickly cut in the Cards' half

Domthma.c
Geyer. 3b
Moffo, If -p

runner Mike Wilbins from se.

'

and his competition yesterday
threw the sane distance it took
Ma to set the sophomore
k, 130-9.

drove M the tying mns with a

Tom Koehler limited Prairie
Rate to just fon hits over the

is team

Forest View's

sown efo,t,td1,,,thyrcetosipt!Ivrtacl,l-e7

4

Harper marathon ends to tie
Harper Junior College blew
two -run lead in the ninth inning but held on to gain a 2-2

Bob

got into trouble in the seventh

dm was unable to advance him

Falcon netmen deal Grens 4-1 setback
day,

of the team and the established
winners also won their events.
Junior Mike Koss a newcomer to the warn because of a

0

ninth place with Carol Am-

with one out.

E.

(by

5

Terry Smith worked six and
thirds innings on the
mound for the Huskies, giving
tip a total of six hits while
yielding only a poir of base on
balls. Smith, who aided starter

lion Mine Redbird batting or -

-

hams College, Downers Grove
this past weekend.

didn't

2-1

6

with Crown High School last

ONE ELSBERG absorbed
the loss for the Cards as he

Knights run short of Maine S., 66-61

then watched as his teammates

Gastort didn't budge on Keith
Moran.* hemmer to short, and

.

in o c ose rna c

0
0

IP R -ER H W SO
7 0.0 3 2 11

SP/ RTS

The Prep Freestyle Relay took

tor( th

0
3

Kausal,

Friday,

Championship at George Wili

KEN DOPP then laid down
perfect hunt to advance Gas-

n

24, with their only loss of the

The meet was the MSL

3

13th in a field of 42 at the ils

shot through the hole at third.

S4PI1R TS

SUMMARY

er

isnay

x0
2
0 I)
('X\__

Hnois

naged into the lead. Clemup
hitting Bert Gastorr registered
the initial hit of the game on

01

0
0

racked up three more
whiffs in the second frame end
Olsen

Pit

3,111-1A

AFpririid,,a7y07,

3.Olsen);

Casten's crew will I. door track meet of the scow..
shooting to increase both tiny yesterday when Maine South
owall and longue dates today tripped the Knighss, 66-61.
when they host Niles North at The frosh-soph was even worse
4;3p,
for the hosts, 92-35.
Prospect did get first -thug
firsts from a couple members
MAINE WEST (2)

sive second inning.

The contest immediately de-

3

BB-Helmremh,

Prospect lost its first out-

end the game.

diced sstwo-run double down
the right -field line in the deci-

Warriors to five safeties and
didn't walk anyone.

flawlessly

handled Jeff Pieler's roller to

only runs when he

tough setback. Ole limited the

0

_Ike while jallyilLg six markers,

Page 9

lock tagged a deep drive to left
Maine's Joe Jung on the run,

be

0

finally found the

to whipsshe ailing Redbird...

iffi. ja0004 . an impressive

two

Pape 8

SOUTH'S
CURT Helm retch,
meanwhile,
coaxed

sive curve.

CReDIT mUST also

2

first baseman Ken Dopp who
applied the tag

a working fastball end an elu-

given to Titan hurler Mike
Disney who absorbed the

0

Barer. lb

leadoff,

center that was hauled in by

test

0

Wiemer, 2b

though, and Olsen
fired a perfect pickoff strike to
his

I

19 II
Overlock;

game of the season.

The win boosted the Husk-

WITH THE SCORE knotled at Iwo apiece going into

afternoon in an It
brieViated Tom -inning eontest and fought back yesterday

Lycll; SB-Harer, Jung; Sac rifler Bunt-Dopp; LOB -Maine
West -3, Glenbrook South -4;

CLENBROOK SOUTH (0)
Johnson, cf
Smith, cf

0

2

26 -Keehn,

y

Mg I I on a goad ascortMent of

garnes

.

Disney, o
Totals

1

talented Huskie nine

nesday

Olsenhurls Warriors to
5th straight triumph, 2-0
By J. Mao Cook
Asu.Sparts Rd.

oat forced to be played in its
entirely to make it official.

blanked the Cards, 3-0, Wed-

seven full innings Wednesday.

The 'Cards outhit the Mullleg Huddes in this final frame,
3-1, but were outscored in dm
all important run's department 4-2 to drop their first

Of darkness before five frames
Were played the second game

Chernicky made it clear to Arlington fans that his team mom
to play baseball this past we*

the fact that Aleantor hurled

Since the first meeting of the

two dubs was called because

CRAFTIQUE
Reg.73o ea.

63.

was015

.Was 599

New

99

$199,,,

Prospect bats silenced in 10-2 loss
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

Warner Schiele was throw

',eloped and Warner finally
left Malone m the fifth :rung

after 'Hawing four runs tine
earned

tag hard for the first three New
_

9

Trier East batters yesterday
but the thud sent a line dove
beck at the Prospect pitcher

AGAIN THE Knight bats
bat
were
¢A silenced to the tune

and thot w ss that The Knights
nant down to a 10 2 non con
ferenke defeat yesterday st
the Indian diamond

contest and none of the hits

Schlao was hit in the latch-

ing arm by the liner, and although he

pitched another
three innings, his hurting was
ineffective. A large bruise de -

four has m the six toning

oent for extra bases Pim],
Slimmer League type speed
up rules m winch players
may be substrtuted almost

freely, coach Larry Pohlman
gavejust about everyone on his
bench a chance to play before
the Mid -Suburban Logue sea -

in earnest

con

Freshman Rab Zirnmanek
pulled Prospect even with a
6-1,6-0 'sweep over Rob Baer.

nis loop yesterday by notching their initial conference WCtory over Prospect, 3-2.

Dave Harbach punched Pros

short dribbler in front of the

to Da, Lundshdt
forced the nest run out at the

Mae and Prospect
see, agam

center held but his teammates
failed to move him on Regular
Greg Sumner lashed a singlet°
left in the, fifth scoring on a
left

Ina

loaded

wail,

While Tom Sterna watch., Prospect reliefer Chris Dromich
M. his hand at getting a New Trier man out in the frustrating
fifth inning yesterday. But the Indian heat out the bunt and New
Trier scored six rum in the frame fora 10.2 win. (Photo by Linda
Hamilton)

The Cads maw landed atop
the MSL standings in the four
years of competition, and appear headed for their fifth.
Redbird Greg Harris pushed
his warn into a 1-0 advantage
by whipping Knight Steve Col lins in straight sets of 6-0 6-2.

FROSH

Jim Merkel, however, powteed the Cards hack inter the
lead in the third singlet with
convincing 6-I, 6.0 victories
over Knight junior Dam Nei -

Torn Schreiber wss Salk on
fielder's choice when Pert

Jackson was forced at third.

Schreiber also scored an a
waIke to Jack thltsche, and

another of the Prospect substitutes to make good, but he got
no further than third base.

Falcon golfers whip Wildcats
Fermi View's golf Ham
showed tremendous balance
yesterday in beating Wheeling
tot -176, kt Chevy Chase for

its second victory in as many day in its only other meet of
days.
the season, is now primed for
.

Coach Art Kleink squad,

which beat Maine West Tun-

big dub with Prospect
Monday. The Knights and the

The second annual Mickey
Owen Baseball School Clinic

the coaching staff. Included in

will he held on April 26 at 2

g, head baseball coach at

p.m in the Fremd High School
5/m.
110

clinic,

pmented

by

lack Kemnierly, g non..
suburban real., will be free

the quartet are Terry Gellin-

Frond; Trunk Maned. head

man at Holy Cross a. former
college great;
diamond mentor at St. Viator
and Chuck Esposito. a collegiate umpirt.

Slides of the Mickey 0.n
Baseball' School will be shown
by a representative. This P.411
be a rare occasion for all
young baseball players. It will

live action will take dace.-

40 door prizes. including 11(6:
onc-weck scholarships to rho
Mickey Owen Bmehall School

in Miller Mo.
Four authorities will

SPORTS

end Cut McWhater

McKay and John

Scott
Koriath.

however. teamed
in the second doubles to knock
off Jim Witt and Kevin
McIntosh 6- / , 64 for the 3-2
Card triumph.

Little League has added two
teams this season, one sponTryout dates for the league
are scheduled for April I1,
April 18 and April 25. Nine
will try out at 9 a.m.,
70 year olds at 10
and II

$3.95 ea. 3/$10.00
bare root plants $2.50

hits

eight

including

4

1

I

2

1

I

2

0

1

0

Tolzien, Greenberg, O'Gera,
Compton 121; SS -Douglas,

1

Grace, Brown (21; 213-Grtenberg, Brown,

3

3

Warriors with a 44 and Jade
Kennedy came home with a

-

Peel Konstent of 902 W.
Greoncgory. /Mount PrOVCCI,

of roveral Lake Forest

players
awarded a varsity letter for his

ey tellm this year.

2

26l

Tots.

two

I

2

2
0
13

0

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher

3

White, cf-c
Streng, 3b

to pieces.

Perkins. 317

Mayer

ab

7

Fritsche, lb

I

2

0

0
0

0
0
0

I

I 4 6.4 2 I

Pfaff

465 2 2-2 5 2

Olson

1652 0-0 1 2

322.252

0

I

4 8 4-3 1.3

h hi

3
I

es gave the Indians all the Thurnhoffer, lb
breaks they needed to run l'w
away with the gar.. A wall;
and a wild itchyut a man on
second, and then a bunt along
the first hmeline caused more
trouble. White didn't throw
because he thotight the umpire
called it a foul ball, but the
Min was safe at first.
Another walk led to another
bunt which was beaten out on
slow fielding job. And twice
the Knight keystone combination got signals crossed on

r

ite le rverve so

-

Schlais
Dabovich

PROSPECT I

W i n n e r -Pfaff:

loser-

-Schlais; PB-Gumz, While;
WP--Debovich.

I

0

A NEW

RENT

FORD

the time Monday rolls

14.7

Four outfield singles were

FAMILY IO4FINERNESS
NO CROWDED BEACXEs

MANEY IS a resident of St.
Thomas
Villa nova
Palatine while Rogers is

GEORGE POOLE FORD c=T:
Adingno.1011

CL 3-5000

ll

$

\

20 YEAR
GUARANTEE!

HOME

TM addition of the three
new board members brings to
II the number of Catholic par latex represented on the St. VISt. Visitor enrolls LOOS stu-

dents. Though 80 per cent of
the students come from Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect. Rolling Meadows and
Palatine, the enrollment also
incLudes students

4

PZ:LmND

""

rington. Hoffman Estates and
Schaumburg.

Dr., MalC01111

/11/, /ph

40014°.

dean of students

WIGGERY

Evangelical Divinity School.

ece

fiAIR

DELUXE BEAUTY SALON

w4P.

MEN'S

Et.:0)

TOUPEES

Steps eralwass.

Sudsy=

tic

41

ad

I

ay
?ou.s

... WE RENT them by day or week
... WE TRADE don't throw them away,

We might TAKE IT

"

MEN'S TOUPEES

6e056

PRIVATE FLOOR
FITTING and SERVICE
ACCESSORIES

REMAKE IT

-

THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM
READY TO GO OR CUSTOM MADE

,df olm1Sagt".:Leonard'srahrcecp'riHrcao'nuu
nn

KLEHM NURSERY

qpouttmeitt 04

Alesessis (Rt. 6211. Adhitse
Arliosswe

437.2110

Eft.

IT'S OUR GRAND OPENING!

MONDAY, APRIL 20

17 W. DAVIS ST. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
Hours: Doily 8 to 8

Saturday to 6,
Sunday 9:30 to 5

Downtown -Just North of Railroad Tracks et Vail & Davis

CALL: 394-0550

or

-

the, Kenneth Vanmnt, nap
co tics

counselor, and Walter
',moms, aro°, coo,o,.. include the traditional Sr

253-9546

meet

melodies,

Saturday, Dean Elkins, an

On April 29 the theme will

he 'Youth and RobotAbe 7130 r. and Mrs. Parry Elkins.
Speakers will be Rr Smith, 710 Carol Ct., Niles, will obNARA director, St. Leonard's serve his Bar Mitzvah at the
Seidl coun- 9J0 am. morning worship.
House; Robert Smith,
selor supervisoer. and

Robert Charge. son of Mr, arid
Mrs. Melvin Charm, 9327

Rev.

Thomas Goforth, chaplain at
the House of Collection.
"Your

Community

Hamlin Av., Des Plaines. will
the Mincha afternmn ceremonies. 6,15 pen,
The religious school will
conduct two model Seder pmgra. Sunday at 9 and 11
in the synagogue audoitorium.
absolve the
Special rites
finst-bron sons from fasting an
the eve of Pesach will rte conducted by the Rabbi Monday
morning. April 20, following
the 7:30 a.rn. servic.. All firstborn boys should mend. hin
unique ritual m 8
Passover service, on the

Drugs- will he the May 13
prowam. and on May e2 -Le-

gal and Medical Aspects of
Drug Addiction.. will he is cussed.

day and 7 p.m. Sunday, at the
Cad Sandbuig School on
Schoenbeck Rd. in Wheeling
Before going to Trinity. Dr.

He holds honorary doctorates
from Houghton College
Wheaton College.

his Bar Mitzvah at

the

and

Evangelical Free Church.
The meetings will he held at
Thai
p.m. Friday, 7:30 p.m. Sam-

the

night of the Festival Tuesday,
April 21. 7 p.m. ReservatiOns

first two days of the holiday
will be recited in the traditional manner. A brief pre -Seder
twilight service will be conducted in the chapel Monday

and Tuesday evening, April
pryerd 21, at 6 P.C. Morning
payes Tuesday and Wednes.
day, April 21 and 22, will beet

Calendar of events

f

Prropective Waist.Aways, Friedricirs Funer(April 18 - 24)
This calendar is prepared as a publicservice by al Home, 7:30 p.m.

Mount Prropect Nurses' Club, home of Mn.
Any organization wishing to contribute shottld W. R. O'Connel, 7:45 Pm.
River Trails School District 26, board of educall Mrs. Helen Becker, CL 3-7469. Deadline for

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.

Mount Pimped Womm's Club, an department, Mount Prospect Community Center, 9:30

Mount Pt.p. Rotary Club, Old Orchard
Country Club. 12:15 p.m.
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Center. I p.m.
Girl Scouts North Side Service Unit 42, Community Presbyterian Church, I p.m.
GM Scouts South Side Service Unit 41, St.
Mark Lutheran Church, p.m.
Senior Chigens, Mount Prospect Community
Center. 7:30 p.m.
I

cation, Park View School, 8 p.m.

VFW Pimped Post 1337, Ladies Auxiliary,
social meeting, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Pcmpect Jaycees, Mount Pins..
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adellnes, International, St. lames United Church of Christ,
8:15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
E -Hart Girls, board meeting, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 9:30 a.m.
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, trip to Haney
Bear Farm, bus leaves Kingswood Methodist
Church, 10 a.m.
We/come Wagon Newcomers Club of Mount
Prospect, Mount Prospect Community Center, 8
p.m.

Ladies of the Moose Lodge 660, VFW Hall, 8
P.m.

TIIURSDAV

Extensioneers of Minim Prospect, board
meeting, Community
10,30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Presbyterian Church,

Arlington Heights Over 50 CM, Pioneer
Park, 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Mount Prospect Lions Club, VFW Hall, 7
Pm.

Harper College, board meeting. 1200 W. Alpect Community Center, 7:45 p.m.
Elk Grove Democratic Woman's .Ormankm gonquin Rd., 8 p.m.
Wheeling Toverahlp Wo.. Republican
flan Mount Prospect Community Center, 8 p.m.
Arlington Heights Chapter, SPEBSOSA, Organballon, Arlington Heights Savings &
Loan, 8:15 pm.
Knights of ColtiMbus Hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect School District 57, board
FRIDAY
VFW Prospect Post 1337, rattily fish dinner,
Menet' Prospect Woman's Club, garden de- VFW HAIL 5:3010 8 p.m.
VFW prospect Post 1337, social meeting,
. partment, Mown Prospect Community Center, I
meeting, Administration Building, 8:15 p.m.
TUESDAY

VFW HMI, 8 p.m.

TOPS -of the Evening, Bank of Rolling -Meadows, 7:30 p.m.

Moontyrospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.M.

mada -Dorchester ben.

Featured will be the Rev.
Martin

Belhort

Ann

Arbor.

design for what
Mich, and
he calls -an experience in new
ways of learning" the Gospel

rho

church office. 297-2525.

at the Arlington Heigh.

Mead is the organist at the
Eirst Baptist Church of Elmhurst and instructs in organ
at Moody Bible Institute, Chi-

on Saturday, April 25.

at

6:30 p.m. aa falowship dinner
held, again 01
oil,

,

cryorgo. i),,a)),
quired. At 8 om.

0,0

10

sionary
groum
be conducted, throe for young

SI. John
Lutheran Church

cago. He was consultant to the
non
church building commtee
church
andinstallation.
organ design

the home fields and abroad.

amp
in h focus far
,.: ,'1Z
"armchair" missionary.

wOrl'Ci

informationre-

F"rthcrthe orviccs may be
garding

is

Listen this Sunday

stalled that evening at a service

condumed by the Rt. Rea

Anniversary
celebrated
The Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth
L. Routs were feted by the entire congregation of Cross and
Crown Lutheran Church, Arlington Heights, on the occasion of their 25th wedding an-.
niversary last Sunday, April
12, The congregation present-

ed traditional silver with appropriate messages of Christian love.

The Rev. and Mrs. Routs
and their children moved to
2820 N. Rennie., Arlington
Hugh
Heights, a year ago when he
a call to the American Lutheran Mission Church.
Cross and Crown, at 1122 N.
Rand Rd.

It's on 36 Illinois stations

77:0111%.'7

''Why Christians
live for Others"

'

i

i

Pastor: Albert A. loechi I.

Cl 3440

W. Campbell

0
SPEAKS
TO YOU

Arling"Ctohn6l'eights

Phone: 392-1 712

0

*NM

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN
so0tini
l
CHURCHSCHOOL
STREET
EA, Ege

PASTORS

MOUNT

5. E. GoliseM1

wenato ne)r)...
Aar

Rev. Reunion at 9:30

PROSPECT

Fund Toward. Sharing ta. J., CL 5-0332

_ass

ean nnd Commitment ;of
the Compel MI 'people.

........r...::....,...:......::....:.......,.......iFAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH 1
431 S. Arlin... Sloe. Rd. ArlingtonHeights

$t.]amcs Church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois
Rectory:

Sunday Worship: 8:00.9:15 & 10:45 A.M.
Nursery Camel 9:15 & 10:45 A.M.
Sunday School: 9:15 A.M. (all NM/
10:45 A.M. (ages 3-71

Sunday Masses:

'

wWll

,Telephone 253:4039

Parish Center
9:30, 10:45, 12:00

CL 3-6305

First Presbyterian Church
(ORGANIZED 1855)

102 N. Duv...nAgjrarn Heights

Sault atm kiivuut,
OW, 1
w. Olive
Ariin9,0n

SERVICES

thunder weesserriR
Sunday Schau14,45

arta close SOOSMS

(boo.,

"The &reprises of life"
MINISTERS: Paul loon Stumpf D.D.

tionship is explained in the les-

lam A. NOring, lames D. Eby

Holy Family Mission
Roman Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois
Madden Rug

world to condemn the world;

All are welcome to attend
services starting at 11 a.m, at
The Rol, See

9:45 A.M.

A Re avant Christian Ministry
To All People"

a MM

aedSuday

259 -4114 -

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

fitlVORS

but that the world through him
might be saved."

CouncilofTrem
In Unthothith

!

Pastors,
Vernon R. Schrieber
C. David Stuckmeyer

6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, I 1:45, 1:00,

with God. This spiritual rela-

Sciemist. 401 S. Evergreen.
-Arlington Heights, and 12?5--Marton, Des Plaines.

The7W10y"

RNursery Provided for

R

THE

.

The "oneness" of mankind

the First Church of Christ.

.

anoYr

Communion .00

that insura peace can be
found in man's "at-one-ment"

Christian Scienee churches
this Sunday.
The lesson -sermon hegira
with a Golden Text from John:
"God sent not his Son into the

1

including:

warn

"Doubting some Doubts"
Rev. Mothe/94.11,00

Ample Perk.

Evening Services:

gi

00

'Oneness' is
lesson -sermon

son -sermon on "Doctrine of
Atonement" to be mad in all

i

Sundae,:i,
"Pleasing God"

Series for soros interesting insights on this
question.

'The Angelic Pattern"
1.111.rvies

il

i
BAPTIST ,

I

the

Christian Selene. Radio

BIBLE

Re, Harvey A. Neuman
629-0463
robin savice roma, Ehool 9,30 Inoo

23. New officers will be in-

a

"What One
Individual Can
Do About Pollution"

Or. Ruben E. Matthews
392-6346

planned for Thursday, April

Figyr

I

CHURCHa

605 W. Golf Rd, Moon. Prospect

Gerald Francis Burrill, bishop.

b e.lp usr,-.

obtained from thc church of-

Trinity United Methodist

munion with the Right Rev.

James Sc, Montgomery, bishop coadjutor.

h mm

per person.

lege ecounselor as part of his

of Chicago, as celebrant

ning.

sma
Tel. 137.3223 . 119.0113

school

litany's

al I.

thec

RAO a.m. WAlT

Lord" by Titcomb.
Ref.shments will be served
in the fellowship hall following the rmital.

A noel:service of Holy Com)

'Fedi'ictie

ogeax,,,,,,,,tene::::i

Pastor

mstry,

d cake -will be

tined

i

amabb,e, irhirlwgzi,e ,,,,,ill0b:.

'crested women may call the

Free Chinch.
Evangelical
1331 N. Palmont Av..at 7 Pm,
Sunday, April 19.

uus-

meatbalIs,

modem missionaries both M

The choir, under the direcmy own attempt to translate tion of Howard Sandlund, will
early Christian thought Into sing "Behold Now, Praise the

has been a hard -rock disc jockey. coffee house host and col-

Mcistaccioli,

'am, tossed salad, garlic bread,

The doors will open at 6
p.m. with dinner served from?
109:30 p.m. .nwica' .wewair'

ID a curious package -

xdia -

annual dinner has
become St. Mary's most popu
lar annual Modal event. A comgide 'talian Dinner"

an opportunity to meet several
missionaries and discuss the
problems and challenges of

messege

20th century multi-me
pression." he explained.
The guitarplaying priest

and directed by VinVinceTorn-

no charge for the luncheon but
rtservations are necessar In -

G", Mead w"!
IM'en,
organ., a d.irci71.99 se.
for the newly installed pipc orEon

More than 250 Episcopal
women and clergy will gather
at Gallon III.. April 23 and 24
for the S61h annual meeting of
the Episcopal Churchwomen.
Diocese of Chicago, at the Ra-

sponsor the annual
iVince's
Diner Hamer
style Italian
nne" Sunday,
April 19.
Planned, cooked. prepared

Bible Church will begin this
Stinday and continue through
Sunday, April 26. Nearly 30

womm, viewpoint. There is

Gil Mead
be

wilt

ference of the Des Plaines

A feature of this year's conference will be a .manb
luncheon at 12:30 p,M, 'MUM
day. April 23. Five mission
pasts will discuss the missionary enterprise from the

held at hITiC on the second

Plan
annual

The Men's Club of St.
Mary's parish in Des Plain.

Hick, an attorney, speaking
on legal and nmcial matters;
Orville Plummer and Jerry
Ditc,Naim members, who will

Mr. ththg',,,r, will have

missionaries
d mioionary
onover 20 differexecutives from
ent missionary organization,
will speak M 38 separate set-VICO during the week, meetings

9:30 a.m. Junior Congregation
will worship at 10 a.m.
A community Seder will be

Plaines, with three skein] ser- can be made by calling the
ves. Family Hebrew -English office, 297-2006.
sery
will be recited tonight
at 8:ic.
30 p.m. Radii Jay Koran
will officiate with the S phonic Choir. This serviced ll

hp:-

Wheeling

01

the

tion. 8800 Ballard Rd., Des

'

Crank served as pastor in
Grand Rapids. Mich.; Lan sing, Mich., and Wheaton, Ill.

weekend

Page I1

-groat Sabbath" receding
the major Festival of Passover.
will be celebrated at Maine
Towmhip Jewish Congrega-

will
Walter Hill, community orga-

Monet Pooped Toastmasters, Mount Pros-

MONDAY, APRIL 20

Sabbath Hagadol,

a-

of widohood; Marie

pacts

at Bible Church

Three services
celebrate Hagadol

This evening's program will
be a dialogue with ex -drug ro-

MONDAY

YES
YES

o

for ex -adverts.

Fifth Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church,
Des Plain.. 7:30 p.m.

sr

Seed the same day!

a

Mount Prospect Volunteer Fire Department,
second annual Fireman's Ball, VFW Halt 9 P.m.
SUNDAY

5000 sq. tt.

WIGGERY

.'

Friday, April 17,1970

ilattan dinner

will talk about the spiritual as-

'Missionary WeeL,
The 1970 Missionary Con-

will hrieTil S, Lco.7wHouse,
W.

dinners, dances and many
types of family activities.

on the psychological aljustments of a widower and

Organ
dedication
Sunday

& VIEWS

A series admission of S5 per

dance. American Legion Hall. D. Plain.. 8

/labs- Slott host- We ddt Corte!
Appointments Not Always Necessary

41495

Mime, Mount Prospect and Michael Huck, Arlington Heights.

NEWS

St. Leonard's House Wanian's Board will begin a series

listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.
SATURDAY
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Party Nite,
Pioneer Park. 7:30 p.m.
Parkview Homeowners Assn., annual square

STAFFED BY EXPERTS

THE TRIPLE ACTION LAWN TREATMENT

R. ('rook,
at Trinity

Deerfield, and pastor of the
Winnetka Bible Church, will
speak at spechil meetings this

quo

11011SE OF

Vi or High School, 1213 E. 081.4 Arlington Heights. From left,
Bunny Eden,Rolling Meadows; Florence Laded, Des Planes; Rene
Soknieivira, Elk Grose; Joseph Enright, Hoffman Estates; Cale
'lenges, and Don Mugsomen, both of Elk Grose; Roberta Mel.

Religion

Trinity dean conducts
3 Evangelical meetings

0Arovia, Mama

uzio

from On

Mines. Park Ridge, Wheding. Prospect Heights, B.-

63, MAIN STREET

11111

as

.1i5norgtokrinHboei,g,hdt.s.

edeolleit, el PH:879-227
Oila 600d aka Atui --='07,="°

TODAY'S

who

al I as

board's legal counsel. romes
from St. James parish in Ar-

9500

Retail Volue of $459.0o

NA1M board members gather to plan the area's first ronferenro
for Catholic widowed to beheld this Sunday, from 2 to 5 p.m. at St.

Drug
seminar
tonight

nights will be April 29, May 13

It is an active socialorganimembers enjoy

zed., and

ran, director of Nairn who

Whitcomb Av., Av.

es

VALUES

IN

die major cities of America.
He has also conducted cr.

seminars tonight from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. at SL Martin's Episcopal Church, 1069 Thacker.
Des Plaines. Other meeting

It also helps newly Widowed
adjust to the many social. sPiribud, psychological and family
problems that arim in their
new state in life.

ben are on hand to lead dim.
cussions and answer qu.tions.
Speakers for this Sunday indude the Rev. Edward Corm-

conducted crusades in many of

of four scmi-menthly drug

group they can belong to with-

understanding of his new state
in life,
priest, lawyer and
mama! widowed Nairn mem-

After college training, he
became an evangelist rod has

thousands of people.

to give widowed people a

permn in achieving a better

used a radio broadcast. trans
form my life," Skinner said.

has preached to hundreds ef

to mclude miner

o

chapters on ChImago and
suburbs The name is taken
from the small town in Galilee

.. is to msist the widowed out that "fifth wheel" feeling.

City, when, one night, God

and May 27.

member of St. Ed.'s parish

E:trilvec.

0°1=

FREE

ip))

Covers 2500 sa ft.

.

'
Ph'reapec""7HePi'alir'tsaatnd"Arilinn;

WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR POOL IN APRIL

WITH TREBI:

Thenreelebe
has beamed

nosemination process

Special Rates Daily, Weekly, Monthly

MAINTENANCE FREE - COMPLETELY INSTALLED

HOUSE

was planning the biggest
Sang war ever to hit New York

ents. said Shanahan, and the

FIRST 50 MILES FREE!

EMT!. ME X.

Monday."

where Jesus helped and mm
forted a widow. Its purpose is

gang, the Harlem Lords.

meeting. The three were lomi,
called by other Si. Viator par-

the students come.

:MMTP47,

I

and is open to all Catholtc wrdowed. Membership in Haim is
not required for attendance.
The purpose of the confer-

pm

Skmner 27 was none timc
the leerier of Harlem stract

the three at the board's April

Catholic parishes from which

the runners got cmy bmes.

MAHN EMICISF

ous

Arlington Heights, advisory
board chairman, introduced

'70 Moverick,Fairlone, Mustang, Geologic

Gm"

TREK.

Edmond M. Shanahan of

Friday No. to Monday Noon

$1995

SW IMMING POOL

Meier and Hausman haven't
Bann scoring as well as they
an, but all three of them
should start shooting in the
30s soon and hope in hap

This is the first Nam Con
Terence. be held for the north
and northwest suburban area

The public is invited to hear
Skinner speak et the Des
Plaines Christian School, ions

tending the Catholic high
school.
To broadoo the booms
links with Northwest suburban

Weekend Special

011A Own, 96919tutel -16 X 32

fidence now and he's heen

Aped 26

and Harry O'Kene, 1411 E.
Sunset Ter., both in Adler.

ngen to any., w. sou at-

NOW!

around that'll be all right, too,
"Abrarnson's got his con-

linden Heights from 2 to 5

sades in foreign countries and

Heights.

UT will be moderator
Nalm began in the Chicago
area in 1956 with a small
group of widowed pertons and

Sunday at St Visitor High
School 1211 E Oak, Ar

suburbs. They are Martin Niamey of 630 N. Wren. Palatine;
Harry Rogers, 2113 W. Hints,

to Heights.

ffrsn

th. .t.

school serving the northwest

ing the

throws from the catcher and

Don't let

tt Se.

Three new names have been
added to the Lay Advisory
Board of St. Visitor Hie)
School, Catholic boys' high

widow Joseph Enright, press
dent of the St Gregory chap -

St Gregory Chapter of
Norm will host a Conference
fore Catholic widowed thts

To strengthen the haardb
parent reprentation by wak-

SECTION

sleeping crabgrass
seeds lie!
Get them

Three join
Lay Board

Nairn to host
conference

Wabash Ave Chicago Sun
day Apnl 19 ithougliSonday

action reflects Iwo goals of the
advisory board:

perticipation ea the LF hock;

I a.m.

2

Brown, 2b

hied was the No.3 man for the

I

I.

Will h m

Skinner

the Coliseum, 15th St. and S.

0

Teals

Harlem
us

town to conduct a amide in

I

Douglass, es
Pfaff, p
Olson, p
SiedhOle, 36

work in. Ned Greenberg was
feeling pretty happy about his
RBI safety when all of a sud- as

year olds at

Tolzien, ph -pr
Dabovich, p

0 Gera, c

Compton. rf

EARLY -SEASON mistak-

tonight

0

2

doubles. But with the game
still close in the bottom of die
fifth, the Knight defense Well

The Des Plaines West Major

playing especially well for Us.

Forsythia
for accents
For forcing
For fun!

New Trier deserved its fiat
four nine getting them, on

I

Ion. ph

a

will

fnends of Des PIas
tin.Chree
um School at 810 pm

0

Academy hockey

by

on

6-3. struck out.

setback to tie he

3-6, 6-3

Tom Skinner
evangel at

0

Trembredt ph

h

e

Sholl, lb
I
Oppenheimer, lb I
Dolhelm, If
2
Grace, If
I

fielder to grab. Don Koehler
Singled' but the run couldn't
broad to heard Bruce Stanek score and the last two men up

2

4

Bob Winters and Don Russ,
both with scores of 43. Terry

Fnday,

/970

baserunners

3

Koehler 2b
Schreiber 2b

22
E -Koehler, Schlaist
Fritsche,
MU fed,
Jackson, Jones, Douglass,
Seidholz, Shell; SO --W
Lundstedt, Gumz, Trembreth,

the final undoing for Prospect,
but the Knights still gob Melon

Page ID
April 17,

two

Sumner If

ith

Wins letter

Klein said, looking forward to the Prospect meet.
"We're hitting our woods well
and chipping all right, but our
putting's been a little off. But

played on the gym ...ere
DURING THE 101h inning. Kenitra:1y will present

THE BALANCED shoot-

the

watched Sumner power a low
line drive to left that was just
high enough for the New Trier

I

0

Player
Greenberg, of

formy Forest View came in the
of 41's by three of its lop
four men--Wayne lacier, Gary
Abramson and Tom Schmidt.
Phil Hausman rounded out the
Falcon scorecard with a 43.
Top men for Wheeling were

be a tremendous opportunity
to learn the right way to play 46.
baseb.I even befort the season
"We're playing pretty well

to all little leaguers. An actual
baseball diamond will he dis-

then

sored by Barnabys and the other by Dooley Realtors.

Falcons shared the Mid-Su
Mid -Sub
urban League title in 1969.

its

Mickey Owen clinic at Fremd

Jackson drew a walk, and

1

rf

Sala, p

bitsas in the sixth but by tint
time the sco,bo lid showed a
big 10 for New Trier and the
Prospect rail, never mama
ebb lined. Junior Dan Berryman
led off the sixth with a single,
NEW TRIER EAST (10)

In the most even match. of Add 2 teams
the contest, Prospect's Clots
Sales and Jeff Muradi. min-

now Rinds si 2 l but a 1-0 in
conferencs play The knights
host Fremd dus silent°on in
in sthmpt to lunar duu hAgue

0

I

I

Shand rf

RECORD

1

2

Gums c
Bcaymen ph

nouldnI

PROSPECT'S

es

Habra. Se

Nate

The Knights loadsd the

Stu

to

Lundstedt

threw out the, final Indian an

strike

peer s first hit of the game into

match at 2-2.

ARLINGTON

Chins

Deboval tamed and easily
picked him off tint White

Defending champion Cards
nudge Knight netmen, 3-2
The Arlington Cardinals
continued their domination of
the Mid -Suburb. League ten-

den Prove. pitcher

Prospect was right bails in the

It was the mot coming off Ante trading 4 2
the bench who presided most
of the Prospect fireworks
BUT A DROPPED durd

Former gang
leader to speak
Friday

tinder Protection of
Sovertith, Order of

312-652-0920 k

Saji:rt.,;11",:f

1903 E. EUCULI, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9,00 A.ht 10:20 JIM 11:40 LK
aware Cow at 41 Sendai

MOUNT PROSPECT
PUBLIC LIBRARY
SHORT RIBS

The Aktp
Pegg 12
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PROMO. a PDOT
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COULD BE. BUT NE'S

CD.

32 The Monsters

Gregg's time, whoa

44 Continuous
Ne w s ,
Weather,

failing as a ghost.

Sports

eo

,

7041

6:25

26 Quiz

Webb

WHY.

ouRiNG woEMRtoNGHOuRs

2 2-m on th voyage

MARK TRAIL

memory has been

Flying Nun
Dodger outfielder
'Willie Davis and re-

paired and he ...p.ted of having

from an
auto crash to find his
emerges

7

committed a murder.
With Elizabeth Ash ley and Roddy
McDowall.

pitcher Don
Drysdale are guests
fired

as Sister Beni -111c or-

7:00

BUGS BUNNY

FOR SATURDAY

ARIES (March 22 - April

/. G THE ALKI-rER?

20) The thoughtful Aries
should lied this Saturday

PET

bringing high returns on a per-

MAW/WI

sonal investment. Know how

(

\

TAURUS (April 21 - May

471iffal,

211 It is the good home man-

agar who will pent most from
this Saturday s opportunities.
An excellent day for the home.

t.l.

-40/4fil

,.

OP)

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21/ If you've been able to save

INK A GUY
JUST SMACKED
INTA `MR CAR,

ei,

far you can go.

for a rainy day. you

Here Come the

7

Brides

Jason and Lottie
get the townspeople

''A

FUDDSY!

tr- a
rg&

DON,

WORRY

IT'"

1:55

Dick 'Cavell

Mao-

rte O'Sullivan in a

Hogan's Henna
are

handed a tough assignment by London
when they arc ordared to cofiect Mr.
dropped ammunition
and mall arms.
5

and

Name of the

Game

story about world in
which the young
everything
eonnol
and old people are

News,

farce
vexunrcrolvinB

psychiatrist

d

his

d

assorted

patients. Tony

Weather,

Twilight Zone
2:25

Late Report
-

2 MeditlHon

and David Niven.

Il NET Festival
26 Red

Hot

and

Blues

9

2:50
Science Fiction

Theater

32 Movie

&OS

'Capon

Cau-

don." Spooky
her

ta-

7

Refleeflons

9

3,20
News

Sur% ship into war.

With Victor Mature

3:25

end Leo Cmillo.
9

11:00

Moyle
"Pay or Die." Ac-

44 New. Weather,

count of Mafia activ-

Spook

iies in 1910, New
12:00

2

-

Movie
"Blood

York City.

Ernest

Bargain,

Zohra

THE OLDEST HOUSE SAINT AUGU.STINE, FLORIDA
Archaeological research to date shows
continuous occupancy of the- Oldest

Lampert.

on the
SIM.? lames Cagney,

in Japan during the

Sports

9

"Oh Men! Oh
Women!"
Bouncy

herded into camps to
await death.

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

MeHale's Navy
2(20

9 Movie

mandeers

Cornelia Otis

2

Show

Leslie Platt cum.

Skinner

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

Sean Flynn.

Tonight Show

II NET Playhouse

The

r

10:30

26 Luis Carl. Ur-

the

owns

Homes

men -

man refugee hidden
,aboard U.S. military
train. Jose Ferrer,

Mery Griffin

place.

2

r 7 6104

hunt for East Ger-

Clancey

4,

\Jdl

to make it look' like

lk Show

-

Communist

II Washington

7:311

Movie
"Stop Train 349."

26 A Black's View

Week in Review

NUMBER!itO

/)*34

should

find this day a happy one.
Don't be dismayed by the
alarm.

WS DRMIN

AWAY...BUT

-

7

et the News

7

artist.

Horoscope

News

2

'The Third Day."

George Peppard

Your

9

ners

Movie

2

his decision to leave
the Cannon Ranch to
seek a career as an

ganizes an orphans'
baseball team et the
'convent.

News

5

Blue announces

Great
American

CromleCircle

Show

Great Barrier Reef.
5
High Chaparral

GIVE HIM WE GIIB

9

mThe Honey-

Martin gilt of "The
Molly Maguire."

ketch, stop at Galapagos, Tahiti, the

Ng

5

Tonight feature.

around the world
aboard a 50 -year -old

12:35

7 Nem

George Strimel Jr.
interviews an muof
practitioner
of each of the facets
of film production.

and a girl who took a

groupa

°

i

32 Net. Final

10:00

Film

Five young area

Saucer.,,
land and

2 Nem

II PREMIERE: On

6:30

Adventure: Voyage -Sail Around the
World
2

-

Yn

Joanne

9

House site from the early 1600's to the
present. day. This house rose from the
ashes of a crude early structure to palm
thatch and wood, perhaps destroyed in

Biography

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

CANCER (lune 22 - July
231 Be grateful for a few moments alone with a loved one.
Figure out a method for coping with interruptions and in-

of HUFF RIFF

terferences.

PUFF

pke

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 231
Spend the morning hours in

1702. The house as you now view it is an

evolution from its early form, and the
'fabric of the house tells the story of a long

RIFF
KFF

ouff.

and colorful past.
Many additions have been made to the

rest and relaxation. Allernoon
h angs you a new experience
and new friend to boot.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23/
Melte it your business to find
o ut what may he standing in
the way of your advancement..
tion.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oet. 23)

Don't judge another, mer-

Answer

Trip to Hawaii
ACROSS
1 Hawaiian
garlands

making M enemy. To each his

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221 Make every effort to dis-

(var.)
13Kind of exam
14Strarge
16 Biblical
kingdom

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221 $pend at least pan of
Olin day nailingm down your ca-

reer. Recent
ens may have
u nsettled your future.

16 Sorghum

-

191 Let your ambition lead you

in the diTection you must go.
Don't let the family down when

variety

SONDRA more

MIXES SAID REPARAIVE ON
mo51$11 AIRNAV5 rnoM.
LONDON AT 4(401

ture.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211 Make an appeal to family
members. This may be your
hest day in many to persuade
others to your way of thinking

miner

grime
germ
glen
grin

girl

mile
( mine
mien
mire

tiger
ne

ring
rein

me

dle
rime

!men
mo

reign

emir

LONDON: DR:31181O Narge Htgrierr
13P PORTAxeoFFI

FRae--eucTs .UMVERmry--

Lopnr--InsogeamagA

Pew =me

5 Masculine
nickname

6 Dry

7 Roof of

MOW

MOW 151551W1 UMWO
OWMMO M110 MUM

00UMO MOMMWI4
ounalm

19 St. Philip - (2 words)

37 One time
38 Hawaiian

-Pompilius

44 Skin scales
48 City in Spain
51 Modern poet
52 Be sick

53 Biblical
mountain

Pseudonym of
Lamb
48 Animal park
55

57 Brain passage

58 For fear that
59.7apanesit
011t0321h

Eh Concerning

Mita= city

early period. Few, if any, of our early
Spanish houses had fireplaces. The Spancharcoal braziers. Fireplaces
came with the British in 1763. The Spanish
ish

used

covered their windows with projecting lattices of wood, and used wooden shutters
to keep out their enemies and the weather.

Secluded patios were located to the
rear of the houses, and were well stocked
with orange, lemon, pomegranate, fig and
other fruit trees suited to the climate.
Photographs 8 story courtesy of
Saint Augustine Historical Society

MMM MOffl

the mouth
29 Scatter, as hay 40 Grayish 8 Hawaiian.
30 Royer Air
bCOwn
Force (a b.)
greeting
41 Youngest sons
9 Election year 31.13e indebted
43 Form of
concern
for
insanity.45
10 Greek theaters 32 Hawaiian
Irritates
11 Roman date
volcano
(coll.)

23 - Francisco,

across the bay. Its tapia (tabby) floors, a
mixture of lime, sand and shell, are typically Spanish, and also go back to a very

OMMO ©2150]
5817WMO MMC.M

22 Cubic meters
California
6 Expensiv e
24 Tight
25 Sultan's order 28 French
27 Main point
novelist
30 Kind of

41 Caprice
42 Roman ruler,

CAMPUS CLATTER

3a=
4 Biblical land

WWWW NAIWOW

36 Ethiopian

35 hutted
39 Bitter quarrel

m VAT nom Immmws
grim

¶1VraLVIVOSITTFVem

2 Brilliant

constructed of coquina, a natural
shell -stone found on Anastasia Island,

WUWO IMMO
©Let WMP

21 Drag along

flowers

lettuce
33 Signal in
dialogue
34 Hawaiian
mi

and acting.

GREMLIN

17 American
general
18 Devil
20 Garden

CAPTAIN EASY

it comes to afternoon adven-

Answers to
Hide,aword

,

9 Hawalian
foodstuff
12 Vegetable

cover what k is that draws you
to another. Romantic aspects
of this day bring joy.

eLAZES!

single one. The first floor walls are solidly

0WWCOMOW BW151`:1

DOWN
1 Fertile loam

5 HaWaitan
Woven cloth

nAPPENa0 TO DR. m.0,

periods, rather than the product of any

00M WWW WOMWN

and in the best way toward

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

to Parlous Punk

OWOMMPIO WOh70Las

THE BORN LOSER

riage. You may be far off base

Jan. 201 Change your way of
looking at your problem and
you may well discover the solution to it. Don't be obstinate.
Accept help,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

Oldest House during its long history. The
result is a composite of several different

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Home difficulties call for ac-

M:erpohhattion,'

E'''''''

corporate influence
on food produedon.

Dru.

ALL I'VE
EVER
HEARP
Vol SAY

TILE NEw mDm GALLS

and

(,.....'th

food prices and the

assumed identity to
bring happiness to
the inmates. Clifton

Psychology.

Mrlithsthanany

have. a good time

9:30

II NET Journal
A study of the
problem of food,

rarer on how to keep
young enters an old
folks home under an

II TV Caller

"Flying

inthegreaw northwest
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'
Martians

,

"Belvedere Rings

6:10

12:30

32 TBA

the Bell," An oldie.

Social science.

('''
'"."
Great Music

Who?"
9 Perry Mason

1

,
r.....P.

S.:. N..

"Love and the
tant" and "Love and

guest oarsst oast inept
s a i for f Cop 1.

20 TV College

orne Buyer's Guide

12:20

Arrangement,
Mill.

gal

boro.
26 Spanish News

Mov ie

Rnnehing mrefhildli6

'5.4,,raltsioer

"Love and the Le -

and Bobby Golds.

9

5

fible

7

6:10

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ly helpless.

?Op-

-'

Love, American

7

something Lade with
the death of the girl's
first husband.

WHAT??

111

Rerun;

Lois.'

The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir
( Dom De Loire

RAGE 71TIPCK-

LAST SUMMER:

Bracken's World

5

daughter and her
e spouse may have had

Nei.

1930s melts trouble
coming bur is m.o.'.

900

Is

a British publisher's

Guests are Alan
Sues, Bill Russell,
Charles
Hamilton

CONVERSAIONA1-15T!

ANYMORE? 'XS'

Rule

Howard suspects that

61/0
News
News

9
M 1 k e Douglas
Show

CALIMOUS IN 1415

USE A

10,0 FORA

wPAT SMALL(

7

HE COT

CRYSTAL 13.4.1.: HE

PP LOU HEAR

Janice

guest star as Glenn

OUR BOARDING HOUSE.

OUT 01.4.414G,YOu
H.H.NT TOLD M O.

MIL:

(4

title

musical
in trumen

ell e eral

All savings in by the1Oth earn from the 1st.
ANNUAL YIELD

46 Palm off as
genuine
47 Aver
48 Look

49 Wild tumult
50 En ourage
54 Spanish gold

MAME MAME MUM

MEM
BM
ME
NM HEIM MUM
MIME
MEM=
EMIIMME MUM

m our. s Interest

CERTIFICATE

ANNUAL RATE

MIN. BALANCE

MIN. TERM

ONE YEAR

I.

7.50%

$100,100

6.18%

6.00%

$5,000

TWO YEARS

ONE YEAR

ACCOUNTS

can be increased

during first 10
days of any

quarter

MEM MINOAN
AMMEMMA mum
Jul MIMA Jul
ME MIME AMIE

UMM OM MIME

PASSBOOK
ACCOUNTS

5.92%

5.750/0

$1 1000

5.39%

5 25%

'500

2808761

5.13%

5,00%

NONE

NONE

II

V

at any

time

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.
In the heart of Bell Town
Open loam 8:45 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Monday thru Friday F16.1000

can be added

to

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

.

MIME NOWA

©&M=
ONO
iii
Hamm
IA MO MEM

it

Highest savings Interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily (catty)

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
UMBER FEDERAL HOME LOAN SANK
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THE DAY

THE DAY
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Friday. April 17,1970

Shrubs, small trees add drama to garden
Shrubs and small trees are

important to any Addenda4
landscaping,

FOUR BEDROOMS
This charming Cope Cod hos large morns R full
bat. Mr conditioning and hilt in. lace in

029,900

but

there

are

many different types and degrees of quality. They must be
selected with knowledge and
Ie
Both shrubs and small trees

fall into two categories: evergreens, which. as their name
tells you, will remain In foliage
throughout the year, and deciduous, which tom their foliage in winter.
Deciduous shrubs and trees
are desirable in any yard be TRANSFERRED
Palatine -3 bdr

-3

car

brick ranch, baths
base.
garage-1gs rec. rrn -Ice Hewn

Intlmern

$30,900

Real estate
transfers.

terest theiefoliating and budding bring in the springtime. A
landscape with nothing but ev-

are one-half acre or larger in

as numerous as their different

paved streets, curbs, gutters.

appearances.

storm sewers and all utilitlei,
this subdivision offers fine
living in quality -controlled

ercising care in buying them is
especially important. Unless
you have considerable knowledge in selecting them, go to an
established nurseryman for ad-

homes.

The builders, Crystal Lake
Estates, Inc, have a reputation
for integrity and quality

through many years of buiW-

vice. Members of the Amed.
can Assn. of Nurserymen in
your community will be happy

and for the use you have in

ing in northern Illinois. Th
try to maintain a close
with the buyer in

NC

ruletionship

best for your soil and climate
mind.

El in state revenue stamps for
each 51,000 in market value.

are in bloom, when you can see

9377 Home

wooded arca. Improved with

Because tress and shrubs
will hve for many years. ex-

ing real estate

Plaines:

in third unit. The home siteS

THERE ARE hundreds of
varieties of the deciduous
types, and their uses are almost

Maine and Wheeling townships for the week ending
April II. Price is indicated by
Des

Crystal Lake Estates, located at Illinois 31 and Crystal
Lake Av., just outside of C04 tat Lake, Illinois is developing

ergreens would be dull indeed.

to tell you which plants are

transfers in

Crystal Lake Estates offers
homes that are built to order

cause of the excitement and in-

Cook County Recorder Sidney R. Olsen listed the follow-

data with threelszilbr thsotAnsint

Ronald D. Gottlieb, $16.50;
209 Washington, Ruth T. Ho..

mole F/N/A Ruth T. Caddy
to Clifford
53g Prairie
P.

Petrone, $28:
Av., Richard

Edblom to Osmo Matt-

son,

$26;

175

Village Ct..

John McCulloch to Florence

Many nursedes will allow
you to select plants while they

J. Rankin, $10.50.

Arlington Heights: 903 E.
Waverly, Robert L. Bruns to

OPEN HOUSE

$28.50; 4 N. Yale Av., James

plants, look for ones with the
prettiest flowers and ones diet
bear attractive or edible fruit.
If you are buying a wide variety of deciduoui plants, select
some that ere colorful in off.
seasons. Certain varieties of

Rd., Lambertus VanFoeken to
Richard S. Justice, 926; 500 S.
Prindle, Gerald M. Schneider
to Menard, 533.
Buffalo Grove: 712 St.
Mary's Pkwy., Kenneth E.

Merritt to Homequity, Inc.,
H4; 246 Mohawk Tr., Douglas B. Weber to William A.
Demme, $25.

acheals, trains and shoPORM,

Mount Prospect: 1201 Ironwood Dr., Alfred G. Lorenzen
to Norman L. Surratt, $42.50;

030,400

I N SELECTING

dogwoods

and

gan to Philip G. Ralston Jr.,
$7.50.

weeks before planting. If pos.

The plant must be set at ihe

sib!, to allow the ground to

This is the week of the grand

opening of Hawthorne House
Condominiums in Arlington

Heights, but the buyers
haven't been waiting. Already
70 percent of the building has

Most shrubs and trem will
thrive in any soil that Ss good
for flowers or vegetables.
Spade the ground thoroughly
ver a fairly large area. Add
well -rotted compost, peat moss
or humus to provide plant food

..

purchased it. To avoid cramping the M130t, set the plant 50

sides.

small mound within the hole
mid spread the roots outward
and down slightly around the

fins soil around the roots be.
fore filling the hole with

been sold, and the builders are
making plans to start a second
building.

Hawthorne House is a fivestory structure with a warmtoned brick and stone designed

by Edward- Schwartz & Co.
containing two -and three -bedroom apartment residences
with two full baths. It is situated at t e edge of downtown

Arlingto

Heights in the resh

dential section but within two
blocks of all major shopping,
the Chicago & North Western

must for every successful con-

Ry. station,
parks.
Schwartz s

sure

churches

and

"This h the

fourth condominium we have

built. We know the

buyer's

tastes and what they are look ing for and have planned these
into the building. We have de signed in features such m underground parking, windows
in the kitchen, and laundry

dorninium. "Buyers of condominiums know that to en.their investment theY
ust have the best site in town.

when you plant. edd some pot-

spaded earth.

shown

model
at the

home designs
grand opening

of Chatelaine in Arlington
Heights. a Morton M. Deutsch
& Associates development of
homes in the See.900 and up
classification.

The mail' of Chatelaine
residences is distinctively and
tastefully French -Swiss
abundant in mmsive ornate
Joins, shuttered
windows.

hest town and the best site."

The

luxurious

two -and
units feature

many
many arremorim moor often
found only in costly single
family residences.

THE HAWTHORNE House
condominium homes ore Fieed from $31.900 for two -bed
room and
units,93900 for

sE units per floor. These are a

the three -bedroom

ts

Fiaturm conducive to e
carefree existence are underground parking. private batconies, high pile nylon wall-to-

thee -

$42,500

wall carpeting throughout. indiuidual central air conditioning and heating system in
each apartment and storms
and screens. An unusual plus
for condominium owners is a
sunny window in the kitchen.
Other equipment to delight the
gourmet includes a self -clean-

custom -hand-

crafted wood cabinetry. The

ing double oven. garbage dietbm.cycle dishwasher
and a side.by.sideTtuplesSelf.
defrost refrigerator and free.-

A new type of ceramic tile

elegant decor of the living end
dining areas seems to suggest
French vintage wine on the tables.

Ira -large bedrooms, two bathe
a spacious living room that
flunks a formal dining room, a

Stepping into the Montaigne

abundance of convenience ap-

paneled family room with optional fireplace, a den and a
two,car garage. The traffic
pattern is masterfully planned,
and all baths feature colored
plumbing, ceramic tile, plus
custom vanities 'and loads of

is like s'Imping into a mutely
French villa. Adjacent to the
artfully-contrived slate foyer
is an immensely regal living

pliances. There is a magmata
formal dining room. plus utility room. Flue large bedrooms,
one with its own private bath,

To the

Cherbourg
is
wonderfully
unique from its smart roof Hue

to as lavishly appointed now

closet ands torage space. A
unique feature is the Koehler
"lady Fair" bathroom sink.

finished family loom with its
optional fireplace and com
adjoining den to
create an atmosphere of total

Chatelaine lies in the bean
of all the conveniencm and
recreational features that have
made Arlington Heights area a
favorite of new home buyers
desiring both charm and beauty. Churches, schools and col-

THE VERSAILLES

is

royal two-story, four.hugcbedroom house. The immense

master bedroom contains its
own double walk-in closet and
unique sitting room which can
eonverted into a fifth bedroom. Other outstanding fea-

tures include two and a half
A ease in point is the
French -country flair of the

with the popular "wet look"

Deauville. continental split-

has been utilised in the baits.

level model featuring three ex -

baths, a fully applianced, cabimeted kitchen, sliding window
walls leading to the patio arca
and a full basement.

room and formal dining room.
rear

is

a

lavish

country kitchen. Nearby is the
fortable

family warmth rarely seen in
other homm. The hi -level
Montaigne features four large
upstairs bedrooms and two and
a half baths with all the extras.

The Cherbourg is a French

Provincial design full of surprises. A gracious foyer with
colorful slate flooring leads to
a truly massive living room,
then to an opulently paneled
family room and into a kitchen

that boasts

custom -hand-

crafted wood cabinetry and an

and a half baths.

leges 01011 types surround the

area which N also famous for
its landscaped parks, golfing
and outdoor facilities and
amusement centers.

To reach Chatelaine, take
Rand Rd. to Arlington
Heights Rd. Turn nosh on Arlington Heights Rd. one block
to models.

for Chicagoland. They are the
new boutique Maul by Moen.
Schwartz saw the faucet displayed at the Home Builders'
Show in he
and was so
impressed he ordered it on the
spot; however, production had
not
not been scheduled as yet and
factory agreed to make
hadmad samples for
the

floor

has

of individual homy instead of

NAM may, purchase the home-

Crystal Lake Estates A Ica
than one and one-half miles

erty is readied by going north -

from the Chicago & North

then one mile north to Ceyeral
Lake Av.

Centex -Winston Corp.

Western Ry. commuter station

...on U.S. 14 to Illinois 31..

names vice-president
Centex -Winston Corp..
builders and developer, have
announced the appointment of
Jerry E. Parsons as vice-presiof finance, a newly
created position.
dent

Announcement of the appointment was made by Joahun A. Muss, president of Centex -Winston Corp., a division

CALL!!

of Centex Corp. headquar-

"The MAN from MICHAEL"

tered in Dallas, Tex.
For the past two years Parts has been associated with

for THE NEWEST IDEAS In
Garages - Room Additions

Centex Corp. where he was
manager in charge of 00000-

Family Rooms, Kitchens & Baths

ram development and control.

Jerry E. PRISM.

Rom in Tyler, Tex., he
a
graduate of the University of
me

Southern California, where he
majored in accounting. A Cer.
tilled Public Accountant, Per
sons was affiliated with Alex-

Grant Public AccounEnts in California before he
joined Centex Corp. He and

FREE ESTIMATES CONVENIENT TERMS

ONE OF THE country's
largest builders of single fami-

ly dwelling constructions and
condominiums,

Centex -

ston Corp. currently has
projece

in

the Chicago arca rid Winston

Th.., a S70 -million devel-

°Pm..

ereedoerlei.nre in
Miami Bead, Florida.

MICHAEL
BUILDERS,529 -2583
24 Hour Phone Service - Roselle

REAL ESTATE

I

storage

room and garbage chutes for
step saving convenience.
The building is at One Hun.
dred Vail in the central section
of Arlington Heights.

a

4

PL

- *ea,:

,
-

AMITEAtallSte.fes...

111111111111,0$--

PLUM GROVE

woter scene, complete bilt-in family kitchen, all carpeting. window coverings

1- Bedroom from $185
2- Bedrooms from $285

end is a short distance to the
Northwest Tollway, The prop-

'

Family Room hoc dransofic FIREPLACE, hot water heat, fantastic view overlooks

Suburbs.

site now as a hedge against ris
ing land -prices.

emmerb

CUSTOM BUILT SOUTHERN COLONIAL

A prestige location you will be proud to
show off. Beautiful landscaping and
swimming pool. A pond and barbecue area
for that out-of-doors living. Private patios
and balconies for hours of relaxation.
Game rooms, party center. Elevators.
Individually controlled free hot water heat.
Finest security system available today. In
one of Chicagoland's choice residential

a tract house development.
The buyer whods nth ready to

Jack L

Eleven rooms of luxury, FOUR BEDROOMS, 2i/v baths, SEPARATE DINING ROOM,

Vacation

unique. creating a community

are built to order, so each is

rooms with individual floorto -ceiling lockers, a laundry

NOW
RENTING

in

three, fourmnd five -bedroom
models which range in price
from $11,900, plus lot Homes

models.

Each

featured

are

4

and

his wife and IWO children reside In Palatine

standard with built-in vanities.
Bathroom faucets grg
first

-

$41,900

grace the second floor. The

Triple medicine cabinets are

LEARN REAL ESTATE IN 4 NIGHTS

hose

lireplaces and

posal,

We have a combination of the

and storage rooms on each
floor, and we have assured
maximum privacy with only

NOME EARLY AMERICAN STYLE
moo= Lsepttn tea lacot.o. 3 Ind:nu-full

REAL COUNTRY UVING
Palcine-3 bed, m brick ranch w/full

If the soil is very wet

2d Hawthorne House planned

are in bud.

der m early as possible.

same depth sts it Leas when you

mensely enhanced by the plendng of babes in a moiety of types,
sizes and coitus.

-

before most deciduous plants

trees on hand in time for early
spring planting, place your or-

Wood En., Harold A. Mayo to
Kraftco.Corp., $10.
Wheeling-, 370 Melvin Pl.,
Raymond L. Harbeck to William G. H009, $27; 923 Plum
Grove Circle, Vernon L. Mor-

PREPARE THE soil few

make preparations ahead of
tuna, walk on thq ground until
It is firm.

for instanm, have brightly colored basks which add interest

Herc-zeg to Douglas G. Sturm,
13011

Shrubs and Remains bushes are en Important pan of any
garden. The othenvIse plain gluten wall above has been

blackberrieS.

To have your shnthe and

Heights:

cesfully mirrored in the four

your

to winter landscapes. Witch
hazets and jasmine bloom at
the end of the winter mason,

an -

herded continental life is sac-

and improve the soitAructure.

205 N. Owen St., Glenn A.
$23.50.
Prospect

The mood of undone

dm that will enhance your

want.

hoff, $32.50. 1119 N. Wince

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
3 hdrm ranch -large weln. DTA
as lengdng combination tee

trees, what appear to be barains are not always wise purchases. The least expensive
plants are usually every small
and will take years to reach a

Donald Dean, $30; 528 Ridge
Ct., Clifford G. Trahan to
Kenneth
T.
MacDonald,
W. LePage to JosephJ. Lanck-

tess

When buying shrub, end

will produce the results you

splilevels

Chatelaine models mirror
continental style of living

their best characteristics,
save them for later delivery.

landscaping. A reliable nurseryman will tell you whether
or not a plant at a sale price

planning each home.
Rimches, Georgians

The Cherbourg

Av., Norman M. Nelson to
ASSUMABLE MTG -53/4%
ElOrm1e Village -3 hdrms- V2 baths exc...
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IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

Heovin wooded, 3 plant bedrooms, 7 rooms of real Edina epee., FULL BASEMENT
is dry as o bone, air conditioner, erupefing, FIREPLACES In L.R.. REC. RM, which is
wry nice sized. FAMILY ROOM is mount for the young or been,

3 twin bedrooms, 21/2 baths, carpeting included over hardwood floors, blt-im in
family Ithchen included, basement, vinyl coaled cyclone Fenced yard. FAAPAY
ROOM is hap.

included, well over 3,000 sq. ft. of fine living.

- like

$69.500

$49,900

$39,950

`1.114114:

atmosphere

'

-:=7=

all year round!

I

1111E

TYPICAL 2 -BEDROOM APARTMENT
Well -to -wall carpeting Alr conditioning Spacious
living anddining room Master bedroom with private balh
and wellt-In closed Spanish anted oak cabinet. In
Mohan Dishwasher and garbage Waimea! Two -door
freezer refrigerator Selfcleaning oven and range
Two ceramic tile bathe and vanities.
No hidden charge FREE hot water heat.
FREE hot water and cooking gee

WALK TO SCHOOLS, STATION
am lY,,.edkmmen.

$23,900

$31,900

WALK TO STATION, SHOPPING

WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS

LOW DOWN PAYMENT, full basement with REC. RM. and BAR. 3

FOUR URGE BEDROOMS. IF, baths, FAMILY ROOK bowmen,

Imam., MERU., tel.., A. Com,Woned, oB come.. win..
...Aetna included.

StURAIE =RAG ROOM, cetCally .

$36,900

ea ono*.

TERRIFIC TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC PATTERN
LOADED WITH EXTRAS, 3 twin bedrooms,

baths..., ROOM wax

Maw Mamas NaM1.a included, cyclone FElpD YARD.

$40,500(

$33,900

AND UP

PLUS LOT

PETERS
8r,
company

SEE OUR OTHER MODELS

Smdthatutteast %dustbin., Ds end Sr

rib

ftved Mom

Ai

Half AcroWeaded and Linweeded Lets

guy Your Hemesite Now-LIM Lehr
hem $15000ewn

REALTORS
Within minutes of modem
shopping centers. Excellent
public and parochial schools,
Churches dell faiths. Easy
access to the tollway, O'Hare
airport and Loop and entire
metropolitan and suburban

APARTMENT
HOMES

101 N. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IWNOIS

259-1500

1500Dempster, Mount Provost, Minch 600$6

lannbsrata.P.Multialstkalne

Developed by Senor Salvatore Di Mucci

Heenith00.1. PIMP.

T

Rondos spat tents Ouestans 5.4.5 autroone

arena,

PHONES: 4374200 (312)

250-0100 (312)

t,

ta. kat aJUST DECORATED CONDITION

2.

BARRINGTON PARK

bath.,
SNORT DISTANCE TO IRE TLLWAY, 1 twin bedrooms,
FAMILY gOOM, panelled basement, hakins SA, carpeting included,

RNA BEDROOMS,R, boll, FAMILY ROOM, dramatic FiRMACI le
bosemen,SEPARAD INNING ROOM, A esp.

30 ft. pot., loaded with cnc.

Mg, cornplete bIttin family kitchen, CENTRALLY AIR CONDICONED,

$33,900

NATIONAL REFERRAL SERVICE
MEMBER

5 MODERN, CONVENIENT OFFICES - OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9
7nc!7.12,nolvv,.t

e9 .erg

tin

MULTIPLE LISTING

swim." poplccross the street.

$47,500

See Ournispleyrd Homes of the lielidayInn in Rolling Meadows andMkPenpact

COMPUTER

THE DAY
Page 16
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Schoolchildren share adventures of well -traveled photographer

Experts analyze transportation's- influence on real estate values

Thc dominaht influence of

tramplattmion an real estate is
analyzed by experts from each

mode of transportation in

a

Monograph recently published

by the American Institute of
Real Estate Appraisers.

. Some of the conclusions of
the publication of the institute.
a professional affiliate of .the
National Assn. of Real Estate
'

1. 'tblearly 20 years of obscr-

vation and research bringiusto
the conclusion that airports

generally do not have an ad-

verse effect on the market of

4. "Traffic is not a sign of

deal real estate."

decay, but of viMlity. Yea nevi

2. "Since rapid transit wm esi beer eompitsima Am. trek
approved by the voters of San fie congestion, in e. Wpm
Francisco in 1962, the private town.,"
investment in new office buildings now has passed $850 million, and in three years this dol.
It, total Private investment
will have passed the basic publie investment in the.systern"

THE MONOGRAPH Is

collection of papers time
presented at the Appraisal In Mute's 1969 seminar for fed mot government appraiscrsand
3.
"
executives. It may be parhave access to hoth water and chased for $2.50 per copy from
rail transportation have bethe American Institute of Real

come the choice sites wherever Estate Appraisers, 155 East Su industry is expanding."
perior St., Chicago.60611.
Speakers representing au-

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

anti

values.ersct

111Q

of wall and chisel sace.
-REEL walldriswall carpeting in Hying
mum. dining morn and bedrooms.
-FREE individually controlled heal.

-Air conditioning.

Furnished
Sunday

Model Apartments Open DAY

growth

and

a

high-level

seminar for top-ranking faderD.0

asp

part of it natenlalatria.

ZedrvaIt'ro geV. said Arnold
C. Anderson, MAI (Member of
the Appraisal nsitute),
dent of the board of directors of

the San Francisco Bay Ares
Rapid Transit
isuict. "The

-

MAI, Chicago, said. "During

Some of the Frank Lloyd Wright houses seen in the Frank
Lloyd Wright tour to Oak Park -River Forest. Left to right, sta.
ing top lefts moving clockwise: P.A. Beach, Home3Mrs. Thomas
H. Gale Home; W. E. Martin Home; Rollin Furbeck House and,
center, the E Arthur Davenport Home. The fouDhour bus tour,
sponsored by the Chicago Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, Includes a visit to the Unity (Universalist) Church
and Parish House. There are 31 Wright houses and structures in

pokesmen said.

110W at

Oaks signs.

"

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 394-3050

The ehkago Chapter oldie
American Institute of Architects has inaugurated a program of architectural tours as
a public service, according to
W. R. Hasbrouck, executive

preimenifig

director.

es.., E3 REY/

Two separate tours will be
given to organized groups
upon request: the Chicago

SINGLE FAMILY

FM PUN
We're bursting with completely new and different floor plans and elevations .
new
innovations inside ... new faces outside
of everything, including storage space,
ace,

j

School of Architecture
and a Frank Lloyd Veriest

hat

$6.00
sa
PER

e,TTN 51

mom ...dart, features. call n today...

HOURS: 10 A.M. Until 6 P.M., 7 Days
. Waal. PHONE 427.2200 or 6254505
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

Centex
Construction
Company. In.

$40,900
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

GRAND OPENING

Hawthorne House
Chien. 3 -Bedroom Brick and Aluminum
sided Split Level, located on (roam ren-

ews lovely southwest side..neled roma, Room plus Rel.-cation Roam with Wet

go, 26Boths, 2 car Garage, centred Air

Ganda., plus pinch more. Don* miss

roca Carington Jones who
started the program as a public
service in 1968.

Tfining the past two years,

THE CHICAGO School of
Architecture tour

is

two.

hem tour, primarily Loop-

\

based, which traces the evolm
'n of the skyscraper from the
first skeletal framework to
contemporary structures. The

Participation in saDty ac-

tivities at community, county
and statewide Deets is offered
to 4-H dub members.

perience in 4-11 project work
are eligible to compete for

2 & 3 BEDROOMS 2 FULL. BATHS

FROM $31,900 - 30 DAY OCCUPANCY
Directions: Northwest Hwy (Rte. 14110 Arlington Hts. Rd.
south 2 Ms. to &Ewalt, west 3 elks. to Vail.

awards in the safety activity
Progront.

Individual
projects
may
have as their subjects accident

prevention on highways, in
sports, camping. use of machinery, appliances or other
areas where safety is essential.

THE ACTIVITIES in Il-

linois are supervised by the
Cooperative Extension Ser-

vice of the University of Illinois and in the Northwest

George Busse
r.

suburbs by the extension office

at 201 N. Damon Av., Arlingron Heights.

lek 1.101Mi

Edward Sorxwartz &co.

The program is now in la

100 SO. Vail, Arlington Heights, Illinois 392.8200

261h year and is supported by
the General Motors Corp.

OPEN EVERYDAY 9:30 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

41P1Incentive award medals are

givin to four club members an
the county by General Motors
each year.

)

t:

Iary.

Professional photographer Edwin Udey, 1103 Robert Dr., Mount Prospect, shows Dist grades,
Maria McCarthy, 323 Beverly Ln., and Paul Speckman, MT Verde Dr., both of Mount prospect,
a F.t African native mask, during a lecture on the people and economy of East Afrimlest week.
Westbrook School in Mount Prospect.
to Expo to film what he called,

"the most fabulous collection
of steel structures on earth."
He explained that the steel
work at Expo is used both "ornamentally and structurally."

tom, which

is

a mini -arch-

tenure( emirs, includes

fa.

mous historic buildings, such
as The Stack Exchange. Mom
adnock, Rookery and the Au-

ditorium. Works of the pioneers of the Chicago School of
Architecture, such as Sullivan,
Jenne y, Root and Burham, are
related to contemporary struc-

cars by the so-called "new"
school which includes works
of Mies.

The Frank Lloyd
to Wright
to.- is a four hour
includes a
(Universalist)

which

to the Unity

Church
and
Parish House, one of the first
poured concrete
structures
built in 1906 for $35,000.

this

"Frank Lloyd Wright holds
the singular distinction °Maying developed an entirely new
domestic architecture, an
complishment unparalleled in
the

history of architecture,"

says Hasbrouck. "A complete

area are
tectural

A trip to the 1970 national
4-H Congress in Chicago will
be awaited to the state wide
winner.
National scholarships of
SI.000 each will be presented

to the eight highest ranking
safety members from thmughout the United Stows and
Puerto Rico.

MERLYN C. (WHEN, .5ii0cialc extension adviser at Ilk

Arlington Heights office, said

H

work from, and the

Dwarfs, and was able to cap -

then developed from who he

Touhy AY; in Lincolnwood.
Mrs. William E. (Hero 706
E. Baldwin Rd. in Palatine. a
member of the luncheon
AO. matter, announced the event
Thursday,
The
organization

holds
roncheons spring and fall. The
13th Congressional District

extends from Evanston and

fide

in

will be
joininogi.aa35omoaon,:szlition,75

impact continuw to be fa to
nearly every home built toTHE TOUR program is under the direction of Mrs. lea.
netto Fields whoa riginated the
program for Fitch Larocca
Carington Jones and who also
assisted in organizing tours for

.. the student's major curricular

groups

only, minimum 35. For more
information, contact the Chicago Chapter of the Ameriron
Institute of Architects, 101 S.

LONDON DRY

VODKA
GIN

past

several

teachers

de

for

applying

ex-

perience in District 214 high
mhools has increased consid-

has identified the district as a
student teaching center.
Fischer, who coordinates
the student teaching assign -

ments, said that in addition to
meeting the district's oblige the educational crofts --

FULL QUART

stiturons, the district. derives
many benefits from the 'pro.'
gram.

.

A first shot at employment
of some of the state's finest
education graduates is hi
the benefit list.

Meister Brau
draft

PEBBLE

Beer

on

86 Proof Straight

FORD

6-120z.

Bourbon Whiskey

No Deposit Bottles

1.19

$295

89c

IMPORTED

FIFTH

CANADA DRY

c,taiteea

Assorted Flavors

12 O.. Cans
ja`:

$

59
AN

FIFTH

3

8 :,11

for

29'

MONTREAL

(phis Deposit)

FRENCH BRANDY

from the Northwest suburban
area will be participating in the
safety activity, but the number
of participaMs can't be doer -

rained until August when all
4.1-1 projects arc turned in to
the extension office.
He said that 4-FI club members usually begin their proj-

$2.98

FIFTH

He will be introduced by Mrs.
Charles Simon of Glenview.
the president of the 13th Disroot Democratic Wornenk
Club.

Reservations may be made

by calling 358-6168 in Palaare

All flavors Ineludinm

Straight

Ginger, Club Soda

Quirtinine et,

Twisted

2 for 490

CIGARETTES

6 Patk 12 00, tans
No Depastt Bottles

1.19 it?;.

1.29

$1.09

NO LIMIT

fan, thought to be Noah's Ark.

March 25 that gave details rod

UDEY WILL be joined by
another Mount Prospect oho-

historical facts on rho artifact
and the expedition.

tors influencing the loss of the
"neutral
fireman
Image,"
Gratz explained.

GRATZ SAID that fire dopartments, whether voluntary
or paid, must take the initiative

in dev cl op i ng commanications within their men
communities as well as in their
own departmetro.
'

Firemen should know their
state and county fire marshall, rating bureau personnel
and international fire chief.
'But they should also learn the
structure of their local governmem and become acquainted
with key persons who turn
gears within the government.

"AS PART of community
services the fire department is
closely tied to all other governmegencies,
Gram said,
"The

time has come foras
(firemen) to recognim that the
solution to our problem is oat
better fancier fire Duda. but
better rapport."

"WE HAVE to do away

GOOD
ONLY
AT

WIWAMS
CUT RATE
LIQUORS

1.0 S. EIMHURST
\RD. DES PLAINES

understand

WHAT'S WRONG

with

fire departments taking the
lead in sending their annual reports to various government
genetes and committees. Grate
questioned?

Why don't more fire.=

help

residents

slum

clean

arms, sponsor Little League
teams

and

scouting

troops.

Gratz said. naming instances
of fire departments that have
started these activities.

"Human relations

is

per -

haps the most roitical problem
a fire department has.

"IF WE WANT humps
treatment.

the

support

and

trust of the com munity. then
we have got to feed something
Mt° the system. ids like a ineD
Mtge, you can't constantly
take. You must give if there is

going to be a viable rcl.ion
ship," Gratz concluded.
We must re -Actin whet 11

"WE HAVE HAD a Myops

Soloing other people.' -Well

view on what our (fire-

then find that many pressures

with that image of the guywith
ax in hand chopping through

ic

house." he insisted.

man's) role is. The emergency

will rose off."

Happiness
discovered in

Arlington Heights!
Families are happy. Barnaby's is an old English village inn place.You
come as you are.You feel at home.The kids can even be noisy and
nbEicidY niirids:The food is hearty, wholesome. And there's always
plenty of it. Big ii pound broiled -burgers -great pizza -steak
sandwiches -fish and chips -roof beer -soda pop. Fast
self-service. It'll be love at first bite!
The lunch crowd is happy. Barnaby's sturdy oak tables and hearty
man-sized sandwiches make it a favorite for mid -day meals. How about
fresh baked roast beef served on .sesame bun with french fries, fresh
cole slaw! Fast self-service. Ifs the most pleasant quick -lunch ever!
The late night crowd is happy. Barnaby's Old English atmosphere,
soft lights and good music make it the perfect meeting place after
the movies, bowling or PTA.There's a variety of beverages.
A delicious assortment of fresh baked pizza. Hearty sandwiches
including barbecue beef, Italian beef and Italian sausage.You can
come casual or dressed -up. It's a late night snack that's worth
staying up for.

Beefbar Specialty,
Pub Burger: One-half pound U.S. Choice ground
beef broiled over an open English -grill and served on sesame bun with
lettuce, tomato, french fries and fresh creamy cote slaw.
$1.50

- Pizza Kitchen Specialty.
Large, 14 -inch pizza with special tomato
sauce, 8 -ounces (not just 4 ounces) of
high-grade Mozzarella cheese and
14 -ounces (not just 8 ounces)
of choice sausage.
$3.25

CHAMPAGNE
9r[01 601,1,g
Dry Pink, Sparkling Burgndy,
Cold Duck

Fifth

$1 .

89

CLIP THIS CIIITON
OFFER

firemen

must then make sure that these
people and agencies know
about the fire department.

/Wm

OPEN: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M. Mon.-Thur.
Fri. and Sat. 9 A.M. to 11 P.M.
Sun. 12 Noon to 8 P.M.

Wilmette west to Palatine and
Hanover Park.

speaker. Rep, Brademas spoke
before the group once before.

Noneg2tnitottles

10 OZ, BAG

Schutz
Beer

ect, in September and finish
them by August. when winners
arc Selected for district rod
statewide competition.,

LZ PRETZELS

29`

tographer, Frank Millar. Millwoos featured in a DRY e.tY

nay needs arc two otternel fee -

is commuication, in-

volvement in thencommunity.
Every government service is
pan of the community service

Once

their government and work ings of their communities
Grotz said, the fire fightem

.

sion : nd to teacher -training in.

IMPORTED

that several 4-14 club members

tickets

the

OR

Mrs. Fields, 369-9342.

Luncheon

crew. The men will set off for

840 S. ELMHURST RD.

Wacker Dr,, DE 2-7197, or

tine.

pat

WILLIAMSRATE LIQUORS

to Unity Temple. Tours are
organized

During

erably, Edward Fischer, nordinator said.
The University of Illinois
has devised a special on -theb program for students and

Typically. the student teachcr Spends nine weeks mirkin
i, with an experienced troeher

the convention 'of the AmeriInstitute of Architects
held in Chicago last lune.
The Chicago School of Ar.
chitecture tour is $3.50 per
person and the Frank Lloyd
Wright tour is $5 per person
hich includes a SI admission
to

es or qualifications do not meet
district stmdards.

53000.

can

given

area. The district reserves the
right to a reject any apgdicadon for a student whose grads

years the onmher 0

p.sed anywhere in the world.

April 27at haZra.Innd"..r"ZrInfs 111:1;
4500

robins

unsur-

They cover a period of only 25
years in Wright's life, but their

hoto

finds and

"ITV PIZTsTr'",nrsilnw';ii

room rental or room and boa.
agreements should/ contact
Mrs. Eleanore Waldron at the.
administrMion center (259-

a record of orchiachievement

Rep. Brademas to speak
to Democratic luncheon
The Democratic Women's
Club of the !Mt Congressional District will hold its annual

District 214 . officials are
seeking available

1970 -71 school year.
interested
Residents

living record of the growth of
the Prairie House can be seen
in the combined communities
of Oak Park and River Forest.
The buildings of Wright in this

y is

Snow White and the Seven

boesoo.nonEtxpIono.7.0. ,eA re,ctZ

Mount Ararat in Turkey in
hopes of uncovering an arts-

"Why is it that all of a sudden this important service
which has given of itself rodeo
metro lives nOW has so many
problems wc don't understandr Gratz asked.
Operational costs and em.
roams on people and commu.

dissent

function must be served. bti
we must also be a real part of
the community."

On most of his assignments,

Udey D given a basic idea to

&arias of America took him

etude. teachers who wills/ode
in the high schools during the

4-H members work on safety

2 BLOCKS TO TRAINS & DOWNTOWN SHOPPING
UNDERGROUND PARKING

Reed Erato sr

mbar M.A.P. Multiple listing Semin

the Chicago Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, DE
2.7197, or Mrs. Fields, 369-9342. Photographs are from the Gilman Lane Collection nest housed at the Oak Park Public Li.

Chapter of the American In.
strode of Architects will now

The club members work on
the, projects as part of the national 4-H safety program.

259-0200

ized groups, minimum 35 pope.. For more Information, mill

Winslow and Isabel Roberts.
There are 31 Frank Lloyd
Wright houses and structures
in the Oak Park -River Forest
and most are included in

CONDOMINIUM

$47,500

-

on glass -topped sightseeing buses. Tours are given only to organ-

Houses pointed rot on the tour
include the Heurfley, Gale,

Young persons ages 1410 19
with three to IA years ex-

seeing des non ... Asking

12 East Bus. Ave. (Nest to the librory)Mt. Preened, II

most of them. All tours are given by trained architectural guides

originated this

expand and continue it."

S

Only

IT'S BIG AND IT'S WELL LOCATED!

The tour program is being
taken over from the Chicago
architectural firm of Fitch La-

much -needed
educational service and are
pleased
that the Chicago

Another Pnseigr

-

guides.

elation, We are proud to have

FT

PRE OPENING PRICES $21,250 TO $12,000

Nights gee, tors SWF Me loam lee Opt.

by trained architectural

en t Carington, partner of Fitch
Larocca Carington Jones,
ones,
Our tours have been gi
to
groups ranging from grammar
school students to alumn] asso-

(ofFice-s

$42,000.

pain and emeptiosally well cared Mr
Botha
mil Roam orr echelon 2 Car
Garage, plus e Full Stompers, and a he

Forest. All toms are.given on
glsa-topped sightseeing beim

cago architecture," says Rob.

we'd be delighted to show you Mem plans.
3 to 5 Bedrooms ranging from $31,200 to

le Meeks

on, of Oak Park and River

we have exposed thousands of
People to the treasures of Chi-

.

721

He round a. Croon of children who were learning English by aCting out the story of

and
public administration from the American
University of Washington,
ence

Dist.. 214 seeking student
teacher practice rooms

the Oak Padolliver Forest um and rids tour Include seeing

Architects' group offers tours
of Chicago area landmarks

A-

to a.m. tot p.m. Caren Central and
Wilke Rouds. just nonh or Algonquin Rd. Ott 6,1
in beautiful Arlington Heigh.. Watch for TirMili

Bog ante

Woollies and their treatment

in many vs, rts of the United

1970 will be the fifth consecutive year of underbuilding
the nation's basic housing demand, according to the Mortgage Bankers Assn, of America (MBA). We are now behind
in our housing needs one full
year's production -an estimated
1.7-1.8 million units--

and by the rails' own piggyback
operations,. Eugene Shaw,

SillIns

It vas fora series of books.

isola-

tionists too long," said Grace,
a doctoral
candidate. who
holds degrees in political sci-

im

other forms of transportation,

t

Africa while filming the na-

is,:ttozg,z,,v4,-Wstnzmin,

motobilityrootorktb.

HOME VALUES!

He filmed Marine invasions
showing the wounds of battle

i.einhri====aatl,:

We're behind

and recreational features of

DOUBLE HEADER

Wse 11

iotonx for
,training nm donors and gam

cam -study course.

ONE FILM that Udcy says
he enjoys showing to child,.

while visiting the various Ole mentary schools in the No hwest suburbs is "Snow Brown
and the Seven Brownies."
Udcy made the film in East

gsaphcrwihtheUMtedBtsms
Marine Carps during World

cation program. During 1970.
the Institute will present
prese
its
courses in real estate anomieing form ore than 5,000 students. This year is the 35th anniversary of the inatituteti rite

"WE HAVE been

He has worked with both

studied science in college. Afto receiving a Bachelor of Science degree in 1936, la de.
'aided to devote fulltime to
.photography,
He worked as a war photo

which side will we take?"
"The first step to getting off

Silver Spring. Md., speaking at
the second annual Forest Hmpied seminar for firemen,
stressed the importance of
communication within and
without fire departments.

geles.

He said that he likes to talk
to the schoolchildren es often
as he can, hot because of Ms
work that D usually only fen,

Whore do we go from here,

David Gratz, fire chief of

1960 when he moved
Mount Prospect from Loa Ato
still and movie photography in
television, advertising, educetional and classroom film
making and explorational and
Wild life photography.
Edurotional films he hall
made deal with such topics as:
nuclear radiation in methane(
geometry, electricity; magnetisrm light and color and theses
ography and economics of the
Pacific Coot Region.

The fire department, which
hes heed so long in Mr guise of

chief urged yesterday.

Udey began free-lance work

. a pan -time job while he

The Appraisal Institute an-

consciousness, and mass transit
systems must be planned to ful-

Take

in

UDEY BEGAN his career

al0

rote a look o] this off roolve,Sedmorn
Ranch, well locatedschools and Mop.

has been able to do.

Udey developed the lecture,
by himself and shows pictures
films that he has taken

Asia.

PRODUCTIVITY

economic

al agency real estate executives

WANT TO FALL IN LOVE?

him "Uncle Ed."

while on assignments in East
Africa, New Guinea, the jungles and canals of Panama and

-

'

nually presents

has been affected by the shift to

GC

seek

projects arc developing social

RC modern life."

MI1

le undeniable that land

Ss

ewn in the dark.
WITHOUT HIS background
in science, Udey said that
he might not have been Wan fled for much of the- work be

He said the children call

Water Transport Assn. added.

Property served by railroads

IM
OCCUPANCY
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
APARTMENTS$250 PER MO.

for
Irmoportallon induatries maintanspeakers

ment," John A. Creedy of the

shopping centers, residential
districts, and other educathroal

Prom

schools 10 Elk Grove Village,
Mount Prospect, Arlington
Heights and the surrounding

value,

m photographer in the 1930s

Ritotroopovloscociosial

-Cumplelely equipped kitchens with
FREE gas carbine. 14 cu. ft. retrigeMors
keen, dishwasher and sink disposer.

in
these

limes a year

latter must be assured of im-

-FE dual mastic TN' antenna.

ing more rapidly

pend on the success or lack of
maw of water manage-

the middleclassh subuceerbancom-

special thermal sensitive
equipment of iattlesnakes that

enable them to detect prey.

"If we have a neutral image,
we are precariously balanced.

the "silent service", must now
establish a better rapport with
the community, an eastern fire

the

has been giving (tames in

Airport -oriented and wateroriented property are increas-

therefore land value will de-

fill the dual role of servicing

of Mr. and Mrs. Pelican and

Par the past 10 years Udey

while land served hy a well-.
planned freeway will appre-

ADVOCATES OF rapid

-Big, Beautiful interiors with plant,

pat with a lecture and film
win on East Africa. '

able," he added.

and

transit noted the social role
system could play. "Public

ea -Z

brook School in Mond Pros-

Fire fighters urged to become
more involved in communities
By K. C. Radtke

mounted eyes catching a hut.
tartly dinner. four-eyed Anableas of Mexico; the home life

West-

at

"LAND

director of the American Am
toinobile Manufacturs Ass.

,e

miming children

not building freeways results in
comparative decline in value

iate in value." said Richard L.
Brac. government relations

yet inside the human heart;
chameleons with their Mad -

Mount Prospect, was hack .en.

Mend it."

indications that the effect of

the inside
story ..,

instant] photographer Edwin
Udey,
110 Robert Or.,

land near oirpacts.". said Joseph A. Foster of the Air
Transport Assn. "It follows inexorably that a new airport will
inspire extensive construed=

portation, and highwate lave
on development

He made films on eubfeets
1310: the operation of the val.

from Emelt). in Japan, pro.

sites without trackage avail-

developers consistently

etenogrnpTiaihntl!ri'df ient oday

7/.

Following his recant return

the past 20 years,
of the
most noticeable effe
of the.
reduced dependence on railroad transportation has been a
levelling off in the value of sign
with trackage available, as
compved with the value °idle

'It

the

States, Mexico, Panama end
AUstralla.

d.

tomobile and trucking organi-

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

By Maureen MeNteter
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Budweiser

101

1.96
Case of 24, 12 Oz. Cans
with this Coupon only
(Omit 2 eases perCouponl

Coupon aspires midnight April 19M, 970

( SAVE MORE!"

a

933 Hand Hood, corner of Rand and Kenicom

Mon..thru Thurs, I I AM to 12 PM, Fri. sad Stec. II AM co I. AM. Son. 12 .noon to Midnitc.
For carry -out can: 394-5270

Fnday Apnl 17, 1970
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What's happening?

Area shoppers favorable
to Jewel's Compar-iloBuy
BJ laservene LIMNS

fish. ppqr napkins. towels and

tissuth )
Northwest suburban shop.

pen arc using the Compaw
A.Buy unit pricing system that
rubegun in all Jewel stores a
month mo.
Out of the stores surveyed

by The Day, only three manager, said they have not no.
customers using the
pocket.sizc computer (con,
deed

parison shopper) wheel, or the
shelf tag s)stern hick gives
the cost of the product as well

Rolling Meadows Jewel set vice manager. Edward Muska.
Elk Grove manager and Ginny Nordyke. evening cashier

at the 209 Northwest Hwy..
Mount

Prospect store. all
agreed that customers have
been -quite interested" and
are Using the system.

Randhurst Center store As.

as the cost per ounce. goon.
pound or measure.

big

All the others said that customers are using it and have

mid. -but gave no other re-

tavorably.

Re.

ports indicate consumers are
porn
interested think it is good
idea and believe it should have
Men Started long ago.

Each manager said all the
shoppers

were

the

pocket

puters.

'They've asked what ft it." he
sponse."

Schaumburg manager Loran Johnson said that so far "it
doesn't mean much to them."

He indicated that after customers are educated little
more they might he interested.

sold and many have ordered
JOHNSON SAID shoppers
have purchased
the coin.

Mare.

JEWEL MOVED voluntarily into the Unit pricing field
to help the homemaker make
decisions during chat one advenising spokesman called
-these
critical inflationary
times" and to determine how
important pricing information

By Tom Hamilton
and Juergen Rusnak

, using hen).
"Shoppers using the com-

puters and specia
tagstem
l
are the sod
ones xho before
figured out the savings in their
heads." said Robert Barthel.

opinions everyday. "not only
on Compar-A-Buy." he said.
-but on other subjects too"
Each shopper he has talked

ping a more plethant experianth is what I want to see.-

he said. -I think it is here to
stay.-

Bird
Day set
April 24 is Arbor and Bird

.d the Illinois

Day h,

in three Chicago stores showed
that less than
per cent of

,He said his store has been
-very quiet" and he Ira heard
few comments. although he

those questioned thought unit

has noticed some people Ming

Green areas of grass. trees.
shrubs and flowers soften the
urban landscape by providing

pricing Vas coilaerlien1 and

the tags.

only 2 per cent believed it was

months to determine whether
Jewel should continue to ab,

Carla Olson. assistant service manager at the Adington
Heights Jewel. said that although people have told her
"the idea is great. h should
have happened a long Om
ago.- she hasn't seen anyone

sorb additional costs. Spokes-

looking

men

stressed

that

research

COSH will be absorbed in dew-

the

comparison

tags. And although all oath
paters WCFC 301d see en throne
two

ers advertising and research
budgets. not passed on to the

days. she hasn't seen
using them.

CLISIOIner.

°THEY SEEM to buy the
Male brands they're used to

INCLUDED IN the more
than 1.000 items covered are

soaps. detergents canned
juices. prepared food, cereals.

shortenings and oil, canned

buying:' -she said. She added

that few seem to care that a
m brand of tomatoes sells
nae
for 26 cents while Jewel's own

club,

may bee commercial event.

Ions you may have on any subjets to "WhalA Happening,"
Day Publications, 117 S. Main

St, Mount Prospect 60056.
Tell us and The Day will tell
others What's Happening with
you.

to his said she Res the unit
pricing ,stem and would like
10 see
e xtended to more ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
Pmductsit
' The Appoinled Place Cof
'There is no doubt in my fee House is carrying on with
mind that its (unit pricing) its regular program of ramie.
popularity will grow and atmosphere and a little soft
grow." Piechietti said. "Any- beverage every Friday in Recthing the customer likes and motion Park. 500 E Mirth.
Thal helps her to make shopThe Cellar is under new

though two previous surveys

at

a

Send information on what's
happening or send any spin.

Lee St. Des Plaines.

Additional research to see if
the system is being accepted
will be made i
coming

by

at a premium price.
Paul Piechietti. Wheeling
manager. said he makes it a
point to ask his enstomers'

Manager of the store at 1500

a time aver.

sponsored

chumh, school or park, or It

'Jewel decided to emend the
system to .11 its 250 gammen

1

be

cooked down anyway. it is
necessary to buy whole to-

parison shoppers and said they
wouM go home and read them.

but he said he hasn't noticed

be

Audubon Society this year IS
the need
carefully
planned city planting, capedaily in shopping areas.

iS 10 the consumer.

"Wheys Happening^ Is a
fisting of activities for youths
and a rundown of the current
music scene. The activity May

brand. Cherry Valley. costs 9

which the tomatoes will

needed contrag
jLa them,
stretches of hod.
inns. so
Togs.
highways and tom.

n.,,dcat cen,c,
moreover, Vege,a,i. play,
an ssential part in the thernGalorei constitution of our atmosphere, a

vital role in to-

day's air pollution crisis. the
IAS points out.

Plantings ear slid have the
edtliti sal benefit of ,,,i,

bird,

free

for the Birds." lists plants that
attract a large number of spe'
c'es. The leaflets are available

frim the IAN at

MIT Bur-

lington Ave., Downers Crow.

III 60515. Send IC cents for
mailing costs.

At the Omer and a Half
In hr,conversation with
Endei. the Ea ryday Nook W E F 111 station mauler
will perform.

cents less. She said fora recipe
Mrs. Donald Stodenbecker., such as spaghetti sauce in

sistant Manager Paul Lohan
said that he and the cashiers
have not noticed people us -

eomparison

Page 19
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management and (if you didn't
already notice) the new format
is to present good local bands

at a reduced priceFriday and
the popular. mostly big
blues bands on Saturday'.

This Friday

at

the Cellar

will be ,Mogan and NI agic Child
at a speeini easy on the pocket Milk price of S

WAUKEGAN:
Saturday al the Wild Come

which is under new man,.
meat will p resent

at

30 p.m.

the Mead plusthmespecial enlerrainalent yet to be on
DOLInCed.

will bring Smokey Robinson
and the Miracles to the Audi torium Theatre. They are

and consecutive season at subscription concerts Thursday.
Friday and Saturday.

Mord "He Ain't Heavy. He's
My Brother has placed high
on the charts. will he appear.

The program will open with

ins in concert at the Audit..

Mice excerpts Worn int.
beniz's "Iberia" trangcribed

rium on Saturday, April 2.5,0

for

orchestra by Enrique
Atha. Guest soloist Ime
hall Perlman will play M.

Bruen, Cono for Violin.

Next week the Cellar has a
fine iincup prepared, featuring
the great Muddy Waters. MC
5. Mogan and Soup.

Sly Stone (born Sylvester

G

minor.cert

program

phonic

Opus 26 and

fantesdque."

Opus

I4A.
Auditions for the Chicago

Symphony Chon, perform-

folk mus Products to play at
the New
ucLine Coffee.
house sponsored by the park
district.
ART

int emNed

should cal, she
253-0620.

dml will be held May 16. II

POOPs

wool...

MOUNT PROSPECT:
For those who have

Cols-

placed or lost their cool heads,

the head doctor recommends

TEl Lost and Found coffbe
house operated every Friday at

309 FM Eastwood for those
persons 14 and over. It all
starts coming together about 8
era. for 75 cents cover charge

are

preferred.

Each

wor should be no longer than
three minutes.

which win a

Erich Leinsdorf. guest con pit no of the Chicago Sym-

phony Orchestra, will discuss

the nr,,,sira
soci,
on WEFIXI's "Conversation"
program 199.5 FMI. on Sun-

on

both

rum your prggV hank Tom
door, fans.

rhythm and blues and top 40

mobile tax
unit to stay

Tickets for the Feb. 21 thin.
earls will not be valid and must
be exchanged for new tickets.

Tickets already held for the

The

tremendous

Wednesday.

TRIANGLE

26.yeaPold

Stewart). a
music writer.

hit

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS
ON AIL GARMENTS 6 COATS

392 5410

CHUCK

NEW WAY PAINTING

PRICED
nnnsmak.

m1FRATMNS

CARPET 6 SURN

245440

C1s

'"'emI;;;77'7V-

TTOne T55 '077

model
ooms

10P INT EPIOR

den 437.02

359-0759

Landscaping

EMERGENCY SUMP,PLIMPS

rov

h

k

P'"tn"3:T2

thomPrryten

salea'sPe,rsePFry'res

M.:, PANTS%

amid

25154009

BEEN

61795, Solos dean

FOR A
GOOD USED

H FERTILIZED SLACRSOIL

0 6 D DECORATING

OR

B aby Shoes
ig 0 Yd. Load -625.1.

BABY WON BRONZED

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

B27.7588

Install.. 6 Saks

Blacktopping

WALL ST.

Pools

PAPER HANGING

wens

les

Buy Locally

PECT HTS. UPHOLSTERY /t

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

DICK'S.,

OM PECIALTY

York

CHUCK TONES LANDSCAPING

CL 9.2955

FREE ESTIMATES

537-1411

397 02.

teed. Co11.9.93.

Revidsnlial.Cereressfial

All 6en.Ke;,s C

Promunessoilthen

Call. 392 a750

HOUSES RAISED

PATIOS
SIDEWALKS

R & M DECORATING

r

Weeping Willows

524 75

STEPS

KINN. a. PEARSON
BEI 21.25
i.rnps,
Decorator.
Honey... 2" Dm.565 26.00
Poimino
wall woLhino paper
6.6 1050
Paistroln Tine a' S

Wallpaper.,
WEST GARDEN CENTER

ROLAND

SERVICE

Child Care
xa

Wren

Ads are so handy for many things and

.tied
rtnnIl:"L".'
od with ymr.

7150
CALL 29,4259

MEN'S CLONING W.

"°111','*=t7

T

awl...,
JOHNSON

557

2

NT

Magic

DRAFTINGALL PHASES

suburban people for such a low cosh

Arl

POODLE

UNE I

Pam vine
mot:THESE

Virs

ONES

rEauNE

CUSTOM CRAFTED.
CARPENTRY
by

290.1696

Way& Month)

Pao.. Achloam .

255-7200

o

296-6640

Cbunneys

frtreD'uL'eLRds

0 Pleath1111114.

3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY $3.90

Additions
Rec.- Rooms
RoOm

Accountant.

federal

A''nerGO71n:ttil?k,
EMERSON,.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Dap

PHONE

DAY

WANT AD

oh.

IN THE

AD

MANNERS .9.7367

oval 1.1...137.61

own workroom. fabris,

Kirsch

rodt, m,ra man.

BIG DISCOUNTS.
dew b used wood 6 tree! office
esks 6 choirs Also service an all

Registered to, occounina,

Drapery RepairsE.Rs
rep,I;;H;14,,,rehcraming

1721 Glenview Rd.

I

3224080 or 322 1351
Wergew shopping Center
Dote Fsacs 86ency

24.7676

pr. le:Ol :.PG'OaPPeTZ,ZoPILr.
39,9227

0 A PLUMBER? All serve
Kolmon Plumbing 6 Neolin
392-1818

arele:' n'sr.

OR
els.

wet

se

e.

igsered, freeestimates.
Eo-SWALITTPAINT Ha.

691-6726 o.r 5 p.m.

Sewing Machine Repair
Roos,

Stock

cot,

YOU CAN'T

VotItTrS PM.
r

MISS!__

296-6640

declowed,

Prospect. 0,0251

Did's suede locker. Vicinity
Meadows Piseword.
Losh

384-3528

(ceder painting min figest,Dlly1

free of charge
receive your fall

Mkt, while unending.
LOST:

CALL 10.1259.1016

onZirm.

and

255-7200

Sewer & Septic Work

.oil probably won't find
a Boner Job anywhere.
You will be sent to IBM
school

13 -Legend Found

REW"D.

Painting'& Decorating

Is,

NEW 360

No. Exp. Needed

3Remetedes &Loh

Office Equipment

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS

Carom mew.) wade in our

IBM'S

ol

Pat7IrrgETCPEtI3RNIENT
serve Baik ...ewer ((ugh
up. Day or .enin0. 397.3996

PROGRAM

$650 & Free

WORTHMORE c:11,i6,7;leoning rind

you, home bv IRS ego'd dream

TRAIN TO

'HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

WANT

PLUMBING HEATING, Rodang.

BLOOMINGDALE PLUMBING

Office Cleaning

L

FREE

HERE

IN THE

es Coll SWAIM
Tax

foundations

timer Work

DAY

ORP'IVM"P " 524 7510

Plumbing

BRICK AND SIOTM WORK. FIRE.
PLACES AND REPAIRS FREE
TIMATES CALL FL B ()RD

OOT A PROBLEM DOG?

CALL ALLEN 392-9351
PHONE

10E

82746

GRAY

PPOP'PaPornIs

CAR 824 0400
ZIP

RIGI-tr

DAY

6 REMODELING

Rep...R.9h

EDMOND

Draperies

ADDRESS

PROSPECT

Dog Training

Waltman Co.W Co

NAME

SCHOOL

7,,',=,.

raoaloces
CL 3.5964

PROFESSIONAL LAX SERVICE

Krichen Remodeling

Please stun my Day Want Ad on

Day Want Ads
Get Results

Bock 6 Moat,

439-82130

GROOMING

GO TO

DAY

EXPERT PLASTERING

439-0290

0,..

DES PLAINES

0PATSPT.PVILL=EITS'NPSPAr?E

WITH A

psesper111.11h.

2502570

392-6100
4

TAKE AIM

DAMON MULL
9 N.Eheaum

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

SHEETS, INC.

9esV Plains'oom

DEMONSTRATIONS.Coll 437,906
846 S.Elmnorst Rd. Des Pl.

Masan,
ALL

512125.1:00

HAPPINESS

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY... ack

Woe

Piano Tuning Services

359-1410

Deg Service

Swallower?
LWE HAVE UNUSUAL JOBS/

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

ern

Pd.. Ha

TInP7:P

Sword

4600 CL 2-2236 or CL 3.3304

tot s.rtramitaw

My Lome. Reasonable rotes AL.
ter S.20.359.0582

PZ,Zry,;',

PUBLICATIONS

DAY

259-7493

Design & Drafting

ana

FIND

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

439-8280

atom..

t:ou'rebr:Mott

only The Day reaches so many northwest

s,Arl

1125

OF

roe ervar.

ndassi 42,0706

MAGIC BY 'DENY THE MAGIC

529-3901

DOLORES USERS SCHOOL OF
DANCING ENROLL NOW FOR
CLASSES CL 3.3500, FL 3.1355

PAGES

ARLINGTON

358-0845

%%VI.

Dancing Schools &
Supplies

$550 & CAR

Wallpapering

529-3900

1 o, ono,

DRIVER

CLASSIFIED

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Permanent Waves

7

Renal

T.

117 5

525.000

brithve Ow 6,16

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

fvee intimates

23 Employment Agencies -Men

600

Coll...4646 or 827-04.41

hrina

ESTIM9- ATE.

NN REMODELING

mem

79

Upholstering

PAINTING 6 DECORATING

os 25.013 levee Mar
opp;.

ENTER

atiparlente

Onnt's Gell.Pon

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want

.

ON THE

Lawn Mower Repairs

INCOME TAX

766.1943 Speool

Clothing

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Wont

To Rent Officer
Rent Resort Pro
T

RUSSELL

DECORATING

"a/0'4,AT. ENTERPRISES

FEDERAL & STATE

ROOMS

CALL 827.1943

259-0628

semens er were

Ter

COMPUTERIZED

Coll

P'"P TOLIVOI P""

"DAY"

All

McKAY TREE SERVICE

FURY INSURED C. 62 I975

LA9-6050

"w7s7rxr77x,"'"

KEEP

"2T6 2055

Lawn Core

Income Tax Service

ol

894.6846

SPRING SPRAYING

Birch

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN
RFASONABtE REFERENCES

APOTSc/X=Tr LT CO

AR

358-3172 66 289-1088

Home Maintenance

DRIVEWAYS

''5925071
Tree Service
TAKING ORDERS NOW f OR

hanging. wood refinishing.

1104.0685 29.3.1 882.3270

To

EARTH PRICES

callmom,

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

RON FOSTER TV, Inc

Interior

"Hot Water Herein

d.

Day Want Ads

22-StiationsWantetliamen

C. ED 35B 5359

TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Heating
REDI HEATING

APOLLO

UUCP CONCRETE WORK

1906

01

TV Service

CL 9-0495
Locally Grown

392.0240

FULL BASEMENT

Day or Gobi 359

anon PropeHtes For Sale
eal Estate loans Mar1809es

EX -GI

Hearing Aids

Pal. Fences

BILL S HOME REPAIRS

Rcol GootoPpt. Building 85
Beal Enote.aus P Ptar80

SERVICE

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

30 SMAR
GUARANTEE BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE MONEY SPECIALIZI,NG IN

CAR

nu. tYl.k 1.

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

ItH2216 CONCRETE

TWNINTWANCE FREE

69

''"dr'nelf'S'.7ne'o2

Decorators

VINYL COATED STEN SIDING

15

Musiml Instrumento
nursery chools-

14

IndustriaSl a RosNeetNI

CLPS'IK'G=T;r86

FOR YOUR HOUSE

,rnov on,

08

Stealers...

P

Laurltz Jensen

VPSPont?s17t="''6Pu=k

17 Business Services

Ti

Rok g, L
Sip
Miring. All obaSeS

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

C.P MCDONALD RD... NTS.

l'AZ:17;1Homs:
WW1,
es
Motorcycles on d

YOUR

SPRINGOLEANLIP

General Hauling

WAHLQUIST

IBLE TOPS. CALL 392-3229 PROS-

25

audnen

519-1211

isbed S24 95

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

CANVAS COVERS AND TOPS.
CANVAS REPAIRED. CONVER,

CREATIVE
DECORATORS

IT'S NEW

LINER

vg

787-6183

FREE ESTIMATES 296.8255.

sxPa
Nvos

Fr

OUR POLICY IS QUALITY
UPHOLSTER, CUSTOM
BOAT

ttgranonol,

ngrW=ootstuc,

Floor Refinishing

ALLEN CONCRETE

B ooting

9D,

192,521

774=CTG Drat=

CALL US FIRST

Pot.,
THANK YOU

Investoren, Properly

56

TO

59-23 31

CTOL:lif.Z"RWOVRL

72

Coll Mr. Moore.
545-0507

(de mi, parPro
TOR ent

Nomura

BLE

g

FOR FREE

I'm looking fora count,
of home homes in your
area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulated Siding. If interested

6

Mato Frnituro-Doviees

SWIMMING POOL SEASON

RICK'S DECORKONG

604 2232 and 207.5736 No pb1

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

Cole

Help Wonted Men..
Help Wonted

NEW

AT DOWN
NEA2

08=5=CING

KANNER 6 SON

BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOP

gPL 76650.1

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS
WEATHER ..SPORTS STOCKS TIME

PLr'NPOPZOR
FREE ESTIMATES 296.1638

MER ION BLUE SOD

RUSTIC FENCING'

SINCE 19.

CI Payment Is Enclosed

Woman
Foodoment tamale
Forms
Florist

Child Core

PP"

ard. lood.21.2.00

PATCH. PANTRY

''"st'van:AnaTtl'ir

CITY

Employment Mena

last end found

FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

z
n

IF YOU'VE

Siang Pm 6 Holl

ryeles.
067.9742 or 593.720.

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

PL., AND A

LOOKING
Alt SERVICE CO

Cautery,. Corpeting,DIN Pains.

Use Handy Order Blank
or

TRUSTY WARNS

CeHoe Kleo 392 0803

wall paper re

529658f

$3.90

g

d

7POWER

RonsrCorPet,

in

537.6020

Dpepreent 44
Employment
23
Aaencios.Men

REACH

KROGH, DECORATING

44

Roy Goll

nishiriylMn

Air Conditioning

THE MIGHTY MITE!

only

YOUR

g 6 Dentennyi

Merlin Hohenger 158 4572

which includes coffee or Coke,Opera.

3 LINES - 5 DAYS

WITHIN

Sump Pump

DRESSMAKING HEMMING

Young

39.3269
824-5164

woe wealthy.

10

0.94 Tn. and

ALTERATIONS

CHANNEL

For doroils phone

Club 253.1=A,Boylor

Day Camp

MERION BLUE SOD

STAIRS, WINDOWS. POPCHFS.

raoalt

Experts

Wheeling, Ill.

Music Festival as well as con doctor of the Metropolitan

CERAMICS By CHICK

MI5

CALL OUR

17

andoma

Sod

single

345 N. Wolf Rd,

music director of the Boston
Symphony and the Berkshire

Pointing & Decorating

f Is 1,12

INSTANT

2924750

bole leogerielrelPsre's

.1%1.51 Semites

NEAL CARPENTER WORK

'11ePenrunr7rerk-Re

EPATAIND 6

the group's recording of "Eve -

amt.,
TO

Business OPPorsurn 55

pop

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

the Salzburg Festival. He was

Boats and
Marine Supplies
gout Storage

Instructions

oking-Sewing

Dee

REASONABLE COST

No Job
Too BIG or smolt

assistant tothen
Bo Walter at

Carpentry.Remodeling
Contractors

Coll otter 6PM 292 8892

REPAIRS
REMODELING

day, April 26, at 7 p.m.
The Vienna -horn maestro
hos had an international career
beginning at
age of 22 as

ru'l'arotts ',Vented: ...........

Cemeleries 6 lots

Alterations

Carpet Cleaning

IN THE WINTER of ME,

10e

Cord of Thonhs

894-11130.

-Dance to the MusiC" which is considered one of the
min, memorable donee trmeds
in matat Years.

INSPIRATION PHONE 4394110

Cord of Sympathy

produCer and

their

Auction
Aviation

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Di., formed the septet and
Composed

NEI. FOR DAILY LIVING
NEW MESSAGE EACH DAY

1

MS andSales
Antique

CALL

tween the hove' of 9 um. to
noon and I p.m. to 4 p.m.
Productions Monday through Friday at

has priced the tickets at $15.

14Tersoneln

Alr CondrhonIng
pots. ond Rooms to Shore .

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

response

Count Basic and his Ban J. day and Saturday dictated dui
Gladys Knight and the :Pips rrongements he made for it to
and Norm Crosby will join my in Schaumburg Township
Tom Jones at the internatignal or two extra days. A pH! 21 Amphitheatre at 8 p.m. on
Monday, toes 15. Tickets
Questions will bo answered
went on sale for the first tune by calling the Schaumburg
at all Ticketrun outlets on Township Assessor's office be-

Phone 2,700 ex

INDEX

Auto Trailers 6 Canna..., DT

sort mobile tax unit for Fri-

o

Apr g

MaIS

AA

your community... CALL ONE NOW!

Assessors

stations.

PLUMBING PRO,

A DAY IN 111E LIFE

hit

$1210 $10 &710 and 5, Dig

11:90 pm The show is present ad by Triangle Productions.
Triangle Productions will
bring Sly and the Family Stone

with Hector Berhoes "Sym-

the

Ronk

The Arlington Heights Park
District is looking for talented

that !Man something. Bob oyIan has referred to Smokey
Robinson as "America's great.
est livinit
The Hollies, whose current

will conclude

No.

and 23 in Orchestra Hall
Singers will be asked to
sight-read and to perform one
work in English and one work
in a foreign language either
French. Gernmn, Latin or

of 53,

cessful because Choy like songs

to the Auditorium on Sunday.
April 26. for two concerts. at
3:30 and 730 p.m.

gidUSfolrh0,S411,102.,

Braes

Productions

Century

bratiath thins

thur lust Gold }hand smirk

SSIFI

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

April 26 concerts will be hots - for the Cook County Asses-

ON FRIDAY, 830 p.m..

CHICAGO:
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in the
Audited= Theater the famed
Preservation Hall Jazz Band
will perform.
Spanish conductor Rafael
Frubeck de Burgos will retam
to Conduct the Chicago Symphony Orchestra for his sec-

ances in the 1970 Ravinia Fes-

aVlrm

hat of 1969." he sap.

22nd

Saturday performing
Joe Kelley's New Blues'41113.
Band.
.

George Stone and music WMc
Richard Freed.L Msdorf
comments that the main crisis
of today's orchestras is a meiological one. -The avant
Prole of 1968 is already the old

ryek,

13ueineas goyim D'

It

13 -Lott and Found

FOUND -Gel s alo
role
of 1,'09 S owen net Dm

2170

After training you will
move up TO systemswork.
No previous exp.
needed. This position offers in addition to suburb
training real Chance to
move. up...Call PARKER,
117 S. Emerson, MI. Pros-

pect, 253-6600

Page 29
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24 Help Wanted Men

2466153116LORBA

I

PAINT SALESMAN
imps Dom. Dept
aiperlence Rem,
Good tete, Co bon. pion,
811 Ilene
Otto No

benefits. Good opportunity IN
drancernent, Apo,
pain,

Meadows

ah
SALARY TO BE COMMENSURATE
WITH EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY.
-

maintenance and willing to omen. responsibility.
Salon/open..

Day's WANT ADS

office cleag
Lightnin

SALES

App

.gre=rVliegvn.',:

CYCLINDRICAL GRINDER HANDS

gines and outboard

PROFILE GRINDER & POLISHER

a

Patoo

2900 N.

Chicago, III.

5590 Neff/west Hwy.

Chips shop, eveninge 3, week

SIERRA SUPPLY

enes.lambeway lb.

CO.

ENAMELING SHOP

APPLY IN PERSON

Excellent starting

II

time day pos.

miinman Hod.. M

259-5010
ASK FOR MR ANDERSON or mg BRUNNER

INTEGRITY

JANITOR -

MAINTENANCE

www.
Expeao 815,000 minimum the first year and a
guaranteed solo, until you get the hang of things

ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

KROGER
CO.

ts/946,g osstornma.

°tinYoe

pro,l sharing oka. Used vnmran pro

r147.'Zghly

1250 MORSE AVE.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

CALL FOR APPT.

Office Personnel

345.0500, Ext. 594

Sunbeam Corp.
1x65 kee

1955 W. NORTH AVE.
MELROSE PARK

SHIPPING

Immediate full time openings on 1st shift.
Excellent Parting rata.

LINE

MECHANICS

Prof. sharing
Automatic wage
Small congenial workforce.
Eight pea hMidoys.
Group hospital, sergical and medical insurance.
Uniforms furbished.

mem Knowledge el electrical

ranannennevaa

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.
2416 ESTES AVENUE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL

Midas

VISION WRAP

PHONE 437,700

INDUSTRIES

tars.

Cook County

-School Bus, Inc.

at.

A. Equal Opponanity Employer

To assist Registered Sanitarian in inspecting food
servi

establishments and enforcing health reg.
Must be able to deal tactfully and effectively with the public. Flexible hours. Should be
qualified or have potential for registration.

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

Northwest Day
CITY OF DES PLAINES

677-0600

kl pie

i

5450 N

117 5

T4 Osso
9660700

S. [Wen

Temporary Jobs

Retol background helpful but will train interested

Advancement potential and excellent company
benefit.. Apply
Personnel

....

an

iI

ly

g

E

Laboratories, Inc.

Novel and wade Come m

F

C

11

K

6301 Uncoln Ave.

Zer'Itteb;Ittel"..rVZ
haring mai many
N

Morton Grove, N.

I

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

264181p Wanted Women

965-4700

267-6900

MT. PROSPECT

and 2 - 4 years of systems and programming experience.
Specific knowledge and experience in advanced programming systems along with knowledge of systems design tech-

UNDERWRITER
TRAINEE

- $575

niques is desired.

lions, 217 S

Arlington Heighis

259-.4000
A en

ppo

t

PL
pl

fy

RECEPTIONIST
CALL MRS. SEDREL

Honeywell

359-4200, Ext. 216

whew' hoe wGend

WAITRESSES

.

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

Countryside Restaurant

& Loe
ung

onot oppoonnio mr

om.,

GIRL FRIDAY
to 3 PM. Excellent solory for
applicant. Most hove in-

ENGINE LATHE HANDS BORING -MILL OPERATORS
-MILLING MACHINE HANDS ASSEMBLERS

dares. Light
Will Train.

ELECTRON

Coll 291-5476ar 291-5179

Allstate Plaza

Northbrook

50 HOUR WORK WEEK DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT
Apply in person or Phone 394.3450 Per Appointment

X.W.UnfierssrI=g indsmieForS1

6.

Immediate opening fir o
mai office posilion. Lido typ.
'26cro'ned

60N(20NEIL4II-VCI)E4E

626.0030

3,21nweek plus benefits.

CALL 296-6661
aco:01n000,nnOvnmployor

_

C.T.A.to door

M1nIpful.

6145, INTONT,PL.
APRA

.17

IN lOarn to Spm

Neighborhood Sol, .1, Rma

Scour's Go. Sole Haeglains

WIRING & SOLDERING

hoc.pround. Med. Mcreaser. Well. company bon.
elits Indlaling paid hospltollzotion, 9 holidays, pia.

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

CALM. BAXTER at 439-65110
for an interview appointment

PHONE 297-5320

MaRiE3
INTERNATIONAL

Gar. Sole 2 la carpets. playa

ITT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

1250 MORSE AVE. ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Viiii444
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Des Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer MfF

513 woe 1,
Mt Peoso CL 34668

jg floor Ions: drapes:
toys: clothes 6 much
113
Indigo Dr Prospect Ws

7.

trse'rneZ

4e1.1

FOR

It's Almost
Unbelievable!

u. Op, 16 6

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

IT. 1774 FrewelL

832 !Goodwood PI, Elk Grows Vg.
loge.

Openings on all 3 Shifts

Key Punch Operators

w,eaalvilerne ocautuza,a,101eunosam.

LYNN DAVIS
Williams Croy Welg.

Vir
PA'
la-

TOP PAY

1st Shift Only

full time DAY SHIFT

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

SAM to 3:45 PM

April /6,17,2 dprn

Sorter/Packer

RUMMAGE SASE- Tum., Apr.
23, 7.10 pm, Soun Perk Ledo.
isoo Howard SI Des Raines

Print -Helper

Janitors

shiftI
Attractive PSetartnTinig'Sea or y a 4R. 90 pPi dhi Progression
ght
Outstanding Benefit Pragrains 10
Work Benus AS Haar Day

All 3 Shifts

Machine Operators

4.14

Cheek Out This Tremendous Benefit Program

.olorwee
,Life Ins

5onto Club NW Cook counts

Methodist Church, 605 w. Goit

osoaiton

Arstrouo,

/Pad Vocw..

111111, Tartest, Ar1.1116.

Sot. Sun. Apr. 186 19
PAM to 3P M.

ORDER TRACING CLERK

437-2555

c /keo

bt'8l'ersl

Drury Mina.

choirs, boby bed, WO. lid.

OS and D experience. Top starting salary, 5 day

MIDWEST
AUDIO CORP.
.57. Dsion

N

2 Neighborhood ales.

DESIRE IMAGINATION DRIVE

we IB. Top keY Ps.!. *M1

GENERAL
OFFICE

806

Good Yorting salary in a. O. your napalm and

EXPERIENCED

CHICAGO 346-5040

d

rode b figure. rainy in Lan. lelephons gwronom

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

MANUFACTURER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY

excellent future in modern ale

CABINET ASSEMBLER
CABLE FORMER

50.60 W.P.M. wee me.
nand rdd p.m a rode. Weeding dunes. APN

Is omen rum.n and en ii,uviusss Mud lion e Tnm er-

typing essential.

439-5.440

Gar Soler or, meiRd: 2 soda

esrience in emery peo. for collateral and nverwee
inwenoi rework In NOW. An
wow.. &so... man

Sunbeam Corp.

322.2344

ASSEMBLER
vs.*. es MM. W

2000 S. Wolf Rd.

W. Campbell

Arlington Heigh.

°7r,7111:7411:1:

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

27 Help Wanted -Men & Women

ANECSUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WANTED

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACIL
ITV. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS Ai

GIRL FRIDAY?

Lope Narabrault company needs Key.. Arno re wok

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

15 Spinning Wheel Road
Hinsdale, Illinois 60521
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IM.

SECRETARY -

paean,

@ Illinois Bell

fringe bensPi. pima. mar,
APPLYIN PERSON

the

If you're a people -oriented gal looking for
o really rewording job, you may have what
it takes to become an Illinois Bell operator.
Salary and benefits are great, no stop in
now and plan your future with us.
Wear e an equal oppoqunityamplowa.

32/.5660

Ishoollnenornacemom

The Other Computer Company:

of

Emma.

ARTIST

CALL MR. GOLDEN RICHMOND at 325-7950

Lody"

"old-fashioned." Weneed mom gals like

y

SWITCHBOARD

"First

nicatIons industry, wa. the notion's Rnt female telephone operator. We've modernized e lot since Emma tangled with o telephone switchboard... but rho friend) yoke
the operator will never become
oof

,ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE

Or

WIEBOLDT'S
R"dhAVP=r,IF'n'r

AiDe you Owl

To Wart your application by phone, tall Free:
656.9922, Mon.-Frfi, or Sat,9 am -1 pin.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Applicants should possess a college degree or the equivalent

Emma,

Dry

Baxter

li. Apr.
17, 18. Much rorsc 154"so 1504

WANT anidiloihoca

18

If Emma Nutt'
could see us now

Derderion. fir. TM

BACHELOR BOSS

722 Center Street

women to °sume monogeriol rearonsiblities.

White Collar Girls

efits

602e Etympuer

Des Plaines Day

Challenging opportunity for interested men and

0.

Tired of araPara lusec 1294 96

228.5240

terns and opal....

AND

Arlington Day
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

AND ADD TO
YOUR BUDGET

COME IN AND REGISTER OR CALL

Mix Pap.

NOTE TELLER
Experienced

this one. Ability M Twe

implementotIon of compow sys.

RN

lotions.n

Available for
All Office Skills

ice,482.3f011e

BOO W Biesterrield Rd
ElloGroye Village

el.

439.0923

ASST. SANITARIAN

Position offers excellent company benefits and a
salary commensurate with experience.

Yaa

r,x1°',2,4N

iliafive, o, and be willing
to lawn Demo! Office pot,

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS., ILL

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

good typing skills. Excellent working conditions.

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY

253.6600

Join Your Future With Ours
And Lets Goll

POO nilndumel Pd.

CALL 96/A 5B5E0KAS

Our company in the educational field, is looking
for several girls who enjoy clerical work and h

$525 MONTH

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

to

OFFICE GIRL

PERSONNEL

MANAGERS

e.hm

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

JOIN THE OTHER COMPUTER COMPANY

DRIVERS

BRAKE PARTS
COMPANY.

CLERK TYPISTS

SALES OFFICE

ed for you ro STEP RIGHT rc

Earn Extra.Cash
Paid Training

2:30-5 p.m.

5555 W. TOUHVAVE.

2660700

602B Dempster-

WITH

COUNTER

Halal.

1412 Miner Street
B24-3136

259-7010

P.M. ROUTES

DAY -NIGHT

la

RECEPTION

OIL PRODUCTS

PARKER,

GAgpGE

FULL TIME -PART TIME

grarn, and...pp...nave ben

See or cell

SIGH

" E'leV/T34`ea s'.)

7300 N. Linder - Skokie

TOWERS HOTEL

I

c

FREE

1065 Ookton St.

tans peak. men law awn Itansporsarlan a be
able NS weris day or ...me Mx.
praiLed, call Mr.
Desaremi.

267.5300

ARLINGTON PARK

SCHOOL BUS

(815) 385-7000

RESTAURANT

CONTACT

MALE

6:30-8:30 a.m.

$446-585 MO.

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

An Equal Opportunity Employer

UNIVERSAL

TOOL
DRAFTSMAN

A.M. ROUTES

ROAST BEEF

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Apply in Person

Day or Evening Hours

359-5000

r

BEGIN AT THE TON

PUBLIC RELATIONS

AND
RECEIVING

ARBY'S

OFFICE

392-5230

Systems Representative

MEN OR WOMEN

NEW SUBURBAN

RAN DHURST CENTER

Use your experience and mient to
"counsel, guide and assia our Pu3r
town In the areas of design and

FOOD STORES

MISS PAIGE

825-7117

MEDICAL
TRANSCRIBERS

mews, opponvetv employer ""

JEWEL

31Romage &GarageSale

Prospect Day

i,11F1,7

APPLY IN PERSON

PRODUCTS, INC.

Open Eves. 6 Sot. by OPP .

117 S. Main Street

fora confidential interview

INTERNATIONAL

:001-6660

Mr Prospect

686-7749

Capable

"

ir,',117

332-4200

Des Plaines oreo

haeplmilnanon and

GENERAL MOLDED

five stenographer opening.

SKOKIE, ILL.

b

I'll be plod to t7.

sill peel, 253

Mr. Kreloe.

Amiable

CALL DON BAXTER at 439.8580

LAMA

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

Enthusiastic

Mireler= iS You c2n

=V;

P't
Please register b phone.

bm, W nsm coosong, mature oath plosnarconandity to

Shorthand, occurat lypiairdesired for exec,

Responsible

00,0

392-0300

AT 676-1000 Extension 5244

392-6100
4 W. Miner Arl.

TRAINEE -$125 WK.

Experience Necessary
Excellent Fringe Benefits
371/2 Hoer Week

wee,

WANT TO LEARN
PROGRAMMING?

elo who, you're done old pars OP, a wen,

Tem opoodanity in

Inge benefits.

inet:cr:inZ:cre:".

is staffing

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

5520 mo Nen, o

Lri-Stotoritnonnet. pesei.

pursowa.

REAL ESTATE SALES

999 EUVIHURST ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

FILING CLERKS:

GIRLS!

pubic

I

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TELETYPE CORPORATION
to work In H. Salk Bp, fish 6

r on

APMN6 PM

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL JOAN DENNEY
.

COUNSELOR
$8,000-$10,000

peeTytngtZurp.life=itgrpreettlaPTd

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

PERSONNEL

Call 358 0631

Department.

No holidays or suesslonels

all

VIKING STEEL

APPLY MR CARULLO

We hove several terrific full time openings right
now for bright, capable girls in our modern Elk

APPLY IN PERSON

sonolity. Sol. 5450 UG with
shorthand Sol. 5525 Up. N
FP, Coll Kris NNsone 228.5240

1.,.Lem eeasaa ban.. incite.. pod ift.pj.

typist required. Excellen

TELETYPE?

must

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Nationally known Fino
Company with office
located in Randhurst h pping Plaza, seeks female employed for Ge
aI Office work. Strong

Interesting work M our Merchandising Soles

S-

pNrt Cele employment

Ht

TAB OPERATOR
3rd Shift

Mrs. Barnes at
253-9920

CUSTOMER CONTACT
most ace m worn 6 good per.

crhowbrocround,kanstedgeoldoo immersing
heleld but nor new..

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT

COOS

beards
235.9267

&Tr' '37.89[10

or call

25 -Employment Agencies- Women

ioroond

265.7070

STENOS:

140.0.5, Counter...

SHEETS, INC.

Tome bo.,..edwIth.ontoweandaehassol ur

O
Midnight to 8 A.M. Shift

716 Eastman, Arl. His.

Solourisor

5B3

ST.P

AGENT

570 W. Devon, Elk Grove ViRoge

ASSISTANT MOLDING FOREMAN

Employment Office.

THE

PURCHASING

T.A. BOLGER, REALTORS

INC.

Illinois Bell
Telephone Co.

Omni W. Prospect

APPLYERSONNET OPT

GREAT SPOT FOR

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT AT 039-7410

ROBERTS & PORTER,

10 Pct.
& Bonus & Fee

Chips she. eveninT
ends. Muil beaver IA

INTELLECT

ra hint roe soNy Some of 16e most clynomIC Rodger

but

Apply Store Manager
at any
location listed below

a., 8,

Wanted/Needed
INITIATIVE

desired

will train. Kroger has on
outstanding benefit Pro-

1850W. Touhy
Elk Grove Village
439-5500

tional Income,
Pay

Chicago

board work Appl

In Elk Grove Village Good fig

we F. NordsweSt
359 5522
Palatine

never-a-dull.moment jabs.

vocomnim to addi-

Apply or

XCITariCLEA510115
Arlingion Heights, Palatine,
Polling Meadow. area

FEMINIQUE SALON
OF BEAUTY

Light typing necessary for then Intereeting,

7,6rIg8

t. root oc

$130 Wk. &

Fabulous Avon
Products To Local Customers. Call Quickly.

SHARP TEEN Good yo se 6 per

$650

OFFICE WORK

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

o week

P ti

Administrative Asn't

rl for

GENERAL OFFICE:

Housewives

SCHOOL

Dol E. Dundee .1.

Th

One Individual With Three Eyes:

:1'g:star

Selling

Grove Village offices.
Here's what we need:

Part Time Girls

A BUDDING
WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

'

FREE IBM

Ex-

310 E. %MAP. Penmen,

rate for qualified applicant.

Company benefits include: Paid Imokh and me
dical Insurance, paid Ilk insurance, paid VC/capai-I week for 6 month, 2 weeks for I year, 8
d holidays per year, profit shoring.

PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINE OPERATOR

ArlIZ*18;11.12hts

COOK

investigate!!

PHYSICAL
THERAPY
TRAINEE

Moving to new Air.conditioned building
Rolling Meadows Industrial Park, by July 1, 1970

Des Plaines

mo,. It will pay you to

(815) 385-7000

763.8424

RENT -A -CAR

HAIR DRESSER
EVENINGS, SATURDAY

Great Jobs for Great Gals in
Our Elk Grove Village Offices!

um

WORLD

lump at The Opportunity

P

SERVICE PLASTICS

time openings.

perienced

Call Phil Randall

hIs

..free.7 SSOVPS't"Z

Prof;: ".7,70

STOCK CLERKS

Rd.

far

25, 15in 56 after

SPRINGS -Into Action
To Earn In YounOwn Time

26 Help Wanted Women

Arl Hts one day

work

Mrs Doris 211 4,101

2,85 days a week, 52.00
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26 -Help Wanted Women

Lonely (mole familiar Wicot

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

INJECTION
FIRM

re' orcr[e

Mua

TOP WAGES!

Full

RENT -A -CAR

sep,be,s,

2299 N. Mannheim Rd.

Immediate Openings For

Apply M person:

APEX TOOL WORKS

COUNTER PFPPFSENTATIVE

holmes & assoc.

AND EARN

WORLD

accept Me mad period A re -

CONTACT

REVOLUTION

FULL OR PART TIME

romsr.

GIRL WANTED

an

Fralsy Apnl 17 1970

26 -Help Warted Women

CHILD CARE marker lo, nursery

Oven trans CI. 5-6418 aft 6

PLASTIC

RECEPTION

PUBLIC

EVE. APPTS. AVAILABLE

KROGER

h

26 Help Wanted Worm

Pernent

da y wic

CALL 359-6661

DOCTOR'S

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

PHONE: 392.2705

JOIN THE

al

anal me

p

SUBURBAN

M.I.s.

n,nn P.

5

iro

APPLY IN PERSON

LOT MAN
udenera

Part Time Boys

H. SALT, ESQ.
FISH & CHIPS

prospeci
394.5660
Open Gees., Sol. by opps

WANTED

YOUNG MAN WANTED

San. Es. F. L

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

678-3373

Fronklin Pork

DRAFTSMAN

go wale Jn

dlii
ReportS deecily lo Plant Super.
intendant
Call or Vislt

DISTRIBUTOR

827-7880n

Learn Sales
Profession
No experience
necessary.
CALL 593-5950

PleraTre:=Znl'In'ne.

plant Good fringe bon-

9301 King St.

2706 N. Edging..

BEELINE FASHION,

day Interuiews oyallable.

253 5600

V. Morgan

Subsidiary of Nuclear Data

regolred and race op.

col

one's opportunity

SIM
17;4. Fa

298-5019

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES

1oInng

IGNATZ & MARY S
824-7141

or

26 Help Wanted Women

how. fir damM or

eepf

reclean., benIn0 or Seib..

detail call or Vi311 PARKER, 117

Collor Apply

455-8350

lini....tranrentivn Individual
Mil personnel dill who it so.
Per ic nom modern P An 5

snInq nnnn n

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
Dad Mali

wire minimum al 3 ear
in meal workingPro-

City of Rolling Meadows
3600 Kirchoff Rood
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

Most be experienced in all phases of plant

1016Wwitly

WM or Without steno.
An unytually
job In
o Pre.
1100002 national flan. Typing

Empo2 ctr:

.1r,00,deliyery

lot emotion nil FrIday poi
booed, new °nice

Book

25 Help Wanted Women

mysel

Excellens opmussiNe for mon

CITY MANAGER

today..."

June Graduate

ZclT17.
di,

Send application ond resume tor

MAINTENANCE MEN

2611elp Warded Women

HOSTESS

PERSONNEL
SPECIALIST

tion

ono al Pa ton mom.

670.3373

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CALL 253-6300

CLAIMS ADJUSTER
TRAINEES, $650+ -

9301KInp Sr.

CARGILL. INC.

p

HIRING NOW

AL,407M1101,;1%1,4R1( DIST

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

BUILDING INSPECTOR

428-3623

Permanent evening work.

° ""`

BUILDING & ZONING OFFICER

'

APPLY

HOURS TO SUIT
Weak
YOU
IlETWFFN Aol -.2PM

PART TIME

GENERAL
FACTORY HILP

Avvn

Cottage Ave. & Loke Marion Rd.
Corpentersville, III.

/ found a real
bargain in the

II

and 5110T1

No experience necessary. Shift work. Excellent,
working conditions, top rates, many benefits.'

Phone

I

W

CHEMICAL OPERATORS

Part Time
I

Cra

1

26 Hell Wanted Werner

26 Help Wanted Women

25 -Employment Agenctet Women

2441418 Wanted 51 ea

Check

and

428-6520

i

k

24 -Help Wanted Men

eov Ism

money must,:nagn car

OPERATOR TRAINEES

mc 3113 3531 Mr'lloymk:

24-lietp Wanted Men

CAN YOU do c, luneopd
eT

Wk d

.1'11"4T3 ;".1,7 ie;

itollteg

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

Western Electric
3800 Golf Road
Rolling
Phone 956-2641 or 906-2643 '

of child. clothes 8. Isola. st..
Pingoon0 ill, some funs.&

THOMP SON'INDUSTR1ES CO
s va.MMOPOn

prige..==.11116....P.P.1
BESTLINE PRODUCTS, INC.

ensouslawooleweloor

et womons Gold.
chnst E
ft Church. He
L
Cara, Des PI- ill. jues.
arn PP 7:30 Prni wed. An,219

Gar. Bolo Mop leaf thl, carne
Dor

girrs

bike: baby am 1.

miscofitems. Aprd

17.-n-npr, April ia-uaencess--

Fre.
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31 Rummage &CarageSale
POI Reurcr Pr

RUMMAGE SALE

74 To Rent Apartments

'54418Icallonbunt ant,

LOST OUR LEASE
CARPET SALE

"Ur ;ic3ed clelhi:g

Eang

Ill Auto Trailers & Campers
Arl His 2 bedroom

6600omess OltPettRRIW

band porden tr."

'Hirlt"PPOSPKT CARPETCENTER
666 E Nertimesi Ht... 2,

2 human

lure
c
krelmld terns April
111 10 lOorn 6prp ^006
Court

Coll

SOMETHING
ecod 3120

SPECIAL

16,6

included
HOWARD ,PROAT 6 CO

3312 3055

2. Haas, du,

37 -Buts and Moline Supplies

rE711:11 7a7e

Windsor
55 -Musical Instruments

Roomy "1/2

Trumpet & Accordion

Loomed. booT

74 -To Rent Apartments

II

CE3

Woods
invites you to loin
the Country Club set

"71' wj"tr'
seTfo;3175. 25'5-5503

42 -Boded To Day

000,90 soh 13 Moles
from

Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

53j0 2696;988 '1466 66'6'6L
266.0230

CREATED FOR

SI.

Encyclopedias

30

TOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

dr,

v

CO'n,i=nuvivd

nw-

i,=BerrZeZtrg

44-0egs,Rets ESSEERTSI

Models Pre ape. dolly Trem

CL 3-2117

=:,,17"

monthly.

RENTALS START AT S205

255-0131

MUNDELEIN

Phone 394-2577

THREE FOUNTAINS
IN PLUM GROVE

i1.37;5.8
1YEAR LEA"

616 3326 Nader, Spine/ 3375
011ored.766.0736

OLDSMOBILE

CALL 43943020

168eal Estate -Houses

Real Estate

Residential'

.

.311E

DEALER

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

Auto Shopping Center

Ti

NW Suburbs
!IlTru'r 5V8626596-2686:6

Morton Pontiac

CV?

The No.1 Listing Service in the

=k's'Iro'r'rte'H'at'oet

259 2660

6'66

-*MO DOWD IR1038008

f

0010010710.0000
nOitr
prisised

5800,
359.3028

5450.

'll:'677656170.1:627'5'5616':1687611:.

169'66'16kr

6'69"61'

427.8767 of tor 6,30

Mow tess -

6.10ST TIME, To got

in

Ze7 ...it3teiY:orr7. 3Se=
winiou, Ana. Any 00. A.-

11.0. Used 6

en More odros. 335 23343.3

Palatine Countryside
HORSEW CORRAL, ACROSS A

Maple trees. SI up, CL 3.000
eo 591 2646

NOW COLOR TPTS, STEREOS, AN

INST.,

'

WHOLESALE

PRICK., 30 50,537.1926

.

BR. 21/2 bd., Tom Rm w/fire.
Mbar...
close. Sep. Re.

ft
On. Rm. RIOT ve/1811166 t,

I;

"'

k'" rrn. '6'

i;

Addison

WHEELING - 3 BR 11/2
Both Rand,
s
Attached

acre

5

825,000

LONG GROVE: 2 N. 3
'acre homesites with :axe
& trees

BARRINGTON Immense
Hillside Ranch 3 BR

From $111,500.

ALGONQUIN: 45 acres
w/water frontage. Many
possibiliths
1195,000

this 10 room beauty
surrounded by towering

mubt'PLE LISTING

oaks

TEAL ESTATE SERVICE

=7MM,

Ca11529 2966

!TO
3103 youth bed comp 310..3,

0.3.

145,000

mop°

0/0 00080 BEATE

WOMAN

'.1,trze,;:i19a

6

,

MISSTATE

..I

"iss, .211. ben,

REALTY

Regal Real Estate

434 E. NW Hs, Palatine

0100 NOV Hwy 7 me

358-1800

359-4600

359.57n

/E -t0 "R3,51
PM Pro nA 350 Siena bead

NO unused 20, off 1.2739

Tic°, drePed. [Dalai!

9101,,,,,,:n. & :dash ..

Moiching end table,
Mortgle Sworks fine/ 110

.

0109,),

Sighs fixtures, 32 ea 900 N. For.
IS

ns Homewood Form Home, a

BR & sons Rm.. urrnwqMo

Wedding gown ss wia simAiro
T

srysraln 3150, folk gum 336; mIr

Coo

nand 310, breed nom formal em
9/10 350, 29°6673

guru,

0115,55.0115,55.a.

''''' '""' 'v'S'e'470!

Mae metal turn, Who 6r.

cm"

.mp wirb 3 6 9 sow shed a
bill clock Also rmIling errelunne

New .

:'

BUFFALO GROVE

7

leans Colonial ham6 4 OR, 316
hths. Master BR eulse v011re.

-

-

uu,

...se..

firm.CI 3 3236
IIIDE SPRUCE. 9 ws phi 10 Far
11.00

SHADE

TREES,

10

dm SP

BI

WHIRLPOOL

s

LONG GROVE - &eau. 3
acre hameeites in Isklelen yob

.)

ley. Labe br ...mho 6 Els&

'..

b

DON HAGER,
Realtors

Yu A,

k

HYDROTHERAPY

,,
..'

5.70,

location on Euclid Ave.
Small shopping center

PALATINE - a room. Olt a cu

area.

dor COnMed, . BA 0. Nsi/s

Oyer 2 acres. excellent

no

w/limplose.

Cenlral

Ai,

WHEELING ,For rho young Irpor
' Iv.

31311.1PshilmOuieseul-de.

" '......k ..rdirat.
.......

CARY - X 10 elder hems.. lot

wfbeeinsses p.a.

DON HAGER,
R ealtors
''''' 0800.5"
000.09'

cherry drop

37'ier no e

leol

2

wtng

chat s, dinett

end 0.1,

cab,

hollswood be

Pc2e°7'n-' '40'3777

SETTING OUT FURNITURE

, Map Member:

00° 559,560 490 AU8,0

piece custom mode-s.ectional.
et/elastic covers Mgr 1E02

EarlyAmeryon items 250 4260

,U9

'3

6

pod,

oleo.

560.

Coll

YO 6.50 alter 4,30.

CARPET CLOSEOUT

3 pc. light beige sectional. cock-

train. Cary.

Heavy SHAG CARPET 34.95 se.
yds NYLON PLUSH 5335 TR yd.

2 Hollpsood beds complete 55

Cash only. No dealers pleose.

choirs, seas. 207-5200

Day or mph,

Speciol price over 100yords,

each, Door lamp, table, hamper,
MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Being sold from builder's de.

1uve model homes. ALIO, so 60,'
free Delivery. Co. or

et

With Your Ad Here
Gall Mrs. Porker

255-7200

,,,,..,

C

PorZ16, 2 bolbs. FIREPLACE

1

PALATINE

Pkis 2 mr goarger MA eh

,,,,,,.. ,,,,.,.,

'Tiede.,
all

veveTings

tncluded,

ink floored. Immedam

Possession.

51500

Down

Heal.
1002000t 00000

HIP.
324,900

.FTT°T.

,

Gladstone _Realty

NEMMEITLY
REAL ESTATE

3 uso

-

ha

rsi.ssto ".°

$1995
2

FORDMUSTANG
2 bar., coupe. VO, outo Trans

'66 OLDSMOBILE TORONADO
Custom cnues. °avow on reedieeme°
nileagerl

$1445

$2095

LIam 6$:,:ne A loaded. Priced to sell Sae,

T

.

c...09.?

,

$995

$1195

Morton Pontiac

OV

90/11403 ler

"WM a CI EIDEI
PlosSuur MAP Mi
Tothry

,..., Wre
-

.

-

...,.. Parker

111/51r12.=
666 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-7200
1:

Service 64
Selitled See

Arlington Heights

392-6660
CLOSED SUNDAYS

'67 TORNADO

O'ry.e7:ConbreoLP:

power

S3194

JIM AIKEY

10 Poss. Wagon, Auto., P/S.

WO ANG
_

4070

V-8, P/S, P/B, Luggage Rack.

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

'67 COM
SLOSR SPORT

.67

1966 OLDS DYNAMIC BB TOWN SEDAN Yoiver Sinuring
Power Brakes. Auksinalic Tn.:mission, factory 661 966020:000
WIbiewalls, AWN Emerald Green A Truly

"98"
4 -DOOR
HARDTOP

$1595

11490
'67 ISAIR16116"601r

snot,. power owing,
broke.,

2 Door H/T

Loaded 'Foot. Air.

$13.7

tr:err

5 Vogue whoesoll

$4245
"88"
4 -DOOR
HARDTOP

IP> FORD WON

staerIng,

leMoor
orroNtioning.

6133.
.67 PAIRIANO

ennui transmission.
11211

'69 VW SQUARE BACK

whirewoll fires.

$3360

CORTINA

4 door hardtop, so,
mono. drion
10,000

'68 MUSTANG
V-8, Stick.

Loaded W/Air.

IT'S EASY
TO FIND

US AND..

IT'S WORTH
THE TRIP

1966 CHEVY IMPALA 9 PASS. WAGON Power Steering 0
Brakes, Awornalk. kW, Air CONDISoning, Rad,o. Economy V-0,
Hew Whoewoll Dres. M. Get essoly ear The

:67FORD

Coming Family OA,

$1595

thon

ft.. a year
$773

MiSPORD
COUNTRY SBOAN

COI Power. air condi.

11190

drrdtr
MmIrMO

$1316

4 SO., Sharp.

'6000RVAN
CORSA MEE

1965 PONT/AC BONNEVILLE 2000., H.T., full Power, AUIC
mous, Amory Me Candlilani,.. 0.415 .0 Vinyl Trim, While wit
Black Vinyl Roane Won't

&lien Ile A.65

$1395

4 speed, "1/0" Engine,
Impeccable condition.
1554

'65 PONTIAC
S/W, 10 Pass., Ale.

REACHING

65,000 HOMES
TODAY

,,A,:r,,Cueedy,,

"98" COUPE

FORD

OVER

9595

1966 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME 4 DR., OR., Full Power, VA

mINUSTANO

'64 VW

Seies

MINNEEMEMe

'read
'66 VOLPSWAGEN

virryl roof. One owner,

s

or. -

1

'68 SHELBY GT 500

1965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

'

Mop Member

BILL COOK
BUICK

loot $2095

$1788

4450

'67 T -BIRD
rV*

soh,

1961 BUICK LSABRE 2 DR, NT, lot Power, Automme,
Black H.

am. ww, ses

MeV

4 Spd.

66 PONTIAC LEMANS CPE

ti

1965 PONTIAC GTO

II

'68 FORD GALAXIE 500

I.

YARNALL TODD
CHEVROLET

"".."

31191

LUXURY SEDAN

'67 CHRY NEW YORKER
PORSCHE
AUDI

'66 MALONE

"98"

$1845

$2045

9:

I

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS

$1395

'Al PONTIAC GTO liDTP. CPE.

9996060

VIL1AGE SQUARE, PALATINE

in

ALL BRICK 3 bedroom ramblirig

wolls.Perleo ted cob cdsed re6.9b9

.

family Room Com.

paneled

.

'67 CHRYSLER NEWPORT HDTP. CPE.

'e'rg'''''''r;tr7vtd1717a:13'etZtaTI;

,

'

9960. Bothwell

L,LL,,,gr,

ond ,,Nr1P SM.. Nam°

..."'...
.0°""'
430-0100

Tar Manulasturery
Rep.... VIllogi Square.

DON HAGER
Realtors

DON HAGER
Realtors

,

.

D

Dundee Rd. kr Wheeling.

319,500 - Demplismally clean

,,,,,,,

MO *nod soak. room.
Great

Business Opp
99 50,11 Snook Shop on

FORD

$1745

miles Balance al new., warranty

Immediate Possession

Itaix ,,,,

Dream Home

',

HOFFMAN ESTATES

place & ok mad

?rcZ. 375'0 r2°59"165'e'f'srreal

724.6006

Thar

i":

Bugg, migs Sq,nie.

vocant. Walk no C&NW

16 S.Boihwell
350.050
VILLAGE SQUARE PAIATINk

..4.,,

'''''rr NPO'4"looter'cri

bail, .One,

10

GLENBROOK

U.71:r.7.7=eri °;zrItIm

895
868 PLYMOUTH FURY III
Hardie. coupe. V41, 01.110. Nuns , paver !Mo..

'67 BUICK
Fact. Air.

(BARRINGTON)

'67 PONT. CATALINA HDTP. CPE.

:,;:reeerri,7=inr. pn==:'.7q:

'..'

PALATINE

''''

VILLAGE SQUARE, PALANNE

in s oseNer localism.

in A

(To Rent)

'''''''''
Ce"'"'''
Two Brick Apartment
Bldg..

1965 PLYMOUTH FURY II

Irksig.e

door Gdoo Bower

LIKE NEW
NEVER TITLED

225, Loaded, Fact. Air.

FORD

TRADES ACCEPTED

COMMERCIAL

corner

,

.

Easy Financing

:r

franchise

Ideal

SI SO.824 0332. ofior

chairs 560 rem, rnoplv
114 A rapt draw 545 or kg,
desk.

Curt Go. Geoid. 6 depot.

VILLAGE SQUARE, PALATINE

's

coo Mao
6pm.

,,

muusaism °' 7 99' r-sms

350.6030

16 St Bothwell

1

$3691

'64D11
A

$2195

...else. lull

PO,re, Ck, M. 6 FM
Hero.

'68 BUICK ELECTRA

GENE CZARNIK

850.15
$3531.00

SAVE
YOUR PRICE

-

INVESTMENTS

BARRINGTON - Ndely remodel-

rob Arl. Id, 332°814

7

"LID

'ae CHEVY

DEMOS

'69 PONTIAC TEMPEST

MORTON
PONTIAC

$4381.15

.

I

table. 35

*********

'66 CHEVY CAPRICE WAGON

List

Them 61AP Memberh. crye

Root ExcePEOnoh

TX

Itgles. MA I

eswer wedge, full factory equipment

C

no Goleakmoi elp

3 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS - Stone.
s.
g t
II
Colo Ted 3 BR

ofier 61,6

34.

BR full basement ra
Two lots - Mature tress

Philippe Bros.

i

Sok.

29,900

WHITNEY

!.

41 Itme Furnishings -Furniture

:

--ve

11967

'69

4 Dr., Auto., P/S, P/B,
P/R, H, W/W.

1970
PONTIAC
CATALINA SIX PASSENGER
STATION WAGON

.

word& cannot describe

ideal for restaurant, etc.

BENDER REIGER
PONTIAC

EXAMPLE:

.....

with room for 2 more

69:

PALAINE
T
- MI BricknM two

, 2 car gor ....... __msg.

;7,clinnes1

Roof,

'69 T -BIRD

PRICED TO SELL

059 Me'beeir;

Radios WNW, Poor Windows and Seal. IssOry .,IL 0 ;Os, VrisTi
6 heater.

'Pay READY

P/S, P/B, P/W, P/S.

LOOKING FOR A HOME?

Garage, on immaculate Pe sure to see all the
Home with a very nice Coe homes that are of.
location
26900 Cooed by theso Co -opera -

homesihs Good finono
OW

.

1DINAS

BARRINGTON:

11100% GUARANTEE

BARRINGTON
IMPORTS

1970 PONTIACS

VACANT

Me

"1:

Loaded, Low Miles, Fad. Air,

for No. 1 Real Estate Service

scattered bed...

Or..:

ROTO
MERCURY

Ligd;d8,Lifr'g'vP,Z

COMPLETE SELECTION

Visit any of the M A.P members below

*
'666**

k #1096A
2%ir

80.
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1124stailles For Ws

112 Aatemelins For Sob

1124atuelbs For Si

1124itandies For Sale

'65 Ford 6 cyl. $295. Mechanically excellent. Call
255.3344

1961 Olds 98 4 door H.T. Full
power. Good tires. Uses no oil.

'64 Mercury, Yellow. P/5, P/B.

For Sole: '51 Chev. bus camper.
'61 Chiv. 4-dr. Sdn., 12' Boat
Trailer - Call 437-8296 after 6:00

Excellent condition.

$525.

FL 8-3521

1963 Cadillac. Coupe DeVille.
Fully equipped. Excellent condition. $795. Phone 392-5739

'62 Pontiac - Auto trans. P/S,
air cond., low mileage, excel.
mechanical cond. 824-6382

1967 Ford Country Squire. 10
pass. Low mi. Excellent cond.
Private. 255-8655
'69 Chevelle SS 396 convert., 325

HP, Hugger orange, buckets, 4
spd, tech, AM/FM, clock, P/S, P/B,
PIT, low miles, 32700 firm.
35

725 aft 6.30

power brakes, radio, must sell drafted, 3944332 aft 6 pm.

'68 Plymouth, station wagon, V-8,
air Conditioned, snow tires.
31800. 259-5405

1967 Toronado. Full power.
Air conchtionad. Sharp.
32400. con 392.9431
Air.

1964 PONTIAC, power :steering,

1970 Monte Carlo. 3 moe. old.
Loaded. Private,
call 381-0315

After 5 PM

'62 Chevy station wagon; 6

Good cond. 3195.541-1635

cyl/std., very clean, original
paint, 3250 or best. 537-8676

Ford Galaxie 2 dr. H.T.
V8. P/S. Auto, Radio, Heater,
'64

'64 Chevy Malibu Super Sport

Must sell. CL 34667

283. 3700. Call
559-5834

'67 Ford XL P/S, P/B P/windows,

AM -FM radio, A/C. Gd. cond.

'65 Merc. Colonial Park Wag.

31725. 392-273/1 aft. 5 PM

A/C, P/S, P/B, A/T. Good Cond.
31195',34 r68t

'67

1966 Dart GT convertible. A honey) Low mileage, A/T, W'W.
31.050. :7-1279

1969 Pontiac Catalira. 4 dr. H.T.

;Mr. Sellers, aft. 7 358-2474

'65 Falcon Sprint, 2 dr, Hff,
PA, radio, buckets,
Wirewheels, whY. Very clean
wIL

$675 or offer, 437.7388 aft6

'66 Mustang, $950. V-8, auto power steering,
new brakes & muffler system.
transmission,

Call 763.8686, betw. 9 and 5 pm.
'64 OLDS STARFIRE-Full power,

v-8 auto., convertwith console,
reh, red -new paint

3595.
834-1950

POLLARD MOTORS

Black Beauty WI Beat's.

1124itseibiles For Sale

'67 GTO HT., stick, P/dIsc, post
track -31400. Days 439-2070

Radio & heater, Exc. cond. Must
sacr, make offer. 824-1931

1964 Chevelle Malibu SS 2-dr.
H.T. 8 cyl., bucket seats, auto.,
P/S, radio, air cond., red w/block

'62 Dodge lancer GT, 2-dr. HT,
auto. Traits., excel cond., $325.

interior, excel. cond. $900 or
best ofr. 299.7541.

259-3236 after 5pm

A/T P/S P/B. Radio. Fact. A/C.
Vinyl top. Extremely low mi.

The Boss

1953 FORD
NEEDS TUNE UP

32950 or best offer. 394-1584

827.7413

Says,

The 9 best
used cars
on this page

DOUBLE SAVINGS

j IMPORTS
'69 VOLVO 1425

radio, 100% warranty.
$2595

MERCURY 2 DR. H.T.

MONTEREY 4 DR. SEDAN

Sport Coupe, Black leather

Ine...Synduo Trans, Vinyl Interior, Heater and Defroster,
White Walls, Deluxe Wheel Covers, Wall to Wall Carpet.

Inc. -Automatic Trans, Power Steering, Vinyl Roof, Vinyl

Interior, AM -FM radio, beautiful car.

Ing, Outside Mirror, Ford Motor Safety Package and

Walls, Deluxe Wheel Coven, Ford Motor Company Safety Features and Much, Much, More.

'67 VOLVO 1800S

Interior, Remote Mirror, Heater and Defroster, White

Much Much Morel!

$2695
'66 VOLVO 18005
Sport Coupe. Two to choose
from. Both are beautiful cars
and ready to go.
$2495

$2279

f67 FIAT
'850' SPIDER, racey red, low
miles, outstanding.

$3089
April ONLY

po4

$1295

+NNW 481.11180 4ROMMP 4110.1r> 411110.

11WEXCELLENT SELECTION

'64 TRIUMPH
Spitfire Roadster hardtop.

Heart of the
.Western
Suburbs'

ELL"cA-BRATION

2 door sedan, dark green,

Graduation special - now.
5695

OF PRE -CONDITIONED
V
I LINCOLNS TO CHOOSE FROM I

DOMESTICS
'69 MUSTANG

Sportsroor, dark blue, black
hood, Xtra clean.

$1895
'68 AMX

41111111110 4.111111W

4 Speed, '390' v-8 engine.

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

'69 ELECTRAS
Executive driven. 4 door automatic, power steer-

'66 RIVIERA

Seeing Is

This car has power everything. Factory Air Con-

ing, power brakes, power windows, power ditioning, power steering, brakes, seats, and
seats, factory air conditioning, vinyl roof, and windows. This is truely a luxury car at a very
many extras. Stereo tape deck. Never Titled.

off List Price

$1900

low price of

'68 RIVIERA

'67 BUICK SPECIAL DELUXE

Beautiful Navy Blue. Automatic, power steering,
power brakes and power windows. Mog wheels
and wood trim console. Stock No. P250.

SKYLARK

$2850

NEW BUICKS
All Models &
All Equipment
Ready To Got

1966 OLDS TORONADO
Coupe, power steering, power brakes,

$4595

metallic green, power steer$1395
'64 CORVETTE

1969 MUSTANG MACH I
V-8, 351, automatic transmission, power
steering, power disc brakes, radio, heater,
whitewalls.

.

A topless cutie, with a

Radio and heater, automatic, power steering
and power brakes. A beautiful light blue with
an outstanding white vinyl top. A truely beautiful automobile inside and out. Stock- No.

1969 2 TON CHEVY
duty throughout.

'66 SKYLARK

$3495

Two door hardtop, via automatic. Power steer radio and heater, whitewalls. Realistic red,
gorgeous inside and out.

4

$2395

4 door hardtop, V-8, automatic transmission, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl oaf.

$1450
'68 OPEL

$2295

2 door, like new. Premium tires. The Mini Brute
with the Big Economy.

1968 IMPALA

$1250
Many More of. These
OUTSTANDING VALUES_. -To Choose Fro

You're welcome to come over

1968 BUICK WILDCAT

to our lot and kick the tires.

2 door hardtop, automatic transmission,

Or the shocks. Or the valves.
Or 19 other places.

power steering, power brakes, radio,
heater, whitewalls, custom vinyl Interior,

Because these are "Svensk

vinyl roof.

Testad" used cars we're talking about. (Used cars tested
means they've been inspected,
tested in 22 critical points and,
if necessary, repaired by our
"Svensk Testad" mechanics.
Only the ones that pass get
into our dsed car ads. _

1967 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
4 door hardtop, factory air conditioning,
full power, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl

$1895

729-1800

heater.

$1095
1966 DODGE CHARGER
Automatic transmission, V-8, power steering, radio, heater, whitewalls.

roof.

$1295

1967 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
WAGON

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA
2 door hardtop, V-8, automatic trans-

V-8, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, white walls.

mission, power steering, radio, heater.

$895

$1595
1967 COUGAR XR7

1964 FALCON STATION WAGON

CONVERTIBLE
V.8, stick, power steering, radio, heater,

2 door hardtop, factory air conditioning,
power steering, power brakes, automatic
transmission, radio, heater, white walls,

Radio, heater, white walls.

1968 PONTIAC LEMANS
whitewalls.

$545

vinyl roof.

$1795

$1795

IMPORTS
MIDWEST'S LARGEST
VOLVO DEALER

radio,

$1995

WIGGLESWORTH

2 door hardtop, V -B, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heater, whitewalls, very low
mileage.

DICK WICKSTROM

transmission,

$2395

the Swedish way.) Which

1969 IMPALA

automatic

$1695

ing, power brakes.

Don't take our word for it.

$2550 ing,

201

1968 MERCURY MONTEREY
4 door, factory air conditioning, automatic
transmission, power steering, power
brakes, radio, heater. '

$1995

5 yard dump body. Heavy

2 door hardtop, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, sonomatic radio, heater, and
whitewalls. Low miles on this extraordinary

1969 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
4 door hardtop, full power, factory air
conditioning, radio, heater.

speed '327' engine. Absolute.
ly No body rust.

4622A.

'69 BUICK LE SABRE

car.

Believing

$1895

$1995
'67 PONTIAC CATAUNA
Low mileage convertible,

411111111e. .4111

Pt

'5
ROTO
LINCOLN Alt
ASUNOTON

1723 Waukegan Rd.

I

9 Glenview

cZazetv

81111218080

r.

14110/01

C1111114 10All

MERCURY

Mt. PIOSPICT

555 Irving Park Road

529-7070

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.
CL 5-5700
(CHICAGO) SP 4-2121

Roselle, Illinois

If you've got the yen,
we've got the Toyota!
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1970 COROLLA SEDAN Includes:

7.t

FRESH AIR HEATER AND DEFROSTERS
WHITE SIDEWALL TIRES
TINTED GLASS
WHEEL COVERS
WINDOW WASHERS AND 2 SPEED WIPERS.
PRICES SHOWN DO NOT INCLUDE SALES TAX.

1970 CORONA

197

oa

for 01

SO
1970 MARK II

1020 W. NO HWEST HIGHWAY
2 Blocks Northwest of Euclid Ave.

Phone

394-5120

Arlington Hts., Ill.
HOURS

Mon. thru Fri. 9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 til 5:00
Never on Sunday

+ W113 -v A.1.33%.5 14V0014

WEATHER

Telephone
aw'

Tonight: Fair, low in
upper 30s. Tomorrow: Fair,

255-4400

not much change in temperature.

Your Home -Newspaper
Volume 5, Number I

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

16 Pages

Monday, April 20, 1970

For non-white poor

Urge St. Viator land for housing
By Bob Casey

Officials of the Catholic Order of the Clerics ()1St. Viator,
which owns the 80 -acre prop-

'I

4-4

ir-

erty bounded by Euclid, Dryden, Oakton and the rear lot
lines of houses on Drury Ln. in
Arlington Heights, Saturday

heard a proposal from an ad hoc citizens group for a lowincome housing development

on the property. The development would be primarily for
non-white, according to an official statement issued.

In a statement released by

the citizens group after the

meeting Saturday was merely something positive about the
an opportunity for the citizens racial crisis in this country."
group to present its case to Vicould be used for 400 or 500
The property is zoned R-3
atorian officials.
2 -story townhouse -type units.
single-family residential and
When asked whether the or- has not been subdiVided, acThe portion of the land in torian Order, said last night
question is now occupied by that the low-income housing der would want to retain own- cording to John Best, village
the Viatorian Novitiate build- proposal would have to be ership of the property if low- planning engineer. The proing and does not include St. Vi- voted on at a June meeting of income housing were devel- posed development would
ator High School.
members of the order from all oped there, Father Cahill said probably require rezoning and
he did not know at this point either resubdivision or a
"There is no indication yet over the country.
how such a development planned unit development.
whether the Viatorian Order
HE SAID THE proposal would proceed if approved.
will want to do this," Mrs. PeThe citizen's group said it is
would be discussed further
tersen said last night.
MRS. KAY PETERSEN,
If the order decides to go when the Rev. Edward Ander- composed of individuals from spokesman for the group proalong with the proposal, she son, provincial head of the or- the following organizations: posing the development, said
said, "then it would be up to der, returns at the end of this Arlington HeightsHuman Re- the group has no definite plans,
month from a trip abroad. Fa- lations Committee, Business at this time on how the properthe Viatorian Order to take the
ther Cahill explained that the Industrial Ministry of Ber- ty would be developed.
initiative to look into ways in
wyn -Cicero, Catholic Inter"The time has come when
racial Council of Chicago,
Community Effort Organiza- citizens from city and suburb
tion, Harper College Human must work together to alleviate
Rights, Club, Illinois Migrant the severe shortage of low-inCouncil, Metropolitan Fair come housing for the thouHousing Alliance, Neighbors sands of people who work, but
at Work of Elk Grove Village, cannot live, in suburban
Inc., New Communities, Inc., areas," Steiner said in the
Northwest Suburban Coali- statement.
said,
Bressler, in closing
members of the club (a separtion for Better Housing, and
ately chartered group) went "My whole objective in in- the Park Ridge Human RelaHE SAID THERE are
troducing
this
resolution
is
to
off on a folly of their own."
more than 15,000 white, black
tions Council.
point
out
to
Senator
Percy
we
The club's resolution scored
and Mexican -American
In the statement released afPercy for "consistently cast- are unhappy with his voting ter Saturday's meeting, Frank people who work in northwest
record.
ing his vote...against major
Steiner, a member of Semi- area industries but cannot afbills and appointments sponford to live here.
CONGREVE, narians Organized for Racial
DANIEL
sored by President Nixon."
In a separate statement
Justice
and
chairman
of
the
LeRoy Bressler, a director president of the Wheeling citizens group, said the group
headlined "Why the Viatorian
Club,
Township
Republican
of the club, who introduced
is "motivated by a desire to do
(Continued on page 2
the censure resolution, told last night referred to the proceedings
at
which
the
resoluThe Day last night that the res-

which to develop the land

presentation, the group said 50

or 60 acres of the property

which they have."
The Rev. Patrick Cahill, assistant provincial of the Via-

Wheeling Twp. GOP chiefs
disavow censure of Percy
By Ben Clarke
Following up a statement by

the Wheeling Township Re-

Democratic leaders in Elk Grove Township studying petitions to abolish township government
which will be presented to the Constitutional Convention. From left are: Paul Shanyfelt of Elk
Grove Village, Mrs. Rene Maddox and Mr. and Mrs. John Ryan of Des Plaines. (Photo by LeRoy
Meyers)

Bi-partisan petition urges
township government end
By Richard Crabb

mum of 5,000 signatures in 10
days. I am writing Mr. Park-

citizens amounted to a dictatorship that the electors, even
at a town meeting, were pow-

Paul A. Shanyfelt of Elk

hurst to ask for an appoint-

Grove Village. leader in the
Democratic party, announced
late yesterday that through a

ment in Springfield on April
30, at which time I will place

erless to influence.

the petitions in his hands."
The document reads in part,
"We do affix our signatures to

"THE RESPONSE to the
proposal that the meeting be

bi-partisan effort a petition

calling for the abolishment of
township, government will be
circulated in the towns of the
township --Mount

Prospect,

Des Plaines, Elk Grove Village. Rolling Meadows and
Arlington Heights.
The petition is addressed to
John C. Parkhurst. chairman.
and Philip J. Carey, vice-

chairman of the Local Government Committee of the Illinois Constitutional Convention.

this petition to support the

abolishment of township government,"
The decision to prepare the
petition came after the annual

"The lack of responsiveness of
the township officers to the

Earth Day 'mock'
funeral set at Dempster
A mock funeral will be part

of the Earth Day "teach -in"
Wednesday at Dist. 59's
Dempster Junior High School,
Mount Prospect.

A corroded, rusted -out car
muffler will be solemnly laid
to rest in a plot of ground outside the school as the junior
high band plays.
"That's one less

smoky

muffler to dirty up our air,"
students will be saying as they
parade before the battered
piece of auto equipment prior
to the funeral.

The rites will be part of an
all -morning observance at the
junior high, which enrolls
1,065 students.
There will also be an art dis-

play, a variety show featuring
student skits, and exhibits and
videotaped programs on pollution problems.

Heading up the planning
committee for the program are
Dempster teachers Michael

capacity for the hall and that

meeting had been called to
clear up any possible belief
that the censure resolution

represented the stand of the
Township regular
Republican organization.

Wheeling

Noting that the Wheeling

tory of Elk Grove Township,"
said Shanyfelt. "The time has
come for all those concerned

Township Republican Organi-

taxpayers to rise up and pro-

who work with the com-

test."

mitteeman (e.g. area captains.
precinct captains), Cowen
mentioned other Wheeling
Township Republican organi-

He named the Young Republican
Women's

terms, and then adjourn.
The new board will hear the
recount petition, if one is
presented.
Apparent winners in the
unofficial results are Mrs. Judith Zanca of 81 Roxbury Ln.,

Des Plaines; Mrs. Sharrie L.
Hildebrandt, 69 Clearmont
Dr., Elk Grove Village, Peter-

son and incumbent Paul a
Neuhauser,

1831

Magnolia,

Mount Prospect. Neuhauser
ran for the two year term.

BOARD ATTY. Frank
Hines of Elk Grove Village,
said that the recount must be
made "by or in the presence

of a qu urn of the board.
he expects the
n
Pete
board to as a panel of election

judges to do the job while
members watch; a recommen-

dation made by Louis Audi,
Dist. 59 business manager.

Widening
of Wolf rd.
set to begin
Barricades

will

zation is made up of persons

zations.

Organization, the
Republican Club,
the Republican Workshop, in
addition to the Wheeling
Township Club.

tion was passed as an open one,

olution we not meant to be

and the motion "as democratic a motion as it could be."
When asked about Cowen's
contention that the resolution,
made from the floor without
prior notice, was in violation
of the club's by-laws, Congreve said he believed that the
by-laws had been amended in

divisive.

"It certainly called to the at-

tention of club members that
Senator Percy was voting with
the Democrats, and as such did

not represent the interest or
views of the people of Illinois,

or the Republican Party," he
said.

HE ADDED,

"By

1966 to allow resolutions from
the floor.
Congreve, like Bressler, was

no

means did the resolution criticize the Wheeling Township
Republican Organization. I

admire Dick Cowen and

high in his praise of Cowen's
ability and achievements as a
committeeman.

I

Congreve said that he did
not think the resolution was

think that he is one of the best
committeemen we have had in

part of a general movement to

10 years."

"dump Percy" in 1972, as he
added, "I think Senator Percy

(Cowen arrived at Thursday
night's meeting after the cen-

has time to become responsive
to the voters of Illinois."

sure resolution had been approved.)

SIMON

gusuas\
SAYS

What do you think would happen if Mrs. Mitchell and Mr.
Agnew demanded equal time?

Youth nabbed in theft;
says he's part of 'ring'
A Mount Prospect youth, who later confessed that he
who was arrested for shop- knowingly stole the records.
Saturday at Zayres
Dept. store, 727 W. Golf Rd.,
lifting

Des Plaines, later told police at
the station that he belonged to
a "ring" of thieves taking

Resolution text

goods from stores amounting

We deplore and expressly disavow any resolution censuring an
elected Republican officeholder. The recent action taken by the
Republican Club -- violated even its own by-laws and was taken
without notice to anyone. It was irresponsibly rude: but worst of

A Zayres security agent told
police he saw Bruce A. Lind-

all it was divisive.

It must be emphasized that this local Club is not affiliated with
the Wheeling Township Republican Organization. It is separately
chartered; none of its leaders are elected by the voters.
And to those who would seek to exclude anyone -- whether he or
she is a conservative, moderate or liberal -- we give exactly the
same answer: Only when the Republican Party is open to include
all shades of Republican political belief will we succeed. Recent
elections should amply demonstrate this political reality.

to more than $5,000 in one
year.

record albums from the record
department then go over to the

lifting clothes valued at $49

game box, and put the albums
in the box.

The agent told poliCe that
Lindberg paid 84 cents for the
game at the register and then
left the store. Police said that
two agents caught Lindberg

had separate charters

organizations,
which all benefit, (along with
the Wheeling Township Republican Organization) from
funds raised at the annual joint
Dinner Dance.
In his statement made Friday, Cowen said "Twenty
not -for-profit

go

up

Wednesday along Wolf Rd.
from Touhy Av. to Golf Rd.,
closing Wolf to all but local
traffic while the road is being
widened. Traffic will be rerouted to Mt. Prospect Rd.

and widening it to four lanes.

of 661 N.

shop-

store in the Randhurst shopping center, Mount Prospect.

Burglarize
auto in lot
A spare tire, binoculars,
portable radio, and a power rotor valued at $170 were stolen
Friday night from the trunk of
an auto belonging to Dye Miller, 1815 Pheasant, Mount
Prospect, in the parking lot be-

Firecracker
smashes window

'tr

Vandals smashed a $300
bay window Saturday night by
taping a firecracker to the win-

dow and then lighting it. The
window of the home belonged
to R. Serpone, 1700 Estates
Dr., Mount Prospect.
Newly selected Hersey High School varsity cheerleaders from left are: Holly Overton, Cathy

C & NW asks fare hike

The Chicago & North WestChar g e s were dropped
against James Leweke, 19, ern Railway has announced
Robert Fucine, 18, and James that it has asked the Illinois
Commerce Commission for
Ales, 24.
A motion by the state has 'permission to raise suburban
held Ronald Helton, 17, on fares by 6 per cent, effective
charm of the robbery -mur- June 1.

service expenses to climb fas-

der, and Helton was to appear
in Evanston Felony Court to-

said, suburban operating expenses last year rose 6.7 per
cent while revenues rose 5.3

day.

for

hind the Mount Prospect Ci-

dropped
against 3

Wilke, Arlington Heights, last
Nov. 11.

afternoon

nema, Mount Prospect. Miller
told police he was in the theater at the time of the theft.

Charges

T. Taillon, 64,

urday

toy section, empty a bingo from Wieboldts department

from the State of Illinois, as

Murder charges were dropped against three of four men
Friday in Arlington Heights
Court in connection with the

Girl arrested
for shoplifting
Judith A. Kersting, 18, from
Barrington, was arrested Sat-

COWEN SAID that the
clubs

Lindberg also told police
that he had been taking marijuana, LSD, SPEED (Amphetamine), and also had false
identification on his person.

17. of 803 See-Gwun
Dr., Mount Prospect, take 3
berg,

knife slaying of a lone ser- Taylor, Montel Watson, Debbie King, Nancy Bista and Nancy Morava.
vice station attendant, Fred

Crews from Rock Road
Reimer, Mrs. Judy Whipple
and Mrs. Dorothea Winkler, Construction Co. will begin
all of Arlington Heights, and .reconstructing the road way
Dennis Berner of Elmhurst.

committee

mittee members present.
Cowen indicated that the

Peterson may disqualify
self in Dist. 59 vote count
Harry Peterson Jr., the Elk when I come to it," said PeterGrove Dist. 59 board member son good humoredly when
most affected by an expected asked what he will do if
canvass
election challenge, said he will tonight's official
"rule himself out," if the shows Poklacki ahead,
At tonight's -meeting in the
board decides to make the
Dist. 59 Administration Buildrecount itself.
Dr. Erwin S. Poklacki of ing, 2123 S. Arlington Heights
2223 S. Fernandez, Arlington Rd., Arlington Heights, the
Heights, said he will ask for the board will oversee the formal
'P.m. reading of judges' reports from
recount at tonight's
meeting if an official canvass 10 polling places.
The election envelopes have
still shows him behind.
The unofficial tallies of the been left sealed since the April
board election 11 balloting.
11
April
showed incumbent Peterson, a
AFTER THE official reresident of 641 Charing Cross,
Elk Grove Village, won over sults are read, the current
board will declare four winPoklacki by three votes.
ners-one for a one-year term
"I'LL CROSS that bridge and the others for three-year

The executive

more people might attend. The
electors were told bluntly that
there was no established legal

saddest day in the entire his-

"This meeting showed the
absolute futility of township

Cowen reacted immediately
to the censure resolution
passed Thursday night by a 20 to -8 vote, when he said that it
represented the thinking of "a

meeting was held at Cowen's
home with 26 of the 31 com-

the township hall at 2400 S.

Grove Township town

meeting Tuesday afternoon in

Township Republican Organization last night disavowed the
resolution that censured Senator Charles H. Percy, calling it
"..irresponsibly rude; and..
divisive."

moved to a larger auditorium
and held in the evening so that

Arlington Heights Rd.

Elk

committee of the Wheeling

small band of 'always agin-

there was enough room to take
care of those present," reported Shanyfelt.
"Last Tuesday has to be the

government," Shanyfelt said.

"OUR GOAL," said Shanyfelt, "is to secure a mini-

-

publican committeeman Richard A. Cowen, which termed a
censure resolution approved
by the Wheeling Township Republican Club as "divisive and
ill-conceived," the executive

The railroad said that inflation is causing its suburban

ter than its revenues. It' said
that a fare hike is the only way

to prevent a deterioration of

per cent.
Udder the proposed increase a commuter from
Mount Prospect, for example,

service.

who now travels 20 miles to

Despite a 5 per cent fare increase last June, the C & NW

Chicago, would pay $30.90 for
an unlimited ride monthly
commutation ticket, an increase of $1.75 over the
present cost of $29.15.

Meetings

Tonight
Mount Prospect Finance Committee, Village
Hall; 7:30 p.m.
School District 57,'701
W. Gregory, Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.

School District 59
Board, 2123 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.
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Jaycees seek nominees
for annual service award
M

flit

Distgutghemi

I L' oitrittind Innis Pam I

.11,0'

of our villages woos men

sIfni

Sen.

who hal m that past ,car gout
meritorious service to his faro

Award gismi annuallv
the
Isscees banquet planned for
arty summer

1

primarily for non welt flint

M chumh consmunlIS or nit

hes

ha

Tito flators own ore m fol

nommcss must st,n a

Names of sandvelaita mat be

submitted by on indrsolual or

laneettoting to all facts in

ganntation mammon or in

tamed on oho nomuntion form
and
ng psrmission tor
itethon of thy tams on the
the
form

Mauston

Candffiltes net bk banscan
the ages of 21 and 37 and live
or alit.
Mount Prostax-I
The award ceremony rrtognixes the winner's achievements and provides an opportunity for him to speak to
members of the community.
Murray House, chairman of
the award committee, said,

Persons

wishing

to

Ions
Than. nra MAL .01 factors

Moth natka tht. 90 to 60 tan
plot of X moingn land on Eu
alid Rood thy luM ghat to in

Ma. low and tnrndoruo. ton

or ormsuritions
obLun a none

honor, prinanh for

House at 259-0434 or write to
EWA Chairman, Mount Pre
s,

a

cers., the

Mopntessori

of Montessori prechool. then
took the Montessori training
for 6 to 9 year olds and later
program

at

the Near North Montessori

This prograrn is directed
Specifically at the primary and
kindergarten edimators in the
area. Slides will he shown. fol-

School. She h. been active in

the founding of two schools
and is currently acting as
coultant to others.
Tomorrow night's program

lowed by a ark by Mrs. Irene
Rolws. chairman of Me Illinois
Montessori speakers bureau.
Voros receficd

this

is being held to give area teach-

The

NYFFWICharnal

11

BA. from the University of
Chkago in 1950 and taught
dementary school in the Chicago area for foot years before
entering alontessori.
She took her Montessori

Eastwood; Mrs. Dennia

will begin at 3 p.m. Sunday.
April 26, and continue each

Byrd Pollard. 414 N. Pi.

day thereafter from 1 PM, m

Hi-Lusi; 01. William Go-

invited' to mu,. Montessori

and received her degree from

oriented books will be on sale.

Seturdsrt.

I

hairman for the Mo.
Preapect and Prospect Heigh.
Gabe t Spencer
is xl
104 Eastwood, Her go-getters
-

Obituaries
Mary...a Wegener
Maryanne Wegener, 41, of

/06 Holly Cr,. Mount Pmspal, daughlcr "
1010
Judge Casimir Griglik, died
Saturday at Lutheran General
Hospital in Park Ridge.
Robert

G.;

two

,

214:

Alain dish (one choice): pizza comerole beef-hurter n a

bun or tuna dog. 'Meneti n
bun. Vmetable (one choice):
hash browned potatoes, buttered green beans. Salad (one
choice): fruit juice, tossed mind, coleslaw, molded: cherry,
sliced pears, lemon, apricot.
Hard roll and butter, milt.
Available desserts: pear
halves, orange gelatin, cream
puff, blueberry crumb pod tine. gingersnap cookies.

To be served Tuesday in
MacArthur and Ann Sullivan
schools M District 23:
French

-

Gerard J. Friedrich, a of
5009 N. Glenwood Av., Chicago, died yesterday in St.
Franis Hospital in Evanston.
Frciedrichs,
clerk for the

former
rate
Penn Central

survived by a
brother, Bert M. Friedrichs of
Railroad,

is

Mount Prospect, a sister, Mrs.
Estelle
R.
Dillingham of
Northbrook, three nine,.
Mrs. Jeanne Roller of Elk
Grove Village, Carolyn Broth en of Skokie and Mary E.. Dillingham of Northbrook. and a
nephew, Joseph P. Dillinga
horn Jr. of Northbrook.
Visitation at Lauterburg
and 'Oehler Funeral Hone,
Adington Heights will be after
7 P.O.' today. Funeral mass
will be held Wednesday at 19
Rah at St. Raymond's Church,
Mount Prospect. Burial will be
in All Saints Cemetery.

community television station.
Last year's auction broughtin
5400.161.

whisk

been
said
before.
-There are no atheists in a foxhole."
One resident was in the bar

of the Amsterdam, Holland
Hilton 'when 0 television set
was brought in and the live
splashdown was shown.

He

said Mat everyone applauded.
by to help?

ing Store a. O'Connor -Goldberg Shoe Store ads Mt ex-

thst

pressed gratitude
nauts'
sere
return.

"The land is surraunded by

csteNished system of IF

thus allow int the desslopment
of low and moderate eat hone
mg which is usualli presantad
by high market costs of land in

They

used at the present time."

lit Elmhurst
spring tour
Kathy Sue Kinn, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robed Kinn.
100 W. Berkshire Ln., Mount
Prospect, is one of 36 Elmhurst College students pan
the College
Choir's annual Spring tour,

ticipating

in

April 17-26.
During the 10.day singing
tour, the students will present
14 concerts of sacred hymns
and folk music in churches
throughout Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, New Jersey, Ncw
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Vermont.

playing son.

were

Installation of newly elected

where newly elected
Board members George Foster
called

Houchins and Ralph Walberg.
Current Board President

Mount Prospect.

Mahon Hanson will rcmain

The current school Board
will cancass results from the

on the board for another time

April lith election and take

The agenda for the organ,

NUM to
them.
When that meeting is adjournal a meeting will be

atonal
meeting
includes
election of o new president and
secretary.

and Peter Dudrow will

take

over the vacancies left by real -ing board members Charles

lull and pick up his new ex-

sometime Ili, week the red
00."truck

"
to move will he ?ripped
We're not getting anyplace
that vniy." he said. It seems o
Axone Mat all bargaining hos
to be done the herd way.

RO LING MEADOWS

YOU. FORUM

A Youth Forum sponsored
by the Rolling Meadows Junior Women's Club meet on
the 20 and 4th Wednesday of

every month. The Forum is
young people
ho would like to get together
and just talk about things.
President Mrs. Walter Seropened to all

got of 255-3361 can supply
more details. It is a wooderbil

thing these gals do. There is
thing

wrong.

though.

Seguin.

Tommy Dorsey, All

The

Things You Arc.

Forum

from

shoots

t.

pensive suit. While he waited
for his tniin at the Chicago &
North Western station, be
stopped in for 0 quick snort for

for yourself or with the advice of a well meaning
friend, how to treat an illness. Leave this to the

,PLUMBING PRO,

is approved for safe use will it get on our pre-

no suit.
He called

the

bar.

Yes,

someone from Oak Pork w
ported that he was missing
valuable record album. He had
dark blue suit instead.

They got together and were
happy to meet and exchange
Nock bags in the morning.
They also promised to meet for
another short snort after work
minus the black bags.

THE PROSPECT DAT

iid..A.Samon Web., a E0005.
asa Gamer. DeT Nein, M.

Sacrum.. ewe. ni sem
week home dalsamel Ou t ol
lown
moll ram. 1.17.011
COO

mi

te

NH...stand Hite, 10 urn.
raPV.

a. it

Second chili porcine oord or

rang and wax until a
man who sow wooing the

REPAIRS
REMODELING

P

when you need a delivery. We will deliver
promptly without extra charge. A great many
people rely on us for their health needs. We
charge accounts.

20 5. Denton Ct.
Arlington Heights

V

from us...

FREE

HUMAN HAIR WIGLET

HUMAN HAIR WIGLET
at the

BEAUTY,SALON

VP. :R

the association may be obtained from the membership Moir.

cally oriented in the fields of

man. Verna Dean Roberts,

Miss Bertha J. stronach.
CPS.
NSA's international
Presidenl. who Is meretary and

437-2067.th the president. Su =nee Hynck, 537-03511.

senior staff assistant to L. M.
Collins, manager of educa-

and their ability to be flexible.

community

Angustana
dean's list

..II" people and in sponsor-

Speakers at

the workshop

Six arm students are includ-

will be Mrs. Ann Fates and
Mrs. Jessie Hughes. Mn, Fels
is a University of Chicago docs
orel candidate and research
trainee in Adult Development

and Aging. Mrs. blughes

is

past president of the St. Louis
Mental Health Society, winner

of the Lane Bryant Award as
innovator of volunteer corps
at mantel hospitals. She took

Greenerfleids.
1740 Waukegan

Unlimited,
Rd..

Glen-

view, for the pool three years
has been offering a variety of
subjects to challenge today's
woman.

Over

900

yeomen

from 28 suburbs and Chicago
have enrolled in non-crtdit
classes taught by an academically qualified faculty.

ed in the Dean's List for the
winter quarter at Augustana
College. Rock Island, III, This
list

includes those

in the Arrange, from 3.5 to C.D.
They are: Beverly Seng, 725

h. Dunton, Arlington Heights:
Kleinp, 3100 Falcon
Ct.. Rolling Meadows, Warme Johns, 1621 N. Arlin,
ton Heights Rd., Arlington
'Heights; Gayle Gnepfert.
Susan

N. Pine., Arlington
. Heights; P. Jane Huff 409 N.
O wns, Arlington Heights and

William Gorski. 705 W. Pol.

S -T -R -E -T -C -H WIG

aim Rd., Palatine.

"Cook today - Serve tomer.
row" will be the lesson for the
Elk Grove Homemakers when

they meet April 22. Meeting
begirt at noon at the home of
Mn. Noel Foss, 2020 Padoide
Dr.. Des Plaines. Co.hostess is
Mrs. Fred Bursa.

The lesson will be given by
Mrs. T. Sullivan ond Mrs. C.
Heinkel,

A special event

for

211 saeColy

in Oakbrook.

District Meeting for
North Suburban Homemaker
Th

groups will

be

held

at

the

around

the

Country will be honored this
week during National Scorc-

is Week. April 19 to 25.
The articles have cane to us
through the Park -Plaines Na-

lion! Sorromrial An t,
membership is open to all in.
tackled secretaries in the
northwest suburban ARM For

nom information we the um
companying article and watch
for future al -tides. this week.
in The Day.
'

Mount Prospect Community
Center. 600 Sce.Gwon, on
May 12 at I p.m. The program

will
on Interior Design
WmkaheR

.meeting to be held at I pm.
May 12 at the Mount Prospect
Community Centro. Units
participating are: Arlington

and

sign"

is

presented,

ORIGINALLY

,

PERMANENT CUT & STYLE

2
SA

ilkhOad

,KAPPA DELTA

toward

shortage is to put priority on
defining the scope of the secre-

tary's authority in more liberal
terms. Then, together, we can
work out of the stigmatic. un-

balanced atmosphere of the
current sellers market for see-

cent

conclusion

research

Heights: Mn. Russell 01.r.
hospitality. Des Plaines. and
Palatine,

Mn.

William Stakes

alumnae

of

Tex-.
national
vice.presidcot of

Kappa Delta, will be the honored guest and speaker. In her
present capacity. she serves on

the National Council of the.
ciations. Other national ascers who will be present are
Province
Alumnae Officer
Mrs. Roy Riser of Park Fudge
amt Province President Mrs.
IM,. Fawcett Jr. of Chicago,
All Illinois Kappa Deltas.
active and alumnae, are inwiled to attend. Registration
and coffee will begin at 9:30
a.m.

The

business

meeting,

.Nor thwest Suburban

presided over by State Day

Alumnae Assn. of Kappa Del -

President Mrs. Arthur King of
Chicago Heights, will begin at

Hills

FINE
MORTAR TYPE

Country

1030 a.m., followed by the
program.

Co leg s

get

Gamma Alpha Chapter at
Northern Illinois University
will give a skit This will be fa:
lowed by a social hour and
luncheon at 12:15 pm.
Reservations
Moak' be
made to Mrs. James Murphy,
State Day treasurer, 109 N.

SALE

IS THE

PIAUI()

SAND

in

retarie,"

Stratford Rd., Arlingto
Heights 60004.

GAMMA PHI BETA
Gamma Phi Bea alumnae
in the northwest suburban area

will meet at Mar regular time g pan. April 22.

A work meeting i. planned
at the home of Mn,Jams MiA

Legal
Notice

bum. 1336 S. Brophy. Park
Ridge.

The Iv

00 will be making

items to send to campers a
tending the Gamma Phi Beta
camp in Colorado.
Co -hostesses for the evening

arc Alm Richard Simon of
Chicago and Mrs. Robert BRyin of Park Ridge.
Any new alums in the arta
re urged to contact new chap -

or president Mrs. David

Hil-

t%

rCla0tra3TnTr

nit Rill VEERING FOR GAS CON.
VERSION TO IE, WINDSOR, AND
WILSON SCHOOLS UNTIL

2

AP1111.22.

PRRd IOn
D

NMSe

INC.

MVnRoLAT20150

goo, 251.1618,

instant
time

X\

ORDER NOW!

April 2S and 26 me the dates of
Me big Boy Scout exposition at

111111111111111101111

Arlington Park. Both figures
Were created by Mrs. Petri, a
den leader coach log winner
this year of a Morin Star Ms Mot Polaris award. The Pettis'
son, David, 10, In one of thousands of boys in the northwest
suburban arm selling tickets at

$1.50

orGshrol harrow tooshany quantity.

CCM.,I ow. Hardwood.

CHARCOAL
O

LI/

Imme Bog..,. $3.25

PH: 358-2597

St each for the annual wing.

ARLINGTON JAYCEES

ding.

SAVEI

DOWNTOWN DES PLANES

HOME DELIVERIES: APRIL 251 MAY 2, 9 816,

1593 EllInwood

2BI. a dothwera5te.

Om:,

X1990

JUST

fb

r

Scout -O -Roma

reminding passersby that

OTHER SYNTHETICS IN STOCK BY:
CAROUSEL JOSEPH FLETCHER JEROME ALEXAN.
DER CINDY CARVER BRENTWOOD All in KANDLA.
LON or 50 Denier DynelModarrylic

WITH 30

selling

wear! NEVER LOSES ITS

3

SETS

SHAMPOOS 8, SETS

hand

STYIE

PermoWnennHt SClUBTS:STTLE

o

doscrril

wry is job ...faction. Onc

rority and supervises the activities of over 300 alumnae asso-

ed by Mrs. John Glueekert,
decoration, Mrs. Leighton
Jorgensen, publicity:- Mrs.

00.0. So he .4anth in Me window of the Arthur PeM home,
1506 Linden Ln., Pongee
Heights, with his pal Snoopy,

Washbirds,

"One of the primary things
management can
eliminating the

One MajOr iliimitive to is oat.

New officers elected at the
Mrs. Wilblotch meeting
liam Kortum off Ariington
Heights. president: Mrs. Dex-

Barrington is chairman. asist-

The toted rime in synthetic 50 Denim Modociylic. Bongs
spinll.blown, or deeply sculptured with o front wove
dipping enchantingly over one eye. Sides flore out or
turn smoothly under the
is eve...gently tapered

fora natural

who will be attracted to
in happy in the position.

"Our own NSA research
- consistently revas that the

Crosby.

Chtb. Mrs. Julian &slither of

and there to give the boys a

by Giovanni

tt

with room for advancement.
there g a qualified secretary

Gold Dinner, he decided then

"SIDE PART"
li

profit -

such challenge is offered along

instead of job-hopping.

Nursery at R p.m. April 21
The program, which will be attended by alumna and their
guests, will be held at Pioneer
Park in Arlington Heights.
Door prizes will be given.

sociol hour, all of Arlington

WITH $29.00

1

Klehm's

by

Murphy, entertainment, and Mrs. Henry Smith,

...to -you!

OFFER ENDS APRIL30, 1970

demonstration

Imes

$650

DES PLAINES

Phi sorority will see a garden

tin State Day April 25 =the

Scout Pack 270's Blue and

"A satisfied secretary is one
who is given a challenge and
can make a vital contribution
to an integral part of Me overall business at hand. When

Bons ere not what makes a professional secretary job -happy

Mum. Chapter of Alpha Mrs. John Risco program.

Barrington

$1 2 50

only

ALPHA PHI
The Northwest Suburban

will host the 17th annuallf'

When Charlie Brown cans
awarded Bobeet rank at Cub

cessful.

Sorority News

Svensson of Park Ridge, tree SUM.

Interior De the program to be

having. or that a secretary who
is satisfied with her job is suc-

Ihe theater or unearned vac.

days of the so-called secretary
ha shormgc.

wintery, and Mn, Lennart

Palatine.

and

low. ipso facto. that a succev
ful secretary is satisfied -With

as a day at the races, a night at

ket. we dont want to be -remembered from the difficult

ter Free of Mount Prospect,
vice-president Mrs, Michael
McCormick of Park Ridge,

Heights, En: Grove. Hanover Schaumburg, Mount Prospect

111110.

that it does not necessarily fol-

shoring programs. But non.
job.rtiated inducements such

Mandards we are committed to
elevate. When anti if Me pendulum swings to a buyers' mar-

Secretaries
to be honored
Secretaries

insurance

erosion of the secretarial irm
loc. that will ultimately come
from any compromise of the

NSA would be devoting some

M.P. homemakers
host'district in May
The Mount Prospect Nomemakers will hostess the district

hem to benrig... again. the

'ON EVERY SIDE, man-

the

group is the Twin and Coon try AC Show to he held April

adjusting law of supply and de-

agement bewails the fors that
secretaries are in short supply

students

whoseade oint aver.. are

sellers. market. With the Boor

programs.

marketing

be termed frivolous when applied to a business environment. Naturally, we fairer appropriate fringe benefits in the
of adequate paid vacation, hospital and retirement

Miss Stronach said, -Ad-

IBM. New York, said that

tional

interested in
for
education

Serve tomorrow'

CRICKET TO PICKET?
on pickThe Teumsters
ets were out'n front of Polk

1117 PRAIRIE AVE.

R:O1RIlROR RgROP,

The Post Graduate Center
al Forest Hospital, 555 Wilson
Ln.. Des Plaines, is :madam.-

"NEW"

Mrs. Robert Donahue of Palatine. Those festivities included

PHONE 827-1017

245 N. Wolf Rd.

PH. CL9-1450

free of chargo Information on

' Cook today --

and Mrs. Richard Barrett of
Mount Prospect md Mr. and

°r° SYNTHETIC WIG SHORT, CURLY, SEMI sHAMWPrOr&

welcome ...queen for delivery service and

V

Permanent Special

Shampoo, Cut & Style

0

aging.

HEM

Freeport,
The happily married couple

mand in the labor market. we

Unlimited.
in cooperation with the Perot
Hospital Post Graduate Cen-

is

-mein attelripts to recruit from
meekness rather than strength
and to offer lures that can only

retary to C. H. Keene, Central
Division Manager of CIBA
Pharmaceutied Co.. Niles.
is president' of Pam -Plaines
Chapter.

Music teachers in the nonhwest area are invited to attend.

colleges. It

command through perform -

Secretaries Day. Alia Olive
Schumacher, Des Plaines. sec-

and editor of a Monthly new.
piper dealing with problens of

education and psychology and
offers graduate levelaccre
dited courses for Chicago area

nates that secretaries can only

mittedly. masteries we in a

M the program will be "rod
ing a Scholarship Entrant"

ter. holds the workshops which
explore the confusion in women's roles and their struggle for
Of clear idefftity. The work=
shots also exae the demands of an unsettled society

ale Or minimid job fulfill-

sored by The National Safe-

ber first paying job el 71 as occupational therapy director

Greenerfields,

and that they are having to
ment at maximal salary levels.
Yet some of the same manage-

.taries Assn, - (International).
the world, leading secretarial
wsociation,
Wednesday. April
aril l 22. marks

pianist, teacher, concert artist
and contest judge. The mbject

floors anSwered. The only ones

Adolph Demers of

Northwest

The program will be Presented by Emma Petersen.

ing awareness programs in this
Prespo, M. 0005. Gosch al.
emu 212 S. Arlismon Hee..

Week set for observance April
19 to 25 is "Better Secretaries
Mean Better Business." Spon-

'Growing vs. Growing
Old" is the second of six workshops designed for women.

on women, mines, emotions
emrso ividee, he oos

mud, mood Secreted.

Plaines.

to be the topic

Ilelping to make the affair a success were Mrs. W. B. Jones, of Palatine, a director, and
Mrs. IL A. Hanson of Mount Prospect, recording secretary of the 13th District club.

soul searching to the present
and future respect from superiors. colleagues and subonli-

The theme of the 1910 con -

meet at Karnes
will meet Tuesday, April 21, at
B p.m., at Korn. Music Store.
98110N. M ilwaukee Ave.. Des

the Ariing. Park Tower. were (from left) Mrs. J. L. 'Lona and Mn. Richard Ward of Des

Secretaries honored April 19-25

N.W. teachers
association to

discovered that the block plastic bag he'd grabbed contained
a blueNow,
sh, two copies of tie
and a record alDaily

Enthusiastic Republican women from all eight lownsMps of the 1306 Congressional District of
Illinois turned nut en masse to bear The Honorahle Mary Brooks, Director of the Mint, Washthgion, D,C., discuss "How to Make Money." Among the guests ot Me April 13 spring luncheon at

President NiXall in his efforts
to redum: government spending and eliminate wasteful duplication.

spent In making pennies. Each

loin. When he got hon. he

bum called "New Agee and

enable the Mint to produce
.fewer of the coins and help

AT THE U.S. Mint. 72 per
cent of moncy production is

&Mutton
Music Teachers' Association

Problems of aging

the bank."
Putting (hose missing pennies brick in circulation would

happy Mai the United Slams
doe,

The

she

for your club. Get them in to

u women." Mrs. Broda is

Mon ay. April 20, 1970

suit bag and ran to catch the

something"

"launch 0 penny campaign

G SPECIALS

SYNTHETIC WIG

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US

"Make y.r pennies mont
for

Boost from Charlie Brown

R

cription shelves.

r

xl

the road.
He grabbed his black plastic

Idlest

housewife who just moved into
new home, "is how we were

Gerald rhoad dm parents of Mrs.
h

Page I

be

aid the irate Hoffman Estates

al the Black Fos Restaurant.
Sharing the reverie were the
Gerald's two sons,
and

Miller,

after 0 particularly hectic day
in his Chicago office. He had
managed to rush out during a

p.n.s

.1111

pennies back in circulation.

in the world trusts its money to

is launching a campaign to get that hidden treasure out of closets
and drawers and hack into circulation.

0E00E60 a s CFOOtioatiateaaneneatiel

a happy champagne cocktail
party before dinner al Landers. Chalet Congratulations,
Millers.

year term.

Republican

Columnist Earl
Wilson
once said, nNo other country

ID only a penny, but when 50 billion of Mem dimppear from
eirtalation, it ceases ennemaary expense and grief to the U.S.
Mint and its charming director, Mrs. Mary Brooks. Mrs. Brooks

dn.

said. "It, the greatest
e
hidden
in the world,"
as
As director of the Mint,
Mrs. Brooks appealed for
people to dig into their piggy
banks. closets. drawers and
jars and put those forgotten

Towers,

A local resident came home

were also entertained by Mr.

members M
Mount Prospect School DisKiel 57 will follow a regular
board meeting to night at. 8
pm, in the adminishotion
building, 701 W. Gregory,
board

the naistard, nor does it buy it.
Furthermore, lie said, that

being called by salesmen before our old telephone number
was disconnected. We were
getting calls before the number was changed. I know because I called my old number

the

et here." So coMe one.
confess. Whodunit?

PAIR EXCHANGE

Made Ale Love You. Artie
Begin

be Chamber of Com-

thars

stowed away omewhere:. she

al District of Illinois. The red.
white and blue affair was held

The salesmen were honoring the picket line.
According to one of the
pickets, Me $3.82 an hour that
the teamsters get does not cut

WHAT PD LIKE TO KNOW
IS -"What I'd like to know is,"

ry on April at with a broach

school

patient

remaining
and pleasant.
salesmen

shouted
steeple.

made and the
had
msny such pleasant remembrances when they celebrated
their 25th
anniversa-

Dist. 57 to install
new board members

B ut

e mountin, to 3500 million out
of circulation --- and they're

Club of the 13th Congression-

was

Youth

Of such things are memories

Pi-man:LW!). by Rink Lewis)

ons.h tlf balmn pants hose
aunm b nk into arcuishon

ensemble set off with a White
COMITHe, she addressed over
200 women land a few nob) at
the annual spring luncheon of

tant Manager Lou Mouraccio
was doing the work of many

wonderful tunes way back in
pill, 1045 when Mr. ond
Mrs. Rifisell Miller of Mount
Prospect were married. Rememberthe juke boxes sending forth Harry James' You
Shaw's

anes, 1102 W. Busse, student representative to the Alount Prospect Youth Commission, Thursday
library board meeting. The manes is proceed, from the Christmas Holiday Mince at Rand.
burst Mall, sponsored by the Youth Commission. Also present for the presentation are from left:
Diane Ackerman, 603 W. Henry, and Bob Bittler, 7 Susan Hr., who worked on 190 dance commit!.
and Mr, Bernard Holseberg, 219 5- Edward, a representative of the Youth Coininission, all of Mount

n.or
Oser the past six months

C aV island
Brool s is poem nise and net I
his pound foolish. Looking
neat and trim M her bluu-green

"The Novitiate which now
sits on the land is not being

who had our new number beside the telephone company

too quiet
hod
about it. A project like their

ARE

Mount Prospect Library ward Preadult CII Mhos., Ile01 receives a cheek thr MB from Ken

will prob ibi, ba monad rill.

mLr US Sol

this ars a

They've just

ALL 711E THINGS YOU

laboratories, not in your family. Never try to decide

00% n

Who,' ham. all Oa panne,
bone
rant what Mary 'hooks
dinette of tha Unnad St um
Mint scald Ida to know
Mn Brooks widow of for

dividend doelopment corpo
r mon at below marlka cost

Bins, store in the Arlington
Market Friday. Inside Assis-

one

ream.
Flow

ALL OUR

537-6020

nt

T. whole week wa unbelie-

experts -your physician and his professional aides.
We would never try to create a new medicine in our
pharmacy. We rely on the reliable drug firms with
their careful, exteosive research. Only hen a drug

Wheeling,111.

to servo the new residents.

stickers that allow feed

nob,mherai

sian ships

V
RV

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

Inhad and noold :bulls ally

mon, mu. at a Lost of nso
Iills In 1969 gm brilion pan
n os nen- remind Nina billion

By Eleanor Ruins

a Intl.

by

Experiments belong with ffe researchers in the

School

-No Job
Too BIG or small

Dahl.. 410 S

winow Rd.
Bid. from viewers at bow

humble, almost childlike faith

veneer really is. It says again

provide for improvement of
facilitks and programing at the
On -port,
non-commercial

switch from cold science and a
attitude to
P

It shows h.

All funds received from the
fourth annual sell -.a -than will

Go-getter for the auction
from Prospect Heights b Mrs.
Richard Berkshire. 104 W.

papers all over the world late
Friday and on Saturday were
the mot human and sinoert of
all lime. For instance, an evening paper in London, headlined simply, "Thank God."
The references and the stns about the Apollo 13 crew
were startling in their sudden

plish what had to

wooer., ,d

WITH YOUR HEALTH

Pizzaburger. tossed salad,
fruit, dessert, milk.

in

Green.

fields Mrs. Lee Haver. 911 S.
Mrs. is),

DON'T EXPERIMENT

To be served Tuesday in

Experts

to work
rm. such
Commund,
sr. police ind hO. Pithactsmt
Ind school, us 011esd) Ddab

purch ised

be

RtaRORERVROR5RVRCIR

fruited

Dish

I

Sr Mary

Gerard Friedrichs

butter cookie,

Junior
in District 25:

1

news-

And how about
those Rusno

milk.
Rand

cage.

I

children, and 0 snot, Florence
tremble of Chicago.

To be served Tuesday in
Roth, Thomas and Miner
se/whin District 25:
Piz. buttered carrots. fruit
peanut

Robert Paola.

ters, Joan L. Kelly of Mount
Prospect .d Joyce P. Lang
of Milwaukee; five grand-

coffee cake, milk.

cup.

5400 N. SL Louis Av.. Chk

Cemetery in Techny.
Survivors are two daugh-

toast

sauce. pork sausg

son. 1208 Robert Dr., Mrs.

on

headlines

Godod and prayer to 00120111-

item at Me statio, located at

Finland mass for 'Ikeda H.

W, was buried

In

who picks up and pays for the

Theela H. Lauer

Friday at Holy Family Moak

Moto. Prospect, Hersey, Elk
Gime, Forest View and
Wheeling high school, in Din-

tinucau. 707W. al Ohm: Alm.
Charles Gunsaullus. 104 N.
Emerson: Ma. Robert Fano-

ily Church. Mount Prospect.

Visitation will be after 'I
tonight at Lautherburg and
Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Funeral mass
will be said Wednesday at II
a.m. at St. Emily Church in

To be served Tuesday in At -

Mrs. Bruce Longman. 211 S.

The

main] FL1;d, in ciire-MI.Ers-

in

must saninutv long dist man

mnmoa.

By Catherine O'Donnell

e've seen in years in advertising were the Rothschild Cloth-

Boston.

School
Menus

Mrs.

I

brother, Casimir Grinlik Jr. of

Grist. of Chico°, and o

St.;

I

Lauer. 75, of 1216 N. Crabtree
Ln., Mount Prospect, was said
this morning at St. Alphonsus
Church, Mrs. Lauer, who died

Prospect, her mother, Regina

Gion. Inducts, d Nis oho

m,e

if it
With the co operation of
(ho Vtatonans the land touts
nit,

April 13 in the Jimmy Dore.
Room of the Arlington Park

may ha made

cM1dren.

in atimated 5 000
then
Elk
rho.
111 uk works,

ink s and 00 11d become

Thank God!

vable -if we weren't all around
watch it happen.
One of the nicest things

"tolibutions

fvw
minute. drive al mdustrol
htsh provide m iny
loe
AlMady
ipportunaws

.

will be handled by AO telephone operators working in
four-hour shins. Host, of volunteers will work behind the
scenes to keep the merchan.
disc moving from the auction
block to the successful bidder

i,,,,,,ozs,7,,,,,0-ntriry01i9,:119

Survivors are .r husband.

Clinks a. Regina of Mount

Nooks, 903 Lee

Ce.
dirough

I

trI ining in Greenwich. Conn..

are. Mrs. John links. 413 N.

Auction. the biggest fundraising auction in the country,

ers a better undemanding of May 2.
IM Montessori child and to inFor Me past lour months.
vimilt m to participate in an hundreds of volunteer4o-getinformal discussion with Mrs. lets from the city a. suburbs
Von. eoncerning the Montes- hove been converging on the
sori child of
kindergar- Channel
with
ten and
grade.
donattons collated hem local
All educators in the um are merchants and businessmen.

her

Munro trrigethl,
Tile /and is within

theWaneas

ea volunteers ready
for annual WTI'W auction

Mil present

the

The Lowe 60 tarts of VI
mon land Is now off the tax

tale the new development

held last week.

'emotional.
Mrs. Voros taught taro years

child
ring the primary grades.
tomorrow at 8 p.m.

an adeou Le OPen ep u.
it Is not so large that it would

the shop's grand opening last week. Owner of the shop specializing in homemade sausage and custom meat rots is Bob Berlinger. Grand opening of Heinz Pastry Shop under the same roof was also

the American Montessori In- Ar

rogram

units of two story
tOtanhOnse develop...with

1.

Serving one of his new customers Ben be Wilde, manager of MB Me., 15 W. Prospect Av.,
Mourn Prospect, fills. order for Mn. Robert Howard, 600 Sha-Bonee, Mount Premed, during

Northwest Suburban
Montessori School. 1212 E.
Euclid. Arlington Heights.
The

hunred

alines that could be extended

Day by Day

P.O. Box 2 7,

Mu
Mou nt Prospect. The deadline
for applications is May 21.

non

white familia:
"The plot is large, iffl.ftng
for as many as four or floe

nation form ar further information should contact MJ.

Child, primary grades
to be Montessori topic

Mrs.

hnd should be used for low
nod meder its income hom
tha kroup s tid that- are
%steal factors which mak,. a
tht. bast ohne to initsdi. low
aid modemic Imom, hommg

The Jaycees will honor ant

Prospect

cessTh aert <oLmntn

Track down those pennies,
urges U.S. Mint director

St. Viator land proposed

Monde, Apnl 20 1970

298-2299
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COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

+WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

a

wastede ssnstAWIDOPsa

One day at a time

By Ron Swans
DAY PUBLICATIONS
ARLINGTON DAY

Wly don t ton stone
"I'd like to, but I've tried it.

and I ant

al host the? ry. warning

for ow Ise treed them They

"THEN WHY don't you

may Work for others, hut they
don't work for me."

"Look, if I con quit, you can
quit. There's nothing to it."
"There is something to

quit. Should

I Make en gym
pointment at
of those
smoker's clinics? They're sup-

al KNOW. I'll buy one of
those books that tell FM to
stop. They don't cost much,

Ile not easy. I've find it and

posed to help you. if nothing

nothing scene to work. Before

else does. If you really want to

and it would be worth it. Why
don't I get one?"

I shoot's Cm right back at it

gni, snaybe you should go to
one of Most."
"I don't think so. I lorenv all

books. I know what's Inside
them. Pictures of lungs and ta-

"Did you know that

the masons.

the

Public HealthServicc changed

the wording that on cigarette
packages? It used to 'ay
'Caution: Cigarette smoking
your
may be hazardous qo your
health.' Now it says
like 'Warning:

ior may be in a group that's
fooling Mound with

bles of statistics.
told you.
get ready to quit, 171
quit. I'll have to watch -My
1

weight, but I can do in. At least
I think I can. l just enjoy it, and

a

I'm not ready to quit now."

Wlun's the matter with hire?

you took those, it would help.

emphysema. and heart disease,

-Surely, there must be some
way to make it asier."

been

1

marijuana."

'That crazy kid. I'll go have

talk with him rsght

now.

He can't be that dumb. I can't
understand it. You're kidding
me. Why would he do a thing
like Mat? Where is lie? WW1
he doing to us? That craw kid.
.1 don't understand it."

It just seems so foolish,
and it's expensive. If you know
all the reasons you shotald rNit.
I don't sec why you don't do
-Welk I will. maybe. but

"No. Those pills don't work

Surgeon General."

.

hoWto do it. Maybe I will quit. -

smoking may cause cancer.

according to a report of the

"I almost forgot. We lave
to talk about something else.
Junior's counselor called torn
the high school today.) have
en appointment with him to Morrow. They think that jun-

when

sell at the drug store? Meybe

Cigarette

"I'm going up to bed.

quit, I'll just quit. I don't need
a week-long clinic to tell me
I don't know."
"Have you tried any of
those anti -tobacco pills they

PROSPECT DAY
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dues all."

"No. I've already road the

If I'm going to

DES PLAINES OAV

not now Don t bug me all the
time. I know I should quit.
"OK. It just bothers me,

AGSVVVISVVVIV4a4VMWSRIVIRK4SISUSSISSESSM6OWBSINOMOVOK*INOWAIZZONCIOMMS A am -

Letters to the Editor

Tomorrow
Is Today

fashion

Disagrees with reporting of meetinp

peepers

vocal minorities successfully

Editor:

this meeting. might have been

news event, he is judged in re-

the young, don't bridle free em

gard to his competence as a
writer. The judgment bawd on

prewion. etc.'. If this is Into.
can undentand why he may
have thought it was perfectly

could be said in the distorted
report of this meeting, hot let

in order not to comment on

tion raised: "Who is the thistle

Every time your Soh Cswy raised according to Dr. ...ow du will of the ma reports on a meeting oe sonic Spook's book, "Don't inhibit ?Oft?
Dear Mr. DeLouise,
I'm near CO. divorced 12 years, in which time Eve worked an
seised four children. I have a line job and just invested in a bette
hoped not only to bring 'my children mor
oar e in which
omfort and entertainment with their friends but I hoped to mar
y a man of 50 I met 1.5 months ago. We planned to marry chi

"How come, in colonial days, all the men dressed like

1

Johnny Cash?"

nt
h n d'
al
pregn t I
he thought of a complete family life. with a husband and m
hildren nearly grown, that we'd enjoy a good Moire vvith
desire or intention of more children. Then ews of the pregnancy
hanged everything. The man says he'll wait until ail is over wit
before he'll decide to marry me. Will I lose my job, baby, home
family and maybe
Thera a tali question. I know. This d
terrible thing to do to my chiklren.
No Name. No town pleas
Dear No Name:
u

3Dap Pub tication5
-kronor the original &woo by ultraysjeolously kropioP
the popola fret -thou cool intellectual integrity."

"

I

You are in a difFseult situation, but for some reason I don't feel
negative with it. I feel you've handled things in the past and will
do so again. I know your children will understand, and 1 feel loot

Memnon Field 111

this man, after thinking things through, will want to give his
child his name., know what's going through your mind, and if you
feet you need to talk to me rcei free to mall me at my Chicago new

Monday, April 20, 1070

her, sT 2.5950.

John k:-Stantetn. tilts, r and Pohlidito
Ii 111iam J. lidedise . Maintains MIMI-

Dear Mr. DeLouisei
ant divorced with two children. 14 and 16.1 have been doting
at:- a fellow employe. A Mw people who have known Ibis have told

R.E.Hutchinson.17,MPArwidmi

R.N. rum, Circa/wimp /

me to be careful about getting hurt. I feel I could care a great deal
for this man. and if there is n chance of my being hurt I would like
to know. Do you feel he could be sincere in his feelings for =ft
he
h tbuf r
t
be
dd
Id rather
stop seeing him.
Mo you see my financial problems conning to an end? Do you
sec arty problems as far as my chiklren arc concerned? Do you
feel this job is a pennanent position? Do you sec marriage fOr Mel
MS.. Rolling Meadows
Dear B.S.:
I do feel this particular fellow wig he a passing fancy., feel he
is very capable of hurting you. However,) see you continuing the

to

.

DOCTOR SAYS

Blood pressure not
always to blame

feeldizzy and Musk oul. What
can I do Mr this?

A - If your upper traroliel
reading is MI. this is well below
the shtusk seal and would um
wont for the blackouts. Socha
Ione pressor, should he ImAted

as a medical emergency. If
your loner oliamolk) reading
is -M. it is still a little lower
than a serape but is no came
for Wenn.

Q I nave a low blood pressure r 1140 and have been tak-

ing Desantst for throe pones
IMO it is Still low. Is there any
better treatment'?

You are one of the lucky
ORM.
AtI1111,
with systolic
Mood gramme between 100

and 120 in pawral live longer
then those whose possum is
wrrttOh If
hewn

u"" uW""uu. du" Wu in"u

l..' hirn'in5 or if r wood

drop from 120 over So when

These include control of he-

he is sitting to SU toga MI when

morrhage.

he

is standing? Thn sudden
light-

change
makes hire
headed. He is 6,1

A - Your bromen low

blood pressure is due to delayed adjustment of the chow

lotion to a change in posture.
As a result. insufficient blood
machos the brain. This may
came dizziness or feinting.
may be
These symptoms

aboided by getting ma of bed

slowly or rising slowly from

ovenveight?

you will meet and marry another man. Your fimmes will be
corrected, but it will take at lean another year. 1 don't see any
unusual problems with your children. And 1 don't fed yew
present job is permanent

blood transfusion

and heat in the form of Hen ken and hot-water bottles (per c eptihk sweating. however.
be avoided).

Dear Mr. DeLouim:
Will I attend a private or a public school this fall? Also, how do
you sec the future of the low life of thin hey and myself?
S.D.. Wheeling

What Is wpde shock

Q

Dew &Do
I we feeling a private wheel. I don't fed den.yow sentence
with Mk bay we lad beyond MO yew.

with septicemia and what can
he don for it?
A - Septicemia is the pres-

Dear Mr. Delouiset
My mother, who lives in Ching. has put 535 away several
months ago. She wanted me to write and ark If you can tell her

ence of bacterial poisons in the
blood. It may cause shod, The

infection must be controlled
with antibiotics.

.

where she put the roomy because she does not remember.

M.D.. Rolling Meadows

ins from the rectum" My doc-

I am seeing the money swopped in n piece of cloth or stuffed in

tor coukl not find any bon-

OM

orrhohls.

cloth, perhaps a coat pocket or the lining of something, I know
the feeling. My grandmother was always putting things away so

attacks.

Q - How does postoperative
shocks affect a person?

Q -M Inn could rouse bleed-

A -la addition to liemor.
Maids. local causes include fns
polyps and cancer. Such
other causes as amebic dy.
,

A Sorgiad shock is embed
traLmv. usually mom ponied by a loss or blood. It re in a decrease in the blood
hy

vital organs, body temperatUre

questions that arose, and that
l'Elweas'Iablie'd'undOthing

wntery and ulcerative colitis
must also be consMered.

in regard

nfinn ez the

that' meeting, nor the undisciplined attitude of a noisy and
most vocal minority who tried

He said nothing of haw the
minority at this meeting
flaunted all of Mat which sen-

to wreck the meeting. Is this

Bible people observe in properly conducting an orderly meetMg, There appeared to be a
feeling among the intemperate

you did. I apologize. But your and vocal minority that even
editorial type of heading. I bewhen they were out -voted,
they had the right to impose
lime,
e, had a more sinister imtheir views and will on the maplication. It moo meant to dnjority,. How long could a
eredittlsetownes himpofficie11.
-Probably
like
'de ocratic form of government hope to endure should
number of young becalms at

Dear M.D.:

she wouldn't lose them, and then Mrgetting where she put them.

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will artswer the questions of Day readers M this eoinnut. Letter shad
be signed, but names will he omitted if the writer requests 10.
Write to Debouise in care of Day Publications, 722 Center at.
Des Plaines 60016.

that

jos, refer

Robert's Rules of Order and
other accepted guidelines.

lion mark in your title "Local
Government at its best?" If

nsoth

000ssoissjooerg...

to the tremendous difficulties
under which the moderator
found it necessary to conduct

the reason you placed the ques-

Th.yo

this matter. But people with finor sensibilities realize there
must he discipline and order,
even at an annual
meeting. This discipline shiptow
pressed in the state statutes, in
the fine art of being courteous.

0

,

Put on your longest lashes, let your hair down and add
the lightest, loveliest fmhion glasses ever created.

portent job affcming many of
us, budgeted at ¶500.1 On the
other hand, you did not report

,

Sunglasses have become a round-the-clock fashion.
Even when the sun goes down they remain perched prettily
on the nose, raised rakishly on the brow or tilted
tiara -fashion on the head.

you,

criticism in tho thousands of

dollars nes, tot

Since there was no real or
substantial cause for theWriti,

For the girl with the sparkle in her eyes, Riviera has
created the "Eyescapades" collection, guaranteed to give

dem of the township budget
and its operation. any fair m porting would give the gentle men on the hoard a fair shake.
I am disappointed that this was
not done. I take my has off to
Messrs. Busse and Abrartuand
rho m embers of the hoard for
keeping their cool under MOM
provoCatiM conditions.

Victor F. Bittner

you that wide-eyed and wonderful look whenever you wear
them.

F

Thanks her
supporters
wish to extend my deepest

appreciation to all of my supporters in the Harper College

All letters to the editor mutt be ,signed, bur name will
be withheld upon request. Leiters should be as Mel as
possible, typewritten, if possible. and should contain 611
address or phone number so their authenticity son be checked.

election. I feel a sincere humility when I consider the caliber

of my backen. The students
whom I met only continue to
fortify my already strong faith
in them -- they have demondeted a great deal of integrity,

HIDEAWORD

pth and genuineness which
lefreshine as a cool bre=
on a warm day.
is

silting. A program of physiMil
filnem through a banned dint
and gradually inert -axing ex will holy to prevent

0m0 00m,aamcpressure. blood supply to the

amok, be ought DesnoWl o
en appetite supprotsani. Am
ye

friendship until you do get hurt. I feel within the next two years

Whet weed owe my creased. Prompt measures to
brother's blood immure to correct the shock are essential.
Q

sometimes as low es 40. then I

not cover both sides of the

'111,' .1

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

Q - My

coverage of the recent annual meeting of the Elk Grove
Township indicates that he
was not objective, that he did
M1

I

PATLIAR

Tt

You all have had the capac-

ity to maintain the principles
of democracy and did not rely
on political party affiliation in
non-partisan campaign. We
live in an ation which has been

Make ak many four letter or more words out of
these letters us you can. in addition, find the word
using all seven of theseJetters.

built on idealistic philosophy
and the democratic process.

it) good, 26 excellent

I am proud to have been
awrocieted with you. My pm found awake to tech and eve of you.
Hannah K. bVI

Answer on Combs P.m

-snAt,st-

now! You and your wife can

jeta way to a fabulous

They come in all shapes and super -sizes, the rims
sprinkled with rhinestones or a lacy filigree Some styles
are available with assorted lens colors or with flip -out lens
for the quick change artist who wants to keep pace with

Arizona /Mexico

I

and general metabolism. The
respiratory nitc is usually in -

,D4

*a'l

every costume

only

Once merely protection against glare, sunglasses now
add new hue to the face When you don't have the time or
inclination to give your eyes the full make-up treatment,
sunglasses are the perfect camouflage And thanks to the
variation in frame shaping, many a woman with a facial
contour problem can alter her looks by slipping on glam-

95

id4mr

ON SPREE

Per pecan

sub. occupancy

SPECIAL LIMITED Oi'l.LR! CALL US "COLLECT" WITHIN 48 HOURS!
COMPLIMENTARY

44'414ibla
IN THE

Mount Prospect State Bank

FUN SPREE AIR TPANSPOM

SATION (Mime Peva Mosel Accommodations,
All Meals! Sightseeing in Amazing Adze..
and in Mexico! Parties!
Exciting Allrobions!
Luxurious Resort Facilities!

OM, three exciMo, son -filled cloys and
nevermbe.forgoiten nights exploring
Me wonders of lively, lusty Tucson, Arizona, and
woe, romantic Nogales, Mexico. Sightsee North
ond South of the horde, swim, pony, shop, enjoy
threemadding

deliclom meals, The vocation of

o lihtime- vows

for on wawa*, law 379,95-COMPLETE,

i(sts9.0.t.k
of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road
(Wren harn ItandEenq

255-6800

Your luxury fun Spree flight

-courtesy of GAC Properties

is

compliment:cry

Inc of A0zana.
you can see Mr yourself the golden
for Arizona !Ging, votoliOning and
Mee opportunities f xr investing in Arizona
Me
real

so

orous glasses

that

At the beach you may prefer a wrap -around style such
as the Snoggle which snugs around the face protectively.
It's bridge design is, a fashion innovation heightened by the
contrast of gold or silver with black lens liners. For

estate.

II% all port of Me CAC introdtklory onci
that's causing a sensation everywhere! Don't miss
Mis great opportunity!

Call for exciting deals NOW, No obligation.
Leifer limited to monied maple, over 10 years
of

ogeI

matching goggles buy Him a Snuggle too!

owt awn +wet mows atom.
FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL 'MEW
BANNING CENTER Of THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

frances altman, editor

(414) 273-0951
4-11-

withink ha, for priority information.

Ask for Welt Palmer
.elfer good For tweed two wn
LL

Riviera collection at Carson Pirie Scott & Co.

SECOND TIME

Accessory scene goes bold,

AROUND
THRIFT 8 GIFT SHOP

THE DAY

THE DAY

Pap 6

FABULOUS SAVINGS
SPRING 8 SUMMER

"worm. all the more by top-

By Frances Altman

ping it wall this season

CLOTHING.

',samaras. And rf sou an

562 N Milwaukee

bringing

WHEELING, ILL

out

led

sprm,

wardrobe to wear again, ac-

bold

and imitginnive mations A
pod place to start to with the
br ht

scam:. and multe
i

f j wale e h As which
are ideal with every type of
opig

GLIDDEN

eckline.

PAINT &

'They take on the flavor and
create the look of every outfit a

woman pots together -- they
spell individuality!

SCREEN

REP=N

41311-jTYI
.j-Mtit00.110Z;01

TS

3.'1000

The hold natural beauty and
sdf Mess of nature is being captured and interpreted for WOMen's fashions in such materials

PALATINE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

Open Doily B A M. TO 6 P.M. Pik 'til 9P.M.

MUSICAL

THESE RUGGED mate
n
become convertible users
when shaped into jewelry and

belts.

Cultured pearls are setting
the beat for more refined fash-

More than ever before ago
cemories have become an integral part of every costume.

WALLPAPER

leather
tor and copper colored dmetas
peel

ion jewelry, but even they
com on strong in long ropes
of uniform -sized pearls to further define the easy -swinging
linear look. The chain gang is
still represented, but in new
combinations of fine and
beery chains at neck, waist or

about glove plays peek-a-boo
with spring as
squares hapes dot the (surfaced
for an open look. Some nylon
and cotton gloves arc cuffing it
with lace or braid.
Songless. have rapidly be-

set a certain mood.
From hats to shoes and-

more Mina and detailing. Kid

cessorize,

Singing-Musie-Dancing

Pantyhose continue in im-

For Information, see or toll-

portance in newer verde.
The temore for spring is ebeer,

The panty girdle with de-

tachable stockings takes the
prize for mom control in hold -

through August ramp. Sign up

The pastel color palette far
hosiery is en yummy u petal
pink, peach fuzz honey blond
end bluebell. Black and navy

mg up stockings, more color
coordination and mom practicality plus a little tummy
comrol.

PH: 392-2228

into the

The semi -opaque hose and

opaque

xturnee

and tote
socks for pants and sporty
dresses and skirts for spring.

pantyhose come out with pin
stripes or a single pattern run-

A

"Buckboard" leather is a new line of leather Clothing introduced
by the J.M. Bueheimer Co., leading manufacturer of holsters, hens
and other police and military leather goods. Model al right wean
w Buckboard split -cowhide miniskirt and fringed leather rest.
Left, Buckboard'. Rather bell-bottom Mousers and wellook TEC

wied semi kth

Invite Us To
Your Wedding
Our Bouquets Are
Yours For The Picking

Sylvia's
Flowers

Do yoo want to look moth
Eaten next year?
Then take advantage of our

ST Bo

peno. mostly the latter.

leather jumpers are
suitable to wear with or with.
Mt shirt or blouse.

fashions are cloodlight, dropable as jersey yet crisp and
etc. -fined when that effect is

for fashion, and leather has fa-

of sepwatesoleather is
supple, never limp.
In American garment lwahas, the choice includes smooth.
suede, antiqued, split cowhide,
set

.

dm. fringe. big collars. faggoting and strippings overlaid is
another color or leather.
Lean

IN TERMS of trim. leather
pantsuits display contrasting

OPIUM printed, real patent
and "wet look" leathers
Today's leather suit picture

In the decidedly dressy dry.

color borders and belts, novel.
nbuttons. hits of hardware

5-4600

d stitching.
Skirted suio s. like pantsuits,
get u extra life Cr leather.
Again, jackets are lung for the
'

figure or lashed in with sash or

bell utilize a lincup of bath-

at waist or hip top.

ers, Smooth, suede, antimInd.

MT PROSPECT PLANT

appear at collar, belt, pocket or
border hem, or the coat may he
two colors top and bottom.
Leather separates include
jackets, penis, skirts, vests.m-

latest look,

soft leathers have been made
into body -clinging chemises.
side-vaaps and smart Mina.

White enamel sprinkled with spritely red and
green Dowers brings torpring a rare butterfly pin,
wedding band earrings and cuff bracelet.

PAYS

Better yet 5% on our GOLDEN
no minimum deposit or balance. Funds
must
in for 90 days.
We also have 100 of other plans. Whatever
it is it is the maximum interest under law.

HIGHER

The leather jacket may be a
versatile sports o, odlorwl

SMOOTH LEATHER -S arc
toed, ns well as supple suede,

riding jacket or bluer. ear
coat. long low-beim:1_5:1Pu.
or my (mother of

and new see-through mesh suede leathers.

W0.10prm

Though styled with situ

others.

INTEREST

ANTI VE S
CHERISHED GISTS

Why? All public financial Mari.
unions are regulated by our Federal
Government. They Set the top interest that may be paid on every
type and size of account.

THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS docs
and always will pay the highest
amount legally possible.

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

THAN

WE DO

wheeling

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

253-4601
MI WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

And we'do lots more. We want to.

S7S Lee St. Des Plaines
8100(110

Bloomingdale
Antiques: Collectairkan longue

'MY' HOUSE

Alsosell on
Consignment
N un TO to Closed Mond,

TA NPN SHOP IN

,sit Insurance Corporotion

Dr. Cooper's program has
been cited in the -Congassional Record. and is cur-

training programs, including
the Baltimore Cons, the Grmn Bay Packers and the Cinei n -

ready being used by many pro.
feasional athletic teams in their

non

lease

Reds

baseball

tains

problem

such

as

MITCHELL'S

Magic sieing they

JEWELERS
20 S. bragger,

Go gay with color

Adinglon Heights
EVERGREEN
SHOPPING CENTER

Charge it Midwert BAnk Gm

simple, timeless designs there
are the many splendors of pur-

eel silk. Cotton too has mddenly turned into a glamour
gist Perhaps pique

your

is

choice.

CVO.. aims playing an

For the lightly formal eveMng

signs.

there

the exquisite Moim

is

the
FaiTh. all

shape

pastel colored linens, hoavver.

REGISTER NOW!

the gayly colored sheet may
tend to discolor where head
and body rests.

for a FREE Diamond
WEDDING BAND

ii0C.W)Ik
90'.
sict11*-gtCOI

important role in the midi do
Du And like a bit of magic, DuPontb Zepel turns these coats
into "all-weather travelers"

md softness.

perfect partner for music
and quiet laughter
For those
ho
prefer

FEDDERS
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

36,000 BTU's
JUST

a Fa.
tom, vEllem eldITIMEmo

$55995*
insrollotion Extra

ready to challenge the elm
clay through evening.

tW*-!-'AT.E.--=T--

W.41'

-moTe _

FREE Barmy. -

Randers Smog.

14

Marro

age -adjusted

exercises

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

and charts; new categories of
exercises for children and
women (including pregnant

women and those in men-

PRIM

SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS
IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
Items;

MemPY.

The basic goal of aerobics is
to gain 30 points a week (fewer

Coca

long enough to produce bene-

ficial changes in the body."
moaning ',AM
oxygen," actually refers to
those exercises which demand
large amounts of oxygen.

Aluminwatishnonche
Ortg. I S.00
Seconds

700

Whisks

.3019 I.2S

296-6360

12 SOUTH EVERGREEN PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255-0212
Open ThusdayA Friday lire

DINER BROWSE

!Zs*

I

BAR -B -O BABY BACK RIBS,

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

$4.75
PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3.45

him niech to believe. TrimA-Wa
dm you'll lose on oil -over tool lamrantee.
lean.
two mob. on your first visit.

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS

Moe rard.to-get-ol inches off

$3.50

BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH

BROWN GRAVY

ply mlox ono comfortabley loon, It
couldn't he easier,

$3.50

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

guarantees WI

BROWN GRAVY

lose on all-over islet of so boo

509 Dundee Elgin
OW 5-1716

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.23

at your neurest Trirn-A-Wa ealan. Sim.

Portrait of Loveliness

The Bill Pierce Trio

We are Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners
to Complement our Superb Menu

of you, f ufure. A shape that you'll have la le

Trim.A.Way

\

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT
Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

In 90 minutes. Trim -A -Way will change the shape

Take

1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, Ill.

Featuring:

thin pinched.

Mixing Bowls
I.S0 la 10.95

REST BLDG,

Stretch Wigs - $149

PHONE:

red

Tonight,
you'll get your

fora time period sufficiently
"Aerobics".

2 DES PLAINES

MERLON CO., INC.
PHONE: 359-4868

Double Whin

Pudding Molds
salad Washers

Cooper explains, "stimulate
heart, blood and lung activities

0E. CENTRAL RD.

255-2800

Patine Shean

for women and children) by
performing Preciselymrasured exercises which, as Dr.

A

.

Chalteftd

1425 E. PALATINE RD,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE:

mehes on yourflre visli
bye TrheL by WET MM. Or,
you pay oth.ng I
Coll us today. wet
gin
you the

$3.50

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DRESSING,
CRANBERRY SAUCE
$3.50
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

oil,Trm-A-way story. Meer

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

Miele Meth
might befun.

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

l

We ore not to home
on Tues.1Sun.

111.15,SE'S FWERS 8 GIFT,

on

OF FRESH AIR

Pine ivm

Elm

creates

wos especially designed to ernphmize the feminine figure.

over 25,000 people.

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

Prospect Heights

ova: and with.*
touch of the iron and an rod

can 5110'

illAs was true of the while and

Mt. Siring, unlike

is

BRING A BREATH

Horne of the
'ELEGANT

1003 7a:tid Rd.

Gold

151 f5 Bantam/

"MAPLE MANOR"

OUR LOCAL PIMA,

DartOM and

kap? No one worries shout it
These knit fashions are in and
wt of the washer, betdre. you

knack for giving loving care to

ration.
Count Romi offers a variety
of dashing designs. Painter

leased "The New Aerobics", a

THE TIPPn, stiCK

OPEN DART II to 030
SUN. BT ASK

UM;

bed linens -happily and bod-

of scorching or__Ilaking. In
fact. sizing seems to have a

rns

concise review of his findMp
atter testing his system with

opause); advice on how to mu yen housework energy into
beneficial exercise and tips on
w o r k -out equipment and

for sun-

thlatt-,,picrtzs

This month Bantam has re-

oPen.r.w say

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Ina been the

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

529.2653 or 894-7572

Rawlins
Phone

IIN

some slightly above Me knee.
tome below the knee, perfectly
right for any mood in her well

Convert housework energy
into beneficial exercise with aerobics
measure the effects of exercise.

BRIGHT RED peppers
hanging to dry on a kitchen
wall. Rue wooden tables set.

tagonal shapes.

in creating a couture rainwear

collection, a collection which
will attract both dross and ed.

The New Aerobics" con-

glasses in large mood and oc-

NOR BLDG. LONG GROVE
ntiquok Puneskings, An Objects FURNITURE, CUT '

!OE lake Street

S.Nilsnauk. Ave.

Mar

n";.I.,:59-221'11"r"'"1

ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sale
44, SoldaynFemh Month
Yawn Hell, lower Level
eh 'Madison,

Ms Is A is, Mt. bawd

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255.7900

12 NOON to S P.M.
We Buy and Sell

Every Wed. Eve. -700

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES

THE BANK
Trust Company of Arlington Heights

"t4 =:=7.4r'

SHOET/miPE

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES

Mt. Prospect

MT. PROSPECT

Each 000011mr insured to $20,000 by rho F. tab

YE OLD CHINA 8. MASS

Decor Peres
AUCTIONS

V85 Hardware

THEY CAN'T

a s.mee

THE RED GAVEL

The Count Romi coat to turn all heads from spring through
summer Is a candy -striped 001101 designed by Max Adler Mors
elks and gently nipped at the waist. It's Zepel finished to keep you
comfortably dry.

How you tried aerobics yet7

massive hardware.

pad tinted

AtertglISS

Individuality! Count Romi
believes in and designs for the
woman who dares to be an in-

dividual, who knows how to
nuke the most of Mr particular charm, for her particular
way of life. For her Count
Romi creates in all lengths,

Two sears ago Lt. Col. Kenneth Cooper introduced IM
first program to scientifically

multi -hued, handwoven rugs
on tile, brick and marble floors
and heavy wooden doors with
beautiful raised paneling and

spring fashion.
A google-eyed look at fest,
Ion acceswries hits on colorfirl
ways to shade eyes from sunny
days. Thin wire frames outline

cringing

Mg adds body without adding

chose couture rainwear

key ingredient es Comp Romi

ribbons a paint

it for the long lean look of

it

in

Although Co 0,000 hasn't
changed, white sales certainly
Mere. Calor has oaken over in

Even on a clear day

"rmagi''ena' tion"'

around windows eliminating
the visual need for draperies;

Scarflstry plays an maint4
ed role in the .70s trappings.
The long, long scarf -fringe it,
drape it, wind it, flaunt it, weer

ton.comfortable
astofi..ves.,

on as you hon. is a good shape.
up treatment. And became sin-

.the iron, so there's

Tree -wheeling. generating pleats,. go -power read bemfing a Rom let of pockets. Available in yellow, navy, pink or aqua, sizes 6 to 16.

used to frame a fireplace open-

The '70 look
is unlimited

trill m

MAGIC SIZING. sprayed

Who b clout more than shirt? When we an Add, MarIld
shirt deem or Celanese forted crepe polyester. The fabric k

framing a mirror and set's the
counter of a matching bath sink; a painted design

with ornate tin candle holders

its like new lines.

.4Wd
the cleaners.

she

Nue, yellow and white tiles

otherstyle

)1)

titt.

STATEMENT savings...M.1M

101111 and tops of all typcS.

that are cotton -light and mt-

A pres'Xing with a ream iron shape up to fashion spin.
and siring helps revive the

knit

mere house plants insde.
!---Other accents we could use
this summer aru ceramic nots
filled with Rowers; colorbd

and

that pleated Aims and costurnes

the

was so catching that, blackdsumbed. as I am, I have re-

ing

shop, aohonw

IM wearer

b7dy'-chlYinsg'iin7ch'ea'rrynco'ff

Mende adorned with. window
bom of cheerful geraniums
The Mexicans' love of floe.

solved to really try with my
Arden this year and to add

after a full

or a bonded knit dress seems
take on some Mope resembling

levendefiblossomed
trees. Every white stuccoed.
red tiled Mcxcian house had its

embroidery or passemenlerim

Oft Cowhide, pig arid stem.
soft loose cardigan, blazer, fig
Collar treatment, sisk clus.
Id
double-breasted
lags double -tiered sleeve,.
type. Eisenhower or rWing bold stitching and hardware
jacket.
set off the leather tenure.
For late day and Mader t.cnntInngo mini and midi, h010wear, leather suits go dressy rarely maxi for spring.
with jewel trim, gold buttons,
Many new leather coals are
silk braid and other elegant duo -toned. Second color may

Yes TA% is right. And that Is on

RANI(

'17.coo"ca'srboire'IslY,

day of wear. a double. knit suit

cented

CI1

look.

:cod summer.

In Tex co and Acapulco
where it vases warm as uM
mu, the flowers were a riot of
color. Brilliant bougainvillaea
spilled over the hills and 00-

leather gowns. short or kmg,
With ornate jeweling, fancy

In style, jackets now be a

NO BANK

STATEMENT savings matt..

heWilehing

.Calls lightly shaped to Ow

there arc leather dresses. Silky -

We also pay 41.5% on REGULAR

are

most part Mt some du cut off

For fashion,

Certificate of DepOsh for awe one year
01 00,000 or over.

there

SIMI.

touches.

2

ad.

ddinette! detailing such as laced

Spring sparklers
PROSPECT HTS

spo rt

suit, fetching in gay leather.
Newest silhouettes anus the
or vest
longer jacket, to
over flared or straight -leg

Spring 70 b a soft ecason

All your dry cleaned wool
Garments.

licity dresses often

includes the pont-

naturally

conscious

y

re

Tlwre are double knits that

arc olodyalls the 0010

blends seem to Co imprevious

SI.

cum the costume -a suit coat

Delicate floral wreath
In florentine background

the

00001,,the

for the unbelievable price of

coed an that feeling. What-

desired.

FREE moth proofing for

CL B-6174

SERVICE

diconcbole.tits.ndin

i

dry season and cool in MOM°
had Its
City, even that town had
share of blooming rot and
other flowers. In fact, I bought
a dozen long stemmed roses

Leather, that old softy, has

1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
CL 5.4680 0 Daily 8 to 6

A FULL

tries, it still rhlains much of the

its cooling tinkle?

come up with a new look M apparel this spring. Thew leather

pamper curves in the long pull
of a sweater vest, slithery little
loll skimmers to lake the place
of me classic shmth, blip. llas

of the Latin American coun-

Wouldn't it be pleasant on a
hot summer night to linen

Leather is back, soft and supple

many facets of her life mud to

bagging skirts, ballooning II'
bows and shaggy shoulders.

ALTHOUGH IT was the

,01In MI MOD 8101311T18

hew easily knits have adopted

Shape was something led than
an advantage, bringing with

. ding one to our own backyard.

CLEANERS

personal
style sense
chooses because they adapt so
marvelously to no. 10 the

Once this adoptability.. her

r

Now I'm dreaming of ad-

ions that a woman with her
own

her shape.

tains have stat
centers, others ar decorated with
hand -painted tiles.

Knee-high know-how comes

are the important darks.

0.1.11. ellenah la relay and ea -

i% what we have.

SAW, Perhaps you might be
able to adapt them for use In
PM own home.
Flowers and fountains are
the essence of Mexico. Water
ceseades from fountains everywhere -in city parks, hotel
lobbies. at street interseclionS
and In coutyards. Many foam

Ma leg.

finely ribbed.

2219 Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows, Ilk
Southland Shopping Center

bark painting.
And, of mune, wrought iron

hearing some of the thinp I

denote and cobwehlike or

Studios in Rolling Meadows 8
Hoffman Estates

Indian

and

I mentioned last weak that
we hod visited this interesting
southern neighbor of ours and
nosy thought you might enjoy

KASSEL STUDIOS OF DANCE
0, 7, or 8 week sessions July
now for the summer of your life,

haps we can at least borrow
one of Mexico's mottos "ma -

.

Knits offer the kind of lash-

charm we msociaw with its

ning in a stripe the length of
-

ally gilded -or native art such
as gaily painted paper mache

set

thorn apart in the fashion pie

While moo of use will never
Men a Mexican hacienda, per -

mem
Many of the bonded knits
blends and Me cottons
seem to ha, joined the ranks
of today s moo popular Mb
nes. They re machine wash.
able and drmble. Its almost
unbelievable, when loll see

sprit, and summer can

progressive and contemporerY

Hosiery goes colorful

CAMP

scent of roses surrounding a
brick courtyard, flickering

light today's Mexico.
For although Mexico is one
of the fastest growing, moat

Tobe says

THEATER

M Sled fountain, the meet

bums and romantic music proe
viola! by the gentle strumming
of guitars -these features high-

with every emtume or used to

the nil }Selma but for for

and balconies

9h, ow/ ntrh,en likerc

tbrionddy p,ihital

now

better ecotone They know the
details of the new knits for

grill work protecting windows

bowls

shout

oreAB

copper
adding a
worm glow to a kitchen. On the
walls, wooden sunbursts --useand

Plates

light from wrought iron lan-

recognized accessory
too. A pair may be coordinated

The hand -in -glove crowd is
callings new set of signals with

Hand hammered

The soft splashing of water

come

everprhere in between =mason. have become an essential part of the overall look. So
50 ahead -- be bold end ac-

hips.

By Amy Fremgen

er mser0 and applique Thc

tft 1,own,

cTha tItccprIrcok a rat

Flowers portray elegance

is all stitched up with decors
live top -steels', patent lealla

Pogo?

Knits still reign

Potpourri

beautiful and imaginative

NOW OPEN
MON THRU SAT
10 TO 4

Monday April 20 1970

Monday April 20 1970

ONE of our specialties
Tour Favorite

Itsoutitunilitry ted
with Floral Arroo;ement

"A LITTLE BIT"
1692 Riv r Rd. Des Plaines
OPEN

296.5110

II esm.le4:30 p.m.
ADMISSION 50e

392-0383

"if
LI

THE FIGURE TRIMMERS
OF THE WORLD

COME IN AND SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION
OF WIGS, EAUS AND WIGLETS

0.9 Sun. 1.S

S

TO ADVERTISE IN

THIS COLUMN

CALL 255.7200

if

'

the BEAUTY PARLOUR
BUFFALO GROVE MALL
DUNDEE AND ARLINGTON HTS. RD.

PHONE 394-3412

25,2241

COSMETICS
Complimraryliessona
Charts

Adams

HMOtat.Promse PlosoMi.Promest
.

-e-J412

ObeceNeAQ

MERLE noRmRn
1624 W. Northwest Hwy.

Open 7 days a weel, from 11:00 A.M. to 4,00 AM

Arlington Heights, Ill.

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

PH: 255-9595
Operated by Shalimar, Ent, Franchises

Solon also at Skokie...PH: 073-3400

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

r.
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Now time is fashionable
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CARPET

New designs created
by and for the young

RUGS
ALSO

em

Butterick

to discover, encourage and salute brand-new, young designer talent.

Patterns

in

Bureau

co,

with Glamour Mag.
ne, Celanese and The Mod j000000

ARIES (Mock 21 -April Ma Week ahead critical. Emotional.
ly you will be on edge. You may even deliberately provoke scene
with loved one just to see sparks fly and break up drab routine.
Boredom lies at the bottom of much of your aggressiveness. You
would be wise to channel your energies into mcee-construerive

A design contest was held,
in which students from nearly

CARPETING

600

professional

cl of top people in the fashion
industry, were brought to New
York.

grog in Or 0r,.Rhz es

6 ,-.15 33 0

the summer Asue of Butted*

factory because you wilt hear from one who has long been almem

Home Catalog, its well as in the
March issue of Glamour
Magazine. Young people of today who believe in being themselves. who love goseverys

from the scene. All and all a rather splendid week, don't you

here, be -everything kinds of

another one of those one-way streets? You should know that the
oat few weeks will find you most vulnerable to temptation of all
kinds. Be wise fora change.

for skin diving, surfing, hunt.
Mg: one for dining, dancing
and pub -crawling: one for

jha

hard work and one for soft
work.

that watch you in vivid reds,
blun and greens. There are

Watch Paris es haute courture seconds the fashion needs

to swing 'round your
neck or even jauntily chain
Your waist. And, best of all,

of today's time keeping lady.
Dior is shaping bark -twisted
IM gold into impeccable
watch. designed exclusively
for Bulova. The beautifully
simplistic designs make first
night appearances and grand
openings in evening fashion.

Caravelle

offers

fun-in-fash-

on with a big plus-qunty-for

day price.

Accutron
d

feats-guaranteed 99.9977 per cent
accurate. Making its first

decked

our

is

6 -DAY BANKING
DAILY 9 to 6

move out of a strictly male'
world -the Accutron watch

FRI. '618. 5AT..614

now bows to the ladies with artistically shaped golden pend-

ants fashionably swinging on
delicate matching chains. For-

ticking and locking and
winding -an Athutron watch
get

1111111111r.

quietly hums along keeping it-

AR
NATIONAL
ANADowntOWn

self undo -the -minute.
Fashion's re-entfy in elegance is boosted by evening
-fashion watches for all wardrobes. Opulence in diamonds

and gold reflect medieval
adornment. For chase who

w'th
The same accuracy it times our
mnon-ho

more down to 'earth

watch day sum to night, flusponraitface dial e
fitly
u
1

Main Office:
One N. Dunton

i

tAdington
LI,

Member SeclaralDepasit InswanceCassieration

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY...

MOUNT PROSPECT

sewing

Creates"

The "Young America Creates" collection offers these three easy -lo -make and

SAIL THE SEVEN SEAS

designed by Oscar Esparta In Rosewood Fabrics. All are featured in Butterick's May
eatalogon the pattern counter now.

by

In spring, leading fashion

creations.

Out there's a subtle differOnce.

wkoHam/e07/0,4_
LOOK YOUR BEAUTY BESTS

Feafis.
b...
weather, this

the
gives

mwd
ormer

Creative corner

single

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov. 20: Whew! Another typical Seery
week scheduled. One filled with nun, Mary, flirting and mes

Come alive!
Fly a kicky kite

sional flash. of insight. Ant dont allow yourself to became
flustered, for this will only lead to frustration. And then youll

more cautious lest you

-ream to that which seems to threaten
Conserve your energies. You'll need
all you can muster before week is over. On last day of week plan
goody for one who is near and dear.

security or disturb

long rope of

pearls to ascent a slinky sil-

Wille is in the mood
for summer fun

each.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dec. 211: You arc seldom wicked,
Saj, but very often you are stupid and silly. In week ahead be

piled high in dramatic dog cola

course, all sheffield watches have fashion shade dials. About $20

really he flummoxed.

ultured

neckl

pearls with a lighter touch;
airy nests of pearls filling in
necklin., single an d double
strand chokers, small pearls
lars,

Tim. are chainin'. That's Sheffield's version of the popular
Dyl. song. Fashion chains are everywhere, large or double. Of

plications in this department?

Last fall, they used mama
Yt

next time youre in,

LiBRA (Sept. 23-000. 221: Week coming up like a daffodil.
Gaudy, gay, and All of promise. If you don't hang on to your
lama. however, .you could very possibly get Involved in reckless, impassioned 'love affair. Cost you handle any more com-

Let pearls blend accents
designers turn to cultured
pearls to accessorize their

ge sure to open your
Wills charge Account

are "the little fox., that spoil the vine, of true understanding
and comparability. Think it ....Then listen to your inner yoke.

easy.tmwear.outfits, Aft to right, Butterick 5723 designed by John Mfialovkh:
Buttetick 5726 deSigned by John Nickles. in Crown Fabrics and Butteriek 5720

with these fine replicas of sailing ships

'CL 5.1600

VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 22): There is one close to you, Virg, who
would give anything if you mouldiest pay a bit more attendant°
your relationship. Your careless listening and obvious boredom

designs.

routine.over

houette.

Toull want to look
your best on your
pad PI goy, Moml Moke

THERMOPYLAE WITH SAILS

This 'nth Century square rigger wee
T'

wee noel
the famous Gutty Sark. The simulated Capper

hull is pre -painted. Twenty-tivb sails. ere -farmed

atlines. Chain and egging core. Movable rudder,
yards and booms. Bilge pump. Hatch covers M.

Leng

.7= tX7Velt=o=I7311Heht22:n
l

"

an apintment now

pearls and fabrics this spring is
iMpOrtant. Designers use Ma-

to hove your Fair styled.

tured pearls to blend with, or
their fabrics: marvelous prints, slithery crepes,
delicate gaccs-all in clean,
f r es h -as -a -breeze colors -in.
combinations which take good
accent,

Roy's Americana

hold Twamy
b

The interplay of cultured

$13.00

BEAUTY SALON

1620 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

A Fun Item to Assemble and
Build from Wille's Hobby Corner

advantage of the

creams, pinks and silvers of

259.5020 Ample Parking in Back

ate

subtle

pearls.

IN
PALATINE
Newbwest

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. tua As you well know from pm.
experience, Cap, this time of year is mon exeidng for you. All the
wodd is turning green, and to you green mimes GO. So what's
slopping you? Enjoy, enjoy.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20.Feb. lob Busy, busy week need,
Aquarius. Lots of fun to be bed doom are in the mood. And yeu
no doubt will be. You usually are. Should you navel, keep aloe
contact with loved one. Spring is a babbling, idiotic floe of year.
yoti know, and restlessness tempts.

PISCES theb.IRMarch 201: Give in to creative urges Mama
ahead, Pisces my pet. Remember that to craw is to live in the
trum sense. Lan three days may find you emieriendeg name
desire to give. Do so In the giving you will gain.

Shoulder bags win favor for spring

Flast Caw.

359.4525
Fashion -minded women all
oval the country are shoulder-

RENTAL
BEAUTY SALON
222. Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows

259.9214 or
253-9162
B doily o

ing hendsome beg- wardrobe faiorite for bus of rea-

FREE

Rent any exercise
e for one
mewls and use it one extra week
RIM Speed Bike, Amino Cycle 6
Sledg Cycle.
e,
We
EQUIPMENT

m..

fop
sthle are the soft -constructed
leather pouches and dthp envelopes.

There are lots of pocketa.

The popularity of pants has
been important in keeping the

IS THE FINEST

$28

shoulder bag up front.

Men and belted effects. Straps

DO-IT-YOURSELF kites can take on personal touches that add
originality to their design..

are of wide bands of leather,
chain or cord.

Want to feel Lim, the taint/
in your hair and the feeling of
spring really tingling through
you^ Then try kite flying!

Your children will love you
and you'll have a lot of fun Me,

There Are Three
Top Forty
Radio Stations

In Chicagoland

92.7
FM

Only WEXI Is STEREO!

Stereo

particularly if you make your
own "kicky kite."

Golden

Since most kites bmially
are constructed in the asIne

way, the flourishes added to
them can be as original as their

534

ALL NIGHT CONCERT

on

this

Saturday's

WEXI

9 P.M. to 6 A.M.

sunned decorations:

FACE KITE: Cross two
sticks, 24 inch. long and one
quarter inch wide. abotit 10
inches from the top, leaving
the top ends of the "X", cross
about PM inches apart. With
string. fie

Our "Saying-For.A-Purpose-Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.
Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

I

inches long and one and one
quarter inches wide at the in,

center of the "X".
Slit tips of sticks and wrap
string to form a frame. Cut
Color Drill paper in a size larg-

extra material and unable to

er than the frame, allowing a

fly.

Passbook

another stick

Makers desire, as long as the
kites are not overloaded with

theflap on all sides. Glue

The essential materials are
light wooden sticks of various
lengths, suing, Color Brill paper, crepe paper and glue, all
of which can be purchased at
daft and hobby shops and sta.

the flaps down and add face de-

iionerstores.
As a starting point in AA -

0100
'RT.'',
a "T"
and tie together. Slit tips of the

making, here are some exam -

THE FOUR SEASONS

plea oaf typied kites, Mgt some

signs cut from ere. paper.

SKY SAILOR KITE: Place
a 30 -inch stick nine inch.
3611.6 .1.1,
bilF Ft
,

11

fiBe.

sticks and warp string to form

Rome. Cue Color Bella One
inch larger than frame on all
sides and glue these flaps over
the string. Decorate with crepe
streamfigures and use
ers for tails.

me
sticks,

KITIR Line two
frames, using Pour
nd
I I
inches long

three eighths of an inch svide.
Glue four 36 -inch long sticks
of the same width to each cor-

ner of the frames. Take four
151/2 inch sticks of the same,
width and make braces in the I
sthiares by crossing and gluing
thorn to the uprights, five and
one-half inches from the bob

torns. Run String around the
riches

from the top and 11 inches up.

from the bottom. Cut DenniBrite paper, allowson
anon .aah
gin g
and fold over.

SOFT WATER RENTAL
$
OS

75

NO installation charge
fully automatic

4NEW
PER MONTH

softeners

MO year option to buy
with FULL rental fee deducted

PHONE
ONE phone mill can answer

HE
HEELING

iiii41111(0111

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

CL 9-3393 any questions
0 Awavywnt"byt Solt W

216 E. Northwest Hwy., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Milwaukee Awn, at Dundee Read
Wheeling, III. Ph mm 537-0010

(RENT -A -SOFT)

'%

\%

%\\

OPEN: Monday thou Friday 8 to 8, Saturday B to 6, Sunday 9:31310 I:30

\N4

Heights

North Orive.ln: Arington Heights Road at Eastman

the wrist.

LEO (July 23.Aug. 2241 -Did you follow Olga's advice last
week Leo? Or did you allow old yemnings to lead you down

these mann,

America

tique finished hardware. They
fashionably hug the wrest as
they peep beneath a painsuit.
Color abounds, too, with
bright patent bands and faces

GEMINI (May 2I.June 201: Symbols and games play us important part in your life in coming week, Gem. Thus you may
come to awarness of personal problem through the back door.
Key words foredays ahead are simplicity, intensity and truth.

CANCER (June 2I.July 22h A different and serenely satisfactory week ahead. Moonbaby. Different in that a new friend.
tip may form which could be of the life-long variety. And sags

"Young

wardrobe of metopes; one for
morning, noon and night; one

chero collodion for both men

styles

Their winning designs have
been tanslated into a special
collection of 10 "Yalmg
America Creates" Butted&
Patterns featured in the May:
dated Butterick Counter CateAg. on sale this month, and in

enjoy

and women. Wide glove teeth.

TAURUS (April 20 -May 201: You are uncommonly diligent,
Tenets baby, and in week ahead this trait will pay off. By Weekend you should surge with astounding energy and by last day of
week you will find yourself Beelzebubbling all over the place.

Ten finalists, selected by aptaao

lothes, will
and wearing

basic necessity of one watch

patterns.

design

schools and colleges through.. the United State competed.

LOT

ern mood with its all -new Ran -

has yielded 'to the fain:in-...ens am fitted out with an -

Your Weekly Horoscope

recently launched a program

CARAVELLES in a west -

Glamour comes in many
For most American
Men and women today, the

guises.

"Young America Creates"
for the young. b y the young!

Merchandising

FUU-DAY FULLSERIIICE ATOURTWOOlINGER
211:112.:121.21B

Scr cis, Most,

672 E Northwmt Hwy
Polot.rui 358 1500

Palle 9

day Apn120 1970

THE DAY

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

FV 's lastoiniling rally snubsCarp.,. n als

St. Viator sweeps twin -bill
until the fourth,
when Viator erupted for a pair

Scoring two runs In the first in.
ning of the first battle, and glv-

scoreless

The hitting of Steve Os.
nrormann and the fine pitching
of Mark Delaney and Steve
Snyder caused St. Victor to

ing Snyder five runs to work
with in the second inning of

of runs.

weep a double-header front.
Chicogoland Prep League op-

Second baseman Mark Ras.

By George Helen

St.

at Mc.

Ignatius

Kinley Park in Chicago Saturday. The wins pushed the
Lions. a4-1 CPL mark

the second game.

With one out, Madden got
an via an error, and then Ostermann singled hint along.
Madden

scored

and

terman look third When the

sively and also Went two tor six
and scored three runs. Bill

center fielder misplayed Ossingle. Deeney sent
Oda-mann home with a sited ter m

the

watched front the bench for
The Lions won the first
pane. 4-2. behind the fivaliit

pitching of Delaney. then took
the second game, 7-0 as Snse
der hurled a three -hit shut out
end had a no-hitter going until
the sixth inning.
'
A St. Ignatius player

-We'll trade you
three players for that bat:
pointing to Ostermann's. The
quipped

N

s

Its

Steve Osterman., eyes light up m be watdws a pitch from
Tom Gramala of St. Ignatius appronch the plate, Ostermann
promptly sent the pitch back out totem fidd for a single during
the second game of St. Viator's double victory over Ignatius
(Photo by George Halos)

put a single and a double to.

single. Mike O'Donnell pop pod out. but Rossi followed

gather for one run. A fine relay
from Foreman to 'Smith ceded

Abinanti kept things going
as he got on through M error,
moving Golden to third. Abi-

with a single. sending Abinanti
en third.

the inning when Al Morrell

nonti stole second. then he and

THE FIRST toe Ca=

help keep the Lions ahead in

came across moments later on
a single by Denny Foreman.

both games.

THE LIONS took commane of both comae early,

The Wolfpack got one NO
back in its half of the lirst m
put three consecutive singles
together.

Both

teams

went

Golden scored on O'Donnell,
single. O'Donnell came home
Both teams went scoreless in

team for the second game. and
Snyder showed that he meant

the third inning. and eRossi to
O'Donnell double play erased
a Snyder walk. Viator got an-

business in

the initial frame.

HERSEY (3)
PLAYER
AB R

first and aecond with nobody
down.

big
Wheeling%
broke out elf

barmen

a founing

for
drought Friday.
rove runs in the fifth and sixth
and overcame a 3-0 Hersey
bad to trip the Huskies. 5-3.
Clutch hiss by John Dyson,
and
Glenn larrembowski
Dean Sheridan produced two
tallies in the filth inning and

three in the sixth to give the
Wildcat, the important win.

Schweitzer moved the mm

along with a sacrifice
Mon and Day flied out to left,
nets

both Wiesen and Baker having
to hold their bases,

ELISCO waked
Lundquist to load the balm.

H PA

decided to bring in another
southpaw, Bob Lap, to try and
salvage the win.

2
3

4

I

2

4

0

I

0
0

Koch, lh .

Ryder, rf
Erase, ss

3

I

2

0

Le

Morals. cf

4

0

27
TOTALS
2B -Dyson. Jame bowski;
CB-ReneePP: sao-scMn4l-

Grutemacher. 3b 2

Kenneth, lb

I

1

0

0
0

0

I

3

1

0

Eliseo. p

0

Abinanti singled. stole accone
Mon scored on a single by Os -

THE LION defense continued to help Snyder as Smith.
Rossi

BOTH CLUBS are achedWed to resume action today.
weather

,rmitting.

Hersey

ravel, to Elk Grove and
Wheeling will play host to For-

al View, with both contests
slated to earl at 4:30 pm,
Until that fatal fifth. Hersey
looked like a sure winner,

Eliseo for a single in the first
and Sum Day worked him for
walk in the fourth, but both
were promptly picked off first
by the senior lefty.

MEANWHILE, HERSEY
had picked up three runs in the
very first inning and it .ate
peered for I: oldie that !hey
svookl he r-ccooh.

Bill Ludwigsen opened the
inning with a ongle off martpitcher Jaramhowski,
who then struck out Alike Ry-

7 7 3-3 54 Player
AB
4
WinnerJamembowskit Los- Abinand. cf
4
O'Donnell. lb
er-Eliseo:

Kam Morales grounded out to
....cond. advancing the runners

lo second and third with Inc
out.

BUT KET.DIEPP was strand-

ed a thini when Jim Hod
bounced out Ile the Mird out.
and from deft CM Jan..
emaki 2:11111 the door on

Maim going the distance to
hh second victory of
young Ammon.

The only other time hamhowskini was in serious troubk
the nnb. when Ryder
von
and Erase singled with one out

Wiesen. of
Schweitzer. 3h

4
2

Day. rf
Lundquist. lb

2

0
t/

2
3

0

3

1

Sheridan. a
Dyson. ss

1

I

Bencrisame Pb 2

-1

Jmeembowski. p 3

0

Baker. If

2

TOTALS

23

I

0

0

I

0

0
0

0
0

I

2

2

Intro NOCC 101111 toners with

1

2
0

5

5

By Mike harem

Elk Growl Gordy Hollywood survived a shaky start
and went on to strike out 14
Conant hitters M a 6-3 Grote
die victory on the Cougars'
home field Friday.
The victory in their Mid-

The Vikings could do no
wrong in the opening frame
while the Knights could do no
right. The visitors batted
around before Knight relief
pitcher Bill Turnhoffer wm
able to retire a Fremd batter.
When the dust had cleared. the
Vikings were up, 7-0.

THE KNIG1IT loss drop

responded with hits.
Dane RIsten opened the Elk

Grove third with a single MC
der the first baseman's glove
and the Grenadiers loaded the
bows with nobody out on Ke-

In the sixth. the 'Cats sent

cd only two mss on eight

eight men to the plate to knock

him in losses to Addison Trail
and Fenton. finally ended the
Scoring drought with (or runs
en the top of the.fiard inntng.
The Grenadiers sent 10 men to

the plate -in the raPy arid-fibe

from third to glen the Gm. -

Riaou. 2h

diem a 6-2 advantage.

Chesney. of

CONANT GOT a Ain back

in -the fifth when Bill Arkus
and Dave Kellermaer sand wichcd singles around Wei nor, walk. That left the Congars with runners on first and

Loch. ss
Scholten. lb

4
4

3

4

.4

0

3

Palomar., If

4

GoraelL If

2

0
0

_

I

4

I

Morten. a3
Galanpouius. lb
d.nt
W,Km o: cljilin d.L:

2

AB
I

I

O

2

0

Pahokca. ss

3

1

Kick. c
Wojcik. ef

0:

ac.

MVITCWHIart SUMMAR
IP H R -ER W SO
Player

752- 56
7 8 4- 0I

LOW-

er-Delaney,
Micheud.

MD'ihainnIrrYd
Wla

AB R
3

1.1 BI

2

I

1

3

1

0

0

Pruitt. rf
Clinton. ph-rf
Nop. c

4

0
2

Wolonski. 3b

3

1

2

hot juiced. Neal Noga then
drove Chaney home with the

with four games in five days.

Lopenvero, 2b 4

tying mn by .ripping
lefi.

including

B. Arkus. rf-ss
Weiner. cf
Kellernwyer. a
MC-i Arlin, lb

4

'gain. Hersey on the Grena-

este 36

3

single to

with two outs.

but

Naga gunned down Weiner
trying to steal third to lake
Hollywood out of the ining.
permits.

today's

game

a-

home field. Conant
plays at Palatine this after -

diers'

IT LOOKED like Conant
starter Roy Bahniek ndghe
wiggle loose without timber
damage when he struck out
Luke Wolanski for the second

ouI, but he followed with a

none
ELK GROVE (6)
AB R H 111
PLAYER

0
0

2
3
2

1

0
I

0

0

I

Hanel. ph

0.0

1

27

3

TOTALS
SCORE BY INNINGS
Elk Grove
00420002 0 0 0 1 00
Conant

0
0

0

I

I

9

4

E -Payson, Pruitt, ScholCoos sac --Boyer. sb--Chesney,
Inch. VVolanski. Weiner. 2b.

H BI

-Arkus. Noge. Chesney. 3b-

I

20
I

I

O

2

gi
0;
b!
IP
o',

1

0
0

Blasco. If

3

00

Payson. ss

2

O

0

4264 23
4200 23

loom
Winner-Hollymmd.
1'.

Balodelt;

730-016

for a force me on Cavellaro.

6 10 7-6 3 5
G'W'itutcr-Sa" }We,: Loser-Gra-,

,n.,.''',.,",InV,,t.'."'",,,°,7
-Lb, ,.,'-:.,,a,"flarsaana'aiadaca-a-r:

Maine West tennis
tows. in hosting its own madThe

wittier meet Saturday. added
e triple dual victory to a owe.

Hollywood then helped his
own cause by singling up the
middle for the final run of the

game vvere scored in the Proe-

BOB LOUGHLIN led off
the game by rapping Prospect
starter Dave Jones' third pitch

down the left field

He didn't

line

for a

have

to

Mike Kolre singled and
Dave Wickersham got on on
an error to score Wlodarczyk.
Three -sport star Bob Moloss
load the bases,
nik walked

and a double by Tom Bruns
sent Kolze and Wickersham
scurrying home.
Larry Hanks drew a base on

balls to jam the, bases once
again. Dave Hauswirth forced
in a run by coating another
free pass out &Jona. At this
point, Pohlman pulled Jones
ill favor of Thurnhoffer and
Young Nate nervously walked
Steve Kellett. forcing Bruns in
tolnake the score 60.

Losch on' third, Soil broke

m. fourth. Thurnhoffer led

and a strikeout ended the in -

4

I

Wickersham rf

3

2

Moluanik,cf

2

I

Bruns,11

3

I

I

I

0

0
II

Simpson,ff
Hanks, lb
Hauswirth.gb

Doug Keehn
Keehn

hForei.d

"

came up with the
meet winner in a thre set victory over Scott Vaughn, 6-4,

West's Jack William. com
tithed his steady game with

Buck-

Malone and

0

0
I

1

Kasper, 2b

game for theCards came intl.
tophalf of the seventh when a

Koentopp. If

0
0

O'Keefe, p
2

.

.

0

2
0

4

9

2

Forest Vie., Don Martin for

fenberger, 6-4, 6-0.
The vieloriol.

the second singles. crown. Fal-

had no trouble with Maine

on Dick Martin, meanwhile,
rook Ron Finstad in straight

East, moon though West head

back-to-back 6-3

sets

over

mweate,nhoens ,tes-c5o,r6b-3.1rod.put his

-

Warriors

coath Roger King platooned
his players. In the for singles.
1C2le:bhn,,,,,,tm2ned2,na6cole Demon

THE TWO teams split he

doubt e s competition with
Maine's duo of Tim Wayman
and Steve Jackson drawing
first blood in come-from.behind

fashion

over

Falcons

WILLIAMS WAS scored
upon only once while defeatJag Lou Greco, 6-0, 6-1 and
Jackson, in an unusual third

contributors in the frame for'

--

the Redbirds.

PLAYER

Both teams W1111W in ashen
this evening, weather per-

netting, with the Cards hosdog the Prospect Knights
while the Falcons will play for
first.place against the Wildcats
of Wheeling.

singI

c1

position, crushed

1

2B -Olson, Kuyke ell;
Foy,
Geyer. Abel, Dino
Cavellaro, Galindo, Bansfield;

0140001

Winner-O'Keefft

AB' R
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14 HI

4

0

0

0

Monday

3

0

0

0

April 20

Knykendall, el 2
Bokelmann, rf, p 3

I

I

0

1970

I

I

0

Geyer, 3b
Brodnan, ss

Male, If

30

Schoen, If

0

Carron, lb
Within, pr

2

I

0
0

0

0

0

I

0
0
0

0

or Don Anderson was fifth in

JoefsfM,eaissAcr, 0t3/4akiin4firs,,tawi.it.,h.

Pale

Terry Rogan

a

prompec, book apcogo and

Maine West 'third in the big
VfitloR Relays at Niles Morin
Saturday. Sce Knights recordeel f ur first -place finishes en
route to as 51 points, and
Maine West carded two due
ribbons for 41 perm.

Maine South was the big

L'KtiFiAni'IkN'sEeft'auW"inbEgrewetitShrecIO'rdenqin

af1,77,11.:10o,,;:h0ur'd712eesn,h7aikii
i"L

ch'alzr,d6;o3,tehi6sas,cison and RE,-

u1esis, Mese BOse of Niles
North. pulled a muscle in the

in the event mGrant Pick went

king "00,141 M'i'sn. has

wasn't as
a
could have been. Ders old rie-

the quarter mile with a 51.3 for

the beg performance et the
rat for the two (earns. Prospeas Bill Allen continued his
winning ways in the two-mile
as he clipped off a 9:35.9.
Maine West's Jack St. John

Ain,. Wen .gaped tenth

prelims

54,

in the highs with a 14.8, but

Maine's Mike Pruitt took a
third and John Fisher a fifth

and couldn't race
Hansen has yet. beat the Yikmg ace in the lows.
Hansen also took a second

was Second in 9:39 and War-

IN THE HOLE
with

that was before Rose was M-

plead the Falcons' singles
sweep with a 6-4, 6-4 decision

a sPecn'osn'd'itn'l'hoenm'irenkrudn'oandk

Wat's Steve Johnson was fifth

of the points in the 880 races as

talents to upend East's Strobel

Rase John Manning, Minn

Tom Klinker ran third. Pros-

and Krejsa, 6-3, 6-1, while

and Matthews took a third ha -

pat also won the 880 relay as
its quartet of underclassmen
nudged the Maine West four
hut .8 seconds. Sophomore
Gary Reese, juniors Scott
Smla and Bill Grady and sophPaul Hacker traveled
one
the distance in 1,33 with
Maincs Mark Henke, Jeff

Joyce and Placek made the 0-

nal score 5-0 with a 6-2, 6-3
shellacking of Kawa and Zimmerman.

The Falcons made Glenbard East their fifth victim of
the season by a 3-2 margin.
The Rams held a 2-1 advanrage after the singles matches
with Vaughn whipping bones,
6-1, 6-2, Don Martin knocking
off Ram Petchul, 6-3, 8-6. and

competition while Done Martin ousted Greco in identical Miller eliminating Dia Mar6-2 counts. Dick Martin cone .tin, 6-4, 3-6, 6-4.

in 4,37.3, SophomoreHurler
addel a third in the 220 while
the Knights mile relay unit of

Keith Matthews overpowered
the individual run field for
first in a 2:01 and teammate

FOREST VIEW'S Buckholz and Melone combined

hind the Warrior quartet of
Mose, Henke, Tim Welkin,
and Krainik. Maine picked up
the second -plane medal with a

3,33.8 timing.

The 100 -yard dion found
Henkes running a
close fourth in a 10.4. Hacker
Maine's

Duff, Bob North and Scott

was fifth for Prospect. The
Knights also got points from
Mike Koff, who was fourth in

Klose running a 1,33.8 secon d.

Prospect swept the fest two
.

2

Kellett.n

0

the discus.

places in the high jump with

I:
I.

0
II

(1:

E61 7

61

I

Wekluna
Taanta

0

1

0

17

0

0

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

3 LI NES - 5 DAYS

PROSPECT IS)

Meier

AB
0

treiZie°,770a1vC0aZedrittkd
Mike Mu al started the rally

Berryman, cf
Thunthoffer.p
Streng, lb
Sumner, If

with successive singles to load

Fritsche,lb

0

2

1

3

0

3

0

4

2

0

0:

1

17

0
0

0,

4

I

Musial,rr

2

0:

4

0

2

Loehler, 2b

0:

2

0

While.c

I,

I

I

0
0

donee p-cf

3

0

Totals

26 5

:

I

11

7

Si

&Koehler 2, Bruns, Hanks.:

2B- ions,`

Lnughlls, Wlodraczyk, Brunet
SO- Loughlin, S H- Moloenik.A

eyes that elusive baseball. Gm Thumboffer
nadler Mike Lerch has lust Kellett
el
a rundown and did Wickland
safely Into the bag, only to find

Use Handy Order Blank

or

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

SP

P;,T
.,21111

1 000 0

PS- Kolae.

for second and purposely got
Line Score

2

I

255-7200 OR 296-6640

USES

-I ni
FS

I.
5 7 5-3 6 31uded

<

Z Ae

PF,

6 3 I-04

UNE 1

1J,1

7

ONESII

CI
eC

1p h ter bb sot
0 4 7.6 3 01

Winner - Kellett: Loser
ready melted Were. (Photo by Jones: 00. Kellett (Summer);

de -17130

suburban people for such a low cost.

s.g

teammate Steve Scholl. al.

Fremd-710

13.90

only The Day reaches no many northwest

1

PITCHING SUMMARY
Name
Jones

Ads are so handy for many things and

1

Lundsten.ss

Fritsche;

Ad is your best buy in the areal Want

only

BI

R

R

PCINMUN
ADONTHin

Mess ALLOW

sWOlos
Na

Pl

(ljoy

shat my Day Wont Aden

Month)

11

NAME

Og

Pr8
P.

ADDRESS

CRY

vaults.

a '''''

THE KNIGHTS got most

of Hainan,-

11-6

with his mark of 20-7.

pads Jim Butz was second in
th0 lows in

identical

vault,

Duff earned a second in the
long jump for the Warrion

jured and Niles North took
home the first prize. Pm-

Day Want Ads

21

121.

Dube., PB--Abel,

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

0

I

Loser-

WP--ECKeelT

Dubek;

ARLINGTON (3)

'

winner with 72 marks; Notre

By OL,,irllrda.

Cubberly and Bob Thomas.
Forest View, in overcoming
player Marty Jones was the their initial setback against the
only winner for the Rams in Warriors, Wasted little time
identical 6-3 sets over Keehn. against Maine East. Al in
Williams became West's first West's case, no match extriple winner in disposing of medal the two -set minimum.
Vaughn took care of NiDane Pctchel. 6-3, 3-6, 7-5.
IDLIHWED detz, 6-4, 6-2, in first singles
FiNSTAD

petition by defeating Ram
Torn Miner, 6-2, 6-0, fora 2-1

'S

Knights 2c1, MW 3rd at Niles

and Jeff Zimmerman, 9-7, 6-4.
Glenbard's ace first singles

suit in the third singles cam-

26

TOTALS

Chuck Dillon were the win

-

of Bill Joyce and John Place.
however, rounded out the
scoring over West's Murk
Dombrowski and Doug Lea-

6,i,p7.1195stwa,....2,

I

0
0
0

000

series of walks and errors were Bonfield. 3b
converted into a run. Tom TOTALS
and.
Abel
Carol. Glenn ?Abel

PITCHING SUMMARY

0

e .,,?Plo,,TC,,,,i:,,,

scoring of the

Eases Cal Hainziogeis 8-6, West advantage. Wayman and
Jackson again emerged vies
6-2.
tim over Ole,
ri
liVance
and Roy
ger combined to trounced Ken bard's Lou
Krejsa and Russ Strobel, 6-I, Mons, 6-4, 6-2, while their secand doubles counterparts of
5-2, while na.orners Rick
Nee. and Dave Nelson turned Dombrowski and Lauffenbee
the trick in the second doubles ger teamined to the tune of a
against Demons Ted Kara 6-0, 6-2 win over Eest's Ray

n:

0

moved to second on Moto.

pep

Maine's

AB R H B
0:

Cougars finally made the putout on Noga, but before they
del Leach...had reced
me

ing,

FREMD (BY
Player
Loughlin. 2b

I

trapped in a rundown. The

1

0

lington this afternoon, weather permitting, and Fremd is at
Glenbard North.

Kola,

Mike Imre.

0

'

ED,,13,1,1,,,Ineekg.,

account of darknas without.
any warning to the Prospect,
coach. Prospect plays at AN

2;

basemen, sharing the bag
while Coin's Larry Celeste

FOREST VIEW cut the gap
in the third inning when Olson

I

0

Maly, lb

0

Fallowing the sixth inning,

0

Leh -TMs traffic pun at
third base finds two Elk Grove

lead.

1

the umpires called the game 014

I

ond, but Fritsche cams across

giving Arlington a quick 2-0

4

/

second and third with only 00g
OM in the fifth, but both died
there two outs later.

2

DON KOEHLER bounced
to short to force Masi.' at sett-

aaa'raaa,ranalr'ra .L...°.n. ...n

2

BUT HOME plate win not
to be touched by either del.{
for the rest of the afternoon!
The Knights moved men 10

1

the bases.

Cards John Kuykendall, lint
Bokelmann and Mfie Moffo
with a Pair °I- '.10.0
CT''' C0

Gardmell. Ir
Cavelfints V

other error. He was singled in
by teammate Cardinell.

tthhrre'e meTrrecit's!i'

With two dead, smacks by

4

Olsen, ss

pushed down to third by th.

for two bases and two runs.

1

The Knight bats finally
started to make some noise in

contest, the Cardinals hinted
that it might be their gam all

Foy, c

es --Olsen 121, Koentopp, Cav-

fielder's glove. The error wend

4

the top of inning two. Wickersham opened with 0 walk,

throw horn left fielder Rick

03

THE MIGHTY MITE!

in and out of the Fremd

3

in their half of the star. and
Frcmd added its final run in

decision of Glenbard Thst.
In the Falcon -Warrior pair-

off with a base hit and moved
to second on Tom Streng's fly
ball to right. Greg Sumner wan
hit by a pitch and then foroy4
at second by Fritsche to leavw
runners on first and third will...
two out.
The Knights got a big break:
when Lundstedt lofted a 10s14
eying By ball to left that Wen(

Wlodarcalt.ss

The Knights couldn't score

THE WESTERNERS enthe same 5-0 margin
over the Demon, while capping thafternoon with . 4-3

jotted

The final wvo runs of the

Loughlin to bounce to third,
but Hauswirth scored on the
play, boosting the Fremd me
loyal to seven. A ground out
g.

tracked for long a they come
hadi tosamm Maine pest.5-0
and Glennrd East, 3-2.

second

atimated that it wn 303 feet

righty out of the box and scor-

witeti
Schohen reached on an error I'
and the second run came in on'
some fancy baseninning. With
two out and Noga on first and

previously unbeaten
M id -Suburban League pou'er
Forest View, 3-2. The Falcons,
however, didn't stay- side-

home.

out Friday.

initial win of the day

against

official,
Knight coach Larry Pohlman

ling, knocking the Coupe

scored

their

while Lundstedl
scored. Jones then got a MCA,
ure of revenge by doubling off,
trte fence in left to send 'Mite

frame,
Elk Grove jumped right
back on Bahnick in the nod In -

Chesney

The Warriors chalked up

man in the Knights' bullpen.
Home run fences also made
their first appearance at Pros-

dmd center. No one hit one

''''''''

BOB KASPER drew a walk

beaten 5-1 slate.

to Short, forcing Koehler I

down the lines and bout 340 to

and

clean safely to right. Ho 0000,
diately stole second and was

The final

Kellen lb

-

acne West tops Falcons in net qua

1970

considered the number one

eren't

Friday's cont. with the Cords.

Photo by Tom Rowel

mimicked Koehler's grounder

mensions

Larry Geyer

FOREST VIEW (4) '
AB R H 111
PLAYER
0 0
4 0
Galindo, cf

age with a

started off the

hits Id silly

IP H R -ER Nit SO

on the play. Stu White then

pect Friday. Though the di-

baseman

the WV the way as they <raked out

Maly drilled a shot to Car-

action he would have to be

walk to Jeff Boyer that forced

in the Grenadiers' third run.

the first baseman, John Keller.
Then the trouble started as the

bounded into left field.
Maly never showed down m
he rounded third, and the

dinal shortstop John Brodnan,
who flipped the hall to second

ed run. Going into this week's

CfrOr.

7 63 3 14 2

the outstretched glove of third

.

S 1)/0 RTS

base trying to nab the flying
Falcon, but his throw evaded

Dubek 'forced leadoff Falcon
Gezine Galindo to pop out to

'l

PITCII1NG SUMMARY

,i1;57:70

Prayer

Bahniek

began when

frame

anxiously awaited
rehefer's first pitch.

Page 10

Uik's single, to third on a
ground out and to home on en

Hollywood

THE NIGHTMARISH

Dubek on the mound as Fab
on power hitter Ryan Maly

one of nine put-outs he mode

-Weiner.
PITCHING SUMMARY

1phrermw

stitrecsdl. iCnarthdc<grc,:chetr,oTnerorithFiordy

t o cross home plate.
lung the b Ilgame t three

TURNHOFFER INDUCED

Sheik. rf
Bahnick. p
Jones. p

Elk
Grove will have a busy week

second

0

Ohmic, ph

2
2

Bain. ss

broke for third in an attempted

kamaell

stand on the keystone sack
very long as the number two
Fremd sticker, Ed Wlodarcab banged another double
la left. -

without surrendering an earn -

COM'
coin winning tally.

Schoen was just a fraction of a
couldn't find the second too late to catch the
range on the next two awn he 'sliding Maly at the plate. With
faced,
both Roger the umpires. call of "safe", the
Cardinell and Pete Cavell and POI. View bench emptied to
the
Falcon
congratulate
to fill the bags with yellowspeedster while the jubilant
Falcons,
Cardinal pitching as Jim fans cheered . delight for
Bokelmann then salved the their NISL leaders.
In the opening frame of the
nod from Somers to replace

maim HEW -Snyder (Gonda

I

Maly, who was on second,

hit.
Dubek

ix

PB.Kiefe, Sac -Smith:

Ipate. With a two -strike count,

nett batter Rich Olson sent a
fine Shot to center fors base

Keit:

121. Pahokos. Pyre ill.

and with two down as Kent
Koentopp. stepped up . the

Waning Redbird hurler Ron

3b-Snetle SO-Abinanti 121..
Golden: E -Rossi. Foreman'

Player
Snyder

SECONDGAME
ST. MATHS (7)
Player

2'

placing men on first and sec -

left field to bring in the Fab

their lam turn at the plate. ArMitten coach Fran Somers

3 g`
Mo ell. 213-Osterrharin.
Totals24Pettenuszot:

E-Prya.

Delaney.

mole

0.
0!

0
.0
0

3

Granata, p

commanding

0:

g

lb

a

lt,'

0
6

0

Goma, If

WJP:alrirslt..23bbl.

W 35

H 131.

I

241

Thought

quickly saw his two -point adMenge change into a one -run
loss when a bad throw to third
base by his catcher landed in

Sennth

I

I

TBalisml. ph

suet victory. the Forest View

Mt

2

O

Region nine.

'I

I,
0

Copeck. rf
Gelanpoulus. ph

0
0

.

Pyra. 2b

I

I

ST. IGNATI"U

Min

second

'00

7 10
0

their

rum in the bottom half of

0

0

to

ternoon to pull °nem exciting
4 -3 triumph over hapless Ar-

Me seventh inning Friday af-

St IGNATIUS (2
3

1

II

2
2
2

Golden. e

AB R H DI

Sailing

20

Smith. lb

1

gue record to 1-1. The Vik-

tiOn and he went six' enge

0

1

0
Boyer. If
Browning. pipi I I
4
Hollywood. p
28
TOTALS
CONANT (3)
AB R
PLAYER

ing a pair of runs. The spree
dy struck out the next Mree started when Chaney singled
to center and Loch walked.'
hitters to strand Weiner at
third, he yielded only three sin.' prompting Conant coach lerry Cunningham to replan
gibs the rest of the game and
. he 14strikeout viable tinted - Bahnick with Randy Jones

ELK GROVE, which scot -

0
8

Osterman, rf
Rossi. 2b

double.

Wednesday by Forest View's
Max Johnson.
The biggest bright spot for
Prospect was the excellent relief performance turned in by
Thurnhoffeh The mound apPearance was his first regulate:mon stint in high school ass

Stu White slides home with Prospers third run on Dave Jones' double in the second inning of
Friday's game against Fremd. Fremd catcher Mike Rolm (16) await. boll from outfield. (Photo by
Jim O'Donnell)

MSL play.

IN THE EARLY stages of
the game Hollywood looked
very little like the pitcher who

I

1

ss

ped their Mid -Suburban Lea-

came at a most opportune time
for Fremd. They had been no hit in their last outing on

fell ,to 3-2 overall and 0-2 in

Suburban League opener pare
the Grenadiers a 1-2 overall.
record for lire season. Conant

hint

needy Wiesen got to first
ats an error, putting rumor on

exploding for seven runs in the
first inning and hanging on for
an 8-5 win over the Knights.

yin Chesney's double to leftcenter and Sc Losch's walk.
Steve Seholten flied out to
right for the thefor but Scott
scoring ice
Pruitt broke
with a single to right that
looped Ristau and kept the

was cut down trying to stretch
the lit into a triple, but he had
dfine'his job.

surd

0

Hollywood sparks Grens' 6-3 win

ed the final five -hitters to face

atonal -the rally with. a walk
'

0

0
0

Frcmd came out swinging
Friday afternoon at Paunch

1

u double to left -center, Tara

out Eliwo and take command
of the gam, Ralph Baker

1

By Jim O'Donnell

0
0

0

2

0
0
0

I

0

Vikings erupt to trim Prospect, 8-5

BI

was supposed to be the ace of
and Waved role rani, posh the Elk Grove mound staff. In
'lion when Morales grounded fact. Conant had two runs and
uttl. De that b':at was stifled, a man on third base before the
when Grutenacher flied to left Grenadier.southpaw could get
a man out.
fur out nunaher three.
Gil Lopesilvero opened the
It vim a tvmetn nay in Ilk Conant hallo( the first with an
top of the Milt that finally Mlield single and went to third
broke the ire for Wheeling and on Bill Arbor' long double to
emus.] the gap lo 0-2. After left -center. Wally Weiner then
John Lundquist popped out unloaded a prodigious triple to
and Tits. got Sheridan to right -center and the Cougars
ground out to short. Dyson found themselves ahead, 2-0.
Hollywood decided at that
laced a double tt, the opposite
lick! for the lost Wildcat safe- point, however, that held been
'battered around enough. -Gorty since the less inning.

FRED BENCRISCUTTO
km things going with a Lose
on hulls. and Jarzembowski

111
1

I -I, The first -inning outburst

Rich Grutzmucher drew a
pm Re fill the ham and Hersey ',vend baseman Ken Kenump promptly cleared the
sacks with u long triple to right
center.

R

ings' MSL slaw now aloe reads

WHEELING (5)
AB R H
PLAYER

2

I

1

1

31

O'Donnell com- A binanti. cf

Jareembowski

all it needed.

Mg

der and walled Bruce Fr,:se.

and

VIATO1 141

Rewarded out to end the In ning, Ron DeBolfs crew had

the sixth and seventh after per milting. the leadoff hitter to
notch first on both occasions.

0

4

second and third and mored
when the throw to third continued on into left fidd.

DysOn then gave the Wildcats
un insurance run with a single
to left that scored Lundquist.
and Otter Bencriscutto finally

four frames and struck out six
Wheeling hitters.
Gary Schweitwr reached

0

0

reached first on an error. stole

But Leja got a rude greeting

With the two -run lend to
lean back on. Jarzernbowski
retired thalbskies in older in

3
3
3

I

Road scored the final Victor
run in the fifth when he

from Sheridan, who eructed
the hero's rob by singling up
the middle on the 3-7 pitch to
bring in Wiesen and Baker
with the tying and lead runs.

Huskie left-hander Paul EH.
CO. with the help of two pickoffs, faced the minimum 12
Wildcats through the first

i

I

0

Madden,
O'Donnell,el lb

By 'Tom Rowe

bined for another double play:

Whaling is now 2-0 in the

Mid -Suburban Lampe standinv. while Berney dropped to

0
0

other run in the fourth when

When the leadoff hitter got on
by error. Snyder immediately
picked hint off and then struck
out the next two hitters.
The Lions got only s double

zer, Hart;
PITCHINGSUMMARY
Iph mean w
PTICHER
'
545 3 5-2 6 4
Eliseo
115 2 0-0 2 0

Laded.... If

AFTER

Hersey coach Steve Cbernicky

Hart, c
(Made. c

4

1

56 -Foreman. Wojcik;

on a misplayed grounder.

The Lions were the home

'Cats strike late; whip Hersey
By Jim Same

Puma
Copeck. rf

nand opened the game with a

a triple

Madden. rf
Delaney, p

Smith hit a long triple. Mike
Golden brought Smith home
with or sharp sing), then the
rally faltered momeateily as

4

4

Osterman. If

''ebb

Snyder whiffed.

tried to stretch he double Into

0

five runs in its half of the second inning. With one out. Rossi walked and scored when

scoring until the bottom of the
seventh when the Wolfpack

tohvecfalieteiLli24iv:,faseven

M to

;

Foremen, m
Smith. 3b

The Lions struck early in
the first game ,is Mike Abi-

acrosewhen Mike Petunia.
bounced to the pitch, ullowing Abinand to score. Rasi

Lion slugger had a great day at

4

ME GAME had no more

most of the second.

sent the Pack beck to the
bench, three up and three

V1ATOS EXPLODED for

si had two fine games defer Madden got two hits in three
trips in the first game. but

Rossi, 2k.

down with. two more whiffs.

Os-

Pencil..0

from Ostermann In that half
of the first, but Snyder again

I

dp, i.

ZIP

PRONE

PORITIr0 Is Endow! Plansallilleo
3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY $3.90

J

oPportenances,thi *terms. lIswarsibelipsolINNIIIoffice
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BUILDING INSPECTOR

13.5.5 TNT SERVICE

PAPER HANGING
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$10,000 to $17,000

Siding. If interested
Call Mr. Moore.

Inning been mode t
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are being expected to do
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2720 Des Ploines Ave,
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forced to lake a job paying
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Miss Styers said that every
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to get through an equal ffP,Ma
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Judge G. Harrold Camwell

Wheeling 'Township Republieon Club loll week.
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'Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!
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Taimploymeal kenos -Mee

131istand1ouad

Tailoring
Expert alterations

onE7:gr.

IN THE

313tip

goa your application by plan. sag host MO -091a,
Mon.titi., am.6 pm, or Sol, om.1 pm.

+ IN lid
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Alanday ADE1120 1970

23 -Employment Agencies Men

DRIVER

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN

PERSOXNE.158 River Rd Des

con you do

2nd .NIFT

Oxen.. ooportun

$550 &CAR

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
iTo 3700

821
TRI STAT

298-5290

cur

MneulTs2

La Salle Personnel

THE DAY DOES

IT!

678.3373

MAINTENANCE MEN
Must be experienced
maintenance and
Salary open.

II

all

ts

s

phases of
esp

platg

kg

Day Ward Ado

blip

298-5051

LUNCH AND
DINNER HOURS
nee.

nItT'Zds1

Subsidiary of Nuclear Data

:-

1

nobilities.

Learn Sales
Profession
No experience
necessary.
CALL 593-5950

Coll Or Apply
V. Morgan

455-8350
METROPOLITAN SPECIALITIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear Data
Franklin Park

2706 N. Edgington

CONTACT

RECEPTIONISTS

APPLY

61enerol

N

.

OOOOO

APPLY IN PERSON

joes eu ewe,
Des Plaine.

Day or Evening Hours

hoboes & assoc.

Countryside Restaurten
8 Lounge

_

10P RAMS

LOCASOR LOOP

FOREIGN
AIRLINES
RECEPTION
RESERVATION

Receptionist Assg.

$600 MO.

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

d27,:gu:rit76.;:u7V-

ROBERTS & PORTER,
INC.

awe. Nero,.

439 0770

6028 Dernaver

GENE AL FACTORY

OFFICE

oPeigPooNsiolgs
1,40880
66,0700
60213 Demos,'
3 5. Duman

anellomieffons

EIZTZ777,1l'o'see

GENERAL

IWhite Cotlar Girls
MY. PROSPECT

'it rend
S7

PHYSICAL
THERAPY
TRAINEE

MACHINE OPERATORS

RECEPTIONIST

...I 'old Hoklets
. free Posphollmoles 6 Surgical lemma
CemPenV Pemba *Paid

oZil .6=
Fo'r"an'Trenls

PLUS.

Pemba wed.. cemMlons In Me IlecoVilul
5101n.mlel lalm wee M lbe Modlswestern Suberbs

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

AP...PSG...DEPT
ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

ORDER TRACING CLERK

ed for you to STEP RIGHT IN

ptiels"Ts

'1270PjE'2ort?.

298.5051
IMOD W. Higgins

Great Jobs for Great Gals in
Our Elk Grove Village Offices!

GENERAL OFFICE:
LigcF hire recse,aiy I,, these

Interesting work in our Merchandising - Sales

Ready for a
great new job?

BESTLINE PRODUCTS, INC.

Nationally known Finance Company with office
located in Randhurst Shopping Ploza, seeks Ie.
male employee for General Off,,. yowle. Strong

FOR A GROUP
OF YOUNG

ASSIST

ATTORNEYS

VETERINARIAN

typist required. Excellent Fringe benefit..

656.9922

999 ELMHURST ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

SSZS. oy. In gag. Free.

392-0300

STENOS:

weemeente.5 ot

6020 Demo,.

(Plastic Department)

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
041011
CHECK THESE JOBS

Office Personnel
345-0500, Eel. 594

.

SOO

men Le new opp...8
'Annan.
lu
ew ...Ng pub. MAW luree awn /MMPorM5an
obl, to owes deg or melee .11.,
peolined eel mr.

1525

=TM

FOR BABY

-

298.2770

FOOD STORES

La Salle Personnel

DOCTOR

- $550 MO

MELROSE PARK

d

JUST GIRLS

& ASSOC., INC.

V

"
"t7
orlietc.i.

DIVISION OF
ROBERT D. HUGHES

d

WESSAVE166,0==.1011.AVAKABIE
GENERAL OFFICE
I
TYPISTS

93. Onion

394.0880

PLUSH OFFICES AND EXCEL.

po,72=0,,

381-2314

-7"Y,ZgutWooPPOIRTUNirEMPLOYER

..`_15,:g

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

BEGIN AT THE TON
Attrodi...611 groomed COCKTAIL WAITRESSES wowed

oll.newfiret eon cfnlop reem.DIE TOP 0,MM/ft

WOO. you're married -di.

Arlingion Pork Rm.-mm..11w. feaMee heady pod American
Custne as well as dancing and enOTOOrner./..erooming

Poo, 12. I. ...le boat

br$Z576a7Ze Un'el.T7'Sr

894 4560

60e3d'22'"N'""1
42141184 To Buy

7WE

992-3820

in

placing people

like

you.

UP. If you Case
.1.1
su

p.por4.0,.

that rig. toh, Whatever your

-

Service is our tele
not an exception.
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C'011rIALTY'PrliKEj."

117 S. merso. MI.Prospect
2S3-6600

- -

66 -Business Opportunities

7. 0756

101Autornohdes Wanted

FOR ORIENTAL RUCS

DUE TO CONTINUED EX ANSION, WE HAVE IMmos $30 255-3543

44

uu,

AT 676.1000 Extension 5244

for Pool. Coll 239.2425

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

o2

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Chicago: 346.5040

"
P%

TOP JOIS

SKOKIE, ILL

CL3 9117

Te ea bo. Ca

9.4.

ITT

Cplg

259-3084

'11,11en

-Oven lo GOOD homes

Northwest Day

APPLY IN PERSON

117 S. Main Street

arlingark towers

1117Motorcycles and Scooters

BR Apt:

iiCI
Eisc scam
offer 6 PM 2594177

358 158S
FREE KITTENS 10A

Will deliver. 676-4102

180

WANED

LOVING...

11

lerea

mos roy

orts,

I

thanceesidined:2924.0

Phut...otter 406EL 8.2737

MUNDELEIN

'abled,IO.'acajj=2'

1966 Hondo C6 1MA loF m,luage.2250 OF hen ef&r.
255 44d$1

DICK WICKSTROM

IRE BOSS

CALL 362-0204

Seeing Is

'.113Os'7.4".
PAIALINF,POLLING MEADOWS

area desired. 529.921 7

GIANT Neighborhood 6cde. AP,

g.up
1132ntomebiles Eel Sale

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

HOWARD SPROATS CO

mom PROSPECT

Jr MVP Penmlnum.

pmrd Skidoo

drolted 394,3332 066

Believing

rn

c'"'Irstginu"'"'

Openings on all 3 Shifts

9.16 Aar..
L. tile Inure.

Says,

Reasonable

RIAU 6 IA 0,A1C,

CL 5.35.72

All 3 Shifts

Print-Holper

The Boss

TACO. 22. 5 HP wi Iron.

I YEAR LEASE

or' Itramorieseilnecendelane
pPoidVocofiens
Pe Paid Flelider
wepeldnoweentetion

Pick.UP.
BEST OFFER - 437-1523

Timberlake Village

Gor Solo, 6pr 23/M. 2 sled.

Sorter/Packer

Check Out This Tremendous Benefit Program

432 0767

I

6.30p
;,y27,1'1'6ITNCG'Pff

Heigh's.

$1800, 259.3405

...SCOUR!

1969 2 TON CHEVY

$3495
1969 IMPALA

Call 439.4100

61,..S.OTN'TO=L.HTS.
.RIL 1612.18, lOom Io 5 O.

32.100. Coll 392-O931

port,
Gor. Sole 9 to S, Apr.
yu,
epoio.eed. etc, eas

Excellent

SeeOwue,611.Prospect

Blood
line
Ca11529-2466

$12500
MT. PROSPECT

Gar Solo, Apr 24 25, 9 to 9 TV,

n=7,1,

$2295
1968 IMPALA

.

New 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.

41 Rome Furnishings -Fumble

ZrZ"....nrtereifd, AH'"
Rolling Meadows.
'

14FTHOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.
17222 woocroemarwarammolsocei.
Donal

RUM.. SALE,

M.

Mag.

Church Buffalo Grove, Fri. May

ELEVATOR BUILDING

NEW COL. WS, STFREOS, ATP
TOINAS INST., WHOLESALE

Ugh. oak Silchen .0 vdextra

PRICH.A. 30.50. 537.1926 "

glefSO'nTdg=6"

t.n"wel 7. emsomr

Pompo1oPMem

81895

'43e..°290V"r

.T°,71$7It:'11$-A1;i1V°

Mon., Fri., 8 am -6 pm, or Sat., 9 am -1 pen.

.ne,,72:mMtd. 5'53'

Timbertane
I

Arlington Day
Prospect Day

brnlr'S31'..Wg710'i

G olo" Peel.

Free, Cnegezyjcdtl!,itJens,

Machine Operators

To start your application by phone,
call 656.9922 free,

THE F/NEST SERVICE "

DACHSHUND PUPS,

Des Plaines Day

Unbelievable!

Illinois Bell

.1.18 EX=IVE DEALER

no.76.e'rct.5=

PROSPECT

26, upol

AND

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

1st Shift Only

©

381-0699

6110,29,1689

PERSONNEL

It's Almost

Call as nowt We're on equal opportunity em.

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

14 To Rent Apartments

ge

PHONE 297-5320

WonteiMen & Women

friendly...kers.

IMPORT MOTORS

/55.0131

Des Plaines
20000. Wolf Rd.
An Eqva Opporturity Employer AVE

office skills to use as.well. The starting pay is
good and you'll get raises every 6 months for
years. The famous Bell benefits will be yours,
and you'll really enjoy the atmoophere and

BARRINGTON

Ith,Sporls Call

Cele. 6 we. atd. box ...Ted

2175. Arlington H. Rd.

roar day pose quickly. Or, if you prefer alit,
variety, a lypiskcierk job will put your other

IT TODAY Al

cell oolopzL30 P M

KITTENS

come

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
PAR. F. I. GANDER

0 Illinois Beth

Typist -Clerks

SEE AND TEST DRIVE

IB5 '29,11'19g0.7

WOMEN
Weekir4S

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!

Dogs,Pets &Equipment

CABINET ASSEMBLER
WIRING & SOLDERING

5555 W. TOUHY AVE.

103Auto Traders &Campers

ESTABLISHMENT
FOR SALE

224.5300

;72'S; r3r ;ef4i?U's'IP!V:=41711

296.6157

BONUS MOTORS

COIN OP DRY
CLEANING

CASH

NOOK

to Ito. hut HUAI, only a few position. =walk.. (Must be
ova., years al age./

CALL DAN DONOHUE

INSTRUMENT

sf:=Zigr:

Divorced?

.11ES.

MARSH

COMPANY -

GIRLS!

1:71112'St'S

Vadat°.

Ne PRODUCTS INC.

255 52812

i1.0.3200

255-1107

cod

259-7010

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL JOAN DENNEY

DES PLAINES RC

Work?

WHO ARE WILLI. TO 'OMR
OUTSTANDING SALARIES,

STREET

Married?

Going Back to

V 'OUR 'AS'EMTT

EKCO

600 0 RI 505., Des Plaines

267-6900

s139-0923

Janitors

SECRtS, TYPISTS,
RECEP., GIRLS FRIDAY
BKPRS.s CLERKS ...

Call For Immediate Consideration

606

Equal OpporluniM Employer

:=67ligr,OnTlin

``.

SECRETARIES

TA,54

296.6127

FOR SALColl t.ons.yier

Oop Inf.-coffee anytime

6028 DemPler

INSPECTOR

t7.

KEYPUNCH

Call -BARBARA ROSS -827-8154
KELLY GIRL SERVICES

In AAR,. Mph.

A NAME AND A SERVICE
ROLLED INTO ONE

,

Morten Grove, 111.

7;

Smobern Rudd°

n'll'strS=V:r5'9'4'9

LYNN DAVIS

Illinois Bell. As a full time lipid, you'll handle a
number of typing assignments which will moke

Mr Maki, rap Money Mee in.; New Peopl

PRINTER

era7=7...=1:17.74

Ivpwfiler, a great job is wailing for yob at

Icon,. Somebody

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

PURCHASING AGENT

The above positions offer a superior binge benefit
package and excellent stoning salaries.

32-Miscellhnems Merchandise

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FAC
ITO. IF YOU ARE INTERS ED IN WORKING AS At

If you're.. gal who's quick and accurate= the

He villt trgn you eanTlidelelY

t6S

MUSTANG

BONUS MOTORS

Zoned single. family
and mullIple.

31-Rommage 0 GarageSele

96.4700

1105

1Jj jtjLof

LAND INVESTMENT

lv or 392 0303

722 Center Street

When You're a Kelly Girl
KELLY GIRLS

Imre.. win Iran moo,

CALL MR. BEKAS

686.7740

$476

JEWEL

a.

Laboratories, Inc.

ssgut, mu,

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

ASSISTANT TO

537-1100
Mr. Loot

ARLINGTON HTS , ILL.

All 100% Free!
RECEP.ONIST,

SUppmise 2nd Mali Redwine and to wee
Plevem.samewma.upentlsoryeaperencerego.4

wwiwie paw..

be.. 10054 PUBLIC COMP
0=1'110 job wading in pip.

Call: 458-1922

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

CALL FOR APPT.

FOREMAN

""240
6=2P"
322-9015

671. F57e'd';,:67'iii;67"

31.13cats and Marine Supplies

Cook County

fan*

3rd Shift

SECRETARIES...

purChodno bockground

School Bus, Inc.

omoovo.

An Equal Opportunity Ernployer,

TAB OPERATOR
Experience Necessary
Excellent Fringe Benefits
371/2 Hour Week

eu.eo'run,°.

FLEA MARKET SALE

66 69 hn

PERSONNEL

6301 Uncoln Ave.

$$S$

o

304.08.80
D66-0700

Peceism groyd, oppolgoe, oer mon department

ing (degree nal mandpiery, Experience should Include end
respensibiiiin ,d5 email iiiii mem, comadmion and special
'open pm...awing

295
'63 VALIANT

'66 FORD

Baxter

2:30-5 p.m.

'63 VW

SEETHE 1970

AN EQUAI OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Prigs

GENERAL ACCOUNTANT

ANTIQUES
1.eld itomv Actii
A. 18, Ow pny. 323

MOO 024,1686

",

_WO

CARS

UNDER $1 000

'62 FALCON

297-2550

AIRLINE
TRAINEE
'RESERVATIONIST

'611:171CY'S'1'C'O'N'11141S

611.1nyestment Property

ASSEMBLER

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP

Illinois Bell

year of hooey experience
programming IBM 26040 DO5 using PPG. Inild maponoldl,
.1 be the conversion el 360.20wo

""7.NctIrXSYMZ'I'".
695-7635

6:30-8:30 a.m.

APPLY MR. CARULLO

$135 WEEK -FREE

0

PROGRAMMER ANALYST

100, d

Io

34Arts and Antiques

9.8,.

COUNTER

A.M. ROUTES

ftsr1=TAII s?d'eTo'l

%;7711`cr°77"H'

eoF,F:

DRIVERS

RECEPTION

ENGINEERING CO.

on with Merme.feminp Moshe experience needed

SCHOOL BUS

21.11818 Wanlil Bees Women

WEST PERSONNEL

ARNOLD
MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152

baMs.253-6258

Department.

five stenographer...Inge.

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

55 Musicallostimments

ma

724-6006

FULL TIME.PART TIME
DAY -NIGHT

P.M. ROUTES

'"*".'n"

824-2175
U.S. Govt Owned Homes

.

624-1.50

POLLARD MOTORS

CARPET CLOSEOUT

ndrsruOorlurclr 25 .q

1065 Oakton Si.
II block West of Lee St.)
Des Plaines

FEMALE

C T A to door

We h ve several terrific full time opening. right
now for bright, capable girls in oar modem Elk

LTPT,4.Nt1)=Z

So

Des Plaines

DOD Lee SI,

626-0030

ShorMand, accurate iyping desired far caeca.

"Specialists in Magnetic Materials"

Trmily Unlied

RESTAURANT

Earn Extro.Cash
Paid ra ning

FILING CLERKS:

437-2555

CV VU

Ed

5.5246222.0 6 2°

20000 Busse Rd.

'7P'Y':,..7117:17.7P;P=Pd

5675 oe offe,137 7588 aryls
tO9 csoffie ss 596 coFver1....225

86-fle0lEstate.Hcoses

OFF

ROAST BEEF

29E2770
La Selle Personnel
the new people

MIDWEST
AUDIO CORP.

TELETYPE?

rec,i.a.d,ll.propi,ci labs.

SZtna:Valn:s7

r

Grov Village offices.
He e's what we need:

TRA1NEE-$125 WK.

IT. re:

.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Sams

WE OFFER,

s'odu"e'

CALL 296-6661

1050 W. Touhy
Elk Grove Village
439-5500

40% - 60%

SASE -num. AP.
25, 7-10 pm. So. Pori Leda,

Nee, SHAG CARPET $9 95 se

color Wel

Fl7l2"6d29r:=6

CARPETING

'eet'400'±SUP'50761'.1073'2,'Ut

RUMMAGE

ARBY'S

za-Z:atna-

01.1111

3924,1?..

83.1ndustdalliroperty(ToRent

Yolgaist Church. oos w. 0.1

e*.115D. F.P bet Malan with

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT

SERVICE PLASTICS

966-0700

Use Day Want Ads

OLDS STAR. Full power.

ELECTRON

two

CALL 439-8020

ZO

HYDROTHERAPY

'PV67'4=.71:egO7erle'r!

Apr,I17,

MANUFACTURER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY

5. P/S.

22'41;erl'.1dt's Lod'

BM N11453.660001 PARKE,

GAI.S1!

0

I

Is

Aoril 16,17, 9 4,

259-4000

MI5 3rd shilt

1S'Is'ro2e tennnrnt%

,.

GIRL FRIDAY

o

IC

TREES,

Auto

1von,To

1967 Ford tau. So.e. .

'67.7120SPECT OOPET CENTER

MEN OR WOMEN

RANDHURST CENTER

PLASTIC INJECTION
MACHINE OPERATOR

01

JUNE GRADUATES

INJECTION
FIRM

1

1 block north o1Xl.lns

desk, bookcalee. form. tbl. 6

593-6990

PLASTIC

439.5440

PRESS . PERATORS

w005 -s10,000

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

59243.1

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

MAINTENANCE

40 hours 'eek plus overtime.

Amiable

he umbilicus and sell.cluter-

EtRUSN.UP PRACTICE

nO"S'HADE

ro'eTdoP'16'575O'I'-r6V"

PrgiZ'7OjltIZT. °Lt.%

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
g
Is
Id
d

LOST OUR LEASE
CARPET SALE

WHIRLPOOL

in the. hcrtmlntez

NO FEE

8

I7

Ao

Th

PERSONNEL

w Coo."

JANITOR -

WITH NO LAYOFFS!

A 1 Ns

All Office Skills

Sunbeam Corp.

WANTED

L2'570565'etrr'a.;:l

610 sq. It. Mid. in ,Sowstove

E at/ludas.

NOTE TELLER
Experienced
Ti

.-

11.10 Rent, Stores, Offices

WO... WARDROBE ESTATE -

TRAINING?

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

Subsid.ory of

6

S1725.592.2234

T'j

Oar, Sole Apr. 16.17, 10 la S.

Des Plaines 027 3455

FROM

PRODUCTS, INC.

Itru,=

COUNSELOR

WITH A TEMPORARY).

GENERAL AnOLDED

,

670.3373

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

ARE YOU
INTERESTED IN
NURSES AID

_

STRIKE IT RICH

766-0350

...Pm,

$40 827 .1082

BS -To Rent Office Space

Talented
OOOOO

,uy x, yoiion

16 -To Rent Rouses.

do .d h

=7,

SCOW Bios...lie. Rd
OOOOOO

WAITRESSES

12 gouge dble. loorrel shot sus,

461596'4.1.3. $'

minute, figure oPsi.le, no

CALL MRS. ALLEN AT

Me us to find two young gids

766-0350

Capable

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

elks

EVE. APPTS. AVAILABLE

9301K. St

11,1 05IS

439..06 or 956,795

"11-c11

shodhond.3.51161.6Week.Good

s 2.15.1S

o

pa, toms

Privom Aber 5 PM

Loaded.

6166'.VP;StinVO%'ouy'O2'1.76T.

REAL ESTATE SALES

345-8200

jt,',7O.eadatite"trt.':41: Pry
rol

PHONE 392.2708

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

Monle Carlo. 3 mos. old.

21",'IL;.z3"4

27 Fool XL P. P. ff...

RECEPTIONIST

You'Zgree. and

GENERAL
FACTORY HELP

Gil Scout's Car Salo dloPPlisem

Ute's'."PZ4pemP7dur=;

2111elp WantedNen & Women

MEDICAL
TRANSCRIBERS

huilion reimbursement
Autemall, Increases

fringe benefits. Moment work

YOUNG MAN WANTED

Coll 299.24.

CALL...GA.1E22AT

Rold Holldays

SWITCHBOARD

(GIRL FRIENDS O.K.)

PUBLIC

excellenLOoll

P''"c'dinZr:a Utr:

537.6787

TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL MOTORS

IS1'0Al=r17,Z2ne.

FRONT DESK
Immediate openings available for experienced
etchers: Must be willing to occept responsibility
Salary COMMensurale wIth experience and co.

as.ale eft a

llhonal Vacation P/an

PLACE PUB

BOOKKEEPER

25Employment Agencies Women

rI"47..cr 14.1=11r;:ergon: re?:1.:tre'e=

company Pold Lifti,11,11.4
AMolor Medical Intone.*

VIKING STEEL

EXECUTIVE SALES

ETCHING DEPARTMENT

tr=ent

rny'
Ll1we

,

ZOT.n6'd'

Franklin Pork

2706 N. Fdaingion

Suburb..
PIS MP

111 -Automobiles for Sale

,14 -To Rent Apartnents

a

tonwo.Colltlow -

"TAZ6RA STEVENSON

erolf,nue benefit pi ogram wh,c11 Inakelec

SOME OTHER

GENERAL OfrICEWORIS

Ken Lorson & Associates

CI

IGO 9

NeGhbornuout Solo. BOO der.

lecting B99.9057

S m.

Tho Porting salary is Nona and we ollor . eeinnvly

593.6676, 10 to 7

2Allelp Wanted Women

CALL 269.7191

CL 5,35.

Ap

Sol

J'AcEd

APPLYIPIPERSON
OR CALL

WEST PERSONNEL

Looking for o comer minded

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES

1.3i Ps An Avon Doormen.

VIVIAN WOODARD Comm.

PURCHASING CLERK

RaPP

455 8350

0

CONTAO,14127161g DODDS

IGNATZ & MARY S
024 7141

0.520

YeZti, 'tt,..d

Teen Ager,
Grandmother,
In Between,

TRAVEL AGENT

O'Hore Office Bldg.

RIGHT HAND
GAL

GRILL MAN

Coll o Apply
V. M rgan

EXPERIENCED

E

_ And

WAITRESSES

10400W, XIggins

S.5. Penwodo.

h

RECEP.- TYPIST

H. tuna.

Rd A I 16.. 60005

C1'1:11:==:ino'n

...ill. 2'2'2555
Vtinefort na.T6PAgs Per.

P

41 -Home f urnishingsEumiture

'32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

31,flummage &CaregeSale

26-11119 Wanted Women

.

hondIe people m pe son

.11420.59
SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES
93011.6 St

244110 408111 Women

All Ages Boy Avoid Why Not Sell

or

HOSTESS

6I1O7cel'hoZen:ru

B0.12.10,18

26 Help Wanted Women

Melo Wanted Women

W.II be deal r10 ....

SECT $675

"''''"66";:;""r

298 2770

2&Help WaMed Wean

I

GIRL WA JILEIU:21,6,tl.O:

21 Employment Won. Men

SALESTRAITIE. $700

25 -Employment Agencies Women

25Employment Agencies Wome

24 Help Wanted Mon

24 Bela Wanted Men

Page IS

Monday, April 20, 1970

&Help Welted Boma

261319 Wanted Women

Page 14

Ladies of Flk. roi-orooyesole. Elks

to 10 Me. /A Apr 26.3am lee
pm.

'drip 520:
treater Soto kit oat Ssei sou
Incine.olor

p66 bed comp 310. 2127,
Meg

"A'

SzOt

Af 1.6 pm. call 439-4115

iFEEP''L

gedie s hooter. Exc. cond. Must

'1==:=1'.
Phone: 253.6300

1;11,10,.,,,rellent condition.

Club. 49S Lee 6z, Des Plaines,
Thu,,, Apr RI Doan open 6 pM

AIR CONDITIONING

Black leather Spanish I

N.Weagate, Mt. Prosy..
P

me. .IA 9 coi.h. 2 me.
chplrAktemenon..20.511.

two bliss. N. of Cenhal)

Rg=tirtff
1:27-7412

DICK WICKSTROM

467

5S5 hying Park Road
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

SHORT RIBS
Page 16

Monday, Apnl 20, 1970

/Lt. ReWEA Wog Ar MY (ARCO

own world of fanta-

TONIGHT

question of whether
adequate health care

sy.

OUT OUR WAY
(JUST BILLS? MOTHI1,1' FOR

ME YET? I SENT FER

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
,RAMP'S GIVENS
THAT POOR MAN

THREE SEED CATALOGUES A HARD THE

TWO WEEKS AGO--AN'

EVERY DAY FOR

ING MATERIAL
TO HIM -YOUR
GRANDFATHER
HASN'T PLANTED
A GARDEN IN

BEFORE THAT A COUPLE
A WEEK NOW,
OF PAMPHLETS ON GARAS THOUGH TT
DENIN I SHOULD HAVE
WERE THE MAR. RECEIVED SOMETHIN'
MANS FAULT --HOW YEARS,AND HAS
BY NOW --TIME'S
NO INTENTION
RIDICULOUS!

A-WASTINV

MS HE

ESPECIALLY WHEN
ITS MERELY READ-

OF STAR:TINS
NOW/

FORGOTTEN

l'lIE MAWR
PUFFED OUT

SWAMI ALSO
PREDICTS THAT A

ME A

RAN CLOUD 15 COW ?

AFTER

MORE NERNOLIS THAN
EMCEE WfTH
A
LOOSE *TOUPEE!

410 TI

sWAMI

FINALLY
CALLED
ONE RIGI-tr I

PERSONALLY, I'D BE

26 Turin

6:00
News

2

ARE GETTN'

SUPERSTITIOUS!
WHAT CoULD

44 Continuous
News, Weather,

News
Mike Douglas

7
9

Sports

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

FtsSIBLY

HAPPEN?.

I GoT A

R erun. Vivian

6:15

01-UZZL.R0

SAKE HOOPLEI

MARK TRIAL

woman who aban-

Renner
by

5 My World and

Rhapsody in G Mi-

FOREST
UNHARMED,

1.116 FRIEND

OF LOST

BINGLE LOOKED AT ME ?

ings

to steal

em.

A WARNING

A SHOTGUN

Your

Horoscope

UP

7:00
5
T C B (Taking
Care of Business)
Special stars

these days that you run into
difficulties on the employment
scene.

Diana Ross and the

GEMINI (May 22 - June

Supremes and
Temptations.

21): Go about re-establishing a
personal relationship in the
best way you know how. These

CANCER (June 22 - July

withdraws into his

23): Lessons learned in the re-

cent past can be put to ex-

GAY I

'11

i
_

T}111,11( FOR. A MINUTE --HOW CAN VA

Island."

Jungle Jim joins a
oarty in the investigation of the disappearance of a WAC
who vanished in
the jungle. Johnny
Weissmuller and Ann
Savage.

Mery Griffin

1:40

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

part special on the
state of the nation's

Heaven." Pilot Da-

health looks at the

9

vid Niven is acciden-

Five Minutes to

Live By

5
7

CBS Reports:

Health in America
Part 1 of a two-

1:45

3:00

OLD rAYS It.IHEN THE AIR IU*.
CLEAN At JO THE SKY K
BUJE !

Ildik

.

I'M HALF A MIND
ID TAKE A
MEATOS H !DEEP

atiti

Al,

o

-

.

,4112/W.IONO. ..

PUNISH SOMEEOPY WHO'S TRYIN' TO
HELP YOU KICK THE MOM?!

of beef

18 Rum - (pl.)

THE AGENCY

THAT PEMADED

THE)'
PONT' ANSWER...
NO WONDER

DR. ()MEM TO

irs AFTER 5:30:

COME TO THE U5.

CLOSED!

BLAZES, AND IN ENGLAND ITS NOW
LATE AT NIGHT...50 THEIR. LONDON
OFFICE vVOULP BB CLOSED, TOOL

THEY'RE PROE'LY

rOo.

tir

7HAT ABSENT:
MINDED DINGLE

50

CHECK INTO A HOTEL AND SIT

TIGHT TILL TOMORROW, t GUE50...

, WHAT nos?

WOTTA

WE IX3
NOW?

NT A CAN

,

COULD'VE TAK

ARIES (March 22 - April
:20): If another has promised

A PLANE TOE
SINGAPORE,

you benefits for work accomplished, rest assured you will
ultimately make gains. Be
patient with others.
tot

4-20

CAMPUS CLATTER

PARTIAL
ReMIHD me To NEVER
Aom.0 ASK PROFESSOR outtalk,

"WHAT'S YOUR EIMIVI

170

U

20 Property item
21 Sea eagle
22 Wretched area
of a city
24 Learning
26 Discharged
an obligation
27 Maple sirup,
for instance
30 Zoroastrian
sacred books
32 Kind of wool
34 Bowl, for one
35 Redactor
36 Cooking to a

1

2

4

3

12

13

15

Lis

18 '

PASTER

.5

6

22

25

11'1".
23

27

31

37

32

33

35

,

,42.43. 44

1

145

28 29

.

46

47

---

50

51

.0

52
.

55

11

38

40

soup
49

10

.

26

36

V

9

17.

21

41 Split

42 Less exposed

8

14

34

40- water

7

19

30

chef

to danger

tE

SAFERU
57 Woody fruit
PLAGE eNT.ASE 1 c 1
ieTT e Q EiE
DOWN
EEN `NEON
NUT
1 Timg gone by
2 Margarine
11 Direction
38 Cylindrical
3 Most easily
17 Praised
masticated
19.Attire
41 Communion
4 Silky fabric
23 Citrus fruits
plate
5 Grow weary 24 Fluid rock
42 Skewer for
6 Ancient name 25 Above
roasting
of Urfa
26 More ashen
43 Tropical plant
7 Tiny
27 Plight
44 Appointed lot
8 Paroxsym
28 Presently
46 Preposition
9 Binding
29 - wine
47 Unbleached
customs
31 Holding right 48 Food regimen
10 Girl's name
33 Vexes (coll.) 50 Chess pieces

24

37 Seines
39 Torch (Scot.)

45 Cooked meat
on a spit
49 Act of placing
51 Here (Fr.)
52 Particle
53 Feminine

ELlE ITO

ARTO NETS

40-pie

between
sidewalks and
streets

rush.

A

1=,

14 Star facet
15 Oriental coin
16 Spaces

CAPTAIN EASY'

TA

VE

element

assistant

something in the present situation you like.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

ir SLUM
MERINO

L. 0
AV

56 Gaseous

12 - and
cakes

SASS pSatiLsS

I

year

4 Lamb -8 Salad of
chopped
cabbage.

AGGALLO,
raY

POT STE
L- /,,W
AL E A
E
P
A E
SE N T
A
r0 D

suffix
54 Mineral rock
55 Adolescent

1 - roast

13 Military

tapir
tiara

Movie
"Pigmy

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
Show
9 Movie
"Stairway
to

ACROSS

all. Make an effort to find

tail

1:35
9

Show

9:00

Let's Eat!

THE BORN LOSER

side will get you nowhere at

altar
alit
afar
apart
aria

The Colonial

Answer to Previous Puzzle

CA PR ICORAL/,(Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Loitking_on the black

trial
trail
tarp
trip
trap

Reflections

10:30

9

deserving.

lair
lariat
rapt
rial
rail
ratal
,aril

1:30
7

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Dec. 22): Share your joys with
one who has had little to cheer
about lately. You can do much
to raise the spirits of one who is

lig: -

1:05

26 A Black's View

2

COIvodA.I.o...otoln. ow

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Answers to
Hideaword

9 News

of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners

her boss.

'

f

- ...

that you will welcome.

search for added benefits, the
more likely you arc to let yourself in for disappointment. Be
realistic.

10:00
News
5 News
7 News
9 News

REMINDS ME OF 'THE GCOCt

etas

now to drift away from your

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

1:00
Perspectives

N.'".--

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23);
Take care that you don't begin

21): The more intently you

7

ginia.

Rerun. Doris

1W INHAT A

workers. Those who are closest
to you in interests can be
trusted where instincts count.

19): Don't allow ambition to
pull you around by the nose.
Though you wish to accomplish something soon, don't

32 Password

poses as the wife of

BEAUTIFULLY CLEAR.

23): Take your cue from co-

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Look for the silver lining.
The darkest clouds contain
some promise for the future

12:35

Flash Gordon

EEK & MEEK

Sept.

long.

12:30
Some of My Best
Friends
5

MORTY MEEKLE

Look to the . future if you
would make the present seem
more interesting. What'you do
now has a great bearing on tomorrow.

original goal. Present slackening of the pace must not last

2

2

a young boy who

friends are concerned.

-

the

8:30
Doris Day Show

the

11 Directors Choice
"Silent Snow, Secret Snow." Story of

will not be easy days where

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

at

Navajo Indians.
32 Big Valley

GOI

put so much stress on romance

cellent use at this time. Don't
think too little of yourself.

look

changing life of the

26 Famous Artists;

Mountains,

Printer
A film about a day
in the life of a printer's apprentice in
18th century Vir-

11 NET Journal
A

Sheridan, John

9

11

sman, Ann -Margret,
Eleanor Parker.

Famous Writers

TAURUS (April 21 - May'
21): Take care that you don't

lira

son. Vittorio Gas-

Philbin

6:55

BUGS BUNNY

FOR TUESDAY

VIRGO (Aug. 24

with a teen-ager who

was rejected by his

steel
Ann

Lund, Howard Duff.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

2

tycoon has an affair

6:45

2 6 Bob
Sports

Tiger and

cessful, 45 -year -old

rope features stops in
London, Venice, the
Rhine, the Riviera
and Scotland.

BLAST FROM

pail
plat
plait

"The

plant owner.

11 Fact of the Mat-

the Pussycat." Suc-

A film trip to Eu-

nephew of a

ter
Summary of news
of the week.

Movie

Seas

problems of the

lands of northeastern
New Jersey.

Mayberry RFD
Rerun. Andy Tay-

and their new baby.

26 To&y's Racing
32 Of Lands and

12:00
Movie
"Steel
Town."
Story of steel -making
and the personal
2

and industrial flat-

lor returns to Mayberry with his wife

that his father wants

11:50

central Connecticut

8:00

and discovers

Weather,

32 News Final

Smoky

sequences
2

Great Music

Azalea Festival, the

32 Truth or Con-

three priceless paint-

WAS FIRED

part
prat
pair

nor, Op. 79, No 2, by
Brahms.

Rerun. Mundy is

32 100

tary look at the
ecological crisis in
the U.S. Filmed segments include the
Florida Everglades,
the Mobile, Ala.,

Frank Martin,
Swiss composer, plus

earlier.

11:35
Paintings;

0

Return." Documen-

featured

with eight preludes

Paul Harvey.

Comments

7 Now
"No Deposit, No

Pianist David
is

11:30

32

9:30

11 Young Musical

doned him 20 years

32 The Prisoner

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

Artists

assigned to protect

TAKES ONE
STARTLED
LOOK AT THE
MAN HE
11400GLIT WAS

Sports

News,

9 Wagon Train

More."
7 It Takes a Thief

NAVE DONE THAT, DOG...
DID YOU SEE THE WAY

AND THE
CONFUSED
ANIMAL

world. A beautiful

film with breath stopping excitement.

Kills Dragons Any
I DON'T KNOW IF I SHOULD

32 Men in Crisis
44 Continuous

6:30
Gunsmoke
Rerun. A halfbreed Indian policeman comes across his

Welcome to It
Rerun. "Nobody

WM 4 otA. ke TA 4 v 1 v. of

mentary about surf-

ing around the

mother, a white

SO DISCOURAGING.

Endless

Summer." A docu-

2

rr

"The

sey

vancements in the
study of our environment.

Movie

7

11 TV College
Literature.

and Raymond Mas-

on some recent ad-

Vance guest -stars.

POSTCARD FROM

26 Quiz

MARK

Here's Lucy

2

With Kim Hunter

11 Book Beat Frank
Graham,
author of "Since Silent Spring," reports

7:30

6:25

TRYING TO
TEACH
BINGLE TO
LEAVE THE
WILDLIFE

is available to the average American
when he needs it.
9 Perry Mason

Show

5 News

auYs

Acevedo

tally taken to Heaven
where he must plead
for return to life.

54
7
1

Hersey students tell ways to help in pollution fight
Are you wondering what
you can do to help resolve environmental problems not

only on Earth Day but thereafter?

Hersey High School students

have

prepared

dinance. If it does not, or if it is
ineffective, copies of model ordinances can be obtained from
the National Air Pollution
Control Administration, Wash.

decreasing the efficiency of
the toilet. Potential savings
per day in Ann Arbor, Mich.,

ington, D.C., or the Depart-

natural. Instead of massive watering or irrigation efforts,
plant vegetation which can
flourish under normal rainfall

equals 3,000,000 gallons.

Let your lawn or yard go

ment of Air Pollution Control,
320 N. Clark, Chicago 60610.
Stop smoking. The average
New Yorker takes into his

"re-

cipes for environmental action" from literature obtained
through several agencies.
Here'are suggestions for the
seven areas suffering environmental degradation.
AIR POLLUTION; Do not
let your automobile idle unless

species.

Do not use colored tissue,
colored paper or colored nap-

day. Don't add to the problem,

for your own body and for
your environment.
WATER CONSERVATION:
Place several bricks in the
flush tank of every toilet

necessary. The automobile is
the single greatest sources of
air pollution.
Check to see if your town
has an air pollution control or-

cally.

dane, heptachlor, endrin, aldrin, GHD, Q4,5,4 -D, tax-

Use detergents, toothpastes,

amount of water used without

hold commodities which have

Planting a mixture of trees,,
shrubs or garden plants instead
of a monoculture reduces
chances of an insect outbreak.

proper time of year; do not under any circumstances use
DDT, dieldrin, lindane, chlor-

streams visually and biologi-

shampoos and other house-

will

they will eventually end up.
Demand information on effects of content by writing to

mended dosages; use at the

kins. Dyes released in the manufacturer's effluent pollute

reduce the

used. This

taining lead, mercury or arse-

company presidents and sending copies of letters to political
representatives.
PESTICIDES: Consider al-:
ternatives before using chemical poisons. If you must use a
chemical poison, follow these
guidelines: use only recom-

conditions with a 'variety of

lungs the equivalent in toxic
materials of 38 cigarettes a

the least detrimental effect on
the water environment where

aphene or any compound con-

nic.

RemoVal of dead or diseased

plants reduces the sources of
pest populations.

SOLID WASTES: Use returnable bottles, not throwaways or cans.

Reuse paper bags, boxes,
plakic bags, envelopes, egg
cartons and other containers.
Conduct a paper and metal
can drive in your community

opments.

NOISE: Support local noise
pollution ordinances sand get
them strengthened.
Be sure your own muffler,
radios, air conditioners, TVs,
and so forth are not part of the
noise problem.

Encourage groups to plant

flowers and other vegetation in
your corr..-mnity.
Support
POPULATION:

free access for everyone to
birth control information and
devices. Encourage birth control programs for all groups,
not just the poor and minority

Be sure that motorcycles,
model airplanes, construction
equipment and boats have adequate noise control devices.

groups.
Support

VISUAL BLIGHT: Keep
your own environment clean
and attractive. DO NOT LITTER.
Seek

landscaping

nances that require shopping
centers, housing projects and

Save newspapers and return'
to paper company.

schools to include landscaping
and open space in their devel-

ence on population control as
the pre -requisite for food aid
to foreign countries.

Pro5pett ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly, cloudy,

low In upper 3N Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy, little

government -

population control and family planning programs.
Urge United States insist-

ordi-

to encourage re -cycling.

a

sponsored campaign in the
media to encourage voluntary

Telephone
255-4400

change in temperature.

Your Home Ne4spaper
Newsstand -Price 10 Cents

10 Pages

TuesdayApril 21, 1970
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Crane hits Nixon welfare reform
By Richard Crabb

plan of family assistance is to
train adults on welfare so that

Rep. Philip M. Crane (R 13th Dist.) of Northbrook announced Monday that he will
not support the Nixon welfare
reform in its present form.
Crane's objection is that the
Family Assistance Bill, known
as H.R. 16311, as it is now
written would encourage fami-

they may qualify for regular
jobs and remove themselves

lies on welfare to remain as
wards of the state indefinitely.

The intention of the Nixon

from the welfare program.
Rep. Crane advised his col-

leagues in the House and the
White House late last week
that he could not vote for the
new Nixon welfare plan as it is
being presented to Congress.

THE NIXON plan to train
welfare families while provid-

ing a minimum wage is being
described as the first major reform in federal welfare since

the program came into exis-

tence in the 1930s.
-a' "I cannot support this bill
in its current form," said
Crane. "While I favor legislation to reform our welfare system, I do not believe that this

bill would represent any significant progress toward that
end.

"This bill has been present-

He also objected

to the

"low-cost housing"
which has been applied to the
development. He said low -and
phrase

The Rev. Patrick Cahill, assistant provincial of the Catholic Order of the Clerics of St.

moderate -income housing is

Viator, yesterday said there

the proper term and that the

were several errors in the state-

Viatorians understood low and moderate -income persons
to be those who are earning be-

ments released to local newspapers by a citizens group that
Saturday proposed a low-income housing development
for property owned by the religious order in Arlington
Heights.

"I want the people to know

what the facts arc," Father
Cahill told The Day. "It really
upsets me when something is
agreed on that's going to be released and then it turns out differently."
Father Cahill referred specifically to a written statement

handed out by the citizens
group which was headlined

Day
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HE SAID the development,

page so torn that I miss all
the lead stories.
J.R.

as proposed to the Viator-

(Continued on page 2)

testified before the Committee
on Ways and Means. While ex-

pressing his general approval
of the concept of the bill, he
said that he objects to it on the
following basis:

FIRST, THAT when the
value of food stamps and state
is
benefits
supplementary
added in, the marginal tax rate

criminatory to any race," Father Cahill said.

Harper slates
Earth day
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ing to Les Milligan, vice-president of Edison's northern divi-

"Most of our personnel will
appear at programs being held
in the school systems," he said,
for Earth Day is evident.
there are some 3,000 organiza-

scheduled at Harper College.
Harper College Center - En-

ment in high schools across the

tions to reclaim the environcountry and another 2,000 at
colleges. We hope to contrib-

Wed-

this important issue."

10 a.m. to 10:45 a.m.--Ray
Schwarz, biologist and direc-

tor of River Trails Nature
Center, Northbrook.
10:45 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.-Mrs. Jean Beal, world traveler

ma

who has studied the population problem at the World
Health Organization Library,
Geneva, Switzerland.
11:30 a.m. to 12 noon-Robert Nye, John Marshall Law
School, hearing examiner for
the Chicago Council on Human . Relations, will discuss

pollution control laws.
p.m.-Ashley. 'Montagu,
I

anthropologist, will speak on

"The Life and Death of the
Environment." '
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.-workshops

on industry, population and
community_ and_pollOsitm.

Making its national premiere at Randhurst Shopping Center tomorrow through Saturday will
be the 1970 Keebler Elf -Magic Show. Featuring live actors and fully animated puppets, the 20minute shows are based upon principles of ancient magic illusions. The entire show takes place in a
trick kitchen setting where spoons stir mysteriously by themselves, pans glide across a table and an
oven shown completely empty has the ability to produce a full array of unusual items. The show is
opening at Randhurst as part of a nation-wide shopping center tour sponsored by Keebler Company, Elmhurst based makers of cookies, crackers and snack foods. the show is free to everyone
and tickets are not required.

speak at Earth Day events at

"In the next five years we

these schools: Arlington High
School, Arlington Heights;
Conant High School, Palatine;
Dempster Junior High School,
Mount Prospect; St. John Lu-

will spend about $150 million
on environmental control facilities."

theran School, Mount Prospect.

Edison's program includes
the annual use of 41/2 million
tons of low sulfur coal and the

use of natural gas and oil to

displace over 6 million tons of
"EDISON HAS under- coal.
taken a crash program to speed
Sulfur emissions will be cut
up its environmental efforts,"
40 to 50 per cent at generating
Milligan said.
place.

plants in Chicago and outlying
sites

in northern Illinois and

Hammond, Ind.

"The most important part
of the Edison plan to clear the
air is the expansion of our nuclear program to nearly 71/2
million kilowatts by 1977,"
Milligan said.

"At that time this newest
and cleanest form of power
production will account for

Forest View
students on TV
Forest View High School
students will quiz environment

experts tomorrow in

a tele-

vision Earth Day program.

"Earth Day! What Is It?"
will be broadcast on Channel
2, WBBM -TV at 10 a.m. and
noon.

At least 100 students will
appear on the half-hour special.

well over 40 per cent of Edison's electrical output."

"An educated guess is that

Earth Day events tomorrow

are open to the public are
vironmental -Teach -In,
nesday.

oto

Check schools for time and

sion.

"where most of the impetus

teach -in

"..112.".. --

Edison taking part in Earth Day
a wide range of activities tomorrow, Earth Day, accord-

portunity housing, and not dis-

move us in the wrong direction --it would move us toward
more Federal control, and
away from state determination
of their own future programs," said Crane.

Credit cards have been the ruination of the balance of my

posal to be one for equal op-

t.

1
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Third, that the arrangements proposed to administer
the provisions of this bill are
cumbersome and costly.
"The pending bill would

credit.

ment.

"We understood the pro-

should be treated equally, and
that this is not the case under
the provisions of the bill as it
now stands, either in the regulations relating to state supplemental, benefits or in the advantages it may give persons

SIMON
SUBUI113
SAYS

About 150 employes of
Commonwealth Edison Co.
will join housewives, students,
educators and businessmen in

families," as

was mentioned in the state-

to create;
Second, that families in similar economic situations

posal for a 'negative income who do not work over those
tax' this legislation is based, who do;

Metropolitan Fair
Housing Alliance, Neighbors
at Work of Elk Grove Village,
Inc., New Communities, Inc.,
Northwest Suburban Coalition for Better Housing, and

ians, would not be "primarily
for non-white

ment rather than the incentive
that this program is designed

Council,

To pick up my morning

moderate -income property."

Mrs. Kay Petersen of Ar-

tion, Harper College Human
Rights Club, Illinois Migrant

paper and find the front

V iatorian

understood that the citizens
group would not release it.

Arlington Heights Human Relations Committee, Business
Industrial Ministry of Berwyn -Cicero, Catholic Interracial Council of Chicago,
Community Effort Organiza-

land

the

HE SAID THE Viatorians
had not agreed to the wording
of the written statement and

the following organizations:

should be used for low -and

"Why

fare altogether.
"Last November Prof. Milton Friedman, the distinguished University of Chicago economist on, whose pro-

lington Heights, a spokesman
for the citizens group, laid the
statement was not supposed to
tween $7,000 and $12,000 a be given out. She said she did
not know anything about the
year.
"What I'm afraid of now is statement and could not comthat there's going to be a ter- ment on why it was released.
rible alarm because it's not unThe citizen's group said it is
derstood by the people in this
composed of individuals from
area," Father Cahill said.

Gripe
Of The

son to believe that it could
have just the opposite effect:
that persons who have always
been among the "working
poor" would find it to their

economic advantage to stop
working and depend on wel-

Divutes statements
in housing plan
By Bob Casey

on the earned income of the
working poor is far higher
than the apparent fifty pering hodge-podge of welfare
and assistance programs, but cent --that, indeed, it may acto provide an incentive to get tually come to more than the
people off of welfare. The ob- apparent fifty percent-that,
jective is a noble one, but we indeed, it may actually come
have little assurance that it to more than one hundred perwould be accomplished. In- cent, thus providing a serious
deed, there is substantial rea- disincentive to accept employed to us as an effort not only to
reform and simplify the exist-

Two Mount Prospect residents employed by United Air Lines
recently received the company's award of merit for outstanding
contributions to the airline. Edwin Win (left), was honored for

work in originating and developing a complete line of convenience frozen food 'entrees for use in coach meal service onboard the wide -body jet aircraft. Daniel I. Clampitt was recognized for his work in the development of a system to jack the
Bdelng 747 airplane during overhaul. Wirz, chef at United's
O'Hire International flight kitchen, lives at 305 N. Stevenson
Ln. Ciampitt, a staff representative line maintenance inspection,
lives at 1910 Hatherleigh Ct.

Edison representatives will

Hersey students to help
rid lake of dead fish

Palatine

Among participants in tomorrow's Earth Day activities,

boy beaten

will be students from Hersey
high school, who will be help-

A Palatine youth was beaten
by five other youths last night

ing to clean up hundreds of

to contain the interceptor sewer, numbers of dead fish began
floating to the surface and up
on the shores of the slough.

dead fish that have been lying
in the parking lot of Rand- on the shores of Hillcrest Lake
hurst Shopping Center, Mount in Prospect Heights for several
weeks.
Prospect.
Hillcrest Lake, a slough near
Police said Patrick Bowman, of 151 Greenwood, Pala- Willow Rd., just east of Illinois
tine had just left with his friend 83, is the site for a portion of
when five youths approached an interceptor sewer being
them and one said to Bowman, constructed by the Metropoli"you want to fight?". Bow- tan Sanitary District of Great-

It was thought that vibrations from the construction

man told police he told the boy
he didn't want to fight and the

er Chicago (MSD).
While construction crews,

ton, Mount Prospect; 8

next thing he knew the youth

were using pile drivers to install metal sheeting necessary

was hitting him in the face.
-

-

-
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work had caused the death of
the fish. However, a pollution
control expert from MSD, who

checked the situation, said the
fish had died from lack of oxygen.
Marshall Theroux, Wheeling

Twp. assessor, said that a bulldozer operator from the township's highway department,
will be on hand at 8:30 a.m, to
dig trenches in which the fish
can be buried.

Meetings Tonight
River Trails School District+ 26, 1800 E. Kensingp.m.
Mount Prospect Village

Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park

District finance committee, 600 See-Gwun Av.;
8:30 p.m.

Forest View High School
senior Nancy Hornak was
recently awarded the Betty

Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow award for her knowledge and skill in the field ,of
homemaking. She competed
with 50 girls, including other
Forest View students, in an essay and questionnaire contest.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Hornak of 1407
Fern Dr., Mount Prospect.
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Lincoln School addition
may be ready by fall
Construction on the Lim
coinSchool addition is pins
ahead at such a rate that it

closing the sale of Central
School to its undisclosed buyer

total revenue applied to con-

Aug. 1 date now scheduled.

of Central, which was pa -

on Senn 30, rather then the

moms likely that all junior
high school classes for Mount
Prospect's School District 57
will be held at Lincoln beginning in September, Supt. Eric
A. Sahlberg told the Board of
Education Monday night.
This was revealed, when
Rehberg suggested to the
board that the members might
want to consider the date for

TILE SUGGESTION was
made because he building
costs, set at 0990,000, might
require more money than will
be available to the school district by the end of June.

The school bond issue ath
proved by referendum for part
of the construction costs was

5550,000, and an additional
$10,000 already paid brings

-Obituaries

1

School
Menus

Oliver R. Hansen
Oliver Raymond Hansen,
77, of 624 Bunting Ln., Mount

Prospect, a retired insurance
broker, died yesterday at
Northwest Community Hospi-

To be served Wednesday in

ld

Arlington, Prospect, Hersey,

Survivors are two children.
Dr.

Elk Grove, Forest View and

Robert 0. of Prospect

Wheeling high schools in Disct 214:

Heights and Elizabeth Hutchins of Quezon City, RepubIts

dish (one

ellOiCe):

chop suey over rice, tooth or
taco, wiener in a bun. Vega tables tone choice): later
rounds, buttered corn. Salad
(one choice): fruit juice, mind
salad, relish dish, mold. or -

grandchildren; a brother, `Nalter D. of Phoenix, Ariz., and a

sine, Florence O. of Mount
Prospect.

Visitation will be after 4.30
this afternoon at Haire Funeo
al Home in Arlington Heights.
Services will be conducted by
the Rev. Eugene 0. Ongna tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at the ArBenton

Mein

ern

of the Philippines: four

tinge, sliced peaches, lime,
fruit cocktail. Rolled wheat

muffin and butter, milk.
Available desserts:
fruit
cocktail, raspberry gelatin.
cream pie, German chocolate
cake, safari cookies.
To be served Wednesday in

Heigh, Eva,elical

Free Church. Burial will be in
Chapel Hill Gardens West in
Elmhurst.
MacArthur ad Ann Sunhat
Contributions may be made shoots in District 23:
to the Missionary Aviation
Meat pia, applesauce,
Fellowship,Box 2828, Fell. vegetable of the day, el.olate
Orion, Calif., 92632.
cupcake, milk.

PRESIDENT
Harrison
Hanson said that he had been
assurred that the money will be
available, which is necessary
hese of the portion
f lh p
of the Mount Prospect Library
parking lot that is a pan of the
Central School property. TIM
sum is about $30,000.
The library receives approval of its request for funds from

-

a certain type of aircraft goesaver

her home the garage door

opens. Its a tittle eerie late at
night. She just wishes that
there was another type that

el Award. The award is given
annuany by the Pioneer Men

Foundation of Illinois (You
can always wear it its a scarf
pin, Dolor.)

would kindly close the door.

STUDENT CHAUFFEUR
A local mother who has the
duty every morning of driving
her high schoo tern to the scat
of learning in District 214
wishes fervently and aloud
every day that those Thu plan
such things had to drive with
her. 'At is the most infuriating

thing.' she griped, "to

get

stuck behind some parent giving the final benediction to the

Jan Bone is mother Day gal

who b ot receiving but raving. Jann (and

I hope you sent
her a card) is recovering from
an operation at St. Alexius
Hospital. Jan had one last
request from her Palatine
High School freshman

SHE PASSED the request
on to her surgeon and when
she goes home this week, she'll

moat her gallstones

to the

family scholar in a two-liese

high school freshman biology
lab. (Jan, ere you putting me

driveway when there are acres
and acres of lawn.

on?)

IF THERE was even one
passbm lane or
four -lane
driveway, the Mak around
the soh.' would Ito be so
congested:.

WHAT A DEAL

The Grace Lutheran

Church of Mount Prospect
was the scene of some highly

oompelitive wheeling and
dealing. The occasion was the
Miannual
Fellowship Dinner

AND ANOTHER ONE
A second local resident

d at the Church and hosted by George and Ruth Bren-

phoned with a "don't mention

and Evelyn
relation the

my name,

but

gripe.

"I

mailed a letter and a package
to the same address M Florida
each at the same time in the
post office," she said. "They
were both air mail, special de-

livery. The package arrived
the nem day. Thisisthe fourth

day and the letter hanit ass
rived yet...for heaven's sake..
CONGRATULATIONS
OOLORES
Prospect Day Women's

da, Charles

Brandeau (no
former Brandeaus), and George
and Sharon Gregg.

The six furnished the enter-

The

winners were George Bohd, Jr.

they used bottle caps (not beer,

Plane). The merchandise that
wargiven away was made upof

the school art department.

sJ

flecmber
of Amo.
noloplit's

sessments and tax cons

unil, of government
who depend upon real estate
all

Oct

Until about 40 years., the

think she means the Rolling
Green place?) The theme's a
broad one, "Today, Tomorrow or Yesterday". "That,"

Polly, "giv. the cos-

tume buffs a wide variety of
and the no-costumc
buffs an out."(Buff is also

will. L. Robert's Orchestra
will play the music.
soces 10MW s

the services

per-

New School Dist. 57 board
members were installed last

W. Dudrow and George R.
Foster, who replace Charles
Houchins and Ralph Walberg

each month, at

p. m, but
changed the place of meeting
8

from the administration building to the Lincoln School gym.
The board also learned that
Life Safety work required by
state law will be completed after July 1,1970, so that funds
will come out of the budget for

char took the time to prepare
a thoughtful presentation to
the Constitutiorml Comm.
don, In o doing he has he-

lms than 1.000,

COOK COUNTY townships handle general assistance
under which tax funds are toed
to help families in distress. The
township, outside .of Cook

transfer of
the Lineal

Construction account to fit
Education Fund on April 29
if 1969 taxes have not been received by that date.

-

of the Metropolitan Sanitary

Dist., and Dr. E. A. Pisa -

cock of the Cook County Tuberculosis District, who will
discuss the effects of pollution
on health of humans.
St. Via. students lave
been working on plans for to -

strong,

small

accuracy. She sometimes uses
finger cymbals and chord
clusters in her- bell ringing
petformtdditances.

In :ion to her musical
miner which includes being
the organist each sunday
the WCF1. 0:30 a.m. "Amerce for God" program, she has
written many books.

fuL but to spank with her Is an
evms, more inspissng
pertence.

Among her many Perth.-

Mlleng these are religious
books in series destine with the
miracles of the Old Testament
and "Whet is Spring...nine Pon
of a series.

"My latest book lies just
been published by a Lutheran
publishing house. It is .entified

The See and Hem' hooks.'
she said.

SHE SHOWED great interin the

bow, who is a member of the
International Platform Men.
and the national League of
Amer an Pen Women, is her
tomer roommate from Moody.
Bible Insatile, Mrs. Fred
lwana.
To hear Eleanor is delight-

founding of the

Northwest Suburban Christian
Woman's Club M this area.
Accompanying Mrs. Pam

aeon were appearances before
the Highland Park Tinsel
Club,

and the Mount Prospect Worn
an% Club
Program chairmen may note

her phone number is GA

3-2065. Mrs. Pankow lives in
LaGrange.
Her Performance is one that
will long ring in the memory of

projects; Jeff

April romances lead to showers
Dolores Haugh -Woman's Editor

iNE /POWER OAT
aulallobonl

ico, will di,cm,Water Pollution end Environmental Im

droupli iridoy. by Day Publ..

balance..

licen 217 S. Arlingion 1-le/gh

Mr. and Mrs. Norbert J.
0d...1415

,

Out.okown peas coming

to conduct seminars include
H. A. Buchanan all. Federal
Water Pollution Control AdMinietrattein of the U. S Department

of

Interior;

Dr.

Richard Lee of Universal Oil
Product, Co. who will spark
on the problem of control of
pollution from

automobiles.
Also present will be Larry

Mha Contest

Monday

dody,

e

,ill

!Conrad of Prospect Heights
ennouneb the Easter engagement of their daughter. Petricia Katherine Conrad. to Edward Lau recce Huber Jr., son

sane.

60016

Sobualphan resinstar

of Mr. and hit,. Edward L.

west. Mom dd.., 00 51
lawn U.S. moll me, at
a
Welt 89.00 ler u moo.

Huber of Arlington Heights.

hi iss Conrad will grad.e

Nowmfond pr.. 10 coas

from John Hersey
High School and will begin a
two-year program et the St.
Francis Hospital School of
Nursing in August. She is
praently employe) at Illinois
Bell Telephone Co, in Arlingin Jung

s=7:47.77:',L7rd

ton Heights.
Hcr Iinncc is a 19611 grade.

ate of Arlington High School

and Mended Harper junior

MING

College.

Mistime Buse

Janet Russell

Mr. Ind Mrs. Samuel- Rus-

Mr. and Mrs. Frost Busse of
Mount Prospect are announcing the forthcoming marriage
of their daughter. Christine. to
Dun W. Cards, son of Mr. and

sell Jr. of Atlanta, Ga., an the engagement of
their daughter Janet to Miami Francek, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Walter Calla of Aries -

Mn, Charles Frei -leek, 505 S.
Owen St., Mount Prospect.

ton Heights.

Janet is a 1968 graduate of

Christine, a 1967 graduate
of Prospect High School, is a
ancient in Harper College's
markering-manegement

FloridaState University, where
deShe majored in child
velopment and elementary
education. She was a member
of Sigma Kappa sorority,
Raton Incorporated, the
v deans list, and was a little sis-

pro-

C.arda Ism finished his service with. She Marine Corps

ter of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. She is employed as

Resei-vm.

stewardess by Delta Air Linea.

A July wedding is planned
al St. Paul Lutheran Church in
Mount Prospect.

He is serving in the U.S.
Nosy Keyed the U.S.S. Penguin at Key West, Fla.

No wedding date has ban

A hum

A
X

WALT DISNEY

difPuIR

RATES FROM

$193

-Following lunch., Greta
by

Graham Greene.,This book is
currently fifth on the best sellers fiction list in Chicago...

0

Seventy books tall and wish
lag she were able to mad them

all A Julia Iverson, 7, n first
grader at Buse School, as
measured by kindergartener

JOHN HAMBLETON WEATHER

WMAQ-NBC NEWS

John Cad, E son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Cad. Julia, whose

SPORTS SHORTS

dad is Busse School PTA mesh
dent, is the daughter of Mr.

that pop up in spriag through-

Beni Show Buy in the Area

out Mount Prospect schools

WMAil67

opened today nt Busse School,
where over 1,0110 books for all

ages and .gen the avellnble.
The fair will continue Wednes-

A

Maureen O'HARA
Wed. Thu.. Bith Only
Saturday& Sunday
12:50,4:35,8:20

parents are Mr. and Mrs. John
S.

Martin and Mrs. John L.

Neumann, all of Chicago.
Mr.

and M.i

LpmOoloyd A.

Stianther, nd M...1
00000nva the aft001 o1 tithe
third child, a son whom they

The Sound of
The Good Life

(

^

a

day and Thursday, open to au
from 9 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. and
Dem 7 to 9 pm those two eve Wags. (Photo by Eleanor
Rives)

CI

Mr. and Mrs. Cal O. Malone
of Mount Prospect, whose other hoys are Daniel, 5. and niielbel. 2. Brian weighed 5
pounds 15 ounces at birth. The
children, grandpa°. are

Mr. and 01. Franklin Landmeier of Elgin. Mrs. Mary

on pollution. Look. ma, do

All classes eligible are fdr
Tri ,Color except Class 11
which will be eligible
Award of Creativity.

There will be 12. displays.
Judging will be by guest Na.
tionally

of Mr. and Mrs. Richard L.
Mohill of Mount Prospect.
Melissa weighed 8 pounds
at

birth. The

1

girls'

grandparents are Mr. and M.,
Edwin Mohill of Des Plaines
and Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Wright of Warctown. N.J.
The welemMng commit..Robbins
for Patrick Jose ph
was five brothers and sisters:
Maureen,

I:

Dennis,

Ill:

Matibeth, a Christopher, 5,
and Shaun, 4, They are .the
children of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred L. Robbins of Moat
Prospect. Patrick was arn
March 21 at Lutheran General
Hospital weighing 8 pounds
51/2 ounces. Grandparents are
Wilfred Robbins of LIBIside,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mar
of Chicago.

Flower

Newcomers to hear
VISTA volunteer
Miss Sandra Eisenberg. a
VISTA Volunteer. will address the April 22 meeting of
dm

Mount

Prospect

New-

comers at 8 p.m. in the Mount
Prospect Country Club, 800 S.
See -Gwen.

from North Park College and
is in her second year of a twoyear graduate program at the
University of Illinois. Jane
Addams Graduate School of
Social Work.

As pan of her curriculum

.

Miss Eisenberg will present

she spends three days a week as

inforasstion tad a movie on

social work intern at Willard
Elementary School in Evans.

VISTA. She will also answer
questions from the audience.
...VISTA"

means

Volun-

teer, In Service To Americo.
Miss Eisenberg joinol VIS-

TA in dm summer of 196).
Her first assignment was in
Evanston where she worked

to

She will receive her master's
degree in social work in June
and pbns on working as a soChic
a school
retool system
in the Chicago area.
Women who tow been r
cial

dents

Mount Pr -comet

wth Operation Head Stan. She
is now a VISTA recruiter for
the Great Lakes Region.
Mix, Eisenberg is from

year or less are eligible to join
Newcomers, and are welcome
to attend this meeting.

Rookie. where she an

For further inform, tio on

Hollister of Arlington Heights
and Virgil Malone of Schiller

Niles Township High School
East. She majored

chology and received her B.A.

or Mrs. Gordon Doyle. 394-

Park.

in psy-

1074.

Mount Prospect girl wins

A sister for Susan, 5, is Melissa Diane Mohill, born
March 21 at Lutheran General
Hospital. Both are the children

ounce

Affiliated

Show Judos.

you dig smog? I don't."

named John Rehn. John
born March 13 at Luhe
anGeneratHospital,weighing9
pounds 21/2 ounces. He has a
sister Ruthanne,.4th, and
brother Erik, 3. Grandparents
of the children are Mr. and
Kathy Nieodem, Meghter
Mrs. Armand thjernberg of 1, of Mr. and Mrs. Frank D.

Fraklin Park and Mr. and

for

membership please contact
Mrs. James Graves, 392-7916.

have
Wm

first of the many book fairs

with Haley MILLS
Brian KEITH

Mount Prospect. She
."7
lass7ofsist er Mary, 2. Grand-

field.

Plus

A

March 24 at Lutheran General
Hospitd. is the third son of

Mrs. Arthur Rehn of Brook-

and Mn, Robert Iverson. The

PARENT TRAP

Into

mann made her arrival March

11

II at Lutheran General Hospital. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mn. James E. Neu -

Old Orchard Country Club,
Rand and Schoenbeck Rds
Mount Prospect, tomorrow

UNTY

And then there were three.
Brian Franklin Malone. bons

pounds
ounces, Catherine Marie Neu-

Is Greenland destined to become the new "in" spot for the
jet set? Members of the Prospct Hci6h15 Book
Club may have the answer to
this mation after attending
then
luncheon meeting at

OFFICER VIC TRAFFIC REPORTS
A

Placing the Mime on big

a
10

Tipping the scales at
whopping

book on travel

buckle down on the big cone
panics. You are spending mil.( ons of dollars on the
crafts and not enough money

pollution, it will spread and
poison and wipe out the whole

Bassinet set

wedding Is

Wiley reviews

6 to10 A.M.

Wed.& Thur. 0:40.10:10
Saturday Sunday
2:55, 0:40,10:21

=INCLUSIVE

13

began: 'Ibis might
sound liken command, but it is
not to. I think you should

Signing his letter "Greatly United Sta.. If you wan) to

Wiese.

HENRY COOKE

Joe FLYNN

grade,

concerned,"
Keith
Block the in air pollution, go aimed,
wrote, "If you could stop pol- and., hope you're happy -But
moon you would probably be we're not going to live in it be more famous than Christopher cause if you don't start doing
Columbus."
something moo going to run
From fifth grade student you out of office..

sity. where he majored in hptat education. He is teaching
end coaching in Rib Grove

THURSDAY

0

round ball in the sky called the

fresh plant material
be used except in Clem II
din which treated, fresh and -or
ried mitterials may be used.
Tablecloths or placemats
are permissible.
All
All

commnies. Km Sall, sixth

brat. And remember, once polimion before it thino late. If
upon a time there was a big you don't do someg about

could plan to enter
in the classifications.
Classifications' include The
Bildal Shower. The Stag Parso

Newlyweds Entertain..

enough to worry about with out worrying about dying be
cause of air pollution."
-

The scheduk was distributed at the April meeting

ty, Our First Breakfast, 'Me

only II years old and have

Francek is a 1968 graduate

-....111011101.

C

Kurt RUSSELL

T esday, April 21, 1070

Emotions ran high as fifth
gradehrleff Smith related his
feelings, "I'm telling you, mktog b. and warning you that
Sixth grader Danny Ferris you have to do something
says, "Want to smoke? Just aboutar pollution and .ler

of Northern Illinois Univer-

Books by the yard -stick

IN

Young people at Robert
Frost School in ?rowel
Heights are concerned about
pollution. The student
council spothored a campaign
encouraging personal' letters
to express feelings about this
problem. The letters are being
sent to Editorial WM AO.

Kevin Becker, 'Ten Mr, I am

6.94

THIS PROGRAM IS
TEOG
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EVERYONE

for garden buffs

Grade school students
vehement on pollution

McCall,

COOKE

THRU

Love in bloom

e3

enesuennattenagaltheiseththavogota 20002Pallt.../.0200Unallatiellooa

P lanned.

us. tJaus. as

Jan

The Garden Club of Mount
Prospect is planning a flower
show in June &hilted -Love in
Bloom.'

viser.

075.

ft

P

publicity; Marty Gabriebon,
finances; and the Rm. John
Milton. CS.V., faculty ad-

ning estimated the damage at

date of transfer.

chimes,

movies: Marty Willow, student

km and an education in music to redly ring those

Eleanor Pankow knows how to ring the bell with audiences. It

any audience.

Mount Prospect. Mrs. Ken-

later than one year kern the

Federation of

ang Club Women oiganlata

set.

A colored statue was painted gold Sunday night and the
side of the house was Itched
with eggs at the home of Gilbert Kenning, of 1709 Rusty,

60t

Illinois

Music Clubs, National Letbsee
of American Pen Women, Chi-

observance slime
lanuary. St. Viator students on
the committee sponsoring the
National Earth Day are Andy
Schlinkman, program; Lionel
Gould, seminars: Dave Peirce

$75 damage

Winter Park, Colorado

'fo.

THE BOLO. OF one hell
must still reverberate while
the next two sounds Iva -

Her

hands are a blur of musical

411

ATTORNEY KRUSE of
IM Illinois attorney generI's

M

Vandals' eggs,
gold paint do

The transfer of funds, poi
the resolution, are to be reai
. soon as 1969 taxes become
availabl, and in any event,

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

"Population and arOgrCIS."

woven.

est

Rockwood of Zero Population
Growth Inc., Hugh McMillen

opportunities.

AT BEAUTIFUL

'Special Rains Prevail- in June'

-

Dining and extending these

NOW

Includes round trip by oir, three meols.,doily horseback riding & all facilities of the ranch.

Music and her Muster's de-

gree from DePaul University,
The 27 bells are assembled
in the position of piano keys,
signifying both black and
while. Her performance cm not be described with any
other word than ..speciseu-

The point of sweeping difference b over the rob the
township might play in mein -

In other action, the board
passed a resolution that pr.

to

of the Informational
CoMmittee of
of Northwestern
University
for a Better Environment, will speak on

McClelland, speaking for the
Asa Walton League of Amer-

GUEST RANCH

ri,,,rea

'Certainly,
those
three
M.P. imPhed in dm pro 1,0th Mut was mede.lest Sao.
day," he said.

basis.

1970 as the year that 11150111
work be completed.

Hit the trail for a
great family vacation!

Charles D. Stewart, chair -

trot of Pollution." Royal R.

Safety work. The state has set

eaVers

Three speakers will he
presented in the first session.

Con -Con the reasons for eliminating township government,
Those who advocate and on-

the legal maximum for Life

Co0,000 Ma

1.01. Wan

office will discuss "Legal Con.

the coming fiscal year that begins July I.
TO
resent levy 6.0371 per
S100
equalised mined
vaduation, with a rate of .0500

the

until 10:30 a.m in the St. Via -

eal. loaders in pressing upon

pose continuation of township
government have a great deal
.Cooney in general no longer in common. They all wish to
panicipate
general emu -encourage a further dovel.
tater.
opment of suburban opportunity. They all favor an in JOHN G. WOODS of Artensification of home solo,
ling* Heights. a 3d District They all favor streamlining
delegate in the Constitutional goventmeet m all Jowls.
Convention. is the =know!.
They all recognize that the
edged Leda of those who fa- precious elen,mit in local Swim continuing the role of ernment is direct involvement
township government in the
of individual citizens. generally on a non -paid and voluntary

for

The public is invited to the

introductory session from 9

come tine a Me most. ord-

'VS

fro. br.th.".. 259-6030
p,

leader in the movement to simplify local government by
eliminating the township. Met -

million people, or soon will
hew. krniss than MY of the
townships outside of Cook
County have populations of

Call or Stop In PROSPECT
for

392-4975

Robert Thicken. mayor of
Mount Prospect. is another

Nonhwest suburbs has a popelotion of almost a quarter of a

Vides

Mom.

ment.

Wheeling Township in the

Dist. 57 installs
2 new members

The board voted to continue
the regular board meetings On
the first and third Mondays of

(You

ems in

MOUNT

RANDHURST

'The only Results
are Happy Ones"

nexations or other changes
within its boundaries. Townships regularly attend to lax as-

tion.

Removal.

Registered Nurse

stant regardless of zoning:an-

May 2 at the "Bowling Gree

Medical Probes* thin to s.
say about Permanent Farr

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN

ship in general remain con-

Leave it to Beavers, they think of everything!

Cool Pure Air Process

Before you start
Ask Mrs. Chapman what the

THE SERVICES of s town-

County Club starting with

Prospect. Chairmen for the

REMOVED FOREVER

local government provide this
unique advantage.

who did not run for re-elec-

Hall on Main street in Mount

HAIR,.

sor one of the outstanding National Earth Day programs in
the northwest suburbs tomorrow. Approximately 10.000
high achools across de coontry will be holding similar sem-

pose continuation of township
goventment are also citimns of
the Northwest suburbs. LeadOM 011110 League of Women
Voters in the Northwest sub arms generally oppose =alionation of township govern -

There are certain dfiTer-

ships to other Illinois counties.

annual costume ball on
cocktails at 7 p.m."

said.

said.

Arlington Heights will spon-

Leaders of those who op-

cement.

barriers such as streams modified their original sharv.
Townships also provide for
major questions to be deckled
at open town meetings in

was again elected as president
of the board.
The new members are Peter

of Foreign Wars'

UNWANTED

".

Menem received her Bachelor of Mmie degree from the
American Conservator/ of

Outstanding
program atViator

new constitu lien.

vieet for municipalities. cumties. school districts andb long
list of Other units of local gov-

elation, arc large. and not.

night and .Harrison Hanson

San

time ssrved the sac. Now the

township Nairn, these ser-

unless natural

5ga/ire

Polly Johnson, a handy gal
with the publicity pen would
like "all friends, relatives, pa embers and enemies of
the Arlington Heigh, Village
Theatre to come to the group's

they won to the church's rummage sale which will be held

rummage go are Dan and Ruth
Eckman.

and

urtiveatVsZ1002'3'.1".."" "80 n"

changed. Townships are six

COME DRESSED

winners to donate whatever

Veterans

202 alleges and

fanned by townships in Cook
County. where township pop-

six foot, eight inches and just
as talented . he is talk He did
his Northern Illinois studanl
teaching at Arlington High
School where he now is a col-

THE GIVE-AWAY w.

Thursday and Friday at the

Odhs og.:ermece.E1,1Idleya:her placement day. Cudney is District 214

Hour of decision is near
for township government

without using a ladder. He's

Members owned.

walls are covered with various
ackowledgements. The latest is

dheemr of
rod
perienced teachers,

nate collected taxes on real es Mc. The townshith at that

white elephantsthe

scheduled just in time for the

jorvI.;

and personal property taxes.

choice

gram. Instead of live money

c.RoohyertoK,Hrnreli.an,wC,othCoozn.Q.....superintendent of schools (standing left) observes Robert

Miles

Cahill

month.

their own members" he

to

siderntion is necessary and will

lington High School.
Their teacher is James Pink
who can hang any picture

league of Fritz Michaelis of

repeat perfortnance for Jinni:
series in Washington, DC this

surrounding communities and

"Further
study, investigation and bon-

and Kathleen Brown of Ar-

Make A Deal" television pro-

the

'Heights

tional winners, the Arlington
group had two. And the two
had the same art teacher. The

writes

ail

Arlington

Women's Club sponsored the
Hallmark National Art Con-

taient by getting everyone
Manan imitation of the "Let's

Page Editor Dolores Haugh
'wilt have to furnish her own
wall if she keeps on winning
wards and things. Her office
medal. She was notified just
yesterday that her series about
the sculptor, Trythe Revelstad
of Elgin won the Pioneer Med-

TEACHER ANDSIIMENTS

test in this area. Out of 112 na-

OURJAN

the

which every citizen of the
township may cast his vote.
Even in small municipalities,
neither school districts. park
districts not any other units of

By Catherine O'Donnell

that

and era more than that," Fa-

pect. Damage was estimated at Convention.
The township unlike
go any
$180.
Police said that a sharp in. other unit of local
aliment was used autos.
First, it is in general a
n strking
Ore bodies of the
An unit of standard size with
agent of the car agency said boundaries that amain un-

Things not what they seem

'THE VIATORIANS rec.

he

eluded in a housing project.
"We :ire now In Inc position
of having listened to a proposal

The final decision on townweekend at the Roto Lincoln
Mercury car lot at Rand and ship government will be made
Kensington Rds., Mount Pros- in 1970 in the Constitutional

ins

land

other

aged by vandals during the
aged

tint this was one of num
'deem occurring at thela

formation that is inaccurate
or misleading whatever the

1,ognin their obligations to
spa
needed for future expaation
o f the school would not be in- r 'lion who are M need, to the

_sate !X

Three new csss

however,. their receiving in-

hones on Drury Lane.
HE SAID land now used by

Board.

Cars damaged
at auto lot

Eleanor Pankow.
The petite smiling handbell
artist is also vocalist, pianist
and lecturer. She has appeared
for
any churches, dubs.
school assemblies and conventions and is scheduled fora

ther Cahill. "We do object,

Oaten and the rear lot Mad

St. Vintor High School and

the Mount Prospect Village

tax collections.

By Dolores Haugh

Meet e lady that rings the
bell with talent. Her mune is

being informed on matters that
obviously concern them." Fa-

The Viatorian property is
bounded by Euclid, Dryden.

tion.

bility that by that date funds
would be available in the district's construction fund from

voted on at a June meeting of
members of the order from all
over the country.
"We have no objections 10
the surrounding communities

h land such a development
should occupy if it is built.

the Lincoln School construc-

was delayed pending the possi-

Any decision to use Victorian land would ha. to be

has been reached about how

quired to complete pay.a of

By consensus of the board,
any final agreement to move
up the date of sale to lune 30

munity."

fen,statemn

3

chased for an undisclosed buyer by the Mount Prospect State
Bank as trustee. would bring in
the additional revenue re-

She surely can
ring those chimes

be given the proposal within
dm normal deeislon-nutking
process of the Vlatorian thn-

IGinitinertrfrom Page I
the Park Ridge Human Relations Council.
Father Cahill also objected
to the portion of the
which said 50 or 60 acres t
80 -acre property would he
used for the low-income 40101 argent. He said no agreement

s

struction costs to 5560,000.
The rely closing of the sale

Day by Day

Dotty Covington of Arlington Heights reports that when

The day's prospects

Disputes statements
in housing plan

Tuesday, April 21,1970

Madam, 919

S. Elm St..
Mount P,rospect, was declared
M;

nthe senior division of
the Society of American Musis
cians competition, under

auspic. the annual Allied Arts piano competition is
whose

also held.

Over 300 Midwest pianists
were qualified and entered M
all divisions of these claim -

firms, ...pp, of a -pryligg.

nary, semi-final and final cam -

petition. The competition iS
held annually to discover End
foster young Midwestcm trdIn addition to being presented in debut recital at Torrey Gray Auditorium, 820 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, May 21 to
7:45 p.m., Miss Nicodem was
presented with a cash prize by
the Piano Technicians Guild
of Chicago. Miss Nicodem is
currently studying with Denis
Moffat, faculty member of the
American Conservatory' of
Music in Chicago.

_

_bvtganN6tantod_

Carstens fills head grid post;
hopes to continue MW tradition

e

010. Y

revs.

s.

a

1

By Ron Swans

One day at a time

has shersd the siutrs of var.,
and Mach and athIstic dom.

L'Att=
'Township. Who

lions

needs

Ikon? Too dent."

of

them-

perpetuate

to

ball expenses,
town
for
347.0110 for tOwnship employae transportation and other
general expenses. Further, the

"A tormsbip must do 50110'
thing. It must haw hod Some

here, now. That's a
"Here, here,
terrible thing to say."
"Ws true. Cif.all the useless

use,

Otherwise, why Would

there even be a township?"
"Townships were the earliest
formof local government.TheY

antra forms of government in n
metropolitan area, the township leads the fist."

thought that Democrats were
trying to abolish townships so

they could install a form of
metropolitan government."

passed road and bridges budg
et of approximately $400,000.

township government hen dim-

"HOGWASH. A few

eeks

budget,

ago thousands of voters troopad 10 the polls to reject an in-

later, a half dozen townships.
approately
ximting,300 voters at
raised taxes in
each mee
because

Supreme

the

some jobs they wouldn't like m
lose. I don't sec anything in the

still

lion. Police or fire prOleetiOn,
building department, insPed-

tie to operate by keeping a
possima of pmeeny sas collec.

Letters to the Editor

ity Jeff Cledenn

map Publication5

Deer Sen. Percy:

In recent wars mu country
has been afflicted with wide-

di.rder and conwafers over our military
spread

"1111,,, 10, origkel &ram r nluttrsind.* LATina
;verity."

Or peper,Jimhne and intelleanni

draft

ystem. This system
on compulsion has

timed
'-- Marshall Meld

111

Tuesday, April 21,

Page 4

When here ceiveS hia &oh

R.E. flunthittson, l'irePresichwt
,

caused the burning of draft
cards. Mass demomtrations
rammed at which not only
draft cards but American dap
wem burned.

John E. Stanton, Editor dm/ Puhiishri.

William T. Kiedoisch Manneina Ail,,,

lives in every way possible to
avoid the draft.
The continued use of coni-

Charles Percy

Invecnn

R. N. fail a

notice, a young man is confronted by three alternatives.
he can enter the army,
Mo. he can refuse induction
and face a jail senteher, or

do ,h

h

t

As early as 1267, 1,500 boys

DOCTOR SAYS

had chosen the third course
and had Fed to Canada. These

Use safety precautions

boys left the most beautiful.

when transporting child

vaned country on the face of
Me earth. They left their randlies, friends, social position,.

wealthy,

W. G. 6RAM38TADT, M.L.

If mom children had been

Famed bY

PrOlsedY

de-

signed restraints, many of tae
needy 6.000 who died in ate
.rodents in 1969 would have
lived. Dr. Frederic D. Burg
and

his

co-workers

Mcoms

mend that children from birth
to 12 pounds (about

ITIOTIOM

der/ he ...ported in a rearm/ hassinet. Ths should he
set parallel to the long axis of
the car with the infant in a feet-

fonvard position. A properly
constructed Mfant carrier may

Q Our 9-110n4sold baby
has blisters on her buttocks.
Nothing we have tried has
helped. What could he the
muse and what treatment do
You. advisc?

A - If the biMers are morc
than a half -inch in diameter,

needle reinforced by en overprotective attitude on your
part. Ha)operidol (Holdall
might help but more tmportant
h a relaxed atmosphere.
Above all, don't call the
child's attention to her tic nor
admonish her for it.

your daughter may haw a
molysis bellow and had best be
treated by a skin specialist.
Smaller blisters localized in
one area would suggest a con-

Children weighing ,0000
Than 50 pounds (about 6 rare
Bagel should use the adult lap

10,

.1pIl

be

L eller+

on request.

skulk Or as brief os por
sable, ,JPraNOM, U par

uncontrollable blinking of her

aOl.. 0h- should 00018,0

eyes and movement of her

an address or phone num-

hands. Could this be caused by
the allergy?

Mle

j,

other

Professor Walter Oi of the

University of Washing, did

The conclusion of his study

94,000 per year.

Professor Oi estimated am
this would be an Merbase of 3

to 4 billion dollars over the
payroll presently paid for 2.7
million men. Presendy, men
would like to join the armed
services. It offers a chance to
serve one's country, adventore, traYel, opportunities for

ven.on P. faked
MeWordlown, M. naive,, et.
Publisher, innM

oulamartorm
TmeMosaptIT1,19.

di

pogo This would add to the
of our political sys-

Once the American people
have realized that the draft is
harmful and that it is easily replaced hy a volunteer military
service. wc

house

andfor doing

a

routine task for remuneration

Trainable mentally handicapped children are not Pa-

eldered m exempt ( the
Leary school attendance

need

to

the pride of Americans can

Hideaword

TONSEAR
Make as many four letter
out of

In addition, find the word

dam last from me as editor of
Kappa Delta. Mn. Julian SMidm - MB he installed as editor

great in number. The pride in

is

absolutely imperative

Mese letters as you cau

using all seven of these
hue's.

understanding of children to
be the right teacher for mew

gore up seven
bot threw the dark pitch past

49 Peed, 57 excel].

handicapped children.
He was both their teacher and
their friend.
Activities centering around

batters

good grooming and personal
habits were made important
hoc The boys and girls used
the gym as much as possible.
and
Schwartz said, "You
should see them roller skate."
How marvelous for the motor

Garmitc gm the first two had
ten on Ily halls to center and
left Fold. hottever. he Men

oid M.A001

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"
by Neil Sirnen

ONLY
from

E

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

SAT.& SUN. MATINEE
For Children

irtherathe Meek.

lasts
Barnes

ore

U\GE

Now appearing

Frothingslosh'

times.

walked the nod IWO hatters b...

hem
As I looked at the pictures
on the walls I found it hard to
believe that he children had
painted them. Then I remem-

not go far in academic skills
al their teacher knew that
this art was a necessity for
them: This was one area in
which they could feel success.

children.
Tor handicapped
Schwartz knows this.
He proudly told me that the
boys and girls had entered the

1970 Illinois Special Edw.
lien ,Art Exhibit, and two of

the boys would receive 'Certificates of Merit" from the office of the Superintendent of
Peblie instruction.
believe that the successes

felt by the boys .d girls in this
classroom will vastly outweigh
will help each child to grow toward a healthier, happier,
mom useful adulthood.

fore getting rim fifth man in
the inning. Terry Horan. to
'ground'imt thirdid first.
Then Barnes got hinuelf
into trouble in the lautoro,of

'

Randango
hepira

faliemed Wed... by 3 M..' 9.1

Worreal."?=2,°.z:ValigM5

arlingidnOrk
towers
criewww, saws, we

9 Am. to 11 pan.

Fish and Chips
$129
astoblIshed 1930

during World War
II, Carstens began an illustrious coaching career at Maine

tally in the
vird. Krajecki led off the in.

scored its first

was

ap to the task at imnd.

striking oot the last two batters
in the inning.

2

I

Dui, 2b

2

0

Compton. 3b
Hasbuch. rf

3

0
0

h Finding.
hit hy
Fenny. Dewed

touched
home niter Garoutte erred on a
Floran.'Garoutte
grounder

2

Ziemer, If

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

Ziernan,

of Duir. ,,
Palatine did lampton on a swinging strike.

Feekin.

Kamm gaCap-

it. to make a bare hand grab

CLENBARD NORTH MI

d. couldn't make tbe .play. Player
Gm.. ended the inning by Garcia. of
again striking out dm last Wm

Krajecki, rf

butters.

Dowd. ss

AMER THE Pirates' Oro.

mom TEAMS =Woad

cold at the plate until the last at

Eberle:

Elk Grove individual winner

IF CARSTENS cm produce the same results on the
football field as he has on the
baseball diamond. Mei. Wet

fans can again start practg
their -We're Number Otte"
cheers.

While in the capacity m
head barcball coach in Maine
Township, Carstens directed

Paulin& 0
Horan. 3b

I

4

Lithin, th

0

0
0

I

a

T

0

7 7 2-1 3 10

Garelille

leap of 20-4. his best outdoors
this smson.

cycle" will be shown and there
will be refreshments, information on all forms of cycling and

Elk Grove's No individual
R -B was Jim Oplt.

a poet speaker, Keith K IMP
bey, who is Me foremost bi-

wat
as voted the meets out-

standing athlete when he won
the high jump and shot put and

cycling expert in the country.

finished fourth in the disc. in

THE AFFAIR is spomored
by the Wheeling Park Board
and the League of American
Witelmen.
On Sunday, May 3, at 1.30
pm. in Heritage Park, there

1908. OpIt's meet record high
jump of 0 -Ora was broken Sat-

urday by 0-0's
mr. who went 6-P4.

Ma.-

Other point -winners for the

will be a bicycle ride with &po-

lice escort on ,hallai rods.

he exThe leaders
perienced cyclists.
For further informed=

To call and End Carstens
net home is no shock. After the

regular hip school season ter
serves

rninates, CETWERS

PR -Eberle.

cycle ridim.
The Rim "Magic of the Bi-

year. wan the lorigiump with.

his teams to an unprecedented
three state champiotm and an
unheard of string of 10 straight
conference championships.

I

bing and learning shoutdis-

20-10 indoors earlier in the

who

Br Tom Hanna

throws the mane in Mcainhis I

Illinois State gymnist and
Arlington High School sr:dome Terry Haines is among 12
finalists competing 01 Slem-

dont think hell more its high

phis. Tenn. this Frklay and
Saturday for a berth on the
Cup

United States World
trampoline Apied.
Haines.

on's,

freshmen.

ranks sixth atter preliminary
competition 1.1 month at New
Orleans. La. 'The top three ath-

letes will admin. to the World
on at Basel. Swim,
Cup
land. in June.
INC COACI1 Wayne Trues

"I THINK ifs too tough of
'ante Terry to handle at

a

this point. His routine, than

ac Keith Vernon at the
Wheeling Park District, 557-

as

than six points among the 12
athletes with Mur routines mill
to be scored."
The

current

excellent.

but

Me

'Xis opening and closing
hicks: Walthouse went on to
say. `ant the same ones he did

By Jim O'Doundl

the day went to Card Mph-

The Prospect golf tird WA
season Moved into first genr
this past week m the Knights
last to Arlington Oa Thursday,

shot a par -35 over the Preopect

finished sixth in Me 1540.

are

leaders

is

New Trier Golf Clamic Santo
day and defeated the Forest
View Falcon- in a recordbreaking Mid -Suburban Lea-

George Thinsieker of Michigan at 45.101, Wayne Miller
of Louisiana State at 45.00 and

Dale High. coach at Proviso
West High School 01 44.40.

Rue meet yesterday afternobn.
The Cards nipped the
Knights. 157-161, on Prosthe
grounds.
01,00
poet's

Haines has a respectable 41.25.

Arlington gymnastic coach
Tom Walthonsc. who nd Ter.

kluont

Pommel

Country

Club. "Easing on cur own
course really hurt," according
to Knight coach Mike Nisen.
-They played a line meet
though, and were a better team

m Thursday."

.his routine in Fennsylvania two Weeks age and if he

MEDALIST HONORS for

omore Chris Mararalek, who

fairways, Rich Armour had a

The St. Vier, golf team

herty WIT senior co -captain

continues to roll as it picked up
a pair of victories Ion week to
send ils season record to 040
beat Ggnhrook
The
and
Nifo.oriho.

al 40 and Terry
FraM
kleDOnald at 42 rounded out
the top four.
It was the day of the Doug-

they edged Parringmn.

Mario Vitale, who hods. 8.

younger brother. TIM. paced
the frosh-seph meet with& hot

37.. just one over par, some-

Rob Roy course and senior 010
rose

occasion as he shot a oneunder -par 35 to take the med.

disr

Rictrr BEHIND Von-,

winds up
with a 11,11 10A double cody."

Alt that reCAA Univemity

school on the same scoring sys-

Mete double fall

Wheelmen, 530-12613.

HAINES WILL perform

Legal ,

also
rem
optional and
tints Friday and Saturday. and
the moms will be added to the.
preliminary results to deter.

mine the

Division meet in Philadelphia,

.

thing quite unusual for a frosh-1
soph meet. The Lions took Pe
nteet 161-105.
Friday. Me Lions hosted

Barrington. and they beat the
visitors'. 161-163. Dougherty

again led the way. this deco

plaa

341. good for third

ceal slw Lake Par* le- vitationol.

New Trier West won the

Classic. shooting a 392 over

the Redbirds. Jeff Haire and
Gordon Kaiser carded identi-

the

cal 43, to tie for the fourth
spot in the Arlington linerup.
Senior Kim Walter was low
Man for the Knights with a 38.
Art Hogg notched a 40 for Me
Prospectors while teammate
Jim Schmidt was

Skokie Playfield
course. Waukegan was second.
seven strokes back; New Trier

with ri .12 and AI Marchetti was
fifth man. shooting a 44.

Both clebs split for madgious tournaments on Salerday. Prospect carded a Me man,
Tarn. 111.hole total of 41610 tie

sixth Place in the New
Trier Classic while Arlington

East copped third; Deerfield
was fourth; Kankakee Eastridge Unit and Prospect lied
with Rockford Guilford and
Maine South for sixth.
HACC WAS THE top gotfor for the Knights Saturday.
finishing in a tie for 111hindiActually with a 79. Deadlocking for overall medalist

P onors wem Kevin WAsh of
Peoria Bergen and nhiliKenny
of champion New Trier West.
both with 75's.
Marchetti hit a 40.42432 for

Prospect and Neumann finidled strong
our to rack up an 83.
in an 85 while
Schmidt
Walter shot an 07 to round out
Knight stroking.

Al Lake Park, Arlington's
Armour had one of the best
nine -hole totals of the meth

Noti[ce I

I:fina tandings

outman. tears

40. Mike Locasio with a 40
und Mike McDonald with& 42

rounded out the top font for
the Lions,
-

The Lion froshmoph squad
also beat Barrington, ellithrgh
it had a better score than the
Varsity, 157-158. However,
they played on the shorter,
nine COorm al Rob Roy.
Pacing the frosh-soph foursome were Lorry Wittek with a
37, and slammin' Steve Ba-

lloski with all.

best -played Um seen." Nisen

won by St.
Colin,
Charles. The Saint team total

of

was 10 shook. better

than

second -place

ROLIRTRAXDOT;S'11'.L111015

WEREAS, the City

wain

'11=n.rMOR 'Zatiol
Cornwissioas sultrnllama;

add. that Me Falcons played
excelPnt golf. good enough to

Itrs7i'

npori to Me Mayor and City camen

win on most afternoons.
Pacing the record-thalter-

The

trio

vied

For

cola ciw oraeil.s

kudos as each finished webs

Forest View yesterday was a

Wm -over -pm 37. Senior foot bailer Marchetti turned main 38

enth coscutive MSL dtle,

-If

."ember lost to Forest
e" observed coach Nisen.
"We'd

really be behind the

strokes

in

a

dual meet, winning, 149.159.
old record was 152, set
back in 1968 by (Steve) Orrell.

(Bruce) Timko, (Bruce) Reek

Or SOUP. MEADOWS,

Legal
Notice 1

n Amer came in low for

Mum total at 159.

regular -season

m

the Falcons with a 39. Wayne
Meier, Phil Hausman and

the occasion."

promos ore ordnned=: Pe ears -

Morning.

Prospect's

next

mitt

is

ELK GROVE won two of

ping Ron Stodola and Ran

singles

matches

Roombos, 62, 6-3, and Al Le -

Thursday versus Palatine at
Palatine Hills, Saturday, the

against Ridgewood. Pat M.e
s, beat Darryl Stodola in the
No. I single, match, 6-1, 8-6,

wandowski and Mark Greenberg walloping Steve Sander

Knights travel to the University of Illinois' Savoy Course

Fink' 6-1, 6-1. Skand and Fink 'played No. I

to take part in the Champaign
termed the
Invitational.
ational "probably the
InvitInvitational
meet in the Mate

the

three

illed Chris Lesniak topped Ron
0.1,Pcrd an the No 2 battle, 6-1,

whik Ridgewood)! Tom

nod Jam

and LewandoWski and Greenberg No. 2.

ILES 31

in Oahu,

Motes Nria

Mat

none wunom

A

toted boom ond,nede pewa. h.-

-

'SECTION two: Nis Ordinance
Aoll be in lull force erd erred dem
and after its pattage alat aPPmwl

or prodded MI.,

horne course. The final show -

contender for the title comes
tomorrow when Forest yieve
travels M Arlington.

in

eel *woo, in Coo, ca
Coo..

lar admissIon ot applied to es. end

travels to Ercmd's

6-4.

The Grenadiers swept the

...MEI

first with a 2-0 slate. Arlington
returns to play this afternoon

a 4-1- nonmonferenee victory
Mier Ridgewood on the Grtna-

3

lENemH

nos, al ne Pour Semen

The Knight now'are 2-1 in
MSL play while the Falcons
are 1-1 and the Cards art in

don. involving the three top

deublen matches with Ken
Siebold and Ron Fink whip -

lot

lt b

owl -Mark Hopkins. 74, 3-6.

diem' home courts Saturday

lea

Neighborhood Shopping Nis. SMS

man for the Knights with a 42
while Tom Schmidt was number bye golfer for the Fe
with a 43.

Widmaler took the Na 3 clash

theAweae

Cook Pomo zorou codo to OA,

Hutment for nursing bal.

Grove's tennis team
evened its season's recortIonith

Elk

Stomp om

*Or described territory YPW

Ow...mission poi,

JIM SCHMIDT Was firth

when it

IT mount
cm comsat minas rr

HOW THEREFORE, TIE

ofdrospect swings.

Gary Abramson all blasted
4000 to put the Forest View

And rise they did, Setting
whool record for fewest

Ter, Haines

to account for Me remainder

I'm very pleased
with ihe way the boys rose to

Al

Macrovia cilycowim or the eery al

medalist

our

"must" win if the Prospect
duffers are to take their sox

propoietl nrcraknine

nn

dual meets go. this has to he the

ing effort for the Knight wore
wOOd-Flossmoor and a dosen Ham Walter and Neumann.
'

el Wm

puirptil

ion MbE Mr Me

endd

Home-

ahead of Me Redbird.
The Knight victory

it

err al Rolling Meadows hos twirw

WHIRELL AND the 1968

THE INVITATIONAL,
was

COMPREHENSIVE ZONING, CODE

and the rest of that crew
squad once shot a 143 in
preen tim round, but M far as

played at Indian Logo Golf

gNeamoaticr deseurmiontE

when key wercjuniors."

m did teammate Haire, who
eaMe in loth with an 84.

Elk Grove netters win

with a more human 39.

THE other of ViVs co
aloes consistent golfers, shot

hitting 39 on the book nine to
wilh an al He received a
medal for his fiftkplace finish

par -70

stroke back

at 41. Junior Torn Neumann
Plod up Prospect scorecards

Iserlys against 01154. as Jack

'

n Friel

1110

Pennsylvania. Haines finished

seventh in 101.5 field earning
fine 8.6's and 8.7% from the
judges He score 9.3's in high

39 and Jack VanYcen a 40 for

Dougherty paces Lion
golfers in twin wins
161-

in high school." Terry opus
with a triple bock, double

2222. or Phyllis Hursthouse Of
the
League of American

Defending MSL champion Knights
gain momentum after opening loss

is optimistic M Haines' chances of moving up saying, 5Terry is still in rood position to
quality. There is a :swot less

'

as he has."

wise.

Middle of it. in my opinion. is
just too lough for him."

intereste

cussnyone

emmi Grenadier, who jumped

takes over the fine duties.

AR R II m dimno.
400 0 rrroanic SUMMARY
4 0 2 0
IP FIR -ER W SO
0 Mine
3
2
Ti --170
Ennui
3
0
2

Them will be a meeting Friday at 8 p.m. at Heritage Park,
222 S. Wolf Road, Wheeling.

in the meet since 1968.The tal-

with the backs while Carlini

2B-Barnas.

Wheeling PD

with

and Dick Carlini would
May on as hi, chief advisors.
Zuccarini win probably work

Pealing, SAC -Haber Sh-Dowd 3. Horan; Duir 2. An-

Friday at

Lawn fourth with 47 and

Gwen Grove South fifth
MICFIMA WAS the first

Feekin;

SO-Gazzola Lot, Barn. (21.
Zeman (2), Krajecki, Dawn
Lit:ringer, Genske, Compton
(211 Garonne 0.2). Amnion°

booted a grounder off the bat

Robert Raper.

poi, Cycler's meet

tom

BB-sDowd. Pulling.
Genrimi Andriano 2, Dalt 2,

Compton,

3 p.m. by mablicity director

gwth.,thwi.th, third with 58,

valuable assistants Gene Zoo,

routtet

Mekin scored when Dewed

dump

Although Carstens the not
chosen a complete wpporting

wish

the

save this P5' '

announe

Lowechio. lb
Abed. a
I
2
P1
Tao.
E.Govel 2. Pooling: Go -

and a walk to Andriano. both
Andriano and Feekin adyenned on stolen bases. and

cause of his long list of quail(cations. The release was o"1
cially made public y.terday at

ma, pro

Feckin. ss

Lome... After a strikeout

word of the appointment .
Thursday, seemed. a likely
choice to gain the position be -

,

shategy of thou two coaches,
Maine failed to finish lower
Than

D

Samna p

was sacrificed alone pitcher to
n., by first basemen Phil

Do. stroked the ball to John
Feekin at short who threw to
second Dowd stole sewed
and then went to third on a

the closest they came to scot.
inn on Banns was a steal 501

Andriano. d

rates Feckin walked to begin
the last Palatine marker and

was erased when shormop Jeff

I

0

27
PAIATINE 121
AB R H
Piper

The pressure was on the Pi-

with a ,olid base hit but

0
0

2
3'

Zeman. 2b
Totals

double into right center.

.

0

Barnes. p

keCtha'rsil tgeanT,' 0w,h'o'n'ekrcel'isiedr.

Olike Michela of Elk Grove Grenadiers were Pat Dunning
took firstplaim honors in the with a third in the mile at 4:35.
When Maine Wc't prod long jump . the Grenadien. Jim Doing. with a fifth in the
in 1959, Carstens made the g,..,,, 6 ghth in thc 124eam mile. 4r90 and Bill Tows with
transfer with both of ill. IlullJog Relays 01 Riversides of . in the discus at 136-5.
email. "Wad,. - '1'1 in- Brookfield High Sam! Sabo tact. In the realm of football, dray.
ELK GROVE gets back
Carstens teammed with Olson
Elk Grove compiled I I into action today in a triangumeet, which lar meet at Palatine against the
points M
l bring We. one 00.10v
highly -regarded nem. in ,he host Riverside -Brookfield won Pirates and Glenbard North.
was
MM. Behind the talents of
9i

- nu -au during ,,,n

and stood on second when
Pauli, rificd a ground rule

'red Glenbard North team

on the firm passed ball of the
year by catcher Bruce Eberle,
slmwed d.
hut thca

The Lion, hosted the Glenbrook North Spartans on the

Wormarove to he knew., es tht.ndly 1011 Restaurant

close play.

Burnes doubled and center
fielder Sill Gesske walked.
firm advanced a hue
Both

hopes for his product in the upcoming meet.
:e I hope he does
"Gig
well:. said Tollhouse. "but I

602 W. Northwest Hwy.,
Arlington Heights
253.3544

AMR A two-year stint in
the Navy

East. He jumped into the head
baseball coach's chair
an
and worked with the Blue De.
toll

Omsk. If

rounded yearly schedule be-.
hind the official scorers elbte.
during all of W.'s home Ma-

Michela jumps
P
to first
at
Bulldog Relays

tials in his final season.
Page

physica/ fitness
Carstens completes has well...

sure

makes

Carstens

that his Clod UMW, ...S.'.

Haines competes for World Cup team

Tuesday and Wednesday Special!

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

gram.

again and Dowd got his only
hit of the day. Dowd promptly
stole his third base M Mega.,

home but was tossed ad in a

In the second inning. Geroulleslrogylnd on! of another
tough spot After the first hitter flied out to deco miner.

trampoline championships in
1568 and 1969, holds high

Introducing our new
authentic English style

respect of his teammates by
landing both Most Valuable
Player and co -captain credo.

the seventh but ran into Dowd

Pen., Duir raced toward

Garonne both grounded out.

seven.

up

ing threw the ball into center
field trying to get Duir stealing. The next two batters pop,
pad out to the infield and then
with u 'Mice and one count on

left fielder Rick Zion. and

Garenlooked n little shaky,

FISH

PONY

pro outfit. As director of the
intramural weight -lifting pro-

bar. Gametic wreck out the
three men who faced biro in
die nith and Me first two in

noel end ended up on third
ter Panther ran:her Torn

vantage of the situation and
left both runners stranded as

ronne
110000

TO BEGIN the pma. both

ThOyTO Off and running

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

'5.95

Rick Krajecki and the lead run
crossed the plate with Duir and
Compton MOO, up one base
on the sacrifice. Palatine, how ever, failed to take further mi-

ry lo a pair of state high school

at the

from

dium-deep lly to right fielder

.

the defeats. These succeSSes

Answer on Comic Page

Central States League, a semi-

TERME

tempt of home by IMO in the
hind. Dud led off the inning
by drawing a walk, stole sec.

Dave Hashach. lifted n me -

only allowed one loot and one
earned run in his seven -inning
performance while striking

Wily

I

the we replace our ddalive
draft system with an all -volunteer military service.
James Ottinger

Palatine's Steve
ed the entire

Red with these constructive
actvities that a. so valuable

or mom worth

definite termination date for
the draft."

Prospect. Thom woo 10 boys
and girls ages 5, 9 and 10 in
this classroom. I talked with
their teacher, Toni Schwann,
and soon knew that Tom had
the knowledge, ability and the

ye -hand co-ordination is built
through free express ion in
painting and drawing, cutting,
Ming,
paper folding and
working with puzzles. This
large imeresting room was

As stated by Milton Friedman in his article "An All Volunteer Army" in New

wages, the volunteers would be

The game wo a pitcher's
noel throughout. Both pitchca. Panther Joe Burnes and

MOTOR CONTROL and

suffice our military needs, we
must take immediate action.

procrastination by the military, who will be tempted to
continue to rely on the much

a

clam for older Minable menMIly handicapped children at
IM Fairview School in Mount

take

hay wage, and conditions that

It

Palatine home diamond
Friday afternoon.

bered that these children could

LAST WEEK I visited

baseball

the

coordination that is so needed

in a sheltered environment.

Wive Once they realise that
with an improvement in Ali -

of constriction, we should am a

bib Mogen

the

mains

mph.. seven inninp on

their oinhenikly

17.°474tV,','One:cr.

eve or owe.-

kept up, this would serve as a
check on offIcials by the

the draft and an increime in

chown to be there.
Although an increase of 3 to

They are capable of learning to assist in chores around

rat, would heve to be

portent factor in our succcsri
The enclosed articles will be

countryth clea trub

Meanrnencled,
by the undertigned with Pe

CrreLrv"Zi to''s

the public

military affairs

which will make them more independent of their germ..

the not try calking Chris An delouse. Atha Duir and John
Compton, the first throe bat rate lineup. Clain
tem in 1110
up hitter and right _fielder

fought to a 2-2 at the end of the

BONANZA

est

I/Inc/NOTHINGS with place of WA

and the people svould be
brought closer,
Government would, to
greater degree, have to handle

emotional disturbance - in
this am possibly fear of Mc

that a AAR.. was

IWO coda the °clamed none al

lishment of a volunteer anny
Astem, the government one

York magazine, "To mold

THEATRE

a.adare?4

greater degree. With the estab-

ly and other necessary skills

North

bard

he thn teed

A- Des or habil spasms am
more likely to be caused by an

teRal No. BR2306

ton Aere, 'we w isePew.eionn

and also utilize troops to a

nose attractions are offset by
bow pay and also by the gastcnce of compulsion.
But with the abolishment of

Thank you again.

teaming of words end Simple

tines, good health habits, safe-

mining and so on, but all of

at our nom ramming.

pable of learning academie
shills such as react nt and
arithmetic beyond he rote

government could save money

marvelous coverage

restored. since those who
would be in service would have

Trainable mentally handicapped children arc not ca-

nmbers.
They are capable of lone
in self care in personal rou-

I km wanted to thank you

our armed servic. would be

By Esther Cullom

There wouldn't be constant
training and redraining, so the

Day used policies which went
against the consensus of the
people, the volunteer rate
would decrease. Since to

be used.

hemMr

needed.

Mould have them do. For if

belt and when their height Maeda 55 inches, the adult
shoulder harness should also

Legal
Notice

periods of service wouldn't be

Besides low pny, servicemen

would suffmc. This is about

vice; the pride, once evident in
our armed services, no longer

be this great. Since volunteers
on the whole serve much long-

have poor conditions in which
(olive and work. In order for
volunteer army to survive,
these wages and conditions
would have to improve.

e.entely harmful. It forces
unwilling boys into the scr-

urben Kappa Delta this past
year. I'm certain that's an em-

names will be withheld up-

loth'

cl

fused to be drafted!The drones

you've given Nort..1 Sub-

Ina

This sum includes not only
cash paid but value of fwd.

was that approximately $80
per week (including goods/

for the

All knees lo the edn

ragsity is less than 945 a week.

for cowardly
reasons, the majority did it for
reasons of principle. They redone

moo

Editor.

The Editor

men. This would be true if
stuns
present wages and conditions
were retain,. At present

too,Alhough some of the. men

You!re welcome

Letters To

er tbn do draftees, continual
raining of men for only short

a study on the cost of a wage
Mtrease which would be
FleCdCd 10 attract voluntecn.

everything in order to keep out
of the. rmed services. Why?

form of pemphigus or epider-

tact dermatitis due to Co allergy to something touching the
similer manner.
affected skin. A series of pooh
Children from 12 to 24 tests should help to identify the
fabric, soma powirritant
pounds should be placed in
properly constructed rear -seal' der or pil.
safety harness or toddler seat
Q - 3 -ml Animal my daughand those from 25 (about 15
months of age) to 50 pounds ter, 6, was found to have an al-.
should be placed an a child's fergy and was given &scnk.
safety scat. The shield type of ing shots. Since then she has an

limiting the child's Told of vi -

ad-

nista young men alter their

he used in the front lest in a

seat design gives superior protection but it has the psychological
disadvantage of

opportunistic,

billion dollar. in wages
weer be necessary for the volunteer system, the actual cost

easily be supplied by vol.-

hems.

nation, free from the draft.

I

on the government would't

mums would have too few

was called on uccuunt of darkmos: the Palatine had Glen.

a teacher

puhion is not only extremely
undesirable but so unnectssary. Our armed forces could
teas. This system has ahvays
been used by the,Unid States
except in time of major war.
It is felt, due to the present
low volunteer rate, that armed
services supplied only fly

Setting it out until thejsune

Talk with

An open letter to Sen. Percy

ior and senior semesters and,
although playing an maim
teckle position, he earned the

Pirates duel GBN to tie

who midis by you. even when

"Vol got the =asap. II

doesnl do II because its el-.

Important successes
"Nobody's home! Mommy's at her feminist meeting, and
daddy's at his masculinist meeting!"

i

football position at Maine WOE. 000w, The Warrior grid mentor for 10 ammo, stepped gown to
concentrate on his duties us Maine, West athletic director.

friends. After all, tollCourt
don of a friend is 'a, person

does for its citizens:.

get Ls approximately 2160.000
inTor operations: That
Mode. 037,800 for eateries

said they couldn't con-

ing background behind him
and is looking forward to mrestablished by Olson.

Rum, Olson, left, conga.... AI Mittens after the latter recelverl appeftettrient to the head

no. Well Wibe

'010,

rim,, or limner. or any of the
routine things a comatunity

IN DIS SPARE time, teenpersists the Des Plaint Park
District Recreation division
and has inst recently stepped
down from the director of the

sp Rims

Township Board, you've probably .hot lest them"

Carstens earned a leder in
his' nitial fall season and went

tarn. status in both his jun-

tan Kenny Olson. Olson, who

If you have any friends on

for three -extra" months.

graduating. He gained all -con-

coach, succeeding 10 -year vet-

They sure think it' s neeestary.

Des

Ms

meanwhile,
has 17 years of football coach -

tying on the winning tradition

don't see the problem as the
Township Board membem do,

of

allowed to play varsity ball es a

on to add three more before

has received appointment as
the Warriors' head foolball

less one, it ought to go."
as a writer, you

r

nun. Rom Emboli Pro

"Before the
sum" Carstens said you were

CARSTENS,

ing success to the gridiron.
The knowledgable mentor

fl.l '

,rid

gram, a worthwhile Mature
that ankles his Warrior pros
paw to compete in the sport

West's boys' physical educe,
tion department.

dill,

mond, but beginning next fell,
he Will try to carry his coach-

'Dues,

budget about mrbage culla-

ships, how will the money be
spent?
"Let's take Wheeling Township es an example, Its bud-

every one of them. They raised
lases

curious,

I'm

prowess on the b.eball

its citizens than anywhere
think of. When you find a

people.

THATS A strong matethough If people voted for
new taxes to run the WWIr

per College.ax A couple of weeks

that some

elected and appointed, have

m 0 0 1.

manse in tes to operate liar-

100re 010s 00 SP`'rnmeal

The toms as you eau sea, ip
over e half million dollars
"I think I read you laud and
dear. It appears, from the

.

ranks, has already proven his

about this, aren't your
"Right. Illinois has a repo alien for having government
OR top of government. It has

ing, and contingencies. All of
that . in addition to an already

coaching

West

Maine

the

"YOU'RE REALLY hot

lies and 59,000 for legal, audit-

most of the land was in acreage.Thatconditiondoesnlesist
any longer. and Me need for

J. Carstens, one of
the fess original membem of

Printer cfficiemy."

henditalintion for "do fond-

tor during his incomparable
career at Maine W., has re.
signal from the pilot position
to devote more time 10 Ms
AD', job and as chairman of

AI ber

COst, to the taxpayer, and With

general assistance, 17,500 for

was nothing but farms. 10 was
slill sensible when vinageswera
Tow end far between, when

ket.

ship does that couldn't bedew
by an existing agency, at tem

Widget includes $22,000 for

.

made sense when this erea

"But I thought township
governmem w. the lad basLion of true democracy. I

ready being done. In
there isn't anything the

elected officials, 29,600

,,,, ,,,,,,,,,

Too

email tarot gathering Ingd
nn. as a freshman tackle at
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Transportation center
plan hits a new obstacle
of public transportation, such
ws commuter busor railroad

By Ben Clarke
TranspOrtation Center planping In Sct Chicago arem NOM
cd last summer by a federal as-

lines.

Satiation for the avowed reas

an ideal example for such a
center. It is the terminal point
for the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railroad and roe
the Illinois Central Railroad

Son that there was no regional
oms, transportation plan for a

framework for such planning,
has inn into another obstacle.

Matthew Rockwell, mem-

List director of the Northeastern

Plmning Com-

Sold the Conk County Council
of Governments the Chicago
Arco Transportation Study
!CATS) received a report Fri-

day from its Council of Mayors ltd disavowed any interest
in transportation center planning.
Rockwell remelted that Palatine and Blue Nand weta

turned down fast mime,
when the Urban Mom Trims.
portation Assn. (l1MTA) said
that

commuter lines.

However, the avowed lack
a a regional plan was used as

the reason for turning down
Blue Island as a transportation
center. and now it appears that

the apparently most qualified
local agency for developing a
regional transportation Mon

doss not want to `carry the
hall."

EXPRESSING poulement
disappointment at the
most recent obstacle to transporlation center planning,
and

Rockwell said, 'We've got to
try to do something. even a
sketch of a plan, even if it
means just holding a meeting
of dosesven or eight mayors
whose communities Ore mast
wildly interested in such genlore."

Rockwell mid that while

CATS now formulates plans
for the Chicago region in an

By Richard Crahh

Gov. Ogilvie will. address
the testimonial dinner honoring Mayor Robert 0, Amber
of SchaumburgApril 29.
Atcher

the

is

Republican

candidate for Cook County
Clerk in the Nov. 3 general
election.

The 523 -0 -plate dinner to
Archer's honor will be given In

been contemplated en a ne.

Why, will be masterEocreWard A. Weaver, president
of the Schaumburg State
Bank, is chairman of the Chisens Testimonial Dinner Comp

fiend male, Skating kderal

mime Honoring Mayor Rob-

and local funds for financing

ert O. Atcher.

them.

ME CLAPPERS me proposed chiefly at or near the ter-

minal points of natural corridors formed along main souks

mneups,

car

,

7.36.3250
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Ready for a
great new job?

IlberaaffeTACtn:roAfinbpc

BUSINESS MEN'S

:LRCM. HEIGHTS PARK DIST,

CLEARING HOUSE

0

Full Time

MO Des PlairlD6Ave.

O, School Dist. 214

Township

Oes Plaines, Ill.
VInyl.Cocnzs.jvAsgpapering,

593,931

A.H. ROBINS CO.
Orkil Oppo.o,ty Employe,/

CALL

299-2206

w Blue sod

FULL BASEMENT

dl Y

CREATIVE

Multilnh

on this."
Meanwhile, Rockwell said.
'War ore really up in the air on
this, End we are really going to
have to think about this:.

7.4,47

When it comes to
Want Ads that

Really get results...

the highest official
circles of the fantank
Schaumburg story and of Ma
leadership of Mayor Mohan
'id., Ogilvie is no stranger
to Schaumburg, the SchaumTinian in

to

mem We of.
nn w con
k plus an

,301 Kim Si.

Coll BAL.

678-3373

23.Employment Agencies.Men

ACCOUNTANTS
oald

make sb

really shines!

veopment and with the key
role of Mayor Atcher during
his service as sheriff of Cook
county from 1962 te 1966 sod
as president of the county
Board from 1966 till his dm -

5,3

071

Tree Service

WE WANT YOU

SPRING SPRAYING

RICH
rem FERTILIZED BLAC13011.

EXPERT BODY WORK

amlMiry. Yee should lima maybe. upamiea In

DECORATING

PROVT=11=1RE

onnanuni re work
work meb tag maker.] ores ameresino

McKAYTRTE"STRVICE
9.13 N Nada:534,k.

Arl

Electrical Work

Upholstering

ss.iciTaT:riTallon,Ms

UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOOED

358-3172

Lawn Mower Repairs

.
inwa===Tod
Sd
dO MI

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

289-1688

KENNON A PEARSON

''',172'87""

Inca nro

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Wont

Day

Ads

reach

throughout the Northwest
subsobs to aver 04,000
household. In 17 commenttiest

plemenr surroundinge.We offer en meld. fringe benefit

PrNramdchcleder o arol.Dhorleg Plan.
CALL M31-6300 NOW
FOR AN APPOINTMENT BETWEEN THE HOURS
OF 6,30 S 5 P.M.

Refrigerating Specialties Co:

CUSTOM LIPXOLSTER.Free

A

k

m Ikre and We.. col

sea we. lowed In e

o 255.03411

Roa

and order editing. Yee will hove an

order wyNng,

R & M DECORATING

Lawn Core

Ls'S'gs','SXF°4ir

COMPLETE

Big IL Yd. Load.625.00

p

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMEN

BUSINESS MEN'S

To prepare mechanical part ond assembly drowings from sketches, layouts, or yerbol instructions.

$10,000 to $17,000

CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

444
ratDartimsi

elegse-mechanical equipment is desirable.
Wets an offer the qualified person a 4empre.
challenging
heroine benefit pockogo in
environment.
Stannic/roc:II.

n* in
Suburbse need
you

EX -GI

296-6640

550 W. Northwest Hwy.
391.2400

Des Noines,
53,6600

KA,

975

p

s3:1Winr-2"'

1

home by mecum sm. asonsi
M .5400
ID
296 636

Se

Piano Tuning Services
Footing

PATCH, PANTRY

KAN,. 6 sem

TZ ran

82,456

Sidewalks.

BILL &topping

DISPATCHER

CHAIN LINK FFNCEOVINYL 6
COLORS PORTABLE OR

Masonry

Bonded

REVERS MASONRY
AIL TYPESFREE ESTIMATES

FREE ESTIMMES 296.8255

:=1=

537.1.4

Please Call or Came In for on Interviam
Mr. F.J. Gender
Personnel

EM

3.66 1943 Saco

.04.2232 end 292.5936 No job

General Hauling

..

CL .2255

Ad is your best buy in the area! Wont

Borrtn.

only The Doy reaches so many northwest
suburban people for such a low cost.

auy Mick

.ff4`411,`"tl4'40,.
CANVAS COVERS AND TOPS

PECT NTS UPHOLSTERY 83
CAMP MCDONALD RD PR. NTS.

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

VV lk
krundeo.o..

Pages

grim

Est

DISTRIBUTOR

92 4750

Coll.

C

Heating
REDI HEATING

SALES

3,4 0

.A cab macaws and coma. man.,

Office Equipment

PEOPLE

COMPLETE sem

SIG DISCOUNT SALE

.

"I -lot Water Decline

APOLLO

Des Plaines

000 S. Wolf Rd.

read'
Wont

IM

Prompt instegarien
392-0x40

People
its

Me Coy and

Hearing Aids
...MON. Foe RENT

cesidenriacomormar

52..047

net tastes,
newspri

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Ade..5 days a week,

Perin Fences

Phone 'nay.

MORE

OM

8.670'721;,1=7T4'4

INIGIF CONCRETE

ISTE TOPS CALL 392-3329 PROS

RED A PLUMBER, AB services

°Utters

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

CANVAS REPAIRED. COW..

Ads are so handy for many things and

Gl."

rem

ITT

your wont ad is
mountain of

E

LIMATIS CALL FL B.M1 3

ALLEN CONCRETE
THANK YOU

You get a high readership

WORK siss

;17C'ES'ATI:TELS Riff

CA11.1.15,161

.

PHONE 297.5320

1324,7510

LOEORTMAN

Illoektonaiag No- 1. 9. 30 Wars

Small in size. Big in result, A Day Wont

Day Want Ads

ORDER ANALYST

Rot Day Wont Ads
To Work For You

Plastering

IOW Refinishing

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

=TVgelgi=l

OEMONSTRATIONS.Call 43,9906
846 S. Elmhasst Rd, Des Pl.

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

ce,,,,,

Due to odditianol growth potential in oor rapidly
expanding organization, we have intmedlote
need in our Moterial,Ilepo omens for:

7=4:XS'S, '11

SY RAY PETERSON

Barrington,

THE MIGHTY MITE!

392,681

MINT

Ned

RUSTIC FENCING

Installation. sales

Ta9,13,,Add.

Wigs

Catering

WINKELMAN'S

Ao Easel orimosio maim'

Permanent Waves

Entertainment

od

M1

Rived nei

Bicycles 8 Repairs

Systems Division
MO Des Plaines Ave.

S.

Wallpapering

BABY SHOE, BRONZED

BOURNS/CAI

717 ban.74tr4r4:
Cal MUER, 117

m en.

real good dm,

STEPS
SIDEWALKS
FOR FREE ESTIMME CALL

3 LINES - 5 DAYS

VC1MVIgSrig'ji=
SCHAVAISURGAL.

Con uhr, epM aM

EC. RMS ROOM
ALL DD. MC MG

only

Painting 8 Decorating

MAN

REASONABLE REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED CALL .2 197

z9, l'oe

e ides eeperNnee who le

OOFING

Results!

Sewer II Septic Work
Casch

CALL SULL,2:9.=

nseTonl

384-3528
Rud.

Your Day Want Ad
has the biggest
reach and the
lowest cost!

Bat

t3.90

den 437-7602

HOZ, REPAIRS

ED-SQUAtITATI4 SER.

Child Care

Sewing Machine Repair

'fl"9.=;;GD'''"

CO.

ZTR'r

529 4273

824.5.10

Freo eit.253-111.8

rite

Con f orS maw 53,1023 a

ECORATING

Res

UNE 1

PRINT YOUR

Dan'MOP

SALES ond SERVICE

aT

a Rance.
rove.966,5258

arner

Mrs

ei do Of.:

255 7335

NAME

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

ADDRESS

PHONE

MERLON BLUE SOD

9 Please gill Mo

Woltmon Const. Co
Kitchen Rernedegng

3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY $3.90

_J

=At=

Pch Repairs

Free 8.1331014

CALL mow

BOBJAACKS LANDSCAPING
9116 Milwoubee Ave., Niles

POODLE

82,7456

GROOMING
219,1696

I. KOTTKE E. SONS

LANDSCAPIG

ni.Sou.N

RT. 62

GOY A PROBLEM DOG?

Low

ao,

TES 296,1638
TRUSTY

PAPER HANGING

NDA259 2331 Bet

Decorators

NERS 72,7267
Sodding? Gram cunIng

42.1119

obligotion WRITE OR CLL. No
TONEY FROM 0 ELECTRIC,

Lauritz Jensen

MANO

advertise with Da!,

working
for you!

HARM SYSTEM PATTP, .9..a,

NgIVFOR
REF

GROOMING
2554570

Nor. Shore owned and ope
90, Obedienct

sew..

7:1:;:

Ear, Bird Price

Dog Training

ass Vt.'

"POWFTS-FUL, PUMP AND A.,

IL 6 0 DECORATING

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

(Day B Month)

tit

Start a Day
Want Ad

a od flood,. TRUSTY WARNS

A9e,

Dog Service
Please stort my Day Want Ad on

Get smart!

KRUG. DECORATING
ean
art
g
paper bonding

Day Camps

PERLINE

LINES

CI5-38,12
Types,
ostics

Ton -All

Dance

RePoir

FREE ESTIMATES

AO OUTING

LINE 2

Roams

HAPPINESS

Sump Pump

CALL ALLEN 392-9351 Supplies
'1'Rf'R.F.F.

3,3269

821

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

.

DRAFTSMAN

MERIDNILUESOD

ICKSDECORAUNG

rMPROIEMFNTS

Coll AFTER 6PM

L

e Boy]

-sod

Clothing

ELECTRIC AL PLUMBING

El Payment le Enclosed

SIERRA SUPPLY

ARL HIS. DAY CARE CENTER

argent, COMM°, TS.

POOM

ZIP

Call Phil Randall

(815) 385-7000

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

War .

Specializing in Ce

ROOM ADDITIONS RUMPUS

CITY

FINDING

mu get fast mulls from

reran:la

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

KITCHENS BA.,

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

ARE

Your Doy W.:;nt Ad works!
Whatever you want to
sell, buy, rent or trade,

I

Sheet Metal Work

bB5

Use Handy Order Blank
or

ad

rm. gelled A re.

accept
ND

C .9

Ceramics By CHICK 6 CHUCK

CONCRETE

IMATESCALL 394-307

clip

Roofing
R

Instructions

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

NEAT CARPENTER WORK
PORCHIS.
STAIRS.

nB

1721 Glenview Rd. 72.7626

Horne Maintenance
PAINTER OR FIX

Our cestemen ere

707.61130

GLENVIEW OFFICE EQUIPMENT

rv

e mod ....eh *ugh on 11

NORTH SHORE POOLS INC.

255-72000R 296-6640

Broadview

2445 Sp 25th Ave.

Baby Shoes

A working knowledge of military mecifieolians
and 3-5 years drafting experience on complex

or

county aim by either major

06B 31.251

132,

729-7150

43.5220

LAB TECH
ENGINEERS

255-7200

1970

Dm Plane,

'

bridge 024,61 46

Phone

governor in 1968,"

political party.

mono.. call394.aewa

sn'pro.'66270723.

;11) 4.1%)

RON FOSTER

J. R. MOSKALA

pda

CORP.

392 0244
Pea., s
Sneer
NOY

TAKINGORDMS NOW FOR
s

COULON

Carpel Cleoning

25541910

sutraiva.or

Sunbeam Corp.

CALL ED 350,359

VINYL COATED STEEL SIDING.

FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

1600W.CFNDIAL RD..

PRODUCTS, INC.

TV SERVICE is REPAIR

RUSSELL

DRESSMAKING HEMMING.

IVOOM"°ArITISCZIAK'll'CITEg
AND BATHROOMS:CALL NOW

MASS FEEDING

next step

FREE ESTIMATES

H

ROSELLE DODGE

many aspects of our early de-

ticularly at the height of an important legislative session, to

CALL 824 4347

4,.

7E'4.44C7 ,,rg= rTnc;

TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

TV Service

255-7071

FOR YOUR HOUSE

BRUNING

Prospect. 253 sem

"He became familiar with

burg can be proud that Gov.
Ogilvie will be taking time out
from his busy schedule, par-

IT'S NEW

it

$550 8 CAR

NdraTT=:MOI

LMINTENANCE FREE 30. YEAR
GUARANTEE. BUY DIRECT AND

DRIVER

GENERAL MOLDED
I

DECORATING

Air Conditioning

mennybew

the um

Weaver Med.
Atelier, Republican

392 6427

'l'Z'Z'41Ra'rwciae"?5=

REFRIGERATOR
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
SYSTEM INSTALLER

2720 Des Plaines Am.

Locally Grown

girch

Dumb.

253 181

j

H gg

W'ffp'

C

wemine woos,: m 130.0 04.73I

ALTERATIONS
h

laws,

Dressmaking -Sewing

,

APPLY

29,1071

a Schaurm
limns governor
burg event, reprmehts meek

plan and

ad"

Baand

the dinner, the first by an n-

as

Operator

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

PHIS APPEARANCE at

don

NO

OALL82.1,43

HEMMING 6 AHURA IONS

WiOd SHHELPIFTS

/ 41

IRONING?

join us in honoring Mayor At cher." Weaver said.

bum

KID YOU?

NEED HELP WITH YOUR

n.tia%

APPLY IN POSSON

DECORATORS

KOCH LANDSCAPE
CONTRACTOR
255,3343

Railing Re

Drapery Repairs
GENERAL
FACTORY

9 ,old ,dian dab

ISpo

C

9sot=1471'Ptaine.

are plans to get federal blessing

Midnight to B A.M. Shift

DICK'S TIRE SWIBE

ON ALL GA,MT,Ly..6 COATS

CALI 394 11306

La Salle Personnel

ASSISTANT MOLDING FOREMAN

Tile

Painting 8 Decorating

Londscoping

%ime.ty4:tentodeling

AMMATIONS. HEMS

298-2770

CHILD CARE, my licensed borne

DES PLANES

PAVVLS POPO

255-7200 OR 296-6640
Alterations

Illinois Bell

SALE5RAIN

22 -Situations WantetlTiomen

Wick.

Reel& end inith Insurance

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

656.9922

CUSTODIAN

O'HARE

PAINTING. DECORATING
line of interior and
male

espyz."''

*'"Slrgtal 1'ataj

25%660

FREE 'E'S'TUIALTT FAS'

eight.

Free Uniform,

c's'iST.V"

NO. WINDOW CLEANING

541Ielp Wanted Men

1

WAREHOUSEMEN

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

Learn Soles
Profession
No experience
necessary.'
CALL 593-5950

41

candidate for Cook county
clerk, is the first resident of
this part of the Northwest sub urban area ever slated fora top

people of Schram-

-

MAR-GLO

plement the planning of transPPrtation centers in Mc Chi sago region.
Daytall iloIRCITSON, an ad.
ministratiry assistant to Jones,
was nnebtibt.
that I
edly the proper party to sommen, on the situation, but said.
Other
been
have
"There
groups working on this. Thdre

Weaver noted.

monies.

Transportation centers have

3391!4750

portation plan suitable to im-

will be served at 7:30.

available from the federal De-

and

4 en

do

money. moss Raim mama,

Good plime woe MGR to

Ilaniness Services

trans -

mendous growth that in the
years ahead will make us the
second largest city in Illinois,.

known Chicago radio person.

pant-tient of Highways
NI PC does not,

AAA 1 Nearing Aid moor Me

CAN YOU

BOYS 12 to 15

545.050/

M6

,xss.ml

the Jimmy Dwaine Room of
the Arlington Towers Hotel.
The evening will begin with a
social hour at 6:30. Glower

the NIPC
territory, thatt CATS h. funds

THE BEGINNING
TO A GREAT END

Coll Mr. Moore.

dinner honoring Atcher

JOHN DOREMUS, well.

in

Prospect. CL
'Ic Wm b^

regional

a

dedo

Ogilvie to address

area not as large as the six II-

linois co

in

retest

cal,

Black

jCw am. 3812521 Mr. Nowak

24114104001Mo

geAvice Diltek

YOUNG MAN WANTED

I'm looking for o coupto
of frame homes in your
orea to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Nutlet,
ed Siding. If interested

3;8'.54a6

LOS,

GARBED JONES, Chief of
CATS, was not avainade for
comment yesterday on leis
agencyk apparent lack of in-

.

-

there was no regional

nuasslransporialion plan in the
Chicago area.

.

Aecording to Rockwell,
Sloe Island was thought to be

23.Impleynent Agencies -Men

1491110011
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24 Help Wanted Men

24.5elp Wanted Men

CL 9-0495'

Wood Dale 111.601,1

31,766.2896
Save lad nor
now.

Tailoring
Even alrerarNnr

des err

Ran -

Phone

no aeon and
NOW INTERWGVIND
Deily 7.45 AJA. to 4.15

255-1910
An Equal

pp

vet

Employes MiE

255-7200

HERE

Or

IN NE

296-6640

Dap

bool

igF school

I
4

-1Fx7Yr-

,so
000

C

'
A-

A

Page 8

.0700
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Tuesday April 2 I 1970
24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help4Iente4 Men

25-Employment Agencies Women

25 Employment Agencies Women

26 Help Wanted Woman

21 Help Vanted Women

GIRL WANIRT DIctopM1On0 NPO

250r 41135104 Men

5:.Crs.P 0ALiT1

Choc,

RECEPTION

Pall'OONNEL

T100 Alm Rd rDes

CHCHI( FILING

P101801

BUILDING & ZONING OFFICER

DOCTOR

BUILDING INSPECTOR

-

Ho

SALARY TO BE COMMENSURATE
WITH EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY

SMALL OfFICC
$135 WEEK

$550 MO
completely

Memo and hSe publ

kl

c

FOR BABY

Boss

Teper solemn. Rop

Is

on=o1ZeTor

contov

Idle

City of Rolling Meadows
3600 Kirchoff Rood
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

RECEP -TYPIST

Of Arlington Heights

259 7010

lor small key s, Irchhoord
In bIlling of Accouels

9 S. Denton

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
T

766-0300

FOUR SEASONS
NURSING CENTER

(GIRL FRIENDS 0.1-1
GENERALOFFICE

An-shm-4

766-0350

SUPERIOR CONCRETE
ACCESSORIES

NEED IMMEDIATELY

2516600.

GAM!

Y. ed. Ind me bone., off Mery program to your I.e.

JANITOR -

611 00% Free,

560.

SECRETARIES

MAINTENANCE

RECEPTION!,

4525

.

BOOMED.

Y50.00

.

(815) 385-7000
ROBERTS & PORTER,
INC.

CO'oLiAY

$290

La Salle Personnel

3.5e

1411

Mr

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

!meanness

439-21/0

RECEPTION

PRINTER

Grandmother,

the new people

In -Between?

OF YOUNG
ATTORNEYS

DOCTORS
RECEPTION
TRAINEE -$125 WIC

DES A TO

Teen-Ager,

290.2770
La Salle Personnel

FOR A GROUP
INSPECTOR

gurrylr=
Arenglem Heights
7S. eunran
3971-0080
6028 Dernevrer
V66,0700

Z,znaz,17=

en per In telephone lines and cables that speed

COMPANY

rc'i=t'utuwty=r=

A.M. ROUTES

icittocci of
Re. Hove Me

6:30-8:30 a.m.

inc

PROOF POSITION

School Bus, Inc.

OPEN

00405 Uo,004.

Ben Franklin Stores
DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

VETERINARIAN
351.23 14

$135 WEEK -FREE

Apply may. Earn wlele you're learning from veteran

,,",',",;:,:z! ;Le=

es.

MIDWEST
AUDIO CORP.

end

HOrretrtgo=r

r

And hrsiest ler starters With gen pulley ol selecting w

managers hem within ks ea.. roc. Ia.. Oen, r
chooses los further a.ancement.

opponwely M learn

good

@ Illinois Bell

6520

...mull Mlle. right

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

CAllIgg-7101
Ken Lc rScm 5 Associates
49

DENTAL OFFICE
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

d

FOR A BETTER DEAL!
WITH NO LAYOFFS!

WEEKDAYS Eonf RIO

HERTZ RENT A CAR

PGA KWh. IMPORMATION.
CALL DUO CONCH CE

-

euniingt

mmed

jeb oiler nal .arldne ler o

An

EMPLOYMENT
T00% Free Positions

sos

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

eassi stew. solories

7e2c7 :ror 1117tu=

Sunbeam Corp.

SERVICE PLASTICS

C

Illinois Bell. Don Tull time NpPt, you'll handle a
number of typing 0.. Srnle0100hIllwIIrlOkowhich
your day pass quickly. Or, if you prefer a little

(I block Mat of Lee el.)

variety, a lypishelerk job will put your other
of f ice skills to um as well. The stong pay b

FULL TIME -PART TIME

1065 Oaklan ST.

296-6166

... free Hospitalise.. Surgical Insurance

olgiet=rer=rtarhZstrio'be
PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

ARNOLD
ENGINEERING CO.

"Specialists in Magnetic MateriOIS"

CALL PHYLLIS BISHOP

EVD11,1011:=VAILABLE

holmes & assoc.

1.,07=r,EMA
TELLER TRAINEES

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

S4130 to S510. free IVY, 19,6

An Equal °epee.. EmpleMer

DAY -NIGHT

594S W.

p

297-2550

f

,

Keldnalar, 2 eh., sold.. !manna
827.5067

,irg7Y1X.,

IIIfSportsCors

10-Rooms-Boare-Housekeemng

Gym 0:le II,0 20 0000 05 05

7666764

25e-1285

2,riat'o.:sPyreotro?ort.P.4
Wm.
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WHAT
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LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Keep your feet firmly planted
on the ground today. A good

Five Minutes to

MM100 UDIT110M

THESE eiNya Is 1.1kE SM:KIA/G
A FFCK OF CIGARETTES?!

are on.

9

D1.1

JUST ERENTIAIMG THE. A112.

nue of investigation that you

7

Answer to Fridays puzzle

Ortega
Pan -Am Show
32 Big Valley

those who are making rapid

to

goes

2:55

Show
a

wife

Late Report
2:00
Meditation
Reflections

2

Mery Griffin

2

26 Victor

progress down the same ave-

Movie

1:55

10:30

NET Festival

L

- Sept.

9

2

I MUT

WHALE I

A FEW PEGS:____

23): Keep on the good side of

1:00
Perspectives

her missing husband.
Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes.

The Honey-

2

Do ',to REALIZE THAT

thought lost to you if you start
at once.

7

32

EEK & MEEK

I THINK ITS TIME TO
TAKE CHIPS GOWN

12:35
News

Hawaii in search of

documentary
on
England's
famous
opera festival.

dis-

9

of the News

Red -

"Glyndebourne
Journal 1967" is

12:30
Everyman

"Hell's Half Ac-

News, Time, Weather
10:25

gentle-

and Vanessa
grave.

5

re."

44 Continuous

live a saner life by
a

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

1:05

mooners

ex-

his

5
7

26 A Black's View

8:25

North-

therWilliams,
George Nader,

10:00
News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Ski School

literAmerican
ature from the Civil

News,

by lusting pupil. Es-

2

20 TV College

11

whose emotional stability is endangered

26 Bill Anderson Show

7:40

Chicago Roundtable

.Jr

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Ambition leads

6:55
20 The American
Community College

12:00
Movie
"The Unguarded
Moment."
Drama
of a schoolteacher
2

9:30

Emotional disorders are studied in
the series with Elton
B. McNeil host.

marrying

11:50

32 News

cock Presents
11 Chicago Festival
32 Men in Crisis

man. David Warner

26 Famous Artists;

STREET:

ever, not to lose your way

Philbin

Paintings;
Great Music

reality and open the
door to his future
growth.
Hitch9 Alfred

Point." John Garfield is a skipper so
desperate for money

back

11:35

32 100

reporting
at
the
spiraling costs of
medical treatment.
7 Marcus Welby,

political
Robert Horton, Se-

Paul Harvey

Comments

dent Daniel Schoor

sinister
intrigue.

and

ments

11:30

32

cost of health

the

wife who decides to

6:45

Horoscope

VIRGO (Aug. 24

Movie
"The Spy Killer"A private eye gets
caught up in a world
of foreign entangle-

win

2 6 Bob
Sports

11 The Forsyte Saga
32 The Baron

Health in America
Part 2 examines

Seas

FOR BINGLE
BUT THE
WOLF HAS
TAKEN HIS
INJURED
MATE AND
MOVED TO A
SAFER PLACE

9:00

C B S Reports:

2

sequences

32 Of Lands and

COUNTRYSIDE

rather than a cantor.
Danny Thomas, Peggy Lee

student who also lost
his spouse in the
Vietnam war.
7

forecast of doom for

NO301,V EVER

Julia
Julia meets a law

5

6:15

5

leopard breaks loose
in the mansion

are guests.

A DISASTER:

2

unscheduled entertainment for guests at

"The Jazz Singer " About a young
man who dares to
make it as a singer

a reception when a

Martha
Rerun
Raye and the Vogues

11 Italian Panorama

DROPPING

Skelton

2

Cavett

Show
9 Movie

Rerun. Gov.
Drinkwater provides

the Week
7:30

Dick

7

T h e Governor
and J.J.
2
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

time for letting others know
Answer to Previous Puzzle

how realistic you can be.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Fancy soars --- much to
your profit. Take care, how-.

THE BORN LOSER

1

ever, that you don't allow your
imagination to get completely
away from you.

ACROSS
1 Discoverer

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): You may have to
work hard to sell your story to
key associates. Unless you do,
however, you will be at a stalemate.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Let your basic inclinations help you to make a
decision about your future.
You know best where your interests lie.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): The -determined aquarius
will plod ahead no matter what
obstacles arc

placed in

the

pathway of progress. Gains!

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): If you are sure that you
can tell truth from falsehood,
you

might be wise to in-

CAPTAIN EASY
GOOD IDEA RENTIN' A

RIGHT...JP

WHILE N

CAR. EAGY...WE CAN PROP WE LOCATE 'NEW JER56):..
!SY THE HARDEN AGENCY DR. MOLE:
BETTER CALL
TOMORROW 'THEN ZIP

BACK TO THE AIRPORT

vestigate the situation at once.
Otherwise, wait.

AH. THERE YOU ARE...ONE ENJOYS
A CUP OF TEA ABOUT NOW...YOU HAVE

SOME STEEPING;

MF...GNATS
TH' ONE ITEM
FERGOT1

*KEE AFTER
WE FIND A'
HOTEL!

ARIES (March 22 - April
don't insist upon practicality
to the absolute exclusion of

astern tore
ante
lean
atone tear
arson torn
aster
tern
aten
tenor
arose tare
anote tarn
near
star
note
stare
neat
stone
nose
sore
nere
sear
nest
sane

tone

seat

GO IN TOC"HE HOUSE AND

DI.L. DRIVE TO

TOWN FER SOW

TEA!

ardor

35 Come into

imagination.

',REASON
SENATOR

R.

JUELAX, DST

2 Soviet stream
3 Cleave
4 Electrified
of radium
particle
6 Forerunner
5 Fragrant
of television
oleoresin
(pl.)
6 Staggered
12 Small space
Chemical
14 Make possible 7 suffix
15 Worker with
8 Indian
hides
timber tree
16 Weirder
9 Wading bird
17 Aged
'10 Bullfight
18 Handle
cheers
roughly
11 Withered
20 Mariner's
13 Expunge
direction
19 United
21 Anatomize
States Navy
24 Gaff, for'
(ab.)
instance
21 Sags
27 Held in
22 Symbol for
affection
cerium
31 Ingredient
23 Small candles
of poi
24 Asterisk
32 Skin opening
33 Exchange
2
3
4
5
premium
34 Enthusiastic 12

I

T
vess
E
ART N

I

MA Isc. TM

Ikt. Pa 04

CAMPUS CLATTER

view again
40 Pause
41 Spring,
summer, etc.
43 Brazilian
wallaba
46 Bargain
event
47 Slight taste

25 Trainee for
knighthood
26 Operatic solo
28 Actor's part
in a drama
29 Epochs
30 Car damage
36 Hebrew letter
37 Church
festival
38 King of
,

sonar rent
senor
stoa
sent

roast

sate
soar

rose

WORSE;

I THOUGHT THEY MOVED
HIM DOWN HERE FROM

THE TENTH F1.00P.
BECAUSE FEAR OF
HEIGHTS HAD HIM

UP TIGHT

rase

rote

rota
seton oner
stern orate
sterna ornate
snort oaten
sort
onset

YEAH, BUT NOW HE'S A NERVOUS
WRECK FROM WATCHING THE

MINISKIRTS 00 PAST,:

50 Most

domesticated

13

7

18

wvoi.

4-1i

patriot

word
8

9

.

22

26

0

10

11

20

23

27

28

29

30

n
u

35

37

38

39

41

57

2 UT

L
25

45
51

40.

42 .

.46

.

52

IIIII
47- ' 48

53.

49

54

56
.

1

Ft

51 Conclusion
52 Sainte (ab.)
54 Negative

19

n

55

G

14

31

50

1

skin
.45 Prayer ending
47 Feminine
appellation,
48 Brain passage
49 Nuisance

39 Rosters
42 Certain tides

21

43

O
N

16

17

53 Woolly
55 30 (Fr.)

56 Plant
organisms
57 Dispatcher
58 Beginning
DOWN
1 Roman

U N

43 Pewter coins
of Thailand
44 Remove, as
an apple's

Judah (Bib.)

6

N rPi0

TO

A
"Pi
A TE
T

-r T
A ENEON
OETEN

I

.

snore rate
snare reason
store rant

R

TS

R Ilm

SpLAAF

15

24

M

URE

1

20): Practicality wins the day.
Take care, however, that you

Answers to
Hideaword

POT STE
L AW
ALE
A
PANE
SEN
T E A NS
TOO
s ET
R
LUM
LORE
0
A

0110

58
21

WEATHER

Telephone
llv

255-4400

Tonight: Thunderstorms,

low mid 40s. Tomorrow:
Cloudy, thundershowers,
cooler.
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Meeting set May 2

push traffic plan
A meeting to make plans to
implement the final traffic re,
port submitted by the consulting engineering firm of

9-13.

cent.

by judges will count 35 per

Marilyn. daughter of Mr.

cent state pageant in Niles.

the title of America's Junior

The tall, blond contestant is a
Wheeling High School student
. and winner of a $2,000 scholarship from the contest.
Besides preparation. Mari-

Miss.

The National Junior Miss
pageant will be televised May
13, the evening of final com-

petition, on NBC's Kraft Music Hall.

lyn plans to "rest a lot." She

$2,560: an International 1/2
ton pickup truck for $2,563
International
dump truck for $3,530.
an

I

ton

recommendation of the Build-

the National Junior Miss Pageant because I think I can do
better." Marilyn said.
She will be doing a. medley
of several types of dances with
the help of Delores Ei ler. owner of three area dancing studios. The Prospect Heights Jun-

ing and Grounds Committee
after consideration of bids re-

ior Miss studied dance with

Co. of Wheeling was awarded

her for I I years.
The contestants will also he

a contract for a Scout 800A

ceived on the items, April I.

Low bidders were awarded

From Lewis International
of Wheeling the Park District
will purchase a tractor for
$3,338 and a Dynawell trailer
for $1,274.

the contracts on each item.

The Gilmore International
with

four-wheel

drive

for

T H E COMPANY

has

lage Manager Virgil Barnett

'A 1970 Ford Station Wagon
will be purchased from George
Poole, in Arlington Heights
for $2,715.

Buffalo Grove Mall sets
grand opening tomorrow

voted to follow the recommen-

the village manager.

blems in the Main St., Elm-

dation of the fire and police

Trustee George Reiter reported that he had been contacted by the manager of a
Mount Prospect movie the-

work necessary.

In other action the board

and Lincoln Av. committee to reject the request
of the Youth for funds for a

plans

(for

about

VILLAGE - MANAGER
Barnett reported that no easements for the next phase of the

By Ben Clarke

A public forum concerning
the proposed expansion of
O'Hare Field and the attendant problems to surrounding
communities in the northwest
suburban area, will be held
tonight, at 7:30 p.m. in Park
Ridge's Roosevelt School, at

Scheduled

to

speak

arc

Cook County Commissioner
Floyd Fulle of Des Plaines,
Congressman Harold Collier
(R-111.), and Joseph Prince,
an expert on air pollution.

to measure sounds of planes

landing and taking off from

EDGAR LUNDBERG, of
the law firm of Shaheen, Lund-

berg and Callahan of Chicago, says that a study is being

made on the matter, and it is
not yet certain that a suit will
be filed.
Galloway

said that

Park

Ridge has an ordinance, several years old, that established

passed by the community of
Park Ridge has been joined
by Des Plaines, Schiller Park
and Bensenville in a move toward possible legal action

against the City of Chicago,
because, as Park Ridge City
Galloway
Manager James
says, there is concern over
"Chicago's plan to create

court, the decision
against Hempstead.

day.

debate during the last week of

The committee voted to recommend to the- convention a
section in the new constitution

April.

which would provide for freedom of residency and employ-

consideration of the Judicial
Committee's proposals for a
new judicial article. Debate
continued through the after-

ment for all citizens of the state
regardless of "race, creed, col-

or or sex."
By a nine to six vote, Mrs.
Macdonald's committee also
recommended a section which
would guarantee public employes the right to organize.
The new section would
charge the Illinois General Assembly with the responsibility

airlines have
been "most co-operative."

instances

the

The Jaycees feel that Chi.-

flights of "unusual noise", he
said, the airlines have been
reason for the noise, be it because of weather, a problem
with a plane, or pilot pre-

negative effect on surrounding
communities.
A new, northeast -southwest
runway, parallel to one already in use, is planned, which
would direct more flights over

rogative.

Park Ridge and parts of Des

contacted

to

determine

the

Galloway said that in such

In its general session Thursthe convention began

day,

noon and early evening.

For the first time today
President Witwer scheduled a
morning meeting, at 9 a.m. On
Friday the delegates prefer a
mid -afternoon adjournment in

order to take early evening
trains and planes home.

Gripe
Of The
Day

'1

Commuting smokers in
a "No Smoking" car who
give the conductor a hard
time when told to douse
their butts.

Plaines.

!!!

PARK RIDGE does have a
truck equipped with a decibel
meter to measure sound levels,

and over the past few years,

Mount Prospect Jaycees
Operation Sandbox May 9
Operation Sandbox will be
held by the Mount Prospect

Orders may be placed by

According to Jerry Tucker,
president of the association,

space for 500 cars.

parents in the area and as a

calling 824-0937 or 437-2805.

"We are sponsoring this

within the area. The Jaycees
per industrial wheelbarrow.

clowns, balloons and free gifts
will be very much in evidence
this week -end at the shipping

Mount. Prospect Youth

center.

battles population growth
Miske is now.on the board of
directors for the ISU chapter

This new, highly -efficient, automatic passenger car washer, just installed 'by the Chicago &
North Western Railway at its California Ave. (Chicago) coach yard, washes an 85 -foot -long
commuter' double-decker in 50 seconds. Engineered specifically for North Western double-deckers, the $183,000 car washer enables the North Western to wash its 275 commutercars and its 53 -car
fleet of intercity passenger cars every three days. The car washer is the latest step in the North
Western's passenger car repair and maintenance modernization program. The major facility, a $3.8
million, 80,000 square -foot coach service center was completed in January.

Park district seeking employes

The national organization
was started by Dr. Paul Erlich,

The River Trails Park Dis-

the author of the book, "The
Population Bomb," in an effort to curb the effects of overpopulation in the world.
Pollution, crime, poverty

trict is seeking male applicants
who have completed their first
year_ of college or more to fill
summer\job positions as playground supervisors.

and ' growing tension among

A position as a playground

ship.

nations are described as some

ZPG'S GOAL is to achieve
zero population growth in the
United States by 1980 and in
the world by 1990.

of the effects of over -popu-

supervisor entails planning
and leading outdoor sports

and is in charge of publicity.

was started last December on

The group has about 62

the Illinois State University
campus at Normal, Todd

members and Miske said that

joring in Special Education,

two landmark decisions Thurs-

These recommendations
will be filed with the convention next week. They will
come up for full convention

went

day -long project as a service to

and decided to get involved.
A freshman at ISU and ma-

Virginia Macdonald of Arlington Heights, 3d District
delegate, is a member, made .

procedure under which public
employes might organize and
bargain collectively."

suit involving it was taken to

controlled mall, It has parking

Taxes are up, groceries are up, all expenses are up. Thank

Committee,

Bill of Rights
of which Mrs.

Hempstead, N.Y., and when a

and Kenroy, Inc.

gOodness for the law of gravity.

Con -Con's

against the airlines.
He said that about the same
time the Park Ridge ordinance
was passed, a similar law was

will ask a donation of $1.50

Miske of Mount Prospect re-,
membered hearing a speaker
when he was in high school
talking about over -population

1

airport could have a serious,

have

author-

for working out an "orderly

By Richard Crabb

been

there

which with

ization for the village presi-

Con -Con unit OKs

cago's expansion plans for the

O'Hare.
Where

The action was taken in a
second reading of the ordi-

added that there has never
been any attempt to enforce it

the village.

Population

annexing

a maximum sound level, but he

Materials and other businesses

Zero

age of theater employes.

ways."

borhood shopping center in the
Chicagoland area to feature an
enclosed 70 -degree climate

'Growth (ZPG) organization

ers on "rated" films and the

said Galloway, it has been used

will be furnished by Meyer

,22;MEMP tional

ater, regarding any village policy regarding the age of view-

triple rather than double run-

up the sand shovel to fill the
sandboxes for the children of

When a chapter of the na-

The board also approved a
policy that tag days in Mount
Prospect arc to be decided by

ordinance

Part9y on O'Hare slated tonight

away the snow shovel and pick

Thirteen of the 16 retail
stores in the mall have already
been leased. Among them are:
Scotts, Elm Farm Foods, The

1,500 feet to 3,060 feet to less-

in the well that makes repair

Ltd.

Mount Prospect Public
Health and Safety Committee, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

fe raised from the present

for damage to a pump bearing

Kenroy, Inc., developer of the
center at Arlington Heights
and Dundee Roads. The key
will be a gift from the Buffalo
Grove Mall Merchants Assn.

Meetings

these

sington Rd. and III. 83 triangle
area; traffic congestion on III.
83 (Main St.) near Busse Av.;
and solving the traffic pro-

Grove Mall Shopping Center

Mayor Donald J. Thompson

FURST SAID that

districts.

responsible

Jaycees on Saturday, May 9.
The Jaycees are ready to put

be 'presentation of a gold key to

that flight levels of planes from
O'Hare Field passing over
northwest suburban area communities will be raised.

termined who

is

An

eral_ Aviation Agency (FAA)

en noise levels in residential

Beauty Parlour and Alan B.

Highlight of the evening will

"small measure of success" in
their efforts, and have received
some assurance from the Fed-

of the well, until it has been de-

by Ken Tucker, president of

The mall is the first neigh-

Trustee Donald Furst reported that the O'Hare Noise
Abatement Council has had a

levels have been promised to

Buffalo

officially opens its doors with a
grand opening ceremony at .7
p.m. tomorrow.

yet, but he added that he ex-

told the bOard, to wait for the
balance of the contract price
of $17,479.60 for installation

source of revenue for our nonprofit community projects,"
said Dave Nank, chairman.
Sand and delivery trucks

The ultra -modern

improvement

Creek

lights in the Rand Rd., Ken-

1001 S. Fairview.
Some 30 communities have
been invited by the Park Ridge
Jaycees to the forum.

Park OKs $16,030 purchase
and

course).

Av. intersection;
the Central --Northwest Hwy.
intersection; co-operation with

contestants will spend
three days touring Washington, D.C. They will be guests
of honor at the White House

week of rehearsals and preliminary competition.

routine, which counts for 20
per cent of the contest. "I've
changed my talent routine for

done by the company on Well
Number II (on the Molint

agreed after consultation, Vil-

the

the college of her choice and

preparing mainly for her talent

open housing,
employment section

special assessment project.

west Hwy., Prospect Av. and

AT THE beginning of May,

Illinois during the re-

The Mount Prospect Park
District Board last week apof
the
purchase
proved
$16,030 in equipment, at the

ect.

performance of engineering ser-

vices in connection with the
Flatten Heights storm sewer

Prospect Country Club golf

complete

before flying to Mobile for a

is

the annexation complete.

priority by his committee at an earlier meeting
spent reviewing the Crawford
firm's traffic report.

ing an engineering firm to

mostly to do her best.

and a congressional reception

THE CONTESTANT

of the hoard.

Zeigler Co., for an October.
1969 payment due, for work

already voted approyal for hir-

If she wins, Marilyn will re-

to relax while she can.

dent and village clerk to sign
the plat of annexation, made

youth scholarship.

ceive a $10,000 scholarship to

says there is too much tension
during the pageant and plans

north of Linneman Rd.. was
approved by unanimous vote

THE VILLAGE board has

Wildwood, was chosen to rep-

The contestant is looking
forward to having a good time
but says she is in the pageant

pected that this would he done
quickly before a deadline.
It is expected that a bill will
be introduced in the state legislature soon, to provide for
work on this phase of the proj-

chairman of the Public Health
and Safety Committee, noted
the six problems given emer-

hurst Rd.
complex.

and Mrs. Ray Raedel, 16 N.
resent

nance.

Trustee Donald Furst,

Arlington Heights on extension
of Busse Rd. toNorthwest Hwy.;
traffic congestions and timingof

judged on poise and appearance, youth fitness and schol15
arship, each counting
points. A 10 -minute interview

Church of Mount Prospect.
south of Golf Rd. and just

Agreement was reached on
the payment of $6.867 to the

Evergreen

-

Central Rd., have been signed

'send and Associates for the

They arc the Main St. North-

Marilyn Raedel. - Illinois'
Junior Miss from Prospect
Heights, is 'preparing for the
National Junior Miss pageant
in Mobile. Alabama. May

property of St. John Lutheran

be held May 5, has been sched-

gency

Illinois Junior Miss rests
up for national pageant

project, from Elmhurst Rd. to

Crawford,Bunte and Roden,
hopefully to gain approval at
the Village Board meeting to

May 2.
This was announced at last
might's village board meeting.

sa

Weller

recommendations made for
the Central Rd. -Northwest

Hwy. intersection.
The village hoard also voted
authorization for a contract to
be made with Consoer, Town -

uled by the Mount Prospect
safety commission for 9 a.m.

Marilyn Raedel

$8,000) for implementing the

after a meeting planned for
this week, they expect a substantial increase in member-

lation by members of ZPG.

Members believe that the
(Continued on page 2)

cactivities for 'children who'
have completed first grade
through eighth grade.

Male

supervisors

handle

such activities as softball, archery, soccer, competitive
games, track and field events.
kickball, basketball, and other
related sports.

The playground position is
one for eight weeks from June

15 through Aug. 7, Mondays
through Fridays from 9 a.m. to

noon and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Evenings and week -end are
free with the exception of one
evening out of the eight weeks.

Salary is comensurate with

other area Districts and depends upon the applicant's age
and background experience.

.For more information or to
make an application, contact
Miss Sypult at the Parktiffice,
303 S. Lee, Prospect Heights.
298-4445.

THE DA1

THE DAY

Battles
population
growth

Whdneiday April 12 1970

Page 2

Rep.Collier asks federal funds
for underpasses at crossings
"Etch of our main suburbs
have one, two or three grade

BY, Richard Codila

Rep. Harold R. Collier IR-

crossings with high volume

Benvyn). wham 10th Congre.

traffic which are un ever-

District includes Park
Ridge and Des Plaines. this
week asked the Roads Subcommittee or the U.S. Honk
Committee on Public Works

prerent danger to motorise
and
pedestrians. including

sional

school children." Collier told
the congressional
mittee.

subcom-

ro movide funds to baud oven

Both the long traffic Mille

passes and underpasses at den-

and the noise produc.I hy the
trains and the warning devices
constitute hazards, Collier m-

mous rail high, crossings
in the Chicago To WI red;.

Collier ilk, with members
of the suliconunitte, to discuss

ooned.

that have no highway under or
overpasses :n nti I cro,singi. I le
cited the lack ot rail under paws or °cm -maws from Chi.

cage to Banington and Elgin
through the Nonhwest

ins

orbs.

in

under the Nonhwes. Hwy. in
Dm Plain. and a small underFan in Arlington Heights,
them ere none in an area
which now has a population of
thme-gdarnm or
million
People.
Rep.

.

Collier was advised

recently that thgrc is special
highway trust fund which was

finance the 0-

Mtablished

cm Ling,

dangerous grade
.cocemings in urban urea.

coit would be more
dam offset' by =Arias and
time, prevention of crossing
tragedies and reduction of

earth's resourcos are limited.

To mach its soul. ZPG ad.
.vocates the two -child family,
enough to replies.° the meets

noise:' said Collier.
The subcommitlec will consider the problem in other major cities and their suburbs

but not to increase the world's
pbpulation.

during the spring. Its report
and recommendation will be
mittee on Public Works later

1969.70

su

y

schools show that 25 high

ie h go I,.

29

aiiaraaaaa.,

schools. and one unit district
use egn,pmaga for recording

oug,gb,a
Nineteen high schools and
one unit district employ nom -

I ax exemption for dependents
after the second child Is born
to a couple.
The 1SU chapter is nude up
of both teachers and students
and ens an office in Shroeder
Hall on campus.
Miske said that the
in

schools. mid.

-Data processing provides
school districts with adequate
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above him leading cloud to

and food gunk, toncenum, the

self. You II have to post thou.

In thew Bores of Inflation

BUT THIS is mother year.
My friend had a friend. This
guy Could trowel conCrete

pends on how you an

B ravel

tractor, though. He cati
that the two of them could do

"Look, I don't have moneY
to post a bond. You can send

the job for about 580, no more
than S100 at most.

being don, It will be done

"I wanted to dig the gravel

to improve it. During the winter, he rebuilt the bathroom. II
looks much better, and even
the plumbing seems to work
more efficiently. He wife

out, fix the proper bash and
then pour concrete. I knew it
wen on village property, so I
checked with the village on
what to do."

bought new towels and carpet-

.11's simple," said the man
at the village office. "Just have

ing. You could almost say iab
of the jazziest bathrooms

My friend knew that

year. It was decided. The two
of them would put in the con-

mwn

NOW THAT warm weather

here. my friend looked
around outride. The sone
is

Earth Day, appro.
primly set in the spring when
This

permit for your
"But,- my friend

"that's dishonest."
"You asked me bow to gm a
permit. I told you. Any othrs
questions today?"

-Honor the ermine, dream by ohm, fon/tots& &TAM,:
the popeeelioodom told intellectual Aurora,"

FETECRL
using all oven of theslotion.

Wednesday. April 22, 1970

John E.o.m. Mitt, cod ha Netter
William J. Kiedairt, .11anumine

The person intermted in opsearing a child care service in

Make as many four letter or more words out 'of
these letters as you
In addition, Old the word

- Marshall Field Ill

15 goad. 21 owellent

Letters to the Editor
Objects to plan

,toircw,:ei,,:rdi ;VI

for Post Office
corporation

lil

i'mut',07,47erra,!::r

moment have to

Dour Mr. Delasuise:
I tolled in my aim today. F10 also lives in Des Plaines. and he
told no that someone had stolen a lamp from. his patio. It was an

nun hem tho belonged to my grandfolks. H, said he is
mad enough to shim if he found out who took it 1 het so.unc
we know ho it bemuse there was also an old nwellepoint chair
end foot stool there Would you he able to tell me ohything about
ha I am 72 wars old.
old ea st

Dear air

DS.. Des Plain.

I de feel someone who lives in the area took the lamp, although

It not not neetworily someoneyonr sea knowapononally. I am
feeling someone pang.

Don NI, Dela..

get a pay
raise, when the postal worker

be taken good care of?

MO.. Arlington Heights

Dear 0.0.0
Yes. the 1970s will he un adventurous 10 years for you. There
will be many Isms in your life and 1 feel you'll be married by the
end of the .70s. I do feel you'll lose weight by summer, but not as

much us you'd like to. However, by the lime you gel to high
W60110100'0 10011111s will be a problem any longer.

If you read my predictions you'll find that I feel when the
electric tar is introduced, sometime in the mid ar hie '70s, air
pollution will muse to be a major problem. We all have many
lessons to team in the '700. One of the most important will be to

Note the Nixon Adminis.

DAY CARE HOME: This

Lan areas in the country? Why
does a person that is in the

Congressional jots in Wash-

allelasses pay their way and let

Mgton, D.C., get a pay raise of
9.1 per cent last July when the
postal worker in the same area
got a 4.1 per cent raise and the

the taxpayers off the hook for
paying for the Post Office De,
partment? If anything we have

is underpaid in all metnipoli-

workers are
making
Can
anywhere
from
20,000 to 530,000 per year
and the postal worker is makng 16,000 to $8,400 per year?
Right now the postal worker

was sold down the river again
std forgotten. The Nixon Administration
giving all

people that work in the goornment service a 6 per cent
aise retroactive to Dec. 27,
1069. I have eight years in the
postal service, and I will gel a

retroactive check around
120. The Congressional

0it ro,t0,:,,h,;icgso,",17,1,:7:
there that can manage it right.
When and if the present administration does put the Post
Office into corporation, the
President 0 the one that is going to appoint the people that
are going to run it. In Nixon's
campaign he said that he was

going to take the Post Office

out of politics, and all he

is

the job.

565,000 more or a little less,
and the nine to 13 people that
Nixon is going to appoint will

01-1

issued by the

State Department of Children

local

regu-

facilities may be more rigid
than some state requirements.
The type of license the state
will issue depends upon the

stnr
MR. MUM
fARRRAGE

COUNSELING

and reread

the

Ariington Day entitled,

II

Bo." will prove to be

family home authorized to receive not more than eight children. including the hrnily's
own children under age 18, for
night time care of children
whose single parents or both
parents
absent from

cirNIGHT
cumstances...."
CARE CENTER:

in-

A facility which is established

valuable to the Elk Grove
Township voters.
Bob Casey's coverage of the

to receive nine or more chit

Meeting should

be

dren, but not mo re than 20. for
night time care. A staff of one
of more persons is required on
the same basis as a day Dire
center.
As of Jan. 1, the ISBA mid.
Illinois had 1,565 licensed day
care centers with a capacity of
about 54,600 pupils and 2,188
day care homes with a capacity
of some 7,000 children.

clipped

be reread just before going to
the polls to elect our township
representation.

t'etiottelteettPaLLO0000etteetiottOoolteentinegosiso7ealredn'alpel

ROOM ADDITIONS
CUSTOM BUILT

ROOMS
OUR SPECIALTY

ROOMS DESIGNED

Pickup Day
Monday

April 6

FOR YOUR

NEEDS

priests and nuns who are leaving the Roman Catholic life as
fug -time religious and are

Rev. Tegeler was a °Domery HOnc Mission priest ter 12
yam. His work conaisted
chiefly in extending Roman

By Odor. Haugh
Today is thing Day. Do something about 0 personully.
hlembers

of

garden
letters to

area

clubs we writing

Gov. Benham B. Ogilvie and

Daniel NI:Amick state conservotion dirtler.
The reason?

The preservation of Thom
Creek We

This is a forest located be-

mot Park Forest and Pork
Forest South. It is hounded by
Western Av.. Mono: .Rd. and
Exchange St.
Why save it?

THEHIST reason is that
according to United Stahn gological survey maps Bloomring forest coverage. there is
little such forested land still in
existence. Between Park For-

Ends Cmtral, developMent is
1110Vi it, southward.
'There is too little

of this

kind of area to let Thom Creek
lqawods - about 81X1 acres --before the bulldozers.

How do we benefit from
owing Thom Creek Woods?
First. it is large enough in
nor too reate the oxygen so
needed to combat our polluted
atmosphere. The trees serve as

girtifiers.

is.an educational facility
for children. an outdoor Who.
ratory for older students.
II creel. 0 watershed con.
serving water which othenvim
0 0 g 1d hood
I

d,,,..an,

areas.

It des all this pl. adding
the beauty of nature which sat-

emotional and aes.
thetic needs of thousands of
isfies

P.O..

.

THE POTENTIAL of this
undeveloped forest in regard
to recreational possibilities afhoning current and future genorations is immeasurable.
Thc Thorn Creek Presovation Assn. (phone 563-

04,10 initiated this "mm the
fort," Project. It is °MY
through your contort for conamnion and your inunediete
action that ita purpose win be
accomplished.

The

association

Catholic Christianity to such
mission lands as Georgia, Ten-

has

m-

quested action on the port of
Will County and the state to
purchase this forest. Your hiMrs ere needed to encourage
this.

.

Chicago Light House for the

ation proved that the best solo -

ciscan nun for 14 yeas. She
taught M a Catholic element.

don is to Preserve this fonm
i.o. :0 a benefit to the new
CommOnity of Park VMS?
South, the college and the
People who need Me advanMg. eia Large regional forest.
Won't you help? vol 12
cents worth of pinta, and W
minutes of your time you enn

P.H..11Y NIP in this ...-

/sly father had a couple of strokes this year. Do you see lam
getting Mier? Also. my sister has Won III. Will she get well? We
have eight children. Do you we one mom frir easy My humband
bought a low husinon. Will it work our! Will we* moving?
Mrs. J.
Dear Mrs. J.:
1 do feel your father and sister gelling better. lam feeling one
more MU for you. I feel your husband will have no proNems en
making a success with his nevi business. And I am not feeling a
move for you in the immediate future.

Dear kir. a:Louise:
I wrote you once heros and got good msuOs. Now I'm writing
stool my girl friend. She's going steady with a boy from another
slate. Do you feel this is wise?Also, can you tell me what my next
boyfriend will look like? When will I meet him?
P.C., Hoffman Estates

.Dear P.C.,
ant feeling your not boyfriend will be 5 feet 10 Inches tall
with light brown hair. You'll meet him within the next couple of

turtle. 1 feel you me a little fickle and will have

many bssous

before you settle down to the right one Your girlfriend will have
to ask her own questions

S.E.
Fe'

April 20

".

Pickup Day
Monday

Governor,

Springfield, III. 62706. Urge
them le act now.

Make this your Earth Day

Pad..

then attended the University
hero, where she re of Chicago.
master's 0011,00 in
coined
social work. She is doing social

MATERIALS will be Picked Kiss

and

3. This is your opportunity to let rid of trash mod
clear out worn furnishings which are not moved
under your regular service. There will be no

chews, for this special plais.

Buck and Does

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF H.

LASEKE DISPOSAL COMPANY

ing the rounds.

Dancing will be from 8 till
pm., and refreshment. will

FIREPLACES

SopFA.EC,,E HOME IMPROVEMENTS
AdImpen Ralph

Nehmen Diane

leMe.ffenhweellighwor

Meanduban

And we want to give "the
one child hoe to carry on"
something worth tiring in.

a

bmwxki, 024-3436. Cocktails
will be served at 11:30 um, fol.
kneed by luncheon at 12130.

rte

MIN.

John

s

A.

Meer spring luncheon April 28
al Chevy Chase Country Club.

Secretary is the
`first lady' of business

Local chapter honors
sorority anniversary
Xi Zeta Epsilon chapter of
gem Sigma Phi will octbcno.:.
'Ionization's founding ar a by,-

quer tomorrow night at 7:30
p.m. at Tralee Farms Real.
rent in Barrington Hills.
Traditional ceremonies will

Wenh, Mrs, R. Howe, Mts. F.
Daniel, Mrs. R. Lindholm.
MM. W. Dearer and MIS. A.
Seidman.

dey. April 22. is Secreted.

imaries Arm. (International,

Day.

stated the local chapter looking fOrward to their I 1th Exec-

Mrs, R. Copeland, Mrs, A.

The'presentation

of the

"Girl of the Year" amid will

Mrs. E. Pusatcra will read
the Ritual for Conferment of
the Exemplar PreCeplOr De-

Mrs. R. Lindholm, Mrs.

precept the formation of a new

rority's president, which will

preor chapter oABeta Sig -

he the highlight of the evening

ma PhI, Preceptor 1pha Del final, This is
ta of Mount Prospect.

and

the fourth and

10

Mrs. Andrew Voykin is
serving as clmirman of the
banquet. Mrs.. D. Shadley.

years. Receiving the degree

Mn. K. Fricke end Mts. R.

will be Wu S, }Inland, Mrs.

McIntyre are assisting,

degree,

and to qualify 0 member must

be in good standing for

be rook by last year's winner.
R.

Howe has been selected to
present a message from the sr,

the

culmination of the

program

ESTIMATE

"Cro.r.ds to Charm", the new book mitten for the equally new charm course at Mont..

ivy Ward and Company, Is enjoyed by (standing) store manager M. Perth and merchandise
manager gd Rouen Helen Jam., national Wendy Wool director, and Janese Busch, Mount
prospers Wendy Ward director, look through the chaptem Helen Jam. is the author of the book,
per child. mitten in language a pre.teen.ager con understand. The six-wmk course will cost

If you have a house plant
that is climbing, insert an extension curtain rod. As the
plant climbs, you can easily
P

the

rod to the desired

length. A slight pinch will preven( Ahem alidIng WA.

The

the
ii'n'i'uns'trr'y'.u:Mcsation.bgou',i,--

emment and the proOssions.
NSA considers thls a time for
secrerstires to take stock of
themselves, to consider hose

for further improving themselves and to seek ways to be of
greater service to their me

onstration on arrangement of
artificial flowers and fruits.

Des Plain...

contacting

Marlene Stern and heaphi= Dunaj will give a den,

who are hospitalized will also
be &cussed.

Arrangements will be for sale,

A May 5 project regarding
children

each year since. during the last

full week in April.
Miss

Olive

Schumacher.

president of the Park -Plaines
Chapter of The Notional Sea

utive Night Observance, being
held April 15 al the Seven
Fogies Restaurant in Dos
Plaines. as prelude to Secrelades Week.

Mean Deno Business." h indicative of the profeoional objective of the association and
recognizes all secretaries for

joke. to look into opportunities

Diabetic Mothhro'
Club will meet at 8 p.m. May 5
at the Northwest Suburban
YMCA, 300 Northwest Hwy.,

diabetic

Over the past years the observance of Secretaries Week
has been spearheaded by the
National Secretaries Assn. (Internationald The theme for
this week. "Better Secretaries

they Measure up" M their

Mother of diabetic
children to meet

Tall PLANTS?

to the "first lady of bodiless"'

Secretaries front Alaska to
WACO will be honored during
Secretaries Week, April 19 to
25. the Nth consecutive year
this lost full week in April hen
Men so designated. Wednes-

A. Voykin, Mrs. D. Miller,

be observed, and rho history of
the chapter will be reviewed.

There will be no dance Saturday, May 9.

BATHROOMS

392-9200

the song says.

clubs. First prize is 0100, second 550 and third 525.
Tickets may he reserved by.
J. Dmcalling Mrs.

evening.
JAoLROmUESRI Es ROOMS

PHONE SPACE for FREE

We want to be around to see
'Alm new world acumen r as

M

be on hand throughout' the

BASEMENT 'RECREATION ROOMS
WOMenthbook end MNeriffirffilertolog Available

are organising and convening,

will be awarded or origins/IV
to the treasury of the winning

legally separated adults

sponsored by the Glenbrook
The
Council.
Ministerial
group meets the second and

and Lake counties.

J111111111

4.41NPRovEtat

They are also trying to prevent
a drastic government hoervention in family planning, according to an Arlinston
Heights member, "by making
individuals feel responsible in
thelrown minds."

a bathing beauty? Three prima

for single. widowed, dimmed

On Saturday, April 25, the
Bucks and Does will dance at
limit usual spot, Dempster 10.
noble
High School, Dempster
&just wot of Illinois 83.
Guest caller Herb Johnson
will be doing the calling, with
Susan and Henry Held direct-

PACE

We, the people, are con lead, even frightened. We

ed, modern, motherly, glamorous, futuristic, Dapper or as

ThePsues.

Saturday

o

Is to inform the public of the
angers of over -population.

'

current social

mlve yam problems of

CROWDED
LIVING

SKIIDTCINFIGENS

653 Huron St.
Chicago 60611

to see herself ex an old fashion-

McMahon and Mrs. John Olinger illustrate 'rotations in
costuming likely to be seen at

pregnant girls ill Chicago a.

residents of all areas of Cook

April 27

L Put your rubbish Out of the date indicated for the
Quadrant of ill. Village In which you reside. It
will be picked up as fast as possible.
2. Place all small items of the curb in liftable
containers. Large items should be piled in orderly
'fashion. NO DIRT, CONCRETE, or BUILDING

pop/tenon glowth. Its purpose

gram is "How mother would
like to look." Would she Min

.

Pickup Day
Monday

For a brochure shout this
. convention cont.:
Rev. Carton D.C. Shaw

one of their own members as
model. The theme of the pro-

worked in a salmi for unwed

Spares is a non-sectarian, non-profit organisation

Its way out.

Dear Mr. Delo..

VOWS in Chicago.

vie. by Holy Family Hospital
are being invited to prism.

Reese,

Gov. Richard a Ogilvie. Of,

Write to Daniel Melkovich,
conservation director.
102 State Office Building,
Springfield, III 62)06, end

Y

S.W.

lotion and Environmeat m-

"Friends in Fantasy." Women's
area
er.
groups
in the

ter leaving the convent she

state

RAHN

upv Bitten( his ...for the general good, pollution will be on

Congress for Optimum Ponti-

Country Club.
The title of the luncheon is

Holy Family limpital Aux Mary membeet Mrs. John H.

to meet,

people as well. When that happens, and when each of us can give

7 to 1111100 First National

ground flooripunimendediand
work for a better meld locally.
Mrs. Jeannine Brown may be
radial m359.0322 for informs-

Holy Family. Hospital Aux Wary we present its annual
spring benefit luncheon Tues.
day, April 28, at the newly
Chase
Chevy
remodeled

ry and high school in Iowa. Af-

Eat SPACE

April 13

Now is the time to get in on the

Holy Family benefit April 28(

Blind.
Carole Tegeler was a Fran-

work at the Veteran's Adminstration in Chicago.
The Tegelers aceml speaking engagements mlative to
cmlution in the church -Ind

...d.. program,

110101000

A UNITED EFFORT will be
node during the week of June

presently a social worker at the

With documentation by the
Northeastem Illinois PlanCommission, the associ-

NW

stop Malkin,* of ourselves and to begjn to consider other

nesse, Virginia a. Kentucky. He spent several yeah.
us chaplain at the Georg.
State Prison and another five
years recruiting candidates for
the priesthood. He left the Roan Catholic Church to continue., a pie, with the American Orthodox Church. He is

fourth Sundays of each month.
and membership is open Co

N.E.

Pickup Day
Monday

C

SHELL

C{

A 10 minute Earth Day
project that costs 12 cents

00 .,, K,, along IM II.

1970 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
SPRING RUBBISH CLEANUP

South Side of Chicago. They
call their place "Camelot On
Greenwood,- describing it as
complete team religious center. Their mis.ion
serves

seeking a more involving mid
meaningful Christian dedication.

agency or association and not
by a public or private school,
shopping center facilit or on
federal government premises
A staff of one or more persons,
depending upon the number of
children for whom care ism he
provided, e required.

home because of employment.
emergency or other reasonable

-Local Government At Its

22,

"play center," for the care of
nine or more children, operated by a private individual,

"aren

Ediwn
Nom rcccnt article in the
Wednesday, April 15, issue of

tion, at which time, it should

rten $400 and MO. Is thik

Licenses for day or night
cam services

DAY CARE CENTER:

Also,

volved in a team mission on the

who live at home.

This license is for a proles.
Amid type of child care facility,
such
as
a
"nursery
school," :'day nursery? or

involved.

Page 5

day. TEl maximum of eight
children includo the family's
own children under age In

ISBA points out that mass mu.

lations governing child eare

The Rev. and Mrs. Torslee
will be guest speakers at the
Glenview Community Church
Sunday, April 26 Their topic
'Christians in Revolt." The
Rev. and Mrs. Tegeler are in-

ettlisattoestiOGIlleastratralcoascrta

category is for the family home
licensed to receive up to eight
children for care during the

NIGHT TIME HOME A

Right now the post master
around

"reasonable" cause.

ing the day, or night. or both.
Here are some of the license
categories as
by law

nicmalities require child care
services to be licensed by the
city 0 well. and a fee may be

Suggest story
be saved

from the paper and set aside
until the next township elec-

making

parents must work at night or
be away from home for other

President, Branch 4099
National Assn. of
Letter Carriers
Mount Prospect 60056

nine to 13 people to handle the
one job.
is

lature provides for the night
time care of children whose

Edward A. Dolney

Elk Grove Township Annual

general

MTV, the postal worker,

the nen politic that will get

doing is taking out the post moter general and putting in

workers will be somewhere be-

he

gaming, b10000000. a new law
passed by the 1961 state lege-

cost around $40,000 per year
perm an. Add it up end see
where the polities will he and
why the first class mail rate
will have to be raised to pay all

Motion is going to raise the first

class rate. All along first elms
has been paying its way, the
government is losing money
on the second, third and fourth
class, so why don't they make

fair to the people that need the

I am in sixth grade. and I'm wondering if a boy will ask me to
go ready in the rest of the 'Ms. I've gone before hut I wanted to
know if I would eo with anyone else. I am also one din. Will I
low weight by summer? And do you think air pollution will ever

and

Congressional worker's
wilt be around 11.500 per year.
the

EditorWhy does everybody in sow
I halo great hilh in you and hope you can help me quickly. My
son is home on lore from the Army for four weeks. He broke his
engagement last Saturday and save me the ring to hold for him.
When he asked for it afew days later I couldn't find it. I an
certain 1 put it in one of my dresser drawers, but it is vet there
now. Do row feel it was taken from the house?
Puzzled klot her. Hoffman Estates
Dear Puzzled Mothers
I feel the ring sr. misplacid. Co over the showers and behind
them and under them. Check the flour and check your vacuum
clam. Ent feeling the ring wog dropped.

This service may be standing in the care of children, and whose

home is adequate, safe clean
Illinois and properly heated, may
State Our Assn., Choc are qualify. The licensed individpresently about 4,600 centers .1 is free tofix her own charge
end family homes licensed by for services rendered.
the state for child day care, and
WHILE THE state makes
the demand for such service is no charge for its licenses, the

R N. PrthCinwhoion Wes tor

number of children for whom
is to be provided and

whether such care is to be dur-

According to

Answer on Comic Page

`Christians in
Revolt' to be
Spares topic

Mrs. E. Maynard Bea/
587 Laurel St.
Elk Grove Village

ZPG ADVOCATES a zero

and wildlife'

height of concern.

umbers in the thousands.
Those interested in this as
of pollution may write:

people including themselves
on Pollution and EnvironfnenId Problems.
The group is newly formed.

tionabout meetings.

Weakegan Rd. Glenview,
60021 0,1-38110, The IWLA
letterhead reads. "Defenders
of soil, air. woods. Inters.

tive NOW, rah. we are at the

care

Illinois will find that the state
mikes no charge for issuing a ing, any mature and reMom
license to the qualified individ- sibh person who 0 capable of
ual and that people in need of exercising good judgment in

line

R.E. Hutchins,. CifiAProsident

Don Mr. Del oasis:

Family Services which
also sods the qualification, for
applicants. Generally speak and

of Ike

group is the [oak Walton
League of America, 1326

quired so we may become ac-

Organized by the author of
'The Population Bomb." Or.
Paul Erhlich. the group now

PEP IS A Palatine group

ANOTHER CONCERNED

cal and arm contacts are re-

LITTLE BOY

meeting

elbwing additional children to

devoted to the oducation 01111

60630.

often put off writing an organization in some distant city. Lo.

State makes no charge
for child care license

meetings.

Mrs. Bonnie Weidtmn, 5460
N. Marmara Av., Chicago

But we tend to forget and

Hideaword

lets be contacted for intone.
lion about the league end the
individual groups' regular

at Lake
Point Towers in Chicago. For
information about the film progront and membership contact

(biology dealing with the mutual relations between organisms and their environment).
They contain pictures. scare

The law serves you

.

It is suggested that the chap-

emo will be May

rhetoric and mailing addresses
in other metropolitan areas.

/Dap Pub1ication5
[hoe 4

ne next

on the problems of ecology

"Some of your fellow drivers would like to cordially
extend an invitation to unhook your rig . . ."

NI. deductible.

alba

chiding actress Carol. Chanring end golf star Billy Casper.

Recently. the major pictigial
news magazines have devoted
issues to informing the public

uther giving people in allow
ante for not havink loner NM
lies. taxing Mom who tie or not

members nationwide,' in-

we and the earth renew.

aid.

in

Irene Mueller, president
8430 Carol
Niles,

They now have about 300

is

Thrs

sent lye may be established by

LADIES WALTONIAN

the..

hem.

can get a permit.

Don't you have a friend who's

am... that will pick up a

When he called the Winne
Hall to inquire about a permit.
it wes an interesting connive lien. Eirst, a sweet young thing
told him he couldn't do thejob
himself. When he began to ask
questions, she pawed his call

the perrOt."
00 he checked with a contractor. "It will cost about
$280 bucks for the job," said
the contractor.

do the job,

Ihe dangers we face rom
problems of pollution. And
care. And do something about

don two children

Their aim is to provide homurkY with cleaner oir nod

Randolph of Hen
Hospitel. its original members in
eluded patient, who seem
chemically allergic, who could
not tolerate the pesticides in
their food and the pollutants in

Fiction? It may be science
fiction in the next decode if
people don't become looma of

properly. Isn't there any other
way I can get a permit?"
"A contractor can get a mg.
Even if he doesn't
mit for

last

tractor would be more this

your contractor come in for

out of a clear, running spring.

to watch the Job

inspectors

year's estimate by the con-

crete entrance.

in the underbrush. Ho runs
homeward. splashing in and

building department mon.

Thc legislmon they are pro
motMg will en.ate An aonomm
incentive for not having MOP.

air.

water as well as unsprayed. unspoiled air and food.
Founded in I ell by ecologII ergist Dr. Theron G.

in6 the gentle animals Manioc

in for the permit," said the

conwith the best. He was nomated

gets thrown on the
street or lawn. Either way. It's
no good.
st year," said my friend,

Hunsry, he bounds up,

tell you about when you came
.

pollution of food, veer and

The sun is high. It in noon.

there area few other things 111

w the street is gravel. That
poe. a problem. In Winter.tladifficult to shovel the snow.
When you drive in or mu.

inn chmKrt hove

MEN % IWLA
D troM Roan pit sudent
5000ekton St
Ell Co., 011IMA fdI107

al public of figelmon books

ages an the blur sky.

send dollar bond, though...

driveway. Out our way, sometimes the building department
of the village agrees. But then
again, it might not. It all dethe

Two
footled

ray hand had a sumpls answer

is Concrete. From the sidewalk

ordinance.
A fridnd of mine is very conscientious about his house and
property, He's always working

1 or

Hum. Ecology brad m P urk
Ruh, Its, been organind 10

ut the face

project n last )tar Oared him

With that concrete, you can
pour an approach to your

The MIND tTION

By ArnandSummen
10 year old b.) itm

players. as well as to others in
the secretarial profession. and
to the profession itself.
Secretaries Week was tac-

tually initiated by the Department of Commerce in 1952.
and industry .d management
have joined in paying tribute

Rummage,
anyone?
TM rannual- 'rummage sale
of Grace Lutheran Church.
Prospect Heights, will he held
at the Arlington Heights VFW
Hall. Douglas and Miner Sts..

on Thursday. April 23_ froM

0 9 pm. and Friday.
April 24. from 9 op, to 8 p.m.
The sale was formerly !mid at

the Ranch Mart

in

Buffalo

Grove
Anyone interested in done,

mg any rummage for thela
may call NI rs. Donald Eeknun
ICI
2251 or Mrs. Roy Win-

kelman .39-01561. and they
will be happy to pick it up.

Police personnel to takeradio course
The Illinois Department of
Law Enforcement is sponsoring series of tivo.day training
schools for local police agency
radio personnel doing the

they need someone to operate
the Indio.

1,000 during 1970.

Director Herbert D. Brown
ale "The program is being

(met the Illinois Law Enforce-

ment Cornmioion, our dep.meet is able to contribute 60
pm cent toward the cost and
installation of a LEADS ter mined for any qualifying se

conducted by the new dentin -

next few months in which all
dm my police officers and ca-

mat to provide support and
equipment for local law en-

dets of our community will
take Pen.

foreement agencies."
Brown said doe

All local police agencies require that new personnel take

Statewide telecommunications
network, Law Enforcement

this radio training come. Ev-

Agencies

ery man on the police foramina

(LEADS). In 1969 the department trained 1500 represent.
fives of LEADS agencies and
expects to train an additional

at one nme or another taken
this course in the event that a
situation may arise in which

Date

agencies with LEADS terminals and 33 others have applied

to hook into this data." All the
police agencies in our arerial-

System

day on proposal boundary

dons available ahead. said the
changes would mean:

shifted from Dempster Junior
High to Holman Junior High.
both in Mount Prospect.

-THAT STUDENTS living in the trailer camp areas

The hoard void to tabk the
boundary question until its
ay 4 meeting after questioning by Mr. and Mn,. Joseph
Sacker. 19102 Willow. Mount
Prospect.

Acting Supt. Al Wahine,
who had not made detailed

The Elk Cause Dist. 59

Nowa will

Dist. 59 schools.

south of the tollway will be
transferred tool year to Tom
Uvely Junior High. Elk Grove

gradually

recount of the April II elec-

Waltman said the assignpradd so that they weidd be at-

tending Jwtior high with stu-

Each contestant will beg..

bus the children to Holmes?

own. in swimsuit

I'd like to see a map. Are there
being
bowl ta
children

Civic :urgedoca organiza-

Dempster now that could instead be bused directly to
Holm, How any children
arc affected!"

chairman. at 392-9072 or by
Writing the Mount Prospect
Jaycees, P. a Box 27, Mount

tios are

to submit candidates. Anyone who knows a

young lady Moo would be interested in the opportunity to

Prospect. 60056.
Winning the local pageant is
the first step toward becoming

gain added poise and maturity
through public appearances

Miss America. Miss Mount

plus

Prospect will enter the Miss Illinois competition July 25.
To enter. a young lady must
he between the ages of 18 and
28 on Sept. I. must be a high

urged to submit her name. The

is

awards

schol000hip

girl who is ,lected Miss
Mount Prospect on June 20
could be the next 0100 Amer-

recount. says he will take no
active part in Saturday's
The recount request did not

CHOSEN AS NEW toad

Hondas

247 Placid Way, Elk Grow
Village. He roplaces Dr. Allen

at

year posts at stake in the election. Most of the changes were
made in totals from Juliette

Low School, Pokleeki.s lame
precinct.
The canvass

resulted

Sparks,
Plaines.

908 Sanaa, Dm

The new board %armory,

who will receive an anneal
salary of 5100. is Neuhsther.
This is Hess' second' time
aroUnd

as

board

president.

Now serving his sixth year on
the board, hews also its president in 1967-68.

skiveo

is a mks and seff

matter. Heroin addicts
are girls in
me sulen, but
sk

training bra,

Marijuana
smokers are sleepy, but so are

students cramming for math
exams. Barbiturate users seek
bathroom solace, but so do

must kids who worry about
their complexions.
drug -use

Nonetheless,

symptoms in youngveople am
often clear enough. E.Ws are
seldom sophisticated about it.

THERE ARE any noon* r
of things to look for. Among
them. New York City addi
tim agency and the Nation:

(mit. or Mental Health la
-Abrupt changes in regular
habits, such as late sleepier
appetite loss, constipation, ir

Seeing is believing!

in

NOW Tbe finest prints

Mrs. Judith Zanca of 81 W.

BUT AGAIN, a note of

(to cover

caution. Any of these symptans, men the scabs on the
fksh, may be otherwise ex.
plained. A narcotics expert,
New York's addiction coin.
mksioner Larry Bear, Inch.
nver panic or
"Parents
he pushy. endersome dram slums, a false accusation
might actually push the child
toward narctics."

maws arailable anywhere

to closed mes, from foam -

haunts to obscure ones.
conthirst,
--Increased
traction of eye mils. incoherence of speech, fittshed face,

overacting or all mannerisms.

Moreover,o parental doneecy should prevail even if actual
drug Cos is discovered. For it

-Loss of skin color, loss of
saint% lack of any interest in

benelits nobody, officials in poor. st rage, cuffs
sim
Ns kid, cuts off funds.
hawed. says New York^s
Bain

appearance tmossy
teeth) are sometimes clues.of
incrtosed narcotics reliance
-,Act, of dishonesty. ,,ach as

personal

eigardar pilfering, !banning

or forging family

diarrhea.

'A parent should be aim

mayse arc

and understanding and gym, thetk. If he lives in a city. there
am probably agencies where
he can get expert help for his
child. If Inc lives alere.
there may he medicl
jurynile authorities who are qualifled
to assist.of
If nobody cIse is
doctor or
available, a

ways a beginning user a et
Binds for lois purchases.
-.Appmrance of pinpoint

scabs on the oorms, legs or feet,
or drops of blood on shirts-

laves indic:ote needle use.

-Sores or ulcerated Ain under the nostrils, or in the area
of the lips, may be caused by
"snorting" 01, direct inhalation) of heroin powder.

-Yawning. tearing watery

two dimhargcs. prof. pea
spiration. gooseflesh, tremors
end vomiting are solid signs of
may or late hard.drug use.
--Cramps, twhching. severe

Village,

Grove
Pool

G.

and

1,135.

Neuhauscr,

pect, 1.956 Pokladd received

Completely can, elegant
decor - areassmadation to .S30

1,126 votes.

Allgohrrh Mai/lona!/wan

emommending
Waltman.
the first 114,1 Dist. 59 boundary change since 1961, didn't

Neuhauser was a candidate
for the two-year term.

Wye Me answers.
Board president

panel of election judges to

MANNHEIM Al HIGGINS

from June 15 through Aug. 7

for

laboratory

eight -week

courses. Tuition for non-labo.
ratOry course, will
132 per
half -credit and 548 for a full

math. Laboratory ammo will
con 562, except for biology.
which will cost 972.

Moine West stole. may
mister for summer school
through their counselor, Students in other high schools
who plan to attend minima
school in District 207 should
consult with their counselors
abet registration.
Summer school is not designed for make-up study only
but will also permit students to
pursue courses of special interest, according to Moms L. Co
burn, assistoonl principal at the
school.

just this: if your child is taking
narcotics --- love him. that's
0111 love him anyway, -

ba offered,

English; English I, II and

III, English IIINI-IVM coin-

Dart h Science Biology,
Chemistry 1, Geology.
Social Science --History of
Civiliation, World History,
U.S. History, Government,
Social Scicnce.
Art -Summer Photography.
General An (freshmen and
sophomores/.
Indeandent
Study Art (juniors and

Seven Maiden Lane, Dundee, III. 60118

rules of the

r1.1.11i4CO1

426-3441

school registration office will
be open from 7,50 a.m. to 4:20
p.m. Monday through Frieda

make the recount in the Dist.
59 Administration Building,
2123 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights.

Has asked fou a more complete report at the board's May
4
!Deming. in High Ridge

Peterson,

an

incumbent

THERE ARE a dozen bills
before

the

legislature

Inc issued 0n selisfactory
completion of the course.

material.
Families are encouraged to

attend these claims together.
Them is no age limit.
children:under

difficulty

WICKES

private schools do not
have to meet the
dards no public schools.

"Every public school di,
trict in the state has to each
nom file a petition for state aid
and give proof that the schools
de meet the minimum stand ands,
coin see no
no reason for

The hearings are scheduled
to begin at 11 am. Wednesday

with Rep. Francis Dawson of

Chapman.

FULL -DAY

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

6 -DAY BANKING
DAILY 9 to 6

FRI 4118 stT H140

More infornmion may
obmincd by calling 906.0660

20,000 Plants
Dug 8 Ready

101

AR
ON
NATIONAL.

BANK
ri11111111111!1

Arlington
Heights
.D'''''w1n

$4988

my YOUR

*or

WASHERS and DRYERS
Whirlpool automatic washer
tenrndapenwr

41,11

LUCKY KEY

TO WIN

wesk

Ita

treasure chest in the mail, stop in 2

er,

and try one of ours - if it opens
the chest you are a winner.

finer, bleach

GE electricad

Whirlpool electric dryer

p.......6prommie..,,

34cycle,

Marchese

189"

Hamilton automatic was her

Y .er

COLOR TV
295 so 4n olenknoloonnolninef.l1039...

Motorola 23" color 11/
RCA 23" color TV

$6988

YOU MAY WIN:

Hoover floor scrubber and polisher

$25 SAVINGS BOND
5,000 BTU AIR CONDITIONER
MOTOROLA B 8 W TV

X

1 500

Motorola AM transistor clock radio

and Many Other Valuable Prixasl

AIR CONDITIONERS
Don't wait
for the hot weather,

Pg.

rollers.

$169.88

11'08' (101x7' inside)

8'xI0' (7'x9' inside)

$149.88
$109.88

WO' (8'4' inside)

'89.88

1:/(61 (6'05' inside)

$59.88

.

1000 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, III. 255-0700
2 Pacts were, Fac,d Plernn

REF

=ID

LUMBER & BURRING SUPPLIES CENTER

STREAMWOOD
3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)

24 Hour Phone Service - Roselle

837-6000

Soo.

9=9
mi.

PM

=n c-_ IPM

255-88000

a

Emerson Air Conditioners

1'

I

Deluxe Kom-Pact
the most wonted cooling capacities. 0 Best value

Area

nova from $99.88

Here's the least you can spend for quality summer

EVERGREEN NURSERIES

WA=Code

-

11118T 18 shoo tools 420 to 850 sq. It. of Iwo g areal

cooling. This smartly designed series is housed in
completely rust -proof cabinet and offers a choke of

summer comfort in certified cooling capacities from
5,000 to 8,000 BTU's 0 Lifetime aluminum cabinet 0 Rust -proof liberglas basepan and bulk-

=015

81 5 33B 45131

head 0 Instant Installation System 0 Slide out
permanent filter 0 Economical
115 -volt ether-

ation 0 Automatic thermostats. 0 Pushbutton
Model 5TF9C

louver grille.*

Cools 225-300 5g. ft. al Living Area

A new vinyl floor with a surprisingly
sOft foam rubber backing
Durable vinyl fOr long wear and easy care
12' wide for Seamless wall-to-wall beauty
3 new designs -10 colorful patterns

OF your? FAvaellESLIDE.
Deluxe Hotels.

PrlIngtorilieigfff, 1.445.05

Phone 255 7010

BTU'S*

VOLTS

AMPS"

DIMENSIONS, In.

STF9C
5TF9B

5,000
5,000
6,000
8,000

115

8.5

20W, 15R 0, 131/.1

115

8,5

20W, 15''/A D, 1311 H

115

9.8

115

12.0

20W, 153/4D, 13'1,0
20W, 173/40, 13114

PRE -SEASON SPECIALS
MODEL 61.901

MODEL 607ZT

5000 Big, 2.spead leas

mom.

WOO BUJ, ,speed Jan,

6000 BTU,

...moms Cool, 225430 aq. I,

Cools

WAS 149.95

115 rolls, 940

an,

WAS 16995

-124"

speed

llemosiol, walnut groin kw.

300.420 sq. It.

Cuolo.200 420 sq.

11.

115 volts, 2.5 amps.

WAS /89.95

-134" -154"

ONLY

ONLY

* Celebrating our 25th Anniversary Year *
Mt. Prospect Coloramic
Tile & Carpet Co.
512 W. Northwest Hwy. at Central Rd.

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.

MODEL NO.

OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM

NIL

Honolulu - Princess Kairdora
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

$11995 =,,Ilmr'

MODEL SSA9C

ONLY

lalJar

.a

only 1 9 9'95

6TF9B
8TF1B

Put yourself On Easy Street today.
After all, Isn't it about time YOU
led the soft Biel

ANIlxI4TEXTURED BLOWUP

5,000 BTU'S

controls 0 Too speed fan." 0 Decorative exterior
entwine of 51-F9C

STORE HOURS

M.

200 E. Rand Road

WESTMAN'S

...foe Sightseeing. In Flight Meol Service
Mon. tiro Thurs.

of Mount Prospect

NORMAL INSTALLATION AND SERVICE!

IN FULL COLOR, FRN4EAND ALL,

from $0095 8 up

HOME APPLIANCES

Apr

ccess sliding
doors glide on
doom
Shop early.

SPECIAL BUYS NOW ON
AIR CONDITIONERS

NOG

ized finish. Easy

iA)/ka

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY,

OUTDOOR STORAGE BUILDINGS

'GT
14,7,,

IN THE

NrIREET

FREE! WITHIVRCHASE!

11'010' (10'x9' inside)

Nark illimulrr

MICHAEL
BUILDERS -

1970 Specials,

$7988

Rust -resistant,
tri-coat galvan-

(DIF

Om strong

plus lox d wok

Model 5140

CONTINENTAL AM/FM CLOCK RADIO

Open
Monday, Tuesday
Thursday & Friday nights

199"
18"

for THE NEWEST IDEAS In
Garages - Room Additions

low.

$499

us

Plus many otherteensum such as
Caloric 30" gas range

"The MAN from MICHAEL"

A deposit of $5.00 will hold an air conditioner until
as late as June 15, when stocks are usually getting

itZTZT;;=.VoTdi deck, instate

gas

CALLS

YES, come in now and let us help you select just the
right model to cool 1, 2, 3 rooms or the entire house!

21" 3Y0 H.P. DELUXE LIGHTWEIGHT

Fard'Vg=esiTlrittlicljrt?sToiXith

128"
158"

-----

WE HAVE THE SOFT ONE FROM

OP OUR

20" 3 H.P. DEUXE MODEL

498"
459"
489"

Zenith 23" calor TV

111:.1,

218"

222"

GE deluxe washer

AyIf you didn't receive a key to our

/111

17800

$C 0 88.
to 1

NOM. And use

OPEN WEEK NIGHTS 'TIL 9 P.M.

ALL ABOARD

'till Ap
40'

GE Mobil Maid

II

Hardware Division far its new home security prarnininn. The stare is owned by

North Drive., Arlington Heights Road at Eastman

Get our Proses See our Poen
Bel ore you Buy

idtiTr'gjr;ritignadpeeMrigne'.1"ide

Dicl Butkus, linebacker for the ehleogn Deem, visited Anderson Locksmiths and Supply Store
on Oakton in Dm Plaines recent y to mark the beginning of a special promotion by Tale Toehold

with an Emerson Quiet Kool Air Conditioner

RASPBERRIES, ETC

20" 3 H.P. RECOIL START

Recoilstart turns on this 4 -cycle engine.
Easy to use Mop handle.

GE front load convertible

1,404,

Container
Grown Plants

19" 3 H.P. FRONT DISCHARGE

199"

help sustain public schools,
getting through the harm She
is less certain about u I ..t the
results may be in thesxoot,

ROSES
GRAPES, ASPARAGUS

SAVE MONEY

thru April 29

-

tomorrow. Rep. Chapman Ls
optimist about the chances of
one or more bills. intended to

EVERGREENS
SHADE TREES
ORNAMENTAL TREES
FRUIT TREES
FLOWERING SHRUBS

SAVE WORK, SAVE TIME

MODERN DAY TREASURES FOR YOUR HOME
DISHWASHERS

pose the bills.
At least two of the public aid
bills are scheduled to be heard

COMPLETE LINE

SALE STARTS APRIL 23

ZES!

IF HER emendment is accepted. then she will support.
the feislation to channel public funds to private schools. If
the amendment 0 not adopted
then Mrs. Chapman will op-

529 -2583

6 FOR $10

WIN VAL

schools.

to Go

UNLOCKED TREASURE-

60,Yrel!;7501-

Family Rooms, Kitchens & Baths

ErfAcv5)(

STOCK

'043-

* j'ilALfto

As the bill for public aid
private schools come before
the House Education Committee, Mrs. Chapman will offer her amendment, requiring
private ,choolc to meet the
same standards for aid and
those imposed on
public

sometimes have
r.
J-

minology.

ash

FREE ESTIMATES CONVENIENT TERMS

Main
One N. Denton

Page 7

1

not requiring
schools
seeking public aid to meet the
same standards," said Mrs

NURSERY

I
hG4

code as are required for pub.

educational matters.
lie School.. to roceire state aid
Mrs. Chapm man's
Housefunds.
,
W THINK 01st people.'
Education Co mitten will bc-

will

THE BOARD will ask a

Richert!

Democrats in the House on

Dist.), Mount Prospect.

satisfactory completion of the
comes.
A nominal charge is made
for use of the classroom and
for optional textbook and class

road. legal Nouiremenis and
safety recommendations will
also he studied. Certificates

requires private schools to
meet the same minimum stand -

for

spokesman

and girls.

April 20. and will run ter eight
wanks. Ciao time is 7130 to
9030 p.m. Enough huskinfer-

gegen,

the

being

M reading development. alego noteMking and makeup
physical education for boys

auntie/nal course offerings,

Sessions will meet fur eight

of charting

is M the bill a provision that

this
npring providing various ways
to assist hard-pressed private
elementary
and
secondary
sellouts. One is sponsored by
Rep. David J. Renner (R -3d

weeks from 7:10 to IA pm,
Certificates will be int. 011

Fundamentals

to private schools unless there

IN ADDITION loser de -

A Muss in basic smoonanship.

and recognition of aids tow vi.

ing
Rep. Chapman announced
late Monday that she cannot
support a bill giving public old

that

including how to use ropes and
tie knots,' begins Monday.

novice boater senat the hest
hal fur his needs.

cation Committee es well as

Representatives

chambers in the Capitol Build -

public aid to private schools.

A MORE INTENSIVE

power is covered It, help the

ations,
Rep. Chapman is a member
of the legislature's House Edo-

House of

Mrs. Chapman told The any

course in piloting and main,
lion will also begin April 20.

and

Assembly, and Re, Eugenia
Chapman 10.30 Dist.) of Arlington Heights will be one of
the key figures in the deliber.

on Monday, "donot realize

1111 Dee Rd., Park Ridge, by

material

schools in the Illinois GeneralGeneral

on bilk which would provide

Flotilla 22-18 'of the U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary.

construction

This is to be critical week
for public old
Kleine

Evanston presiding. So great is
the public interest But the
hearings of the education aunmittee will he held in the

gin public hearings tomorrow

at Maine Small High School.

mation about types of hulls.

By Richard Uobb

Language -Spanish I.
Sam Education -Drivers
Education, Safety.
t

Guard auxiliary
offers 2 boating courses
thadash, have hems seheduled

ALL LAMPS
1/2 PRICE!

TELEPHONE 827.0700

emetics, Math I Wend:menIola of Algebra), Math II
(Plano Geometry), Math III
(Intermediate Algebra).
Music -Summer band.
Science-Phydcal Selma,

THE DAY
Wednesday. April 22,1970

Critical week in Assembly
for aid to private schools

@bra, Flo ndounentals of Math -

Maine West's summer

Two classes far sailing en.

SPECIAL SALE

chology for Living, Gloating I,
Consumer Education.
Industrial Education: Gen mat Shop (anion/.
Mathematics, Introduction
to Algebra, Sophomore Al -

special coursm wil1 he offered

The following courses will

Business Education; Typing
I, personal typing.
Home
Ectmorniest Ps Yy-

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.

1821

Magnolia Ln., Mount Pros-

run from June 15 through July
24 for sire week mssien, end

hinted, speech

DON'T DELAY! DROP IN NOW!

641 Charing Cross Rd.. Elk

monad.
Thc summer program will

parent should
all he can
Mout drugs and useshhld. And
in the end, it co
down to

SALE ON WHILE SUPPLY LASTS, SO

Clearmont, Elk Grove Village, 1,185; Harry F. Peterson.

The schedule and coin, ofWings for the summer school
program at Moine West High
School this yew has hoen an.

clergyman might knd under standing aid. In any event. a

Roxbury, Des Plaines, 1.505,

Knolls School, Do Maims.

ica.

whose sham to a new term on
the board is threatened by the

hoo1 board meeting enen
though an official canvas put
him nine votes behind Instead
of three.

recount

Mrs. Sherrie Hildebrand, 69

much ,..dditional will it cats to

door. Recognizing
drug use in kids, especially

president was Richard Hess of

The Steck. asked. "How

annual Miss Mount Prospect

even be able to help.
Easy
E01 now, Don't charge the

Arlington Heights resident
Erwin S. Poklacki asked for

these lotals for the winners:

Poke talent and beauty am
the three major requirements.

your business and you may

rameAniziny.

uity. he said, the Frost wens Ems should be mode over a
three year period.

school graduate on Sept. I and
must never have been married.

lid in her talent pro....

Your child may be taking ner.
cotics. If so. it is definitely

stop the Dist. 59 board from

IN FACT, THE mews

of
overcrowding
because
problems at Dempster. To give
the greatest contin5104enf

nay be obtained by contacting
lionuld Weinrich, pageant

indicate mmething is wrong

e.

changed vote totals for five of
10 candidates for the 3 three-

HE TOLD the board he is

The Mount Prospect Joy am will sponsor their fourth

in evening

Acco rding to medical and
nodal authorities, the foregoing symptoms may Indeed

FBI, National

tion ballots beginning at 8:30

ee

ment of the trailer park students to Tom Lively wee pr.

recommending that the Frost
students be shifted to Holmes

Jaycees seek candidates
for Miss Mount Prospect
Pageant June 20.
Ken Scholten. Jaycee president, said. that applications

board member. have an early
date Saturday -and it's not for
golf.
They will awake a

dents they would also be with
-Thai elementary students high school. The Lively school
moving to junior high fmm fads into Elk Grove High.

Robert Frost school. Mount

the

bathroom.
Is anything wrong?
Is it ony of your business?
Is there anything you can do
to he?
1p

Dist. 59 has Saturday
date for ballot recount

copies of the mcommenda-

changes affecting Elk Grove

wend -looking new friends He
Mrnuch of his time in the

and the
Washington.
Chicago Police Departrannt.

The communications sys-

be

He has taken up with some

Crime Informat
D.C..C., Center in

ready have the LEADS system
installed in their stations.

Couple upsets Dist. 59s plans
to act on boundary changes
A Mount Prospect couple,
questions stalled action Mon-

Stale.

incense

smell), cigarette papers.
locked boxes and reluctance to
discuss 8 all.
-Changes in friendship pawns. from open asmmatIons

off In school. His personal appearance is mest. Hen drow
sy-eyed, eternally tired and
sleeps very late in the morning.

In approximately two minutes, any agency with the
LEADS terminal can obtain
information not only from the
central file but also from the
Office of the Secretary of

genCy,' the director sold.
"Presently there are
160

ining

being offered to police in the

terare.

lismoketu

Meknes..

summer offerings

bedroom stalking and nary irrationality indicate trouble.

-Unusual amounts of dreg

He'ssallen and unconlmU.
nicative. His work has fallen

pastels, stolen vehicles and
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Day Lumps
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Some Pump
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'4'774 '"r
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REFRIGERATOR 8,
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Wallpapering
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'Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

455 8350

2706 N. Edgington
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1707.0. Carries Clark aed Washington are. Clicago.
All pennon desin. may filo abjection. in ...al before Thal day and may

2 ...pones flour

popper.

CLEARING HOUSE

MAR-GLO

II 000 water

Brown pot rotor in lard or
Wing,. Pour off drippings.
Add soy sauce, , cup water.

Call Mr. Moor..
540.050/

SALES TRAINEES- 6700

REASONABLE 299 7500

3 tablespoons lard ar drip,

M cup soy se*.
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MOW. CENTRAL RD.,
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255-1910
An Farrel Opporiunilyerclo,r

oil

Ne PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Road

Wheeling, Illinois

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CC1011ENVF_WEE

2e Employment Agencies Women

ruIan PartIlmo

ExporMnced

,11 Promect

VAS P

Learn Sales
Pro f000 Ion

NOTE TELLER

Weekend Hasa

FLAMING TORCH

Plana

YOUNG MAN WANTED

No oxporlonce
necessary

FOR A GROUP

CALL 593 5950

OF YOUNG

"
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rideeriti

:
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Readvifortg
amitgrentOsliT

PRINTER

GIRL FRIDAY
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MANUFACTURER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY

told Hardly% end
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FOREIGN
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RECEPTION
RESERVATION

Rumour. iniewiewNew
SMr1 in lone,

MARSH

3370

File Clerks .

INSTRUMENT

S390

54,

!Friday

COMPANY

64271

arlington \ark towers

DeSereo,..6

686-7740

DESIRE IMAGINATION. DRIVE

WANTED

Day or EveMng Flours

We oiler oil ihne

LYNN DAVIS
626-0030

then... people

SECT $675

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE INC.

611 Paige
In Arlinglan Heigh,
&Mon
3940B80

DRIVERS
Earn Eirra.Cash
Paid Training

966.0700

A.M. ROUTES

Married?

6:30-8:30 a.m.

Divorced?

P.M. ROUTES

Going Back to

'

FULL TIME

CHECK FILING

wpme.

grrordilid and convenien1

KEYPUNCH
SECRETARIES

g:ris who

255,00

606 LEE STREET

cecounling

Ken Larson B Associates

detail

ar

Of Arlington Heights

hoc

3040 5. Busse
ARLINGTON NTS., ILL,

439.0923

ground. Grow bewles.

ACCOUNTING

"FORD"

SUPERVISOR

EMPLOYMENT
100% Free Positions

FILM STUDIO

naraan°

MT. PROSPECT
H. KOPNAT7

BARRETMR.

5945 W. Dempster 965.2400

T

Ben Franklin Stores
DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

aching 100, PUBLIC CONV
CONTACT'. working in plusl

hus. You

Plemly

Ph°

go

handle

259-7010

CALL PHYLLISBISHOP

&Moms Gray 1111,

CALL AiR3. CORNELL

255-7900
The Bank 8 Trust co
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holmes & assoc.

11

601 E Pros., Rd

Chicago: 346-5040

363.6600

PLASTIC

INJECTION

LIVE IN SITTER, railing to

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

SWITCHBOARD

TRAINEE -$125 WK.

LADIEBn4 or Rohr de.N.ery. Full or

FIRM
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leas

rn... hone. "."" "ad"
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GALS!,
CHECK THESE JOBS

All 100% ,reel

EXPERIENCED

. Soo.

ECREIARIES
FCFPTIONI5T

TRAVEL AGENT

.352

CONTACT BRUCE DODDS
259 JOOD

DOCTOR, GIRL

RANK TEL.

298-2770

FRONT DESK

La Salle Personnel

RECEPTIONISTS

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

Ist. 3, shift

APPLY IN PERSON

...

Tired of a doll routine job in o stuffy uninterest-

Mr. Ray Kosmider

HERTZ RENT A CAR
Da

NO FEE

eitUeMLIP PRACTICE

TOR RAM
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peep M Ts
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.Rand

like public contact
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o16/
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INVESTOR'S
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204,0300
96A 0700

9 5. Dunton
602B Dempster

VIKING STEEL

$600 MO.

includes

mach

public
I
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SERVICE ASSISTANT

Experienced. Pleasant

Earn While You Learn
Excellent Salary & Company Benefits

doctor's office, NCR machine experience helpful.
Coll 298-2882.

A

TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL MOTORS
345.8200

34,5

.

3500

YOUR TRAVEL

602B Dempster

rtil r

r

1065 Colston St.
(I blocDes
k
of Lee St.)
West
Plornes
FULL TIME -PART TIME

DAY -NIGHT

©

Illinois Bell

Niles, Ill.
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a .14

central telephone company of Illinois
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2 to 4:30 P.M.
Paid Training

437-3700
Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

BREAKER CONFECTIONS
Elk Grove Village

4

RICK WICKSTROM
7HE BOSS
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d Yo

N

Seeing Is

CARPETING
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UM

5 PM 3307 Bolewhlul,

C.:: 45,1100
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Mr P

417.
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amen Club NW Ceek County

5 NORTHWEST HYD,

Hew 1 812 Bedroom Apts.

824-2175
CARPET CLOSEOUT
Heavy 51.1. CARPET

1969 2 TON CHEVY

MT PROSECT

FL I3-5751

$3495
1969 IMPALA

ELEVATOR BUILDING
AIR CONDITIONING

BEAT ANT PRICE

CATITat

oS.o.

PO

ROOM

ISEVE.

Or NYLON PLUM 33ms.i.vd

SEE THE 1970

Wher Me caw. wean..
ea. only. No der,. 0491,

Phone: 2534300

724-6006
14GewsburgrA H 2S9

Believing

RECREATION ROOM
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PALATINE RESALE SHOP

E S.- Thu..
rs Alm

TETE Rent Houses'

34.Arts and Antiques

tr.

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAM
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

e.

BARRINGTON

$1895

IMPORT MOTORS

DICK WICKSTROM

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

CHEVROLET

Uat.Nrrelr. 6261). '39-7.9.10
Pr. EMAZCriociy Ill.

'41Y,LI!Ol,

HUGS 5

51Mu01cal Instrumeots

It's Almost
Unbelievable!

381-0899
6THE

555 Irving Park Road

TYE DEALER

529-7070

THE FINEST SERVICE."

Roselle, Illinois

Rio Rent, Rotes, III
259.5296

SOMETHING

5200 132.4 1906

SPECIAL

SO To

Rent Office Space

BABY GRAND BALDWIN
VaBENCH, WALNUT. 3600.

02795
1968 LEMANS

,Au

All 3 Shifts

1st Shift Only

we'aIntVlst.m.a

St lomo

Sorter/Packer

Moats and MaiineSupplies

CALL 439-8020
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nya.
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Upright Hoover
Vacuum Cleaner
Spaulding 7 piece gall so. Loo

L

2903420 d1.5 pm

r

with rug beater,
in goad condition.

AskCettr All

72AXIN'Gr'E'094TP"FTIE'LCO'"
392-9015

COIN OP DRY
CLEANING
ESTABLISHMENT

86-RealEstate4ouses
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25341110.
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r:Int.

inYl met,
nth 077
whim wulls, red and reedy. Only

1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE
STATION WAGON
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rato, heater, whitewall., nice 2nd

196eCORVAIR MONZA
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M1

DUNE BUGGY SALE& Exclusive
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Aye.,
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Brookfield,
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Colf or111;0=30
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sane Remora. SAM sta. Sig

power
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FOR SALE

NIXDIROPOR.11ISKeeeLLIIIINgt.11.18

issMm

Y

834ndustialProut144flent

ond. 5120 439,616

door Hard top, vinyl rod. VS, =Ham&

ae

e.nnwenworwo,

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.
TOTif,M
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1968 COMET

Sot 'A'pr '2.5fIrr9"Vo',1

Check OW Thls Tremendous Benefir hogrom

PART TIME
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

2416 Estes Aree

call

pm.

3310 09,S-5 R°

Machine Operators

V.HeM Wanted Men & Wonted

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS

5

0244'969

To start yoor applicotion by phone,
tall 656-9922 free,
Men., Fri., gam -6 pm, or Sot., 9 am -1 pm.

FIGURE WORK

CENTEL
SYSTEM

430.1.2 ofrer

MT PriOSPECT CARPET CENTER

Golf Mill Abele

PERSONNEL

The Boss
Says,

3016,40

rtf'7671raa'isso.
LOST OUR LEASE
CARPET SALE

Sears,. Roebuck and Co.
400 Golf Mill Shopping Center,

al TINT, . yl

condilien 3900

Rondwood Apartments

Py

COUNTER

4

1.103 Red.

MT PROSPECT

hogiloorhor lop ruble 58, no,

FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT CALL
MR. RICHARDS

Arrrograelleights
OS Darien
394.080D

Planes 26" 333B

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:30 A.M. to 8 P.M.
SATURDAY - 9:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Coll us now! Were an equal opportunity ern.
Plorn

GENERAL OFFICE

827-9919

Miss Paige

MOOD HOME FURNITURE

oil

Openings on all 3 Shifts

yen

COMPLETELY

RESTAURANT

reIithitinumemms

dual °haul slack market ova..

TRAIN

Illinois Bell. Asa full 8ene typist, you'll handle a
number of guying assignments which will make
your day pass quickly. Or, if you prefer cr Hale
variety, o typisficlerk job will put your other
office skills to' use as well. The starting pay is
good and you'll get raises every Ce months far

APPLYINPERSON A T PERSONNELDEPT.

Janitors1per

BOOKKEEPER

Wien mg nn

THEY'LL

If you're a gal who's quick and accurate an the

ARBY'S

1969 Comoro

537-19

A,. 26, 10 to d.

car. Sole

These are permanent job opportunities. No

ROAST BEEF

.CALL 253-6939

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

8:30am-12.30pm

Typist -Clerks

FOR1r0A0'"

1321595B

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE

experience necessary. Excellent earnings plus
sharing in SEARS ramous profit sharing benvfil progmm.

296-6127

S37 570,

STOCKMEN 5: 30:tm- I 2:30pm
PORTERS 6am 10am

MEN OR WOMEN

BONUS MOTORS

112.AutornolliMs For Sale

600 E. NW Ray., Des Plaines

CLERICAL

392-5230

'65

isrmairre

BTIRr GA00"0"'Cgrl'0111Z

SALES WOMEN I 2noon-5pm

OOOOOOOO 00060411331000004,009_0"310000 OOOO
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MST BilT

'66 FORD

259 1435 or &DOD,

I YEAR LEASE.

PART TIME

MT. PROSPECT

1°10'1295

Com

STOCKMEN
PORTERS

=.1?Itn

'63 FALCON

r1;

CLERICAL
MATRON
KITCHEN HELPERS

Print -He

YOU will enjoy being a

7 S. Main Street

Des Plaines Day

Needs

and

onelmenl firm.
TRAVEL AGENT
WILL TRAIN YOU
TO PLAN TRIPS, TOURS

.......

'63 VW

MUSTANG

FULL TIME

TRAINEE

P.M.9.5192

MUNDELEIN

Sears
SALES WOMEN

roZ,ZATIftrZen7Strg

'63 VALIANT
04-m4
995

Prospect Day

pea Plain

.04

UNDIRS1,000

HOWARD SPROAT By CO

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

9?

in

I

nee.

PEOPLE
GENBIALOFFICR WORK

and you will

White Collar Girls

HELP

117 6 Emerson. MI. Prosper,

25,6600

217 S Arlington Hts. Rd

$8,000-$10,000

w,

Company Paid

Roof,. Calk IADY PARKER,
He hue,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

297-2550

RECEPTION

- $550 MO

ATI

PURCHASING CLERK
Elk Groya,VilornocY.

5769

17:07,=;10t,"

CALL MR. BEKAS

end W. benefit program which includes,

HOSTESS

DOCTOR

Arlington Day

PERSONNEL

ywrs. The famous Bell benefits will b. yours,
and you'll really enjoy the atmosphere and

Ike marling rola, is superb end we ellsoo exlremely IM

FOR BABY

ITT

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

typewriter, a great lob is walling for you at

"dnVol " XrinrP.Mm
'g
In

(GIRL FRIENDS 0 K )

PALtnnEjnattING MEAD°
h 824

H(0110$01419

CARS

AND

friendly co-workers.

439-5500

QUALITY

41Home FurnishingsFurniture

Northwest Day

An Equal Opportunity Employer Mi

1.95466 or 99,179

YR GRIM. M

PLUSH OFFICES AND EXCEL-

All Off ice Skills

Looking fora position offering challenge, So,

296-6166

1850 W. Touhy
Fle Grove VIIIage

oodle,ricarryt,.!

PERSONNEL

2000 S. Wolf Rd.

10P, cur

HTS

ARC. 299 3576

PHONE 297-5320

Service is our rule
not an exception.

ing office.

namwA

SERVICE PLASTICS

&ACK, TAN, 7 WEEKS OLD,

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F.1. GANDER

Fn"S7A:SIGr''BFLiF

296 03730,6 pm

DACHSHUNDS, MINIATURE

CALL 36250204

RENTAL REPRESENTATIVE
If you ore

rg9,11,ransidors..

I

CABINET ASSEMBLER
WIRING & SOLDERING

677-0600

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

soce.nor
Sunbeam Corp.

ALL AND MORI ARE NEEDED

Redio

ASSEMBLER

7300 N. Linder - Skokie
267-5300

PLASTIC INJECTION
INJECTION
MACHINE OPERATOR

ats,,tr,el

..76

GENERAL OFFICE .

mg =labile.

FREE KITTENS. Moles

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

992-3820

WITH A TEMPORARY JOB
FROM

RAN DHU RST CENTER

rre Mr HERM RHPIA CAR.

Typing 50 o

A NAME AND A SERVICE
ROLLED INTO ONE

CALL DAN DONOHUE

good typing skills. Excellent working ionditions.

CONTACT

2375 or off er, "7-73.08 elle

.1000

722 Center Street

Our company in the educotenal field, is looking
far several girls who enjoy clerical work and hove

cry and public contact.
g you con wan. as a re.i mermen,

RECEPTIONIST

°

265.0131

111.Motorcysles and Scooters

DIVISION OF
ROBERT D HUGHES
& ASSOC., INC.

AuriFs

CLERK TYPISTS

LYNN DAVIS

26 Help Wardell Women

EVENINGTPTAIAllAill6

"." WM. Ere.

JUST GIRLS

COUNSELOR

Position offers excellent company benefits and a
solar, commensurate with experience.

PROOF POSITION
OPEN

p

'rained
moke

VETERINARIAN

v

Srneems. LeeP
will he cam

aIrfine

CRAVENS CO.

$135 WEEK -FREE

71-Apts. and Rooms to Share

DUE TO -CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IAA MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES PAC,
BY. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS A:

'el1PBTATs ATinTsTrI'

!:':1:;MdIr IN OR CALL

RECEPTIONIST
FOR COUNTRY CLUB

r

'3"1'6P5'1111792112'0 rrr""'

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

sass

ASSIST

II

for Wok Coll 299.2.1115 or come

Would you like adelftraol income Mr mare Yale execs..,

werk and

AIRLINE
TRAINEE
RESERVATIONIST

Skokie,

STRIKE IT RICH

2400 E. 1]'e'v'en'NE97.7160.

'ar°:ch.
7e:r:17
year small suarthboard. Type
Help do demi. 3500 Free I
Miner. Des Plolner.

FOR SALE

rORPORTHER INICIRINATION

vs the days you would Pre lo work and we will pie you on our
-en cal Ist
for port

11

Rd

5555 We. Toohy

e

SUMMER

C

WIEBOLDT'S

TELETYPE CORPORATION
arms

INTER -SPRING -FALL

d

R

R

lo SRO Rose Aye

BKPRS., CLERKS....

DES PLAINES ILL

cosoMprorruniry

School Bus, Inc.

The Bank & Trust Co.

"Pe "

irtN,I,T,T:r,,, ,.12

after 10 AM

SECR'S., TYPISTS,
RECEP., GIRLS FRIDAY

KELLY GIRL SERVICES

96-6117

10-flonms-Boardtuselmeping

Phone airer 46rn. FL 62737

fora confidential interview.

Call- BARBARA R055-8274154

1.4 Ford Golorde. Goo. wood

ea= ru''rnes

Advancement potential and excellent company
benefits:Apply

00,14 FREE EMPLOYMENT SER.
VICE 10 PRIVATE INDUSTRY.

676-1000

Cook County

ed-wporoted.lool.g la

urban oc.". limos flexible,

ng

HAV3IINABIAIE TEMPORARYJOBS AVAILABLE

GENERAL OFFICE
TYPISTS

CALL MR5 CORNELL

wee figure work imoNed.

B

255.3344

101-Automohiles Wanted

We Rent Apartments

Modern office, pleasant surroundings, ampere five people la work with. Call vs today at

AseMoireq Too Money Meorng Now People

2:30-5 p.m.

Work?

q

ally excellent. Coll

GET RESULTS
BONDS MOTORS

LUNCH AND
DINNER HOURS

Alg

i;

assignments, you'll

You're a Somebody
When You're a Kelly Girl
KELLY GIRLS

SCHOOL BUS

GLL .9.7101

SVE

cially when it comes to sharp aeries who know
what it takes to got a lob done.

FEMALE

RIGHT HAND
GAL

WERIIT ADZ

3141urnmage &GaragoSale

individuals.

WAITRESSES

Ford 6 cyl. 5295. Mechanic.

Beach 5,00,11HET-D01

PLACE PUB

Teletype recognizes talent and pays for Ill Espe-

CHICAGO 346-5040

$450 to $675

AB

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Why Sit Snit When you can move ahead?

259-7010

298-2770
La Salle Personnel

602B Don,.

Challenging opportunity for interested mon and
women to CRUMe managerial responsibilities.

SOME OTHER

)SHARP

01.

or 956,71

o'Irr="4

or f. OW4MS

MIDWEST
AUDIO CORP.

cnndao

62e '20',7"D'oVIro

APPLY° 1,14,730N

SionadollIces

WAITRESSES

Coll 090-9431
as

Estate.Vacant

Euclid, Rte. 531Roldwing Rd!

1140LIKEfoete;irnsin

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

cf'M1:"!6

MANAGERS

394-5660

"t r'

19s

Ms

me

Retail background helpful but will traln intereaed

381.4314°"

S Employment Agencies, Women

elf dame nn

AIr

u

hot dog

ler

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY

ng

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

259 6-150

Countryside Restaurant
&Lounge

ler
B

awed dece. lip.

penthouse floor of Chaos

Ilse

593.6676, 10 to 7

IDE Nossamen nA1.

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

'4Dron'yqL

:;%e7neia:"

leaved on

YANKEE DOODLE

Her71.43 In.suronee

dr

dr I, ft

atigitZa

96, 7070

r7

APPLY IN PERSON

.

3=irjonrilkse

0520

=7°

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

ELECTRON

510011 5500 per we

44 -Dogs Pets &Equipment

la rredn, but HURRY only a few preailions avollolaM1.11Aue be

an he neat appearing totem Gib pleasant e mainalay io
soma,
ublic. Aar here awn Ironsportolion 6 Ire
able la work°d ay or evening Allis II quatflock can

MAN or WOMAN

474 MOD

00.0

112 Autemolsiles For Sale

Il&RealEstatellouses

CASH

BEAUTICIAN

1flimi Ifs as An Awn ewes.

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

GIRL FRIDAY

668usiness Opportunities

FOP ORIENTAL RUGS

sage Cult, v -

Cr. is ers sea as am, and enlertamnoust We are

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

cgLL 656

9 5 Duman
6020 Dempsmr

for :MP,

42 Illanle0T4130

A" A

"oLo'nr.f17.140

Arl lllll Pork Race Dock 1166411 kola,e french and Menem

Nur. Kokes

HELP WANTED DAYS

DJRSEBY SCHOOL BIM DRIVER

12 Miscellaneous Merchandise

27 Help 1110101 Men & Women

27 Help Waeted Men & Women

766-0350

awnZra
INSPECTOR

All Ao0Y Buy A ,on A hy For Scll

BEGIN AT THE TOPI

Tann

GP

259-4000

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

537 5771

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

CALL MRS. ALLEN AT

26 11111Vianted Women

Call 259 4900

HARMS

MR

359 4200 Ext 216

t

c41.6..

LEGAL SECRETARY

8 r2LS!

'17rderal7=PheldeIrr

CALL MRS SEDREL

6 Help Wanted Women

2411019 Wanted 47011110

30'1'7

r.Tet's 'aw.

eamorn Vorlad duller nhort

Maaral'e!'n
BOOKKEEPER

ATTORNEYS

ACCOUNTS

parlor., ranalred Convonlom

rz,V,'AT

RECEPTION

16 Help Wanted Women

,g,erl,t.pfaV,,,,,t1p:

WAITRESSES

TERER TRAINEES

741,17,`,77",T
'

2545(4 Wanted l'ionten

26 Help Wanted Women

16 Help M6ted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

29 Employment Agonclus {Ionian

24 Help 1511111590

Page II

Wedne,hiy, April 22, 1570

April -'2 ISM

Wudessd 14

PuL. IR

smear

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

tr'0:0V.init6ArAll =Orr

Rhos

!navels, .513.00.3
3.30.000. NO DISCRIMINATION.

ANYONE:MY BUY
Ill.

51395

Nay Spring835 ge,
695-7

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS
505 W. Northwest Hwy.

381-6000

Open Doily 9.9i SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

Nb

Wednesday Apnl 22 1970

Page 12

Delightfully
different
party ideas

c.%7) FORD
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Shopping Center
LARGE OR SMALL...

112.Automobiles For Sale

Ill Automobiles for Sahli.,

112.Aukeobies For Sale

Grand Openin
MODELS

"°"'"'',on
v,-;601

to show
the latest
Women's Wear
for 1970.
(Daily between
2:00 and 5:00)

Heart of the
'SCUDDER
Western
BUICK Suburbs
$AVE

ROW AFTER ROW

MORTON
PONTIAC

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE

"°°=°:: ".=,lknc"'

°.

'1900

'6B RIVIERA

GLENBROOK

OLDSMOBILE

FORD

ARLINGTON
TOYOTA

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS

'n'ott:rancl pe wen ma

tti.""1:7'."."11=

/MN\
201

$550

$1395

$1195

n 550
81450

:eody To Go,

JIM AIKEY
FORD

REACHING OVER

1965 LTD
4 DOOR HARDTOP

:\

delighted with the sophisticated touches of using

cake stands to hold a birthday cake Individual
cup cakes make serving e -seer Leta carnation

1967 PLYMOUTH
FURY III FORDOR

°-"77-°
1:zr
$1395

or a rose bud serve as a take home favor

new an

.

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From,.

then

Girls of all ages (even grandmother) will be

-17Z1';

$1250

'

into frankfurther buns
wrapped and refrigerated until needed
eggs spooned

":vt

$1995

'68 OPEL

All Models 8
All Equoprnent

that mitts bats and baseball hats make a good
theme Another ha with them will be Champ
wishes served either hot or cold This all-star
combination features chopped frankfurters and

65 MERCURY 4 DR

'67 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN
Pry am tend vinyl roof Traded on

NEW BUICKS

power actually bas every

desirable

$2195

$2850

trans

lAng Turquoise finish white top Very

Su

SKYLARK
Radio an d healer clownwAwpMru eatn
it
er

9°M0.

CONVERT

Auto

cor cond automatic vinyl mot

:17 7.,, '66 SKYLARK

BILL COOK.
BUICK

BARRINGTON
IMPORTS

66 PONTIAC CATAUNA
'68 MUSTANG HDTP

Moe;v Feels

'69 BUICK LE SABRE

YARNALL TODD
CHEVROLET

MERCURY

`MI

'67 BUICK SPECIAL DELUXE

Flaws

PORSCHE
AUDI

ROTO

When these
goodies have been enjoyed you may wish to fill
the cups with ice cream
Make animal sandwiches for decorations by
spreading vanilla cake frosting between two vanilla wafers Place some additional frosting on
top to hold an animal cracker
Even the place c irds can be eaten if the animal
cracker is attached with a little cake frosting
WHERE BOYS ARE CONCERNED remember

6 votlb fact .ou.

I1

er swer,

eiae waatow

RAY

by dreaming up a new set of tricks for favorite
desserts
A play trip to the zoo will bring squeals of lay
from the younger set For party treats fill TO
cream cups with assorted candies telly beans,

peanuts and animal crackers
66 MUSTANG 2 DR

'66 RIVIERA

'.1).<):rf7:01.n.w77:

(BARRINGTON)

SCUDDER
BUICK

(Day food editor)

MANY CARS IN THE
$395 -to $895 PRICE RANGE

$1195

FORD

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

Nora
Naughton

CARS B SERVICE

'69 ELECTRAS

GENE CZARNIK

LADENDORF
OLDSMOBILE

You can make your child's next birthday party
something delightful, different and definitely fun

By

Big Savings on any
car in stock.

QUALITY

BENDER REIGER
PONTIAC

JOHN MUFICH
BUICK

:,;:r

Immediate Delivery
on new 1970 FORDS

will be here

-b°

We have them all!

Saturday April 25th
Sunday April 26th

FAMOUS

I HY

°

11

IA'

65,000 HOMES

:

V

A

1

TODAY

It doesn't take great expense to create a breath-

Spectacular

Bill Kelly's

Welcome to

--taKWig birthday surprise for the junior miss or
maybe her grandmother

For your champs

SPRIM

SAII\GS

1- SPREE

NEW 1970

NEW 1970

CHAMPWICHES
Mix all ingredients except buns
pound frankfurters, find,. Scoop out center of each bun, fill
chopped
with meat mixture Wrap each bun
4 hard cooked eggs, chapped
in tr
-dent wrap or foil twist
1

NEW 1970

NEW 1970

"88" HOLIDAY COUPE

"98" HOLIDAY COUPE

TORONADO

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING,

FACTORY AIR CONIATONI110,

FACTORY AM CONDITIONING,

FACTORY AIP CONDITIONING,

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,

Fut Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,

Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

$3325
1968 CUTLASS

$2050
1967 OLDSMOBILE

$1050
1967 MUSTANG

SHARP
1969 PONTIAC JUDGE

SHARP

$1950
MO

1969 CUTLASS

For a little leaguer's
birthday party, baseball is a fitting theme

4 speeds many equipment packages to choose from.
1969 CAMARO

1968 OLDS CUTLASS SPORTS COUPE

brot"

and these Champwwhes
are sure to draw cheers
from all the fans

IREBIRD

SHARP
1968 OLDS 442 COUPE

1:

minutes Buns may be filled early in

dozen sandwiches

leg
-

w.

FOOD
its DAY

SHARP
1968 GTO COUPE

1965 MERCURY

the dip wrapped and stored in refrigerator until party time Yeild I

$4525

Kelly's performance Car Specials!

1967 MERCURY

1/4 cup French's Prepared Yellow
Mustard
1 dozen frankfurter buns

heat buns in 300 degrees oven 10

Full Factory Equipment Including Passre, Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

4225

$3625

ends Serve cold or if preferred

./.1 cup mayonnaise

CUTLASS HOLIDAY COUPE

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,

peeled and chopped to
m.
acup

Sue

1966 OLDS 442 COUPE

ers. ready to go.

$2790
1969 GTO
spee, yellow witM1131,,,,...

1965 CHEVROLET

a.

S

TRINE

1968 CHEVELLE SS 396

SHARP

Ye

SHARP

°Wog, vinyl roof.

ind roo

$3290
1967 CHEVELLE MAUBU

4 speed, white will, black vinyl roof.

2 door hardtop, V.0, aularnatle Irnomisslon,
Power steering, red with black top and
interior.

I cup stiffed all purpose flour
I teaspoon baking powder
I cup mashed ripe bananas

RTIN J. KELLY

1

1

OLDSMOBILE

1516 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights 392-1100
Open 9 to 9 Daily

410 3:30 Saturday

12 ounce package Keebler Vanilla Wafers,

crushed to fine crumbs (about 31/2 cups)
1 cup shopped pecans

I package buttercream vanilla frosting mix
I package Keebler Animal Crackers

-

$1750

cup butter or margarine, softened

11/2 cups sugar
4 eggs

1967 CADILLAC

1968 LE MANS

$2050

A play trip to the zoo

1965 OLDS 442 COUPE
smission

$980

1968 OLDS DELTA "88"

.p ,orsandno
$2450

1968

SHARP

spe

$2790
dos..dro

SHARP

$1150

Closed Sunday

Cream butter or marganne until light Add

'

eggs, beating one minute after each, continue to
beat until light and fluffy. Sift together flour and
baking powder; add to creamed mixture alter-

nately with bananas, blending after each addition
Stir in Keebler Vanilla Wafer crumbs and pecans
Turn batter into two greased paper -lined 9 inch
round pans Bake at 350 -degrees, 40 45 minutes
Cool ten minutes, remove from pans Cool completely

Fill and frost with frosting mix prepared as
directed on package Sprinkle toasted coconut
over top and press into frosting around lower
half of cake Press Keebler Animal Crackers

81'tI

onto sides of cake above coconut as if the

animals were walking on a toasted coconut path
A play trip to the zoo is The Keebler Company's
If desired, for a birthday cake use animal candles
on top of the cake.
suggestion for your child's next birthday party,

Animal crackers will make a delightful accent to
the affair.

STORE HOURS

PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT
APRIL 25

Mon thru Sot
AVE

LOAM tolOPM
Sunday 10A M to 6P M

We Reserve The Rohr To
Limo Quontibe.

JSE Fit ilk

WARE

iRET

I nests kram unul this wuk

how meth I admired girt
morns Tin Steno Em.. Rc

1300 E NORTHWEST HIGHWAY PALATINE

us

Ev

con°9 BeoR ©(15fr
cay
EgAgegg
U S CHOICE

MOM STEM

Tender Juicy

TO
lb

TURKEYS

41c

that about the onit do% Ps

Brte.h top yid] buttu

tione 'I

Tutu of one lemon

77c

.69c

U.S. Choice BONE -IN RUMP ROAST

16.39c

Fresh Grade "A" SPLIT BROILER

-OSCAR MAYER

B

12.00.

SMOKIE LINKS

75
73c

Country Delight MILK

29°

Country Delight BREAD

33.

Banquet T.V. DINNERS

Del Monte FRUIT COCKTAIL

#omit

24'

$1 .09

TANG ORANGE

15c

FRISKIE asst. Buffet CAT FOOD
EXTRA LITE

I Lop snow
not,
2 pounds

PANCAKE MIX

hack front the table. we moved
on to dessert The list of seven
Greek pastries began with binNva, the classic dessert of the

41c

Country Delight

ICE CREAM

KING SIZE

GAIN
DETERGENT

pt.

137

23

2 egg socks

plum. end arhelaka hearts The outman rem a cachranon of the 691h =menses of the first

Rood of one stomp

geranium to bloom so On United Mac Chef Michael %elle girths. linen Cagle, n al left

1.4

WITHOUT COUPON 52c
more buttered pastry sheets.
Fold in pony edges to retain
mixture and bake at 355 degrees for 15 minutes. then re-

pound

duce heat to 350 degrees for 30

mimes.

shredded pastry. brushing top
with butter Bake at 350 degrees for 45 minute, Cool and
pour syrup over pastry and cut
in dikmond pieces.

THE CLOSING number of
this -gown- show" was brandied ice. a simple concoction
consisting of I ounce of brandy. XS ounce cointreeu. w
ounce white creme de cocoa
blended and poured over vanilla toe cream. lopped with a
sugar Gibe soaked in brand).

syrup

COCA
COLA

C

8/16.79c

A fun evening with fondues

two small bottles of French

remove from
stove to cool. Senorare eggs
011k.

and heat 10eg0 yolks with only
five egg whit.es. When eggs arc
fluffy and light. add sager and

BAKLAVA
e minds butter

beat until creamy. Stir in Fudna. slowly spoon in milk.
heating constantly. Cook mixture over low heal until
slightly thickened. renlon

large mixing howl. Melt but,
ter. removing salt until tamer
is clear. Brush bottom of pan

with melted butter and giggg
eight pastry sheets which are
Indio
brushed with huller In bottom of pan. Pour
slightly cool mixture over

sliGts and cover with eight

tit 'A'Areght

sso..temove.....

WITH THIS COUPON

GROCERY

V

51141111Prusp!el Junior

April 26

WANZER

All Meat or Bee

HALF & HALF

BUDWEISER

BEER
6 Pack

99c

69c
qt

29c

MACINTOSH
APPLES
IL
36x9

4

94:

55 c.

PT

PEPSI COLA

BEER

PAC Rcc
BOTTLES ROMP MusD,

TAB, FRESCA

6-72 oz. CANS

79`

HteePARM

club work. The evening in

Co-chairmen Mrs. Gene
Bohhe and Elms. Anthony Car-

m

(

consisted of
sauces. tuna crab stuffed cherfondue,

shrimp and

ushrooms and for dessert a
chocolate fondue.
Here are the recipes shoal

400 W. CENTRAL RD.
MOUNT PROSPECT.

253-9090

OPEN DAILY -BAJA. tit MIDNIGHT
including SUNDAYS 5 HOLIDAYS

1035 50. ARL. HGTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

437,9508

les and Co

CHICKEN' LIVER PATE
I pound
fresh at Goner
chicken livers, Maned

Pti Tits E

sivi-nat FRIES) SHRIMP
cop sifted flour

pair2 tablespoons lemonjuice
2 tahlmpoons softened butter or margarine
I tablespoon minced onion
teaspoon salt
th, teaspoon dry noodurd
Dash of popper
in o heavy
moll

livers. Cover and cook, stirring
'oily, till livers are no
longer pink. Put through meat
grinder, blend with mayonnaise, lemon juice. 2 table-

spoons of sdfl butter. onion

der

IA tampon SCIISIMIXI all

45 tempo. chili

about I, cup. enough fo about
25 to 30 medium-sized shrimp.
Spear cooked. shelled. de.

ill".

veined Mr,. with

hours; untold carefully.
0Msh with diced hood boiled

Dip shrimp into baiter. drain

c.d., or.

reeve
party rye loaf °Thread.

forks or long bamboo skewers.

and lower into hot oil 1350 de.
pees). Cook until brown three

to four minute. Drain cool

chocolate.

/

CAN
PKG.

PINT
BOXE5

in

lure is smooth :Ind well blendAdd
sugar.
coniinnn
;:iln.ing
three Io live

ti
i_'s-

reA,

ON A 2 LB CAN OF

Folger's Coffee

L CASH-SAV
GOOD

witMTHA,6P80 51
NG coueoni

THRU APR,

25

97

°

5

JEwEl.. CASH -SAVING COUPON..

20<
GOOD TH.) APRIL 25, 1970

T"i'es'Alco71M°'

--rH°

EWE CASH. SAVING
NCU G:0

'L Ig'"P

PRO

SAVE 20'

es HDits

ran

ON A 40Z JAR OF

TASTER'S CHOICE

Freeze Dried Coffee
N
ITHOLIT COTLEPECEN 51, 05

CE

GOOD

OUPOp
PRIL

yVGPOTWOVItTjr

.L

coma

VALUE

oLJJJEWEL"CASKDAVING.COUPONL.

BONUS

SPtC%_r_a__-'GOOD

PFFPleS c2,7:

NG COUPON

'

so
%tots

THRU
APRIL 29th

-

,

III - -- a

ORE-IDA FROZEN

Shoestring
Potatoes
o40 OZ

REG
PRICE

59'

PKG

Butterscotch
Pecan
Coffee Cake

V-2

olliam.

SAVE 15°

!EMI

JEWEL CASH-SAV

Hillfarm

red

GOOD THRU APRIL 25, 1970

Wines: p°A

LOW FAT MILK

over L V.. LL.Lig

1E15

0

rued

'icnnibiiinon
teaspo
ulnae

:trid seasonings. Place mixture
two -cup mold. Chill
Gun-severa

_J

3 spares Baker's tighWeet-

butter
Sift first four ingredients into
bowl. Add
ining in gradients. Stir rollrema 500100111 or
put in hinder at low speed
unlit smooth. Batter yields

II 16E31

siStraw.
berries,

1"

CUMULATE FONDUE

I tablespoon oil, mmelted

12,0ASI-1,SAVING,COUPON...

LCASH.SAVINCICOUPON,

CALIFORNIA

4

iI

WITH THIS COUPON

WITHOUT COUPON 59c

RED RIPE

10'

4/11111

WITH THIS COUPON

PRODUCE

slightly. Serve plain or with

3 Intileyptions butter

SCO

VALUE

Produce Vim het!

Chocolate
Pudding

I bop omits

1/2 onpmille

10C

'Chunk Braunschweiger

fi

1., cup light mans

2 batten epn

SAVE 8'

.

ON ANT SIZE PKG.OF
OSCAR MAYER

nl

tartar or seafood sauce.

I MhImpotin rigor

GOOD TH. APRIL 25 1970

L

4 58c A

Mrs. Ronald Trochnek throught the Swiss cheese fondue was
Worth a try. All the fondues are prepared limo on the stove. OM
transferred Loa Tondos pallor warming

--- WITH THIS COUPON fglicii)

aaTJEWE

"MIRACLE PRICE

rfirq;,-17)
coccoun.

-

ry tommom, liver pate. SwiSs

American Cheese

A6,41.0

SAVE 10'

Pickles

BETTY CROCKER

moul.
11.0 menu

KRAFT INDIVIDAULLY WRAPPED

GOOD THRU APRIL 25 1970

WITH THIS CGUP:ON.

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

SAVE 20'
G0

LICASHeSAVINC,CCSUDON,.

ag;Van,W21K.b

ITHOUT COUPON 39c

nister.

THRU APRIL 25, 1970

°N.Asa2Vg.°'

SAVE 15'

Half & Half co.')

a fondue party held at
the home of hi's. Monte Ban-

small amount a butter. Add

Ample FREE Parking

We reserve the Right to Ginnie,.

int

ON A PINT CTN. OF

by the members of the club.

ROOT

COCA COLA,
Control Atmosphere

SAVE 10'

r -GROCERY suipte,vermmyrytym

,Smokie Links or
Cheese Smokies

EL CASH-SAVIND COUPON

GOOD THRU APRIL 25,19 0

J

_ CASH -SAVING COUPON.

...,GOOD THRU APRIL 25 1970

G000 THRU APRIL 25 1070

y TH

25°

Shrimp Cocktail

.511
'...,SAVING,C0111.01

0000 THRU APRIL 25 197030

CASH -SAVING COUPON

CASH -SAVING 'COUPON

LB.

JITHOUT COUPON LL?°

-

Woman's Club relaxed for a
strictly fun evening recently
after many hours devoted to

cheese

DEP. DIET OR REG.

Ye GAL,

L

I'Vos

-

CASH -SAVING COUPON

DELI

r-

Orange Juice ""'"

Mrs. Gene Bobo and hIrs.

wtTHOUT COU,P,Ott St OP

ITH THIS COUPON

SAVE 30' .gm

Ronald LtIach dipped angel
faint cake into chocolate fondue
al the recent party giVen by Me

oofi

rGROCERY

1 ST 5
RIBS

Roast
I--

L_-

;CASH -SAVING COUPON

7,,...1 aCANS

Rib

.21

GO

ON THE PURCHASE OF

Pepsi -Cola

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

eft

F

Breaded Shrimp

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON
L

koz..

1±Pe5 WITH

0'.0

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

F

Whole Carrots

P6,,

\ SAVE 15'

SAVE 15'
"ggl."n°'

OUPON

t60 eAR sO

I

°

,

GOOD THRU APRIL 25 1970

Green Beans or

e

mei planned the menu. and
each meniber of the department brought prt of the pur-

BOLOGNA 190.7

SPECIAL

OA As

The Mimi Prospect Junior MIN

DAILY-18.WD 16HT

49`

(BONE IN)

GO OD THRU APRIL 25.1970

t.

0

SAVE
25'
ON 3 -.,,2UrS OF

$159

Lamb for Stew

'73=7.
SAVE 10'

GROCERY

OPEN
PANTRY
FOOD MART

Chops

Chops

SHOULDER

WITH THIS COUPON

10o-1-incli pan

Grease

Eoci,uaLamb

_J

Ketchup

from hear and allow to cool.
Combine walnuts and spices

U.S.D.A.

S -SA N

711=tre

1141.4

LB.

ON A 14 ON.2BTL. OF

I pound paqry sheet,:
I cup sugar
2 querM milk
04 cup Farina
Scald

o

SAVE 70

10 eggs

So let's hear it for the geranium. folks. I wish Mat Rmnbrandt Peale could have been
around (5) yeLN laterca joy
the tribute to the hardy flower
he
imported front Europe.
which unwittingly Impinal the

Lamb
Shoulder
CHOICE

-CASH-SAVING,COUPON.

CUSTARD PASTRY
(Galatobouriko)

perfume.

u389

U .S.D.A. CHOICE

GOOD THRU APRIL 25, 1970

Boil sugar and water until

SLICED

BONUS

r-

0.000 THRU APRIL 25 1970

GOOD THRU APRIL 25, 1970

C

-

SAVE 30'

Lamb

Yr=

ssJ

thick. add rind of orange. cool
and pour over hot pastry.

Those of us who wen: still

DAD'S

TGROCERY

Leg 0'

sTar.

-JEWEL CASH-SAVINGICOUPON

0

'';;Wri°

,

Mushrooms --

Cooks of The Day

1970

S VE 10'

USDA CHOICE

15c

SAVE 151
ON 5-ole 02. JARS OF

Rind of one orange

OSCAR MAYER

STRAWBERRIES

IeNorm.

able to walk were given u ger.
ilium plant to take home. plus

SALE DATES:
THRU

GOOD TXRU APPIL

Super Cleaner --

-I

GOOD THRU APRIL 25, 1970

EH cup water

OPEN
DAILY

BABY FOOD

r-

WITHOUT COUPON 79c

_1

CASH-SAVINOCOUPON

GROCERY

3 cops sugar

butter. repeating this process

GERBERS

I teaspoon amino

- .

I_

GREEN GIANT

We tarry over 3000 items for your selection

SPECIAL

2 cups water

Prepare syrup while pastry
linking. by boiling sugar and
water until thickened and pour
over pastry. Pastry shook! be
before
cutting into
01101

3 cops supr

-al

19

IL---

LB

B

Lemon Juk e
Lem

WITHOUT COUPON 5 I

LB

wNn

butter and add remainder of

sheet in an, brush with melted

BONUS

SAVE 10'

Al Gemara. 1seeeml haul ORLI tin president of the Senn rages reqourant prepare., to serve
Itrn belmoder al Op Padre:Moos and Palm- Herbert Behrel of Des Phone. n luncheon at golfed

Nichol butter over shredded
pastry nod spread nut mixture
emend), Brush with nwItbd

4-1,-20-inchG. with molted
butter Ind place one pastry

C

GOOD TH. APR, 25 1970

pastry

tom of pan. Pour

2 pounds chopped walnuts
2 lampoon, cinnamon
I teaspoon cloves
2 pounds pastry Peek

SPECIAL

LB

°' 'L'aNL °`
t,7,' ,
Oral okrigiseplic,--

L ,,,,,

Shank
Portion

_J

temp.'', cinnamon
Comb., .Intonsis ntrh euL
emnomon nod oranp. nod.
Grease eby-13-inch baking
pan and odd half of shredded
pastry. pressing fonds in bot-

int anithokes lor

chef at the Seven Eagles.

BONUS

6 TO 8

c

WITHOUT COUPON $ 149 /i01::--

IkPufet

Iamb again,
Moroni, our chain shbhtl)

t

/

i

My

phe rant

portion

Ilbole "'III

WITH

OR

Gravy & Sliced Beef T.%

cups Id inched shopped
almonds

th n corn

n

4 id, otter say
L plImPel) .
Gu. %la did Ism RI
home

PILLSBURY

GAUCHO:3'B

2.1-

0

SAVE 30'

BLUEBIRD'S FINEST
FULLY COOKED

Hams

B

ORI6101LB

CTN Or

pound hotter (milled)

and set afire.

Country Delight 1/2 81/2

wy:-.140.

Ns , tnut.dnaus to
exit Using I spoon

0

ATMONI) Is lrkil E.

keep family of five alive for a
week.

I

,v--6T0

GAVE 30'

..;

pourseto shush mtr n turs

sweets. any one of which could

lb.

I

Lether

through six other epoetpulor

WEINERS

dic
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2 pounds sonar

Middle east and continued

12oz.pkg.64c

BOLOGNA

`: -- ''''''.1i Ly

''

del.dt bonlli

sane

Lean -Tender 1/4 PORK LOIN - Cut Into CHOPS lb

L_
.

1

I

mon sn ,ILL lunch Aorta
stated phet, int tuomplond
ho arts -bola. hties m ;Mum

lb

inSV.WEI'da" Ti DO -,...A "-v.*
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GOOD THRU APRIL 25 1970

Sin ked

Jewel Pizza cg*.

Setup

inns
sal
nil
su.m...1 Ike

whit

m.o."

_

o little 000.01 to enpy

make.

the Good WO

"6`', i's''6 SAUSAGE '1TN
1

Lnbronn N hlk port n hit
ink pn.pm. stn.
1 pint homy
ILAg00n lemon catmet

The

$145

lb

GAVE 30'

hour it 100 ski", until gold

Poliee CPO %rt Hintz Loh
erect to .clmrtit this c.nz it t
porton luncht.on of Low pro
portions tor should 1 or, low

ton -

GOOD THRU APRIL 25 1970

FIG Chid Fran) Hum tad

tollmsed
b use Ind

T-BONE STEM

And while you m there - look over the mom
barman. you II find sponklod thmuohout rho

coma of Lath dm mond pure
thltklu it desired Rat. for om

Ps staled wash t Gruk
Pone bunches of
Alai
(Mout% lush kripos This is

U S CHOICE

dl

sh fp, A
do, had on, P. plied on

this
count,
Our tang
hich includul El nor He,
boil Behn.I td Di, Plums

I

fovea re Cot 01 at itoctise ovum, to yoor budget

and

cut 'nu ell

Tans did Penn:Ninth Palls
Of Hoslon re dill n h u ht st at
ed ashen in I Ofi I ht hroukht
to bloom the first uranium in

of o
your family the smoky delmmus to
Jewel bow Stop in today - islep up your

o)

mt. oath Pour top I pus

(loin t eat se 10 the flour, Ittylt

O

always o great time to offer

sprtnettme

III

sox/ION, the mknalisats tn. used ..nd

and the menu w

!ha Hai hr

Chopp A 3earl

Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save C

Your *dad Meal

spa talk with nut modem n.

us. dint this emu., until

(Ig

411, Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"
GOT A TASTE FOR HAM?

aces"

mit.' bow

hrmh

hosted
lunt.tann m
honor
ho
or ot the first sin-intim to
bloom in the Unttxd Stilts

1

18/22 lb

Save Cash Everyday With "Mir

until lour pose) shuts km thc
bottom 01 bnktng pin Brush
fourth law unh nnIttd butter
and spwinkk ssith nut rmtun.
VW mother past, shut

Or Badmen Paten.

0

If

Seven Eagles "whips up a little something"
in honor of thK first geranium

WEL MAID

wallas

7>s,

7 OZ.

GAL.

I

CTN.

Korn Kurls

33c

or longer

until slig htly
thick. Remove from heat and
odd trundle. Shift to fondue
pet..Scrve by spearing fresh.

REG. PRICE 98'

fruit or cubed anpl food or
sponge cake and dipping inn
'chocolate."

See For Yourself How Pleasant

A

Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

fzip

-r-*

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can

THE DAY
Wednesday Apn122 1970
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Casseroles to stretch your dollar
Two prime

Concerns

of

moat homemakers today are
how they can stretch the duller

to provide the most for their
Comities and how they eon

book and also on the cook.

'h cup reseed condensed
beef bouillon, undiluted, or 1

seasoning or dried chilies and mpitas.

Chili corn bids

join in the family fun without

bienvenidos to all
Prove what a fine "amigo"
°friend) you are to your guests
by saying ffIllenvenidos" twel

come) to then. with bowls of
this crispy Chili Fopeorn'next
time they cotton

This is a popcorn treat that
you really can't stop nibbling
once you sturu It's zesty and
flavorful, spiced to give it a
true south.of-the.border mon

The por.orr,

seaward

with inns a hint or red chilies
and garlic salt, making it a tasty but not overpowering snack.
Peanufs are tossed in with the

popcorn. no so that the finished dish is a combination of
everyone's favorite munching

foods. And, in addition, it includes pepitas-tim. toasted
squash seeds. a favorite South

American snack treat. Sun.
flower seeds could be substituted for thew if desired.
Chili Corn makes o Poe

worrying about meal planning
and cooking.

n0111 does boast of chili, Why
ot plan your whole party
around foods from Mexico

and South America'! Decoraions. too, can he bright and
goy, with lanterns and streamers strung across the room or
backyard. And don't forget to

STROGAHAMBURGER
NOFF
monon. version
This is
of 11w traditional Stroganoff.
Yield: Approximately

mt.!
142 poultds ground chuck

6

I egg

Add

sauce

Worcestershire

den sour cream and water.
Cove' and simmer for 25 minums. Serve immediately.

lower heat again and add sour
half and half. Simmer for
about floc minutes, stirring
until all is well blended.

'

bouitIon cube, dissolved in 1/2
cup hot water

I cup dairy sour half and

BEEF WITH
RICE
A quick, easy and cconems
Mal entree for family nicult.
Yield: Serves 6
I pound ground beef
Na
cup frozen or fresh
chopped onions

totralegs

meatballs - very good.
V I e I d: approximelely

CURRIED

half or sour cream

In your mixink bowl with
yak electric Mater combine
meat, egg, broad crumbs, salt
end pepper. Continue beating

until meat is light and fluffy
and all the ingredients are well
blended. Form meat into I tes

inch balls. In hot deep skillet
or dutch oven melt butter and
add oil. Brown meatballs and
remove with slotted spoon
when browned, adding addi-

1, cups frozen chopped
onions
2 tablespoons butter or margarble
1 pound ground round steak

Blend in yesr and cold wa.
ter ma smooth poste. Stir into
hot liquid and cook until rshir

with wooden spoon blend
Ism dripping until well dls-

,

W pound mound veal
1/2 pound ground pork
2 eggs

146 teaspoons at
W teaspoon ground pepper

rooms, drained
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup rice, uncooked
2 cups dairy sour creme
1 cup water
Brown beef, onions and

meatballs
2M.

y large skillet corns
In a
s)
bine sauterne, water, bay leaf,

II

3 slices dry Mead
1/2 cup milk

I can (I -pound) tomato.
I Moume jar sliced mush.

Now add sliced onion end
mushrooms. Saute about five
minutes. Again remove with
cloned spoon. Add flour and

MMus)

clones and peppercorns and
bring to a boil. Add klops.
mover and simmer 25 to in
inutes. Remove blocs and
wain liquid. Rasura liquid to
skillet.

3 tablespom butter

tional butter if necessary.

Form mm lame

eta

1 teaspoon carry.

in

irt mixing bowl. Beat at Me-

I 2rounce con anchovy MI -

fresh

W cup frozen or
chopped green pepper

breast

dium speed until well blended..

.and pork
made with beef, veal and

and flavored with anchovies,
Quite different from the Meal

milk along with

eggs and seasonings to mixture

KONIGSBERGER KLOPS
Germ a n -style

edditional 20 minutes. Exeellent when served over hot
buttered noodles or rice.

SS lemon, very thinly slicrtl
1 tablespoon capers.
2 beef bouillon cubes
Chop anchovies and soak i

large mixing howl. Saute on
;ions in butter until tender but
not brown. Add ground melts,

dr to taste

Now return meatballs. onions and mushrooms to the
sauce. Cover and simmer an

shire sauce

tomatoes,

and salt. cook to boiling. Add

and bouillon. After mixture Is
smooth, thickened and bubbly

2 tablespoorN flour
1 tablespoon lemon juice
I tablespoon Worcester.

mushrooms

ime41111o.4111M\

2 tablespoom nom
V, cup water

3/4 cup sauterne

IA cup water
1 bay leaf
4 whole Owes

,

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

Among the many advantages to Eagle's Discount Pricing Policy is that there are no
limits placed on the customer's choices. In many supermarkets, a few weekend spec
one or two of
cials are offered, specials which limit the shopper to purchasing only
the specially -priced item or to purchase a specific amount of tie-in merchandise. At
Eagle, on the other hand, we offer (every day of the week) more than 7,500 Discount
Priced items, and we impose no restrictions on the quantity each shopper decides
at Eagle,
to buy. No wonder so many homemakers have chosen to shop regularly
where Discount Prices and a "no -limits" policy can bring you cash savings on your
weekly food bill. Check and Compare!

lure thickens and is smooth,
Add lemon slices, capers me
bouillon cub.. Bring to a boil
and simmer for two minutes.
Spoon over klops.
Elope may be served plain
or they may be arranged on a

large platter of woks.
noodles. Garnish with snipped
parsley.

4 peppercorns

set the. mood with appropriate
Latin American music.

tof-

Partner the popcorn with a
fruit punch or icy

Discover tempura

frosty

glasses of rola. This is one
snack you'll want to serve

CHILI CORN

0 quarts popped corn
3 small dried red chilies
I package (6.00 ounce) pets
nuts
6 tablespoons soft -type sea

Bower margarine
(31/4
32 teaspd oon

garlic NM

snack for fireside picnics or

Hem corn in oven if it

patio barbecues. It can be
modem, and served on the spot

cold. Cook chilies and peanuts
in margarine over low heat for

or wrapped in heavy-duty fell

five minutes; remove chilies.

to be reheated over a campfire

Add pepitas and pour over hot
earn; season with garlic salt.

or grill. Then. dace the pop.

meaIs. Now is a great time to
till your freezer with preparedimedvance dishes which will
then leave you free time
the warm days ahead as you
joy the
wish. You'll I. amazed at what
a great feeling this "new found
freedom" will give you, This Is
particularly true on weekends
when you want to relate and

M ee,

few drops vegetable oil
1 lorgeSpartish union, diced
th pound fresh mushrooms,
dless]

They can be prepared in quantity and frozen for future

Add mew tan to popcorn with this truly soutbsof-the border

11/2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon white pepper
s butter, with a
2 tables

stretch the day to fit in all their,
work and activities.
Oddly enough, casserole
and -or hamburger type toea/s
arc the easiest on the pocket-

green pepper in butter in
huge skillet. Add Carey and
stir. Until dissolved in butter.

solved, adding more butter if
ecessary. Lower heat Stirring constantly, add lemon

44 cop dry bread crumbs

By Chuteme Erickson

is

Tempum

odvenutre. It

combines the convivielity of
fondue, the delicacy of Oriental cooking and the universal appeal of Southern -fried
food,

Tempura is bileoised pieces
of bettersfried food. The batter
light and thin --in fact,
afterycooking the color of the
rood should show through. It
oafs up in the hot oil, forming
a eripsy golden coating while
the food inside cooks by self,
generated steam. Because. the
pieces of food are small, they

cook quickly without aboorb.
ing slot pron.
The
tempura
treatment
lends itself to a variety offish
shellfish and vegetables. Spe-

cial tempura cookers, which
resemble fondue pots with
sire platform around the outide for draining the fried
foods, are available. However.
equally good results can be obtained ming a fondue po t, deep

fryer, electric fryer or electric
skillet deep enough to hold one
and one-half inches of oil.
THE SECRETS of success

MI tempura are fourfold: fresh

'1

Del Monte
Catsup

frealmasting

ingredients.

Bread
comes two ways:

for tempura. The lightest of
the mammon cooking oils, pear
nut
is does not impart any

cooked

in

Furthermore,

peanut oil has a high smoke
point, which means it can be
held at the high temperatures

r21112111.....,er

1360 - 380 degrees) necessary

twining or smoking.
Tempura is usually cooked

Crisco

is

or bamboo skewer or
with

ton gs or
chopsticks.p dipped in batter
u

and plunged into the hot oil.
Most foods cook in only a mina
tate

or two. They are done

when Me batter is crisp and
puffy and uniformly golden.
begets

lochpaper-

provided

Mix

GUESTS MAY COOK

Fresh seafood and crisp vegetables, dipped in batter and quickly
deep-fried make Japanese tempura. Japan Air Lines suggests using shrimp,
asparagus, sweet potMor string beans green peppers and carrots.

people drop M at any hour for
at much or as little as they like.
Suggested hem is an appetising

tempura combinatiOn of butterfly skimp, sweet potatoes.

bl

carrots. snow peas, scallions

fh teaspoons..

sides. Fry in deep 110113.1 do -

awl patty with it tangy dip-

Pander Peanut011
IP eopsnysame
I tablespoon horse-radbh

gruel Planters Pmnut 0,I on.
al golden brown.
Mitt soy SMma and her`
radish together and wren ,
dipping sauce. Makes four
servinp.

OM...,

TEMPUllii
1 pound medium shrimp
Jewett potatoes, peeled

Jearruts
pound fresh snow per ar
green beans
12 scallions

Peel shrimp and split part
way, butterfly fashion, leaving
alts on. Cut sweet potatoes in
diagonal slices onerhalf inch

thick, carrots into long strips
and scallionsinto three-inch
Pieces. Separate parsley into

I Mad parsley
I cup flour
I cut water
I cup water

clumps.

Mix together flour. water.
mg end salt to make batter.

I egg, slightly beaten

Dip. shrimp and vegetables
into batter. twirling In cal all

Proclamation
when., the Holiday Inn of Rolling Mend..ws urges the
observation of floe dining. Therefore, the Shah tax pre.
slaters the month an April me nttelidate Season" For all

Lean, tan and healthy

NAVE t) 00UPPr7f

and bottom for easy hanging.
The chart costs 50 cent. and
is suitable for hanging in con.
lemPorary or traditional kitchens, depending on whichfiide
is displayed. It hue the typicid
Mee

Dine with

731

Pie Crust Mix

13'

Iiho;i4eln-""eravmk3 Brick Cheese

39'

ifiWening

1 645

Plastic Wrap

!;1'. 23°

,nriUgn

laciiih-'''alsom-lz

Eagle

Sirloin

Bacon

Steak

$/08"

.590

B artlett Pears
Peed 8aeoa

331

Official !swiss oR...

Rib

""V99'

e;iV

most

"w."$1" Sliced Bologna

Smoked Picnic

=. $5" All Beef Wieners

.... "`"T' 880 Canned Ham

Pot Roast

Frozen Foods

75'

22' Beef Short itibs-" 759' Sliced

11;4 Limas

Iib;ped Broccoli 29' Chuck Steak

irZeillieePRI:r 89' falleilfeners
as ante-tn.xrnxnan

14"

,',7: 291 Bread

Strawberries

"49`

6iliZi;"°-

Waffles

',:,°,:,..

.

10'

t:;-19°
7::t 29'

Buns

,

mi

mud MUM oily tram

59'

Herbs and seeds featured
are anise seed. basil. but tell
caraway seed, dill seed. m
gang, sage, season. seed. tar
ragon, thyme and lumen. 00

SSITSCROCKER

consulting the chart, the
fihousewife can immediately We
what spices, seeds, and herbs

=A;entit=

she should use with various

Mt 239,000

Send 50 cents (coin. money
order or eheck-sno stampsi io
DcPanment SC, Durkee Far
mous Foods, 900 Union Corm
Merce Building, CI 'land.

dishes.

Detergent

II 011

EZita7

EOM - C

ROME.

HomestyleAM

S Mal Pork &Beans
ImricEbesne

'216 .

glontn.

be]

box

led Exce
..,isomprf

11 TAKES A lu_

itcioriZue

B

Mgr A
11ROIRS

Sandwich Bags tr

Strained

1;111 -Wipes

Juice

%:

Dial Soapw

s

12°

Health & Beauty Aids

20`

Eagle Ammonia

$1"

Window Cleaner",X49' V0m5 Haii'dressingt n5 99'

tt 48` Clearasil

Sot. 9 A.M.-6 P.M./Sun. ID AM.- P.M. in STORES NORMAIRS OERN SUNDAYS

Not

15c OFF

Palmolive
Liquid

33999:1

STORE HOURS: Mon. - Wed. 9 A.M.-8 P.M.Ehurs.-Fri. 9 AM. -9 P.M.

'471'

Punch

bag

Golden

Dry Dog Food

STIACSSISE

Chocolate
Pudding

lOc OFF

41,0

temporary noncom Mena.

populhr

paprika,

35`riv, cc
H unt's Manwich
Check & Compare

11tH SAVINGS male possible In an

Coffee Cake
EVERYDAY

="

DuPont Sponges 4 190

Key Buy

0001110

,

23:

Lysol°Spray':- 82'

Hamburger

I

41'

Red
361dr4--, Potatoes

8

4. 790 Sia7eliiiir"-°-°".°17!"69c

gpsoWAS00 - RARETAWASIVIIRL

ii;;;;ii Bread
...

0=

RESM ,ELECTFD

6P iiiiii;;;Iivers

ID

-

ii;,Ci;;;;;;;

77' Pork Rib Chi;p7"-IV:95,

All

m

1,;! 38' Smoked Pienicr°

1 iiiiai;;;;;"' ':::. 540 White

. 89`

U 5 NO

0.m.

31`.0.!Skti
NORTHERN GROWN
0

';;: 48' Stewed Tomatoes'

"65` Sliced icirc;;;' "";`ZliF Dubuque Franks

u

Beansl':. 405

Green

ground mustard. nutmeg and

Tender Filet 8, Lobster Toil

1St ummings... moil, swig.

°.1;': 535

'29'

iliAsp'aragus
Pork & Beans

these Are Just A Few Of Our Everyday Low Meat Prices!

42'

Aluminum Foil
BOIO"&iis

_i

Margarine "u-°

t*,;' 26'

Chunk Pineapple

220,51hrtett

curry powder, ginger. num.

Featuring: BEEF re FIN

Rrved

the

Lady Lee Butter '4 77'

Canned Foods

t::".170 Orange Juice

spices, including allspice. chili
powder, cinflamon, cloves.

Vbkel(3ar

MOUTHWATERING BUTT STEAK
FAMILY STYLE CHICKEN DINNER

of

32` American Cheese'4!' 59'

Tomato Puree

Vegetables

ism

46'

54'

chart

inches with Foetal strips

:z 595

cz- 29' Ice Cream

iWeet Pickles

63` Smoked Names

play in homemakers. kitchens,
Printed on washable and
g rea s e-resistont
the dem
pregnated paper. the
manures 10 inches by PO

Dairy Products

1:7 49'

Sara Lee Rolls

dise

''L*,`. $1"

Baittert

Peanut Butter

Orange Juice

chart designed for handy

April 1970

Instant Coffee

Gatorade

Send.
Rain

Spice

Durkee Famous Foods is of
tering a new colorful spice

1Z 1"

Boneless

44'

offered

Coffee

Chips

Ii7;apple Drinktr375 Iii;glisialuffins 4 21'

tZ 350

Chili Sauce

their own foods tempura.style.
or one person can he chef for
all. Only a few pieces'should he
cooked at one time; too many
will lower oil temperature.

der while you watch, hungry

6147

IRA

Potato

Hawaiian Punch t` 31' Large Eggs

ch

Food should be eaten as it is
cooked. Instant cooking and
instant eating is the etiquette
of tempura.
Tempura can be served as
an appetiser. snack or whole
meal. In Tokyo, where there
ore tempura bars which cook
these ballewfried foods to or-

Wasa Ry-King: the lean, tan, healthy crispbread from Sweden.

69C

555

yStuffed Olives"r 91'

They are drained briefly on the

rack or in

6ir

Not

wadnwith a long-handled
picked

10'

Tomato Juice

$ 09

140. 49'

to tempura cookery withal

straw basket or platter.
Each piece of food

Beef Roam

54'

ROM!' Hood Flour

Fresh
Porkehops

Rolled

Standing
Rib Reap

Mayor of its own and actually
enhances the flavor of foods

OE,

Keylry

Canada Dry Beveage

are,ea'7

dipped in tempura sauce.

Ry-King is mode with the
whole rye grain, from the
nutritious germ, to the husky
bran. So it has natural proteins,
vitamins and minerals, nut found
in soft white bread.
It tastes right with just
about everything. For breakfOst,
lunch, dinner or snacks. If you've
`got the idea, we hove the bread.
The other bread.

29°

$128

savory sauce. Planters Peanut
Oil is the cooking oil of choke

guest. To eat, each tidbit W

We all know about the soft
stuff. Here's about the other,
Wasa Ry-King. The
Swedish crispbread.
It doesn't look or taste like
the other kind of bread. Ws
crisp, doesn't tear or crumble
when you butter it.
And talk about health.
No chemical preservatives ore
added here.

Beverages

Grade A
Fryers

TBone
Steak

Roast

cooking oil, collect End canon! oil temperature and a

at the table where it is eaten.
but it can be prepared in the
kitchen. The ingredients ate
brought to the table washed.
dmined, sliced and anistimay
'manned on a lacquer troy.

Thick,white and soft

SHOP AND COMPARE!

"NO LIMITS" TO YOUR SAVINGS AT EAGLE

Cold, Cool World

Z:t1

on Fair Traded and Government Controlled Items

ur HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. 1

We Discount Everything exAse
Quality, Courtesy And Service!

eagle

Ss. 84'

After Shave Lotion''768`
",z-80`

Scope

SheerT Nylons
Key Huy

a." glee

Mr.
Bubble

nenvig,

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK, ILL.

"N"Eum

quarter Pork Loin Sliced Into

Vie Oar
Page 18
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26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
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"April in
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Musical

Guide
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Paris."
with do -

boat

Ray

Edger

and showgirl Doris
Day having ship-

6:10

20 TV College
Social skidde.

"Girls in UM.
form." Story of the

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

lid to achieve emotional maturity. Lit)
Palmer, Remy Sch.

II A Conversation

6115

with James Day
Lillian Gish

Weather,

26 Quiz

'be

Flee Ham
Reran. Guests ere

2

2 Beverly Hillbillies

George loom, Tarn my Wyriette and Fe -

A report on Earth

7 Room 311
"Clothes
Make the Boy,"

The Virginian

5

Rerun. A vccovhey

A LONG AND TREGOME

RS NOT TOO FAR OUT

TREK BRINGS MINGLE

OF IRE WAYS RINK ILL

REM

AND NIS MATE NEAR

DETOUR BY TIE NATIONAL

SPENDING
THE LONG
WINTER

PARK!

E Or WARREN

II PREAHEitEs

and a ranch owner threaten to tight

B HALE! AFTER I GOT "MAT
CALL FROM MARK, TELLING ME

This is the Life
A dramatic series
implores the °poorer-

against fenced mtge.
load.

SCUD DISAPPEAPED, I THOUGHT
CD NEVER SEE YC1J

EARTH )3/.95 50 6EP1I551N0
THAT rr KILTED MY PE5IRE

AGAIN!

TOTO

MONTHS WITH
HER AUNT

SEE

nities to apply spiritual truths to situ.

Nan, end the

7

Prafer.sor

aliens developing

The neighbors be ir ale when Prudence's young roost-

IN TIE CITY

from typical Ameri-

BEGINS HER
TRIP BACK

night,

TO LOST

II Wonderful Jour.

FOREST

ney, US.A.

.Virginio"

Lands

end
2

tured.

Horoscope

MS

44 Co...mous

News,

26

Wardens

5

Philbin

GEMINI (May 22 - June

211. Should doubt enter your

Mosier -Ian

4

Tom laacodary UrNis

News
News
News
News

7
9

he troubles with civDothan.

11 Voce for Health

1200

Oleo Amigo

7

of the News
42 The Honeymoon7

-

Relle=s

Weather,

1:35

Sports

Composer - ono.
ductoepianist Burt

Wilson Ham

Wilson Corn King

Wilson Sliced

Wilson

STICKS

WIENERS

BACON

Lunchmeat

69'
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

en, GOV'T

On TV - Today

SHORT RIBS

ORANGE JUICE

Hospital's new computer
does just about everything

Wednesday Apnl 22 1970

Page 20

Arlington
Towers Hotel
chief named
The appointment
Donald Ellison as

of G

general

A new computer system nh,

manager of the 450 room Ar
lington Towers Hord was am

!wed not to become olnoles
providing fast inforMetion
on patients. reducing clerical

Friday by Richard

work and saving money Lu-,
therm General Hospital. Park

Roger, executive vice presi,
dent of Western Concesssons.
a subsidiary of Chicago Thoroughbred Enterprises.

Ridge,

nt SMA( 12 auto-analyttr.

Ellison, 44 a native of Chi-

n 5180.000 computer system,

cago, brings an extensive background in hotel supervision
and food and beverage control
to his non, position at the new
hotel, which adjoins and is part

was Wendy installed in the
medieul
labor.
hospital's
'

It is the third of iiskind tobe
inuened in Ow nedon. accord-

direct15 from .rem labors

Isogonal

ton eqUIPMent inch it boo
chemistry's four autoanaly-

Minna!

dice) tests, technicians feed re-

sults directly into suceielly designed termioats stationed in
each laboratory.
The easy -to -use torminab
have

SOVISICII

accuracy safe -

pnsailities for coop The

of the Arlington Park Race
Track complex in Arlington

computer system has the Milli in to the
ly to record highly subjective
This system provides fast

Heights.

infornmtion ahem much or

Before joining Wenern
Conee.ions. Ellison was di-

rector of food and beverage at
Rte Playboy Resort Hotel in
Lake

Geneva,

Wis.,

super -

eking up to 400 employes
while directing en operation
the grossed six million dol-

r

ar,

8r

lars.

v..,

1'

Prior to his two -soar term
with Playboy, Ellison was assistant general manager and
catering manager for seven
ran at the Pick Congress Ho M.

THE SYSTEM is now used

in biochemistry, elieicol m
=soupy, hematology and microbiology, but it will evenNally include all (3 labora-

Elect Richard Bachhuber
Dist. 214 Board president ..',:v7===
Kitappenberger uses a labor.

Two veteran board man bars of High School District
214 were elected °Meets of the

1970-71 School year Monday
night.
Richard Bachhuber was
elected president unanimously
and Mrs. Lames (Leah) Cummins was re-elected secretary.
Baehhuber, Mount Pros -

pea, was elected is the board

M 1965. Mrs. Cummins has

served

on

the

hoard

since

1964. She ay. in Elk Grove
Bachhuber succeeds Anhui
Arlmwn. a resident oral, mann
corporated area near Wheel.
inn end Prospect Height,.
hee a n the board
Aronson

ma 1964.

Of,' tormioat to Ms... the

elected hoard member. took
ho seasn:piaciaa Panic Bev-

medicallabomtan

did not seek re,election
Before relinquishing his
comwas
chair, Bergen

system. Information is catered
directly from the $180,000
SNLA-I3 aunKonalYaer Mae,
grattedi m the eemPmer. The

who woo monehelminglE

N'whe.'"`,. 6... .4enescopy, hematology and micro -

ant of mom, Prmpeet ,,,,,,,

elected.

bialeM,

"You've done a lot for the
(rem youteamJOSEPH SCIDFPHAUER . eentrnneitta
of Arlington Heights. a newly ed Much from you myself. We
appreciate your time:' Cos Mb eulogized.

hut the idea did not actually

A travel information center
will be installed in the Des
Plaines Oasis in the neat
couple of weeks, according to
Rick Saar, informational
representative for the Illinois
Division of Tourism.

shortly before Christmas last

Go,

Ogilvie

get off the ground. until

announced

April 10 that travel inform.
lion centers ME Lie opened at
the end of the month al oases

on intemtate tollways in the
Chicago area.
Smith said the unmanned

information centers or camesch are the first attempt by the
slate in its history to provide
such information to tourists,
The eurousels will be regularly
with information about Ihr tourist spots and nth1ME.
sprits in
er Arse
Smith said.

The governor said that the
meters will help Illinois gainu

larger sham of the nation's
multi -billion

dollar

MUDD

trade.

Tae rousel idea Was origieered by David Reno, super'visor of tourism Li the
Departmcht of Business andad

Economic Doelopnwnl. and
creating
ntW
h5 `Y.-,

the carousel wet done by
Rene. Smiths aid. The idea has

been -kicked around" for a
long time. Smith explained.

year.

a

The centers are designed to

provide travelers with infernotion on amps toward which
they are. traveling. Northbound motorists will be able to
obtain infOrmati011 on Chicage and Northern Illinois.

while those going south or
weri will be able to pick up information on the various areas

of downstate Illinois. Robert
Ellsworth. chief of Cate didsion of tourism, said.
Staid, said the carousals.

Bergen responded.

The board canvassed the
election votes before seating
TEED
ale for the eight candi-

.

McGlothlin. 833; Costello.
4.583: Sophie Basile. 1.542,

convened after the canvass.
-t appreciate your inn

One problem the division of
tendon faces is that they can-

set the pace in he nest year for

the good change. which will
corn, about in the next 10

the patient's room nunther and

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE

reeOrded on a magnetic tapcin
the computer to be transferred
daily to the hospital's data pro -

instantly on the screen.

"CRANBERRIES

A DISTINCT advantage of
the continuer system is that

corieed patient lists which are

msy to read, well organized
and concise. One lie contain,:
all patictits Dom wham blood
ism be taken.

...AOIll's

nr'.°4"",!,Pro7/e141ITtIrSg

mere arenas Pam a 111111 for you and your family when you
call Allied Builders.

the labels for the blood -specimen tubes which totally identify the specimens.
Results of completed tests
are eccorded in the computer's

REGISTER
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FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES

Rs be glven ow, during
oar opening celebrtnion

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS
WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

45'

VEGETARIAN VEG. SOUP

WWI

42'

PEARS

Now

inaobrvonedimew

sufFALO uopee ROAD

6'

At,

6'

2/33'

2.

33'

9'

hints

egercl 'VII% '0 rtrfiVedregar

teeter!""

inn plate Car yeti one

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

c" CALL FOR FIRM PRICES

efeeied

O45 N. wolf Rd.

BUILDERS

Wheeling, III.

-NOT ESTIMATES

678-3050

DURUM OPEN 24 MUM

537-6020

IODIZED SALT

IT"

4"

PRUNES

17"

er

WE \ SPECIAL this week only
HAVE

$1098

OLD WORLD

DOORS

a,

CEDAR

.

ALL
SIZES!

10 c

SUSPENDED

ALL
STYLES!

PRICES!)

We Carry a Complete Line of
WOOD SLIDING PATIO DOORS

/ARMSTRONG

7,,nD,

GEORGIAN
TEMIOCR

26`

CEILING

"''or"

iti.

IT i

WAIN GRATIN

g

WHIP 8 CHILL DESSERT

3/29'

411INOCA PUDDING

ITALIAN DRESSING

\

LOOK FOR
THESE
SAVE SIGNS
WHEN
YOU SHOP

6'

8.

4'

"Pr

Darr
21220

24'

PRE FINISHED PANELING

4.8

Mahogany - Pick Up Only $3.40 Ve.i?9.,e.,

1/404x 8

"11:41

CO,

...Cif

57'

49'

*Tr

"5 9'"

TS.

100

4

Delivered

a

a ""Q"''''

407

$5.10

408

$5.82

Tudor
Oak
4x80/4"

$12.82

i
..,7""
DUFF1AEVANS
LUMBER & PLYWOOD
......
Discover, oSerter8,581.8ar

eas

...

519 E. NW. HWY. MT. PROSPECT CL5-7141

6'

69'

10'

44.

SPRAY WAX

69'

30'

SPRAY WAX

99.

50'

LIQUID STARCH

25'
39'

10'

SPRAY STARCH

4;

10

SPRAY DEODORIZER

4

10'

59'

2

4

7

sAlk
10'

SLICED NATURAL BRICK CHEESE

69',

iZ.

24'

WhEETA CHEESE

57

10

AM. SLICED CHEESE

4'

39

iini

3'

;

.fl.

10'

SO SKIP,

5'

2/20'

2/15'

"0"
"7;

IV

10

17.
6.

"
L'

'Tr

CORN OIL
VEGETABLE OIL

Ip"

°Fow

8HORTENING

1;.°

83!

CORN OIL

Tg"

atICKEN NOODLE SOUP

THESE

SIGNS :AN

MOUTHWASH

4

SLICED SWISS CHEESE

6

2/3

2/35'

30'
2

Comparison.

75'

6.

it;

2'

ROMANO GRATED CHEESE

49'

33;

10'

NEUFCHATEL CHEESE

39

70'

m.'"

4.

;A

77,

49'

28.

RAISIN BREAD

TO

49'

60.

;i7"
4V4;

20'
49'

66.

3;,'

TOOTHPASTE

ISOM OISSID

9"

SPRAY DEODORANT

10.
S;C,

7

COLD CREAM

35'

BREAD

SISSII
AA

35'

;BITE BREAD

CHOC. CREAM SAND. COOKIES
FIG BARS

40

PIES

FREEZE DRIED COFFEE

;,;

INSTANT COFFEE

41,

SANDWICH BREAD

SALTY PRETZELS

16

CORN CHEEZIES

INSTANT COFFEE

26'

WHITE BREAD

INSTANT COFFEE

23<

SOFT COOKIES

4S'

TEA BAGS

69'

2d9

35135'"

59'

1.

111It ISIS IS

AAA

49'AAA

1

1.11
ISMS

2/25'
tar
35'

47'

1.111 MIS

3r11

4.'1;

LOOSE TEA

2

ww .4, MI

10'"
FP

I8'

89'

IV

WORroC

CUPCARES

7'

IPA

Ss

59'
woos
2/30'

WHITE BREAD

5

4'

UT

34'
MUFFINS
ENGLISH0011131k

SANDWICH COOKIES

Yi"lY

INSTANT COFFEE

10'

5

45'CSI

PECAN SHORT BREAD COOKIES:SY

80'

SIN

6'

utiTE

36,

65'MST

MOUTHWASH_

BAKERY PRODUCTS

14!

INSTANT COFFEE

* This item multiple, priced at the tore for even
greater savings. Single unit Dn. used Ear easier

2'

3

44.
1'2%

67'

Nit. CREAM CHEESE

SHAVE CREAM

TEA & COFFEE PRODUCTS
16'

2'

70'

4e'99'

EVERYDAY Low PRICES

SAVE YOU

MANY
DOLLARS

MARGARINE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

2'TOOTHPASTE

"0"

29'

35

AMERICAN CHEESE SLICED

'1'.

6'MINT TOOTHPASTE

.1111/1411

35'CASSS

A,t 'ICU

43 ter9'
SISIOS

"6;

53'

CORN CHIPS

q.

ClloC. FUDGE SAND, COOKIES

6

1.7/°

PRICES EFFECTIVE IN ALL CHGO DIV. FOP STONES THOU APRIL 25TH.1970

LOIN

PORK CHOPS

PORTION

PORK LOIN

ROAST

9 TO 11

PORK CHOPS

0

STRAWBERRIES

,,,100

CENTER

CUT

RIB
PORTION

LB.

0

RIB
CHOPS

LB.

CHOPS

SAVE 15'

SAVE 200

,74..

Cloister

D & E WALNUT

So.

/9'

TASTERIORNCE

DADS

ROOT BEER

COFFEE

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Stare
thru April 25,1970.

6 IF 84'

850
t any Chicago Division AM, Store

1818 N. State Rd.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

thro April 20,1970.

815 Lee St.

ELK GROVE
Devon & Tonne Rd.

'LP

3

SCHAUMBURG.
Higgins Road
8 Rte. 58

24e

With this comm. and any purchase
Store

of

a" CI:117Se'rilr79R70.P

SAVE 5'

SAVE 15e

SAVE 20'

DES PLAINES

RAP

thre April 2E1910.

A Little PlailiStamp can be
the Start Of Something Big
ARLINGTON HTS.

REG, OR BUTTERMILK
BISCUITS

With this coupon and any purchase
t any Chicago Division ABP Store

With this coupon and any purchase

SAVE 101

SAVE 5'
SOUTHERN Paton.

FREEZE DRIED

59c

$7Delivered

HERITAGE WALNUT

VITAMINS WITH IRON

MINT TOOTHPASTE

25'

AIR FRESHENER

U.S. Plywood's

Hardwood Plywoods

6'

37.

Al'

MIRACLE WHIP

VEGETABLE OIL

4:'

39'

LIQUID SHAMPOO

SUN COUNTRY

WALNUT BIRCH OAK MAHOGANY

""""17"""

falea

SPAGHETTI SAUCES

SAVE 101

a

75`

14'

h1),

°"14!"

VITAMINS

6

27:'

SPAGHETTI SAUCE MIX

SLOPPY JOE MIX

SLICED

Mahogany - Pick Up Only $3.10 Eitr.d

x

FABRIC RINSE

CREAM CHEESE

Sr

io

4'

AAAAA OS

"Z"

7'

V4 PORK LOIN

4.7

D & E Antique Birch
Only 060
Pick Up
Only
Pick Up

83'

CALIFORNIA RIPE

J

xi

LIQUID DETERGENT

GRATED PARMESAN CHEESE

"8989''

37'

"L37:"

000 tamp DRESSING

4'

14'

RNE11

TUNA FISH

EXTRA STRONG MUSTARD

2/19'

NONE

71?

CIDER VINEGAR

CATSUP

3

COLE SLAW DRESSING

22'

DAIRY PRODUCTS

BUFFERINASPIRIN

MAYONNAISE

3IIIIII

ITALIAN DRESSING

39'

CINNAMON ROLLS

HAIRSPRAY

Mecca

FRENCH DRESSING

10'

259'

LOCAL FRENCH DRESSING

Al'

0'

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

'AVE

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

11111,01

22c

x9 F1

'TILE

19t"

11VIKA BLUE CHEESE DRESSING

ANDERSON WINDOWS R.O.W.

ALL

Itz.

Su Ft.

CEILING PANELS

CANE 8 MAPLE SYRUP

14'

"g?" IP"

INSTANT PUDDING

WI1E THIS AO

10'

8'

"n45.'"" "V"
"774r 278;
lit..

COFFEE CREAMER

2/29'

yEpEETA CHEESE

12'

PLAIN SALT

"'"49r"" "41!"

TANGY ITALIAN DINNER

VE

12.

10.

37'

FLOUR""31" ""ii r°

NOODLES

2/39'

.

//0111011

SIIIIIIIIIISO

466

NOODLES

For Your Convenience ... 9 a.m. ta 3 p.m.

19'

47'

NOODLES ALMONDINE

10'

31/,

OVEN CLEANER

EVERYDAY tow PRICES

SA

10'

PANCAKE FLOUR

NOODLES ROMANOFF

OPEN SUNDAYS

EVERYDAY Low PRICES

ASIIIT IMO. 1011.Ile
11

BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE

SCOURING PADS

SO

MORE GROCERY SAVINGS

29,
/MU

10'

69'

DRAIN CLEANER

eBUITERMILK BISCUITS

28'

PANCAKE FLOUR

20'

$8'

LIQUID STARCH

Tear out this ad. Bring it with you when you shop. It could be valuable.

"W'ma

lt"

39'

ISO IX.

.

39'

MACARONI & CHEESE

Va.

.

10'

10'

SPRAY CLEANER
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TOW

.

.

39capate

NOUN
transform

No Job
Too BIG or stool/
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IV

2/33'

1

11111110111.11D

f icant way to cut food costs.
AGP ,proudly offers you famous national brands at prices we believe will save
and equally famous AG? Brand products at prices we know
you money .
will save you money.
There are about 133 items listed on this page. Each, regardless of brand, is
guaranteed by A&P to be a quality product and to give you complete satisfaction. You will note approximately half of them are famous national brands. The
others are famOus ASP Brands, guaranteed for quality without reservation.
popular national brands or A&P Brands. We tell
We offer you the choice
today.
you about the savings because we think it important to you
.

YELLOW CAKE MIX

v4..1.8913.44
Located

14'

3OO9'PS

DOISCISISOISS

trneTuelrgrogia,17a"gt"e
cap
ALL THE FINANCING YOU NEED AVAILABLE:

IN YOUR HOME"
Memhondae Man

sheep. metier,

-

0'

55OSS141II

DEVIL FOOD CAKE MIX

Pes. Peg

67.

Fri( RINSE

DINCANSIIIIIS

REPAIRS
REMODELING

REACH

4.,

We all know prices are rising and food -is no exception. As the world's lead.
ing food retailer, we feel a responsibility to remind you that there is a signi-

MARIS

WHITE CAKE MIX

Experts
in

CO

BLEACH

Lut

(READING TIME 40 SECONDS- THIS AD COULD 8E VERY IMPORTANT TO

.

ct il

PLUMBING PROt

-IMRE

"Wall. GROUPINGS

6'

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

from WOOD 'N CLOTH

Bathroom Accessories

39'

9'

SLICED PINEAPPLE

CALL OUR

'n CLOTH

Shelving

3'

MORE GROCERY SAVINGS

The computer also makes

Table Lamps
Chain Lights
Fixtures
Wall Decor

20'

39'

1

(SAVE BY PICKING IT UP YOURSELF)

es*.

TOMATOES

'X"

PORK 8 BEANS

mhiDcians can also con Me
coputer system's Liam center
to receive immediate inform,
don on all laboratory work.
The system greatly reduces
clerical work, enabling the

one kern only with coupon

vs

45'

one sheer of paper.

20% DoE,C,OORNATAILOLNWSIALL

Framed Pictures
Table Top Accessories

2'

29'
ggi

CHUNK PINEAPPLE

.

Grand Opening Special!

*

31'

APRICOT DRINK

From this mforrnation the
computer makes small low

with the Unique & the Unusual

3'

2;,

various laboratories and the
compiled data is printed on

hospital's outpatient

Accent any Room in Your Home

18'

Joann rerive data Dom the

Illinois..

WCitiD

21'

SPINACH

uMPP

iTbs=arei

39'

PINEAPPLE JUICE

CALL 894-5330
lids Bloomingdale pi
Bloomingdale and

Administration Center.

45.

at

laboratory office.

IIKLE

19'

'

'VEGETARIAN BEANS

Some Plain Talk
About The Rising
Cost Of Living!

49,

etums

admittituse cumber. Sliminrnwion will appear ala-um

ing station and to the attending
physicians."

INDIAN LAKES

years of education.
The board set their meetings
for twice monthly at 7:30 p.m..
every second and fourth Vendue in the board I00111 of the

INSTANT

IN TIIE NEAR huure. billing information 1118 a'

If a technician knows the
maw or patient and retplests

CHILI BEANS

Beautlful rustle atmosphere
Breakfast, Conch, or dinner
Gourmal food
Reasonable Prices

his fellow board member. to

-We are attempting to slim
olate the economy of the. lat
and I. the same time provide
service to aravelem that is
much in demand," he said.

nication links SO all areasorthc
hospital." Or. Stern said.

AVEs

HIJUSEHOUCPRODINTS

LIQUID DETERGENT

DISIONS1

FRUIT COCKTAIL

laboratory work don, Copies
of this creasy are dim
trawled to the patients' num-

THE BEST DINING ROOM
AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
IN WEST SUBURBIA

The new board officiall,

"En

itlforinalin

patients on a screen:imilar to a
television screen.

pale.

EYE f

CLEANSER

CANNED FOODS

PORK A BEANS

INDIAN LAKES IS...

Joseph Connery. 2.421E Clyde
Brooks 2.310; Raymond
Erickson 3.785.

the oases.

Acconling to Enrworth. the
establishment of the informtion centers is in keeping with
tourism's um
theslivision
paign to promote the accentmodating nature of the 'New

any

produce

Reserved starling time

Hetermed the 1970's es the
decade of education. charging

carauseLs,

for each

sun irnary

can

sound basic policy broader dimensions.
Giving full measure means more to your
modern A&P than just 10.oz. to the pound.
It means really caring about people,
about what you sell them,
about the price you Charge them.
We do and always have.,.which may be the
mason that this week over 20 million people
will come to ASP to make their purchases.

EVERYDAY LOW PRiCts

Fabulouslsneat

Schinanier, 5.940,
Roben LeForge. 1,018: Don

dates:

new chairman.slacked

ray)
cans
needed

terminal with which led,

Automated. computerized, streamlined
as we are, we still live by that ASP Policy.

deys showing the results of all

a Two Iii -hole courses
, fairways In fine shape

the new hoard,

"The system has the plea Dal to provide direct comma-

patient hospitalind for seven

THE BEST DAILY -FEE
GOLF COURSE
IN WEST SUBURBIA

played in the main lobbies near.

the
advertising
Smith explained.

a chart

INDIAN LAKES IS...

been my pleasure. If
yell ever run thy of someone to
hand out diplomas. call me,"

lidence. but I will mead your
help," said Bachhuber. the

not put nem on the highway

the

in

miler operations and a catheale

for each patient at the hospied." Dr. Stan explained.
.11e computer also makes

io the future weer
we

about five feet high and two
feet in diameter. will he dis-

he door, of the restaumms in

requests for medical ma are
entered through the com
cr's Mquest-inquiry terminal

handle four times Inc preseiit

showing all resolts available

More than a century ago, our founders
recognized this when they established A&P Policy.
That policy to this day hangs in every A&P Store.

Equipment included in the
computer system is a master
console enamelling an nom

can

computer

the

-

the mimputer equipment.

'The system is desilicd
to become ohsoletc. By Mak-

prints one Or more reports

also records some informatIon

blend

By Jeff Clarkson

and

assignments.

system.

and they Should be
For consumer SatiSfaction is today,
and always has been, the only real basis
for success of any product or company.

Bees of typed Information in

onilte "whole system is easily
ahnort nil of their eighlthour Timm.) by laboratorypetsop
nel.There is no need idtmploy
Joy working on leboratery
special personnel to operate

test results as well as objective
numerical readings.
'Such day the computer

memory hunk. The CI1111,11CI

State plans traveler .,:1=,=;,tzt
information centers c,lr.the
services

currently

system

plimented by Jack Costello.

used in

tories to the hospital.
admittance
Patient

to work momlisl
ciently.
Previously techtticianSsPeM
two hours a day doing cledcal Work. Now they can speed

guards, eliminating almost all ing additinio to the present

nUractvner.

each patient's medical tests.said Joel Stern. PhD.. direPor
M biochemistry.
'Test results can he delisneed much faster for patients"
Charts. and physicians now
have a central location where
they can mceive test informaHan much more quickly than
in the past."

increme laborator)

hour, h, xiloning prisset
-

FORE REMAINING =-

IS AWARE OF IT
SUDDENLY EVERYONE
The difference is that today we give this

Mons dtpartmsel
All fin inform No Is pro
dosed on the 1.4i.m5 lint
primer. which puts out 450

Plaid Stamps are redeemable for color
tv sets, ranges and refrigerators, sofas,
tents, and trips to faraway places.'
A little Plaid Stamp goes a long way.

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Haugh St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.
.

Weather

Legion team picks nickname
\

Mount ProSpect tagged `Palominos'
The Mount Prospect Palo-

pent Date Bank, a gill certif.

loos.

caw from Willc Hardware and
a sharp. Rawlings baseball

Disregard how unfamiliar
that name may seam to you

glove.

.

Steve is the son of Mr. end

tuns because ii may become a
household cord to Mount
Prospect residents this sum-

ma. Why! Because thafalhe
official nickname /Or the new
Mount Prospect Ariterkun Lc.

tofu

.

were the Corsairs, the Char-

legion coach Dick G Hamby
and two other judges from the
vast pile of entries. The bash
for its selection, according to
Griggsby. anus Mat "It had to
be fitting to a hall team and it
had to fairly original.

bond from the (lard Pros-

11

11

s

t

la

Al laming SteveThompson herder) 103 S. Kenilworth, Mount Prospect, Dins on the new glom
& wen usa prim in the Nickname OurTeant Contest. Steve's entry wasselected from more Mari 50

names. Dick Griggrby, coach of the new Mount 'Taped American Legion team (right) hold
envelopes eontaining a gift certificate from Wine Hardware and a $25 US Savings Bond from the
Mount thwertSMS Boa which nerealsoorines the contert.Sterre e Father, Ilowsrel, looks on.
The winning entry was the Palominos.

team of Bohh Bell, Howard

played host to a pair of non -

'look, Terry Shaken and Keen

conference foes yesterday and
finhhed second in the triangular meet. scoring 50
points to firuplace Liber-

turned

tyville's 60 and Barrington's

in another fine per-

formance, taking first place in
1:32.6. This is only sia-tenths
of a second off the state qualifying time of 1:32.0.

7-6 record against all competition, both indoors and out doom. Coach Bill Mohnnann's
squad prepares the rest of the

week fora pair of big weekend meets. Friday's Glenbrook
North Spartan Relays and Saturday's Palatine Relays.

MEET RESULTS

TWO-MILE RUN:

.

MIKE KEEN, who helped
the Fa/cons set four records at

the Lake Forest Invitational
Saturday. was a double winner
yesterday. Alike won the 10Dyard dash in 10.2 and the 220yard dash in 27.5.

The Falcon 880 -yard relay

I.
Frauenhaffer. L. 10:31.4: 2.
Freund, L. Ift34.5; 3. Francis.
FV. M37
Sales. FV,
15.8: 3.

1. Erwin. L. 134-31e, 2. Hub -

Pranko. L. 17.0; 4. Jones. L.

hard, L, 127-8; 3. Rayon, B,

2.

220 -YARD DASIlt t.Kmn.
P V. 215; 2. Bell. FV, 23.4;
3. Almon, B. 23.5: 4. Gos-

SHOT PUT: I. List. B. 51.
; 2. Prank.. L. 46-501; 3.
Raven, B, 45.5 86; 4. Gender.
FV. 45-30:. LOW HUR-

sett.

0. MILE RE-

L,

LAY: I. Forest View. 3:35: 2.
Barrington, 3:35.0; 3. Liber-

tyville,

Roger King's Maine West

won the meet is insicant.
The Central Suburban Lea-

sue poliey is m count the
number of matches won and

Me meet winner.
IMF.. although the Titans
wound up on the short end of

disregard

school record on the way to
posting 32 points and a third.

*CC finish in

the 12 -loam

Lake Forest Invitational Sat.
urday.

The neat test for Forest
View. which trailed only firs,
place SR.:West and runnerup

Deerfield in Me Lake Forma
meet. is a triangular clash al
honw against Libertyville and
Barrington tomorrow.

foursome of Mike ['Angelo.
Mike Splitt. John Curtin. and
Raddeman claimed relay hon.

Butler broke the tape ahead

of the pack in the mile inn.

1141.

earned five more points for his

team while the Card quintet
took top honors in the mile relay in flashy 3:28.8.

South's Scott Eller(' took
Jack William in straight sets of

record of 1:34.0 in the half mile relay. Keen thus had o
of Form, View's 32
hand in

Crawford golfs
for Monmouth
Scott Crawford, a former

:Prospect High School athlete
,from Arlington Heights. is
'playing golf for the Mon-

where be finished just one-half
inch behind the first -place
winner.

OTHER POINT -GETTERS

performer for the Falcons in
Saturday's meet was sprinter

for Forest Vic. were Terry
Shalom with a third in the
100

ot

10.4.

Ted Francis
two mole run

Th.arrior ..h..t are
book in action tomorrow whey
h

host

Deerfield beginning at 4:30.
King considers Deerfield at
in the
one of the best to
state,

mainly

because

they

have indoor facilities and a
country -club program in the

the IVO yard dash set a new
meet record and tied Forest

with a fifth in
at 10:10 and the team of LaVigo. Mock. Steve Grew end.
Ben with a fifth in the mile re-

off mason to keep Man in

Vises'rord and Inc 22.0 in

lay at 3:40.2.

lest year's Mem are returning.

Age,,th,eg,,en
the Elton from teammate Ten ry Shelton but he doesn't seem

anchoring the Falcons' 880 Yard relay team. He did well
team Pm. .11..

Dime ergs,.
Slides of the Mickey (hven

Holmes loins

57-36

Smolinsky in the shot put
Holmes winners included

ton. Grant, Grayslake, Lake

Keen then topped hh great
0110-SUIfiCBAN LEAGLIL

Dave Raymond in the 100 yard dash, Jim Bereat in the
220, Richard Schroeder in the
040, Dave Peterson in the high
jump. Schroeder in the long
jump. Kip Pryby in the discus

Forest View
Wheeling
Elk Grove
Freed
Hersey

WL
2
2
1

1

0

T

First -place

0
0

winners

Jerry

pole nun, 12.8: high jump,

a recent meet with Knox Col-

Spores in the 400 -yard shank

lege.

relay.

6-I; long jump. 2I-9; and twomile run, 9:470.

Grove Saturday.

Glueck of Fremd and Kevin
Pancratu of Hersey led a pa-

°I.

(Photo by Mike Imre.)

rade of Mid -Suburban League
plate -getters in the Illinois
Wrestling Federation mon'

bored round-robin takedown
%wading tournament et Elk

The mat, fen by Elk Grove
varsity wrestling coach Norm
Lovelace, attracted 116 cumpet Ems from 32 schools in the

Chicagoland arca. To comply.
with stotendes. no team points
were compiled.

IF A WRESTLER made a
ias:down he scored one point,
if he took his opponent down
on his

back he scored two

Ancona took first place in
the 105 -pound class, Glueck nt

beck for five seconds he seated

er MSI. wrestler, Jim Battles of
North, was No. In
he 191
191-4
the
-pound division.

0
0

1

cons' Courts.

Prin,T1

I

The ending is so dramatic
that May won't know the results until this afternoon and

0

it's not because they're waiting

GIcnbarti N.

I

Palatine
Palatine

0

Arlington

I)
0

Conant

0

0

MeMlosk11-6, 4.6,

Vaughn, 9-7,64. According to
observer.

Saks and junior Jeff Muradian,

played in'ts entirety beginning
at 3:15 this afternoon at Forest
View.

was the underdog in
Co Collinsnowledgeable
the match.

defeated Kirk Buckholz and

TODAY'S RESULTS could
pretty well spell out Knight
title hopes. If they lose, count-

Site conclusion, whatever it

med positions at the second sin-

T.final pairing that MUM may be, should be a fitting end
be completed is the number toe see.saw affar that COntainthree singles sloEl pitting ed two relative

gles slot to tie the meet. Don
Martin of Forest View made

for mouth from outlying pre.

fought bad to take set two,
6.3. The third set will be

up.

Knight junior Dave. Nelson
opposite the host club's. Dick
M.rtin.Martinwou the length,

Prospect's

Steve

pulled. the first disorder at
angles

brcexrd

by

Pelmet

Scott

BUT FOREST VIM IDVer-

Fred Malone in the longest
completed contest of the day,
emerging victorious, ILIA
3-6.6-3.

cd with their loss to Arlington last week, their 1970 shampionship aspirations would just

about be gone. A Forest View

Bill Joyce and john Pluck.
short work of Knight fresh- -the Falcons second doubles
man phenon Rob Zinananek, duo, evened things out when
winning in straight 6.2, 6-4 they stopped their Premed

peen, Jim Win and Keyin

win would set up some kind
of match when the Falcons
travel to the Arlington -courts
tomorrow as both teems would
he undefeated in league play.

enough to top Elk
Grove's 02 and host Glenbard
North's 22,

The win boosted the Palaline thinclads' outdoor record
61 on the season. Elk
Grover ounted the met sar'sr

.

.

win lover Glenbard) and

1

SECOND -PLACE

loss

go Palatine), making its outdoor dote 2-4 and 2.2 in Mid.

Suburban League action.
notched
'111E PIRATES
Mne individual wins whild the

Grenadiers had six and the
young Panthers could not nee
clear to the winner's circle.

The only double.winner of
the afternoon was Grenadier
Frank Toucher. Tie soph.
more toolt the kw hurdles in
22.6 and the high hurdles in
The other four Grams to cop

and started amain from a Meding position.

finish-

we
ithier'. Hersey, Kurt
Weisenborn at 95
pounds.

Fmnd's Len McGuinn at 105.
Erman; Jeff Alvis at 120. Elk

Groves Mai k Crain at 132,
Elk Grove's Paul Morris at

ed in either relay event, win.
MN, behind the foursome of
Jerry Krainik (03.31, Henkes
124.21, Tim Watkins (23,40 and

MW, 53.3;

Willison (24.0) in the 880 and

54.9:

bar strung across at the six.
foot mark. Each had cleared
the height to mom' the West

Me shot 46314 and the din.
128.11 for valuable pair of

Kttinik's 50.9, Henke 53.2.
Scott Klose's 52.4 and WI -

place spots.

kiss 53S in the mile,

win.
Whik the high jump turned
out to be the winner, there

DEL HANSEN proved he's
in top shape by sweeping both

6-1.6-1 win over Russ Kelly
and Larry Fink.
The Cards will face Forest
View tomorrow at the Cords

neat competition will he versus
Conant the same afternoon.

John Elesch, Bill Teets and
Mike M ichela. Flesch wag first
in the 880 -run in 2:062 while
°Pinner finished the fastest in

Johnson. MW.4:37.9; 3. Hoff men. MS. 443.9:

boys' -extra" efforts for pulling Out thc win. "When three
boys come up with their heal
performances of the yam I

DISCUS: I. Stemmas, MS.
135-8; 2, Flora, MW, 128-11;
3.

have no other choice than to be

POLE VAULT:

the

two-mile run, dosing in

10:23.7.

Said.

12-0; 3. Bush. MS. 11-6:

The Th,,,R,,,,,wa,th,

pan ath nee, on lap for the
invitational

MICHELA WON the 220
:0210,004 added seconds in
the 100 -yard dash and Me 440
run. Tews was first in the shot.

10.9; 2.

8110.if A -R I)

I.

1.2111-

ber1.1203. Kampenda, GBN; 4.

Cole Gold: 880 -YARD RE.
Elk

Pelatine, 1:30.4; 2.
Glenbard

Grove:

North; 440 -YARD DASH: 1.
Phillips, P, 52.3; 2. Michela,
3,

Ingrassia,

RICH STILLWERTH of
Conant added two firsts. in the
100 -yard dash and in the 440

Merlyn, MS;

fs4W. 9:412;

01351 4.

Lawler, GBH:

LOW HURDLES: 1. Tau,
cher, EG, 22.6: 2. Verde, P; 3.
Fitzgerald, P; 4. Pagelkd

CON: MILE RUN: I. Damn
port. P, 4:38.1: 2. Cyrier, SG:

FaNI,olf of ...on E. qyprtel

114neis.

AN plumes intereaed

ZS feet or

sethee 26 grin Coat Cann.

above p.m.... nord

meow Mwm, Preepec,Illieni,ble SS day ediNedi

Publidted in

Frase
captain

PUDOCATIONS. INC.

Yiedencley.4N122, lam

!WINS CIRCUIT C01.11?i0=1'(COUNTY. ILLINOIS

COUNTY throarlarten - COUNT' DIVISION
INTO MATTES OF THE OP OF

Frau, of Arlington

blank

'err

ie h-rapbeen
t

*ort hed ;7;
1

Emporia Stale (Knn 1 foothail

Brand, P.0-8; 2. Sehnert, P; 3.

Erase, who pr pried at Arlingion High S ool. is a jur,
ior college tea sfer who, an
cordina to a st col press re-

Ingransia. GBN; 4. Tomlin wits, GEN:POLE VAULT: I.
21jonc, P. 12-9; 2, Scherer..

lease. has earned the rmpect of
the learn and coaches alike as a
tough. competitive football

Lichier. EG;
GBH; HIGH

4.

Pamlico,

JUMP:

1,

Steve

Peterson

hurdles

and

the

high

MEET RESULTS

vin Burthuk won the discus

golf
varsity
squad easily coasted to its second straight Mid -Suburban
League victory yesterday afwhen coach Tom
Walthouse's talented linksmen

On track team

'

Scott Moore of Arlington
Heights n a member of the
197ff University of Tennessee
track team,
Moore is a trainman Whose
best time In the 400 yard dash

learn captured Bohn 1:38.7
relay
end the Cougar
team won with a 3:34.4.
took second M two events, the
long jump and the 220. Heals°
planed third in the shot put:

549 2

MINI. .1.
DAY PUBLICANONS.

vmewsdev.Awaje Ivm

unman!.

Wendell, C. 3. Olson. WS 11111
I.

Stillwerth

Swegels, C: 3, Henshorn, NE; Mk I, Frystak,

Cl

amwomwtmD
COustY0sCOOt
INNIE CIRCUIT COM Of COOK COMM.. ILLINOIS

W, 3:07; 2. Sanders, W: 3,

COUNTY OBINDWASNI.COUNW DIVISION

lunmarith, C,
SPECS.. ASSESSMENT

I.

BBPYARD RELAY:
Conant, 1:38.7; 1 Wheeling;
440: L. Stillwerth, C, 52.2; 2.

Soy, W; 3, piemome,

F011,11

Wendell, C; LONG JUMP: 1.
PiR W, 19-11/2; 2. Rusek, W;
3. Pooh, W;

triumph over rival Fremd.

strokes ahead of fellow
Mike Strauss. Jeff Oakley registered a 46, while Bob Miczio
and Mark Stacie each record-

C. 124; 2. A nderson, C; 3. Ar-

Medalists for the Cards
were sophoinore Gordon Kee sex and junior Jack Van Veen,

TOME..
ALL NECESSARY APPLIMENANCeS
NOTICE OF APPLICATION SOP
CONFIRMATION OF ASSFSSOUNE

who each had fine roads of

ed 08's for the nine -hole stint.

Bond, C, 4:52.8; 2. Koran, C;

The Cards will face some
stiff competition this even mg

3. Millar, Cu MDT PUT: I.

CHRIS MARSZALEK

when they host the ever -dan-

ley, C; 3. Runk, W:

carded a 43 for the Redbirds
third man, while Rich Armour
and Jeff Haire notched identical scores of 44 to round out
the Arlington line up,

gerous Forest View Falcons

W, 151-1

MASS TAKE NONCE mor mimes me mieerme mon the ow el
Om Hems, perevent re
has noweted
ardor,

en

n by Oe Board ol wed
an

I.

".77,':17,7arr:Z

2. Holzkopf,

Division

tbor, NE, DISCUS:

PF5 PAM. SHOAL ASSESSMENT

Numan

2. Mon, W; 3,

son. C,

zrLOuGLAS

Athos ovENOE, AND JAPLAIH
Aviuuf BY INSTALLING A SYSTEM

EOM HURDLES: I. Peter-

POLE VAULT: I. Rambo,

do low maq.for the Vikings,

1,101.0.

10:35.9;

YARD DASH:

he Board el

Irefemno

liring a respectable 40. two

Frpres Craig Knuol was

ni Poe Me ant

WHEREAS,

BY. .40ERTHAS.110111HBACH

posted an impressive. 165-176

three under par 39.

,ell al

improvIno Horne!

Minoring nag . held ans ahs lea, Five of wive, I, in Rm. IN/ al Civic

DLES: I. Peterson, C. 15.1:2.
relay

Cardinal linksmen conttnue
rolling with win over Fremd
Arlington's

mrMDw
co.... awe imp....

Cosner of

throe

Ceter. Odense. III. et rho
cneo ea lo,eo
n,
men* reciter
vs Ow. WONG,
permit. and the Coos will hoar end determine any
ablecilene and enter retarder encordIng to
form
BOARD OF Loom. IMPROVE/SWIM Of
INS n' OF DESPIAINES. ILLINOIS

305 .

staFko'..vorrelifitf-inttinFlYse

NOTICE OF APOsicAllOHFOR AMOY. Of
CERTIFICATE OF FiNal. COSY AND COMPLETION

mWoaxon

took the shot put with a 43-

WHEELING'S JAY Rusck

he had a 15,1 and ho high
jumped 5-6. Thc 15,1 is stale
qualifying time.

SANITARY SEWERS

darer

gels in the 220 with a 22.4.
Dab Bo. in the mile with u
4:52.8. Tom gumbo in the
Avault with a 12-6 and
Steve Feum in the two-mile
with a 10:35.9,

His time for the lows

MIMI THEREIN OF WATERMAINSAND

dad

TWO-MILE: I. Feats. C.
2. Johnson, W: 3,
Lemke, C; HIGH HUR-

800 -yard

NUMDFD Ira

ACRES SUBDIVISION BY THE INSTAL.

enact loth: Coen cod
ule let and dm

time 0E2:07, Jon Pia took Me
long jump with a 19-11/2. Ke-

Conant's

KM, IMPROVEMENT OF HOMELAND

playa.

Lindberg, P.

with a 1501 I and So Romano

02.2.

DSS PLAINESSPSCIALASSESSMSNt

DES PLAINES SPECIAL ASSESSPANT

team.

19-0: 2. Michela. EC; 3.

11,

Other Conant
medalists were George Swe-

with 0

asp21.1; in the high Medlin

RUN:

ernI On Snug.

also except the North )0 feet of the w

sham Ammo Mord elasomk

LONG JUMP: I. Schuh,

took first in three events in.
eluding the low hurdles. thu
win

Michela,

Mach. EG, 2062; 2.

EG;

I:064.

.

for Niles.
Conant's

high

second in the discus.
Two other Elk Gingers
placed in the meet. Mark Lich -

the legs of the 080 relay in

Tows, EG, 47-7: 2. Schniepp,
P:3. Bibby, 01351 4. McKee.
P: DISCUS: 1, Schniepp, P.
167-3: 2. Ton. EG: 3, Braun.
P: 4. Bibby, GBN:

Cougars downed Wheeling
and Niles East bye score 01911
to 61 for the W1hIcals to seven

wins erne in the high jump.

GBN;

and the 880 relay. The mile re.
lay team of Tom Patch, Reed
Jacobsen. Charley Phillips end
Steve Bahnfleth finished in
3:3). The same four boys ran

7.20 -YARD DASH: I. Mich-

yesterday ut Conant. the host

Iwo miser Palatine

EG; 3, Verde, P; 4. Pecan,

hurdles and the IP, jump.

Elk Grove: SHOT PUT:

In a triangular track meet

jump, 32:0
leping 19 feet, one-half

Patch. P.

ond

1028.S7 le, and

I

Peterson's 3 firsts spark
Conant over Wheeling, Niles

BARRY SCHULTZ of
Palatine was first in the long

throwing the irOn 47.7 and

ter was third in both the high

3. Carkmk. p: 4, Camp. Pb

MILE RELOYI I. Palatine,
3:31.8, 0. Glenintrd North; 3.

167-3 and took secends in the

GBN: 3, Licluer, EG:
nert, P; lOgYARD HASH: I.

wet

McNamar,
22PDASH:
6I5. 24,0; 2 Lyons, MS. 24.4;
3. Watkins, MW. 24.5; HIGH
AMP: 1, Silardd, MS, 60:2,
Pick, MW, 6-0; 3. Duff. MW,

osonemeOrneavta.camann

2141 2. Berg. MS. 21-1 44 ; 3.
Sisk, MW. 19.111/4;

shot put and the 220 -dash.

Seh-

II.

Beuedihellard getnelpeell.idien Pug, gut moue...gin a,

very proud of them;' Jobs!

L Kovar, 56W. 10:10;

Pirate Henry &hoiden wm
kepi fairly busy all day. He
won the discus with a rose of

P; 3. Finfrock, P: 4, Williams.
P, HIGH HURDLE -5: I. Toucher, EG, 10.7, 2. Lenstrand.

4160 leer, al. mepsvord along Am Nor. Dn.. of Ma Semi ball

W .0 Sou. Sam ...newer of Seeilen 27. 'mend. eS

Belaustegui, MW. 115-2;
I. Pruitt,
MW. 12-6, 2. Huristone. MS,

LONG JUMP: I. Duff, MW.

Tom
He topped teammate
Schergen try 15 inches.

TWO-MILE RUN: 1.0nin.
ger. EG, 10:03.7; 2, Barnett,

al Se.S.S5.3d tees for clirto.,00 of 1 oes.S7 reekomo

IOW HURDLES: I. Han-

premed complete satisfaction
with his crew and praised Ms

2 -MILE RUN: 1. St. John,
pORTS970

easily won the event yesterday.

'MEET RESULTS

i

MEET RESULTS

12-9

raced in 4:38.1.

armed Dee Ian

entberly.and bavtt a =Sue

Pegs 23

14 foot effort of a few

where Jim Brandt .went five
feet; eight inches and in the
mile. where Paul Davenport

Mane In a gene.. Fos

dr lam dew,*
lean

MILE I. Cole, MS. 4:36.0; 2,

The

.

e al 16,03 lees to a peinsal mew

Stare!, MS.

3.

Wis.

GBN:

inch.

Gam al

Lyons. MS. 53.2; 2. Kb,

HEAD COACH Jabal ex.

Warriors.

Saving o soiol area as ibe gm. level at approxlmalely 40.000 eri. It, and be
Randburo SbeiIngt Center. PA
be weaned of
no...1 canter el

evt thaaw

D.& '3. Fowler, MS. 23.7;

home coon in another impormot MSL battle. The Vikings'

na

bees or

sen, MW, 21.13: 2. Mojka. MS.

draws such track powers es
Ev nsto halt Waukcom end
two teams from Milwaukee,

the top spot in 440 -dash in
523.
Guy Zajonc didn't repeat

captured both the mile relay

heavyweIghL_

Jack St. John and Ken Komile run in times of 9:4L2 and
10:10 while Horn was nutting

Patch won the 100-yant dash
in 1119 while Phillips subbed

weeks ego, though his

at /be ...I..

NOM ORMSBY GSM .11 en the AM1 day al Mey.
Maps Has, 114 E. Neribweet
P.M care
be gage hearing
Dm Yarling Ordinance el dos
NO*, concemles a pefilien Int change

Han-

MISLAID I, MW,
1:35.0; 2. MS, 1:36.3; MILE
RELAYs 1. MW. 3:31.3; 2.
MS, 3:36.2; 840 -RUN: I.

Both Pick and Duff hung on
until the event ended with the

eta, EG. 23.9; 2, Scitic,. Pb
3, DuNgo, P; 4, Nickerson.

his

1.

sen,MW, 15.8, 2, Dunn. MS,

season untouched.

wire on their own.

added

NIGH HURDLES:

templed for first and
third. respectively in the two-

PATCH AND Phillips

LAY: L.

ley's Ron Letvandawski at 191
and Hersey 's Matt Panerais at.

Maine West was never head-

meet in fine fashion with their

ner.up spot in the mile run.
For Palatine, seven asMorduals and Iwo relay teams men.
aged victories. The Pirates

were Fremd's Dave Mona at
105, Palatine's Kevin Loner gar at 132, Glenbard Norilsk
Frank Savegnago at 176 Her-

16.7, 3. Fowler, NMS, 16,9;

behind South's Jim Cola,

the Vikings Rich 1-101110 and
Fred Chin in the number onc
doubles mans, while Me two

165.

weight.
Winning third -place medals -

10.5,

the pole vault with a leap of 12-

Carl McWhater and Bruce
Smock combined their efforts
fora 5-2.6-0, whitewashing of

Larry Cyril, grabbed the run-

North's Jay Eddy at heavy-

3. Staumton, MS, 44-5 Si

in en impressive 097 9, but
bad to settle for the badocat

make it a clean sweep of the
singles events.

143, Hersey's Thad DeLuca et..

Hersey's Pat Teefey et
176, Glenbard North's Sieve
Horan al 191, and Glcnbard..

tively. Mark Henkes, mean while, sped Id the winner's
citric In the 100 -yard dash in

in attaining the gold medal in

funned above Ns envious best

some of Scott McKay and
John Koriath topped off the

victories were Jim (Stinger.

123 pounds and Pancrata in-.
the heavyweight class. Anoth.

The Knights' numbv one
doubles Nam, senior Chris

.y HMI set, 11-9, bM NAM,

veakd the fact that Warrior

times of 15.8 and 21.8 respec-

SHOT PUT: I. GaMa. MS,
464'4;2. Horn, MW. 46-3141

In the 680.yard run, Don
talented junior
100 -DASH:
I. Henke,
leaped 21-6 to corn the Wm, Anderson massed by only .3 of
gaining n first, but still turned ,MW,40.5,2. Lyons, MS, 10.7;
ribbon while getting valuable
in un impressive 2062 while 3. Watkins. MW. 101; SSP
help from sophomore Ron Siaka who captured third in le- teammate Tim Waltrip.% fol.
RUN: 1. Murphy, 1110. 2:05.9;
lowed in third with a 2:07.3. 2, Anderion. MW. 2:06.2; 3.
111/2,
Ste, Johnson toured the mile Watkins. hIW. 2:07.3:
Junior Mike Pruitt also per-

fear

With West holding an un-

team the spring.

points,

BEFOrZE=PECT

cialty. The

Fred

Jour campaign

event of the day.

comfortable 61-07 advantage
going into the final cornpetidon, quick mIculations re-

and

had eleared. barest 5-10 he-

the high jumpers in . field

turning letterman out for the
University of Illinois gridiron

16.7.

points and if he took his oppofent down and kept him on his

three points. After each. takedown the wrestlers got back up

the balance of the meet outcore: fell on the shouldew of

day afternoon. rolling up 84

yard high hurdles, 15:1; 100.
yard low hurdles, 20.4; shot
put. 53-0; discus throw, 150-0;

South, 05-02.

t71;nr?r7gksd=cniTI

Inc palatine Pirates swept a
triangular oak meet yester.

-

tance in their event.
The standards are 100 -yard

Raymond and Don

terson.

Falcon -Knight net winner undecided
in planning a suspenseful, dra- set apiede, coach. Tolima
mat ic ending to their meet yes- .and Wright decided there it was
terday afternoon on the Fal- too dark to continue.

their first victory of the out-

hap.

willi.on

DUFF SOARED to a new
high in the long jump. his ape-

the high and lure hurdles in

Palatine runs to triangular win

they
meet
pre -determined
standards of time hieght or dis-

end the team of Sehroedm, Pe-

Ancona of Elk Grove, Ken

help the

dupe. All seven members of

THE SIMPLE fact of the
tennis coach Jim
Wright must have gotten to- Matter is that with the team
nether with his contemporary Store knotted at 2-2 and then.
at Forest View, Doug Tolman, nal match deadlocked at one

enters led the majority of the

ROB BAER kept the Card

DIMS will advance to the state

mouth College team this
spring. Crawford shot an 84 in

B ASEBALL STANDINGS

Team

ALTHOUGH THE West-

1HE FOURSOME reached
back for a little extra, though.
to grab second and third plea
honors and give the Wareham

umpb of the contest.

places in each of 15 dintriets

the 220 -yard dash tied a meet

mord.

5..5 Be* arch-rival blab.

rove, while his temmaes

the number ono singlm ploy,
Arlington's Greg Harris nudgcd Steve Kelliher,. 7-5 and
9 I, to posi the initial In -

meet will be Antioch, Barring-

dash, 10.1; 220 -yard dash.
22.6; 440 -yard dash. 51.0;
880 -yard dash, I:59.0; mile
run, 4:30.0; 880.yard relay,
1S32.0; mile relay, 3:29.0; 120.

not

fore the competition began.

II was not match for the

the

finals. In addition, other cow
patters who finish third.
fourth or fifth will advance if

while

West,

paned vesterdm . the Maine
West Back as the Wafflers

closes, score of any set came in

May 9.
Winners of first and second

Me world of sports. athletes

Maine

by both B. Pacahaski arid D.
Woolard had a 49 for

and Wheeling.

schools.

presSUrols on in

Inc

Horn. Only Pick, however.

Red&rd perfectionists as the

Round Lake and Wauconda
Notre Dame of Niles is in the
Evanson District Saturday,

When

flowing performances.
That's exactly what

Elk Grove, Conant, Prospect,.
Frenzel, Palatine, Maim East

OTHER TEAMS in

results.

Arlington coach Torn Piteh. momentum rolling recording
ford's netmen kept their an, an impressiye 6-.{, 6-2 win over
defeated (did -Suburban Lea- Viking Chuck Weber. FreshRue ninth unblemished last eve- men Jim Merkel had no prohning when the Cards down- lens with Fremars Torn Langercdowning his 6006 6-2,6-2.
ed the Frernd Vikings. 5-0.

sey, Sr Vial. Maine Weat,

Junior High of Mkt° Grove.
57-36. in the first dual track
meet of the season for both

THE ONLY Cooper' firsts,

Taut a second to ice the final

were other standout performances than figured in the wellearned victory.

Card netmen blank Vikes, 5-0

be held Friday,
May 8. has a field that include

Mid=
Zurich,
McHenry,
South, Stevenson, Lake Park,

were taken by Tom Hennessey
in the 50 -yard dash and Larry

Asst. Spiels Ed.

scores were 49 by M.
long, 50 by A. Itietz, mid 53

Allen 01 Arlington
Heights. formerly a standout
1.1611 player at Arlington
High School, is listed as a re-

high school track and field
championships that will climax in the state Finals in the
University of Illinois' Memoal Stadium May 20-13.
Prospect
District.
LLD

Holmes Junior High School
of Wheeling downed Cooper.

Holmes. coached by Jerry
Kerner and Jim Messer, won
seven of the nine events over
the Cooper team headed by
coach Ted Maker.

head coach Joe Jam needed at

rate

Steve

is

at III. Wrestling Tourney

of Forest View h. just taken

.010, 'll'wtvert

School

111 -SL grapplers impresstve

MARK
DOMBROWSKI
Babb Bell was also a heavy' and Doug Lauffenberger,
contributor to Forest View's meanwhile. had an easier lime
points.

Pro showing at Lake Forest, of it in disposing of Dale Dee took first in the 880-yerd micke and Steve Wettrick. 6-3,
run and third in the longjump

the quartet are Terry Gellin.
per. head baseball coach el
Fremd: Frank Moriani, head

High

track opetter,

East Mond Waukegan seven.

man ousted Titans Russ Cobb
end John Podulka in identical
6-4 manner.

in Miller. Mo.
Foticauthorities will be on

Prospect

50,4. The Wildcat 0100 relay
team finished fourth to sew.
pieta the scoring for Jerry Parinns crew.

22,

BOARD OfAPISALS

By, Alan Cook

Dennis

Allen retunts
to II of I team

slated to play host to a district
Sack meet in the 197ff state

Scott Al hdge and Scott Tattier found themselves third after Ms contrethirso had muted
nn their event,. Mudge earning

with 52. Glenbrook North had
18. Palatine 39, Libertyville

bounded to gather their third
mem point in quick fashion.
The first doubles tandem of
Steve Jackson and Tim Way -

ning. Kenimerly will present
40 door prizes. including live
onviveek scholarships to the

Inspired Warriors whip South
their coaches with adrenalin-

54 by Keith Nloore.

Knights land
state district'
track site

Arlington, Forest View, Her-

On the frosh-soph keel,
Highlond Park claimed the um
honors, totaling 6.1 points

King's doubles Mans

DURING THE 10th in-

-

Lynette!' Boon before the season
starts.

which will

grueling two-mile run,

Finned carried Jon Ebling
into an cane set before bowing
6-4. 1-6, 4.6.

to all little leaguers. An actual
baseball diamond will be displayed on the gym floor. where
live action will take piece.

set a meet record walla Oman(

Rich Central with 17. HOme16,
wood-Flos,rnoor with

kndwn for Its seventh in the
high jump, had four solid entries in Jeff Duff, Comb Pick.

thorcs were 52 by loth Mark
Gander and. Anderson and

to a trernendous opportunity
to team the right wuy to play

diamond mentor at St. Viator
and Chuck Esposito. a colic -

vault while Testier finished
behind two runners in the

6-3, 7-5 while Warrior Rot,

Jack Kenmierly. a northwest
suburban realtor, will be free

with 25, Thornton with

sometimes have a habit of surpoising themselves as well as

Elk

a rare occasion fur 411
young hash 11 players. 11 will

SECOND -PLACE awards
were presented to Pirates Fred
Miller in the ndle run and Tom
Patch foe his 20,0 time in the
220-yord dash.

the white ribbon in Me pole

pelition. Dave Keehn topped

be

by a representative. This will

man at Holy Cross and former
college great; Pat Mahoney.

Minns for the
championship.

Vignc, Terry Shakos and
Howard Mock set a new meet

bal, North at 4 p.m. Thum.
day. Palatine hosts Proved

will be held on April 26 at 2
p.m. in the Fremd High School
Wm.
The clinic, presented by

Kennedy of Bloom, *ha also

points, Harlan and Thortaidgc

,

The Grthadiers are at Gim-

Baseball School will be shown

the coaching staff. Included in

M. North Chicago 26, Niles

day by helping George La -

1970

The second annual Mickey
Owen Baseball School Clinic

enroute to the gold medal.
Reddeme tit fine 51.1 clocking in the 441,yard sprint

back in Me renaining singles
metches to dr. ahead. 2-1.

IN THE SINGLES con,

Wednmday,
Aprd 22.

at Fremd

Mickey Owen Baseball School

the overall competition. they
trail the Wacriom by only one
point toward Me final calcu.
conference

toured the Golden
Acres course in 1/2 for Grenadier coach George Rest. while
Palatine's fourth score was
Tom Frohne's 49.

Mickey Owen clinic

posting a respectable 4:30.2

while Arlington was second

T H E OUTSTANDING
Mike Keen. who had a hand in
allot his team's records.
individual events. Keen's 10.0 in

man and Scott Butler while the

In, Pete Aifeyin. 6-I, 6 -to
go Maine off and running.
Glenbrook, however, came

Falcons finish 3rd
at Lake Park Invite
Forest View's track team set
two meal records. tied another
meet record and tied one

tered by seniors Gary &Mile -

11-0; 4. Boma. L.

a,

Warriors edge GBS with
two doubles victories
Ihor
tennis Pram rucked
first conference victory yeuerday at blenbrook South. 3-2.
but the Ihtp that the Warriors

Arliniton lints were regis-

'VAULT: 1. Allen. B. 12-6: 2.
Schumitcher. L. 12-0; 3. Will-

122-11;4. List, B. 119-91/2.

17.4:

and Reed Jamduen in the 1180 yard run 11:59.01.

POLE

3:47.9.

B,20-244; 2. Bell. FV, 19-11/2;
10-1l/r,
tea 3. Gruczyk.

Smith. L.

15.6:

the co, 4 dot. John

schTe'lkEnKirte my T127117;11'.
re"t'u n
kind Park's home muck, but Jan Fitzgerald in the low hurdlm (2071. Guy Adonis in the
Henry
vault (13-61.
W
metcus 1147-71.
Schniepp

puffed in a distant Mint.

LONG JUMP: I. Dorelaik,

12u -YARD
HIGH
I. Mason, IL

10:54.

HURDLES:

ein in
Fylpaa

Page 22

ti hyt: 'fttrhno''slin.g-".5Ctrdwi Irfrs

seven. and Niles East IL

2.

van. B, I99 HIGH JUMP: I.
Phillip,. FV, 5-10; 2. Smith.
L. 5-8; 3. Leach, FV, 54;
4. Branke, L. 54. DISCU&

Elk Grove picked up the
second of its two-stroke =r-

all.weather facility2
Five lirst-place twrformnnees were recorded by Pala rmkmcn

17.

the mnaway winner with 66

each came home with scores of
46.

North Chimgo

eriyvilk

Metter, B,
53.8; 3. Gross. FV. 55.3; 4.
Tcrry, L. 553;
beet, IL 52.2;

The Palominos' prob.

PALATINE. TOOK the
trash-soph meet, 205.207. Pi.

law moment to du Ariington

teammate Doug Sanders was
fourth in the same event.
Wheeling's Gary Kawell
was likewise second in the
qtrarter mile behind Henry

teams from .as far
Racine, Wis.. and

Ai- were
111,1h...order
Racine Horlick with 28

no

record.

Elk Grove's Larry Nelson and
Palatine's Rich Frohne each
had a 04 and Grenadier Kurt
Hejduk and Pirate Ken Droste

able playing field for that game
will be at Prospect High
School. said GrIggsby.

SPIRTS

"-".

the

each team posted equal scores,

ditions it was switched at the

Mock, Shaken and Bell with a
3:35.8 Mocking and Keith
5-10.

Prospect Legion games this
year.

nine.

Ceok"

behind

breaking 21.0 run by Bruce
.Murray of Bloom. Obon's

Champaign. Host Bloom was

THE NEXT TWO men on

was released earlier this week.
They kick off action on June 2
when they host the Park Ridge

markers a. did Highland Park
while Waukegan hod 30. Lilt-

1:38.65: 2. Barrington, 1:40.3.
440 -YARD DASH: I. Lent.

Phillips with a high jump'of

added that all entrants Ole 1.1awed of free sees at all Mount

14 -

game Ninth District schedule

dads
points furl. first place trophy
in die annual Lake Shore Invitational track meet held at
Arlingon High School Satur-

relay Scam of Steve Grose

Other first -place winners
for Forest View were the mile

THE PALOMINOS'

generated. "I just hope that
some of the people who took
the time to enter come out to
some of the genres this year."
One of the judges jestingly

medalist with a nine.hole 'score
of 01. This was one stroke bater than the 42 postal by Palatine's Glen Hearn.

the Police.

as

away

hurdles

big mem, which at-

the

Meted

West to knock off arch nivel

who was Me meet's

Kessler,

was very originial, but arrived
too late for consideration was

in

Maine

against

South yesterday. The inspired
Performances enabled Maine

Instrumental to Elk DiSovea
victory was the play of Merles

the same afternoon.

DLES: I. Mason, IL 20.6: 2.
SSONARD DASH: I. Ra- Smith, L. 2.1.6; Granzyls. L
ley. L. 11166: 2. Peterson. L .23.0; 4. Billits, 0, 23.1; MILE
2:08.7; 3. Bates, FV. 2111.0 4.
RUN: I. Handrath. L. 4:39.9;
Guinn. FV, 2:12.8. 8110. 2. Thurston, L 4:45.3; 3.
YARD RELAY: I. Forest McGovney, FV, 4:54.0; 4.
View. 1:02.6; 2. Libertyville, Dunphy, FV,

49.

The split gave the Falcons a

100 -YARD DASH I. Keen.
FV,10.2; 2.Shakon,F V,10.65;
3. Mock, FV, 10.7: 4. Gamy.
IL 10.7.

Sox. the Hustlers and the Hit.
and -Runners. A popular entry

record

best

the 'Cats in the 180.yard low

Bloom Invitational track meet
in Chicago Heights,
The Wildcats had If points

LEFT -Senior high Jumper
Grant Pick was one of three
Warriors to better his previous

yesterday.

duo to inclement weather con.

,
.
Forest View seconu triangular
Form: View's track team

gees and the Patriots,"
GrIggsby was heartened by
thezresponse that the contest

Saturday on its way to an overall eighth place at the 11-teum

dims celebrated with a 179 III victory over Palatine at
Golden Acres Country Club

usual suggestions as the Black

Wheeling with IS, Champaign
Central with 13, Hillcrest with
10 and Rich East with three.
Joel Olson took second for

Wheeling picked up two in-

dividuel second.place finish.

The weatherman finally
allowed Elk Grove's golf molly
to get in a Mid -Suburban
League meet and the Greek -

00,

The Card, racked up

Palatine Pirate thinwere nipped by two

The

ti

close

Palatine second, Cards
third at Lake Shore
cinder invitational

;
1

THE NAME was submittoo by sewn -year -old Steve
Thompson of 103 S. KennSteve received d S25 savings

o

was the Mounties and ono that -

of Mount Prospect. He's a
second -grader at Westbrook'
selecting the name.

worth, Mount Prospect, and
for that little bit of genius.

comideration

mined

The name was selected by

V

The entries ran the gamut of
names and included such un-

Mrs. Howard Thompson Jr..

School. lie admits he had a
little help from his mother in

gion baseball tmm,

'THE JUDGES met Salterday night and carefully went
over each entry," the rookie
Legion mentor added. "Sam
of the other names that re-

Wheeling finishes 8th

sparks Gren
links win

,b

eort or

,ha?:1

IV; 3. Scupelli, NE; MILE: I.
ion
o ID.00

arse el Mom IWO, al vs

Romano, W, 43-31/2; 2, Beasgl

on the Redbird's home course

220: I. Swegels, C. 24.4; 2.

at Palatine Hills in Palatine.
Tee off time is approximately
4:30 p.m. Forest View is defending itS league conhampiouilip lam last year.

Rack, W; 3, Pitt, W; MLR
RELAY: I. Conant, 3:34.4; 2.
Wheeling; HIGH JUMP: I.
Peterson, C. 54; 2,
Swegeln

C

Boom In,

W: 3.

e lor a ...NO

therealto or Ws

and..

eei, Chicago.
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YOU are in the driver's seat
because it's YOU who determines
the ultimate success
of this campaign! We
must deal the way
YOU want us to
and this is why
we urge YOU

ss.

,

John Akrfids

Rkh Crandall
Sales Manager

Joseph Mitchell
General Manager

*

#3

will be the

Alp

t
IR"7: t
Dennis Malec
Salesman

Ernst Busse

Salesman

Sy Weiss

Pintr

Bob Bayne
Salesman

to investigate.

Warren Radom
Salesman

/111

Ed Clausson
Salesman

Jim Koclanis
Salesman

T

'big WINNER

.r/

....11.1.1111111

in John Mufich's.

ArpiemCo.r...!..V.:,

wwwwwWwwWWWOCIIMISsio..Siaiwisis=.7.

YOU win big during Double 500 time! YOU win
in the car! YOU win in the deal! YOU win in the
service! YOU also stand a chance to win 1000
gallons "of Super Gas! Super Gas! Super Car!
Super Service! And Super Bonus Savings over
and above the usual savings make YOU the big

YOU!

YOLJ
opoimp000ro--

winner right down to the last lap when you

C.v. one

deal at John Mufich Buick during 1000 time!

Byron Crowell

Steve Bergstrom
Salesman

Sal

FROM OUR NORMAL LOW PROFIT COMES

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA Sport Coupe, air 1967 RIVIERA
conditioned, automatic transmission, power steering, power

Buick's gem Factory air conditioning, full power, burgundy finish with white vinyl top Extra

brakes, spring green finish

sharp

$2695

$1795
1967 PONTIAC LE MANS Sport coupe, auto-

1969 LE SABRE

4 door hardtop, factory air condi-

tioning, automatic transmission, power steering, power
Our 5th annual 50/50 sale! We take less than half
the profit and pass the other half back to YOU just
to introduce more of YOU to the big -car world of
Buick! Now .... wouldn't YOU really rather have a
Buick - from John Mufich Buick!

$2995
1968 WILDCAT 4 door hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, aztec gold finish with
dark vinyl top. Drive it.
1968 LE SABRE

4 door hardtop, factory air condi-

tioning, automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, strato blue finish with dark vinyl top.

GALLONS OF GAS

1967 CHEVELLE

$1695

2 door hardtop, full factory

equipment, gulfstream blue finish, priced to sell.

$1595
1967 ELECTRA

4 door sedan, factory air condi-

1967 SKYLARK Sport

coupe, must see to appreciate,

automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, forest green exterior, black vinyl top with matching interior.

tioning, full power, silver mist finish. Drive it home.

$1695

$1895

1966 SKYLARK Sport coupe, aztec gold finish, white

1967 LE SABRE 4 door, factory air conditioning,
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,

vinyl interior, automatic transmission, power steering.

burgundy finish.

$1295

$2095

Opel anci

1967 COUGAR Factory air conditioning, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, sunburst yellow
with black vinyl top.

$1895

brakes, pearl white exterior with black custom vinyl interior.

$1795

Union "76" Super Gas! Nothing to buy. Simply

matic transmission, power steering, power brakes, black custom buckets with burgundy finish, extra clean.

$1495

Opel and

. .

BUICK ON RAND

BUICK ON RAND

register if you're 18 or over. YOU win 3 -ways for
sure and maybe even 4; Super Car! Super Savings!
Super Service! And Union "76" Super Gas to make
it Super -b for YOU!

PHONE 394-2200

801 EAST RAND ROAD

HE NIk.311-1TY MI
(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

.
Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

Ad is your best buy in the area! Want
Ads are so handy for many things and

Day Want Ads

only The Day reaches so many northwest

suburban people for such a low cost.

3 LINES - $ DAYS
only
Your Day Want Ad
has the biggest
reach and the
lowest cost!

$3.90

J

UNE1
PRINT YOUR

AD ON THESE
UNES ALLOW
4 TO 5 WORDS

UNE 2

UNE 3'

PER UNE'

Pleas* start my Day Want Ad on

'

NAME
ADDRESS'
CITY

ZIP

CiPayatent Is EniloiOd
.

PHONE

(Day !. MOnth)

16-

V/ I

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, ft..: low

around 48. Tomorn, ': Partly cloudy, little temperature change.

Aa'ar's

Telephone

"G

255-4400
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A Golden -Years wedding

o use Education

`,ommittee OK's
parochial aid
ceive public aid which meet

By Richard Crabb
from Springfield

the standards required of public schools.

Speaking before packed and

noisy galleries at the capitol,
Rep. Eugenia Chapman, (D 3d District), Arlington Heights,

added a new dimension yesterday to the great debate

being conducted in Illinois on
the question of providing public aid to private schools.
The landmark decision came
when' the House of Representatives Education Committee

The House Education Com-

mittee, of which Mrs. Chapman is a member, was considering the Copeland Bill which
is an Ogilvie administration
measure and which would
make available approximately

schools for the first time. Un- schools ONLY if this legisla-

der the agreement the private tion requires that non-public
school would be paid $60 per schools be certitied under the
elementary pupil and $90 for a same standards for recognition
high school pupil for teaching applied to public schools that
receive state aid" Mrs. Chapnonsectarian subjects.

$30 million in public aid to

A similar bill was proposed
to the Illinois house in 1969.
Mrs. Chapman proposed the
same amendment then, but it
was turned down. As a result

private schools in the coming

she opposed the 1969 bill.

year.

voted to accept a Chapman
proposal providing that only
those private schools can re-

THE BILL IS known as a
purchase of services plan and
would enable the state to enter
into an agreement with private

man said.

"PUBLIC SCHOOLS are
required to meet certain standards under the school code of "
Illinois. Each year these public

schools are required in order
to qualify for state aid to meet
specific standards relating to
physical facilities, instruction
and teaching, curriculum, ad-

"As a representative from
the 3d District, and a candidate for re-election, I will support legislation providing for
financial aid for non-public

ministration and supervision."

Mrs. Chapman said further,
"providing state funds to pri-

Baptist leader blasts aid
to non-public schools
Mr. and Mrs. James Sarles cut the cake at a reception after
their wedding yesterday. He's 89 and she's 80. According to Paul

Hauer, executive secretary of the home, three weddings have
been performed there during its 75 -year history.

Pinochle game romance leads

Lutheran Home and Service
for the Aged, 800 W. Oakton,
were wed by the Rev. John M.
Kempf, Sarles' son-in-law, in
an afternoon ceremony in the
home's chapel. The ceremony
was watched by more than 150
of the home's 210 residents.
After the wedding, the newlyweds chatted happily about
how they met.

"WE PLAY pinochle all
the time," said the new Mrs.

Series. "One night he got sick
and fainted. 1 held his head on
my lap until the two other girls
went for the nurses on the second floor. Then I kissed him
on the forehead."

"That's the first time I no-

home since 1966. She has a
son, a daughter and two grandchildren.
Attending the wedding were
Mrs. Thelma Kempf of Glen-

view, the groom's daughter,
and Donald Piepenbrink of

ticed him," she said.
Series, a former home builder and native of St. Louis,

Des Plaines, son of the bride.

may have faked the whole

been rich, that God has blessed

thing to get acquainted.

"I've been looking for

a

wife for three years," said Sar-

les, who moved to Arlington
Heights in 1965 and entered
the Lutheran Home in August
of last year. He has a daughter
and two grandchildren.
MRS. SARLES, a native of

Homewood, has lived at the

"You can look back in retrospect upon a life that has
tremendously, a life that has
been filled with blessings," the
Rev. Mr. Kempf told the
couple during the ceremony.

"BY THE GRACE of God

you have been able to meet
each other and by the guidance

of God you have fallen
love," he said.
"In this union

he

in

has

Opposition to Arlington
housing plan forming
By Bob Casey

Opposition is forming to the
.:-proposed development of low-

:income housing on property
.,--owned by the Catholic Order
the Clerics of St. Viator in
-Arlington Heights.
The proposal, made last Sat-

. urday to the Viatorians by a
':citizens group,- hat sparked the

Tormation of a homeowners'
association and at least our

other group that may go on
:record

against

low-income

:housing on the property.
The citizens group asked the
:religious order to consider

-"such a development on the
Southern portion of their land,
'

which is bounded by Euclid,

'bryden, Oakton and the rear
Jot lines of houses on Drury
T H E DEVELOPMENT
iYould not include any of the
land used by St. Viator High
School.

Howard Kagay, 824 N.
Drury, said residents in' the
area bounded by Euclid, Dru-

N. Dryden, said another group
is also getting together to discuss the proposal.

ry Oakton and Gibbons plan to
organize at a meeting next

"There is nothing definite
as yet," Meyer said. "We
would like to get the ideas of
the rest of the people and see

week.

what
we're
"Basically
doing is forming a homeowners association, a thing

which we haven't had in the
past," Kagay told The Day.

how they feel about it,"

"I just feel that I moved to
Arlington Heights because I
thought it was a nice community and I'd like to see it stay

"WE'RE GOING to gather

that way," he said.
The Viatorians are expected

more facts to find out just what
is happening and find out what

to decide whether they want
their land used for a low-in-

everycines feeling is, pro and
con," he said.
"The majority that I've
talked to are against it," Ka gay said. "There is no doubt
this is going to have an effect
on their property."

He said about 250 homes
will be in the area covered by
the new homeowners' association.

CLAYTON MEYER, 714

come housing development at
a meeting of members of their
order from all over the country. The property is zoned R-3
single-family residential.

SAYS -The postman contributed to Earth Day yesterday by bring-

--lag mea lotofjunk Inthemall.

The Rev. Mr. Chaney, who'
has also given .formal testimony before :the Elementary

and Secondary Non -Public
Schools Study Commission,
said he was completely and absolutely "opposed to any form
any type of public support for of government aid to non-public schools in Illinois."
non-public education.
He said legislation which
State aid to non-public
schools, which is being dis- would grant such aid "will
cussed both pro and con violate the American conthroughout Illinois, is cur- stitutional principle of separa-

dent of the

Illinois Baptist
State Assn., told his congregation Sunday to write state officials immediately opposing

blessed you and he will bless
you still more," he said.
After the ceremony, the

bride and groom joined the
more than 100 well-wishers,
many of them in wheel chairs,

for a reception in the home's
dining room.
They are scheduled to take a
brief honeymoon in the home
of Mrs. Piepenbrink's daughter, Mrs. Adeline Muszinski of
Homewood.

rently before the legislature.
Yesterday

the

Education

Committtee of the House be-

gan discussion on a bill introduced by State Rep. Bernard Copeland (D -Chicago).
Copeland's bill, similar to

one passed by the House last
spring but which was killed by

tion of church and state, will
deliberately sidestep the cleat
mandate and unmistakable intent of the Constitution of Illinois, that will encourage legislation that will be preferential and discriminatory, will

violate the conscience of thousands of citizens in this state,

the Senate Education Committee, calls for an initial appropriation of $29 million in

and will further divide the
people of this state and na-

in cycle

state money for the "purchase
of secular services."

"THE ILLINOIS proposal

mishap

SERVICES public school systems. We are
SECULAR
mean the teaching of subjects told that for the good of educaother then religion-- for exam- tion in our state, because a
ple, mathematics, science, competitive factor enters here,

Policeman

tion."
to grant public money for now -

public schools is, in fact, two

An Arlington Heights po-

"Since both systems per-

state normally performs,' supporters of state aid say they believe that only fair and just that

Gripe
Of The

both systems be supported by
public funds.
"The segregation, then, is
not to be along racial line, as it
has been in America's past, but

Day

along religious lines.
"For in Illinois, and all
across America, the major

benefactor of aid to non-public education is the school systems of one large religious organization, the Roman Catholic Church.
"If public funds are used for

Students
battle
pollution

the support of parochial education, as Governor Ogilvie
and other state 'officials have
been urging, we will have two
public school systems."

ALTHOUGH CHANEY

A group of 35 eighth grade
students at Central School yesterday met the challenge_ of
their faculty adviser to the stu-

said that "no one man can officially speak for all the fiercely
independent Baptists, I can
say, without fear of contradiction, that I speak the sentiments of the vast majority of

dent council, Michael Jetel,

and cleaned up paper and other trash from the school
grounds.

(Continued on page 3)

Students Sharon Smith and

Chris Pascente said that the
group also made signs that
read, "Driving makes pollution" and "Stop pollution,"
which they placed under windshield wipers of cars in the vicinity of the school.
At another District 57

Officer Joseph D. Crittenden, 33, was taken to Northwest Community Hospital
Where he was treated for a frac-

school, Sunset Park, 50 sixth
grade students also took part in
Earth Day activities.
They spent two hours under

tured right leg. He is reported
in good condition. Crittenden
broke the same leg about two
years ago while riding his mo-

the direction of two teachers,
Mrs. Donna Nosbaum and Eugene Vincent, cleaning up
trash along Weller Creek near
the school.

two

youths Crittenden was chasing.

Break window

/

S.L.P.

riding crashed. The officer was
chasing two youths in a car.

the

,(

host a dinner for ten.

ton Rds., Arlington Heights,
when the motorcycle he was

caught

(

To have my dishwashei
break down just before I

liceman was injured yesterday
afternoon at Thomas and Dun -

torcycle.
Police

that of providing quality

(Continued on page 3)

form a 'function which the

Break lights

r

.

The rear window of a home
belonging to Sonja Waring,
504 S. 1-0ka, Mount Prospect,
was broken Tuesday night by a
BB gun pellet. Mrs. Waring estimated the damage at $50.

,

Two outdoor electric lights
valued at $50 were broken by
vandals last night at the home
,of Louis Lembests, 500 S. Wa-

pela, Mount Prospect. Lem bests told police he found a
borken baseball bat lying near

High winds blow roof

off apartment building
Mount Prospect was hit by

around the Tally-Ho.apart-

SUBURB\

The Rev. Charles L. Chan._ ey,Tastor of the First Baptist

is

education of our community."
The Copeland Bill with the
we need two educational sys- Chapman amendment was approved by the education comtems."

one of the broken lights.

high winds last night in the area

SIMON

reading, possibly foreign languages, social studies and physical education.

Church, Palatine and presi-

to altar for Golden -alters
A romance that started with
a pinochle game and a kiss on
the forehead yesterday blossomed into marriage in Arlington Heights for 89 -year old James Series and 80 -year old Alma Piepenbrink.
The couple, residents of the'

By Jan Bone
First of two parts

vate schools is a complex matter. There are many factors
which should be resolved, but,
to me the over-riding question

ment complex near Algonquin
arid Busse Rds., and the roofs

of two apartment buildings
were torn off and a brick wall
blown down.
Police said they received
calls of damage to autos in the

brick wall was demolished and
another wall was on the verge
of collapse.

Mary Connelly of 1226 S.
Wilke, Mount Prospect, and
Sue M. Urbauer of Berwyn,
who had the misfortune of being in the area when the winds

came, reported considerable
damage done to their autos,

HELP Vkikk

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Board
of Appeals, Village Hall; 8

OUR

UV

41,,t\

P.M.

p.m.
Algonquin -Busse area due to but there were no injuries.
Harper College Board,
flying debris. Police said they
In other parts of the NorthAlgonquin and Roselle
Forest View High School student Dan Wioch, 1722 Kim, Mount Prospect, helped the Earth
found debris strewn about the west area, a show room winintersection- and surrounding - --dow was blown out at,A.rling- - Day movement in gathering litter around the school gteunderStudents stacked the trash in a pile In-_ _Rds., Palatine, 8 pm__
I
front-Of the school.
areas. According to police a 'On Park Dodge.

Too many people, not enough
`humane beings,' Montagu says
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10 committee
proposals ready

Ashley Montage admits 10
living in a 110050 svith cobwebs

possibly a part of Thursday's

By Richard Crabb
The Constitutional 'Con-

vention moves into the hack
seckh today. incaning that

some kind of a nut," the noted
enthropologill and teichery esterday told a huge Harper
College audience of studenN,
housewives lad college profes-

-

THERE ARE now 10 committee proposals before the
convention. Next to be mold-

Con -Con is now clearly In dm
Real half of its existence.

ward creatures. I am on speak -

ered are,the recommendations

hackets

a

of the Education Committee.

four -day .00 taken out of respect Pbr the dervish holiday,
Con -Con will continue its de-

of which Mrs. Anne Evans

orn

today

Returning

after

Loving and living are sy-

b asking the convention to re-

Committee, of which Jeffrey Load of Crystal Lake in
the Northwest suburbs is a

tain

the

secnon

fr In

to support private school; A

There are nine recommendations in the Judicial Committee proposal. Half of them
wouW extend the power and
authority of the Illinois Supreme Court over the slate's
open ystem.

state board of educatitT
with
with members coming from I
of the state s a's

she DAMP reviews

from

representative

palatine water commission
(DA NIP) lost night reviewed
rey0111 of recent hearinas held

or whether members
would be appointed from the
state

of these matters is likely to require all of Wednesday and

Sheriff Woods to speak
.
at Juckett testimonial
presidency of the Cook Comm

seph 1. Woods, a cmdidate in
the November eloctthn for the

ty Board, will be the principal

decree that

wall be a social hour at 630

Mauro
Pons. Inc. 117 S
itospecv, ill. 60056. Brom.

p.m. The dinner will be at 7)30

Cc; 217 5.
Heigh.. III.
m POWS.
Heigh...

cepting the invitation

In

end 722 Cone, Des Plaines,

M

50016.

speaack

at the Jeckett dinner,

Woods mid. "It will be a red
pleasure to speak at an event

bb.mlenm mew: 35 ems a
Wee delivered. Ouv ol
5. mall role. 517.03 a
lor

WOO

six

Newsnand price.

10

honoring Bob luckett.

I

have

the utmost respect for gob because of his determination and
gun to do what he believes is

maavhs.
cents

Montagu's view on popu-

ily
lotion control
glimpsed when hecommon.
on the beginning of man's
alienation from other humans,
the day way hack when when a

igan water allowed Illinois is to

"We're on earth M live and
love as though Bring and lov-

ing are one and the same,"

nary allocation report for Ms-

Montagu said.
gThe tall. white-haired and

uion

being has ever
achieved is success as s warm,

Andy Schlithmen, prepense direct. fur the St. Ifinter nigh Scheel National Earth Day assembly
Yesterday questions Charles D. SIgwart as Ids speech topic. "Population and Progress." Sim".
Is Information Committee chairman of Northwest Students for a Mum Emit-cment. The program

ponsibly proliferate so many

lasted most of the day with three speeches and several seminars held.

human beings who are literally

0.10 and about whom no

Baptist leader blasts
state aid to church schools

one cares;' Montagu said.

LINDEMANN'S GARDEN CENTER

(Coraineed from Page Is
oMetropolitan1,1

IT'S THAT TIME OF
THE YEAR AGAIN!

Mkhigan water.

DAMP chairman Robert

commmign, og maj

presented to the Division of

Annuals

Black Soil
Broadleaf Evergreens

ner may be secured by calling
8,3-3142 in Park Ridge.

Bulbs

Evergreens (All Sixes)

at
Abner
Coe

1:91-1.2 5 hp PREMIUM

dr/

gal

il right in my nation

Fertilizer
(Scott's - Warrens - Vertog teen)
USE OUR SPREADER FREE

Patio Blocks
Power Rake Rental
Roses (Over 80 Varieties)

P.ADriplign
opticians

Sand

Shrubs

Seed

"It could not possibly be
right for any religious group to
impose the cost of its schools
or other institutions ma those
who do not subscribe to, or oth
pose. hs doctrines andlor
authmity.

I

'IT WILL RE objected that
parochial schools are not 'W-

Ground Covers
Humus Manure
Peat Moss
Garden Bark
Japanese Garden Needs
Stone (Colored Chips In 20 Colors)
Boulders
Dry Wall
Flagstone
Sod and Sod Plugs
HOURS
(Warrens)
Mon. thus Sot.
Tools
9 to 9
Trees (Shade& Ornamental)
Sun. 8 to 6

ing for aid to teach religion,
hut for as
in imehing
the "secular" subjects.

'The philosophy of parochial
due lions is Mat religion
a
ver he isoother subjects of a school curriculum.

not and cannot

land from all

-By the clear admisliOn of
schooLs is because they want to

permeate all of education with

Ban. fike your car

wit

a Key

=Z -Z=

SPRING SPECIAL
ALI sus Fat stay

Use Your Midwest Bank Cord Account ... or Let
u Help You Open Midwest Bank Cord Account
with Revolving Credit Privileges. Alder Coe oho

149800

Honors Carte Blanche, Dinem' and American
Express Cards.

liandhuratShoppingCenter

liner Coe

STAPLETON HARDWARE
22 E. Nor hwest Hwy.

Motto Store

Des Plaines, III. 827-6291

ION MtehtganAvenue

HAD A

30/60
AUTO INSURANCE
PACKAGE

Cats

prebaed Mks and entitled

ROAST

to big ram savings plus new
and broader coverages.

Woe you renew
elk to us fife

Farmers Insurance Group

392-1250
1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

BEEF
DINE IN
CARRY OUT

So^,,V,To'N'i M1

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,».,.,.4.,,

funds?" Chancy said. "Does
provide funds over which my

state aid to private and parochin! ealucation is a second tea
on us. It is coerced by the pow-

ers of the state to seaport the
activities and institutions of a
church or chorchm with
which we do not agree.
"We would have no chiSce
about whether or not we could
support these religious school

elected and serving on a given

school board!"

stirstions of our own church
with a substantial portion of
our income.

Sterling.
Mrs. .10 Ann
School District 57 lasgelim
Waist is slated to address
PTA Parent
the Sunset

group

[misted of

)

F.v.1(

WI., 10 ()PP... MU then-

& CAMPERS

,...:

mince new its meeting in the
wriembly hall of the House of
Repayn,entativc

in

wthnt

le.

dimunsine :night attend.

soured be Rep. &mew Schlick.
tar
(0)3,1 District,. Ailing.
ton Heights.

The bill would have provided financial help to School
District 26 in building new fa-.
citifies for the Maryville home

put Mat.
Northwest

weeks

ago

the

Mosquito Ahab

meat District, in line with recent concern over air pol
tion, announced it would
plime out its mosquito fogging
this year and go to misting instead.

The announcement touched
off concern in the 23 commu-

nities served by the district in
the Northwest suburban area.
Some officials wanted a rebate
for what they considered

some told the district
they oppose any kind of sprayIrgdegre
= ''ret 101
about disconnecting entirely
from NMAD. However, other
Dm Plaines officials pornted
out that their residents depend

heavily on the district when

rearranged. Asa result Di. 06
Superintendent Winston Ha wood arrived too late to testify
for the bill. It is possible that a
new hearing for the hill will he

Ty,

's

4 T HE 111

-

wmn't working when the MY
trict tried misting. The mist is
''"Tefs'Yni'vo86il!ce' (soon to

ot.
Fog is a smoke -type spray,
one
dense, white, moist cloud. Mist
is a cold liquid sprayed
yd in a

Fog is used with an oil
base. The particulate matter
removed from the air by the
proposed change would be the
Ala
oil, not the isectice.
lathion)
The district uses
phosphate
01
an othanc
=Heide. is one of the safest

i-

expensive

right. omletIng

imson, Arizona, and
romonlif Nogales, Mexico. Sightsee North
and South of the border, mi., path, sl-np, enjoy

Ne wooden of nvely,

the ALL-WEATHER trailer.

GROH AwAr CAMPING INC.
RT. 20

741-4636
14 mile West of Rt. 59

57,95 -COSAPLEISI

_,,,,,,A,,,-, N
.

NOW READY TO SERVE YOU AT

ectutifid*

hat,

gap

hair

Pthlc

Prince said thatch priblem

and doctors
manyb'000
scientists

N.
They're off and running

successfully,

in

ew

Rohrer, wing as

said that
talked with several noise
beeexex
NIIS Tuesday and they told

bin that ifthct:goIrk,Mti

be

mosquitoes.

About 86 per cent of the
work annually is aimed M de-

before they have a ch.. to

PO\Y
L U\GE
ahe

Now eppe ring

Frothingslosh
Randango

happy, halo, tempocd onterteinment by a Dm kr girt
raur show.

rendered unusable for rmidenPal purposes by 1975. Dm
laines would be one of the

municipalits
20
especially
way he said.

which

arlington ark towers

would

affected in this

odt itho the summer dusk.

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

Chips shop
opening
Mount

Prospect

Mayor

Robert D. Teich. will °RIGS
ate to the abbon-eutung ceremony of the new IL Salt, Esq.

Fish and Chips shop then,

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Joseph Corona, Mgr.

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible wth to Find mt hwt kind of heth a hearin
aid connive you- without et ,110j01,X,IiiifIlle, WE a new NIAICO aid for 30 days at 11 moderate

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS AP.
is the rental charge. and
PLIED TO THE. PURCHASE PRICE. If not. your only

there is no thrther.
obligation. Call today for full information.

ROBERT 0. STENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES

The Grand Opening of the
new restaurant. 1014 E Cam
tral Rd., Mount Prospect, will
be hosted by Haddon Salt at
11:30 a.m. Salt M a second generation
chipsman from

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect

392-4750

LOCATION IN: OAK PARK AUDORA HINSDALE
Special Service For Shut-ins - Homo Hearing Test& Demonstration

Skegness, England.

SPENDING

INFLATES INFLATION
but

SAVING DEFLATES IT.

us Ye. 1.Oreer .See osleMages

al,inolin our tot just east

95

Sae by mall if von prefer.
Helpful advice ham our savings specialist.

UN SPREE

Your luxury fun Spree right

Last week end
to save
during Scotts
April Sale

Traveler's checks.
',Free note, service.

-courlesy of GAG Daum,

you cm an

s,yt,,Tion:Iser of your funds from other
,Enu,

What better way to clear out lawn weeds,
than to do it easily, surely
and
economically. Stotts famous PLID-2
does just that. A simple spreader
application knocks out dandelions,
plantain, and a host of other
non -grass weeds at the same time it
fertilizes your lawn. The resolts
are amazing - as weeds shrivel
and disappear, the fertilized grass
groom sturdier and greener, filling
in those places where the weeds
were. An extra -special bargain now!

...

-

Scotts Plus -2

is

Into
Inn

fie You

kin.

of
of Arizona,

10,000 sq ft JA -95.12.95
Save $2
Save 51
5,000 sq ft 7,95" 6.95
Save 500 2,500 sq ft 9,50 4.00

golden

the

Using, Vorotrining and
opportunities for
opportunities Mr Evesting
Arizona real
estaleneverso,e.roreattar

Irs MI port of the GAO nitrodectorr Offer
fret's 000)(no a west). weenshwel Oath tin

this spent opsenunnyl

Call for moiling details WWI He
latter baked le monied couples over 23 years
of Gael

FOR. FREE INFORMATION (ALL "COLLECT"

-

Ask for Walt Pointer

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
15 E. Prospect Ave.

wahln At Dun for priority information.

CL 5-6400

-

%flu mod for lipluennumly

3

to) on el em.. aPortmon4
The dictionary says o mloo
(10 fashionoble assemblage of notables; ic) a stylish shop.rd

take-oth are not reduced at
O'Hare. 0 23.0. square mile
area around the airport will M

of our

(414) 273-0951

ELGIN ILL.,

-

1

ose S
IA
fashionsARLINGTON
hcl°
3'978 0A 7' 0'
pi 7 1 3 E. CENTRAL,

sole cause for them haw been

theithchedules of landings and

Money orders.

A

ig

pj

ill ltrli5 athsat 't the 8ut "the
District, overall effort to conto

"sting)

The confusion in peoples'
minds centers around the difference between fogging and
misting. There is really not a

In odd..., s541150

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US "COLLECT" WITHIN 48 HOURS!

towrioot Retort facilities!
sunaled days and doe
0111 three ex

various dimases which have
been caused by both air and
noise. pollution. He said the

operation 8aaalt°.

eamws

double occupant

5

PI

Gerald
moderator

develop into those unfrimdly
insects who dare us to come

only

NE

SO Met

'Har Area NOiSe Abate Council.
PRINCE, A LEADING
ate xicologist discussed the

.

ri

me
the

however, people used teaching
fog have maimed the machine

there will
be= lessening of services, and

ACTUALLY,

most

staff.

George Franks chairman or

carteda caiL;f3)

oad Loon whams adorn Wessel...5 ...API.. ono

Per person

NW. Resort Motel Accommodatios!
011 Mesh, 51,hiseeing in Amazing Al11050

Park

and

0.1

0 4)

saying you are not spending a lot. She notional demand ter
products and seryiesdeeases... prices go down.

holidays
COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE 418 TRANSPOR.

member of our

attorney,

Ridge

night and has a little more residual quality. In the past,

. tie done day or

stens..
stew weinooneenththIsne wdey cede..
esomel nekt semen billenbn. SIeM .are who you ore

Arizona /Mexico

To

seating Congressman Harold
R. Collier (100th Albert Klest

misting. che

You'll find saying convenient nt nionarhanntnfoleral

NaTION FREEDOM!

nil
Jahn
r's'erhr"'
mayor
of aPark
Ridge,former
reprc-

but socially it is almost an ins
p ssibility became all b30 mil rts j,,PaLalt).
ntak. mu ntry

Droving the larvae or pupae

t

like you to

FA meet Ronnie,
B the newest

me comparatively calm. The

done only at night when winds

sough!.

now! You and your wife can
jetaway to a fabulous

advisor

WilburMitchell,1p0rosecuuek'ed. Thee'
Cardin'
technicalIndirector of NMAD.
were concerned with air and
pollution while noise
ANOTHER DIFFER- water
pollution
ENCE between fogging and
said that technically
misting 0 that the fog can be
ll pollutlln can he overcome
seen by rmidents, and it can be

things wart buzzing out in the
back yard come July.

to approve the measure.
,,,,o.,

" pollution
''''''''
for the Illinois attorney
gene,

1

Several

chiWren, who no longer have
instruction at the school but
mmt now attend public
classes. Rep. Chapman voted

THE HEARING SCHEIN

cm) Joseph K. Prince, chief

,

and 12 have been brought
safe for birds and animals,
c. afiled

bum Mist is done with a water

'jig or 11,0,,,,if.

im

mid, there heve then 30 situ

pm. in the school's multi-

1

YA

dinator of the Park Ridge Jay-

greater
than
ar"
this, Malathion ism"n's
considered

creasing the number of people
out in the field this year.

Psychologist
set to speak

ald T. Rohrer, program or-

Alm of people me doing

about

in fact the district has added
three thorc tracks to its larvae
control department and is in-

ITO BE. CONIINUED)

tional system and voluntarily

support t functions and M-

representative

elected

will have no control in the
in my
spending, and which
local community would be
prohibited by my particular
from being
elected v

-We already pay taxes for a
common non-sectarian educa-

delicious neon) Thane'.. 010 Ian. -mum

LEE & OAKTON
DES PLAINES

duly

oh

mos-

start thinking
quitoes.

No long lines to out woit.

WILL PREVAIL

w,Pm

this mean that I will be taxed to

systems.

One

nda-

for on seemingly lo

PH. 827-5246

-WE FIAT PAY them will-

ple -pow room.

TRAILERS

CUH SODI AC

11

I ates my conscienew
school system
"How can

Others who spoke Was Ger-

li" "' aPP'''Weald

the tagging' aboutcaa't"thof
a pound per acre. In this, or

pose v

common school system for all

THE EDUCATION corn-

SPECIAL PRICES

,

"To pay taxes for this pur-

ingly. but we cannot choose
not to pay them.
provide
-Legislation
to

E e Hier Wednesday dm
House Education COMDR.

3 BIG DAYS

ALWAYS

11011 if it is supported by public

lion. ;',Irsdo. C7iumnan voted ap-

DURING THESE

Statistics grove yea ore super

about that.

ttir house trepres,enn.rf ivo

Factory representative will dem
onstrate these versatile new
travel homes

BEEN SINCE YOU

FARMERS NEW

he private or parochial educe -

i'......

APRIL 24, 25, & 26th

HOW LONG HAS IT

untarily. Inc have no choice

tome than 100 mmlmn of the
"Back to The Yards" commuMy to Chicago.

SHOWING

1'

port for my religious and
or political views.

lion then clearly violates tan

ho
.mine. to hSpridng'lled'l'o.hcar the

OPT1CIANs

"I ask no gothmment sup-

one of the most important sectors of the church--iN
forindoctrination.
"We all pay takes. Taxes are
not monies givenmsnialy vol-

Edumtion Group. April 33, at

(:,..

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION

to.

am

"I AM PERFECTLY willing to be taxed to provide a

citizens

PARD'NER

learn the lads about

JOHN LABIAK

FOUR

and the police power of the
state to provide financing for

mince 20 to 7 and forwarded

Golf MillShoppin g Center
Old Orchard Shopping Center

062/3.

Married men
between
30.60 YEARS

CAMP

not willing to be- taxed to sum
pon the religious end political
ph
that I ann oppmnA

11.

...1

ALL WEATHER

"It unites state with church
by Using the legal staters',
the to -collecting apparatt,

1

Rep. Chapman school aid
plan gets House unit OK
...

INTRODUCING

the children in Illinois.

educe -

their own iew.
"Aid to parochial

11

You get the second pair at no additional mat to
you! Use it nen spare pain Or bring ton member
of your family or team up wills a friend for the
second pair. You get BOTH PAIRS FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE!

then

nompublic school leaders. the
very reason they have their

Contact Lenses
TWO PAIRS for the
price of ONE PAIR

in

work, ro receive coerced support for any of its activi y.

WARREN'S SOD 69.yd.

Theo of Mount Prospect, said
that when the water diver
sion hearings are concluded,
Guillou will release a prelimi-

y, mt,i, en ngqmgme,m

the constitutional right.
nor dot believe it has the oor-

WARRENS - FERTILIZER
SCOTT'S - FERTILIZER
VERTAGREEN - FERTILIZER
LAWN FOOD - EVERGREEN FOOD

treatment of water, thereby reducing the need for Lake

quirements of the four cona
munities represented on the

"No Church in America
has

For Your Garden Needs

It ha beans uggested that
the MSD
pand hs tertiary

made g inquest 101 35,9 core
fSeer per second from
1985, is
sion of Waterways bythe
re-examining Me water re -

vention_

Come. See Us

be greatly reduced.

DAMP, which has already

the alma 200.000 adults and'
older young people that make
up the membership of the 900
churches in our state con-

separation of church and state.

cr.

throughout the world have
ve estimated that there refor
rrolins but 35 to 50
l anon life
earth.
Since the attorney general
of tM state vms given the right
by the state legislamth to Prns-

Just because It. cold and
wet and spring seems as hi away as it did a month ago,
dant think it's too early to

Page 3
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pals on the subject of pollu-

secticides, being 1,500 Limo
less toxic than DDT but equally effective on mosquitoes.
The same amount will be used
in t" rr""ng was used in

By Loll Czubakowski

"And we go alone and irres.

loving, human being."
Freedom in blontagris view
is not freedom to do what you
to do
like to do, but to
what you ought to do.

That this quantity will in time

loo

0.,

earth for?

net
to

know.

human

igan water, chiefly
II for Mashing
is bobbed
the waterways,.

be allocated to various nom -

.

'What on earth are wean

torict

mg, effect March

matrir, or age,

about environment."

northwestern Indiana.
Also Full° said that the air -

Mosquito abatement plan
shouldn't bug residents

mon passed mother man on

"We must lose the idea of dm street whom he did
5110:ess. The only success any know and did not care

Chicago (MSD)
ld Guillou
the Chicago hearing that
their daily requirement was
between 1,200 .0 1,500 cubic
feet per second of Lake Mich-

right."
Tickets for the Juckettthrn-

Second elan 1,.09,

'''fbe only outlook is optim
being has the courage to think
ctic eightho pH for himself. He is a man) vialm- ism, even HI heartre
ght,"
an. or yon who relates hit life diet otherwise

Villa 'Park and Lom-

,aWhilery

anal diversion of Lake Mich -

(R -4th Dist) of Park Ridge to
be held April 29.
The Juckett dinner will be
held at the O'Hare Inn. There

memos

crisis is the equation of loving
mid living," Montagu urged.

bard).

I, the 3,200 cubic feet per sec.

ncr for Rep. Robert heat

du

hurst.,

sion of Waterways.
13, U. Supreme Court

speaker at the testimonial din-

Ifireughedday, byi,.
Day Publ..

would be water for
DAMP and for the water commission of Tree Towns (Elm-

ing to be held May 22 in Arlington Heights by the Divi-

n

tee MOSMODAY

there

by the Illinois Division of Waterways on Lake Michigan waler diversion, and made plans
for its presentation to a hau-

same districts.

Cook County Sheriff Jo-

thlutioe of the environmen,

the American value system

FULLE ADDED he hopes
that the third airport may be
put in the area between MPage and Will counties and

,port
reached its apex In
commissioner.
moo
value, explalMng
Fulle spoke at a meeting last econoic
night called by the Park Ridge that the bigger it gets; the more
Junior Chamber of Corm it would cause the value of
mauve. It was attended by rep- property around to &tareresentatives of 140 organiza- erne. Therefore expansion
dons fran i 20 municipalities in hould not take place, he said.
Folk was one of =sera!
the area around O'Hare. Fulls
said that if the airport expands speakers, including many ex -

910 onlY aPPEnmh to the

could he changed.'

re.evaluate our val-

ues. we won't do anything

lake hearings

AT AN EARLIER hearing
held in Chicago, John Guilin, chief of the Illinois Division 01 Waterways, said that

The Des Plaines. Arlington
Heights, Mount Prospect arid

Maricts blanketing the entire

Court to cases involving the
death penalty. Consideration

-unless

From left are: Debbi Dikowski, 1112 Spruce, Prospect Heights; Oboe Gardner, 1120 N.
Haddow, Arlington Heights; and Mickey Hoffman, 1723 Boulder, Mount Prmpect.

Under
theprnpew.l
General Assembly would. de.
cidc whether the new state
elected

n= way of life, Montagu said

The boardtook
would y

board of education would hr

Amai-

tic, success -oriented

-

Raking dead fish and other scum from Me hanks of Hillerest Lake, Hersey High School students
time off from the academic life yesterday to help dean a small portion of the world en Earth

of
public' nstruction, who is now
an elected official.

the ma
cowls in the
pervision of the Supreme
Coon. Another limns the right
of direct appeal to the Supthme

Publisd

'd

One-

,

Onc of the recommended., would place all other

anted formula.

restructure
he said in
what we have
response to a question on how

sad. against the materinliE

n

proposed.

cans' exploitive methods de.
rived from the success-mi.

"We ham to

DIRECTING HIS mow

"to

their homes.

in
Washington
espwially
D.C., to keep the status quo at
O'Hare Airport until the decielon for the third Chicago aircarding to
post is made,
Floyd Fulls, Cook County

varieties is the result Of Amen

natre.

present constitution th t prohibits public funds beim used

member.

POLLUTION in all of its

phrases lika "humane being,".
Involvement with others."
-minting to the whole."

to Ow whole of mankind and

nonymous. he insisted.

the

kg in the surrorstding area
will probably be forced from

O'Hare Airport should unite
to become a forceful voice,

Wimp's human. humane

Montagu's ohilosPh,

as Chicago plans. parsons

r

EVDITOSie in the area around

you ought to 110"

If you listen closely to Mon-

tagu, pm kind him stressing

of American living.

later termed a conversation.
The sentiment is embedded

15

vice-chairm..
The Education 'commit.

bate( the proposals of theJudi.

(hornets)," British Montagu said in his

Earth Day speech, which he

(4th District) of Des Patine ie

of the respoMbility for what

sponsie. loving individUal
who divarces himself from the
success and superiority pattern

kg terms with 1,000 yellow

By Jeffrey R. Clarkson

that

even that does not "relieve you

MONTAGU'S HUMAN.
humane being is a eating, re-

"But that's how I feel to-

j

come." hlontagu replies

he emphastred.

"I know it sounds like I'm

for Con -Con

h the old cliche,
"you mode me what I have he:

his life

mad heings---htmane ON..

and lamas.

Unite to halt O'Hare
expansion,Fulle tells crowd

To the personperson who excuses

distinguished RU17011 University professor challenged educators to concentrate on helping their students become htto

By K. C. Radtke

THE DAY
Thursday, April 23, 1970

1:,u11":".17e4.

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

PHONE: 253.4601.

t

One day at a time
of women's rights, it became
only a matter of time. First, the

Rita,

armed forces are adding their

IF I RECALL correctly.
&able and Hayworth were almost as well known as NUM.
end Halsey. Maybe even bent

housewiv. began to com
plain. Now, women in the
voices.

The complaints come. elspatently, because there ere no
women generals or admirals.
I sympathize with them., real-

ry to
ize how sad
own yeata in
ace.
service. It could have been
wonderful. What we really
needed, I know now, was a
it is.

4,4

I

lady admiral.
We had to put up with guys

such as Nimitz and Halsey
(Chester and Bull). Not that
they weren't good admirals.

"Isn't it exciting? It looks as though HEMLINES may
replace the subject of CRABGRASS this spring!"

By Ron Swans

They were. How much better,
though. If it had been Gmble
and Hayworth (Betty and

It had to come. It was inevitable. With all the discussion.

.

Not -admirals, you underdand,
but captains and commanders

would have fixed sweet and

and such. There were thou

lour pork, some egg rolls, birth
eye soup, and rice, done jost

when I didn't sail my mow
very straight.

right. They would have had

If the admirals had been

plenty of bottles of sake at the
proper temperature.

Grable or Hayworth, though. I

might have looked at thing}
differently. I might not have

known. The reason I say thaf is

the windows and with a kWh en and a living room, the brig
might not have been so bad.

were taped in more lockers and.
aver ore bunks than any othdon

a

ever seeing any pictures of
Nimitr or Halsey in lockers or
over bunks.
Because I w. a rather lowly
acer, and not much of a milwas frequently chewed
I

I

ere in the Pacific.

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
We are concerned about our daughter's future. She has bee
married for four years, about half of that time separated from he
h usband. About seven months ago her husband deserted he
John E. Stanton, Karma. Pohl filter
win, and she and her child came home to live with us. New h
want them back. We want to know if she will go and wedhe
11.E.Ilatehinson, Vim -President
h, bleatticion Editor
William J. Kitt
chances are for security and happiness.
No Name Please, Mount Prospect
R.
N.
Pee*
lhoi/ntion
Dindi
C.F....4dt *PM* /
Dear No Name:
I feel she will go back, and I do feel an adjustment or a cony..
d on of the problem here. You have helped her in the past, cm
help bar to find hoppiness with her husband. She must make Mr
own decision and you must anew her to. I know you've been
hurt, but I feel this is best for hem at this time.
Dear Mr. DeLouiset
My husband's and my parents are elderly out remain in good
health. Do you sec things remaining good for them7 My dad has
Republicans
in
Wheeling
Township.
The dissatisfaction with the performance
had eye operations. Will he drive again? Do you see my husband
ific indictments Of Percy
Th
and I remaining in our present jobs?
of Sen. Charles Perey'anwing the RepubliMy husband has cyc trouble. Will it require operations or clear
sure resolution are that he
can establishment in the northwest suburbs tained in the
refused to go long with the President on hself? Do you see an overseas trip for our anniversary? Do you
is now out in the open.
see our oldest daughter's husband remaining at Ns present job?
Last week the Wheeling Township Re- his appointment of Clement Haynsworth Will they have more children? Do you see our second daughter
arswell
to
the
Supreme
publican Club by a vote of 20 to 8 (hardly and G. Harrold
h aving a family soon and her husband continuing school? Where

Out." That's really a little con -

Thursday, April 23, 1970.

gartiewe thalioald resb. iidiiiems_pi,lay_fs.

lt

sored by President Nixon." The resolution, in some rather cloudy phrasing, call-

ed for booting the Senator out into the
outer darkness of some Sort of non -Republican limbo.

Within hours this proclamation was denounced by Richard Cowen, Wheeling
Township committeeman. He stressed that
the club fa separately chartered group) did
not speak for the township's regular GOP
organization. He ca/led the censure resolu-

tion "divisive" and "ill-conceived." Two
days later this disavowal was echoed by the
regular organization's executive committee

with the additional criticism that the censure was "irresponsibly rude."
Actually, what the Wheeling club menthe!, put into words expresses pretty Well
the sentiment of the party regulars not only
in Wheeling Township but throughout the
area. The club's offense was violating party
orthodoxy - bringing up independently the

anti -ballistic miss e system.
Qualifying the resolution was the angina

will they settle when he's through school? Will our son stay
around here"

Mrs. K., Wheeling

Dear Mrs. K.:
lion that Percy has been voting too much
I feel your lussitmd could have v minor operation for an eye
like a Democrat. In other words, he has not correction. I feel no major health problems for your parents and I
been hewing to the party line and accord- feel your father will drive again. I feel you will remain in your
present jabs for the immediate future, and I our seeing a alp for
ingly is living in sin.
you which I feel very good with. I feel a Job eltenge for your
The question now is, to what extent does oldest daughter's husband and two more children for them. I'm
this judgment reflect the attitude of the feeling some friction here between you and them, but nothing to
majority of the voters in these northwest be concerned about. I feel your other daughter will be beginning
communities who, while subscribing to the her (airily soon. I fed they% settle in a westerly direction when
Republican philosophy generally, are not he finishes school, I feel your son Mil remain in the immediate
arm for n wale, but eventually I feel he, too, will go Wmt
bound to the party by organizational loyal- Dear Mr. DeLouise,
ties?
I have lost a sterling silver bracelet with oval blue stones [heti
How many of them believe that Percy cherished as a keepsake. Will I find it? I have been a widow for
should have voted affirmatively on May- more years then I want to remember. Will I continue alone, or
will I find someone compatible es a companion in my remaining

nsworth and Carswell because they were
the President's choices when his own convictions were that the appointees lacked
background, reputation and stature?

And how many voters believe Pricy
Should have endorsed the plan to extend
the anti -ballistic system even though he
was strongly opposed to the plan.

In short, how many believe it is mode
important that Percy serve them as a good
whole matter of Percy's performance for Republican rather than as a senator who
will follow his own convictions even at the
untimely public discussion.
It is interesting to note that in the con- risk of his party's displeasure?
Compared to this basic question, the andemnation of the club's action no stout
defense was made for Percy's voting swer to which will come when Percy's term
iccod. Cowen came closest to it when he is up two years from now, thejudgment of
reminded the censurers that Percy repre- the Meal party leadership is of small consentS all the people in the State, not just the sequence.

couraging to

to he"' dim
attend Mateo

meetings when people
aside{ for something bemuse

Nothing has changed, except that during the days of the
old administration, all you

Editor:

There has been lot acornMOM about the national realignment of priorities. lust
about everyone's ns has peen
gored. I've found high budgets
for space, foreign aid and high while education budgets
and research funds arc slashed,
mmewhat discouragingly.
Then what William Talman

N.W.

they have collected that a can re has become a possible
dream. Survival of cancer
patients has raised from one in

Pickup Day
Monday,
April 6

six

to one in threes mre

er drug research. has borne

fruit in re.nt years and has

home. He expressed relief at

given each of us more hope.
Research funds have brought
us to the threshold of dis-

not having to fund moon shots

and appealed for desperately
needed funds In conquer can-

cer. Defeating cacer

is not
only something wenmust do, it
is something we can do without governmental aid.

The machinery to handle
funds already exists in the

Ameri.n
The

Cancer Society.
society handles funds

more cconomicalli than do. a
governmental agency. More of
each dollarreceived isspent on
cancericontrol because of the
relatively few paid workers in
the sociey. Avast army of volunteers sharing their talents
and giving their money to
make this a cancer -free world,

--makeup the -society-If you
have gigen time, myncy or
both to the ACS, you are a
member.

covery.

Now, during the annual
American Cancer Society

Fund Crusade, is the time to
re-evaluate our family's per-

sonal priori.. Many of our
friends and neighbors will be
inviting each of us to join the
decade of discovery. If each
family gives what it can, what
it feels it must for cancer con-

trol, a cancer cure will be a
possible dream, a present day
reality.
When your neighborhood
When

.113, join the fight
against cancer with a generous
check. Help the_ headlines_
cheer, diCancer is CMed."
Now, doesn't that sound nice?
Jerry Spats

Rennie., said the salesman
told him. John O'Brien, John
gebna,sgher and several 0there said the salesman had told

gene

said Miner gm,.

now proposed as a "pcdmtrian
hiliier Bros. lawYer,
lane.
Borde said they'd rather put up

e

13 onled. O;r13,stInt,olldlec

Imots..isnlieRuedoof cHasahn.soV,ilsalag

"HE SHOULDN'T have

i

Trusteesr

control, for instance, height
sod density and this w. zoned

For instance. bat far constrection of sidewalks referred

to In the agenda as being in
"varius locations in the village." for $23,450 from CapiMI
I?) was accepted and
CHARGED TO ACCOUNT
300-211. The two Cadillac ambulances which cost $21,000
were charged to Account 23201. And of course, you Arline -

bean

to check the ordinance, We
can do certain things but we
can't change an ordinance."
and learn.
(Thlt eee you
never knew that.)

people for getting themselves
Mto this predicament. They

sou th
Heigh..

side of Arlington
Only the Emptors

didn't do enough Caveating.

tried to find out. "Who is responsible for lot III'?" Lawyer Horde said Miller Br s.
does not control because the
water comes from he -Nike

should have read the ordi-

eager All-American salesman,
The consumers of this country
are protected by the most pa,
limier laws of any country in
the world, I reed in Readers'
Digest. Boy, ifs good to know
that.

bought beautiful homes in a
quiet residential area on the

He and Manager Hanson had
menice conversation
ltt,ot each a Toe,: doingaut
,swghaia.b.

that it was the fault of the

nance and not listened to an

West who all said they had

about mosquito abatement?.

Anyway it was plain to Sec

accounts are.

THERE WAS A delegation
of people from Surrey Ridge

course h. the village taken

Base.

AT ONE POINT the head
or

Make as many four letter
more words out of

these letters to you can.
In addition, find the word
using all seven of these

detention basin" should have
an adequate and proper sewer

Thew ater,

he said,
rains. as it did last

letters.

when it
taring, came right into the

25 good. 33 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

be

riened, but mows will be omitted if the writer request, it.

Write fen Delonise in onie of Day Publications. 722 Center $t.,
Des Picini+ 00016.

RAILWAY

great deal of service.

In October. 1931, she and

her husband, the late Help,
W. Carlson, moved to Mount
Prospect with their two preschool children,,, Richard and
Shirley.

In the spring of 1932, Mrs.

__Cartson joined

the

Mount

only five years old. She has
been an active member ever
since. She h. also been presigram chairman, both member
and president of the Board of,
Directors, 7th District repremotative and chairman of the
library board before it teat unsupported.

IN OTHER AREAS, she
wee involved in PTA work for
nIra years and has held many
offices in the American Legion Auxiliary, including

pmsident and tre.urer. She
heeded the Mount Prospect

AT

Weekend
APRIL 25-26
aMEE WETS
ENTESHAIMIENT
FUN 6011

In the Dempster Plaza

er wagon and wheeling it to
. their monthly Meeting.
The one room headquarters
wan warmed by a coal burning
dove. An outdoor pump Lees,
the only source of runnings. -

Pickup Day
Monday

rgi

April 20

`t

Pickup Day
Monday
April 27

Cocittaiis
Casual family Dining
Priyate Party
Syecial
Group
menus
facilities

1. Put your rubbish out on the dale indicated for the
Quadrant of the Village In which you reside. It
will be picked up as fast as possible.
2. Place all small gems at the curb in Bitable
containers. Lame items'should be piled in orderly

HAPPY HOUR

S.
"on.d-rZe's

KAPLAN BROS.

gt"-nhTuTsuPr..1"

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.

TAM PNO IN food hid TNT
BAND & DUNDEE RD
1832 W. QgbIPSTER
PALATINE, ILL
DES PLAINES, ILL.

LASEKEDISPOSAL COMPANY

298.4848

locarroxs

350-3232

in addition to support of
tolerated philanthropi..
Mrs. Binner, president of
the Mount Prospect Historical
Society, invite all interested
In the early beginnings of one

This Is the orighol public sehoolhou. in Mount Pr.peet. It was the first meeting place of the
Mont Prospect Woman's Club in 1927. It aho housed the first village Wooly begun by the

of the oldest civic organisations in Mount Prospect to

"Bring shag a

she asks
reembers.

ORGANIZATION

womstes MM. The "little white meeting ball" wee later moved to its present location behind Si
loluds Episcopal Church at Mlle and Gregory. The cross was added, and it became the congregation's first parish hall. (Photo by Dolores Haugh)

medmryw

or womanclub

members, all serving without
pay, consisted mainly of past
presidents of the

She was first elected to a four year tarn, then to nvo mama sive six -year terms.
Asked what her duties were,
she answered with a laugh, "I

kept all the minut., handled
the corr.pondence and took

a member of the
Prospect

Librmy

Vieta

NMI/

suc was passed in 1949, and the

Main and Busse. Shelves were
put up, cash donations for

-tt

library moved into the neW
books were solicited door -to -building in July, 1950. As
door, and the library, staffed the years p.sed, it w. apby Woman's Club members, parent that more spa. was
opened ie doors to the public needed. An addition to the
library was completed in 1062.
one enema., a week.

Mrs. Ruth Carlson looks over the mrrent yearbook of the
Mount Prospect Woman's Club, now in its 431 year. Ruth has
been an active member of the club for the past 38 year. and
partpated in the founding of the Mount Prospect Library, one
of the outstandMg contributions of the Woman% Club to the
progress Si the village. She served on the Library Board for 16
year, 14 its as is secretary. For her ouStanding service, she is
women with
its The Day's "Tenter Section" repot' more years of volunteer service to their credit

that she hadn't been involved
in volunteer work of one kind
or another. It was time for the
Carlsons to do things together

'43, was most instrumental in
developing the library into a
institution."
a x -supported

- travel,

enjoy their three
grandchildren, simply enjoy

auxiliary and

money for the library's tomblishrnent. And we did hst tat
money after the special elm
nun in 1943."
THE FIRST Library Board

gown for that. Times have cershe mused.
Willy chang
She remembers the
tation of the first American
flag to the library by the American Legion Auxiliary.
She remembers the hours of

scrubbing and polishing old
furniture borrowed from the
Chirago Public Library.

tax -supported

library

net
CM( CUT

OUP NALIOHAllt MMUS
PERMANENT WAVE

,

$2. 0 0 non

95

toecnto

est $4.00

Rachel Toppers of Mount

National Library Week waa

A story hotrod& murprhe

Prospect received special recognition front the Garden
Club of Illinois for her contributions to conservation. The

observed at the Mount Pros.

puppet performance, was held
for pre-schoolers Thursday.

pees Public Library lase week.
The display case in the
Emerson St. entrance featured
the following,
following: "Ids Spring -Play Ball,"
from
the Sea," "People Build Walls
instead of Bridg.," "The
Play's the Thing," "Price of

ribbon Mani was mode by
Mrs. Emil Fick, director of

5m
510.00

RIOSSII214.07.m"'iIi

I

District II of the Garden Club
of Illinois. Mrs. Toeppeo woo
dsoten ham among 6,000
members. She has worked not
only in the geld of con -

Progress," "Do Your Own
Thing." "Is This Your Bag?"

Han but oho directly in

"Heroin Hits the
"Mission to the

Ike peen at Cleabrook School
W an effort to establish a special park for the children with

SOLIMItc,TONt

NoAppoinnnents

ROILING MEADOWS

MT. PROSPECT

3135 KIRCHDFF

1012 S. ELMHURST RD

rlepro the Natnarintsorrap

394.-5737. 439-0677

Young,"
Moon,"

On Sunday, Katherine C.
Scott, known to her friends as
"K.C.," a senior at Hersey

High School, presented two
programs of songs and dra.tic readings. Charlton "Chuck"
Peter, student at Lincoln Jun-

'or High, a promising young
poet, autographed copies of
a peom he wrote especially
for the occ.ion.

"Wall Street Com. to 14 E.
Busse Avenue," "Stay Alive

a plantings and ewe by load

PartlapaminicU

B. Central Rd., Des Plaines.
will be held April 25 and 26
and May 2 and 3 from noon to
6 prsi.

The work of professional
artists and sculptors will be
featured this year with the bulk

of the show made up of con-

S=POOsE,

A Wedding date wig bears
nounced a the Wale.

Arta fir at Church
of the Master

first

struggled to i. feet to follow
path of growth and progress
undreamed of by the women
who first saw the urgent need
for a library In Mount ProsPM.

your

r.

Her fiance was graduated from
Palatine High School in 1967.

rushy.

But mod of all she lemurs
bers how everybody in torso
pitched in and helped when a

Displays proclaim
Library Week

AND

you

Miss Young is & 1969 gradu-

ate of Prospect High School

issophomore at the samc

the Church of the Master, 259

Glamorous, Exciting... ifs the new, exclusive

arm "Cody Cut" with curly, curry

can of Mn, and Mrs. Robert J.
Fielding of Rolling Meadows.

The wedding date will be an -

A ribbon for Rachel
CURLY CUT
fine our expert stylish fashion

have announced the engagement of their daughter, Debra
Lynn, to Timothy Fielding,

son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald R.
Gokey of Prospect Heights,
Miss Lyon, a 1969 graduate
of Mount Carroll High
School, is a freshman at Western Illinois University at Macomb. Her fiance, a 1968 graduate of Wheeling High School,

monad in the tome.

me Johnson stayed up al most all night making up the
dust y.rbook."
She remembers when the
program budget for the club
$50. for the entire year.
"Now R's hod to get one pro -

many, many others donated

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young

Mr. and Mn. Arnold D.
Lyon of Mount Carroll, Mg
announce the engagement of
their daughter. Leah Christ to James Gerald Gokey,

Mrs. Carlson had been pres-

"But Mrs. L. W. Kesler,
who was chairman in 1942 and

Debra Lynn Young

Leah Christine Lyon

In 1959, Helger Carlson rot ident of the Woman's Club
r**. 1937 to 1938,MitMen deed. Ruth Carlson decided to
of the library LOW horn 1940 retire along with him. She
could not remember a year
to 1942,

the merchants and civic organizations, the Catholic Wornen's Club,
and, the American Le-

as

Love walked in

A BOOK RACK was kept my turn washing furniture."
In MS, the library moved
in the little white community
house which preceded Cenral into, a vacant paint store
School, and where the Woin- Main St. between Northwest
an's Club held its meetings. Hwy. and Busse. Arrange The library w. later moved V) men. were made in 1948 to
the old abandoned bank build- purchase the lot at Busse and
iris on the northeast .rner of Emerson. a building bond is -

i.

Thursday, April 23, 1970

vevvvovev 900.) 2222

Club. Ruth Carlson was our.

the time I first joined the club,
I had been interested in library
work, The roon of the library
were in the club's fine arts department. Members loaned
and donated books until there
was quite an accumulation."

her outstanding work. She is a
charter member of the Mount
Prospect Historical Society.

numerous

Aft,(163-`rE

Woman's

RUTH IS STILL a member
of the Woman's Club, with 31
years membership behind her.
She remembers the 10th annivernary of the club "when Co -

has

'

1121120004211119eS00011190920.00Se

as Long s You Live," "The
World at Your Fingertip,"

garden and chic dohs. She has
sponsored community meets
hus regarding conservetion
with dateofficials vs speakers,
and Nght now she aslo that you

"Learn a Language in Record
Time" and "Creativity
through Multi -media."
A new exhibit case has been
installed in the juvenile room
hn the second floor. This will

do dot dispose of any DDT.

De

was

The third annual art idiot'

Beautyonailudget

St. George al the Dragon

station

all

cr.ted its first yearbook in

of Dinston ems clotted; its

Board, For 14 of those years,

3. This Is your opportunity to get rid oftrash and
clear out worn fuintshInas which are not moved

under vow caught service. There will be no
chortle for this spatial pickup.

bus

Blips awarded to local students

en's Clubs,

THE

the

erected, the Mount Prospect
Public Library begun, pianos
aprovided for the community
mnter and the Northw.t Sub
Urban YMCA and wholes -

Mn, Donald Long.
In 1930 the local woman's
club became affiliated with the
Illinois Federation of Wom-

United
States Treasury citations for

Mars

Open Deily at 11:30 A.M.

fashion. NO DIRT, CONCRETE, or BUILDING
MATERIALS will be picked up.

that

Mrs. C. B. Shaffer Jr. and Mrs.
W. G. Medlar.
The current president le

each other's company.

Mount

$2.50sions

IN OUR DRAGON LOUNGE

H. P. Hamden, Mrs, C. W.
Payne, Mrs. N. T. Esmond,
Mrs. A. I. Pierce Jr., Me. W.
B . Lyman, Mrs. K. Miller.

"I began working for the li-

wish, coven gray hair, refierhes faded
S.W.

Bittner, Mrs, L. W. Km
ter, Mrs. C. H. Cooper, Mrs.

bray in 1937 during my first

gion

maly, shampoos out whenever

.

gell, Mrs. H.C. Williams, Mn,

know that it was through the
efforts of the woman's club

tt

turn of waves. Then in lad a few min.
utes we give you the contacting color
of smooth fanci.full Anse. Calms in.

8032 W. DEMPSTER
DES PLAINES, ILL.

.

Meanly, Mrs. G. A. Andre ms, Mrs, J. F. Lee, Mrs. B.C.
lwrs, Mrs. L. G. Johmon,
Mrs, H. W. Carlson, Mr, C.
G. Gallagher, Mrs. C. H. An-

"Everyone dug in
and helped, the entire Woman's Club. the committee, all

But Mrs. Carlson's greatest
contribution to the progress of
Mount Prospect li. in her 16

Grand
Opening

JOIN THE FUN

making coffee in a grmite coffee pot, loading it onto a coast-

Woman's Club president.
lowing her year of service,
I 9 2 7-1928, the following
women held office:
Mrs. B. C. Ivers, Mrs. E. C.

she said.

she served. as its secretary.

Come One! Come All!

NOW OPEN

has given Mount Prospect a

and

the high-rise apartments h d
been misdepr.ented to them

N.E.

Pickup Day
Monday
April 13

-

earth," Mrs. Ruth Carlson
saki with simple conviction.
Mrs. Carlson doesn't occupy ti great deal of space, but she

War Bond and Stamp Committee during World War II

I

of the early members reeall

the

dent, Searetary, treaSUrer, pro-

GOLCEAN

of the Surrey Ridge West 0010
Assn., Bob Melroy, amse and
asked that the residents be assured ?that lot 118 which is a
system.

-

is

Prospect Woman's Club, then

Hideaword

litde white school house, then
at Central and Emerson. Many

mice you tarns as president of the Wommy for the Sea. you occupy an's Club;' she said. "From
',Service

Dwight Walton asked, "What

I

Ionians all know what those

By Elmer Rives

called, "the infant. tot I
dit comes within Ire rem sf
Imo.," he said. Truth*

for this height. You really have

cal women gathered in the

complete set owned by Mn,
H, W. Carlson, who will awht
H.
with the historical society pro
sentation.
The public is invited to attend the meeting at the Mount
Prospect Community Center.
Area residents should also

Prorpem

Label her "Library"

METROS,' WAS talking
about the water in what Webb

Walsh. "We exercise some

-

927 when a small group of hi -

Want

first

Ten -or section

they'd rather have the cash
and it would collect interest.

h yboitu,,p,eoaipdlep.,13cold,,hnly,col,

1

1937,11 will be on display with

Mrs. Charl. Pthkonin was
Me

8.5

1toheprae,tr vtob:jafu,ndnscawyhaiilcabh

them Me same thing.

Woman's Club organized

THE PURPOSE of the

Mel. also said the Surrey
Rid hers wanted .surmce that

year and a half who will help amen your loneliness.
room apartmen. rising two
and four stories high right in street. He really didn't have to
Dear Mr. DeLouise
I'm a lonesome widow, 66 years old. Since losing my husband the 'center of their allotment.
worry. There was a similar lot
I've lost interest in everything. Can you foresee any change for
me?Should I keep my home? Also, should I get another dog?
The attorney for Miller
A. Y., Rolling Meadows Bros. is named Howard Borde.
Derr
know because after t e
I feel you should haven whole new outlook on life. Today 66 h meeting, he carefully spell d
still young. Quit feeling sorry for yourself. Find an apartment his name for me. "H -O -Wwhere they accept pets and gee that dog, but don't be afraid to A -R -D," he spelled. B -0 -RGel him alone now arid then while you go out and meet people, D -E" he spelled. He w
Get interated in church groups, offer your services at a nearby
kcal aidsg peller. He was also
hospital. Reach for life and it will reach out to you.
on the side of the angels. He
JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic. will oat - expressed concern on heari g
wort& question, ol Day readers in this column. Letters should several of the reside. say th t

NW

for safety checkups.
Knowledge, through antitcanneed

last film struck

said M his

C

people became aware of the

months of raw sewage smelling
up the neighborhood.

They would be two dories

puler memory.

accountant, one with com-.

OUR NEWEST PUB

O

high and havd a I25 -foot setback, Dick Bartel of South

Walsh, "Our only recourse is

On Monday night they listened to Miller Bros: lawyer
years?
Mrs. F. B., Rolling Meadows ask for approval of plans for 7
buildings containing 26 effiDeer Mrs, 1.13.,
I'm sorry, but I feel your bracelet is lost to you. But I me ciency apartments, 113 one feeling someone coming into your life within the next you or bedroom and 116 -two -bed-

1970 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
SPRING RUBBISH CLEANUP

It has been through volun.re efforts and the hinds

that was finally drained dter residents complained for

needed was a lawyer, preferably Inc from Philadelphia.
Now you've got to bri ng your

Letters To The Editor
Urges help for CancerFund Drive

in'Grecnbrier a few years ago

the salesman for Miller

Bros.

they seldom got it.

z,con-

Court, and on hi. proposal to extend the

h

^

,r^r^- it used

Percy in GOP doghouse

representative of the club's 200 -plus membership) passed a resolution censuring Percy for ?consistently casting his vote,.,
againstmajor bills and appointments spon-

se

new

°^8I' 'iv."

by

observe the Diamond Jubilee
celebratiom early in May, The

Jacksonville." This antedated
the Sorosis Club of New York
through which the General
Federation of Women's Clubs
came into being.

By Catherine O'Donnell
Subtitle for this column is
"Guess How It All Came

delegates from 17 states.
The Illinois Federatan of
Women's Clubs started in Chicago in 1894.
THE MOUNT Prospect.

75th convention will be held in
Chicago.
Illinois began its federation
of women's clubs in 1833. It
was then known as "The
Ladies' Educational Society of

Minutes of Monday's meeting

111

Special exhibits and organize tonal pictures will help recall
their years of service.
All members in the Illinois
Federation of Women's Clube

vrill ban

Day by Day

rittp Pubtication5

guests of honor.

She was sent to Orange, NJ.,
In 1891 along with two other
delegates. The General Federation of Women's Clubs ors.
ni.tional council consisted of

Members of the women's

wouldn't have
At least
benearlyas scared ml was

won it.
G r a b I e and Hayworth

who served from 1894 to 1896.

dub and hadall past presidents

7 think the war would been
ended that night.

took a little while, but they.

Mrs. H. H. Cordes of Cairo.

the Mount Prospect Historical
Society at 8 p.m. Monday,
April 27,

thing a little more

that
YOU MAY
Pionm and Halsey were tong
guy.. They had a war towin. It
recall

linois group was to train women to become teachers.
The first state president wee

The Mount Prospect Wars
an's Club will be honored at

mirals over to visit them.
While they were waiting for
the admirals to arrive, they
wouId have slipped ate some-

in the brig. With curtains on

pictures of Grable and Hayworth. In fact, those pictures

By Dolores Haugh

Then they would have Invite.' those male Japanele ad-

minded the threats of being pot

because many of the men had

MP Woman's Club to be
honored at Historical Society

might have done it differently.
They probably would have
spent the day in cooking. They

not by high ranking ornate.

.

egoteeRIO.P.oetestetexdoestest.teteteteeteeet.

Marshall Field

t

The day's prospects

eatemsmostmemomme

Hold on to it IMO a sate way of

disposal can' he clerked. She

old displays oni "America
the Beautiful, Will it Remain
Sal" "Ecology, Subject of

also asks that letters be written

regarding the preservation of
Thorn Creek Weeds.
- Current - and -Future -Concern
to Young and Old" abd "The
-

World Changes."

-

PTA meets
n* final Robert Frost PTA
meeting of the ye.will beheld
B p.m. Tuesday, May 12, at
the school, 1308 Cypress Dr.,
Mount Prospect.
The program will include a'

denionstration on painting to
mUSic.by John.Mosiman The
Cub Scouts will present the
colors,

., plastic pop pieces,

Vir-

ginia Alvin, acrylics in geometric shapes and wood construction, Tina Kristy, stitchery and hand-woven pieces,
Ruth

Cournoyer, woodcuts

temporary statements.
An original portfolio of the
art nouveau prints by Al -

and paintings. All exhibited

phone Mucha will be exhibited also. The prints am from
the estate of Ernest Theodore

to 4 p.m., Dorothy Krum will
demonstrate wood carving.
Between 2 and 4 p.m. May 3,
Virginia Valid, who works in
many media, will demonstrate
papier ache. Both artistswill
have pieces for sale.

Behr, represented by Mrs. Lee
Behr Tore.

THE FOLLOWING pm fessional artists from the Chi ego area will be loaning

work: Joseph Burlini, metal

pieces will be for sale.
On Sunday. April 26, from 2

BELL TELEPHONE Laboratories scientists

ale po

sculpture, lifedize and kinetic;

trayed on film, working on

Loren Getz, metal sculpture,

computer -generated movies,
and
mane
photographs,

found obj.., small and /erg.

Robert Frost

pasto; Barbara Tuch, abstracted object matter in oil; Cathy
Challender, etchings and acrylic paintings; Robert Smelt-

se -

,%,171,y,Tcri.icdart.",rc,``
ic pieces and constructed jewelry, John Hurley, pop and environmental ceramic stole-

speech. From the same soureu
is a film on an experiment to
visual perception. Th.e films
will

with

be shown continuously
another

group

from

ture, James Jennings, paint -

the North Suburban Library

rags of expressive images, and
Kathy Lay, serigraphy and
plexiglass sculpture.

Service

Others exhibiting will

be:

Lydia Lutz, oil paintings of na-

lure, Frank Pannier. contem-porary

acrylic

and lithography; Mary ache
per, expressionistic bevy

of

the D.. Plain.

Public Library. They include
an amusing portrayalof weepeiter

being used under

ter.

a short entitled "The Ewers
Oblong Pancake" and
Buster Keaton. Charlie_Chap-

lin and
films.

Laurel

and Hardy

The exhibited en work and
movie showing will be
presented free of charge.
Publicity tickets are being
sold for SI. A drawing will be
held Saturday night, May 2.
and the winners will receive
the

;

choice of an exhibited
piece valued at S50 or a credit
of 550 toward the perches:
his

mom expensive dem in

show.

THE COMMITTEE for

art fair includes: Rev. K
Davis, pastor, Lloyd Bee
Palmer Clark, Mrs, Ro
Faithead, _Mr. and Mrs. W

gang Junket, William My
Robert Novak,
Robert Wintcrroth, Mrs, R
Mrs.
art

Chappell

and

Will

Strassburger, art inst..%
Maine South
chairman.

I

High Sch

Sorority
officer
Gail Connelly, a junior at
ipon College, and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Con- i"."
nelly, 914 S. Maple Dr.. Mount -ti
Prospect,

has

been

elected

recordmg secretary of Alpha
Chi Omega, one of four social

sororities on the Ripon cam'""
...arreorl,eyld
l

.eas h

tership for the following year.

Prospect
hosts
track
spectacle
overco es Kieffer's 3 wins

Fre

In spite of three first places
Hersey
hiaffer
by Run
dropped a dual neck need to
Freed yesterday, 66-61. Pros-

ton phenols school comtho

pest was also scheduled to par-

MOM Illt knights were ambitto attend and will meet Hersey
in a dual next week.
The Huskie frosh-sogh team

demote in the meet. but due

turned the tables on the VW-

aim and gave them an 83-44
whipping with the help ot

three firs. by Dave Kuntz.
Kuntz won the 100 -yard dash,
the long amp
the 220.

KIEFFER WON the high

Elk Gr ve wins del yed

The only other Individual

the high jump where Don

er two singlm clashes with

The mutt began Tepidly,

Palatine's Paul Burros whipp-

and (dark Greenberg in the

but it was cut short bemuse of
darknms. The final and decide
ing match of the meet turned
out to be the No.3 singles con.

ing Pat Massey M the No. I

No.,2 battle, 62.6-3.

MidStiburban League play be
finishing a 3-2 victory over
Palatine on the Pirates' home
os ymterday.

.

Cana, 6-4, and then he polishcd off Coca in a 6.0 set to give
the Grenadiers the victory yes terday.
The two teams split the eth-

slot, 6-2, 6-0, and Elk Grovels

Chris Lasnialt topping Dave
Bonheim in the Na 2 motel,.
6-2.6-4.

test.

KEN MEOW of Elk
Grove won the Urn set of that

The

doubles

competition

ELK GROVE, which

is

now 3,2 overall for the season,
plays at Glenbard No
today
and hosts Barrington in a nom

also wound up in a standoff conference match tomorrow.
with Elk Groves Dave Miff.. Palatine hosts Prospect today.

match Tuesday over Gerry

Dick Martin victor in 1_3-11
maratholi at Falcon courts
pair of matches and Martin

Dick Martin outlasted Dave
Nelson

in what wm truly a

marathon match

and

gave

Forest View a two-day 3-2

and Nelson split a pair of sets
on Tuesday. Tito oDa4.11 was
called at that point because of

Spry was the medalist with a
leap of 6-0. The Hoskin
yard relay team was successin the

tor17.4.ninning

100 -YARD

F. 4:35; 2. Porter, F.4:39.1;3.

DASH: I. Kelsey, H; 10.1; 2.
Mcnick, F, 10.2; 3. Brace, F;

Gawlik, H; 220: I. Kelm), H.
23.8; 2. Davis, Hi 3. Kelly, F;
I.
F.
DIsalSr I. Schneder,

Grabs,

3.

JUMP: I. Kieffer, H,

home court yesterday.
ne dimax to the meet

MARTIN'S CLUTCH vie-

tinS win in the final set didn't

came after Me teams split a

tory came by the score of 13-

2.

Halcrow,

H;

Goan, 11;
.

Ms 1. Jarocki. F.

Page 6

Tuerk.
SHOT FU T: 1. Gaarc, F,
49-6; 2. Gardell, H; 3. Spry. Ft,
MILE RELAY: I. Fremd,
125-1: 2. White, 1-1,

3.

1:59.1;

P/1RTS

3132.6; POLE VAULT:

I.
McGuien, F. 12-6: 2. Swan H; 3. Brtice, F; HIGH

2. Patchett, Fl 3. Rieger. H;
RELAY: 1. Herm,
1180
1:34.8 440: 1. Mentek,F,51.9;
2. Jarocki. F;3. ScherpelL H;

JUMP: I. Spry, H, 6.;
Heuex, H; 3. Wickum, F.

LOW HURDLE& I. Kieffer,

Thursday,
April 23,

This will be a real colorful
next Storm wad Hen proud

Prospect will hall its First
Annual Invitational Thad

of the tact that the Knights
were able to gel the official
starter from the start track

Meet under the lights tomorrow at the new all-weather
Knight oval.
Teo teams are Malted this
year for What the Prospect

meet last year. Storm said that

noneistaff hopes will be-

of Me better-re-

Mono says the meet will Sean
away. "We can't hold It Saha-

hrded outdoor meets around

day because of the Palatine

1970

come

years to come. There will
probably be 12 Mans invited

2.

w

River Trails Park District
accepting registrations
Grove

Wen for the 1970 Summar

School.

The fee for Mc eight -week
prograrn is $12 per boy or $18

Boys' Baseball program at the

for two or more boys in she
same famly Each boy m-

in the 24th game.

fice, 303 South Lee, Prospect
Heights.

aniocs .an offimal ice shirt and

tremely important to
to Forest
Vicw. which now
Arlington for the Mid -Suburban
League lead on the Cardinals'

River Trails Park District ofThe locations of the games

oak
Mondays through Fridays, W

will be River Trolls Junior
High School, Indian Grove

a.m. to 12 noon and I p.m. toy

p.m., before May 22. For further information, call the.Fark
ORice at 2994445.

School, Euclid School and Aspen Trails Park.

THE VICTORY was ex-

took the mile in 4:35. Dick

register Oar

Forest View 'threw the Mid -

the their home, and the older s...b.rn Leaeuc golf
boys should register for Riverfor grubs yesterday c,174:g

Trails Junior High or Indian

Hersey now 5-1
in golf tests
' with loop win

Arii6on:

tine Hills Country Club.

Tie victory, whkh gave

another

for

mid its overall mark to 5-1
with a decisive 168-106 win

honors with nine -hole totals of

apiece so far.

39. Two other Falcons. Gary

wm Tom Schnildfa 44,
while Arlington got 41 from

Abramson and Phil Hausman,
were just a stroke behind with

Clais Murszalck, 42 Trom Jack
van Veen and a 45 from Rich

JON AGGFR of

Forest

View and Gordon Kaiser of
Arlington shared tow more

40s.

The other score for Forest

A""*KleinucrrterrSt'sidnao'rhm'akr-'

ing a Ercat rccovery on the fi-

Senior

Buena! Nils

5

Lettermen's
at

the, the

former Arlington student end
Northwestern football star
Bruce Hubbard, Rich Faced,
NUS track leant captain and
Reddy Hawley, a Wildcat high

and Lance Bowtt tied for the
lop spot with scores of 40.
Mark Boyett added a 43 for
Honey and Mike Sutton and

Cluh

The must speaker tor the

HONORED GUESTS for

Steve Jackass had 45's.

Totadas mohl mot will ha
Jancrwtv
NortImmtvrn

the evening will he tho senior

2301 Will. Rd

club hopes the dinar

e

In

some in moo Mao

FOR CONANT', ROO Om
wroth was the individual medalist with a 43, Brian Rucks
and Chris Dilger had 47's,
Owen Shipman had a 49 and
Rick Walter chipped im with

nal hole to save Me victory.
'Tom was lost in the woods

.1emgm.

and he had to make a great snot

gymnastics. week, basketball.
and baseball teams will
be in attendance.

Tickets for the banquet our
$6 for a dinner ticket or 54 for
patron tickets. Two ticken
were sent to each Booster Club
mailing,
member with a recentmailing,

'llir le' clwa:bo'gekkirnon"taLde ,
but he could have loss our
whole leading hen ad hit a tree
bunmething we could have

in big trouble'
FOREST VIEW mho won a
conference meet Tuesday
over West Leyden, 170-105,

with Wayne Meier snaring a
39. Abramson a 40, Hausman
a46 and Tom Mare a 45.

Alan

lettermen and cheerleaders
and the coaches of the Cardim

IA in

als

atti.ndm, are Dale hulls of

teams. Over 70 athletes
from dm football, cross.coun-

Thc Falcons now have a
but other interested persons
may also thend. Imp.a can week to polish their clubs bm
be handled by the Arlington fore next Wednesday's MS1.

the WIldcat basketball squad

try, golf, wrestling, swimming,

athletic office or by club treasurer Al Isaacs.

vomh
Abase Al o vxmctsd
haul

football

30 DAY SALE!

meet against Palatine. Arline-

\
\
%N.\

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

A PRE -SEASON SALE
''11 ON
bhiont GAS

COOL
IT

WITH
GAS!

9a,,s,,

APPROXIMATELY

tt,

Ns 1/2 Th.e

Operating Cost of ,."

.4

Any Other
%11,

System of

.191%

ton hosts the Pirates Monday.

CONDITIONING

the conference and on the sea-

It

165-

Alex Agate

Hersey scorer with a 42.

?pia

Wheeling doubles
unit places first
doubtes

MOTHER'S DAY DINNER
NOON TO 10 PM

Glenbard West.
Fish and Fedyski opened

of Glenbard West, 10-1.

Fish lost his firsTround match
to Loren Johnson of Elgin, 104. and then lost Me battle for

third place to Howie Fosdick

* QUEEN SIZE FILET

Second singles man Vern

IN THE third singles slot

Odd of

Wheeling's Bob Scheffel lost
din the first round to Jim Wunerlich of Glenbard West, 10-

Lake Park, and then went on to

down Phil Mitchell and Don
Rottman of Glenbard West,
10-8. in the final,

1.

In the third -plan match,

Bill McCoppin replaced Schef-

fel and dropped a 13-11 deBUT THE rest of the Wildcats were not so fortunate. The
only other match they won was

cision to Elgin's John Grosso.
Finally. the Wildcat second
doubles team of Tom Fielder

in the first round of the first

and Ron Cuff lost to Dave

singles
-

competition.

where

Bob Lemke defeated Chuck
Zitara of Lake Perk, 12-10.
1ot Lemke losfin the finals,

-

a BAKED VIRGINIA HAM
* ROAST TOM TURKEY
* ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
* SHRIMP DE JONGHE EN CASSEROLE

with a 10-6 win over John
Fridland and Eric

Featuring-

10-I. to Max Pokorny of Elgin.

or

Barnes and Mark ENHaart of
Elgin, 10.3, and to SteveNark-arid Eric Peanut of Gleobard
West, 104.

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

GAS AIR CONDITIONING
orn is so dependable that

at Lake Park meet
limn of Wayne Fish and Ron
Fedyski took first place Saturnuin
the Lake Park Intinal tennis meet. bot as
team the 'Cats finished fourth
behind Lake Park. Elgin and

Only 11 ee flexing
parts n the cycle

ththw

AT THE

201. Mike Henry was the top

-

,Ltzg

the Huskies beat the

first

Dougherty's 39
lowest of Lion
clubbers' pack
162-169.
162

at

the

Rob

Club. The Lions are

Dougherty's 39 took the
medalist honors, and dl stroke
Lions ere within one stroke
of shout xt. Terry McDonald
was rout with, 40. followed by

Mike Locasio who had 41.
Frank Fenton was the fourth
man with a 42.

LION

C OCAPTAIN

Mario Vitale, who usually finishes in the top two for Viator,
had .41. Vitale was hampered

by an injured wrist but still

remained undefeated bath in

Wheeling's

The Prospect Knight frost,
soot] golf team is apparently
going to carry on in the win.
rung tradition that previous

St. Viator's golf team. lad by
a 39 by Joe Dougherts. rolled
over visiting Luther North.

!%#:

N'1'114

Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
P.° provide 2 full years of
sa/e, Free Service on

A

PARTS

IIy

With All the Trimmings

CALL NOW FOR

iiettArlaR Zvolk.
ON HER SPECIAL DAY
LET US HELP YOU TREAT
HER LIKE A "QUEEN!"
et,

MORE INFORMATION
F.H.A. Financing Available

3405 Algonquin Road

Rollin, Meadow, Ill
PH 259 5000

BORUCKI HEATING
and AIR CONDITIONING
,Loi,i-oigioi7Menoine Center, tallem

.692-4293

Prospect's

ROSE FROM Niles again
heads the low hurdles with a
20.3. Prospect's Butz is toani
at 21.0 while Arlington's John

3:20.2 while the
of Mike

glee fastest

smart.

Cardinal

Sam Wit of Adington demonstrates do Unto that mahm hime
three In tomorrow's Fara Annual Prospect Invitational Track
Meet. Wit's leap of 20-10, is second best in the field. (Photo by

Page 7

Thursday.
April 23,
1970

followed by Saab, Paul Hackcr and Bill Grady.

Pie*.

The Lion fresh-soph squad

won, whipping Luther
North 162-213. Larry Windt
also

and Steve Balinski, who have
improved tremendously, both
bad 31Fs to tie for the medalist

Mk.
The nom encounter for the
Lions will be tomomow when
they host Immaculate ConceptIon.

have established if their early
season performance is any in.

meet against one defeat with
a 175-181 victory mar Glen bard North. The Wildcat
frosb-soch teem. also wan,
190275.

nlo ChrIson or Wheeling

The Knights finished urn in

Hahn rounded out the day's
ploy with a 50.
Versus Forest View. Pros-

the New Trier Em Qua-

pect won bye comfortable 33 -

diction.
drangular on last week, dm
faded Arlington last Thursday
and knocked off Forest View
Monday afternoon to remain
unbeaten thus far this ycar.

THE. KNIGHTS turned in
a team total of 170 at New
Trier to edge the second.platte

Maine South Hawks by three
strokes. New Trier West tom
with a 179 and Nw Trier
h
at the
East was last with a
Skokie Playfield Course.
Berg was medalist
John

rating with a

2:00.1. Pros.

poxfs Tom /Clinker has been
timed inn 700.6.

stroke margin. 166-199. The
victory boosted the Knight
froth -mph conference rozord

his credit and also a 22.8.

Palatine soccer
teainloses

seconds behind she top time.

The Saving Is Yours)

Area athletes

CLIP THIS COUPON

MILLER
High Life Beer

Philadelphia
Blended
Whisky

Case of 24

12 oz de, btls.

359

Full Quart

The Saving Is Yours!

l

' HAMM'S

BEERJnb

figure in NU
Rfneores ter ...to-- football plans

dropped the next to by identi.

This offer moire,
Sun Apr RPM

wok

the lone Viator singles win. defeating his opponent 03.6-4 at
number three singles.

The Lions had been counnumber

One

doubles tcam of Chuck Cm-

ropski .d Greg Allure. Mao
were defeated going into the
lare twosome fell 6-4. 6-2 for

derson's 4I was second while
von Berg's 43 and Weinhofer's
45 accounted for the reoainder
of Knight strokes.

their first loss of thc season.

.nii LIONS got their other
victory from Gary Aldrich
and Mike Bic:Walton at number two double,. rh. duo beat
their opponerm easily, taking

Several urea athletes figure

prominently in Northwestern
University's plans for an imfootball

proved

season

in

1970.

Two. of these. players are
brothers. Brad and Todd
Somers. Brad is a senior who

The Saving Is Yours!

EXTRA SPECIAL!

stinting defensive hack

was

KING

2 -BOTTLE

until he broke his ankle lust
season. and Todd is a soph
onion: fighting fry the Wi M-

The Knights had a relatively
easy go of it with the Card un-

derclassmen the folio** afternoon, emerging on top by
171-186 count.
Prospect's Curt Manning
took medalist honors by shooting a four -over par 39. Anderson, Tessmer and von Berg tied
for the rothemm snot on
Knight scoracmds as each

turned in a 44.Welnhofcr was
BM with a 45.

Whiskey

"TRAVEL BAR"

eats' No. I signal -culling job.

A Blend

with bar tools
and 4 shot glasses

Another Arlington Heights
product. Jon Hillman. is

279
filth

-

peeled to do yeoman duty

gdwiduors 695

.

the first set 64, and winning

Ms Wildcats as en offensiso

the second sex 6.3.

tackle and tight end.

boxed

aal

VODKA
Charcoal Filtered

I

9

49-,

GOVT INSPECTED_

BEEF HALF

LB

I

213840+S611t+N Tee
SIM 63 or MR 811a tar,
mr 9 months

STEAK LOIN

.

III
BEEF HALF

SIEVE SLUKA was lox

Iggce

for the Redbirds with 42. Jeff

foam. Lower Stores
AND IT S

DIET -RITE

a

PLUS EXTRA

:

I

there s a lot of lolls
oboes the low prices of

The Saying Is Tours,

I

carded a47.

COLA
Dietiteciti V

iheabia

ALL TRUE,

299
QUART

Yr '.°138'

Rolf Quart
Th

Sys

C

8 depTe:ftles

WINGED BRASS

CORK
SCREW

One Cent Sale
CANADA DRY

from MT

69c

GINGER ALE or
SPARKLING WATER

while John Gibbet bagged 48

LB.

Legal
Notice

You recerveadouble steak count

tram Me beef lees sect,.

28 Oz Barber

The Saving Is Yours:

NO DEPOSIT

FLEUR DE LIS

3

CORDIALS

84c

279

alts

Ith

Boole
1N lytpy4y.

BID Naha
roam

an se will

Consolidated Scrod Meones teolecl bids an

For Glenbard, Mike Hay
shot a 49 and Jay Frolich

E,lav,;,m,aarnk pi,n

was the individual win -

ailational Track Meet under
the light. Matthews is jmt .1

Award Winning Liquor Peres

Dalton appeared to be chang-

ist with an =client 37. An.

42 and Scott
one stroke back at 43. Don
Towner rounded out Prospect swinging with a 44 wkle
fifth man Craig Gewarlowai

motion moz he thmings1.2.7,-,

added a 50. On the frosh.soph
level, Wheeling's Dave Mehls.

Only the pole vault and high
pup show a great deal of scar-

with

and roammete Jim Trout carded a 46.
4

the First Annual Prospect In.

11/2.

Zion, and Hacker has. 22.9 to

Hughes arc looking forward to
next Saiunlay's moth nt
Maple Park at p.m.

St. Ignatius meat.
However. the Cserapski-Al-

Club against Palatine.

morrow night as his team bons

leap, but tops is 21-

20.101/4

from the area, and he is tied for
fourth. The best is a 22.3 from

Jim Kinsella and mach Bill

the

R I g T-Prespecfs Kehh
Matthews won the 880 as Niles

pact sophomore. Hacker. m
top Mite moors
1111

Lions felt to the Sr Latham
Wallop,. 3-2, at St. Ignatius.
Dan Kialahan fell at num.
bar one singles 6-0, 6-2. Jim

on

Them will also be a sepia -

220 finds only the Pros

jar setback Saturday when thc

ting

with a 6-1. Don Spry of Hersey
of Prospect
thd Terry
are tied for thc fourth slot with

and in the long jumping with a

gasses from John Kinsella.
The Celtic Midgets also Inst.
2-0. in a close game. NI:maser

BILL H1TZEMAN

Hersey's

North's Viking Relays and
will he out to do the same W-

scored a goal after two line

won bit first set 6e, but he

is

hind the first place of 54-11.
Sant Wit of Arlington if rte-

mediate Soccer team Ines its
to Morton
season opener
Grove by a scone or 4.2. Celtic
center forward Luis Graeae

to 3-0.
Manning repeated m medal-

THE KNIGHTS. next meet
is scheduled for tomorrow at
the Palatine Hills Country

into
the ratings with the fourtlobest
time, a 1:34.2 from Scott
Davis, Chris Kelsey, Gordon
Halcrow and Kurt Kieffer.

TM Palatine Celtic Inter-

ing the Lions' luck when he

Second in line

Foshury Hop man, hm Heuer

for the Knights with a 41. Bill
Welnhofer was next with

and Scott and Steve Shirk Of Malkheard and torkboord MORI.
Glerthani tied for individual veetT1,:z votmallo8J'ela:!,4';
0,.,L
=DI honors with 4I's. Wild- 270;1,
'calf Bob Winters and Jack twil SvedivaiTalaW

with a 46.

for Me Arlington duffers. Dan

fourth with a 48-113/4 toss be-

the Om of times with a

1:59A. while Arlington's Mike
Splits holds the fourth best

THE HIGH jump also rinds
'en MSL mm on top, the host
thhool's Irof blcimner. Meissact
only gone 6-2 owldoors, but heronared ,3lA inand h. gone
doors this sea
as high as 0-4M as a juior.

amore medley relay, but no
Sachs of Niles times are certain for that

North.
In the shot pot, Arlington's
Mark Chidley finds himself in

HERSEY BREAKS

Palmer was next with a 46

`Cats winners
by 6 strokes

mete

race

6 by Alik

two mph-

salso be in the running. Storm

Cardinal Scott Mudge and
Knight Tom Cashion roles gure
the 12-0 mark as their tops.

leaps.

places and he is fifth at 14410. Tops ireh event tae I

1:32.8, Prospcm's foursome of
and

Huskic Gary Swanson.

and

only Prospect junior Mike )1

hind Niles North which hes

thee in 1132.9. Rome opens

Wolfpack derails
St. Viator plans
for CPL net trophy
St. Vistor's hopes for a Chi clout -and Prep League tennis
championship received a ma.

Prospect moves up to sec and in the R130 relay, again be-

emotes has covered the

In

Wheeling oven its second
Mid -Suburban League golf
LBoucya

and

sixth with a 4:35.6..

The mile relay finds Elgin.
Larkin in theserir second,with
Arlington dose in cond El-

dell and Matt P.c., will

Prospect rprciade will
then feature the 880 with the
gin Steve Eaker holding the
edge at I:58.2. But Prospecfs
Keith Matthews is a big threat
with a I:58.6. Both times are
under state qualifying. Bob
Messer of Homewood

over Glenbard

ALLLL

and Prospeees Scott Scala is
fourth with 51.9.

Heney's entry of Gary Get-

-

Mike Immo)

Knight underclass link squads

AVOID Inc SUMMER HEAT ./

qt,

The Hersey frosh.soph team

Cougar underclassmen,

Prospect

'

AIR CONDITIONING

124 from LaGrange. Hersey's
Leon Zasadny is third at 12-4,

two juniors

ace is
Manning. Th e

Prospect's sophomore
linksmen on the move
'

AIR

a 56,

= as

I

SPURTS

Mi..

Fawns. all have just coo low

annual

..

Zff

Booster club
elects officers

hind Pittenger is Greg Gawfik of Hersey. (Photos by the Stuart)

Ron

Henkel is third oath a 430.6.
Hersey', Greg Gawlik is
oolong the Rados at 4:31.2.
teammate Ed Rieget is
ills

ly,

Deand M
Zoom who could place while

has Jack

PRELIMINARY

track.

Forest View a 2-1 MSL play

on the Huskie course.
Huskies Rich Fosselman

/ was entry of 10.6, Arlington

start at 5 p.m. tomor-

lanes on the new

raid 4-1 overall record this sea-

over Conant in a strong wind

the MidRuburpetition
was League. After Zion-Serit-

TWO-MILE: 1, Spiniolas..

and Juanita Schoen. secrchwy.

The Arlington High School
Booster Club will hold its MN

,. A fun race for the heavyI. weights fromwee plenty of cam.

spectators to

the

boys will make the finals in the
track cvmts as there am eight

The new officers of the
Board of Directors of the Ar-

10.1

the

&away around 7:15. Eight

MEET' RESULTS

have

of their bed while

times

row with the finals getting un-.

cront,throcki inthe440with a
522 and Menick in the 100 -

each

eral of the hoo coming are

hems

Agase featured speaker
at Cards' senior dinner

Hersey ran its Mid -Suburban Loaaue golf record to 2-I

gin -Larkin

Mad conch Walt Storm. "Sev-

THE

Jarocki and Menthe etch

action.

son, produced a virtual fourconferway tie for the
once lead. Arlington. }Jersey
and Prospect, along with the

Homewood-Flossmoor with a

let aahn
la called
the Big Boys' 100, and the enWe
must weigh 200 pounds
or MON.
Back to usual track events.

races

pole vault with a 12-6.

Falcons create jumbled golf race

third through sixth grades can

wedtend was scheduled for his

-Ana wall have a lot of

-

of high school. Those in the

THE 100.VARD dash finds
three mm ahead of Pr.peces

leaders or are in the top five in
the state in their events.

"1"1

TIIE PROGRAM is open
to boys who have completed
third grade through those who
have completed the first year

while the next wan is from

4:29.5

Arlington's Gary Redd.,
man stands third with a 51.1

linroans Scott limier has

Niles North has it 10.2.

51.9, Dan Pittenger

Dan Pittenger (left) and Chuck Porter of Frond lead the way
In the mile during yesterday's track meet at Hersey. Hidden he.

his credit.

15.4

with 49.9 and 50.3, respective -

Knights have invited such pow -

for this meet," said Prospect

arc undefeated in conference

home count today. Both teams

number four, however, with a

STORM SAID the double-

Arlington and Hersey will
be the Dist. 214 representatives, Arlington with an long
and impressive reputation nd

I

14.5.

a

tons Fred Hants tops the list
of pole vaulters ton; a 13-6.
His nearest competition is a

to the throwing events. the
mos teams won't have much
chcanne to do if past perform.
anus are any indications.
Missing are the super discus
and shot hurlers of earlier Am
Unman teams. In the discus,

1159.1, Mike alenick won the

lington Cardinal Booster Club.
for 1970-71 were recently
elected. They are Bill Chose.
president; Rill Townsend, vice
president; Al Isaacs, treasunsr;

LaGrange
boasts second md third places
in the 'rocs cotta 14.9. Prosprot's Jim Butz looks like
in

event

tsf Homewood mth a 4:23. Ar,

Ohman is sixth at 21.5.

mai won the half -mile win

yard dash with a 102.

Steve Rose who has run the

App of Elgin and Will Haney
of Zion have the best times

Cumin and Oaddeman buro
126. Niles North owns
3:28.6 with Prospect's Smith
Gary Reese. Klinker and Matthews hitting a 3:29.6.

Wally Spiniolas took the
in 9:57.4. Bill Jo-

rfl'seTothn'lll'ealgr'Lirnrdlilit

With a 9:51.5; State qualifying
time is 9:47.0.
The high hurdles should be
dominated by Niles Nonlis

sehools in the field Arlmg

tonoxlme first to DIaL Babb

D'Anmlo, Mike Splitt, John

Iwo -mile

in

time in tomorrow mitt s Bald

mg goothill foe the MSL

The mile run is Pratt) well
emend bk the 6191. schools

THE 440 find, No arse

products the runts., for the
bluc ribbon Althoogh Ben

clocking. LaGrange md El-

Hersey still a new school wnh
in mark to make in the state.
11We tried to get as many
outstanding boys at we could

placed

serve to go along with it, but
neither could cash M until the
Forest View player finally did

Allen holding a time INtosec better than his
competition. Allen has run a
932.8 this season outdoors

bro h h posted the third fastest

Paul Hacker, who owns a 10.4

carr(IrTsl'e'l:on.°Thhcard

Registration is now being

Ali roue with two -miler Bill

from the east.

easy. Nelson jumped out
tooquick 4-1 advantage be-

for boys baseball program 2,711',11,1
the advantage . times, ano the

Prospect should easily have
Ni top man in the Ineet'sopen-

Niles North and Niles east

relay in the time of 332.6.

fora 4-4 deadlock.
After that the battle became
see -saw altos with neither

Relays."

men Saturday morning. at 9
am. after running late lemons
row night.

land Park from the north. Elgin -Larkin from the west and

vidUal events and took the toile

second

weather,

lh nt.
what the boas have to do m the
state mect.° Prospect is sched.
riled to attend the Palatine

PROVIDING AN excellent
crospsection of the Chicago land area track powers, the

As the score indicates. Mar-

co

In c.e of bad

9 48 7 Arlington, Stott Ten

gird rt

as LtGrange and Home-

PREM., WON seven indi-

in

for the runners to have such u
high caliber of starter.

tom on purpose
mknbon Illy lotion

wood-Flosamoor from the
south, Zion -Benton and High-

with a 5-10.

440

it would he good experience

neat year.

Jim Heuer in the high jump

and Len McGuinn won the

back to take the second M.
63.

H;

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Elinor

3

with a 4641, Gary Swanson in
the pole vault with an 11.6 and

lint In the shot put with a 494

darkness and continued yestery
day.

F

17-7. Scott Davis in thc 220
with a 24.6, John White in the
discus with a throw of 113-7.
Gary Garden in the shot put

I -9. but Nelson came

I

Nadler, H, 15,h, 2, Hodge, I-,

ce. in the long jump with a

Schneider captured the discus
with a 1:25.1, Rick Gee= was

contest,

Carlson

2

Cribb H
MILE RUN, I. Pittenker,

1

Second places for Hersey
were garnered by Gordon Hul-

II in the third and final set y.thday. Dick had wonosthe
opening set in another lengthy

over Prospect on the Falco&

Mid -Suburban League victory

in the 220 with a 23.8, but they
just weren't enough.

foe place far Hersey was in

ith and Mark Hopkins heating
Matt Borman and Steve
Heineman in the No. 1 match,
6-2, 6-4. and Palatine's Scott
Dawson and Kevin McNamara defeating Al Lewandowski

Grove's tenni, team
umped up to the .500 mark in
Elk

dlu in 22 4 and the 'collimate
ntth a 17-11. His multroate
Chris Kelsey added first Tthhe
100-yord dash with a Ital and

H 224

9 57 4 2 Bowman F 3 Zim
met H HIGH HURDLES

17-11,

tr tes

net match vsa

hurdles m 158 the low hur

SM., semi7

gsUBf

0. rlevaner, Owen

.

.60.3=439.;

PROM

FREEZER EMT SPECIALISTS

766-6750
OPEN, CARY 9 AM to B Pm
SAT to 5 CLOSED SUN

thgHSENVII4a

..

766-6750
WE Linn

()ROM STORE

ARLINGTON HIS

ARLINGTON HIS.
1307 RAND ROAD

1307 RAND ROAD

CMANTMES
C,015 AND CARRY SPECIALS

FREEZER KEIATSuic

CNICADO ADDISON
CICERO
LOMBARD
I FOREST MIN
MELROSE BARN

-

Sulam Se"

THEME
Thursday April 23 1970

b

What's happening in the area?
"Whits IlappenIng'

tram 8 until II pm with the
Is

a

MOUNT PROSPECT:
The River Trails Park Dis-

ennt.

Rd. from 7;30 until 9:00 Rin.
Entertainment will be by the
"Barrington Tracking Com-

Send information an what's
happening or send any opinions you may have on any subject In "What's Happening,"
Day Publications, 117 S. Main

SE, Mould Prospect 60056.
rol and The Day will tell
Misers What's Happening with
you.

ARLINGTON MIGHT&
'flee Appointed Place Coffee House still has in regular
program of music. atmosphere
and soft beverage entry Friday

Recreation Park, 500 E.

Miner.
Friday

at

the

Cellar

is

WGI.D (FM) night featuring
entertainment by Soup and
Mogan. both of which are to

rict will hold its last seventh
and eighth grade band dance

of the year Friday 'in Reek.ville School, 1400 Kensington

pany." Admission is 75 cents.
The Lost and Found Coffee
House operated every Friday
at 309 N. Eastwood for those
persons 14 and over. It all
Marts coming together About 8
p.m. for 75 cents cover charge
which includes coffee or Coke.

PALATINE:
The Friends of Distinction
will he Eatured Saturday at
Harper College as another speial

cert begins at 8 pm. ands 12
for those who do not chow ID
curds: all most who do get in
free.

appear at the Madison festival
in May.
Saturday appearing will be

WAUKEGAN:

one of the final

now called the Sea of Tranquility will feature Friday
night the Mason Profit Reun-

blues per-

formers around. Muddy Wa-

ten will perform along with
Pure Smack. Admission for
Friday is 51.50 and $3 for Saturday.
Saturday Recreation Park is

For anyone who cams to go
that Mr, the old Wild Gan me,

ion

and

on.

Saturday

the proprietors of Lally's,

a

hour concert which features
the fantastic Stevie Wonder,
the Jam. Gong and the Sec-

and Martinson, the first of the duction.

ACCORDING TO Damen
in Chicago will be American
Tribal Productions. Inc., alive

and South high schools on a
non -reserved, first -come firs,
served basis. Doors will open
at p.m. For more ticket information call Maine East High
School at 8254484.
CHICAGO:
American Tribal Preenn
lions will present May i in the
Aragon
Al Kooper, The
Byrds, Bangor Flying Circus,

which

With the formation of the
new companies Butler's Na.

7eilrlts'IT7,Ti;r0;n17.1

abetcomes oneof Me major
force s n the entertainment

concert orgmintion

this

summer

in artociation

with Coug Martin.
The company also will stage
national concert tours, and

eventually will expand into international concert booking
and film production.
A second company, now in
operation, is American Tribal

One Man's Family and the
Second City Players.

Michael Butler, producer of
HAIR, The American Tribal Love Rock Musical and president of Natoma Productions,
Inc., has announced the formation of a series of new coinpna ies collectively called
American Tribal Enterprises,
Inc. The new companies will

Management, Inc.-- a talent
management and counseling
operation. The management
will bp concerned with both
HAIR Tribe alumni and with
other groups and individuals.
Among those already under
contract are; Litter, a rock
group; Mark Gallagher,'
singer, and Don Baughman,

be a division of Rama Pro-

wrilcr-R0mPaKT

A DAY IN TIIE LIFE

parent

The

com-

Dorian

appear bath nights for $2 ad-

and Dan Martinson
spearhead Um operation, along With

mission.

Kirk Smith end Pat Miner of

also

will

lin, Helsinki, Annterdam and
Sydney,

Tribe members to make certain theW talents are fully
"utilized after they leave the
HAIR casts."

cago. It has played limited run
engagements in Tokyo, Stockholm, Copenhagen and Bos-

in addition to Chi-

expect the same consideration from
you when he is paying you for your

.7,',,Ztttor=

the

interviewer know before you even
open your mouth that you're neat,

3.
4.

"ZrEc/LVer0=lr

insmilotion

rooms

ell.

6

tone..

ALTERATIONS

anobly rives/remise mu.,

No

profilist..

5.

DO show an interest --ask questions

Locally Grown
at

amc,

"BUO7BRATIVE

with this coupon. Offer good
from now thru May 7.
1014 E. Central Rd., Mt. Prospect

mmmmmm mmmm

mmm IIII11111

Lawn Mower Repairs

ICHNCH A PEARSON
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

don

BABY SHOES BRONZED

Machinery

Cement

WINKELMAN'S

H

ser'm kec trou me. tinirey'nc"O

English Fish & Chips has been handed

down from father to soon in Skegness,
England. My fish are moist and tender,

prepared by skilled Master Fryers.

These generous portions C-41.min
make a delicious meal for the
whole family.Visit us today.We're

open everyday,
It am to 9pm."

II IIIII

MAGIC BY

FREE EST !MATES 296.55

DENY THE MAGIC

General Hauling

FIRE

W

Foondoltom

A.

WORK FIRE.

IMIATE5 CALL FL 8.6913

Buy

RED212CONC2211

EXPERT CAPPEN1ER

to

Residenlialianynerdal
Promps Insiallosion

...Today!

392 ONO

Mt. Prospect

DRIVER

Readership!

255 31322

JOE

Eli& 7510

ORTZN

Plumbing

You gm a

PLUMBING HEATING., Rod..

bemuse your want ad is
not lost in a mountain of
the

All N 8= mes

Gune

358.6190
week

13.90

Day and

its

5 days a week, S90 to SIM
eed

Dial a Roy
Want Ad Today,

255-7200

29110 Wanted Men

OR

readership

People

296-6640

Wo, ss,11 bosh he proud.

oli

INDEX
and

Call Al Phillips

ING POOL SEASON

We ore now au Coll 392 4753

in

SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN

per

pool, a

Office Equipment
BIGOISCOHNT SALE

atZLEV:rviVacuiloble.
Automobiles For Sale

LPY7DIDPPHO'Nr

112

'52174:on' ds'nef".rors.
Need Calle], 9344

CL .100, EN 227

YOUNG MAN WANTED

Painting & Decorating

PAINTER OR FIN Et MAN

Learn Sales
Profession
No experience

REASONABLE REFERENCES

FULLY INSURED

NEAT
STAIRS.

..REENTER WORK

WINDOWS, PORCHES.

CALL 562 197

Results!

Instructions

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

Geo', Kle in 3. C41 00

CONCRETE

CALL BUD 259-4016

r 8 Septic Work

am

interview is over. Thank the interviewer for his time and consideration.

.

ARE

.

eanawd. Joh

3134-3528
es

ED, OVAL. PAINT SER.

BENS HOME REPAIRS

Sewing Machine Repair

FINDING

CALL

Tour Day Want Ad works,
Whatever you WONT to
sell, buy, rent or trode,

Ready for a
great new job?

you oat fast results from
the Doyl

need Men
FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

hild Care

Although you can't really practice for an interview, you

Day or NIght 359 1906

017,L,LENT CNITS=R,B,B,4/

Generol contractors

Dove 824.7222 or/

MERION OWE SOD

IC1C5 DECORATING

im evens

WHOLESALE
WALTERS

8.5440

in, 437-4870

PAINTING,

DECORATINOG

52,4273 Dancing Schools
CALL ALLEN 392-9351 Supplies

amp Pump

827 2925. Alter
KRDOUR DECORATING
To .11
e

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
HOMES OFEICF, ROOM
ADDITIONS GARAGES 16,7
[HENS, BATHROOMS. FIRE

'LGOSO'greit'A'NR5V

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

255 5705

C DCBSONESIANDSCAPING
b,oehese
255.7335

537.1411

B ...LOPATIN°

POODLE, SCNNA.ER
GROOMING

BOBJAACKS LANDSCAPING

25.570
P°g:IN
C39/ /696

Dog Training

6 toll 439.5526

a

Recrealititykarli."
Roam Add6ohi
PorchRepoSs
Estimates

RALkakw0.00

titsna-t7 '"'"
advertise with, Day

el

II

d

g, TRUSTY WARNS

BPOWERSULL" PUMP AND A -

FREE ESTIMATES 296.1638
RU

0116 6111.0;gre., Niles

PAPER HANGING
I DO

I. KOTTKE 8. SONS

IrtSTN'WORIL 1

159-2331

Rr.62

Lauritz Jensen
ark d
sato grass Biller2 Bushes NM,

pr

5

':13;:;77;

P,

obligation WRITE OR CALL No

MIN FROM W .1.FCTRICI

NEAL 6EASONABLE

LANDSCAPINGSouth

007 A PROBLEM, DOM

North Share owned and operoh
ed. Obedienue ond Guaranteed
HousehreaSng. No maismisp

is

MERLON BLUE SOD
Early Birds ice
6.9c a squats:yardelivered.
meltable.

Deg Service

50
65

PRINTER

7,?`t7,LIZ,7

Get smart!
Start a Day
Want Ad
working
for you!

Day Comps

Va Mi.

Waltman Conti. CO.

HAPPINESS

. D SUMP PUMP

.6n Intrie

41,;?,7,".rrt,totrot,.
GENERAL

Illinois Ben

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE
CL 5-38.12

Soo, Enterprises
SPRING CL.NLIP

FREE ESTIMATES

nal, Business
Loll and Found
Miscellaneous
Merchandise

439 3269
824.5464

ROLAND E JOHNSN

SS,10,3

ENCTRI=BING

iNF

ndushial ProPmBI

Sod

Clothing

opPr

656.9922

47

EXTERIORINTERIOR

ARS HT5 DAY CARE CENTER

'70'17!0'7'4';'1'573-08

x4

8.1-5181

Sheet Metal Work

11'2'47-.425ti

f or

to get qualified help quickly
with a Day Classified' Advertisement

0Z'tiZ7,0

787-61E13

GLENVI. OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Home Maintenance

rhoes,

!Ions.

321-9600

WORTHMORE office

PIrs=c'

296 6484

Coll oft, 6Pm 39L892

255-7200 or 296-6640

nn

CIR7.. SNORE POOLS INC.

you feel.

Help Wanted and Employment
Agency Advertisers:

WANTED

io i=s ler

CLASSIFIED

255.7.6, free

d .289.3168

"Hot Water Heating

should have a good idea of what you want to say. By jotting
down items you want to discuss and by keeping these other
basic do's and don'ts in mind, you'll be able to make a better impression on your prospective employer...and get the
job you want!

;247:

road
Wont

Office Cleaning

Heating
REDI HEATING

tZt'i=

e,rg

Ads...5 days a weal

OM O.

Hearing Aids

$550 8 CAR

only

eewsorint.

Perin eases

5.213 6587

5 DAYS

Mall. 5. C M 4 379 9O6

55

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Drives

Carpentry -Remodel in g
Contractors

R

twos

nohr

11WO'N

'1=3ADSETLEI=

WESA'AURTIRS. FRES ES.

ALLEN CONCRETE
tut

D

Pat Day Want Ads
To Work For You

Plastering

537 1244

EDMOtr 'VAr'r.63.637
D A1.1.5

3 LINES

Wigs
raiz

b

No7elt

3.70-0770
La Salle Personnel

anist 439.0706

rind

NRYSH

REVERS ABSSONPI
ALL TYPESFREE ESTIMATES

Igor Refinishing

DON'T boast. Confidence is fine, but
be sure your interviewer knows you

Call

1014 E. Central Rd.,,

CUSTOM UPHOLSTER CFree pick

CP""

Mogi<

Pattct==

Blocktopping

I

ns!

`7=r1tr0vo`t

I

13Employment helmet Men

CL 3441

B011'17124'S'F'EnNiG

MIA

reach

Fencing

KANZLER 630N

CI. 3.0349

Ads

throughout the Northwest
suburbs to aver 66,000
household In 17 commu-

SALES TRAINEES -5700

Piano Tuning Services

heod."Co'll 359.4636.'
PATCH 5 PAN1RY

Wont

Day

Ca11298-4646 or 627-044 I

r:eViniFsitt".

saeas

des H Repairs

Reach!

Permanent Wove,

le. Co11392.1975

Entertainment

NIes gilt for MOINERS

"o':;I:=o'ro'ortzt--

Wallpapering

6. Co11662-0422.

Cell AFTER 6PM

"My authentic method of preparing

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

289-1088

358-3172

0°-

bridge. 824.6.6

Baby Shoes

Nts

Upholstering

ENTERPRISES

,erSD Nsp.. Doper

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

11. DO be responsive to any sign that the

943 N. Nods..
259 0628

cc.

Psiimases

DO sell the employer if you feel you
really want the job.
DON'T be afraid to let him know how

McKAY TREE SERVICE

'11..o7o=ecr.

schools, ect!

10.

FREE

R & M DECORATING

Lawn Care

108 W. Go.d.

references
employers, friends,

his con-

hoe Remsed.fully Insured

827.7588

000. co oo

BAH 4,71,AF,TBR 5PM

Buy one Fish & Chip dinner for a
dollar and you get another one

DECORATING

UPHLLSTFRY SHAMPOOED

DON'T make slighting

have the ability to merit

°,70oOt.t.itEo:.toot".-'

J. R. MOSKALA

WEST GARODECENTER

434.2233 and 297-5936

9.

Dads

11

I

Electrical Work

ROSELLE DODGE

DON'T chew gum. If you feel you must
smoke, first ask if you may do so.

fidence, too.

0 OTMC

II

729-7150

COMPLETE

ItotrirEz"..7.7

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

SPRING SPRAYING

RICH FERTILIZED BLKK SOIL

Comet Cleaning

Pownt6.snAlinon

CALL 8271940

Tree Service

FOR FREE ESTIMATE

BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOP

about previous

593.507

DECORATING

AND BANSPOOPAS CALL NOW

DO speak clearly and to the inter-

537 1645

NEED BIggILNYOUR

RUSSELL

RUSTIC .ate

8.

117'TEIrn°1StuTt 'Rd':'et

rneadows.111.

732 6434

22-Sibitiuswalted.Women

le nin

2207 Stswali Street

22.1.15.

aid 31.25
BAB

Ruch clumps,

enLIVIAP41?4* OnV

C22

Weeping moo., r

ct;":;77710

CALL EP 358 5359

392 0,141

mar a"

Orel

Auto Body Repair

moralise! DF WI

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

FREE ESTIMATES

Dressmaking -Sewing

Installation

viewer. Direct eye contact is very important.

:ZE's"741

Residensiol

IT'S NEW

about the company and the job.

6.

218ituationsWanteSMen

21

FOR YOUR HOUSE

Bi

Ctic=lleopering.

TV Service

small

too

tola

155.116S7

Air Conditioning

a

7.

This special
offer makes it
even tastier."

CREATIVE

TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

la 3532

EXPERT BODY WORK

DO fill out your application completely
and neatly.

V, yl

'CCCYN'EARTClO'B"

IMILYNN REMODNING

RELAX! Be gracious and courteous.

of Aram and

line

exlInior

DECORATORS

GUARANTEE, BUY DIRKS AND

Let

Corno101o

Tile

Painting A Decorating

wading

Seeding

An Stab CO

impressions are important.

MAR-GLO
PAINTING. DECORATING

Siding. If inieresicd
Coll Mr. Moore.
545-050/

Drapery Repairs

PROPER APPEARANCE is a must! First

SE'ZEOt.'TI Xlir.795

ed

andscaping

FULL BASEMENT

1,144.4

18110

time.

clean and conventional.

and I'd like to bring
authentic English
Fish & Chips
into your life.

I'm looking for o couple
of fro inn homes in your
aea lo display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulat-

OKI. DU SERVICE

"011,.!"-

S"

DO Be prompt for your appointment.
This indicates to the employer he may

ton.

"I'm Haddon Salt

r:rzris.ty,;:entodeling

H.MiNG 6 ALIERNIIUNh

2.

".ITCWSZECTR1ITS'
537-7075

255-7200 OR 296-6640

To help you get the job you want
at the wage you deserve.

1.

4579

FREE ESTIANSINS

HOUSES RAISED

to capacity audiences in New
York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, L. Vegas, Toronto,
London, Paris, Sao Paolo, Ber-

Mreroonals

ANY PATIONg. HEMS

JOB INTERVIEW

HAIR is currently playing

counsel individual HAIR

pany of HAIR.
Chicagoans Scott

company

soon have Butler equally as involved in all phases of the entertaioment world.

ost Day 837 .53 or

CALL ONE NOW'

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

leerations

off-Broadway communc-musical sensation, STOMP; and
several other shows in the
American
planning stage.
Tribal Enterprism, Inc., under,

Dormer: and Martinson will r

toas utc
Md
Bomb 338 OM

FOR YOUR

around the world; the recent

WILL RE COAT MOBILE HOME
ROOF YOU SUPPLY COATING
REASONABLE 279 7 OS

P01 ard 266 3E11

0 FLOOR SPECIALIST

"DO'S" and "DON'TS"

field.The compel[ is already a
major force in theater with
mveral properties, including
HAIR companies
the
16

17 Entine, %Nos

3

new companim to be activated

Caroming. Tickets are
being sold for $4 in Maine East
ond

ductions, Inc.,

SOME

duction and Publishing, Inc.,
and Amkrican Tribal Recording Co., Inc. Both companies
will be deeply involved M music publishing and record pro-

prominent show -case for new
talent in Chicago.

thc

Democratic Convention will

fields and Martinson is Inc of

your community

3

Pap -2

LW and Found

'Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

THE OTHER companies
under the Amencan Tribal
Enterprises umbrella will be
American Tribal Music Pro-

Lujak will emcee the two-

in a series of programs

sponsored by the schoofs eultual arts committee. 'the con-

Los Angeinles Doneen has been
active
the talent manage
ment and concert booking

School East student council is
sponsoring a concert Friday at
8 p.m. in the Mane East field house. WLS dirt -jockey Larry

Crystal Ship and another
band. Admission will be $1.50.

weekly listing of activities for
0ouths and a rundown of the
current music scene. The aclivity may be sponsored by a
club, church, school or park,
or it may be a commercial

in

PARK RIDGE
The Maine Township High

holding a battle at the bands

He Torn Hamilton
and marten Rusnak

Thursd ty April 23 1970

Decorators

or

CL 9-0495

Wood 01.111.60M

Phone

RI6141-

HERE

312.76.096

Soup bur nor for a rainy day or,

Tailoring

IN THE

3DaP

69

k

or

29/6-6640

in dean

1.
Ms
a So leo.

sal romeArtiani

as

sal some-Wismed
oom,Boorch

iss

ousekserslt ins

255-7200

INSPECTOR
Bcatton . ream.

Rums/me

Comae Ws...

Wanteikaten
!warms Wonted
Women
POrls Con
pomng Goods

o Re. Aportments

22
110
48
74

Resortes

Properties

Poi

Noliday1 and

MARSH
INSTRUMENT

COMPANY
73

To Rent Oflit
To Rent

0.0012. Inserance

31

V=717; r"."
Apartment.
Tosni Nooses

Moc,Vir Candhiennd
Hos

79

alielp Wanted -Men & Women

rag< 10

Thursday. April 23, 1970
eat Agencies. Women

25

244015 Hotel Men

15-Emplopenl Agencies -Women

15-Employrnent Agencies- Women

15 -Employment Agencies Women

2611elp Warded Mined

Excel change Dr gal wiDoIng

$135 WEEK

TRAVEL AGENT
WILL TRAIN YOU
TO PLAN TRIPS, TOURS

2980.144 26.6tam PersonI.

I

268elp Wanted Women

Teen -Agar,

CLERKS

Grandmother,

FULL TIME

In -Between?

I

Clos

Oools

GENERAL HELP

HOSTESS

Raw. Cleaners, WO4 AlOm

o9irwi

nn eau,

DOTS 12 so 15

TITEVLS TRAIN COMPLETE
$175
$500. YOUR TRAVEL
FRFEI See IVY. 1496 Miner. De5

for gal who

&OT5521Z

TOP JOSS

FULL TIME

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DET.

REGISTERED NURSE

HOLY FAMILY

For

0

CORP.
.5620

WAITRESSES

Married?

GEE RESULTS

Divorced?

Illinois Bell

RECEPTION

Going Back to

FOR BABY

Work?

'itt.tg;

- $550 MO

DOCTOR

APPL01NIOSON

JEWEL

593-6676, 10 to 7

PLACE PUB

HEY!
/ NO CAR EXPENSES

/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

STORES

Equal Opportunity Enmfolfer

All 100% Gee,

5,3

DOCTOR S GIRL

&MGT BACK IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN OFFICE ARO
GROOVE RAW THE NAT/ON'S FASTEST GROWING SALES

elss Forge

$600-i
5525

SECRETARIES
RECEPTIONIST
BOOKKEEPER

ARE YOU READ,

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR!

You're a Somebody
When You're a Kelly Girl
KELLY GIRLS
Am.., Top Money ...ding New People

la Arlington Neigh.
29f -OEM

S. Denton

608 Demi...

.175. Ernez=s. Prospect
GENERAL OFFICE
TYPISTS

1.107ATION WITH zoo OFFICES. COAST TO

GrXRAktrF7C

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,
503-5953

6

1filielp9111.114omen

RECEPTIONIST
FOR COUNTRY CLUB

298-2770

WE DON'T CARE IF YOU'RE 10 or 35 ON PAPER
JUST BE 23 UPSTAIRS,

PROOF POSITION

La Salle Personnel

central telephone company of Illinois

all phases of plant
maintenance and willing to assume responsibility.

Must be experienced A

Of Arlington Heights
ACCOUNTING

STRIKE IT RICH

SUPERVISOR

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

holmes & assoc.

Coll or Apply
V. Morgan
e.

455-8350

they II

reach

d. T

3

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG IADIES

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES
Subsidiary of Nuclear Data
Franklin Park

2706 N. Edgington

RIGHT HAND
GAL

WAREHOUSEMEN
anek yof will

So

6.520

In Women Heights
s. Doom
3,1-0660

Personnel

LYNN DAVIS
ante

pact Ave

Of Arlington Heights

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Des Plaines

of $176
TURN you ow,

359-4200, Ext. 216

267-5300

RECEP.- TYPIST

o

BEGIN AT THE TOP!
INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

API* Mdep Ewa SUe neon bmnhg ham sorsran
aolirmen. Soon wdll h. on your wow -shoal. em gull
of she
larger sompuier-die 14.4 nolichwe net.
work.

house floor of Chicago's

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS

femme Bell...701 worm

kel g

al. They

themes tortmlber *men&

6

.,====ck,

Mrs Paige
edleutoriNsighrs

PRA.'

Ideal For Housewife
ASSIST

no halldays.

VETERINARIAN

YANKEE DOODLE

''FORD"
EMPLOYMENT
100% Free Positions
DES NAMES
2400 F. Dever.
207.7160
MT. PROSP ECT

37-3600

6101110116ROVE

.43W. Osmastor 6.5.9400.

6erp oar

EePeeadamfteyaanteland a. genefalethe :Les. gm

Ile.

You will
inventory of

a. reorder

when' stocks ae turning low.
Inter you algae trained to ed.

xpodenced dependable wo,
on needed ro handle pay.

eOltfe;:::t.tcutr=.

minister mtion to anials.

Small congenial office. Good
hinge ben-

Light simple offke routine. Coll

Mits.

-LADY PARKW.-117 S. rneisonO
Mt Prospect., 262.0000.

.its.salary.
-

CALL MRS. ALLEN AT -

76b0350

NS. PIO.

rop,

FA, dock.

DON. MOTORS

196 OOP

59 Om curlers sumsorm ad..,

1.J ion AIL

°"°'°' '29s°

1'

FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT CALL
MR. RICHARDS
'

437-3700

AM DM

40:'1

M

Gar. Sole 5 hood.. Apr. W. 26.

Really get results...

vines5251E 9'

Tbe Dap

s.

,,8441

r

63 VW

47 -Home Fumisbingsf mitre

Off PROSPECT

110.Sports Cars

Timberlane

63 VALIANT

60 T., MANY GOOD PARTS,

`.'
'fOkh.O.rMfM, f7.171=2,d.;:OlrG",-

B277'9

CALORIC GAS RANGE, whir°, will

002

,;71....:

EPPliflIPVD=,

Tit "n MU"!
BV51715'

296 1207

29,6127

G., As

ge Ch

o

BOWARD EPROM, CO.

r

b

R96.353/

Rummage

Sete

1st

627 360E1

MT. PROSPECT

Conon

Rondwood Apartments

Church. Camelia. & Marion.

259.5192

510nes Wed Apr. W. 7 P m

so, mu

BONUS MOTORS
600 E. NW Nwy., Des Plains:

M.

Plaines.

255-7200

4195

66 1ORD

Making re Ha. 1770

Phone

1;jj...°

MINUS ENG15245.3,

1 1200 N Hickory, Arl

The 0035
Says,

um. Apr. W. 10 are

3PM.

2condale Cam Sale... Apr. W.

Mills ore essential. olong

Lincoln Le.
c

52 FALCON

CL 3-73,
Gislb BICYCLE schwinn Rd"
Goad candhon.610.
20 24026

we

Apr04s5 off

Inu

Models Open Doily 10-0

Ms.

If/ set Mum. Wwn ref', 94.

296-(.16640

304-S720

2S9.16S0

214015 Wantail.Men & Women
MOUNT PROSPECT

Van 297,2050
wk CALL RONAL INTERVIEW
MR. R. Nitta
011
294.00

If you're *'gal who.. quick and accurate on the

Timberlake Village
DICK WICKSTROM

It's Almost

LOST OUR LEASE
CARPET SALE

uBell.

var.ty, a Typist -clerk job will put your other
office skills to use as well. The stoning pay is
good and you'll get raises every b months for
years. The fem.. Bell benefits will be yours.
and you'll really enjoy the alms:sphere and

COMPANY
000 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, ID

.saver

an creinl

Unbelievable!

=

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY
1st Shift Only

Print.Hlper
MEN OR WOMEN

All 3 Shifts

RESTAURANT
1065 Ooldon St.
West of lee SO
blobk s Plaines

VA/'15=

sProlltSheli.6

Hoometwolidoese....
CARPET CLOSEOUT

sospeid Phoperaisense

v Installer

f'ert aLONLITIPSVS'.:;,
,

TIPTHOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO
INT 6251.111045011501:1411N1464.1WBOAM

COUNTER
PERSONNEL

, Rental

dwww,....trwerssia eloped
eeesisenweliehrenoIern

ne=

MO N. Westgte, AAL PrOf,[1

we, bed
kbd

sleepers

SRO,

612t

dl

d

be

5. P1.6 rm. MDvel

:ffTbr.in'IVOTr'nVro71-.

Rai

ors, baby for., dning tin sea,
sets M196 to atm
jfleslo,

bor.

ppHH

MARMN DISCOUNT

M21 Milwaukee, Nites,D. ft

Offen 7 days DR-D.10U

fl

253-5 90

lachno,

'oltl'Intfelfi. X4).0741400"

Day or Night

iSchool, Rt. 82,Araoch,111.

$2295
1968 IMPALA

II

7842 Rent bon

724-6006

Mai and Antiques

Rd

fC

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE

Sella motresses 620; queen
sets Met king sets sus: hidea.

650. reclining chn 3.50; studio

symiorkr Garr looyords.

man

Phone: 253-6300

824-2175

Chuck Out This homisndous Benefit Program

D....."
Milithasais

$3495
1969 IMPALA

BroRees...wning you need elm

S.Tenns-000ilable

wPoid Voroiloo.

au v

POOL

RFC. ROOM

'D'o'st'o'nf'v!Nrrole'falte:
FULL TIME-PARTTIME
DAY -NIGHT

AIR CONDITIONING

Machine Operators

goprModlcol

1969 2 TON CHEVY

ELEVATOR BUILDING

Sorter/Pucker

Janitorse

,6 Oolfl

p

New I R 2 Bedroom Apts

OFF

ARBY'S
ROAST BEEF

B,w
MT. PROSPECT

40% - 60%

11-1015 WanteRilen & Women

friendly co-workers.

Call us nowl We're an equal opporlunity em.

CARPETING

Openings on all 3 Shifts

Believing

1444 5.Busse RM. MI. Prom

Norshwest Hvry 23
E.
,10 Lloily2.5
De. MmEri.
666

OSS'

Seeing is

Coll 439-4100

MT. PROSPECT CARPET CENTER

HE

112 -Automobiles For Sale

RECREATION ROOM

THE SINGER

full time typist, you'll handle
number of typing 05112nmen, which will make
your day pass quickly. Or, if you prefer a Mlle

To start your application by phone,
call 656.9922 free,
Mon, Fri 8 am.6 pm, or Sot, 9 am -1 pm.

CAPS

NOW 51,000

,77, Co

AXC 266.3576

Of ?''a 53

0,10,

QUALITY SECOND

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

Typist -Clerks

Illinois Bell

WE SPECIALIZE IN

CALL 36250204

NMghbadood Geroge Salm 111
Glen Lotko Rd Hoffman Roams

fiedleut shunned a nd AM
heavy

P

MUNDELEIN

really shines!

, work wish oat persore

.1i

s

0 YEAR LEASE

Cook County

hoodwa

©

!ter sees. sum

69 Coma

No=eTlu'eT=151.

BREAKER CONFECTIONS
Elk Grove Wage Y.

d

c

off BRE 4305

FURNITURE ARO BEDDING

2416 foes Ave.

m

1 BR

103 -Auto Bailers & Campers

PERSONNEL DEM

As

P/O.
01 P/6,
0. Mock.

102 Trucks, Trailers

6.

SECRETARY

duties.

BOOKKEEPER

pet case histories.

WE PAY 2012$$$
FOR CLEAN USED CARS

;i2:; 2

mccessfolmpOloaMsa be woman &Wm= eons of one
with goedIvAng rad Sawa
andorredonse In the above

meat schedule, a. make out

odic l supplies
medical

Incll7p1s..:117.e.cYnts;!y7::rje 'ref

NorMwest
256.0556

$135 WEEK -FREE

=11re
nice

1710 Aluonaolo

GENERAL OFFICE
cd
FIGURE WORK

HELP WANTED DAYS

d

ssl s.

Want Ads that

3040 S. Bosse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS., ILL.
439,0923

827-9919

Eloper

II

mat laver wnh

To man ymir application by phone, call Teo:696.9922,
Men.f.d., Som.& pm,or Sat., am.1 pm

arlingron Vark towers

oppodunity , huim1er
a goad
deal about ma n
aeon

6010 DenTsler

Andean Lomb siarten.Wd. eon policy*, soles., its
managers hem
lis ranks. you, hare plenty of

Illinois Bell

GM ,e

,C,

1111 -Automobiles Wanted

Apr. W. 10 m
21
hAld. irmos 203 Grew Pl. P...

School Bus, Inc.

typewriter, a great lob U wailing for ydo
e as well as dandng and enlertakmenr. We ate Millingwil
HURRY only a few positions ovellublo.
be

APPLY IN PERSON

corn

253 6010.

2,30-5 p.m.

Earn While You Learn
Excellent Salary & Company Benefit,

oll-nfrtird elan fhmon Gam. THUMP OF THE TOMOS

253,0600

$450 to $675

Fiord

wpm, o no,

722 Center Street

When it comes to

P.M. ROUTES

SERVICE ASSISTANT

AttroeiNeo well gneetnetl COCKTAIL WAITRESSES wankel for

GIRL FRIDAY

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

II E21I Estate -Vacant

T;-711.51=5

kg. helpful bur

GIRLS!

(GIRL FRIENDS O.K.)

m

linemen pm in relephone kin es cables thee ;peed
...minicediems men ins world. Ms rugged. oindour
nwordou work

II

Des Plaines Day

6,30-8:30 a.m.

677-0600

$600 MO,
Thals Pm weekly hake wdmprdngm,la lineman. Wish
raises evan de in
heroin reaelmhomP M imminMoD.

sIC

259 NAM

Paid Training

7300 N. Linder - Skokie

CALL MRS. SEDREL

RECEPTIONISTS

BB

R

-210 W Lake Elm

Ns, sale Ain1.523124. 2 stadia
clothes: 111194.
anchor, .949

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

DOES A Top

10fooms-Board-Housekeeping

117 S. Main Street

DRIVERS

central telephone company of illinois

CONTACT
Harper Colle

FRONT DESK

-7B r"

448ogs,Pe6 &Equipment

FEMALE

Fintion offers excellent company benefits end o
salary commensurate with expeilence.

PAYABLE

ed for yao to STEP R.. iN

ANYONE MAY BUY

H`"695

CALL 255-7200

217 5. Arlington Fits. Rd.

SCHOOL BUS

Oar company A the educational field, is looking
for several girls who enjoy clerical work and have
good typas skills. Excellent working condition..

ACCOUNTS

TRAINEE -$125 WK.

with rug bander,
in good condhion.

Northwest Day

A.M. ROUTES

CLERK TYPISTS

The Bank & Trust Co.
DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Advancement potential and excellent company

439-6466 or 956517

0?

CALL =AEG

ITT

Retail background helpful but will train Intenssted

mbar hen

CHICAGO 346-5090

aaY

Des PI

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

Prospect Day

YOU will enjoy being a

CHECK FILING

the now people
OW lee St.

WANTED:

Upright Hoover
Vacuum Cleaner

work in the rookie

LIKE TO

'""
DESIRE IMAGINATION DRIVE
we offer full shoe posam=1=congen.laimesphete.

FULL TIME

ATTORNEYS

196.1 Ford Galan. Geed seas.

6114e. 1106

259-7010

La Salle Personnel

2S5-2244

MAN or WOMAN

Earn Extra -Cosh

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE INC.

20B-2770

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY

AND

PEOPLE

Ar""st=r

FOR A GROUP

012105.6900
32-M111e1 aneous Merchandise

Arlington Day

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

w. Conn.

trZlrio.

boths 253-6228

16/mts. and Rooms to Share

HELP

& Lounge

PHONE 297-5320

2000 S. Wolf Rd.

Ben Fronklin Stores
DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

Day or Evening Hours

DISPATCHER

or 956-1571

MANAGERS

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

deoaqmoni. 001.6 dunk AMY

WANTED

$370

OF YOUNG

MT, PROSPECT

Call 2913-2882.

.530

S2.100. Ces11367.6.121

PeMog 51115 3,4 1607

Countryside Restaurant
Clo Ss

Forsi5gag

42.1110010 To Buy

PTTIT

259-4000

WAITRESSES

ORDER ANALYST

Panelled
Assumable

627-5779

NOTE TELLER
Experienced

966-0700

6026 Der/Bauer

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

Please Call of come In felon Interview
Mr. El. Gander

3It

eseenlesmeneWo4

wr have openi,s for ,...plener

,66.274

Mr.Sellars.a0

3 Wen Mew cpre.

63

Thugs, Am Dpm d P

392-5230

doctor's office, NCR MO chine experience helpful.

MisPelm

I

7::EAnes7er'is'y

Experienced. Pleasant

ISICOAV:r17.:s'PM

RECEPTION

RANDHURST CENTER

250-3300

moiling mem of our

DENTAL OFFICE NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

°

SUMMER

BOOKKEEPER

g

R

41I(PII

If gad., mil Mc

WINTER -SPRING -EAU.

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

Elk

WIEBOLDT'S
R"dhXV.T4'01F"'''

CRAVENS CO.

41'

White Collar Girls

FLAMING TORCH

DES PLAINES

'1======"

LOCAL ORLOOP

686-7740

Ken Larson & Associates

Due to oddilionol growth potential in our rapidly
expanding organisalion, we have immediate
need in our Material Deportment fors

TOP RATES

nese tromline pd... Must ham own owuporkulon

WAITRESSES

II

i

BARRETT-

elmr. ned Mawennk mown wirk *ow. twran ra

Call 259-4900er

CALL 299.71D1

299-2206

IMUSD.UP PRACTICE

. 259 .1102

oirer

A.H. ROBINS CO.
69 RAWLS ROAD

d

able h. work day e' me.. shift&

sensiful and saw* sub.

n"ictela 'a

Frr7e

2

LEGAL SECRETARY

FOREIGN
AIRLINES
RECEPTION
RESERVATION

Gene. etke, -kW ssoms,

PLltglion ancl ha

NOM

.

11

9

57 003 re, aloe. PM., Pod
Pock6100. Dow. 139.0170

392-7315

Personnel

STOP IN OR CALL
MR. H. KORNATX

All Office Skills

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

rises R66.0257

ESTABLISHMENT
FOR SALE

benefits. Apply

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

WENINXIOVAILABLE

Salary open.

Gram. FM Ma

Buff

h

31iilummage& GaraeeSale

Challenging opportunity fat interested mien and
woman to assume managerial responsibilities.

h

CADMUS BISHOP

Chu

COIN OP DRY
CLEANING

hi

dae-1297

255-7900
The Bank & Trust Co.

DES PLAINES ILL.

uolih

C W "coil

62.alre e.m

Ore:m.61mM, of

FROM
d

RUMMAGE .LE

GAIL 66.0011Xsu

WITH A TEMPORARY 100

MAINTENANCE MEN

.11

6602011ess Opportunities

O'rTt Bill

KEYPUNCH

606 LEE STREET

22

DUNE BOGGY SALES: Fs/elusive

SECRETARIES

Call -BARBARA ROSS -827.8194
KELLY GIRL SERVICES

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Y

lerzlzoMn WOO

toys. mac 1020 N Kenedeott at

OPEN

CENTEL
SYSTEM

WE NAVIIMMED.AE TEMPORARYJODSAVAINME

RWMW°

PART TIME
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

=Ili

6

!Pearled
Neel! o

Lod

Melrose Por3.111.

GALS!!
CHECK THESE 00115

Meal Estate -Houses

Paid Training

1255 W.Nor,,A.

diettft
WP31000.
e, Comoro

2, to 4:30 P.M.

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

nao

7200 SO FT &LOADING liOCK
ce noi

HOSPITAL

Apply - Mrs. Fisher
827-9919

FOOD

SOME OTHER

13101211rialFropertyifofien

SPECIAL
con

GO0O,20f01501TION

BUICK

SOMETHING

318oaIs and Marine Supplies

ddro

mmINgenTgil

a Excellent Hours

stow. - muss SELL 100

337 MN

DISTRICT SECRETARY

Excellent Benefits

CALL R 5.0500 Est. 594

BAB,' GRAND BALDWIN
WMENCH. WALNUT. 600.
621 7969

253-9117 or 392.00B3

VIKING STEEL

0 Excellent Salary

LUNCH AND
DINNER HOURS

in DI. Grove Village. Good fig.
NP,P.

030,5

gram. Industrial experience preferred.

WANT AM

Call: 95f .9122
weekdays 9-4.

'NEPAL OPPICEWORK

To set up and ad rniMster our new Health Pro.

C1.1

MEN
MASS FEEDING

OAROA:.;\

Coll

REFRIGERATOR A.
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
SYSTEM INSTALLER

=ir=tr

$8,000-$10,060

of VIVIAN WOODARD Cesmer.
14 Help Wanted Men

3-7/31

r

66 BEM,. Bonney. 2 dr. Full,

TRAINEE

IGNATZ & MARY'S
824-7141

HEVELLF, 6 Cyi,nder),GA

1966

FLEA MARKET SALE

COUNSELOR

Evomne.M.n.
g.

e dBae,Rdoy,

HIGH SCHOOL/11E110

112Automobiles for Salo

ANTIQUES

5., 5 ,0 pm sou. Pork ledge,

BEAUTICIAN

PERSONNEL

PU/Br "'
Cbeck

55 -Musical Instruments

34-Arls and Antiques

31 -Rummage& Garage Sale

BO -To Rent Office Space

PAS. roules.136.0505

PAYROLL

DODTDS

allelp Wanted.Men & Women

NURSERY SCHOOL HSI/RIVER

26 Help Wanted Women
NU

TRAVEL AGE

SMALL OFFICE

CUSTODIAN

268elp Wanted Women

EXPERIENCED

Page 11.

Thursday, April 23, 1970
21.1115 Wanted.Men & Women

51 895

bestoffer. 359,2925

17ifos'Ve'p'lnote=rf'.

1CK

. baths. Lame family

WICKSTROM

room. Pull panelled basement 6
car

2

garage. may 1,

accup.43056134

7142 test gores, Offices
610 sq. ft. office

In dew.

avoildinmed. pon
I

ht

II

Sp ..29-4001

I9dlTgoEalcork
420,3244
1926 Forng
d 2 drIkeSedan B
very
goo d E
new. Redo. 6

hoorw.leanndsm-delog, Mee.
1.2.1372

S55 Irving Park Road

529-7070
00nahr

SHORT RIBS

a

'(00 BAP ABOUT PETE.

Thursday, April 23, 1970,

Page 12

1P()NIGHT
2

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
I LET HIM TAP ME
AN' I'M JUST PO IN'

WELL, YOU'RE BRINGING HIM

ITS NICE TO HEAR.

ALONG A LITTLE FAST
AREN'T YOU ?AT THAT

77115 TO MAKE HIM

FEEL 0OOP-50ME-

RATE YCLI'LL HAVE HIM
THINKING HES A WORLD'S
CHAMP BEFORE HE'S

THIN' 70 GIVE HIM

A LITTLE CONFIDENCE!

CUT OF DIAPERS;

7

YOU'RE FINALLY pats*

I'LL ONLY BE IN TOWN
A FEW DAYS, AMOS! NOW
'THAT I'M IN THE OIL GAME,
MY LAWYER SAYS I GOTTA
BE CLOSER TO THE
DRILLIN' RIG! MAYBE I'LL
QurT AND BUY A
SALL. CLUB!

Kate Smith

6:00
News
News
News

2
5

THEyRE GO:DOVY"

WHAT HAPPENED?

is

I

alossAbila

7:30
Ironside
Rerun. An ancient
torah is the object of
a

Show

Guests arc Jimmy
Stewart. Leslie Uggams, Dons DeLuise,

by Chief

search

Danny Lockin, Alvert Brooks and Jan

7

ature from the Civil

mantha and
9

THE WORRY WART

Family Affair

Rerun. Unwanted
visitors ruin plans for
a quiet weekend.
5 The Whale Hunters of Fayal
A real -life account
of a 16 -year -old boy
on the island of Fay -

MARK TRAIL

al, one of the

GREAT! I'LL SEE IF I CAN
THE CABIN FOR HER!

TA ROUGH

great

11 Making
Grow

401
4.7.P.
It go
1

I

VIM

Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY

I'M BEAT

COLLEAGUE!

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Take care not to tip your

SURE IS TOUGH
BLOWIN' THIS TUBA

CARE FOR A BITE OF MY
SANDWICH?

T' DAY! ...GAS p...

WHEEZE! y

I SHALL
4 L1 UTILIZE THIS
REST PERIOD
TO PARTAKE
OF A SNACK!

hand too soon. Keep the oppo-

sition guessing and you'll be

2
5

7
9

Movie

" T h e Millionairess."
Million-

A

and

de-

is Tom

Rerun. Guests inJoel Grey,

clude

Ace

Shaw.

Sandy

6:45
26
Bob Philbin
Sports

Trucking Company.
11 Speaking Freely
26
L a Tremendia
Code
32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

News,

Weather,

5

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show

5
9

Memorandum

12:30
News

documentary

looks

illustrator

at

1:00

Conyers
philosophy

26 A Black's View

Movie
"Bomba and the
Jungle Girl." Bomba
9

searches for information about his parents

and gets aid from a
girl and her father.

of the News
32
The
mooners

Of Cabbages and
Kings
7

Honey-

Johnny Sheffield.

44 Continuous

News,

Weather,

Sports

2

2:00
Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

2:05

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Show
5
7

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

2:55

Live By

Show

Sports

Henry

man Dana Andrews.

11 The Brandywine
Tradition

Sports

26 Famous ArtisAs;
Famous Writers

Movie

Fonda and married

Wyeth's
a n d work which
sparked two succeeding generations of
Wyeths.

6:55

better off in the long run.

10:00
News
News
News
News

voted Indian doctor,
who cares little for
women and money.
Sophia Loren. Peter

Weather,

12:00
2

triangle with
Joan Crawford torn

idealistic

News,

- 11:35

32 100
Paintings;
Great Music

between

8:00

44 Continuous

Comments

Love

32 Password

Sellers.
7
This
Jones

11:30

Paul Harvey

32

"Daisy Kenyon."

20 TV High School

phants."

ya, East Africa is featured.

LE'S TAKE A AS YOU WISH,
BREAK,
DEAR FRIEND
SYLvESTER...
AND

Hitch-

Newell

and

in

1920, stars Douglas
Fairbanks.
26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

cock Presents

airess pursues a an

32 Of Lands

of

made

32 News Final

Rerun. "The Return of the Sea Ele-

Seas

BUGS BUNNY

Alfred

9

7:40

26 Today's Racing

Mark

9:30

Things

20 TV College
American
literature from the Civil
War.

Cousteau

"The

Zorro,"

11:50

32 Men in Crisis

sequences

2

Grew Up

Show

32 Truth or Con-

A film trip to Ken-

Your

11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

ago.

--1ff

EVERYTHING

cock Presents

bad guys.

7 The
Underseas
World of Jacques

CHERRY LIKES!

to Nowhere."
9 Alfred
Hitch-

Movie

ed as it was 150 years

1164aZ

TAU- PINE
NATIONAL
PARK

the

sperm whale is hunt-

AND IHREE RIBS.

10 DRIVE

WELL HAVE A

where the

BUT ALL. NE BUSIED
WAS AN AIWA LEG,

ON HER
WAY HOME,
CHERRY HAS
DECIDED

REAL FEAST; MARK...
I BOUGHT

last

places in the world

FIND SOME OF PER FAVORITE
WILDFLOWERS AND DECORATE

Rerun. "Sa-

ado." Western set after the Civil War;
carpetbaggers are the

6:30

4 -73

7

The Desper-

26 Quiz
2

Daley.
Paris 7000
Rerun. "Journey

Bewitched

Beanstalk."
6:25

Dean Martin

5

5

11 TV College
American
liter-

IIIIINIIIIIH

11 The Toy That

9:00

War.
Mini

Ruth Roman the love
interest.

26 Ayuda (Help)

Ironside.

t

"Bur-

Show

6:15

YAW

Movie
"Mara
Maru."
Errol Flynn vs. Raymond Burr for sunken treasure with
9

Rerun

glary --Helpful
Woman "
26 Elias Diaz Perez

11 Chicago Is
Host is Robert
Cromie.

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

NOT PoG ROLLS.-

8:30
Dragnet

5

guest

9
Mike Douglas
Show

WELL, SAKE! PERSONALLY,
I'VE GONE INTO THE FOOD
ADVERTISING GAME! HAVE
)bU HEARD, `EAT HARRY'S

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): A satisfactory day for the
Gemini who knows how to be
alone to his own profit. Don't
try to bring others in on the secret.

EEK & MEEK
C/a::

4.23

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Handle your money carefully at this time. You may be
persuaded into making an unwise purchase unless you know

AH WHAT CCULD Be MORE
LOVELY VW) A MY IN SPRILJG?

4..47H A GRAY SKY

WE/ HEAR, AKIO A &CAW

IT'S E/JOUSH 70
MAKE FOUR EYES WATER!

PJVER. FLOAT/US IISY I.

MORTY' MEEKLE.

your own mind.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 231:
You can be of considerable
help to one with little or no experience in the field. Make an
effort to aid another's ad-

I'VE HAD
I'M RUNNING
AWAY FROM

HOME.

GAVALL-1

T GO ... HOW

COULD I GET -ALONG
WITHOUT YOLI I

en..../......././......

NEED YOU:

vancement.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

PICZ

porser-Go., PLE45E

Sept.

-

CROSSWORD'PUZZLE

23): Be willing to accept whatever reward --- or censure --comes your way for deeds
recently done. Loved ones
stand by you.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
This is not the day for coming

Answer to Previous Puzz e

Travelogue

to a final decision whdre romance

is

concerned.

Leave

ACROSS

yourself an opening; you may
need it.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

THE BORN LOSER

22): Ilse gift of wisdom should
serve you well at this time.
Don't be surprised should others come to you with problems.

I SUPPOSE EVC-RYTHItgo
HAS NE IR l&HT TO RE,PROIX6E...

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Help a loved one
solve a difficulty. You may be
allowed to try your, wings in
. the rarefield air of a new pro-

-r
3

ject. Don't hesitate.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

.

Jan. 20): Use special caution if
you would keep from suffering
losses this afternoon. Don't expect others to keep you out of
trouble.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): It will take considerable
know-how to keep from mak-

CAPTAIN EASY

ing a mistake today. Minor
matters crop up for your attention.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

140W Mains/ ABSENTMINDED OF ME...
I SEEM TO RECALL. COMING OVER ONE OF
THOSE HILLS- BUT WHICH ONE

21): It is the thoughtful Pisces
who makes a success of this
day. Loved ones have special
words for you now; listen care-.
fully.

A14, SPOT OF LUCK, SIGHTING

..DEAR ME, L REALLY COULDN'T

ENGLISH FUNNY

,SAYS HE'S
LOOT:

SOMEONE THERE
CAN DIRECT MD:

cank
clog
cane
clan
cage
clean

lace

long
lane
lance
loan
loge
glen
glean
gale
gone

clang
coal
cole
lone
goal
- - glance_

GIRLS, WE MUST OVERCOME THE
STIFLING DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
WOMEN IN BUSINESS, PROFESSIONS
AND THE UNIVERSITY .1

0-

ageo

elan
ogle
once

15

41 Adult female
swine
42 Bull
,

24

WE MUST BE FREE
TO DEVELOP OUR MINDS

T
LES

A

MJ

16

AND PURSUE OUR.
CAREERS

WE MUST BE
LIBERATED FROM ARCHAIC
TRADITIONS OF

AS OUR FIRST, AND
MOST DIFFICULT STEP WE
MUST...EACH OF US --PROVE

TO MEN THAT WE'RE MORE

THAN JUST ANOTHER .
'
PRETTY FACE'

25

36
38

(var.)

23

27

28

29

30

31

51

52

34 35
37
39

-46

20

22

33

lure

53 Arab name
54 Suggestions
56 Medical Ob.)
57 Go by"aircraft
58 Shield

26

32

46 Destinies
49 Sportsman's

17

19
21

44 Ooze

59 Cutting tool
_

SA

E0

,

18

bearing

ocean

0

inej

A

S A
PLAT
LAT A
C A -r
R H
,A T HW A R
0
V 0 CM LS 00
S

DOWN

pedal digits
39 Hindu

stream in
Virginia

MARRIAGE I

along
alec

_

ly NUJ, TAR. US. h,_0'

CAMPUS CLATTER

angel
angle
alone
acne

NJ

State"

garment

at this particular time. Take it
all in.

cone

61 "Lone -

AN
IR O O M S

R
0
(EWE

N
1 Mouth parts
2 Michigan
county,
OWL T A N 0N NO ANY
3 Measure of
ENE EL-DE R REE
SEN
distance
4 Korean, for
traveled
35 Spanish
instance
22 Weathercocks
province
24 Toss
5 Tree
40 Classify
6 Stupid (Scot.) 25 Mountain
43 Asian
7 Sea eagle
(comb. form)
kingdom
18 Move
8 Rio -,
26 Town in
45 Mexican coins
furtively
Brazilian
Ontario
46 Soviet river
19 Extreme
river
28 Plant
47 Holm oak
fears
9 Customs
organism
48 Woody plant
21 Church part
officials
30 Within
50 Two -wheeled
23 Hawaiian
10 Entranceway
(comb. form)
vehicle
birds
31 Pack, as
51 Spanish pot
24 Heart (anat.) 11 Egyptian
sacred bull
freight on
52 Belgian
27 Small
16 One who
a ship
stream
children
glides on ice 33 Genus of
55 Cooking
29 Shoshonean
20 Way to be
stonecrops,
utensil
Indians
32 Ascended
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9'
10 11
34 Puissant
36 Austere
12
13
14

.37 Do too much
38 Having

- who best makes his way among
those who are less than friends

CONGEAL

Latvia

S

1

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): It is the observant Aries

Answers to
Hideaword

HEY, MOM,

*SAY WHERD I STARTED OUT THERE'S SOME
FROM...THOUGHT YOU hum- FURRINER HERE
KNOW-P'RAPS YOUR MUM WHO SPEAKS

THAT FARMHOUSE...KNEW 10
GET SOMEWHERE IF L KEPT
WALKING NO DOUBT

1 Peruvian
capital
5 Arabian gulf
9 Mountain
in Crete
12 Flower
13 Painful
14 Implement
for washing
floors
15 Burnishing
17 Hawaiian
foodstuff

S

SNAFU EA R
T O L-

40

41

--

47

48

49

50

53

54

56

57

58

59

60

61

55

WEATHER

Telephone

2554400

Tonight: Fair, low a.
round 40. Tomorrow: Part-

ly cloudy, little change In
temperature.
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Schlickman plays big
role in CTA parley
By Richard Crabb
from Springfield

Schlickman explained that he
wished to submit to DeMent a
during the last year, his in- list of CTA questions for writtensive work on the report be- ten answers.
CTA matters through his legislative commission assignmets

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
(R -3d) of Arlington Heights
had an important part in the
Ogilvie -Daley CTA conference in Springfield yesterday.
Rep. Schlickman has, at the
request of Gov. Ogilvie, taken

an important part during the
last two weeks in the thorny
issue of getting funds for Chicago's embattled CTA.
When Gov. Ogilvie met with

Mayor Daley yesterday, he
had before him from Schlickman a current -to this
week-analysis of CTA problems with recommendations
for solution.

ALTHOUGH Schlickman
has been in close contact with.

The next day Schlickman

gan only two weeks ago.
When Gov. Ogilvie ad-

forwarded to DeMent a list of
dressed the Rotarians at Ar- 55 questions. The CTA delivlington Park Towers Hotel the ered the answers by messenger
first week in April, he invited to Schlickman in Springfield
Rep. Schlickman to come to on Wednesday this week.
the speakers' table. Ogilvie
FROM THE appropriations
asked Schlickman, a member committee discussion, answers
of the Illinois House Appro- to the questions and his own
priations Committee, to take previous knowledge of the
charge of the questioning of CTA, Schlickman prepared a
George DeMent, CTA exe- report and recommendations
cutive, when DeMent appear- for Ogilvie.
ed before the House finance
The CTA is not a creation of
group the following week.
either the Illinois General AsSchlickman conducted a sembly or the City of Chicago,
45 -minute questioning of De- Schlickman reported. The

Ment for the appropriations CTA was brought into exiscommittee. At the close ience by the people of Chicago

at a referendum held in 1947.
Schlickman reported that

of its increased motor fuel tax
funds and/or a part of the city's

transit authority in Illinois
without some taxing power. It

tax.

creation that fares from users
would always provide the required financing. The Schlick-

then the CTA should seek tax-

CTA is the only major transit
organization in any large
American city without support

Schlickman recommended that
at least four Of its seven directors be elected by the people 'of
Chicago.
Schlickman also reported to

the CTA is the only public share from the new income

By Jan Bone

Northwest suburban Catho-

and Lutheran educators

lic

were among more than 1,100
attending today's special conference on non-public schools
sponsored by the Cook Cdtinty
superintendents of schools' office.

Also registered for the con-

ference were Dr. Booth and
James Moittgomery, from Arlington Heights Public School
District 25.
The conference, "1970
Panorama of Education,"
held at Mendel Catholic High
School, 111th St. and Martin
Luther King Dr., Chicago,
featured Governor Ogilvie as
its keynote speaker.

Signed to attend from the
northwest suburbs were: St.

Raymond School, Mount

Prospect, 15; St. John Bre-

School, Des Plaines, 5; St.
John Lutheran, Niles, 5; St.
Viator, Arlington Heights, 3;
St. Zachary, Des Plaines, 18.

Sponsor of the, conference,
Robert Hanrahan, Cook County Superintendent of Schools,
and assistant superintendents
Len Albano and 0. A. ,"Ken"
Candelaria, who helped plan
and co-ordinate the workshops
for teachers, praised the contributions *nonpublic schools
make to education.

"Our total commitment to

the purpose of this conference," said Hanrahan, "is
more than just an ordinary service of my office.

"IT IS A special testimony
of the contributions made by
the independent private and
parochial schools in all fields
of endeavor in our society.

beuf, Niles, 40; Sacred Heart
of Mary, Rolling Meadows, 2;
"These schools must be
St. Paul of the Cross, Park.
Ridge,. 1; Mary Seat of Wis- considered as fundamental in-

dom, Park Ridge, 29; St.
Anne, Barrington, 4.

DES PLAINES Christian
School, I; St. Paul Lutheran,
Mount Prospect, I; St. Alphonsus, Prospect Heights, 2;
St. Peter Lutheran, Schaumburg, 2; Immanuel Lutheran
School, Palatine, 2; St. Mary

Urge more
McDonald
Creek work
Officials

stitutions qualified to serve the

moral and educational needs
of our youth," Hanrahan continued.

"Perhaps they are the final
hope to preserve the pluralistic

needs of a democratic society.
"Non -tax -supported schools

-

"In 1925," said Hanrahan,
"the Pierce case affirmed the
right of these schools to stay
open.

-

"IN 1970, WE must sap part legislation to keep them
open."
Speakers besides Hanrahan,
Albano, and Ogilvie, included
Michael J. Howlett, auditor of

public accounts for the state;
and Winston Moore, warden
of Cook County jail, whose
topic was "Responsibility of
the School in Teaching Law
and Order.
Teacher awards of the year
were also presented by Hanrahan to five winners from those
nominated by the Arch diocesan School Board, the
Missouri Synod Lutheran
Board of Christian Education;
the Independent School Asso-

ciations of Greater Chicago;
the Association of Talmud Torahs of Chicago, and a special
education award.

Hanrahan's office also
maintained a booth headed by
Roy Wehmhoefer, assistant

from taxes or a subsidy of
some nature.

mended to the governor steps

the CTA to formally petition
the City of Chicago for a share

Schlickman reported.

SCHLICKMAN recommended that any CTA expansion plan be submitted to
the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission for review
and appraisal. "Any transportation has to be related
closely to future population

Time for the spring change to Daylight Savings Time. "Don't forget to turn your clocks ahead
one hour Sunday at 2 a.m.," says Sharon Kolin, 4403 Magnolia, Rolling Meadows, as she adjusts

the clock at the Standard station at Central and Arlington Heights Rd. in Arlington Heights.
(Photo by Dan Batas)

Con -Con unit rejects
legal voting age of 18

tends. There needs to be a

training, certification requirements; drug abuse, sex education; more effective teaching,
the school and pollution; making social studies relevant to
the times; science in our world
today; contrasting systems for
teaching reading, data pro-

coordinating element, and

relations needed for nonpublic

Ogilvie this week as the chart-

schools.

ing of a long-range solution.

NIPC is the

logical public

agency to provide this service."

Schlickman told The Day
yesterday," The CTA financial problems will not be quick-

ly be settled in a permanent
cessing; handwriting, and com- way." He regards his recomcommunications and public mendation given to Gov.

The chances of lowering the
Illinois legal voting age in

1970 appear remote following
action taken Thursday

the

night by the Con -Con Suffrage Committee.

The Con -Con group voted
dwon 2-1 a proposal to write
into the new Constitution a legal voting age of 18. The ac -

Village Board to consider
joining suit against O'Hare
When the Mount Prospect
Village Board meets next
Tuesday in special session, one
of the items to be considered is

whether Mount Prospect may

join in a proposed suit with
Park Ridge agains the City of
Chicago to block expansion of

O'Hare Field plans to build
triple, instead of double runways.

The matter was first

dis-

cussed in executive session
preceding Tuesday night's
regular board meeting.
VILLAGE
MANAGER

Ridge, at which Park Ridge of-

ficials told of their progress
and study of the level of noise
of airlines coming to and leaving O'Hare.
Schiller Park and Ben-

senville have indicated their
interest in joining as parties to

the suit, but Des Plaines has
elected to "go it" alone, Barnett said.

One of the proposed addi-

PARK RIDGE presently
has a truck equipped with a
decibel meter to measure the

Wednesday an area wide
public forum was held at
Roosevelt School in Park

of the Prospect

District (PHOTSD) ,are hoping that they can persuade the
chief of the Illinois Division of
Waterways to do more cleanup

work on McDonald Creek
soon, when they meet with him

this afternoon, Jack Gilligan,

chairman of the McDonald
Improvement

more efficiently. "The CTA is

to resolve the present CTA a little dynasty all its own. For
crisis. Step one, Schlickman example, the CTA has 40 aturged, would be to authorize torneys on its payroll,"

Heights Old Town Sanitary

Creek

F.

Gov. Ogilvie that in his opin-

move to join Park Ridge, but
added that the topic would be
discussed at the coming board
meeting.

in

Am111111111,

SCHLICKMAN recom- ion the CTA could be run

charge of teacher certifica- Virgil Barnett said yesterday
tion, so that teachers who that there is as yet no serious

county superintendent

_Arfigatk

legislature. If

tions at O'Hare Field would be
another northeast -southwest
runway, that would bring
more air traffic over Des
Plaines and Park Ridge.

wanted to renew state certification or to discuss questions
recognition or of county ap- of credit could do so.
proval, "Hanrahan said, "of-'
fer curricula and opportuniDuring the day -long conferties consistent with the goals. ence, teachers had chances to
of secular education and attend workhops on: teacher
meeting the standards of state

ing' authority from the state

the CTA is
man report said further that the granted taxing authority,

N W Suburban Catholic, Lutheran
educators, at schools parley
as similar to tax -supported
schools.

If the city of Chicago does

was assumed at the time of not come to the aid of CTA,

Com-

mittee of PHOTSD told The
Day last night.
The committee has been disappointed to learn, after an all -

day tramp along the creek
April 10 with Emory Kilpat-

level of sound of airliners approaching and leaving the
field.

There is also a Park Ridge
ordinance that has set a maximum level on noise, but because of an adverse U. S. Supreme Court decision against
Hempstead, N.Y., that passed

a similar ordinance shortly before that of Park Ridge, there
has never been any effort to enforce the
nance.

Park Ridge ordi-

At Wednesday night's meet-

ing, Joseph K. Prince, chief
technical advisor on pollution
for the Illinois attorney general,

tion took the form of voting to
retain the 21 -year -old legal
voting age as it is in the present
Constitution.
In a later vote, the Con -Con

committee recommended to
the convention that the proposition to lower the voting age
to 18 be placed before the citizens in the general referendum
to be held in December for the
purpose of approving the new
Constitution.

IN THE FULL session of
the Constitutional convention
held Thursday afternoon, Section One of the new education-

al article was approved on a
motion by Mrs. Virginia Macdonald (3d District) of Arling-

Day

of high quality public educainstitutions and ser-

tional
vices.

Charitable organizations

who do not pick up items
on the day promised.

J.M.N.

A Prospect Heights man
was injured by an auto yesterday afternoon on Cambridge
Ln., Des Plaines. The driver of
the auto got out of the car, and
when he saw that the man was

Cambridge when
struck by an auto.

not seriously injured he got

'ah, you're all right' and then

back into his car and left.
Albert C. Miller, 39, of 105
Cypress, 'told police he was

got back into his car and left."
Police said that Miller had a
bruise on his right leg, and was
treated by his family doctor.

standing near a parked car on

he

was

"The driver got out of the
car," said Miller, "and said
'did I hit you? I told him 'yes
you did', and then the man said

Truck strike hurts industry
By Ben Clarke

for use in the television sets.

The firm is "trying to get

At least one major manufac-

some of the completed sets out

turer in the northwest subur-

by boxcars" Center said, but
he added that no such plans

ban area, Motorola Inc., is beginning to feel a severe pinch

as a result of the nationwide
trucking strike that is at its
worst in the Chicago area.
Allen Center, vice president
of public relations for the firm

have

been

made

for

in concert with the independent Chicago Truck Drivers
Union, have asked for greater
wage increases over a shorter
period of time.

the

Schaumburg plant where twoway communications systems
are assembled.

There are no railroad sid-

THE NATIONAL pact
provided for wage increases of
$1.10 an hour for drivers in a
39 month period.
The Chicago drivers have

is probably only one obstruction that.will surely be removed
from the creek at present.
This is a log -jam some 50 to

THE STRIKE is beginning

in three years, with some 2,000

Center said that the fur- to affect the Schaumburg
loughs, now in their third plant's operation, he added,

companies employing about

week, include employes at the
Franklin Park plant where
television sets are assembled,
and Pontiac and Quincy facilities which manufacture parts.

lack of parts coming to the

The Chicago area drivers
are represented by Edward

plant and the inability to ship

Fenner, executive director of

finished goods from the plant.
"We have no knowledge of

the Chicago Truck Drivers

from hilin Guillou, the waterBad luck continues to plague the Tally Ho apartment complex at Busse and Algonquin Roads, .
ways division chief, stating where high winds did a complete "de -roofing" Job on two building[ Wednesday night. Construethat the Soo Line Railroad culon the four buildings in the complex ceased several years ago due to financial difficulties, and
vert doWnstream from the Eu- . tion
only recently plans were approved by Mount Prospect that made possible the Issuance of another
clid -Wolf culvert, is an inbuilding permit to allow construction to procede at the site. (Photo by Dan Balm)
adequate structure.

"To achieve this goal, it
shall be the duty of the State to
provide for an efficient system

Prospect Heights resident
hurt by hit, run auto

Motorola has furloughed some
3,000 employes in Illinois. '

to get a statement in writing

limits of their capacities.

can't even start with a buck.

told The Day last night, that

stream's crossing of Wheeling
Rd midway between Willow
and Palatine Rds.
Gilligan said that he hopes

opment of all persons to the

SAYS

erations of the Illinois Division of Waterways, that there

75 yards downstream of the

" A , FUNDAMENTAL
goal of the people of the state
shall be the educational devel-

Harry Truman said: "The buck stops here." Nowadays, you

ings at the Schaumburg plant,
Center said.

rick, chief of the bureau of op-

new section reads as follows:

SUBURB\

icologist,

Gripe
Of The

cussion and debate. The new
section of ohe educational article has a length of 76 words
as compared with 24 words in
the present Constitution. The

SIMON

and a leading area tox-

discussed various
diseases that can be caused by
both air and noise pollution.

ton Heights.
The vote was unanimous after three hours of intensive dis-

because of a combination of a

difficulty at Franklin Park

when the strike may end, and
we are quite concerned."
While a tentative agreement

comes from lack of the com-

was made at a nation-wide lev-

ponent parts from its own

el in Washington April 9, between the Teamsters and the
trucking companies, Teamster
leaders in Chicago, bargaining

CENTER SAID that the

plants due to the lack of trucks

for transport, and from parts
that are purchased eLs4vbere

made contracts that guarantee
them $1.65 per hour increases
20,000 drivers.

Union, the independent union
representing 11,500 drivers,
and Louis Peick, representative for the 39,500 members of
the Teamster Union locals.
Fenner and Peick have acted togehter in fighting against

the $1.10 an hour national
agreement.

NOW THAT a Washington
meeting is expected to be
called early next week by
Frank Fitzsimmons, acting
head of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters,

there is a rumor abroad that
the tentative national agreement could be scrapped in
Washington by representative
of Teamster locals throughout
the country that include
450,000 members.
meeting
expected
The
would be held to seek the sup-

port of local leaders for the
tentative agreement when it
goes to local Teamster members for a vote of ratification.
No other industries or retail

businesses contacted by The
Day admitted that they yet noticed any effects of the strike
on their business Operations.
This included new car dealers who are still receiving ship-

ments, and other retailers, as
well as manufacturers in the
kiorthwest suburban area.
_

_

Harper vows to tighten
its election procedures
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Prospect Heights woman
Soloist in chorus show
Mrs. Myers, who is making

Mrs. Betty Myers, of 013

inte rgreen,

By K. C. Radtke

Elections and public relb
tions will be given greater =thesis at Harper College in accordonce with requests made
by two citizens last night
Mrs. William Trevor. Roll ...jag Meadows. and Mrs. RH.
Clawes, of Prospect Heights,

her se.nd appearance with'

Prospect

will be gum soprano the chorus, has a bachelor of
music degree from Sterson
,eloist
dg at the second performUniversity,
Deland,
Fla.,
ece of the Suburban Veterans
Chorus' annual spring musical
variety show in the auditorium
of Proviso East High School,
First Av. and Madison, Maywood, at 8,15 p.m. Saturday.
The 34 -member all -male

where she appeared on her

earns is directed by Richard

Hank, of 1906 Thornwood
Ln., Mount Prospect, and,

own radio show.

Northwest suburban mem.'

Harper trustees, appealed to
re-examine

to

procedures in these aeas.
Mrs. Trevor took issue with

explanations by college pe-

Robert Hootman, of 2707 Bel
Aire Dr., Arlington Heights.

schools.

college

the

Prospect Heigh.; David

L Daniels. director of personnel for Proviso Township high

before

separately

speaking

bars of the chorus include Eugene DiBlasi, of 1909 Ivy Ln.,

en.] that dropping of two

Rolling Meadows precincts in

a recent trustee election was

hum. error.

"WHO, HOW and why, it

Schlglol Menus
To be served Monday in PrMerin, PrespeeL Elk Grove,
Hersey, Forest View lied'
Wheeling high schools in Distact 214:
dish

Main

(one

ed:

(he mistake) was made is very

once intended to

strawberry. ttised pears.

To be served Monday in
MacArthur and Ann Sullivan,
This dm mt bare chassis of an auto in the Mount Prmpect Village Hall parking get has been
uhools in District 23,
Department, m embers of
Meatloaf sandwich or hot nominally whittled down because of its use by the Mount Prepect
dog. buttered peas, fruit of thc the arpanment, like this fireman, gain experieare rs the use of cutting tools for future need. (Photo
by Dun Bales)
day, cookie, milk.
-

pear, shredded cheers, mold-

Many fight parochial school aid
Last of a two-part Ter.

District 59's dual enrollment

of a two-part serieS,

there is opposition as

--Additional tuition charges.

The charges in certain area,

backing foi

as

are still very low, and in some

state aid to parochial

areas. .nexistent,

schools)

--More financial support bY
the church itself.

A new state-wide group op-

Welch and his group feel

posed to using tax funds for
private .d parochial schools

strongly that Illinois ehoold

Is attemptiignatung to collect one,

ly funding private schools.

not begin a program of page-

milboo sres on petitions

They Want Other Roman
Catholics who agree with their

addressed to Governor Ogilvie

and members of the General
Assembly.

The

PEARL and
available

its

from

is

petitions
127

is

North

THIS SALE
NO COUPON

Organizing groups who are
PEARL members include, Illinois PTA, Illinois Education
Association of School Admin-

NEEDED

$269

Schdals.

yr

OTHER GROUPS which
have expressed opposition to

19 -1M,^;)W-CD-i,
a/Pe/70

artisL

.rtsis a.m. de wed. ow

COLA
i W,T

Cluirch, Chicago Presbytery,
and Catholics Against State

d

Aid.

tion:

more

androw. MEW e
"mut 50.00 he he mem&
Nurnsfand plc, 10 Onm a
awn

rapes

polling places, Mann

fi

II
,

89c

State Aid, plaint

Tressconference to explain the
position of his 75-mcmber

group. and togsk others inteo
'mad in joinin o contact him

t.lusdearsit

'at 3 S 255 Shagbark Ln.. Glen

CANADA DRY

Welch, who is Catholic but
'Acids his 10 -year -old son to

Assorted Flavors
12 Oa. Cans

public school "to meet. chi-

dren of all faiths,' says that the,

implied threat that there will.

SCOTCH

'be mass closings of pivate,

al.

SALE ENDS APRIL

"kb

amplelod Ddle alms window is in he horkgmund.

25

The original wax model of
Sm. Dirks., which Dave later

.l.r

"SUITS ME"

recreated

OPEN 7-9 MUMS Ihru Rh All Day SAL

SATISFACTION 299-3794 GUARANTEED

WHY PAY MORE?

Preferred

r;,,

BLENDED
11:,01-1,

$ 99
alien

COLONY

ItSX

Decanters

CHRISTIAN BROS,

BRANDY

$4399

quo Ye gallon
M&R
VERMOUTH

;given is a scare tactic.

10

HE WANTS he Elem..-

for99C

= $175

Ty and Secondary Non-public
School Study Commission
fheinded by State Rep. Eugene

w"'"

Schlickman of Arlington

FORD
ARFIFTH
IMPORTED

all

-

POLISH WINES
Burgundy, Cold

colL OUR

CHAMPAGNE

Cherry, alms Mask C
tame, Strawberry, Apple a

me""

Experts

FIFTH$ 1 89
FIFTH

re

sew

funds which will hopefully be
matched by well known

Missouri

Haugh)

Style to David is ore textura and surface thanmshape or
color. It 111.113 origirudity end
authenticity which the media

WILLIAMS PRICE

for$3.00

CORDIALS
As

SAVE WA

New vicar

guarantees you a longer -lasting Igreen lawn
sure kill of dandelions and over 100 other weeds!

No Job

.

:

just around the corner

Estates and will conduct
his first service there on Sun-

GIN
OR

VODKA

$319

6
HIP=AY
BOMB

I

'

ceeds the Rev. Russell Ford,

brow cast figures,

granted the status of 'Worker-

priest, h. been

warehouse in the rear of the

pri.t" under a new ruling in

Channel I 1 studios at 5400 N.

the Episcopal Church and will
end
continue to be a priest in addition to his police work. He
are now living near
Springfield, Ill.
Father Vandercook has

Or ell the station at 583-5000.
To keep Channel II sending
those excellent programs our

way AND to city local busi-

noses a publicity boAt, we
urge mu med.. m 0.5
nel II eon.

in the screen entitled Water -falls" at the Palatine National
Bank, supervised by Harold O.
Klapp and Associates. Other
piece arc at Wieboldes Mar ken, Randhurst, Niles Public

Library and Carl S.dburg

Village, Chicago, to mention
only a few.

DURING AN

Again the contr.t of media
arises when the religious banners dre seen. A 20 -by -40 -inch

banner entitled "He Is Risco.'

The Northwest Choral Soci-

Presbyterian

making stained
glass windows that were Ilke
none seen anywhere before.
Within a wale n framework
David was

assembled broken free form Dille ears of bright coi-

ors. Then these were joined by

yarn.
Small

qRST

Cook County council, rust. the many hospitals. Cat =le diviiion, American Legion rids are delivered to these vet and boxes of poppies ere
Auxiliary, Depanment of IT
linois,ill meet Friday, May ready for a big sale in May.
All money taken in expense
hat 12:30 Am. sr the Sherman
used to the veterans and
House in Chicago. Mrs, is
Charles J. Fend of LaGrange theiret families through the se Vie. program. At the
Pork, president, will preside.

division chaplain, will conduct
memorial services for deceased members, assisted by
district chaplains. Special music will be provided.
Mrs. Reinhardt Wolf, 1442
Ashland Av., Des Plaille9f is
serving as the first division
poppy chairman.
During the winter months,
the poppies were made by disin

hospels.

time, thous.ds of veterans of
net
Wars I, II, Korea and Vietnam
arc confined to beds in hospi-

Meters designed pieces usu-

B

M

Thomas

firs the year 1970-1971
will afro be held.

Kappa Deltas
install Mon.
Election and installation of
will highlight the
April 27 meeting of Northwest

ofGcers

THE ONE BRIGHT eMor
on the shell -tom fields and
hills was the poppy. The poppy
became the symbol of the

dead, their memorial flower.
Dissbled

veter.s

quickly

iliary are united in the efforts
to help the men homitalised in

Suburban Alumnae Assn. of
Kappa Delta. The meeting will
begin promptly at 8 p.m. at the

home of Mn. George Edgecurnbe, 511 S. Pine, Mount
Prospect.

Mn. Edge.mbe will be assisted by co -hostesses Mn.
Donald Sism, 255-7935, and
Mrs. Frank Boort. 5299154.

American Craftsmen's Council and Guild for Religious Architecture Dave finds endless

outlets for his work. He received the merit award of the
Mississippi Valley Invitational
Exhibit, with his selection

From madonna to papa bear, an with atbn deft motions of
artist Laughlin's creative hands.

Secretaries cite

trends for '70 s'
Coinciding with the advent
of the 191h annual Secretaries
Week, April 19 to 25, The Nahooch Secretaries Awn. [Internationalities singled out WA,

era] trends that it sees anusin for the decade of the '70s.
Miss Olive Schumacher. Dec
Plaines, secretary

menberoftlechoir and has

rmance

KLEHM NURSERY

Miss

Arlington Heights 437-2880

senior self
Collins,
Donal

Holm Dully 8 to 8 Saturday lob, Sunday 9.30to 5

choir, He was one of the

and in the choir of the Fourth

program,

search and surveys have enabled the projection of a few
fomeasts; iAntomation does
not have an ominous portent
ter secretarial employment.
By the time we change our ca-

to MO, we predict
rate

sponsibility without dire. suRevision, who exercises in
illative and judgment and who
makes decisions within thc
Rope of assigned authority?
According to Miss Stroandy, In nitch, the responsibility.
decjitiative, judgment
sion-making factors will he in.

creasingly what mammon..
seeks in the support &action
of" secretary.
the
"NUMERICALLY?
NSA president said, "seerclaito pre Ms will continue to
to
pondcrantly in the
rte
bracket. By 1980, there will be
an upward percentage change

in the undcr-35 group of apper cant as
proximately
compared with about 14 per
cent for the orc6.35 heard.
"Secretaries will accompany the faster growth trend in
service industries over produclion industries. There will con -

on the secretarial proesion

Church in Des Plaines. He is

which increases productivity.

ataa

the an, Maine WeN

She says:

as

just a few. Secretor. will be
required to have an interpretive overview knowledge of
these functions,
"But with the openings' we

Tiswill c th esecond p:
choir

enesion for 2,000,000 sceneMrim in the next 10 years,
automation -displaced persons,
with proper education and

pr-

will become the ma.jor labor resource pool for
these opportunities. An up-

mod mobility factor will pre-

NSA's own research

in-

di.. that about 1,300,000
office

employes

have

ad-

vaaced beyond shorthand and
transcription duties to the

available at the church. The,
public is invited to attend. For
Marion Kygerat 61I-9427.

aeeptance of EDP

equipment, automatic recordkeeping processes, automatic
Reding devices, and microfilm record -keeping. to name

Mn, Pauline Lord. She has

James C.Thunder, dliedoe of the Northwest Choral Society,'

pets the flashing Mathes on Brahma' ylequirin."

by organized labor unions. By
the very nature of secretaries.

"The amount of commitment to the menagement teem, such a Mud-

. manual office operations %ill
s. a decline because of the in-

reAerlyitnehe'artan Plsi"has°

further ticket information, call

soloist, will be making his first
solo appearance with the

marketing

IBM, New York, said that her
organization's independent no-

fined as an executive assistant
who possesses a mriterY of
these office skills. who demon strates the ability to assure re -

tinuc to be no emroachmeni

-organized by Robert Shaw.
Beddow 118, sung with the.
Chicago Symphony Chorus

Thomas Haddow, baritone

to L. M.

a Mender,
"A secretary shall be de -

bY the effiaodieg use a 00.ing and dictation equipment

red
h'ZiT"thrw"

Brit:n's "A

as

manager of dram-

association's own definition of

routine duties will be affected

founding Members of the
Cleveland 'Symphony Chorus,

ad

J. Soo...

about II per cent hart a work
environment described in the

care*.

since65.

no

Bertha
NSA's

international
president who is secretary end
CPS,

STRONACH soned. that office workers who
t. now performing relatively

THE CONDUCTOR:Jaen

DmmaceWasinMaYOf1967Tickets are by advance We
only for the performance. Do nations ere $1.50 for adults.
and 75 ccnts for students. As
an added convenience at no
charge, complete nursery and.
babysitting service will be

"Elijah"

1

including
of

to C. H.

Keene, central division manager of C1BA Pharmaceutical
Niles, is president of the
local Park -Plaines Chapter.

2,000,000 at the
200,000 per year.

"Creation." Hand al's "Messiah" and Men delssohn's "Elijah."

in much church and oratorio been pianist with the choir for
works throughout Chicago the gag several yea,
and suburbs. She is presently a

Dave has writtcn a number.
of articles on crafts, reviews of
craft exhibits and designed and
installed a number of local, regional and one national crafts
exhibition.
To sum up David 1,940100.
one can only nand back, view
his works and with
say, "Magnificent."

will have been expanded by

dude,

azaleas from just $3.75

Chicago.

that the secretarial work force

afS

resident
Des Plaines, has been heard

Main SO

and many suburban areas of

Council,

Crafrsmen's

519

linois! Artists Invitational and
others in Now York, Michigan'

AS A MEMBER of the

lie

at

Evanston. One is scheduledMere
this Sunday.
HR other shows include the
&andel Center Gallery, Il-

much along the same loon of
the smaller original but large
enough to allow the obeerver
actually enter.

snea
ominations for the new of.
Nker.

of the Third Armored Division
Men's Chorus in Germany.

Mrs. Volberding,
Mrs.

89c

Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Arlington Hts. Rd.

Haddow

Gallery

the observer to view the inside,
while he light reflecting
through other openings
create a design Within. Dave is
now ,vorking on a walk-in

Mrs. Dorothy Ward, the department of Illinois poppy
chairman, will be a guest

career, Thunder was dirmtor
and

showings at the larew's Art

with open areas. These allow

tels.

,aaahaa
Schaal, when
choir will present this mastergh
work in English in its entirety organ. During his military

The fE.Y"

Image in Art" exhibit con -I
ducted loot year.
Laughlin has had private

walk-ins are another of one
Daveh
sarcialties. Peek -ins

Area auxiliaries
prepare for
Poppy Day

Haydn,

Johannes B.hrhs. tot C. Thunder Jr., is
'Iniportant choral success. The Ch
music

c..Plete Nribr.a.
eas in Leipzig in 1869. The

as permanent collection pie
were entries in 7"lhe Animal

and large

peck -ins

banners of Trinity lathe= original. With a push and pull

ety,. under the direction of cago. His SOTO nark, both hero
James C. Thunder', will per- and in San Francis., include

`Tin Deutsches Requiem"

their way to the state must

is hooked and stitched with

ally executed in metal or stone
intersdew

Chi- -

Church,

State Museum. The Old Capi-:
tol An Fair in Springfield resulted in a purchase award and
the Illinois Craftsmen biennial
exhibit sent another of his;
works to the Illinois State hfui
loom in Springfield.
The next two pieces to vend

His inspirational &saps a. 'just didn't 1.k right" as he
displayed io the chancel and molded and remolded Ma cloy

Len a vicar at St. Chad's in learned to assemble poppies
Loves Park, III., a suburb of while recuperating. The
Rockford, since 1964. lie was American Legion and auxassistant at 5t. Luke's, Evans too, Wats going there.

being placed in the Illinois.

One, a madonna, as Dave said,

tool focus.

abled

coming

into and cast as Goldilocks and
the Papa Bear.

snow." All blend together to Hills.
The process of creation is
reveal the personality of the
varied and wide for Dave. lie
artist.
David approaches the major experiments with everything.
with con- There are wax images, one
conept of his
cern for ervice to others eventually to become redone
through arum. environmen- as a tan bronzemast senator.

The poppy was first chosen as
the nation's memorial flower
to be worn in memory of the
men who lost their Hem in
World War I.

Ford, who was a

Bensenville..
His commissioned erchitectural designs can be viewed

tiny whir ston.. Over this he
large madonna welded of
ten steel are everywhere in or- poured his formula of latex.
confusion. Outside in The proc.s was as ugly as the
goon
a peen bush thicket there are finished product w. beau three metal snow biffis, that, tiful. The windows will be irs
according to Dave, "take tom- stalled at the Holy Apostle Luplete form after a heavy dieter] Church in Hickory

reau of Inv.tigation.

state police officer before be-

St. Louis weekdays from 9 a.m.

a
co r-

who has joined the Illinois Bt.
Father

Church of Christ Chancel in

donna and child was pinched

lenders

into

BEER

suc-

and services. Donations can be
dropped off at the auction

Sundays from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

3,98

NOW our azaleas and rhododendrons are ready to

OLD MILWAUKEE

who do dove
donate items.

Vandercook

of his creative hands thc origi-

Roiling

the Pace United nally religious subject of ma-

Northwest Choral Society to perform 'Requiem'

1

BURIES

for fk.

day.
Bother

ch.dise of all kinds, antiques

each donor whose donation is
worth at least 150 will be more
toward Ch.nel I l's om- tioned on the air once or more
when his donation is sold. The
itting expenses.
product will be shown and deIn other so top last year's scribed by a celebrity auctioworld record of $400,161, he nees to an estimated audience
=Won needs &BROW mar- of 7-5 million viewers. And, of

$2.95

SAVE $1°°

NO DEP.!

the'

ice is looking for rtev mer-

to 5 p.m. .d Saturdays and

BOTH FOR

$ I FIT H

6 98c

That's too bad, because
cttog
.tudhgnProv

course, the donadon is tat de ducdble.
The Channel II auction of.

The name and addrem of

Brahtni 'Requiem"
May 3 at Christ Church, Cora
and Henry Sts. in Des Plaines.

BOCK BEER

services, and
plenty of them. Volunteer. arc
asking local businesses, het
they can't reach everybody.

chandiae and

the comer. 'I's the Channel I1
auction, w' cn our educational
TV statio lets down its hair
for eix ht ctic days of are,
commercialism.
unabash
Sunday, April TA
From 3
hours
thc foluntil th
lowing Sunday, celebrity duo
will sell thousands of
done
donated items to aohoras telephone bidders. All proceeds go

REPAIRS
REMODELING

Too BIG or

WTTW auction is

Meadows,

Church,
end at

he

Mrs. Joseph Eraamus, first

The Rev. John Peter Vandemook has been appointed
ricer of Church of the Holy
hewer. (Episcopal) in Hoff -

form

Blair

FULL QUART

$159

d

Flavors

00011

10,00Molt

15 gallon lawn sprayer.

Sunset

4, 1970

$1195
.4

Dandelion and Chickweed Killer

FIFTH

y, Apn

appointed

Quart of

$229

Va gallon deniers

LONDON DRY

town and spent my

time just making things. Some

Aviz6ENE

f"4_ --a,

Rheinskeller
Chianti

9111.11

ling

Page 3

gal.

1 ocr.

"1 WAS BORN during the

0000000006090099000000019000 21099

SAVE 50C

coted
nstruc studio.

BEEN
POWER.

,i

LiiTilis

,

$319 Regs.
&Kings

David's imaginative genius
is limitless. He can model the
human form in recognizable
dimensions or have it merely
an impression created by
means of line and texture.
depression years in a

POWER'

TWO istt

with leather Mil attracts three
happy felines that purr nearby.
They earn their keep by eating
the replica's live relative that
navy try to infest the roughly

0 Oe ve 0 000o00e0 0000011000 ex 000001

GREEN

PM"

framed, nearing sharp tools
piercing a knothole in driftwood. There are crucibles,
pots, brushes, crosses, a tiny
white glazed ceramic mouse

SKETCHES, small wrest-

de. of Pekin, EL, are raising

TWO-WAY

The wildest week in Chi -

LANCERS

$3 29

PEBBLE
B6 P

Tact

t:1180 television Ts just around

CIGARETTES

Chicago

A96\

.r -

Win Rose

2

wind. Another section A box-

lanthropist so that the Baal emerged as roly poly metal
statue cast in bronze may hippos or kookie little circular
grace Sr senator's hometown stoneware creatures that are
square. (Photos by Dolores neither fish nor fowl."

SWISS

4-',',

Srt

Show is carefully protected in
a corner of the orpnized eon.
Ilbion of the studio. The resi-

A.
0.4

ITALIAN

WHISKEY

QUART

schools if financial aid is not

1/2

for

World Flower and Garden

1264 Northwest Highway, 2 Blocks West
of Downtown Des Plaines in the
Amigo Really Building.

Orcb

n

tic art work. He has assisted
Frank Dubinsky, director of
the .nual flower and garden
show for many years. Dave

his works.

I

Fleischmann's

are branches tweed by the

clay, metal, combined plastic
materials such as fiberlgas,
epoxy, latex or patina. It is the
artistic handling of such unusual media that distinguishes

s4it

$3730
3;11,/

David Laughlin does fantas-

Horticultural Society as well.
His unusual creations are of

c,04,37=1111EN'S SUITS

sad submitted to the college by
dement school districm
Late discovery of the error
shortly before election day.

however, posed unno-

materials and original- Coolsatrium.
One artistic collectage wall
in his studiosums up his versafility of interest.
There are huge sections of
weathered wood. Some pieces

created items for the "Sail.
to. Garden" for the Chicago

communication

ed the 43 precincts outlined

-plus

Stuart

98

2linario

On April 10, W. William
Welch, president, Carbone

House of

FIFTH

Adventist

537-6020

tice.

of

fi

1/2 Gallon Specials -

$

PEPSI

but are not formally affliated
with PEARL include: "Amon.
Libertie Union.
American Jewish Committee,
Chicago Baptist Association,

945N Wolf Rd
Wheeling, Ill

Flower Show lest March The

60016.

sale ends rnidnite

WILLIAMS

Ve

state aid to non-public schools,

small
Wheeling
Plumbing Co

ksen at the Chicago World

Ill.

ing attendance and participa-

MA. S.L45. $695 reg.

[0- sDu!nl,16,i
:m''T. Btt"r, - -1
11
t ,,,-. `..:2,z..4.,=,--...--,

mr CANS

Glenmore
Gin or Vodka

MIST

aeonsCoalition for Public.

in

the statue of Sen. Everett Dir-

gas,

agement for more public meet-

board Mersey, Frank Hines.
Unfortunate as it was, they
said, Hines had readily accept-

dows
said.

LIQUOR PRICES!

2A 12 OZ.$396

I rs
Duowens,r
.,os or se.s '

CANADIAN

Jewish War Veterans, Ethical
Humanist Society, Anti-Defa-;
mation League of Sari Writh,
Unitarian-UniversalistChurch,'
AmericanJewishCongress,and

PLUMBING PRO.

Thousands of people sew

fic, 217 s. modern Usige
Pd., Arlington lielghtf,
and 722 Confer, Das

rote supply throughomutual

By Dolores Haugh

Fn

NO LIMIT

leation, Americans United,

Heights) to explore hey:
-Shored time, similar to

BEST

'BuowtisER! so VVE AffitiiPEATO4G': :,

2790.

.Asarnst

Mondolf

wiLLIAMS

LAST WEEK WE FEATURED THIS COUPON AND WE'RE SORRY WE RAN OUT OF,

from Mrs. Barry Norton, 764

Day

including tightening of electon procedures.
She urged "proper notifiee,
tion" of when and were meetings are to be held: encour-

forced the college to hold the
election without Rolling Mea-

al convictions, is pastor. of St. 'foe its operation, upkeep and
Marts Catholic Chinch in the maintenance nest be paid by
Springfield Diocese. He told the individual private own hose who attended Me press ership, agency, orenietion,
conference:
"If any Ind, or any pr hurt religious denomvictual, group of individuals. Minion, church or congrega.
State Aid.
agency, organization, bond of don."
ALSO PRKSENT at education, or any religious
HIGI ILY OPPOSED to the
W h's press conference was denomination, church or cononce
position, however,
regation declines, or refuses; =liable
The Rev. Casimir E. GINA.
four students from Drispresident of Citizens for or prefers not to make use of
the public system of education coil High School, who attend Social Justice in Tuation,
Stinker Hill, Ill. (near East St. 'for whatever reason and de- al the conference -Bill Miller,
rides to establish a private president of Student Council,
Loois).
The Rev. Mr. Gicrut, who wheel or school system or Steve Sullivan, president of the
education under private sus. Senior Class, Glenn Sarin.
said he spoke for himself only
pies then the expenditures' slid Torn Lawton.
and expressed his own person-

FOR THE

Dearborn, Room 1217, 'Chi,'
cago 60602, De. 3.3833, or

Seventh

rights are protected."
Mrs. Clawes eked the college board to improve public
relations in at least seven areas,

doily,

through friday, by Day Publica
'ions,
S. Main, Mount
ect,
600S6 Branch of.

position

SHOP AT

callcd
PEARL -Committee for Public Education And Religious
Liberty. A similar group, also
named PEARL, exists in New
York State.
Further information on
group

precincts to Ice that citizens'

Publ..

make thenuelves
program with Queen of the heard in their men parishes,
Rosary in Elk Grove Village,. write letters of opposition to
le. ore of existiog Public feed-. their elected state legislator.,
ities for certain subjets.
and join Catholics Against

(As explained in
yesterday's first part

well

help in counterchecking the

ident, attributed the error to

bolter cookies.

whipped potatoes, boomed
peas. Salad (one choice): fruit
ju
tossed salad, coleslaw.

roe PROSPECT Dot

to

"We'll have 10 'get more

William Mann, Harper vice
president of financial affairs,
and Robert Lahti, college pre-

overt, yellow cake, peanut

swiss steak, plea, wiener in s
bun. Vegetable (one choice):

citizen's committee.

have to watch it more closely."
Lahti remarked.

the college,

Available desserts: sliced
peaches, baked custard, cherry

choice):

"WE'RE JUST gaing

with all taxpayers via letters:
-and formation of a standing

file a taxpayer's suit against

and honey honer,

Biscuits
milk.

to know," said the

nec

Legally, the two missing
places could not have been inserted once the legal node<
had appeared in a newspaper.

David Laughlin, immortalizer
of Dirksen is magnificent

cement is precluded.

"The trend toward a four week

inei-

end it would sap pear the
Goblei

by 1980, secretarie, as well
as workers in al held of

&aver in the United States,
be clocking a 28 -to 12.bdtir

week as compared with Ilk
present 35 to 40 hours.% p
diet, however, that this will
a paper arrangement,

when a job needs to be donk
beyond the four dam, the
retary as always will berserktraining,

do it, just as the executive is,1
"By 1980, the Certill
Professional Secretary saris
will have achieved Its. Ion
struggle for
recognition,'
Miss Stronoch predicts. "

ployers will either make it
prerequisite of employment

lend full support to the id
vidual to study for and lake)

"think" demands of Wrenn. 'examination leading to
id responsibility. Of Stine. CPS designation.

sr, ww,

Oar Pubticationo

One day
Whit 'bout thou.
lad} -
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John E. Stanton,

fArerentlitnblisher

Icm

in Elk Grove Township.

Village

annual dinner dance. The af- the Mania said. In case you

about a group of disappointed.,
citizens who live in Surrey
in
Arlington
West
Heights. They are disappoint-

fair will be held at the Arlin- don't know, there Ira two to,
ton Park Hotel May IS, The four hundred young paying
presence of Stevemon h a hugs in each cocoon.
fether in the collective cap of

ed because a four story end

the dinner comMittee Heeded

two story apartment building

by

is going up M Se middle of

Women, Club president. and
Eugene Griffin: Mrs. Stevens'
phone is 392-5837 and Griffin

Ridge

their area.
They were said their homes
after listening to what they say
we a much different description of the building from a
salesman

than it will actually

he, as it Was approved by the
Arlington Heights Board of
Trustees last Monday. They

learned on Wednesday
night that the small neighboralso

hOod shopping center that they

heard described by the
sense sales.. is going towntain a major discount departmeet store for openers.
Perhaps Jerry Peter..
had

Chicagotelevision

wed,

ermun who lives in the area
said it best after the meeting.
"Let's all throw in a couple of

bucks." be said, "and rent one
o( the efficiency apartments.

Then we can use 19.1a-imMing POol." Or they could al-

cnn be rewhed

In -

the. are Hog

information and
there mill is space in the popu- ticket counters just when on
Jar program book for advertis. O'Hare patron has only few

aged persons to know that

209-9522.

PRAYING AGAINST THE.
PRAYING MANTIS
One

localsoman was

THEY

that gets flooded and use that.

HATCHED

Township
publican Club."

for Untied Stems senator from
Illinois will be the honomd

VODKA

should realize

Son, Peres

voted as he did against

srlaeran.

the

nominations of Haynsworth

IT IS EASY to locate TrayGlen' Aid, the Pancake House
Air Wisconsin, Allegheny
every dark corner despise the Commuter,
Hub Airlines,
prompt work that win do, Mississippi Valley Airways

pr.. Court because boy

HIRAM

ITALIAN SWISS

WALKERS

COLD
DUCK

TEN HIGH

and Carswell to the U. S. Se

On

thy of a scat on the highest
co It takes

great courage to

vote conscience instead of par -

3 fifths. $10

Illinois at some future date,
they deacrve to have that Son -

BLENDED WHISKEY

, If Sen. Per, is dropped
fo th Rehr
tikt

.

the two large termini/lb There

shoeH reek; sale,
ee
ahe bureau. There is
and
police station and U -S.0
/1

,..cc

riccacc,

where

suits .

All halm to ter eda
tar mai be time.

Make

s many four letter or nuin words out of

FREE

names will be eekkelel

The important le, for air

an mem

travelers is the location of the
gates, ticket windows and lost

using all seven of these letters.

neelleat

Answer on Comic Page
'

Leff rrs

rod found. The nice thing
about the map is that it is free.
You an have one or as many
as you'd like by writing to dm
Improvement Federal Savings
and Loan, 301 Galena Blvd.,
6007. AddlaSS
Annan,
your requests Frank Muncio.

Sot, Only

'Emus'

,
as

590

REFILLABLE TRAVEL

SCRIPTO BALL

Ir"
errs[

$500

CAR
TRUNK

STATION

WAGON

tesadllly dahlia

-

I

high school for beeball,
auto foot- school year, and there

WILLIAMS, speakingabaut
himself and the Bulls. says.
"I'm here bemuse the chalEverybody
here.
lenge is

I

Savings arid Loan, 7:30 p.m.
Rundhurst Tostmasters, St. Mark Lutheran
Church, 1:30 p.ni.
Township Dlstrict 210, board meting, Adminisnation Building. 8p.m.
Mount Prmpeet Historic.d Society, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 8 p.m.
Pres-met Chapter De Bloloy, 1-104.Si AThhmg

$3.49
lot

mid Chicago was atdead horse

time, but the potmtial
was here and what has been
done so far is no dretn. We're

Nnilding solidly for the fu.

I.,

'101'5 01 the Evening Bank of Rolling Meadows. 7:30

Wee Township Jewish
Congregation. 8800 Ballard
Rd., Da Plaines, will hold spe-

pin,

..es
Wheeling Township Democratic
Assn., 205 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington

cial family Sabbath Passover
Serviceatat 830 tonight. Rabbi
will conduct the
Jay

Heights.

Country Charts Chopin, SWeet Adeline. International, M. Jmnes United Church of Christ,

service, assisted by the choir.

":15 p.m

Mitchell Levin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Levin, 8648
Olean, Nil., will observe his
Bar Mitzvah at the Shabbat
on Saturday
Pesach s

THURSDAY
Extenaluneers of Mount Prmpect, trip tolohn
Hancock Center, Bus leaves Community Prtsbykern Church, 10:30 mrti.

Runt

)"

SEE OUR

CALADIUM, CANNA
LILIUM BULBS!

Reg. 39c eo..

3

far

99c

SM. &Sun. Only

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

MT PROSPECT

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
TELEPHONE 259-9456

Just west
of Roselle
Rd. -Right

nest to
Lum's

j/Jilt

CRABGRASS KILLER

Begin the Begonia
rrX it ro ig
Reg. 29c no.

holiday will be calcbratedl

"It's in the Stars"

Satisfaction

sorcd by the synagogue. Tick en for the following pmform-

anco are available at the office: Sonny & Cher, Sunday,
day.

4 for 99e
Sat. 8, Sun. Only

PINT

DIG-EZY SHOVEL
ise Nimes easel st

nity

You will find complete satisfaction in
the individuality of our service. A business man told us, "Your kindness was
Particularly noteworthy and your attentions to details was a special service
'
that appreciated".
Over.

is

IAN.

ies

sane ass ggams isms.. 1
resist *seem/

26 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILL.

Sat:open at 8 a.m.

PII,529-6102

in October

and

Oehler

Funeral Home
MOMS J. DONOVAN, RODEO D. SONADR-o,,,Ns
LEE AT 011150

SMUT, OFSPLAIHM 824_5155

0

National Selected Morticians

tones as giant cathedral emit -

There will be no admi.lon
bgecir,acfirve,ed.will donation

will be

BAPTIST

1 CHURCH

"PROVOKE
, NOT YOUR s
CHILDREN"

holidays and with vaetions
that will follow the calendar of
on

Main St.

The coffee will honor all
women who have joined the

the time of regiStratiOn. To

of Grace in dm war
on pollution of the environment Sunday. April 28.ot the9
a.m. services. anand
11
cheimen Robert
nounced
Haugh.

A letter addressed to both
stew and national legislative

ropnwentativ. will he

aye R-

Signatures following
addition, there
Ma Serviced
will he a table display of mato
rials available concerning the
condition of our air anew
supplies nail what we s an
can do about it.
oble for

Haugh said that our Chris-

concept of stewardship

reminds us of our
io our blaker for the care

and keeping of the world in
'di we live.

302 N. Du=,,taren Heights

MO amine"

-

THE

Trinity Lutheran Weekdsi

y
6141:01,1

010. jut

h

rr aI

I

Y

BIBLE

II

SPEAKS

Pre-school is licensed hymen

Children.
For mare i%foruatiro.o.n con

'''''7gervir. es

8204c

PastoricA,13b.e1A7. Lushi

date.

Tor'trer °Ed' trihccatNioaritlY'oung

Fsemynintvice,st

It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:
1160,
7 00 oim.

eligible for the thremyeabol
Doss, child must be three b
Dec. I, I970,.d for thc four's
program he must be four b

lino. Department of Childre
and
Servic'' Old

"How To Please God"

rd9

Series for some interesting insights on Ow
question.

c

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights

MINISTERS:Paul Louis Stumpf D.D.

Boring, James D. Thy

Holy Family Mission
Roman Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois
Ilioildcr.110111

-

1

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCI71.
4318. Arlington
Sunday Worship: R90, 9:15 & 10:45 A.M.
99:11,5

Algonquin, Des Plaints, 827

Pristom:

What's in
your

Vernon R. Sebrieber,
C. David Stockmuyee
T.lephono

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

SI. john
Lutheran Church
Pastor
T41.437.3223 -439.0412
reasscs.10obia t80me
1;00

Communlon BAR.

"Reeling In Song"

tile,Yeu ham new, end you
always will. fleeces@ God is

STREET

PASTORS
-

J.D.C.00,

°sonata Trent

9:45 A.M.

ry=",=:..,:f

6, Union With
10,, R4i/ See

312-652.0920.

s=sun't?,:f

&limo Church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Sunday Masses:"
6:45, &DO, 9:15,
1930,11:45, 1,130,'

MOUNT
PROSPECT

fund Tawardsen.;n6 Me Jar. CL 5-0332
and Commitment of
e

r

Chdstiesus proved *Ls. He
moved the continuity ol Ide. He

Pal with

Trinity United Methodist I

soid,rh, He maniple,'

' 605 W. Golf Rd. Nieman Prosped
Dr. Robert E. Matthews
39 24134b
Rev, Homey R. Semen

ley might know thee, the only
true God, and Sews Christ,
whom moo has ma,

Worship Seal e 6 Church School,. 6 II:0D AlAg

moods and how icon

week's Bible lessen In oar
studeroom.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM

Ilidaneskies
,e1Be.1,,,eryice

"the Resurrection
Toms Social"
Rev. Matthews at

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

8 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights, Ill.
1903 R. cowil), CL 5-5112

Rectory:

'Potisb.C9Mat

CL 3-6305

ede 10:45 12:00

w

09.8463
You can learn the meaning of
this

,Carat tau

SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

Future ?

rand, this

United Presbyterian Women's

14

Phone:

TO YOU

Clutch,

yet life.

also all new members of the

tp.

hforning

Christian science Rod.

The social ministry emendate of Grace Evangelical
Lelboon Church, Euclid and
Wolf Ralsa Prospect Heights,
will seek to enlist the aid of

Leon A.

i!

Sunday

Listen this Sunday to Inc

program is $8 per month. T c
first month's tuition is due

(ORGANIZED 1855)

Pr.byterian Chords of

hall of the church at 401 N.

,

e t r .rangingThey
rich,iarn

inn

through May, with no claw.

tuition for the three -year -old

the

zodiac.

lit

inchesh ai nn, d

SkArlington Heigh..

will meet beginning the first
week

a

part of tIm glee club, is one of
the few traveling groups of this
kind in the country.
Tics e tone5 perfectly tuned
weight from a
bells range
to over nine
poundsunces
and in sire from two to

The self -destroying Weds
of moral wmkness and the regonemting effects of sedmal
Weekday Pre-sch.1 are Mrs. thinking are illustrated in the
Donald English, Mn, John lesson -sermon on "Probate
Kilcullen Jr., Mrs. Ronald After Death" to be read in all
Rohlicek and Mrs. Jack Too- Christian Selene: churches
key. Enrollment is open to all this Sunday.
The public is welcome to at.
children in the community,
Enrollment in a single class tend services at 11 mm. at the
will not exceed 20 children, First Church of Christ, Scienand there arc two teachers as- tist, 1275 Marion St., Pis
signed to each elms. Alicia.. Plaines, and 401 S. Evergreen

for the four yinold program is $15 per month;

"Thinking God's Thoughts"

Old and new friends will meet
under each of the signs of the

$229 'or. $398

choir, which functions es

for four -year -olds, but these
cl.ses have already been
filled. Teachers in the Trinity

pollution

tian

famed Whitechapel Foundry,
the maker of Big Ben and the
Liberty Bell. The handbell

w°"%r",7a; tterZ!"'

Wednesday. April 29. Irons
9:30 to II me. in fellowship

Half Came. a tit( Reenacted Sereice

Image zees, Pea. tunnel, es
males saggin fax. Pert sod

HARDI - GARDENS

morning programs

different

in Britain's

from bells cast

.

Mount Prospect. It will be held

QUART

Open

After (Math

The pre-school offers two

First Presbyterian Church

organization of the church.

Mon. to Sun.
to 7

Louis Lekan and Richard Lannon. The nominees for the
Board of Education ark Ran
Morwitz, Edward Tappet, Geri
Roller and Betty Matthews.

eless begin at I and run ant

'war on

May IP Totic

theme of a fellowship malice
for all the women of Commu-

desirable gross:s. Easy .re

CHARLIE
WEAVER"

Dougherty, Norbert Gresey,

1100 a.m., and aftern us-

church within the last year and

GLADIOLUS 10 for 79°

/

are being spew

Hold
coffee

Sodom rennterom

Ware to Nue

Run Theatre

Wednesday, June 24.
Sunday performances at 8
p m, Wednesday at 8.30 pas
For more information call the
office, 207-200. or 804-004.5.

Community Center, 8 p.m.
Parents Without Partite, Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.

7

cited in the chapel a17:30 a.m.
'rhc regular Yid:or will he at
approximately II a.m. WOWing Me rabbi's holiday sermon.
Junior Congregation will
mect at 10 min. on both fine/
days of Passover.
Four theater parties al Mill

THE FINAL two dap of

Yizkor Memorial Service
are recited Tuesday, April 28.
MTJC will have two services
that morning. An early half
hour Yizkor ritual will he re.

Women, Auxiliary, Card party,

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect

-(ORTHO)-

Buckley, MarcDanckert, Gene

THE SOUND to be fee
tured at the concert will come

sessions begin at 9 and end at

members

May 10; Alan King, Sunday,
June 7; Sammy Davis le., Sun-

.38, at 9:30 a.m.

FRIDAY

$1096

celebrant

this Sunday at 6 p.m. and Mon-.
day and Tuesday, April 27 and

Mount Prospect Community Center, 8 p.m

2 BAGS FOR

of the National
delphin
Basketball Assn.

will serve as G., and lead
the traditional ureic..
the

Arlington HeightsOver 9100, DroploCenter, Pioneer Park 10:30 a.to. to 3 p.m.
Camp Fire Girls, district committee mains
INUaltit Pros.ct Community Center, I p.m.

$1095

... ONLY $

en. The
9:30ervice

at

12,000

general

theatre dates

al Home, 7:30 pin.

Sq. Ft. Bag

(baseball),

manager of the Spartanburg,
S.C., baseball club and busigym' manager of the Philo-

Fri., Jam. Booth, Robert

it

TUESDAY
Suburban Aquaria' Society. Mount Prospect
Community Center, 7:30 nin.
Pewspective Waist.Aways, Friedrich's Funer-

SALE

bag only le

Martins

Margery

Dunne..

Kathleen

School District 62. Morning

as

/Mural manager of Me Miami

MTJC sets

bachelor

promoting year -olds.

/portal aud. assign...

P.m;

9.19

yule, conserve!),

:md

managing

%!: 4148

DAISY FRESH
INSTANT SPRAY
STARCH

nic °mos ar -um at mulch

Wake Ftdest on baseball the Wednesday -Friday
scholarships and a brief stint in noon program for four -yeas
minor league baseball as a ok. and in thd Wednesday
catcher. His experience in morning program for %re-

NEW DRY BAN DEOD.

in..,

alter -

at

Although a successful pr.
motcr, Williams is really

run." "$4.98,...PLZ

The next

pro basketball. I had failed

in
R

ember of opening; in

the

ball and basketholl,

ton Heights Rd.,Arlington Heights.
Robert Fowl PTA of Prospect Heights,
Arlington Height chapter SPEIMOSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights.%

2 FOR 1

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
ONLYI

$750

has done, is to create an aura of
It spreads
an
fun and
Pal Williams
When you're a pre-mhooto the fans, and the players bcInns there's a lot of world tO
come partners. One of the first
not the Joe Nanaith type. discover, beginning with your questions I asked him was self. The pre-school program
"Sports are imports. atlf.
whether the owners are letting He says,
Trinity Lutheran Church
they have a wide
him run the show. They ore, to roc becauseyouth
Kids listed seeks to guide young children
influence
and hope it doesn't changed'
Normst ogmcmeet, co,. to sports people and athletes.' in developing understanding
Pat is active in church of themselves, of God and
ry Tuesday for luncheon
andsuRc:ncy,
(Moody
Memorial, near his God's world; self-sufficlecy,
the
pm.
at
from noon to
an ability
and the tot
Side
North
Nclosn Restaurant on Mann- Fellowsp of Christian Atli- to get along well with others.
hetel
Hi,i
Rd. about one hip&
own athletic back- Registrations arc now being
north of Higgins Rd. All men Ides.
ground includes eight letters in accepted for the 1970-71
are invited to attend.
Are n

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cenler, p.m.
Northwest Philatelic Club, Arlington Heghte

69C

10 Bags fors 516"

ALL YOU CAN CARRY -OAK or BIRCH

you need, and what Williams

Mis oalyern.bebri:f Int te,eulty.wat

Board of Education. The
nominees for PAC are: Sister
Bonaventum Sister Maria,

Trinity school
still taking
registrations

world. He, not afraid to try
things. If they don't work,
he'll try something else. What

Director Robert Carbaugh

the

Page 5

Friday, April 24, 1070

to

Rmording. Ohm Ellyn, Ill.

Per

A town hall meeting will he minister of music at Moody
held at &Jams Palish Center
on April 27 at 8 p.m.
ISMecf orni-V
joining
a9' ' r c h the'0 C Moody
soft, he served . a missionary
Three mcn, one woman and staff,
to Hawaii for 15 years. While
one sister will be elected to the
there he served with the Hone
Council,
and
Parish Advisory
organissi
two members will be elected to
and directed the Honolulu jw,

-

succeeded so fast in Chicago:
"It's a very simple thing he

9 P.m.

,

&VIEWS

00

record ah
Waco, Tex., .d
bum has been rele.ed by Su -

council
members

NEWS

Tribune quoted Bill Veers
explanation of why Williams

MONDAY
Mount Prmpect Rotary Club, Old Orclunli
Country Club, 12:15 p.m.

Haw0 C

T. elect

Religion

ao

10,000 during this last season.
A recent article in the Sunqine of the Chicago
day

ORTHO

flowers, Irons, ever.
Omens, hushes, and shrubs.

FIREWOOD SELLOUT

during the previous se..

WEDNESDAY
Ihdfido Grove Over 50 Club, Antique Show,
Kingwood Methodist Church, 10:30 a.m. to 3

DON'T MISS THIS BUY!

OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be filled
in the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

9.39

mooed

Roe

B rim your EYE PHYSICIANS (M D ) or

etw.

club and handbell click

tendonue jumped from 4,000

Lk Junes Wonmn's Club, rummage sale, 821

MYADEC VITAMINS

Ground cover around Imes, for
mointenance free ploy ond

2 CUBIC FOOT BAG

sp.k at the
luncheon of
the Northwest Christi. flak

SATURDAY
&Hart Lids, outdoor breuMast. am Grow
arca no. 5, 0:30 am,

nun'. 59CWileZt'l

ig

PECAN
SHELLS

ANDERSONI,
BROWN!, OR
HICKS!!

pro basketball franchise. will

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organisnion wishing to contribute should
U Mn. Helen Backer,CL 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

HAIR sPRAY-Giont 13 ox. Con

990

OUT OF GARDENING!"

$799

Sine he became general maw
ass of the Chicago Belk in
September, 1969, average at-

(April 25 - May If

REVLON PROFESSIONAL

VITAL'S Hair groom Plastic boHle

"TAKE THE GUESS

15 to 18 inches

or too

cc

WHH

POINT PENS

Your Choice

REGARDLESS

dm Res. Mn, Carter had the

1,00

J

s.

28.

=amen Tuesday, April

to
whom much oPthe credit goes
ye reviving a dying Chi go

of events

APIECE
BATHROOM SET

69c

PAC OF3

in

thi7 ntoudity April 27d

$988

pm when., the nun

pastors would jokingly say OHS

Rey. $1.2O

gcas gomeatz FM, xrm dh

TAXUS YEWS

°4I'412,,FF413"1"n

Dr. Marmadoke Caner, the
Om black Lutheran mi.
denary to the Midwest.

CREAM MEDICATION

with each $10 liquor purchase

BIRCH

'

aeg.99e

S I 2=1 SNPERRA T

CLUMP OR SINGLE STEM

REGARDLESS

lion organizes in memory of

posed of students from hum
parts of the United States and
foreign countries, has pas
lamed in music festival and
special concerts exten yob,
Two record albums fee using
their work have been released
by Word Records, Inc., of

°

qi

ill

1,

61endar

CLSARASIL

tan heel:rated

Fri.

The Carter Men/oriel Society
non-profit comp.

parish in the Weld. All

690

.001;RETtir.RNE DISH bRAINRR"

thew anthem..

ber

0,

Bulls manager next
CBMC speaker

tholor's Fathers Club,apringnincessehnOl

Ihni;

.e.%.

should be m Mai as pos.
',bk. repewrinen. if pay.
0560.. and should mean
an address Graham. num.

panihrnmdat,,,y,,Aarrgil,02.6,L,,,..

'Kankakee.

Rev. Daniel E.
824-508 I or 297-8359.

JUMBO GARMENTBAG

69'

".'run

0

Ale.

Rd., Prospect Heights, at 7

N.Arlington Heigh. Rd., 9 am. to rt p.m

run'we

FASTEETH

4.07

:o8cra'obrGinieg*efr

Fln'ot

93°

Reg. SI.29

regular

forms can be rented.

these letters as you can. In addition, And the word

$

10°

4Ina PI

WHISKEY
Full

Lutheran Church
Relations group is

promoting a delegation from
the north suburban area. T
ets are available from Erwin
Rev.
024-2615, or the

RAMC SHELF PAPER

SUSPENSION MAALOX

1,,r gIVITH OUR COUPON

..?

well as th

Human

30 DAYTIME PAMPERS

PLASTIC BABY PANTS

BLENDED

$3.89

C."2:,

air lines. There Is a
shop

Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Balboa Dr. and MiceIns
gen Alv.. Chicago. The

on Windsor (formady
Buffalo Gram Rd.)
Ste on local lanosolealat ne Rd.

Res. SI.69

the Prospect Heights Baptst
308 E. McDonald

i

north from the Lutheran 'fission fields in Alabama, Milsissippi, Louisiana, etc., were
transferred to St. Philip's Lutheran Church, at 6232 S.
Eberhart Av., the Rev. M. N.
Carter, pastor. Many of those
from Chls
people lived as
ego as Milwaukee. Gary or

At general conferme., the
...,,SiSS,SESSM,S559REFSZPARd

PLAYTEX DISPOSABLE BOTTLES

PAUL JONES

PHILADELPHIA

lounges. There Co gates for 14

business

heart like a stone, maybe..
"You said its

paro,nt a sacred music comert

black Lutherans who m

the

East of Rend Rd.

1.59

Fifth

HILL AND HILL

of this country.

guest of the Wheeling Tow, with a vamue deed. "f well as the better known air
ship Democrat Oaganizaties think 1 melt. the mosquitos", lines. There N a nurseibPiight
tt th frst a'd
h f

me's

else -

room of

Sold Only in packages of 4
Limit -2 packages per customer

se.isle Bourbon

are

just not thc caliber of man woe

.

-LEGIYAI

guess some people would ell
that a solution."
"A solution for people with

NYLONS...10c

1.49

Gallon

ly take a look around, they

arrival and departum ramps,

Overseas

people will .mom
back to Texas or Mexico. I
homeless

The Carter Memorial SoCiety will hold a Charter Memhership Banquet this Sunday
in the International Ball.

We're making space for our
Spring & Summer Merchandise

SCOTCH

heads out of the sand and red-

mote gate. The map shows the

HIDEAWORD

problem could be solved.'
"Yeah. Well. I suppose this
committee will keep plugging
away. Then again, maybe the

The mamas glee club end
handbill chow of Moody Bible
Institute m Chicago will
Church,

White Elephant Sale!

KING
GEORGE IV

GORDON'S

to be registered as a Re.

and everything they contain

the whole
family is still hysterically
seeing moot: praying all over

community like this, with so
many ingenious people, the

Moody choirs to appear at Prospect Baptist

This calendar is prepared ma public service by

89c

12°Z
CANS

Re-

publics If the members of
publican.
that "club" would se, gm

Wednesday and
ADI.AI
Adlui Stevenson. candidate

6 PK.

The censure resolution by
the Wheeling Township Rey
publican Club makes me ash.

from a chapel to the most re-

troubled.

haven't found a place to live.
You'd think that in a huge

where. I suppose if the people
wanted it, housing could be
mode available here."

(brewed by Schutz)

the

"Wheeling

the answer. With the help
Carlson, who does
public relations for the savings
and loan, the two complied a
full map of the three/ terminals

and

to wee in

now who

of Dave

ways put concrete in the lot

enouilf it's being done

OLD MILWAUKEE

Day. I am writing this as letter to the Minn since I do not

has

mosquito" T. local gal who
is not a noted mturalist gave
them to her young ten who put
them in his bureau drawer,

I
wonder what will happen en.
those evicted families who

working together, but that sort
of thing take time, he es.
plahied to
"It sounds very complex."
"Low-cost housing for km income families in affluent
isn't may. Oddly
suburbs

DRUGS & LIQUOR I

Mng's paper, The Northwest

Monk Muncio, president of

lighted when she received two
Fraying mantis cocoons. -Put
them in a nice warns place."
warned the donor. "old next
year you won% sec a single

Slit STILL

village problem et all. See= it
has to be solved by the WWII ship, the county, the state. or
the federal government, but It
can't be done by the village all
by itself. Maybe all of them

"You've got to be kidding
What's the committee been

Regarding the headline item
which appeared in this ve-

thc Improvement PedeM1 Beeings and Loan Co.. Aurora

de-

easy problem. He even

PAL GROVE

'

minutes to find MR 110V/ 10 go
from here to there.

ing. Call headquarters for that.

session on housing 1

Carter Society
plans b nquet
Sunday

SALE DAYS: Fri. April 24 thru Mon. April 27 o PHONE 255-7100
Pal Grove
Shopping
Center

Criticized for
Percy censure

in time to catch a
flight 'or to meet a flight and
not to know exactly where to

plex just

go. Usually
waiting at

many ideas on how to do ft. I'm
not sure that many people are
listening, though,"

thought nut maybe it wasn't a

tempontry shelter."

Letters
to the
editor

going to the vast O'Hare com-

INCIDENTALLY Com.
mitteenian Jim McCabe would
like all merchants and inter-

"It not only can, but has

SP545555MWSPOSSROMMentheNnOWegmetessew.essmasdesed855,55SCASS:5559S.MBSS9tekowease

foaming or as frustradng as

2,5-420R.

rut

"Right. I know it's no One's
bolt, but the other families are
still in temporary GUarICIS. I
think there were 17 families,
and all of them are thing in a

hue, though? What happened

I-orina Stevens, eel Dem AIRPORT
There is nothing. so

panel

doesn't have a place to live that
could he called a homer

moved in to solve the

to them? Didn't the village

Yesterday's deem was all

could helps

9 HEARD one of the committen members spank et a

the church basement? She St111

.WHAT ABOUT the &mi.

By Catherine O'Donnell

Maybe pate mthstry

doings Surely sontething I
Linn happening?

"You mean she's living in

problem. They were going to
put in some trailers to take care
of the families. If I remember
%meetly, the people price stop
to that silly idea inn hurry."

Clomp

By Ron Swans

"Funny thing. l can't Ream
'it et. When I was in church
1st Sunday. there was a mother and her kids living thorn
That family is one of the evenused Emilies."

Bey, that was something. The
township decided h really
couldn't do anything, so the

Day by Day

V

short lime ago. He says it's not

a fire /an winter."
"Oh, you mean that prob.

JAME.,

R. N. Poetz.l'ircielip

C. F. Nau, 4,lecreine /essuir

ss ,c6Inrvs

cs,

clf.d

pssidtst appoint a anntrIntee
to do comsttung? They must
have found permanent haulins for them by now. After all,
it's live months since the Rage-

lama

ed When some children died in

R.E. Hutchinson. VinPresident

William J. niedesch,Artordente Edam-

o

time

't

'What familiar? Whet am
No talking about?'
"Those families. You know,
those people that were noonnoted from their substandard
homes. The whole thing start-

Marshall Field III

N.

Csten.,

ow

SUNDAY SERVICES: Chinch School and Worship
Sobilierels1otion after death

9:00 A.M. 10:20 AM 11A0 A.M.
Sanely Care at all Swiss

THE DAY
THE DAY
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`All the girls has ingredients to be a hit

.Macbeth marks Shakespear birthday
and "Romeo and Juher in 196061 were followed

plays with good stories, chararms -Rations and action," he

messenger and a murderer.
Richard K. Ranch plays Ore'

By Catherine O'Donnell

by "A Midsummer Night's

Joan Kohler, as a witch, Kerry
Welton, as a gentlewoman at-

said.

quo. Ross will be played by se -

Senior G. Michael Rieder
bas been cast as Macbeth. A

nior Darrell Rowader.
Other seniors in the cast in dude Elizabeth Zilen as Lady
Macduff, Todd Opela as Men.
tient, a nobleman of Scotland,

tending Lady Macbeth, and

To seed play premiere and
to judge its Broadway poten.

William Shak.pear's 406th
birthday will be celebrated
this week by Arlington High

Like I

School with a production of
"Macbeth." The play about

Dream" and "Othello." Doug -

Macbeth's

ruthl.s

rise

las K. Murphy, director, said
that the stimulus for doing
mother serious Shak.pea-

to

power opened in the school's
Bristol Theatre last night and

veteran of one Village Theatre

play and one production of
"The Orphans" last summer

reran play was provided by Mu dents.

continues tonight and tom,-

with Loyola University, Mike

Paul A. Thompson, u an old
has also appeared at the high. man; Kristine T. Wolter, as
school in "A Thurber Carni, son of Made.% Steven Baku,
val," "Ondine," "The Skin of as a soldier, Michael J. Free Our Teeth," "The Importance mm, as a servant to Macbeth
of Being Earnest," "Merton of and Jam. Banie as Young Sidle Movies," "John Brown's ward.

"High school students were
very excited over thy film of
'Romeo and Juliet.' They now
view Shakespeare ass writer of

row at 8.
"Macbeth" is the high
school's fifth production of a
Shakespearean play. "As You

Body" and "The Boy Friend?'

in "Macbeth" include Martin
AS LADY Macbeth, WM.: Hanger as Duncan, the king;
Emery Peek follows her light'
singing and dancing role In
Met Boy Friend" at the Itigh
school in February. cation,

Jerry Trentham, 716 W.
Thomas, Arlington Heights,

Third

appointed branch

manager of Jordan, Tamar,
Caruso Advertising's new Cid-

cagoO'Hare Aerospace Cew
ter Office in &chilled Park.

workshop
.S
Monday

is played hy Fred Monison.
Malcoin will be played by
Alen Hess.
Playing
dree roles in

Trentham will be working
closely with the agency'ss oberban clients, although the corn.
party will continue to mainMin

"Macbeth" will be senior
chttel Knaack as sergeant, t

its downtown office in Chi -

-

HONG KONG

NOW SHOWING
ENDS THURSDAY

Custom Tailors in Des Plaines
Open Daily 10 A.M. to 8 P.M.
4 Days, April 29, 25, 26, 27

AlTal

8,11

AT HONG KONG PRICES FREE ALTERNATIONS IF NECESSAR

YEAR-ROUND SUITS

2 SUITS FOR MEN

(clue ouryaPoerasel

FRIDAY MAY Is

15200

BEFORE

SHERATON O'HARE HOTEL

Skokie Blvd.,
between 9:30

a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Monthly,
April 27.
Speakers will he Helen Lopata, professor of axiology at

'Loyola University, and Mrs.
Mary Aody, marriage counselor.

Greenerfields, Unlimited, a

110

NOW

MARIO
MONIAS

ALAN

AIDA

JENNY"

tion for WINNER, and the

Row

Hospital Post Graduate Center, Des Plain., are sponsoring the workshops.
The series examines the demands of an unsettled society
on women's values, emotions
and their ability to be flexible.
It also explores the confusion
in women's roles and their
struggle for a clear identity.

fiat is certainly a difficult thing

for a reviewer who has grown
accustomed to warmed-over
dramatic fare through the
yam. A reviewer first of all
autOmatically becomes a trite

/.

A critic has been defined as

director has been called
one who can't Oct. That is out
least of what they any about
critics. There is no trick to

derers.

The comedy role of the
drunken porter will be played
by Mark J. Toberinan. A sol-

Brad Rieder of South Junior
High School. Both boys portray apparitions conjured by
witches
Macbeth.
the

manipulate

to

The authors are Richard T.
Johnson and Daniel T. Hollywood, a name that sounds

=-

trived.

with
that

ve throw

wgather

too obvious.

The playrights have it in
their power to hike the grad.

Although it contains many old
cliches they fit beautifully, and
the original lines are extremely
ing night nerves. The same good. When the lines and the
criticism could be directed at action synchronize, it is beau.
the four husbands. Dick Va- tiful. However, it needs more
lentine, and Gerald Castillo are continuity in the scenes. They
very fanny men indeed, with are too choppy.
THE SCENE changes took
fine comedy timing and sense.

lechery of Dennis Cole, as the

The play that brought forth
this brief soliloquy is "All the

sexual, and Barbara, a Pry chology

major

in

plains that they should treat
the "wife' joss like another
woman. They decide to invite

her" to join such things u
the, flower -arranging class

made. Pheast Run

Them

ADULTS ONLY NO ONE
UNDER ID YEARS ADMITTED

'AWARD WINNER

"MIDNIGHT

April 28 that May 3

-

beautiful , and ifs a good thing,

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

11,E.Ami E

Tuesday thru Thursday: 8,30
0:00 p.m.

Aucros

May 5 thru 10
ULM, - Friday end

RESTAIJRANTY

.m. 57.60,

.7.2".1°'$'1%;

,7":,t47.°,r

Bosom ce openset.-tomtp.mboam on.Son.-Noon to 7:00 pm
SEATS NOW AT BO% OFFICE 011 BY MAIL

Monday nursdnY
SPECIALVOLINGPEOP.

ITINTATURDAY

ease -lasso et 3_ Leell

'WEDNESDAY

$3.00

MATINEE

deg*
yea

A

Women.

For

IcLetel

6e.

intiorallapaggiiion,

Ask about

TELEPHONE 827-0700

Fiala

uanYtLV:ZrinTgrCV """"
OUT

A

LON4lit;11.,,11:E;rEEDoR NS

dein tkell

t

11'

Make cheeks peeeble to Mill Atin paw en0 rteil to 8011 Golf Mill SlloPP,nri
Conti
BOW, Plum mime sell,eddremed envelop. WI, your
order Pllime: n8,37. or 288,2170. Tides malleble at ell TICXEr1011 .1

SAT. 8.1g.,IildP6mnATINEE

-meommodatios to 350
MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS

GODFREY CAMMINIE

by Nell Simon

from

Allgamer traditional qoafiry food

US

Ado GUTHRIE
Pat QUINN

$0.80.

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

s5.95

nt,.

8:10 ONLPLY

extra added attraction

WILLIE TYLER end LESTER

excellent in the park The
young wives are just simp y
is

Completely new,

A

MIS PROGRAM'S FOR

MISS PERRY LEE SONNY and CHER

T HE

Morrison is not listed as dbe.
tor of this one in the program,
although I am assured he did

BRILLIANT SCREEN

sword. a

staidly- border bad taste, th y
cross the line only once. Co e

is that all- corrections can be

69c

<ass

ON OUR WIDE

ois

authors have created

MOM available number.

house residentandirector David

Lx
areHEAT

STARTS FRIDAY

situations that are superb y
funny. Although they co -

NOW Th. flour private

Play-

D'

at Rolf and Milwaukee Roads
Niles,

Dustin HOFFMAN
Jon VOIGHT
Friay a:100to:00

Seeing is believing!

yH

(9 US. Imo LLS. as

The new MILL RUN THEATRE

1111

"'"i"

gory.

COWBOY"

DIVER
4c

of success. But please, boys, go
over it carefully. Speed the en.
tire'd thing up and don't be af.

tun.ith.

college

larious audience reaction), m-

on kaep an audience laughing
es Met did ho the sweet Knell

wives left the patio just when places where the play needs
the entrance of their husbands work. Perhaps a fresh point of
would have made an irresish view from someone who
ible reason for them to stay. knows theater would help, It is
They had come to explain that often a trap for talent to get too
Claude w only luting the close to something.
I would honestly recorm
masculinityas of the new neighhors and not romancing Ron. mend that anyone who has the
Me. Their abrupt departure chanM should get out and see
was entirely out of character "All The Girt Came Out to
for everyone. There are other Play." Any stage offering that

In all fairness, I would like
to point out that it is possible
they were stiffen, from open-

thing to contemplate at this

por-

It is the best of things

and it is the,worst of things. Ill
had to give it an academic rat Mg, l'would give it a 13 or a B
plus, but it will need an A to get
to Times Square.

decide that the two are homo-

Unfortunately it also has
'Certain faults and flaws that if
not corrected can relegate it to
the royalty free section M Sant
oelFrench's catalogue.The hest

$150 will apply to advance

itself.

the play

perience

ex-

pian mecca_

of Scotland.

critical in the audience worry
about acting ability. Their
ability for other far more interesting human happenings is

AND NOW about

-

theater

earmarks of a certain mmmercial sumess in that then.

alz,

had dirty thought about the
OPPOSITE sex 24 hours a

Mons so that only the most

hard.

of what the girt think. He is
only surpassed by the young

rpmut

working title if I ever heard
ane), currently starring Denoh Cole at Pheasant Run. I
would hope for a title a little
More catchy or meaningful before this play gom to Broadway. And is does have all the

and make Malcolm the King

grained leer and peeping tom
eyes. He also can look as if he

forte. But the writers have supplied them with enough funny
lines and rib -tickling situ-

seemed to me to be trying too

occupied by two men. They

as

Girt Came Out To Play" (a (which she tells often with hi -

"..7.1.757;mwr.Tdh'crli:

kind of cam' who has an in-

ex-

a home across the backyard is

and as much commonsense

RIGHT --Senior Alan Hess
as Malcolm hears senior Fred
Morrison as MO 0000 swear

to what is hoped to be a seclud-

ed corner of the world so that
he can work on the music and
lyrics for another of his suecetful musicals. His compare
ion is Pheasant Run perennial
favorite Bill Morey, playing
the producer. Morey is the

with the

John Spina and Gene Hosek too long. At Oct point the

school at CL 3-0200. Student
tickets at 51 will be sold in tide. The adult prices of
at -the -door

ned chest and the early Jackie
Cooper hair style is Ronnte
Ames, who has been brought

too, because

ception of the southern belle,
Gail Gill, acting is not the,

day. He is exactly the opposite

obtained by calling the high

and

theirs underfoot, he could not
let his full power loose and do
his customary excellent job.

eamiddle line with as muchnon

point in the birth of a new play

ch..

Girls-" or that with two au -

How wrong they arc. The
cool blonde muscular cat in
the liadyed pa., topless tan-

any, connection with "All The

conveniently equipped
binoculars, they be

and there is no trick to
one either. A conale
critic must toe

Advance sale tickets can be

sale

anted Morrison did not have

panning

port,

witch.- Freshmen portraying
soldiers include Doug/as Noland and Thomas M. Sergey.

Guest actors in the production include Brad Upshaw and

and the .League of Women

THE PLOT centers around
a comedy of identification ex rors brought about by the
boredom of four young stbur
ban housewives who find their
busy husbands sexually indifferent. From the patio of with

twee praising any theatrical ef-

dier will be played by Kenneth
Edelthute. Sophomore Pamela
Parise will be a witch. Fleance,
son of Banquo, will be played
by sophomore Clark Petrie.

Servingmen to Macbeth arc
freshmen Eric Offen and Scott
McKay.

do the blocking and direction.
I would prefer tothink that tal-

Yperson who can't direct, lust

direction of Douglas Murphy
at Arlington High School.

sophomor., play mar-

land; Barbara McNeal, an

1001

played

na began to
the woods of Bkrn
move. The Shakespearean pro.
duclloo wig be given this
weekend and next under the

Warns, Thomas P. Nicholson,
John Katovich and David W.
Grashorn.
Gary Russet and Davd Pe-

by's,

of six workshops designed for

center for continuing educa-

FUNNY GIRL

Sophomores who appear

noblemen and officers ere
Robert Givens, Michael T.

women, will be Odd at Col-

Vast Wasteland
Boredom;' she third in series

LEFT-Macbeth,

by senior G. Michael Rieder,
thmatens the life of the mere
Roger if he is lying. The messy ager, played by Michael W..
Knee& has Just reported that

ger.

FRESHMEN appearing in
"Macbeth" include A. Richard Cook, who ploys Donal halo, son of the king of Scot-

"The

Northbrook,

AAA Atilletelt

Torn Buckingham, as a doctor.
Other juniors in the cast include Connie
Sanderbent.
Diane Blom and Martha Hae-

tersen,

JUNIORS playing key Pales

has been

Pme 7
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"'

MTER =DUO ONLY
Best Show B

student and group discount.

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:
DAY PUBLICATIONS

DAY PUBLICATIONS

"WcckEnd FunPare

41#

WcckEnd FlinFare

PIT 'N PUB
It's a "Spring De, by the Pit 'N Pub In Arlington
Heights. Ounng Apra and May in celebration of
the brand new mason enjoy your favorite drink,
your rhoge of wine, Miller High Life beer, or soft

dlone.

drinks for only 1 Os with any food order. The...

is good on Mondays through Fridoys from II am

Ditting...Daneing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs ..r. - ---*

to 9 prn, April 27

,...1
1

May I, so don't be

Dirting...Daneing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs,

1 arrIdyidelhartarlIne" raffle Pit NMI -

THE COACH LITE INN
Would you believe "All -You -Con -Fall" That's
rightl At the Coach Cite Inn in Rolling Meadows
the fish is flowing every Friday night.Fill your
stomach and your eyes, tool Fried to golden

crisp, it's meant to tree every opelite to fine
eating. And top it all off with an to sold gloss of
MiMelob on trik,Ses Youth, bnlithlt

,

(r.
DINNER

NOW OPEN
FOR LUNCH

ROTH'S

LUNCH

FOR

WITH US

DINNER

SERVICE

255-918

SNACKS

You've tried the rest, now roma to the Best at the Pit 'n Pub

SPRING TREAT!
SPECIAL

YOUR FAVORITE DRINK

WINE -MILLER HIGH LIFE BEER
OR SOFT DRINKS

OF THE
WEEK

ONLY 10C

OFFER GOOD FROM
MONDAY APRIL 27th

JERRE'0

4

kW.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Bring the Family

THE

C9 --k.

fat

and watch
Jerre make
"Balloon Animals"

CLOWN

BEER

friociCe

from the

in the

BARREL

PITCHER

SOFT DRINKS

Join
Your Friends

B.B.O. Spareribs
Swedish Meatballs
Scanda House Chicken
Baked Cod In Lemon Butter Sauce

$4.75
$3.50

at

1

Mother's Day
Sunday May 10

Join as at
Beautiful
Old Orchard C C
for
Mother's Day Dinner

HAWN IMF
BRAIWURST

11M1.11110M

Milt MAIM

DON KOMAR

NOl000s

at the
WURLITZER ORGAN

RHOS
FINNOIMISS
SOUP

for your pleasure
Tuesdays thre Saturdays
from 8.00

6003.Milwookm

DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT, PROSPECT

WhmlIng, III.

RESTAURANT

Special Chddrenv Pricer

12Noonto8PM

Don't Aims Floyd 's

Try Our Special
BUSINESS MEWS LUNCHEON

Zesty Tasty Ample

mstrissewa coin

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

259.9550

.

k,smorgasbord,/,

':(//

FIELDALE MT/

N NORMAN
ESTATES
WNCRES oixy

IwOOSANMAW--

IA max Eon oT
Remington Ed,
on Ms 12

529-811

MT PROSPECT

Euclid Ave.
I

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday/Sonsrd,
Wednesday,

ROUTE 3IRORTH OrralTI';, CARPENTERSVIIIE,

253.3300

ILL

For ReeervarIons Phone 312.4264446

eseyvation

IHelp Us
To Serve

ENTERTAINMENT

P.S. A Heady Welcome For
All The Gals, Toe.
253 RAND RD.

Rand Rd &

Aged Steaks or Sea Food
PrNote Banquet Rooms for Orton of Ittio 160

We Swirly Alt Gourmet Food toren

0

.

luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Daily

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCKTAILS!

PHONE

Scanda House

r CI

COUNTRY CLUB

FOUSH SAUSADE
ITALIAN SAUSAGE

Serving II:00 a.m. to 7,00 p,m.

Ploza

rC

Northwest Hwy (Me 14) and Sow. Rd Palatine
PHONE 358-2800

Tale. AlGdO)

HEM smainDat

0.

Mt. Prospect

CA

"The Volumes" featuring Eleanor Manors

lh

Exceptional
Menu,"

THE BEST PIZZA ANYWHERE

SOUTH OF PALATINE ROAD

Aztec Room Lounge

4

with the

18 Chokes of Salads
18 Choices of Desserts

freshly made

AM
SUM TILL 10:00 PM

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW

"The Drive-in

'1.99

TAKE A MIDWEEK DAY NOW -AND

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Restaurant
Now appearing Toes thru Sat in the

NO COVER NO MINIMUM OPEN 'TIL 4 A M

SAUSAGIANN

Roast Beef of the Round
Swedish Meatballs
Scanda House Chicken
Roast Turkey & Dressing

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA

SAT. TILL

Innt

HAIICZAR'S

SUNDAY, APRIL 26

$3.50

C

rttek.

O'Hare

American

-

EVERY THURSDAY

'1.69

$3.50

Open 7 days a week from 1:00 A.M. to MOO A.M.

C CrUir

the

In

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

Special pd.:mho Children Age 3 to.

ORDER BY. PHONE - 255-9181
OPEN MON. THRU THURS.
PIT 3. PUB WHERE FOOD IS KING
TILL MIDNIGHT FRI.
ON RAND ROAD -JUST

Celebrate Greek Easter With Us

ROOM

location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

MENU For the Weekend
SATURDAY, APRIL 25

ENJOY THESE "SPECIAL" SPECIALS

HERITAGE

CUISINE

Black Fox

'

THE

?;

CUN TINENTAL

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

"HAVE A HOLIDATE"
Dine. With the

With the Feast Of Life

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH

BROWN GRAVY

RULY

ax,

?Plod

Pick Up or Delivery

to Complement our Superb Menu

BAKED HAM WITH PINEAPPLE RINGS
BREADED PORK TENDERLOIN WITH
BROWN GRAVY

///

Scanda House

ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH DROSING,
$3.50
CRANBERRY SAUCE
CHILDREN'S PORTIONS $1.00 LESS

WINE

CALL

.

We ore Now featuring
Mon. thru Thurs., Special Dinners

OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE

IIMMorfinl You Downey

'

CL 5-2441

To

FOR YOUR DANCING ENJOYMENT
Businessmen's Luncheon Fashion Show Daily
Complete Dinners

0 to 7 20

GREEN Martini A Go414

WAYNE

Take The Family

OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

BAR -B -Q BABY BACK RIBS,

RPM

"

'"` 'mens=

Featuring:
The Bill Pierce Trio

U.S. PRIME FILET MIGNON EN BROCHETTE $4.25

4g the

PIZZA_nCT

%X

/

Ildrivc Appearing THE DIAMONDS FOUR) in the

FOOD ORDER

Every Sunday

FOR MY TRAFFIC JAM

---

PRIME ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF, AU JUS $3A5

kei

Th.

:::!.......1!.."

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

WITH ANY

:ivi:ZTO:=inri'd'irit'iii" 4:00 PR

TO FRIDAY MAY let ONLY

A

MILWAUKEE AVE. NORTH OF DUNDEE

CARRY OUT

LATE

Coach lit c Inn

,....--:----.

IN WHEELING -Ai RAGERSTROWS

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY
ENJOY

IBM

MON.-FRI.

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RD.

BRING
THE FAMILY

VIIIN

Y DAYS

mo:
DON

11 PIT 'nPUB
COME

COCKTAILS

You

II

CIS -2025

Mt. Prospect
Northwest's Only Professional
Theatre

Game under protest

THE DAY

Friday, Apri124, 1970

Pose 8

Prospect players ready 'Bells Are Ringing'
original production in 1956.
Senior Tara Gillock has the
role of Ella Peterson. Ella is a
young girl working for 0.0 an
boss
Avering servMe.

By Amy Pohlmann
Prospect High School's mu.
tent this year, "Bells Are
Ringing," will be presented
April 24,25 and 30 and May I
and 2. Tickets are $1 and are
sold at the door.

"Bells Are Ringing"
which

mars

Sue is played by senior Pat
Barber. Ella becomes involved

with the verfous clients' per sonal fives, Ella is unaware

a

is

that the service is being used
by a bookie ring under thepre-

was

written
en by Betty Camden and
Adolf Green. The music was

text of a record company.

written by Jule Styne. Judy

One personal problem that

Holliday played the lead in the

becomes Ella 's speciality is

00000000000410060410
ORO
4....

:Rent

;

New41,4111ere

Ford

6 Mlle 6.7004,,
M.

Special romfor

CALL NOW

1200
{10011,0401110f

Cooper, Jan Hertel, Teresa

aged by Ella, Jeff writes a sue.
cessfui plaand
y. The 060 eventually meet
fall in love.

Moll, Linda Ostrowski, RIBIr
Rodely. Alice Spore, Cynthia
Thies and BmbTomanek.

et*

WE CUT THE COST OF

I

1

1

b 065

Ting

MATCHING CHAISE
LONGUE AND CHAIR

SAVE

99

41

UP TO 59%

Garden
Needs

BOTH
our everyday low discount price 5512

Extra wide green and whim welsbl,
Double tubular arms.
b web choir with comfortable 34" bock
10 web &position chaise
Perfect potiopartners berachmales

BIRD BATH

Setup with ease, fold forslaMp

A:Tfr

v

Classic stylel
.2 -pc. design,

CHANNEL 44

over 23" high.

A Hollywood -type 'relief

6'

Wheeling, giving the Falcons
rile possession of first place in
the Mid-Suburbn League.

7 Both teams went into the af-

ternoo. notion with 2-0 MS1. Baker to 3-1, then 3-2, then he
marks, and Forest View's win caught Min looking ol coiled
in the six -Inning, darkness-att. strike theme, a curve ova the
er.
brmiated contest kept the vis- outside

Ws first

loss

in

:.

FOLDING FENCE

NELSON OCILLATING

Promett trees, shrubbery,
lawns, plants. Easy ta set
up. Plostiaconted steel.

SPRINKLER
2,400 sq. ft. coverage. 4.
position dial.setting.

244

compare sot 5.95
In Rolling Meadows

499

Your
Choice

Strong :eel caa -high lip.

Deep bowl, chrome.plated ad.

Sembpneurnclic Me on wheel
barrow.

district -Palatine; Freud and

MOTORIZED GRILL

sor the relay. though it probably won't be run- at Palatine

899

reg. 11.99
Has hood, 2.woy odiustoble
spit, chromemloted grid.

ace's Eagles are expected

once again comend for

we get

a

ors track was

GARDEN
CENTER
GREATEST CH0ILIO
GREKYHOLISEKAIME
AMLINGGIORANTEEDI
PREEDELFYKRIal

new melt.
itsse hetas.

or five years.:'

While the site of the event
and the sponsorship are differ.
one thing hasn't
ern this
claimed. The relays, as it leas

Grover netmen
bounce Panthers

North, 4.1, on the Panthers'

33,ea

friple chrome Noted oak han
weeder
planter cultivator
dies

Trowel

trans

GARDEN TOOLS
Your
Chobe

166 0.:769

Choose bow rake round point
shovel D handle spode hoe or
adtwator Great values,

s 0=-Dovors-

5 LB PROM MIX GRASS SEED

coos

The perfect foundatton gross! Quick growth holds sod and
prevents washout Keeps 161 green

50 ' REINFORCED GARDEN HOSE
SS' 2 ply said brass coupling Guaranteed

Sturdy sure plant props or IT starters

inotnesanntolli

ELK GROVE, swept the

881

5 lb

Genuine

946
MI nag 339

LAWN STAKES
IN ROLLING MEADOWS

bottle courts.
Coach Ken Rundquisis
Grenadiers, who beat Palatine
mud Ridgewood in their preious two meets, are now 2-1 in
MSC. play and 4-2 overall. Elk
Grove's frosh-soph teem also
um, 5-0, and ore now' undefeetedgBer six meets..

LONG HANDLE

112 for

990

Wornknwiwood-at

Whom eeseMb
table mid /w0 gip
Comfy 2" boxed edged cuelifons
soy Oceof paw% r

COUNTRY,

CHARGER&

ABDOMEN
IS BANS ARE AC

I

BUT TUE FIVE mm
enough.
Wheeling failed t9 score M its

turned out

the bag?
.

AS THE worse 0
ado{ Tve seen in my 30.plus

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10-6

edging Dave - Griffith
Mxrk Hopkins, (v3,-11-9.
'Elk Grave goo for its

today but it
wonYbe easy. The Grenadiers

fourh

Day beat mit an infield single..

Fowl View tied it up in the
third on a single by Bansfiel-d,

to

he

Phipps admitted the congeal
was -a' disgrace and that M.
hated to win that way.

"I'VE PROTESTED to
ban state and Central Saar ban League officials," Castens said, "and if it is disallowed. I'd have to say that
baseball is moving on. a down ward plane."

'

The umpires certainly had
hand in the outcome of slob

n e a r -championship contint.

While. the Warriors obtained
their -pair of runs on a single by
msouring triple by
Kulik

throw by catchar Sheridan Io

Ait inning later, a walk to
Stu Colton, anode:I .
balk, a sacrifice, and what.;

Nike'

tented out to be a steal of hot..
(although "the can could hove
gone ,either way") according
to Carstens produced the tying

gled,to lett to open the rally, marker..lt was no different in
he advancer! on Wiesen's khgtiottom of the fifth,
smritice bunt. Gary Schweit- '

pia an wernat Bnanleld air and
second

two men on and

nobod), out.

Ter got a solid hit to the opPo-

A WALK

Indian Jim Mad.

ander d a bloop double by
an
Olson.rro Again the Falcons

FOUR WILDCAT therein
four hits in the bottom of the

site field to bring in tar.. end 'lictx, single by Nelson, field cr's choice snit a sacrifice By
Day singled through the box
by Seep 3 aknbik sent the win.
and took second on Galindo'a

had it not been for m excellent

game opm. lanzamboweld kin.

throw to third.

couM have had a big inning

third appeared so break the

NILES WEST (3)
AB
'Player
2 0
Madden, of
2
Nehoo, 0

papir0.
:Jakob*, lb

Mthe

Galindo. cf

ss

1

0
0

3

D

1
1

I .1

Colton, rf
Guenther, rf

0
0
0

I

1

I

1

0
0

0
0

000

.1

KIlpoWics, 3b

2

0

0

0

Anderson, lb
Jacobs, p

3

0

00

2

0

0

19

3

4

0
I

Totals

nitAINE WEST (2)

&lye

AB R

If

Jung, of

.

0

I

I

2

I

2

I

I

1

0

0

Hanselments. n '3'
Gestorf, p

11 131

4
3.

00

Dap, lb
Mora. c

3

2

0

Maloney, 36
Moss, 2b
Keehn, rf

3

0

0
0

0

0

3

I

26

5

0
2

SB Kuhk Colton, Sacrilke
bunt: Klipowicm Sacrifice Bylakobik; E-Hensclorenro
Mahn West

3

2S 5 9 3
'IOU.
23 -Dyson, Olson (2), M-

5B-Koentopp;
Sac -Wiesen, Schweitzer, Bak.
er, Johnson: HBP--Koentopp
-1Coentapp;

Left-Gabino Galindo Imes
his hat trying to beat out slow

PITCHING SUMMARY
Mother
Johnson
O'Keefe
Jeraembovreki
Day

roller in the third inning of
yesterday, FaredView win

hs h raw w

6 9 54 6 2
1 00-0 3 0
3 654 3

over Wheeling. Galindo was
out, John LundmIst (right) to
Fred Beneriscutto. (Photo by

1

'321-1 21

Wiesen had led off with

Jim Stuart)

a

single. gone to second on an er-

EXPECTED TO eve En-

!mood some trouble as it trim

form. its 1969 Palatine lisle
are two teams from the Wat

GROH CAMPING HEADQUARTERS

Suburban Conference, Rivcrside.Brook field and Maine
East. R.13 flexed its mimics in
running away with its own 12 main meet last week.
The class A competition is
foe schools with an enrollment
over 1,900 and class 13 events

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THEIR
DEALERSHIP FOR -

CAA 'row

hoM toughs Bartirigton in a

nomeonferenCe 'meet- al Elko
-

CAMP 4FOUR CAMPERS

AND TRAILERS

for schools with fewer than
1.91-10 students. dread, paced

by outstanding distance man
Dan Pittenger, A expected to
nuke a determined bid for the

You're cordially invited to come to GROH'S CAMPING HEADOUAL
TEES located just 31/2 miles east of Elgin on Route 20 and personally

B

have on display. One of our friendly staff will be happy to show you
the many features of these units.

p,,anm is only one of the

exceptional competitors in this

year's

meet.

Moss,

Maine East half-miler Ern OlBan end Conant hurdler Steve
Peterson are all of champion.
ship class.

4f

Factory representatives will

PAIATTNE ALSO has a
couple of topflight per.
formers in pole vaulter Guy
Zajonc
Henry
doesn't

N

inspect the New '70 Camp Four Campers and Trailers which we

Englewoodwon

sprinter Roderick

be here on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,

April 24, 25 and 26

and discus -thrower
Schniepp. Johnson,
think the Pirates,

Which won the class B

DURING THESE 3 BIG DAYS

the last hoc years anti
petition the

won or shared the A title the

two years before that, are a

bar, Englewood, Eisenhower,
Gleribrook North, Glenbrook
Lane Tech,'
Crabtree and Ed Lagnmead, South, Holy Cross,
Niles'
Marshall,
Lindbloom,
6-2, 6.2. Glenbartl Nonh wont
Schurz, St. Ignatius, St.,
the No. I doubles match with West,
Dan Crabtree and Jim Bilekl Joseph, Tab and Zion -Benton.
and

MEI TOWN

the

Cavalier° flied out for number
three.

Class B tea. are Freud,

Palatine,

Benet

AcademV.'

Crown, Crystal Lake, Elm-i
wood Park. Fenton, ' Glen -I
bard North. Grant, lake Curl
ich,

Ridgewood,)

Rachel!, and the University
--of Chimgo High Schad_

tat

SPECIAL PRICES

__Sow

WILL PREVAIL!

166440e;

doubles team of Jeff Kob and
Craig McPherson bent Steve

255-6310

FIRDCAID,

to

do. Galindo at the plate and

point catme ail. their No. 2

TotrVtdIa7

in

on a ground -rule double to left
center. It could have been
worse for the 'Cats, but a nice
ploy by Dyson on a ground ball
hit by Roger Cardinal' cut

singles matches with Pat Massey heating Ken Acme in the' genuine threat phi year
Teams in lass A comNo. 1.match, 7-5,6.3 Chris petition
this year are Conant,
Lesniak ionising Gene Howell
an the No. 2 clash, 6-I, 6-1, and Forest View, Hersey, Maine
East, Notre Dame, Prospect,
Ken Siebold tripping Bill
Addison
Gardner in the No. 3 battle, St. Victor, Wheeling.Riverside Trail. Arlington.
field.Calumet,
The Grenadiers' '. fourth Brook
Deerfield. De La Salle, Dun -

home indoor; mei mn1

-

and Rich Olson brought

Johnson with the tie -breaker

another team in tomorrow's

Conantfiwill alternately sportuntil

tor and moved to third when

the scoring With a run in the
bottom of the first when John
Lundquist hit into a double
play With the bases loaded.

walked.

Chicago Public League championship along with Marshall.

Elk

Tour
Choice

the umpire have neglected to
sec that the runner he said he
had previously thumbed out
him.On
me standing

- Carstens said.

1

that went on to take third in the
state last year. Coach Ed Wall -

Grove's tennis team
its third straight meet yeslerday by toppling Mid-Suburken League rival Glenbani

GIANT

HEAVY GAUGE
GARDEN TOOLS

was still on at first? How could

aficr the game had ended,Cerg
stens said that Niles coach Jim

Meet.

24" FOLDING

4 -PC. PADDED REDWOOD SET

Armagh.

ten a hit while his teammate

Even during the traditiOnel

handshake between coaches

you. You live and .die wtth Jung and a double by HanselNilm was given a run
thefe kids and then the ofti-;
when two balks by Gated
deb try to take away the
cemire sway from them. .probe Indian Mitch Nelson

i

I

champion Englewood mad

loe Johnson said as he pre.
wad his squad for the

BARROW

7R Ts AT dr

ay

1

and class B levels.
Included among the 48
teams is the defending class A

"DISTRICT 211 Basso the
meet now," Palatine coach

24" FOLDING GRILL

Page 9

Cardinell, rf
Cavalier°. c
PETE CAVALLARO walk- Maly, lb
ed to open the frame .d Kasper, lb
went to second on a single'by Koentopp, If
Ryan Maly. Bob Kasper Bansficld, 3b
2
brought in one run with a Johnson, p
0 0
single up the middle, and then O'Keefe, p
24 6
Koentopp looked like a right- Totals
WHEELING (5)
handed Billy Williams as he
hI
ab r
unleased a low line drive that Pierer
0
3
Blared the left field fence with Wiesen. of
Schweitzer, 3b 2 I
MORI to spare.
0
That was the end of Jarzem- Day, rf-p
bunaki, but the Falcons didn't Lundquist. lb
0
2
let op when Day made the Sheridan, c
scene. Ed Bansfield lined out Dyson, ss
IoWiesen in center futile first Bencriseutto, 2b
2 0
efyrbunlobesposingledth-gmr. Baimp,nr
Mbewski, prf
'Di
the laid
1.. 2 0

throughout its binary. hasa,
Meted another strong Be to
compete in both the elms A

is District 211 spectacular.

4 CU. FT. LAWN CART
OR 3 CU. FT. WHEEL

staff, and the threat was guickt
ly extinguished.
But what if Gmtorf had got -

sold. "It was' a disgrace to the
concept of the game.
You work Xvith these boys_
io they can play the game for

Kennonp.

Palatine Relays
hosts state's
track powers

three high schools in the

10o18"

CDICAGOLANDE LARGESf
0151' CENTERS

A kw minutes late, Hap
selmann wen waved off first
base because the umpire mid
he had mlled hint out on the

decialon

-

and in the fifth Johnson struck
out the side.
The Wildcats had opened

Oleos, ss

COMe on in the bottom of the
Me with the bases loaded and ill as did Speedy Wiesen to
nobody out and strike out thn end the Italie game.
Both of Wheeling's
the win for marling
were of
viand league victorieS Were
Bum Johnson.
hurlerg

Palatine High School, nail was
fer over 20 years, but instead h

was Forest

it

homer off the bat of Kent

who had had two hits off
ALL O'KEEFE did was to Johnson, was O'Keefe': nem

It is no longer run solely by

ports for roses,
ivy, me.

Erti

umpires signaled for a wafer -

TO RECAP what Maine

FOREST VIEW (61
ab r
Player

GLENN JAITZEMBOIVSKI,

17 MSL

The name of the matt. an.

.5.1eof fon sup-

ripe mono nu

and strike go by beta° the

The

play.

weathered a heated argument
by the entire .Maine coaching

pan of' baseball:, Carstens

ace right}, Scott Day for the
winning run. The big blow in
onslaught was three -run

doss undefeated. It vim %Vheel-

Molly, b. not a bit misleading.

99c

For.. .1felhvIlinne,rierilGnriluit.

=stizlimim

bled,a close decision ensued at
first.

half of the fourth in spite of
hen solid singles by Ben.
miscutto and Jarembowski,

View's turn to make the cameback. The Falcons at one time
faced 0 .5-1 deficit, but five big
runs in the top of the founh
quickly turned the tables.
Forest View sent ID men to
the plate in the fourth, kayoing
Wheeling starting pitcher Jarrembowski and also Petting to

O'Keefe ran the count on

High School facilities.

TRELLIS

FLOWER GARDEN

Kook yesterday' preserved
65 win for Forest View over

in, 30th year at 9 am. tomerrow and for the first time the
mem is being held on Conant

REDWOOD

81c

but this time

header was calRd on as John son had a 1-0 count on Wildcat
left -fielder Ralph Baker. The
southpaw hadjust walked Fred
Bcneriseutto to load the hoses
after Dean Sheridan had
reached a two -base error and
John Dyson bad singled.

.

-The Palatine Relays, one of

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

GIFT SHOP

second. but after it was bob-

most horrendous
decision, the two teams were
deadlocked 2-2 with Maine at
bat in the top of the fifth. Ging
Keehn, the Warriors leadoff
droppeda
man in the
pafealpplaced sinple'
short center.

the come -from -behind variety,

Actually, the junior right-

112 Jim Smart

the oldest end most prestigiom
outdoor high school track
meets in the state, moms into

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

FLOWER EMI

.

n lags earlier. Jim Hanselmann
then spit a routine bouncer to

a:Considers

Ina close play of Brsl, Warrior speed demon Jim 0,111i heats throw Awn Inadd by a tlep to
ignite Maine's two -run third inning. KOH was tripled home by Joe Imes Matt to right center, bad
Niles West came back to post a disputed 3-2 win. (Photo by J. Alan Cook)

CHECK THESE EXTRA FEATURES:

GRECIAN

'

a. -as

aeri,

victim, He went down swiag-

Highly polished aluminum froma-ixfi
proof, weatherproof, long -had,

WALL ST.

urn>m rite

cleanup hitter, stepped to the
Mate and watched two balls

Bert Gmlork the Warriors'

earlier

°Wee e's reliefgives Falcons' 6-5 victor

Garden Furniture Special

Tileng MIGHT TO LIM

Ilktrieje
ttgada

4:4

STANT THE SEASON WITH SAVINGS

VI a

an

loaded, one out threat going.

hurler Brian Jacobs.
With Keehn perched on secand, Jacobs elected to in-'
tentionally pass Joe lung, who

had tripled in a run two 61-

an, not because of one of the
Officials' calls, but becalmed
game marred by more thanjust

Pfftermanee by Dennis 0,

VISIT .

Niles. Maine had -a solid bases-

of the game, against Indian

"questionable calls."

Pg4142)

ICISTMIMMOENEINS
se OURrrimDmmiparim

that baseball game of the
amen, 3-2, yesterday to Niles
West, but as far as Warrior
head coach Al Carstens is concerned, the decision D far from
dficieL
The chief Warrior protested
the game from Me fifth of

ENE

INSTANT

time at bat, the umpire celled
balk, the fourth such decision

ige

The girl dancers are J. AcR, mu
torso, Jere Annertakis, Ste ph
prksny and
wigso54
omore Gary Chuipek.
Aprg 54, 2, 55.
Armenakis, Linda Curry and
There are two major Cho- Judy Hickel.
p.m. It wM beshown on Thumin the PrOdontiOnt the
lima,. °GNP daisa N4' day, April 30, at 700 p.m. and
oars chorus and the d.c- singing also dance. They are again on IMIdap, May I.
singing
tag chorus.
Rick Barnes, Bill Brown, Dave
The girl singers are Linda Deyo and Pele Larsen,
PLAYING other clients are

Oared to give a palms -down
signal and got no protest from

ping to third, but during his

Maine West may have I.

d

senior Bill Brown and soph-

CL 3.5000 -

12.46

'Bells Are Ringing"' all this
weekend and next, ht the Little
Theatre of Prospect High

THE BASES umpire ap.

Jim Kulik followed by pop-

By J. Alan Cook
AML Sports Ed.

week*, MAO*
Mighty

160.0

nior Mike Wellborn. Eileen,

Pat

GARDENING & LOUNGING FUN

FORD

AGM+ PATES FROM DS
011061-

Brown,

le

400W. NChaffraarRiYr. ARIINGIONifelalft5
11010; V01101

4Nt

Chandler, I.

that of Jeff Moss, played by ju-

MW drops disputed contest; 3-2

Enjoy life more
with a New '70 Camp Four
the ALCWEATHER tmtler

GROH AWNING AND CAMPING ;
31/2

miles east of Elgin on Route 19

Phone 741463

4,111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111.
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HARDWARE

Tomorrow
Is Today

el

HANSEN
BOWEN

gilmrphlhl num

CIGARETTES

STORES

165 W. Polarim

in

'3.39

Dear Mr. DeLouise:

I am divorced. I had been married far nearly 12 years. For the
I have really fallen in love. Is this the man for me?Can
I be sure he will make me happyY1 kneiw 1 can make him happy.
Do you see marriage for me with this man? Am I really afraid of
mother marriage, or am I afraid of it with this man because I feel
1 may again get Mot?
Very Confined, Des Plaines

(maim)

fi at time,

tv

Its ORTHO-GRO

greenup time!

Dear Very Confused:
I do feel a marriage for you with this man. Don't let the past

interfere with future happiness. Bet don't look for guarantees
They don't exist for anyone.

100'
Upper Level

Ortho-Gro Lawn Food

money, lost two boyfriendi and Rave Wen In threat,. accidents.
Pleas, tell me, will my leek change and will I gat Bob to myself,
or will I continue to suffer?

ORMO-1320'

Unlucky, Mdunt Prospect
Dear Unlucky:
You've really bad it, but I fed you've gotten mWOf your bad

LAWN

6000.4.1t.

r"

JC96

GETr

2 fo

FOOD
12,000m

GET

Regular

Dear Mr. DeLouise,
Fee been going from job tojob since my discharge from the
service.Cdold you tell me.whet line olvork I Would panne? Do
Yon We me moving to Arizona Mlle near future?
IS., Schaumburg

2nd Floor.

. .

At
Great
American

PLENTY OF FREE PARSING

ley I at regular prime-get Ted for I'

Regular

luck out of the way for the rest of the year, and Wags should be
looking up. !feel you'll be getting lucky In love with Bab.

-

MONDAY THEE FRIDAY 8 TO 8
SATURDAYS TO 6 SUBWAY 9 30 TO I 30

1 t SALE

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I am 19 and very miserable. In Mogan eight weeks I have lost

10 95

96

1

2 for

1

Home Previ!w.

$3.29

Reg, King & Filter

HOME BUYERS GUIDE

Day Publications

Homes
100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

CL5-I 600

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

a

Dear 0.9.:

do feel Arizona and then California for you. It will probably
take e couple mom ram before you really atde down to your
life's work. I ens feeling a career in selling for you. Glee yourself
lime. You'll tind your niche.
Dear Mr. DeLouise:
After 23 years of marriage my husband and 1 have lost contact
with each other. We just can't seem to 050 things to mfr about or
discuss openly. 1 feel that a wall has come between us lately. Do
yeti sec us going our separare ways in the forum?

-1

,0

Also, my daughter married two years ago. Do you see any
grandchildren in the '700? We often speak of moving to a warm
climate. Will we, soon? Will I take ajob very soon?
Mrs. B., Arlington Heigh.

NEN
COW

Save 1/2

cur ONE-Second el 1/2 PRICE
wane a time on crab grass.

2,500
SO. H.

De. Dirs. B.:

SALE

1193

I feel your baking a job will kip comet pan of the problem
with your husband. I feel part of the wall will be brought down
with this. I'm feeling you should have baker one ever Sooner. I
don't feel a separation here. I defkiltely see three grandchildren
in the '70s. And I do feel an eventual move to a warmer dilmate,

222"

ballot very soon.
JOSEPH DE LOUISE, notionally known psychic, will answer the questions of Day readers in this column. Letters should
be signed, but names wIll be omitted if the writer requests it.
Write to DeLan.c in core of Day Publication, 722 Center Se,
Des Plaines 60016.

CHOOSE

FROM

GUNSTON HALL,
LORTON, VIRGINIA

OVER 50

364 WAIT 686 May Run April26 MANNHEIM LUMBER 150,4 SUN -TIMES Original

BRAND .NAME' Butunti PRO'bU f..
SHOP BY PHONE

678-4100
WE DELIVER
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Gunston Hall, home of George Mason, author Of the
Virginia Declaration of Rights which was carried into the

TV 5E1111

12" TO 23"
I

FREE PARKING

3800 N. Mannheim Rd.

Franklin Park, III.

OVER 90 DIFFERENT TYPES OF FIRST QUALITY

ON EACH PANEL

NAME BRAND

pAN

ri

Weldwood 4'x8'
VINYLGARD

Ww.0.9.9

Now

Coma°, Taal, Walnut, Paean

VENETIAN am

Was 10.20

6:?,.

eliwil?!.

Was 90.50

Now 1290.

CAPEWWPOWM

4"

4"
Was 5.99

wee. 9.99

Wao 7.4.9

Novo 6"

SPANISH OAK

Wog 9.99

Ntwe 6 99

Woo 9.89
ROUGH SAWN
alutieWmthoma Conamlond ueo
IA BONITA BUENA ELM We 13.99

Now 7"

BARKWOOD .........per'

OAK Ve
Was MVP
ROYAL BRAZIUAN OAK

Now

Was II MI

Now 10"

Howl°.

1r

ROYAL NATURAL

WALNUT Ve"

Na,.,
.Woo 19.90
RrsefeassosammeigorMeteloweefteD3DROARDSRDERsswewerD

ABITIBI
NANTUCKET MAPLE... e'er ve,weLepsiMari 6"
NANTUCKET MAPLE... weir ...we wee New 7"

ger

DECORATWE
CLAD

VINYL
.

raWPW

we,

GP CAMDEN

Was 9.89

Now 369

Wannie

...samoi 299

4,7'

SAND PEBBLE

Was a.00

Now

imposing. The interior, however, is one of the most impressive found in any home of the Colonial era. The superb

formal gardens were restored by the Garden Club of
Virginia.

AND

Bell Federal Compounds InterestDaily
AU savin s in M the 10th earn from the 1st.

r

...Spkial 3"

ANNUAL YIELD

P.ee

Nee.P9

tare

Now 399

VINYL SHIELD
Avon walnut:white Mem
VINYL SHIELD HICKORY

Was 5.99

VENUS

Was / 99

DIMENSION N

Was 10.99 .....Now 8"

.......Now

CERTIFICATE

429

ANNUAL RATE

MIN. TERM

' MIN. BALANCE

can be increased
during first 10

7.50ok

6.18%

6.000/0

$5000
f

5.92%

575%

ONE YEAR

TWO YEARS

days of any

aa,

Quarter

1r,

OLD WORLD RIVIERA CEDAR we. 14,5 ....Now
DIMENSION V BIRCH ........... War nem __Nee .1101,

.$1,000ONE

YEAR

-

We Facture All -New Dimension V Panels

CELOTEX

PASSBOOK

HARDBOARD PANELING

ACCOUNTS

AVOCADO, LIMED OA NATURAL WAttiLit CHERRY

en be added

GOLDEN WALNUT, PECAN, lava. SILVER WALNUT.

to at any

9"

time

,,,,,

CHO PrF or

719%

$100,000

ACCOUNTS

Now .5"

owshsoodisonloweldetahl
OLD WORLD RIVIERA BIRCH Wen to.so

LA BONITA ELDORADO

SAGE B

bye magnificent crystal chandelier.

presents o graceful appearance but is neither large no

4'x8' GEORGIA PACIFICI

4WEVINYL BURMA TEAR

Us"

NEEDED

MANNHEIM'S OWN SPECIALS

EVANS

=g L'Arr'.47

MAKE

elaborately decorated with numerous handcrafted accents of
Rome styling. A delicately hand carved marble fireplace immediately becomes the focal point of the room, further highlighted

PW:=7=1;7e""

Now 1 lit

BOURBON HICKORY ... Wos tem
SADDLE WALNUT

er==etTgio,

IN:

A highlight of the interior is the formal Palladian Room,

FLOOR SPACE

500 OFF

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

The house, built of brick and along Georgian design,

HELP US

BUILDING CENTER

United States Constitution as the first ten Amendments, is in
Fairfax County,. Virginia near Lorton. It was built between
1755 and 1758. The architecture and actual labor were
done by William Rockland, a remarkable craftsman who
had come from England as an identured servant.

5.39%

5.25%
.00%

'500

MANNHEIM BUILDING CENTER
!LL

'

3100 N MANNHEIM RD., FRANKLIN PARK
SHOP KY PHONE .,.7!41eo- WE DELIVER

A

In the heart al Bell Town
MondayO

alaw

Highest savings interest
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily (th,,,,,)

Or

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

&My
0:45rida
FiFol
0.3, F

.4.,

j

NONE

NONE

--

OUNI`. v.n.cof.

3 MONTHS

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates. These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Bell Fe eral:Savings

and Loan ASSOciation

Corn of Mon

e and C44,,C.,. 1_19,1,1 ,,II,ArnIue,B4O23,

THE DAY

Page i

Fnday Apnl 24,1970
THE DAY

Fnday Apnl 24 1970
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Carpet turns things on

Levitt and Sons to open
community of townhouses
A 200 -acre tract of rolling

Fa, country

of Chicago

is the site of Sheffield Town
Levitt and Sons first town

$3 million loan arranged
Republic Realty Mortgage
Corporation arranged a 13
million 25k year loan on the

completed and apartments are

ROW sortable for railed
The deselorthset WIS do.

house community in Illinois

ININI comtruelion of cob

townhouse

pktsd A dine story contkM
is
and
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set

four Wan lista

meet building. cant. 214
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contractor
General

Republic Reap. negate

and, Them ts recn.Monol
ma wallet dn. protest

The buildings how been

bons were handled by A G
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and

even

president the Mortgage Bank
en Assn of America.

B ertmgton and Roselle Ode

nearbt Northwest loll
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TAMIL'S

01410I1
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.".
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tilt

north In Illinots and Wanton

Model hams tor ShvIlivld
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Via Pram
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Amending
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deseloping the land

Townhouse

livau,

fat besonneg tho foluonabk
mode of In ink for act.. Ism]

$31,900
PLUS LOT

SEE OUR OTHER MODELS
Paved Streets

ships

April 18. Price is indicated by

From 51500 Down

$1 in state revenue stamps for
each $1,000 in market value.
Des Plaines: 059 9. Golf Cul
de Sac, David J. Macradyen to
00011,1R Paul 59. 9149 Hollyberry. Michael S. Blechman
to Sally Harris, $1 It 9020
Woodview, Anthony Dag limo to Everett Moss, 975;
1515 Orchard St., Karl M. Nato John W. Hugh.

"Quality
Phone

ISIS) SW -MO

CRYSTAL LAKE
U.S.14 Northwest toll!, 3;

We Norte.. al

bobs Houses will brim leA
Ind 2 bdhs us, will Ix
komppsd with General Elea

Bernice A. Helfogt to Earl R.
Archer. $13.50; 9258 Clancy

905 E. Oakton St., Nancy J.
Ellis to Paul Ublasi, $24;1602

Dr., Curl Engler to Vincent
Monardo. 542.50; 9349 N.

Lexington, Thom. R. Wise II
to William A. Pinder.,
$34.50; 1422 W. Thom. St.,
Regis A Balkey to Henry S.
Krell Jr., $27.50; 824 N. Pat ton, Donald L. Marquis to
George L. Porter, $14;303 E.

Maine and Wheeling town-

Buy Your Marmite Now -build toter

,HomeS"

Sta styles of townhouses
with two and thne. b.draonn
will bo offend m 3701101 01

Cook County Recorder Sidney R. Open listed the following real estate transfert in

Hall Acre Wooded and Unwanted tem

Contiollal

in thi. East

List real estate transfers

AND UP

Ranches Spill Levels Gaergians' 3-4, Bedrooms
Sensible ion Rates School Ditted ISS and.)

ESTATES

vati.nor

for

the

week

ending

$32.50;
1479 Algonquin Rd.
.

Home Av., Tot B. Ping to
Rohm Berg.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
1400 W. Clarendon. David B.

Hoyt to John J. Golub, $23;
811 E. Valley Ln., Raymond
A. Gawin to Robert F. Richorlon, 952; 2003 Shemdoalk

Lynnwood, Lester L. Leann to

John L Leg, $21.

Kathleen A. O'Connor 10 Har-

725 N. Beverly, Richard C.
Vlach to Roger L. Searls, $35;
822 9, Roosovell, Kenneth C.

ry C. Perry. $43.50; 1107 E.

Han. to A. William Jasper.

Campbell, Theodore W.

$35; 2610 N. Walnut, James

Timothy M

Evarts to Richard M. Under-

R.

wood, $19.50.

Carew, $M. 719 S. Dryden St.,
Brookwood
Construction.

Keiser

to

Inc.

to

Thaddeus J.

Sob.

10,0019, 937; 16,6 N. Mono
Av., Stephen C. Paulo, to lemine Misicka, $13.50.
207 W. Hintz Rd., David L.

Norlach to Dello R. Wirtz
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Protest can
stop tree
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she
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of government,

No whether it be federal, state, or
in the decisions involving the future use of NW.
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-Completeh equipped kitchens with
FREE gas cooking, 14 cu. ft. refrigerator freezer, dishwasher and sink dhpmer.

-Air mnditioning.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH

up with unsightly poles and the

APARTMENTS$250 PER MO.

mazes of wire that cover our
Ned. Already, in many new

'P,V1t:12Pg°,:=nTrnrulinrsenfin

suburban developments. the
more. enlightened developers

of

o n i r cA hd Ro hy eh I'll' tse

1111:

of will and closet space.
-FREE sadism -wall carpeting in living
mem, dining room and bedrooms.
-FREE Mdividuolly controlled beat.
-FREE dual master TV antenna.

thug the public finally. sees
the light of day and demands
dm, all ofilifies be placed tin.
dergroural we will have to put

mane ekes
qg

NI

-Big, Beautiful interiors with plenty

By George E Creed
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boh7e fuild.
illustrated
"New Dimension's in' Living.;.:
Ifs obtainable for 25 cents.
from the American Hard- ',
board Assn., 20 North Wacker:
Dr., Chicago 60606.

Roof color sets home off
grerztnanit.coillporinten,tial.

'lik''":71:7"'"
' '''."
Exterior designers see color
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BUFFALO GROVE: 299
Navajo Tr., Jesse A.; Ahntilam
to RaymondO. Drigge, 524;99
Stonegate Rd., Lawerence H.

horn overhead to under-.
ground installations. In groups
you could certainly bring this
about. But, as individmls, you

n do something about the
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orlmeacaranceon 1000 Perry
oily. You can, and should. an-

Foley Jr. to Kenneth E. Murphy, $9.50; 616 Raupp Blvd., sist that men hired for this kind
Frederick A. Welstead to Rob-' of work be well trained, comer, M. Lawyer Sr., $811 878 went arborists who have a
Su, 1,0 ne,,xiC,C.

Jaemneksi roC

5,65anni a 2,iih a

Weidner, Robert S. Cronk In
David L. Parsons, $11.59,

Mount Prospect: 315 N.
Owens, Robert C. Scott to Ben
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St., Joseph I. Collins to Floyd
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KEMMERLY REAL ESTATE

good praciice, and if such
tubs arc left on your trees be
ure to complain loudly to the
company resFriflak
tilily
or this work.
A very common sight along
ur highways is the tree with a
bobbed top (CI. That this

1.0111.10.

hard. Joseph W. Wanton to

tree

Elizabeth 130. 13100, $16.50.

branch. from Mee, leaving

Careless and incompetent

men often an whole

.Q. An there nurserief that
speclabe in wild (tortoni
A. Yes.

are they available commercial,.
ly?

ing. Even if, as in theillikina,

A. The botanical name for

ion, a tree is in your tree laWn
and, knotty. does not belong 10

Pinxter bloom is Azalea midis
flora. They are available.

it
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Magazin e carries

Till

Dana P oint story
pointment6 of this tin.usuil
suburban apartment 00101,

070001, the nnagaime quoted
the de eloper, BemPekint
"Building a betthr../bUlding:1
puts
a mucetter
positton in a
will cost approk4lahly
e 10 '.

nomy

.

CUSTOM BUILT SOUTHERN COLONIAL

Eleven morns of usury FOUR BEDROOMS, 2Th boths, SEPtATE DINING ROOM,
Family Room hos dramatic FIREPLACE hot water heat, fo esti< Mew overlooks

water scene, complete bilbin family kitchen, all 00000101, window covering

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

GRAND OPENING

Hawthorne House

3. HAWTHORNE HOUSE
loos. toil, Arl. Hts.

a 2 BLOCKS TO TRAINS & DOWNTOWN SHOPPING
UNDERGROUND PARKING

2 & 3 BEDROOMS 2 FULL BATHS

4. GOTTLIEB-BEALE
120 S. LaSalle, Chicago

FROM $31,900 - 30 DAY OCCUPANCY

and more will be able to

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

PLUM GROVE

3 min bedrooms, 21/2 baths, carpeting included over hardwood floors, bit -ins in
fan* ki.htn Included, basement, vinyl coated cyclone fenced yard, FAMILY

verynkeIMI.FAMILY ROOM is meant for the young Ot heart.

ROOM Is huge.

$39.950

$49.900

$69 SOO

.

our apartments with all their.
cx

Dana Point

is

a

344sere..

on east Gen.1-t

Rd.
Rd. It has mom than 500 one,

two -and three -bedroom rental
units. The developer says that
his

luxury building concept

for suburban areas is gamma
strong

acceptance- and that,'

prospects are quick to rang:
rim that the per square soar
cost of space N economically,sound and saleable.

.

.

POOL, SCHOOL, SHOPPING
HEIGHTS Loco., 3

TWO TOTS, en separate spreads over mature landscaped junior
estate, 3 bedrooms, MI BASEMENT, 115 ear serer, wiry large

1.1,1m ,opting included,excellent eating areas.

cement patio, NATURAL PANELLED DORMITORY ROOM an 2nd flow
would be on Ideal oys bedroom.

$40,500

ONE OF A KIND

BRICK & ALUM. CONSTRUCTION

IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER, lop ARLINGTON

]win bedrooms, 2 both, cozy FAMILY ROM manure landrtertso.

Directionst Northwest Hwy (Rte. 14) to Arlington Hts. DM
scuth 2 blks. to Sigwalt, west 3 bliss.. Vail.

728 E. Northwest Highway, Palatine

1111L7TAI

Heavily wooded, 3 giant bedrooms, 7 rooms of real living space, FULL BASEMENT,
Is dry as a bone, air conditioner, carpeting, FIREPLACES in L.R., REC. RM. which is

included, well over 3,000 sq. ft. of fine IMng.

build the same thing tornorrow. We figure that peopkk
income will continue to
to rise

-CONDOMINIUM

13 S. Wolf Rd. Prospect. Heights

QUESTIONS ANB/.
ANSWERS

niable. It is the easy way out or
possible difficult job of prun-

Professional Builder magazine. a national trade publication published for the home
building industry, recently devoted a full -page picture story
to Dana Point apartmente in
Arlington Heights.
Based upon the luxury ap-

'

I

O

Q. What is Um. scientifiC
nem; for Pinner bloom end'

so that line clearance need not
be done so oflen. But theseare

90"trees and they ""ai-

'you, it -is a part of your land
sapsand you should MVO! a
low pnininglike this to esesitf.

Method of cutting spoils the
roportions of a tree is unde-

The sight of tries with their

$12; 213 N. Russel2Emmet J.
Worley Jr. to Timothy L.
Schap], $28.50; 6021 IN. Elm-

6 E. Northwest Highway. Arlington Heights East
1111 S. Adington Heights. Rd. (Soath)

,,

LANDSCAPE ARCIIIPLC.T

I
ong ugly stubs (BL This is 0th

'S..5'8 feri19.51,FIII4j15.95
.599.1°99 m $18.
through Ohm land. This ap-.
mach sacrifices whole trees

West Gate Ln., $ Robert L. rnble. Like everything you ran
that has value, you should propr
Schlegel to Homequity, Inc.,

Here's Where You'll Find Better
Living In The Northwest Suburbs!

NO. 657

t Cam,

not be able to persuade the

mkpl,ne and electric cone
sin, 510.50; 1218 E Claret,-pgpr¢s ,0
,immediately
doe. Carl Padden m Donald L
Marquis, 940.

GBORGe

TERRIFIC TRAFFIC PATTERN

SEVENTEEN TOWERING OAKS, 3 giant bedrooms, I00 baths, FAMILY

1130M, plush shag. carpeting, large POOL with REDWOOD DECI,
fenced yard, 2 blocks to school, SEPARATE DINING AREA tans are
SAW finson 1901, TEN PER CENT DOWN under FHA terms. Imo.
ote nIDOMY01114 worm M,. fIchler, 09,1-180D for a nomono1 oiolt
mly

$33,900

LOADED . EXTRAS 3min bedrooms, 2 baths, FAMILY ROOM wit
MM. BAR, complete bit,. fornily kitchen, vacant and ready to move
NY.

$33,900

$31,900

,

'--""

41

5. TWELVE/OAKS

amt

Central and Wilke Rd.

$6.00.

Hof l000Eaturek-Schaumbu,g

PER SO: FT.

6.. CRYSTAL'LAKE ESTATES

,

saw,s'e=1,0
782-o6735
Corrtmil 11EALE 6C

2. ALPINE. APARTMENT HOMES
1500 Dempster, Mt. Prospect

7. CENTEX CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
Elk Grove Village Take Higgins Rd (Route

3E0c3voard. Solswartz &Cd.

72) to Atlington Heights Rd., turn South,
then follow the signs.

too So. Vail, Arlington Heights, Illinois 39243200
,

OPEN EVERYDAY 9,30, A.y, TO 6

tt

Egaga. is Rd! Etia

tll

U.S. 14 Northwest to III. 31 1 mile no. on III. 31

li

e1

PANELLED FAMILY ROOM

41.

01416640
NATIONAL REFERRAL SERVICE
MEMBER

.5 MODERN, CONVENIENT OFFICES - OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9
in eyespot, Might.
trawl*
NefntanSdwunswIl

SHARP, READY TO MOVE INTO
ON PER CENT SOWN ends. ntS, Isom. loaded with extras, 3

bedrooms, IN baths, wall to wall coming, red,. washer-dn.'

LOTS of pawn FOR THE 1St 4 good dyad Lae., I. hada,

Panelled Famtur ROOM, punk, basemen, MI cametIng and avoom
.ethos included.

$32,000

.

^i'Cflf71-?::-Childrc'n a' f" 1,788mmweasl 11;:bd 1 e'h °F,01801i0n:'00';'hehl'ho°1"..

hdofihr It l'rnir ine:iihzell.. 737-

Architects Schofield & Colgan

environment "

41101.
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created with perforated hardboard paneling. It won't deM, end ,
or scoff, and it can be dampwiped dean.

the

bottom

ic0problem
Way"'"

VT., 'h aClacth pis,

f

of New York City and

f.

butac

peas are that we will have the
overhead lines for many years
to come. And, along with these
Bees ne
h5ve a certain

able for sound -control. L/se

What you put on the walls
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al ceding materials are avail-

people
realize. A number o;'0'tcoustire

of a "leaking lake.'

olit'rizetnntioNn snxdorrrOin,n

/

r '' .111

All play rind no work make playrooms a ,more fm everyone.
Decorative materlats that attract children, lake hard wear and
,squire Mk care cue best. Here, en imagInathe storage wall Alv

Architects of .0 new headthe
Tsrters building
Corp.

trennd.

-- .----

Leaking lake gets plug

MP, ouurerlai,e,..,terldLo0fe.1,psll'utionc"-of
00x01060

1

-

i:,,,,,laczkZ,JYth...,d.,is-

S. ..c: highfl'r,and.r''

IIIC'ai°12eahliten

'

8

hung, and brackets on which
to mount shelves.. Hooks and to have their favorite toys on
shelves set low in the all are display and readily accessible.
Sound - conditioning -This
easy for small children to

Inlin soden.

Unfortunately, the pros-

hooks

IL

/

wall of perforated
hardboard paneling.

from
fro

IP

11111,

n

es

1.

storage

have

0

--'--"IIIIII1'...

counter cabinets work well i.
Another practical idea is a

The. PaneN

'

b

---61. 11 I

colors and altractIve pattetys.
-offers a selection to beautify

the room and delight the

.

,

R

and finger marks) wash off easily A variety of fintshescheery
warm woodgrams

youngsters

diverstEed shelter prodectng
ommantion currently biplane,
single fund) town house end

Inc appliances
Opening pricey for ShsffieW
Town homes are estimated M
range from S23 000o 5211 000

mac

odo thrsiitinntihine,rnonsAinecit

whhalhhef-hhe ° hood 0601" f"
The sturdy panels 1/0111

SIelIktd Tema, the 520-mIlllon townhouse community lam by Levi,. and Ss" Inn .W111 open m haw
materials melodies
EMIL 0110 01011 DATenlenlo
ll bs armletss on en optional

mon LOM1111111111a,

;r000'rnian

elthries"Tocablity'ing0 RhraltocredSehiorh

was
Yvs were

'

sion of children for a number
of years and be fun for every

Frefinished hardboard panels
which are virtually child

&signs which In. ilso
offend

But with good planning
playroom can serve a succes-

In order to meet the chat
lenge posed by pollution we

Lexington Ky Mn Goetsch

ford

repot)entswho

Durability -Since walls and
Boors take maximum abuse
they deserve etrong defenies

as

wetmu Ind molubly doll Inch
oldest homeownan cannot of

try to keep it

not

ways to live
A Goetsch Midwest City
Okla prendent of the Wool
en , Council of the Nattonal
Old
of Real Estate Board,
told a leadership -educational
conference of the Thuncil in

to

Ghass,go on ths sa and Rho
pros ides a fast gst aw.ty
va

Wasserman
prsndent and
shad' execut v
ffic r of Lev
itt Ind Sons Ins
Levitt
wi.11-dssigntd townhouss
mess offsr convene-1mA

War, It will age rapidly (and so

Realtor says ,

atts.6 off Golf 124 between

w ahe.
(Barrington

the room cant take wear and

playrooms -on

wproorfrolyr nopronlaninned-can

willponard

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

will

kless

Any playroom is
to hard use continual abuse
abuse
spills 1111013 strewn toys and
lots of high -sported noes If

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

op. in lune The site Is lo

Ivac

LOOKING FOR THE UNUSUAL'

Children s
ino

cording to Robert H Pease

the Undcd States m 1970 ac

commu

lield Town comma

Nis win be as arlable for ins

lownhomes reflects chtinses

Co

Between 1 2 and 13 million

LEVITTS E20-milhntrYen Ells!

oboes and other sports ruts

vsl and New Wine lids in Ar

1100 southwest corner at Len

anywhere

nruidnin hams end

mF vomplstton Swimming Es

stgnsd by litrafeld &

and appliances can be locatel

honsmg adm will be built to

ORM, amociatIono RI Levitt

Sturdy panels take work out of playroom

dogged right into the carpet
Wall outlet, art elimmated

Estimate

lies or the 700 who Reds a murk
carefres
existence
Home

Tudor style
NN style
and
model houses has been com

Ted, Oak, Apartments at

In the works is an electron.
carpet pod that would serve as
a power source for household
appliances Special prongs are

4!...

combination Included, must Yaw.

COMPUTER

$25,900

.;11
-

THERM(

SHORT RIBS
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`Systems' may solve shortage
assembly of factory -built comportents - can supply the
needed volume of homes more

Industrialized building may

be the answer to America's
housing shortage. Government
and industry experts think that
-systems" building -on -site

2 apartment complexes ready foroccupancy

quickly.d'at less cost.

OUT OUR WAY
Too ttew Ressube For6
meat
ilnitim--C.dlewood Trace
comm
.. and

now at

prelpeolog

Berkshire
Trace -have been completed M
the Nonhwmt suburbs and are
ready for occupancy.

Candlewood Trace, located

in Arlington Heights at thecomer of Windsor Dr. and

.

the living rooms.

"b......
dd.". N.'
ments. Berkshire Trace also

Come out today,
mid be delighted to show you Mesa plans.
3 to 5 Bedrooms ranging 'from 931,250 to
.

.

.

rah sums INN

HOURS: 10 A.M.

M..
a Week. PHONE:1374ntil,00 or SMaysS
TE
6

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

"

Luxurious
apartments,
modem architecture and a
community anamphere charinterim the new Candlewood
Ten. apartments, beamed at
the corner of Windsor Dr. and
Rand Rd. In Arlington

l''OIf-N!BAKEV-E.T.Cr

......

ARE 50

' .--........--"ssawtsne

rr
ACPTED
',SCANS

5AME
NEEPS/
BUT LOSERS

AL155 GOTTA '

SPAM

GET FRINTOITTS ON
SAILER:EARS BROM

ON

DICE/

0,EIE NEWF.,/

CMIPAIGNS

Candlewood
ebe
,e,, thri reside.
,,,,,,,will

Trace n
room

-v

apartments,. °P0m7...." .

and singly buildings, grouped

Berkshire Trace in Buffalo

in elegant apart-

e

in a rustic etting.
Berkshire' IS two-story brick

PresfI
Development
Development b

neighbolhoo,
phere.

Centex
ConetructIon
Company, Inc

The architecture of Ourdim
building Mmodent. but
a mansard roof and gm lamps

-

one -and mohed-

apartments

in seven

2

around courtyards. The Trace

offers a full range a rec.
tioual facilities.

resident either a pri-

11

lassigitd alma

Berkshirealsooffersluteeifully carpeted scum

dens

Your
Horoscope

Like the other !Samba
Traces in the Chicago itira,
locations convenient
schools, trnslmtation,
ichurches and chapping.
dents

One-, two -and these -bedroom apartments are available for oe-

transportation, churches and shopping. lkrbbues IS tiv.tory
enp.cy in the Berkshire Trine apartment community, located brick .d shhude buildings, grouped around courtyards, provide
on Dundee Rd. in Buffalo Grove. Berkshire Trace offers its rest. for met resident either a private balcony or patio for entertaindells the opportunity to live in a parklike setting near sch.ls, big friends.

You are:.neVer likelier to
find damage in an inspection

in masonry in the winter will

ofchouse and mounds than you

be

arn ithe spring. Wind. snow

spring. Wind damage may be
found on the roof in the form

.»..Takeu lookid the outside Of roof .mchtoortheundersid
your house from the top down.. or a smear of it riget across t he
Shingles that the wind has underside of the edge will ho Id
loosened or caused to curl can
the shinele down.
be taken care of with little
IF SHINGLES are slight ly

of loosened shingles.

trouble. Generally a dab of

What .were hairline armies_
crevices

by

tor, nail down with roofs

.

P1,oiff sk.,nsing,tsLof
an9.9t
undgjegde. Thest.P41.
dab ' the 'coeilni.on,the nett
hinds.

*

WHEN

RIGHT!"

and driveway. Cracks

patch in. Wet thoroughly. Um
a sponge or hose.

I-.

Ready -mix palihing Mies -

riffs, the kind to which, you
just add water, arc the best to

NOW

se.

RENTING
A prestige location you will be proud to
show off. Beautiful landscaping with pond
and barbecue areas for that out-of-doors living.
Private patios and balconies for hours of
relaxation. Swimming pool, sauna, steam
bath, games room, recreation rooms, party
rooms. Elevators, storage lockers. Individually
controlled free hot water heat and free
cooking gas. Finest security system
available today. M one of Chicagoland's
choice residential suburbs.

Vacation

- Tike

pletely hard.

While you

LUMBER INC

inspecting

keep a calking gun in hand.

al I

year round!

You can take care of two job,
at once. Wherever calking has
.dried out or cracked, scrape
away the old and replace with
dow. Give special attention to
ors and windows and under:
neath window sills.

TYPICAL 2 -BEDROOM APARTMENT
Wall-to-wall carpeting Alr conditioning Spacious
living and dining room Master bedroom with private bath

Gardner,

about Broadway di-

held in Asia.

7

Flying Nun

Rerun.

TAKE A good !onkel the
paint on your house. Seepage
may have caused paint to blis.
ter. Even if you don't intend to
paint now but wait until fall in-

stead, RN not a bad idea to,
scrape and prime and bad
areas. Then when you are

.

ready to paint that big job will
be out of the way.
This is the time to put snow

Brides

Rents. "HE Sis-

"The

Rerun. "a Crack

MacRae and Gene

deserts his post tores.

Nelson.

cue a drowning pea -

11 NET Festiva
26 Red Hot and

44 Continuous

Blum

building and remodeling:

APARTMENT
HOMES

GARAGES REMODELING ROOM ADDITIONS
SIDING BASEMENTS

1500 Dempster, Mount hasped, Illinois 60056
Developed by Senor Solvotom DI Mucci

PH031E6,4374200(312)

25541031(312)

Within minutes of modem
shopping minter.. Excellent
public and parochial schools.
Churches of all faiths. Easy
access to the tollway, O'Hare
airport and Loop and entire
metropolitan and suburban

MO.

.d.roll singer to her

World

next concert.
7 Brody Bunch

A study in the contrasting .ntempo-

CANCER Dune 22 -'July
23): You should find that your
personal interests have been

den tools. Check over tools.,
lawn mower, hoses so that you'
can reapir or replace now.
Even if you are nm ready to'
'

put up screens, getthem out'
and check them over, The least'
'they will Hoed is cleaning
They also may need repairing

or emoting
When you do take off storm
Windows and doors put them
away clean, CoverThem and store in a dry place

Paris and a lawyer
in Acapulco. Hugh
O'Brian is host

7:30
2 Hogan's Heroes
Reien,,Thelaeroos'

7

HEM..LInt ILD BE WILI-11,1,:.)
TO LW GOWN
LiFE

OTAND BETWEEN Fa6

MASTER ANDANY

FOR HE

PC55122-E CMNG.M.

Meet others halfway in an el-

7

Rsesalioos
"

9

Twilight Zone

2:05

2:00

-

Science
Theater
9

me
Mredith)

(Burgess

Fiction

3:40

enCounteying trouble
of his own.

News

9

3:45

11:00

44 News, WORIrm,
Sports

Hone

9

12:00

I

for

Passed

White." Film about

Movie
"The Lieuteand

2

black

light - skinne d

Wore Skim." Tom

and her rich white

Ewell chases after
wife who re -enlisted

boyfriend.

in

Sonya

Wilde, Ian.

FR.

service thinking

he'd' 6d

Istfunns

:

EEK & MEEK

A MG 5HOGID EAGERLY

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

MirelouPossIble:

Meditation

crusF4t*..i.*4t,
Land ;'
North.

Lied iititiigeis on an

MORTY MEEKLE

'

eery life styles of six
men - screenwriter
in Rome, an acrobat
m Marrakech, a rock
musician in London,
a surfer in Hawaii, a
fashion designer in

Me Show

feel physically in thepink:

1 t's a Mans

2

32 Movie

quick

5

26' LuisCados Ur-

spectacular

"Mine Own Esccutioner." Drama of

and Herb
contract toffy a rock-

Late Report

rem.

in the Ice." A solider

9:00

2

2:00

enrolls at West Point
in order to stage a

6:45
32 Baseball
The White Sox vs,
the Indians at Cleveland.

T I m Conway

Cromie Circle

hoofer

and

Virginia
NW,
Doris Day. Gordon

Weather,

1:10

9

James Cagney who

ter's Keeper."
11 NET Playhouse

Sports

Ger-

"The West Point

Paola Story."
32 On Deck Circle

11 Washington
Week in Review

cial import.. ',MeV thm-m,

fan to gets new pro ject off the

mound. Plans for the immediate future may need some

,s-GA-111-s-41%

0-

O

added touches.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

23): Temporary gains must not

be counted in the inventory if

you would have an .curate
picture of your assets. Be reaIhtic.

Today's emphasis may well be
placed upon financial dealings

--but only if you are willing to

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puss!

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22), Though the day may look
unpromising, there is much to

I'VE 607 A FEW 111))65
52: SAY 10 100,

recommend

VDEPLEFEFER.

it - especially

where afternoon
concerned.

hours

arc

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Take care that . unusual situation doesn't spoil
the day for you. Accept things

Sat are different and join in
the fun.

CF COURSE HUN
Co THINK I'M SOME.

NW OF A PUT2

YOU'RE A
lnARROLOUS,
1135191015,

would be wise to keep yam et-

ns confined to things you,

12 .v. god
14 Grimace
Son of

me!

ing to toe the line today may as
ell give up all ideas of moving!

ed

CAPTAIN EASY

18 Become 99n7
OILEUNGnETNELBSIRT

law' W,
ER YES ZOO
SEEM TO EE

FrAtals MAC 0
50c

0

A
'AR ET:
AKEE

LAISORATOgY
NEMO
SAMUVEer;,.IR

NAME

DUABLE-,TROUBLE 15
TVE NO IDEA NOW TO
CONTACT THAT CRIB
P4LPINCE OHO
INCELIGHTME-OFC
TEE HOUSEMAN!

T

38 Rob

fabric
Nn Mar NM SUCCUMB

ID -our, Afflen, no

VILLAGE
WO9C14 PI9911211a RUE
NONOTOKON
OE treseffree Men
SURPEN OR HOUSEHOLDMOUS

veil

BM

0s1
vak

gWe

veal
9Bla

Hive
agile

Hsi

erg
live

gehi

lave

Pve

lop

.P11

kts1

40 Physics, for
example
43 Short -napped

CAMPUS CLATTER

won, 001,17saumtaen.1

ange,. ARM -he
APPNRC rgalffnetts

MAR/mean.:

A In

45 Footed vase
46 Feline breed
49 Epistle

53 Capital of
South Carolina
55 Shakespearean character
56 Roman date
57 Decay
58 Fits sails to

ship
59 Sandy shore

tract (Eng.)

0
TES

OS

E

RD O

O

Ire

O

A
O
L -E -FT

0

E
O

0Y

S

I_ e
SR A R
O

25 Father
42 Who e
26 Finishe
44 Swo d (var.)
28 College of icial 46 Tart
29 Nome
47 Kno

navigator

48

30 Uncommon
gaoledY cold 11 Moistens
33 Kiss
20 Coarse red
17 Renown
36 Warning
Hseaweeds
0011)
device
21 indu weight 19 Maize genus
39 Excite to
23 Beer flavoring
eerier,
22 Dutch city
23 Spear -shaped 24 Encourage
41 Anger
27 More unusual
31 Kimono sash
32 Adam's grand-

35 Through
36 Appends
37 Ventilate

ions.

S

0

IIIO

A

II

0

9 Negatives

34 Epoch

val. to your material pcs.

E

0

E

O

S

10 English river

son (Bib.)

1: Spend what you must to
prove your immediate nuundings. You will add much

'file

b

by

rapidly ahead in the week to

Answers to
Hideaword

5 Fitted m
6 Eccentric
wheel
7 Lyric poem
8 Grinned

(Bib.)

ARI
SEV

Ai feotto,

4 Least damp

13 Snooze

FIZI4skITES1

s

0
OR

DOWN
1 Young bovine
2 Hebrew
measure

8 Wintry
precipitation

Is/RANT,
FkT YOU

ow well.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
I): The Pisces who isn't will-

' Wintry
weather

E

61 Otherwise

1-3

RIEALD

games; now is the time to look
ahead to your own future.

AQUARIUS Dan. 21 -Feb.
9): Don't be tempted by anther's good fortune. You

60 Compass po

forecast
5 Frozen water

601,11-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
Ian. 20): A serious Saturday.
Put aside all plans for to and

ACROSS

MA ADEN

L

Frigidity

risk a loss. Time E the essence.

-shovels away and haul out gar.,

We do on types of
RESIDENTIAL* -COMMERCIAL. CUSTOM HOMES

Here Come the

sod Bawdy
land.

Movie

rector

Cotten.

Brady."

ARIES (March 22 - April

and walk -In closet Spanish styled oak cabinets In
kitchen Dishwasher and garbage dleposal Two -door
!maser refrigerator. Continuous clean oven and range
Two ceramic tile baths and vanities,
No hidden charge- FREE hot water heat.
FREE hot water end cooking gee.

23 W. North Ave., Northlake, III.

PHONE 562-4470
CHICAGO 378-1191

are

your house, it is a good ideate

DOORS

MILLWORK

Get mortar or concrete

mix, depending on the nature
of the material to be repaired.
Fill the crack with the patching material, using a pointed
trowel for any line work. !Cap
the patch wet until it is com-

atmosphere

On'

LIBRA (pt. 24 - Oct 23)'

even enlarged before patching.
Make the opening wider at the
bottom than the top to keep the

VAN DALE

story .".Musical

Benin. "Vote for

211: Not a Saturday for taking
risks with money. It is of spe-

Feel free to go your own way.

will have to be cleaned out,

BRAMA4ER,

azIt=
EVEN TOP()

June

-mrehdly removed by gisiidy
lifting the shingle above end
lifting out the exposed naih.

ations,

IT'S DONE

-

will-prot.ted by loved ones.

steps

1°T-rnITsf=LTE,:'

CASH REGISTER

spa-'

Broken shingles shonld

LOOK FoReraelts in foundsidewalks, concrete

Room additions custom built to meet your
specifications from $2395.00

Living Kitchens with cabinets by

I'LL CHECK TH'

ON TN' TABLES AN' START
MOPPIN UP.

2I): Impulsiveness brings its
own kind of rewards today.
Make this a Saturday to re -

GEMINI (May 22

sagging.

$3'79.00

Dirk Bogard°, Ave

ao act of kindness.

all. There may be damage doe
to the weight of ice and snow.
Relied
hangers
vihnsever
needed so that goners are not

1- Bedroom from $185
2-Bedrooms from $285

CLOSIN' TIME: PILE TIT CHAIRS

TAURUS (April 21 - May

ciember by performing a

Take a look at gutters and
downsputs next. They will
'probably need cleaning first of

ae

with er rwmr,.

9

Show
Spud

FOR SATURDAY

assaps

good-sieed

BUGS BUNNY

Dick Coven

Show

Josephworld's

movie

cruise boat to rob To-'
plantations.
eaI
Denning
Richard

.-

Tonight Show

Civil War
and has a roman.

2

are free. A swimming pool and.
play ground facilities keep the
family active.

during the

Show
5
7

7

Ove
"Thunder
Hawaii." Crooks use'

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Spanish

News,

.

me

with Sh

7:30

Slide out the old, slip in a new
shingle and nail in place,

LIMITED TIME
ONLY!

Movie
"The Angel Wore
R e d ." Clergyman

12:00
News

1:00

8:00
2

9

Honey-

Edwin Newman is
guide. for a capsule
tour of the international expodlien
in Osaka, the first
fair to be

In both Berkshire
Trace and Candlewood Trace,

all untilitim, except electricity

12:35

32 News Final

26 A Black's View
32
T he
mooners

cabinets.

Berkshire Trace and C.dle'wood Trace offer its resi-

9

by George Strimel Jr.

7

apartmenm at $250.

Maims,

10:00
News
News
News
News

2
5
7

to work for a nursery

Loyalists

ments which rent from $200 to

Waters just m has
about to set milk Sidoey Jams, Keintedi

32 Password

of the News

Farr in Japan

WE'RE STOCKPILING
SNOWBALLS!

Competentnow-

CO NET laurel

Harris is interviewed

5 Expo 10 World's

I FENNO- A.VBE

replaced by
9:30

Rerun. Max goes

fices.

Captain of

ship finds that his bey
personnel have been

Movie

Actor 'Richard

toning devicm in of-

MARK TRAIL

'Carry on Cruis-

"Beware

11 On Film

6:30
Get Smart

Movie

5

9;15

becomes the target
for confidence reek.
eteers when he is left
in charge of his boss'
construction company. Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake.

12:20
Paintings;

12:30

Weather,

ing."

of
Mondie." Dogwood

Ogis.

5185, 156 two -bedroom arealpart-

, their toll,

OUR SPECIALTY

9

peeled of planting Es

m

News',

Mra Moir

ql4VRE

ranging in rent from $170 to

and freezing weather all takc

Attached garages are

Sports

Nareeof the

owner who is ste.

It's time to take stock of house, grounds

DOES IT...

a sand' stateprison.

26 Quiz

,

the...try building, grouped

built in vanities; modern, totally equipped kitchens with
gas ranges; walnut finished

VAN DALE

44 Continuous

6:25

ceramic the baths with

Why move out?
A Van Dale built
room addition may
be the answer.

Cant Music

9 Ppm Mason

Psychology.

$220 and 24 three -bedroom

W0011.0

rates the show.

Rerun. "Chains of
Command."
Dan
Farrell takes a job in

11 TV College

apartments. The buildings are
around I.dsmped
courtyards which help create a

Game

6:15

mining friends made et the
race.
CANDLEWOOD TRACE T
is a community of seven three -BERKSHIRE
is
the
brick building, each
and
ff 304
containing an average of 36
He
There are
grouped

News

Social science.

provide
fora
for each

32 100

20 TV College

.

Both were'bu to meet the
requirement. of Kassube's
''quality of
concept,
which calls for outstanding

Frank Borman nar-

6:Ift

'"'-^g..
Tee nap a n c y C.dlewood
pool end the playground
feel'.
hies for the children.

5

meat people, is now ready for

`

Chicago Show

a trap.

futars&

which is by Kassuba, the apart-

Midnight Report

5
7

Nev.

6:00
News

7 The Ghost .d

Heights. C.dlewood Trace,

Part 2 of
env ion
examining envirOnmental deterioration.
Apollo 8 commander

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

VTM AT POAffins

NOW VAT -INE

ammtinition
dump, unaware that
they have fallen into
enemy

'9 Mike Douglas

-

(1199 girt NEN.

Netts ANC lure BM Ma NB,. tips.

apart-

new.

6035MHAS

2
5
7

OLD

soutso Is so

ities,

342,000,
PRE OPENING PRICES select TO MORO

lEINN 311

three -bedroom

.....4
....h.. and .
foil range of recreational hell-

.

are centrally air conditioned

fate Grove, both offer one -and

make friends and to live in a

more of everything, including storage seen,essential
to single fancily houses . . Ranches,

apartments which range from
$220 to $240. All apartments

private balconies leading off

and

THE RACKS.
6REIRT 51011101,415'

nmong in rearms from ,;90
to 9200, and 16/3 two -bedroom

TONIGHT

s

gg orm,),,mmom

Trace, on Dundee Rd. in Buf-

Rd.,

a

1,0!

Fnday, April 24, 1970

OlUR BOARDING HOUSE

Candlewood Tra. offers

Berkshire

Rand

me..

We're bursting with completely new and dif.
. new
ferent floor plans and elevations
innovations inside ... new faces outside ...

throughout the courtyards odd
a touch of the past.
.

and fully carpeted. Second and
third floor apartments all have

offers

hi -levels. two -stories

Dap
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Secluded
valley

50 Caudal
appendage
51 Ova
52 Flower
54 Hawaiian
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MAR-GLO

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day hos a ready

RIGO-9T HAND

DU MAN

PAINTING& DECORATING
Complete line of imerior ond

Painting a Decorating

sonslied with you, Priscss Mt
ihen call aficr 6 Imn.

.8.0631.

est. Dor 037-,OS3 ar 3,4-159,

255-7200 OR 296-6640

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMS

ingion HMO. 17200

For Beginning Rossi.

CALL

Alterations

'.;:nrce'rn.PN'ES.°1= gr.rdZI:

REASONABLE 2,94-5011

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

0

week

Co11.67629

11.11usioess Serdrices

\T

25-fmplopent Agencies- Warden!.

MEN WANTED Io do landscap

Aolordo

o

rn ST S to

°

,ii

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

in;

rs
WI a
Work

fete'd

Page 17

,241Ielp Wanted Hen

24.11elp Wanted Men

(312)654-4231

Boll, an

Inwsssurnt firm. You

Le Lis wcreary. Position
Includes

inn

PARKER,

1/7 S Emerson. Ant Prospect,
305600.

cub.

unit

An Interesting posMon with

opportunity to leans o good
deal 01300,006 madtet ocavi.
Sea Free.

fee dlot, with co fee, for gals
who enloy working with
people. Coll.

much

Phone corsso W. diem, who
us
service. %ere is gale
dictation, ta lite typing A fine,

Nan Palge
Arlington Heights
union
3940800
In

9 S.

602411.4nter

9.0700

Tvc

T

77

,e4

Paso 19

Friday April 24 1970
4941 otol Animus

115071_s1&C1rtseS.21

Fnday Apnl 24 1970

Page 18

,cel change ler aal WS.Pma

Rale Viantet1 Worn

GENERAL OFFICE

'14

nal Pe Plo no

PERSON. DEPT

MMIligent gpleocdnd for gen

Etine,sienins Astre 5 PG.In a 5 old aeon Out0s

1Z,..1.15,,,,ornly.....,=,:rdsr we" budget

nal memo

Chicago

965,07

.503.5147

Storting 201,70,1,10(.3120.

aNice.

shond and

Illlud§
ull company hens. wt, ex.

637-5771

CALL MRS. SEDREL

''3970n0OT"'

Teen.Ager,
Grandmother,

359-4200, Ext. 216

©HIM

BEGIN AT THE TOM

'Otr.7o7d:=°d".

40% -

er. 259.1E169

027.577,

so -hoot 00C

GET RFSaLbS

r

B&Rusiness Upporlunities
5

roPORIESTALROGs.

CORSAIR 1970 TRAVELER

STARC,,paTo,,,,,,r0CAVAORE

pe;t:s

dunes. Mu, type occommty

at:MI:tia'a=ndec'O.7.a'n'tiT cfe=rni.us=re'l

Apr. 2,11 as

to

CALL MRS ALLENAT

766-0350

00.100.50.s.

Ideal For Housewife

leelle

MANAGERS

OTO771eL:407514ttOhOOS
backgreund

';frIt Thg:NCX

YANKEE DOODLE

BARRETT-

259 6.158

Start. senry bead or nooli.

Challenging opportunity for interested men and
women to assume managerial rasponlibIlities.

collet comnord bow'. ."'

Retail bockground helpful but will train Interested

2 door loodlop.v.1 automatic, powee steer-

ing. Owns lyrolans. v.. sideway. end

OPERATOR

PROOF OPERATOR

CHECK FILING

Contact 0ruce Dodds

BOOKKEEPER

SHARP SVEMOS:'

PROOF POSITION

CALL //;,,R,S,CZNELL

Why 5i1 Still When you can move ahead?

The Bank & Trust Co.

Teletype recognizes talent and pays for 111 Espe-

Of Arlington Heights

cially Oehler it comes 0 sharp stenos who know
what it takes to get a lob dorm

Cni50115.002nas

If you LIKE freedom, interesting wedb challenging
assignments, you'll LOVE working at Teletype.

255-7900
The Bank & Trust Co

25,7000

Experienced. Pleasant
doctor's office, NCR ma.
chine experience helpful.

BOOKKEEPER

Call 298,882.

OPEM

WIEBOLDT'S

FLAMING TORCH

for a confidential interview.

CALL MRS. ALLEN AT

766-0350

253-3300

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

TELETYPE CORPORATION
Cs ve your otter.

PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOLY FAMILY

An Equal Opportunity Etna,.

HOSPITAL
ve

rersagoomac000eumoeumm000ageog0000l

259-7010

STRIKE OT

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE INC.

394-5660

JiTZ'

BRUSIT.UP PRACI;ICE.

.toe RAM

EOM./ SOOP

6:30-8:30 a.m.

rt:=1'one"rrsliOrc=:

2:30-5 p.m.
Cook County

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

DES PLAINES ILL

!White Collar Girls
SUMMER
WINTER -SPRING-FAG

Would, Ile add., ...me

awe Ilea seed/ Tell

RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

c050000000600Y° t2eteet09018M95150100-0

GIRLS
With the move June tel
to our new international
tee

YOUR FUTURE OF
TOMORROW
TODAY

CONTACT

Slobr

LT.J1 Twe7,:i117014Pa got
1691 loht job Whatever your

ref, roma Call

should

o COPY TYPISTS
a BILLER TYPISTS

tvoewdmr, a great job It wolfing for you at

CULLIGAN, INC.

Illinois Bell. As a full time typist, you'll handle a
number of typing assignments which will make
your day pass quickly. Or; if you prefer a little

1657 Shemter Rd.
Northbrook, III.

MEDICAL
TRANSCRIBERS

SALE.

keedinero, shorthand andeostesmIl.
Anporior fringe benefit package is of f erect dos. met ao

otmeaneure stoning sal, hosed opon esPeNtle.

©

Illinois Bell

and a special appointment.
537.1100,051.234

T."7'1.7.wei4;17f7etYPh".'
Mon., Fri., 8 am.6 pm, or Sat.:90mA pm.

eV 5500, Ent 5 I/

A, "net epportuMly employer

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

21 -Help Wante6Men & Women

invites you to join
the Country Club set

Course. Across f rom Pa M
537,900

Winston Raised Ranch 4
car garage.
BR, Is.
Really nice Family Room.
Top convenient location
136,900

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE 1M MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACIL,

o PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD,
ASSEMBLER.
O CABINET ASSEMBLER
WIRING & SOLDERING

Des Plalnes Wed. Apr. II, 7 pm
3 pm.

No Fee For Our Services

09 pc. so Noritake china (Retnot
10. 259.9002
BLUE SPRUCE

yrs. old. to

0!

31.00. SHADE

TREES,

ft -

10

- see mis colootol 5 S6 IN

gis'EatirZO°51 :grim a "'
PALATINE

to

a

FOUNTAINS

Immediate Possession
Ranch, 2 bolts, FIREPLACE in

rent:t.i'n72tet'17crI7oirlirOV

Nr GM.,

4

ussoch WALK TO SCHOOL or,

PALATINE

BARRINGTON

000.6

iUe

14 Iet,0400

stat

20000

KEMMERLY

Realtors
16 So. Bothwell

EXAMPLE
1970
PONTIAC
CATALINA SIX PASSENGER
STATION WAGON

Includes dear group - turbo.hyrdomatic, power steering, poorer brOkes,
power tailgate, full lociory equipment.

$4381.15

List

DONHAGER

136,900

PliCn VC SELL

35,6050

REAL ESTATE

VILLAGE SCOAR "PALDT.'

RENTALS START AT $205

TRADES ACCEPTED

IN PLUM GROVE
MEMO

Open Daily: 1 1 AM 6 PM

Pew. radio. has, whitewalls, Peslect 2nd

2495

Chew
on
cot de.se. Starer Home sol

WHEELING

ScHOLZ

1967 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

1969 FORD MUSTANG MACH I

Map Member:

Phone 394.2577

DESIGN BY

850.15
$3531.00

SAVE
YOUR PRICE

BR, I, barbs Walk no rat,

ace. priced real right

1395

1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD

1966 PONTIAC LE MANS

R,apa-e4a,aatosooa., toe
Mr, beige drapes

NM Rent Houses

rongement.CapeCadAbaihr.

tir7u.eMtrficaZerf"°71!

392.7397 Hes. or weekends.

wL will sell it for yom . Pa,
cosh Nr cul gloss, hood pol,
eylchino amino..
10..1 S. NORTHWEST 10..

lot Shift Only

homemes In Piddes Volley On

LOCATED FOR
CONVENIENCE

Oiher fine carpets osaieble.

11-10 Rent, SRNs, Offices

Cheek Out This Tremendoes8a0Efil Program_

, Motor...
set Lilo Insurance

m

.

rteosontworldneceeditions
...viscid Vocatien.
/Ser Pa Holiday.

grottalfenten

°Hie° Sp. Available.

Corer Night

724-6006
Speciol price°. 100 yards.

garage.

344Its and entices

t

kthelemea=rwrfaiPreipeals

SOMETHING
SPECIAL

for eve.

131212551998

For, Fobrlys, Papules

THREE FOUNTAINS
IN PLUM GROVE

Interior OeIgnSsocie

RN ALSONQAIN ROAD

ITE.MInor St. Art. Mi..
Accessories 006 now

209-9590

Special

financing
.CALLI

new Toll Welt inter...
HOFFMAN ESTATES

CALL 439-8020

Ai° Mony Extras. Only Ph yrs

7200 SO. FT.6 LOADING DOCK
NORTH Or O'HARE FIELD

gtspo sools.Vorylsorp.

INVESTMENTS

Open House

Ideal Franchise location.

Ex.

caller° shoPPing ofk.f
Euclid AvenPrO.P...

3924015

ROSELLE - lonpe 4 BR Home
with

repeats ening

ream,

basement, 2 car gar. Wolk to
329,00
S'
.

NealEstate-liouses
Suburban Areas - LOWEST

ANYONE MAY EiLlY

200E. Higgins, Elk Grave

439-1100

RollySpring Agency

695-7835

Gladstone Realty

-

r

7'7 71177

B.,001,

0hor onoched garage. All

i.e.. res.,.

d'eM°999Pmm,

120.900

Oppcsoural, snack
Shop, Dundee Rd., Wheeling.

Nosetano Sprinelegssoi
eau, To WOOlhorollald Way
Eel to Surname. North to

DON HAGER

Philippe Bros.

Realtors

REALTY

Business

U.S. 0005 Owned k omen
DOWN PAW,AENTS.All Typos of
Ranches O 011oyolt. 311000 -,
530,000. NO DISCRIMINATIONZ

SCHAUMBURG

Cam

BR olerberne an le wle

16 So. Bothwell
359-6050
VILLAGE SQUARE, PAIATINF

2045

895

1967 PONTIAC GTO

965 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

1509 Some/.
SHARP RANCHI 3

business notentiaLCers

AN EQUAL OPPOR11107Y EoPLOTER

1111CAM0.8:01ENINIMMS

255-7200

Over

wifrptc, Modern 1,1110, Central

.

1965 PLYMOUTH FURY II

19681.0111:MUSTANG

rwo Ill. Ate. eldes, Ion
W lk vol Eau tomes.

53-BOuglialPrOMIHROROIR

MODELS OPEN
FOR INSPECTION
yon spay call

wavy w1101111.1111.firanAMiuswalatIC01°

r

1, both Duplex...on/116s

The one 6 iwo bedrm suites

9 to &Sonde Eme II A

TETriONIPSON INDUSTRIESCO

Call Mrs. Pa

ARLINGTON HTS. Excellent Investment. Large spacious 3 BR,

PEOPLE

ming.
One bedroom
from 3200 monthly,. two bed
room agartmentt from 3225
monthly,

$1195

1995
The ogle enrol

CREATED FOR

cru open dolly from

111

DON HAGER

VCArsZan L eflts=
DISCRIMINATING

whftwallseuesa

DON HAGER

Realtors

units

-

momehablock miles Mance e new cer

8D -To Rent Office Space

Br IMaller

1965 POPMAC GTO

rod:ten=hitul. show wax

occup..130/6.

Doily 6 Sat 10 to

All 3 Shifts

Pent Helper
B tOrter/POCker
Janitors
a Machina Operators

$1445

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY!!!

LONG GROVE Secluded un.

FL 0-5251
.

...ed. dale

believably beatnilul Some

PALATINE RESALE SHOP

Openings on all 3 Shifts

2145

wide;

Mona orig. oil palWngs 310 up/

Unbelievable1

/ nut :Maw ar.

PAIATINE

braided rug 325: Norge Oyer
32
',scenic wollpoper Toledo

Itgs Al est

i000 S. Wolf Rd.
Des Plaines
An Equal ElpportaniiyEmpIayerM/F

-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Regal Real Estate

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Niemen

'Ai, NURSERY. Vu mi. west of

OrarnMedre

III

tins

359-4600
390 dehumidifier used 2 mos.
moved 375; 36" range hood Mt

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Four BR, 21/2 Bath
Leval Fondly Room 5
Patio, Beamed Kitchen
Beautiful cul-de-sac se.

THREE

EXCELLENT STARTING PAY

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Wheeling, Dines

Woods

PALATINE
All Brick 3 BR Ranch Full
Basement, attached Ga.
rage. GMar looks Golf

sell 3150 437-2940

PHONE 297-5320

PRODUCTS INC.

7 Wheeling Road

MYST

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

Call**. Congo for immediate considennion

EKCO

603 E. PROSPECT AVE.

6. oil pet, cornol. com.

PERSONNEL DEPT

os nowl We're an equal opportunity em-

(2) SECRETARIES

Applicants Mootd sow tapers.. ...ward Onl.nr.n

Mew,

191© PariACS

mecause=g4csestLa....extsgMMIP549.98.1,1

%Aux

Timberlane

310 199.4104 ofter 5.30

CARPET CLOSEOUT
PIRYer

arn.

MT. PROSPECT

E. 0:=CciTionriences

IT?. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS At
Ca

Visit any of the M.A.P members below
for No.1 Real Estate Service

CALL 362-0204

259.2935 aft. 6 pm

677-0600

267-5300

Si

Uit;d'M

COMPLETE SELECTION
OF

Moving to Calif. 1 solos, iv'.
ha" color ei 1.19" portable 0 6

A

HOUSEMEN

B&RealEstate-Huses

Chiroloping Countiv&a:

74 -To Rent Apartments

'osnO'

253-6600

If you're a gal who's gulch and accurate an the

7300 it Linder - Skokie

.

Benefit St Stephens. MP Weel.

Zemo,o4z.zost

s:70,4nB7-no%' "

'

L

GARAGE SALE. SO Ape 2,

to? on

°Vacant

NW Suburbs

CALORIC GAS RANGE, whoe,
sacrifice 33e. HIcle.o.bod solo

CM,

Trained to administer doe,

Wady To Go,

The lio.1 Listing Service in the

Nee, 1, 2, 3 bedroom
L,soy Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

Mt. Prospect

complete company
paid benefit program.
For more information
contact Ed &trek
272-1000

friendly co-worker,

$135 WEEK -FREE

RUMMAGE

117 S. Emerson

RECEIVABLE
0 CLERK TYPISTS

and you'll really enjoy the atmosphere and

VETERINARIAN

goodo heel.

PARKER PERSONNEL

years. The fomous Bell benefits will be yours,

Sargent -Welch Scientific Co.

r

hen.; etc. 140 Wildwood KEN.

.

o ACCOUNTS

variety, 0 typist. clerk job toll put your other
office skills to use as well. The staging pay S
good and you'll get raises every 6 months for

MARRIED?
DIVORCED?
GOING BACK TO
WORK?

are

variety of positions.

CLERK TYPISTS

sporting

hld_

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From..

woLwwflawONt

HOWARD SPROAT 6 CO.

391-2474

5040S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL
439.0923

now seeking girls for a

Typist -Clerks

3160

CL 17346

phone At n
I,, pals who an/en working
lAnv
offifs PotPle. Cells

ASSIST

v777.2='27.'

011001000

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

VII7f!

'ern!:'Pe2Sn'et InoTy=t

$1250

Priced within y ur reach

439.409,

39.030

512.6 week. Grecs Cp. hem
Ohs and opportunity rar ad -

Ills etC

All Models 8
All Egenpment

TWADdElf4'

PAUSE.

9450

68 OPEL

NEW WICKS

°Commercial

quints R..8j:5260. r2117-7.10°'

B64ealEstate-Honses

$5508 CAR
Tv=crv'EaesiZ?

Retool , fn. ponanous. ns eh. erip out

Always Benerr Cam

ii:c":13Er,no

DRIVER

vvVtal,

9795

co'r

oft.1127,305

e's1'

Zchrl.dternM3tro'v'e

$1495

'66 SKYLARK

14.11 Rent Apartments

/0-Floomsloard61usekeeping

to 550 Rose Ave

fri. April 1.1

tro=7;e7o'n1'clrat

'66 THUNDERBIRD
v.e outman, Pn
fee,.

a.. heokcl. or. Algor.Zir, RP:

71°_Braeside.Ati. HI.

(GIRL FRIENDS O.K./

p

Ben Frank/in Store.
DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate
Values in
The Northwest Suburbs!

Pon daring back . 1917. Corm

GA, SALE: WardMbe. [Mkt.
eel,. much mile. Ape. 2115.

FRONT DESK
RECEPTIONISTS

iecodem

unyl tap

GRAND

TI
Moving to Flo. 177CT Sim 5,0es

.11

9550

Revised. and ex Low SULFA only

coffee thle 125. Like new. O33

kills we wiflelp Yee RRUSH-

headquarters,

warkandeleoot occoo

Position offers excellent company benefit, and a
salon/commensurate with experience.

"TM V:211;"

Rolling Meadows.

any-

on moon..

Ironly lamoVrilul oulomels I. node old our
Macklin 162nA

2' 3

te/CLASSIFIED P.,eira

School Bus, Inc.

259-4000

MT. PROSPECT

me woe or uu- panting deportmeni. nog. dem Sow

Oct company in the educational field, le tanking
for severed gill who enjoy clerical work and have
good typing sblls Excellent working conditions.

to

like

332-5681

Real Esta

wher.Coll PARKER.

::11:20Z- '46=

P.M. ROUTES

SECRETARIES

Call -BARBARA ROSS -827-8154
KELLY GIRL SERVICES
606 LEE STREET

woes

A.M. ROUTES

llrGnotereTwIter;:

KEYPUNCH

GENERAL OFFICE
TYPISTS

om

DRIVERS

MOTE TELLER
Experienced

All Office Skills

VAHAMIAMED'ATE TEMPORARY 10B3AVAILABLE

S-

Earn Earc,Cosh
Poid Training

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

NOM

mom Ns leer start

moth., be Ornbilious

SCHOOL BUS

FROM

You're a Somebody
When You're a Kelly Girl
KELLY GIRLS

EX -GI

enter. boomom et two
ossom. Train

f

°Residential

No.

fik:

'7:;;Eieia%7i'7Wecil

In she arse of [010 ectooge.

MPLOYMENT SERVICE

'

WITH A TEMPORARY JOB

CHICAGO 346-5040

age,* mist
1111111H

FEMALE

RICHOcpL

LYNN DAVIS

halloo... top table

722 Center Street

i''"717PEY IN PERSON

7rryoft7nO'w7co:

Skokie,
DESIRE 0 IMAGINATION 0 DRIVE

117 S. Main Street

$8,000410,000

5555 West Touhy

Mr. Yoncy

024.5950

Apr. 2, 30. 9 AM lo 3 PM Ins

PERSONNEL
COUNSELOR
TRAINEE

All

k

p

Red coonstible, °mamas,. po.yer mooing.

Writelka O1250, Day

',Homeowner...3s

'COltrt7OnNong:

GENERAL HELP

JUNE GRAD
COUNSELOR
TRAINEE

676-1000

d

'

SPECIAL DikCOUNT

CALL 255 7200

253.6010.

tive people to work with. Call us today at

BI

wills

67 ELECTRA 225

Des Plaines Day

911:i=74V,Y1F'n'"

21-Nein Wanted-Blen & Women

MINUS ENGINE P50
631.9254

oileys, facto-

e Sod
906 PER YD. INSTALLED

era7e'vetle'nf acrOnclial

Prospect Day

Randho, Om.

Modern office, Mooned surrounding, cooperaWAITRESSES

Youth bed...1279

Arlington Day

STORES

Of Arlington Heights

Met"

Fi

217 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.

P2rlOAM

JEWEL
FOOD

'60 TRH MANY 000.0 PARTS

LANDSCAPING

4111111110FLITRitlIgAIROIM

$1895

ItOSportsCars

hp It N

20

111-flotercyolesaml Scooters

AND

ben efils. Apply

CALL F15-0500 Ext. 594

35

web rug beaM,
in good condition.

Northwest Day

Advancement potential and excellent einripany

G'risco'ptrot um me

FULL TIME

pattern often stock. 3130

501annscaping

251,1772

rn't7est17;17V}51.17.;

Profit Shari,
Blue Croo/OlooShield
e maiorreedicat

CRAVENS CO

EXPERIENCED

a KEYPUNCH

t./

c;

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY

n'U7:2,1f%

arliongtonark towers

Upright Hoover
Vacuum Cleaner

are. 0.57045

FULL TIME

SUPERVISOR

APPLY IN PERSON

Hoge 094.7177

Ask tar Don or

CLERKS

ACCOUNTING

over 21 yeassoNspe.1

HELP WANTED DAYS

PAYROLL

53.787

oocoIkbI..IMO be

.2512

ktp and ems. brakes Alma tofu!! Or blue

068 LESABRE

3,00 to 3500 per week poem

WANTED:

n'T;IffIVARA STEVENSON

Arlington Pork Race Track °will feature french and Amsatan

to train, Isul HURRY only o few e0'!

gave' fl and 'make

6 heater and many MINT molts. Doily o

201","r...**...

MAN or WOMAN

824:2175

Leir,e or soc1217,.°

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

SICYLARK

00 0t4ltR.1Lt5
'I Isle

67 BUICK SPECIAL DELUXE

'69 LE SABRE

11.

.1

CASH

000 E Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

102 -Auto Trailers &Campers

CUREllit:f2

Clostin out..

1

CARS 6 SERVICE

1961 ON Ton Chew Truck with

aims cut to 31001E1 Rey,

UbmhibiE

QUALITY

ol/ new Godes .0 room ITIETOP OF 'ME MMES.

leale,sos vor

Oi

rod

42111151 51 Buy

)Rharrm

FOrgsSITUC'S'E'C'ARS
2966127

BONUS MOTORS

CL 5.9550 0,6

CARPEVIEle

4391291

Attractl,woll premed COCKTAIL WALTRESSES wooed for

erm

lot
Bost Off or. CO1537.8817.

COMPANY

for you in the Wonderful World
of VIV/AN WOODARD Costner-

host offer aver 3350. Buy'pr PoVs

ihes

6110.ins11

1151Automobiles Wanted

102-T15c6sTrailers

THE SINGER

In -Between?

0151/A?, WAlNUt 1600

P55-1107

PART TIME
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

homes. Will separate. We

luise'mrodel Foams. 40, to (10,

oiliPeL.1'51.re17.5n4sAR.R.7

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

4

Bein''s1,1[11=F211deUrna-

tfiry'neu'ath rlat.'afig'1117itT.

MR. HARMS

in

sDI

53,1930

"rovvz°,7,;7,7r
.F1.9,3200

CONTACT

BREAKER CONFECTOS
RECEP. -TYPIST

,lIt IQ A ISIMIrk 11.1/1

SELLING OUT FURNITURE
d

theya Sch.. TO upend 26"

FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT CALL
MR. RICHARDS

cellent condelon Best offer Call

C6L Tr.1%'"n'i"V

ovoteeto °pelican's. Good ,

-

012,405.00

Kittens io Ito gluon mvalf

31-0eatsen6florinaSepplies

Q.&

GIRL FRIDAY

437-3700

Call 259-4900

sh

Shopping Center

:r:r7.'"OnVa'ylo2r1171"Wr

Phone after apm FIB 27q7

12-71iseellarmous flerchandise

$8,000-$10,000

DAT MOLIC-0710145

'61:Vo'rz:FFIV/n"'

7,5

after S. 417

A -Ramose& CmageSele

Posirion Ovallablo In Engineer.

MIME

LEGAL SECRETARY

II

WOMEN

HT11 ArorZ
12 6 01 Mt Prospect Ad
mision.50c
25,9117 or 35.2 013,

Arl Hit Rd
021
cot Apr 25th 9 AM to 4PM

THADMEE

con.

honker leered NE P.M..

gaurcesetiapplime will he women under 15 ern of me
goodienneand fig, mils ord axporne In Ess alsom

ACCOMIS

own 299.0257

uo,

tion after 2 yrs.. District Clerk.

ANTIQUES
FLEA =RICCI SALE

-7:,7Z°T;'"IPTIZ
"
128 q PaloPTH
Hem almost now Rummage
Antiques Miscellaneous
hi lames School basement

COILDISERAR

rotary ow/ashy oh our person

Exc

bee

Melo Wantetl-Men & Women

PERSOKIMEO,

SEC2E17ARY

DISTRICT SECRETARY

FIGURE WORK

All Ages Buy A .on Why Nor Sell

1.69 IN SITTER, wIllmg

21 Help WanteT-Blen & Women

NJRSERY SCHOOL BUSE/RIVER

ge'n""hnosrsntO7tY Vd0','Sr
Good seam G1 SW;

2641111Wanterl Women'

Oppertnntren

150116011SIMYTH

1111151 Foroltlognfurnture

w nd Immo dbi hung alum
21 Help Wooten -14n & Women

&Help Wanted Women

28 Help Wanted Worn

264Ielp Wanted Wo72n

26-11,1p 41111111cm

254mplopent Agencien Women

444115, Pets &No pant

0995

2095

orivirs Pontiac
TITM0113810111 DUMDUM

oroperty.1509 Somerset.

378.180r""

666 E. Northwest Hwy.

-Arlington Heights

392-6660
CLOSED SUNDAYS

P '
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OVER

11141otorcycles and Scooters
motor-

Basketcase

WANXED

cycles Anything considered Call
392-81338

'850

1969 Yamaha Twin Jet 100, elec

starter, under warranty $325 or
best offer Like new 827-3638
1966 HONDA CB 160. Excellent

condition. Call between 6 & 8
P.M. 259-5192

TACO 22, 3 HP w/ front springs,

purple body, blk. engine, good
cond. $140. 359-6476

ott
OP tItO

WE SPECIALIZE

QUALITY SECOND
CARS

UNDER $1,000

Y

Otik

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE.

REASONS

Why Our

it 40DAY AT

BARRINGTON

Business is

Baits suaroef,

'62 FALCON

381-0899

Fork 2-dr. auto $..),
latilAtintaat-

WITH

'63 VALIANT

THE FINEST SERVICE."

$195
BEST BUY

'65

'66 FORD
4-6. at.. full fart.

MUSTANG

equip., A. the, wit

4 SPEED ltdtp.

RV.

Inc.-Synchro Trans, Vinyl Interior, Heater and Defroster,
White Walls, Deluxe Wheel Covers, Wall to Wall Carpet-

Inc -Automatic Trans, Power Steering, Vinyl Roof, Vinyl

ing, Outside Mirror, Ford Motor Safety Package and

Walls, Deluxe Wheel Covers, Ford Motor Company Safety Features and Much, Much, More.

$595 $795

BONUS MOTORS

The Boss
Says,

$2279

Stock #1565

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

nailer

MONTEREY 4 DR. SEDAN

power steering,

custom

steering wheel, front disc
brakes, Convenience Group,

1969 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
4 door hardtop, full power, factory air

LIST $4677.38

"J=Mh

'65 Plymouth Sport Fury
Convertible Best Offer

Call all. 5 PM. 259-7452
1964 Monza. Excellent condition.
358-4526 after 6 P.M.,
all day Sat.
P/S,

Aft.

Good condition. $295. Coll
253-2037

'65 VW, R/H, 4 spd, exc. running,
1 owner car. Dealer. $795 1020
W. NW Hwy, 394-5120 Arl. Hts.

conditioning, radio, heater.

1966 DODGE CHARGER
Automatic transmission, V-8, power steering, radio, heater, whitewalls.

$1295

roof.

$2395

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

Seeing Is

clean.

358-6954

Believing

duty throughout.

$3495
transmission, power
steering, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof.

$2295

equip. Like new. MUST SELL
259-8160

4( stripes, Vogue tires. Pre -4(

MOVING - MUST SELL. 1959

mileage.

Buick

$4450 I:

DICK WICKSTROM

i****** -0(

tires. Good cond. $400. 392-1374

'69

.5551rving Nit Rod

1961 Ford Falcon
$200
439-5344

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

DEMOS

1936 Ford 2 dr. Sedan. Body very

good. Eng. like new. Radio &
heater. Int..needs re -doing, $500.
392-1374

1962 Chevy wagon, stick, V-8,
P/S, air-conditioned.
259-0482 after 5 p.m.
1960 Thunderbird
Fact. air -full power, no rust, $395.
CL 5-1549

'64 Pontiac 9 passenger wagon,
rebuilt engine & transmission

If these 9 cars
are priced
higher than 9
comparable
cars on this page,

$550. 358-6954

it's because

'60 Chevy, V-8, station wagon.
A/T, wife's car. Good condition.

they're not

$250 296-3181

comparable.
The cars listed here are
"Svensk Tested" used cars

1967 Cutlass S. P/S, P/B, A/T aircond., vinyl roof, $1900.
253-0448 aft. 4 p.m.

(used cars tested the Swedish
way).

'68 FIREBIRD "400", excel. cond.,

loaded

w/extras,

must

sell.

Please call 299-6455.

1970 Maverick, cinnamon. Chrome rev. wheels. Wide ovals.
Rally lights. Gouges. $1700 or

best offer. 359-2925

1966 Chevelle, A/T, R/H, low
miles, snow tires w/rims. $900 or
best offer. 259.2578
1964 Ford Galaxie. Good second
car. Reasonable.
392-8132

IMPORTS
2 door Sedan, Red ... $2295

'67 Volvo 18005
Spt. Cpe. 2 to choose from
$2795

'67 Austin Healey
Sprite

racing

Rdstr., British

$1295

green, very nice

'66 Volvo 1225
Sedans, 3 to choose from.
$1295
From

'67 CAMARO SS "350", Hurst

DOMESTICS

cond. $3500. 253-5484

Sprint, OHC 6, 3 spd. red:

Radio, heater. Good condition.
296-8373 aft. 6 pm.

1968 Chrysler Newport 4 dr.
sedan. P/S, P/B, A/T. Fac. air.
Blue with black vinyl roof. Best
'69 Fiat

convert. 850 Spyder,

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.
(CHICAGO) SP 4-2121
CL 5-5700

:

70 CHALLENGER
low in price!
on p erformance
high

"98"

IMPORTS

779-1800
1723 Waukegan Rd.

MANY PRE -OWNED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

81,

4 -DOOR
HARDTOP

trans., $175.541.2530

tune ADscarraise or

iglidiriwalf'

HT,

Economy V-8,

'69 Dodge Charger Demo

'68 Ford Torino Convertible

Alpine White, forest green vinyl roof, special

Air Conditioning for your summer pleasure.

heater,

edition interior Molavey Green, air condi-

$1895

full power, radio,
whitewall tires.

tioning, Plus full power!

$2995
'69 Monaco Broughman Demo

1968 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN

9695

Radio, Heater, Automatic
Transmission, WW's Really Nice

Fact. air cond., auto. trans.,

'67 Firebird
This Sharp Firebird is in mint condition.

Air conditioning and every conceivable
power to assist, split seats.

$1795

$3495
'69 Charger 440 Magnum
Torque Flite. A fine clean car that will give
your family miles of trouble free driving

'67 Polara Sedan

1965 OLDS 88 2 DR., H.T , Economy V-8, Full Power, Like New

Baby Blue. Serviced in our shop and ready
for your driving pleasure.

Set WW's, Radio, Automatic, A Very
Dependable Automobile

$995

$1495

$2295
'66 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
'68 Dodge Coronet Coupe

This car is everything. Stop in and test

Automatic Transmission, Full Power. Local

drive this one today.

one owner car.

$1895

'65 Dodge Dart

GMO HEADQUARTERS

IN PARK RIDGE
530 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Corner Northwest Highway
Greenwood and Busse

__CLOSED SUNDAY_.

$2295

'68 Mustang

2 door hardtop, 4 speed. Serviced in our

For a Traveler. Must be seen to appreciate

shop since new

$995

$1795

Phones: 825-8871
Chicago 774.8177

take over payments. '63 VW.
comp!. rebuilt, exc. berg. $675.
'59. Chevy with extra mtr. &

1

$4245

Mon., Fri. 9-9
Saturday 9-5.

. driveway. Dad must find rooml
'69 Camaro, fully equip. $300 &

4 (

tires.

MIDWEST'S LARGEST
VOLVO DEALER

MB ONO

factory Warranty

heater, 5 Vogue whitewall

$295

WIGGLESWORTH

My sons hove taken over our

9795

with a Deluxe Black Vinyl Interior

y4,

$295

Glenview

mission, Radio, WW's, Factory New Inside & Out Crimson Red

4 -DOOR
HARDTOP

Needs wrk., great 2nd car.

from. All air-cond., full pwr., vinyl
roof. Priced to sell $2995. Pollard
-240 W. Lake Elmhurst

low miles, like new. Private.,
$2950 call 827.5939.

PONTIAC TEMPEST DELUXE 2 DR , V-8, 3 speed Trans
1968 PONTIAC

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA 2 DR ,

'65 VW Bug

'69 Olds Delta Royale Coupe
Showroom new -3 to choose

P/8,

.andeaEgyhlaiga

"

Akp

A

11

Hts.

P/S,

9995

Miles Factory Warranty

Pow Steering & Brakes, Radio, Automatic, WW's,
Ivory with Block Interior Factory Warranty

'66 Ford Fairlane

to suit YOUI

W/W, vinyl top, AM -FM, clock,
rear speaker & defroster, very

1967 OLDS. CUTLASS SUPREME 2 DR , V 8, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Radio, Automatic, WW's, Aspen Blue with a Black
Vinyl Roof, An unbelievable original _12,000

IF

A

$4070

500 GT convert, silver with
black interior. As Is. $1095

1020 W. NW Hwy, 394-5120 An.

hard top. A/C, A/T,

I

CDT *

LATE ARRIVALS

Low, low mile. $1575. Dealer.

'69 Olds Cutlass Supreme, 4-dr.,

..1;

- Amir;iair- *jaw*,

sues

tires.

$1295

Whatever you want to pay
for a Volvo, we've got one

4 spd trans, fire eng red, blk top.

'

"98" COUPE

'67 Pontiac LeMans

2 door hdtp., As Is

r41
-

ItOTO
UNCOLN

'63 Dodge Dart

over $1875. 253-2375

$2195

full power incl. 6 -way power
sent, radio, heater, whitewall

$1895

block hood

'63 Ford 2 -door H.T. Galaxie 500,

WW's Ivory with Black
Vinyl Roof Gold Seal

N,

.t..,..

roof. Dark blue with

1969 Grand Prix. Dark green.
Vinyl top. All power. Factory air

$1195 cash. 392-8620 aft. 6

$1195

1967 OLDSMOBILE 98 4 DR , H T , Loaded with Extras Like
Comfortron Air Conditioning, Tilt & Telescope Steering Wheel, 6 Way
Power Seat, Power Windows, Power Antenna, Rear Defogger,

Fact. air cond., auto trans.,

$3360

'69 Mustang
Spts.

r'Z'-'-',Tr

Fact. air cond., auto. trans.,
full power vinyl top, radio,

'68 Volvo 142

Pontiac LeMans convert.,
buckets, auto., P/S, disc brakes,
tape. $2650 or offer. 426-5012

'66 Pont. Ventura 4 dr. HT, A/C;
full pow., low miles, mint cond.

lights, tilt& tele. wheel, power
door locks, tinted glass
around, Vogue, whitewall

inspected in 22 critical points
and, if necessary, repaired by
our "Svensk Tested" mechanics. And qualify for our 100%
warranty. Which you can in sped when you come by.

'69

4-spd, low miles, must sell, drafted, $1395. 392-9101 or 253-4556.

air cond., full power
incl. Sway power seat, rear
window defogger, cornering
Fact.

That means they've been

best offer 253-5490

'65 Mustang Convert., V-8, P/S,
Gd. mechanical cond. $700 or

"98"
LUXURY SEDAN

$4450

turbo, P/S, P/B $2100.
255.5918

-'.t

LIKE NEW

tires.

'69 Nova SS350, Lemons blue,

whitewalls.

41(

Raj READY

CHEVROLET

Rebuilt eng. & trans. Like new

`17

sale"

driven.

$1895

Convert.

Special

$1095

2 door hardtop. V-8 engine, vinyl roof,
automatic transmission, radio, heater,

4,

mote mirror, body paint"

529-7431
1962

t).

$545

F-,

je wheel covers, front disc
Ty brakes, deluxe steering r_
-F wheel, power trunk latch,lik
if Convenience Group, door
e dge guards, stereo L.
lk AM/FM radio, power an-llk
tenna, tinted glass.,
a round, 6 -way seat, re-

1966 CHEVELLE, 6 cylinder, A/T,
P/S, low mileage, nice. CALL

radio, heater.

CONVERTIBLE

1968 IMPALA

CONDITION.
GOOD
537-5784

transmission,

$1695

-1(

2 door hardtop, V-8, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heater, whitewalls, very low

'66 Pontiac Bonneville 2 dr. Fully

Coupe, power steering, power brakes,
automatic

Sika

1966 MERCURY Monterey

1966 OLDS TORONADO

4 door, factory air conditioning, automatic
transmission, power steering, power
brakes, radio, heater.

$2395

etc Black in color Sold Here New
Exceptionally Nice

Radio, heater, white walls.

$1795

-TN._
Stock #69-319
..F Fact. air cond., deluxelk

matic

'63 Chevrolet 4 -door, 6 cylinder,
radio. Runs good. $250. Call
439.1282, after 5 pm.

'69 "98"

1969 2 TON CHEVY

$895

vinyl roof.

1968 MERCURY MONTEREY

OF THE WEEK -1(

mission, power steering, radio, heater.

1964 FALCON STATION WAGON

2 door hardtop, factory air conditioning,
power steering, power brakes, automatic
transmission, radio, heater, white walls,

1968 OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88 2 DR , H T V-8, Full Power,
Automatic, Factory Air Conditioning, Radio, Deluxe Interior, WW's,

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA
2 door hardtop, V-8, automatic trans-

$1595

1967 COUGAR XR7

$1895

.1: SPECIAL

4 door hardtop, V-8, auto-

Excellent condition $900
593-6940

LEMA6r-\\

V-8, stick, power steering, radio), heater,
whitewalls.

'850

1969 IMPALA

1966 Red VW

1968 PONTIAC

-

CONVERTIBLE

5 yard dump body. Heavy

1969 Camaro 6 cyl. stick, vinyl
top, stereo tape, $2000.

V-8, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, white walls.

$2395

ER

'69 Camaro, vinyl top, 4 -speed,
70x14's,

V-8, 351, automatic transmission, power
steering, power disc brakes, radio, heater,
whitewalls.

ASIA Ue

or 956-1571

Aft. 6 pm. call 439-4115

1967 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
WAGON

1969 MUSTANG MACH I

1967 VW Sunroof. Radio. Excellent condition. $1100. 437-7771

BUICK.

$

4 door hardtop, factory air conditioning,
full power, radio, heater, whitewalls, vinyl

PAY $3807

'62 Cadillac P/S, P/B, A/T, elec.
windows. 4 dr. Runs gd. $175.

'

yy

V

1967 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

CALL: 392-4251

mogs,

A Block Vinyl Roof Sharp!

Stripe tires.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

stereo,

Radio, Climate Control Air Conditioning, Black Leather Interior,
Plus Many Other Extras Canary Yellow with

exhaust, Wide Oval Red

296-6127

1963 Chevrolet 283.

1966 CADILLAC COUPE DEVILLE H.T , Full Power, AM/FM

OF PRE -CONDITIONED
LINCOLNS TO CHOOSE FROM

clock, radio, rear speaker,
tinted glass around, dual

600 E. NW Hwy., Des Plaines

April ONLY

r --EXCELLENT SELECTION

Fat. air cond., auto. trans.,

A

$3089

BRAND NEW '70

RALLYE 350

A

Interior, Remote Mirror, Heater and Defroster, White

Much Much Morell

GREAT

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

Mee.$495

2-dr., good

MERCURY 2 DR. H.T.

IMPORT MOTORS

'63 VW

111

TION

DOUBLE SAVINGS "$ELL" -A -B

GOOD

,

I

1

11

I

RON SULLIVAN

GOLF-V1EW DODGE
9009 WAUKEGAN ROAD MORTON GROVE, ILLINOIS
Open doily 9 to 10p m. Sot. 9 to 5. Sun 11 -5
966-0400

I.
.

9 :

11

J/

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
tow in upper 50s. Tomorrow: Variable cloudiness,
chance of showers, and

Telephone

-J

255-4400

thunderstorms, a little cooler.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 5, Number 6

nup
By Ben Clarke

of obstructions, by
state work crews that are fi-

Wheeling Rd.; and a point just
north of Camp McDonald Rd.
and west of Schoenbeck where
there are obstructions.
While disappointed that
more work cannot be done this

nanced by a $300,000 -a -year
appropriation for emergency
work.

spring, John Gilligan, chairman of the McDonald Creek
Improvement committee of

equipment to be
brought to the area today.
He promised that three
points along the stream will be
pected

Work is expected to begin
tomorrow
on
emergency
cleanup of McDonald Creek,
John Guillow, chief engineer
for the Illinois Division of
Waterways,
assured
officials of the Prospect Heights

Old Town Sanitary District
(PHOTSD) Friday.
Guillou, whose operations
chief, Emory Kilpatrick, spent
April 10 tramping the banks of
the creek, from the Soo Line

cleared

THESE INCLUDE a log

jam, where the creek flows under Wheeling Rd., about midway between Palatine and Willow Rds.; a large log, fell
Railroad culvert near Euclid across the creek east of Willow

and Wolf Rds., said he ex - Rd. ( extended) where it ends at

PHOTSD, agreed to the
amount of work to be done, af-

ter Guillou explained that he
has only two crews and eight
men for such work in the entire state.

The remaining big thorn in

Lake water g ar ntee offere
issions' financing
to speed co
Representatives of two water commissions that someday
may serve parts of the northwest suburban area Friday
were told they can obtain writ-

ten assurance of a share of
Lake Michigan water before
the formal lake water alloca-

The hearing was one of a
series called by the state to

member communities, DAMP
has set a five-year deadline on

gather information that will be
used to allocate the 3,200 cubic feet per second of Lake
Michigan water that Illinois is

making a decision to seek lake
water.
But Tree Towns, whose

allowed to withdraw under a

drive to the lake in the 1950s
was interrupted by suits from

tions are issued by the State of

1967 U.S. Supreme Court decision.

other states that resulted in the
Supreme Court action, is in

Illinois later this year.
At a hearing held in Whea-

water levels in wells of its

(Continued on page 2)

ton by the Illinois Division of
Waterways, John C. Guillou,
the division's chief engineer,
said both the Des Plaines -Arlington Heights -Mount Prospect -Palatine (DA M P) Water
Commission and the ElmPark -Lombard

hurst -Villa _

(Tree Towns) Water Commis-

sion can obtaip confirmation
of their requests for lake water

that will clear the way for obtaining financing of withdrawal facilities.
*

'

BECAUSE OF declining

desperate need of additional

59 election.

The school board spent all
day Saturday overseeing the
recount ,_,Roklacki

requested

without -getting it finished.

Mien they finally called
time around 6:30 p.m. Saturday, only seven precincts' bal-

fied check for $50 when he requested the recount.
Peterson,

meanwhile,

has
as a

Ballots already counted are
those cast at Clearmont, Rup-

officially seated
board member along with the
other election winners Mrs.

ley and Ridge schools, Elk
Grove Village; High Ridge

Judith Zanca, 81 Roxbury Dr.,
Des Plaines; Mrs. Sharrie Hil-

Knolls and Devonshire, Des

debrandt, 69 Clearmont Dr.,
Elk Grove Village, and Paul

Plaines;

Forest View Ele-

mentary, Mount Prospect, and

been

G. Neuhauser, 1821 Magnolia
Ln., Mount Prospect.

lots has been retallied.
The recount will resume at 7

Juliette Low School, Arling-

p.m. tonight in the District 59
Administration Center. 2123
S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights.

for the
vises operation of 10 other
recount last Monday after an
official election canvass of the schools besides those used as
April 11 results showed him polling places April 11.

So far Poklacki has picked
Up just one vote. He is still
eight votes behind incumbent
Harry S. Peterson of 641
Charing Cross Rd., Elk Grove
Village.
Ballots still to be recounted
are those cast at Salt Creek
School,

Elk Grove Village;

Robert Frost School, Mount

ton Heights.
Poklacki asked

The District 59 board super-

nine votes behind Peterson.

SCHOOL LAW says that
any candidate who comes
within 95 per cent of having
the votes cast for any winner
can ask for a recount, paying
$5 a precinct.
Poklacki, a resident of
1223 Frenendez, Arlington
Heights, plunked down a certi-

Its other elementary schools
include Byrd, Dan Cook,
Mark Hopkins and Grant
Wood, Elk Grove Village;

Brentwood, Des Plaines, and'
John Jay, Mount Prospect.
District 59 junior high
Holmes and
schools are
Dempster, Mount Prospect.

and Grove and Lively, Elk
Grove Village.

linois Recorder's Act ( Article
35) which imposes some regulations on a subdivider if he is
within 500 feet of a stream.

However, Guillou said that
state agencies are powerless to

do much to restrict building

the downstream side of the
at the turn, considerably constricting the flow.

in

creek can be done.

lines.

stream

HE SAID THAT the state,
dredging out the creek's

Guillou said that when the channel, could cut its low flow
Upper Des Plaines dredging channel and set low limit lines.
Such "low limit lines,"
and improvement project now
underway is completed, ( prob- Guillou said, would set the
ably in another year or two) , limit for the planting of trees
then effective dredging of the or the practical limit for lot

However, this work is not
possible until the Des Plaines

project is complete, and it

is

These lines, he said, would

serve as the demarcation of
flood plain land, to be kept that

not work that would qualify way.
for "emergency"

GUILLOU HAS explained

that when the Upper Des
Plaines project is finished,
then the proper profile for

McDonald Creek, a tributary
of the Des Plaines River, can
be determined.
This is, he said, because the

what organizations like his can

still far from complete

w.

to an amendment to the Il-

near streams, and he suggested
that "zoning arrangements"
are needed to correct this.

Izaak Walton League, asked

Dist. 59 59 election recount
largest turnout of the 10 polling places in the District 59
election April I I.

stream of the culvert under the
Euclid --Wolf Rd. intersection.
THE CREEK makes a right
angle turn, east toward the culvert, just 50 to 75 feet before it
reaches it, and the sharp turn
results in a pile-up of debris on

Des Plaines chapter of the

Mr. Agnew will have to go some to top a long-distance, midnight demand fora crucifixion.

Prospect, and Einstein School,
Des Plaines. Salt Creek had the

culvert of the Soo Line Railroad, about 1,800 feet down-

Wayne A. Quilico, a member of the Cook County Clean
Streams Committee and the

-

Arlington Heights resident
Erwin S. Poklacki still doesn't
know the result in his challenge of the Elk Grove District

the side of area residents is the

proper outfall elevation of -the
creek where it enters the Des
Plaines River will then be
known.

SIMON
ITS
g
SAYS

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

18 Pages

Monday. April 27, 1970

do to ensure better accomplishment of their aims.
GUILLOU REFERRED

IN ANY EVENT, Guillou
noted, the width of this plain
along the creek would be no
more than 100 feet wide, and
with proper zoning laws,
would amount to an easement
of 50 feet (for flood plains) for
lots adjoining the creek.

Guillou said that when the
Upper Des Plaines project is
finished, and dredging from

the Euclid-Wold Rd. culvert
downstream to the Soo Line
culvert can be done, there will
be deepening of of the channel
at the middle barrel, or pipe, of
the four -pipe culvert.
The effect, he said, would be
to direct the movement of
debris to the one pipe and leave
the other three free.

Dist. 23 kindergarteners
must register tomorrow
Parents of boys and girls eli-

Eisenhower -- Camp McSchoenbeck

gible for kindergarten in Pros-

Donald

pect Heights District 23 this
fall must register their children tomorrow at one of three

Rds.; Windsor Dr. to Wheeling Rd.; Euclid Av. to Willow
Rd.. west of Illinois 83, and

schools in the district. Chil-

Euclid Av. to Palatine Rd.,

dren who will be 5 years old by
Dec. I, 1970, are eligible.
and their
The schools
boundaries are as follows:

east of Illinois 83, and in addition, children from Candle wood Trace apartments.

Ross --700 N. Schoenbeck
Rd., Prospect Heights; Willow

Rd. to Hintz Rd.; III. 83 to
Windsor Dr., except Arlington
Vista.

Muir: Drake Ter. and Oak
St., Prospect Heights; Palatine
Rd. to Hintz Rd.; Schoenbeck
Rd. to Wheeling Rd., in-

cluding Arlington Vista.

and

Adamowski
To Speak
Benjamin S. Adamowski,
Republican
candidate
for
Cook County assessor, will address the Elk Grove Township
Republican Organization at

the Mount Prospect Country
Club at 8 p.m.
Adamowski will be introduced by James Wilbur,
program chairman for the
township GOP organization.

Gripe
Of The
Day

E.S.

this weekend. (Photo by Dan Batas).

Best solution for CTA is
area system, Graham says
By Richard Crabb

Sen. John Graham (R -3d
District) of Barrington, a
ranking member of the Illinois
Senate's Public Finance Committee, said in Springfield late
Sunday that while some imme-

diate aid must be provided to
maintain CTA services in Chicago and 30 suburbs, the permanent solution is to be found

in reorganization of the line
and incorporating it in a mass

transit system for the entire
northeastern Illinois area.
Two members of the Gener-

al Assembly from the Northwest suburbs are deeply involved in the legislature's implementing efforts following
the face-to-face conference on
the CTA between Gov. Ogilvie

corpo-

and Mayor Daley in Spring-

ration council for the City of
Chicago from 1947 to 1950
and Cook County State's At-

REP. EUGENE F. Schlick-

Adamowski

To have to stand in line
to pay a bill while the employe at the "closed" window has nothing to do but
chat with another girl.

Making a cotton rabbit is Den Mother for Pack 161, Our Lady of the Wayside School, is Mrs.
Frank Lowe, 1710 Martha Ln., Mount Prospect, as part of Scout.O-Rama held at Arlington Park

was

torney from 1956 to 1960. He
is now a partner of the Chicago

law firm of Adamowski, Newey and Riley.

field last Thursday.

man (R -3d District) of Arlington Heights, who at Gov.
Ogilvie's request last week
presented a current report and

recommendation on the CTA

"OUR COMMITTEE'S in-

crisis in behalf of the House
Appropriations Committee, is
taking part today in Springfield in the committee's study
of ways to provide the CTA

vestigation this spring," Sen.
Graham told The Day yesterday, "has revealed that the
CTA is now in the red approxi-

immediate financial assistance.
Several plans are under con-

without aid

sideration. including the passage of a bill which calls for an
additional two -cent gasoline
tax in Cook County.

Although Schlickman's investigation through the House
Finance Committee and Gra-

ham's work with the Senate
Public Finance Committee the
past 60 days have been unrelated, both have come to essen-

tially the same conclusion.
Both

have

declared

un-

sound and unacceptable the
taxing of suburban Cook
County to provide the CTA a
subsidy.

Both

have

recom-

mended overhauling the CTA
and placing it within the structure of a mass transit authority
f o r northeastern
Illinois,
which includes Cook, Du -

Page, Will, Kane, Lake and
McHenry counties.

mately $50 million and that
the deficit 20
months from now, at the end of

1971, will be something like
$191 million.
"We are being asked to pour
money into a bottomless hole,
and some plan that will move

us toward a permanent solution of the CTA crisis must be
sought, quickly," said Graham.

"Clearly, the first step must
(Continued on page 2)

Meetings
Prospect Heights Park
District, John Muir School,

Drake Ter. and Oak St.;
7:30 p.m.

High School District
214 Board, 799 W. Kensington, Mount Prospect; 8
p.m.

Rentschler calls or Republican unity
By Ben Clarke

If there was any doubt that William
Rentschler would "bury the hatchet" it
was dispelled Friday night at a $100a -plate dinner held to help erase his Senate

campaign deficit. At the dinner he vowed
support of his successful rival, Sen. Ralph
Tyler Smith, pledging that "I shall do all I

can to advance Republican fortunes in
1970 and beyond."

To further prove that any rumored rift
was non-existent. Smith himself appeared

briefly..Making a plea for Republican unity, he expressed the wish "that we can
all walk -together between now and Nov.
3."
Smith told the audience of nearly 400
persons. "I do not think this was a divisive
primary."

AS A FURTHER show of party solidarity, President Nixon sent his representa-

tive, Creed C. Black, former Chicago
Daily News executive, now Assistant Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.

Rentschler ran the successful Nixon
1968 campaign in Illinois, that carried the

state and perhaps won the election for The
President.
In the recent U.S. Senate primary, run-

ning against the newly appointed incumbent Sen. Smith, Rentschler lacked

swer to a letter from The President that

publican Party to be: A pale shadow of the

asked Rentschler how he felt about things
in the wake of March 17. He said that he
wrote President Nixon as follows:
"In case you have any lingering doubts,
I want to make it clear that I am a staunch

other party, tightly controlled and dominated by a single potentate ---in this case the

mayor of Chicago --and effectively closed
to those who do not accept his dictates?"

the backing of the regular Republican
Party organization, a decidedly big fac-

Republican whose devotion to the Republican cause will bot be swayed or di-

tor in the outcome.
Friday night at the dinner at the Sheraton -Chicago Hotel Rentschler showed that
while he had lost the campaign he had not

minished by any personal setback or disappointment. I shall support our Republican candidates at all levels..."

restore, and which clearly is restoring in
our nation an atmospheie of stability and
harmony and goodwill, which can lead

AFTER EXPRESSING his hope that
Senator Smith and his Democratic opponent Adlai Stevenson III. will settle their

prosperity."
Rentschler called for "open" party, explaining "...the party that is open offers

differences on format anal -meet in a series
of debates, Rentschler expressed his ideas

encourages healthy competition as the

lost his sense of humor, saying, "a funny
thing happened to me on my way to the
Senate."

HAVING EXPERIENCED all the political odds stacked against him, Rentschler could not resist saying, "I know
what it's like to be up against 'all the king's
horses and all the king's men' when they're

bent on nothing short of total annihilation.' "
That remark.was aimed at the strong
backing that Gov. Richard Ogilvie gave
Sen. Smith in the primary, which split the
party, with such Republican stalwarts as
John Henry Altorfer backing Rentschler.
Rentschler told the audience of his an:

and hopes for the Republican party in the
future.
Posing the question, "What really do we
want our Republican Party to be!",
Rentschler expressed his views.

He asked, "Do we want our party to be:
A narrow, closed organization limited to
those willing to conform to certain preconceived ideological guildelines7

. He continued, "Do we want our Re-.

HE ANSWERED these questions, saying "I see ours as the one party which can

the way to peace and progress, justice and

opportunity to all who would join its ranks,
fairest and best way to select its leaders and

its candidates, believes that its guidance

and direction should spring from the
people who fill its ranks, from the people
up, rather than from the top down."
Rentschler called for a "diverse" party,
saying "The party that is diverse not only
tolerates but encourages varying points of
view among its partisans."
HE ADDED, "Diversity need not frag-

ment our party --but rather diversity of

viewpoint can strengthen us and lead to
sounder, wiser decisions....we must find
room under our umbrella...for those who
articulate and represent the whole spectrum of rational thought in America."
Rentschler said that he hoped for a
"broad -based" Republican Party. saying
"We must be a party of inclusion, never
exclusion, and we must seek to attract to
our banner people of every philosophy and
background, race and religion, occupation
and economic circumstances."
He also called for a "responsible" party.
concerned with "the long-range consequences of its actions."

In including "contemporary" among
his description of the needed characteristics for the Republicans in the coming
years, Rentschler said "The party that is
contemporary is the party ...that can look

beyond the long hair to find the real

worth."

In conclusion he said "the party that is
successful is the party that wins, the party

that controls, the party that leads....that
party in America in this decade of the '70s
and beyond is the Republican Party."
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CHARCOAL
for .101, 8.0

$3.25

PH: 358-2597
ARLINGTON JAYCEES

,

HOME DELIVERIES: APRIL 251MAY 2, 9 8 16.

Spring lift for windows
Monday, Apri127,1970

Dolores Haugh-Womons Editor

OR.

Mini Conference
Maxi success

P.H. Woman's Club
needs members
A "Friend Raising Drive,"
en importunity to meet and
welcome new and old reside.
to Prospect Heights, is being
by

sporisomd

the

Prospect

Heights Woman's Club in

at

River Trails Junior High

School at 2 pm. with feahions

by "Ethel's Golden Thimble"
Fabric Shupe, Wolf and
Camp McDonald Rds.

Members of the club are.,

bemhip drioL which will coltollsek in a fashion show on

ing as "door knockos," ex-

May 9. The :show will be held

and a personal invitation to roe

tending the club's handbook

Bonnie Hickey, daughter of

sinstic audiences in 16 notions,

Mr. and Mrs. Jam. Hickey,

including several =Mica be hind the Iron Curtain.

has been selected . a member

Bonnie. a junior in high

California

school, was active in the music
departments at Central Junior
High School and Prospect
High School before moving to

of

Southern

the

Youth Chorale.
The group is now preparing

for its Hawaii and Orlent Wm California. Shc received her
thh summer. Performances beginning vocal training from
will be presented throughout Theodore Jahnke of Mount

ONEyourself
TOa loan ... anytime ... anywhere. It's automatic cash
. .

Prospect.

Bonnie n. midowithher
patents in Palos Verdes Pem
sinsula.

.

Five generation
family

GET wherever and whenever
you need it ... actually lets you use
checking account to borrow money! You're
READ Yyour
always ready for any emergency... or luxury.

and it also affords an opportunity to women to meet other
members in their communhy
in congenial atmosphere.

All you do is call us or come in and file an application for
"Ready Credit"...there's no cost or obligation. We'll noti-.
need

statement
lsendI%stTcering
Accolt.

Rosedown

Flores,

mann of Mount ProsPeet were
recent guests at Rondos.

Plantation and garden in St.

WATCH OUT!
As we get older our bodies are not as quick to heal
M in early life. A broken bone of any kind becomes

more serious when it happens to someone over
sixty years old. It often involves a long period of
time in a cast followed by another period during

V

R

which physical therapy is needed.

An older person must realize that they have to be
much more careful in their physical reactions. They
must especially watch where they are walking and
avoid situations where a fall could be possible. Han
older person should fall, it is advisable to check
with a phsician
y
quickly, even if it seems that roc
injury has occurred.

ACCOUNT TODAY
BEST THING
SINCE MONEY
CALL CL 9-4000

"The Dutch Boy"

Rosedown

is

a

restored

plantation empire which reflects life on one of the great
of antebellum
plantations
Louisiana. Their visit coincided with the peak bloom of
camellias and azaleas which
have thrived at this country essince

the

01

'Created by Daniel and Martha
Turnbull, these gardens are a
eopay of a European garden in
the setting of their l_ouisiona

plantation home. Around the
house they created formal parterres in the French style of the
17th century.

THE LATEST RAGE IN SYNTHETIC 50 DENIER MOD.
ACRYLIC. LONG FALL SIDES WITH A TAPERED BACK,

FLIP OR TURN UNDER-IT STAYS! WASH, BRUSH,
WEAR. NEVER LOSES ITS STYLE.

$1

spelager
ik

990

JUST

Ends

when rou nem a delivery. We will deliver 'remedy without ex. charge. A great may people rely on us for their
health needs. We welcome requests Ibr delivery service
and charteaccounts.

205. Dunton Ct.
'Arlington Heights

3
PH. CL 9-1450

171

IN STOCK. DRAM, PRETTY KINY, GROLIER, BRENDA, OMB
BOY, CAREFREE, GEM GIOVANNI, SABRINA. SWINGER. NAPO-

LEON AND GUM,

Fora cheery outlook, use white cotton pique curtads spiced with tool rielaRck him to give a

spring -bright look to the idtchea. Rickrack edges the valance and curtains, and Is stitched on in a
diamond motif to form a colorful border. Rosebuds made from Coats and Clark's jumbo cotton
rickrack are snapped in place to provide easy removal for laundering.

C

Bonus WITH EACH STYLED SYNTHETIC WIG YOU

Mount Prospect State Bank

RECEIVE A CARRYING CASE AND STYROFOAM HEAD.

Nagar gnu room noun...rasp., m CUM1.00.4000
111/..0,1010010021P.M.11

ThOn agS

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1593 ELUNWOODST. (NORTHWEST HWY. t RIVER ROAD)

PHONE 298.2299

Planned and arranged by so.

Mal chairman Mrs. Richard
u the homes of Mr. md Mrs.

Piper, Mr. and Mo.
Richard Berkshire, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Fergueson, Mr.

20Ck

politics, pollutiOn.
human undir-

and

st.ding. Dr. Frank Piehl was
the main speaker at a ban..
Saturday evening.
The girls also found time for
downtown shopping mid a min'

of Marina City.

Ind and Mr. mid Mrs. John
Thebaull, Various che.es nod
breads were served with du
wine elections.
Red and yellow puppiesdecorated the tables at Zappone's,
and after dinner members and

gees. danced to the music Of
Bernie King and his orchestra.
A summer barbecue for
members and their husbandin
in the planning stage. For any
further information about ItEc
Mount Prospect Junior WoM.
an's Club. contact Mrs. Den old Demski at 392-7175.

Coeds in the news
Ellen Lynn Starck, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mame P.
Shuck. 402 S. Wa-Pella:
Mount Prospect, has been
elected vice-president of the

grmd-

eviler clars of 1970-71 rit Ba-

NAT, M?. 111

berg of Prostate* Heigh* and

rat College.

Owen, Mount P.i.ormr.

jor, will begM her senior year
In September. She will graduate it, May, 1971.

hh danger, Lena ni.aer,
long time rest. nt of 17 S.

Miss Starck, an English ma-

gams is a four-year liberal
arts college for women. It is
conducted by the Religious of
the Sacred Heart and a die-

dnguishedfaculty.
lay.

Showers are a `Dutch treat'
Did you ever wonder how
the tradition of bridal shwas
began?

The first bridal shower took
place in Holland.
A young miller asked for the

hand of his true love in mar-

giving to generously to the
NORTHWEST SUBURBS;

club.

pre -dance wine tasting parties

The rest of the family Includes
Hell) Al. great-granddaughter,

ridge. But her father had been
8500150 CENTER OPINE

annual spring dinner of the

antebellum showplace, vrrite

One of the oldest residents of
Mount Prospect, George Busse,

By Dolores Haugh
EACH DEPOSITOR INRIRED TO 620,000

drugs

yin, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pal -

Berkshire, Me event included

has

eluding

and Mrs. Clarence Dawides-

flections of Rosedown," a new
Color book depicting life Malls

da

dealing

Woman's
husbands reClub
d
laxed fora fun evening at Zap pone, Brandywine lies100run in Elk Grove Village

Kul.

April 25. The erasion was the

Romance on the double

mouse Or the FABULOUS SUCCESS OF SVMHEIICS, WE CARRY

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US

N. Emerson St;

I 11

sessions

with a variety of topics, ih-

The women of the Mount
Prospectan

mid -1800s.

allgsai

...

The girls participated in ra
workshop

MP Junior Women
hold spring dinner

Francisville, La.

anther, Susan Marie Haho.

GET A,
READY -CREDIT

ro11 Olson, the group's leader,

Eaton, a S. Edward, Nary

Mr. and Mrs. John Hof-

Mount

girls tee
wMin

Clunks Fonon and Mrs. Car-

Maya, 517 N. Elmhurst; Pm

Francisville, Lg. 70775.

',.

Chaperones for
Prospect

Attending from Mount
Prospect were Kathy Treece,
415 N. Elmhurst; Cathy

95, holds Ins et...great grand -

FI IL

Ether.
Prospect Manor; Pat Powers,
112 N. Pine, and Sally Welch,
209 S. Edward.

&Camp Fire from Illinois. Indiana and Wisconsin. The
theme of the conference was
"To Be Alive."

Rosedown, Drawer M., SL

!n your

Lynn Noylon, 107 S.

girls in the Horizon Club level

visit

FOR THE fair,i;i1s.thavm:icuhchcrytt Za°nu'grrering

DOUGH

The Mini -Conference it
pthering of high school me

Hofmann

For information on "Re-

TWO

tion from a three -state area attending a weekend 'MiniConference" at the Pahner
House, April 17 to 19.

The Prospect Heights Club
Is a service organization, inter-

tate

that's our
name for our new service that lets you write
Get a "Ready -Credit" Account

the Camp Fire Girl organize-

free of charge.

Former resid rd
sings at Expo
formerly of Mount Prospect,

EigIn Mount Prospect phis

(=blue thirw which will be

ested in serving its community,

a

...mated six -week mein-

Feweerte ChwamoMessi Mohr

Len

SENIOR CITIZENS

V

Kumerow and Mrs Nadine
Tielv sabre the possibilities

talks between
Tree Tovms,

Hawaii and Japan and for the
1970 World Exposition.
In previous years the ohorale has performed for enthu.

S -E -L -L -O -U -T

the Manion Hotel Wigs were
furnhhed by Continental Wig
Studm In Do Plaines Mrs.
Arlene Behnke, Mrs Tub

To order call Mn Joseph
Koenen 259-4514 The SW

$1.50

retry

Al Samo and Al Aprill.

has enabled them to in

gAvitin Ti

HERE'S HOW

thmarent are. 10 rani

librarian and

ha two part time

'NNN

Cardella, fleet
and haw manager Ken Steele,
Nelson,

each or 70 cents each if a doz
en are purchased

staff with thy yxception of a

achievemynt in the field of
education in helping young
people gam a better education

Cancels ed It the club in 1956
Since that time the from.

A sea of nags formed n hark

drop for the gala event held at

end building joint lake water
intake and filtration farilities

"INSTANT MONEY"
WITH US ...

Sulmr,tion dot.. 35 001

IN MAY, 1966 it was with
The Arlington Heights Gar
gryn pride that the Prospect
Height, Woman s Club ac den Club will take orders until
ceptcd the national award of May I for its annual geranium
$500 and a certificate from the sale i Potted in four inch pots
Shell Oil Co for outstanding the geranium arc 75 cents

which in the past have consid-

PLAY

17'

Geranium sale

mg the summer

built for their community Wm

CIANAor 109%NnidweW
RASOLIE,

serfs: pineapple slices, orange
Main dish (one choice): gelatin, chocolate Pi* jelly
macaronie and cheese with egg roll, eugareddlifl1.1; F.

537-6020

rat Rep. Leonard Farbstein
has inserted copy concerning

drawn by present users and to
allow additional allocations
where a specific need for water
Tree Towne

library by the club for books
far the Dadiug club held dui

The dream of a library to be

ORDER NOWT

214:

Wheeling,

Record, New York Demo -

middle west
midindle

club

ten and 5300 is donated to the

which is thy largest
arya II the

GUILLOU HAS said Imes
pects the formal allocation
schedule which will be issued
somehow this fall to confirm
amount, af water being with

by

ember Mrs Ralph Van Pet

through education mutual
counsel and co-operation with
others It has helped build and
inspire our
yommunity of

tinily

children

or7

The cookbook, Our Best to
You was compiled from farecipes of our member
Twelve of these recipes were
selected for the General Fed
eration of Women s Clubs
America Cooks
cookbook

pot wheel borrow lood-ony

raspberty, fruit cocktail; Lim
Elk Grove, Forest View, Her- apricots. Cinnamon roll and
say high schools in District butter, milk. Available des

P'fbrt

younger

Prospect Heights Newcomers
`Wig' -way fashion show a success

each other and other members
of the club The table arrangement u available at all the gen
eral meetings

adult books homed on the Ii
brary not including many ref
erence book, and magazines
Every summer a storybook
hour has been conducted for

ports .mm unity bettanwnt

PIE PROSPECT DAV

ropmn trip highlighted by visits to Spain. Portugal and Africa.

Towns claims Addison Ben
renAlle and Elk Grove Village
a. port of its projected wow

SAND

ox.

rem, Dome., Wheeling,

and expansion of products and
service, according to Ralph
Thomas.

';tnd'h f° wifer' will'0 be the guars

of Lincoln Mercury Division
of Ford Motor Co. on a Fn

Prospect Heights group was

'MORTAR MI

Rapids, Wis.
Services were conducted by
the Rev. David Quill this afternoon at Friedrichs Funeral
Home in Mount Prospect.
Burial will be tomorrow in
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

ed to the library At the present
two there am over 6 000 dui
dotimw s books and over I I 000

The club promotes and sup-

In addition to Elmhurst
Ville Perk end Lombard Theo

SALE

whipped potato.,
buttered green beans. Salad
(one choice): fruit juice, tossed
To be served Tuesday at Ar. salad, relish dish, molded

Glove Village. The move was
necessary because of growth

in

Lincoln-Mercury

Hospital in Elgin.
Survivors are her husband,
Donald E.; a son, Andrew B.
and her parents Dr. and Mrs.
Glenn Bennett of Wisconsin

DLstrict 23:
Hamburger, fries, coleslaw,

have moved to new headquass

lington Heights, is one of the

expressed interest in Guilt.,

check far $15 000 was present

diamond titbit. in May The

Sherman

To be served Tuesday Or half, beef -burger M bun, wic
boa Vegetable (on
Mitthetitter Junior High in Nr

Owlish & Sons, dealers in
farm and garden equipment,

305 N. Wolf Rd.

the April 20 edition of the

'

memories next month.

at

School Menus

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

he came back from a New
oily trip to discover that in

R

lucky St. Emily children who
can store up 'thr
nee butiful
ea

Saturday

as it, med. 1980 and Tr.

placed in a library building
fund account In May 1969 a

with the Illinois Federation of
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States

the

mg.., by

REPEAT OF A

PLUMBING PRO.,

Rep; Schlickman
always nsert an "I"

United

to

Heaton Corder

which serves a four township

CALL OUR

Art one.

,,cold

COngratUlatiOnS

township

6 privately soiled mxration

the aram for the year ending

d. Health c, in, en.den to

The woman said it "dint,"
hut it sum did then --- a big
the front right
-dent

The $16,000 was requested

because of the tack of funds
snce the freeze of the 2 per

n'The'e'hme

Mary E. Nesper.42, of 1549
Redwood, Mount Promect,
died

said.

nnn.,,Sho'nleide,:ot would make

ii....

the

same level, she said.

cent

Clark. DAMP
commissioner horn Arlington
Heights, and Robert T. Palmer, secretary of Tree Towns,

Mary E. NeSper

center with odditiona rear

ceremonies is by tick. only.

nitwento the

continue operations at

non
Ralph

Obituaries

Ailing -would normally provide the

)

should have a built-in redoct'on like cars and things. "T.

when You

reaffirmed a
statement he boo made at ear
her hearings saying DAMP

and Tree Town, will only be

' ..

tore?"'

igan rater
GUILLOU

continue to see all bar friends. he has recovered from irdurim suffered In the accident (Pho(o 01

toy will ,rni,,is,,, c.fin,
ation. Admission to both

to

rid
not

COL10011,

Heights. He niwo, has time to stop and ha with anyone, especially children He roar now

NW health center
gets $16,000 state grant

cubit feet of water per second

area

autonze a bond sale until they
know these commissions have
an allocation of Lake Mich

Prospect Heights Fire Chief Donald Gould presenting, new gamine bicycle to John Baron of
827 N Rand Rd. Arlington Height. Mr Baron was struck by an unto while tiding his bicycle on
McDonald Rd Jan nth °radon of the devele was made by the PRET) with the co-operation of
Wink's Bike Shop of Arbugton Heights The Morels is equipped with mfety lights la hoot atid
rear Mr Baron, 87, is well known by area reside. due to his daily cede tripe through Prospect

vin, a Chicago law student.

the contents hit

hal to buy a loaf of bread.)

bonding

ham

By Cathenne 0 Donnell
her and her consumer's union
that ran frbm page 32 to page

Town.
Because of the Supreme
mud
he
Court decision

Heights

affiliated

organized Sept 15 1955 1f5 a
small group of energetic nom
en and mat federated the very
same day It has grown from
its original chartered member
thin of IS to the present mem
bershm of 100

mt. in 2000

Tree

is

DAMP is asking for 392

met project

.1 of DAMP and

Prospect

Women s Clubs cylebrating its

feet per second the Almaed
requirement of its amtma

County and I don seerny
we thouldat be
reason w
Ebb to don hyre Gudlou

The

Woman s Club

55,0 action hi, confusion
will take

Town, has requested SO cubic

co..'

the CIA immyeliate help Is to
ha the state buy CTA bonds

offer of a letter assuring lake
water allocation but nether
had an immediate corner on

abled that agency to obtain ti
lancing for a sewage final

We nue able to satisfy the
in Lake
bonding

to to rel.., this bill for Senate
Inprowil I ant opposed IC tbli

One teen is "Wonderful"

S. "Mire must he mme way to

Lake County which has en

holding the house passed hill
prowding for an addinonal
two -cent g.oline tax in Cook
County for the CTA

Day by Day

HOW TO SAY THANKS

Waterways has already made a
lar guarantee to the North
in
Shore Sanitary District

be efficient and profitable

I dunk the best way to give

n Chicago awa In this wav
lb. CTA trains bus Ions and
commuwr railroads can be
coonlmand so that thy cam
plc ment one mother and so

ph. which arc unproduenve

moved

its alln

upon receiving
from the state
Guillou said the Division of

Thew rho. be prow. on

who irot. Incn & other peddle
arrvice and who an being w

low afford

Irsennnued from Page 11
water and plan, to

Federation of Women's Clubs
to celebrate Diamond Jubilee

poor that he could not provide

Al traditnal
000 bridal dowry,
The boy

was poor, so the

couple seemed doomed to lives
of single loneliness.

When the poor people who firm Dutch shower, there is a
had been betnended heard of sharing, not only of the house this, they joined together to dss
tide how they could help.

hold gifts, but of bread and
beverages.

It meyeno ne.,ethinn, Coo_
There was no money at all.
Each family decided them was ers too were a part of that first
one household item they could bridal shower.

Make, share or give M the

The Dutch neat began a

couple. This wes the beginning custom with the feeling Of love
and sharing. Tradition has per of the bridal shower.

THE BRIDAL shower ex- peMated it through the year

ins today as then to assist the
young couple get started insetnog up a new hOrne.

Now as in the days of the

to today.
After all, what else but love
Should be involved with brid.
M shower?

nodve

Darlene Fresh'

Preski

Mr. and Mrs. Brune 1. Pre-

war one of the charter dabs of

old of /doom Pumped dike

Holy Family Hospital's an-

double pleasure in announcing.
not one, but two engagements.

noel cotillion.
Donahoe is a senior at Wis-

Their daughters, Florins Jo
and Darlene, both plan summer weddhlgs.
Florhm is betrothed to John
Donahoe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Donahoe of Waukesha,
Wis. A graduatc,of Regina Do-

conshi State and majors in

marketing. He is a member of
Phi Chi fraternity.

Their wedding

is

planned

for June.

DARLENE IS engaged to

She also attended Regina
Dominican High School and is
a graduate of D3,4011 Dante,

Mount Prospect, are both
members of the newly installed

sity, where she was affiliated
with Omega sorority. She is
teaching et St. Edward's High
School, Elgin.

chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi
at Western Illinois University.

Conrad, a graduate of the
University of North Dakota,

of the new chapter. She is a junior, majoring in business eduon. Miss Crain
maduate

teaches in the Elgin school dis-

trict.

now a junior at Wisconsin

John Charles Conrad of Alexandria, Minn., son of Mrs. R.

State University at WhitewaMr,' majoring in English. She

J. Canted and the late Mr.
Conrad.

Their wedding
place in AugusL

minican High School, she is

Miss Syd Sark daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. Mervin Karl
of Mount Prospect and Miss
Linda Crain, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cedric Crain of

Miss Karl, a Prospect High
School graduate, is treasurer

'cati, a

majors, is
of Wheeling High School,
a junior and
in

will

take

French. Shen president Of Pb
Delta Epsilo honorary..Mur-

Ellyn Lynn Stank
nalism society.

Sigma Iota Chapter of
pha Omicron Pi was instant

April 4 and 5 with eeremolt
the Holiday Inn in M a co
The activities concluded
day afternoon with a bang
for parents and a reception,
the University Links..

' at
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One day at a time
My friend Fruggle sold his
boat this year. Knowing how
much he enjoyed it, I asked
him what happened. "Hobby
get to be too expensive?" I

time. I thought mine.did, until
I figured out what was happen-

asked.

would drive down to gel the

shi."

He said that most of the fun
was having neighbors and odis
cr guests enjoy it with them. "1
really thought I was having a
ball on those beautiful summer
weekends. Come Monday,

wasso

we'd anchor for the night.
Wsuhnednaywenairgrhi,v,edottrthferid:.:

'Then, Saturday morning,

helmsman paying no attention
to the compass. When we got
straightened out, it was time to

wed be up early and drive
back to the boat stall. Our-

drinks. Then, while I wash:

the wheel, only to find

would thank us for a wonders
ful, wonderful time. they head-.
ed for their cars."

the

wife arid

.1.

extra food, unload the honks,
do the cleaning."
"So you sold the boat."

I

"Everyone fell asleep after
lunch. Except me, of course. I
was back at the wheel. When
Met' woke up, it was time far
swimming. I'd get the dinghy

"NOT QUITE. I'd be handling the wheel. and someone
would say they wanted tO fit

V

back hi shape. Take care of the

volunteered.

`FUNNY THING,' be re-

Jewelry with the Taurus touch

I would stay for

couple of hours. Get the boat

filling them, my wife would be;gin making lurch."

"Rather busy morning,"

1.

"Mighty pleased, I'll bet:.
"Sure were, I. -guess. My

go to the galley and make some

Inures we were on our. way
Inc a restful day."
"Didn't work out Mal
way?" I asked.

plied. "You're almost exactly
right. A boat should menu rert
md relaxation and a happy

"Owe,"; Fruggle continued.

"Sounds like an interesting'
Friday night."

an hour later, park their car
and climb aboard. In a few

much," I said wisely.

prat, ex pt
hueday won a
that we got underway earlier.

'Then I'd notice the boat
wasn't on course. I'd race for

couldn't seem to do anything.
Worse, I couldn't figure out
what was wrong."

"Probably tried to do too

use far a boat," 1
sold,

the Mos

friends would show up about

tired

I'd bait hooks whiln my friends

tor, make sure we had gas and
Oil, get everything cleaned

I

I

`NOTHING, except I cad
tired. We'd have a big dinner
after, because. everyone' was
hungry. When it wm dark,

sat in comfortable chairs and

drinks. We'd work to get evMything all set up for the neat

=ming. I'd work on

that," I said.

ming gear tone.'

boat ready. We'd stow the bags
of food and booze and soft

come summer. we were ready
for die weekend, come rain or

"Nothinjj wrong with

I'd call one of my friendsirtirn
his deck chair and shmu
On
to keep the boat ban
course.
use. He'd steer while I be-

"What was happening?"
"Friday night my wife and I

"Yes, but not exactly," he
responded. "All winter long,
we planned. All spring we
worked on the boat. Thum.

though,

By Ron Swans

"We did. Won't be tired dila
go, tgis
friend who has a boat. Hell has
td us to spend some
ends on it. Oh, wow, I can
hardly

Practicality and pearls area sure-fire combination for any worn -

yam., you sec, we've

an, and more so if you happen to be a Taurus. Your love

....,

set, the lifejack, out, and cut
die engine. Even went swim ming myself."

of beauty helps you appreciate even more the seascape of colors
that is enlivening the spring -to -summer scene. And you'll be

wanting to wear many of these new and lively colors, for
in keeping with your civic -minded nature, you'll have -many

:tfltAg.

community activities to busy you.
Venus smiles upon you, Taurus, adding softness and charm to your personality. Yet
these are traits which are universally desired by women -so if Taurus is not your sign,
adopt it! Share in discovering and enjoying the love of life and love of beauty which
marks this season, and revive a feminine passion for beauty that is as old as the planets.
Cascading white is making the scene M chokers or free -falling styles dominated by

Letters to the Editor
Kudalis thanks supporters;
issues a dare to The Day

.. And if you moved into the city-you'd be
commuting to the suburbs!"
Editor:

I would Ilite to thank the
many people who volunteered
their help in my unsuccessful

School Board in District 59.

I would also like to thank
the reporters of The Day for a
fair, unbiased job of reporting.

If, on the other hand. you

Living Guide," against
which
campaigned, states

should be classified as too lurid
for the classroom, and it

taneous and
er met.

froppom
people

I nev-

find this material too lurid for
The School District 'Tang- publication, then it obviously

-. Marshall Field III

ly

1

Monday, April 27,,1970

that only one per cent of the
population is against sex education. If this was true then my
bid wm successful in that it increased this figure 13 times.
Thirteen per cent of those who
voted supported my position of
eliminating the Family Living
program from the curriculum.
g Since' only: approximately
'3,IW District 59 voters went

Isitbliihrs

R.R. Hutchinson, Ifl c-Presideni

R. N. Peer, Clneforlon Dirtmlar

C.F. Ns..Inertial. Direrto,

A challenge refused

to Me Polls, we have a consensus of perhaps 10 per cent
of the parents. What of the oth-

er 90 per cent? Do we have a
Today

in "Lewis to

the Editor" dm -

where on this page is a communication 'from
Edward Kudalis, an unsuccessful candidate
in the re cent District 59 school board election, in which he sets forth his conviction
that the

much stronger than its proponents
admit.
Kudalis in his campaign for the school

board took the position that sex education,
"a dangerous experiment,"
should be dropped from District 59's curwhich he calls

riculqui. He cites the vote give him to cvideuce of the percentage of the community
that agrees with his 'stand.
The Day, as Kodak. points out, does not

agree and said so in an editorial preceding
the election.

Kudalis now wets to put to a rest our

endorsement of lex education by chalking Mg us to reprint certain excerpt. front the
"Family

Living

Guide,"

the

text

from

which sex courses arc taught.
If we refuse, Kudalis says, it is prod we
concur with him that the inamrial is "leo
haid for publication" and therefore not fit
for the classroom. Our having made this ad-

mutat by omission, he ergots,

it fdlows

that we should oppose school cameos mom

We do not accept his logic m hie OM-

lenge.

strstgliaandrrs'ianti=Zin
nore this 90 per cent. And certainly they should not take the
approval by the 10 per cent to
mom that they have the green

Mr. Kudalis would have us do, depriving '
of introduction and other qualificatton
would give h unfair emphasis and would
se
no objective purpose.
There are passagrs in the great classics
which, lifted fro
settings and judged
m representative of the works from which
they were taken, could cause Milton and
i

Shakespeare to be banned from public Ii
Ivories.
The axiom that "the devil can quote

short

finally reached they
asked the nature of the fire and
COM fully equipped io about
three minutes.
were

It was the telephone service
that was slow in .responding.
My daughter trial ever so long
before the operator answered

classroom. Your paper should
then take this position. Your
paper should then, for the sake
of the children, try to inform
the parents of this area of all

necting her immediately. My
daughter said, "Call the fire
department. This is 330 Harvey Av.; there is a fire in the

the many bad aspects of the
Family Living Program.

questions

instmd

of

con-

basement."

It was our negligence in not

laving the -fire ..deprave&

The above two booklets arc
available at the District 59 office for those who would like
to review what is being used. I
would suggest that every parent check for themselves to
find out what is being taught to
.thee child.

number memorized.
Teach your children the
plume number ass well as a
plenned exit in ease of fire.
NM the emergency numbers
on your phone.

Ed. Kudalis

Thanks again, firemen.
Mrs. Q. C. Binder

Asks Percy critics to reconsider
Editor
As president of the Wheelhog Township Young Republivery emrs
mns I am personally
bairassed by the irresponsibil-

ity of a handful of my fellow
township Republicans. Al the
Republican Club meeting last
Thursday evening Roy Bressler, a club member, introduced

resolutionesosure goo.

Charles H. Percy bemuse of
the votes he has mst against a
few
mMor party-supporied

bills and appointments. The
resolution was voted on and
passed by a 12 -vote margin.
Their action was both dishonest and ignorant.
Indeed, these dissidents
have every right to admonish

and debate the mnr or even
censure him if such drastic
action is absolutely accessary.
However, any response which
hey make in the name of the

epublican Party should be
thically conceived and contractive by nmme. Certainly

fifth and seventh grades. They

young Republican, truly

a
en

symbol of an advancing Amer.
ica n society. His voting record
establishes very clearly that he
values above all lse honesty,
excellence in performance and
humandignification. The
people who voted to censure a
mm of this quality because he
disagrees with our Republican
President have only eget,lished their own shallowness of
thought.
Democracy can only flour ish in an atmosphere where all
people mm freely mrtnn
thenwelves, and for this remon
I

ins

nee lengths are starred with barrel roundelles of lapis lazuli, onyx and decorated gold.
Enameled discs bring a touch of tomorrow's fashions to today in shiny black and silver, trailing to the waist in a primitive affect.
Necklaces are a Taurus passion but one all women appreciate especially when they include pearls, the ocean's most fascin-

ating and delicate treasure. Strand upon strand of cultured pearls are being worn this spring balanced by dainty dangle
earrings. A mobe pearl ring in a textured bark setting completes

the reason why the oyster stays high on the fashion list
and through centuries old still proves to be a fashion stealer.
fiances altman, editor

on the right of these

peopleist to

say what they think,
but 1 also ask them to use this
prerogative resporsibly. Their
sods

therefore request that them

First, the club by laws re-

William C. Holt Jr.
President, Wheeling Tovmshi
Young Republicans

lion.

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

FULL -DAY

'!:E1.11'22,
6 -DAY BANKING.;
DAILY 9 to 6

FRI. '618 SAT '614

CHIKNET
Serving 12M1Haso,onhweat Suburbs

any four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
Make as

ON
NATIONAL,

using all seven of these letters.

30 00, 30 excellent

Zig Oap

111111111

,AR

pamphlers that are now being

scripture to suit his own purpose" is a valid are:
one, as any student of the Bible can attest.
I. Page 24 from "Finding
We will go along enthusiastically with Mr Yourself' (Text used in the
Kudalis in urging parents in School Distric seventh grade.)
59 to make it their business to examine the
material being ought their children. But as

to follow this
procedure.
Second, Charles Percy is
a courageous and dynamic

volved reconsider this rode-

paragraphs from two

used in the classroom in the

group made no astandard ttempt

resolution in question dors
ot qualify in either category.

quire at lent a two-week pubtic notification before a mo-

matching dome earrings and bigger -than -big rings. Creamy baroques in mati-

Ton to censure may be voted
on by the club members. This

set. wan irrrsPonsibtr,

he

HIDEAWORD

Since The Day in their edi-

cation, I would like to place
you on the so-called spot by
asking you to print just two

Contrary to some reports of
how slow our firemen am in
answering calls, I want to tell
you how quick and efficient
they really are. Wfien they

should be removed from the

torial on Thursday, April 9,
stated that they did not agree
with my stand against sex edu-

Editor:

and then the operator asked

the school board cannot ig-

The two paragraphs in question, which
deal with the mechanics of the sex am re light to continue their danduce the description of the antics of the gerous esperime. on the
birds and the flowers to terms of basic ho children of the arm.
man behavior. Taking it out of context, us

for our reprinting isolated segments of
we'll take a pass.

N

me or both of'
sht paragraphs in your
ourprint

paper, you will prove that I am
wrong in thinking that this material is not fit to be read by
grade school children.

Some of this surt was sonp

-thrum the anginal denten he alassysineknolY keePlan
the popeds freeekun idol !suedes...tell intedrity."

Willleml.Kiedaisch, Managing Inhten

IIIIh grade.)

'bid to be a member of the

Map Pubticationq
John E. Stanton. Eilitin

2. Page Id foam "A Story
About You" (Text urdm the
If

Thanks to
firemen for
quick action

-

B

Main Office:
One N. Donlan

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Downtown
Arlington Heights

North Drivo-tr Arlington

H eights Rood at Ina
Memberl Federal Depoxit ...won. Corpora,.

Answer on 'mile Pagr

it

PROSPECT 13.
DB PLAINES OAR NORTHWEST O.
ARLIN.- ON DAV

an

tat

now! You and your wife can
jetaway to a fabulous

All letters to the editor dud, be signed, but newer will
be withheld upon request. Letters should be as brief at
poselble. typewritten. if possible. and should contain an
address or phone number so their makenticity con be checked

Tinfighting

Arizona /Mexico

a guy named
David...

hat a
pushover!"

holiday

95

-1Y

*

FUN

rumor

doable molar,

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL U S `COLLECT' WITHIN 48 HOURS!
COMPTIWENTAIN FUN SPREE AIR TRANSPOR-

TATION 4/elme Re. Motel Accommodotiontl
All Me
Sightseeing In Amazing Arise.

and in Mexico! Mulled

Exciting Attractions!

luxurious Resort Faciiillosl

010 Three exciting, son -filled days and three
Isorkling never -to -be -forgotten niohts motoring

the wonders of lively, lusty Tucson, Mims, and
romantic Nogales, Mexico. Sightsee Nome
and
uth of the border, swim, part. sbelz, enjoy
delidwn meols1 The vacation of o lifetime-yours
ex

Life's worth a laugh on the

WMAQ

RADIO 670

ePPorNnities for Arizona Eying, vacationing and
Me opporiurities for investing in Arizona real

estate..
It's eu pod bf the GAC Introduclory Offer
that's coming a mesa,. everywherel Don't min
this

great onnotimityl

Sootic,

Mark Edwards Show
2 to 7 pm Mon. -Fri.

Your WA, Ion Spree flight is compliment,
-courtesy of GAC Properties Inc of Arizona,
so that you con see for yourself the golden

for on amazingly low $79.95 - COMMIS

CHANNEL,44
COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

for exciting delaih NOWT No obligation.

gfeo'r
of aged

over 23 yams

FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL "COLLECT.'

(414) 273-0951
Within 411Aeon ler priority Informed*.

Ask for Walt Paltrier
%the wed he those itaw air

Photos courtesy of The Jewelry Industry Comma
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Ask any woman

Designer explains 'natural' look

`You don't want a new skin just a better one'
salon

By Frances Allman

Randbunt by Carom Polo

net the

health

Instant

spon,ond at

recently

term used by tnterrntional fa
dal designer Glenn Roberts

to describe the new natural
look which he invade:ad at
Elizabeth Arden.: Red Door

not be for you But you owe It
to yourself to h anew:0W on

design,

and Town and Country
Makeup should be applied
quickly using the finger tips of

new ideas

Seca ar Co
will
There

be

many

probated
change, in 1970
Many women will
Roberts

want to make very
change god all the colors may
not

Although Roberts demon
Mated from a table laden with
unique little bottles of Elan
bath Arden products he .id
that the
secret in using
coomehes to using what you
stud and no more You do not

both hands m upward no-

Robert directed There
uld be no visible we of de
maromon t the chin Rouge
is passe nit, former position
high on Mu upper cheekbone.
shoe

a new skin," he said,

'Mut a better skin. Most women use too much makeup, and
it therefore becomes a mask."

SPECIAL SALE

the most important part of
eoMemporary makeup. Dark

Seven Maiden Lane, Dundee, III. 60118

426-3441

when we find out tust how
faulty memory can be Not

wn the ballet stage and inad suggested coordinating

eye shadow with the color of
one's costume, such as blue
eye shadow with a blue dram
and peen tints with peen te-

long ago we had dinner with
friends at a restaurant which I

had united many lima n a
child.
We were seated In oneof the
several dining rooms where a

tooFFFRItt,r,

with a child's eyes.

If you bane lune wearing
change. Why not

dart spring looking your very
bet. n a new wa y? Nothing
changes a woman and lifts her
Writs like a new coiffure.

viduality when you can express yourself in beauty, f as

ion and make-up. Cut & Cud,
den nation's largest chain of
nuity on the part of your hairdresser, you

different

shape at your head, face and
In die day, with midi endumi
lighting the fashion
wade, it is difficult to guess

you in fashion balance.
Save conestyIae ma

m your high school yearbook.

ryL

in

heapingn;

hair

ruin the c ry

tlY

fashion picture gives you the

youree with fashion experts that

freedom to choose a hair style

in.t balance the hair style
whh the dress length: and. a
fed, man hair delightfully

that you like to wear with the
length yam likk- So fa Spring

of the attic M Grandma's
lab
bon e, where kids played m
sing games, hour after hour.
The loam where Grandpa's
new tractor stood, the biggest,
obiniest, most awmome sounding thing one ever laid eyes on.

111141146.k4

your pennies and use salons

Oft's and right into the '70's. This cot has all the beam of the high
.Nshion Thirties styles with the line for torrey's favorite mini's. The

.HOURS!man. Mar Ed. g-BSat ft re 6 Sun. 9.30 to 1:30

anded crown, Nll line and fluffy curls gives .., new MOPer
look Just right for today.

sesPlloml,eLd

JOIN OUR

A three piece setting of genuine
Johann HavRand Bay.hn China
when you join our FINE
CHINA CLUB.

enjoy.
Keep in step in this denim -look jumpsuit with epaulets, accented

with while saddlereitching. It's really mode of sort and care -free
Fortrel god cotton knit designed for Robert Hall's International

like more women, you'll gain
most by using both waves and

The most important thing is

that you've suddenly become
so accustomed to your regular
perfume that you're getting
battle -weary, unable to enjoy
itzperhtin even smell it?
hist from happening by
changing fragrance for awhile.
It will let your sense of smell
rest a bit.

to fed free to let your hairdresser create a coiffure to
ranch your mood instead of
what you "always wear."
Your hairdresser keno
what each change rmuires and

unanimously
blue jeans. And

catching, often frankly fenny

jeans.

of you will stick
with your old uniform -low-

This belt fever has captured
groovy youngsters. A drab old

works:

slung bell bottom blue jeans---

Simply add gages your mums

but many more will strike out

pair of jeans suddenly takes on
a with -it look when a mar -

account or MOO TO your hock.°
accmot or open
new swims or
checking mcount in e like amount,

offer

or

mvings

you choose is proportioned to
your particular dequirements.

taking into confideration the

The succed het of the year Is the dodo. Crochet It yourself in
bends of red, white and blue, zSpeedsCro-Sheen" cotton by Coats
& Clark. For free pattern, tend a self-addressed stamped erre

lope to the National Cotton Council, P.O. Box 12265, Memphis,

Tenn. MIL

acount.

Here's how Mi. main, plan

and you will mune you. FREE 3

.C.Ltitilt41)mitt

piece place setting in your moire of
Pattern. See the display In our

bd.

INTIOUES 081011E

immediately.
enrolls oou

This

FINE

our

in

CHINA CLUB. Toen-you Moran.
purchase

may

SO, every

0A1FN RISHEDS

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

'

$26 or more to your
anions account or $100 to your
deposit ot

chereing account Stam
purchased when you
deposits. Naturally a

LIM

t'"cf

must be

sake your

wdererfwcleaem

s

deposit or a $200 checking deposit
entitles you to two coupons at BOO

tor

723,76

r.k

a

boa ted

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

nem,
your

penern.

An

H

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
OM S.M....kw Aye
Winans
'

Phone 537-1000
Emnamoetor insured to 520,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

SHOPPE
OH THE PEPPERMINT STICK
PEST. 0L00.1

MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE,

qfurn ishings, An Objects N.WURE, CU'

haler,

jeans

those

Thal

Ireurrevorite
Antique

Itts.12 & 83, Mt. Prospect (ADMISSION0,,,,k.

392-0383

Wilr:Z24,74..,,,.,,,

The big favorite looks like
d
motorcycle belt in
with
leather, studded all overrugge

Scout around junior sportz

chrome nailheads and groan.
nets. Popular, too, the hand crafted Indian look in beaded

wools and winter inches in a
miller of days.
How do you get into shape
for this season of loam leacar days and clingdy spinal
fashions'! This is the sweetest
pan of a
At mealtime,
ltime, snacktime or
anytime you feel the treed des

hozpromip clergy Bp, gm.
ply peel offthe lop of a detinhorn diet -food- for Instance.

going th invmtigate menk departments, be on the lookout

these with another belt in
bind, canvas or hemp cord,

such labels as Paul Reiner
and Mete Casuata
Today's younger generation

perhaps with bold antique
metal buckle.

'MY' HOUSE

47ZZ:run.

Rd.

Premed Heights

SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS
IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

504 Dundee Elgin

GOURMET COOKWARE

OW 5.17111
we omen., home

French Earthen Ware

en Ion. A Sun.

Au Gratin Pans

Shoe Styles are becoming

more

tromilis

scri.11PENI

bar.

,.i..31:,..
4kI
,,

-.11114trallittiO

CALL 255-7200

eteemed-The

heals.

TRIMMERS OF
EHY WORLD!

PH: 255-9595

than. in silver and gold..
the new "news" in evening

1624 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, Ill.

ear. although the daintier Inc.
ning footwear will still be used.

salon also at Skokie -Ph: 673-3000

Operated by Shalimar, Ent., Fronchisee

i)

W

OPtClIe4114

ikt%

?Ott

./q,

SOCN

Passbook

$55995*

mean a met ewe row
et t
ping

Fro

--

,

PLACE SETTING &
IMPORTED CRYSTAL

BUTCHER BLOCK

bar
Rider aim

12
SOUTH
EVERGREEN

Stemware, gargled
Staving NeeM0Iiits
Gourmet Gadgetry
Pidure Frames

PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

FREE Survey...
Financing Arranged'

STONEWARE

THIS COLUMN

"

FIGURE CONTOURING SALON

Golden

IT'S NEW! From the makers of Mink & Pearls
.uses a new.bath confeellout Mink Oil Soap. It
contains beautifying mink oil, by Joy., $1.25 per

Zrortr

I

TO ADVERTISE IN

waf

though Still thick, will be high -

Flan Pans

OPEN

a

let of the lend.m

re for fall and winter Chunky

French Copper

196.5110

self into shape as well? The
Carnation Fashion Office in
Los Angeles suggests you fill
your icebox today. Then your

NOVAE

Instellaion Extra

...Lyn Pd. 04.1 Pions..
FrI.10-9 Sun. 1-5

While Y.. whip the home

into. shape, why not sip your-

Forget the worldly perm, el pills, diets, menieds, end steam baths. Trim -A Way will show you results. We 6uarntee I hot you'll lase an allover ttol el et
least two antes bon, you, figure in the fist 00 minutes. sod live inches by the
!Mb vied 10,1 ,eres lu,u.immly in.eur special In m.AWy Tope and lase rho

Here to stay

Claston Casseroles

tudwed..then. to.

cleaning days.

JUST

'ELEGANT
Pine Furniture

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

dandy meal on spring house.

WE LIVE OFF THE FAT OF THE LAND!
GOT SOME HANGING AROUND?

36,000 Erru,s

Reno of the

URLOCALAREAr

chocolate fudge, chocolate
malt. and butterscotch. Just
225 calories per can, :Ind it's a

' RENITAL SIR eettOMONING

"MAPLE MANOR"

oA NEW SHOP IN

it's now already
mixed with condensed skim
milk for you in all your favor,
ito flavors; vanilla. chocolate,

derway.

FEDDERS

take just a second
to remember Moth¢r_

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

Newly formulated without
cyclamates.

twin 1970 spring -training pro-

belts, handlaced
thong -tied
leathers and fringed suede
wraparound ties. Wear any
any of

Legs and lust tare. If you're

DINE/ BROWSE

Elm are Evergreen ear. P.M.
ONE of our specialties

brand new you, suddenly feeling and looking pounds lighter
than Mork as you shed winter

new can of Carnation's Srender diet food.

and loose at the him.

porkers: Still other fashion
stars will go with knit jeans.

'"*"."".

BUSSE'S FLOWERS; SINS.

ANTIQUES

of a

CL 3-4601

velour belt is won low dawn

any

OPEN DAILY II to 4:3D

EreLy
ed. Eva. MO
575x St. Des Plaines
5245010

10031! Algoleld
ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Flea Market Sale
Ink Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, tower Level
of Rondhunt

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

10 t gCowl Mond,

prospect

101 W. Prospect

belts.

Casuals. Levis for Gals. Happy

YE OLD CHINA g GLASS

259-2210

I

VIII

001ettebres/hregue
Also sell on

Consignment

MT. PROSPECT

family.

SERVICE

d ,eu

Bloomingdale

101 WEST PAMPER AWNS

chb ends October 10, 1970. Sorry
only one FREE place setting per

THE BANK

11NOON to 5 P.M.

529-2653 or 894.7572

253-4601

When you have completed the sta..
rem in our FINE CHINA CLUB we
wat add 4 additional deces so that
you will hove 5 complete sets tut 7.

6' Trust Company of Arl ngton Heights

113E. lhke Street

Mt. Prospect
YRS Hardware

Yon

28 paw m In

OPEN SAT.A5UN. ONLY

AUCTIONS

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES

Whoa you have pwelinal

THE RED GAVEL
-sew. Shupe Auum Poster

Decor Pieces

each, etc.

What's so sweet about lids

Wing? The

zing up jeans with really eye -

mar departments and track
down labels such as Inwood

TIQUE AIN

990 Iplue Yal
time you make a

derstand:

ardently,
there's a new thing going min

studded with rivets down the
sides of the legs and on the

lobby end mu will went to non

share with our grandchildren,
foronly theywill Ramada un-

Get into shape
for a sweet, sweet spring

endorsed

getup. such as tie-dyed jeans or
bledthed-out
random

up your .heeling

pceds. You can be certain with
rofessional care that the style

MT. PROSPECT HARDWARE

gram may be beeutifully un-

this boy -and -girl fashion: *-

nPre-

mamories,

Only $149

Only $49

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Denim is donned
night and day

times.

Has it ever happened to you

The

9,12' -

Only $36

Studio collection.

curls in different degrees and
at
different
combinations

hippies will shed your old deaim blue jeans for some new

dinnerware service of beautiful

imported Ch. white you build

CLUB

change to curls, do to and err
joy the- freedom. of change
which is enchanting to women

has

Yes, absolutely FREE, we wgl

CHINA

These are the best, the room,

otics no one can prove nor alter, just to keep, to savor and

To jean fans everywhere: by
the time spring gets here, you
thtift-shop types and beautiful

start you out on your own
FREEAniA

Christmas time,

ITerentWAVES are better for
you at times wear your hair
that way. When you mud to

of all ages. However, if you am

Enjoy a
change

FREE

Walter made, which the children could sample only at

f

The "Mini" look, flirty and fluffy, takes you right back la the

mig ht kerace
you

The snawberry wine Code

%47:44

eration, you enjoy looking dif-

ONLY 1/2 THE PRICE!
Example:

It's true, our memories,
ono the years, do have a way
of distorting the truth, making
It mom pleasant to look back.
However, some things are best
lent undisturbed. The shadows

expect to bane
hair style from

RUG

THE SAME AS ADVERTISED BY LEADING DEPARTMENT STORES

firm the fact that it was just
um after all, not a castle

1970 be hold!

FLOI(ATI

SEEN IN TODAY'S LEADING DECORATING
MAGAZINES - THICK, WHITE, 100% WOOL
PRE-SHRUNK IN COLD WATER MOUNTAIN STREAMS

take those prom dresses that
the girls cherished so, how ter
dble they look now. Pictures
of the gym all decorated con-

Them H no doubt Mat tic
long and the short of today's

where the budget is top consid-

THE FAMOUS

That boy you had such a crush
on --- he was just a gangly kid
with a nose too big for his face,
LI arms and legs and feet And

nen

wrong. Cut & Curl hair stylists

aswan only for sp.
dal otcasions. If you watch

GREECE

If you don't believe all this.
any out the photo album again.

vial

From

dark

narrow or

that

tops the midi length ems,

_rft

IF YOU CHOSE the short
style, you arc 100 per Mot

ferent

Flapper look

ANTHONY GARY
ANSI it AMY

SHAG RUGS

days.

idthw
ivin it the mana888
should be on w ith a didiii want.

year's ifski ather than
ception when something dif-

pick...

7X ettal

23 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
PH: 359.0808

When you were in fourth
grade, and certainly they must
lave remodeled the library, It
wee huge and wonderful, with
endless walls of shelves tilled
with interesting books in your

to another.
This can become the general

GETS ONE FREE!

ANTHONY'S

Walk the halls of your old
grammar school. They were

mak to week, from one mood

I12 Jeweltone Kits on hand

ONE LUCKY CUSTOMER

scarf In the Hadorn Duncan
manner Arellable at Sears in
rich banana, pale blue or Mac
About 523

back yard?

Hair styles go
mini, midi too
the ewe hair style For o long
lime, now is a good time for

-

FASHIONABLY AT

dramatic lbw with a long -

postage stamp we called the

never

...ToNto

Sole $595

4 STYLISTS TO SERVE YOU

how we ever could have .11ed
tint small clump of trees at the
edge of the park "the woods."
Or how could 25 boys have enjoyed a football, game on that

national designer, Glenn Roberts, as he demonstrated new eye makeup techniques
Elizabeth Arden's recent Red Door Salmi at Carson,
on Mts. Paul Smageou during
Pirle Mott & Co., RmdhOrst.

thickly. For instance the very
finest mascara you con buy is
the kind you spit on -that's the.
best..

Final Clearance of
These bestsellers!

BANK

only child, and had seen it

"The eyes are the most important part of contemporary cosmetics," said inter-

franchised beauty salons, lug- a litde ingegems that

A FULL

grand as a ballroom. but I wee

id. The natural curve of the

lips should be followed.
In his closing remarks Rats
ens
confided,
"Far can
ceniencek sake we have gone
to using Wands and slicks
which often apply makeup too

I60PROSPECT

'

In my mind it had been as

al has changed from tutu to a
two piece slim don and midi
gan 'edict to which she gives

the lame even with Mother
recipe And how many has
and, have urge their wives
get my mom s recipe for
potato salad," only to hear,
"you must have 'done something wrong, it doesn't taste

samore

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

Come in ev

bier

And Waiting for You

town prompts us to wonder

This is the season for indi-

-

room with only 15 email .

'

FINAL CLEARANCE OF THESE BEST SELLERS

$10.00

can never rreem to make it taste

We're all ready

Rennee Edopm

There was never a chocolate
cake like Mothers but one

Lipstick too should be given
carerel consideration, he

eu}eMne-5-flanclbag

rReg.

It was lemur by far than this

Violets are Blue,

the same."
A trip back to the old homee

cOmplete

7;

THE SAME can be surd of
foods we loved as children

gested should be simplytouched to the lids not drawn

Fun to make, no sewing, no stitching

MO UCN

large mural was panned on the
well I n,membered the paint
mg immediately
But this
can t he the room I thought

rm. me, Eyeliner he

we
for Elizabeth Arden as well as creating nrelleup

"to...........rtNoo

tot IF..coott

eyeshadow he relegates to

'The foundtion should nev-

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.

the

sequently become beautiful,
The eyes Roberts considers

oring as possible.

eye brow," cautioned Roberts
who /eft a successful career ia
fashion design to study design
in beauty. His success in thb
field permits him to travel

is

Loren as a star who used her
own individuality and con-

rim that is. near her own col-

'

exaggerated hair lines, but Mead
quick natural -looking

women, and referred to Sophie

woan
m
first select a fouds.

er be applied la the neck, upper
lip arca or between the eye and

It to a very rude awakening

tools like they had been cut
from black paper and panted
Eyebrow, era hair and
on
should Mob Ilk,. hair. Dont

it belongs- on the cheeks."

er. reminded the group of 50

To achieve the "natural'.
look Roberts suggested that a

DON'T DELAY! DROP IN NOW!

Ln have cot for hours trymg to
draw one eyebrow exactly like
the othm stud Roberts It

take a pencil and draw or Make

. key to

shattered a few rules, he admitted, but then many of the rules
were passed anyway.

SALE ON WHILE SUPPLY LASTS, SO

By Len Hutchison

For too many yeas Rod

Rather it should be worn where

INDIVIDUALITY

ROBERTS' IDEAS have

ALL LAMPS
1/2 PRICE!

gardless of the color of the
eyes

Roses are Red,

Spring
mood

Cherish those memories

sem.

ye

,vant

for Harpers Bazmr

Ram 7

Monday, Apnl 27, 1970

d,

255-0212

KM
1MERLON CO., INC.
1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, Of

PHONE: 3594868

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, Ill. Phone: 537-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

ll

THE DAY

Mon

P

e9

Antique world

THEME
Moeda, APn127, 1970

Pass 8

Tobe says

Colors tell all!

Pantsuit best bet
Pants will continue to play a significant role on the
fashionscene. The eye is becoming quite accustomed to
the longer, leaner look of extended proportions which
typified the best oldie pants looks. Besides wanting the
visual drama pants seem to provide, more and more
women of alleges are also learning about the marvelous
comfort and fun of wearing pants.
In keeping with this contemporary fashion, one of
the best bets isstill the pants,. Thisspring emphasizes
the longer length jacket that is actually a short coat,the
layered look, with several nails to the whole, bellows
pockets, belts and other significant detailing, and
jumpsuits under short coats.

v1160

venni
-ism-Giro

grim
.sale,
-id.

toll
So rte

,

1-iD

qualities, or the way you aci
because of your experience.

tal, you dream about a calm

The color you reject is the anto

and quiet life.
Orange: Your assets are

your friend who loves blue.
Color preferences can often
reveal what kind of person you

you, a negative of yourself.
Following is a description of

great

I

*1!

tf
lg

If red is your favorite 'color,
your personality is probably
very different than that of

what the spontaneous cDoiccs
are, according to an article indicate; analyses of the 'Other
(copyrighted 1969 "Elle') by two categories can be found in
Marione Kohler in the March the publication.
Seventeen. To establish a faith.
RED: Your dominating
text clue to your character.
colors( features are impulsiveness,
study a palette of
red, pink, orange, yellow, brightness, strong sensuality,
green, blue, purple, brown, fast judgment. You defend

411

till

1

gray, white and black. Then
choose three colors: one that

Twit
.

BRING A BREATH

to er.

OF FRESH AIR
el

your ideas passionately even

though you may be wrong.

soy is to he
you like immediately. one that Your main obive
possible
you select after consideration successfiff by
means. If you fail, it's because
and the one you like the least.
The first color, chosen of too much impatience.
Pink: You have the good
spontaneously, is a reflection
its exof your temperament, failings qualities Of Red, but
and good qualities. The mond ct.s. A little immaMre in 'maw

(

x

one Indicates your acquired

likings, tender and amtimen-

TO YOUR DRAPERIESI

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

PRONE

DES MAIMS
PHONE

255.2800

296-6360

i

1

I

J

11 staff.
N

0
1

--

you're set on becoming sea

atile, Gem, and in week ahead your personal dynamism will win

cessfid. Also, you hat solitude.

neW friendship. This new friend could be either an Art or a
Taunus. And probably of opposite sex. In fact, this friendship

Yellow. You arc imaginaintellectual and

con-

loving, loyal;

hdpfut
Blue( You will make aped
wife. All your actions are re strained and well thought out.
Purple: You have an arthdo
temperament, even hough

overcome most ob-

stacles.

GRAY: You're distrustful
of anything strange and never
allow anyone else to have the

upper hand. A good housekeeper, you don't live beyond
your means. Whether finances, friendship or emotions

t

art concerned,

you always
draw upon your own resources. Life's trials arc

means of strengthening char -

5

Mar.

BurlIngton-Cameo panty huts, presents cosmic geometries in vibrant colors, attuned

Leg coNrinm in all Belt Thai's the role of sheer or

tive people and works like a
screen on which you can fluty
project. your imagination .and

-

la, 1712

r Moo

:;,,-N
Tibtttlzr.2=ftalittylcaz-5 ,,.w.,...,.....
,,,, i 0 Kw ii.v.- irmi -am immi 0 Kama

dream,

up -staged

it can 'be flatten of tiny env

variations are "in. lie spring

timgoe ParaYlran and

broidettes on the Instep or on

1970. And -what's none,
they're a necessara part of this
season's wardrobe of lengths
and fluid silhouettes.

body
stockings in mweet bald.
colors and designs.

the side of the ankle-.

The leg look can be just the
ankles pecking from under the

HERE'S ANOTHER approach( reveal just a suggeo

nuai in new brights of nap berry, turquoirt, lilac or am,

tMn of the leg horn behind the

The three Ss in

fashion-

slinky, slender and slimoeed a

smooth body underneath.

ry yellow plain pantyhose. Or

naturals of palest mauve, misty
blush greens or blushing laven-

ders.

Instant put-ons
are under -wonders

And of course

'leggier
leg" in. till very much alive and
kicking It appears from under
the

the mini skirt in new neutrals

and
Innovations at Gossard, for example, are detachable bra- slow oakes alike will love the
artists

Quick -change

slit to thethigh skirt in tinted

Of grartsh white, yellow white.

pe.' polo s'Iran and
Pinl(y
dips, body skins, body briefs, lated underfashion news-Verrarabd&I'bergel
bad panty tote mintralleroralt-1111,DIE INEvesrWN
Wool is out Ghat "instant
designed to keep up with fleshput-ons" are the in way to are Ghboorat Bora dirara
ion's fast -dressing pam.

-------

.

,thesosobe, szeilth the best backto...,Mrcerrierit,, hecauge of

Apple green cotton, dotted
and Minded in white, is Tail

Tr's choice
edged
Wriog ensemble. The

for a soft-

long jacket tops a higlonmked
ess with sleeveless white
bodice and gathered skirt.

actual

parte

the sum of two retty

sentmd hip.nd a

conveni

sential.

offer a collection for fall Mat
includes some of the smartest
underwonders around,
Among the most important

hook-on slip. You
can put the two pans together
beneath a dress or dentust the
bra when the slip isn' an es-

\

There Are Three.
Top Forty
Radio Stations

Whatever kind
of ear you want
see us fora
fast Auto Loan.

Iii

4-lether the buggy you want is a
oor, or a 4 -on -the -floor, see us

9 P.M. to 6 A.M.

aFo

first. Or tell the dealer you want to
finance your purchase through us.
We can save you real money. And
we'll gear payments that won't be a

wgha7

h

decor depose. E. Galle

facia

and E. Galle. Comp.

annaelreces of an experimental

Galle later perfected a large

STIFFEL

variety of translucent enam-

Planning, decorating is the key

Ill

he ainimum The
s

loofok cLu t

emobtchre

hsty

rethdoavnedr,of r,r

boding when

andni.1

Entertaning an be boring

if you chWt watch out. Asa
new brideyou will probably be
doing a t of entertaining at
MD, but mstess and guests
alike will miss all the excitemem i things am always'
I

predictabl same menus, same
table sett tg, same decorations.

is no excuse for

Today

not trYing mom adventurous
menus wit, the recipes to be
FASHION SHOWINGS
Monday -Black Fox Restaurant, Holiday Inn, Rolling Mead.
ows-noon.
Golden Eagle, Arlington Heights. 12:30 to 2:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday,

Jim Saints Tralee Farm, Barrington Hills, 12:30 to 2 p.m.,

Monday through Friday.
Tuesday-Ehlen's Green Tree Inn, Bensenville, 12:15
Jim Seine's Tralee Farm (See Monday listing).
Pickwick House, Palatine, 12 to 2 p.m.
Camelot Restaurant, Des Plaines, 12 to 2 p.m.
Wedneday-Corradob Restaurant. Arlington Heights. I to 4

of great

found in

cookboolm vailable. as well .
all those i newspapers and
I

magazines. No need, any
the same
to have
more,
party tablecloth and napkins,

After you have placed the furnishings, review the room for

,13,:laavnycepioef.srae,crveZln.

Don'[ have ell the large and
Don't cluster dl the large pieces

around the center of interes t.
Be sure, too,- that you allow for movement and traffic, so that
the room will not appear cluttered when M use.
Make certain that the lighting is also welbbalanced. Review

the locations of lamps and their uses. Study and close work
areas must have good lighting. Keep the soft, subdued lighting

Most import-Indy, be sure that the furniture fits the intended
function of the rood, i.e., sees that chairs and other seating

1

6',

must math, far instance. llau
can even use dress or Wu&

story fabri. instead of con-

--

ory elaborate patterns in tine

1

WE CARE
FOR. YOUR '

.ess steel.

(hnr,

5 modern jewelry store
51115 5 W S b than area.

A table setting is a sight you

create to please the eye, and

imagrararan d ra chid

in.

gradient, not splendid equip ment. Keep in mind that there
are very few rules for wning
today's tables. Not everything

VGIVE OUR BEST TO7/7,07114
4iid

.
.
.

favorite ro, finished

in

antique ivory and gold.
Shade is heeled( ully made
a stretched off.white textured fobric. 3 -way light. 38
in, high.
ON DISPIAY AT

Register New fora

ARLINGTON

FREE
Diamond Wedding
Band

XA

:

: MITCHELL'S :

FURNITURE
Cot,

loa

211-13 5. Arlington lits. Rd.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

JEWELER

CL 9.1150

g Evergreen Shopping g

-

Center
20 S. Evergreen,
Arlington Heights

:
g

394-0820

Sylvia's Flowers

:
:

nouns moN , muss a fat

vv

4ie

Ala

1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Daily 810 6
CL 5.4680

MERLE 11ORM1111
01

The pert dot tome to creme

on Arlington Heights Rd.

4

Piss
259;

5001-C
a mood of eleomgance in your

I

Portrait of Loveliness

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine, 12:30 p.m.
European Holiday, lobby, Pint Arlington National Bank,
N. Dunton,7:30 p.m. For free reservations call 392.3100.
Thundery -Dale House, Hoffman Estates, 12 to 2 p.m.
Friday-Corrado's Restaurant, Arlington Heights, 12 to 3
p.m., 5 to 9 p.m.
Plentywood Farm, Bensenville, 12:30 p.m.
ART SHOWS AND TOURS
"Clocks." Countryside Gallery, 407 N. Vail, Arlington
Heights -Open daily except Monday, 1 to 5 p.m.
Decorators' Show House, May 4 through 24, 1275 Waukegar
Rd, Lake Forest, daily II a.m. to 4 p.m.
THEATER MATINEES
Wednesday -Ivanhoe., Chicago, 2 p.m.
Pheasant Ruts Theater, St. Charles 2:30 p.m.
Old Orchard Country Club, Mount Prospect; luncheon 12:30,

:

WATCH

hina can be used with Main- .

Be a

4.)

:

g
MITCHELL'S
Tables become routine when I
brought out with boring regm sentient linens. And don't be
JEWELERS
larity and laundered with toil afraid to interchange everyday we don't make the effort.
and tears, Table linens have and formal sets. Earthenware And it is often surprising how . offers watch 6 jewelry re- :
never been gayer, more unusu- is One with simple sterling and much fun this type of effort : ,h,g, ,,,,,
erystal, and anything but the' :an be!
sl Greasier to .re for.
in .

moor

7/

yo%

smaller sea.

.

all
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ComplimentomLewom

fashionoble Cloth. at Reamnable Prices

Char I isr A dams

lore taLP10.4.15550 rat. Nmprr

Gres 2 TO 20

-

-11

Lean and lacy

a

(76,K0t, CLEANERS

BRANDYWINE RESTAURAN

Helps You On Your

eaten neat year?
Ii Then take advantage of our

Cho, of tammeornsloo dam.
kranrafrav moored a wood.

.

woddinsCako

SECOND TIME

added Skirting, Ohs Condoled),

for

56214. Milwaukee

WHIRR* ILL

(Sown...oak, Tokio a Condi. m
bTabu.

All your dry cleaned wool
Garments.

NOW OR IN

OF
DROOP FABRICS

unnorSondeo

Compliment, added Sulto-omo
bon..
W. olm do eonideo wedding pody oronwornouto s
nlnoiaaldtswe.,famsrynlsgroerms

CL 5.6174
PROSRECT,HTS

A N ELNIHUDST .

iORBAIDOCtratalION,CADOSPOote

CL 5-4600
T. PROSPECT PLANT

Eox

956-1170
'1000 Busse ltd.. Mkt:trove Village

Vicky Vaughn

oves a good party In
ArneP triacetate/FortreP polyeeter crepe
with cotton lace.
Snowy white touched

"Package Wedding Plan"

FREE MOTH PROOFING

MON. DOW UT.
10TO 4
BOLT ENDS'

ns8ey hip accent bow
and pleats, pleats,
lteats.

ions. Jut make sure tresses ore
clean and shiny, then- style to
suit your fact and needs.,

llaresNsss1

flapper grade -

ales with Ws smash
via lots of great lace,

By Featuring Zapped,
Do you want to look moth

AROUND

This

Very Special Day

QOPS

stnight, flowing locks. You
un pick from the hair fash-

GIFT SHOP

the partygoing
graduate

-

scene. And nothing looks better tender them than bouncy,
springy curb .-,..unless it's the
b o I -shaped shepherd.boy
haircut of the still swingylong.

.

ledtnisf

Indu

bly inspired by the Chinese

Entertain adventurous ly with simple wares

Clocks, fashions:
take your pick

.

en
noi'mnn aa

181b Century porcelain glaze

Change of pace

each depositor insured to $20,000 by the Federal deposit ineurance Corporation

tYtha.

more exciting products was
the "CMG de Lune". This was
the name he gave to a colored
glass he perfected, very possi-

more support.

M kes home inviting

PISCES (Feb. 19 -March 20): Nut few days may find you in
an emotional puddle, Pisces baby. But you'll survive. And before
week is over he is one who will come onhe scone and transfer
Y ou to a nice cool, clearstmant.

nasolftlsb

threecog

brief with a bit of stretch for

far relaxirm, lighting and
Pieces are comfortable in rooms me
preparation space is ad .:mate in rooms meant for working.

THRIFT

designs

into

pieces and some with
Just skims the shape and a body opaque coloring. One of his

ment.

more ways than one.

tap.

your classy new chassis faster than
you think.

glass

fvh7ievdrcelrdY:a nenhddti

eled

First, find the center of interest for each room and Men
mgt th furnishings accordingly. Once you have found the
placerne t for the large picces of furniture, find locations far the

yWouit'il hl7drivingsY'

ehs

this season -a body skin that

for visiting sections.

Knits and crochet hots, ih
lightweight fabrics, am very
much 'tin" an the spring

ALL NIGHT CONCERT

ions are another way to under Score for fall. Gossard has two

"Lotus" was designed by Lawrence Peabody. The African water
Illy patient covers the mils and transforms the sitting room into .
Imaginary indoor garden. "Lotus" hen a striped fabric coordinal,
used here in accent pillows. AB fbralture ,d accessorim are Dom
the new collection d.gned by Peabody for total home envirom

laugh and love. Don't allow it to be dissipated in any type of
hostile or negative thinking. Could be one of most productive

Hat accent

Id y Se
do
keg

you wear under today's see.
through and near nude fash-

lthihesnbcaa, .plan the decorating scheme and furniture placement bh

curtain 2p.m.

Velf

Galles early
Fn7::b
baud

NEXT - TO - NOTHINGS

collection al Sears, Roebuck end Co. Only one of the fabrics
designed -to htuoduce bold duorattve punch to overage rooms,

.

Stereo

Saturday

ot

amolant of energy in days ahead, Aquarius. Use it to weep. work,
weeks of entire year.

is

1

Only WEXI Is STEREO!

WEXI

eh:s

limemh,ome and layout of the rooms area not necessarily
emea
tful room planning and skillful decorating can do
Tho
much I make a home inciting- no matter what its size.
Belo decorating any room, you should .refully think about
in us and the activities that will lake place in the room. You

in

BANKI:

o

CAPRICORN (Dee. 22 -Jan. I9): Forget your sins for a
change, Cap; and instead confess your Nulls. They as more
annoying. Besides, your sins am not as scarlet and &emetic as
you seem to think.
AQUARIUS' (Jan. 20 -Feb. 18). You will have an unusual

They're sheerer, clocks nand
out .-in relief and textured dc.

il8,VINIOS-c

a7up e

Why s it some homes look inviting and comfortable no matter
how f zied the activities or large the family and numerous the

For the sporty, Wong I.k

storaliatiesa.aloy and subtle

i

ONE THING to remember
is that with the exception of a
small quanity of table alas, all
Galle glass is signed. Some of
the more numerous forms of
signature (all authentic) are:
Emile Galle, E. Gene, Cristallerie &Ensile Galle, ma:tele et

engths

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 27. -Dee. 211: First day a dilly, Saj. But
from then on events tend to go all downhill. Over the weekend
your lachrymal glands will no doubt work overtime. But by last
day of week you'll pull .yourself out of the emotional mire and be
your usual snappy, sassy self again.

'there's real news M knee socks

In Chicagoland

92.7

Climbing walls helps room decor, especially if Involves patterns
from "Many Moods of Contemporary," the new home furnishings

APPAREL ' dal,

INIIMATE

designers who have studied enoff aspect of instant dressing

\\I
NORTHWEST.
44, TRUST AND

FM

the

rend M open shoes and san.

l

and pottery making
of
throughout the factories of

that holds up knee-hrs.

SCORPIO PI. 2.3.Nov.21), Something new is about to enter
into your life, &corp. Maybe a new love. Just don't be to upset if
a wee rm sunny day suddenly turns to a chilly one. Turn up your
coat collar, if this should happen, and remember that one love
follows another m surely as night follows day. Small comfort.
But true.

Slinky, slender, slim
look marks leg coverings

You're sensitive,
vtdoorable and passionate,alb
though you pretend to be conventional.
White: White attracts sensi-

fad.? 1

c1

LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oct. 22): Lousy week for Libras. Sony.
Limp along as hest you am able. Energy may be low. Deal MX
yourself. Avoid trips of all kinds. Lie low.

to the youth beat that's heppening now. It h one of the famous cosmle artist's new
ways to flatter leg contours end gives happy feeling to both viewers and wearers.

pieces

areal

meet every fashion need no

would like to remind Virg that the greatest offense of all is trt be
unloving. In week ahead you are very apt to meet one who in
need. And need is the for step to love. Relax and float, Wing,
float. It's so much.nicer than thfdshing about.

Geo Knee Band, one of Peter Max's wild and wonderful 'new designs for

Black:

0

sn

VIRGO (Avg 2.3 -Sept. 22h At the risk of repetition, Olga

table

were

son.a

stretch -lace

has tiny bands of elastic
dons the
wrinkled knees.

LEO Jul(y 2.3 -Aug. 21): The harvest you are reaping comes
from the seed you have sowed. This you know, but will not admit,
eVen to yourself. High tirne you did. As week wanes, your energy
returns and time is ripe for new chapter to begin.

the

solution

problems

anted.

to a boy youln

today were inspired by Galle.

any.withiEthe.

of

place.

s

meantime, tread water as far as romantic commitments are COO.

poised.

Be

gs I ys

mlbowls on tall stern or
Onegiwldhed(howtheerres:ctsidheatd..

,

Socially, Moonbaby. But thcn, you will have a chance to rechmge

You're

influenced
u e ed later4Ideaaa.
probable
signers,smSome
of the popular
str

duGdaulul
elder

ond

your batteries and prepare for that which is to Come. In the
GREEN:

to sable

of

found that you need both a bit

CANCER Owe 21 -July 22h Rather barren week coming up

several sets of table glass.

,ht
lyedidmark,

got

to

feel you're alive.

op to

;'N

Take a tuck

could ripen into true love if given even a smidgen of a chance.

creative activity to make you

will, stubbothess and dm camNV

as from Micrtnthal in the

anist

stantly need some kind. ol

Bown, Your first outburst
of feelings and innate selficonfidence have been modified by

NOW READY TO SERVE E011 AT

eautiful

GEMINI (May 21.larre 20h You are by nature highly vol-

tive,

and a very successful

son. He was a designer of glens,

optimistiG

Also, you tend to get depe

1
..4.
'

Being

them move away from you.

0 the

newest
member of our

TAURUS (Apra 20-Mmy 10h First day of week may find yOU
thinking that "April is the cruelest month...mixing Memory and
desire," but before day is over you'll ve laughing up your sleeve.
You'll see. Magnificent romantic coup in the works.

ambitious, a bit opportunistiq

experience. You have strong

virnonunnuaorApr.omnA
g We would
N
like you to 4
N meet Ronnie,'-'"

ceptional.

It did not take long for Galle
to achieve fame. He was seen
expanding the works at Nancy
and by 1880 employed a large
quanity of artists and crafts men. He also was producing

certain factory, or period, be coma the'object of concentration for the antique collector.
Emile Gelb was such a per-

week ahead, Ari. Things will not be as they may stem. Seek solace
from loved one if depressioo bogs you down. Be patient.

erythingunexpected.

furniture and pottery, a bot-

most center of art nouveau in
Franee.
Emile was horn in Nancy,
Frans, in 1846. His father
Charles Galle was a dealer in
glassware 'and pottery. The
glass Charles Galle imported

cific designer, rather than a

.

cdness, curiosity. You like ev-

was copied by the Germans
and called 'nondschein."

There are times when a spe-

ARIES (Minch 211-401 19). Be not quick to place blame in

open-mind-

'Peale dc Nancy', the fore-

flume that encouraged the

Your Weekly
Horoscope
.

strong and original. Often you
are eriticol and caustic towird
your friends --which macs

Cleakteu
620 E. CENTRAL RD.

vivacity,

of the same name. This glass

business man. It was his in-

By Dea Jmao

you may not practice m/of
the arD. Your personality Is

PRIM,
MS E. PALATINE RD:

father of art nouveau

Clues character,
temperament and poise

,

mem
en

Meet Galle:

with pink, blue or yet-

:

low. 5-15.

r.o.VIISFIN:a
11

located in Sacumborg's Newest Shopping Center;

Town Square
Roselle Road and Schaumburg Road

- a..

529-4868.

I
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By Mike broom
The Elk Groan Forest View
,,,ovalry already one of the
most volatile in the Mid -Sub,urban League exploded again
Saturday when the Grenadiem

Then the fun started when

defeated team at 3 0 Forest
View which had beaten Pala
one by 4 1 count Friday fell

Mime= threw a third strike
past Neal Nona The ball

Into nhe for second at 4-1

rolled away from catcher Pete

Cavalier° but he raced back

THE DISPUTED play oc

toward the backstop to retrieve

cured in the top of the fifth in
nine with Elk Grove leading
grabbed the league lead by tak- 5-4. The Greandiers opened
the inning with back-to-back
keg advantage of a disputed
inumpire's decision to edge the .singles by Kevin Chesney and
o Falcons, 8-7, on the losers' Mike Losch, putting runners
on first and second with no hame field.
The Elk Grove victory, body out, but Falcon reliefer
combined with its 94 vita over Buzz Johnson struck out the
next two hit.ts to case the
Prospect Friday, left theGree

a and throw Noga out et fine
apparently ending the inning.
As Forest View came off the
field for its turn at bat and Elk
Grove was, preparing to take

the field when umpire Dave
Slickenmeyer reversed his de
cision and ruled that the loose
bell had rolled into a chalkedoff area cons coosidered out-

,

utters . the MSL's oidg us-

.

pressure.

15

--

,1

of bounds
field

on

the

Falcone

THAT MADE the ball dead
at that point, giving Noga first
bait and allowing Chesney to

score and Losch to move to
third Forest View mach Tom
Seidel streaked off the bench
and argued about the call for
close to 10 min.., but the de-

and the other half said it did
Elk Grove rooters of course
Anyway Elk Grose was
ahead 8-4 offer that and the un-

proton. of the disputed play
incre.ed when Forest View
tallied threeruns in the sixth to
close the gap to one mn. The

the score 8-4.

Hildebrand came in from the
bullpen to suit. out Bola 14.-

Slickenmeyer, who was the

only umpire in the game, ex',lathed after the contest that
he had reversed his original
when Elk Grove coach
that the chalked -off area was
astral -bounds.

"I simply had forgotten that

the ground nil." the umpin said after the game. 'The
Elk Grove coach pointed Out
Me rule that, along with reosemberith where I had seen
the catcher pick up the balk

rt

were the Forest View fans -

cision stood and moment later
Grenadier Luke Wolanski
drove in two more runs with a
bloop double to left that made

Larry Peddy reminded him

g

area or not depe ded on who
1.1 talked to Half the people
polled read it aide t -those

to the
Mcky left field winN Elk
Groves Doug Mitsuoka shalt
1

lip canted under the ball, final
ly reached back to gm h it and
fell down, but he held onto the
ball and the Grenadierkictory.

and

Slickenmeyer

informed

the coach he had to remove
Hildebrand from the game.

Peddy, who knew imme-

I wouldn't have clanged the

him, but things looked bad for

called in Bob Thulin to save

Elk Grove when the right bander walked Gabino Ga-

ELK GROVE (0)

ME LOSS win c pecially

Forth View used L strong
pitching bettor's.
moo by Ryan Maly, to bud
Palatine Friday. Pft to John
Compton homered for the
only run off Maly, w o struck
out eight while wed ith only
one during his distan ie ob
con d -tripper
Compton's
Bove Palatine a 1-0 lead, but
Bruce Kratky tied it ith a circuit clout of his own. Bob Ka-

Elk Grove's Luke Wokoskl tags out Forest View's Ryan Maly at third base In Saturday's 8-7
oeGrenadier win. Maly was aught Ina rundown after a pitch rolled away from the catcher. (Photo

br Mike threm)

AB

Player

4

Chaney, cf
Browning, cf
Losch, .
Stholten, lb

4
0

Pivitt,ri,

0

I

2
0

I

0

4

I

I

4

0

0

O

I

I

O

Clinton, re
Noga, c

2
2
2

0

Wolaneki, 311

3

I

Boyer, If
Milsooka, If
Hollywood, p
Hildebrand, p

0

I
0

0
0
2
0

2

2
3

1

0

0

Thulin,030 0
TOTALS

8

O

0
2

PLAYER
Galindo, of

I

Olson, es

I

O

I

3

0
0

O

9

7

after a base on balk when the
flashy Cardinal centerfielder
crecked out his second con smotive triple of the themoon
and lath scored himself on an
erns- by 0 panther infielder,

four innings of play.

It was m inevitable es min
Met the Arlington baseball
learn would break out off their
lucent batting slump and the
'fired up Cords proved it true
this pest week end m they
'wleacked out 22 hits arid emir
ed 20 runs to post twin
Mid Suburban League. triMaths.

The Redbirds 14-2 slugf.t
over Glenbard North mid their
613 win over Fremd boost their

ilMSL slate to a respectable 2-2,
Ecird enough for a ria Ion

four, okra job Cannot. rho

,,3,,,,,an,m,0.w,

The highlight of dm afteron for the gloomy Panther
backers was Tom Pauling's
homerun clout to right field.
This, coupled with another
earned run in the second in-

fifth inning when the umpire
called the contest, citing the

though he held the Panthers to
a mere three hiti,

Arlington rallied fora pair
of runs in. the third frame

when, with two out and emu
on first, KiDikendalf lashed a
drive to left for a three beee
hit, scoring the miner frorn

fink

3

I

Maly, Ib
Norman, lb-lf

2

0

1

0

1

O

0
I

1

2
2

0

O

0
0

Habash, rf
Lovecchio, lb

0
0

O

0

Garnet., lb -lb 3

0

O

Rieman, p

2

Busse, ph

I

One, If-rf

3

Fcckin, se
Eberle, c
Tohde

2
2

-

11

4

1

2

Koentopp. 11.1b 4
4
Kasper, 21
4
Bansfield, 3b

I

0

O'Keefe, p
Johnson, p
TOTALS

3

7 12 4

34

SCORE BY INNINGS

Koykendall sparkled again

in the final inning when the
itthtion faced hies
wartheeday while play,
make up contest with ProspectBfd°aiwas perched on first

sprinted across plate forte

Player

2
2
0
2

Arne, 2B
flee,p

ARLINGTON (14)

AB R

181

1-1

Barra, as

l82

Totals

thanks to a pair of walks to
Brodnan and Wykethall and

Bokelniann, p

3

3

3

E -Dee, Barnes, Dillon;

lot turn at bat. Lead off man

two singles by Redbirds Onkel-

4
I

2

mann and Moffo. Three mom
runs spurted home in the fifth,
when Arlington hurler

If
Wilbins, rf
Keller, IB

I

Dillon received a free pass and

I

I

2
2

0

0

0

I

261

13 12

run to put the hangar. on ice.

The Vikes had hopes of a
Into inning comeback in thc

GLENBARD NORTH (2)

bottom of the seventh, but Ar-

Player

baton coach Fran Somers

Knajecki, rf

0

0

fig verb

Pitcher
Bokelmann

5 2-23 0 5

Dee

06-6510

Dowd

5 8-7 8 54

WP-Bokelmalam LP -Dee;

0

ARLING
.....

-send his average to a lofty .533

jai

also been hot at the plate, oven -

ding commendable percentaths
ind .428 and .385, respectively.
The Canis opened up in the

initial inning of play at Gentled North to belt starting and
losing pitcher Tim Dee for Ill
run and eight safeties. Arling.
sent 15 men to bat in tbe
ton sent
home with Chuck Dillon, Lar-

ry Geyer, Brodnan, Kuykam
dall, Bokelmann, Mike Mello,
and Mike Wilbins all smacking bin in this, the Redbirds
first productive inning of the
4,2

to net two hits in the fr...
Bokelmann

apiece for the

.

hold the red-hot Redbirds to

'lin runs

in the remaining

1

4

0

Brodnan, ss

3

I

Kuykendall, cf
Bokelmann, rf

3

I

2
2

4

0

I

Moffo, If

3

1

2

Schoen, If

I

Carroll II

2

Rolm, c
Bruns, If
MoDnik, hI
Simpson, 0°'

'1

0

3'

0

I

O

Patel, p

2

0
0
0
0

3
2
I

Totals

0

0

000

3
2

Hanks, 3B
Hauswirth, lb
Cheny, ph
Kellet, p

0
0

2

I

0
0
0
0

0
3

26

0
0

0

6

E -Bruns

Knykendall; Wp-Dubcki

6.3-2 5 2 6

Elsberg

35 0-0

1

IN

niE

THIRD inning

two Wildcats reached on hits.
Fred Bancriscutto started the
inning with a single, but he win

cut down trying to steal oil
strike from catcher Mike
Kolze to second baseman Bob

Loughlin. Robby Richter singled and later stole second, but
he died there on strikeout.
Senn Day, me startiog

i,-

pitcher for Wheeling, looked
sharp through the first two in6ings. He Need seven pen
striking out two and walking
lust one while not allowing
ball out of the infield.
But Day's recurring arm

-

.

hurler Bill Tyler. Richter was
'moved from center to second
and Day wthito center.
BOTH TYLER and Wleklord had trouble in the fourth
when both teams scored twice-

Day got on b.e on a fielderk choice, scaling the state for
Lundquist's blast. With a

sulk,
count of two in one strike,
Wickland came in with a
pitch which was met soundly

ed with a two -run splurge of its

own. Tyler had retired the
Frernd tam in order in the
'third inning and got the feat
two batters in thc booth, but
then Tom Bruns broke the hi,
less streak with a single.

Moloznik walked on five
pitch., and Tim Simpson
reached first on an infield hit

load the bast. for Larry

by the Wheeling first baseman.

Hanks. He rifled a shot past
Dyson at short zed two runs

The ball flew over Bob Motor-

scored.

oak's head, and by the time he

second base and headed to wthd third on the Mt, but the

tracked the ball down, both

raced around

had

relay fro. Day to Tyler to

trouble flared up after tiw sec-

After the side was finally re-

Lundquist nailed Simspon
sliding into the bag head-finit.

old, making room for relid

tired, the Frani nine counter-

IN TIIE MATH Inning,

Day

and

Lundquist

scored.

.

1

2 0 0 5-

ip h r er so

Rieman

674

73

2.3-3 4 6 4
41/23-3 5 0 4

1

third and only one out in the

down without a struggle in .&
Thor contest though, and for

sixth. he caught a long Sy ball

awhile Saturday klooked.like
a Prospect .victory..

throw

ink a pair of home losses over
the weekend. The Knights

M the bottom of the seventh,

wouldn't have been extra in-

Fritsch

woe trounced by Elk Grove
Friday, 9-4, and nudged by

°Paled the inning with 0
double. Coach Larry Pohlman
immediately replaced Fritsche

nines and there wouldn't have
been any Wheeling victory.

eight nnins.'
The twin defeats dropped
the Prospectors' MSL moat

wi t h

1

4

action

to 1-3, two and one-half games
Elk
league -leading,
behind

Grove: The Groin moved into
undisputed possession of the

the

difference.

7

top spit by stopping

Knighrt

the

Jack

pinch -runner

Roger

Gums and Don Koehler made

Ube& W14,1011010 things.,
going to work by singling to
left.

Exeellent hustle by Wilds.
left fielder Glean Jamemboski
prevented Gumz from scoring,

however, following a ground

Loser-Zie-

man.

80 on scores of 38 and 42. The

level goll'ecs
IWO:Streak to 2

More

s orts

The,

Pmsthctyr

frosh-soph

'itnt a''"543
victory over 110 hosl Palatine
"nin isge6a no".

ages

Blew
lgg,E

Wtiara

-led

Ili Ili

Knights' 4-1 ,ivin river Forest
View Tuesday. boosted the

11,12,13

Prospect underclass net reeord

m 2-1, The. Prospectors suffered' tile same fate that their
varsity did in the xt idSuhur.

him mmc.
mnthe e the

.son

cranh!

no Dem Sited-

tan
The Knights advanced men

lo second and third with two
out in the bottom of the eighth.

bur Wheeiing reliever Drama
Nelson blithely farmed the 'final Knight baiter to preserve
be 64
Both ockirbs rapped a dozen
safeties. but Wheeling, seem-

ed to come in bundles and

ban League opener against Arofbo'Fski;p7,i'e°,1N7(Ae'N'iimId;cunabl':n-

coeitINSE5 .PALATINE,

ini,Gillinues =erg=

were nearly flawless as none of

Prospect, defeating Pad Klap-

had an 88 with 4246 math.
In 1965. Prospect finished
second bi the prthigious tour -

cement, was fourth in 1966
and then tumbled to 21st out of
23 entri. in 1967. Last year
the Knights wese eighth.
Galesburg
High School

to ninth place in Mid -Subur-

of the game as both Wi land
and Tyler settled down, 'ving
up one he each for the remthe
der of the game.
Both teann played
up
games Saturday with
onding rnoving into a
place tie with Forest View af.
ter defeating the Prospect
Knights, 6-4, in eight innings.
Wheeling's recod Mutant 3-1
at the end of the weektind action. Fremd again suffered defeat. this time 6-3 at the hands

PLAYER

ban standings.

WHEELING (3)

AB R H DT

Invitational with a team of
sophomores and juniors., ac-

cordingm NinaTheir five
man

4

0

0

0

Wlodarczyk, ss

3

0

Rolm, c
Bruns, If
Mo/oznik, el
&melon, rf

3

0

0
0

0
0

I

1

3

1

Hanks, 3b

3

I

2

Hauswirth, lb
Wicklund, p

3

I

0

0

0

0
0
2

311 0

3

I

1

Sheridan, c

3

0

1

Peekeo, ph

0

Jaramboweld, rf 2
Bencriscutto, lb
Tyler, p
2
Quincy, If
3
Richter, cf-2b
3
29
TOTALS

0
0

I

Stinson, pr

0

0
0

I

TOTALS

dA

S

FERVID (2)

PLAYER

AB R R BI

eld
ofelldpri

Palatine01 oppmncnt.

work The Kalghk
however. (Photo

,bi,nle

by

Totals

C..

3

0

0

25

9

9' 7

0

PROSPECT 1 4)

5

3

Richter, 2b
4
Jarrembowaki,4f 4

2

I

3

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0

0

0

Sheridan, c

i

26 games played. The tam of
- and Mike

1

Al

Pugh

and

Riou received credit
Wheeling scored were earned. the win, pitching six innings
His persona) season record on end fanning four. Cell= um
fur

charged with the loss, though
the mound is now 21.
Prospect opened Me pime's Bill Thurnhoffer hurled the B.
mill liming. Stu net two frames for Prosset.
scoring in the first
CHESNEY HAD three safe a base =
While hid off
and Own Strong an. lies for Elk Grove while Boyer
ball
balls
corked his blast. The Knights had 1 pair. Well and Pruitt

'

White
inning when
walked, moved 0o second on a
end

0

BB-Dyaont Moloanik
Peeltel, SO -Schwan, Lundquist, Bencriscutto, Guiney;
SAC-Wicklund, NR -Dyson,
Lundquist;
D.P.-LOughlin.
Hallswrith; SS -Richter; MO.

the second singles player, Elsparing by a
6te.7,6cat
captured rl
e.

1

s

pus. The final
was Sumner's

ash'ectun

rens put runners on sccon

and third with two dead. Elk

starting times arc 430p.m.

AR R II

stthter Warner Schlais, Schlais

Pruitt, rf
Clinton, rf
Nog. c
Wolanski3b
Boyer. If

wheeled and threw to the left

of first b.e, enabling Adams
to tench base and the Grens so

.

1

10

4

Lmonfeld, lb

4

I

f

0

Steinberg. lb

4

0

de.

to

130

2

Jl

ram. Dopy:E-Feldman.A..eecnkld. Morena: SE -Leach;
DP -Maine West, New 'Frier
West.

PITCHING SUMMARY
IP REEL II WISO
246 4-4 4

Besenhofer

Li,.
n

1

3

439 2.2 7 2 6
6 7-5 9 4 6
1.1
1U
1

Winner-hmenhofcr Loser ,

No,
8F-

.

Rom
Rhin

2

.

4
0
I

4

Nw-

4'

0
2
12

2 2 2-2 4 1

ter.

Maine.W.T's .13anr,Mross sr. thrown out al third hoe bathe
rent11111endspeiciZimah

d'easuere tir'e
ri

IP h ter bbm
243-3 3 2

Nelson

681.114

Bedell

8 12 6-6 7 7

Winner -Nelson: Loser-Ber-

Cardinals remain
MSL tennis leaders

BI

team

other year when it defeated

men -Bet dell (Guiney).

1

2

0

Hyaenas

5

2

2

I

s
dinalsi home courts
The Redbirds, who won the
Wheeling-0db 13002-6.12.3 MSL title the three years it has

Day. rf.cf
Lundquist. lb

4

I

2

2

been in tin league =e now MI

I

3

I

0

Prospec6210 010 004-12-0

for the season. Forest View remained undefeated with a two-

day marathon win over Pros.
peel earlier in the week but
now stands at 2-1 in league

TIV't

1

singles clash, 6-I, 6-2, and the

No. 2 double, teem of Scott
McKay "1d John Kirath over

Girl's softball

4

`b

Bill

Doe Menin edging Rub
M the No, 1singles m xich.

4-6.4-6, and the NA sloulis
team of Fred Melon,: and Kj

Buckh .1, nipping NI

MeWher,r and Bruce Stan*,
.

_

kluskie links:nen
edge Wildcats m
Hersey's

WINNERS FOR Arlington
were Greg Harris over Sant
Vaughn in the No
singles
notch. 6-3, 6-1, Jim Merkel
over Dick Martin in the Na 3

P

"

Joyce and John Pkiel,
Arlington's
6-1. AI.
book a giant stride toward continuing its dominance of theen.Forest View's points cam:
via pair of three,. winewol
Mid -Suburban League for
tennis

dell WP -Bedell; Hit Bats. Forest View, 3-2, tin the Car-

AB R H

ii

froni second In omd on a wild pitch.

of

PITCHING SUMMARY
N
Jare'rubowski

,

0
0
4
37

Schwan, Gysont SH-Rich-

Elk Grove - 024 120.9.9.2
Prospect 1011014-9.2

Schweiker.3b

I

I

47 7-5 2 3

W i n n e r-Ristau; Loser Sc h 1.a is: HB-Schlais (Wo.
hinski)
Thmnhoffer (Wm
=ski): Balk-SchRis; WP -Rix-

O

O

BI
3

-..3.)
E- Ricker. Dyson, Schwei,
seri 3B - Fritsche; HR - Sum 1p h r-cr bb so
SB - While,
6 942 3 4 net. Stir,

Thane

Myer

II
I

I

.000 or

flemyman. cf
Bartell, p
Toads

2

2

Thumrnzhoffer. lb

Koehler, 2b

WHEELING MI

Schulten, lb

pr_

Jackson, cif
Harbach, ph

Nome

Chesney, cf

Losdh It

bouncer right back to Knight

BI

Rural. p

Groves Nick Adams Ant 0

Sumner.lf
FriPthe. lb
Gomm,

1"1 PO-Whi".

ELK GROVE ( es
Player

0

PITCHING SUINIMARY

It'dthee hits, drove in two runs
math a rumsavine,
diving stop on airs infield hit
in the third inning.

Fremd is at Elk Gm. All

.Lundstedt. ss

2B.Musia

Da. Lundstedt. st.g. bad

noon. Prospect is at Palatine.
Wheeling hosts Arlington end

White, c

I

5 H-Fritsche. Sehlaisf
Loseh. Noga, Adam.

The info., and defensive

AB those leans return to
cOnference with this after-

0

Wolanski. Len
coo;
Schlais.
stedt.
Chesney.

Dar for Prospect was shortstop

THE SCRIPTevas. basically
the same Versus Forest Vial,

one match. Number one man
Sopchyk won, 6-3, 64, while

3

i2: 6

Al k

0
0
0
9

1

got their third run in the zoo emh knocked in two rims.

Dick

though the Knights Aid lose

Koehler. 2b
3
2
Jackson. of
0
Schreiber. pr
0
Schlais, p
Harbach. ph
0
Thurnhoffer. p
26 4
Totals .

ter six innings.

numb,: and all six of the runs

tie up Me hangmen

'Rest McMurry

.

0

3

Steve&honer,
home runs for Ids weekend's

s11

shutout Rthechh,ehliftor sod Pe.
Main, taking'
EMIT of
the match in straight 6-Osels.

I

,

Adm.. 26

deep center enabled Sehollen

Schiebrl and Check Clemins

Loughlin, 2b

I

Luke

11

Leach. cf

loaded the bases. Steve Schollet was then issual a free pass

be

out seven but walked un equal

the top

2

I

0,n Chesney and Mike Los=

relief

Prospect to
Prospect

0

4

0
0

0

Feldman. as

11

and consecntive singles by ICe-

,

single, . third on a from
choice and 0m forced in

I

four more run, in i he top of the

making a.habit of the circuit M force in one nan, and Seal
shot es lib had also knockedPruitt's single brought in two
out one versus Elk Grove Fri- more. Noel logo'sfty ball to
day.

2

Min( A walk to Dave nitric

two doubles slot, Knights John

3

2
7

to

I.

2

14Korson. Kuhk, 100senhoferi 311-Allweiss, HR.
Leach, lung, Gestorf.

THE WARRIORS. now 4-1
in the league with the Ione low

ELK GROVE tacked on

Grog Sumner and Torn
Streng provided the Prospect
batting fireworks by belting
borne runs over the fence in

l= Stang appealed

I

score.

Jeff Boyer scored ihom third.

Malabacy. At the number

Day, per
Lundquist, lb

0

Grove's

from

lien by running'w. his nuns-

rates

I

0
0

Sucth is out on a ground ball
Friday. blt Strang

vidual score was a 74.

1

00

honw, preventing

to

['WINProspect

Mts. Craig Matthews gave the

M0101h0it 6"-T,c6.-h'id,viIcttoor1Y'n's.eb:"E'h

0

1

0,11"4
rePealsworking
Pealse
fastball and
curve in failing

hr caner and made a perfeci

fensive attack with three hits home run. ,
Width Dyson, Day and Rob s. ENIDAY GAME lacked
ifticter each sent otti a pair of Elkms 911Pense b.stosc
safeties to account for the re El Grove via, ahead 6.1.after
two and onehalr themes. The
maiming Wheeling hits.
Knights' big imoblem in the
, Day, alsofprovided the deIhnsive heroics for Wheeling. early. going I was
With Knights on second and

meal was a 397. Pros-

4
2

0

Jeff 'Ristmn lopped Pirate
Fred Hoegler in straight 6.1

pect's was 422. The low indi-

Schweitzer, 3b
Dyson, as

0

KsIfght nu.Nr 1w° .4.

on this year's version of the

p st Vikings, 3-2

leadoffman Dyson mgge the
n of
second Wildcat home
the day Into deep right field.
The tally proved to be t last

Adams
before

1

dips in golf tourney
only other 38 was aimed in by

second

Knight lower

the matches went three sets.
Alan Sopelivk -. copped .the

ker.
Al
chetti led the Knights with an

for

101111

4

boys. in theft last trip to the Pllibff
plate, put the tying runs on Olsen

'

lington; losing' by a Aim mar -

PROSPECT'S

law.

pitch

Sea
broke

Alt R

Allwiess, If
Roffe, 2b
Trietler. ph

Cooper. e
Rouen, p

New Trier came hick with

.

WP-Dabek; LP -Relict

gotten down there," he mid,

I

8 10

Wexler. ph. rf

its sixth run on three safeties
and walk, but allowed Maine.
on a solo blast by Castor!, to
regain a nvo.mn margin,
The Icavy.hitting Cow-

.

Winnee-Maly,

11, 0

Koran. rf

Besenhofer's clutch double.

I
if
NELSON GOT the win in to tag up :Ind score. pulling
AB B II I in Gee=
Nelson, p
Whim,
c
for
Wheeling.
He
.Elk
Grove
on
lop.
6-1,
Forest Vrew Saturday. Wheel2
0, .0 0 ,Weissco, at
I
asp now 4-1, O tied withoflt arid eily out,,theAftwWas :j.kk'r11.1i ,91.1things..WilifE,th : Pro,peci mit the lead tq kit .G48,7., 5
I
GP.,..ths107
.1
Ra9
th.
l
1;;:,..i.
in
the
bottom
of'
the'.
thirtISut
fou. ,rtirrlulthing only. one
en Vito for second, one full sent into overtime
-GARY SCHWEITZER, led run andartilkith' one. larecm. the, Giens edit. 6;11 in the , flert11MAN Pt.'141;"Tem. PROSPECT (
game behind linvy,111crldy's
4 0 3
off the eighth by drawing a bowski started on the hill. but 'fourth and their Enal two runs' Lendstedt, ss
charged.'
i
Some.. if
4
I
walk, one of lb, he co.sod he yielded 'following the an lathe fourthT Knights:allied
thitsche, lb
in the f
and the sixth. but
of Knight idarter telike and inning.
Mame
1
Baden threw all eight in. it van too little and too lam ' AlmieL II
Bedell. John Dysods base hit
0
Seem lb
5
Perkins, d
0
le
sent Schweitzer to third and nines for Prospect. He stmck Darkness halted the contest af.

loop's

1

Kn ht rollercoaster

of the Arlington nine. With a
record of 14, Ftemd dropped

made

with the eventual winner on

&Mak wens into his slreeti.
'rhe Prospect hurler got the
,Prospeci, from scoring. Hod runner into a rundown. but
With the seem tied at 4-eil ear. Knights scored, there Adams avoMed the tag until

follows

Wheeling Saturday, 6-4, in

w

8
5

1

baseball

gun

0 0 0 0 0 0-1
1

11

0
0

NEW TRIER 55 LST 0;1
Player

ing error by the Cowboy third
human and scampered home

.

771E KINGHTS didn't go

By Jim O'Donnell
hicklesi
Prospect
'The
Knights have apparently been
relegated to the list of -alsonoir. in Mid -Suburban Lets
.

00

Afilflean'S Jim Badmen, left, is keys tie*, the watchful
eye of Glenbard North's first baseman, Dave Wringer. The

War I the cont.1,14-2.(photoby Tom Rowe)

1

PLAYER
Maly

fp r -es hese

Pitcher
Dubek

of the day by a Prospector, a
4142.
Jim Schmidt shot th 87 on
40-47 rounds while Tim Quill

C.dsensily

2

PITCHING SUMMARY

2

Peekel

0

0
0

1

2

I

' Without. p
MOSS KEPT the inning Totals alive by reaching on a throw-

Gre s, 'Cats fatten le gne si tes
as Pr uspeet lamo eirnen c rop pair

E-Cavallaro, Feekin. sac -Maly. sb-Cavallaro, Olson,
Galindo 2. 2b--Garoutte, HR-Compton, Kratity,

0

Relict

0

I

0
0
0

0

I

0

I

BI

0

1

0

2

2

I

30

rier.

center. He also won the decision on the monad, 8-6, after mopping up for =rim Bill Olsen.
(Wats. by J. Alan Cook)

Wander IIMBesenhofer executes near -perfect slide Into second during Dime mud. New Trier
West Friday. Ilesenhofer knocked in what proved to be the winning run when he doubled into left

1

Nino said h thought his boys
could have d he better. "I told
Tor an 80 averthem Sr
age, and I f t we could have

Wheeling

ngled

Wlodarolk, as

2

halt.

.t/figh School.
,For the first three innings,

had

0
0

4
4

RI

first to finish third on the team.
Junior Art Hagg scored an 83
on the most consistent scoring

pent the
Wildcats
'ruedsqu
fyikings. 3-2.
a fast.psced
IplIgamc Friday at Fraud

,somb

AB R H

ished as high as second co the
last 600 years, wound up 23d
this season, although coach

On lite power of two home
innsd a two -run shot by Terry
Lundquist and a solo blast by

e
Wheeling nine was the
only team to mount a threat
,FKemd's pitcher, Mark Wicks
Apd, got the first five batters
(Akre him: and the sixth batler. Glenn lareembowski was
picked off first base with a
poveskl
throw by Wickland Jar -

6

Kim Walter on the second
nil', but he had a 46 on the

By Jeff amt...

the

0

backstop completed his per-

0
0

1

0
0

3
'

Besenhofcr. p

single.

3

1

II

1

Olsen, P

Ili fourth on a double and a

7

gin.

Two home runs power Wildcats
John Dyson,

0
0

O

BI
0
0

2

r-

A

hit of the day. The chunky

3

1

0
9

The Knight, who Inca fin-

After that rocket' start, the
Panther hurler settled down to

RH

A

Dillon, 2B
Geyer, 38

Saturday.

and

Moffo also recorded a pair
1of RBI's, while Kuykendalk
iWilbins, and Chuck Honchos
were AI credited with one

Player

Morena, c
Moos 2b
Keehn, rf

other tie at 5-5 in the bottom of

I.

1

again

-4

PITCHING SUMMARY

N (6)

Mike Nisen Prospect golf.
ere continue their hot and
cold perfo theca at the
Champaign centennial Invitational Gtilf Touniament

.as he also notched two mho
in.

so

4

The (=snuck stood until the

0

1

FREMD (3)

31 R-Dubek,

fUrf

14toark. Teammates Jim Bokelmann and John Brodnan have

I

306

'

PITCHING SUMMARY

AB R H BI
I

I

0

Loughlin, 2B

nothing one run acrossin 'their

Totals

3
O

0
2

3

Dubto belted a three run hoine

Dubok, p
Ekberg, p
Totals

Player

.3

Donchess,

3

0

4.

Gaged. 3b
Dopp, lb

0

I

Hanaelniann, 0 4 0

gled with one out. Dopy then
toured the b.es on a drive that
hugged II, third -6.e line.
New Trio cut the deficit to

1

0
0
0

3

Forint View° I

00

2

Donchess, c

0

2

3

54 in their half of the inning

,7

24

Palatine

Keller, ID

0

Kuykendall, cf

0

1

4

11"111

.% choice and drew into an-

SCORE BY INNINGS

0

HR-Pauling; 3b-Ku
dell (2); 2B-Boiclmann (2);

John Ithykendall continued

'batted

0

2

lb be the Cardinal's leading
Meer, collecting five hart in
dte two weekend matches to

Afs .z.sP

0
3

0

2

I

Tuesday afternoon.

Brodoan was the only better

I

3
3

m driven to third on Brod-

over the shortstop's head,

son from third.

0
0
0
0
0
0

4

nan's singletocenter,
Kuykendall again proved to
be the big gun. he laced out a
single to bring home the initial tally, The Vikings took
over the scoring in the second
frame, marking up two runs to

later,

Larry Hanks drilled a shot
to center, scoring Bruns, and
on the relay throw, Simpson

I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dillon, 2B

Bokel-

Seconds

Bob Loughlin singled in Sire,

1

KuliK If
Jung. cf

MAINE DIDN'T quit

1

AB R H

AB R

on a pair of singles and a held-

PALATINE (1)

H 10I
I
I

PLAYER
Andrinno, el`
Duir, 28
Brimbrick, If
Compton 3b

Hann, 3B
Lithinger, ill
Gallola, cf
Janke, cf
Allen, III

44.1

,

MAINE WEST (8)
Player

homer over the left field bar-

Al

l

ings. Only one run was scored
in the frame, that coming when

mix home Mid

there, however, as Giaorf sin -

to Me plate seeking his dial

4

0

I
0

Olsen settled down In the
second In getting the bottom
thin! of the Cowboy order and

With one out. Moran stepped

7.4

2

1

rims broke the ice in the saond, theagh. with the aid of
New Thee error.

1

I

roal Mains South today mph

snore at 3-3.

drive in three runs. The War -

0

3

O

1

bases.

I

0

0

000

double and danced the outs of
We waY hors ie when Jung
drove an outside delivery over
e right field fence to knot the

0

2

3

1

homer M
center field to

long

a

1'

0

30

Caedinell, rf
Cavallaro, c

2

cracked
drive

pron. on [km nAord lab=

Jam TWA led off the War
nor Rand with a ground rule

Morena when his boar
short vies midplayed 115? two

aril Leach, however,

under proton will try to he

land

sixth when the homerth ball

0
0

0

3

fourth,

Dowd, p, es
Pealing, c

Morton

After Cowboy gtarter Minds
Rugen retired Maine without
damage in the top of the innine, 'New Trier went on the

harnmAss

hot

0
0
0

3

brought up Falcon Rich 01-

withdrew Dubek and placed
fircballing Gene Ekberg on
hill to mow down the Vik-

to sowed when Dan
Moss coand a walk Them
to Doug Keehn drove in

tine order came up with four
clutch homers to outweigh an
II -hit attack posed by the offensive.
Leadoff man Mickey All.
Cowboys, Jo, Jung, Bert Gus.
lmi, Ken Hopp and Keith Mo. -.1vcias drilled u menthe =Pie
and all powered deep drives end' watched as Ken Rolfe

ing two -hit shulout in' his

0
0

2

1

1

1

Geyer, 3B
Brodnan,

blood in the Frtmd

00

4

The Cards rallied for a pair
of markers in the third inning,

IHSA'c 10 -run slaughter rule,
The Cardinal, drew first

'

drew a walk, after which teammate Tim Simpson advanced
him to second on his single to
left.

4
3

2

second run of the frame.

mann sent Ithykendall home

at
. ahead of them. theytempt
inwhen he belted a line single

so make their climb
the standings, tackling conferenth contending Wheeli.g
and Elk Grove on Monday inid

The Cards held an insurmountable 14-2 advantage af.
ice Glenbard had batted in the

Arlington ace
ning,
hurler Bokelmonnk shutout,
ruined

min die lead.
Land -off man Tom Bruns

havoc' with routine By balls,
end coupled with a relatithly
short fence, created en in
for power hitters.
Big Bill Olsen, after. pitch-

OLSEN INAS on rim ropes
the first frame.
beprining

be fool afar colliding With

no

Minded there waY into thi.

fect day with a resounding

Arlin tin evens record as bats eplode
By Tom Rena

I

1

3b

Kratky, If
TOTALS

FOREST VIEW CI)

2

2

1

2b
BKasper,
ansfield,

however,

Morena ripped

AD R H DI

Cardinell, rf
Cavalier°, c
Maly, p
Koentopp, lb

O

,

Feldman whot durd beam to
Chats= mods I Mum estch of

fe

FOREST View (4)

5

(11,

Carstens had to go te,

Los -

Olson, se

ly rolled into dm chalkedoff

son, Warrior had beech Al

Winner -Hollywood.

with a pair of tall es in the

cuss the situation,
Whether the ball had actval-

outfit, ,8-6, on the Cowboys'
boat field.
Ipso the first time this ma-

.

FR I D A

finally 71sids, m 30Mblinw
Bill Best nhofer who =bed up
the wi in relief.
Thermrt of Carstens' bat-

strong southerly wind 'Pk*

back a tough New Trier West

o 110

lindo on four pitch.. That
COMments,

ended thelang ball to rum

a -O'Keefe. ph -Cavalier.

O

.

(ems for round to

two inumm and

mg 165

cacti starter

lid M thc,firs,selen

5364 3

PLAYER
Galindo, cf

lead and they iced t e contest

strong pitching staff for

on

gotten I deem= route from

watched

AFTER ONE ven down
hie lint of
*the stramht hits and yrs,

that mob els ind the ,near' drsw a paw Olson got Brien

first mime ol tle. Ian =Its
smile No of
Mnhop balls der

P -e to Waage,Wa win In Mars
moue
tutm Blame has

Maine' Won nth, relying

00030

I

55 0 0 0 0 1
1455 5 5 2 2

Johnson.

O

By J Alan Cook
Asst Spark Ed

53512 7 2 8 3

Hollywood
Hildebrand
Thulin
O'Keefe

H SI

Lk

Wan, lb

par's RBI single in ihe third
gave the Gloom pair first

claimed the umpire had given
he of what
him differem
who the Forest
happened when
die
Vicw coach
puted the call. Seidel added
that the game would definitely
be protested as soon . he and
Falcon atheltic director Bill
Beckman could further die -

A

E Norman Losch Holly
wood Chesney sac -Johnson
2b-Thsteu Wolanstu Holly
wood, Olson 2 Cavallaro
Maly Knspar
PITCHING SUMMARY
1p h r es co ir
PLAYER

second

his eye,

three -hit

came out to give instructions
to his pitcher, but he had al
ready used up his allotted
number of trips to the mound

Dave Hobnob and
baseman John Dun

mouth and Duir'S a cut over

before another another bizarre
incident took place. Peddy.

oar and get out of the inning,

Palatine players, right fielder
They
both hod to be remoyed from
the game and Omer( for their
Hasbach e a cut in his

HILDEBRAND
THEN
struck out theist two men in
the seventh and final inning

btu with two out, but Dave

diatcly that he bad blundered,

Sgron, mazy told of

Olson took a each atd then

opine' a long drive

tough for Forest View because
it hod rallied back fir in a 5-0
deficit to close the ga to 5-4,
And the Falcons did i against
Gordy
Grenadier mound a
Hollywood, who ha struck
out 14 M his only other league
start.

Falcons bad the tying run on

fOrced me to reverse my call. If
the coach hadn't reminded me

Mickenmeyer's

on outfield colliston by two

m the contest

050 030 0-8
020 203 0-7

Elk Grove
Forest View

THE GAME was marred by

for 4

son who already for

Warrilo pdwer scalps I' ITYV Cowboys, 8-6

The Rolling Meadows Park
D istrict

is

forming a Girl's

Ponytail Softball League for
the 1970 summer season. Informational flyers on the pro-

wrsily

won their Ilind Mid-Subur n
League =et yesterday by nipping Wheeling. 162-168, at
Buffalo Grove Country CIttb.
The Huskies are now 3-1 in the
MSL and are tied for first place

with Arlington and Prospect.
The Hersey score was the
second lowest shot at Buffalo

Grove in two yews of misty,
Menpuition.
61

MIKE SUTTON, a red&
transfer frnm St. Viva,
the Huskie effort with
Mark Bo eat was not far4Vc-

Mike Soon filled the number
thrte singles slot for Prospect

gram will be going out to all

hind with a 39. Rich Fodil-

g rade school girls and those in-

coond ohpepwas
c.,,bc,:aIt-efn 1i-,
2y6.1is

Wrested should return the attached form.
When it has been determined now many girls want to
participate, an organizational
meeting wh
ho children and parheld to establish
ents will

man had a 42 and sophomore
Dean Taggart completed1Ww
scoring with a 44.

Fal-

McMurry and Gross singles
rep

the meet at the. t singles

spot, winning, 6-33. Matthews

with Clem-

rintd,..,tlie,y.swecroondvicd.oth.ulales.

For further information
about the softball league, call
the Park District office at 3924380.

HOSItirtip

procedures.
6

10enfitt EnWlodategyk,

ME KNIGHTS not meet
is Tuesday when they host the
Glenbard North Panchen.

Bob Winters was the mall:
ist for thc Wildcats with a PAC
39.1im Trout carded a 42,124.
ry Nied added a 43 and 311n
Carlson had a 44
419.
At the frosh-mph
Hersey won by a 175408
count. M Ike Henry led the way
with 41 for the younger

f

Monday.Apri127 1970

win titles at Palatin\e

yes,

AN EXCITING

THE DAY

By Linda Itam'lon

hn4Esi. po

Spans Editor
Maine East wen the Class A
tele and Palatine repeated as

C iionant Coug r fireman

the Class B champion Saturday in the 43 -team Palatine
Relays held at Conant High

douses final Huskie

e

eon= hit Hersey with two
ffilek runs in the first inning
and held n foe a 3-I
vietory over the host Huskies.
110 Cougars thus moved into
a fourth -placed tie with Arlington in the Mid -Suburban
I ar,isue standings, both clubs
,eyeing 2-2 records.
For Steve Chernicky's Her.eyball team. it was the second
huaight setback after an open-

1. with the ball in the tense sit -

HERSEY RESUMES ire

=don, end he came out of it

MSL Schedule today at home

with a well -deserved saw,
Conant had opened the

with a 4:30 p.m. encounter

AFTER GIL -Lopeailvero
Wally Weiner singled. Mike
Arkus got on via an error and

John Kellermeyer cracked a
double to complete the bigg.t

kl$L and Ire perched in shah
pl4co

rally of the day far either tea m.
Celeste grounded out to
the mound for the third out.

Keller., again provided
THE FACE that Conant
-Ohl on. in the lase innings the big stick in the top of the
;mold not he disputed by anymitavho witnessed the wild af-

fifth, lashing a one -out single

mit And it was only a heroic
perniformance by Con.4pitchcr Randy Jones in the

singled

Notions of the seventh that say-

Cougars a 3-0 lead.

tdthe day for the
Trailing 3-1 going into that
Mid seventh frame, Hersey

guilt. tying runs in scoring
tolition with .body out. Ken
ffikinepp Nil off with a single
uffigstarting Conant hurler Roy

Bakick, prompting Cougar
coach Jerry Cunningham to

Ail. Rabid& with his ace
legehantler John MacDonald.
MacDonald walked Ken

Mikal. to put the wing runs
on5rase and the winning run at
thq:platc in the person of Rich
tirplanmeher, and at that

nolm Cunningham brought In
Joao. another southpaw.

Ofell un
test,

enteflywithha Wald
adoancing K nepp to

and

stolen

it

was

deltic task Bathos did come

Eh Arkus, rf
Weiner, cf

3

M. Arkin, lb

4

SpeciaD

3

Kammer, 0

3

Celeste, lb
Blasco, If

3

Bain. ss

3

B ehold. p

2

McDomdek P

0
0

Beamter Her Name in any of them Stores
She May Win Inc exciting Trip to Jamaica
liar Ono) via Delta Air Lines
She II stay at the Colony Hotel at Montego
Bay with its Private Beach plus Salt

27

PLAYER
Ludwigsen, If

AB R H BI

K«hlb
K.,7;.

od, one over the minimum,
with the help of a double play Quads, e
in the second inning.

36

senior n..".
gave up only three bits, two of sLid,;
them to Kennepp and the other
to Erase, and he struck out sea

-DAIS

en while walking two. Not a

Monty run without the help of

yard dash.

points was four and a half better than Englewood's second-

place performance with Riverside-Brookfield's 461/2 rating third in the Class A. Other
Class A finishers were Conant

in sixth place with 15 points,
Forest View in seventh with
nine, Notre Dame in 10th with
six, Arlington and Wheeling in
11 th with five each, Prospect
in 13th with four and Hersey

blue

mile mu

junior Johnny Kean ran
4:24, in the twomile relay

broke the meet record with a
13-10 blue ribbon perform-

In the relays, Palatine took a

with Les Joseph, Bill Grimm,

Rick Randall and Jim Olson
hitting a 7,54.9; and in the
320 -yard high hurdle shuttle
relay with Don Ussery, Gary
Cronin, Ernie CondifT and
Mark Kurtzhalts scrambling
fora 41.9.
Ussery was second in the
high jump behind a 6.330
reeled -tying performance by
Niles West's Ralph Jammu,

Bruce Potence of Ent

was

fifth. Maine grabbed a fourth
in the mile relay and a second
hy the 400 -yard
low hurdle
shuttle relay.

Wheeling's Kevin Barth.
won the discus with a 146.434

heave to beat Notre Dame's
Neal Egad. It was Wheeling%

only Boring performance of
the doy.

palled in second behind rival
platine's 67 points. Fremd
scored 51, 10 better then the

third -places in Class A competition. Ton) Rambo walled

next finisher,

to a third.place tie with Her -

Maine Ent took four event
titles. tying a mmt record in
Me 440 frosh-soph relay as Jim
Dave
Lampert,
Fugimoto,

CONANT EARNED Om

say's Gary Swanson in the pole

vault, the Cougars were third
in bate the high hurdle shuttle
and the low hurdle shuttle.

an e. The old mark was 13-9.
Arlington got fifth -place

points from long jumper Sam
Wit for the Cardinals' only
other score. Forest View had a
pair of bronze medals as Mike
Keen was third in the 100 -yard

dash to a record -tying 9.9 by

ft. Moss of Englewood, end
the

Falcon

yard relay

880

squad turned up third in that
event.

Notre Dame completed Its

scoring with a fifth in

the

froshooph relay.

IN CLASS B competition,

team

champion

Palatine

claimed the the in the high
jump on Jim Brandy's 6-1 leap.
The Pirates also won the 880 yard relay as Steve Hahn-

Paid Davenport ran fourth in
the mile run,

second in the two-mile, high
hurdle shuttle, and mile slid
was' third in the low hurdle

ripped the

aGeorgeo

ip h nes so
6 3 1-0 7
MacDonald 0 0 0-0 0
13.110100

St. lanoline

also paced themselvo to vitrory,
In the twoonlip relay,

Nelson, Drfld., 13-10.); 100-

S H LI TELE: Benet, 435;

Peffiine

RELAY: Freud,
3:26,7; 440 -YARD FROSH.
SOPH
RELAY: Palatine,

Fremd

Fresiars Jim Jarocki, Chuck
Porter, Mike Pitchell and Bill
Jarocki tied the meet record
with an 8:04.3; and the Vik-

John Keane, ME, 4424; 'IWO-

ings won the mile relay by lowering the meet mark by almost

East, 41.9;

4:28A, and two relay hums

a

320 -YARD

marked

YARD FROSTLSOPH RE LAY: Maine &plit, 45.1'; 400,
YARD LOW HURDLE SIR, -

third in the pole vault. Steve

side-Brooklie

down from a 3:27.5.

Fremd's Rick

Game

Palatine, 1:33.3.
-ties record;
record.

MILE RELAY: Riverside -

Brookfield, 3:25.7: MO -

3:26.7,

HURDLES SHUTTLE: Ben0,47.6; 880 -YARD RELAY:

HIGH
HURDLE SHUTTLE: Maine

hill second. Both Jaraelen,

Addison Trail,

PIS
67

Crystal Luke

41

Ben.

40
20

Rochelle
Crown

19

Libertyville

17

XidgaWOOd

16
6

Glenbard North
Lake Zurich
Grant

Fen.

1

CLASS A TEAM
Maine East
Englewood
Riverside-Bkfld.

Right --Ship Peterseon bur
her, up before Ins dash Satur
day a( the Palatine Relays The
Jimmy dash star failed to place
in the Much competition

511/2

47

46.

Addison Trail

,1,31.3.

Niles West

ay Is Family Day - Close

bin, Scott Grupe and Jan

s -new

TEAM STANDINGS

46.9,
River.

880 -YARD

1,0W

400 -YARD

45.7Th

MILE RELAY: Maim East,
7.58.9;

HURDLES CLASS II TEAM

MILE

YARD DASH: Rod Moss,
Eng., 9.9T' MILE RUN:

kitchen and Mcnick eel the
at

HIGH

21

ease

op fir

s

ee raysr n

old mark of 46.0 in beating

WASHERS DRYERS DISHWASHERS

Crystal Lake for the honors.

Although the Pirates didn't
win as many blue ribbons as
nhool Fremd did On PI

rat, pheed m evny isint but
thv long lump and pole vault
Hi
as fourth

for lox

s boys in the

shot put and second in the Ms
to

record sitting per

a

EVERYTHING
GOES ON

Inch a Sugar Mill Tryall Country Club and
golf course and Round Hill
Winnor will fly on Delta Air Lines any con

71

1 000 3

:b=

Bain made a good play on
the ball and threw to the plate
M cot down Smith, who had
slipped coming off third.

rington Friday but the Crtena-

and the No. I doubles team of

dier$ rebounded to sweep their

Dave Griffith and Ken

mar quadrangular newt the

bold, who lost 6-2, 6-3, to Ad-

mayday.
The Elk Grove quadrangu.
ler tournament was a contin-

dison

0Dishwasher
Disposers

2
I
0

All Colors!
All Models!

MELT

1 0 0-0

Winocr-Bahnick;

2

D.

0

500 WASHERS

Rojaca....

Loser-

-Kreutzfeld.

Pair of
Socialite Shoes

$25 Gift
Certificate

Arlington Bootery
Men's Wear

Arlington Furniture

uation of the April

I I
meet
thaKwas postponed because of

doubles match. against Barrington Friday. Lewandowski

ruin. after just a few matches

and Mark Greenberg beat Tim
Thompson and Mark Fisher A

Cunningham -Reilly

(I'd threw a few -passes

211 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.

won

quaderback...sneekr

Sie-

BARRINGTON WON the

Chrls Lesniak over Fenton's
Dan Fischer at No. 2 singles,

meet, however, by sweeping
the singles competition. Scott
Russell topped Massey at No.
I, 6-2, 7-5; Greg Russell

6-2, 6-2, and the No. 2 doubtes
learn of Steve Maresso and Al
Legiandowski over Fenton's

whipped Dave Griffith at No.
2, 6-0, 6-0, and Jay Morgan
ripped Ken Siebold at No. 3,
6.3, 6-3.

Elk Grove's froshgoph
learn kept rolling MOM edg-

mIllundefeated.

Chest of
Gold
Plated Flatware
1st Arlington
National Bank

Transistor
Radio

Mirror Go Lightly
Lighted dual
cosmetic mirror
with case

Landwehr's TV
IL
Appliance

Lisa's Draperies

1000 W. Northwest Hwy.

11 S. Minton

Murphy Carpeting
17 S. Dunton

Television

10 inch Happy
Birthday Cake

Bowen Hardware

Cake Box

121 E. Davis St.'

15 W. Campbell

GE Portable

Mignon
Mother -Of -Pearl
Theatre Glasses
Harris Pharmacy
20 5. Dunton Ct.

2h" Balled

3.2, and sweep-

ing all the tides in the quad-.
team is

Fremd's Male Menick finishes first for his leant le the mile relay in the 3901 Annual P.allne
Retays held Saturday al Comet. Palatine won the Clam B championship with Frond coming
sec
d: (Photo by Tom Rowe)

After surprising head coach
Joe Joint with an importanne,sage win against arch -Hurd
Mains South, he Maine West
season ins no fluke and that it

meanwhile.

Lorraine -Anne

Maison

Sleeveless skimmer dress,

matching coat.

Shop

De Ramayne

Marge's Apparel

18 W. Campbell

43 5. Onion

10 N. Denton

21 inch
Weekend Case
Muriel Mundy
28 5. Dunton Ct.

Mark Edwards Show '
210 7 pm Mon...Fri.

WMAQ
RADIO 670

Colonial Village
220 N. ()stilton

20 S. Evergreen

Life's worth a laugh on the

Norge

Cultured Pearl
Pin & Earrings

$25 Gift
Certificate

Persia 8 Robbin

J. Svoboda Soils

Jewelers
24 5. Denton Ct.

12 5. Clanton

Seed to notch a second end
fourth with times of 9:41 and

In weekend action. the Warrion took the backseat only to

In running up their torn( of
7.5 poi.. the Warriors relied
an a trio of firsts by their 880
and Wle relay teams and

alts.

With the same quartet of

Scot Klose, Mark Henke -5,
Mark Watkins and Jerry Kral-

nik sharing the load of the
medley relay. Maine tied a
meet record.

KRAINIK

turned in

$13 Handbag,

order wallpaper
to decorate one room

Schwinn
Speedometer

6 Pr. Hose

up to $50

WEXI

& Generator Set

Radio Station

Winkelman's

120 W. University Drive

115 E. Davis St.

$22 Pr. Shoes,

Todd's Mica Shoes

Webber Point

20 E. Nodhwest Hwy.

214 N. Dunton

a

anchorman

the mile kern
which stopped the clocks at

the 880 which was di-

oded intok pair of 110 -yard. a
220 and a 440 -yard run, the
Warrior foursome equaled the

wet record by chugging in at
1,33.1.

Senior

Johnson,

mean-

tile, left the competition behind in breaking the (ape in

4:31.1

for the trophy in the

Cultured
Pearl Necklace
Paddock

Publications

a

Warrior freshman and Del
Hansen that finished second
for valuable points.

VARSITY 880 -Yard ReI. MW. (Krainik. Henkel,

lay:

Mose. \Vatican) 1:31.1; 2Mil- Lelay: NTE, Kirkland,
McLeod,
Mullen)
Hines.
8:05,1.

YTAG

BIG FAMILY
CAPACITY

wash big
loads -

West. 22:9 Highland Ear,. IT:
10. Morton Ent, 14; I I. Park
(Racine Wisc.). 12; 12. North

record of 9:35,5 in 1969):408
yard High Hurdle Shuttle Re Evanston (Chapman.
lay:
Lapin, Hoover, Salton ;-1.9:

JUST THE THING
TO WEAR AROUND

MILE: Johnson, MW.

Yard Relay: I. HP. (Moon,
Grandi,

Cousin,

LeSowski)

THE HOUSE
State Form Homeowners eel.

I, It

relrjrkeanrfat yteh:rhe
and belongings and for you, in

ease of laws.. Yet,
protection

Math 1.5,

lay:

Al standings of the the

Vault:

I.

help the over-. Bidges,

is

oil this
yours ot a rote

lake lower than
gala earl

h

all
undereparme policies.
the facts -canme today)

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill,

PH: 253.5678

=1,70, State fan

Re -

E. King, Allston,
Janes) :43.5: Pole
12-6;
Blaze,

NM

caPtdring second in the fresh, Sophomore 880-W RWM,

to know about

*Giant Capaelty' *Easy
Doing *No Pre Rnism

MAYTAG
FOOD WASTE

Disposers

DUTY

NOW OfIltIL

CONFAXIIS
11111O1011.11.L111015

217 W, Campbell

4

4.1P;;;,:54.11'

3
X

z

REDUCED
SPECIAL

a

I-

SAVING

0

All Colors!

OV
FOR MOTHER S DAY

.DTETotomeiCFaals

MIDWEST'S LARGEST LAUNDRY SPECIALISTS
CURTIS BROS.

In Arlington Heights

1615 N. RAND

(U.S. 12)
CALL 392-2800

G.)

24 W. GOLF RD.

(ROUTE 58)
CALL 894-1900

Be

WASHER &
DRYER CO.

Insurance,

SIMI MY

Be

73

at low

policy Thar provides brooder

:46.5;

THE UNDERCLASSMEN
continued tet

t

Dishwasher

HEAVY

Me low-mo pocks,

isall you need

VARSITY 440 -Yard

na

MAYTAG

ALL

HALO OF ILEA

0

2 -MILE RUN: I. Pat Man -

Horlick, 150-11; Frosh 440 -

mArrAp
),Aatit

dere. IYIE, 9:27 (breaks own

ley Relay: MW Dienkes,
Watkins)
Krainik,
Klose,
Converse,
Discus:
1:33.8;

t

WASHERS

Chicago. 2.

PUT: Converse.
SHITT
Horlick, 54-1., 480 -Yard
Low Hurlde Shuttle Relay: I.
E (Hoover, Gabe, Chapinnn,
Sallis) :56.5; High Jump;
Godwin, E, 6.1.
MIDDLE DISTANCE Med-

$900

Foot r 9 clothes

Low cost Maytag,

34. 8. New Trier

1

OR DRYER

Dryers

Automatics

41:5, Horliek (Racine Wisc.).
40; 6 Niles North. 25; 7.

If

WASHER

ON PER WEEK

Team Standings: I. Evans ton. 110; 2. Maine Wen. 75:3,
New Trier East. 58, T Harlan.

4:31.1; 100 -Yard Dash: 1.
hY
Jones. E, 01
09.8 (ties ins
Harlan in 19681:
Mneharn
21Long Sump: I. Brown.

US

.

MEET RESULTS

Waukegan

RENT -A-

B

I. HP. Ross. Schells, Thomas.
Brunson) 1.34.1i

9i53. respectively.

spectacular 48.5 in his rok as

mile run event. Other achievemerits
included the highhurdle shuttle relay consisting
Finely Matched

St,

John and Kcn Mawr mm -

of Kevin Terry. Mike Pruitt,

Portable
Tape Recorder

Your choice of paint

Jack

has to be reckoned with out-

3;25.5 for the blue ribbon.

Matching 14 K Gold

steady

doors,

Charles Klehm
8 Son

2 -pc. Silk
Costume

while

track team proved its indoor

formance.

$25 Gift
Certificate

relay

440 -yard

man

Pruitt came hock to Pest
fattish in the pole vault with a
jump of 12 KM.
In the two.mile running.

powerhouse Evanston in the
Drew Relays hosted by Wmkepis for their second stringht
sparkling and gratifying per-

Algonquin 8 Arl. Hts. Rd.

No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused

2d at Drew Relays

8 Burlopped
Hopa (towbering)

$15 Gift
Certificate

$20 Worth of
Dry Cleaning

SP

Xl

lance man Steve Johnson.

Mitchell's
Jewelers

anat No. I doubles,6-3.6-2.

dere. Ma* Hopkins, who --

216 S. Arl. Hts. Rd.

7 S. Donlan Ave.

1 N. Donlon

Diamond
Wedding Band

Jim Fjortoft and Mark Hoff-

mauler meet. The

Day Publications

Camera

-c

We'll Trade WILD! We'll Deal BIG!
This is the SALE You've Been Waiting For! -I
HURRY .. . Come In. Make Us An Offer! 0z

59.95 Decorator
Area Rug

In

Hopkins and Lesniak whipped

ing

Bond

Arlington Heights

O

0

both

No. 2 doubles 6-2, 6-2, and

Elk .Grove were Pat Massey,'
wh4 lost 7.5, 5-7, 6-2 at No. 1
singles to Fenton's Gary Pr.

45 S. Dunton

$25 Savings

Kodak Instamatic
S20 Color Outfit

MUST GO!

Buy A MAYTAG Today! Be Washing Tomorrow!

but my wife says:'''emi

Trail's Mike Wolinski

and Pete Chen.
E I k Grove

SALE!
0Washers
o Dryers

time between now and December
15 1970

se

I-1 3 3

aye.:

Fitzgerald easily eclipsed the

4-234.1-1 3 3

Smith
Lela

Addison Trail's Ern Rimer,

finishers for

Zion -Benton
Hersey

TWO-MILE RELAY:

3 hour motor tour of the Shopping DM

SB-Bain
-Kelleriney
121;
213 RAMO. Weiner, Smith.

but right

ad Shortstop Bob BMn.

!thigh 3-2 decision to Bar-

Second -place

Prospect

Calumet
Glenbrook South

Fremd, 8:04.3"; 320 -YARD

termer won the mile We with a

from the frosh-soph 440 relay
unit which ran a record -setting
45.7, Barry Schultz, J. Du-

Crean Pirate Tom Pmeh was

25

Solomon

lost 6-3, 6-2 at No. 3 singles to

Tobin and Rich Pehlke,

Lane Tech

vemant

error. The Huskies got a bad
break in the inning when, with Janes
runners on second and third K reutsfeld

Elk Grove's tennis team lost

finals were

Glmbrook North

9; TOO -YARD DASH: Mike
Messick, Fr.,
10.2; MILE
RUN: Dan . Pittenger, Fr.,

renew, NW, 6-3M ; LONG
JUMP: Lonnie Brown. Eng,
21-8.; POLE VAULT: Mark

vault with a 12-9, Dan Pa-

9

Taft
Beerfiehl
Notre Dame
Arlington
Wheeling

VAULT: Steve Bruce, Fr., 12-

4:28.4;

Bart huie, Whl., 14644,
HIGH JUMP: Ralph Ta-

15

MONTEGO HIGHLIGHTS TOUR - a

0

That mn tame about on a Pitcher

Gr.ens lose tennis dual;
win own net quadrangular

in the

POLE

Conant
Forest View

PITCHING SUMMARY

Above -BM Arkin of Concmt watches a strike go by during
seventh Inning of Cougar win over Hersey Friday. The Haskie
huller 15 southpaw Bob Leja. (Photo by Jim SM.)

winners

56-5; DISCU& Kevin

Eng.,

TLE:

MEALS - Modified American Plan

Slant
Board

151E GRENADIERS' two

CLASS A
SHOT PUT: Alvin EverML

claimed a third in the shot put
and Chuck MeGuinn was

0

8 N. Dunton Ave.

28. and St. Charles 16.

Rdgwd., 2.0-39e;

(nest ghee wiriness)

Palacanie

tines only other

tarmacs by Mark Kellar of

Sponsored by the Retail Committee of Arlington Heights
Chamber of Commerce

in the meet by finishing first
or second in all class., while
Fenton had 30, Addison Trail

LONG JUMP: Mike Fernley.

MEET RESULTS

event titles Saturday el Menick won the 100 -yard dash in
102, Steve Bruce won the pole

Twenty-sia prices will be awarded to 26 other Mothers

completed. The
Grenadiers piled up 41 points

sitv 000.

event record is a

ens

26 PRIZES to 26 MOTHERS - REGISTER OFTEN!

been

ICeller, Crewe, 158-8ss:HICII
JUMP: Jim Brandt, Pal., 6.1;

MEMO CLAIMED five

Winner will fly on Delta Air Lines any .n
gement time between now and Dec 15 1970

had!

picked up a third in the Rosh soph 440 and a third in the var-

shuttle,

Delta is ready when YOU are!

it

IN THE RELAYS, Fremd

standard

1

CLASS 11

SHOT PUT: Mark Keller,
Crown, 55.4, DISCUS: Mark

fleth, Reed Jacobsen, Henry
Schneipp and Tom Patch ran
the distance in a 1:33.3. The

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS with Prt

Huskie got . for . second
base until the sixth inning,
when the home team picked up

Bruce was fourth in the 100-

Fmmd's Mike Menick, and

vale Bath

0
0

P

second In the 100 -yard dash to

0

Hark c

THE COUGAR

EAST'S TOTAL of MN

ribbons came in the

a. Hotel

pp, 26

sey batsmen during Mat peri-

in 1964.

MAINE'S OTHER

Water Pool - Seaside Terrace Dining Dancing - Water Skiing - Scuba Diving
with professional instructor - Tannin Golf at nearby country club - Rainn
Facilities - Relaxing
BOHN DTRIP Transfers between Airport

to rf
Bahnick looked quite tm- knee

pressive for the rust five inflings. He faced only 16 Her-

rates, although the first two in
the series came when Palatine
vas in Class A competition.
Maine East last won the title

in 19th with 1..
The Class B racing found

for Mother

I2

HERSEY (I)

eas

thdczening and just seeing the
hall must hove been formi.

4

That run was off Hersey retiever Terry Smith and gave the

and one out,

...Oleic dark by that lime of

Lopesilveros Oh

H 111
0

second.

nidfinish to the Hersey threat.

all fairness to the dim

So ething

to drive in Weiner, who had

walk, a fielder's choice end an

ic bitters.

PLAYER

TOTALS

miry and Morales to second,
94 then he toughened up and
Work out Grutzmacher, Tom
Hart and Bob LejAo put a ra-

H

AB R

Jots, p

a R.

i0NES LET

Shop in Arlington Heights Where It's Easy to Select

CONANT131

bounced out to Bruce Erase at
Arkus walked,
short, Bill

mg win over Arlington. The
1 Makin are now 1.2 in the

fifth straight year for the Pi-

market color free port shopping, warm
and friendly people, crystal-clear waters bright skies and wide beaches - 7 WHIM daya-e
like itl The
that s Jamaica! A place to relax, a place to rejuvenate, a place to live as you
like no
golfing s great and so are all the other fun -in -the -sun sporting activities. Perhaps.
other place you have ever seen. Jamaica calls - and you'll love every golden minute.

with Glenbard North. Conent
is likewise et home to Forest
View this afternoon.

scoring in the first with What
proved to be a sufficient two
runs olf starter and loser Rich
Kronafeld.

School. Palatine's win was the

tains a folklore, a Calypso treat, straw

bid for victory, 3®1
By On Stuart

Island in the Sun. Green moun-

Just ahead of Rambo in the
vault was Arlington's
Fred Hardt in second.
Deerfield's
Mark
Nelson
pole

days'

Sunday Is Family Day - Closed - Please Shop With Us Weekdays And Save!!

0

z

N. 14

Monday Aonl 21,1970

Monday, Ann! 27, 1970

Hersey's Tantasticks'
immensely enjoyable

BUtihtetli' Swim Dikeztottg
Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

The Hersey High School
production of The Fantast
icks was a theatrical salad

: etter

light easy to digat, immensely

YOUR OWN

vincial romance on an Elimbethan stage. The secret ingredient was youth. In the
hands of director Miriam
Davis and her cast, the musical
parable soared and dipped like

a barnswallow flying free on

The 0107 is not the stuff of
which smash Broadway hits
are made, yet it continues to
not up impressive box office
records in New York and M rss

gional theaters all across the
United States. h is part camp,
parable, part allegory,
part music, woven into a deli cam dramatic fabric.

part

Ted Blerdemen, Bonnie Brucker end Dave Good are shown
rebearnd scene of "Fantastick." which played last weekend al
racy High School.

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about the Hersey
production was the deftness
with which it was handled by
both actors and technicians.

BONNIE BOWKER was a

Tomorrow
Is Today

never asking them for pity.

Somehow she captured the
spirit el. a PLUMY and the ro-

Dear Mr. DeLouise,
Will my husband go into business for himself, be offend soMk.- job or advance in his present company? Will we retrace
agora? Our son is hoping astudy law. Will he follow it through?
VP my Parents more here? If so. when?
Mrs. D.S.T., Arlington Heights
Deer Mrs. D.S.T.:
I feel your husband PSI advance in Ids own company. I don't

ffel a move for you in We near flame. I reel your son will be
s cumuli], hi the legal profession. I feet your parents will more to
t is area within the next two years.
LLkar Mr. DeLonise,
.,c My husband has applied for a trensfern number drama with

FOR A

appliances and much more).

fascinating character.

In counterpoint to the eph-

their sidesplitting comedy.
Again, they didn't overwork it.

Melvin was

cadaverous ac-

tor, so old, so shaky that he ap-

AT DOWN

occasionally played a part in it.
As a narrator and singer he did

slats, married and away from home.

could have been more dynam-

ray well. As an actor, he

TliE FATHERS of the two.
lovers, Ted Bierdemann and

For you this sue. Parents are lama concemed over their Ken Scherpelz, contributed
radar. bon I cm see noneed fay. to a overly worried about much to the vitality of the
show, both in acting and in the

D ue Mr. fierouise,
I have had probienst with my mother. My hater committed
several years ago my sister
young:
401414d when 4.4
las killed Ina car accident -1 have several brothers. het am the
(ply girl left_
My mother is being hard on me. I know she is trying hard. but
4. keeps putting on an act like she doesn't mre. She runs around
with other men. She brings them home and expects me to leave
IS r the weekend. If I try to talk to her and ask her what she is

ANNOUNCE

EARTH PRICES

your sale with a DAY

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban communities and reach more than 200,000
potential cash buyers, many of whom are

KEEP

YOUR

looking for just those items you intend

zAtrak.::

to sell!

ing to prove. she says it isn't any of my business. She will never
tll me where she is going, and she leavm almost every night. She

it confusing me about my future and hers.
I was born with a physical disability. I don, ask for pity and I
al gel any. Will this affect my future with men, marriage and
'Wren? What is going to happen to me and my family in the
nue? keep wondering about the future and don't live in the
ssent. What should Ido? Please help me.
Confused
pt

Confused:

Try to understand your mother. Her life lias been tw full of
tiagedy for her to cope with, and she is trying to blot it out. Don't

erncern yourself too math with her activities. Each of m is
nsIble for his own self. You must try to look on the positive

Eel you will find happiness in 'bur future, but for now you
ttest prepore icor:cif for it by living in the present. The person
.

u w81 be then is being created now. I know how desperate you
Times feel, but lake hold of youtself and try to lindsome new

Richest. Remember that just to be dire is a very previous thing..
the most of it.
Take
Dear Mr. DeLouisc.
E i have been reading your column for some time now, and I feel

lat I need your advice. Should I go into this business venture,
and will it prove to be successful? Do you see any Children for

his chmacterication of ai
the,
young man whit
to

sign

world to be a cru

.

.

.-FREE TO YOU WI

The music was not as impor-

tent as it is in most musicals.

There were no huge chorus

ber" for one were both beam
tiMI and beatiliElly sung.

PROSPECT
DAY

dent throughout a delightful

NORTHWEST

'Which way is
Wellington Street?"

Cement

finished 324 95

woow or now..

52.1211

RUSSELL

After 0 PM.

BATHROOM walls 6 Poo

rcavorsso,a

il

Magic
KENNETH A PEARSON

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

I

TV Senrice
TV SERVICE. REPAIR

Masonry
Gutters

REVERS.50NRY

M63,53
Permanent Waves

ALL TYPES.. ESTIMATES

337 .1

CALLUS FIRST

BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOR

.

ALLEN CONCRETE
woo,
Free Estimetes

AP4.2233 owl 297.5930" Na

acount. NR

EDMOND

GRAY

L

All trej,si =loess
6

Call 391 47SO

Heating
RED! HEATING

QOM CON-CiD
wells

"Hot Water Heating"

Polio Nom

Prompi lam*

Phone todayl
,692.0240

Herne Improvement

V, 0 IV

Pr.P

437.9144

cat

PTS '152, 'EF;r1,7t4

Art'enOTIMITrI7R 2"'
A

Lis

econm.

as.sl'as

RON FOSTER TV. Inc.

"=soiled
TmeService
TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

SPRING SPRAYING

Piano Tuning Services

Office Cleaning
WORTIWOR.E

P'Crs="

Iteadenfol.Cornmertiel

VIDEOVEalS CO.

ReTontee. up

Pets

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

8iry

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

29.37

erne

827.37

'

Hearing Aids

Cesv;oP,4:=

ond

Ned

392,681

Williams

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
BY RAY PETERSON

WE ILL

I

ed.

McKAY TREE SERVICE

Office Equipment

25.3623

Plastering

BIG DISCOUNT SALE

16 el

Home Maintenance

GLENVIEW OFFICE EQUIPMENT

2S5 3822

DAN KUSH

1721 Glenview Rd. 734.7676

P intingS Decorating
Instruction,

IS x 20 inch sign will attract

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

attention to your sale and bring you

CONCRETE

pow.,

C eengs, walls

CALL 562

FULLY INSURED

624.7510

ICLEORTMAN

Ceramics By CHICK 6 CHUCK

Plumbing

Wallpapering

PLUMBING HEATING, Rods.,
CALL BUD 25.010

v..

(limo
sign for each Eday wont ad).
Signs may be picked up at any of THE
BAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,

NEED, A PLUMBER, All services
Sch

Coll alter 0PM 392.1.92.

I

Elk G V II

leolmanPlz6:417,6 Hee,

g MwR d

Ma. rundat sis.o;rIs c "
Wigs

den 437,7082

hing Well Wig

Mount Prospect or Des Plaines.)

25,7,86, ewe

358.0190.

OVAL!, PAINT SE.

Beauty So

o!s'att. 816?-aVellir

6.6736 Kier 5 PAY

Child Care

3 LINES 5 DAYS

I

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

BILL 5 HOME REPAIRS

Stale Licensed. 255.7335

Day Camps

THE LAWNMAKERS

r. DeLocuse:
hfoislivecosnwathviinsgnLotr.g.1-1pis=h.erwr=rr,,irecd,IfeW,,,,yreizss.ag

255-7200
Lilt's worth a lough on the

OR

296-6640

2962340

3r10';

tte'el!'

Free

e':N=P.:77'.9214

KUGLER DECORATING

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

- 255- 570

XrP'X.'71e/Wr'of':"tng

POODLE

2964640

Set

EnterprIMs

BM 2925, After a AM

M696ROING

"

RI

G299,1

CALL ALLEN
ALLEN 392-9351
Room Ad.,.
Eau...

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.

ADDITIONS. GARAGES. KIT

CHMS. BATHROOMS, F,RE,
GENERAL REPAIR.

GOOD WORKMANSHIP.

ISMS EXPERIENCE. INSURED.

227.20

Sac a

Opoliw made 0,stom oropeMc.
Lesssscom. Ebuss

BOBLAACNS LANDSCAPING

Kirsch

rod, installolion.023,8357.

Drapery Repairs

by
Waltman Coast. Co

Dressmaking -Sewing.

CASU1R-0400

.60Y116.

Rxt
are

Emerssoced Eitoruss
Dressmaking Al.:olio.
Reasonoble
253.11358,Arl.
REASONABLE COST: Drelsrnolei

mssorMorotioss

Phan* 25,70M

DO YOU SEW???
Basic iconerecoloyou

R ANDR ROOFING

pairs. AII work guaroreeed, Free
estimates. C0112974635.
1

oli

Cantrecto

Sewer & Septic Work

ersiona=;Z a'onoceV
384.3528

Lauritz Jensen
.M1. Sheet Melob .t con.

HOUSEWIFE,

Siding

DAY

GET RESULTS,

laR12,,ITALIrso.
SODIAAN

2R623.40

For best results use
289-1088

OR

WANT ADS

R & M DECORATING

358-3172

255-7200

AND FOR THE

nme, fez= pow..

DECORATING_

: giolio=towin

PHONE

BUSINESSMAN
Sheet Medal Work

J. R. MOSKALA

SOLVER".
FOR THE

Decorators

CL 9-0495

IS A REAL
PROBLEM

cawed.cl'o

Sewing Machine. Repair

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

""'"'"74';7Rl'e"'''

Er.

PAPER HANGING

R110,1e6woukee Ave., Niles

8,7456

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Parch .peirs

1E5296163B

square archlivered.
InvolleLoR available.

Draperies

°Alan,
own workroom. Fah.,

234.6052

'

"THE DAY

'A= FOR
MERION BLUE SOD

HOMES. OFFICE, ROOM

Roofing

Oases of yard
711kUCKLO5N,E,S,LVIOSCAPING

wo

ZOrd=t?,,

Eves, weends

D6

RSMIN,G,CLEANU,P,

Dog Training

Room Addilio.

t390

707.1151

Dog Service

Kit.. Remodeling

=LEV:rvieny'o

PAINTING. DECORATING

and phone

-7200

ONLY

PKI, and will also

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

335

PLACES

ON

ott here We

al

Kiska dotes . o

EXTERIOR.INTERIOR

Dave 024.7222 or eer/394-52M
GUARANTEED LAWNS

Dewar Nigh! 35, 1906

-

SWIMMING POO.

ARL HTS DAY CARE CENTER

GENERAL

RADIO 670

437 40,3

DECORATING

General Hauling

,

PREF ESTIMATES

WMAQ

FE ESTIMATES

'PWESTGATESOOL

Contractors

CLASSIFIED DEPT.

2 to 7 pm Mon. -Fri.

foto

CL 1.01

GOT A PROBLEM DOG,

Mark Edwards Show

2E107 Sigwerli

RETIRING, MUST SELL
t

floor Refinishing

DICK, TILE SERVICE

Carpentry.Remodeling

PHONE

My husband was married before and has a 10 -year -old son

rs Plaines 60016.

2962340

Bicycles 8 Repairs

DAY PUBLICATIONS

don.

signed, but names will be omitted if the writer requests it.;
lite to DeLottise in care of fray Publications. 722 Eviler Si.,

Wy1/4"1/16VERP'

tow. A vedssi gift lot MOTHERS
878,20/S foL free
DAY. Call

DAY

?tau, husband will remain in a present field, but in a higher

r the questions of Day readers in this column. Letters should!

BAK SHMS BRONZED

pr.,. redo, priceless tornow

CL 9-08M

rile

33, 0244

Machinery

ow 359-2739 before 8 ow. or

[leer RAW.:
Within the next five years I feel you will relocate. I feel good with
tune business venture, and 1 am feeling two children for you. !feel

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will ans.

ilisedOur ;mum

ap

FREE ESTIMATES

Pools

Fantasticks." Goad taste, re strain, and asstivity were eviproduction.

l.

FIM INTFRIOR PAINTING

Director Miriam Davis de es much iuffLausem'for.ittee

ELECTRIC,

faper10.1010,1,

ledusinol 6 Residwilet

Landscaping

PAM., Rolling Meadows

Mm

PATCH'S PANTRY

CAMP MCDONALD RD. ER. NTS.

RememReinert,

main in his present position, or will he seek a different fine of
fork altogether?_.

I feel eventually the hoy anise lira, at least putt of the time,
ids his father. 1 do Rehm improvement Sr your velatleashIp
Ith his mother.

Baby Shoes

Fertiliser Service

SALE SIGN!
This

l

Tufting

OUR SPECIALTY

SZePrZer r7"St'il71;1fse
233 Kirchoff Rd. Palatine
3516911.

FREE F5,1.1E5.29613255.

Catering

the pit orchestra. But some of.

the songs ("Try to

DECORATORS
1,01,
'

KM HIS. UPHOLSTERY ef 83

extra CM..,

DAY

CREATIVE

isre

numbers, and a piano replaced

rriy husband and me in the near fuMre? Will we plan to make this
ea our home, or will we move to another state. Will my husband

sce us ever getting custe ody of his son? Also. do you see us
mg a hater relationship with his mother?
Mrs. R.B., Rolling Meadows

R. E. Irving

ME TOPS. CALL 392322, PROS.

FREE

RITE OR CALL.

HOMY PROMPo W

EST GARDE,LC

N't/ntSt'S WPAEI:LI.A'gN7E:

PUBLICATIONS

otion

593,3934
EYZYKtood

Er.
Lawn Mower Repairs

Booting

"DAY"

DES PLAINES

UST

" C CALM'S&

up Op... a. 9141

OUP POLICY IS QUALITY
CUSTOM
OAT UPHOLSTERY,

er ex -

Med. And Chuck Weismuller's mute was done with a
dedicated precon.

027-7580

'"71'19

13'7757'6

Auto Body Repair

YOUR DAY

or drive -way.

OF

perience than he had Moog-

MAR-GLO
PAINTING. DECORATING

Lawn Care

rer.

sign can
WANT AD! This large print
easily be posted in front of your house

PAGES

DAY

Yd. Load,25,00

729-7150

WINKELMAN'S

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
"Sale"
passer-bys with an

ON THE

ARLINGTON

"POWER.FULL" PUMP AND
HARM SYSTEM, Pump, ow

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Carpet Cleaning

Eloclitopping

male

end movement lent authority.

TER
LC NN

USTOMELOSe

ebullient, polished quality of

Bob Good's expressive face

C

FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

TO

No Name Please, Wheeling. ie.

I doery see a caw this year, but I do feel that next year an
opportunity fora change sal memos Melt. fed a vacation trip

'AZ BAT'T11=67'

ALL SERVICE CO

ovoid flooding. MUSTY WA

6V;rre:170'"'
Big

WANTADS

DESIGNING

Pi.erixed 6 weed free.

236. CtlYRd.

CLASSIFIED

dear No Nam:

Air Conditioning

DECORATING

RICH FERTILIZED RACK SOIL

ROgr DODGE

Bob Moore nerratedlhe arm

ry in song and words - and

DEPENDABLE

FOR YOURHOUSE
VINYL COATED STEEL SIDING
MAINTENANCE FREE. 30 YEAR
GUARANTEE BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE:ONO( SPECIALIZING IN

bridge..4.614e

whoa

Uwe Mr. DeLouise,
herePlf westaY..
ji Do you see us leaving this ma orwillwe
q there likely to be any changes in my husband% position? Will
hake an anticipated- vacation this summer? We always seem
sually concerned about our children, even though they are

CL ,3842

RM. Free est. 253-1118

CAR

'

1 feel hell remain in Mk sees. but I do feel a promotion In

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SAMS and SERVICE

./Te?;flreVres71:Zro7e'erreZ

36.00

ions, B60

los

Sump Pump

RICK'S DKORATING

BAB 31.25

IT'S NEW wy

HEMMING 6 ALIMAILON,

peared to he on the verge of
collapse. But the ham in him

kept him doing his mysterious'
ale company he is employed with. Each time he ha lost out to 'thing by sheer determination.
nikother Ellow with more seniority. Do you foresee transfer for Siogruri's pantomime had a
classic,
unvarying stolidity
tors oon?
IA., Banton about it that was hilarious.
Somehow, both of them knew
gear S.Aa
stop.

Electrical Wark

EXPERT BODY WORK

emeral quality of the rest of the

script, Ben Melvin and Craig
Sjogran gave it stability with

C

39

824.5404

F:EFFITittIE'r esIst.

060. S34 75

0'

COMPLETE

NEW

mantic daydreams of youth
and combined them into one

SIN'CE

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments, toys,

fy character. Her voice was

laughter from her audience,

epino YVillows 3"

'r=r4.31

LOOKING

WALTERS

82,15440

NEW WAY AINTING,

A'P'".7'"I'reVeVIVers,

RoOng

CALL MS

IF YOU'VE

OR

Locally Grown
COUTURIER design

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3...

BEEN

hod

Landscaping

TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

SALE

REACH

perfectly matched to her fluf-

Dressmaking.5ewing

FULL BASEMENT

YOUR

GOOD USED
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on the better

for

For Beginnifig Position
Should hdive some
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your opportunity to un-
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Excel. change

DRAFTSZIMI

Junior draftsman here's
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1966 CHEVELLE 6 cylinder, ATE
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1-00K
MN NEW RW6.

James Garner is

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY
/ONLY THE SECOND
JUST
TIME I'VE WORN MY FORGET
IT -NEW DRESS AND
I'LL FIX
IT'S TORN 014 A
IT! ITS
NAIL ALREADY!
NOTHING!
011, I COULD
JUST BAWL,

MA!

DoN'T

CH WHAT! GET WHEN
I SHOW HER MY RIPPED

DRAG

ME
IT-

PANTS, PA-AN' THEY

AIN'T EVEN NEW. EVEN IF
I COULD SQUEEZE OUT

A FEW TEARS MA

WOULDN'T EAY, 'T'LL
FIX IT" -11417 BE

MS A G002 'THING TAKE

HoOpLE WASN'T OFF WATCHIN'
'TV WHEN 11-IEY WAS PASSIN'
OUT THE BRNNS...A GUY cOLILI)
STARVE RIGHT HERE WITH HIS

i(

STUFF
OUT OFMY

TERRITORY.'

Bids taken at 3729300.
' 26 Turin Acevedo

phone bids to 372-

The Cubs vs the

2 News
5 News

HE ALLUS WAS A SETUP
FOR SCIENCE HOCUS-POCUS:
A QUICK MIX AND A LITTLE
SALESMANSHIP OLIGHTA
PO THE TRICK/

Pirates at Pittsburgh.

News

7

11 WITW Auction
The second day of

/-

the auction continues until I a.m.
Viewers may bid on a
large selection of
goods and services by

SoCALLEP FANULY., BUT IF

*I'LL FIX YOU!'

11 WTIW Auction

Show
Carol Burnett is
hostess in an "all family" episode.

6:00

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

AMOS VoNT GIVE ME NOTHIN;
MAYBE HE'LL GRAB AT

A BUSINESS PEAL/

44 Continuous
News, Weather,

ca.e1ID

7:30

drews Sisters stars.
7 Movie

qurrs.

a-a.
YESTERDAYS

'D

Rerun. Farm

woman's outlaw husband returns after
years of desertion
and forces her to exchange his stolen
gold for paper mon-

NEVER

-

WHILE
TRYING TO

DOE AND
HER FAWNS

"ow:

o

Springs.
5 Movie
"To Hell

It Takes a Thief

32 Of Lands and

FOR TUESDAY
TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Put the day to more profit-

able use than you had at first
planned. The times are right

WELL, PERFESSOR, HOW IS
CICERO COMING ALONG

WITH HIS MUSIC?

21): The wise Gemini will not
make personal changes in or-

der to impress another. You
may not be able to live up to

9

12:50
News

Bids taken at 372-

7

1:00
Perspectives

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): You should be able to
Take moderate advances on

26 A Black's View

Paris. Robert Taylor

and Claudia Cardi-

Show
5 Tonight Show

nale.

7

11 WITW Auction

Show
9 Movie

8:30
Doris Day Show

Meditation

Collins.

9

Five Minutes to

32 The Prisoner

Live By

Raleigh. With Rich-

Rerun. Doris

ard Todd and Joan

charms a woman -hater.

I

45;0)

.

TRUE

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
If you would acquire more

status than you presently enPout your own state and think
more of another's.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 bec. 22): A day of great success for the Sagittarius who refuses to overlook his own
Shortcomings. Don't bite off

Answer to Previous -Puzzle

M

THE BORN LOSER
14ERG,

LET /AE FUT

A NEAP OtJ THAT,
REVIRUND! TGAM'T
FLY ON ONE WIN(o,

}NOW!

IA Alk

(comb.. in)nni
form)

Entered

suade you into taking on additional responsibility at this
time. Take plenty of time before making up your mind.
:- AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
39): Today's explorations may

SWOAI,
.147

CAPTAIN EASY
TVIA/AP SEARCHES

uu

FRANTICALLY

FOR PR. PIMBLE,

LooNY OLP COOT! PROSIY
wANPEREP OFF AN' GOT tasTI

comp se sNoRIN. IN SOME

THE ENGLISH
SCIENTIST

HAYSTACKS

PITCH DARK..NO CHANCE Cr FINDIN'

HIM NOW! BETTER PHONE SLUMP.
OH, BROTHER: HE'14-

GO UP IN SMOKE

WHEN HE HEARS:

PYSAPPA4ROF YOU STUPID
KLUTZ. YOU MEAN YOU JUST
LET HIM WALK AWAY,;. WITH

OUR CHANCE OF A FORMULA

WORTH MIISION?:

thought worthless have taken
on considerable value.
ARIES (March 22 - April
:20): Consider another's rea:Sons for present behavior. You
%nay discover extenuating cirithought of.
1-27
011

CAMPUS CLATTER

KITCHEN
THICKEN

NOT TAKING NOTES, JONES':
YOU CAN'T CLIMB THE LADDER.

,

g=

.

I

I

think
then
thine
thick

I

ethic

Egrilicr
1200 MOB On
co© MOM

OMMOIMO MEMO
INIMMMOEM 01300
111, 00 OM IMMO

OMON BOO nano
nickname

containing
liquor
4 Connoisseur

s

OF SUCCESS WITH YOUR HANDS
IN YOUR POCKETS.;

42 Philippine

21- for life

peasant

22 Preposition
23 Enticement

43 Western
cattle show
44 Discloses
25 Two
(comb. form) 45 Encircling

n

jests
41 Expert (coll.)
42 Quivering
emotion
43 Mantle
46 Afternoon
social event
48 Medicinal
. plant
49 Musical.

drama

1

2

4

3

5

Greek drama

52 Missile

weapon

54 Color
56 Free' nation

(ab.)
57 Indian weight
58 Sigmoid curve

Tr

13

15

21

strips

47 Ingress
50 Conflict in

78

6

12

14

16
a

22 f23

1626

1124

32

1

36

17

18

27
31

R

RA

Munall MEW=

16 Profuse talk
5 River in
18 Down (prefix)
Siberia
20 Gazers
6 As(varien.) country 28 Pitchei
21 South African 7 palm leaf
30 Primrose tribesman
32 Symbol for
8
24
magnesium
university
26 Actual being
33 Wading bird
27 Made inunurie s pentads
34 European
29 Moments of
capital
10 Employers
dinavian
prosperity
35 Takeout
31 Scatter
38 Obtained
17 Affirmative
32 Extinct bird
40 Dutch scholar
19 man,s
33 Measure of
41 Persian fairy
36 Pedal digit
37 Hen product
39 Harass by

,umstances you hadn't

MOM OM

E

of food

1171111NA loc114 R. at re. on.

OM
OMB0 UMi
E

group (ab.)
ACROSS
1 Merrymaking 63 Napoleonic
marshal
6 Bliss
64 Russian
9 Sport
emperors
12 Love feast
among
DOWN
primitive
1 Piece of old
Christians
cloth
13 Winglike
2 Freudian term
Part
3 Dye -

:Jan. 20): Others may try to per-

Sonal possessions and you may
discover that certain items you

Ma

M MO0

UM

Living It Up

o

-

insignificant. Given a

MOM

MOO

)Wore than you can chew.

few days' time, however, and
all should look different.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Take another look at per-

42/

MOND OEM

joy, stop thinking so much

cite
knit
ketch
kine
kite
kith

P14.Dr,,CC,PrtitY.TS1'

,-..,....r._Z..-.._....i.....-

.11/60,44101.0i..1110oCel

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

minds.

hike
tick
tine
tike

3:25

4,,,,,e1.30eGsuyOODJ

diefAa

LOOK'

now to tell you what's on their

. c)sink

1:35
2

,,It.:.

of you as a deeply reserved personality may not be willing just

hick

Late Report
7 Reflections

portrays Queen
Elizabeth I hassling
with Sir Walter

Friends and family who think

hint

2

Queen." Bette Davis

concerned.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

chin

Virgin

`too oua-rr 70 71-LANk. ME F0F2
SAVING `,40LIALL THAT TIME;

Let things come to a head of
their own free will. Don't try
to hasten the course of ripening where relationships are

cent

Mona Freeman.

MeRTY MEEKLE

ward.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23):

thin
inch
itch
.niche:i
nice
nick
neck
etch
ethnic

more, John Derek,

Cavett

1:30

"The

phone bids to 372-

TO-SI-43...X.DER.t

keep you from moving for-

heck

Dick

with romantic interludes. John Barry -

MITI' SC014.1 THE VJORIR

Don't allow false modesty to

chit

trainingaviators

10;30
2

32 Big Valley

ALL ee Sr...1/4000S

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

Answers to
Hideaword

1:25

Movie
"Thunderbirds,"
World War 11 tale of
9

Mery Griffin

t w e en Oran and

WILL 6e U:4 e4.44.14CF...D WF. "'".

Accept whatever help you can
get from an influential party.

Seem

1:20

EEK Sr MEEK

the new image.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

12:20
Flash Gordon

11 wrrw Auction

of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners

2

9

12:30
Some of My Best
Friends

With

Viewers may

Philbin

7:00
5 Rowan and Martin's Laugh -In

GEMINI (May 22 - June

News

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5

Heroes." Two for-

26 Famous Writers;
Famous Artists

for making a general coup.

every level today. Don't hesitate to let higher-ups know of
your ambitions.

Leadoff Man

6:55

HE TENDS 'TO GET VERY
EMOTIONAL AT TIMES:

News ,

9

5
7

9 WGN Editorial

9300.
CICERO'S VIOLIN
LESSON SHOL/W BE
ABOUT FINISHED'

7

ring that operates be-

6:45

2 6 Bob
Sports

10:00
News
News

the hi a c k -market

Himalayan Mountains is featured.

Horoscope

this Western.

9300.

fliers get caught up in

A film trip to the

9

visits

2
5

land -

grabbing outlaws in

The auction continues until I a.m.

mer U.S. Air Force

Seas

BUGS BUNNY

Mayberry RFD
Rerun. A wealthy

invites Sam and his
family to vacation at
her estate in Palm

Rerun. "The Second Time Around."
26 Today's Racing

Your

Sterling

ex -Mayberry woman

logues.
7

varied backgrounds.
9 Alfred
Hitchcock Presents
32 Password

8:00

Bill Cosby's mono-

IN A
SUMMER
RAINSTORM,
CHERRY
DAV/5 LOSES
CONTROL OF
HER CAR

other to complete tie line through title

2

to overcome

three communes of
young people who
come from widely -

sequences

cial based on characters made famous in

AVOID A

Mbyte
Blaine."
"Utah
Rory Calhoun helps
2

Aquarius"

32 Truth or Con-

Hey, Hey, Hey-It's Fat Albert
Repeat of an animated comedy spe-

12:00

"The Age of

area. Edmo,nd

ey.
5

MARK TRAIL

11:50

32 News Final

9:15
Tenth Inning

Grande."
with two competing
companies battling
elements and each

O'Brien,
Hayden.

Paintings;
Great Music

9:30

Western

6:30
Gunsmoke

1105

7 Now

"Denver and Rio

26 Quiz
2

9

,

32 100

32 Men In Crisis
44 Continuous
News, Weather,
Sports

'

Here's Lucy
Rerun. Patty Andrews of the An-

6:25

Paul Harvey

Comments

9300.

2

Guide

11:30

32

Viewers may

Sports

32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment

11:00

11, %/TIM Auction

11 WIIIV Auction

Show

phoning 372-9300.
126 Spanish News

01411CIREVIPS,

9:00
'2 Carol
Burnett

guest.
9 Baseball

37

129

38

ao

033

34

-59

35

.

51 Signs of

assent
53 Keen

enjoyment
55 Entertain
pleasurably
59 Common

suffix
60 Possessive

,pronoun
61 Tricks
62 World War II

143

44 145

6146

47- 42

_

1148 '

-

49
53

1

54

52
56

81

66

57

58

e

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly, cloudy,
chance of thunderstorms,
low In middle 60s. Tomorrow: Partly sunny, chance

MOUNT PROSPECT
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Pro5pert ;Dap

Telephone

255-4400

of thunderstorms, continued Warm and humid.
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s corn lain, to se Floot board.

b

StudeAtt @making aroma

urged at Prospect High

a.

t-1

f

By K. C. Radtke

V. ire?

A group of 75 Mount Pros-

pect and Arlington Heights
4

residents last night petitioned
Dist. 214 administrators and
board members to come to a

firm decision on smoking at
Prospect High School.

Supt. Edward Gilbert said
the petition arrived at the. administration center late Monday morning.
The petitioners requested
that a smoking area be created,

Sphit', bounced at Holy Family Hospital
when staff and classmates watched
Alan Dreisclutrf, 15, a Maine West High School sopho ore, took the big steps home. Alan entered
the hospital Jan. 9, paralyzed after a trampoline accident. He is shown tossing a basketball to his
physical therapist, Mrs. Rosemary Gloeckner, Des Plaines. A high school counselor, classmates,
and HFH staff members watch. Photo by Dan Batas.

ters Maine West next fall he
will be a junior.
He will recuperate at home.

A tall, healthy and smiling
Holy Family
Hospital yesterday (Mon.)

'teen-ager

left

108 days after being injured in
a trampoline accident.
Alan Dreischarl. 15. a
Maine West High School
sophomore, entered the hospital Jan. 9, paralyzed except Ii r
a big toe.
While
Alan
underwent
three operations and extensive

Although Alan will have to
return to the hospital at least
three times weekly, according
to hospital

officials, he will

lose no school time.

Tutoring in the hospital and

throughout the summer will
keep Alan even with his classmates, so that when he re -en-

from Maine West High. and

Alan is expected to recover
James Gary, counselor, greet- completely.

Prospect girl
killed on cycle
A Mount Prospect girl, a

Ruth; two brothers, Douglas

student at the University of Il-

and Glenn, and a sister, Karen.
Visitation will be after 4 this
afternoon at Friedrichs Funer-

linois, was killed Sunday afternoon on a motorcycle while re-

turning from a weekend rock al Home in Mount Prospect.
festival in Poynette. Wis.
Services will be conducted by
Police -identified the girl as the Rev. Edwin I. Stevens toGail Susan Plagge, 19, of 220 morrow at 2 p.m. in the funRussell.
eral home chapel. Burial will
Miss Plagge was taken to be in Ridgewood Cemetery in

Methodist Hospital in Madi- Des Plaines.

son, Wis. where she died of a
head injury in the emergency
ward.

er Robert Nowak, who first

Burglars stole tires and
wheels valued at $125 from the
rear of two new cars during the

Miss Plagge was returning
from the rock festival on a motorcycle driven by Michael

discovered the accident gave
this version of what happened:

.Sign stolen,
Fifteen of the I2 -inch
ICES

identifying -the

let -

Mount

Prospect Theatre were torn
down by vandals yesterday
morning. Five letters were

found in an adjacent parking
lot. The sign is valued at $350.

hazardous driving and littering of the neighborhood dur-

listed Dave Avenue as their ad-

Plaines,

Wheels, tires
stolen.
weekend from a car lot on Rt.
12 north of Golf Links. The lot
is used by Roto Mercury car
dealer in Mount Prospect.

door when Mrs. Rosemary

tendance sheet. Nine parents

Des

WISCONSIN STATE Troop;

action on student trespassing,

home.

tal.

-

ed Alan at the hospital front

saw Alan take the big steps

Paul, lay ill in the same hospi-

husband and son..
Just one week before Alan's
release, his dad died.

IN A PRESENTATION of
their petition to the Board of
Education, Gilbert read from
a statement which asked for

University student.

physical therapy, his father.

His mother. Lila, a house-'
wife, made daily visits to her

the fence area and smoke on
private property.

with his mother and brother.
Dale. 19, Northern Illinois

Thacker,

Four boys and two girls
'

ton Heights residents complained that the students leave

Gloeckner,
Des
Plaines,
HFH chief physical therapist,
and Dr. ' Ronald DeWald.
Glenbiew orthopedic surgeon.

787

He had been hospitalized

The school property is in
Mount Prospect and the fence

marks the boarder with Arlington Heights. The Arling-

`Paralyzed' teen takes
first steps toward home
By K. C. Radtke

if necessary, for students who
now smoke on school property
behind a fence at the corner of
Dale St. and Mayfair Rd.

By Richard Crabb

Interstate 94 when the rear tire Monday evening, predicted
that if the Republicans take

over the Cook County assessor's office in November,
Mayor Daley will not be a can-

didate for re-election in 1971.
"The assessor's office is the
the hospital. A state trooper key. 1'11 make you a presaid neither rider wore a hel- diction. If the Republicans win
met.
the Cook County assessor's of-

TROOPER NOWAK said a
helmet might have saved Miss

fice in November. Mayor Da-

Plagge's life.

be a candidate for re-election
next year."
Adamowski addressed the
Elk Grove Townships Re-

Surviving Miss Plagge are
her

parents,

Howard

and

Start main flushing
The semi-annual flashing of' water mains and hydrants
began at 2 "a.m. this morning and will continue on a 24-

hoursa-day basis until competion, Thursday or Friday,
Public Works Director David Creamer said yesterday.
Purpose of the project, said Creamer, is two fold: To
flash Iron from the pipes where it has settled, and to insure
the condition of fire hydrants so that any defective ones
may be repaired or replaced.
Crews are scheduled to begin at the north end of town,
and work toward the south.
It is suggested that residents flush out hot water heaters

after crews have finished flushing In their area, even
though the cold water may already be running clear again,
said Creamer.
He added that should any residents get stains on clothes
being washed a chemical to remove stains is available at
the Public Work Building, at I I S. Pine, Mount Prospect.

Eighteen parents in the au-

dience signed the board atdresses.

"We the undersigned (who
live) on the west side of Prospect High School . . . petition

School, just west of the high
school.

High school students who
ride in cars during the day are
-.Isc ;a ha',ard to the children,
he said.

One resident asked board
members to take time to look
at Dale, Mayfair, and Evanston Streets during school
hours.

JACK COSTELLO, Mount
recently re-elected

the board to take whatever action necessary to (prevent) the

Prospect,

students from trespassing on
private property ... littering ...

Gripe
Of The

during the school day." Gilbert read.

"IF A SMOKING area is
the only way, we request that
this be done," the petitioners
stated.

The residents emphasized in

their statement that the PHS

Forgetting my bus pass
.on the day the driver
,checks passes.

and do not remain within the

ley will find some reason not to

publican Organization in the
Mount Prospect Country
Club. He was introduced by
Elk Grove Township Republican Committeeman Carl E.
Hansen of Mount Prospect,
who presented Adamowski as
a "man who tells it as it is."

ADAMOWSKI said that he
would go through the motions

He referred to the party dinner

persons at $100 per plate.

"Before concluding his remarks, Mr. Kennedy, turned
to the assessor and said, "By
the way I want to thank my
good- friend Parkie Culler ton."

THE DEMOCRATS have
been in control of the assessor's office for 35 years and the
county clerk's office since
1910.

if there would be such an

out into the country towns.
They want to do the same thing

in the suburbs that they have
done in Chicago," said Adam-

Adamowski said that both
Cullerton and County Clerk

owski,
"Suburban real estate taxes
can be reduced if we can get a
fair assessment of all property

Edward J. Barrett live in Palm

make throughout Cook Coun-

Springs, Calif. and that both

ty. I can't tell you how much

telephone

until we have a chance to ex-

book. They reside in houses

amine the records, but I can as-

found in the area of 'expensive
houses in the southern California city, he added.

sure that the taxes could be

the

"They don't live in Chicago
and haven't for, years," said

ADAMOWSKI DESCRIB- the GOP candidate, "They
ED his opponent in Novem-. »ET
powerful politicians ever to
hold office in Cook County.
given for John F. Kennedy in
1960 and attended by 7,000

California and just

laugh at us."

event.

listed in

school property and
hazards.

campus policy, allowing students to smoke outside the

health

The board will consider the

By Mary Schlott

"Naturally, I'm disappointed," commented Poklacki, a

Arlington Heights resident
Erwin S. Poklacki gambled
$50 last week on an election

resident of 1223 S. Fernandez,

recount.

ed."

again-that he had lost.
finished the

14 -hour

HE WAS NINE votes be-

"Now the fingers of the city
hall in Chicago are reaching

are

Elk

schools which requested them.
No decision has been made
on the PHS smoking area. Stu-

I

of seeking a public debate with
.Cullerton, but that he doubted

"The most I've ever hear
Cullerton say is "Hi ye kid'."

ers. Arlington, Prospect and

several evils, including messy

recount marathon at I p.m.
Poklacki was just six votes behind incumbent Harry F. Peterson of 641 Charing Cross,
Elk Grove Village.

er children at the Kensington

Kennedy campaign.

smoking area as the least of

board

fence are in full view of young-

the tickets to the dinner which
contibuted $700,000 to the

PHS west side
residents'
request at the next board meet-

smoking areas. Others view the

When the Dist. 50 school

in

dents have been allowed to
smoke within a fence on
school property at the intersection of Dale and Mayfair.
Some Board members consider it a moral question and
strongly oppose creation of

smoking in the schools, or allowing smoking areas in any

requested a smoking area earlier this year. The board postponed any decision on the matter, to review costs of policing

Monday night he learned-B.S.

stay

students to keep them off private property.

ing May 1 1, Richard Bachhubet-, chairman, promised.
Three Dist. 214 Schools
have designated outdoor
smoking areas, Hersey, Forest
View and Wheeling. The oth-

Administrators at Prospect

Day

students who smoke :outdoors

Adamowski said that Cullerton had sold two-thirds of

board member, replied that the
board understood the situation.

prospect and Arlington Heights. Residents of the area last night
petitioned Dist. 214 School Board to set up smoking area for the

Grove

had

open

an

school.

Poklacki loses in recount

Assessor vote could
beat Daley: Adamowski

Benjamin S. Adamowski,
Hradsky, 19, of Elmhurst, on speaking in Mount Prospect

blew out aboat 10 miles north
of Madison. Hradsky lost control of the bike, and both were
thrown from their seats.
Hradsky suffered minor injuries and was released from

ing the school day period.

Prospect High School students smoking on private property at
Dale St. and Mayfair Rd. in Arlington Heights, west of the school,
Other students stand at fence which marks border between Mount

lower," Adamowski declared.

Adamowski said that if the
suburbs will turn out 95 per
cent of the vote, all Republican candidates will win in
Cook County on Nov. 3.
.1-7E

SIMON

susuft8
SAYS
The trouble with grownups: they're not young enough to
know everything,

hind Arpil 20 when he asked
for the recount and plunked
down $50 to cover the cost of
retallying the 10 precincts.

Youth hurt
in climbing
accident
Roger Keefer, 16, of 15 N.
Waverly, Mount Prospect, was
seriously injured
Saturday
when he fell while rock climbing with three other youths at
Devil's Lake State Park, Wisconsin, his father, Jack Keefer,
owner of Keefer's Pharmacy,
told The Day yesterday,
Roger's father said that his
son was attempting to climb a
bluff in the "balance -rock"

trail area when his rope sling
broke, and he fell feet first into
the canyon.
The youth suffered a broken
heel in one foot, and a fracture

of his other leg. He also suffered a compression of some
vertebrae in the lower spine,
but the seriousness of that con-

dition is not yet known.

The youth was climbing
with two other Prospect High
School sophomores, .1shn Gay
and Mark Schroeder, and Paul

Schroeder, a student at Beloit
College, Beloit, Wis.

The youth, formerly was a
carrier for The Prospect Day
and also worked in the circulation department t The Day offices.

He is being treated at St.
Clare Hospital, Baraboo, Wis.

Arlington Heights. "But I can't
say the results were unexpect-

He pointed to election tally
sheets that showed 95 errors
turned up by the recount.
Final result was Poklacki,
1.118. and Peterson. 1,124.
Incumbent Peterson almost
didn't file as a candidate in the

April 11 election that he won
by such a narrow margin.

WINNERS IN THE April

I I school board election along
with Peterson. were Mrs. Jud-

ith Zanca, 81 Roxbury Dr.,
Des Plaines; Mrs. Sharric Hil-

debrandt, 69 Clearmont Dr.,
Elk Grove Village. and Paul
G.

Neuhauser,

1821

Mag-

nolia, Mount Prospect. Vote
totals for all three were also
changed in the recount though
they were still easy winners.
The Dist. 59 hoard will have

its next meeting Monday at 8
p.m. at

High Ridge Knolls

School, 588 S. Dara James,
Des Plaines.

Con -Con movie to include

NW suburban delegates
Con -Con delegates from the

northwest suburbs returned to
Springfield today to begin sessions that will continue
through Friday.

There will be plenary and
"committee of the whole"
meetings of the convention to-

day. Wednesday and Friday.

Tomorrow morning the
plenary session will open with
a premiere showing of the new
IS -minute color Con -Con motion picture. "Con -Con: A
Dialog",
Appearing

in the

motion

picture arc John G. Woods

committee work.

and Mrs. Virginia Macdonald
(3d Dist. Delegates) of Arlington Heights, Mrs. Anne Evans
(4th Dist. Delegate) of Des

Registered

Plaines

Thursday will he devoted to

to vote?
You can now
Cook County Clerk Edward
J. Barrett has announced that

all city and village clerks un-

der his jurisdiction in Cook
County have begun accepting

voter registrations from nonregistered voters in their respective municipalities.
Barrett suggested that unregistered

voters first 'contact
their local city or village clerk
by phone as to hours of registration, which may vary in dif-

ferent areas.

Barrett said that if it were
more convenient for unregistered voters to register in Chicago,

his election office in

room 230 of the County Building is open daily from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays, and from 9
a.m. until noon on Saturdays,

with the exception of the 28
days previous to any election.

and

Mrs.

Jeanette

Mullens (32nd Dist. Delegate)
of Barrington.
The motion picture was pro-

duced in the northwest suburbs at the Henry Ushijima
Studios in Park Ridge. It will
be shown daily at the Con -Con

information Center

in

Springfield and will be made
available to all schools in Illinois.

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board special meeting, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
River Trails School Drs.'

trict 26 special meeting.
1800 E. Kensington. Mount
Prospect; 6 p.m.
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Arlington is No. 1 again
in h pne constructs n
SCHAUMBURG

&Raglan Hokhts slipped

luck into lint p.ce among p.or

LAST
Arlington

out

edged

Chicago ire
wheal% law
month in thr number of bo0d

Heights for (Keep arcs Ind
sr in home building with 971

int, permits ivued lor single

permits issued at a total value

'amity houses Gm year ac

of 921 7 million compared to

tordtm to

Federal

649 ,rmas valued at $19.9

Saving: survey of new building

million for Arlington Heights.

the

Bell

The drop from last year's

for March.

for the first three months of

level reflects a slump in home
building activity throughout
the
6 -county
nropolitan
ict

Ibis year compares to a total of
.200 building permits issued for
single-family houses in the
same period last year.

area. According to the Bell
Federal report. March law
decline of 46 per cent in the
number of permits issued far

The northwest suburban oilloges total of 76 house permits

Special meeting tonight

Moon. Noel.. minas."'
spurnn eight hours Eat-

inky In what wall imlieEIEY
umbY
Dm 1
review °1. the village
budget for the 1970.71 fiscal
year which begins May 1, and
nuido seveml ems in the hadal
nettsvthin OGY receive fl

A ho.

Other programs that appear

certain to be left nut of this
yeah budget, Barnett said, are

953.000;

at

:Mil

grant to the Mount
Historical
real
Soddy.

THE
Society

and

HISTORICAL
had

for

asked

a

which

it

intended

to

WIDENING

WOULD match in fund raising efforts.
nuke 1-0enquisi
nuim matSociety members hope to
west and from Meier Rd. cast
downlalI1.83.
town Kea. perhaps one of
The tentative agreement on those lots earlier carmerked
shared 0011 for this projcCI. 06 for development as public

amainj jj 1

pktiod of

he

Weal

Park

lake' project.
THE CONTRACT for ex-

,

nam:Ilion or the present small
retention basin an the 2.3,rere
Wail Park site southwest of
BURN and Lonnquist. slated
for final board approval
!mirth, i1 considered a nvoyear projeet. involving sewer
wad( and extensive grading as
well as the enlargcning of the
anull basin to a live -acre lake

Truck traffic along Lonn

Ain, lot,

Discussed Saturday, Barn ett said. was a long range pro for f0001 pop, 01000ical Society from the village. so
that the society may be homed

the village administration may
build or rent.

...HARNETT DID say, however. that both She senior
eons group. and the Tlistorical

Society. have been asked to
specific requests for

submit

naythir need,. so that these

he included in the appro-

priations ordinance that will
not be approved until July.
tentative budget that
Hornet firct submit ted to the finance committee fo r rev iew
was 9589.000 more than the
1969-70 one. and it iippPirs
certain that to approve even
the "trimmed.down" version
The

mart would make the Lent, - tonight will require dipping
(NW Rd. project impreakahle deeply into mill reserves In
Owing that two-year period, yanaux cca,ira.

Delta Tool
will move

I Menus I

Thursday

Tn 1. served Wednesday at

M.'4"h"""ni"
114' i"
District 23: Gravy train or

th"

510`°0""i ;1" chttse
0'1100' ""cup, WI'
k.'" milk.
slips.
To Ise 501'0 Wednesday or
Arlington, Prospect, "mawkg, Elk Grove, 60T<DI View
and Hersey high echnol in
District 214,
Main dish 1000 choke):
pork cutlet. bir900110 beef on

hun. Wier on hull. Vegetable

ti.: 01101001; Hot pOtatO mind.

sauerkraut, buttered corn. Sal-

lone choice): Bait juice,

"thl
001'4
molded:

101'00

cherry.

Weed

peaches: orangc sunset. Cincinnati coffee brGid and butter. milk. Available 0.100s:

Fmil "P. "9'1" °MM.
P'""'" hiller "kc'
chocolate cookies.

Moving

Ilea

Tool Company at 237 A. E.
Mount Pimped
has boon 001 for Thursday. Ar-

ler 1910010a 01 this location

la contrast to

0.01.000. is moving to 249
E. prospc21.

Delta a precision mold
making
designs 10001 prinmrily for the
electronic; industry and now
II IshOpot
on
as well as office iind confetroom

The company offers en are
entice program for skilled
prold
m
makers that includes on
the -job training under the
guidance of the Tool and Die
1001111110.

on the prem
ace program 040 be
bye ow:ming the Tool end Die
Institute in Park Ridge or Del -

lirld

obtrrntalinn

Tool Company in Mount

Prospect.

Legal
Notice I
Notice is her

anowed nee,

$163,487,481. Though value
of permits more than doubled

last month in Chicago, total
value dropped 23 per cent in
the suburbs and 27 per cent in
unincorporated areas.

According to the Bell report. the seasonally adjusted
per cent compared to February. Permits were issued at an
annual rate equivalent
to

45,744 housing units, which
breaks down to 11,820 singlefamily hour. and 33,924

apartment units. The February rate this year was 32.040

housing units,
10.920 houses
opanments.

including
21.120

and

An authentic nth and chips store opened In Mount Prospect on
Friday. Attending grand opening ceremonies of the H. Salt, Esq.

Fish & Chips at 1014 E. Central, near Rand, were (from leiD,
Victor Walker, store owner, Haddon Salt, Esquire, u see.
ond-generalion chlpsmon from Skegness, England, and Mount
Prospect Mayor Robert Teiehert.

St. Viator students told
about anti -pollution

1270 under the °horned name of
INKS ANDTHINGSv,th place of bus,
al 632 Woodlown,
limed,ated
III. The eve mune ond
dross of owner Is Vernon E Toldund

wo,0cm,,,,. Phan, m.
Publishedin she
DATPUBLICA11016.111C.

tote

complex that includes 00.
empty acres arc wrestling with
Weir consciences as I am sure
the Viatorians are. No one

come right out and
wants
My that they do not want low-

'titers dates back to Eliza.
bethan times.

Kruse was une of Ibree

Richard Druse, of Illinois
Ahv Gen. William Scoff's air

speakers at a St. Vistor Barth
Day observance planned

and water enforcement section, told the group that one of

wholly by students.

Scott's most effective weapons
is a public nuisance law rooted
in English common law.
Kru se reviewed actions

Charles D. Sigwart, a biologist

being taken by Scoles office
polluters, but warned,
"It is not gding to be the attorney general, the state's alto,

Sigwart painted grim
tore of the earth's Mune es its
Is

ney or any pollution board that

s going to stop this sort of
thing, ultimately. You people,
you yourselves, must go out
and do something about'."
KRUSE SAID the attorney
general's office is underfunded
and can afford only to go after

Also among speakers was
who heads the Northwestern
Students fora Better Envirort
ment.

population expands.

"We must face the fact Mai
what we're doing to the cmiroom.. is endangering mairouncntal quality and even.
wally life itself," he declared.
Pollution has joined the

"Once grimapers "-war.
pestilence andre famine-as a
danger to ream he asserted.

assistance for students to seek high interest hank loans k -

13th

wan made by
by Fried:debt FL-

Hon.

.00, pray_

Wct

as

John Morrisey of Hoffman

Estates,

Schaumburg Dan,

cr.ic ToKnship corn -

A. Warman of Skokie.
District candidate for

Congress in the Nov. 3 general
election. Warman
delayed

stead.

Bmdemns urged the elccwn of Warman, who, he said,
can bring to Congress "a
record as an outstanding state
legislator and 0 000P co
to programs to lift the
quality of American life.

"Ed Warman is the kind of
blamribbon congressman the
13th Illinois District
do

10 of the residents of the area
have been through Mc proverty route. I a sure that very

I'm had

whamtever

it

is

they

have handed to them by rich
parent, or benign fate.
I know that most couples
who have reached close to
can
maturity
midd le.a mod
remember the weekends built

P.m at. soosa. moom of.

the

House

select

,durationN.

subcommittee, told the lunch -

eon guests -rho N ix.

A,

ed

weds m "9r

Va-

km, xi>

Height,

s

low income that is.
also cannot buy the ream)
1

and 722 Center. Dos Plaines, IT

tration says, "No, no; not now;
never, never.'

Bradem. also hit the ad -

Funeral Home in Mount Pros-

ministrations' recent higher
education proposals as rnean-

Pe. Services will be con-

a "tripling of the cost of
coil, education for smdcai,

town US. moll roil.. 317.00
.mho

middle

income

fami-

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing

e.is

109 S. Main (Rt. 83).. Mt. Prospect 392-475ft
LOCATION IN:. OAK PARK. AURORA. HINSDALE
Special Service For Shut -Ins - Home Hearing Test U Demonsfration

with the down payment for a
home and wants to move in
here and struggle along with
the rest of us they are more
than welcome.

like ants who'd had their hills
stepped on. Father Cahill
speaking for the Viatorians
has said that they have been
proposition and
that is all. So far three neighborhoods have formed associ,
tendered

a

For the first time since soffrage days, Illinois women arc
going en Springfield to petition

most identical in it wording,

ha their own rights. Always

tial list includes Business and

quick to support legislation
that has extended or strengthivied the rights of others. women hove been slow to recognise

ations to fight they know not
what. It might be a good idea
together to bring
which a
up the subjects of better lighting and adequate stop signs,

d., own second -tins: slams
under existing law.

the grounds of the State Cartlel at 11 a.m. "to demand that
the General Assembly pass an
kbortron bill that woman want,
labor legislation that women

from their town to Springliekl.
If all the local groups am

05:45

relations people selected a quiet green corner of the area as
their target. Perhaps they

61.EC E

thought the V iatorians would
be hard pressed to refuse.
think there are many othe
equally nice spots around an

$3.00

of the other schools in the are

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"
hy .366mo .

from

0
Vglige

'WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

SAT ft SUN, MATINEE
Far Children
Autor& thelllogician

The whmen wiii than march
itcross town to the Old State
Capitol where the ConRitutional
Convention
is
meeting. They will demand of
Fon-Con dot the equal rights

rpvision be included in the
ncw constitution. The provireads: "Equality, under
the taw shall not he denied or
}bridged on account of sex by
State of Illinois or any of its
I
agents or subdivisions."
Lion

plants

reporting

10 pounds In 10 days. There will be

weig't lose in rho tins lour
will suddenly drip s
pounds -crone stn day. Thereafter

itrr:ZWrydrii7 will

VS. 14 a

A

fledge"
A

NOW

leh
you stun yourself with foplonds Mat
were formerly "forbidden" such as
big steaks maimed with 6, roast
or tried chid
hut -

THRU

con

Sat

scrambled eggs.. Ynu can eat until
you are ull, until
not possibly., arry
mill lass 10

THURSDAY

pounds in the
the lint
first ton days pi.

THIS g0.0011Ald IS FOR

16 pounds ovew two days thereafter until our weight is down to

"COWBOY"

stan Ma fat homing p.a.. Ku

Dustin HOFFMAN
Jon VOIGHT

11.01,4".

guff yourself on the permitted food
listed Indio diet planand still leso
unsightly fat and excess body
fluids. When the fat and bloat are
gone you will cease to lose weight
and your weight will remain son.

stant.Ampyal this new and Oar.
ling successful diet plan can be
obtained by sending $2 to GRAM
MU
DIET, Dept. C, 7046 Hollywood Blvd., Sulte202, Hollywood,
Calif. 900213. Meney6ack guaranee. If after trying 6.161 plan you
not last 7 pounds
the first
seven dawn and IT pounds ovary
tae Ont. thereafter, simply return
the diet plan and your $2 will be

PLUS
Arlo GUTHRIE
Pat QUINN

rittaro
ShoW B

G

A

166.28

King of

located at 652 Milwaukee Ave.,
Wheeling, which helps support

the home. M.. King models a
patio ensemble ill bright stripe,
multicolored,
a dot and

print cotton. Firer length skirt
K topped with a long sleeve,
lace insert blouse.

cadged of friends and come
celebrate the equal rite, / of
spring with us... All group
and individuals should costae
the Alliance at 312-248-5776.
"The Springfield authorities
have issued a parade penal,
and we have to let them know
how many

expect."

miss Roe wens o to say
that soffragis. still recall
call with

Dinner -fashion
show to benefit
Bensenville group

great pride and satisfaction the

day they went to Springfield.
"Sure the purpose of 51 Per
Cent day is serious and the

But it will be
cejoyablc, too. Why lei the
kid. have all

Mary Friedi of Des Plaines, a member of the adult pasting group from the Mount Prospect Park
District, puts the finishing touches on an oil painting she will exhibit at the annual exhibit and sale of
original paintings to he 6110 at Randhurst. The show will begin April 30 and continue through May 3
during regular Randhurst business hours. Leonard Presley is the instructor for the park group.

fun,

Mr. and Mrs. James Cam

care, all aspects of adoption

dey, 601 Prospect Manor, and

and counseling service to un.

Mn. and Mrs. Roy Kneen,

married prem.

Kepusinski, 210 Aralia Dr.,

presenting their annual benefit
dinner -fashion show Wednes-

A beautiful spring day
the women's auxiliary of Northest Community Hospital to a
luncheon at Nordic Hills Coun-

take up their duties m officers
are

A Wi

,

loft

to right) Mrs. Fred

Brown, and Mrs. Robert Lockwood, publicity chairmen; Mrs.
A.J. Daley one of the past res-

ident; Mrs. Winn. Palley,
tory.

ill

day. April 25. it will be held ay
the Ferrara Manor, 5609 W.
North Av., Chicago. //Artistry
th

F

th

omcn's and child.. clothCocktail hour is kW p.m.
with dinner at 2:3a p.m.

The

of

the
Bensenville Holm
Society. a long-time member of

the Welfare Council of Metro.
politan Chicago. the Du Page
Planning Council and the
Community Fund of Chicago.
This year marks Densenville's
75th year of services.

tomorrow
The Republican Women of
Elk Grove Township will hold
0511fol'ev t0.0.0.01,0e.samorr7.t.7
fzi,,apir-ii,c0eLded by a noon

Fashions are being provided
by Spiegler's Department
Store in Des Plaines.

h

sen for the fashion show being
presented by Madioans of
Yorktown. who will show
trends in mon's wear as well as

efactors

Proceeds from this affair
will go to Child Care Services

EGT Rep.
women lunch

Bensenville
Benwere organized in

Change the climate of emotion.
Surround yourself with a mist of yam' favorne Duerlain
cologne -Chow &Aromas, Shalimar, LReure Slone, Mitsouko, or Vol de Non. With Pere Overlain fragrance in a
spray, you'll enchant your companion or, as a gift, you'll
delightthot someone special for Mother's Doyl

1966. The group is made up
predominantly of parents of
Children adopted through the
Bensenville

Home

Society's

Child Coe Services Division.

The Child Care program im

ill.

Chides services to children in,

their own homes.'n foster

*

a

Erni

441 4

They're off and running

V IMMENt_

Women's Society

DENNIS
THE MENACE
SPECIAL
for children -$2,75
FCC reservations, call
Miss Day at 394-2000

holds debate
The Women's Society of

Holy Family
honors local
women

Chriclian Service of Our Sai-

lour' s

Ladal Women will be bonMethodist
omd at a dinner next month on
Golf Rd.,
Hoffman Estates, will present -De fifth annivemary of theirs
a debate. "Dilemma, A Giant scrim to Holy Family HospiChumh,

United

fill

E.

Leap For hlankind,"

at

the

$Yednesday, April 29, general
meeting at 8 p.m. The/ resOlo-

!ion is: "Resolve that M...
program

indeed a giant lesip

for mankind and that the neeUssery funds should be altorioted to that 000:' Mrs. Jam.

Houff

arid

Mrs. Jack Lucas

IW, Des Plaines.

Mrs. Paul
Chicago's new suburban hotel
Euelld Avenue and FohlwIng Bond
Arlington Heights, Illinois

&Stith

and Mrs.

Frank Kreml, the negative.
Hostesses for the meeting

+0..4, CARDS
Just for your Mother
Your Mother is a very spec.rteme.
Thart arty Hallmark bas taken the elm
mre
cram a collection of beautiful

Mother'. Day wile that put your mart
thoupdsintovoirdOor S.day, May 10.

Mrs. Mildred Warner and
Mrs. Gertrude Jaramski of
Des Plaines will bc among nine

Holy Family employ. receiv
ing awards at the hospital's
employe recognition dinner

Thursday, May le.

the affirmative and

rush your diet plan via fire

doss moil. Decide now m regain
the trim, attractWa figure or your
youth, while enjoying
aSfristo,londiosenddlanon.0

being 'so nice- and busy too.

Our Saviour

nommen.. Tear out this message
as reminder. Order now and we
wila l

Beverly

Prospect Heights, are among
the members of the Bensenville Benefactors who are

Ala carte dinners from $4.00
Served from 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

refunded poltsmtly and without

RESTALMANT"

Mrs.

915 S. Maple Dr., Mount Prom
pcet, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert

in the
Carousel Restaurant

1

),

bepn as an Illinois Ses-

Shop" referred to in Dawn's
sign refers to the resale shop

try Club in Itasca. Ready to

orml. They ae<ret behind this new

(

9"II

Plaines. Fashions were from me
MYH
Ship in
tine. The "Second Time Around

in the
Jimmy Durante Room

Apick weight los" diet is Map.
does not form fat. And the
grapefruit juke m th6 now die

ACADEMY AWARDWINNER

Mrs. C. A. Hen-

drickson. was in office (1966

Mount Prospect a. tiny Dawn
VasKovsky granddaughter of
the fashion show chairman,
Mrs. John Wagner of Des

tract. about 150 women Irma

MOTHER'S DAY
DINNER

Shc sighed, 'Hes
being awfully nice about all
this--- I Minh I'll tell him so."
The Illinois Federation of
Women's Clubs should be
planed that Mrs. Hartley is

husband.

tended the organisation's a

were

president, and Mrs. John B.
Tingleff, corresponding G.,

enlar, this now din t

was just saying goodbye to her

Thomas R. Hood. This book
idea originated while Arlington Heights Seventh District

by

at Old Orchard Country Club
last week. Among the models

ulmatne

hungegedr pangs. Now revisedn and

THBAID

senior at Miner Junior High.

Mrs.

Clubs."

nual luncheon and fashion show

12 pounds every hv o days

D

of the Illinois Federation of
Women's

sons. Dane, a senior at Prospect High School, and Mark, a

dren's Home Service League al,

BUFFET BRUNCH

elan, there willpbe no

overall theme.

Over 250 members and
guests of the Lake Bluff Chil-

Arlington Park Towers

Adults -$3.75 Children under 12-$2.50
(including tax and tip)
Served from 10100 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

'legion Heights artist de
waned the IFIVC creel for the
:progroni booklet cover, which
Is sensing as the convention's

19

Enjoy
Mother's Day
at

so hand in
and anises

publication

Mrs Robert Komarek Ar

Mrs. Hartley, mother of two

Heights Woman's ChM presidenL Them will bc a special

asleep at the switch, don't despair. guy, Miss MG. "Call up a

eventthis.

THE PROPOSED federal
equal right. amendment al

Lose 10 lbs. in

fund, necessary for the

book

BACH CLUE represented
at the convention will rceive.
first edition book, "The Story

president,

M.

ternational.

out what contingents are going

.

include

pared by
Laddie Poduska. incoming Arlington

Awn., Pilot International, Soroptimist Clubs, Quota Inter national, American Assn, of
University Women, Zoo. In-

local wornen's clubs to find

T,1112E

the

Al the time of the interview.
will

the state and federation flower. A special COMmemorative pin has been designed for the Diamond Jubilee Convention. Each will be
munted on a backing beating
theo legends of the violet me -

Professional Women's Clubs,
General Federation of Women's Clubs, National Assn. of
Colored Women (the state or fitiate of Illinois Assn. of Club
Women), National Education

Over the state will assemble on

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

AT THE Junior Banquet
there will be a premier show -

the

violets ,

national organizations. A pu-

end working women from all

hourewives.

Chicago.
Decorations

Mrs. Hanicy's own chile
Dr. Ashley Montagu will be

we anticipate a minimum of
2,000 &eget. and visitois...

philanthropy,

will

wrIpp.d

wedling from the United
SWIM Forest Stoics
apprt
nation for the federations
project of forest Mmung
Each delegate will receive another take-homotreasure, but
that one is n secret.- she continued.

Park Ridge School for Girls,
will also be conducted plus
others to points of interest in

hug boon endorsed by scores of

o rtes
selves. lust
b maligned suburbanites
M the beautiful houses worked
had for the homes they have.

follow it exactly, you should lose

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID. THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge, and

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER

works in the area can come up

in.. areas running around

students

testimonials in ourh111

aid can give you - without e1 major expend/lure! Wear a new MAICO aid for 30 days at a moderate
there is mr.firrther ohlind I ion. Call today 1000011 information.
ROBERT O. STENSIAND AND ASSOCIATES

the ev.Mg. If anybody who

the
the par -

Ilan,

ilfire. Because this Is she
diet that realty works. We have

ties. -

FIE WARNED that Nixon

lee
And on thc other hnd,
it

national

have scheduled some extraordinary talents, many from
among the featured speakers.

oxen,. a Myer

umversity. A tour of another

e. clubs throughout Illinois

organization in the
state," Mrs. Hartley add,
"and there are 1,000 clubs. so

convennon
Cecil of the delegstes

quicentenaml project Inn look
two years to complete Mrs
Hartley explained
A special project provided

Local artists in
Randhurst Exhibit

April 29 set
for 51% day

nine,

reached for the hamburger afar them-

liko

)rig

from

tint and sensible is the begin -

baby food before

B'8oust

Poppert of Mount Prospect,
and elev. grandchildren.
Visitation will be after 3,30
p.m. tomorrow at Friedrichs

be helpful. And being prac.

The Equal Rights Athena.

'17r= '1:indhr'":Aid

of

American education which,
me said, the Nixon Adm

"Yet the Nixon Adminis-

morning and the opposite in

Mrs. Myron Hartley is chairman for the Diamond Jubilee for the
Illinois Federation orWomene. Clubs to be held May 5 through 7 at
the Sherman Rotel. Organizing such an event, scheduled to attract
thousands of delegates from one thousand clubs,. no simple task.

acting as the coordinadeg argenization for 31 per cent day,
urges women to contact their

factories,

Schuriarien Nam en lens

srrord Miss means pold at

Patricia

inward.bound

She and her committee of 35

women from federated wom-

service

.1

in

had by outgoing club pres-

Women's Clubs is the largest

think there would not be much
pride living in anything la belled "low income ways to
arc many other ways to

Loretta Young tctnrt and
takviston
pertorMer
nil
spearbe.d the bantams rtetion
of the eonsentiOn by .p.akim,
for the American Youth Hostiles, Inc.
"There are going to be so
many wonderful surprises and
Informative events." said Mrs,
Hartley. "I scarcely know
where to begin."

ident Kern. Ralph Lidge, who is
serving as her honorary page.

'THE FEDERATION of

cording to Phyllis Bare, meident of the Equal Rights Al.

been passed from

year: $9.00 ler 'Ix
Nresropnel pike, 10

arc many times, the rider
the prisoners of Rare
vation, with groups like that
would quit singling them out
fore xceptional afiributes.lpreor to think that they have
feelings just like mine and
dogs,

pnwntatton of the that pin to
the rational proadent le the

the Unnersity of Chicago with
Gary Murrill Brain rusearchn
011t. of the orgamzanorp. 01
nasal philanthropies and will
he emphasised by tour at the

aseembh

upon thousands handis have

60016.

week hem deliver., Our

then
in the

people

has added a lot of buffers.
The convention chairmen is

mining of their own. There

list.

proper

at the War-

introduce muss notables to the

die there're,. ir soddonly talk,

116.66gion Heights. 6 60005.

2r8d,.

support of many Republicans.

ducted by the Rev. David Quill
Thursday at 1:10 p.m. in the
funeal home chapel. Burial
will be in Memory Gardens in
Arlington Heights,

Southern municipality where
law income housing is going
in, each unit is estimated to
cost 520,000 t0 build. Some

the

.)Anon Hartley of the Ming ion Heights Woman's Club

bo

States, On 51 per cent day, ac-

HOLLYWOOD, Calif. (Special) -

a

clown -the -line record of opposition to Congressional i
itiatives to help meet urgent

Congress, but have won the

Rolling Meadows and

a

It would behoove the

narians and allied grouip
get together tore little soul. -

I'm sure they can remember
days when they bought the

711F PROSPECT DAT

BRADEMAS, chairman of

Village. Harriet Riplinger of

three

ibly high. For .stance, in

Year's general chairman Mrs.

I'm deposit back on Monday.)

Grapefruit
Diet

seemed
Moms
by Boy 0.1 Though fed,. hy

dean. Frank W. of Elk Grove

Survivors are

by the government are incred-

man House May 5, 6 and 7 this

fete snobbery.

around a six-pack of beer.
Mottles because you could get

son III to the U.S. Senate.

Dane
he mi.!. attend
the luncheon.

chit-

MeadOws, died yesterday al

also think that figures on
I ow income housing financed
I

present residents we have efs

All that will change on
April 29, which has been designited as 51 Per Cent Day.
signifying that women are as
itially a majority in the United

10 days on

lt.rdIctr21';,ingftlf.:-.

preschool -child day roue pro grams and environmental education.
All three of these bills
were initiated by Democrats in

Great Likes Hospital.

is another story.

To proside
amount of if

for one, can't understand

He also urged the election of
Mate Treasurer Adlai Steven-

suss: Drug abuse education,

Frank Skle

Arlington Heights is, as every
taxpayer knows, practically
without industry. That in itself

of the arcs

residents

verve,' said Braden.,

Ration is opposing in Con -

Frank Side, 72, of Rolling

homing for their emplmies.

part

feel

was not inspiring to

I ALSO for the life of me

and Mr, James McCabe of

date for the Cook County
Board, headed a delegation

Ella.
Services will be Thursday in
Cleveland. Ohio. Burial will be
in Sunset Memorial Cemetery
In Cleveland. Arrangements

together and provide pe

ever

thew 71111 year

Fa, it, right here among the

cause so many workers have to

can't fathom why this group of
'Seminarians organized
for
racial justice" and the human

is attempting to 0. all federal

mitteeman, also attended.
A special 1.01001 Rep. Ed,

He is ath-vivad by N' woe.

propero

panics located there

with

Diamonds will be the bed
Mends of A member. of the
Ilhnma Federation of Wom
en. Clubs as they celebrate

I think it would be the worst

for low income housing be -

preserve their value.

included Mrs. Loring Stroonz

Donald Noonan of Arlington
Heights, Democractic condi-

teriake Steel Co.. died Sunday
at homc.

Elk Grove Village has managed to keep taxes down by
with, then Elk
bringing in industry,
the comGrove Village

tools for punishing poi-

legal

erotic Committeeman Jemee
McCabe who was unable to

pest. a can- "'"'"t fw I"-

ever

outward -bound

cratic Women at a meeting in
Lincolnwood 0.111day.
Each of the townships in the
northwest suburbs were mere.
seriled at the Monday luncheon at the Hyatt House. Atty.

Michael Herak. 45, of 705
Wilshire Dr Mount Pros-

they 11

and
the
the
residents around
out of
grounds as well as

Democratic committeewoman,
Mrs. McCabe is wife of
Wheeling Township Demo-

Michael Herak

than

possibly use. I also think that if

mg of II minute color film
entitled The Lot Frontier
Brun Rotarch premed by

lane

that doun Mone living m such a unit srentlel

notice as a remit, and added,
"We just don't have the mon-

for American
education,"
Rep. John Brademos ID., Ind)

I

taxpayers
snore land

tams that polltne will =art

leaned that one of the best

Arlington Heights. Mis. Ste vans is Wheeling Township

OBITUARIES

school owned and operated by

Convocation Wednesday

The Nixon AdmInktration
"his become enemy territory

from Wheeling Township that

a wale

travel so far. It seems to me
that the commuter trains are
pretty much more filled with

Calls Nixon education foe
told the 13th District Demo-

of

Iln P E AsMvoad of Mo
n Monet preadult mll

Bs Dolores Haugh

example of discrimination to
place low income homiog In
the wrong spot 1 m sure no

income housing near them and

And naturally, they want to

By Richord Crabb

0ant think

why that statement should
at= anguished self analysis. I
aM sure that nine out of 10 of

A

41467

any other group.
To say aloud that one is oplow income housing
posed
requires courage because immediately the speaker is
branded a bigot, biased, indifferent to the needs of the
wretched of the earth.
The people who live on the
perimeter of the Viatorian

All would serve the porno,
juq as well

big polluters.
He admitted Mit many anal!

St. Visitor High School students attending an Earth Day

Joseph Corona, Mar.

ce
le was
as em ended 1r..1
fled by the undersigned with the
.C.0., Clerk of Cook County
622306 on the 23rd day of March

Tandlas2AP.

for low income housing for

home building, permits issued
for apartment units jumped to

al, slipped Iwo per cent in
March from 5166,072,110 to

came into the area, for

any onc group, it w. a wedge

lag In

the

the company. in steed of addi-

.I

housinatig

port said.

Barnett said.
.,17110E-S,CNIIT111A,Tvii441urd,x,yix

planon that if low income

clined 48 per cent in the nub Orbs, 54 per cent in Chicago
and 72 per cent in unincorporated areas last month. the re-

in some future building that

a

ed to accept his logical ex-

port. Permits for hous. de-

housing rate in March rose 43

$15.000 grant from the village.

was proposed from practical
consideration:
until com

year, accordig to the Bell re-

Furst,
village trustees
Robert Soderman and Daniel

for a sitc,lue
" uancn building.

mad.
The two-year postponement

single family

ompanred to 2,024 last

THE TOTAL building per-

quid Blvd.. now only

along flu

permits for

hou

lotting low income homing
foe the elderly in Arlington
Height, he w Is alone indeed
m rcivon no one antFor soe

1 099

mit values for all types of construction, including residential, commercial and industri-

for
Prospect

Lam by

polltan aea reported

Mayor Robert 000010
Teherts and

cm made Salurde7 loan the

tinkled to cost about $39,000,
B ianco said would have had
Me Mount Prospect Park Dlsand the village sharing
egoollyu1522li)011 each, with
the balance. 815,000. being

THE &COUNTY metro

and 54 per cent in Chicago.

lance director. Richard Jesse:

at", 1mm it.'

When Arimkton Height,
Trustee Georg, Burlingame
voted agmnst the resolution al

ma, trustee Jack Kilroy; li-

volving rented quartos, csti-

Bum Rd asjust west of Crestwood Ln.

houres m the

were finance committee chair-

mated

By Catherine ()Donnell

Chseago area

Compared to March of last
year. apartments jumped .70
per cent in the subrbs, 72 per
cent in unincorporated areas

of the village board.
Virgil Barnett, village manMer. said that the major new

nem

tto

was 49 per cunt more than the
2,134 units reported in March
1969 and 31 per cent Move the
previous record established in
1966 of 2,441 apartment units.

Al at tonight's special nng a senior citizens program in

peas
/he. mat Iwo
years of the widening of Lonn-

T

3.190, a postwar record high
for the month of March. This

Village ffici its
eye 70=71 budget
By Bar Choke

single family

Color her e icieralyP busy

On po ide and prejudice

Mrs. Warner is a nUreing as sistant ,in the nursery.

Mrs. Jaramski is a clerk typist in the X-ray department.
are Mrs. Frank Amick,
19
Mrs. Betty
Doyle .Erkenbeck and Mrs.
Leonard Fobbing. Greeter is N. Evanston Al., Arlington Mrs. Allen Noehre. The public. ..Hdghte, is a registered nurse
on the medical Soots
is welcome.

PO\Y

LOU\GE
Now appearing

Register Here for Mother's Jamaican Trip

hi

loch

Randango

happy, fresh, rest-pated enterakmant by

guys 'n' a gal

gt,Vnr,t°12."=^,===
arling orrgirk towers

__

PALATINE STORE ONLY

44 W. PALATINE ROAD
PALATINE, BUNCH
PL8.7350

One day at a time
rill

Another legislative bill to
all restrictions 'on

shoo in Illinois
bortion

In :11,ve
e
the
single wNe,
was passed

A SERIOUS attempt to 1111-

walite the present stringeet ,
kw in Illinois has been made "
every year for the past fiee

fines. Since the Imislature is almost exclusively male, the

men will decide whether wom-

Any high school or commu-

or a doctor or

nity college counselor will tell

to know

you that. So will many parents.
The unplanned -for child, con-

Pre, peaceful and emotionally

ceived under whatever conditions, can completely change

gable individual is a rarity.
Vol don't have to be seer to
know that things may get

the life of the bearer.),

verse before they gct better.

ntold mental
Upset

all rational emoclonal behavior. Even estoy

Recent statistim show that
am of three girls, under age
20, is pregnant at the time of

years. It has failed every tinte.

Maybe not this time, though.
Actually, legislators will have

in

anguishmcreaan

choice. Another bill would

housewives , of ally ges, will

marriage. Divorce statistics In-

abortions.
This is an issue which menu

make abortions legal, but the
operation would have to be

you this is so.

to stir individuals to be bitterly
for or against it. There seems

performed in the first 20 entice
M pregnancy. It would require

lbws are drawn. Theimatter

to be no middle ground. All-

the consent of husbands of
married women end the par.

celed parties. The picsent Wee

dicate that at least that many
will be separated or divorced
during the first five years of
marriage. That's the story on
the young ones. Any woman
married 20 years can tell you

raging. Some legislatures have

alrmely acted to liberalize old
laws. Others are in the midst of
deliberations.

The new bill introduced In
Minois is patterned after a
recently passed law in New
York. It permits abortions for,
any woman regardless of age
or marital status, at any time

will be debated by many Par-

will be than

or' remise es

the trauma of an unwented

eats or guardians of a minor.
The Constitutional Convention, rewriting the COO-

adfolion, h. also been pl.

IN THE meantime, beck room abortionists will continue to operate. Some lives of

died with the problem. Om

frustrated and misdirected in-

The legislature has the opportunity, once again. It can
do something worthwhile for

dividuals will be

lost. Per-

women, something that should

manent physical damage will
be
to somewhat ladder

have been the woman's right
=sty years ago.
If the men in the legIsImure

delegate

Inc

wanted

con -

dilution to include an article
which would make abortions
Illegal. The legislature, then,
the matter.

does not have a residency re -

lem of abortioas is a vital one.

preenancy at her age.

oth.ersdone
Psychological damage
Will he the worst.damage to
Ph others,
Thie is an uptight
don't have to hemerle
cleric

would have nothing to say on

Different
horn most other state bills, it
during pregnancy.

So, once again, the,. bdtk

In our suburbs, the prob-

were viomen, the bet would
cattily pass.

Every Bout legisletor that
mann vote knows thm
MBeefetile

Letters To
The Editor
cur nuat be signed. Om
twines will be withheld upon request. 1. es t er s

Humor tlr original dream hy uncaps jetikasly keep*

I vin sure that my children

her children were on the look-

is

sPs, "J.° ..°6161s seMshi9S
shms"his. I liked the Sesame

out for books drematized on
the air - eleassime
Boone," "hem Freo," 'The
Start' of Doctor Dolittle" and

which you wrote about Sesame

others.

Street, and my small children

know Mc .t these. On another

Dar Mrs. Cullen:

's'sm' n", °es.. "sMM
read books, and I am worried

rats MM.', her
older ems

the

rheasshme40 Rem roe

,:1.

Obo°

say wISRwbws,
Mrs. R.J.L.
Arlington Heights

get

new

open

which had been tied with the

times, each earning one run

hack Into the thick of the Mid -

Falcons for second place after
weekend action.

betted in.

Suburban
lessme baseball
num yesterday as Dennis

O'Keefe shut out Conant on
the Cougar,: home field, 4-0.
The win put the Falcons imp
era pkice with a 5-1 mark.
League -leading Elk Grove

old and ariether off reliefer

in

many ways. By
for programs M

watching
come you can find shows that
suggest books for rmding and

One hee nip. in inn
children
watch Mlevision, I would out a
the

research.

Mout no book reading but

Tuesday. April 28,1970
John E.Stanton.EdeariondPiehiefue

the average home today, chil.
dren spend more time before
the television screen than in
any other single pursuit,

C. P. Nnu,Ade,nr,

Xth or,ou

believe that we can and
should cut den. on the
amount of television viewing

in many cmes. A friend of

Letters to the Editor

Suburban League lead.
The loss was Elktfirst in eon.
Ted

lanwIrr

IN THE

iisettitaR Swit
of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road

Co-operation necessary
in pollution fight

255-8800

I eon writing to you in reprd to a problem that hes becorne of great interest to merry

Amerimns as well as myself.
The is the problem of air and
wder pollution.

dustrial discharges that are going into these lakes and oceans
are killing all the plankton and
this is what the fish live on so
this is why so many fish are dying today.

"ss.m.
personal experience. A elms of
r*nr°ee'en'sthsill decay

wider bitter with impuritim, a
Mew.hssufel.' he
ehme, the smell of industrial

play for El Grove end
left

Grenadiers at 3-1.

the

Freud boosted its MSL mark
M2-4 with yesterday's victory.

force out with two on and two
out, but Preind scored again in
the fourth on a walk to Peace
singles by Dave Hauswirth and

BRUNS HAD a no-hitter
for five full innings before Elk
Grove solved him for six hit,
in the last two frames. The
.husky right-hander kept the

Ed Wlodarcgyk and a basesloaded wallet,: Mike Kolze.
Hildebrand had his only
easy inning in third, knocking

moke or auto exhaust fumes.
Ihe hornm erjcts oe lhe rumble
eof trucks piercing the 85 -Jett-htl level
which "°!5e
the ears.
demogc
...id
',These are the problems which

.affert nil of to every day,

Mm has already mid a terribk

...to date. For example, emphyeaema and lung disease arc our
fastest growing causes of death
, in the United States today. Un-

'hem babies may he damaged

by em.sive noise from any1. thing from high level industry
al to aircraft noise wd to a we
rimy el noise.making products
such

as

ea

to second. The Vikings
came back in the fifth, howout

ever, Sc snare twice an three
hits and Iwo more Grenadier
bobbles.

leer i

health hazard,

People nowadays can no
ee85T °eh withoutemlielleed
°tieing beer cans and other
debris in our lakes, such .a
Erie and Michigan. as well as
the oceans. for example, the

Lukc Wolan,ki on strikes.
Fremd put filename away
the sedrath with two instigated

SHOPPING

pecking away at Elk Grove
starter Dave Hildebrand for

Kevin Chesney fumbled the

CENTER

more tallies in the Meth for a

Moloznik went all the way
to third on the error and came

5-0 lead,

to score on Wiodracryles

squeeze bunt, which made the
seorci5.0. An error and Mons'

FRKMD'S EMMY run single followed but a Viking
pitch of
nun

was cut down on the bases to
end the inning.
Elk Grose came 01000 to

foat homer over the left -field

getting tight backin the yore

came on the en
the game when
Bleb Moloznik

'

WED.-FRI.-SAT.,APRIL 29-30, MAY 1-2

of

it WM 100 little too low.

fur dioxide emimions

111E LOSS was a bad way
dy'r
tugh week. Coach learry
club plays elealatine
home today, plays at Arlifig100

tomorrow, and hosts Hersey
Thursday and Wheeling FriPalatine

-

that time, haveincreased ce
for 75

per ser"'
So you see, if nothingis
done, people will be dying by
just choking to death. This inveldts a lot of money and
needs the support of the go vcement as well as the people.
So let try to make America
beautiful again.
.

1

Ilon.

Clubs'

pressbook

contest. In large measure we
attribute oursucce. to the ex cellent news coverage we have
received in your papers.

24
FINE STORES

meet eollwo .01
ellMeetre MORS
IMO Omni, tandem
MOHR'S U users
SEMI RIM 011Om
MMUS PASTRY31101

tlwwo
MAME/ °M. Mtn
DOOMS boar Seta

but also for the special storim
you have focused on our

rAggibblaglg, Inc

Chloe M. Herman

You're welcome
Editor,

The Board of Directors of
the Des Plaines Garden Club
wishes to mpress its thanks to
hl

eti liegetieltt

only for printing our articles
group.

using all seven of these letters.

Answer on Comk Pep

6

00

5

3

I

D

yoourrstobnlicajdontiflo; mccs,,

given to our club during the
PM 3MM.
Y our continued inMrest will
be Bratty appreciated.
Helen P. Kruissink
(Mrs. Jahn)
Corresponding Secretary

owing Fremds Mike KMu to
Elk Grove fins baseman Steve &Wien juggles this throw, all

mach barely In the first inning. The error provnt to he harmless, but
Suburban Lamm dash, 5-2. Who. by Mike Imrem)

$500 in FREE

WEDNESDAY NIGHT!

Gilt Certificates!

Also Thurs. and Fri. Nights As usual

SOME STORES OPEN SUNDAY

ONE $100 Gift Certificate!

TWO $50 Gift Certificates!

It's Easy
To Get

Here!

TWELVE $25 Gift Certificates!

ROLLING

Plus Many Other
Valuable Gifts

meAccrws

From Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center Stores!

Mgt 510011010
flattutati MFRS MOH

Warner Settling' live -hit
pitching lifted the Prospect
Knights OM of the early Melon
doldrums toe 4-3 win awe the
Palatine Pirates yestenkty e6
ternoon at Palatine's Winston
Park.

&Mei, performance AS A
Schlais' performance was a
Complete reversal of his showing against Elk Grove on Fri 44. Verses the Grens. he wax
Mocked around Mr seven runs

and was not won afteh the

NOTHING TO BUY!

atm the distaton. funning no

Simply Register in Any Pattitipaling

sitations,

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center Store
Or Eill-Out and Deposit Coupon Balm!

Wan/de load...

Mew.

OopoomoIllat, Mao OloOPO9

Rellepetelves helm Shp

Ulf

By 310 O'Donnell

fourth inning. hot yesterday he,

AVM SUM MART

Contor

awfwis

AMlW ge-glin

Sorest
MAAR ORD STUDIO

I

PODS Malt1

MIMI. MOMS

ACRES OF FREE PARKING!.

Ar Not Os. lorRiza0

REGISTER FOR 50001N FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES!

Wwk holm

U.S. lest 05k.

ThOr Inv* famio

eissseaho

the

in

as, S.M... Mario Vitale and

on ISU

tennis team

elle Liens put together

a

evoover-par

Jim Musgrave of Mount
Prospect, a graduate from Pla-

Over the tough Whhe Pines
layold.lt is the !men more in

State University tennis team.

iecord last wmk with a

!rte the
schools! in
ca View High Scheel, Is cur in the urea this
really playing the number one seaond
year. Prospect set a school
singles position for the Mimes
141

Mummy, e sophomore,
h. a record of four wins
has

Mount Pnespect
Country Club Iayout.

losses in singles competition. In the number six
slot last Scar he won the
the
championship in the Interstate
Conference meet.

way with a Iwo -under -per 33.

over

the

NIKE LOCASIO Il the
Lora sits reomled five birdies

on his.vaylnt. flied:dist hon-

final round with Oak Park's
Peter Areetronp. Harris len
soundly to Armstron. who
eventually wen he meet. Nu

Park

the fifth annual Arlington

Invitational tennis meet
y as the tae ten arm finish re Prospect and Arlington,

bounced back

to god third

place 111111-0k by whipping Don

Harris of Ottawa, 6-2. 6-2.
Prospect's entry in the first
singles was Steve Collins,
cos who
I ost ho first round

to Armstrong, 0-6. 0.6.

totaled

however. to take first place
in the consolation bracket.

foes en route to the win.

me

sophomore Terry :McDonald
Mnh shot amusing one.overper 31es,

end pitching out of some Wine

out of a slump with two hits
and e pair of runs batted in.
His single in the fifth inning

the keystone when John Camp n wcorked Schlais for anoth-

drove in what proved to he mhe

winning run. White also rapped Om ,felies and executed a

good sacrifice bunt that put

the runners into position for
Koehler's heroics.

CHRIS ANDRIANO play-

ed n good defensive game m
center for the Pirates and Ms
double in the last inning kept
Palatine hopes alive.
Charged wart he loss on the

MitiSuburbas

Logue slate to 2-3, leaving
them in a lie for sixth place

The Knights got on the

THE VICTORY boomed
Knights'

with Conant. Palatine remains
mired in the league cellar, a

game out of ninth place and
several games behind front running Forest View.
The Knight halo have seen
natre potent days then Asterday,_but the hits tinefiy mine
wbee they Were 0AId.l,

KNOTTED

things at 1-1 in the bottom of

hill for the Pirates was sophomore righty Steve Geratthe.
He worked the full seven Innings, whiffing nine and walk-

the

PALATINE

Stu White and Don Koehler
sparked the Prospect offensive
movement. Koehler snapped

Vitale are 0,050010 tied for the
lead with Wee Both Joe Doug-

ing only three.

scoreboard first, in the second
frame. White opened with a
walk. stole second and moved
to third on Mike Musiaes
Feeowine a ground
sirigte.
out, Schlais helped his men

muse by lofting a fly te apt.

Whitc tagged up after the
altifisidicEldfdasily.

Lenart the frame and moved to
third on Andriands extra -base

Grove. Both games sten

clings Time
If Daylight Savings
&Prhadn't gone into
the seventh inning
day
wouldn't have been played
yesterday and the Knights
could have gone home with a
relatively carefree, 4-1 view
ry, But the final stanza was
played and the PirateS made
things edgy before succumb-

action to a well regarded OF

on,
number
Prospect,
doubles Wain of Chris Sties

and Jeff aluradian defeat.]
the Blue Island 4010 of Gary
Spetz. and Rich Flemming 6-0.
6-0. hut were 10101. eliminated

from competteon by a frisky
Ottawa pair. IA 3-6.

of the Arlington
Redbirds this afternoon while
Palatine pays a visit to Elk
at

4130 p.m.
PROSPECT 141

oh rh hi

Berryman. cf
Jones. phtif
Strong. 3b

2
4

0
0

Lundstedt. ss

3

I

0

0

I

I
1

0

0

Jackson. If.
Fritsche. lb
White, c

Modal. rf
Koehler, 26
Schiele, p

Tomb

Maly. lb
O'Keefe. p
Taasb

but

fought

7.11

4

PALATINE (3)
r
4

I

0

3

Lunt:chits. lb
Garcon. p

4

Knight traveling to Honey
while the Cards will km the

PAWN R.rf-If
Wkner. of
lb
Stk03.

TERRY MCDONALD.

I

e

1

0

0

3

0

3

0
0

3

I

0

30 4 10 4
CONANT fin
ab r h hi

Lopesilvero. 21,

Kellermeyer.

mlemg me the rggh.,h

I

0

4
3

3
3

000
0
0
0
0
0
0

II

0
0

0

II

I

counted.

The Limn will dose what

raCIDNG SYSIMARY

hr-er w so

F0dtm

Ignatius Thursday and St. Pat-

O'Keefe
Macdonald
eehnick

rick% Friday. The Lions will
tne the prestigious Wheeling

-Mmelmedd_e

Invitational Salunlay
warn.up for the state district
as

a

7 3 0415 4

494-4 0 3
3 I 0-0O4

Winner-UE.1G uvaload'

Ells. -01(.....

Forest View003 11/0 0-4 10 I
111010100- 0. 3f1

Conant

Mike Sutton's 39 paces
Huskie golfers over EG
Hasty; golf ream Ruyan]

a 43, Jim Cooney a 44 and

M Golden Acres Country Club
yesterday end came home with

Curt liejduk a 4510 round out
the Grenadier scoring.

I 66.174 Mid -Suburban
Elk
victory over

exciting one with Elk Grove

League

Grove.
Mike Sutton of Hersey was
the meet medalist With a nine-

hole score of 39.0.a Hackie
scores wore a 41 bq Loom

The frosh-soph meet was an
011d Hersey both finishing with

177 tem. Grenadier Todd
OM*, and litOkia,llike WO ry and Bob 10001 were low
men in 1010 meet with scores

Borne, a 42 by Kith Food-

0143.

Men and a 44 by Mike Boyette.

Next engagements for the
two teams find Elk Grove at

LOW MAN for Elk Grove

Fenton in a non -conference
and Her,ey winsc
dual
NISI- foe Prospect 1 hursday.

sea Marius Kessler. who came
in with a 41 Larry Nelson had

eaVers

I

GUEST RANCH

Roemer, rf

Bambrik. rf
Zieman. If

AT BEAUTIFUL
3

1

1

Totals
13 3 5 3
E-Feekini2B-AndrianotSHWhile, SF-Schlais. SB-Streng
521. Dui r. Sumner. White, Me-

rin], Koehler.

rric10NG

Both mann am in action
Thursday afternoon. with the

One. rf

Fmkin. sa
Eberle. e

Evanston in the losen. bracket

Palatine Pirates.

Compton, 3h

Piper

horny and Evan, had .11h.

a

.

doubles
ARLINGTON'S
team of Room Starch and
Carl MeWherter lost their first

in the first round May.

diamond

White's bunt
Fritsche's
put both runners in scoring position and Koehler's mkt,
brought them in.

Freshmen Zitrienandi CYO
Mb ted the Redbird senior. 4-6.
hut lost in semi-finul

6.1.6-1.10 advance to the semi

singled, stole. secand and tallied 'on Dave Jones pinch
single to tell.

single,

1

this week when they had St.

Rub Zininemek hattkel it out

P um

K asper. 2h
KOOOlopp. If
Renstield. 311

thug hope to he another undo
Mated dual meet season later

Arlington's Greg Harris outlasted York's Dave !Udine.

in the (mob when Koehler

J

3

t

I

Tien'23 0 3 o

of play.

The Knight, travel to the

LUndstedt opened with s walk

4

Cavallao. c

2

11

Rub! Bob Beer and Knight

preserve the win.

The Knights padded their
I
Wad o 4-1 in the fifth. Dave

Cardinell. rf

I

11

In the rennin,' one singled.

to score Duir.
Prospect wirntatiesol to stay

er base on halls. Sam Lome -

4

1

hack us take second place to

chit, lined, base hit to center

twomot walk and advanced to

baseball team

Olson. as

r h hi

1

0 0
el. took that owes modal with Ceime. 3,
0 0
ph -3h
I
more outslandiw if Limbo a morel all 37. Wittek and B. Gawron.
00
I .0
Blasco. If
hod not shot his fine round. linski WM had gles.
0
II
I
Honel, rf
Yesterday. the Lions won
Rich Evens rounded out the
0
3
0 I
hotSM. M
tap four with another fine 37 their 24. eneei
11
U
0
MeedelteM.
P
over
rho
lest
two
man
as
they
SOorc
0 0 0 0
GP,
Pr
defeated
Benet
Mademy
IM.
'Me Lion frosh-soph squad
0 0
SAWA. P
165 Cl the PM Royeuudc.
also won. as a 38 by Steve Bn1
g 0 ,0
Seery:mate led the way. ith . Giaree0, go.
finski took me measles, honors
as the Lions heat the Sham- mother rowel of 37. md LoC-01 n, 2b -O'Keefe. Ho rocks 162-1113. tarry Wittek easio continued his fine shootmit S13--Koentotry, BB BFI
had a 40 for the Visitor under- ing with a 38. Maier Frank
Fenton Mot a 3, and Vitale Arkm, Maw, hlacalonald
elammen.
CavSO -Galindo. C: thin
The Vidor linkmen wart. had a 40 Both Dougheety and alter,
Kasper. Bunsfield 121.
ed up on Thuniday by beating Alike hIcDonald also had 40%,
CeKteefe. Dle-O'Keer.Olsoninvading Immaculate Con- but since Viols, woo playing a
blelY, HOP -.Males Ark..
ceetion 162-183 at Rob Roy, tougher opponent, his woes

poor rivalry hmehtened in the
number two singles when Car-

.

hit. Two consecutive ground
balls by Duir and John Compthe two runners.
ton
but also
also left Palatine with two
out. Schlais got the find Mad
on a shot back to the box to

the third. John' Duir dem a

On. Larcrerree

4

The seems would have moon

ARLINGION-Prob MOO 10 York.

Knights shake Pirates to win 4-3

Come In and Register for

STORES WILL BE OPEN

che Vikings.still won hbc Mid -

els

Galindo. cf

Alex NI awe of S. BOnila Av.

ond strithen single
eighth but was thrown out

up three wins to make it I I
in a row this season. A win lest
Friday set a school record as
the Lions defeated St. Petrie*
at White Pines.

FV graduate

in

FOREST VIEW PI

in Mount Prospect Ras been
named lo the 1970 Lawrence.
Wis. University baseball Moo

NEMANICH GOT his sec-

By Ceara. poi.'

three. Glen bard West two and

AND YOUR HOME!

Wier SIMISTORF

good.15Mteeliont

2
2

Blue Island 1/2

To Serve You!

Women's

These letters as you Can. In addition, find the word

7

erred.

Player

SV gains 24th straight

while Ottawa had
eight. Evanston erten. York

SUPERB SAVINGS FOR

Des Plain. for 1969-70 I wish
to express my appreciation' to

awarded first prize in the 7th
District Illinois Federation of

Make as many four letter or more words out of

I

Winner -Brune, Loscr-Hil-

3

OAK PARK

AND SHOPS

This date we have been

POLVEDE

11

14

lira,

won the game.

third in an attempt to save the
third straight single by two fly.

ale less len comeueign
2-3

two straight walks
loaded the basis and a single
on

World pithcer. got as Mr as

1

NO.

wrninvu out land a men

Harper's

%V

gut Kellenneyer to
pop up to center for the third

O'Keefe

at second as was the second
batter of the inning.

Ron Kunde bent a sacrifice
donrn Mich to
nors sinshako, and Dan
across the gogled Neman CoCnnors.

hares for the Hawka. but he
wm stranded after Freund's

14

inning with II
single, but the man was forced

opolled Me

fly to left

ahead tally.

another

thrmt and gave Wright the
winning opportunity. Wrieht

eels to ceMr.

63k

Melte

markers.

As publicity
We chairman for
Club of
the einem

We thank you again not

.HIDEAWORD

2

3

O'KEEFE'S ONLY niejor"
difficulty of the game came in
the thirst when Conant filled
the Wm.. Macdonald walked
un five pitches. Go he was
forced out by Gil Lopeilvene
A single hy 13ill Arkus down
the third basein sent Lopo.
silver° to second. and passed
ball moved both runners up a
notch. But Wally Wiener lined
.out to VCOIld hale and

off the laet inning. and Freund
binned hint along. hut two
strikeouts ended Harper's final

Nemanie h Single) behind him.

II

our behalf.

,

6

though pinch hitter Mike Floe
net slammed one into left field'
far a double in the sixth
d og. Two wore sm. however,
and O'Keefe got out M' the in-,
nine on. grounder u. short.

single out of Connors to lead

of the game. John Michalisko
Walked to lead off and John

2

downing York and glue Island

Oliver far their good services

Gwee's Jacobs

X3

0
0

the township heft' was s""

Canoll Sidman and Dorothy

,

0
6

The talented junior came bad,

Editor:

Also, if companies could
different ways of disposing of
motes this would be one way
efssavingaar bkes from pallu-

0

0

Pfichfears nehmen a mere 1/2
point.

Woman's page
shares credit

feel being more mead

0

I

IimikJ the Cougar tellers tie
just three scattered salties, al-,

hem another chence to tie it

down
meetly in the sixth. the Hawks
came through with two runs in
the seventh to again go ahead

to edge Cardinal coach Tom

YOURSELF, YOUR FAMILY

1

run. but waited'hotil the
bottom of the ninth fur its next
run: knowing Harper wouldn't

The Hawks got

to

retired the side for Comae
The Cougar 1011,1,1 gm the;
edema in order in the .eventh.,
but his teammates could provide tittle support. O'Kenft:

the

on the faster Bahnick

boome

a

(MING

AFTER

non!

Mrs. Ralph 0. Waterhouse

about littering our shwas
could be one e.y way of keeping our country bold god

I

II R ER SO
7

h

2

place trophie,, respectively.
TM Knights racked up 41/2
points in the eight -teem meet

simply

further padding in other de penmen. as well.

at

hining without further scoring

Hildebrand

cupped the fourth and fifth

questions would have revealed

found

Falcons

another

was

stolen base by Kent Boon
topp were wasted as two pp
ups to left and a third strike

Wright tied the gum in the

Card Invite results
4

lmt two ymrs! I'm sure other

by

Bruns

High School
walked off whir the lop honors

only S242 was spent during the

the

Kasper

endthL
fifth. A leadoff single and a

huoes of the seven. on

on Tom Mt:Kr's

dmpite a no out situation and a
single after one nut.

The N. Vidor golfers pick-

Oak

Committee on Youth, when

many cars

IP

5

fantastic

for Grenadier, tn start off a

hats

2

Nose, c

ewer, however, why $18,00.0
was budgeted for the township

generation will double by 1980
and Mdouble by 2000. We can
expect that there will be half as
i9g, and thni

right.

striker. victim

from right field at second.

HARPER GOT out of the

debrand,

Wolanski. lb
Boyer, If
Hildebnind, p

allowed. They could not an-

fuel,

offerings.

Iced.

2b -Chesney. HR-Moloznik,
PITC51151 SUMMARY
PLAYER

0

Pruitt. rf

r

Convenient! Friendly Service!

lindoe broken Me single,

triple as wright took

E-Peekel, ScholteA Wo.
lundd 2, Chesney. Loseh. sbLomb.
Chesney,
-Peekel,
sac-Wlodarcryk.
&batten.

Chesney. cf
Lomb, ss
Schohen. lb

milers came hack with a run
E their half of the inning. but

day. Freud

1

3

Ristau. 2b4 2

runs on Hauswions WO.
loaded single through a pulled in Elk Grove i nfield. The Oren -

ball in center.

in

to the bench on a poloM toi

Bah-

pitching
caught Flows! View off guard.

Mao

scored

SCURF BY INNINGS
102 2-7
110
Renal
Elk Grove 000 002 1-3

0
0

I

soya

Therefore, real criticism of

eyed by the year 2000, poll.

eadhouseholdepplianemlleere

,

Scott Pruht to pop 001 to
shortstop Wkelarezek, who

men at one point, M w. called out for stepping out
eecut
of the box trying to sacrifice.
g three in the second indeedinive
Moloznik followed with
ning on only II pitches.

p

I

Hnuswirth. lb 3
33
Total.
ELI( GROVE

nine. The Vikings rigitty got

from the first through the fifth with a single to left and he
fourth. He struck six c-onstayed there while 0000010k

single runs in Iho first, third
und fourth innings and two

brought

right-handed

the plate and scored on Ga.

lead offend Bob Reschillo sin glad him borne The hit

Peekel,

T's.'d sot reeeemee the man!

capacity will be nuclear -pow -

two trips and a single made
touM for visiting Hawks.
Chuck Sellergren tripled to

Hanks, 3b

node a nice catch in short len.

PEWIT, OPENED

the

knocked Tont Koehler out of
the box for Harper. Raschillo

with two rum in the iinn

0

Loughli. 2b

ones motiorr

geyera,,

themselves swinging

to

4

Sampson, rf

anyor future will not look too ator with his nottoallowing
appeal the
chair's

inninp.

vaneed to third on the throw to

h bl

Rolm. e
Mons, p

Brun, looked like ho was

and he got Neal Nogo and

Fremd

'5

Wludarcryk, CO

struggling at this point. but he
reached back for that something extra toeet out of the in.

the

Meanwhile,

Moloanik, cf

ately ',hut off' by the moder-

h,

his team's final. run. He ad-

Adams. ph

cob

Scholten broke out If his hit Ong sluing with a single 10
right. the Grenadiers had the
tying urn at the plate.

pair of strikeouts and ground-

travels

Player

the gap to 5-7, and when Steve

Grove Township mime' meeting. Discussion was delibee

trucks. sirens

Is growing awareness that
may he an organic

MIKE LOSCH then ripped
single up the middle. break ing up the Mutout and cutting

the side down in order on a

single and Peckel scored when

ON KIRCHOFF ROAD

ty off Bruns, and Cheney fol.
lowed with a double that
skipped cast Hanks et third.

tive and fair and it
the
rul. did not prevail at the Elk

been estimated that even if one
assumes that 50 per cent of the

ling with another short blow.
or peat the shortstop, but a

TOTALS

Rules of Order, or they

measures are initiated loon,

After seeing Macdonald, loth
handed stuff corn,: ill for four

FREMD (7)

would have been more objec-

Unless effective corrective
eieeee_

But. Forest View man%
through. and O'Keefe scored

Conant Friday.

opened the inning by bogies

ing Bob I.oughlin hit into

decisions
Ethlor,
Evidently, there ere several
people who do not know Rob -

SCORED

and

Wedne,day

with an outburst in the bottom

Elk Grove survived a peir of

was

chairman's

Anodic and Pacific. The in-

Editor(

Chi pm. 4-3, by Wright of

errors in the third when V B

Grewdiers off balance by mixing his pitches and he wound
up with 14 strikeouts.
Bruns was especially sharp

Carronlmm eandherso

'Phone: 253-5971

MEADOWS

yesterday in the

out an infield hit, the PM safe-

Grenadiers our of the Mid-

Sale Starts Wednesday Morning!

Questions

tat

1970

of the sixth. Due Rip°

retiring nine men in a row

I

linois Junior College Meehan

Frond supported pitcher singles by Larry Hanks and
Tom Bruns with a 12 -hit an Rick Peekel and a will pitch
ty& to whip host Elk Grove by Hildebrand.
yesterday, 7-2, and knock the

mine, in order to stimulate the

RO Lt tw

April 28,

fence. The Vikings then made
it 2-0 in the second an two -out

By Mike Imrem

I

R.N. Pune, Circe/wen, Dinner

en View's popgun style of hit -

Vikings hand Grens first loss

could be one cue to our
approach to the problem. In

ILE. Hutchinson, th e-Presideni

William J. KiMaisch. Managing Editor

nick in from the bullpen, and

double by pitcher O'Keefe
%Red to brine a min in when a

The Hawks traveled to Res
Pak and earned an early lead
when Kevin Freund singled in
the third, stole seceed and
came home on Gary Curtin's
single. But Wright fought/rack

Harper College was elimimated from the Northern II-

Tuesday,

Chines.

in the early stages of the game,
Pegs 4

CARDINELL

Cunningham

r. Kellenneyer had only to
black the plate for the oil,

Bahnick got Cardinell swing

ins. then sent Candler° back;

Harper eliminated rom tourney

Page 5

S PIIRTS

.

after advancing to second on

two were out when he sliced a

right was for ahead of the run-

-

head and rolled into left field
for two runs.
.

THAT WAS the end of the
smiting. Conant torch Jerry

Ryan Maly continued For,

took a quick hop over Celeste,

FOREST VIEW fattened most importent hit of the day.
Its already inflated team hot-. a Weenie single in the Mini in-'
ling avenge with Dille hits off ning to break a score!. deadConant manor John Macdon- lock. Galindo got on base after

Parents can help their children integrate television with
books

Both scored when Cardinail's hard grounder to third

But Roger Cardinell had the

laboratories and museums.

weather, speed

ry.Colesto put Rich Olson an
ham and sent Galindo to third.

Gelled° both hit safely two

Dave Kellerneycr relay from

Bill AAP to Mike Arlan to

Pose Cayallaro's safety. (Maper son a shot past shortstop
Bain end Cardinell
Bob
steamed Wine as the throw
was off the mark.

spinner back of second base. A
single past thin! baseman 1.111,

and 11111c Medoff man Gabino

about faraway lands . well as
about the inside of factories,

statadrundudszargstmusururmwst

-Marshall Field III

can

a n introduction to neny

Roy Bahnick, Big Bob Kasper

Forest View meal right

lost yesterday for the first time
this season in the loop. and Ai,
linpon knocked off Wheeling-

arts, and crafts. They can learn

children put science books,
books about the
travel, etc.

to

programs your children

Lee thee we,

where

Deer Mrs. R.J.L.:
I moderstand rear concern

horizons.
Through many "high level"

shelf the mother, father and

1040 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

bar so their authenticity
ran bet/reeked.

irltepaprhirreebanandiatrllenutedblinwirn"

atlas, an encyclo.
podia and a dictionary. The
globe, sn

one thing that television bees
better than any other medium

at our new location,..
THE COMMERCE BUILDING

should be at brief us passible. typewritten. 1.1 passible. and should twatain
ale addrets or phone gm -

BY Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor'

or television room a special
television bookshelf. She and

GRIFFITH
INSURANCE

.0 1,0e,, to Mr ddb

31Dap Publication5

Munition from the TV screen
to books, put in her recreation

By Esther F. Cullen

counselor
Chit a Madly eftv

en can or cannot freely have

over our country, the battle is

Talk with a teacher

By Ron Swans

has been

introduced. It was presented
jointly by a Republican and a
Democrat. Apparently, this is
an. issue that cross. party

Falcons leap into 1st with 4-0 shutout

W and reading

1

SUMMARY

Pitcher

ip hoer his se

SeMais

753,38 10

Garonne

7 9 4-4 3 9
Winner-Schlaik Lansr-Ga-

I01111

Winter Park, Colorado

Hit the trail for a
great family vacation!
Leave it to Beavers, they think of everything!
Includes round trip by air, three mealsAlaily horse-

back riding 8 all facilities of therein!,

A regular
on race tour

'Special Fates Prevail -in June'

One of the regulars on the
Trims American Amo Racing
Wks, which moves twMontemy, Calif this weekend, is
Ronnie Kaplan of Elk Grove.
Kaplan, a captain of a FyrFyteriPyrene C -O -Two racing team, is sponsored this
season by the Fire arid Safety :Equipment Division of
hullietrieL
.

ALL INCLUSIVE
RATES FROM

$193

MOUNT
PROSPECT
p In
Call or Stop
for
free brochure

259-6030

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

holly to,
By J. Alan Conic
Asst. Spars Ed.

K an Dopp. fresh Off a Ma-

ding no-hitter against Niles
North more than a week ago,
just didn't have it yesterday as
Maine West and Maine South
Millinecd Weir arch risalry.

The host Hawks took adspill by
muse of a rare
Dopp m notch a 4-2 decision

the Warriors their

end

second loss in three gimes.

The Warriors hit Hawk on rollers to short and 1Ceith
starter Larry Teschner quick- Moranz on a pop tote third
ly. climbing . on him for two baseman.
runs on-hree hits in the initial
South countered with a tally
inning. Tcschner settled down
after the shaky start, however,

in their half of the first as Dopp

and wound up going the dislance for the victory.

After getting the first two bat tars he (grant die quick right
bander granted back-to-back

pitched himself into trouble,

West's leadoff man Jim Kars

Ilk did his job by coaxing an
omning walk off Tone
Joe lung then looped one into
left for a hit and both of the
baserunners scampered home

on
en
NOW arms
4-2
slate, but the other defeat

Jim Henselmannia long

tripk over Thu center fielder%
head.

still in the hands of league offidais because of a Warrior Protest at Niles West. The final de-

will come after the en-

passes to I, Zdeb and Mike
before Jim Roark

three down in the second and
then handed the lead OVDT to
the Hawks with a pair of costly
errors. The frame began whcn
Dan Moss booted a
bad

The Warriors managed at

iar letterman

The ((Amnon Cardinals,
led by the power hitting of
junior Mike Moffo, tor* another important- step toward
their bid fora conference title
yaterday when the montenWm -minded Redbirds whippsi
bight y.regaidcd Wheeling.

65. in an extra -inning thrill.
It was the Cards' third co,
wortive league Triumph after.
pair of early season setback,

und it placed them in fourth
place in the standings. Wheeling now holds down the nu mher three spot.

fanned seven

was issued a free pass tofirst
load the sacks with eager 'Cats

while only 'walking a UM of
Wbeciing batsmen.
The Wildcats appeared to be

meemrhila

knocked Dopp out in the
fourth although failing to

knotted at five apiece uftcr the
regulation seven innings, Matra belted his second home run

MAINE SOUTH (4)
Player
r
bl
Calamari, of
4 0 2 0
Pullen, If
0 0
Bonk. rf

Score. After throwing his 171st
pitch of the game to complete

IM second walk of the fourth

on their wag toward their fifth

Geyer turned and threw to the

the plate. They smacked out
three hits to tally four runs,
Dean Sheridan and Glenn

lam to catch the flying Sheri don front third.

Jarembowski led the rally.
clouting bank -to -back singles,
after which teammate Rob
Richter sacrificed the two-

With one run in and

a

runners to second and third

FRED BENCRISCUTPO

to Sokelmann in the lower half

of the inning, as he pet them
down in ender to prtserm the
victory.

of the third when the first two
men to face starting Whaling

the

After retiring two hot stick-

the Cat base runners to boost
their Lally total to four. Bolick
man pitched his way out of the

andaGeymen, John Brednan and
GeyRne
er, Wasilewski yielded
er.
single to John Kuykendall,
scoring both men from second
and third. BokcIrnann helped
his cause with a safety and

retraining NOWA, disposing

Moffo cleaned the kayoed.

center, driving in all three of

The Cads will engage In a
makeup contest tomorrow ifLannon when they host the
Prospect Knights at the Rec.ation

Geyer, 3b
Brodnan, ss

s pzIR S
H skies rack fourth win
Tuesday,

ARLINGTON'S
ACE
pitcher Din flokelmann went

April 28,

the distance fot the vill-de-

I solid single to right by Solo-

No one who has followed
Hersey's

brseball

this
spring could accuse the Huskteam

on.

ranee Solomon to second, but

Wilbins, rf
Carroll, lb
ICellen lb
Dandies, c
Totals

a double play erased hint in
short order. Flowers, another
wild pitch by Bathos enabled
Solomon to streek across the

Oinked North, 7.1.
The Panniers could only
manage Iva hits off senior

retired.

was a mossun home mn by
Dave Litzinger that moiled his
shut out bid.

BUT OTHERWISE't was
Leje, best effort of the season.
He displayed excellent control

in striking out II and walking

E

I

&men, 2b

I

Ramos, p
Totals

3

Ham c

I

2

24

I

I

7

8

r

ab

40
3

the jam wtth the' elp of Iwo
clutch strikeouts and a nice
play by Grutzmacher on a

Paulin& o
Horan, 3b

Litzinger, lb

0
0

In the Panel. half of the

HERSEY TOOK a I-0 lead

he put the side down in order

single by Frase. In the seventh

3

1

1

0

D

I

0

Berms
607-5 55
Winner-Leja; Laser -Barn -

1

1

t

The single was a sinking
r by Kerne,/ that palm
on first and second with
0 oub After an error and -a
elders choh ce.
walks to
rutzmacher and Jim Quark
cad in two tallies and Men

0 wild pitch allowed Ken
10PlieS TO cross the plate with

1

I

-third run of the inning.
AS LEJA, was waltzing
rough the

Panther lineup
Rh no trouble, his teammates
ntinued to pour it on and

k a 6-0 lead with Iwo more
ns in he fourth.
That rally was accomlished purely on hitting, bvith
heavy lumber provided by
BI Ludwigwri, George Solon and Rase, Ludwigun led
ff the inning with a triple that
Mded the Glenbard right
'

elder,nd he. la

i0 0n a

0

D esenhofcr, lb ,rf 2
Moss, 2b
3

I
O

Keehn, rf
Oben, p

2

O

0
0
0

1

O

0

8

2

213 -Jung;

3ftilianselmanth

E -Bergman,

Moss,
Hansel.
SR-Hanselmanni
Besenhofer. Mar-

hit:

Teschner
Dopp

by

4
4
i

3

0
0

D

0

.4

D

3

P

2

0

I

0

and Kim Walter was a stroke
back at 41. Tim Quill rounded
out official [(night scoring
with a 43 and Tom Neumann
man for the Pirates with a 45.
Mark Baker shot a 46 and Ken
Drost and Tont Froehne
rounded out the top quintet for
Palatine, wining in a 48,
The frosh-soph Knights rm
their conference record to 4-0

by stopping their Pirate CON
temporaries, H9-209.
.

Berg's 42, Scott Anderson's 44

D

and Don Tessmer's 44 ass

Tongs
21I 5
5
11 R--Moffo
(2),
OH-Schweitzer, Geyer; SO -Richter, Bencrisutto; E --Carroll;

counted for the remainbm
Prospect swings. Bill Welnhofer had a 47.

PITCHING SUMMARY

Pirate underclass score with a

Mike Long carded the low

3

retarded a 60 and Al Lietz
completed the top firs with a

Mari. They got four runs in

dropped the

TILE LIONS had only one
real threat, and that came in
the fourth inning. Mark Rossi

Smith ended the inning by hitting into a double play.
Starting pitcher Delaney

and three

the bottom of the sixth imiing.
and the 11-ISA0 slaughter ask
was put into effect.

walked, Pettenurso forced
him at second, and Denny
Foreman walked but Steve

including a double -play, while
the lanky blonde hurler struck
out four and walked three,

MARIST (10)

PLAYER

skin hitters fattened their bat-

had no trouble in the first in-

ting averages at the expense of
Lion pitchers Mark Delaney

ning, getting the first throe hit-

Finns. on

3

2
2
2

Thearan. e

3

Ramis. of
Piet, rf

4
2

Higgins,

3

Red-

1

Tennicoll. p
TOTALS

4

I

4
4

I

2
2

Smith, 3b
Golden, c
Madden, rf
Delaney, p
Smith. ph
Hogan, p
ALS

0
0

0
0

0

0

I

2

0
0

1

0
0
2

I

0
20

A.. Sports Ed.

Against LaSalle -Peru in the
opening match, West captured
all three singles contests while

The Maine West varisty tenohs learn made a very suettess-

LaSalle countered with both
doubles victories. Jack Wil-

ful trip to West Aurora Raterday. returning with three dual
victories against n trio of tough
opponents.

doubles tandem of Steve Jackso and Tim Wayman bowed

toJeff Bianco and Tom Kars
zinski by a 6-0, 6-1 margin
while Mainit. Doug Lauffen-

liams, playing in a new role as
King's first singles player,
whipped Bob Glover in identi-

.1

cal), Finns to Plahrn to Nig-

0

0

2

5

0

0

0

2

2

I

0

Head coach Roger King's
nelmcn moved their record to

R H BI0

0

I

6 2 040

3

4

4 0 44

2

3

I

raimpressive .8-2 mark in do-

ting host West AuroM, 4-I,
Wheaton North, 3-2 and LaSalle -Peru, 3.2.

EACH OF Maine's oppoRents. offered .a strong chat,
lenge. but the -Warden were
up to each test. some in akitafrom -behind fashion,.

krtlief!

while, disposed of Jeff Cole in three full sets before o
6-0, EL fashion in the second ner was determined. Williams
singles competition. Ron Fin- grabbed the first set against
shad, Maine's third- singles. Tom Harris, 6.2, before yeild-i
player, began a string of three hog the next two, 2.6, 5.7.

straight victories with a 6.3,
decision over
Don Shadensack.
6-1

LaSalle's

THE WARRIORS,- first

'

Keehn followed suit against

Ken Craig in the sea
glue match, taking the tbpeeer
841, odd then losing in-ovar

elliB.
4t'

Maine even with a 2-6, 6-2, 6-0
in c -from -behind
victory

Milne

and Todd Keating. Lauffem
and Dombrowski came
up with a clinching 6-1, 8-10,
6-2 decision of toe Pierce
and Mark Moore to earn the
Op

3-2

post a 6-4, 8.6 win. Keehn

Jackson and Wayrnan had
no trouble with Dave Hagen
and Rick Powers, 6-2, 64 to
ice the outcome, but Lauffenberger and Dombrowski added

frosting to the

with an

8.6, 6-0 decision over Jeff Foie
and
Olson.

overall

triumph.
Host West Aurora proved to
be Maine's easiest foe although they won the first sin .510 cant t. A
R ge

o

Free

Lawn Mower Repairs

AFTER THIS

successthl

road trip, the Warriors are
scheduled to play at Niles

North this aftemoon in a Cen.
tr I Subu bun Le g

13-thgaIIIIM111

eirTe=ly

:2= gF:c72,,:g.

ELECTRIC,

1,5E, .6 9 %rat
Insured

Lost. B.

CREATIVE

Ns.

T37=lenksec

Tailoring

.7

EST GARDEN CENTER

B. large wbarsPoineron50.

DECORATORS

togs,

'fla;17,r.

rasa

Relbeg

sons, asearso

7.00.8014
MEE ESTIMATE5

362.0.

for

Doily.V. ern

free

Floor Refinishing

ell;apotgl.'"w°.

ed

k.

3 LINES 5 DAYS

0/1

k
766

Blacktopping

527,1244

?*711

Hearing Ards

Tree Ser:ivso

Heating
RED( HEATING

Home Improvement

92.0240

Properly Vol

es C

29089.2

Home Maintenance

R'4=RE'R=ACES

STEPS
SIDEWALKS
FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

894-9P82.2,2.3991 882.3270
APODOCONSTRUCTION CO.
SCHAUMBURG. la.

SWAB VSSURSO C. 56, 1972
-

InstruetranS
Ceromics By CHICK

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

GLENVIEW OFFICE EQUIPMENT
20

Rain.°

repeir.965-015,.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

RTP,

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

25.5 3822

DANKjS7-7

g

PLUMBING HEATING, Redding.

r.s.e:Mcno'17.11',07ga C

StoS'eVeZec=7235
Day Camps

Ag

Do

or N,yhs 356 Igoe

THE L AeRVU

cular, Iclo.copcs. mien...one...2mnd thing.
which let volt hoe the nelion over Ind ovcr.
jicerir,. motion pictutb equipment. shad pro.
th and screens. Thew are all valuable Mt On
which are always in domind. If you're nol thing
the visual equipment in yarn' home. lel the plthhe
sec thin you Mee it literade by:ids-erasing it in
51 Day Want Ad.

296-6640

255-7686, Ms
ss

rid

searing dares Tor °Pen. M6r
weekly

service end closing.
COMPLETE service available,

787-6183

wee.,
Vol,r

1C21.1r

FILL

Som Enterprises

KISLIGLFR DECORATING

Trimming N Pr..

Po

ng, Fenilising All nhoseso1 yard

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

cm., sops, LANDSCAPING

231.

52

Roofing

O

SS AND R ROOFING

27r..

, reroofing riEf'

sss

coo, 439 5520

827 2625..er 9 AM

':1TrCa'g,1273

o 6,

Pointing 6 Wollp
Esser., friendlY

somas*. CalL257-4026.

729.7307

Any small jobs 6 1.ding

MERION BLUE SOD

Draperies
Qom, sszileCssioni nropssisk

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATE,

*ran,. ceoszno, 529.5695

HOMES. OFF IC F. ROOM

435,94

own *Assort.
alds,1.11.11.,11238257

Drapery Repairs

FREE ESTIMATES 29651030

Woltrnon Coasts Co

K....cling

.0mA...a

Parcb

Free Fin..
CALi.635.

I. KOTTKE 8. SONS

Decorators

RI. 59, VS Mi. xis

4,47
-",74cMS

PROBLEM

"I'''''9'11,7='"*"

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING
128,590,

894,484

COO. rs/Wok.
ing. Hemming. Minor Allerationt
P.none3.65-7027

DO YOU SEW???
B

P

meal to VOW

sin&

BUSINESSMAN

Sheet Metal Work
Metal, At oni.
goners.

Siding

R

AND FOR THE

THE BEGINNING

HOUSEWIFE,

TO A GREAT END .,
CUP U COMPLETE

DAY

R & M DECORATING

Commercial or Resident.

.1i5a°412.0

KOCNIANDSCAPF

For best results use

Spring clear,

xss-

358-3172

289-1088

Da Want Ads

MAIL TO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.

GET RESULTS,
"Ma. on Blue Sod
Seeding 6 grading

It pays to advertise
with Day Ware Ads:'

,

WANT ADS

0950552

irs lass, mittsminssispht,

.50.1311

SOLVER"

Reas..11 after 1P.M.

Jahn's Sheet

Mechc;ionstpirter,

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

FOR THE

All Makes.

13,59019

OrestmnhiltOewing

o**** mem**

CL 9-0495

Sewing Machine Renoir

rionine, for*, S.

ONRAmq.CTOR

Day Want

62
.e2

Plot. yON/ ,
potifionl Warsaw.

;metres.

PAINTING

00100";:!°"-""e'

riguing
with

IS A REAL

384-3528

PAPER HANGING

Lauritz Jensen

LANDSCAPING

Procne, ****.

"THE DAY

sZrO're'Z'Zivered.XsTTRCETSNOVselt
259-2331
B 0 B=LATY 1=610

pyr gygspsysy RAiRS

27.8020

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

orfth

SHOSIDAID

A, type oF sewer work. Cesch

P.,. &ss.,V=0,,

S9c

GENERAL

MECHANICAL
TECHNICIAN

Sewer & Septic Work

6271411

Reams W.

15 YRS. EXPERIENCE INSURED.

Things which bring the action Closer... Sky bino-

35.190,

almost here. We are nOw .C.
EXTERIOR INTERIOR

'1UtiTE77271.2310

G CLEANUP

ADDIIIONS, GARAGES. XIT
CHEN, BATHROOMS, FIRE
PLACES, GENERAL REPAIR.
GOOD WORKMANSHID

d 7n. St7rre'

E,111HeSTIgIEVOHOTTNC,

ROOMS

FRG ESTIMATES

255-7200

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

"WITZTFTNZIVF'S''''

te

21SitudisatEsetallite

SWIMMING POOL SEASON

Brr72(=L:;'6

GRAVEL

Binoculars
Things

Sallwookee.
Wheeling.

Services

itslineir, folly

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

.ng

Corpenlry,Corpering, li1e, Point.

re*

1226 5

OR

Dog Service

SpecioRpng in Ce

er

Pools

ARL KIS. DAY CARS CENTER

BIN SNOW REPAIRS

\

IOUS...

Wigs

SOLIZI=.1;51T SER.
891,730 afler p m

landscaping

Touch Add...t

Personol

SOD DEPOT

oterclIREFetut

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD

112.1-7510

°""r"'

Walls woes

Child Care

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

assossthe enssosss

PlomhMg

Decorating. R... En.5

est Day 027.9053 or 204579

Wallpapering

no ishiss (boa

NEA1711RRENTLERWORX

[21166525 CALL 2,4 3427

lng.

Co112,8,4546 or 82.441

6 REMODELING

NEED A PLUMBER,

R"EAC' P"SOST0f17100PE'S'C'FV5

STENTZITEZCE
329.04

cuSTOM UPHOLSTERY.Free pick
up

EXPERT PLASTERING

CALL BUD 259-4015

Coll alien OPM 392..8092.

Call 827.0282

437.2884

10E OP..

C.392.7147

02895

259.20
Upholstering

Plastering

Decorating

CHUCK

Ned Co11439-9

Call

McKAY TREE SERVICE

sst.ssi I

uwassins

men

Office Equipment

CUSTOM CONCRETE WOR

2.6632

PREF ESTIMATES

BIG DISCOUNT SALE

cssitimcombssoEGG

KAWINDOW CLEANING
INSURED ANDBONDED

Office Cleaning

APOLLO

PECT HIS. UPHOLSTERY 83

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

Rery cc ol.

Piano Tuning Services

weekends 289-2160

e

.snplm boon

2126551.7

winsuitocAnntiES

"Einri=7C

loon,

ersidrasobconorensol
Phan. Today!

255-7200

oll

L'

illsseess Sevres

KAY S ANIMAL SHELTER 2705 N.

"Hot Water Heating

\l'ETR'S"ANTOPT.

n7"

wrz ;;;;;zva,i,z

tWes"11

Coll. 392 4750

SCED3IFGONCRiTE

OUR POLICY IS OVAL.

15-Inaustion

EDMOND' 'GRAY"'"027.452

Boy recalls

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

PHONE

Call Mr. Moore.
545.050/

C''11.7s"6Reltr"' rreg'"'

oyudation.

...ale.

SMALSTS CO.

790,2953
Perrnonern Waves"''IZTTI:17c1:0:S

Pl.

CAN US FIRST

free

of home homes in Your
area to display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulated Siding. 11 interested

Teo oVeAg

ALL .7YB'EES7=75AVATES

ALLEN CONCRETE

stun'

I'm looking fora coin,

VIDEO

Goners
custortoosss...1

Baseboll

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

rasa.

r

.1

Porn Chicon°. W

Moharty

CL 9.2955

Reg., .6

TVSekoto

KENNETH A. PFAMON

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

Lod wiih VI ton p

WINKELMAN S

Boort tiled,

Nearing

Bonbon Schonth
It 0000.:i
ly r59.e0 tar °des

2.3193

Magic

General Hauling

as.

u.

ores PaIl

sr

AAA

seRsseed
ase2

DATGRO01.6 .20

DECORATING

KANGCa ER S. SON

14fesones

WAISWORS

RUSSELL

Cemem

Bicycles & Repairs

ONLY t

ssnetc. -coo, vissity Akers
net fir/mord.
coins

GCKRTILESERCE
ne,isenuot

PATCH'S PANTRY

DA, Cell 07.045

Loser.

ousted Ian Harris, 6-0, 6-3 and
Finstad turned back Cully
Rice, 6-2, 6-0 to push the Warriors into the Nam lead,

Warriors a

ENTERPRISES

rew A sped. 2.1i1o. MOTHERS

Delaney.

6-3, 1-6, 6-3.

MernaG

']'1'216DZV.

BABY SHOES BRONZED

3

Gam Williams, but went on to

etion,

e

emegerp. NN 58.017

US

w

NT00%RATIVE

OOML'OTOTTZTU'InPUS

Winner-TenekotE

m lot in Garden a

obligation WRITE OR CALL.

."" CCALL'SA&

SOD

Converse got a good battle

over Wheaton's Paul

MARGIO

Lawn Care

827.7450

Baby Shoes

ip hose w so

Delaney

&lab

LaM

I=T1'Stn. P's'nrs

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE.
8.27.7588

All Stfons Constructio

time 1-6, 1-6. Finstad finally
Pieta,' up the first much win
In conquerink Andy Hustegh,

c

Little Dave Keehn, wen-

ma a Ye. toneltys.on

ROltraGE

PITCHING SUMMARY
PLAYER
Tennicott

-

Section

moss (boding TRUSTY WARN

DECORATING

Big .1 Yd. lood.215.00
We. Coll 392.1975

EXPERT BODY WORK

o*

146 II 6-6

WITH THE pressure on,

Against a formidableWhears
on opponent. every match went

matt,.....729-7150

ISOPVC=1Z,LINO

gins (Smith); SB-Dressel.

ST. VIATOR (0)

Jackson and Wayman pulled

,

cl

FOR MEE ESTIMATE,

Hogonl

put up a strong fight before
falling, 9-7, 8-6.

AND BATHROOMS, CALL NOW

d6

COMPLETE

313-

DP -Foreman to Rossi (Tenni-

berger and Mark Dombrowski

cal 6-1 sets.

Cannel

CALL 2.1259

20-Phthm, Termicotb

Ramis (2); E:Smith, Finns;

36 10 13 10

PLAYER
AB
O'Donnell, lb
3

DEPENDABLE

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL
ree.

Classified

Tile

0
0
0
0
0
0

I

Warriors triumph at West Aurora
By 1. Alan Cook

Licensed.

in today's

Fo

SAVE MONEY. SPECIALIZING IN

296-6640

3

I

I

3

w'r".
"'°"'.
ELKTRIC
i°.NRON

Fencing

OR

0

2
2

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES ond SERVICE

CL G3842

Co, onY sinse 39,3060

home buys

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR TOW

So, NINO821541

'.";'21150
RICK'S DECORATING

Eleariml Work

W'aLKLIVI=ETE=

AB R H DI

Demerdy, 3b
Mahn. 2b
Dressel, If

MEANWHILE, the

ALS SERVICE CO

61.

another run for

3135

8'

GUARANTEE. sub DIRECT .0

IBLE TOPS. CALL 292.3229 PROS-

day.

got

VINYL COATED STEEL SIDING.

Air Conditioning

CANVAS REPAIRED. CONVERT-

2
2

some fine defensive plays in
the field to back up Tennicott,

sGS 3532

with a 51 and Walt Witek third
with a 57. Bob Gerringcr

Hogan can

Decorating 6 Remodeling

hy.fiers. .eceorades. gages

FOR YOUR HOUSE

41. Dave Haffner was next

LP -Ty-

audience for your message, everyday!

39.3269

B24.5/40

NEW WAY PAINTING

0'611

ITS NEW

0 5-5 4 3 6
7 5-5 9 2 6
1

SA9,0,0

1

ip tor h w so

Foreman, ss

singles

SINCE 1946

a O.

both hit 47's, Rich Fraehne

0

1-1 I

*rr3!st t'rcen'.'cl.',T5e29f.

TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

7767Bows 3'.74.6'61.1'7S

HEMMING. 6 ALTERAI

was 00th man, carding a 46.

3

Chicagoland Prep League.
The Redskins came up with

d two

p

JUNIOR ART Hang et/Paired medalist honors with a
38. Al Marchetti was number
Cabman for Prospect with a40

WALTERS

MERION BLUE SOD

FREE ESTIMATES

0
4

I

COumnifa Inn

Sod

ointing IS Decoratig, ile( ss-

Locally Grown

p

Forest

O

I

3

te.It "

HOUSES RAISED

RUSTIC FENCING

0

2

7"oirodl'irtli

FULL BASEMENT

CAN S. 12116. saw

tine Pirates. 162-185.

2

loss

ON ALL GA,lett COATS

Auto Body Repair

b
0

0

Pandang 0 Decorating

Landscaping

Dressmaking -Sewing

Carpet Cleaning

CURT MANNING continued his ersellent stroking for
the Knights, taking medalist
honors with a 39. John von

2

arztzlionrodoling

'

ALTERATION. VIEMS

The Prospect varsity golf

Oedema:a If

The

Alterations

Prospect golf
team heats
Palatine
heartened

WISOLES.E

Snip and' fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day has a ready

=1

HB.Olsen.

Rossi, 2h

Lions out of first place in the

DI!"

3 3-1 3 5 4

team,

on the better

255-7200 0 296-6640

7 2-2 8 2 3

fora pinch hitter in the top of
the fifth.

1

red a run.

0

Abinanti, cf

too out. A single and a Walk
and Larry Hogan. Marist bu- hurt a bit in the second, but no
tors pounded the two Lions damage was done.
HLakier then Marled the bases
flingers for 13 hits including'
However, the Redskins exon walk, an infield single by decisions, with the Husk,
Rich Gutznsseher and a hit traveling to first -place Fore. four extra -base clouts. Six plotted for four runs in the
third. Tennicott led off with a
harm. hut could do no gar- View tomorrow for their tat' Redskins had two hits apiece.
Many of the Mario hits double, then another double,'
MSL encounter.
were bouncers, and one of the single, a walk and a triple put
Itudt ' tl (had the hods
triples started out as a ground four runs across.
HERSEY (7)
lee Me affair . open with
single which bounced Mr the
t ree
ab r It Id
runs on only one hit Player
DELANEY GOT OUT of
Ion Bathos IM his control. Ludwigsen, f 4 I I 0 head of Lion left fielder Mike'
the next inning with a little
2
I
Pffienua80
king three men and to - Solomon, rf
Iashing a wild pitch that
1

0
0
0

Tyler
I
WP-Bokelmann;
ler, HOP -Donbass,

DS,

victory wen Hessoysssomnd in
lbar Mid -Suburban League

-

I
O

help from a Foreman to Rossi
double play, but be was lifted

on a pop-up and two strike-

THE MUCH -NEEDED

I

2

0

3
2

Mike O'Donnell and Mike
St. Viator ran into the two- Golden got the only Viator
hit pitching of Ito Tennicou hit. of the contest. O'Donnell
as they Mat to Marist. 10-0, in a started the game off with a
baseball game played at Mario single, and Golden hit a Iwoin southwest Chicago owl
y- out
single in the second.

Genski went down swinging

in the sixth with a final run on
a
single by Leja,
wild
pitches and then a two -out

3

.7 5 2-2 II 5

By George Halos

Terry Horan singled and Li,

to end the only Glenhard threat
of the day.
Hersey added a littlo sugar

3

610

'4

Pitcher
Bokelmann
Wasilewski

ip h r-er so bit
Lela

0
0
6

0

I

32

'

Tyler, p
Guincy, ph

28

0

I

J

0

3

Bencrisutto, 21;
Lssrulquist, ib
Wasilewski, p

PITCHING SUMMARY

I

0
0

2

0

Schweitzer. 36
Dyson, ss

Erase. Koch, DBP--Leja

hi

0
4

1

WHEELING (5)Pkber
r k bi

3R-Ludwigsen; H -Ken
nepp, Litaingeri SE,
Etat

5

3

O

Marist shocks Lions, 104)

hard hit ball at third.

the lefty didn't fool around,.

when Reline, led of f with his
'dune -tripper, x nodoubtabout-it line drsse well over
thin kb fielder's head. The

0

1

00
00

Krojecki. if

the cleanup spot in Steve Chernicky's lineup and he has Once
gown I hat he belongs there.

in. the both, of the second

Roth, 2b

Dowd, ss

zinger belted his home run.
0100011 followed the fours
bagger with a single, but Bob

new. who rapped a home run
and single.
Kennepp. a junior second
(mem, recently Fumed up to

I

Marl

LFJA PITCHED no -hit

pee:idling Panther hurler Joe

had two singles. and Ken Ken-

0

ball until the fourth. when the
first Iwo hitters reached him
for singles. But he got out of

sixth, Leja struck out the nISI
two batters he faced before

hits. The most prolific Huskie
lepers were 01011 thaw, who

0

.2

GLENBARD NORTH (2)

no one, and he seldom fell behind Niter_
Meanwhile
Hersey
was
Berms for seven runs an night

Quade. c
LAW. p
TOWS

plate before the side could be

D

0

I

Hativehrtann,

Castoff, 36
Dopp, p. lb
Moroni, e

0

3

Byron Takahashi was low

Jaremboskurti
IT..
'Richter,

I

2

1

3

Sheridan. c

I

0
2

2

4

Day. cf

Carsoft, of
Sous, If
Denski, If

4

Kennepp. lb
3
Koch. lb
2
Morales, of
3
Gruanacher, 3b 2

Prase Men singled to ad-

ics of Ming Meth. But yssters
Jay, thanks to a fine distance
pitching performance by Bob
Leja. they made their own
tweaks and trounced visiting

southpaw Leja, although one

Prase;' ss

2

Mot, If

behind eight -hit ssault
By JitriStuiPt-

0
0

2

Knykondall, of

With
score in the top
half of the eighth frame, Moffo

served win, as the talented sen-

0

Bokelmann, p

third after a throwing error,
accountedor
02-2 the rsote.

1970

The

ARLINGTON (6)
,ab r Is Id
Dillon, 2b
4 I
I
0

Cats scrounged for the game tying run. A sacrifice fly to left
by Bencrisutto with a man on

Page 6

diamond.

Player

of the sixth inning when the

deadlock and provide the win rang margin fur the Cards.

Park

when they tangle with thcOlenbard North Panthers.

Me left field fence.
Th C d h Id th 'r slim
5-ssadvantage until the bottom

hurdler Bill Tyler to break the

4

Wildcats are idle tomorrow. View's win over Arlington
but will get back to the thick of Wednesday, moved into a first things Wednesday evening place tie by topping the Palm

his home run shot over

of thy afternoon off rat relief

CAL

3

long, of

Set your gaze

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

h 61

all

terlield fence for the winning. Olsen
tally of the ballgarne. The
3 ,0 3 0 2
Wildcats presented no threat
W P-Teschrterr, LP-Dopp;

diately struck back witha power attack of their own in the top

sacks still tilled, Gory Sekweitnee lashed a double deep to

READ THE

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
Ipr-ark w so

connected on Tyler fro -Mall
to slam it over the left-cem

phobia Casey Wasilewski were
showed on base via walks.
walks.

plate a fraction of a second WO

I

4

offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW.

shall; HBO -Nevin

11

THE CARDINALS imme-

Lundquist. however, fouled
up the Cardinal thinking and
laid down a bunt directly at
third baseman Larry Geyer.

1,451, victory when thedust bed
cieared
Me end of the second
frame, as Wheeling coach Ron
DeBolt sent eight of his boys to

ES

Player

Sae.

of the next three Wildcat Let -

Vie.

0
0
0
0
4

0
6

1

(Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

1

1

I

gtf Fell

Page?

MAINE WEST' )

(211

for dangerous Tony Um&

with a well pLiced bunt.

WITH TIIE SCORE

Glenbrook North beginning at
4:30.

Hawks,

Cardg dm 'Cato in extra
By Tom Rorie

with possibly its taught. test

to date when they NM the
highly regarded Spina. of

2

1

2

Kulik, If
stilt faced

is

1

0. 0

3
2

Marshall, ss
Teschncr, p
Totals

the door the test

Maine West

game.

40
4

0

0
0

1

D

1

Bap., lb

of the way.

cot/kin come up with the big
hit to bring thorn back into the
The

an error, a sacrifice and
-producing infield hit be -

forms
ehuttng

2

Bushelle, rf, If

righty was touched for as
unearned run in the fifth on a
a

M

Zdeb, 3b
Nevins, 2b
Roark, a

THE HAR D-throwIng

and on the ensuing play, a bad
throw enabled both runners 10
pull up safely.
then ors bassi -sinner in
butcf
the final five innings, bu

drive with a battering collision
resulting. Morena couldn't

inning, West head coae Al
CaMterts went to his ho (pen
and big Bill Olsen.

WEST WENT three up,

third.
Kulik,. West's left fielder
Helder,
the ball and made
tiickup before unloading
had thewsa 0011 blocked, but
took a high hop.
the thro
Both the ball and att
stnon
ner mached home
the same

and the Hawk infield pulled in
taro possible play at the plate,
Teschner got out Of theism by
getting Bert Gastrof and Dopp

South, 4

ha, on, and South hada run.

rod a single between short and

a bullet to the plate. Moranz

varn STILL nobody out

tire situation is reviewed by the
kagne.

7...va!

Tuesday, ApiT28. 1974

217 S. Arlington HE Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005

QUICKER,
EASIER!
I

or
722 Center St.
Dos Plaines, Ill. 60016

Call Bob Van

2.1071

sossaesstr.
OFIAti

272a:A.PtInejtve.

,

1'441'

yaT

161Is13 Wonted Women

'Iftlesdav,Apri/ '8,1970
21 -Employment Ponies -Men

POETS

Miele Wantul Men

2141112 Waled Mon

SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN

YOUNG MAN WANTED

24-11513 Dotal Men

st

Learn Sales
Profession
No experience
necessary.
CALI 593-5950

o

t

SALES TRAINEES -5700

290-2770
La Salle Personnel

';!Tsn.'Zir
LI.3,100,

RIGHT HAM
For Northwest Suburban co,

Genera! skink.mO nont
lk

oble man

N:°'

er end =ohm's,
In/orris= me dolly'. sullorotepin m.

8

E2gi,ardj',Z

A POACH OF A JOE

255-1100

1301E Algonquin Rood - Schaumburg

358-7900

A Div, of logol
Company, Inc.

Arlington HA.,

DRAFTSMAN

WO ARE LOCICSING FOR A

SMALL DEPT

IMONDERFUL COUPLE

q

I

MALE

CLERK METE

SCHOOL BUS

0500

Our company in the educational field, Is looking
for several glrls who enjoy clerical work and have
good typing sills. Excellent working conditions.

Earn Extra.Cash
Paid Training

AND COOKING (we have other help).

deretudv top Design Ln.

MAN FOR GARDENING, LANDSCAPING,
AND CARE OF OUTSIDE PREMISES. Pri-

ginem and gel dvaced t " g. P p re
wooer for manufacof du:Ming-design and

excellent wages. WOULD ALSO CONSIL.:
ER 2 SINGLE WOMEN. Excellent Working

soon lake over as Chief.

isonditions in

ENGINEERING AGENCY

2:30-5 p.m.

to:

CALL

3140-3195 we

Surgent-Vhicla Scientific Co.

P.M. ROUTES

looking the lake. Write giving references

ASS'T TO PRESIDENT

7300 0. kinder - Sltollie

62;1 o'f's 6,M

re'120;7358-

Needs TOP SSC SaSO

2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

30405. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON NTS., ILL.

lop Inrl.

43,0,23

DALLAS TEXAS 75218

PAGERS
present time for women
inspect

to

TECHNICAL
PROFESSIONAL

GENERAL ACCOUNTANT

WHERE ARE YOU?

chasing.

oecuemesnenicoi

Commission

rot

awry, 6,0

Id In

will ening snaterneels cumuli..ad
.special
respensilell.
ePart Mira

s6 tor se, wetrtlr

WOO

Seal moms

(Plastic Department)

sm.coomsis.soo

tow,

BRAHMAN
industrial FnOineme

3,300.1.5,000
re

Maio 31100eermontS
CAN. RON NEW
1.6.1071

torom

ASSISTANT TO
PURCHASING AGENT
o

CALL OR VISIT

GENERAL

BOOSICIEEPER
Tupperware Distributors

$140 WEEK

GALS!,
JUNE GRADUATES

ucM1tr aizotdeoa holeen hemer r,wil train,espz,,lome

error

Some figurer

NW

55-

ED SUREK

272-1000

The above positions offer a superior fringe Amer,
package and excellent starring solaria.

CULLIGAN, INC.
76575. Shermer Rd.
Northbrook, III.

Call For Immediate Consideration

sett

ossmot office.

la Salle Pemonnel
vn°

537-1100
Mr. Last

AeunederfrIngn helm, pos1.9 lc tarred along sus. an

Touhy BaN4rn.

sonlr

g22

:OgOT,;,r,

777 Wheeling Rood

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

CONTACT
M R. HARMS

$450 to $675.

Erg. Tech.
Electronic
Rich

3530.750

R foreman
Mech. Tech
0.0 !numeral.

330 600

Wheeling, Illinois

392-2700

MO 700
MO 650
3600,00

or

Mother Colloo
°

GIRL FRIDAY

11CA
255-1100XI
T

CALL MRS. SEDREL

CALL

359-4200, Ext. 216

on

206-1043
ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

-

comm

AD'v. Of Jewel
Company, Inc.
4E. Rand Rd.

Arlington His, III
An equal
opportunity
employer

ASSISTANT

TAX MANAGER
61,00 FEE PAID
0

,.

1720 ,,8=.:,13,,0

MR.

AND EARN

Ill

jth

01 Kmanicw. i rs con, a A r c a

airthLOYEN
MT SERVICE

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

Puy you Poll marling ealarr front ihe
to
first day or beams o Cammunisoiles Teen:Won .
dewlap your
your tante and cicadae] ar mechanical abili.

ties Age

most speololO WWI feeyou.

NO NITESI NOSALSI NO EXPI

porr

TOP WAGES!
nnaoncmhunx

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

N.. you. bb pM

392-2700

DELICATESSEN

''''PF°"
394-..'05660

'1-.0°V

RANDHURST CENTER

°""""'''''''"'L

;106

APPLY NOW

1411elp Wanted Men

PROOF POSITION

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

OPEN

PERMANENT POSITION AVAILABLE

CAL1.6166.0011NELL

ACCOUNTING

310 F. Read Rd,

FAI.Promped

AIRLINE
RELATIONS TR.

Illinois Bell

c'a=d t 'orr',7

the NorMwaYSsibuclas.

SOF IN OR CALL

$
college. No ee. Solory
4750513o. LYNN DAVIS FAL

'At?...Ts!n,gL

THE

KROGER
CO.

it

KORNATE

hy phone,

mil free:6664MB

Age o °pen.

h

Free.

mitt Paige
In Arlington Heights

602=ester

BARRETTCRAVENS CO.
OM Dondm81,140orlhhrook

you kkO10

117 S. Emerson

its07,7,1=r,g,d.

000,,,0,-;:

people Me mu

up. 11 yrro miss nu esPedenon

Orientation provided
Apply in Person

'6'

Fr f thins

, ''

Nail

==oVntr=e714/.1

Fo

og

'gel *

27 °'''''''''

.

rS73 trYdritrOnt2r"O'c'll

after 5 PM 417,1401

0,66 doily i.

° ° 27' 2..°°

-

for 578 ea.. Coll

,

weekends

ANTIQUES

30, Mo, . 2, ... ,,

Apr.

Gr

iii

yy_ppplyaoydarino Supplies

uel ladies.A.d.
ine ldgion Hall

i

ml

1

, 30, .y

.

rl

,

5101

d for skIing. 517M or
t 0186 C8115378817.

259,9708.

traier. Asking 8300 for
k

°a

1960 Thunderbird

stf7212iral:'6nre=220es':1Eo'S

CALL 362-0204

without rrmr6g poy E10

Doll It

smr0A,...2"...

P.7f,,74,,7,70.-. Nc
..

r NrL0 000,,.,,

CASH
CASH

Note

IrnmedimelyAvoilable.Cor.

Horallfon

'r'';5'9"7174'9''' '''2.....2.
vol

20

1960

ul

'Is

ffo

2

1y

1

AKC

l'Il

21

'''.

lo

'mom

Ms

'8'83:1332

..

7

k

r

sAftwAoits,005,A0A,

I

WE SPECIALIZE

BeIrm.Apts in Elevator eldg.
AORCONDITMNM
.

modoi. o p.o.ity io-s

7

Auslral,n terrier puppies, AK,

SOO Dogwood Lone, 61..Presp.

3919700

Bohm. Euclid 6 Kensington,

'

1.13 color 6 IA, portable 8 6

W4,730

169.1360

wks. ShaT;lexv. 6100.
001.151 PROSPECT

259.3935 50.6 pm

,n,nn.

An.

,

AA

Aii

,

Nth,

-

....0,...0,.
no 53,4481

,

,

,s.

rggpa::=3,1,!upr

,,,,,,,,

2 ,,,nn, 6

CA392.5255
Ready

OD, SeraieTZIIPO7,2741rg

I

wks., AKC, 1st puppy shaft 150.
FREE

,

design; belge drape. 12' wide:

-

080008,

kIllensi Female, whho.
for new thanks. Litter

Timberlake Village

le;t*MiroTerr.'
PECEATIPN'liO0AP ' '

owiggq,e. pop,
..

6120 for par. fir
PH fo.r dog

$3495
1969 IMPALA

yeT4

SNORE

moot

CARS

a

UNDEll 51,000

'63 FAIRLANE
e,..,
Listo

mileage.

59895

,11,
poss.

'

....'...
..."..9 49s

1 door hardtop, V-8, power
glide, power steering, radio,
heeler, whItowatis, re, low_

al,

'63 CHEW

'62 FORD

1968 IMPALA

0.,

'64 PLYMOUTH
PLYMOUTH
Vella,.
am s
'395

Merl

$2295

111

495

, Poy 4 two 46i. AP.,,,,,".,

tralned. 955.6.

it:6'F trh'a FO"AdKl.' ' '

sdulythroughout.
v.., ,,-, ,-d, ,-....,

.41

INS

Ofs blk W. °M.O.° Rd,

FL 9,3200

1969 2 TON CHEVY

FULLY CARPETED

SWIMMING POOL

C.2.2

-

'''''''.22°' 2°2'2'6' '2'

."'2.22.°222i

2.2i,,nek'''Alr,.,8r...It,'
gag..

MO E.70.00,1'ZT'LE;

MT.PROSPECT

-

AP'

63 Chevy wag., 9,poss., Af9 PIS.

nodQUART/
ots

AY

.

Swimming Pool.Convonient
'

Do

Bemiring

is''"'11.1'
lir'osn900O:
heat Off:715'9178

mokfmg 6 heCnIog iRos. ood
7.

Y'

Reasonable

rentols include 668181.66

lal

''''

.eeong

''t

Timberlane
BR Apts

II

°

'

ns,,,,

77ra72'.2,22252'.22O1=.2'637.

AIT.PROSRECT

II

AKC

ottet 8 Pre

Rattan set, 5100. 253,7930

255,1107

'''''.325A8'="'''

shots. Loves children 6 outdoors.
Co1145,4610
.

,

....'''.°AT kg.'

41 -Dort, Pets R. Equipment

.THE BOOS"

A

.17966

.

204.5300

DICK

ME Olds 442, Low mi. 51575. Coll

Per and all Appliances

RUG.

FOR

.

W,her,

.°7 '72°'.' Pa';'''''' 63vs

8.215779

o , 1 o V ,Ta,6, son far MS

it.6,641.611 :g7

5 egyiS,

Ma

2

6 M.83.8260.1342
2'221:'n°,;,=.77222 C.1°

WANT TO BUY - GO KARS

s

11.- RING

The Boss

112Dstometfies Far Sale

o

,

Dad must find meal
fully egoita 6306

392 8498

pl

Pl. 6

"." ""11S?gO" ""-

rings. Matched set. Appreitek 61
3350 0 I If
324 3047 ft 6

wilthmt Orth Nth.

r

air

Honda M7, 2305P,Sdis.
Super Howk.
Aire.

r:,2;,a to,,IN:.

°

An equal opoorlunily employer 'AP

.

g.,

03 6260 .139 78,

.. MUNDELEIN

Custom Beige Vinyl Folding duo,

461,6 67,610,

255-1910

r

,

6 P In

42-Wantul To Buy

o

11300 W. Control Rd. Mt. Prospect

k

vat, to thoot, ground gr. avail
'

ocIma

Frigidaire

Interviewing Hourii

Men 6 defroster.

r

vne

827,1226

AT BRUNING

AN , 0

lIkle, etglzairke,rte toll

Aft.l. oft SAN, o lady, 1,

'

TOn5,1081

over

18 INCH JACOBSON REEL
RIDING MOWER

DIVFIERENC

P/11.

WAY, vinyl top, AM., Onaks
trey

Ben

thno,,,=c0,03th,,,,,ziier wn

10 AM to

.

.deinfb22, E.- 2."'. FT

CLERK TYPIST

-

.69 Olds Cutlass Supremo. 4-4r,

keg top oaks NT, PI,

seer, a

271975 Coll CS 51963

a

M,Ga2

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR' 2nd shift)
PRODUCT COST ACCOUNTANT
SECRETARY

[Ai

1968 Wh

2950

Indrris. win., oPIO.

%Ton.' Zoe

6 Rr

May Ist, 4 PM, PIA
,,,,,,,A,,,th.

Co259-8911

Doily 7:95 AM to 9:15 PM
Saturday 9 AM til Noon

'

'

11141otorcycles andScoters

S160

MULTILITH OPERATOR
DRAFTSMAN OR DRAFTSMAN
TRAINEE

401E. Woos:POO Rd.

239,32'23

Es7

3944104

.

259-7010

,,,,,,,,
fi'eaSV-1117Pgt.T,

142-1,0000,10

7. Cf '2°' 27' 2`f 2.'"° 2

".P

mnsm

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

CURRENT, OFFICE POSITIONS

Emplasonem Saralee Inc.

2 7410

. 394,183 AA

7441 tient Apartments

°g!%,'',1,12.,,..

''''Ife k'35

LYNN DAVIS

MI

mkn

WE PAY TOP 631
FOR CLEAN USED CARS
BONUS MOTORS
296-6S27

,,,n

6

illitAIIE VNE

al

,700iLn=sz,,,,,o,

Holly Spring Age,
695-7035

11Apts. and Rooms to Share

140, and Wipes

/

'

Inter.

130,00. NO DISCRIMINATION,
_
ANYONE MAY SW

,

103-1Iuto Trailers &Campers.2;2:70%0

'''''1,,°?n°42,F,717t:

Pr"

6.1.10e'r

I

.0,;

ord 2 -door N.T. °Mods

.6

' 70-Cooms-BoadRouselieepimg

'In?2,fkKi, MII'v's:

n

i

1961 Ford Folcon
6200
429,5344

ono

1:67, M Ton Chem/ Truck with

..1 YEAR LEASE.

/

l.1. Mei

trans.

ng.

1111-Aubdidild Wanted

2

v

22 W. Palatine Rd.

715 W. Central Rd.
Interviewing Hours
d am. 3pm
IMerviewvosoloemed

Mt. Prospect

v

Rebuilt

.1 Suburban Ate, , LOWEST

,

c

0

'Wo'i N !'; Mre' ""'"

674.7520

Chleago: 346-5090

loath'

i

o!ln

..'"17. ' ''

Lh.

- '7'

n,

CENTER

NO Fee For 01/Q Services

on schedule, anrwer
phones. Ugh, typing. free tray-

._.-.-6
arlingtonVark towers

I

M ,als,.,%i_cl,, d 3200

70

Dos Ploinns Wed. Apr. W. 7 prn.mb

AMERICANA NURSING

253-6600

vise

APPLY IN PERSON
'

,na tor,

70

FULL OR PART TIME

...,

S217431

U.S. Gov't Owned Ham
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THEM HOME YOU
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Horoscope
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1
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Everyman
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Editorial

2
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26 Victor
Ortega

Show
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5 Debbie Reynolds
Show
Rerun.
"It's a
Bird, It's a Plane, It's
Debbie."

Pan -Am Show
32 Baseball
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the Baltimore Orioles
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for
9
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Philbin
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Show
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GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): The practical Gemini gets
a head start today on the corn-

iietition. If you take time to

EEK & MEEK

moon over past errors, you will
lose out.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Though it may' 'take extra
time to do so, you would

safeguard your interests by
looking ahead. New accomplishments come bard;
'

MORTY MEEKLE

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

Reconsider recent advances.

You may not be in quite the
position you had hoped; time
now to do something about it.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -

Sept.

23): Possession may very well
be nine -tenths of the law - but
not when the object is another

person. Allow another his in-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

dependence.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
_'.:Have the foresight you recommend others exercise. Now is
the time to ascertain what direction your future should

Jake.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

Answer to Previous Puzzle'

THE BORN LOSER

Hodgepodge

)i2
2 ) : Today's sound in_
I....vestments become tomorrow's

G

sound benefits. Others may try
to persuade you out of a sure
:thing; avoid a risk.

ACROSS

Dec. 22): You can lend security to another simply by show-

(coil.)
11 Flushed with
success

ing your faith in his ability to
:perform. Appear optimistic.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Redirect your skills
to the lining of your pockets-

13 Live
14 Of the day

before today
(Peet.)
15 Obliquely
16 Peer Gynt's
'mother
17 Old Dutch
measure

at least for the moment. Now is

:an excellent time to begin to
lave regularly.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

19): If you are forced to explain your recent behavior, be
sure to do so with logic. Others
will spot prevarication.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): The wise Pisces will make

CAPTAIN EASY
510P THE EXCLI5E51

JUST "EWE !ML L6!!

YOU THINK WE
CAN BROADCAST

AN ALARM, YOU

an extra effort to keep ex-

LAMEIRAIN...AFTER

THE WAY WE

penses down. Every bad thing
must come to an end -- but so
'must every good one.

*KEEP WOW', HE 5AY5
HOW'M I SUPPOSED TO FIND

DIME THIS TIME 0' NIGHT?
MART m000lv ON DOORS OR
P0):111 DOWN GOPHER HOttOr

iiopportunity to, excel on the

*ob.

sum . FIX HIS TRAIN

FIXED MY WASHING
MACHINE:

--s=r

.,AND

23 Salad

ingredient

26 Long

wandering

41 Nostrils
43 Is present at
'
45 Wager
47 Dutch city
48 Light touch
51 More facile

cAmons

AMENS
LIBERATION

53 Restaurant
worker
56 Bandleaders'
wands
57 Unruffled
'58 Unite
intimately
50 Stretched

MOVEMENT
FREEDOM,

KMALIT

NM !Y

vole

4

AMMA

-ma ma

DOWN
1 Lock opener
2 Athena
3 Marine fish
4 Speaks

EvEL.
JOY
GAPE
ALA PUN
I SO
OT I N PAL -AVER

N U
BTR

-r 0

C
U

`T NA
ED

E

M

II

RS

SS

C3

U

0A
--r

00

aAS

ROBE
A L8 E
5 Southern
0p RA
A T 0 ID S
general
DELIGHT-4
AMUSE
6 Legal point
2
E sl
7 Small islands 'ErffM =Ie. TSARS
8 Prevaricator
9 Girl's name
24 Mature, as
42 Tower

10 Coterie
fruit
12 Small drink 25 Biblical
13 Mohammedan
garden
month
27 Mast
18 Poured oil
28 Ireland
upon as a
29 Affirmative
sacred rite
votes
21 Compass pqint 32 Ravers
22 New York
36 Too
(ab.)
39.Country
23 Fellow (coll.) 40 Preposition

30 Concealed
31 Assam

nag

CAMPUS CLATTER

;.love
lode
lope
dope

IM THE LEAST WE CAN OFFER .AFTERYOU

19 Epoch
20 Residue

silkworm
33 Pastry
34 Zoo primate
35 Feminine
appellation
37 Brazilian,
macaw
38 Championship

f.6presents you wish an excellent

filid

WOULD DO ME

TO-

:with higher-ups. Today

pole
plod

THE 50M
ohIS HATSE

ARIES (March 22 - April

dole
deep
dove
delve
dole
elope
peode

WHILE AT
AGGIE
QUINT'

NICIIIN: BUT

HIJACKED HIM
FROM Mr.X5E:

.4%20): Reinforce your reputation

peel

.

1 Tributary to
the Indus
6 Irritates

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

'

372-

of the News

6:55

BUGS BUNNY'

11:50

32 News

26 A Black's View

8:00

Seas

2 6 Bob
Sports

11:35
Paintings;
32 100
Great Music

M.D.
Rerun. "Don't Ig-

are taken
9300.

32 On Deck Circle

News
, 26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and
9

9

7

9

"Daughter of the

Rerun.

Comments

9:15

Movie

7

the law.
HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORN

11:30

Paul Harvey

32

9:00
60 Minutes
Marcus Welby,

2

York businessman.

ter a 10 -year absence

5

Rerun. Gov.
thinks
Drinkwater
J.J.'s romance with a
movie star may have

nore the Miracles."
Julia

5

been

and J.J.

Skelton

Guests are _John
Wayne, Julius Wechter and the Baja Marimba Band.

6:15
26. Spanish Sports

The Governor

2

turned her head.

7:30

'Red

372-9300.

2

11:00

11 WTIW Auction
Until I a.m.

8:30

11 WTINV Auction

News
News

5
7

Weather, Sports

rates at Pittsburgh.

6:00

OUT OUR WAY

32 The Baron

44 Continue News,

Ba.sebrill

The Cubs vs. Pi-

2

3

4

6

44 Tidings
45 False god
46 Italian city
49 Solar disk

50 Number (pl.)
51 Wane
52 Conclusion
54 Eagle

(comb. form) '
55 Scottish
sheepfold
7

8

9

10

27

28

29

49

50

5
12

1

13

15

ki16

17

20
23

24

21

25

1111
31
32

30

34
38

18

35
39

-

40

41

42

43

46

M47
52

56

48
53

54

57

59

.

1

By Joanmarie Wermes

Hintz and Schoenbeck Rds.,

Chicago's ministerial night
beat, under the direction of the
newly appointed Night Pastor,
the Rev. R. Bruce Wheeler of
Prospect Heights, will resume
full-time operation by July I.

Father Wheeler, 46, began

his night vicarate on a parttime basis in March shortly af-

ter the death of the original
night Pastor, the Rev. Robert
Owen, of Des Plaines, who be-

gan the Rush Street ministry
several years ago.

Currently the pastor of St.
Hilary

Episcopal

as or

_

_

Church,

us__, s ree ' jro

_

Prospect Heights, Father

decessor, Father Wheeler said
he is in the Chicago office, 30

Wheeler dons his night-time

E. Oak, from 10 p.m. until 2

role three -times a week when
he gives spiritual aid not only
to those in the city but to suburbanites as well.

a.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.

"MANY TIMES I receive
calls from suburbanites who

can't sleep and want to talk
fice all kinds of people with ev-

personal visits.

ery kind of problem you can
think of," the Night Pastor

forward to his new assignment,

problems,"

he

said.

Carrying on essentially the
same program as his pre-

Even though he is looking
he said he will miss his Prospect Heights parishioners with
whom he has had "a good rela-

Marjorie, 17, is a senior in

ecumenical ministry," Father

House on

Evanston

Wheeler said, "We hope to expand the night ministry in oth-

Chicago's

West

Township

High

where I was most
needed," Father Wheeler said.

came one of the original members and a vice chairman of the,,
Illinois State Narcotics Advisory Council and court liaison
officer for the state drug abuse
program:"

Originally from Masachusettes; he attended schools in
the Midwest (Butler Univer-

John Muir School.
Even though his parish will
be made up of the needy night
people of the city, Father
Wheeler says he might decide
to live in a nearby suburb.
Not only will his new vicar -

daughters,

THE FATHER of three

ate include visitng drug addicts but he will accompany

he said. "I had to give it a lot of
cide

night" and then going back to

Leonard House, a Half Way

School and Sarah, 9, attends

July he intends to meet his parishioners by "walking the

streets for a few hours each

.4111111=

Side. During that time he be-

"THEY UNDERSTAND
this is something I must do,'"
.

thought and prayer before I
made a decision. I had to de-

said. "Others come to the of-

their

r,_

Although he noVis spends
those nights in the office, in

the office where he will be
available for phone calls and

about

tionship."

sity in Indianapolis and Bexley
Halt Seminary, Gambier,
Ohio) and in 1963 came to IIftrois as a chaplain in the Chicago House of Correction.
In 1967 he became director
of narcotics projects at St.

.

ros ec

Father Wheeler
and his wife, Marjorie, a third
grade teacher at Wheeling's
Walt Whitman School in District 21, live at 1214 Highland
Dr., Prospect Heights.
Melinda, 20, is a student in
Columbia College, Chicago;

them to court and be prepared
to respond to their call. He said
drug addicts range in age from
"mid -teens to the 60's."

SAYING THAT he'd like
to see the night beat be "an

er parts of the city and to include clergy of other faiths."
He said the result would be
like a corporation with an executive director and part time
clergymen, but the idea. depends solely on the finanical
picture and how much interest
is shown.
He said if any individual or
orgnization is interested in

promoting the Night Pastor
Program, contributions may
be sent to: The Night Pastor
Program, 30 E. Oak, Chicago,
6061 I

.

v.\
rr

Pro5pert

WEATHER
Tonight: Showers, thunderstorms, likely, low in up-

ap

Telephone

2554400

per 60s. Tomorrow: Partly
cloudy, showers, thunder
storms likely, cooler.
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Con -Con retains restrictions

Oppose aid to parochial schools
Mt. Prospect OKs
West Park pact.
By Ben Clarke

After several months and
many meetings, a contract be-

tween the Village of Mount

the village and park district

yesterday, when William

Park- District and the Rock

McManamon, village engineer, who had been following
the progress of the Illinois Division of Highway's Golf Rd.
widening project, secured,
agreement that drainage from
the road into the retention ba-

for excavation and grading
work at West Park received ap-

proval of the Mount Prospect
Village Board at a special

meeting last night.
The project involved is the
enlarging and deepening of the
present two -acre retention basin on the 23 -acre West Park
property at Busse Rd. and
Lonnquist Blvd., to a five -acre
size, thereby forming a recreational lake and a retention basin that will have at least three
times its present capacity, for
flood control use.

of Illinois 83. It is to connect
with another 48 -inch line that
is eventually to lead into a 72 inch pipe already installed.
T H E 72 -INCH PIPE,

Rock Road is to strip top

which feeds directly into the

THE VILLAGE and park

district arc to share equally in
paying this sum.

It has been estimated that
about 180,000 cubic yards of
earth will have to be removed

to complete the project, and

inch sewer line will connect
with the 48 -inch sewer already
in use, but the second pipe will
have a bUlkhead installed with

a 15 -inch opening, to restrict
the flow into the 72 -inch pipe
to the amount it now received
from the present 48 -inch sew-

'Rock Road has estimated that
about 40,000. cubic yards of er.
this would be "unsuitable" to
The present 48 -inch sewer,
them for fill purposes else- McManamon explained, now
where.
receives discharge from a 15 The contract approved last inch sewer earlier installed for
night provides that the village another subdivision.
will pay Rock Road the rate of
It was feared that should the
,65 cents per cubic yard for the full -flow through the 48 -inch
- removal of this unsuitable ma- pipe be discharged into the 72 terial to an on -site location, up inch sewer and from there into
to a 40,000 cubic yard max- the retention basin, the disiumu.
charge in storm periods would
THE CONTRACT pro- overflow a retaining wall that
vides that the project shall be is scheduled to be built while
completed within two years the excavating and grading is
from the date that Rock Road, being done.

Sc6e mail without
ZIP code is barred
Aisistant Postmaster for Arlington Heights Robert
Proebstle yesterday said an embargo is in effect on all
classes of mail without ZIP codes that is addressed to certain major metropolitan areas.
Proebstle said the embargo, started during the recent
mail strike, applies to the Chicago area as well as areas in
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin.
Mail addressed to the affected areas that does not carry
ZIP codes will be sent back to the return address, Proebstle
said. He said the move probably has been prompted by the
use of automated mail sorting machines which read ZIP
code numbers.
Mail without the numbers must be separated and hand
sorted, Proebstle.
The embargo will continue on all classes of mail that are
sent to areas whose A IP codes have the following first
three digits:
Illinois 600 to 606; New York State 100 to 110; New
Jersey 070 to 089; Connecticut 060 to 069; Pennsylvania
189 to 194; Minnesota 540 and 550 to 554; Michigan 480
to 482; Wisconsin 530 to 534.

Article for the new constitution is now through its

whose intent is to channel pub-

first reading and may be con-

lic

came

the motion.
Despite the decisive nature
of the vote, the feeling was intense among those delegates
who favored deleting the pro-

hibition and opening the way
for public funds to be used to
support private schools.

THE FEELING was

so

strong that in the final vote on
the exact language of the prohibition, the vote was 85 to 3.
Only seven of those voting to
abolish the prohibition accepted the decision and voted with
the majority.
Three still voted against the

retention basin, runs under
der the plan of the park dis- Golf Rd., and drains the
trict's planning firm, Kessler, Mount Shire subdivision' south
Merci, Bronkhorst and Loch-. of Golf.
ner Inc., for $29,000, the top
McManamon said that it
soil to later be replaced.
was agreed that the new 48 -

move. Twenty-five of those
voting to remove the prohibiton answered -present" on the

A motorist hangs over the side of his car trying to determine the cause of a traffic tie-up.
Highway construction at the intersection of III. 83 (Elmhurst Rd) and Oakton is causing some half mile backups for commuters trying to get home.

Be patient -- Elmhurst Rd.
3 weeks from completion
By Ben Clarke
Northwest suburban resi-

crossings of III. 83 (Elmhurst
Rd.) would take three weeks to
complete.

dents who lived through the
daily rush-hour traffic jams on
III. 83 last summer and the re-

cent tie-up on the north ap-

THIS WORK was begun
Monday.

proach to that ,highway's
Northwest tollway (I-90) ramp
the last few weeks will have to
try and be patient with another

The Ill. 83 project, substantially completed by mid -December of 1969 for four -lane
travel, from Golf Rd. to just
south of the Northwest toll -

slow spot along the highway

way, is months ahead of sched-

for three weeks.
George March, head of District 10 (Cook County) of the
Illinois Division of Highways

ule.

told The Day yesterday that
paving work being done at the

Algonquin Rd. and Oakton

During the morning rush
hour, southbound traffic is di-

cost about $2,000.
The Heritage Company's

bid, one of four submitted,
shows an hourly charge of $10,

with a cost -plus -10 -per cent
charge for materials.
The board also approved the
low bid of the Accurate Fence
Co. of Palatine, $845.30 for a

motorists that a drive west as
fat as III. 53 for entrance onto
the tollway would be a timesaving alternate route.
Outbound (from Chicago)
motorists in the evening will
save time if they turn off the
Kennedy Expressway just before it becomes the Northwest
Tollway, and continue on to

They can then drive north
on Mannheim to Higgins (III.

72), and west on Higgins to
Mount Prospect Rd. or other

directed so that there are three

north -south highways.
Meanwhile, for three weeks,

motorists are asked to "bear
with it," after which time it is
expected that there will be a

backstop for the baseball field
at Muir School.
It was stipulated that work
must be finished by the end of
May, as the baseball season is
to open May 27.

free flow of traffic along Ill. 83

between Golf Rd. and the
Northwest tollway.
:,.>,..asikalassesomesessuatrakeN.

Joseph Lesniak, park district treasurer, said that the
district's auditor, Kenneth
Piedlow, had ;recommended
that the fiscal year be changed
from a July 1 start to begin on

Day

,./:

To be taken out for din-

come home to dishes left
from lunch.
C.O.

park district activity.
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The landmark action of the
convention on Tuesday means

Steal engine
An engine valued at $125
was stolen Friday night from a
Roto Tiller in the back yard of
K. Kingsley, 107 Westgate,
Mount Prospect. Kingsley told
police the burglars dragged the
roto tiller from the back yard

Two of them were approved by
the education committee in.

Springfield last week and are
now awaiting action by the Il-

sidered

virtually

complete.

This is the first article for the
new constitution to be adopted
by the convention.
Mrs. Anne Evans (4th Dist.

Delegate) of Des Plaines is
Sponsors of these bills be- vice-chairman of the Con -Con
lieve that they have written Educational Committee. Mrs.
their bills in such a way that Evans presented the comthey do not violate the con- mittee recommendations to
the convention.
stitutional prohibition.
One of these bills would
CO N -CON TUESDAY
channel S30 million of public also voted to delete the outfunds to private schools in the moded sections in the present
1970-71 school year and has constitution having to do with
Gov. Ogilvie's approval.
building the capitol building
Some members of the legis- erected in 1870 and the warelinois House.

lature, including Rep. David J.
Regner (R -3d Dist.) of Mount
Prospect, belioie such bills are
unconstitutional.
ANY SUCH bill passed by

house

the Assembly and signed by

posed of two members from

the governor will have to have
its constitutionality
determined in the Illinois Supreme
Court.
Until Tuesday's action in
the
Constitutional
Convention, those favoring use of
public funds for private

schools had hoped Con -Con
would remove the prohibition
and in the future leave the legislature as the key factor in determining public aid to private
schools.

provisions which no
longer have application.
A sub -committee on ethics
was appointed by President
Witwer Tuesday. It is com-

the Cob -Con Judicial, Legisla-

tive, Executive and General
Government Committees.

Burglars strike
while she does
While Mrs. Mary E. Spiel-

man, of 2056 Spruce, Des

Plaines, was bowling at Striking Lanes in Mount Prospect,
burglars were busy stealing the
spare tire valued at $50 from

her auto behind the bowling

into a nearby field, and re-

Con -Con's action yesterday
makes it certain that the Illinois Supreme Court will hold
the key role indefinitely in any
legislation whose objective is

moved the engine.

the use of public funds to in-

alley.

Police said the burlars
broke the vent window, pryed
open the glove compartment
open enough to push the button that opens the trunk.
.

Ogilvie to speak tonight

at dinner for Atcher
By Richard Crabb

Co., whose headquarters will

Gov. Richard Ogilvie will
speak this evening at the Arlington Towers Hotel dinner

Gov. and Mrs. Ogilvie are
scheduled to arrive at the Arlington Heights hotel at 7 this

honoring Mayor Robert O. Atcher of Schaumburg.
In addition to honoring At Cher, Republican candidate
for Cook County
clerk,
Ogilvie is expected to keynote
the campaign.

evening. The $25 -a -plate testi-

include County Commissioner
Carl Hansen and Mrs. Hansen
of Mount Prospect, Mayor
and Mrs. Donald Thompson of
Buffalo Grove, Mr. and Mrs.
Ward A. Weaver of Schaum-

monial dinner will be held iii

burg.

Chicago's noted broadcaster,
John Doremus, will preside:
Ray Page, Illinois superintendent Df public instruction,

ty Commissioner Fulle and

The governor's office indicated Tuesday that Ogilvie

will attend.
BESIDES
DOREMUS,
those at the speakers table with

be established in Schaumburg.

will make a vigorous attack on
the present Cook County

the Jimmy Durante Room.

Gov. and Mrs. Ogilvie and
Mayor and Mrs. Atcher will

clerk, Edward J. Barrett, his
conduct of the office and the

ATCHER WILL be hon-.

ner after work and then

April 1, on the grounds that
this set the end of the fiscal
year at a .time of minimum

final vote.

funds to private schools.

ored as one of the outstanding

mayors in the U. S. Tributes
will be given by Cook County
Commissioner Floyd Fulle of

Des Plaines, Mayor Donald
Thompson of Buffalo Grove
and Dr. James T. Moon, president of the Palmer Publishing

Supt. and Mrs. Page, Coun-

Mrs.,Fulle, Cook County Superinteritlent of Schools Robert P. Hanrahan and Mrs.
Hanr a han, Schaumburg

Township Republican Committee Donald Totten and
Mrs. Totten and Dr. and Mrs.
Moon.

zatiimmamam

decline in services provided by
-the office.

Gripe
Of The

ming pool, on a time and mate-

rials cost basis, estimated to

MARCH
SUGGESTED
for tollway-bound morning

the Mannheim Rd. exit.

rected over three lanes with
only one lane for northbound
cars. In the evening, traffic is

Board approves bid on
Lions Park pool repair
The Prospect Heights Park
District Board Monday night
approved the bid of the Heritage Plumbing Co. for plumbing and other neePcsary repair
work at the Lions Park swim-,

northbound lanes, and one for
southbound traffic.

THE EDUCATIONAL

THERE ARE several bills
before the General Assembly

votes being enough to defeat

soil and grade as directed un-

private

support private schools.

The vote was 79 to 35 with -59

year project.
A 48 -inch sewer line is
being installed in conjunction
with the Golf Rd. project west

benefit

schools.

to retain in the new constitution the prohibition of
pu b I i c aid to parochial

Tuesday afternoon on a molion to delete the prohibition
in the present constitution of
public aid to private schools.

sin would not be increased
during the period of the two

directly

the Constitutional Convention

schools.
The decisive vote

sign the contract.
A threat to the implementation of the project was averted

Prospect, the Mount Prospect
Road Construction Company

All Con -Con delegates from that the State Supreme Court
the northwest suburbs voted will become the key factor in
with the majority Tuesday at efforts to use public funds to

SIMON
S

ft13

SAYS;
The Cubs don't seem to believe in over doing a good thing.
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Tentative OK on plan
to fight elm disease

Tax on food, drugs will remain, legislators say

The Mown Franca Vil-

Heights.. reached in

By Richard OW*
Members of the General Asthe northwest

.mbly from

sObu r bs generally viewed
Tuesday's vote in the House
Elective Committee for a
COnStitutional

amendrnent
remove sales

which would

revenue. -Mayor Daley said a

3d Dist.) of Arlington Heights

islation proposed with an eye

few days ago that he is opposed

told The Day, "There is a great

on the fall election, and this acdon to institute an amendment

to taking sales tams elf gad

deal of interest in taking the

and drugs for the tame M-

sales tax off of food and medi-

funds

sines, but I doubt if this is
the time to consider the

agreement.

Springfield mon after dm rate
mend the matter to the Home
floor, said
said before our

Gov. Ogilvie is opposed to it
because such
action would
result in a major loss of stale

spring session opened that
there would likely be some leg-

IMS from food and drugs

tO remove sales taxes horn

an election year exercise that is
now likely to get anywhere.
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
(R -3d Dist.) of Arlington

food and drugs sceMs to fall in

SEN, JOHN Graham (R -3d
Dist.) of Barrington doubts
that theStateSenate would a.

Mat Memory.
big calling for a constilutional amendment may

cording to the pre.dent of the National Meth

Rees,

foundations,

other orgmizations and int.
viduah provide financial sup port to provide the scholar -

TH TWO types of merit

and seven high schools.

Arlington Heights winners
Steven Carson, Homy
High School; Janet Edwards,
Prospect High; Patrick Jen-

are,

scholarships awarded this year
are the four-year grant and the

$1,000 nonrenewable Cant.
Carson, 1718 N. Stratford

won a Standard Oil (Indiana)
Foundation scholarship. He
plans M study chemistry at the

MISS MCDERMOTT, 169
B Palatine, will use a Montgomery Ward grant to study
elementary education at Illinois State University, Nor-

Terrence Keith Hilly, 1311 S.

Av.; Judith Boron Reed, 803

fer, Ill A 1-0ka.

Miss Edwards and Miss
Wagner both won United Air

study chemical engineering at
the University of Illinois.
Miss Quigley, 1460 W. Lon-

Lines grants.

nquist Blvd., also received a

William L. Gill. 1598 Dunbar
Rd.; Laura M. Lindgren. 336
N. Fremont.
Prospect Heights: Kay C.

$1,000 merit scholarship. She
will enroll in liberal arts at
Lawrence University.

France, 107 E Clarendon.
Schaumburg: Mary Cross.
1311 Milton Ln.

Miss Edwards, 635 N. Dru-

is

ry Lit, hopes to enroll at Me
University of Illinois Where

Forest View High senior
Kay Quigley is from Mount

Atkinson received a 51,000

she will study untondary. education.

MISS WAGNER, 523

Merit president, scholarship
winners were selected from
15,000
students

one

fied
fibs

highly quell-

who heeds.

in the 1969-70 merit

S.

on

dm

20,000 Plants
Dug & Ready

Mas-

At teat 400companiss, col-

nology.

til late

before the students of Arling-

or Wheeling
Township,,Avilr go to the

Chicago Loop by helicopter
late in the morning to well
ootrre to Chicago and Illinois
Apollo Astronauts Lovell, Swi-,
gen and Heise.

Percy will keep all of his
in
Wheeling Towaship.The Loop
numerous

wade will
Percy

will

appointments

begin at 11:30.

participate

in

1,

Explorer

Post

199. spon.

RASPBERRIES, ETC.

take

EVERGREEN NURSERIES

union office building in Vo-

cm.

5
or

95

butter ed bans,

NBOA7fiffcliff
xi plat
1wepArvar

OWL

adviser. George Bond. CM-

raaa,tr,

ILLINOIS' WSW Menne SOKOL

I

On Law Day, the
he Northwest
Suburban Bar
will send

District 214:

speaker. to schools in the 23
municipalities in the district to
explain Saw Day to the Mk

ANY OF THESE SIZES
775 x 15
8.25 x 14
7.75 x 14

Three Mount Prospect rcsi-

dents will be honored at di.
cat month on the fifth anMr
niversory of their service to
Holy Family Hospital, Des
Plaines.

Mrs. Claret Sawvelk Mn.
Roselle Hafer and Guadalupe
Rodrigues will be among nine
Holy Family employes receiv-

Mg awards at the hospital's

Willimn Patterson to conduct
mock trial at Iroquois High

.:

1015
Grove Mall
(In the Gram Memim tenth)
t Elk Grove Village
593.6730

Gpmhan.ehte M. 'tilt pm

1180 Oakton St.

.tieased 5500
gOing to be spent

Mayor Robert Tembert

revenue mom O'Hare, while
all of the noise and pollution
goe to the area surrounding
the field..
FastS NOTED that one
of l
week's speakers said
that O'Hare Airport's "valye" to the northwest suburb.,
in- the role of increasing real

copies of the r.olutirm to each airline
using O'Hare Airport, to the
Civil Aviation Board, Federal
Aviation Agency, to Chicago
and all the communities Mat
ring tow airfield and to all 11 -

p.sion, in terms of air paid
tion, noise pollution as to the
manner in which A will affect
the mental health of area mi.
amts and the possibility of air

member Grievance Com-

E. Prospect, Mount prospect.

edic per day," said Sklodowski. "Most of the calls are domesh in nature, involving di-

Possible areas may be crime.
real estate or injury.
Thum in need of referral for
legal assistance may contact
Executive Secretary hide
Bush at the Mount Prospect
office. The MILtime secretary

723 W. Dundee Rd.

"Chloe Government Or Is It?

holes in the windows causing

urban Bar Assn., along with
the Decalogue Society of Lawyens and other bar associations

will hold a joint luncheon with

Riclmrd E Friedman, ex..
live director of the Borer Gov-

hoineoviners and business to
the arca, has already reached
its apex.

Rolling Meadows

255-3600

Niles

Mt. Prospect

l'ar- Illen.the 01..619o.

referrats' l

The Yankee Doodle Restaurant at 10 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Mount Prospect looked like Al

Capone and Dutch Schultz
tried to put them out of busiaces early Saturday morning

The referral program. in ex

callas eventually make con-

fourth largest in the state of II

tact with the attorney.,

linois. It is being med. a pilo
project by the Illinois Be

A FEATURE of the service
it may assist foreign-

is that

Irso.s

Assn_ which plans to provide a
similar service.

Suburban Bar Assn., two factors are of prime consideration
when making these pairings:

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE!

WAYNE'S PIZZA

proximity of the atlOrney to
the client. and the attorney's
degree of expertise in the

MAKE MINE.S
12

Cheese...
Olive

Wallet stolen
A wallet containing $20 and
Wentificution cards was stolen
from a youth's gym locker yes-

Vs Cheese a einem&
All Cheese &Sausage
Cheese & Anchovy
Cheese 6 Mushroom
Cheese, Sausage, Moshroo

orday at Forest View High
School. Arlington
Heights.

Green Pe
Pepperoni

Police said the wallet belonged

John Kurs, 504 Busse

275
.

"

2.75
2.00
2.00

Bacon....

daily.

shed

Delivery offer 5:00 p.m.

THINK PIZZA! THINK WAYNE!
Ow 217 S. Arling.on neon
est.A.11noroo wiener, Ins deLIOS

rvlKam mi. Ss

in

Ose of

S. ml reas 317.00

men Ma - hr
feernstend plee. ID cams

o

earls

Second class pane, paid pi

medical record depart ment. She lives at 201 N. Ste venson Ln.
Rodrigucr, a porter, resides
at 310W. Rand Rd.

1-05

$1,200 damage.

The manager of the ratahe
rant told police he counted 19
BB holes in the rear door window, 7 in 2 of the plate glass

in the

13u5TeT
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not.. Estates
Audubon

PHONE

JALOUSIE ROOMS
DORMERS

SPACE for FREE

THE BANK

ESTIMATE

392.9200

A FULL
SERVICE

RANK

a 2,

3.50
3.50

PH: CL5-2441

bloc,

ph Friday, by Roy Publiso

Mrs. Hafer is a secretary in

005 SPECIALTY

3.50
4.00
4.50

1618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights,

THE PROSPECT DAT

the

I

P

16

Rd., Mount Prospect.

Each depositor insured to $20.000 by the Fed re am. insurance Como non

Arlinotonlielght.

3.25
3.75
2.75
2.75

Mn, Saw.% 419 N. Pine,

ROOMS

NEEDS

SPACE HOME IMPROVEMENTS

L

14

$2.501$3.00
275 3.50
2.75 3.50
2.75 3.50
2.75
3.50

.

BASEMENT RECREATION ROOMS

lre

years, is the

is a nursing assistant in medic al surgery.

ROOMS DESIGNED

in... Beak end aa.nth RthEinenitno Available

complain ts
service.

employe recognition dinner
Thursday. May 14.

front windows, and
front door window.

Eye -

a

'sauce for six

SHELL

o".harn.ndhut,0
ii

39241181 C,-

f

tors.

I

Oen Bea the

Des Plaines

967-9550

clien

about the

congressman and sena-

3007 Kirchoff Rd.

Wheeling

lanes hen Golf Mill Shopping Onter)

receive

COME SEE QUIZ 64112:N

ti,,..lcom Rolling Meadows Shopping (..ru)

said

mitee was recently formed to

`DIARY FRAM ISEmblitiat

P bled Calk al

541.2122 .thenalars thefiChlii pas

Sklodowski

vorce and related problems. About 65 per cent of those Who

SANK Lod

102 E. Rand Rd*

.:

sustain the referral service.
"The service receives 60

valus and attracting

Furst said another of the
the dangers of such triple em

hadn't on an application lone
tiled at Bar Ass. offices. 401

WiTtl a

9503 N. Milwaukee

cat -.d

c

marked that it was paradoxical
that Chicago is 'getting all the

The resolution was passed
unanimously and the village
manager was directed to send

scientist, had noted

Srniegel of the Third PAWNpal District Court.

for Me O'Hare expansion.

remarked), "The third
ffor Chicago) is going up tat
O'Hare."

$1595

I.

,

is

estate

LIVING

Kerner Is. &Oak.

297-5360

Phone - 255-7010

million

ready begun construction, idlegaily.
Fur. declared (as one of the
speakers at 1.t week's meeting

speMers,

vens to the bar association to

Finally, the Northwest Sub-

BATHROOMS

Zr,;:artZZ.700.0

corn-

is eontooploted by 1974, adding that
apparently Chicago had al-

expenses, while two dollars re-

Restaurant damaged.

School in Des Plaines.

Transfers. Sightmeing In Plight Moot Sane.

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.

. HE SAID 211AT
platen of this

GOODll'EAR

I.
Go Greyhound...

runway

ber ana association, lawykla
--indigate their areas of special -

three times the activity." Furst

ma that to sus rat MVOS. and ate

western to Jefferson Park.
For Information Call 725.3147

ISDalusHatels.

revealed, the
construction to be

traffic, by 1974, Furst Mid,
'it's a nightmare out there
now. lbink how it will be .00
said that

md by Judge Anton

maintaiserve

Hospital will honor employes

omega cookies.

FOR YOUR

already

plans

last Waken, in Park Ridge.

when police found a total of 27

"ALL-WEATHER IQ"
BLACKWALL TIRE

Take United Motor Coach of the North-

Honolulu - Princess Kaiulani
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

dews. Also, Judge Smigiel has
consented to assign Magistrate

on the O'Hure expansion held

anima Asin, speaking on

CUSTOM BUILT

Expressway lets you go Greyhound without fighting loop traffic.- Greyhound has
direct departures from Jefferson Park to
Milwaukee, Rockford, Madison and North.
Also convenient schedules to downtown
Chicago with connections to all the U.S.A.

traffic presently existing in the

clioicel, fruit juice. tossed salatl..coleslaw, molded: tropical
fruit cocktail: lemon,
sliced pear. Italian bread and
bilber, milk.
Available desserbe apricot
helm, blackberry gelatin. banana cream pie. butter cake.

is nearer now!
erson Park C.T.A. Terminal on the Kennedy

The resolution specifically
an air pollution,
noise from overflights, danger

port on an are.wide meeting

to be served Thursday at
Waseca. Wheeling, Elli Grove, Forest View
and Hersey high schools in

'II

Greyhound's new ticket office at the Jeff-

lage.

hosnl. after he had made a re-

,Ailington,

Greyhound

chbar

for Friday

observance oil.. Day U.S.A.

(one

Furst noted that, according to

major runways.

112E RESOLUTION wad
propelled by Trustee Donald
Furst, Who is al. chairman of
Public Health and Safety
Committee of the village

gelatin,

.

5087.

Law day
events set

green

Salad

using O'Hare Airpert,

discussed by Mount Prospect

nuisance."

FrWay,

hearts.

Remarking that the jumbobestg
eBoeing 747 airliners have

pon-the noise, air pollution
and danger of collisions from
overerowding-hm long been

O'Hare area," M be 'Is puNic

cookie, milk.

baked

CL 9-1090

Field expansion.

done will triple the airport's
capacity became Mo additional runways are to be built pareliding each of the aldieldis

incident at the library

girl.' presiding judge of the
Third Municipal District of
the Circhit Court of Cmk
County, will open the coons

dish bone choice): Ne-

The topic of O'Hare Airs

of air collision, and ground

Chief Judge Amon A. Smi-

opolhan spaghetti. hamburger
in: bun. w Neer in Not. Vege.
wide (one choice): applesauce,

that Mount Prospect "lows all
action necessary to prevent
soy expansion of the existing
airport."

aged by vandals Friday night.
Police mid hit was dte second

once his supervision in the,23
villages and cities in his disuict
byproclaimingthat the bench
d the bar jointly support an

sandwich,

REFERRING TO the pos.
sib's tripling of the airfield

declared

within a week.

District 23,
Grilled cheese sandwich or

Park Ridge, Schiller Park
and Bensenville arc maidering filing a Sail against chi-

Public Library, 14 E Busse
Rd., and the front lawn damRich

et

Mather community in the

pat Village Board last night
passed a resolution declaing

capacity Is

in this

to

. Eight dollars of the Me helps

to defer the attorneys office

ACCORDING to Robert
SIdodowski of Park Ridge.
president of the Narrowest

expansion

cmo concerning the &Ham

dial.

motion drawn from the files.

northwest suburban area took
positive action against the proposed expansion of O'Hare
Airport when the Mount Pros-

alien was the first move taken
by the government of the ail-

the rear of the Mount Prospect

htheArthur Junior IlIgh in
submarine

QUALIFY FORA DRIVER'S LICENSE

CAL FOR LIRRATURE.

To be served Thuraday

®'Hare air

officials, but Tuesday nights

Five lights were shot out in

Menus

g=grer'er..4

DRIVER EDUCATION

For further information call
Explorer Post President Craig
Pubs. 594.6684. or the adult

Library
property
damaged

Mount Prospect. C. Rehling.
owner cif the auto. told police

`Pko

geld Park. Higgins near Jones

ng.

The law requires all children tn have physical and de-

night from an auto in the
driveway at 913 S

Tab year ur wber. the exports and

Northern Wisconsin and a ski
trip to Michigan's Indianhead

approval no next week's meet-

ha saw the boys run north and

ANY
U.S. CAR

--_

copter back to Arlington Pork.

ners would he submit.' for

first aid kit valued at S4 last

Area Cade 01,330.3139

City Hall, Percy will return to
Wigs Field and take the heli-

It was agmed that a program
areas to
be
treated in the differing man-

Win. of age.

BATTERY

11-1.1S1acs.

apportioning

Three teen-age hays stole

woUtiatetrigion

When the pa.. ends .

Mad

cate must be presented for vet:

POPOIAR-Pea MPOMMUI

yirar

The prospective client may

When joining the 300-mcm-

then pairs prospective client
with attorney, based on infor.

Village votes to oppose

WAS NOTED by Virgil

made available to all village

cm between some houses.

ONE
LOW
PRICE

Arlington Heights, at an informal get-togmber yesterday at the St. George and the Dragon res.rant in Palatine.

Teichert, that by next Toe,

Teens steal kit

"ArREALIGNMENT

with Richard Schlott, District 25 School Board members, and Eugenia Chapman (0.3rd) of

Creamer told the board that
be had artier received a bid of

users. and it was i.e..' by

ceetificate or hospital certifi-

-N-s

Michael J. Bakolis (right), Democratic candidate for Superintendent of public IllefteCtiOn, chats

Barnett. village manager. mat
there is varying opinion us to
the efficiency hl Bidrin, by its

appointments with their doe'

low price died

0

1

Bidrin.

able al the line of registration.
and pmenhare urgal to secure

your car
where the

I

the tree.

da)'s board meeting, more infornation on With Mmh.
oxyclgor and Bidrin both as to
efficiency and toxicity, he

Plaines,

Prospect,

tine.

is

S5.800 for IA
Mating all the vdlawe's 5.000
5.500 Rea with

Des

Arlington
Heights, Wheeling and Pala,

slowly farces the chemical into

rr

include

Mount

a large capsule that

sure,

as soon as possible.

CHARGE IT NOW,..PAY LATER

WESTMAN'S

where the official parade of the
as
will begin.

i.
jectol into trims under era-

urbs

Bidrin is a Shell Oil Com-

limilth Rom will be avail-

Our car care experto have the Miaow Ins, to reeks
your car run iiinnother and s a ter. ELonI
bring your car in today and take advantage at tliia

Get our Pricer See our Stork
Before you Buy

Meigs Field and go by car to
Michigan and Wacker Drive

;
;
;

Through participation In
the public defender program.
the association also provides
legal assistance for those who
cannot afford such aid.' A ratadng list of attorneys willing

tal examinations a well as certain inmainieations prior to
enfrence in chool.

6 FOR $10

tatives of other District 214
high schools. He will fly to

second add fourth Wednesday
of each month at the adminis-

All high school students am
eligible to. join. This year's
program consists
activities. a wilderness canoe, trip in

You get new spark plugs, points. rotor & condenser. Plus,
our check-sciasts will dean fuel bowl, air filter & battery,
ignition
wires. distributor cap, starter, regufanbel,
and he
belt, cylinder compression & battery.
later, generator,

OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATION

1970 Specials!

Gown Pleas

ton High School and represen-

Mmnthin.
Other plans include camp ing. aviatio& water activities.

Rds.

0

used.

the attorney, a referral fee of
510 is charged, Sklodowski
said. This referral fee may be
applied against any additional
legal fees incuded by the

pany product. which

Feehmville. Inda
birchh
Grow or Park View A

mitiln'

ARE

Explorer post plans 2 trips
said by Ito Hoffman Eames
Park District, will matt the

1888

EXPERTS

120515

parade only, leaving to re
tum to the Arlington Towers
Hotel for a I pm. Rack.

Fridoyttm early morning unvening

spring! *

GRAPES, ASPARAGUS,

He will leave from Arlington Park via helicopter after
giving the Law Day address

See. Percy, who will spend

check thew value packed offers on auto service

get your
ear ready for

EVERGREENS
SHADE TREES
ORNAMENTAL TREES
FRUIT TREES
FLOWERING SHRUBS

the

nedm

any legal service is provided by

for resident, of 22 suburban
communities to obtain Real
assistance. Participating sub-

ready affected by the dismise.
TIIontroE DUTCH ELMdincese

noon and I and 4 p.m. at Bond.

2inICareOffer!

COMPLETE LINE.

Wheeling Twp. to share
Sen. Percy with astronauts
Wheeling Township will
share Sen. Charles
ith the Apollo astronauts

bialOwr

then contact the attorney. If

would he necessary. at a cost of
$17.152.

Pena. may register their
children between .9 m. and

dll

to Go

sachuse. Institute of Tech -

PnBam.

SERVICE STORE

Bar Assn, provides a convenient and dependable means

speaking individuals. as some
of the attorneys are bilingual,
Interpreters arc sometimes

IN A1113111ON to the original 2.800 gallons purchased
for 37.168, it is estimated that
some 6.700 mom gallons

old on or before Dec. 2.

Engine Tune -Up

client's area of need.

the south side or the village.

River Trails School Dist_ 26

49p

The law., referral service
of the Northwest Suburban

It Said
balance of
the chemical will perhaps only
he sufficient to permit spraying the me of these elms and
the older and larger elms on

will hold ki.ereaden regis,
tnition April 30 and May I for
children who will be 5 years

GOOD"? YEAR
I

STOCK

Walnut, plans to leant French
the University of Chicago.
Jenkins will use an OwensIllinois, Inc., gram to
01

mathematies

now at your

NURSERY

Pmspect.

According to EdwardSmith,

Palatine: Robert E. Gill and

bounded by Northwest Hwy.,
Central' mid Mount Prospect

il was suggested by
Mayor Robert Teichert that
the village pursue a program
that will have Para "control"
gimps,
Some of ther ies would be
matted wilt Siethoxychlor.
substitute for D.O.T. that ems
used through last you. others
treated with Bidrin, and still
others treated only under a
6smItation"
program,
by
pruning branches of trees al-

Kindergarten
registration set

Compare this offer!

lawyers with prospective clients

Rd. to EMeun.

dis-

the board when Public Works
Director David Creamer real.
iaed that the quantity of Methoxyehler purchased' to spray
the entire
was only
about one -Mail that required.
The village menager's repon stated that some 1.4011
gallons of the 2.800 gallons of

Dresser Dr.; Carleton B. Shaf-

been used; in applicatina to
the older and hug.' elms on

the eat side of the village

disease.

After considerable

Page 3

Bar assn. referral service pairs

Methoxychlor purchased has

el program came before

kler, 913 S. Highland.
Mount
Prospect:
Leslie
Anne Chisholm, 205 N. Forest

merit scholarship sponsored
by Monsanto Co. He hopes to

High School West senior,
from Des Plaines

e

Chesnut AY; N. Keith Win-

which he plans to meg( study

McDermott, both
Palatine High students, are the
winners from Palatine.
David Atkinson, Maine

dory school districts in the

tee In Cook County to provide

Chapman

suburban area:
Arlington Heights: Susan
Gail Gresham, 817 S. Walnut:

lyn Wagner, Arlington High.
Michele

present 5520 per pupil per year
to $600.

Rep.

students from the Northwest

mal.

sity.

reported,

"Both High School District
214 In Wheeling and Elk

12 hours or more, included 11

Rd, received an UTE lope rial Corp. merit scholarship

MICHAEL HOVEY and

least two districts in the northwest suburbs would qualify.

Rcp. Chapman's Education
committee earlier Tuesday
turned dinvn a proposal to in.
crease state aid ' from the

who registered averages of B
or above fora course -load of

Ides, St. Viator High; and Eve.

chemistry at Brown Univer-

cussion

though this feature of the bill is

increme by a straight I0 par

The levy of an additional' cent the state funds going to
Iwo cents per gam gasoline PAS. Mann.ry sod mouth

"Con -Con is also maidering the removal of food end

floor of the House. -

for schools serving dens of
high population density. Al-

1

Scholarship Corporation.

They represent four towns

the CTA. A meeting member, voted "do pass.
Monday ended without any Tuesday on a bill that would

intended to help schools In
Chicago's inner city arse. a

ALSO IN the bill is o groatlion for additional stele funds

Lord (Ohio) Campus deans' list
for the winter quarter, cam
prised of all undergraduates

University of Illinois.

sld

-

lage Board reached tentatiVe
agreement /nil night on the
program that will be followed
in the light against Dutch elm

The Miami University Re.

Hovey, 701 N. Stark Dr.,

unions,

under consideration,
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D-

breve Townships and the
Maine Township's high schwil
district would quality for uddiHanel funds under the bill givi
en our committee's approve/
tho
and which will now

1970-71 school year.

On dean's list

8 Northwest suburban
students merit scholars
Eight northwest suburban
high school seniors have been
named Merit Scholarship win-

prove the measure especially
othem the Constitutional Can.
vent!bn has the same gentian

drugs from Isles taxes. To at- the CFA with a subsidy of aptempt to' laurich a con, proximately 540 million anstitutional amendment on the madly h one of the mars on matter from the legislature der consideration.
would tend to be confusing."
The House Education ComLEGISLATIVE leaders are
meeting again in Springfield mince, of which Rep. Chap today to seek ways of securing man of Arlington Heights is

pass in theHouse,butit seems
certain to fail In the Senate.
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& Trust Company of AA ngton Heights
in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255.7900
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One day at a time

flea creeps;

to poke through Dm whale
the cold wind whistles you
1.00 that spring is trying its

tar night It moanwatching
the bird. ut the. Radar on
Might sunny snowy Sunday
dternoon It mem. tea par
sonal hiding ot scrum, m a
wslk in the woods whim to

best to arrive.

mow is falling.

r Jett den ons mftlhe turd Munn

Font

crocus

Ilea

Thus

gape byword's lidera long
the daffodils and tulips h.gin
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John EStanton, Editor totifirob/isher

R.E.Ilutchhuon,l'ire-Pnwident

3VillinmJ.Kiedelsch,M1formuhic Editor

R. N. Punts, Clmolotioil IS

t:NA

C,

You've heard people talk

SUMMER IS speciaL of

about it, I know, So have I.The
wonderful life, the beautiful
weather of California, Ari-

course, It always comes and
goes too fast, I suppose it al-

zona and Florida. Maybe so.

ways will. Summer, with

Not for me,

sometimm

a four seasons man.

though. Right
now'and, perhaps always, Cm

Day by Day

That rector getting frost..
ad with winter is part of it. It
also means loving the guilt
and majesty of a new snowfall.
It means hating the slush end
Miler winds of an icy cold win -

The world passes by -while

5.

-

The event is dm annual dinnerdance which will be held at

the Adlai
Arlington Park
SISVCIIS011 will he there and
Co lint SlcCabc. Democrat
Committee now. announces
that Secretary of the State Paul

Powelland StateAViiir Michalso be
ael J. Howlett
preseM.

For innrmation concerning
tickets call Democrat Women's
Stevens, 392-51337
Club
or DO Chairman Eugene Griffin, 255.4208.

INVITATION
Arlington Heights Village ,
President Jack Walsh hos inthedpresidents and represent..
byes of town women s groups
to a special meeting to be held
Thursday afternoon, Affairs
of the village will be explained
and the ones attending will be

invited to exchange informaion.

ATTENTION

Mary Lou Fricke of ProsUnited Hay Fellowship Day
Friday. May first, at the South
Community Baptist Church.
501 S.. Emerson, Mount Pros-

dent,

"The money would go to-

VIPS

ward whatever I had done if
I gave the company the job. I

There will be a gala V.I.P.
Reception Thursday April 30

told them to forget it. On the
same day my husband came

from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the

home after stopping ilia neigh-

new Top of the Toter;estant

borhood body repair shop to
get an estimate on a dented

at

the

Arlington Park

Towers. Then

feeder.

This is Me Arm affair for Me

'They were nice enough to
tell him it would cost him SID
for the thlimate to be applied
to the bill if he had the com-

restaurant is
located in the penthouse where
the Horseshoe Club used to be.

SSW management.

THANK YOU. GEORGE

Heights for the now pointing
out the simplicity of correct-

CURTAIN CALL

ing the very hazardous traffic
conditions at the corner of

Therein, has a 5500 scholarship

Nonhwest Hwy. and Central

School senior to win. The competition is open to seniors at

Rd. in Nlount Prospect.

'All it

takes," he rightfully
points out, 'is some personal
observation by someone in authority to see that simple left

hand turn green arrow light is
all that is needed."
people

in charge?
You wouldn't believe the close
calls on that corner everyday.

Mrs. James French, 253-5691
or the South Church office, CI
:34/501. The program to which

speech with slides.

'rate Elk Grove Community

FL°

0

looking for an Elk Grose High

St. Via. -property.
ne person w

'

quoted ea

"I just feel that I
ed to Arlington Heights
g,

LUIS who have shown their ,use 1 thought it was a nice

Mtenat by Ming in drame and
speech activities during their I,

munity and I'd like to ice

high SC11001 years.

Cl erk's office
on en for voter

Applications am available
from drama toucher Scoff lc-

Y

bin at the school. The deadline

re gistration

for completion of the forna
May 1st.

Th

Schaumhuth

village

olnaincd from Mr.
lames E. McKelvey, 437-0042.

g a.m. to 5 p.m. daily and 9
ape ghrough rt.ff pth.gaim.

weer registration from Mon day, April 27. through Sept. 21
Burin g regular business hours:

he

This is the third year .that the

days

active community amen Ira

Votars must boa Inad us II
anon for nem taco in Cool
Counts for 90 days and in the
graded for 10 day.

given a scholarship.

Hideaword

only one in the State of Maine.
but several in Illinois. How
about that exClu5iVe sorority?

'

-

HEAVCIE

vation, if you want to make the

provement and 1 was told that

luncheon, Mrs. Melvin Born

it would cost me 514 for the

sythh.

'

'

filially, truly spring.
Time to begin planting for latw beauty, for vegetables and
It's

sound of a foot meeting a foot-

huge daffodils. The regal beau-

Time for new life. Time for

'ball. The cross-country tonning meets. Chiming the

oak. once again.
Don't like four

on dm backyard grill. The
beauty and pace of die out-

storm windows for weather yet
to come. The laughter and joy

door concert. The Planla, with

SI the final outdoor picnic of

ty ot the tulip. Then the burstins buds.
The dogwood and the flowering crab. The impressive
magnolia with Its !aided. pen.

flowers in the summer and fall,

seasons?

Thets your privilege. Hal ['II
take ysa s
les spring.
.

continue to develop their skill.

ing ia What makes this parson
think this town would sodden-

educate the nubile.. the Competitive Y programs, for which
we are all very grateful.
Thank you Very much from
all the team
Mrs. Anne Di Francesan

place to five in?

"

this
comfort
.

"'Itke

to "vcin

The Bright,
The Bold,
The Beautiful
We have

n

on Wheeling
GOP Club voting
Am just nay reading your

Ill

letras

*Von toff

Patterns
to choose

account of CowenY blast and

coverage landed
Editor.
On behalf of the Northwest
Suburban YMCA Girls' Swim
Team 1 would like to express
thc deep apprthiation of every
one of the swimmers, parents
and staff for the very wonder-

ful coverage you have given
Bien in the sports pages of
your paper through this past
swimming season.

You're
welcome
This publicity is not only a
delight to these who get their
names in print, but also an incentive to those who aspire to

es one of the two persons in the

audience who was a guest.
must protest the implication

James Seeman

from

Thibaut

Famous Lines

United OeSota
Schaurnacher

that 1 voted. This was not so.

(Plane mferio the pan para-

Imperial

graph).a

Bilge

matter of fact, there
were more than It people

fIntivstged

ironi c that any-

r

I

COUNTRY STORE

lie oftice labeled as a Rmubl$
can MO not be criticized, but
that the mass of people woo
elect him must W of one voice
and that always an approving

R.
M
BUNION

CH4000111

CLS-631,9

puy toter. a
GLIDDEN sosysulssuIs Plus

one. Or at least that is Me wry
interpret Cowen 's blue.
Helen Harden Opsahl

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
OPEN THURS.
Hit. NITES

SAVINGS

Dist. 21 summer program
registration deadline set

In addition, find the word
using all seven of thEse

shuuld be or brief or pos0101, typewriure,
pos-

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE ON

sible. ood should rutw..

WIRCOTE' ULTRA

7 good, 9 excellent'

Ler hers

on address or phone number so their authentlehr
ran be checked.

line is May I.
Classes begin Thereloy, June

16, and end July
sions will be from f1;45 a.m. to
1205 p.m. Each claw will
meet for a full session.

Ideal for baths, kitchens, trim
One coat covers
12 fashion wise colors

INIXCOTE ULTRA

Golden

Band

WICKES HANDLES A COMPLETE ONE OF PAINT ACCESSORIES!

$699

WIXCOTE' EXTERIOR PRIMER

$549

GAL.

Passbook

GAL.

Constructed fora Eletime

of Strength and safety.

Slip proof safely feet,
rag and le al holder.
RES Rts as

UL listed and labeled.
SAYE SSW

24' ALUM. EXT. !ADDER

. .

$22.88

20' FLAT RUNG EXT. LADDER 5s'is'O7 $19.88

24' FLAT RUNG EXT. LADDER rAV:;::$24.811

5' ALUM. STEP LARDER TAV,V7' $9.08
8' ALUM. STEP LADDER 110;100 $19.08
4' PLATFORM LARDER

$9.88

2' ALUM. STEP STOOL MX: $4.88

213' FLAT RUNG EXT. LADDER M.:4T $31.88

32' FLAT RUNG EXT. LADDER TA'aZ$39.88

40' FLAT RUNG EXT. LADDER :13V:459.88

BANK

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road,
Wheeling, III. Phone: 537-0020

thing to four lanes the intermotion of Hintz Rd. md Wolf

a four -inch -thick base to the

Buildings, Division of High-

'pavement. it also includes wid-

Rd., reconstruction of the rail road approaches to the Soo

ways. The three in the north-

cludes width adjustments at
existing

several

ramp

and

LADDER STABILIZER $488
PRICES GOOD THRU MAY6th ONLY

Line Railroad, surfacing and

lithe Rock Road Conan.
lion Co. on a low bet of
S295.500.20
The contracts Were awarded
on

3379,11513.24.

Hintz Rd., Ennui

recommendation of
G. Cots, superinten-

the

dent of highways, and were
SUbMitted tO the board by
MallEw W. Bieszczat, chairman of the Roads and Bridges
Committee.

frontage road locations along

with curb :tad gutters, grading, drainage, traffic signals,

Rd. to

lighting. landscaping told other
incidentals.

The contract was awarded

Bank offers
3 scholarships

FIVLUtIG

orchestra

banking, is making Me schol.
arshim Waileldc to soph,
omore students who are residents of Mc Harper district
and have taieast three courses

in the areas of computer programming, finance, woman.

Students may enroll by fill out a registration form and
paying a $5 book rental fee to

employmensumt

Clearbrook Center,

3201

APRIL 29 & 30 -MAY 1 & 2!

at the

9000110-10VNXXN:g,t00s:',00000"

25 STORES & SHOPS WITH DOOR -BUSTER SAVINGS!

CF

T.xectititiv

lino clothes

NORTH POINT SHOPPING CENTER

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

3a4-3230
DACRON: COTTON PERMANENT PRESS

D

BEST

POLYESTER

BUY!

DOUBLE
KNITS

$9900

FRIEDLEN BROS.

After Sale $129
Sunshine Warmth allocation Cam/ on!

0

KROEHLER "BAKE AND
SHAKE" CHAIR
It Heats! It Massages!
It Rocks! It Reclines!

tie price for 1st quality 60"

SALES HOURS:

$6.50 Value
for

LYN ELL
FURNITURE

FABRIC
WORLD

Box Sale

PH: 259-5660

PH: 255-7474

3 for $13.75

POP AT ITS BEST!

SOME STORES

6 89c
for

plus dep.

QUARTS

ALL DEUCIOUS
FLAVORS

CAD OUR

Choice of Ginger Ale, Cola,

PLUMBING PROR

Root

IMILLVICKE

3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837-6000_

STORE HOURS

wen deal,.

4330
Frl Pans OM
Se eNa te 4 PM
Son. AM I PM

SALE
ON PARTY GOODS

Beer,

11
I

GALLO

ly,g.

SPANADA

REPAIRS
REMODELING

NZA,TFLto.

vve

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
345 N Wolf Rd.

Wheeling, Ill

_...537-6020-

.1/2 PRICE
thorne in now. swide variety)

Cherry, etc., plus Sparkling Water

la\

O.
430-04,C=.

69

14,1,1,110

fifth

It's Easy
To Get

.

'

HALLMARK CARDS AND
PARTY HELPERS FOR

MOTHER ON HER
SPECIAL DAYI

SEE OUR WEDDING CONSULTANT FOR THE FINEST

IN INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, NOTE
CARDS, and SHOWER INVITATIONS,

ARMAN ETTII

RON-MEL

LIQUORS

CARD STUDIO
PH: 259-6120

PH: C15-7110

00400041000

Open Wed.,
Thurs., & Fri
Nights!

OPEN SUNDAY

Too BIG or small

STREAMWOOD

PARKING

Dooblo.

Polyester

knits. Beautiful Spring Col-

ows Junior Woman's Club_

Nolo!,

FREE

Ruston

Staff members will he on hand
to answer questions and guide
visitors. Refreshments will be

Experts
in

Reg. $8.00 yd. value

ors. 1 to 5 yard lengths.

$/195
0

$344

ACRES
OF

yd.

HALF SLEEVE SHIRTS

Open house
W. Campbell. Rolling Meadows. will hold an open home
on Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m,

Wed. tliru Sat.

ies and mateatics.

Fred Venal!, head of places om at Harper, has complete
information and application
fonns for tfie scholarships.

meet for half sessions. but Nadeau enrolled must choose another class for the second half.

ON KIRCHOFF ROAD

.)

al Bonk for the 1970-1971 academic year.
Palatine National Bank.
sponsor of the $1,050 scholarship program designed to encourage interest anti college
education in commerce and

at 537-6270.
Parents am responsible for
transportation.

will

SHOPPING CENTER

IMAMIS

dents will receive 5350 scholarship. from Palatine Nation.

pert -time
bank.

makers of

956-1170

\i9P.14113-kk

other related work.
The contract was awarded

a low hid of

mg, co,

served by the Rolling Mead-

16' FLAT RUNG EXT. LADDER MLV:$14.88

HEELING
TRUST & SAVING1-S

ening on both sides of the existim pavement as well as adding

tuition fee. They may register
by calling Miss Marjorie Ben

Those living outside of Dis-

Porochial school children may
register at their schools.

GAL.

6' ALUMINUM STEP LADDER

$

UL listed. 1 Is" rungs,

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

$499

and

the school they now attend.

FANTASTIC SPECIALS ON WICKES LADDERS
16' ROUND RUNG ALUMINUM EXT. LADDER

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

ULTRA STAIN & SEAL

,

pavement. It also includes wid-

All contracts are subject to
the approval of the Illinois Department of Public Works and

RAND AND MARNE Re.

97

"L. !NAVA
-

provides for a full depth wid-

trial 21 are required to pay $25

Students may choose onc
class from a variety of activiart, music, lities in
brary Ind physical education.

.LATEX

No primer needed. Blisterresistant. One coat covers.

FLOOR & PATIO PAINT

Wheeling.

comprehensive summer study
program. Registration dead-

PAINT

-

534%

District
Buffalo
Grove, Prospect Heights and

I, wrving

Arlington Heights, will offer

SUPREME

widening on both sides of the

tracts total $2,802,112.79.

The studehmnts chosen faiths
scholarships will receive prime
me r and
consideration for

School

Wheeling

Answer on Comic Page

Member FDIC

I do feel n daughter W your Ware, tom feeling a champ In

gooses will br withheld upon request.

ai well as narrow full depth

20 meeting. The seven con-

Three Harper College am
Dear Mr, DeLmise:
I now have two fine boys but would like very much to have a
daughter. Do you foresee one in the future? Also, do you think I
will be successful in my chosen profession? Do you see any
dodge oflocation for us aro newjob for my husband?

<=1) TRUCKLOAD

fur must be

letters.

Duce eventually. Be mile. It will be a little lime before bestows
conditions start to improve. I feel no problem with roar dough tees future Os far w finding a husband.

location for your husband, but it could be the same type awed,
or for the same company. In other words, I'm feeling a change,
but something reanaMing the mme. I do feel you are on the right
path concerning your profession.

the eat
wbutd hot

SCHAUMBURG RD., Barneaten lid. to Roselk Rd.
The proposed imporvemenz

Palatine Rd., east of relo-

Amayican literature and C111-

Elk Greve Village

proven -that provides for the ad.

dition of a Imminch-thick
base to the existiw pavement

cated Illinois"53 to west of the

1000. Bussegt el.

Wolf Rd. The proposed km

to the J. M. Corbett Co. on
low bid of $1,577,a26.30.

and meeting Roaelle Rd. with
four
The contract was awarded
to the Arrow Road Constrtic-

0.11,, Dar Plaines

co

The Northwest suburbs re.
ceiveil three of seven highway
improvernonl contracts awarded by the Cook County Board
of Commissioners at its April

concrete pavement to provide
dual 22 -or 24 -foot pavements
separated by, four -foot eoncrete barrier median. It also in-

Don Mother:
I feel both your boys would be boner off on their ovm, but
omecially the son you mentioned first 1 feel the secretary will

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT
The EGHS course traces
musically the development of

3 road improvement contracts
awarded for Northwest suburbs

boor Mr. DeLouiso
Our businesi is in a financial difficulty. Will things get

A Mother, Arlington Heights

one who can he elected to pub -

sr:

Soo Line Railroad. Irrarovemem consists of viiWning the

working for Dad. Will our daughter find a good man to marry?

at least One memIter abstained

AN

South Church Path 223 Cub Scouts Bab Ramer uths and Robert Kell* accept American nag
and stand from Del Tamen, institutional dIreetbr at the church at pack meeting recently in the
church at Emu,on and bliteoln, Mount Prospect.

ening tohrec lanes the intersection of Schaumburg Rd.,
with Barrington Rd., the Sid.
ening of Barrington Rd. at
Schaumburg lid. at Springingsguth Rd. to four hales

will he be Wtter off some other place? Our oldest son abo is

present. Furthermore, 1 know

Zairted

usical interpretation of
Ralph Waldo Emerson's essay

west suburbs are:

soon? Our son quit rho business last week because his father and
his father's secretary always bawl him out whether it's his fault or
not. Minn has the secthiary got to do with all this? She spends a
lot of time away from business with my husband. Will she leave
the place soon? SW was supposed to leave in January but now she
doesn't want to leave. Will my son come back to work for Dad, or

plus ma8 to

Others on the program in-

don't feel you'll ever get the home to exactly the way you want it,
but what homeowner ever does, But feel you'll he happily busy
for a long time to come. I definitely feel phySieul therapy issulled
Poi you, and there is a great need for your help in this field.

letter

$8 25

clude Susan Deem and Diane
Rasmassen who will present a

I fed yao should snake the hip to Baltimore, aad eel wing
the number 17 for nate. I feel the baby we be a girl.

I fell your husband made a wise choice and will advance. I

24,000

wrote as a project in the EGHS
American Studies course.

Dew Mrs. GadMm.

Dear Mr, DcLouiset
/
Could you ell me how my husband's health is? so his jobr
Should he make u change? Also. will there be
marriage in the future for me?
Mrs. Y., Roselle
Dear Mrs, Y.:

Oar, la Two

has lymphoma band plsnmg
the Amencon Suite, a uore he

I want to mei., a Imp to BaltimOre and amen a loss to know the
right time or even if I should go at all. My daughter is pregnant,
minting n boy, and 1 haves leaner leaving her, Tout' thoughts on
these two subjects would be appreciated. Will it be a boy, and
should I take Me trip and when?
Mrs. Gee, Palatine

Dew S. G.:

them all

NIGHT OUT!

wtilum Daroin will Mrs,

Dam Mr Del out.

wise chane? Six Months ago we purchased our first home. We
am In rhea process of remodeling and are nowtced about
bow long it will take us because of the financia matter. Will we
ever complete our hotne
way we want it7 After our youngest
child tors school I would like tomer sonic form of the medial'
profmion. I have been seriously thinking of physical therapy. Is
this prefessiou suited fm me?
Wheeling

WALLCOVERING

WOMAN'S

pm %turd ty

My husband has recertify changed joho, Do you feel be made a

Editor:

'V' swimming

I'

Dear Mr. DeLouise:

It also does a great deal to help

Zappi Has

An Elk Grose 1-11,h School
junior will conduct a partorm
vow o` his own composition in
a aonacrt al ilea salami it 7 TO

Georgia. And I do sec mere than one marriage for you.

the mosi "unchristian"
statement in the world, nothbecome Mn-nice" if It
by
opened its 'Christian" heart
allowed people a daont

composition

I am not ham a swims health problem for your hushend:
do feel a job Maw and is move south. I'm feeling Magma or

Make as many four letter
out of
these letters as you can.

or more words

but the other day I went to get

Call immediately for reser' an estimate fora home titi-

ginning shoots on thc rose
bushes so cnrdull, proteated
dill inter 1 he grass anon
from brown to green.
bushes, no Wager bare and
Rolle sincu the canon drop of the for peal. Tha

fleet of sailboats on the choppy
water. The dives into the huge
belakeer. The smell of the food

Letters To

PATRONIZE YOUR LO-

all women are invited will be- -- CAL MERCHANTS
On at ISIO pm.
a tried," said the woman
James Grisham tel the Chi- caller. '1 honestly tried. I've
Center will tell
been getting real enthusiastic.
boutSe
ou the Appalachiun
about patronizing our local
grants. He will introduce areal dealers. Why not, I said to coy folk singer and illustrate his self. I've been happy enough
K

at the same old stand..

can

colas, includes our ems
Marge Le Willem. There is

you've almost given up. it
bursts forth in all its majesty.

Math, trees on the, nny leases
bagin to poke through The be

The bulbs first. Nly, they'm
pretty. The nervy crania. The

oppressive

cons are not die only people in

This
is truism stuck in. my.
head and really took on mean ing when I read Bob Casey's
article on Opposition to Arlingt on housing plan form ing" in the April 23, 1970, Arling, on Day, referring to the
posed low-cost housing on

feeler written by Executive Di-

p.m. Mcmhers can make reservations through the for
Representatives. Others may

cover will arrive. It starts and
pays no .ention nt all
to the calendar. It tears It
gives. and takes away. When

leaves, and kids jumping in the

'owe

PRESIDENT MARGE
Arlington Heights
Th
Chamber of Can
news.

women presidents of local
Chambers, And
that of

M/METIAIES you think it

the fireplace on. the first cool
night. The fun of raking

lions of Christians, but few fol.

deg, is office wit! be open for

A luncheon which will eon
61.25 will be served at 12:30

Mout spasm

Tomorrow
Is Today

els you hops won t fret.- The

The joy of kids, constantly at
play outdoors. The sight of a

could all

lari'r'pe'IP,rIl7rrsanre Mul-

Selection will be based on
scholastic ability. depth of inwrest and participation
as need. Further information

MSS Harold Bell points out
that there arc about .200

Baal times w ilkink on du
be.aah bummer n Beard It
I
10I111.1 and goes too last
n
goal, n
But fell AS the lamina,
of fall. Cider and doughnut
time. The wonderful smell of

alit from this proposed hous-Clarifies
ing. White Christian Ameriz

Lo"uri:t

Eo we're bock doing
no

Prospect

Editor:
AR Dr. Ashley Montegusord...

them to forget it.

Thanks to George, Royer
of S, Walnut in Arlington

the. Ina Maybe s clambska
and lobstar awl lice se -nth
duns and the -yield its fall
ind it Imsh
But spring Let Me tell you

fps

pile. Hot dogs cooking on the
lire in the forest preserve. Thc
tramp in the woods on 0 perfeet Saturday afternoon. The

its
heat.

isWt

Low income
housing would
benefit all

pany do the work. He told

PRAYER

pect.

call the chairman of the day,
7

salesman to come to my home.

Are you listening, Mount

CITURCII

pect Heights wants everyone
to attend the Church Women

,

of Arlington Heights is post-

its am salad sandwich<

Letters to the Editor

By Catherine O'Donnell
Township
Democrat Club is gathering
steam aud beginning to sound
like the ming to be Friday May
Wheeling

The

Student
to present

By Ron Swans

NORM des ow,mal dream In ethos inn/USIA At rpent

THE PAY
Wednesday Apnl 29 1970

Here!

ROLLINS

MEADOWS

SHOPPING "ASSN

Pure 5

ME DAY

Crane warns of
Soviet initiatives
in Middle East

Wednesday, Aprd 29, MO

Pae.6

-

547'...2X381kb,fww.

BiRlebard Crabb

The day's prospects

ARLINGTON HEIGMS PUBLIC 5[11001.
25
Arlingion HeiOlits,

support for the overthrow of
Israel and pledging military

Speakipg in the 13th Die.

NolKS IS Mum WM Mrthe srsidat meetings el
et Mice. el Scheel Oletrs ers. 2S. Orsk Own,. 00.4
held at ram p.n in the Ana end et We beasts sneers

mid economic aid to Jordan.

trict this Weekend, Rep. Philip

bRee

District) of
"ANYONE WHO has until
k warned of den- now doubted the intentions of
gegenusfe developments in. the Soviet Union in the Middle
Crane

(R -I3111

arm

Northb

the N
Cron

who made an inv.tigative trip to the Middle
East early in February, vinking Israel, Jordan and Leba-

non told an Evanston audience that Russians are now
known to bellying Soviebbuilt
war plan. with Egyptian

-Wit

emir

Larson, Buffalo Grove, Polaroid camera; Albert Gu.elaeb,

Does Ladendorf (right) of Ladendorf Motors, 77 Rand Rd.,.
Des MM., presents prizes to whalers of the company's Tres.
sure Chest cam.. Winners ad their peiaoo are (from left), Mrs.
Don FoBidr, Arlivon Heights, AM -FM stereo radio; Gartield

D. PMinec pthr of snow tires, and Mr. and MIA David Basque,
Mount Prospect, portable color television set.

linually in thews.. or r ear. ting to evens in the Middle

that early last week
British news service

East rather than creating Roe.
miens which are favorable to
peaceful settlement of affairs
there," he said.
"The State Department
recently decided not to sell jab
to Israel, but at the same rime.

"the
Reuters, reported that the SoHet press attache, George
announced

loco

bold new initiatives in Middle
East

Census

sew -in

today
Members of Northwest Sub tub. Chapter of Phi Mu

Alumnae will bold a "sew -in"
at their April 29 meeting_ The
members will make and decorate tote bags to be sold in the

complete forms, according to
Bureau of the Census District
Director Charles LaPlante.
Census forms were ha have
been mailed in by April 1 this
gear for the decennial count.
However, many persons failed

tional Convention.
The convention will be held

July 5 to 10 at French Lick,

-

he them, according to the die
One reason given for the

hilt, in return., the farras

for any reason
Chief Fronk Haag of the Des Plaines Fire Departenenk Mrs.
M. E Barnes, conservation chairman of the D. Plaines Junior
Woman's Clubs Mayor Herbert Behrel sod Mts. Ralph Leonard,
co -chairwoman of Conservation, Junior Woman's Club, prepare
to plant a Hopa Flowering Crab tree of Fire Station 2 on Oakton.
The tree, made available by Rand Pool and Patio, blooms in the
spring and turns its bask a red color in the fall

ounty, your state and your

of flower arranging.
Chieko, a resident of Mount

PoSpect, was born la Amt.

Smnrd mamma aael AIM]

pronunciatio.

era. As the flowers age they be

come more beautiful in that
Al buds and branches slowly
open. This is one reason for the
usc of the tighter buds.

As Chieko worked, one of
her

neighbors

read

from a

blount Prospect Library book
on this form of flower arrangMg. In fact. three ether neigh -

earth and men.

"I like to um the tighter

HER
NEIGHBORS
elude Mrs. Robert Frey, MM.
lames Romay, Mrs. Al Toek
and Mrs, Ronald Moschel.
Snip a few of your budding
branches and spring flownrs
and follow the designs shared
today by Chicko, one of your
talented neighbors.

FoodbM,Mos, Wey.,1/70
Sego. Deis., June i I, Pin
Fear. Monday, June 21. 1970

becontl,rsdo,.,1970
Second .urscloy,......13,

four. Agra,

hut. Mencloy. SeP.Mer
Pouri.ondoy, OcTober

Russia. me
"When
willing to put their own men in
the planes to be shot at, it certainly is unfortunate that we

feonM1

IWO

A Japanese lamely, Chick., Misahlta, glares ger talent wIth yea today. She made he debut As
featured speaker at the Garden Club of Mount Prospect this month. (Photos by Dolores Haugh and
Fein Schneider)

MO

mond., woo.. NTI

royet.oncloy, February 22.171
Fur. Moncloy,

seassesoperES
Page 7

arc not willing to provide Is.
ad with the means to keep her
defenses strong and maintain a

'11";e1rt.oreulorn

numb Nt120. 1/70

alone of power in the crucial

ont'att'inCe2tiOZIMP.

weans...v.4MM

Middle East area," said Crane.

1O70

Dolores Haugh -Woman, Editor

HOURS:

SAT. 8-6
SUNDAY 9130-1130

NouNTPROSMO

Variety program to
benefit over -50 club

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

Plenty of Free
PARKING

Wednesday, April 29, 1970

tottletLettOWO 0 0 0 Pon./ 0 0 0 0 011goo 000goopyp.M19/Oulln/

CL 5-1600

- Ase

r`.t."'"ir:.;:,

C_,_nEELATI

blip are used but five tithe len. me nsIded for depth. The container

soft green attained

aballow bowl

own House.

Graceful Patterns

EASY -CARE STAINLESS STEEL

r OPEN SUNDAYS \

=ir

-rws cu8utoNel9

OPEN SUNDAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 9 a.m. re 3

r;

FLOOR Ig FUN

6 -DAY BANKING,

HAVE

--"urap/

FRI '618 SAT '614

SPECIAL this week only

WE

WEST BEND®

DAILY 9 to 6

A whaledblu cylindric. cont.ner
to IdgMight the soft
pink budd plum beach combined with two deep purple Ws.
Although Chieko wsto bee own holder made by wedging brunch.
in slits of the main branch, you may rmort to rolled chicken wire or
water holding foam to obtain the same line and design.

ceersedIng branches Of dagersatiolna yellow Mips wino deep red Mien. Nab NM only term

WITH ENDURING PORCELAIN COLOR

c.Z3E7

1.that the individual is author lazed to perform the duties of a
enumerator and has
orn to keep all census infor-

SIZES!

bauer, Sue Fanckhoner, Joy Steele and Diana Guaroiere. Director

Pnation confidential.
LaPlante said that persons
'aiming to be census takers
...WI. do not have the proper
dentitication should be re :parted immediately to the lo-

Pat Ferguson is at the piano. Not pictured are Garriet Mahar,
Judy Carlson and Mary Jane Robertsen.
1111

AR

1

1

-.411111111.

'NATANIONAL:

BK .

-cal police or to the census die -

:Tr. office at loot E. Touhy,
Des Plain..
Further identification will

One N. DuttonC
Mole

:13e the portfolio containing the

!enumerator's supplies. The
'portfolio is blue and bears the
legend "1970 Census."

Ho"'"runrZeigh7 Zciktte:da4"I't'''

Arlington"Heights

OPEN
e40**..,,, _STOCK

New from

HAHN-ECLIPSE, the rugged GT-700

A new vinyl floor with a surprisingly
soft f em rubber backing
Durable vinyl for long wear and easy care
12' w de for seamless wall-to-wall beauty
3 new designs -10 colodul patterns

all-purpose tractor
now with hydrostatic transmission!

.speed, with a single Myer. (Without
or bhp with tranmxle driva Patented
Pow -Meet mower housing with

a, DISTRIBUTED IN

CHICAGOIANDAREA By

$950"

2 qt. CHEF PAN

GLENVIEW

PALATINE
Zimmer Hardware

Ragan Stores
.

ITASCA

ROSELLE
Ace Hardware

Lake Park Garden Center

MT. PROSPECT
Keating. Garden Center

NORTHFIELD
Rau Hardware!. S ns

SCHAUMBURG
V

G Bike &Mower

paniment.

/-3 e

FREE1WIMPURCHASE,
*Mail 'TEXTURED BLoWUP
IN FULL CoLoR,FRoMEANDALL,

of Mount

LALAche
Prospect

will meet tonight in the home
of Mrs. Gerald Kuklinski, 216
N. Stratton Ln., Mount Prospect. This session will con

$11.95

clude the current series.
Mrs. Daniel Neugebauer
end Mrs. Robert Lange, group

II" BRUNCH SKILLET
Gently does memorable

ENTREEKKILLET

..

breakfast, lunch favorites.

$13.95

331-0_11114A1_,N,--

OF YOUR FAVORITE SLIDE.

Use it every day
it
will look new far yearsl

$18,95

leaders, will offer information
on nutritional snacks, weaning
of the breastfed baby. well-balanccd meals for the entire fam-

ily, food allergies' and related
subjects.

Books and printed informa-

lion

familyoise

Les, r

AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING DEALERS:
Admiral Lawnmower

Excellent Thy Name,"
and such traditional favorites
is Albert M Melte, "The
Lord's Prayer." Spirituals,
imam calypso, popular ballads
and hit songs such as liReln.

League

delicate desserts.

12' PARTY SKILLET

ADDISON

cmt

Mothers of the

Prepares baby foods,

vodtnl

Mt. Prospect Coloramic
Tile & Carpet Co.
512 W. Nortin'rrest Hwy. at Central Rd.
Mt. Prospect

CL 5-8477

$22.95
3 qt. BUFFET/
CASSEROLE

For casserole favorites
doubles as serving dish.

-

$15.95
Choose,'Town Horse

0...

iGetuioe

5 qt. ROAST

MENEM

/

Prepares pat roasts,

00

stews, spaghetti.

4"

$19.95

-

oo/ovoreirrAvocado-Orion ortIONMUftld-7

For variety, there will be

Climaxing the program will
be the Choralettes' version of

Lenore Frantell and Doris'
Van Schaick will provide

La Leche
to meet

qt. CHEF PAN

World" will also he sung.

The program will include
COntemporary choral works
Hansen's
rue
as Howard

$15.95

Pe

tae

"Grace

p.iment and a s,cial medley
of "Songs from the Sixties..

roosts, deep fat cooking,

$13.95

Head" and "Windows of the

the popular "You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown." Elsa
Pekarek will portray the Part
of precocious, blanket-tong

drops Keep Falling on My

PLANTE'S LAWN EQUIPMENT INC.
NORTH AURORA, ILL

Highway Sales

de-

Ideal for stews, small

Far vegetables, soups, Ito
cereals, puddings.

Put yo melt on Easy Street today.
After al , isn't it about time YOU
led the soft Mel

clutching!) Choose 0- er12-hp with hydrestatie

nom

3 qt. CHEF PAN

I

Hydrostatic transmission lets you select any

At low mites HahrtEellote
gives you the most quilts.

program

theater.

Member Nderol4podt Insurance Comer/Ms

greuadertgaging wheels follows
surface contour for perfect ear.
Attachments available for year.
round use, too ... even
snow removal!

the -heating

that make so
evenly for great, ap.peticing dish.. Set includes 1 and 2 qt. Chef
Pans with covers, ICC Entree Skillet. 5 qt. Roaster/Ovenette plus Recipe Boole

North Drive., Arlington Heights Road at Eastman

C. -42,J

g

s

A 'musical

to app,l la all ages and
musical ,mess will be presented by the Northwest Chore tones at 8 p.m. Friday, May I,
at the Arlington High School

has a deliginfal new face - fashionable Avocado
porcelain color to last and

in

SUSPENDED

STYLES

ON
Now, stainless steel

StattPellvered

on

nutrition, waning,

harmony, folk with guitar ac.m-

barbershop
songs

acco-

rhythmic

special

Marge

Schneider

will assist in the con, novelty

A real
sweetheart
She's

a

of a

sweetheart

her, and M first

grader

Riehrd Scharringhausen, 6 Si,
wroteNIT

to

Radio

Station

WS.
...she taught me to read

and write. She works very
hard, she visits kids sometimes
when they arc sick. She taught

us about God and the things
And so Mrs. Dorothy
Amundson of 16 S. Owen,
Mount Prospect, first grade
macher at Sr. Paul Lutheran
School, was chosen "Sweet-

The Robert Frost PTA is
having a fashion shoW and
room of the school, 1308 Cypress Dr.

The fashions to be worn
were made and will be modeled by Members of the PTA or
their families.

informal and babies are always

There Will be drawings for
door parts, and refreshments
will be served. Tickets at SI

Further information may be

each may be purchased at the

obtained from Ml,. Robert d.
a

Tickets may be obtained by

contacti, members of the
"Over 50" club or. the Northam YMCA, 296-3376.
The Choralettes are spanmred by the Northwest Subur.
ban YMCA in Des Plaines and

perform during the year for
such groups as schools, PTAs,

White

even though Mon's is a maternity pattern -. Simplicity 7817. Lori's
Jumper is made from Simplicity Pattern 0372. In addition to the
style show, there will Its musical numbers and a display of church
women's hobbies, crafts and collections of all kinds Grace Church

Skoren, 43.7-2571.

Pinhole
Accoustical

16`

Set Ft }

PREFINISHED PANELING

Is al Wolf Rd. and Euclid in Prospect Heights.

PICK UP YOURSELF 8 SAVE

civic and social clubs, senior
citizens, hospitals and reties
meet homes throughout the
Chicago mea..Membership is

4' x 7' Mahogany -Pick Up Only

open to all women who sing.

4' x
MOTHER'S DAY

REGISTER
HERE FOR
THE

JAMAICA
TRIP!

$3.10

Pick Up Only $3.40
4' x 7' D & E Antique Birch g0 $6.80
Mahogany -

4' x 8' D & E Antique Birch

Hardwood Plywoods
WALNUT BIRCH
THE NEWEST IN SPRING AND SUMMER FASHIONS DESIGN -

OAK MAHOGANY

E0 WITH MOTHER IN MIND... TO PLEASE HER... WITH

Ea & Es" & Va"

MARGE'S FINE DUALITY a LATEST IN STYLES...AND WIDE
VARIETY AT FAMOUS LOW, LOW SAMPLE PRICES!

tar

rises.,

$ 7. 7 8

grt...,

Mediterranean Oak
Reduced Pries

$1344

NEW PAECO-WOOD"
LIGHTWEIGHT

SCARFS LINGERIE SUPS PEIGNOIR SETS
DUSTERS (Sirs. 10-114) SPORTSWEAR SUITS

.

"HARD HEWN"
BEAMS

ogESSES RAINWEAR SWIMWEAR PANTSUITS

Aligns - All Sgt.

ARGE'S
APPAREL
10 N. Minton Arlington Heights
392-2063
Monday

"Information cell -Mrs,

14c

Plain

Amuse the many "Greeted Penman for Living" to be modeled
be a garden setting at the Mother -Daughter Banquet al Grace
Lutheran Church Friday evening, May I, are these daisy -strewn
jumpers in cotton pique. Mrs. Dmdel Scary* If Mount Prospect
.d daughter Lori, 3, near matching outfits in red, MEM and blue,

Frost PTA

available through the league's
library.
Interested mothers are encouraged to attend any month-

3W.

Snoopy, cavorting and howling for "that old supper dish."

WE Carry a Complete Line of
ANDERSON WINDOWS R.O.W.
WOOD SLIDING PATIO DOORS

CEILING TILE

irrepressible

last Wednesday.

card party al 8 p.m. Friday,
May 1, in the multi -purpose

Lange, grouplesder, at 82/--

the

8c

PRICES

heart of the Day" by WNUS

hli+lbirth, child are, breaste

ly meeting and participate in
gioup discussions with other
,rsing mothers. Meetings are

ALL

Lines, and Joann Del.. is
as

1

CEILING PANELS

ALL

F -PC. SET

1

$1209

a' x

PANELING

ALL

I. Mount Prospect members Include (standmg) Joann Debate,
Helen Thy/real Lenore Frantell, Dens Nan Schatek Marge
Schneider and Mari. Jackson, (seated) Elsa Pakarek, Jean Neu-

v

D & E WALNUT

DOORS

...AGM of Song",sirlit he presented try the Northwest Chetaletles
for the benefit of the Arlington Heights Over 50 Club Friday, May

tows

ELMHURST
Ace Hardware

The bond of friendship was
evident m Chieko helped her
nelohbor withs the Japanese

soPP.O.

NortahlondownOlil.M.

101.0ScuManeet

the

Crmstrong

FULL -DAY FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

:the taker. The card certifies

Sown & Gordon Spot
Lawn Equipment Distributors

available I must use the wider
The arrangements made by
Chieko include very few Bow-

IN HER arrangements she
load three heights of .flower
subjew recommitting sky.

She Ls well vaned in the Ohara

bars came to' give her moral

blamom.

rms

would fly them.

WE HAVE THE SOFT. ONE FROM

ear

red, white and blue identitdieation card. The card bears
I:the seal of the Department of
:7Commerce, the words "Cen: ous Enumerator, Official Cry.dential" and the signature of

BARRINGTON

led several establisheJ styles of
lepanese arrangement.

10.1111,40

.:5istical story of your city, your

c

line, Mrs. Aliashiti demeans.

Bare to share the Japanese an

be ...hostess.
Riservations may be made
with Mrs. Romesburg, 3928862. or Mrs. Way, 259-9535.

however.

t

us.

rangements were so simply ow

muted and since buds are
bursting right this minute it is

,141W I

Nerd it. tell

mama

Mrs. Chieko Mirobili

Because some of tbe

Way of Mount Prospect will

.closed to any person outside

IEach census taker will

authority.
Using simplicity as a guide.

rsoustudeweektuenrsb 10T1

only an in.,re of arms Mato
their Arab allies but also annOunced that Russian pilot

MON. thru FRI. 8-8

Arlington Heights. Mrs. C. M.

be di.

the brand new baby, will be

den Club of Mount Prospect at
ies April meeting-

Nosed rsundrs.

not

tion Shop will go to Project

held in the home of Mrs. W. D.
Remesburg, 1207 N. Walnut,

wee that persons were afraid
diet their individual forms
would be open for public
mnitiny. LaPlante said the

virecorded as an important indidual en your census form,
each of you becomes, for census record purposes. an utterly
anonymous segment of the taw

announced

Ind. Proceeds from the Carna-

HOPE, the national philanthropic project of Phi Mu.
The 1 p.m. meeting will be

rector.

LAPLANTE said. "In short,
MM.. each member of
your household, including

Soviets

erre,rseodnr,Ocreherth

greeted members of the Oa.

With a shy smile and a low

bud:. she quietly explained,
"but since there were none

Carnation Shop et the 31st Na-

10 mail them in or made errata

Bureau

fresh

Hold

Census enumerators are beginni, to it hoop of persons who did not return census
forms in the mail and homes of
persons who returned in-

the

pledging

the

takers call
at homes

cannot

policy,

Nand 'Owing. Wombs. Iq Boa

bow.

sersetrshoschnsfrsewebeirsOrso

"It is unfortunate that the

school of Japanese flower se
ranging.
Her talented fmgert and
knowledgeable creations made
her quickly accepted m a quiet

Nand Theralnellwalm 1A NA

action to the crisis.

In an address at the Trinity
Church in Wilmette, Crane re-

Suhothov,

forms by law

Rep. Crane was critical el'
the U.S. State Department =U.S. State Department is con.

By Dolor. Haugh

Sneed thundow New et Sri

uncertainty dispelled by the recent statements and actions of
the Russians and statements of
Soviet officials," Crane said.

markings.

sealed

0.an

East should have had all the

East.

Use Japanese simplicity
and budding branches

.

NM

MM

'0104ein

-

4AratIVICS

2.",.,
.

LUMBER & PLYWOOF
6514E. NW. HWY. MT. PROSPECT CL5-7141
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Motor club offers tips

Now is the time to put your
in tune with spring, says
the Chicago .Motor ClubAAA, which otters these tips

for conditioning an automobile for warmer weather:

-Drain

0,
.

ha

from
radiator and reverse gush the
water through the cooling sysanti -freeze

tem.

-Have

fluid in master
brake cylinder. A car should

you car's vital organs.

not be driven unless the brakes
are reliable.
--Inspect tires for cuts,

-Check automatic

trans-

mission. Winter driving strain
may have caused some darnage.

-Clean or replace spark
plugs.

-Check

chassis cornpletely lubricated.
-Have the oil changed ands
new filter installed.
the

vernss resident, was recently
elected president of the board

-Check transmission and
differential. These are among
.

battery for
charge or roplacenent.

re-

-Make sure all Wins end
windshield wipers are in top
condition.

30 boards of education
take part in seminar

Norman A. Olson, an In-

for warm weather tune-up
--Check

breaks and bruises and have
diem properly rotated to pro long their wear. Remember
that studded tires are illegal in
both Illinois and Indiana front
May I through Sept. 30.
-Check undercarriage and
include a wash and polish job
in your spring changeover.

Wednesday, April 29,

of trustees of Lutheran General Hosphat, Park Ridge. A eer.

ticipating in a two-day seminar
today and tomorrow at the Arlington Park Towers.
The Northwest Educational
Cooperative
dye is sponsoring the
in particular
seminar
rot newly elected board mem-

and Co., searing as vice cludr-

num of the fords corrunittee
on accounthtg principles and
audit Olson has been a hospital trustee since 1965 and was
formerly vice president of the
board.

member, and Mn Carolyn

tion, University of Chicago.
will deliver the keynote speech
tonight.

Members of at least 30
boards of education are par-

lined public accountwl, he is
a partner in Arthur Andersen

$217 stolen at Tartan

Mullins, Dist. 211 bead.

Saturday morning's wit.
ers are G. Alan Hickrod end

su perinp.os.in

dent of Mount Prospect Public
mill moderatesberg,
di7a:Ce'rnrr

lm-

wait, scar,.

tration, Illinois State Helm EI$, NufEl0.
Anselis a noted authority

ling, retiring president of the
Palatine board, Robe. LeForge, former Dist. 23 board

bers.

Roald Campbell, dean of
the graduate school of educe-

Four men stole $217 Monday at Tartan Discount store,
830 Elmhurst Rd., Des
Plaines, so smoothly that the

EcOlogiit to keynote Harper

covered that the register was

manager,

Mrs. Meese said after she
closed the register one man
purchased $1 worth of items,
and then the three left the
store. Mn. Meese told police

told police she saw a male Ne-

she then checked the cash reg-

ain bending over the counter,
and two other Negro. looking
at some merchandise. Mrs.
Meese said she walked to the

inter and discovered that the

ew of the counter and His-

ing outside in a car.

manager didn't miss the money
until after the men had left.

Marilyn

Meese,

A native Chicagoan

day, May 3.
Frank B. Golley, Ph.D., executive director for the lo.

A customer told Mrs, Meal

Robert

Lahti, Harper

E.

Estates.

Rev. Carl Zimmerman, pastor of St. John United Church

Others on the speakers plat-

of Christ, Palatine, will .give

form will be James Hamill,

the invocation at 2 p.m.

at 2:20 p.m. -'
His address will be preceded
flag raising ceremony at
1:30
JO p.m. through the cooper-

anon of the Mount Prospect

vocation.

William Rainey Harper, the-

.dedication.

college's namesake.
Representatives of the state
snd national govemmentS and
the Illinois Junior College
Board have also been invited.

Illr.intraduce the

chairman of the Harper hated
of tnrstees, other board momTHE UNIVERSITY of 11- hors; Donald Duffy. 1969-70
linois jazz band, under the di-' Harper Student Senate presimotion of John Garvey, WI dent and Paul Harper Jr.,
play a .specially composed de- M.D., and Mrs. George Hardication number After the
per Overton, descendants of

nhute of Ecology at the UMwelly of Georgia; will speak

Frank R. Goner

FABULOUS VALUES! GREAT BUYS!
IN- EACH AND EVERY DEPARTMENT!

.. High School Band and. Boy
Scout Troop 198, Hoffman

don of Harper College Sun-

that a fourth Nagy we wh-

on municipal and school law.

arta

ecologist will give the keynote
address at the formal dedica-

$214 was missing.

itMOtif q -

Page 9

s'yein'po"ssiLl'm"sk'agn'cdair cduWrre. ntsoldy

with
research
grants from the Atomic -En,

conducting

gy Commission and the Smith-

THE PROGRAM will conelude with a tree planting in
the Coll, Center plan.
Tours of the campus will be

''rnmeinm'beimr'iCT:n-ine professional societies. he has freblished 40 papers on topics

given after a 3 p.m. reception.

to radiation ecology.
He received his doctorate in

ranging from cartrs, PIWIE8

Golley teaches zoology at
the University of Georgia.
He has' participated in nu-

roology from Michigan Stair
University in 1958.

Bargains bountiful in every department... fashions for
Mom, Dad and the kids...all the latest styles
at old fashioned prices...C'mon down now and save!

back guars n lee!

Come and get the fabu ous bargains in
each and every department.

HURRY IN TO SAVE 35% TO 65%
WE
40110 C

SAVE ON
HEALTH AND
BEAUTY HEEDS

THIS

HOSE

SALE

88'

LASTS

They keep thee shape

and yours, Choice ol

Mfr, L"

SLACKS

S' 05

Accessories!
''Save on Fishing

PRELL

1

Collapsible
Wire Fish Basket.
.....................Net.....
......
Reg. 2.99
Landing
Aluminum ..................
1.59 ............
Reg.

tin"

Buss Bedding.

fr"IL
Reg. 99. .................
leePs

.... .................

Pe the leader et the
slack pock with them

SHAMPOO

68

MEN'S SHIRTS

2

$3

sport shirts with

regular collars. 100% cotton
knit with matching trim collors. Wide assortment of colors. Sizes S-M-L.XL.

Select from an array of the latest and most wanted
dress Myles. Wonderful pastels and solids

t.r""'"'"

-Acr;

kW

Dress and

w=7"'

chic slacks Misses and
women s Saes

>"4°.',

Spars or Knit

SUNDAY DRESSES
ONLY! $2-1-$4

$200

HAND BAGS

Cheese Dress,
Derma -Press

TRU

Ladies'

pow, colors

47$

In Women s and
Misses' Sites

PANTY

TOOTHPASTE
VA!.

h

S

CREST

Ch99oice

Your

Drastic
Reductions

7 ax

Mfrs list $1 09

8S4

LADIES' SANDALS

1/4 AIL

BeWley
....
. -Vaal
Mono tine. ..... .. .. ...........
Reg. 99' ......
Heavy duty

Mfrs. List $1.19

DEODORANT

88'

POLO

BABY DOLL PPS
to

Perky

Save now at this low, low price.

tav

finery tor
Rom tale
s deep,
brae
Lowly mei:
enomne

'rnt.cOroTs,.

Boy's Long
Sleeve

16

Sizes 5-10.

PAINT UP -SPRUCE UP -SAVE $$$

fob' 1

$ 1 00

9P'W.
9SHIRTS

Cushion soles, lightweight styles.

ithab

Girl's Frilly

sleeveless

DRESS
?'1

41+ i

LISTERINE

SHIRTS

t

2 far$3
easy.care

i

Handsome

MOUTHWASH

249

LADDER

dtreod,

PORCELAIN

tn.. VI 33

proven

water damage.

399

pkg of 40
Mir, List $1 99

LADIES'

NYLON

BLOUSES

DUSTERS

$

Soft Ball

884
ti,"14tscizeentl.r7eigm

5115,
TOWN 15155115,

WWI IT

MB MU

-- ow PUBII-Wr-

Golf Balls

1 99

Dog.
dthpauraelirlyd;zdtr-Aroonof

Badminton Set

1 00

'Complete with net
shuttlecocks and case.

Cassette
Tapes

99'

Radio
Special

Hair Spray

33

90 min. blank record
ing tapes. First quality
Limited storks on hand

"Just Wonderful"

All transistor pocket
Npe. Batteries included.

44'x:
iRjencLrntl-01,71.rd-to-Hold

Norwich
Aspirins

88'
Sato tab.

00
or deeved

all
styles and colors available.

MORE SIZZLING VALUES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
2 -Player

pockets Many col
ors Saes 6-18

mamas make this

6tasteonable buyl

It

50

TILE

Sleeveless

Rubber Covered

on land or in the
water jumbo

COME AND GET THESE RED HOT BARGAINS NOW

TAMPONS

& BATH ENAMEL
So quick and easy
to

Geared for action

Shell torket and es

babneedsAbsorbont

KOTEX

FASTBACK SHORTS

$150

you

glossy finish
Rigid, non -twist
construction. Light
easy to handle.

JAMAICA SET

DOW. !IP-41141 -

32 oz.
Mfrs. List $2.19

Mots in assorted colors
and styles Sizes
8.

3-Plese

9110111"

smoothly

o rock bard

s

99

dre. .nn, in conned

Gillette
Platinum -Plus

Blades

99$
SUNDAY 10-6

Asst

colors G styles. All one

length.

CARDIGAN
SWEATERS

$297

SPRING
COATS

$8-$10-$12
Reg $1830 Now re
duced for fog clear

Spring colors high style design,

MST OM,

DAILY 10-10

$317

TOW 6 COVIITIT,

ance, many styles

GIRLS'
PLAYWEAR

WESTERN
KNEE -HI 'S

50'

Si 33

Crop -tops, sunsuits, shorts
8. pedal pushers. Many col ors available.

Mnctir:uamn.dsrtyles. Just

/

in

SHIRTS

SLACK SETS

$2

- $3

flow
s t l'reodnuyc e

c'c't

stocks.id

$15°
we

Knits, sports. All colors
and styles. Short
Sleeve.

-

ROLLING MEADOWS

011111115 IT

MIrslifs08
ass MIEN
IIISWITPUWIRWOMPTIB

Men's

/WORK SETS
Sanforized cotton. 5, M, L,
XL

Pants

$3

Shirts $2

JR. BOYS'

JR. BOYS'

.

KIRCHOFF RD. & MEADOW DR.

MEN'S
HOSE

3/$100

I

NYLON
SHIRTS

$122
Short sleeve. Perm
Asst. colors. 6-18

Press

BOYS'

SPRING
C.P.O.'S

$397

Large asst. of styles and
olors. 10-13.
,

DAILY 10-10 -

SUNDAY 10-6

ask

.2

Plan Far Eastern tour
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Complete, factual resume opens job interview doors

(Personal finance
-

Today, you seldom get

nii.44, Quillen SIAM and
;;;IlIehard Putnam Prial4

CIIMIICC to sell yourself to any -

without first submitting a
resume of your education and

once
Getting a
projab teat
straightforward
alb You walked in. asked for

If the

experience.

simple,

resume

Misses. that's likelyto be the
end of the line, right there.

thk. has and annvered few
otintions.

ITS DOUBTFUL that any.
one was ever hired on the

After that, yea rafter teak

strength of a resume alone, but
thousands have undoubtedly

off yOur emend went to work
05
your hat end went
ei pot
looking for another opening.

THE DAY

peen because a resume fell
short of its goal.
That goal should be to get
inside the door for a peronal interview. If the resume
you
adcomplishes that, it has done
about all that can be expected.
Resumes can fall short in

many ways. They can be too
long, too short, confusing, exaggerated or just plain sloppy.

the most common
been scratched as job pros, fault, though, is that they am
Probabl

writer -o dented,
readelm dented,

rather

than

'and tiffce, where possible) and
a description of the job you're

hii unfilled position calls for.

YOUR AIM should be to

Your aim should he to de.

Miscellaneous -This

Edue'ation-List only your

seeking.

might be helpful that damn%
fit into any of the above cute.
goriu. Organizations, civic
activities or travel are examntrt.
Two things to leave out are
salary rates on past jobs and
salad
Nei for leaving them. Neither is particularly pertinent.

on and awards. Don't forget
special items like military ser-

Record -Bo Ernproyment
highlight those things im your
own background that have a ginning with your current job,
of the man who is doing the - bearing. In addition, there are, list all past employers in
dis- several practical matters that verse chronological order. For
hiring. He may be
need to be covered. Here's a each position, give the name of
rtgloveed in your hitch at the
the foot, time worked and nafa ctory, for ex:ample, no- checklist you can work from:
Heading- At the yery top of tune or the job Promotions
km you show that Me job povided c xperience in the same the page, list your name, ad- gained under one employer ate
'form of inventory control that dress, phone number (how panicularly significant.
scribe your tale. and ex.
perience in terms of the needs

the

place for anything Y. Oak

most advanced schooling, ma.
jor courses of study, plus hon-

assess the skills required and to

is

vice schools.

Personal Data -With single
words or figures, list ege,
marital status and ages of chitimportance for younger 111;r1 is
draft classification.

dsen. Of particular

opps

form the tour after Manning

Rev. Stanley H. Dill, pastor of

in Rome, Cairo, 'Luxor, NicRsia, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem,

the First Baptist Church of
Wheeling. Dm ministers will
stop in Malaysia while con-

both are best covered in a
face-to-face interview.

aboard Royal Dutch -A-Mines.

With amo modariomm

that other persons in the Chi -

tending the Baptist World Al'
Rance which will meet in Tokyo. In addition to the New Life
Campaign, stops will he .de
Bethlehem,

Bangkok

40110 B

WA

11.

the church office, 537-6263 or

The two pastors decided to

590 series
now sole priced

now_ sale priced

2" 333

of Amencos best selling 1p record albums

The fifth Dimension Nadu.

FLORAL
CENTERPIECES

B

the

Groups Were

Junior

Girls' Sestet. Modern Medd,
als. Boys' Octet, Senior Girli
Sextet and Sophomore Girls'
Quartet.

EXCELLENT ratings were
given to four individuals and
four groups. The winners were
soloists Tina Vaccarello, sop,

ano; Tanya Swanson. mezzo
soprano; Tina Stefano,. alto,
and Ray Ramakis, baritone.

The Senior Girls' Trio gen.

FrubMed
ion Girls' Duet,
Girls' Duct and Mixed Octet
also received excellent ratings.
Five individuals and four

groups received superior

They were Thomas Kincilid:'

xylophone and multiple pen;.
cuss.; Paul Brown xylei"
phone; William DeFotis, clan.
net; Larry Fridreichs, trumpet.
and David Krikorian, trumpet.

.

for spectacular savings.
,.,

TOOL SPECTACULAR!
Top quality hand tools
$

Now's your chance of a lifetime to
choose from a huge assortment of

The Jackson 5

FOR

the took you need to start your

J

own shop

CIGAR BOX CARS

$100
7 PC. SALAD BO

SET

$399

11" Salad Bow, 4 6" individual bowls in

The

hand rubbed walnut finish

kids

wilt

love

,,--.---r------:Thigillibi
1

L

-------

an Take bore as

IIIITIOnii.

-:_-_-,-0(

oral for the young

7 PC. BEVERAGE SET

199

80 oz. Pitcher with 6 Large 16 oz glasses

frames

Mnny

Eli

triw

end the mune on

PICTURES
DECORATOR FRAME
Sea Iona.), eropes ond

hean
to

By Libbey.

2 PC. SINK88 SET

JUST RECEIVED

IRONING
BOARD

Polyethylene construction` in many assorted
colors.

2 PC. CORNING WARE

$8 88
Bake and Fry Set in handsome gifi pack

CARBONA
SPRAY RUG
SHAMPOO

77'

Clean a 10 x

14

rug as easy as
1-2-3. Large 24 oz.

Case

Lighten your travel cares with our
perky and flowery matched lug
gage Easy to wipe &eon vinyl

Non -Stick Trays in

° Pkg. Buy now

and save.

JEWELRY SPECIALS
COSTUME JEWELRY

PACK

SO%
PARA MOTH

ogiant size bag
sponges. Reg. 77,

884
5 lb.

BED PILLOWS

OFF

filled
resilient,

with

no -allergenic
polyester foo.

CURTAIN SET

- -r

1 et $2
pr. 36" length

plus valance to match

Ng seledion of prints
in lively colors odd a
bright touch every
where. Most popular

loom in mony patond

a. All tightly tufted with double lute
backs.

COTTON

MUSLIN
081.

$168 AREA

Twin -

Silky

smooth,

7571:itot.V
imIMP 04111,

TIME UNTIL
MINE

-11a1MIZII
11111111MS

PUNS ARIMSVID

rid

r

-

PRINTS

4A.4

RUGS -' .
tolls

MATCH BO

sauce

I

.

weed tones in
brown only. 100%
nylon - long wear.

,

Fashion

Reg. 79c
prints and

solids to start off a

sins 'say 'IN 99S
.96.9T "flderfoot . Latex back

summer wardrobe

Large 9

" bolls

z 4/1

in

huge

array of colors.

MELMAC

Complete setting for 8
or Yellow
- Linden
Poppy pattern.

88

.1.

as pen

PLASTIC
SALE

CAR
PEDAL
EMPIRE

g800

Your Choice

2/100

Everything you need to round

out your kitchen, make life

Reg. 9.97

DRILL

I

I

10W30
Omit 6

Just the thing for
all

your
needs.

drilling

58'

QUAKER STAT

599

race
kids with this flashy
of
all
the
Make him the envy
high impact styrene.
car made of

STP

MOTOR
OIL

3/8"

oar qt.

100

low peke
LOW'
/11,05 STP. Limit r

easier. Heady duly plastic.

WOMEN'S

THONGS

low-

SLING 0ACR

LOAFERS

19C

$150

For the entire family at
this low price, in all colors and sizes.

from in sizes 5

choose
10.

GYM

WOMEN'S

SLIP-ONS

'

$133
Easy Care, Grained
Mon -Made Uppers, Easily Cleaned. Teens &
Women's Sizes.

CHILDREN'S
SNEAKERS

98'

Cool Canvas Uppers in
sizes 5 - 8 for Infants, 9 12 for Girls. Assorted
Colon.

SETS

$9oo

Fun and healthful exercise for
off
the kids. Sturdy,
3 swings.

his °wet
KIs

voud'e°
con' boYs and
16c"
bicy-e.
for
low
Pr
this
girls.

DAILY 10-10

11NDAY-10=6

50

AC's

ALiumtoit

WEBBED
CHAIR

2iss°°
this a l

It

chair Is combnable.

swirls

Lim* co"

Each
-

Champion.

sets.lite-

-

2018. BAG
CHARCOAL

Crabgrass.
Fast

9

$

sta9rting,long' burnin
2 et this low price.

Li

DAILY 10-10

11111118111111TIT,

MIME IT

VI_

PLUGS

COMPARE PRICES

$2586
,
eve'1,4

SPARK

COME IN AND

OvER

Mony colors to

YOUR CHOICE

HUGE ASSORTMENT
OF NURSERY
STOCK IN OUR
OUTSIDE AREA.

NUT Ellis

tl

TAKE
YOUR
PICK!

GRAB -1-\P
I A
HANDFUL!

camt,:tr,c0t...

fabrics.

compare at 51.97

FINE

$199

gt

68*

kg§

3 PC.

Top quality brood colors

tly 1 2-3
pans.

BOX
MATCH
kids11 drwe ye;

PLAY BALLS

Play

Hold heat clean eas

WATCH BONANZA
S 988
Expansion Bands, Yellow &
White Finish. Save 40%

RUG

tern s,

3 -PC. ENAMEL
SAUCEPAN SETS

YOUR CHOICE

Spring and Summer
Necklaces, Earrings, & Pins.

2/$3 88'
density!

Your Choi ce

Decorate with light - we have so many
smart designs to choose from. Brass, gloss
and wood accents.

Men's & Women's 17 Jewels,

REMNANT

Plumply
4i4Perfect

LAMPS
0788

Huge Assortment of

CRYSTALS

mony assorted

SWAY -POLE -TABLE
Compare at 16 00

$3 Overniter
$4 Valise

°°

SPONGE

f

'Make-up

$2

ICE TRAYS

48e

vented surface

LUGGAGE

age.

$399

Non rock and ex
t a sturdy with

FLORAL PRINTED

iscgiergi

tt

in -

strumental awards...

UNBELIEVABLE VALUES...BUYS...DISCOUNTS
IN EACH AND EVERY DEPARTMENT
,drugs and everything else reduced

Thomas Raindrops
Keep Rolling On My Head Crosby Stills
Nash 6 Young Deio Vu Tom Jones Tom

1 Wont You Buck

vocal -ensemble
Soloists were:

Lynn Fitzgerald, soprano and
Dave Khoshaba, tenor.

Rev. Charles I. Gooey

of sal;

STEREO LP'S

the

competn.

Rtso

TOP 5

in

Cathy Irsch, mezzo mpram,

537-6265.

be

..,

T

Three individuals and five
Nouns received superior rat-

Further information may be

Yo.

Air transportation will

vocal and instrumental conlest.

inns

OpsWO /-1

WE RESERVE

498 series

Elk Grove High School mustthe Illinois

Aims eered in

obtained from Dill 'by calling

\

40110 A

SoperiOr'and excellent rat.

been scheduled.

I

Elk Grove' High musicians
win high ratings in contest

!wince awarded recently to

points in the Bible lands Iva.

and

money -back guarantee!

prices reduced for this sale! none sold to
dealers...quantities are limited so hurry in!

.

Singapore a round-trip price
of 52,299 is quoted; the
price is $2,099 without ace°m
modations in Singapore. A
complete schedule of sightinteresdng
seeing trips to

cargo area were interested in at.

Singapore. An optional Sing ducting a world tour which Apore tour includes Hong
will depart from Chicago June Kong, Osaka, Kyoto and Tot -

Rev. Stanley IL Dill

FABULOUS VALUES...BUYS...DISCOUNTS
IN EACH AND EVERY DEPARTMENT!

money -bath gnaranke!

Two arca ministers have
invited to preach in a
New Life Campaign in Matusk during June. They are
(be Rev. Charles L. Cheney,
`pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Palatine, and the

Pepe I

Wednesday, April 29, 1970
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CTA affects whole area, subsidy advocates argue

SHORT RIBS
Wedne.day Apnl 29 1970
OUR GRL 95511 LIFTERS

Notice

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

The last of the de-

they don't use. On the other
and, business and govern -

unable to meet its payroll and

pay bills by midkumma unJess aid in sonic form Is no

economic hkalth of the CMcage region depends on low mot mass transportatiOn systent for Chicago.

"Not least important," said

Ogilvie and Chicago Moor

through June 30, 1971, without a fore increase, Venema

would become bankrupt by
successive fare increases, he
said, and would be virtually riderless except for
hard

said.

Ho said the CACI urges
the State of Illinois to provide

acquences, Venom& said.

ship on those who arc depend-

front work."

the 540 million m stopgap

By Meg Lind

from

smoke

"What causes ancerr
"Whits the differanm be-

the, cigarette

which A held in Pim mouth

whose ridership total is only

"THERE IS plenty of prec-

macs[ for public 'support of
mass transportaion," he told
the lawmakers. "Actually, the
CTA is one of the few
inn transit operating con,
ponies which still meet all opelating costs and debt service
eons from the fare bosk"
"In 1968, for example,"

tend to smoke more
cigarettes, or inhale

1964 that smoking was the ma-

more

jor cause of death from lung

tween smoking a filtered end
an Unfiltered cigarette?"

ung.

Soberer

demonstrated
the machine by squeezing and
releashm the artificial lung,
causing It to "inhale" the

tubes and other areae and

Holmgren told he students

came them to swell and grow
thick.

eventually

do

not promo

smokers from harmkil effects.
Tests have shown that people

When the cilia, which line

self-cleming device, are destroyed, the result is smoker's

urban areas also receive local

hereof b

R. ATM

ned

5 cost on11

ARTICLE 411TRIAND BRIDGE FUND
4100.3teet Maletenonce
Nw OlTermse Cloulfled

DO1TNALD
DONALD

W. WOMAN

rIneZia%

=====-

ssl

00===

t"71177"'""*""r.
pr.aw

11060060000

Me010,

19,0000

loneam

Purchose of 011s

IMINIvItang erSulaSo

TA...se of Ale and/or at emu.. fnenndA

no,ro.

05.0e5

U'IITO

andiorTrue..3Pmers

rewird.

ANDSOLITH OF HAVEN STREET

GEMINI (May 22 - June
211, Make sure that you gully
the feelings you've
been .expressing lately. Don't
speak purely out of old habit.
been

100

ment for the majority of our
citizens.'

500000

IRMO

40066/

Noc ncmoodo and/.

1-ORN111A5 CORPORATE oURe0030

rat

VENEMA, who is chairman of the bored and chief ex -

=ices*

01172.00

151600

100.00

motive officer for Universal
of Des
Chicago

pvw

)

15 Thllege Manage
Salary menage,

in tenhrynony before the Illinois

House of Representatives am
propriations committee last

.1.1130.00
11.3111.03

571100

2.350.03

170600

40000

In his statement to thc lawmakers, Venema said emer-

MOM

gency CTA aid is needed from

55600

30.0

x0000

Pens's:Meal fess antl/weadmes
Z1306
Moo

03=

u5.123.413

rgroW

LIMO 3405600
1.701500

j:122.°

Major

SenxlW

3M65.00

1.700.00

.50.157.42

500

49.010.110

49.510/11

moo

mom

'Soo.

13.00 1=00 s7
rblbwo

4510.00.

solvent." he told the mein-

eyno

013.00

BUMMED DEFICIT

ause of rising costs and

o pterorfotafribe carp= purposet
ABATEMENT 01

:rime:16.n

150343

3.05100

00603

1.100.00

gas of Fleldloplepee

cial position of the CTA has
weakened considerably in the
past two years." Venema said.
"Fare increases in 1967 and

aye in 1968 failed to provide
enough new revenue to compensate Iotae mhseguent Ion

550.00

20600

4.01603

30000

1.00.00

WHEREAS.

1A00.00
RTC.
000,00

Prospect 11.1 a. believe
Re hest Interests

U00'

the'TcIL'Tfe:'1711:Vofol.'n

Oe Preside. anda.
floss.. of fle
at Mom

10600
10600

4/100.00

30600

1.911600.

1.01:1500

be

19.0000
10,50000

rhl=

140100

Weans

1.300.00

110603

10100

0.100.11)

c

attending

W.lern Illinois and Northern
Illinois Universities, where he
study engineering.

Black's plans are not settled
yet.

The young men ask a small

donation, usually- $1 or 32,
from
homeowners. Goertz
said about oneperson onto! 50
refuses to make a donMion, ho.

Seeing thc paintersarc sent

Mr MOO

Of; EoPP.

2750.00

350.011

betel

935.00

1:?ot71='sonaltss

16=ho====
prow, aby

s Equipment

30 F.D..

1,20000

SECTION TWO,

see: Leg al feel an dier hod..

MOOD

Ivaillage of

31407600
operanens

'

F°a Or

-"OF

ROBERT 0.111CTIERT

312.0ureau of

Village rneldant

°
,fl=5,,,,
Poiroar,

0000 00

co

aanan n anne.

-

DAY

__LtaTosgyees____

Ze1.1&110

nc

_TY0.50.50TarTNT0129,1910
_
__

05,775.00

,

.

!s.lioz

-

ROBERT D. TEICTERI

NOI=Z:Ott176d c;Aggl,TI.*1.51.01CT

DONALD., GOODMAN
Village Clerk

11AArallOt.1,INC-L
....4%,A9r11 261970
.

OA -

CAPTAIN EASY

.

22 Writing fluid
24 Gallon (ab.)
25 "Tale of

10146
01091601

OMNCTNOB O1,1I3O LVPlA PYBMASTI,LI

KAEM0OW
V1510N OF 5140 RENT.. 121001

district in
Asia Minor
33 "Flickertail

April

DAY PITTICATI

WdntedOIT,AfTri129 1170
k

into view
8 Himalayan
9

nickel

'

punishment
38 Sigmoid curve
39 "Hunchback

of - -"

'CAMPUS CLATTER

41 Son of Noah

NOW NICE OF

PAIL 71115.00NORATOLATION

TINOS THE

Cp YOU TO R15111,15511.

A1100 57.00.1

NOT

WM 0I1UNInT/

OCCASION,

Tay
Tk.05,

CHIEF,.

All.
'..1.. '1.1-02.

Vilik
-

.....-4k

.,

tip.

ii:ra=Sel`RI

.s-......... __.w...../

(Bib.)
42 Exist
43 Thomas More
classic
46 Bargain events
50 Asseverate
51 Double
negation
93 Spanish cheer
54 Not so much

55 Writer
unknown (ab.)

11111r

.,

goat antelope

compartment
10 Bird's home
11 Urge on
(Scot.)
19 Lawful
21 Ethiopian

37 Of

each

.

5 Dove sound
6 Went on
horseback
7 Came out

' State" (ab.)
34 Family
member (coll.)
35 Encounter
36 Symbol for

ACHIEVE

Mme

- -"

29 Insect egg

32 Ancient

-

OW Mt MOTHOR

-ache

4 Balkan

inventor

hive

Village Rreeltlent

'

Live By

fiZ)

6Le2

rs,

A

A

5

AT
A TE
5
protected side BATONS SERENE
TENE
END
3 Equips

20 Wandering

a long way. Take

have

NOXVISM=0===la

2:45

ELATED RES I DE
YES ER ASI-ANT
A.BEA AlvtBF,
A

DOWN

country

fastener
16 Portend
17 Remainder
18 American

T"y17VIgilinfAr &Ur.

Answers to
Hideaword

,e5>

Ba

1 Shed tears
2 On the

15 Wooden

heave
'MIS 21 day

Five Minutes to

59 Small child

sight
14 Finished

vice

Anaroved thh Jori, day of Apdt ISM,

9

58

12 Samuel's
teacher (Bib,)
13 Come into

Wise, don't pull against the

and ape, in pose°. Oleomed. and

ATTEST:

VIlagClrk

Village Clerk of

57 Facility

the Wind"

WINO OF 1.10515V, OUT p RE,
GENTEMAN..11ANDY AROUND

-

56 Transgression

8 "- with

over the unavoidable wastes
time and energy.,

af,k, t,

Meditation

Cfeor

Something to Read

4 "God's Little

being., The Aries who frets

.4E,========tmd"'="'"*---"*"d

2

2:00

32 Man in a Suitcase

at

41

-"

SURE, IT'S 14040 PRESENT,
IT'S A LITTLE 804 TO KEEP
SWF '11.1!

link today may prevent your
keginning a new project. Be

ARIES (March 22

Ordlep.

Late Report

1:55

g ets involved in outmaneuvering greedy
ranchers during territorial land.grabbing
in Montana. With
Dorothy Malone.

'c':_""4

Peace"

20): Be content with things as
they arc
at least for the time

shall be In full force and ,Tlect Itom

DONALD W. GOODMAN

0a.moineorroggepartnows

hereto and=

""

SECTION DIKE: Thdt

2

1:30

I "all

Park.

1 "- and

some time alone this afternoon
to work things out for yourself.

me.

P9R1lagOcg"f-

Reflections

Tall
RidIng.11 Randolph Scott

44 Continuous News,
Weather, Sports

ACROSS

March
211. A day when a little togeth-

S ubicrIptions

44MtlItoz1:12Zimg.1 the NORTHWEST MOSQUITO ABATEMENT

====',1=7.

Dn.*
19'15'

=

however.

PISCES (Feb. 20

HOOssio

ionolMeetings ondiee

9.Y

THE BORN LOSER

ride.

1122

A00.001013000 599.01100
450.00

it late

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2i - Feb.

Hoe ei

e.r0ro

7

Show

Answer to Previous Puzzle

191: Demands made upon your

tee

mode'attached
a po

"Zre7;
Ennalna

Maintenance

Who

4

.....__
- i 6-

this time. You .11 make up for
,

erness goes

KlEgo°

- ,

i

11116-.- i

-

Jan: 20): Personal obligations
may keep you from advanCing

oba of which

rio7Oteti'pr=t

475.80

'TE '`

1111nois;

673600

4-.

te, er

life; demon-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

a47.....nds cod*

tt2met

lrolnIng ape..

be

Vol.=

rielephone.

Iz,,t°,7:

Am.,. Poo

Vbe=6.)74 d.

endesdko !kmot

Tom Gocrtz, 790 Westgate,
and Dale Black, 1657 Howard
painting house
bets on curbs through thenum.
city.
Earnings from their sum-

o::Cargf

"SECTION ONE: That all Ond

o7nrt

Olga Amigo

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Th is is an excellent
time to gain a head start over
ti
the opposition.

lo.

shall b

11400.00

.ru.s4;17nr'cl0r Sprayers 6 Fog gen

i,

42eg

on the employment sena at

,,arotan ann., Luna Tana

0..,EI LO SAF ETY

,110,

signs of a new trend on the

ONEd

d

7

i

,-7,-,4

I

Dec.22): Keep alert to the first

IWO

-

.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

OF

c

E'

about

Cm FINIGFED.

A CONIC 00000.'

may show themselves against
your plans for the future.

" g Ara'S

proved by ihe p,esidenr
rote. o th Village
ary
peel on F

Dick Coven

7

Baltimore Orb
0100 at White Sot

,,per

SAID, "IF YOU CANT
I-ICK V M,..,01WEM ."

WHEN

CALMLY READING

SILJ-IONSCEEVII-,
LEITHIL GERMS...

AS 'AMC-1,30PY ONCE

10'11 GUN HAVE IT

AND YOS STAND 20000,

WEWE LITERALLY
SURROLMIDEO HY

strate now when loved ones

OF, THE:oVILLAGf

TRUSTEES

tot o.

44000

tr;,°.°,2,°"'
EATN, E.T.A ..=

attitude

eaud

R.EndEd

10.600 0.00

3.403.110

of riders and rapidly rising

2 youths paint
house numbers

Meow

TOP.1,Ts." '

13.90100

...gairow farrow,.

50.00

le hee

properly intended

eAe

Foster,

.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 2.11:

You can build moral support
for your cause if you present
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Sandwich art. -

Klehm's evergreens

Your chance o be creative

give your house that
finished look.

by Nora Naughton

(Day Food editor)
Diverse is the sandwich, Few foods are more,
plebeian than a simple spread between bread, yet
few can equal in elegance the open -face master-

pieces created by the Danes or the Old World
layered loaves

See our many varieties

A flavor rich combination of ingredients is
used in the layered topping of Chicken Sandwich

of arborvitae, fir,
hemlock, juniper,

Puffs served open face on raisin bread The
distinctive taste of raisin bread will lend importance to special occasion sandwiches whether
they are served plain or toasted

pine, spruce,
and yew from $3.95.

A sandwich loaf is equally impressive when
brought to the table and sliced Hot Ripe Olive
Sandwich Loaf makes a firm presentation and
features two layers of ham, eggs, olives and

We at Klehm's Nursery grow
our own stock in our
own fields.

pickles combinations

Spiedini offers a similar use of the loaf combining sausage and Mozzarella cheese tucked in
herb buttered Italian bread This sandwich, held

together with a skewer, is dipped in a milk mixture, sprinkled with cheese and baked
When the sandwich is ready the cook can turn

You can be sure

.

our plant materials
are especially developed
to thrive in our Northern
Illinois climate.

artist on her own Lettuce (leaf, Boston or iceberg) will provide a frilly frame for each
HOT RIP OLIVE SANDWICH LOAF
% cup canned California ripe olives
4 hard cooked eggs
6 tablespoons mayonnaise
1/2 teaspoon salt

1 cup ground cooked ham
3 tablespoons diced dill pickle
I 1 -pound) unshced loaf bread
Soft butter

Combine ripe olives, cut into small pieces,
with chopped eggs, 2 tablespoons mayonnaise
and salt Combine ham, remaining 4 tablespoons
mayonnaise and dill pickle Cut bread lengthwise

into 3 slices Spread ripe olive filling over first
slice ham filling on second and put loaf back
together

Spread loaf with soft butter Bake in moderately hot oven 375 degrees 15 to 20 minutes until
crisp and hot Cut into thick slices and serve with
cheese cause Makes six to eight servings

CHEESE SAUCE Combine ti cup milk and 2
cups diced processed cheese Stir over low heat
anal melted Thal wit): addmonal milk if needed
Spechm, an adapta-

tion of an Old World
favorite, is a perfect
treat for an informal
party

Browse through our large sales
yard where you will find a huge
selection of evergreens, shade
trees and ornamental trees and
shrubs We have all sizes in all
varieties.

-FOOD
its DAY

Sausage and Mozzarella --baked
SPIEDINI
1 loaf Italian bread
1/2 cup butter or margarine, room temperature
1 clove garlic, finely minced
Vi teaspoon oregano
V) teaspoon rosemary
12 slices cotto salami, cervelat, summer sausage
or bologna
24 pieces (1 by 11/2 by V, inch) Mozzarella cheese
2 eggs

for all your gardening and landscaping needs

iS cup milk
h teaspoon salt

'

35 cup shredded Parmesan cheese

Cut ends from loaf of bread, then sliced into 8

Special for rose lovers

coupon 717s7T man
FpRuErcEh

si et ho any $ 5

equal portions Make 3 evenly spaced slashes,
crosswise, in each bread slice, not quite through
Combine butter or margarine, garlic, oregano
and rosemary. Spread cut bread surfaces with
butter mixture. Cut sausage slices M half. Wrap
half slices of sausage around a piece of cheese.
In each slash place a piece of sausage rolled

A sandwich loaf such as this one of hot ripe
olives features two layers of ham, eggs, olives and
pickles.

around cheese.

Thread a long skewer (metal or bamboo)
through each bread slice. Beat together eggs,
milk and salt. Dip each skewered sandwich in
milk mixture. Sprinkle with cheese and place on

uo

baking sheet.

Heat in hot oven (400 degrees) until cheese
melts, 6 to 8 minutes. Makes 8 servings.

Chicken puffs on raisin bread

roses
Algonquin (Route 62) At Arlington Hts. Roads
Arlington Heights, Ill
437-2880
Open evenings now for your convenience
Mon. -Fri. 8-8 Sot. 8-6 Sun. 9:30-5

use your Midwest Bank Card or Klehm's Charge

rose bubbler
good through May 15.

I
I

Ilaimemaiimomm mum me =mill
NOW OPEN IN LAKE ZURICH
Convenient to the far Northwes t Suburbs

Rt.12 (Rand Rd.) -3 mi. SE of Rt. 22

RAISIN BREAD CHICKEN SANDWICH PUFFS
3 cups chopped cooked chicken
1/4 cup chopped chutney or pickle relish
1/2 cup mayonnaise

A teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon lemon juke
12 slices raisin bread

Puff Topping
Butter

with Puff Topping. Broil 3 or 4 inches from heat
until puffed and tinged with brown, about 2 or 3
minutes.

Meanwhile toast remaining raisin bread
on both sides; butter and cut in half. Place one
sandwich puff on each plate with 2 half slices
raisin toast.

Garnish as desired with artichoke hearts and,
ripe olives. Makes 6 servings.

-

Combine chicken, chutney, mayonnaise, salt

and lemon juice. Lightly toast 6 slices raisin

PUFF TOPPING: BeSt I egg white with %,ti tea-

Plain or toasted, raisin bread adds an intriguing

bread on one side under broiler. Spread chicken
mixture over untoasted sides and almost cover

spoon cream of tartar Until stiff. Gently fold in 2

flavor to this open face Chicken Sandwich Puff

tablespoons mayonnaise.

complemented by ripe olives and artichokes.
ie
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Aunt Name Bram Orange
or Grepefroll-areaktest

1110% Moats

01.. yM.APrka

S01.
Pkg.

OINTMENT

9

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

ez:. 780

irEiM

II

Mood.. Bald

Swanson
Swanson Dinners
EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

..

o.riz

Woo.

MM 0119.34 141,41
Nt Ball EIq. Hoak

A Suss

Eryger omp.Cut Disaeunt Prins

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

A

bb,: $142

COFFEE

Everyday Deepest °taunt Price

sli.

A7c

McCormick gated

SUPREME

.

:Zit/

La.) WU)

FREE

*vita"

GROUP PICTURE
With your hooklal Boom

S600-miroltoscorecorm--.

3

"L.

LIMNINGMR

WALL DECOR

F
E-

FgaTPTIVernEZtV,:`,,OVETa33

Cocoon mires Jonz 31,1870
LIMIT ONE COUPON PEE 1.1111C1041

7
1WATF.,MMMTIT7KM(T.FTm
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Cold, Cool World
Waterfall.

Cooking with wine requires finesse

thlm we want only the Elmer of
dm Mae. Exceptions am dem
sats, gelatin molds, etc. These

The term ',00hing wine. is
misnomer,or at least it

One need not always serve or

use white wine with poultry.
Although the two blend well

redoes usually call for sweet

together. there

is

always the

hough to drink it is not ging

wines. Even so, much of the alcohol evaporates when added

exaction. Don't be inhibited

to enhance the flavor of your
cooking. The main reason for

M warm mixture, while it la
"resting" and while it is king

ous and try your own com-

adding wine to a dish is for the
added flavor, a poor wine
Will add poor flavor. Naturally,

stirred. The sweet wines

Should be. If a wine is not good

binatons when 'serving 'and
cooking with wiRR.
Yield: Serves 6 toll

-

M expensive imporvited wine.
However, it should be a good
4Uatity wine, and the remainder of the bottle should proper-

young chickens, eat into

Use the wine in the cooking
and serve the remainder with
your meal. This is not considered amen: ive cooking; it is

Wine also works as a meat tenQtrixer in many instances.

When cooking with wu ne.
alarm, remember to bring the.

CIIRISTA'S
COQ AU YIN ROUGE

flour

lots and brown them lightly.

1 bottle red Burgundy
2 teaspoons sugar

am using this cleiic lolls tee-

2 cloves garlic, minced
12 whole small mushrooms
2 sprigs celery lops

Provonea of
France M illustrate a point.

lute. We are not looking for

nutmeg

very large skillet, brown the
aft pork strips. Add Me shal-

dy

(Clobta's chicken in red when)
ipe

raerika
Va pound shit pork, cut into
finger -sire strips
24 whole shallots
3 tablespoons warmed bran.

just good cooking.

food to a boiling point and aim
mar for a few minutes or longer to burn off the alcohol. Adding wine at the very last min.'
me and not bringing it to boil
can leave a rather strong after

Dour.

black pepper

be good served with this dishy

ly be served with your meal.

Meanwhile, in a shallow
carthenwear casserole or

oak

yourself, 'What wine would

from the

2 sPrigS rosemary II ea -

and cbok in a 375-degrce

pepper, paprika and nutmeg.
Then dredge the pieces in

serving
O
pieces

certain recipe is to simply ask,

garnl out of the celery loge.

a damp cloth and rub them
.with a mixture of salt, black

Issas

A good way to determine
what type of wine to use In a

I sprig thyme (1/4 amnesty
dried thyme)
6 or 7 sprigs parsley
spoon whole rosemary)
1 large bay leaf
I
Mblespoon comelarch
(optional)
Wipe the chicken parts with

by a lot of rules. Be advontur-

ly do not leave a strongafter
after

need 'not benntage year

Add chicken pieces and brown
them on all sides, turning
frequemly. Discard the salt
pork from the casserole.
Pour warm brandy over the
chicken and set aflame. when

the flame burns out pour
bottle of burgundy over the
chicken. Add sugar, garlic and
mushrooms. Make a bouquet

thyme, pa'isley, rosemary and
bleaf. Add to the casserole.

in them 11% possible, also the
egg whites.

Remove the bouquet garni

1

role. If sauce seems too thin.
thicken with I tablespoon
cornstarch

which

been

has

slim! into a paste with a little
burgundy. Simmer. anerole
for 10 minutes or until the

This torte is made much like

bleb chocolate morsels over

the Viennese tones that use
ground nuts in place of flour

has. not boiling, water. Cool.

corponued into the eggs for
leavening. This is the mom of
succas

-

Betty Crocker's Hostess Cook.
boot suggests Beef Wellington
with all the trimmings:
ruby consomme,
pohaloes parmemN
Waled earrog, green peas md
onions,
lowed apple,
sake coffee

TENDERLOIN OF
BEEF WELLINGTON
3 -pound beef tenderloin
Nblespoons soft Mater
I teaspoon salt
W teaspoon pepper
3 pie mast sticks

Mushroom Filling (below)
I egg
tablespoon water
Brown Same (below)

Heat oven to 425 degrees.
Tie a heary string at sacral

points around

tenderbin.
Place on rack in shallow pan.

Spread butter over top and
sides of tenderloin; sprinkle
with salt and pepper. Sake 20

minuts. Remove to cooling
Ma, let stand until cool, about
30 minutes.

whipping the egg

Mnehroom Milton

In small skillet, cook and
stir I pound fresh Mushroom,
finely chopped. N cup chopped onion, 13 cup dry sherry.
.14 cup butter a. D cup s
ped mosley until onion is ten-

with several side dishes of mixed egetables for
colorful table.

Add a new dip to your list
If You're looking for ways to sparkle up your springtime enter.'

wining,y

ture from those ''sums old dim" that al*, scam to appear at
every

For on exciting new 'dipper Co serve with Cottage Cheese -

With spring just around the corner. this Comae Cheese -Avocado Dip would make a great addition to your next party menu.

Avocado Dip, set out a generous basket of the newest snack from

onion,

parsley.

The subtle flavors of cottage cheese and avocado arc given

General Mills Wheat Chip. Wheat Chips am crisp chins not
crackers with the honest-to-goodne. flavor of hearty whole

pony ging wi. the addition of lemon juice. Wercestemhirt
=WI. onion. chili powder and Tabasco. Ifs delicious depar-

outlay golden snacks.
Here's rho recipe for Cottage Cheese -Avocado Dip from the
Betty Crocker Kitchens.

curely, moistening with water
if necessary. Roll out leftover
parlay; cut out small designs -

COTTAGE CHEESE -AVOCADO DIP

Rowers, stars or other cutouts.
Garnish top of past, with cut ants. Mix egg and water; brush

I cup creamed cottage cheese
I avocado, peeled, pitted and cut up
I teaspoon lemon juice

crumbled, and

I

'

frigertre at !cast one hour. Serve with Wheat Chips. Makes 11/2

Receives grant
A National Science Foundation fellowship has been
awarded to Kenneth Peck.
and
St. Vialoecu(blab

.c
I o introduce their new Wheat Chops home
'economists at General Mills have dreamed up this
new "dipper' combining cottage cheese and an
-avocado.

Devotees love mock lobster
who is encumbered by a had-

dock budget, "Mock Lehner"
is offered as a weekday substilute.

cup vinegar
I pound frozen haddock
fillets, thawed

y cup butter
Vs lenspoon paprika

Bring water to boil. Add
Developed by home monomists at The West Bend Co.,
'Mork Lobster's was created

for cooking in the ft ve.quart
Master-ovenette

from

the

Town House line of porcelainonutoinless steel cookware.

MOCK LOBSTER
.

spices M bag, bay leaves and
vinegar, reducing heat to me diem. Add fillets and cook until fish turns white (about two
to three minutes).
Remove fillets immediately
and place on oven broiler rack.
Brush with butter end sprinkle
with paprika. Broil three

3 quarts water

inches from broiler unit for

I tablespomambettplekling

seven to eight minutes. Do not
tum. Serve with lemon butter.
Makes four servings.

syk.e.s. tied In cheesecloth bag
2 bey leaves

r

Tuesday and Wednesday Special!
Introducing our new
authentic English style
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS

9 a.m. to 11 p.m.

CHANNEL 44
COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

Fish and Chips
$129
602 W. Northwest Hwy.,
Arlington Heights
253-3544

69'

14'

P175'

3;

N

30';ATE BREAD

69'

6'

5'

29.

NA,
47.

SALTY PRETZELS

39'

10'

WHITE BREAD

29'

BLEACH

39`

28'

WHITE BREAD

35

SPRAY CLEANER.

;9'

10'

RAISIN BREAD

RS`

PECAN SHORT BREAD COOKIES

53'

AVEs

10

vijr

ROMANO GRATED CHEESE

0..

49.

37'

2'

":1T"

SHAVE CREAM

user

60'

PHIL. CREAM CHEESE

'18.

IP

70'

VELVEETA CHEESE

29'

36'

BUTTERMILK BISCUITS

65'

MOUTHWASH

"fi:
TIT

28'

CINNAMON ROLLS

TOOTHPASTE

69'

49'

P

Smoked Link Sausage

70'

MARGARINE

20'

SLICED SWISS CHEESE

66'

AMERICAN CHEESE SLICED

10'

89.
89'

.svE.

BUFFERIN

63'

34'

29

SAVE 8'

"rlir
29'

2.

6'

81.

WIVEETA CHEESE

2A

AM. SLICED CHEESE

59'

P

With this coupon aid any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP Store
thou May 2,1970.

69'
9.

99c

8

Plus Pew.

89c

CUT-UP 35' 1.11.

98'

INOODLES ROMANOFF

43'ar

MACARONI & CHEESE

PLAIN SALT

TANGY ITALIAN DINNER
CREAMER

TEA & COFFEE PRODUCTS
INSTANT COFFEE

P

With this capon end any Purchase
of any Chicago Division AAP Store
thin May 2,1970.

I

8'

79.

20'

PLAIN GELATIN
VL'AIN
WHIP & CHILL DESSERT

22'

"i8,1"

2iy;

2/22

7,

2%29`

27;

11/`

16 -CT. TEA BAGS

INSTANT PUDDING

TEA BAGS

LO CAL FRENCH DRESSING

MEANT COFFEE

ITALIAN DRESSING

INSTANT COFFEE

WHITE CAKE MIX

INSTANT COFFEE

DEVIL FOOD CAKE MIX

FREEZE DRIED COFFEE

YELLOW CAKE MIX

24'

49'
!MO
14'
39`

39'
Ol111(10 .11111

INSTANT COFFEE

59'

24`

*This item multi ple.priceri at the store for even
greater savings. Single unit price used for easier

10'

comparison.

LOOK FOR
THESE
SAVE SIGNS
WHEN
YOU SHOP

9'

39'

THESE
SIGNS CAN

NONE
RNER

SAW:

SAVE YOU

MANY
DOLLARS

CEEEP
SAVE 30'

PICNICS
WHOLE
LB.

5 TO 8 LB. AVG.
SLICED & TIED 53' LB. I

490

COFFEE CRYSTALS

lg.

912

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ARP Store
three May 2,1970.

LB.

SAVE 30'
SAVE 7'

FRESH

ALP

TOMATO JUICE

FRYER LEGS CANTALOUPE

490

BREASTS 69 LB.

SAVE 25'

LB.

3

SIZE

FOR

111.

25'

With this coupon and nay purchase
at ony Chicago Division ALP Store

100

thin May 2,1970.

SAVE 7'

EIGHT O'CLOCK

SAVE 10'

JANE PARKER

HAVOIWIST

FOLGER'S COFFEE
74B.

$140
s

P

With this capon end ortY Pura.se
at ony Chicago Division RIP Store
Shoe May 2,1970.

$119

tl

AMPLE 1,11.4 PARKING

OPEN DAILY

8 A.M. until
Midnight

x:a,

COFFEE

790

CUSTOM
GROUND

.3 -LB. BAG '2" I

SAVE 15'

II

-

V"

M:

,1,:ltiOCA PUDDING

SUPER RIGHT - FRESH

CAN

.41,111

77iV

77=r
11[1.11

COFFEE0111[1.11
99'

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

2.

"""iT"

IODIZED SALT

NOODLES

39na

8'
14'
2'

armaarro

.Imr
N60.57irs

83'LA

w.T.r

SAVE 25'

SAVE 15°

Lar ge Eggs
Rossi 12", 22 oz. Pizza
Sausage & Cheese

45'

iODLES ALMONDINE

SUPER RIGHT - SMOKED

29°

WHOLE

SAVE 8'

3/92`

53

NOODLES. :tr"

HP

S9'

FRYERS
2 TO 3 LB. AVG.

Pepsi -Cola

Ice Cream

HP

6,0

FAVORITE CEREALS

Wanzer

"11"

47`

S.

7/20'

E

29, -

65'

10'

49'

SLICED NATURAL BRICK CHEESE

280

MARS INSTANT

CRISCO OIL

89c
69c

3'

SUPER RIGHT - FRESH

BTL

Sliced Bacon

4'
4'

15'

'or

IRIST

MINT TOOTHPASTE

ASPIRIN

Breakfast Special

agar

35'

gAr

ISE16.

10'

adobe

4

I PT.8 02. 5 7C
.

49.

GRATED PARMESAN CHEESE

MOUTHWASH

CORN OIL
VEGETABLE OIL

NEUFCHATEL CHEESE

MAIM.

PRUNES

25xn

VEGETABLE OIL

0 MI

VITAMINS WITH IRON

DAILYTIL MIDNIGHT

ill

1201

VITAMINS

35'

..q.,1"

PRUNES

CANE & MAPLE SYRUP

40

39'r

BUCKWHEAT PANCAKE FLOUR "Ir.

ORASO

39

"7"
rumor

17'

SLOPPY JOE MIS

DAIRY PRODUCTS
CREAM CHEESE

KiV

PANCAKE FLOUR

MAYONNAISE

10'

80

45.

111115MET

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

39-

19'

53'

Fan

MIRACLE WHIP

VANILLA WAFERS

29'

1/33

49,

COLE SLAW DRESSING

m49'

EXTRA STRONG MUSTARD

2/25'IR

1

3;

2/39'

PANCAKE FLOUR

SPAGHETTI SAUCES

1OXIPAR

CUP aKES

5

PORK A BEANS
FRUIT COCKTAIL

ITALIAN DRESSING

SPAGHETTI SAUCE MIX

10'

11.

MORE GROCERY SAVINGS

42'

CATSUP

-

2/38'

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

'

1000 ISLAND DRESSING

3St"

SANDWICH BREAD

3'

30'

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE

"79.""

FRENCH DRESSING

2/29`

28'

3;
v...

V&A BLUE CHEESE DRESSING

8`

1"

39'

ORANGE DRINK

vi,THIPL1 PLUMS

41'

CIDER VINEGAR

8'

2/30'

SANDWICH COOKIES

el

FOOD MART

April 29th three
May 101h

Pints

6'

10111;1100

"3T°

2/4?`
79.

SPINACH

s.

311.11111

75 .

HAIR SPRAY

PANTRY

Planning

TOASTER PASTRIES

APPLE PIE
22-02,
8 -IN SIZE
LB.

SAVE

10'

49

"Pie. 29e
With this coupon end ay purchase
at ay Chicago Division AlP Store
thra May 2,1970.

SAVE 10'

EA.

qour plaidgimp

The Ideal
Summer Vacation

catalog

Choose from luggage, golf clubs, camping and picnic supplies, games and sports
equipment everything; including the trip itself, redeemable for Plaid Stamps!

He

including
Sun. & Holidays

Were proodenbalnewn as the family PHA wow..
EnolittthedlOag

VANILLA WAFERS

LIQUID SHAMPOO

OPEN

SALE DATES

a

22'

mi. TOOTHPASTE

including Sun.
and Holidays

BONANZA

39'

...
49'

4S'

TOMATOES

TUNA FISH

45'

20'

IMMO IE

"Cig

1/111PILE33'

'1E'OC. CREAM SAND. COOKIES

SIR 141

Fresh Grade A

FISH

2/9`

FABRIC RINSE

CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP

34'

ENGLISH MUFFINS

2'

RIONIF

45'

KRA

B AM. oil

4

WORM

29'

00tE

CHUNK PINEAPPLE

-,Ap

CORN OIL

6

WHITE BREAD

61'
83'

COLD CREAM

WE STOCK OVER 3,000 ITEMS FOR POUR SELECTION

cups.

tric2niwi

HEALTH.& BEAUTY AIDS

School. Arlington Heights.

Makes eight servings.

10'

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

tablespoons butter, a little at a
time.

BEANS

SHORTENING

49PARKER
'

xar

22;/`

LIQUID DETERGENT

SPRAY DEODORANT

foil. Bake 30 minutes or until
pastry is golden brown. baron
Brown Sauce over tenderloin.

CHOC. MIDGE SAND,COOKIES

10

LIQUID DETERGENT

39.
AXE

53.

CORN CHIPS

31.

BLEACH'

foil .d two spatulas to help

In blender container or mixer bowl, combine all Ingredients
comet Wheat Chipm mix until smooth and creamy. Coven le-

CLEANSER

43'

HIM(

10'

SCOURING PADS

five mine. longer. Stir in 2

transfer tenderloin.) Remove

at`

31'

PORK & BEANS

MORE GROCERY SAVINGS

STA O

down on baking sheet. (U. the

2 drops Tabasco
Wheat Chips

79'
s.o.s.

TOOTHPASTE

Reduce oven to 400 dogmas.
Carefully place pastry -wrapped
tenderloin seam side

2 teaspoons chopped union
1.4 teaspoon salt
AP tespoon chili powder

29'

110 MY

DRAIN CLEANER

vegulable mixture. Stir in 3 tablespoons dry sherry, simmer

01

;;

PLASTIC WRAP

LIQUID STARCH

sicNn

:whey

59`

LIQUID STARCH

crushed thyme leaves; simmer
30 minutes. Strain mixture

mmhematiea

Ics

SPRAY WAS

loaf,
teaspoon

over top andkides of put,.

yteaspoon Worcestershire sauce

SPRAY DEODORIZER

23'

*CRANBERRIES

OR

COOKIES

18'

RAMO, AY

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

BAKERY PRODUCTS

Of

49'

bay

I

Midnight

wheat. With on without dips, yourgueste are certain to love tents

59'

mr

SPRAY WAX

spoon finely chopped celery. 2
sprigs

SAVE

SPRAY STARCH

27:

*VEGETARIAN BEANS

.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

',25,

PINEAPPLE JUICE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

FABRIC RINSE

3

into rectangle, 24 by
Inches; cut to make edgeseven.

maining surface of pastry,
leaving a one -inch margin on
each side. Roll tenderloin and
pastry; seal seam and ends se-

instant
time

tablespoons
finely chopped carrot. I tableped

of boiling water or cool milk.
On aluminum foil, roll pastry

Place tenderloin at ed.; of
bnger side of pastry. Spread
Mushroom Filling over re-

Sr.. Nan RanciWo. E2.50.

ry, 1 tablespoons finely chop-

OPEN
DAILY

times the designated amount

Cooking The Easy
mo Wineome,
Way. published by the Wine
Advisor). Board. 717 Market

Brown Sauce
In saucepan combine 2 cups
beef bouillon,
cup dry sher-

pare pie crust sticks as directed

on inside wrapper for one crust pie except -three

fore serving.
'This simple yet delicious
to
recipe c
Iron) Dour-

7/3!5

PEARSS

PRICES EFFECTIVE IN ALLCHGO. DIV.
A8P STORES THPU SAT. MAX 2,1970.

ted powdered sugar or &comic with whipped cream be-

39'

/YAM.

VEG. SOUP

...

serving or store in refrigerator
tightly covered. Dust with sif-

der rind all liquid absorbed.

Remove string; pat tenderloin dry with paper towel. Pm -

For that extra special dinner let the elegance of
Beef Wellington come to your rescue. Highlight it

warm driwle 4 to 6 tablespoons of muscatel over the
lop. Cool thoroughly before

Combine sugar, butter and salt
and beat until creamy. Add
egg yolks one at a time. beating
well aftor each addition. Blend
in cooled. melted chocolate. 14

end depend solely on the air in-

.

41!

Mal) PINEAPPLE

10,01

choice is yours
famous National Brands at prices we believe
will save you money or quality A&P Brand products at prices we
know will save you money ... meaningful savings without asking
you to sacrifice quality.
We feel a responsibility to remind you of this choice ... this
significant way to cut food costs. We think knowing this is important to you
today.

move from heat and while Mill

4 to 6 tablespoons California monad pro drizzle on lop)

CANNED FOODS

No matter what you buy on this page, you can be sure of
getting a quality product and an excellent value. We at A&P
guarantee your complete satisfaction without reservation. The

pulled

Bake in a moderate oven at 350

14 cup California muscatel
11/2 cups hlwched almonds,
gro ond
W cup fine bread crumbs

SUPERIICHOCOLATE,
TORTE

is

degrees for 60 minutes. Re-

6 eggs, separated

broth is clear.

it

through them. Fold gently but
into chocolate
thoroughly
mixture. Pour, into ginch
spring form pan greased and
dusted with fine bread crumbs.

6 -mince package (I cup)
sank -went chocolate morsels
I cop sugar
VI cup softened butter
15 teaspoon salt

and serve chicken in the casse-

when

beater

1lieHt One 8 -limb code

the Chicken is tender.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

There are about 266 Comparative items listed on this page.
Half of them are popular National Brand products. They represent
a fraction of the many National Brands we .11. The other half are
famous A&P Brand products,

cup Inuaatel.almonds and dm
brend. monk:
:
In ass:parole bowl km egg
whites until they arc Stiff
enough to hold a point with the

oven for 45 minutes or until

If your husband's boss Ls
coming to dinner or you're entertaining your mothenimlaw
for the first time, what will you
serve and can yuu do it well?

lr

WITHOUT SACRIFICING QUALITY, WITHOUT RISKING A PENNY

yolks until very light and Mary. incorporating as much air -

Dress up dinner with dramatic beef Wellington

For the devot. of lobster

You Can Cut Food Costs...

WE Reserve the Righ!te Limit Cluontities and Coned Printers arms

ARLINGTON_HTS.
1818 N. State Rd.

"ILT._PROSPECT

DES PLAINES:

31514._Main St.

815 Lee. St.

,

ELK -GROVE

SCHAUMBURG

ARLINGTON HES.

Devon & Tonne Rd.:

Higgins Road

1601 W. Camlasell

&Rte. 58

BARRINGTON
300 N. Haugh St.

PALATINE

276 NorthiMit

THE
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Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

01/11)

ap Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices'

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

10 ENRICH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF FINE FOODS,

Season offers spring picnicking
By Maroarele Murphy

At

our

we

house

are

Ardently waiting for the right
Sunday morning before
trees are in full leaf to visit the
Morton Arboretum. Prom
Imbit, we are early risers:
therefore, packing a brunch
basket and
arriving there

promptly at 8 a.m. (when it
opens) is not o hardship.
In case you have never nisRug this bit of paradise, the

Marton Arboretum on Illinois
53, north of Lisle, Ill., is the
best preserved and maintained
_ weeded area in the state. You

can drive through and pay

along some fund,
I Would ragged a Ilackhondl

viduelly wrapped in paper
towels to absorb fat and keep
her. Chicken will mmain hot if
placed in a heavy casserole,

of kindness to your feet,
to

because

leave

heel

marks would be unfair. Bineat!, a. cameras on slings

thermos of coffee and sweet

rolls. Now that one can buy
chicken by

auggest legs and thighs. os they

Mips among the members of
your family.
A YOUNG friend infected

have only one bone and make
better linger food.

me with her curiosity for in-

BACKHENDL

sects. She tome over a boulder

Chicken legs and thighs

now and then for inspection,
The Arlington Farm Bureau
has a handbook of the inSca
mold to help you understand

small parking fee of 50 <attest
the gate, where, upon request.

a friendly keeper will furnish

you with a free map of the

Salt
please)

the little creatures.
With all this hiking and

grounds. If this is your first Ass
it, 1 would ask him to mark the

flesh air you arc sure to become ravenous, md, in the

site of a small remote parking
area, where better observation

to toe lets

1/2 cup flour
I egg, beaten

done. Then cover tightly.

1 cup milk

grounds

11/2

ps

Vegetable Soup
CHICKEN VEGETABLE
Wyler's Soup

bread

dried

crumb, (crumbs made from
Kaiser rolls taste better)

while wing is possible. The

comfort of your car, nuyeat as
well as °Warm the awakening

amp also audio. hiking trails,

of spring. Rest assured, you

ing

Lard or vegetable shorten-

the

Env.

Pork and Beans

'

A last reminder. leave the
before

12 :2

CAMPBELL'S

Sunday

rowds arrive and the spell of
spring is broken. Oh. yes, for

Home Style Beans

memory's sal., take a small

CHUN KING

notebook and pencil also -- to
jot down a line or two.

Meatless Fried

Cookies. They're crisp and flavorful, offer nourishing snacks and Taffy
Milk.

Hi ho for spring cookies
Spring brings a variety of
treasures for children, among
them daffodils and long sweet

days of play. lacks and jumpropes pop up with the flowers and the sock of baseball in
glove is heard throughout the
and, The pace
pace of life quickens

with the

of growing

things, and it's the time of year

when children need nourishing food M keep their vitality
level high.

A couple of generations
ago, the spring tonic tamed up
as regularly as the violet. Most
families, especially country

folk, had their own formelm.
Nam remedies for perking up

70°.,

Supreme sar
Spaghetti Sauce 31°'

Many were

fm

herbal

INTO 111E

imagine its aroma and taste.
There's a happier fate in

sweetener,

goes

the

concentrated

juice of sugar cane, aged and

store for today's youngsters.
While the basic feeling that

blended, and the sugar content

provides a quick enegey lift.
Valuable source of iron, too,

children needed an energy
boost in the spring was correct,
we prefer nourishing foods

needed to help build red blood
and to help prevent anemia.
Protein is provided by nonfat dry milk and egg, and rolled

that taste great. Hop 'n' Skip
Cookies, perfect for the after -

school milk break, don. that. oats offer carbohydrate. Milk
And dm ingredients list was joins the West Indies molasses
carefully aelected. by mod - in supplying calcium, and the
cookies derive vitamin A from
grated carrot, and B vitamins

ing in serve?

A supply of
.pnd
ou cans
of salmon on an
oneemergency
shelf keeps you ready for any
emergency. With

these

arrichoke hear.
4-ounce
ron sliced mushroom, drained
I.pound .lull ndmon
Half.and.half
Dash Cayenne
1/2 teaspoon mit
2 tablespoons sherry
2
tablespoonscornflake
combs

2 tablropoons grated chase
Paprika

Cook artichokes accenting
to package directions. Drain

well and empty into a 1'h -

(maid or plant takes in and
utilizes food substances!'
Today's concern
among
health add nutrition experts b

that too many are raking In
lot of "empty calorie" foods
a. not enougg "sum ;tad suboverly diet conscious without Finding out
what you can eat that is enjoyable, nutritious and less fattening is a basic problem.

Rui-

1/2 cup non-fat dm milk
1 cup sifted flour
tO teaspoon each, minden.
sod cinnamon

I clove garlic, mincod
I tablespoon chopped parsley

te.poort sell

I tablespoon taragon vine-

Si teaspoon sods
1 teaspoon baking Powder.
nose grated rorrober Reeled

gar
1/2 teaspoon dried thyme
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
Dash mace
she
,5oh t taste

mouth

Drain and flake odmon.
ombine crumbs and remaining ingredients. Arrange alternate

layers

of salmon and

crumb mixture in greased one -

quart shallow baking dish, ending with crumbs. Bake at 350
degrees for 25 to 30 minutes,
or until lightly browned.
Semes km,

Mg

ring sweet potatoes
cup raisins
the cups rolled oats

1

mcdiumsized potatoes,
peeled and thinly sliced
4

5'

Make six dozen cookies.

ingredients in skillet. Cover

and cook slowly 20 minutes.

,y.Seeing

it believing!

.S50

MANNHEIM Al HIGGINS

TELEPHONE 827-0700

except that they contain egg *

lids. Ice milk

4(

ll

,..

inually h. more sugar than *

*

ice cream.

F ROAST TOM TURKEY
ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
SHRIMP DE JONGNE EN CASSEROLE
QUEEN SIZE FILET

With All Me Trimmings

The ceramic tile on your

*.t,Oon Zwn.

bathroom floor and walls and

on your kitchen countertops'
ON HER SPECIAL DAY
LET US HELP YOJ TREAT

HER LIKE A OUEENI

e

1405 Algenqu

Rood

Rollg liAzdowa

Bar.
Btl.

I oz.
Jar

1

FREEZE DRIED

Sirloin Steak

8_

81 c
$189

Sanka Coffee

Chi
ib

38c

1:,:t;

A755:

ler

HERSHEY

Instant Cocoa
DOMINO

Cane Sugar
Jewel Maid Flour

49c
87c

5 VARIETIES

v;. 28c

Jell -o 1-2-3
QUAKER

Jar

GOOD THRU

ocnallE

2,5c

CHERRY VALLEY

Halves Apricots

Beautiful rustic atmosphere
Breakfast, lash. or dinner

-r

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Quick Barley

Porterhouse

BONUS SPECIAL

21c

Pkg.

GOOD THRU

MAY 2nd
ALL FLAVORS

plo

YUMMY

Ice Cream.

LESS

'7:: 48c

Figs
CHUNKS

INDIAN LAK ES

Dole Pineapple
Grape Juice
LIBBY - UNSWEETENED
Orange Juice
Tomato
Juice
DEL MONTE
Lima Beans
Hominy

1

-26c

CALL 894-5330
Bloomingdale and Sch.. Ras Bloomingdale. Iu

)k*

STOKELY

Can

FINEST

14
24°:

FREE DANDY

48c
39c

74

WITH THE PURCHASE OF

WITH THE PURCHASE OF

TWO DANDYBURGERS

TWO

at YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

at YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

10 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect
CoupenEspires May Me

\Cling Peaches

ONE FREE DANDY

10 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect
Coupon Expires May 31N

,

\

./"RE

29 OZ
CAN

PRICE 32`

73c

26_.

OW

eax$139
Sri.

NIAGRA

- ICEBERG

II

22 oz. 65c

Spray Starch

24

Can

Wax
Cleaner
Soap Pads
VANISH
Bowl Cleaner
SWIFF OUT
Drain Opener

7c

BRILL°

SIZE

\nrc8PE't°

lorcol°eClIEACH
CALIFORNIA

3,,,,J11°°
Strawberries
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Pastry Shop
1111111111111111

LA/ LAP LU
k
44

CHERRY VALLEY

The Restaurants with the All-American Menu

Liquid Deterge'
r* 1

Bleach

84c
84c

3/

Lx

SNOWY

Head Lettuce

MAY T6thRu

eK

3l
Bob

fabric Softener

CRISP

BONUS SPECIAL

yT

Detergent
LAUNDRY
Cheer Detergent 31;2CAIDI

RugGLORY

CREAMETTES

'B°r'
Pk.

89

4L GE I

ltd ICI

32c

it: 16c
Spinach
HUNT'S
14c
Con
1°.-.
Tomato Puree
7A7l. 14c
Macaroni
NABISCO
Wheat V9°.'.29`

Laundry Pre -Soak
t-]

39c

coo

,

Round
LB.
Steak
SWIFT PREMIUM OR LAZY MAPLE
Sliced
c
Bacon

Produce Market!

5 -UEBROOK

BIG G

99c

U.S.DA. CHOICE

I- Dm Ira Am

151/2 oi

BIZ

HAMBURGERS

HMI

tons

Wheaties
MR.
Bath Powder
I 0 E. No. West Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

Franks

69c

1 LB

PKG

6=54c
37c

BUBBLES

YANKEE DOODLE
DANDY

All Meat

Can

2C17

$109
LB."

1ST5

3Y

WELCH'S

'-.1111111

Rib
Steaks

SWIFT PREMIUM

Canh.

DEL MONTE

When You Buy 2 At The
Regular Price Of 55c Each
Use The Coupon Below at

ONE

ell.

Royal Jewel Coffee con

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

U.S.DA, CHOICE

THE BEST DINING ROOM
AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
IN WEST SUBURBIA

or

Featuring.

LB

41c

INDIAN LAKES IS...

(ACROSS FROM THE R.R. STATION

NOON TO 10 PM

or Western

gar.

BOX OF 200 2 -PLY

That's Right!
You Get A Third

cream are similar to iCO Crearrl

and total milk

21:,'

Jo,

Milani Dressing
PFEIFFER - CAESAR
Salad Dressing
SPIELMAN
White Vinegar
CARNATION
Coffee Mate

Facial Tissue

*
**
DANDy FREE:

*ice *

15

Peanut Butter
HEINZ
Piccalilli

BBQ Sauce

Style Roust

SABLE SOFT

food

tat and milk solids.
Frozen custard, French ice
cream, French custard

m

Yicot Preserves
PETER PAN -CRUNCHY

BR.

MUMBO - HICKORY

Steak

MAY 6th

Reasonable priceS

sum it is the highest in milk

Ice ilkto
miler ice

YUMMY

Fairways in line shape
Fabulous layout
Reserved Starling lone

added. Of the frozen dairy des.

cream but with lost milk fat

217

Two 18 -hole coursesj

productcoms.

yolk solids.

Grape Jam

Makes about four servings.

dew- decoalsomflaion

MOTHER'S DAY DINNER

Determine
a detergent

all

table.

CaPiplaiely sego, elope:

BAKED VIRGINIA NAM

vinegar to it. If it becomes
cloudy. it -contains -map -If -remains clear, it ik a *tracer.

I

4atebai

-

Chuck Wagon

THREE DIAMONDS

BONUS SPECIAL

THE BEST DAILY -FEE
GOLF COURSE
IN WEST SUBURBIA

AweKning ."' nay.ring'ore***************Alt*/r/r*

Vibbei

aml sprinkle ewer sauce. SPrin-

cleanser is a detergent, just add

1 teaspoon till
Dash pepper
Place musngeS in cold large

AT THE

constantly, until sauce is thickened. Stir in- sherry. Pour
sauce over almon.
Combine owns and Cheese

from b package whether
determine
a

Steed

nn4

ually stir in liquid and cook
over moderate heat, stirring

Soaps Often leave a dull film on
tile. If you cannot

onions,

Aligerreds traditional qualify

of dairy

INDIAN LAKES IS...

a Gourmet Mod

Inc cream is made tram milk

CFAEF-CUT

LIGHT CHUNK

WELCH'S

Bar.

Soy Sauce

Sprinkle snit and pepper over

aces

am confused.

bination

heet, Bake in 400 -degree even
10 minutes.

flake salmon over mushrooms
and artichoke hearts.
Jr saucepan melt butter. Stir
In flour and seasonings. Grad-

the Tile Council of America.

pound Italian -style

Many desserts are made
from home milk or cream
combinations. It is under Mendable then that they often

measuring cup and add Milled -half to make a total of I
cup liquid. Set liquid as

backsplashes should be
cleaned with a detergent, says

medium -sired

room availabk moan,

.Imon liquid into

and

2

spoon drippings.
add potatoes, green peppers
d
onions
to
=sage.

Milk desserts
go iced

and cream or from e

Cream together sonening.
sugar. molasses and egg. Sift
together non-fat dry milk,
flour, spice, baking soda and
baking powder;
stir into
creamed mature. Add gritted
carrot or as
potato, raisins
and rolled oats; mix well. ,...
Drop by level tablespoons
a lightly greased rookie

casserole. Sprinkle with

3 la, green peppers, ad

77c

BROD

into strip,

skillet. Brown slowly on

PERSH POTATO.
SAUSAGE SKILLET

it 0 Tlubodem Phshp P irn and Noah Turban

sides. Pour off all but

cut potatoes morn the diet al-

ittLndint, the conkr.

hatted, Mary Lou Re)

woith.

grater. Pour off excess liquid,
if necessary. Grate onion into
potatoes. Mix in egg, lour, xidt

four -inch pancakes.

The Es.

KIKKOMAN

f

36c.

itr.24c.
28c
loos
34c
32c
44c
62c
67c

CREAMY 1000 ISLAND

Mushroom Sauce W.' 33c
c
1.3
Bluebrook Tuna t'r,'..30
12.7 78c
Tuna in Water

mist seen FJk Grosetank

NOM' TIN flew Owe

dles Molasses
I egg

lain

Sea

3 tableSpoons flour
3/4 teaspoon WI
Dash pepper
Salad oil
Parc potatoes. Gale on fine

anh

SS cop Grandma's West la-

54 cup chopped green nn -

,/

medium-sized)
I small union, peeled

Nap sugar

1 -pound con salmon
IL4 cups dry Mend crumbs
1/2 cup melted butler

m n pressril Mon 01

2 pound, potato. (about

Ph cup shortening

SALMON DE JONGIIE

In Normal HI mantis
luchth Wendt p trumpeted

Turn once. Drain on absorbrot paper. Malta about 10

meal (minus globs of butter).
potato pancakes
with ha or sausages and a
canned
r fresh grapefruit

or dry ver-

eiblohmtnt and the &ginning
M ithtekrow. Tsscher at Dimon SIM Urammtly

FOR EXAMPLE, many

by stirring a tablespoon or two
of West Indies molasses into
the milk.

pm! Mtn*. at ths led so

FRESH POTATO
PANCAKES

and pe,r. Heat oil in skillet:
drop batter into oil. Fry aver
medium heat until crisp and
golden brown on both sides

Dad will be raiding the cookie
hie welt paprika. Bake at 450 jar &soften as the younmters.
degrees for IS minutes, or until bubble. Serves four.
110P 'V SKIP COOKIES

tablespoons Muter

2. tablespoons flour

processes by which an animal

The cookies taste so crisp
and finvorful that Mom and

recipes, anybody can produce

COMPANY SALMON
CASSEROLE
laounce package frozen

meny're good for you"
dmonitios once did.
Nutrition is "the sum of the

though rho plentiful tuber is
chock-full of rings like vitamin C and when baked odds
fewer than 90 calories to a

two

a .company dish" in Moot 30
minutm.

youngsters
being forced to
eat "your spinach and peas bee

a

nu d not hTmalle, conference

tasty way to mproach daily
eating and shouldn't put off

stance." Bring

FIn'E.mde

in 30 minutes

hisDrain

batter

was

compote tar a wall -balanced
family meal. ally that men especially will coley.

tually nutrition represents a

West Indies molasses, for instance, its Ilavor M high laver
with youngsters. It's a natural

name dcriyes from the term
"fetid,7 and 'one can only

na-

tions, thane ver atom. Ac-

quality

jshmrntmwellmf taste,

mime, dreaded by youngsters
who would have far preferred
to droop. One of the standard
ingredients was asafetida. It's

A

quart

Greater emphasis is pm
upon notigen, M the United

haclur

- ROLLED

19`
68c

17.°,'

.

Rump Roast

BETTY CROCKER

An EIL Grote High School
m

TLAS IC

- Garden Salad
DEL MONTE
Catsup

11c

RicelYr34`

RAGU - WITH MEAT

Math teacher
on panel

potato pancakes
States and in enmrcing

moody.

'companyfrom

Ewer been caught with unexpected company and noth-

Men go for

BONELESS

10c

tZ.

ChickenLIPTON

Molasses, spice and everything nice to go into high -nutrition Hop 'n Skip

USDA CHOICE

24c

VAN CAMP

per twel and store in warm
casserole untl all pieces are

pepper,

17c

Campbell'sSoup
GREAT AMERICAN - W/BEEF BROTH

escape. When golden brown
on both sides, :out 10 to 15
iutes, remove to paper towel to drain, and immediately
replace chicken in frying pan.
When chicken has drained on
opera` owel, wrap in fresh pa.

piece, I would

the

USDA Choice for quality and Jewel "Extra Value Trimmed"
so you enjoy more meat for your money. no come in this
, week to stock up and save on all your favorite meats. Jewel
values like this make the good life even more enjoyable!

CREAM OF CHICKEN

Fry in hot fat, deep enough
no chicken swims. Turn ehiok.
en with tongs, M juices will not

of newspaper. Also carry a

"Miracle Prices"

Yes, rowel mokos It easy for you to enjoy oho roods
you. romily likes hoot Whatever beer item you select in
Jewel's Butcher Shop, you con be sure it's been graded

night before, refrigerate chick-

en al onc.)

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

Jewel's Having A U.S.D.A.
Choice Beef Sale!

Like These!

crumbs. (If you do thls the

tromped in several thickness.,

, add to your excitement, as do
paperback bird, tree and wildflower guides (no picking,
please). Divide these nature

"Miracle Prices"

milk and dip into this mixture
n3/41. Then
roll in bread.
crumbs and pat with palms of
Mods. Shake off meta of

(breaded chicken), Pies. ha'

or shoes, not only be
but

Salt cldcken and dredge in
flour. Mix beaten em with

will be glad Nat you brought

which, nicotine, make the trip
delightful.
At this time of year. deem
wertely and wear the proper

Jewel's Shelves
Are Filled With Low

French
Donuts

,

55e

2

.22,,c14.

Ctn.

1658c5c

49$

::11.

c''
Btl.
16 as,

Cleaner
SCOTT
Bath Tissue
j6Amven

69c
$129

15c

KLEENEX - ASSORTED

Al.

Facial Tissue

29c

ALCOA

31c

Aluminum Foil

8 INCH

Whipped Cream
Layer Cake

BONUS SPECIAL

-

GOOD THRU
P I l'.ALASYBTh
1R

Y

Buttermilk
Biscuits

Pri.45 `
REG. PRICE

.Pm 26c.

8 OZ.
\ _TUBE

EACH

REG. PRICE
8145

& viss

9

C

PRIREi'cE

Sr For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shbpping Trip Can Be eli) See For Yourself How eleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be,

Cardinals win 'instant replay' thriller
_...

By . ides IlamUmn

walks lo kw another non is
Thundwolla node a speedy

Oda IS.

On lekvilial they cell it the
ltelael replay. boo Arlimponl

yen. Is jona Oil afferent
M on
eig

ay.

the

'an Wheeling.

wloi

.

Cardinals
6.1. in

en infield tapper 10 Woe ok

Wheel.. ok

losing

tram

mot an early lead and the
WOW el the end of the regu.

lawn Wren icing, um

pky. however. Arlineton will

mwow the 63 win for a
second time. and oh: Cardinal

rea. hes now ballooned to
4.2 on four swish. wins. One

Me sonatina Knisks. was
I. a ballpme ageing Pala.
we the day before. a had to be

most dishearonlne 0000. Ar.

lawn did it all on only four
hits. whim athanome
11
walks glue up byPompect

After Clock Dillon led off
theCardinal firs. with a Glenn
Baked -type nipkontherror

roundaripper for Arliepons
fint
Knigh. saner Mike
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Berrien

down

and

allowed jun me hio foe the

tau Ike and onwthird in.
Nor.

Bat WWII suffered a wild
weak. giving up 10 walks in
his

sent

with

only seven

thikcoan to his credit The
walks

piling top in
Al fifth as Larry Geyer
00:11.1 amens Ma
late af.
car walk,
to John Brut.
marled

Kmkandall and
la Bokylroano crowded do
John

roan.

AFTER IWO walk, in the
d oh Belden came out and

Mo. BIB Iltunthoffer

PROSPECT HAD wont
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home..
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Jack Nook sloth. behind
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a safety ina, Wok field, No io
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1
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00
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00
00
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Doubt. pr

Don Koehler Owl a hit to
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0
0
I

1

0

1
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PROSPECT 151

Jell one in easily as Tom
thong. ok ninth haw of the
Mning. leeched ma and poked

r1

a Gene Ekberg offering into

short del.:ems A popup to
d uo ended the frame for Pros.

pea with non on lint and ow

him in co book the de. Arline.
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draping background
for full time work

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

TAX MANAGER

296-6640

Ml

Dog Service

GALS!!

JUNE GRADUATES'

La Saila Personnel

GUARDS

For Beginning Position
Should Rave some

102
.

OR

t390

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

I

Vocation Places....

LIKE, YOU

ORNZIU'" '12.1 751O

P100015,0g03 H

111

.......

OR,
IF YOU

Wallpapering

.NEED A PLUMBER, All mOses

CALL 297-4259
s rh

To gem SAisiellmoreas

CUSTOM UPHOLSTER3Free pick

Sm9Illobs My special,

Landscaping

eller

.40

73

wishing well Wu 5 enema So,

,

C°76*P0'71."

BUSIN!guer0;SLTRING
2720 Des Plaines Aye.

Plumbing

CoP ohm 6PV, 592.8892.

"T.T6,,TT'c'm

Sporting Goods ......

To Rees Houses. ......

Plastering

10E

CALL BCD 2593016

training. Prepare
projects for manufacturing. Learn Ell phases
of drafting -design and
soon takeover as Chief.

periehee. see eon h;IPev

22

DRAFTSMAN

Junior draftsman her
DI,', oppormnity to understudy top Design En.
gineer and get ,d -

;rtrans:71: Wooled:6E, --21

Arl HIs

den 437-7682
MAT CARPENTER WO9K

Id

overhead 2g9 1736

'B'or:;11:

KID YOU?
NO

E.T.A UPHOLSTERY

Painting & Decorating

I77L3

Fei

CALL

1721 Glenview Rd. 7237676

61

$800 -$825 ---FREE

Upholstering

";.E1171;011VIG"

[browny Harold Swenson

80

"u'""'"Geseige eale .31

MoKAY TREF SERVICE

Office Equipment

OLENVIEV4 OFFICE EQUIPMENT

CALL 562 1975

Instructions

Wed Cell .00.oemt

I

259-0626

chi.*AV1er1tice ea

Frog rly

E

Id

Home Improvement

Hanle Maintenance

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

296.6484

ADOPTION

BIG DISCOUNT SALE

'C'Lln.7,400NAIOLRD. PR. HIS.

%sic well bath be proud of

FOR

PETS

943N Haddow

'471:7X70;i4riZi=er'i7s!'

I

94

I=PANIVAL '011ET:ggrj.

3,2.0240

INEE'TOPS Qt1;1.5%.,5,20092 7003;

23 .Employment Agencies .Men

R

SPRING SPRAYING

Offke Cleaning

DRAFTSMAN
SMALL DEPT

14

C1.1306.1

siswe Penises

Resideniia7Cernmerclol
Ponape Instegolion
Phone iesleyl

457-9144

Tree Service

NICE

"Hot Water Heating"

444E. Rand Rd,
Arlington lite,111.
An equal opportunity
employer

VIDEOl'gli'elltS CO

All eases L inhli6S1

Heating
REDI HEATING

Gurnee, III.

eb5P PGePer,QPPP eegegengegi.

e. woad refinishing.

Pets

Rest, AM

fringe

A Div. alley/el
Company, Mc.

Service Call 58 00

Wish Mew

reundishons

Oifises

13

COLOR TV REPAIR

796-3933
Permanent Waves

Hearing Aids

SP

298-2770
255-1100

CALE ED 358,5359

heeaseror
Pointing. well vsashhs2. POP..

ALE TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

Blacktopping

Is.

24.114 Wanted Men

r"

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

21307 Nosegay Weer
Raging Alleaslews.111.

AA Des PI: 207 3535

For Appointment Call Bruce Fulkerson
-662-2666
Or Apply At

Egt:L1111C

KENNETH A. PEARSON

Mosonry

Pelag0a.

CI 3 0319

3074144
06447777

WeZhdyIPT80'5g 1796'1.'si'n'

1675 Delaney Rood

TV Service

FREE ESTIMATES

CALL WILLIS BISHOP

hoboes & assoc.

22-Situalions Wanted -Women

T""lcrit.t l" C3',1

"VtESTGAJUACH
CL 5 9461

40410)W.#0

CL 14302

(74JR SetcesillY

FIGURE WORK

DYNAPAR CORPORATION

Retie

ACCOUNTANTS

27

392,623

APPLY NOW

r°125OP

5nos soar, solo,. Period!, increases and

k

47

Floor Refinishing

Bicycles & Repairs

6

ft t

6

117 4393

blem we eon

Y

JUNE GRADS

crearicol nage, and Retie/MI.4 wan ton Hewn. digital

CUSTODIAN

RETIRING, MUST 50.0'

hes CL 3 3353

392-2700

-ACCOUNTANT-

ELECTRONIC DRAFTSMEN
2 Years Minimum Experience Required

COMPUTER CENTRE

WALLTAVOTOORS

DECORATORS

BABY SHOES BRONZED

WINKELMAN'S

FREE ESTIMATES

Touhy, SP 4-8585,1496Mln.

359-5020

M

DICK ONE SERVICE

h

in

Day Wont Ads
Sell things faster

,nsirumont manufacture Ikea in ke Waukegan areo
21-Rtuations Wanted -Men

f

I

SECY $660

51777:72T
r%rinr
,L7,3n,urP, urn.. r:r

..... Dogs, Peis and Equipment 44

Teaming

027-7456

I

25 Employment Agencies. WOW

SPRING IS HERE!

444 E. Rand Rd
Arlington Hts.,
opportunity
An equal

TAB OPERATIONS
$125 FREE

est. Day 837.90'53 or 591-4579

SOD DEPOT

ROSELLE DODGE

157Y1l

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

539.8504

BOGJAACNS FENCING

EXPERT BODY WORK
Free...vies

MU 1-4340

our

A Div. of Jewel
Compony, Inc

7r313%
O'HARE

A:Se7;:f ;NI me

MIST GARDEN CEVIER

COMPLETE

Chicago Display

office, No lead
chasing Commission
VI,',. Coll after I P.M.
MR. JOHNSON
394-5911

NO NITESI NO SATSI NO UPI

Openings Now 5135 to 1655

216-1071

B

PAINTING 3 DECORMING

travel Prospects come to

Call Rah Van

in,

MAR-GLO

'c'llMrcPriZt*al s'i1Tyrsmg

7

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

i77:,g"nVO!' '1.1%i71:1

DECORATING

Lawn Mower Repairs

company now staffing 3
new plush offices No

ho

g

re'esonnel Poe

:Xp tg101'El'ints'ler

LEAD
PROGRAMMER
OPPORTUNITY

THE BEGINNING
TO A GREAT END

t

'CI;i5/PERATIVE ENTERPRISES

national development

n

'rcin'erisAll$;"";

Assembly sot up mon emeded

$25 000 minimum for tRe
Inter
right salesmen

;;ZetUgV&Pro:,..e

1113stmclion

220 V Gude.
iweResets.Coll037-1617
dry

834.7764

:61.9'Et'es,=7,:%1,;:

DEPENDABLE

Lawn Care

751 Industrial Dr. Elmhurst

545.0SOR

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU!

Assembly Set -Up
Men

SONY SUPERSCOPE

Coll Mc Moore.
Pr

audience for your mess9ge, everyday!

Sum Pump

Tdrerceinnhen'N'.=
H EMMING

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, buy, trade
or whatever ... The Day has a ready

Ned

Painting & Decorating

Erel41Tar"'n'"

torn Ch cage Write I V Baseball

255-7200 OR 296-6640
Landscaping

School 4

sc641.

aki,

Money

NitheatetI9

Foes 5 sat letienot

CALL ONE NOW'

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY

CarpentnARemodeling
Contractors

In

3,8001

947171"W P1.1.1

14-Peponal,

Baseball

Alterations

if you are a
n
bY1
rarefied eyth your present

298 2770
La See pe..nnot

seine tee Pee It RCW:d 'ann

25 -Employment Agencr Women

24-Nelpianlealen

2615 E Hintz Rd Ad
ington Het CL 1 7200
Service

ARCar Comro &Expenses

LPO'n'Sre,

.EdFEERE
all

TTTTT.

IMES MIMES $700

Se/mite' Dyour community

24 Help Warded Men

R

I

e 2t

I 29 1970

Wedriesd

24110 Wanted Men

23 -Employment Agenves-Men

296-6640

HERE

IN THE

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, 111. 60005
or

722 Center St.
gDos Plaines, III. 60016

ala-

CIP

honks places you In shls in
rigging posillogl Collaborate
wiih the Mechanical Eng'
n
design and cmdificotion
incedoree

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
SKOKIE

6744200

SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN

OFFICE

Year round employment. 40
hour seek. Hes,alieotion 6 -

3106Randed.

&Nem Ha.

Rend Grad
Ts'n'S'.

i0'1:SPIftocur07,'
GL 3.6100, Ext.227

@ Illinois Bell

°fey deed 41. dee puke,/

1 -YOUNG MAN WANTED

Learn Sales
Profession
No experience
necessary.

-CALI 593-5950

THE
-

KROGER
CO.
,

$140 WEEK
e'RReatih=:31'n'gek'giOn.

Witt.; "

,

VARIETY

"'',131Tet

=i',2'1'n7eVrer'"

Ifienerel.,1116,6prn,

ln0f.r'416TICI,
6020 Pempsler

6

ret/T'egg

Wednesda

28lielp Wanted Woman

P ,7, 26

Wednesday April 29 1970

s25-Fmployment &geodes. Women

IS Help WantediVomen

&Help Wanted Women

LIKE PEOPLE?

251mployment AgenciesWomen

Become a Fashion model for Terri

r676=07.

WgrrIra

A.15,1 River Rd, Dos Pialnes.

EXPORT CLERK
Typist with good accuracy needed to handle von
led detail work in our En

' RECEPTIONIST

port Dept.

oli, really rat

II DelWanted km

DOCTOR'S

711 vaNnoseare.

RECEPTION

"%"1"lgtylsysr

$550 MONTH -

31463195 weekly starting az
Soles Rep. to small businesses,.
industry.

lucrolive.

prer,358-1,21ah. 6 PM

Ar'l'inZa.:17611,

OPEN

family

Needs TOP SEC 5650

;

FLAMING TORCH
253 E Rond
253 3300

Procne,

255-7900
The Bank & Trust Co.

Of Arlington Heights

'rtle'iTsRn'Wg.tu167:/s.'f7g:

. Plaines

$ STENOS
$ GEN. OFFICE
isu Ts ut .

SYSTEMCENTEL

suburbs. Y. will

hove lust

Apply M Person

TYPISTS

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

1st shift 7 to 3
674.7536

SUBURBAN
P11El

$500 MO.

Elk

excellent fringe benefit
package isofkred.

Ills successful app.:are winks. woman ..... CR 5..,..I one

Elk Grove Villoge

Ossosasomeassetoossoosaeasa000soecomos

S

I

p

iurning low Later you will ha

MIMI. R.111,112

i

?.2,tro.F....:14IziFovntzny,00

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

Boo E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

Chicago, Ill.

Excellent Opportunity for
':1'X'airRoble
Iootr'srlgrITTOZ
and typing skills. Must

have

5722 W. DEMPSTER

Edens)

prior

and enjoy a variety of
work. Contact our ern.
Ployrnent deportment
for details.

union

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES. ILUNOIS

827-9919

$695

BENDER-RIEGER
DARRIIMOTOPI. ILLINOIS
505 W. Northwest Hwy.

381-6000

Open Daily 9 9 SAT 9 5 CLOSED SUNDAY

sqq,

'63 CHEVY

Tr., wig

oh

69 ELECTRA 225
GI amino Gold A doer barehop

296-6127

""

5 pc Prof drurn set 1,1

CO112'55-500/ "2"

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

585.

i?sed G0zson Mel rit.eim.

Vt'51=Z0Ftrrne )vC'Et'ol

h

to.

$3695

0"
$1250

'67 ELECTRA 225
'66 OLDS 99

'"'Vt(Ort=trtits""

an

9295
'68 OPEL

cyro.

a

66 GTO

btr "TVIrrarali11170R14
only

318oatsand05dneSupples

11

V II ow....

poxer brakes NA OM ado

603 E. NW Ityry., Om Plaines

TCOIP,t',Ch

"

CARS U SERVICE

'495

BONUS MOTORS

RooO.5loopor

17V

;"!:

Mt!'
'19S

ANTIQUES

pop

99191

s39.5

'62 FORD

6045612 coch 301-32nS

'SOY'."

QUALITY

slew Sedon

28,02,,,, or 5,7002

9895
SEE THE 1970

or.: eve IAA Evert'

Ib

05

gl

CEoll

1111ent

ober 5

80,00 BTU per hr. 10.000 BTU

William,Liquors
h

ph Whninnn

117 S. Emerson

101 Automobiles Planted
WE PAY TOP 516.AR,

70-Roomslioadliouselmeping

PONISVCIEITII'Z'S'' 296,6127

''ir1e7ic:'Fir::17neakal'.71ews't'a7k

102-Trucks,Traders

=TOM.

WANITO

TB IITZT4ANMEN REEL

$1150

:-21;175.

1034uto Traders & Campers

- GO KART

:rnirhrttnnitrreilacentii

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

el96.1

Cond'6975

R.N. or L.P.N.

Mt. Prospect

253.6600

Condition
,

antra blades 31500

0

Port poo,e puppies. 6g Fart

POir

fr ol

G

he

I

ay

1,9

:';S2

often 5 PM
107 -Auto PaMs and Access.

2511927

td,n:
537-2091
R

83 6260
239 1099

1

255.7637

'Intrviewing Hours
' 9am- Samt

k' g6 h

MAKE THE

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Womm

DIFFERENCE

AT BRUNING

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A

t

99

looking the lake. Write giving references
to:

MULTILITH OPERATOR
DRAFTSMAN OR DRAFTSMAN
TRAINEE

Clerk Typist
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR (2nd shift)
PRODUCT COST ACCOUNTANT
SECRETARY
CLERK TYPIST

Interviewing Heel,
DIME* 9 AM HI Noen

4009 Lowther Dr
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218

phone 966-1920

old. Call

LARGE OR SMALL...
oWe

It

b

Seeing Is

255-1910
1800H. Con.' Rd. Mt. Prospect
An equal oppodunity ernpbyw NVF

central telephone company of illinoi

AVVNor.45,1-

tiro

pec ggd

""`

Vorltr6'107g91.17'''
Female puppies for sale. Mixed

"317'7'7:ri7V-138711n,Alt

20

vol.,

1968.

570.

394-5730

SO Water 15.00 et month

German

Goa Soler Ploy 1-2, 9

, bunk

shepner.d

puppies

5

rm. sett hden.
einc.
guitar 6
Kenmore console sewing mach.
Pe. 537-4481

FREE

AMP., .M

Ready

11103.

moved 575, 36" range boa RR,

009'. 30100,i10/.0,d15110.,.
Old: Ott:OSIR

,

5 yord dump body. He.,

$3495
1969 IMPALA

$2295
2 door hardtop, V,, power

AUDI
at O'HARE

GLENBROOK
FORD

ARLINGTON
TOYOTA

SCUDDER
BUICK

ROTO
MERCURY

BENDER REIGER

PONTIAC

RAY
OLDSMOBILE

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

GENE CZARNIK

WIGGLESWORTH

FORD
(Barrington)

IMPORTS

BARRINGTON

MORTON
PONTIAC

BILL COOK
BUICK

IMPORTS

itigitka

259.1350
mileage.

01895

Timberlake Village

JIM AIKEY
FORD

LADENDORF
OLDSMOBILE

MOTORS

ROSELLE

HEJHAL

DODGE

OLDS

BONUS

1CK WICKSTRO
Deluxe Foca,. Include:

kitten, Females, while.
Tor new h1.11b

Sm. miniature poodles black
0,1.00 1:5,15
lernaIe. AKC pedigree,
1

090 debumid,er used 2

PORSCHE

BUICK

!Available Reasonable Rental

Fp'; ag6.7.',13119ri
Qin,

1969 2 TON CHEVY

1968 IMPALA

MOUNT PROSPECT

TO To A

JOHN MUNCH

wells. mnyl roob

AKC, reosonable, call 537.100,

[TV14mrsr../c1b5IninTe,i11-7.''

'awes 84.611. Prospect.

112.&utomoliles For Sala

FULLY CARPETE

Des Plaines Terrace (off Ron.

till dark. 1429 S.

537-7378

IZIO'clr42POCe:
TT1500 Dogwood Lone, MI. Prasp.
blk W. of Wheeling Rd

Ronan set, 6100.153.7930

to May 3, 9

lL00Oo SO APE ric'etttlre7.

"7115AaTT0='"'

all!

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE

Nt. Ronan., Elogom I 6 2

TzE1ent:1="""

Goroge Sale, Man Is1
2.d.
10.5prn. Much misc. 519 N. Ith

6325 or

%.,'nraig,-147%

Randwood Apartments

fiNtId,innd3Of3143..""""

NahaMood Gar. We APrI/

C.

Coll Isr,AaainTment

MT. PROSPECT

shots, callegenrngs
392-9780
Encyclopedias

GARAGE SALE A,. 30 -May 1. 9
ro 5. Fern., cloMex misc. 1651 N.

VICIP,15°P'RVAT

t71d°76TEri72b911tri7
827.1226

Portracrib, wpewriter, clothing, 65.
mac. Apr. 30 -May 2. 2407 King.
lizber Ea, R.M.

2,

d

IMmerliotely Available. Car-

titY,4,i74t"

Believing

PU6UtINEIROLLINO0E0c000

f",:I°01.3`§i'sfoRI:cff,IISf rIff"

GARAGE SALE.

2's'c'.?R2'5710,7../ZV.

have
them

1967 Suzuki 200 CC. Very goad

CALL 362-0204

Gyre,. Ow elms

be061zike. Ironer, 01/Web

mo.

595-0250

DICE WICKSIROM
THE BOSS'

6P.M. 392.8198

FRE TO GOOD HOME. Gorrnon

Tb. May Ist. 10 AM- PM. Sat,
PArsy 2nd, 10 PM d PM. 1013

Evergreen.A,H,
'

The Boss
Says,

125 W. GRAN°D AT YORK
BENSENVILLE, ILL.

6n3. E. PROMO,.

Z'a'daltsi Znleattag

Goroge sole nnol'

Daily 7:45 AM to 4:15 PM

MRS. HI.

OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose Frond!

d

MUNDELEIN

Wag, Mt. PrOsPeob

excellent wages. WOULD ALSO CONSIDER 2 SINGLE WOMEN. Excellent working
conditiSns in a beautiful home over-

Many More of(yhlse

-

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'.3',A,3L'onTEE

Interviews welcomed
weekends

moo

vate living quarters, permanent position,

Ready To Gel

t3r.,1.tt3a3',.'3FitAt

Timberlane

MT. PROS!' CT

MAN FOR GARDENING, LANDSCAPING;
AND CARE OF OUTSIDE PREMISES. Pri-

381-0899

$1845

AMERICANA NURSING
715 W. Central Rd.

est. WOMAN FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK

All Models &
All Equipment

re'3°3343d3diffrid1:4°O"

MT. PROSPECT

Co11437.0973

soo

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

FULL OR PART TIME

Orientotion provided

,

231
NEW BUICKS

272-5300

418ogs,Pets &Equipment

$895
67 ELECTRA 225

IMPORT MOTORS

THE FINEST SERVICE."

.

1595

'THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

ro,rm sssAcmyss, s blet win

CASH

65 CHEVY DEt AIRE

Only

SEE ,ATNo_DlojAnTitivo

tTs Rent Apartments

33:3113

'""

'67 GRAND PRIX

BARRINGTON ')

,11-Aph.and Rooms 11 510,5

392.8937

827.1226

your

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAM

42.Wanted To Boy

a Rd

.7/1.T4rd,sizS'N,12ivi, no'

EPPPIORPOdanarfmPloyer

CENTEL
SYSTEM

$995.

to".

Peas

85c PER CO. INSTALLED

551Husinallnal010ants

May 1,1 PM.9

CENTER'

Who are dependable, mature, --and hon-

main floor
ALk POSITIONS F,REO

r

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS

experience

$1295

SH0110$09.4

Finest Merlon Blue Sod

344tris and Antique

z'Z.T.Y.'4`047.

WONDERFUL COUPLE

Earn While You Learn
Excellent Salary & Company Benefit,

1966 FAIRLANE STA. IIGH

'64 PLYMOUTH

'61Tywn*.frl'in'sW

1 )I

392-5230

27 -Help Wantedideol Women

PEOPLE

SERVICE ASSISTANT

$1195

63 FAIRLANE

TANCY LANDSCAPE SEPVICE

eat Off en Co11537-8B17.

4`1.!"

A

AND COOKING (we hose other help).

Typists

(three bloods west of

T.75..'1'L

-PARKER PERSONNEL

HELP

YOU will enjoy being a

QUALM'

Adam.

501andscapng

VsPr=taed7

CASHIER

Pt

RANDHURST CENTER

.......
:

SECRETARY

'1966 NOVA'HARDTOP V-8

UNDIR 81,000

ETIfnksl.Rci.

ZiAa"y

Apply in Person

LOCAl OP 1.00P

592.1500

Secretaries, inc.

3-,T,z3!=trziAorz

314ummage & 2 stage Sale

METHODE MFG.
CORP.
',tot

$2995

..41

WE MUNE(

LANDSCAPING

re wo4. sic,. on. ........ .

have opened on office in

1967 CORVETTE FASTBACII

NT. PiS Ve, good cond. 1605

913 -Sporting Gods

%.,0124'int RSPE71VGZe

ory 6 clacker!. clothes

6

White Collar Girls

green pork wens, we

$1895

F

S7/felt Wanted -Men & Women

BRUSH.UP PRACTICE

Ilt

COMMUNITY DISCOUNT WORLD

LIKE TO

1967 GRAND FRET

1965 CORVAIR MONZA

Ill=fE=EZNOING

pm.

OA we ...P. p you BRITS.

reur174=KERr"

LADY PARKER.

COMPANY

f.10 TEE

275-8353

after many successful
years operating In the
downtown and ever-

$1495,

tc.

1a

0.10S

No Fee For Our Services

CALL MISS E'STESS

secretaries, inc.
has come north to
serve you better.

1967 MUSTANG V-8

1966 BONNEVILLE CONVERT $1295

hods

Trundle

./:.^
It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

';1"72,:sr,lc.,"V

00 .Fs.Aps.

ra)

come o mho.. DOH

3P4.0000

WITH A TEMPORARY JOB
FROM

TOP RPIE5

227 W. Madison

$2395'

11.1'

:=Orloi"e:P511"1

FOP PERSONAL INURVIEW

ORDER PROCESSORS

klob...

sedencon lag moiledtey..

SR 6

'824.59,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

MARRIED?
DIVORCED?
GOING BACK TO
WORK?

Yew of medical supplies

GENERAL OFFICE

'dE,MrPri'i/Troker:On

1968 GTO AIR COUPE

1966 TEMPEST STA. MN

is 113,- h d

g

61g1N2EVr17R'ETP1["'

OPERATOR

IA.

'"

86.RoalEslete-Houses

THE SINGER

no need to
go downtown
do shop for

Is Fiat [dm.* to come

Calk

44. 6

6

te

BEAUTY SHOP

$135 WEEK -FREE

STRIKE IT RICH

AUTOMATIC RADIO

oronyorheriepootool

T

STORE.

arlington \ark towers

MR. PASQUALE

bookkeepers

xisb people.
PARIfiR.

VETERINARIAN

APPLY IN PERSON

Er/e'ir'or'197-7160

office managers

lenjeb.ieo he.

ASSIST

All Office Skills

receptionists
iocretaries
clerks

I.

Euclid, Rte. 53 TRohlwing

100% Free Positions

5722 w. dempster

phone,

of

_Efe

EMPLOYMENT

morton grove

train you to Fondle

5125 week. Great Ca. ben.

kene

MT.PROSPECT

They

for gals solo sem arkkto

m7xcrzrov°

Me Nes*I1 Suburbs.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPARTMENT

2400 E.

GAR. SALE Aord 30 6 May

eZtaret=tral

956-1111

$1995

L

t

CALL 439-8020

wF

724-6006

news [ands: Bele

EKCO
V PRODUCTS INC.

Excel/eel working conditions ot the conneraien Center

BREAKER CONFECTIONS

bunkbds

SURPLUS TOOL

1657 Shermer Rd.
Northbrook, III.

Salesperson

1968 MUSTANG HARDTOP

PERSONNEL UP,

io

"FORD"

'"'

331,3, no.o'nin"o

An equal oopormni, emPloker

537-1100, ext. 234

$2095

smo

525,

tables

,21.ortobiztvh of Hirin;

1968 LEMANS HARDTOP

tiros

good

'307 A

,

1968 MERCURY HARDTOP -41895

O.. fine carpets oyailoble

CULLIGAN, INC.

IGIRL FRIENDS 0 K I

II

$2695ii

1969 FIREBIRD

P550050010.,

complete compony
paid benefit program.
information
For more
contact Ed Surek
272-1000

FRONT DESK
RECEPTIONISTS

$5500 CAR

Night

wove:,
mow 5000 Welt 31 P5 sg

LUMS

CALL MRS. CAPPA

SECRETARY

are

ago

cft"'"' 392.7966

rOt 1.1110..1 PLUSH SIPS sq yd.

27-11elp Wanted -Men & Women

at your convenience.

DESK CLERK

we

d

rontil'Era7
CALL:3924251

1

WEWILL BEAT Alia PRICE

RECEIVABLE

7..C.,VaTurr' "v.

F

L;Ad'r,=':,. c7,; A"

`;';`1;Dlii`%7,'S":°O;

now seeking girls for a

EX -GI

Appointment scheduled

r 10 beige tug 51,
'e
fit
P

ts 590. k

variety of positions.

SUBURBAN'S FINEST CAREER CENTER

196i

1069 Cho

Est.

r9V0;:rsti,Tb.,170'.53/=

With the move June 1st
to our new international

delefieOrszeluot

$600 MONTH -FREE

tbes.,,,z3T,0Coll for

15 A

CARPET CLOSEOUT

headquarters,

"Ott,,..

Daily 6 Sot. 10104

A

R.ee.aUN 8922'

FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT CALL
MR. RICHARDS

equal opportunity
employer

1549

63 Rambler wagon. 0 cRi.

Pontiac Grand

P/8 hos t offer 299,0471

Star

0p''b 67100

FL 0.6251

Fii..,San, Mon 1. 6 T. 9 PM till

GIRLS

PERSONNEL

tl:g!'el!5r6767a:F63';.'073n1

Must sell 1963

ISIS Rent Office Space

,Ot

444 E. Rand Rd.
Arlington Hts.,111.

)iiU

An, Rah. N.

1964

misc. MP WEEK 53,3316 964

CLERK TYPISTS
COPY TYPISTS
BILLER TYPISTS

12 midnight to 8 AM.

437-3700

wty hrn
Groot hene1111.

A good stoning salary &

, Teel lawn me.

M'oTe

e ow. of Jewel
Company, Inc.

-

066 ct,,,s,

Bangs

brand non, cat, .

ing in

0 ACCOUNTS

Gioia svhorbor,

good ?vide. curl Ppm skills and esperience In the ebo,o

r'er'S

PIEss, 91'14'

igl'U[11rMt.'g, /tViVagft

TESTER

o OFFICE CLERK

dune..

Attention Ladies

els.

o BOOKKEEPER

genial small modern of827°-31 77

records of Inventory lev-

o NIGHT AUDITOR

teresting position. Confice. Excellent salary. Vic.

cords, processing pock
IL
publishing
orders,

0 SECRETARY

FIGURE WORK

"7.h.itnLiZ,7

FIr1und

Duties will include main
taining
inventory
ret

LYNN DAVIS

or girl for diversified in-

7,V

should have typing skills
good figure appitude.

PERMANENT POSITION AVAILABLE

Tupperware Distributors
d co petent woman

$450 to $675

Challenging position for
a take charge individual
in or Sales Advertising

Department. Applicant

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

GENERAL OFFICE

BOOKKEEPER

STAFFING NEW
;AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

GENERAL OFFICE

DRIVER

Gror'eaMNI-69,0

young ond

53,

Des Plaines
2000 S. Wolf Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer INI/F

Von C'T71,,177,:.
E'r" 610';57512' r"f ""

i7zag
ibn. Coll alit. 5 p.259.4701.

UMMER COTTAGES,

PALATINE RESALE SHOP

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Chicago: 346-5040

439-7603

CHICAGO 346.5040

FOUR SPASMS

deliver Coslz;ez.

255-1100

ITT

GroY 5Mg

4

_

0,05' ersling117570..191'.50V.

SETS Rent Resort Properties

CAll BUD NAGLE

An

'69 Opel Rallye Karlette, Wk. 6

Sit.

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

SEWING OUT FURNITURE In

ss"01

so

PHONE 297-5320

101 E Prospect Rd

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Ill

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE INC.

Poki. new modem Enc.,

Ch pm CI op d W g

T4n

PERSONNEL

259-7010

259-7010

,

chownetne

-

LYNN DAVIS

METROPOLITAN

1 DESIRE 0 IMAGINATION 0 DRIVE

GAL FRIDAY

toble. 956,57oft. 6.

hike, 65; crib, SR.250.41,.
OH

ASSEMBLER
o CABINET ASSEMBLER
0 WIRING A SOLDERING

ew. Radio 6

g

E

3.'crdl'Z2e'e2d=rdgT;

10Pcn''T n2R'tkra'

E594.5000

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN P0005 INTERVIEW
MR. F. J. GANDER

Experience helpful but
not necessary

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

9 AM. 9 PM

be

central telephone company Of Illinois

297.3535
b

Exciting 100% PUBLIC CONY.
CONTACT nil:working in plush

good

39,13,

0LCOooroo.:O.no

cond. WO, maple. forrnao ma,

hait, LOYMOIT SERVICE

o PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

$$$$

PRINTING CO.

CALL 593-5950

nougebide sof o bed, od.

phone

kw you lo too

P"Ebb

=r; Brektilert8

Ztfal.VOV .'IrOTAS,51z°11

'

$ TYPISTS
$ CLERKS

MR. ROY ALBINSON - 296-6661

"°":7VOOOROOT""

cNt.

CL ERR

MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OUR DES PLAINES FACILITY. IF YOU ARE INURES ED IN WORKING AS A:

RESERVATION 1ST

o Excellent Starling Rates
o Pleasant Working Conditions
Many Company Benefits
0 Steady Work

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS!

Tuohy. SP A 858,

WiztiLsrar'reg'n'1701u'etsgl

equal Opportunity Employer

APPLY

Zan

PIM"Zisr*IZ;

DUE TO CONTINUED EX ANEMIA. HAVE

rljarWVor/9976

SA

1960 Thunderbird
Fact. 01r -full powo/ no rust, 539.S.

'69 VW Fooback. Radio. Rem

T7Cr.R;rr'n;11Z192'0175711

21.Halp Wantathll E Women

27 Help Wmlotl Men & Women

AIRLINE
TRAINEE

Wayne Milligan

PROOF OPERATOR

BANK

nnuf,V,V,nnT4

low miles, 52250. C00439,632

439.5344

How l& 2 Borimern'Apo.

112 AvIrnahlei For

112 Antoscons For Sala

or mke over paymen, plus SIM

benefits.

°""'

.

4 dr

127

U.9 rni,. 824.4622

Old Time ilea Market Sale. Anti.

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

o KEYPUNCH

Contact Bruce Dodds
259.7000

3','756,0

69 Chew Impolo

gT".-0°.,A,t :A" .AIL

ORDER CONTROL

TEMPORARY PERMANENT

1250 Pratt Blvd.
ER Grove Village

irTr'r=,Z1a:T.1:=

HOSPITAL

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

o Excellent Salary
o Excellent Benefits
o Excellent Hours

EXPERIENCED

2Zdrter=1,:, '4'41

GARAGE SALE, April 30 6 May I.

"L'o'c'ttlr,P17='.

a= rOO"°

HOLY FAMILY

PROSPE-CT

120 ,or.,oro

artifice 630 Hide...bed sofa
10 299,106after S.30

loinlGorone Sala

Ern EOYMENT SERVICE

CALIAIRS.CORNELL

CONT,f21,6ZSAPECNT

.1.

439-8500

gram. Industrial experience preferred.

RN's & LPN's

BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL $530

$500- FREE

If you connot come In

PERSONNEL DEPT.

394,474
CALORIC GAS RANGE. whack will

Pa 027

i129 1970

A

Ill Actioffes Far Sada

112 ActorctIss far S',/3

74 To Rent Apartments

1961 Fgoralcon

Mgr. of plush Art
Gallery needs ass,

The Desk Set, Inc.

WAITRESSES
er Pen Time
Weekend Haws

Y. 7215

CALL OR COME IN

To set up and administer our new Health Pro-

PACERS

MGR.
$135 FREE
AdvNenssL1,1

47 Home Tommbtngs-f ordure

9 AM to 1 net toe

LIKE ART?

in o lost pore Ann.

''''n;k17PLY IN PERSON

ze

124Escellaneous Merchandise

Borgolnsl IlargoInsl

th'n1",=nrs:

REGISTERED NURSE

efits f ee You 0114 Your
ASS'T TO PRESIDENT

BAIl ADVERTISING

rvii

Alw

pew pita, p

handle much ko11T,

PROOF POSITION

present time for women
pock
to inspect and
mall novelty bags.
Clean light stydown
new pleasant,
work in
modern plant. Full package Company paid ben-

i.1Per1

GENERAL HELP1

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

se3Zi5oll Bor.

FULL TIME

We have opera npS et the

In

SECR5T0 .RY TO

Apply. Mrs. Fisher
827-9919
WOMAN WANTED TO DO IRO,

6 to keep house Tor MOM. 6
myself. Live in °anon., 5 do1

2641elo Wanted Vomen

154Ialp Wanted Women

2611elp Wanted Women

PART TIME.FULL TIME

Difficult,
interesting,
Car
nec.
College

.47 41'dt c4,Z,R07,1``dddd!

nr,.

2641elp Wanted Women

30.299.0474

CALL OR COME IN
439-8500
WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

Ago 20 to

26-lielp Wanted Women

31 Rummage &GarageSale

512210, pai. not ...ewe 048
a., for dogs pIns ho,,, Con

HOSKINS
CHEVROLET

RECREATION ROOM
SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURT

Call 439-4100
11195.13ussoRd.,..Pr p.
IN mile,. of Rte 83 ...
nowoon Ownneter 6.01

.1.3i,11197

Ed5O0

Co II Slot 000

555 hvivg Pali Road
529-7970
Revile, Illinois

REACHING OVER 65,000 HOMES TODAY

,

Bill Kelly's

Spectacu a

NEW 1970'

CUTLASS HOLIDAY COUPE
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING,

NEW 1970

NEW 1970

"88" HOLIDAY COUPE

"98" HOLIDAY COUPE

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING,

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING,

TORONADO
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING,

t,
Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

400RONApa
tt!D

n

d-o4.t19,,.1.k

ew.

nditioning,

Luxury

split ben

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

1968 CUTLASS
2 door hardtop, power steering, power

1967 MERCURY
Convertible, V-8, power steering, power

brakes, V-8, vinyl roof.

brakes.

$1050

1967 OLDSMOBILE

1967 MUSTANG

Delta "88" convertible, V-8, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning.

2 door hardtop, 6 cylinder, automatic trans-

er,

brakes, factory air conditioning.

$1990

tic trans es, vinyl

Cutlos
mission,
roof.

1968 OLDS DELTA "88"

tioning, Vinyl roof.

IL

E

Colonial Park station wagon, V-8, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning.

Buckets, console, power steering, power .
brakes, factory air conditioning.

1968 CORVETTE

1968 OLDS 442 COUPE
steering,

Coupe, 4 speed, AM -FM, mint condition.

1966 OLDS 442 COUPE

1968 GTO COUPE
4 speed transmission, power steering, buckets, ready to go.

Impala, 4 door, V-8, automatic transmission,
power steering, air conditioning.

Automatic transmission,
power brakes, vinyl roof.

1967 CHEVELLE MALIBU
2 door hardtop, V-8, automatic transmission,

power steering, red with black top and
interior.

2 door ha
power ste
car.

power steering,

1965 MUSTANG

TELITE

1968 CHEVELLE SS 396

sleeper.

4 speed, buckets, power steering, power

Hardtop, V-8, 4 speed, transmission. Must

brakes, vinyl roof.

see to appreciate.

TIN J. KELLY

4 door
er steenn

$3290

$2450
$1320

brakes, hot engine.

Automatic transmission, power
power brakes, like new.

1967 CADILLAC
Sedan beVille, full power, factory air condi-

buckets.

JU

1965 CHEVROLET,

power brakes, air conditioning, vinyl roof, 4
door hardtop.

1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST

Coupe, 4 speed, power steering, power

$1150

V-8, automatic transmission, power steering,

Coupe, 6 cylinder, automatic transmission,

1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD

1968 LEMANS

1969 CAMARO
oupe, Z-28, 4 speed, completely set up, 11
second machine.

$1550

1968 BUICK SPECIAL
Coupe, V -B, automatic transmission, power
steering, maroon with black interior.

KELLY'S PERFORMANCE CAR SPECIAL!

1965 MERCURY
honing.

$2790
;

$4525

mission, like new.

DSM

1969 CUTLASS
4 door hardtop, power steering, power

a

),

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

4 speeds, many equipment packages to choose front.

$2050
$1950
14

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

uto
et 5

Stran ;Ion,
A very clean

1516 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights 392-1100
Open 9 to 9 Daily

$1750

9 to 5:30 Saturday

Closed Sunday

111- 41-

RWRI Mgr

Deal?

aPIE

Keep your eye on the John Mufich Buick sales thermometer.

John Mufich Buick on Rand has the hottest one again -hottest-selling, hottest -looking, hottest -saving big car in
Chicagoland today! Add to this the "red-hot" 1000 deal and
see why you should get "hot" and head for John Mufich
Buick too!

ten
4 door hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, arctic white exterior with a custom
vinyl interior.

ugh to please 259 customers
in lust 27 selling days!
Maybe that's good in relation to our past sales
record - but we're still some 39 cars short of the

$2895
1968 FIREBIRD

goal. So, this week 39 plus special deals regard-

Convertible, power steering, automatic transmission,
canary yellow finish with black top. Sharp.

less of price or profit just to catch up - and

$1795
1968 MALIB WAGON

Byron Crowell

maybe even get a little ahead of schedule. Help
us catch up and help yourself to step 4p to Buick
and the very best deal of them all.

.

,

Automatic transmis ion, full factory equipment, ortec*I""
gold finish with roc

$1995
1968 0 EL WAGON

They're turning on the heat!

°dory equipment, sunburst yellow finish, economy king.

$1295
1967 OPEL
2 door, full factory equipment, fire red exterior, black
vinyl interior, low miles.

$995
1967 LE SABRE
Convertible, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, factory air conditioning, harvest gold
finish, fun in the sue.

$1895
1967 PONTIAC
Bonneville sport coupe, automatic transmission, power
steering, power broker, factory air conditioning,
power windows, gutfstream blue finish.

Steve Bergstrom

Warren karisen

In a race that's still a little short of one-third
point, it'e Byron Crowell ahead of the pack.
Dennis Malec is running in a solid second
. spot and Warren Karlsen and Steve Bergstrom are running neck and neck fighting it
out for third. Anyone can win expecially YOU
because you do save the most money now!

$1595
1967 ELECTRA
Convertible, autpmotic transmission, power steering,
" power brakes, f laming red exterior, must drive.

259 CARS SOLD!.

741 MORE TO GO!

$1895
1965 CHEVROLET
Impala convertible, V-8, automatic transmission,
power steering, bright red finish. Immaculate.

$1095

Opel AND

Opel AND.,..

. .

BUICK ON *RAND!

BUICK ON RAND!

1965 ELECTRA
Custom coupe, full factory equipment, yellow finish,
come In and drive it away.

$1395

1006P'

801 E. RAND ROAD * PHONE 394-2200

"1000II

Pro5pect ;)a

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,

of showers and
thunderstorms, cooler, low

chance

,

Telepholii.

2554400

in 50's.

MOUNT PROSPECT

Your home Newspaper

Ness sstand Price lit Cents

'14 Pages
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Money woes peril summer program

Dist. 59 may close 'lighted schools'
By Mary Schlott
School District 59's "light-

students would not be affected,
however.

for people of all ages. "The
schools belong to the people

f the slide rule, ceramics and
judo.

ed schoolhouse" program may
have to be abandoned this

The final decision must be

and we want them to make use
of them," she said.

Closed at night or not, if some-

MRS. CUMMINS said the

thing important comes along,
we'll get it done," Mrs. Cum-

made by the District 59 School

Manager

Mrs. James (Leah) Cum-

Louis

Audi says the district may not
have the money to pay custo-

dial costs of keeping the 20

mi-4ns, director, of the program,

"lighted school the
hot. se" program was origisitts,

nated to make use of the 20
Dist. 59 buildings as much as
possible throughout the year

school buildings open at night.

The regular daytime summer

school program for Dist. 59

enough money to keep the evening programs going in the dis-

activities in the program range
through recreational, social
and instructional. Some are organized and some are not, she

said, and includes such subjects as local government, use

trict's four junior highs.
He says it may be necessary
to close the schools even
though this may mean increased vandalism to the build-

mins said.

But Audi, who is currently
working on the 1970-71 building fund budget, says it seems
likely that every elementary
school will have to be closed

gram must be abandoned, at

"That's a far cry from the

least for a time.
Custodians, like teachers,
are now negotiating for salary

$1,500

to

$1 million Chicago spends annually," Audi said, "but it's
bad enough."

THE STATE'S new financial responsibility law makes it
possible for the school district

ings.

A cowboy serenade

a

$1,200
month.
runs

HE HOPES to squeeze out

"Whether the schools are

Board.

Summer.
Business

evenings this summer.

to collect from parents of a

increases for next year, Audi
says.

Audi says the District
building fund budget is
"critically underfinanced." It
is funded by a 25 -cent tax per
59

Forest View and John Jay.
Mount Prospect; Brentwood: -

He estimates that District
59 will spend $12,000 by the

youngster who gets caught
breaking a window. However,
Audi says, 99 per cent of the

year's end for replacement
glass. The estimate does not in-

cape unseen.

sought a 21 -cent per $100 assessed valuation increase in
the educational tax fund and a
the

Junior high schools in the

Custodial salary levels for
1970-71 will probably determine whether the district'

building fund. Voters rejected
both the building fund increase by a much larger mar-

and
Holmes
district are
Dempster in Mount Prospect

"lighted

gin.

time the culprit manages to es-

clude the cost of labor for installation.

He said during the warm
months of the year the school
district glass breakage cost

$100 assessed valuation.

increase

121/2 -cent

schoolhouse"

pro-

in

cher testimonial dinner in Arlington Heights Wednesday evening.

ti

Lszor..)

Ogilvie predicted
Gov.
Wednesday evening that Mayor Robert O. Atcher of
Schaumburg would be elected

"Irk'

CoMmission and the Village

to the proposed development
of low and moderate income
housing on property owned by
the Catholic Order of the Cler-

to Village officials and the Vi-

Board."

atorians.

ics of St. Viator in Arlington

Thomas Hanlon. 1505 E.
Hawthorne, another spokes-

Heights.

man, has formed a legal com-

More than 200 residents of

mittee which will outline the

the area just east of the proper-

zoning code of the Village and

ty met at Recreation Park last

form an approach in dealing
with the problem.

night and formed the Arlington Estates Homeowner's Association.
The Association

includes

residents within the boundaries of Euclid, Drury. Oakton
and Gibbons, as well as con'cerned residents outside this
nominating committee was formed

area.

A

nine -person

with Howard Kagay, 824 N.
Drury. spokesman for the association
vote.

as

the

tie -breaker

"The main purpose of the
association." said Kagay, "Is
to unify our efforts to oppose
any change of our area which
would affect the value of our
properties."

Hanlon told the residents
that the Village contrefed the
planning for this area and that
a multiple family development
in an area -already zoned R3
single family and surrounded
by -1?,3;'would "require an unusual decision

by the Plan

A A special use would be re-

eral civil rights and housing

meet on June 19 to decide the
fate of this property, said Hanlon.
The Homeowner's Association will meet again on May 13

ing the astronauts.

land should be developed.
"Although the details of

atorians, the concerned citizens and the village planning

man, Arlington Heights. A "false arm" is a fiberglass aluminum arm used to string cables on telephone poles.

have to be approved by the Vi-

commission, our group is committed to a low-rise development that would include upper, middle and lower income
levels," the group's statement
said.

"Such

a

low-rise

devel-

opment would be of the highest quality," the statement
said, "having to meet construction requirements even
more stringent than some of.
the most expensive homes in
Arlington Heights."
Its request of the Viatorians,
the group said, was prompted
by the citical need for low -and

Police said Cynthia Ondracek, 14, 1000 N. Rand Rd.,
was returning to Hersey High School with a friend when

moderate -income housing in

they passed under a telephone pole in which workmen were
installing plastic arms. Police said one of the arms broke off
and landed on top of Miss Ondracek's head.
Miss Ondracek was taken to Northwest Community Hospital, where she was admittedfor observation and reported

"Therefore, we have asked
that the Viatorian Order make

in good condition.
Police said C&M Contracting Materials Co., Evanston,
were installing the "false arms."

Mayor John J. Walsh and Des
Plaines Mayor Herbert H.

selected.

income housing development
for property in Arlington
Heights owned by the Catholic
Order of the Clerics of St. Via tor yesterday released a state-

A Des Plaines girl was injured yesterday afternoon when
a 10 -pound "false arm" fell on her head at 1215 N. Water-

The bands, four from District 214 and one from District
207 in Des Plaines, were recruited by Arlington Heights

dent of the organization will be

at 8 p.m. at the American Legion Hall. At this time a presi-

cost housing, but any type of
multiple family dwellings on
the property, located north of
Euclid between Dryden and
Drury.
Kagay indicated that the
group has to "be heard"

'False arm'
hurts real girl

the Apollo 13 astronauts when

Behrel after both officials received telegrams from Chicago's Mayor Richard J. Daley asking for help from the
northwest suburbs in welcom-

any such development would

clues about its ideas of how the

high school bands will greet
morrow morning to being
their official welcoming by the
City of Chicago.

this would require a planned
development which would
have to meet the approval of
the Village.
Members of the Orders
from around the country will

organizations that recently
proposed a low -and moderate -

ment that gave a few more

suburban

ty, said the former trustee, and

association
should be against not only lowsaid

northwest

they land at O'Hare Field to-

the

He

Five

the northwest suburban area.

a conscious decision for the
public good to use its land for
an attractive," high quality
housing development including units for low -and moder-.
ate -income people,-- the statement said.

ed by a heavy rainstorm just after

quired to build on the proper-

Housing sponsors
tell their goals
The group representing sev-

A tornado warning follow-

astronauts

through letters and phone calls

The govern'or followed his

A total of 585 band members will be on hand from Arlington, Forest View, Hersey,
Wheeling and Maine West
high schools. The players are
scheduled to arrive at the airport about 10 a.m. in time to
set up their instruments and
warm up for Apollo 13 astronauts Fred Haise, Jim Lovell

midnight jammed police

and fire department telephone
switchboards in the Northwest

suburbs with inquiries from
concerned residents,

Civil Defense sirens wailed
in many areas, further alarming many people who heard

tack on the conduct of the
clerk's

ofki7

by

the

in -

Vail and Davis Streets.
Buffalo Grove: Many Calls;
no damage reported.
Des Plaines: Many calls; no
damage reported.

the tornado earning had expired:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
Many tornado inquiries; a

building hit by lightning at

Forum set
on school
problems

Commissioners.

A committee, headed by
Ward A. Weaver of Schaumburg, made up -of friends of Atburbs gave the $25 -a -plate din-

Many

lington Towers Hotel Wednesday evening.

Hoffman

Estates:

Prospect: many
Mount
calls; power lines down at Golf
Rd. west of Busse and at 519

traffic at Mount
Prospect Rd. and Northwest
Hwy. after power to traffic signals failed; railroad crossing
signal stuck in down position
at Main and Northwest Hwy.

directing

Palatine: Few calls; no damage reported.
Prospect Heights: Many
calls; no damage reported.
Rolling Meadows: Many
calls; no damage reported.
men
Schaumburg:- Four

handling surge of calls;

ner which drew 800 to the Jim-

my Durante Room of the Ar-

"WHEN YOU CONSIDER what Bob Atcher has ac -

Grove Village.

open forum to give residents of

Mount Prospect School District 57 an accounting of how

power out.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
employes onduty were appar-

their school tax money is being

ently kept busy; all calls to

and John Swigert.

spent, is scheduled for Thursday, May 7, at 8 p.m. at Lin-

their number received a busy

Many state local and state
officials will also be at O'Hare
to greet the returning space
travelers. They include Gov.
Richard B. Ogilvie, U.S.
Senators Charles Percy and

coin School.
Leo Floros, chairman of the
school board's public relations
committee, said jbat the forum
is also to provide residents an

Ralph Smith, Mayor Daley

on the over-all operation of the

and Cook County Board resi-

school system.

"flattered" by Daley's request
for help from this area. in the
Apollo 13 welcoming.

late Wednesday when asked
about the stepped -up American involvement in Cambodia:
"I'm going to withhold
judgment until the ['resident
speaks tomorrow (Thursday)
'evening.

I

have the utmost

confidence in President Nixon. I am going to listen to his
remarks very carefully."
Cook County in 1962, the city
had a population of only
2.000.

"Four years later, the population of Schaumhurg had
more than tripled, reaching
approximately 7,000. Three
years later, a special census
showed that th'e population
had almost doubled since
1966, totally close to 1.4.000.

"THE POPULATION

is

the

s t a t e --possibly

nation,

the

without a city property tax,"
said Ogilvie.
Ogilvie
Gov.

said

of

Schaumbiirg, "When I first
entered public life in this area,
Schaumburg was a dream.
When I was elected sheriff of

end of, 1971. In fact,
Schaumhurg today has around
20,000 residents, and another
10,000 are expected within the

next

12-1.5 months," Ogilvie

reported.

"We honor Bob Atcher not
only for his past deeds, said
Ogilvie, "but also because he
is going to he elected county
clerk in November."
(Continued On page 3)

SIMON
,S1181.11113

SAYS
We've started to fight pollution at our house. My wife has
cleaned out her purse.

signal.

--

opportunity to air their views

"We hope

E

hat everyone

who has a complaint or a sugBehrel yesterday said he was

Gov. Ogilvie had these comHeights

ments in Arlington

and civic leader, there is one
fact that stands above all others: He has administered the
fastest -growing city in the

Wheeling:,.A few calls; no
damage repo'rted, but switch-,
board operating under emer-

Governor
has faith
in Nixon

expected to double again by

no

gency conditions with main

gestion on how we might improve our school system will
avail himself of this opportunity," Floros siad.

Harry A. Hanson, school
board president, will serve as
moderator during a question

Gripe
Of The
Day

and Grove and Lively in Elk

complished as a public servant

damage reported.

A "Report to the People"

dent George Dunne.

Before Gov. Ogilvie spoke
there were tributes to Atcher
by Mayor Donald Thompson
of Buffalo Grove, Dr. James
Moon, president of A. N.
Palmer Publishing Company
located in Schaumburg; and
Floyd T. Fulle of Des Plaines,
of the Cook County Board of

calls; extensive damage report ed, especially in unincorporated areas.

N. Main; Civil Defense unit

Here is the extent of the

testi-

a

cher from the northwest su-

ed.

calls and damage reported after the storm had passed and

Heights at

Elk Grove Village: Many

calls; extensive damage report -

"Sk

OGILVIE SPOKE in, Arlington

cher. John Doremus, Chicago
radio personality, presided
over the testimonial program.

that a tornado had been sighted near Aurora and in Niles.

the rainstorm.

ber.

monial dinner for Mayor At-

over radio and on television
Some damage and power
lines were reported down by

cumbent, Edward J. Barrett,
Atcher's opponent in Novem-

prediction with a scorching at -

Tornado alert,
storm jam police
're dept. phons

00.00'

Opposition has been formed

k -County Clerk in Novem-

C

By Richard Crabb

New home owner group
to fight housing plan

Rdige
High
Knolls and Einstein. Des
Plaines. and Juliette Low, Arlington Heights.
Devonshire,

The school board last year

's Atcher's big night;
u-gilvie sure he'll win

Schaumburg's mayor, Robert 0.
Athcer, candidate for Cook County
Clerk, serenades his wife at the At-

5 bonds
to greet

"IT WAS the building fund
increase we needed most,"
Audi said.
Elementary school buildings that District 59 operates
include Byrd. Clearmont, Dan
Cook, Mark Hopkins, Ridge.
Rupley, Salt Creek and Grant
Wood, Elk Grove Village:

and answer period, after board
members have made separate,
short presentations on fi-

./'1

To have the windshield
washer run dry while I'm

on the expressway on a
muddy day.

L.D.B.

nances, building, curriculum
and the new Junior high program.

There will be a progress report on the Lincoln School ad-

dition and the plans to close
Central School. Transfer of
title on the Central School sale
is scheduled for early summeT..

-

-4111111e°-'
Cook County sheriff's deputies served an eviction notice Tuesday on Anthony Lanus, the owner
of this home at 409 S. Hi-Lusi, Mount Prospect. Wednesday, furniture and -other belongings were
still on the front lawn, only partly protected from the elements. Neighbors saidRuit they had not
seen Lanus since the notice was served and police said they were unable to locate him.

,r

!ostv..1:

THE DAY

6 students dig up glimpse
of old Southwest cultures
back,
asleep.

By K. C. Radtke
Almost four weeks after
theirjourney to the Southwest.
coven Elk Grove High School
students arc still classifying

300 pieces of pottery, tools.
rocks and a fossilized Mte.

months open,

sound

watched the sun rise
/done that day," Ergang said.

After flying from Chicago
to Albuquerque, the 11 -member expedition rented two cars
and roamed the home places of

The six boys and one girl
will display their ; findings

the Pueblo and Navajo 'In-

Thursday, April 30, in the high

THEY SCOURED the reddish,. sandy earth for clues of
the Indians way of life. They

school social science center.

Accompanied by four facul-

dians.

highways. according to Public

four inches below the surface
to find painted pottery pieces,
arrowheads, petrified wood

Works Director

Michael Thomey, an Elk
Grove junior, returned with a
steel bullet which he later had

southwestern Colorado.

west.

They returned to their elms room with pockets, bags, and

"They're pictures carved in
stone. We saw them outode

luggage crammed with stone

Albuquerque. They're

EADAS1LLS.

esting when you try to interpret them and their sym-

"After working all day in

"SOME DAIS we rose early to start our travels." George
Emma, a social science Mech.
er, added.

"Like the day we got up at 4
a.m. mil were on the road by 5
m. I fell like I was driving

that morning -all the

hearse

kids were stretched out in the

.1 enjoyed doing the field
work, especially finding the
primitive tools myself," mph.
oMere Thomas Zucker Of Elk
Grove Village said.

Junior students John Shera,

'Dean Boman. andlohn Fitzgcrald, all of Des Plaines,
and William Lienlokken, Elk
Grove Village, concurred that
the digs mode a( three "an dent man" sites were the trip`,

A group of member; reto Me church and

society committee of the First

Prmhmer,an Church of A,
Heron Heights recently met
with representatives of Chieigo's Firman Howe at The

home of Mrs. Arthur Wolf-

most impressive feature.

II

which is to he sponsored by We
church and society committee.

by boo each morning at

Zucker said he sensed a cold

KM., where 40
KM.,

THE CHILDREN will
meet in forest preserves, out of -doors sites and excursion
places, with church facilities
being used only on inclement
weather. Sack tenches will be

brought from home, and the
church will provide milk.

per

Llenlokken (center) holds a larger hammer stone. Tom Zucker loinM1 shoos a mans used for grinding
earn. The students combed three ancient man sites in Nen Mexico mince tools how been found define
beck to 8,000 B.C.

Northwest
E.

said

the

vitation and one public raw don end .make a final address
Tthe evening -all in Wheeling
Township.

,

elean.up program yields an ay.

.,

crag of more than a Coble
yard of litter and debris for

..

ILLINOIS' SENIOR sena.
tor will be a guest during the
day of the Wheeling Township
Republican Organization and
Wheeling CAP Cone
mitteenon Richard A. Cowen.
Sen. Percy, first appear will he at breaklav in the

picking up the debris. Scheer
said, is the oast of disposing or
Depending on the areas or
the sto w the cost of dismal

ranges front El to $12 a truckload.

held Monday and Wednesday

mornings from 10:15 to II
a.m. The program is free to

It all

figures in the Kt

Rolling Green Country Club

cents an item total cost.

where he will meet nembos of

Cellini said there are WIT
penalities for littering high-

members; a fee of 58,0 is
charged non.members. Registration is required. ,Contact

the Chi yens Advisory Comittee to Cowen.

ways but the laws are difficult
to enforce. He urged motorists
to dispose of trash and debris
in roadside trash barrels.

tor. for details, at 290-3376.

study. stories, tut crafts.
oinking singing, hiking. swim-

sing

n

homing.

Grand

Tribal government was explained to the Illinois 0713DP

Window Rock, Ariz., the Navajo tobal camtal.
cessfol

that

th

Tonight is your very hart
chance tog. your eyes exam
ined ,free. The Lions Club

snit

Glaucoma unit will be in the

Agnew. Market

tonmrs

gem

On dean's list

They are: Linda Baughman,

15 N. Forrest Av., Arlington
Elvtra

vening. there was a
Istst
good cited line of people taking advantage of n really great
public service. The Glaucoma
Unit is cooponsored by the
center. 1100
merchants of

-

/s _.10S

Rank and Trom Ce of Arlington Heights. Barth Haman
wee mos,nsious for he most
nurnher of people to hear

COMEs res

041%-fi 1°1

deed.

about the LionXi

rimer WILL go Mue-

be

held at

Grace.

At 8 p.m. Percy will con -

a helicopter to Arlington Purl,

elude lois long day with an address to the Wheeling Town ship Republican Organization
that will to held at the Clayton
House in Wheeling Village,

lunding-near Gate 5.
A special luncheon

of

Wheeling Township Commu.
W hy feeders is being held al

"LOLW.

NPrk1-1

ler u ski vacation, the
Apsen

t

would

be

erbwded. Nelson recently returned from his vacation and a

3

NOW LOOK,JOE
ICJ.: Lebow hz, his way the

entire 24 hours called Michela' Day will be one big hemtiful celehratiOn. 100 is with

Piece Set Unbreakable

Famous Liquon handy neighborhood stores all over. No

MIXING BOWLS

one can ever say he lacks ono,

Billion.

He

iy probably the

oily spirit

dispenser in doe
hi has his oven hello-

'

Large

BASKET

cduntry
pet behindithe store on Rand
Rd. in Arlihmon, in case pep
OVer for a sis
decides. to
Pod.

For Mother's Day he is urging the Ihmilies to buy old
Mom a jug of wine to go with

her dinner and he'll furnish
lees. LeRoy Tiniori of rha A,
Becton Heights core said in

With Purchase of 10 Gallons or More of Gasoline Plus Bottle Deposit

puhlway release. -The
combination of wine and roses
Aye a lin: to our stares' in,
Ilye

ig" To hock with
of u 1000:

FLAG
DECAL!

w

proved

attendance is not taken, Me
students grade themselves,
nor tests are administered.
"Having duly considered

session at which Laketon
cosed
as not present

The board of trustees ap-

ADMINISTRATORS, including Larry King, social sci-

all possible justification of the
action, we feel that there hos
been a serious breach of wirequest

"We respectfully
that the administration live up

ment;

the petitioc

DON DUFFY, Harper Nth
DON
dent senate president, mkt the
LaLakatos cue is not [lose
to most students who
generally are "intensely ap11-

sity of Delaware before coming
to Harper.

HIS METHOD of teaching
introduced as en ex-'
periment last semester.
He resigned,Feb. 2, the firm

was

have

.powem of the Student Senate."

n ico

they grow too fond of it to

lovely

7'her,Thven:irt,,Ibienit

W0oa9ia
Prospect
Club will hav' their lotneheon
Mount

the 1100,0 ('0000011 Club an

the pulic

t

as

day ale Church

FREE!

Walt Disney Magazine
& BALLOONS -CANDY
for Kiddies in Car

FREE!
SUNDAY
PAPER

SATURDAY EVENING
and SUNDAY MORNING

oc

Car1

banquet.

r

r

Arlington

ClonesWo

lubh
Wrnhc7ill

School

d the A riaigton Towers h

MenuS

opening their Top
wild
of tic Tow a recce.
cm Restaurant

featuring =Acids and

To be served Friday at Mac-

Arthur Junior High in District

hots d'oeuvrs.
The American Legion is
having their very popular
steak fry this Saturday kiln
of Foreign
and Neillete
have their InWars w
stallation
Dinner Sunday
'Boy. those restaurant mom

23.

are going to hose 0 rough time
with all that aniateur conk
petition. Sure ij a FULL

214:

schedule. for GI ecumenical

Baptist Republican war veteran of the WACs.
ART ORIGINALS
A group of 11 women who

collect paintings will hold an
"'Art Originate" at Lutheran
General Hospital today and to-

morrow during regular hours.

rt0

Betty Olsen of Mount Prospect

who is also an artist de.ribed
wee re

and0207.000

Grilled cheese or meadoef
sandwich,

mixed vegetables,

fruited gelatin, cookie. milk.
To be sealed Friday at An
1110100,

Predpeet,

Wheeling,

Erk Grove, Forest View
View and
District
Hersey high schools
!slain dish (one choice): fish
crisps, beef liver, cheeseburger

in bun, wiener in bun. Vocetabk (one choice): potato

presented

by

blocked every at
at reform. His office it
has

ohnounced that the fathers had
14`ell Persuaded to no as wei-

8 ter will be held at the Church

hours in consultation with La-

but doesn't have them. ft

quires vigorous, Mirth. at-

katos before submitting the
case to the trustees.

tention by a capable adminis
trator, but doesn't have it

I'm not here to appeal renewf of the contract 3 the first

re

Barrett maintains his home in
Palm Springs, Calif.. Gov.
Ogilvie reported, ...he is Indy

successful

ME, in Elk Grove Village is

:Mont

life
had

again.
been

The

Moo-

o hen the owners ran out
eye It new has A new ro."

Mute or the windows a,

22 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines, III. 827-6291

under supervision

munity in

We Harper policies and mare.

of his chairman and division Wires exist to help teachers be (41 develop an cause the policies are punk
awareness tithe Harper phi- five," said the teacher.

THE PROSPECT DAY

coordinators:

losophy andseans to follow it;
and (5) sign several statements
which would be inserted in his
evaluation records.
The statements said that La-

katos "approached change by

ultimatum., "was unhappy at
and would be happier
at four-year institution," and
objected to and failed to use
eLarns.

.

Lakatos said hc futilely took
his case' before We faculty if fairs committee, a make -shift
group for internal greivances.

The committee reported to
the faculty senate that the "validity of the non -retention can not be determined" and "lomthey tide is to be commended
in 'Wheyonduct."
committee)
lobe

According to LAME he straddled Me fence," Lake.
could not and did not sign the said.
More student power and
five pockpaper.
Attacking each of the points, the boar the composition of
Lakatos told the students that it

Published

sloLA

Cook County will second our
vote of confidence by jjecting

trators were attending a semi:
nar down the hall from the College Center lounge where La-

flees. 217 S AAngron ne.glas
Rd. Magma 1.1.010 IL 50055.
and 722 Len.. Des Plaines. st.

Nola

Subsesipiion genes. 35 OHM.*

week home dell... Out of
Mem 11.5.

mall MM. 517.110

'wan WOO for Ls mon..
Hemsland prim. 10 cents

Second clam postage paid at

the board of trustees could

[we,

katos spoke and soswsrs

000 he so richly deserves, and
is so well qualified to hold."

jons for more than an hour.

D MEATS
732 Center St.
Des Plaines
,

299-4295

EVERY

Sirloin Tip Roast

$129

lb.

lb.

lb.

79C th.

"DAY"
A
SURPRISE

PACKAGE

3 DOZEN

EGGS 439
albs,

Fresh Leon

IF:"

lb.

5716.

Weiners

MEYER

lb

1"

MILK

87`

palbn

Beef, Yeel, Pork ta Lomb -Cos, wrapped.

and Frozen forkerFreeser

a

sare.

Most of Harpers adminis-

him to the very importilitla,

as

notes, is Goss arosm G.

public officialsin Only a few faculty members at-

GROUND BEEF

STAPLETON HARDWARE

13) to

added.

"It doesn't seem as though

of the Harper policy

board along with faculty membars, administrators. and com-

pening at Harper that you (the
students( should be aware of,

tended.

apannwm complex at the.
of Algonquin and

twining to

ructions
out the policies and procedures

mak ing power and a seat onthe

"But there are Wings hap-

the United States.
I urn sure that the voters of

GRADE A
..311.00 off.

recognize act:

her said yesterday.

year

FRESH

Goehhert Oil. in Arlington
eights.

I

an absentee offi.holder--ab- that is, Madly things," Laent from his office far more katos told more than 100 stuthan than he is prewar.'
d.. in a noon address yesterReferring to Atcher, Ogil- day.
Concerned stud.ts and the
vie said "This lestimontal
is a testimonial to one of the student newspaper,'Harin,
truly outstanding and most sponsored Lakatos lecture.

SPRING SPECIAL
ISM

cretion of the instructor.
"I received no response," he
was an immature act: (2) carry

., (

According to Lakatos. stu-

de. should have decision-

adnliniStratorS spent at least 20

Fresh or Smoked

Y. Le All

paper to sign for a conditional cng a statement from the
Harper policy manual which
renewal.
Lek.. said he could have leaves the matter of written
been)rhired if he had agreed and oral exams to the dia-

melee some( the Harper problem, Lakatos stressed throughout his lecture.

did re -

qufies MO -speed .computers,

69c
Liver Sausage _
69'
MEYER Bologna
49` %lb
Meat Loaf
39' %lb.
Veal Loaf

Nice Krauts:1G who proudly

He said he had written a lew
ter to administrators March 24

KING TOLD The Day last
week that he and three other

Pork Chops

Prognon iniirtion is Mar
Cochairmen
Cornwell
Janet
r the evening arc
Coin
.'ond Helen Potluck.
esident of the group is
:age Holmes. Publicity gal is

HOWEVER AFTER sev- questioning them. he said.
oral meetings, Me administration offered him a five -point

ROBERT L ALA ION

int en and the contract*. not

LEAN, CENTER CUT

n

into education. However, he
"tests" his students in clan by

tract the mignation 1 would be
re -hired next year. Obviously
something happened in be.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE CENTER

Dorothy

bound in writirtg.
WHILE HIS teaching methods are innovative, he said he
quality educe gels abused,. I have to man. still believes
lion.
facture a case."
He does believe in giving
He told the story of how he
katos said, adding that he
to break confidences to doss.
"The non -renewal power

tracted his resignation.

$119

'I

Redeemable for Cash

He said he issued Ultimatums

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

p °gram will consist. of "IT,
Mothers Wear" It

He said he did not feel he

should he bounds working
under Las superiorwhen no
will make them public," La- other fculty member is as

renewed."

;THE PRESENT county

rounds, buttered carrots. Salad
(one choice): fruit juice, tossed
salad, relish dish, molded:
strawberry, sliced peaches; orange pineapple, grape. Rolled
wheat muffins and butter,
milk.
Available de...02 grapefruit segments, vanilla pudding, pineapple pie, chocolate
cake, rolled wheaCcooki..

(11,

"Nothing I stated in anyof
those meetings (with ado'
Motors (is off the record, coal

before resigning and later re

Rump Roast

ned to vandals 000000100am

PLUS FREE STAMPS

where the whole thing start

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

'

Get Your FREE "Champagne Go:J" Watch Band Calendar

communicating. I think that o

nner on Tuesday May 5. Last
y ar the gals had a really inter 0 ling display of their own
siding g.Gtrts. This Year the

9OMETO LIFE
she Old abandoned Tally

THE FINEST GASOLINE IN MID.AMERICA

Cook County.

Referring to the fact that

non. that isl. The management

II

fmbe"
The°M. has
hd.
aol yet it is the most impo,

clerk

minting for hinclo at the ArWTI. Towers on May first as
guest of the Wheeling Township Republicans organise-

Le:aguex

needs help in the worst way.

public serAce office in
Thelma Nesset and lady Rs,
ea Ron), Tabe the
e'e,

-CI

Aah

ministration of the Cook
County clerk's office PT Ede
wand J. Barrett, Gov. Ogilvie
said, "The decaying office of

r

.Al ay 00.01 the South Corn-

lion

and I did not have a good day

98c

rs and dish washers. The ban -

Arlington Heights, Ill.

"Unfortunately, Larry King

Round Steak

!

STATE RD. & SOUTH ST.

Atcher

county clerk needs help."I was told that if I

Thomas.

Wonons Club is having
St.

isr01al,10::i'l:endd::!:o:rn.nseel":1hher:

di play. Tlae

day comm,

good

L akatos began.

I...Ma to the present a.-

cull bless

a

"I w.
was
expected to tead5llsy
Contract (one night coarse. Sul
do second semester 1 was assigned three night cnurses,"

j,

r

-

Lakatos' day. and evening
classes in Introduction to Psychology and Adolescent Psychology are taught without
tests or grades. He taught
summer course at thc Univer-

elude.

comment.

help him.

matter were being held cow
fidential in order not to jeepardize LAM& future employ-

faith in the"dinstrdon and

"No administrator admits

that he, too, made a mistake.
real 1010E.. he said in a final 'That's the way wars gets tart -

case.

They said discussions on the

to its policies. The rehiring of
Mr. Lakatos would restore our

"The faculty has something

when asked about the Lakatos

ly roponded "no comment"

reads.

lamented.

college.

admitted his'mmature mis- grades or Inking attendan.0
take (resigning) to admints- bemuse he d,. -.s not think
Colors thinking they would students should be fomed

ence division head, have usual-

den. freedom," the petition

its policies,

of La-

non -renewal

katos. contract Feb. 26 after a

(lows women's group ',flown
Lutheran WM.. will have
;
ir annual mother -daughter
I

You Get Excellent Service By Man Who Appreciate Your Basin.*

knit for the guy who plays It cool, casual and
slightly sensational. Donegal's special flair evident
here in the high Crew that makes news with stalwart
striping engineered to flatter. Or the pullover that
llauntslhe new "Stande" collar, the one with the
exemplary, up -standing attitude. No carte'
smoothies of ColesettO, 73% acetate-27r Fortrel
polyester, Donegal's own machine -washable,
machine-dryable master knit that rhymes wIth

LAKATOS HAS beech:aching psychology courses where

Harper.

enough mode. or sway the

EVERYBODY'S EATING

Tuns. kitty 5.

"happening" at

talk

were men stealing the doors
what as

and

about

division.

pictures to display 01 the Hos-

gthri; ninon, that

in.

The Lutheran Church or the

I

structor in the social =knee

Jay of the spring semester,
when he and ..1(ing. did not

PREMIUM

!JERE'S YOUR HAT

FREE!

Robert Lakatos, 25, said he
was "breaking confidences. to

Lnkatos' can for student
power yesterday will bring
little results. Duffy said.

lamonital,.hM

htrilsy.
tno'hu£11Z0
r

oclthl

1

41:,:dL10:,,t,,b,,,,,Tife. with the

e

t e

LAKATOS NAMED "off- WAS "ironic" theethe adminislharecord" administrative Ms- tration would not holy hint
"1 found myself in a hole,
cessions and non -retention of
admitted !w wrong in resign first year faculty without
the in, They b00000 me," Lakatos
as problems now buggmgcause
to lose, but the students are the

trators.

non-retentina 00
Robert Lakatos, a first year inn
against

11101k."

.Monity Reptiat in Mourn Presmore"
tell Ptttym

he snow melted end the ve
ottion ended."

DAY
STRIPES

bask

Rs

ing. "Too NM." he moaned:

F' UN

of his dispute with adminis-

The petitions are a grotg,

er, but they cannot influence

_

Buchanan,

et

tract is not being renewed yesterday made public the details

ing toward more student pow-

.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

A Harper Chllege psychology teacher whose non -

According to a student
Nue
spokesman, at least 9
dents and faculty ine00mbas
have signed 11 petitions.

By Catherine O'Donnell

eon

go al his favoritcpastitne. ski-

,our leisure life. blgb cmw S12 00
Collared pullover,514.00

to

Wately to Meigs Field and take

SNOWBIRD
The ,Church Women United
in everyone looked WI WeB.46 ',44. having their luncheon DTI

141 N. Cedar, Palatine: feeChildren to develop an imforon,. Yrey Pow., 306 Ridge,
ity to some of the biaseS Mat pect Heights, and Lianea
3109 . Swallow Ln., Rol are expressed a. practiced
carding race and religion.
Meadows.

aa

Percy will be honored at a pub.

by K. C. Radtke

been renewed.

emination is tree.

et. Vo

residents are

the wider community; to
ftarn of different people and
,eonditiona and try share with

Heights;

Anthony Toniaso of Arlington
Heights. At 4 ,m. Friday Sen.

Longfellow School in Buffalo

Shopping

Coeur at Dryden and Kensington. Mst off Northwest
Wry. until 0:30 p.m. The G-

APRIL 30 MAY 1-2-3

hope to make a similar field
venture to Yucatan, Menlo

Several area

en in the: home of Mr. and Mm.

Imp Parade that will ten at lie reception

City Hall at noon.

job fight to students

"There are studeras work

The 10 -day trio suo-

by achieving a grade average
of 3.5 or more from a possible

1440 MINER ST.

astronaut motorcade from the
airport to the Loup and in the

at an invitation reception giv

See here!

American and some Negro.
can and some Negro.

econitmic. religious and social
conditions; to provide avenues

S

Percy will take out in the

conference, he will be honored

Day by Day

as

7The program will include

ky and other dignitaries in
TOR0filing the Apollo U.N.
Tenants.

each mile on the 16.1X/11-mlle
system of state highways.
Added to the expense of

Nicki Dochler, aquatic direc

remaining 60 per cent are
Zuni Indians, Spanish, Anglo-

among 149 Monmouth College 00.000 who made the
second term dean's list there

and.

primitive rock hammer in one hand and a projectile point (knife or spear) in the other. William

"1"'"''''"
of highways.

ference. be a guest al two in-

tit

ftarper teacher takes

Harper College students are

Arlington High trounced by Committeeman
School Which will he attended cower,,
invocation will he
by representatives of the other -given by Father Duffey of Sr
District 214 high schooh in Mary's School in Arlington
Wheeling and Elk Grove Heights.
Townships.
Attending will be leaders of
Sen .Pe re Y Son to in- local governments in Wheeltroduced by Arlington Highs ing Township' -villages, to
Student Council president. G. ship. library districts --as well
Michael Rieder.
as official civic groups, pastors
From Arlington High and school district leaders.
School, Sen. Percy wit be driv
At 230 Sen. Percey will
en to the Military section al meet the press at the Arlington
O'Hare Airport where he will Towers Hutel.
join Gov. Ogilvie, Mayas Lk.
FOLLOWING THE press
dress

Page 3

Thursday Apd 30 1970 THE DAY

circulating petitions seeking
12,45111nm Arlington Towers the re -hiring of a psycluMNIY
Hotel. Sen. Percy will be in - teacher whose contract has wl

cent

gram ere to develop sweep
Mow relationships among
people of different cultural.

901 a.m. and depart al 3th' them " thdlr talents

Elk Grove High Scheel southwest eweditionists display Weir worn, archaeological findings from
a 10 -day 'Mincing° tour in portions of New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado. John Shera (left) holds a

address hold 0 major press con-

sion

Classes for women will be

students are Navajo and the

gild000

Thy daY camp volt 000 from
July 6 through Aug. 6. ChBdon front Firman House will
and

an

,

her the ...tad Lew Deg ad.

Gallup High School. Gallup.
Gallo

iCog t to discuss plans for the
The program is under the diFirman House Day Camp pro- rection of Leon Walker of
gram in July.
Firman House, and the Rev.
Fifty children from Firman Leon Haring and Mrs. Patrick
Neighborhood House and 50 T. Shields of the First Presby.
children from Fint Presby. Wien Church..
terian Church in Arlington
Heights. or other churches ITI
The objectives of the pro.

the cmmunity. ages 6 to 12.
part in the program

without modern conveniences

Dean.

of

Monday and Wednesday evenings for four weeks from 9 to
9:45 p.m.

attitude among the Indians to word white people.
The teen-agers were MOM
in a Navajo language class at

Churchmen plan
Firman Douse exchange
spurn hl

A SLOWER pace of lift

imprint on Louise
Grandt's mind.
The incongruousness of Indians attending churchonastor Sunday and later doing a
rain dance -was peculiar M

..

Henry O. Scheer. engineer

Coed classes will be held

bolism." Thomey said.
left

,.

money
betterboroloi iztnt
kno,r

The

for Wu harm at

noon given to welcoming the
Apollo 13 astronauts to Chicago. Sen. Charles Percy will
attend breakfast, lunch and
dinner in Wheeling Township.
He will deliver a Law Day

wok

Suburban
Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines, will begin
tts annual "Learn-to-SW1Mtn!slay" campaign for adults
ove- 16 on Mayo.

inter-

Recent

13.10 the cost of maintaining
highways.

swim lessons
.The

L1.5. Senator can be like.

adds about 53,0110.000unntall

North wost 'Y'
to begin adult
YMCA, 300

day what to day in the life of a

"CLEANING UP the Iffier

rig, 01

A19100 Sen. Percy will de-

The citizens of Wheeling
Township are to lind out Fri-

mend...

thsi , thserni

"The man told me it's a 25
caliber dating hack to 1888 or
1889 which could have been
fired from a Colt hand gun."
Thomey said.
Bullets aside, Mike liked the
petroglyphs best.

the high altitude atmosphere.
the kids were pretty tired."

p

of litter and debris

tossed thoughtlessly by mouth
ism along the highways is tre.

ways along state highways. It

identified.

merings of an Anglo-American contribution to our south-

ly Spaniards and caught glim-

harvest

F,

00111 am.

By Richard Crabb

highways." Cellini said. -The

Cellini.
Cellini said highway mainenanee crews throughatt the
state have started We annual

and even a fossilized bone.

digging M the sands of New
Alegi., eastern Arizona and

leacher.

up the many thousands titscarded annually along state

the teen-agers combed three or

observed traces left by the ear-

far fun and gomes," said Ronald genes. Weir anthropology

That's what it co. to pick

USING SMALL shovels,

ty members, We sMdents spent
10 days during Easter vacation

"There wasn't much time

each.

paintbrushes and their hands,

A day in the life
of a U.S. Senator

operations performed through.
out We year.
"The spring cleanup is
scheduled prior to the Brom
Poss mowing Good the Mate

Emily Aver and soft drink
001010 and ca. cost WI cents

Petition
asks: keep
teacher on

Percy on the go

Discarded bottles cost
state 63 cents each

13,2E2. TThursday Apn130, 1970

There's Local

News, Sports, feature,
Comics,

Something for everyone!

kr..ves.vse

...418WRIFROSIErereafetkePREA.

One day at a time

I

Itr

the curb for all the world to

wagons. That always seemed
odd to me, butt keep chocking,
and iris true.

SOME "CRUISERS" art
such experts, you never get a

When families pile heir
heavy junk at the curb, the village looks as if a tornado bad
hh. It's a yearly event that%

piled up even . their car Rs.
Finches from 50 yards away.
Suddenly they pull in front of

Junk Piles
lugger cars and luxury ration

t tun/ anymon. they sad
t haul it avau
We
this car.`Wb11- have to find

most fun. Except some, who
arc deadly serious about their
"cruising."
You can tell quite a bit
about a family by what it puts
out front. How old the stuff is
hey throw away. Whether
their water h.ter gave out this
war. You can sometim, tell if
they bought a color TV. You

the re ly.

die treasured object is being

went on the top of the ear, the

safely stowed away. Troisers" begin when the sun goes
down,

with cushions.

handle, and it will bens good as

It's been several years since
Nat couch and chair incident I
described. It hasn't ended Ra.
ma other day I was driving
past the apartment section of

.YOU SEE," maid the girls.
state down South. Renting an
apartment took all our money.
We haven't even had time to
find jobs. But when we saw all

Kernoon. a couple of young
women in a VW stopped. They
eselnined the merchandise.

They rang the front doorbell,
Tan we have it?" they asked.
Wu u, but it's only

town on my way home from
work. On the curb sat the old

I

XII;

Letters to the Editor
Against creation
of asphalt jungle
Op, letter

to

Arlington

Heights Board of Tres.,

"Funny! My astrologist didn't say anything about THIS
for today."

To ALL of -us ,ncerned:

the Viatorian land into boa-

We read and hear about pollution every day recently, The
seriqus, nation and

ing for non -whites. I would at

world wide. What this is lead-

ing up to is the plan for the
"Puddle" (retention burin) in
S
y Rdg , W t. bo
d
by resi dents
on
Harvard,
White Oak and Cedar Ln.

Mar

The "city fathers" want to
cover it with asphalt and make

pub ti cactiotto

i/coor throditionl Jason r
Ihr furpresjiwohne

playground ,d tennis court
uot of it. Our back yard faces
this basin, along with 13 or 19
other residents. We, for one,
are completely against an 'Nis-

Arden* kerpfus
Inlellregeol

--Mershon Meld or

Aditor

William J. Ittedalsen.

R.E. Hutchinson, la,Pnshirso

fora

haven for the little wildlife we
have left? Just today, I saw a
little duck land in the warm af-

for' idri skating in the bitter

kidSskt adl o

d th
that nearly froze far
doing it. The basin was turned
m

a natural skating rink.
This to me is acceptable -- but
This
not tennis couts.

Psoriasis controllable
but is not curable

There is a large and lovely
park not far from here to accommodate all kinds of activi-

W. C. BRANDSTADT,MD.

- Sly aid has psorlash.
at
causes it? Can it be
cured?
-

should help but. in he absence

dutch a deficiency. it should
A

bland

the mine?

A - No, but salicylic acid

not be taken.

A - 'The exact moue is On.
known but a hereditary factor

Q. Are fungus and moriasi

ointment

in-

ointments are used in the trent
mart of both. Some authorities

may he present and high

corporating vitamin A fort

Hood cholesterol level pre-

disposes to this disc.. Ner-

cal application can be taken by
anyone and has a beneficial of -

vous tension may alsoea
factor but this may be are-

feet aalong as Hs use coati,
fled. A new treatment has been

tail rather than the cause.
The disease is chronic and
cannot he cured but it can of -

reported from England. After
the lesions have been cleared
up with a coal tar product, the
victim, two nights a week. a,
plies a paste containing small
amounts of salicylic acid and
anthralin. at bedtime, to the
skin areas where the lesions

used only in the severest cases
with lesions covering the

used to be. This ointment must

whole body. The drug may

not be used near the eyes. A
paste containing ammoniated
mercury and salicylic acid has
alm helped many victims.

and cirrhosis of the liver unless
used under careful medical supervision.

Mil be controlled. A mild to
ointment. followed by direct
exposure to the sun's rays or a

sunlamp, is usually helpful. A

new highly refined tar ointment that also contains alien
tide bAlphosyl Gel) is colorless
and is preferred by many.
Skin creams

that contain

drugs of the cortisone group
help nmny victims if. after applying he cream. they cover
die area with a plastic wrap,
ing

ISaren Wrap or Hand

Wrap). Ifa vitamin A deficien-

cy mists, taking this vitamin

Married men
between
30.60 YEARS
learn the facts about

FARMERS NEW

have believed that a fungus
was the cause of psoriasis bo
this has never, been proved

.d

experimental

ty, including tennis courts.
Why another one so close by?
Please reconsider your plans

suffer became many of the
children coming into Si area
will be much farther behind in
their studies than their fellow

If

group

and brooder coverages..

'c'tTgot
ed city.
awa'r
Quithon"'''''
trying to

that homes, which they have
worked so hard for, plummet,

make our suburbs into an overcrowded. slummy city.

and have school taxes raised so

seforevoo ran

tag tow GM
Tanners Insurance Gra%

1h. ...de. of lively, lusty Tucson, Plizono. ond
10MOniiC Nogales, Mesta Sighwee North

392-1250

b M gg

O'Hare Airport, Phi Gamma

Phi. Nu Alp., Xi

IN Tank Meet for TOM MO To
RAND & DUNDEE RD.
DES PLAINES, ILL, no
o
PALATINE, ILL.
aocgrtons
298.4848
358.3232

Answer on Comic Page

-

,

as

HAIR DRYER

Thc Illinois Citizens for We

'

ite platform making the termi-

group will hold its third annual'
dinner Wednesday, blay

DRIES HAIR FASTER THAN EVER
1

and no -drip spout.
Easy so clean
cutting nit. 76 -page recipe booklet
included.

has been he first organization
nation of pregnancies a private
decision between the pregnant
woman md her physician. The

Portable-Easy To Carry, Easy To
Store tame Hood With SewThru
Viser Raise Or lower Hood Four

Awards for the Girl of the
Year and for perfect attenden, wAl be presented.
Xi Eta Eta is hostess chapter

for Me event. Mrs. Carl RAM.

Palatine. president of Xi Eta
theywill
be loWmistress for
the evening. Speakers will be
Mrs. Carol Krause. president

of Me REN Council. Mm.
Jackie Wadsworth, Mn, Norman Alexander and Mn. Kenneth Shirley.

Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota
will meet at 8 p.m., May 5, at
the home of Mn. Douglas Petenon, 401 N. Derbyshire, Arlington Heights. Mrs. George
Gateau will .serve
co -host -

ZETA TAU ALPHA

Moo Georgie Stem
from the American CCMmrvatory in Chicago.
The 25 -year award will be

The Northwest Suburban
Alumnae Club of Alpha Gam-

Thomas Smith- of Arlington
Heigh. was chairman of this

ma Delta will hold

project.

unseated to Mrs. Robert
Grubbe of Dcs Plaines. and in-

7:45 p.m. May Sat Cheer,hme of

Grove

144
Mrs. Michael Schne
Ambleside Dr., Des Plain..
Mrs. D. Niemi of Mundelein

couples' bridge for the first

end Mrs. T. D. McCormick of
Mount Prospect are co-chair-

day a month, will have an end of -the -year dinner. The couple

held. New officers arei Mrs.
Albert Pranno, ,esident, and
Mrs.,John Lovelace, vice.pres.

Wiliam
at the home of Mrs. William
Richer ; of Barrington.

Mena, both of Park Ridge;
Georg
Mrs ..Earl Snodgr.s, record.

tiok.
h, Of

ing secretary, andMrs.

sell fol.,

the fall will be ales -

sussed by the newly elected
president, Mrs. L Yaroch. For
information call 3924937.

1

I

at 6

pm. at the Germania Club,

W..Gemania 11500 H.
CloICMCA
IL) Chiang..
a mawill

Galvan, editor, both of Arlin,
ton

Heights;

Mrs.

Edwin

Keene; corresponding sect.
of Herrardt Mrs. Donald

24"

cial award to the Honorable

Vincent H. Yana Roman
Catholic and a stale senator
from Hawaii. The presentation will recognize Sen. Yano
as ,the year's first successful
legislator in the battle to repeal
abortion laws. The senator was
instrumental in recently effecting the repeal of Hawaii's archaci abortion laws.
Sen.

will dr. an his

successful Hawaiian struggles
in speaking to the guests about

ture.

pessage of repeal laws In New

York, Marylimd, Alaska and

3 33

troduction of a complete repeal bill in the Illinois legisla-

$11250

are

Chrome body with block end panels

Easy to clean Designed for yeon
of trouble.free service
Full -year

per person.

Rec..ts for tickets or further
inquiries should be addr.sed
M the dinner chairman, Mrs..
Robert Snyder, General Delivery, Hinsdale, Ill, 60521,

CUSTOM
Reheats .1d to
without burning Handryme contemprary de.
sign Easy -to -empty crook tray

000

01146

The Spares' first golf outing
will ha held May 3 at 1 p.m. at
tha Sportsman's Country
Rd.,
Club, 3535 Dundee
Northbrook. Interested parties
should meet at the clubhouse
of the country club.

Invilee,.. for the me-

II

GAC Introductory Oder
sentati. everywhere! Don't miss
of

QUANTITI 5 LIMITED

Route 72 and Roselle Root'

HARDWARE
HOURS
Mon Fri 9 to 9

Saturday 9 to 6
Sunday 9 toe

demon Heights is membership

"Follow Your Lucky

Barnett of Rolling Meadows Is

Stars" will be he,herne. She

etairman, and Mn. Walter
president.

Nesmith% cheeky to Byrn Witt of Clearbrook Center, Nick Hyser of Northwest Mental Health
nd Don Franke of Maioc Township Meard Health ASST. was Mrs. Betty-Atm Enemies,
ways an means chairman for the 7th Obeid Andras of the Illinob Federation of Women's Clubs.
The occadon vats the Hattori spring meeting April 23, at which time $700 was disided among the
three organizations as a junior phluanthroplu.

ICE CREAM
'

HALF

GALLON

lam Sergot d the
Mendows Juniors, corr,

Roiling

Nancy Wells of the Junior
Woman's Club of Des Plain,
ways and means chairman.
Year-end reports were given

Meg were Mn. Benjamin Adarant,
7th District pratdent, Gym Witt, of Clearbrook
Center; Nicholas Hyscr, of the
Health
Northwest' Mental
Assn., and Donald Franke, of

short summari. of the club's
activiti. during the past year.

He 'Maine Township Mental
Health Aasn. The past year's

Prospect, Rolling
and Streamwood.

Participating in the meeting

were the Junior Clubs of A.
Elkton Heigh., Des Plain.,
lk Grove Village. Mount

del? award far "Outstanding

the Elk Grove Village
recording secretary; Mn.

Community Service"
giv.
W M the Streamwood Juniors.

7.7

.

310 E. Rand Road

Arlington Heights

Meadows

installed) Mn, Karen Mick of

end

With Any Purchase -

by each dub pr.ident, with

Ac.Juni

a

sponding secretary, and Mrs.

philanthrOpy earnings, a total.
Club awards were given by
011700, were divided among the Junior dirbctor,- Mrs. Roy
the three organizations.
-Sove, for various projects and
Officers were elected and outstanding Service. The spe-

1011. Admd to manted couple, over 23 man

Hoffman Estates Plaza Hoffman Estates

Mrs. Homer Nielson of Ar-

and co.

/11111.-

April 23.

Rand 8 Central
Mt. Prospect

291 E. Dundee Rd.

Wheeling

in

YMCA.

bring

Outing
Planned

airing meeting at Clearbnook
Caner in Rolling Meadows

$1 788

TWINBROOK

Katherhte de RNLI
maiden groups.

business,

always

arc willing to give a 11111, dine
each mond. 1.0
help the

ho

clients M that dme. She

is

Country Club in All Flavors!

them in cont9b1 wrib all new
diabetic children who are hmpitalized. The May 5 meeting
will help in the project.

the Wools

.

swim,

The group

search of new members Olio

ied prices, which will be for
sale. This will be the club's last
before suMmer.
mee

An important mjecIbies
ahead for thdpibiantic Moth -

The 7th IRMO Juniors of
Federation of
Women's Clubs held their

4 -SLICE TOASTER

only

ificutes and charms.

MAY 3 ONLY

many pieces with them at var-

Juniors review year at spring meeting

Fullsyear Hoover guarantee

fhis pbebH

artificial flowers and fruits to
the Diabetic Mothers Club
Tuesday, May b. at 8 p.m. at
Northdaid Suburban
e
YMCA, 300 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines. They will have

0""tw-,,

$only988

200 or 1,0W hours with cer-

the art of arranging all types of

for
A cocktail
g at 5
Yano and Lucas,
p.m. is scheduled toprecede
the 6 pm. dimer. Dinner tick recestartinption

e.

The auxiliary will reward
members who have given 100.

Situ &wit/ Ziatutt

Marlene Stem and Josephine Dunaj will demonstrate

fig_ussosoossesoossessoscoesesseasscosenerocesestocuLlesoasseee

el.

Fall Year Hoover Guarantee

894-1966

in-

cach sign. Questions front the
audience will be answered.

charity, religious

sional, political,

arranging to be
demonstrated

Thursday, April 30, 1970

on, Scratch...Can't

[Formals for complete fob...verve.

$788

only

TOASTER

PHONE

the

ie.

poting

Ine

Omer gold fa tinned Ibbe wily

with

found M those born under

mare Man 20 years and And
been consulted by more ,San

h. appeared before profes-

patterns

and behavior traits likely to be

man' TILT.

Katherine de Jersey, nationally known astrologer, will
present the program.
Miss de Jersey has practiced
astrology professionally for

Flower

Uses ordinary top water. Setting tar dl type fabrics. Stearn

'NEW HOOVER

Ask far Welt Painter

and

tures, psychological

ber or
violable al ale
A
from any auxiliary member.

a

with Me highest number of
Officers ;for. the 1970-71 'travel will be pre.nted with a
year are; Mrs. Michael Schric- 'traveling plan,. At this time
ler, president; Mrs: Johannes Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Cl,ser
Gottwald, first vicepr.ident; of Mount Pros,. are is the
Mn. Kenneth Roy, =OW lead, with 3,000 more points
vice-president: Mn. Phillip Man the others.

ROY LUCAS, an attorney
from New York, chat by die
Nevi York Times as -dm fa,

Momentum of abortiOn repeal is now.apparent with the

organized

10th annual spring luncheon

ill

hour will start et II:30 a.m..
and lunch will be served at
old
12:30 p. m. Ticker are

men.

Hawaii,

monof the new abortion repeal
introduce
ovement,"
and present the award to Sen.
Yano.

Village

explain what a horoacope
is and point out physical fea-

ing Meadows. The hospitality

time this year. The participating couples, who met one Fri-

E

Stainless Steel Ironing

Snag...Resists Marring. Glides
fortlesslyover fabrics!

14prnersible with heat control

(414)273.0951

at

The Northwest Suburban
YMCA auxiliary will hold its
'3"4aCr5 7,41:orMhu'i

Mrs. Phillip Zarob of Elk

Page 5

Surface

gives=extra cooking capacity. Com.

FOR FREE INFORMATION TALL "COLLECT"

social

hour and install officers

the legislative aspects of abordon law repeal.

06054000 606b5 5110000006606 an 0oa sec 0 a4a 400eee000 0e 0

gre

the Cast Aluminum tor even hem
distribution. Removable precision
temperature conwl. Nigh dome lid

of age.,

Peterson at 255-5397.

Club,

STEAM/DRY IRON

of Arizona,
so 'hot you can see far yourself the golden
opportunities foi- Arizona tiving vacationing ond
the oPPOrtunities ler investing in Arizona real
thoer cooring

about the chapter, call Mn.

a

Noted astrologer to present program

pictures of familiar animals in
vivid colors, which were

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

The program will feature

hold at 7 pm. Tuesday. May 5.

the

Zarob, semetary, and Mrs. Da.
old Rolston, treasurer.
The club's local altruistic
project was the making of shirt
cardboard books containing

rington, Mrs. Edo Jones,
duplain, of Palatine, and Mn.
Edwin Hassler, sergeant -a.
arms, of Northbrook.
For more information

presented to the Clearbr,k
Center for the Retarded in
Rolling Meadows. Mrs.

stelktion of officers will be

A potluck dinner will be

Roworthy, insurer, of Ber-

i

ENJOY THE ADVANTAGES OF COOKING
CONVENIENCE AND EASY CLEANING

Pun Spree flight is comptimeptory

Fashion Nook, Palatine.

SIGMA ALPHA IOTA

The Park Rid, Alumnae

Temperature Settings

ELECTRIC

FUN SPREE

will be provided by Moores

Abortion reform group to honor Sen. Yano
in the United States to adopt as

DOES EVERYTHING BUT

Built-in spatula for easier mixing
plus strainer top. Six speed control
far every blending need. Easy -grip
be -ounce container has strainer lid

95

estate
Ifs Oa port

entertainment with
Mn. George Morrison odd
Mn. Norman Alexander rep.
fest

I

only

Your to

prosent a style show and song-

8832 W. DEMPSTER

DELUXE BLENDER

ea$1

-courtesy of GAG Properties

Epsilon

'Theta, Lambda Delta and Xi
Eta Eta are Me chapters per damning.
Theme for the evening will
he "Join Hands and Hearts
Together,' which is also the
sorority's theme for the year.
The Horizon Camp Fire Girls
of Rolling Meadows 'will

St. George err the Dragon

comfortable,
professional type

TURN ITSELF OFF 8. ON

within 46 boon re, wiedly inlerbaation.

1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Open O., at 11.30 AN1

NEW HOOVER

hCell for emits, rim. NOW, No obligation.,

delirium .waist Tie 'vocation of u lifetime-yam

4

Medical Control of Abortion

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US "COLLECT' WITHIN 48 HOURS!

sparkling never-oeforgonen ng. exploring

Prospect.
Mount
Palatine and Buffalo Grove
will attend the banquet at the
O'Hare Officers Club at

Heights,

for Mother's Day

Hoover guarantee

for an musingly tow Sae.95- cO.FLETEI .

JOHN LABIAK

B

Arm

Plaints

from Des Plaines, Arlington

MON THRu SAT

Give Mom a

Per person

01,, liner nabbing sun -filled do, and three

HAPPY HOUR

Many people in the suburbs
commute ta Chicago ovary
day, so why is thine a big fuss
mole non -whites must atmwhen
to Me suburbs?

money to move out to the sub -

resenting the sorority. Clothes

BETA SIGMA PHI

Thu DM

MEN) Council of Bela Sigma
Phl will celebrate the 39th anniversary of the organization's
founding tonight, April 30. at
&MI p.m. Chapter members

IN OUR 01.CON LOUNGE

cannot afford to pay the taxas

of the proposed ghetto
will sit back while the volue hf

AUTO INSURANCE

preferred risks and entitled
to big rate savings plus new

Drum Menus

(-

g0od,_18 excellent

Arizona /Mexico

Deluxe aeon Motel Accommodations,
AP Meals, Sightseeing in Amazing Arizona
ond in Mexico. Parries!
Exciting Attractions!

facilities

only

jetaway to a fabulous

COMPL/MENIARY FUN SPREE AIR TRANSPOR

Commits

Sprrial

letters,

now! You and your wife can

TATION

Sorority happenings

I

Casual family Dining
Prirate Party

PmPle f ann. afford to 1IM
here in Me first place. they

err

double occupancy

Statistics,. you ore super

GOOD FOOD D INK

I

FRY PAN

holidays

hart, as fashion show coordinator. Linda Schneider will
have charge of dom. pdaes.

I say that if these

thinks that the 'people in the

using all seven of them

nausea

Sue Tardy, named Chart -aid
of the Year, Mil serve as lash
Ian narrator, and Renee Lin -

Dragon

project would bring in more

revenue.

Heart of Mary High School.

11

bordering on the proposed site
are going to sit back and watch
a little ghetto grove in their
back yards?

suburbs today spent a lot of

In addition. find the word

z. 7760
PACKAGE

another

For one thine we will need
more police and firemen, and
their pay will come. from highWho is going to pay
his project? I wouldn't be
surprised if it comes right back

Prospect High School, and
Pam Marquette of Sacred

Si- I
Grorgr
'and the

think coming. Do you think
the residents of Drury Lane.
Oakton, Dryden and Euclid

of people

Make as many four letter
words out of
these letters as you Can.

powerful drug is

have

man, and Pat Molloy, dl of

Many people who live in the
this

or more

riasis?

they

Sue Kwidd, model coordinator, Cheryl Lilly, co-chair-

classmates.

TRALIUC

'one/tete in the control of pm -

ulcers,

is already overcrowded. Also
the educational system would

Hideaword

attempts

failed.
Q
How effective is meth -

use mouth

this arms,

Schultz, decoration chairman,

they can fit more kids into the

to the middle class taxpayers.
This group cited that this

that arc aschoolstax
schools or that the schools

and think carefully. The more
we conserve now. the better
for all of us
Mn. Ingeborg Krien

to transmit the disease from
one person to another have

A-

an awful lot more people
entering a small area.

The people

,

they can build more schools so
schools,

Splegler's Department mom,
Dec Plaines, was he Jodi

t---yr-'177-1"r-

'

forts.

or 500 two-story townhoe
usld
developments, which wou

fact the present school system

cold. It was Ihvely to see the

DOCTOR SAYS

The people in this group
proposed there would he 400

Why can't the
k district
just keep the weeds cut in the

park district flooded the basin

R. N, Eno.: (' rontonno (Avon.

lington Heights.

phalt junle."

ter the heavy rain we had over
the weekend.
Over the past winter, the

John E, Seaman, Edln,r nut I rohlither

this point like to .k he people
who thought up the idea deny
of them Me near the area of
the proposed "ghetto" in Ar-

could wily adjust, when in

tame

Thursday, April 30.1970

Drury Lane, 1 entirely oppose
the proposal recently made by
a group who want to develop

Among the 26 models wearing

(ICS

Opposes use of land for housing

"'Pr)
Asa concerned resident of

will sponsor a
fashion slum Sunday, May 3
hospital
cafeteria
In the
Cheerbaids,

Time; must be mum.
could watch to not
Wish
who pkks it up. Then Pd have
a story for next year.

way to get our place fmnished
for nothing. We've been .husy

was the response.
"When you hove nothing, and

Right: 'volunteer teens at
Holy Family, known as

couch and chair.

the stuff piled up in front of
house. it looked like a goad

junk."

Tickets are available daily at
the hospital from 7 to 8 pm.,
Saturday 2 too pm. and 7 to 8

It only needs a wheel and

'lee just arrived here from

nulled on our curb. In mid-

funds for other hospital needs.

home and put it in the garage.'

chair hung out of the trunk,
and the back seat was filled

approval

lounge in the pediatric ward
and will continue to raise

It's valuable. So, they drag it

And so, a few hours later
they came back. The couch

year an old chair and couch

the old washer or dryer. HIM
springs and frame ham col taped in the couch, it sib on

their house belonged to them.
10 useless. Not the stuff in the
neighbors' junk piles, though.

from us." "That's fine," was

Ifs not all that way. One

usually know if rust consumed

I Ibsen t vvvn PAW whom
the kids. They operate their
own scavenger service. Half
the junk in the pile in front of

meet building. If you'll let VS.
Well push the stuff up on the
driuway, so no one will steal it

the pile. Someone jumps out,
end even as the ,r is moving,

Linda
Schneider will serve as ticket
chairman. Theeeen volunteers
have donated thousands of
hems to the hospital, have
completely furn/sbed We teen
smiles her

Christmas

me kindly boys in our apart -

chance M interview then
They .0 evaluate the pink

fascinating. It's the 'Makers,. though, that seem to ham

Cheeri-Aids parade
fashions Sunday

Carole Conway while Kathy
Needs, publicity chairman,

all day We even found a bed
Its hut likt.
and springs

no money M buy with junk

see

,

the

blouse of Maine West student

Cruising the
Mostly it s Me

celled

Mrs..1 Kenneth Wilson of
Holy Family Women's
Auxiliary Nag a ruffle on Or

By Ron Swans

Limit One Per Family

AMERICAS 1..A001 EST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

THE DAY
THE DAY
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_
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OPEN

940

Leafleugives hope for heavy smokers

What's happening in the area?

FRI. AND SAT. ONLY!

Remus Ulm have smoked
chants heavily over long peri.
ads of time can benefit by

and Juergen Rumak

presents

"What's Happening" is a
weekly listing of aelivitim for
,youths and a rundown 'of the
current music scene. The ctivity may be sponsored by a
Nub, church, school or park,
Or it may be a commercial
diem.
Send information on what's
happening or send any men-

AI

The

Kooper,

Byrd, Bangor Flying Circus,

One Man's Family and the
the

at

Second City Players

box ofAragon
at
lice opens at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
are $5 at the door.
Triangle Productions and

Crosby,' Stills, Nash and
Young to the Auditorium
Young

ject to "What's Happening,"

on May 13 and 14 at 8
p.m. Triangle Productions has
announced that the B. J.

Day Publications, 117 S. Main

Thomas concert scheduled to

St., Mount Prospect 60056.
m and The Day will tell

take place in the Auditorium
o Friday, May 22, has been
canceled. Ticketholders may
receive full refunds at the Auditorium box office, or at any
Chicegoland Ticketron outlet.

ons you may have on any sub-

Others What's Happening with
you.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
Friday night the Cams
presents New Talent Nhe for
ST Featured will be Avatar. a
seven -piece group from Detroit, ''discovered" by Crow.
Also playing will be Lake
Shore Drive. Saturday night
the Cellar is proud to present
Willie Dixon. 'Also, playing

A DAY IN THE LIFE
The way rock groups break
up end re -assemble these days,

it seems that the entire rock
world is an endless unstable
molecule.
The
long -chain
premise behind the sane,

will se Magic Child. Admis-

group was good, but it just
hasn't worked out too well for

aion is SO,

some.

The .Young Sophisticates. is
holding' a dance Saturday

Blind Faith made one Lin,
one U.S. tour, gave one conremin England, and is now all
but defunct. Stevie Winwood
is now back with Traffic, Gin-

night at West Fmk from 7 to

ger

INS PLAINE%
The baton twirling group,

Travelin Band. Donation is 75

Baker started his own
',ono called Air Force end
Eric Clanton is playing with

cents.

many different people.

I

II

p.m. Featurol will he The

III group tells guidelines
for human relations units
Pyrun Othlann, chairman
of the Illinoid Commthion on
Human Relations. has announced - publication by the
department of
community ,i-vice0 of "Gunk
linm for, laical Human Relations Commissions. The pa lificatien is Me result

or municipal human
of it
relations commissions chairmen who indicated that a sei of

was then highest
yid del
priority de5ire. Oeli.n netted
' 80 -has
li
more municipal human relathan

m

otherr staumnisvions
te.

The guid3line0 are broken
down into purpose and need.
membership unil meeting,
stalling. municipal policy end
practices and practical areas of
work.

...THESE GUIDELINES,"
DeHaan said. here not in.
tended as the final word, but
rather it is hoped that they will
enable commissions to tackle
the problems of human rights

and equal opportunity
more

effective

and

"The Illinois Commission
On Human Relations has long
operated on the belief that ram
relations problems can best be
solved on the local level when
genuine efforts arc made."
The publication is being sent
to municipal commissions.
mayors of biracial
es and

private civic and civil rights
rgani.tions. Additional in-

formation may be obtained by
writing to the Illinois Commission on Human.Relations, 105
E. Monroe St.; Springfield, Ill,
62706.

Crosby. Stills. Nash and
Young is considered one of the

Craw and
Uncle Dirty on June 5: Shock -

best of them supergroups. To

ing

Sh

they

Pacific Gas and
Electric, Amboy Dukes and

have drummer Dallas Taylor

.Ambergris on dune 12 and 13;

their

complete

Greg

bassist

and

CSN&Y (T&Rt
loose a

sound

is

Reeves.

about as

ranfederaionas a working

partnership a be. They keep
their schedule undemanding

in order to work on pet projects of their own.

Traffic featuring Stevie Win wood, SRC, Bloomsbury Peo.
one and Edmonds & Curley
on jono 19, 10 Years After,

moon Hoop, on

R.R.

June 26 and 27; Grateful
,,A,,udm4.and Ram Bird on July 3

to make

desire

their own and

THE CONCERT schethde

Young has already made two

for -Tilly and August will bean-

highly successful LPs on Rem-

noanted at a later date. The

ia e.

summer season of ',water

Hanging

Ps

apparently

loose

pays off; CSN&Y is about
poptilar es at U.S. rock group
can Sr. DeD Vu had earned
about $2 million in estivate ordere, the group's first LP won

the "best of new artists

1969" award at the rec.,
Grammy awards, the record

Tickets
ailable

will held a pubic bean. an 14.1.11 dry al M.199)art1,1.
Chambers memo., Beadle. a.r Bain. 011nels ki madder

Z,7,1. `MT

Lim...

=

TK-Ehe

tat

w,m g,roo

gala? Crosby was sailing off
the coast of Mexico. So was
Nash: Young w. touring with
his own group, Crazy Hone,

and "Vehicle" by the Ides of

the

Jackson

frn4g

Mark Nash of 211 N. Hemel in Mount Prospect winches another elimmete light the cigarette to demonstrate

I

and Salle

Computerized
control system
developed

NB

Alberti. Ounthlody Seency

pRicES.

And Stills was in Paris making
that record of his own.
moth publicity has bin.
given to Paul McCarteeya
first solo album. But not much

selwhite,

SRC,

Truth

N than. head of Honey-

America's Quality

White Lightning and Jessie on
May 15; Mountain, Litter,
Bob Seger, Stooges and Blriod
hock, May 22.

SAVE OM SETS

fram ciscao

Rua turnsequipment off and on
at preset times, cola down operations on Saturdays and Sundays and even remember, holidays thin tall during the week.

Carling's

BLACK,
LABEL,,
Regular

6 'g,°!:=

..

reg. 6.99
and 7.99

BEER

$13.00 Value

89c

RUSH IN lor Mose polkwer pouts yon

American
Champagne

RUSH IN for thobistntight.kg slacks
you foie fur their trim -look tailoring(

Extra Dry

JUNIOR
ART FAIR

Hod GALLON

Bottle.

RUSH IN (orgasm polyester doublmknIts
that may smoothly wrinkle-nmistontl

RUSH IN fur those crisp Sr flush cottons
/big insludepopnlarblurclenints1

ceramics, oils, watercol-

or& caselns and sculptures.

Special

throughout the Mall are
available for purchase.
Come to the fair. It's
happening at Golf -Mill
Shopping

Center,

RUSH IN for those favorite
colors.
volt, prints, mid emit rist.stripes!

Extra

Entries displayed

-

MISSES' SIZES

Gall

nue, Niles.

11 CUPS AND SAUCERS

No Depmil

I

V,

FEN

This offer expires
SUN MAY 3rd

9.20

,, 980

VEGETABLE DISH

Es

Pure White

CLOUD NINE

RICA, LAGGEST FAMILY CLOitHING CHAIN

45 pc. service for 8

,

6

$2995

DES PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD

FORD

KINGSBURY

Straight Bourbon
86 Proof

89'
Pare

HOFFMAN ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE RD.

289
fifth

Mon. thM

INeo..r9°Z=Mother&Day(

Thur.. Fri.. Sat. 0 to 0,500May 10th 9. 1

cent survive more than five
years after treatment, the leaflet says that "it is perfectly obs that the best way to re-

ARLINGTON HTS.

'ARLINGTON HIS.

1307 RAND ROADpear..

1307 RAND ROAD

em0iimi3rosamainiO3.1

NEW SMORGASBOARD TRUE DANISH OPEN -FACE
SANDWICHES POACHED GREENLAND SALMON
VEAL "OSCAR"
DANISH FLOUNDER
DANISH BROOK TROUT STUFFED WITH SHRIMP
ROAST DUCKLING WITH DANISH DRESSING

chanzes of devel-

cup

Legal
Notice

Everything Cooked in
Distinctly Scandinavian Cuisine
OF COURSE
DANISH BEER, DANISH WINES, AKVAVIT & CHERRY HERRING LIGHT, REFRESHING
DAINTY DESSERTS. DANISH PORCELAIN FIGURINES& OTHER IMPORTED GIFTS!

Be Happy - Be Jolly - Bring a Group for that

"SCANDINAVIAN WEEK"

tures and markets a wide range

;THE
EXCITING

st itotio n al; bu sliOgs.

NIELSEN

RESTAURANT
MANNHEIM ROSEMONT
Ows Sou.ef

Ill

8274E119

It also 'makes elects, electronic security and fire detection systems and other building automation systems.

BUFFET BRUNCH

JiZyi illOW

"IF YOU'RE 1

SPENDING $3.00 TO $6.00 PER WEE
IN A LAUNDROMAT, YOU CAN
OWN THIS WASHER FOR LESS!"

THE HOOVER

in the
Jimmy Durante Room

SPIN DRYING

Adults -$3.75 Children under 12-$2.50
(including tax and tip)
Served from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 pn.

WASHER

in the
'Carousel Restaurant
A la carte dinners from $4.00
Served from 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.n.

DENNIS
THE MENACE
SPECIAL

A\

CHICAGO
CICERO

/1901911Y
1.19,111A110

FORESTPARK

MEMOSI PARK

PACE -SETTING SUITS

WITH A NEW SLANT
ON SHAPE!

54706795

Robert Hedl's voluntary -controlled prices
Men break out of that everyday emcee abd
Rep into the snit that mys you're a lash.
leader! New closer -lo -the -body cut in the
.ix button silhouette
have it your own way

two distinctive versions. The Edwardian
model (three to button) with deep center
vent .. the classic model (two to button)
111

A HOOVER FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE IN OUR STORE SATURDAY,

with deep side vents. In the most -wanted
fabries, patterns and colors. Regulars, shorts,
longs Get over to Robert Hall on the double?

WASHES 24 1.11S OF CLOTHES

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

IN 30 MINUTES

VALUABLE COUPON WORTH $24.95
REGULAR PRICE

WASHER
IRON
TOTAL
SAVE

OF WATER PER LOAD

6 111:0

TOW.4ale0

---

COMPLETELY PORTABLE;
ROLLS ANYWHERE

CM
OPEN

Voi,f,e.#aet

TRANSMISSION REPAIRS;
s..

WITH

ONLY 411 37.dg .1TO COUPON

BELT DRIVEN

1507 RAND ROAD

.1..11...o

HOFFMAN ESTATES

TWINBROOli

Yom.HARDWARE

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

DUNDEE

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

220 5, DUNDEE AVE.

Rt. 25 Just North of Rt. 72

500 WAUKEGAN RD.

.

Hoffman Estates Plaza Hoffman Estates

arlington \ark towers
Chicago's nee suburban hotel
Euclid Avenue and eohlwing Road
Arlington Heights. Illinois

.9,30

DES PLAINES

(RL 25 Just North of Rt. 72)

GLENVIEW

10:30

NO COSTLY

traat.

caveat wag.,

NOW it g

7-

USES ONLY 10 GALLONS

$169.93
$184.90
$ 24.95.

NO PLUMBING NECESSARY

for children -$2.75

DUNDEE

CASH AND CARRY SHOAL&

THAT LOVELY
Ma. JOHN JENSEN, MANAGEROF
NIELSEN'S IS SHOWN ENJOYING AN
EARLY BIRO SCANDINAVIAN DINNER
WITH THE SERVICE OF EVE HARDY

of temperature controls for
cdtrinletefel. industrial and In-

Miss Day at 394-2000

Tistvor S.. -

"EVERYTHING DONE WITH

the

For reservations, call

2 Silver, China & Cryalal
6400 Nonh Harlem
at Narthweat Highway
631.2800 Suburbs 82E-3131

Tuesday, April 28 thru
Sunday, May 3

DISCOUNT0,..,

PEBBLE

The Saving Is Yours,

14

"SCANDINAVIAN FLAIR"

The Saving Is Yours,

190

OW A VIAN

surgical removal of the tumor,
and that only about 7 to 10 per

oping lung came,
smoking...

way to look!

I

onlycure for lung cancer

on es

DOUBLE
it's the newest

restaurant PRESENTS

Heights plant is at Illinois 53
and Dundee Rd., manufae

299
1,1.

chased from the Superinten
dent of Documents, Gomm
ment Printing Office, Wash
ington. D.C. 20402.

seeing

Nielsen

MOTHER'S DAY
DINNER

EST. 394p

an FIFTH

6,=,79`

No Return

Cancer,"
Nation.
Clearinghome for Smola.
and Health. Rockville. Md
10052. Quantities may be Iran

MAY 2ND.

$979

PEPSI -COLA'

For single copies write to

'tang

Everyone's

THE EXCITING NEW

the system is particularly well suited to running skyscrapers,
industrial complexes, hospitals, college campuses, scho
systems and shopping centers.
'The Honeywell commercial
division, whose Arlington

Ho

GORDON'S
VODKA

PEPSI
_

Road & Milwaukee Ave-

OTHER options include
printers that record the lime
and location of anything that
gooi wrong and push-button
=tarot of remote pumps, non. temperatures, humidities

Health Services and Mental
Health Administration In the
Palle Health Service.

COME ONE... .COME ALL

'The death rate from lung

WARNING THAT

9,30

RUSH IN furthest flared -leg styles
yoti losr for their freihino sologinossl

39

ge

659 1;

MAY 2,1970
Local high school students show their best in

r

Enjoy
Mothers Day
at
Arlington Park Towers

RUSH IN tar Huse jaunty jeans you
rove for their authentic gthweslem air!

The Saving Is You 0

GIN

for Smoking and Health 0 cooperation with he Can
Control Program, units of the

i.

Igoe for their marvelous sleek -line fit!

GOLF -MILL

cigarets, by smoking cigarets
of lower tar and nicotine contont, by taking fewer puffs and

44

459

GLENMORE

dm

n'''

system can take over a 100 building complex, Nelson said

Among the controls available with he system. Nelson
mid, is an electronic memory

reg. 4.99
and 5.99

The Saving Is Yours!

proles.

By plugging in more elm
tronic brainpnwer, he said, the

phone wires.

12--195

FRUITS

commerical dion,

linked to control equipment in
buildings long distances apart
using only a pair of lamed

BEER

whitestone ware

in a

change.

said the new system can be

well's

reg. low
price 3.99

UMBRELLAS
Coin. Art in Motion

and

Rosy on May 8; Delanic &
Bonnie & Friends, Smith,

the Honeywell executive, ,Its
building owner select the exact
degree of automation he needs
and allows for expansion of its
controls as the building ex
pands or its requirement.

mechanical equipment in a
commercial or industrial building has been installed in the
lirm's Arlington Heights plant.

The Soo:0g Is YoursI

American Tribal Productions has released its schedule
for the upcoming weeks. It includes: Rascals, Charlie Mus-

and low violable, Wait,: sold.
The system, according to

A new Honeywell Ina, auto elation athlete that allows
computerised control of nil

Award Winning Liquor Stores

title

The leaflet was produced by
National Clearinghouse

a numbet' of ways -by smoking fewer

''Thiscmcanck besmoking

cancer for men who are heavy
unokers-smoke more than
two packs a day -is over 200
per 100,000, which is 15 to
20 times greater than for Men
who do not smoke."

duucece

U'S SOMETHING which

tintenlal Journey," the

byi.

first half."

among women. In an, an estimated 49,000 men and 10,000

idadi and wi

FALSTAFF

more tar and nicotine than the

less:

cause of death from cancer

March.

person would not expect
from a Beane. On the record
he sings old standards such .
"Love is a Many Splendnured

health hazards to some..

common cause of death from
cancer amang American men
and Sr increasingly common

WINING BOARD OF PPR.
IN FCITYOF ass

cigaret only half way down;
he last half of a cigar. yields

women the of this disease each

PAPionersi The Academy or 50 Patrick yo Sieg

5; "Some by Kenny

e reduce
swm0o0110 canthese

years ago, but is now the most

AMON. on Toulny Avenue and P213.43 feet on Levan..

pod.% shad
eaeovstly o he Fwd.

and nicotine is by smoking the

t

cuuse of lung cancer.

gill

TOWS' AND Ge consisting of 26.0175 acres, wills

Burning"
Rogers and the First Edition,

thing's

nai

InV

M

never

have

This is the hopeful message

Fhb

top three on this wears

industry's version of the Osrar,
Where were these begs
while all the other groups were
hopefully eyeing the Grammy

has been said about a much
better, but not on original, album by Ringo Starr.

those- who

h the Public Health Service's
new leaflet, "Smoking and
Lung Cancer," which indicts
cigaret smoking as the major

SLAC KS

fe

who stop smoking- the leaflet
e
thedescribes
i

"Lung cancer," the leaflet
ways, "was a rare disease 50

lcemp

CiaawnMotissio

.=

theft{

Coundl
fellosaas

Request for REZONING from "R.2 SINGLE MAGbeID dRESIDE NCE OMR"
roper,
CC COMMERCIAL DISTRICT" sbelollowing descri
of .e
WVA of We SEG of Section

for all ohm ware
through
egh rm.

.d

outlets

",

NG. le Mosby {Onn Aar %agora... et APPOd.d....1.4

to reduce ones intake of tar

.

Lola

ZONING LEGAL Nona

rock concerts"
will run
through September at the Amgoer Ballroom.

by

of seta:thy

hosreau saned

Blue,

Dead. It's A Beautiful

ALL BUT NASH have
voiced the
records of

n tiotokfiso dnt

by inhaling less often. Ono way

eventuallyvel

g

nuns
CHICAGO: Friday
American Tribal Productions

By Torn Hamilton

In addition to citing brains
to be derived by heavy smokers

TIE

Route 72 and Roselle Road

PHONE'

-894-1966

HOURS:
Man -Fri 9 to 9

GLENVIEW

Saturday 9 le 6
Sunday 9 to 4

580 WAUKEGAN ROAD

anansaagewi,----rnir-7

Ristau goes 10; Grens whip Cards, 4-1

First 7 Falcon batters score

Forest View clobbers Hers??7, 13-7
dm wasn't the answer.

By Mike harem
The first seven Fordt View
ballets in the game reached
and

base

scored

and

however, rn Kent Kan tape

the

ed to a 13-7 Miduburban

for thefirst out of the inning,

Hersey yesterday,

but Bre) Jerenson kept things
going by slapping,n trent single

Lague victory over visiting

Forest View is now 6-1 in
MSL play with a Friday game
horny against Glenbard
North next on the agenda.

game at Elk Grove today, is
2-3 in the conference.
bust pace all season, wasted no

time jumping on Hersey starter Terry Smith yesterday.
They sent 13 men to the plate
scoresevin the first in
en runs on seven hits, wiping

reeve home Galindo and Pete
Cavallarres single chased 01son across and hod the score,

for its two runs on two hits, the
second being Frase's two -run
double to left. but Bess su noise
doled only one more hit lore
being lifted after the sixth.
Johnson struck out eight
and walked only one in his tin

Smith then hit Bob Kasper

innings of work. He knocked
the side down in order in the

in the back with a pitch to load
the bases and Ryan Maly Sollowed with e two -run single to
left through Hersey's pulled -in
infield. This prompted Huskie

Falcons won the MidRuburban League game, 13-7. (Photo by

Mike Imre.)

Pool Eliseo.

BANSIFIELD'S HOMER
over the left field fence boost ed Forest View's lead to 8-2 in
the third. and the Falcons

Huskk hitters.

011-0e)

Maly, lb
In as dose a track meet in
two teams can' run, Prospect
dawned Hersey yesterday by

dim 64.63 margin in a makeup dual on the Huskie track.
Skip Peterson and Don Spry
of Hersey each won tan events.
whik seven Prospect fuels
were divided among seven dif-

ferent ICnigha

got his turn a win in the twomile with a 10:02, which is well

atiove his hest time of 9:26.4
which he ran Tuesday against
Arlington. Greg Gad fl of
Hersey wo second and

Lemon of Prospect finithed
third.

Pros pee made it two
straight events when Jim Bute

RILL ALLEN of Prospect

wan the high hurdles in 153

Tom Crabb, who until recently
an with the Homey froshooph
team, was second and hh WMmate Curt Kieffer was thitd.

:coed in the plasm of Scott
PROSPECT CAPTURED Sada end sophomore Gary
first and second in the 880. Reese. thala's winning time
with Tom Klinker winning in

Peterson won the 100 in
10115 and the low hurdles in

21.1. Behind him in We 100

2,03 and soh George Busse,
up from the fresh-soph team,
finishing second. Rich Ohle of

was Terry Comm of Hersey and

Hersey was third.

Hacker of
Prospect, while the Knights'
BOR.. in second in the hutsOphomore Paul

and in the high jump. Terry
man, of prospect gave his

Prospect aweeping foal and

dies withTimLocifel third.

with 19-216.and Buts
second. But ht the 440 it

THE DISCUSS was all

was 52-0.
Spry's two Wins came in We

Prospect with Lauren Nelson
first with a 116.6)5. Pat Pack-

shot put and the high jurry. He
high
threw the shot 46-7
jumped 6-1, while teammates

aid second and Loeffel Wird i
his first discus effort of these.-

wasplace

Gary Garda and Jerry Lee
went' second and third Idea

s

ebot and Jim Heuer place sc.

Crabb won the long jump

mem thied in the high jump.

Fislrst

Vie W's

got) 'team

started a busy part of its whit/ elk on the right foot yesterday
by
Mid-Suburben
beating
League foe Palatine. 162-185.
Cmnery
Vlub''''n'snterd'ars7P"'

first of
To meet vres
Am in three days for the Falroot. who travel to Glenbard

ryorth kreflAyM.:1 heestElk

The Knights picked up wins

In the 220 and the mile, with
Hacker winning the first in

mile, and Hersey's Chris Kel-

Grove tomorrow.

Palatine's

non meet is at Gicnisard North
Monday.

Hersey fared Muer in Me
Thursday
April 30,

for coach Art Kleres squad
wan Wayne Meier with a 41
and Tom Schmidt with a 43.

1970

Maine West tennis
tram continued to play sharply
in dumping conference the
The

Niles North. 4-1, to raise its
overall dual slate to an impressive 10.2 mark.

Little Dave Keehn was the

' only Watrior to bow in the

neat. Neil Greenaban. to three

sea befom yielding. 5-7. 6-2.
641.

JACK WILLIAMS. NM-

Drost. 48 by Mark Baker end

Terry and Larry Ruben, 6-3,

NM end Jeff Kaplan. The

6.1.

Wanior duo now ownS a 17,2
mark, tops on the club.

King's first doubles tandem

twosome of Doug lauffenber.

THE SECOND

Roger King. pinned a 46.7-5,
9-7 come-from-beliind loss on

of Steve Jackson and Tim

Niles North's Steve Bender-

Waymen continued their winning ways with a convincing

nreet. and he mnicd his oppo-

6-2, 6-4 thumping of Jeff Lap-

Third singles man Ron Fin mad. the owner of a 9.4 slate.
disarmed of Viking Marty Harrison. 6-I, 7-5 to give Maine
lead they never relinquished.

doubles

0

Schmidt. 3b

TOTALS

Hume
I

00

I

I

Prosser.

0

0

1

I

2

I

Solamart. ph

Koch. lb

fresh-soph

10101,

Hersey won anemy 87-4thkeiHon to remain undefeated in
MIdeguburban League competition.

ins NCAA College Division

ter iS against rival Maine South

champions, entered the 1970

on the Wmt courts today be 4:15. King expects
some tough
toot competition frorn
some

season two weeks ago with two

Hawks who have

straight set victories over Lee

felt.

per -

ennially made their presence

arrangements
Additional
for the show have been made

by Doris Tcgtmeier, denotaen
tions chairman, Cathy
Bruhn.

0
0

tickets: Denise
and Jacque Samp, costumes:
Patti Rajski, publicity, amt

5

7

Lida Mielke red Jill Felder!.
Pmgnm

SCORE BY INNINGS
Hersey

2 0 o Duo 5- 7

Forest View

70

1

050

x --I3

rnolur: has assisted Mini

student chairman of
the production.
Davis

Former area stars on ISU team

The Warriors next encoun-

the

27

sponsor of Aqui.. CIA.

0

0

Wheeling came Withirettvo

forme) area Xt. on the squad.
The pair, Brian Rooney and
both hail
Caltagirone,
6
from Rolling the same, but
Old not attend the same high

school. Rooney. a sophomore
re ISU, graduated from St Viator while Caltagirone,afteth.
man, prepped at Forest View.

gion club. he also was an able
pitcher.
Callegirone is battling fur

II

thc starting berth

500151(1

bate for ISU. He hit 226 loo

IOU rosier as an outfielder. has

and afar
Forest View last
was sterling second sacker for
the Des Plaines Legion mad.

Maine West s third game m 3 clays a 9-4 disaster
excuses, you would use the fact

By J. Alan Cook
Mist. Sports Ed.
.

Possibly feeling the strain or

their lough conference game
in ea many days, Maine West
dropped its third decision in a
row, 9-4, to a host Glenbrook
South nine. a team it shut out,
2.0. earlier.
Three straight contests have

got to take a toll on any tea.
pitching staff, and that was Me

story in yesterday's downfall.
; The Titans teed off on three
; Warrior hurlers for 13 hits and

Inmo runs, sic of which were
earned. It was by far the Most

runs given up by Maine this

1.

YOU WANT to make

that Maine was without the
services of valuable leadoff
man Jim Kulik. who is side lined with a touch of the flu, or
the fact that Bert Gaston after
hurling a magnificent game

against Glenbrook Nerds

Tuesday, had a sore era at
fink

lire Warriorsjust had an

"off'

something bead
coach Al Carstens said a Cm tral Suburban League contender cannot have They
booted
routine grounders,
day,

threw en-atically and paid the
co,sequences, Even a Titan
pinch -hitter came through
with a two -run single to addle
their

With a gale blowing out to

Knight golfers triumph
i

Thy Prospect varsity golfers
I set themselves up for a showidown with the Hersey Huskies
on tomorrow by defeating the
Gleireard North Panthers, 164179, at Mount Prospret ComBY Club.

All five of the Knights' top
scares were turned in by juniors, "We kind of had an eye
Inwards

t

next

year

in

this

eet," according to Risen.
Taking medalist honors for
the Knights for the first time in
his varsity career was TimCar-

left field West figured to have
a slight edge on power stone,
but kwas the litten who came
up with the long ball and the
clutch hits.

MAINE JUMPED on top
in the first inning on a pair of
extra -base

blasts.

After one

out, Ken Hopp straightened
out a curve ball and sent it
rocketing well over the left

teammates
continued their barrage
against Bill Olsen who was

his

Glenhrook,

making his second appearance
th three days.

lied on Joe Jung's welthagged

double to left for the second

(Be Titres were now mm.

Glenbrook countered with a

fortable ahead so when Dave
Arnswald one a fastball over

run in their half of the inning

the fence for the Warriors.

Wayne Harem's double to

fourth run of the game, Car-

right, a walk and Jim Over.

stens had given almost every.
one on the bench a chance to
Plat.
West has the day off today

D

D

I
9

2

0

0
0

0

0

00
1

0
0
0

0
0

TOTALS

one out and the ory of "Hit
man" ringing out

one. big

from the Wheeling fans who
had made the long journey 10
Coral Stream-

28

4

7

4

Hg 4 long,,J9ng line drive thor
the center fieldwas well
lumbered
head
and
crk
around the bases

00 home run

that

led the

P

came in when the

failed to complete Me double

Player

ab

Sheridm and Dyson wcrc,
of course. instrumental in the
but in addiWM..'
lion three comparitively new

PhY.

Schweitzer, lb
Famine, 36

2

0

0

1

names on the Wheeling scene -

Nelson, Mike Groot and Keith
McGowan -.made

their mm-

ped on Glerreard pitcher Tim
D m for three runs.

Speedy Wiese:1,inch hit sing for Xlelson, started the tal-

ly after me wo out by walking
off « rapidly tiring Dee. Tony
Encore also drew a pass, and
then John Hy.. smashed The
blow, a double to left center that wored both runners.

but is right back in action
at

againal

home

t-

g

be settling down into a pitchcis dual benvren Warrior
and
southpaw Bill

PLAYER
Disney, of

trolly needed then

In the third, for instance,
walk and two errors put :runners on second and third with
two out. But Nelson fanned

Glqbard's slugging lost base ofofDave Lit -finger to get out

the inning.

Groot and McGowan, two
juniors who have.
=eh this season. came
on the bench in the Wheeling
fifth and beamed the sagging
Wildcat offense with Iwo solid
more
N

Panther comtemporaries.
Craig Gewanowski up erred medalist honors for
Prospect with 42. Scott Janayik had a 47 and hewn follow-

Berson,

ed by Kerry Walter with a43

give the hose a lead they never
relinquished.

I

0
0

0

11

3

Smith, el

Hare, lb
Wienter, 26
Overlock, If
Helmreich, rf
Katmai, c
.

Pieter, 3b
Anderson, 9

0
I
0

02

3

I

3

1

4

1

1

I

3

20

3 0000
3

4

I

1

2
1

Nippy, fresh, faMpaewf enteridninent bys gum W 94

1

1

0

PONY

frothingslosh.
Randango

0
2
0

0000
3

Groot, who Mad.,
a triple to left that drove in
Span SOO

Rob Richter with the go-ahead
nm.
Glenbard put single runs on
the board in the fifth and sutth,

0
0

0
0

Dyson, as

Day, of

4

Sheridan, c

2

0

1

0

1

Groot, If
Lundquist, lb

2

Nelson. p
Wimen, ph
Tyler, p

3

40
1

0

0

0

0
0

30

OR-Dyson...Zeman)

3134.

I

PITCHING SUMMARY
Ip k were., lb
7 3 3-1 03
17 1-0 0 3
0 Tyler
Behar
Nelson

I
0
0

0
0

Dee

0

-Dec

.

.

8 7 6-5 6 11

W i n n e rttelson: Loser -

d ark fine round, scored a
190

Mid -Suburban

I 8.6-

Lstagoi

victory over Glenbard North
on the Panthers' home calmest
Indian Lakes.

The victory boosted omen
Grenadiers

Reads

George

OVer the .100 mark in both
MSL and overall competi-

3 DAYS

ONLY

3

1

E-Brodnan, Wolanski DI Es -

Adams. 2b. lb
Scholten. IS
Chys. 2b

4

0

0

berg. Mitsrela: WP-Ristau-

1

2

000

3

I

I

Noga, c

4

0

0

Mitsuoksocf
Bomr. of

3

0

1

t

0
0

.

.

BALK-Doubek, Elsberg

0

0
0
I
0

Pkwher

0

0

Risme

I

0

9

2

PITCHING SUMMARY
its rem

1

3

1

37

4

Clays:

2 111-Bokelmann.

10

Drebek

1-1

6161-1

h

It so

7

5

5

6

0

3

PLAINES -

Beautiful Oil Painting
SELECT FROM OVER

2,000 ORIGINAL

Art
Pieces

Original
Oil
Paintings

ORDINARY
VALES,

Prices To Fit Every Budget
EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING I
- e IFAN NaCISANGE nnIolLE0E -

Lti*

iraa

°,112722°'!;;°111M!!

en

FR

(7 'C07'..-7114Gsoo:
MOTHER'S Dm

43. 42 and 41 to post the decision. Head coach Gree Zuccalire's golfers will take ad Got the

Spartan' home mum.

Specializing in

'Y' swim team
wins silver
medal, 5tlititliee
Countryside YNICA
Boys Swim Team traveled to

Magic for Mothers

raves

2j.

Jewelry

The

Musk Boxes

Springfield last Saturday, and
led by Tom Stahnke of Rolling
Meadows managed a silver

Pretties Galo

medal and a fifth Mar relay
finish in the statewide event,

Grove's 186 beats Glenbard
Elk Grove's golf team,
spurred on by Marius Kre

0

1

0

Genski:

I

0
0

Bencriscutto, 21,

0
0
0

GM.. H12--SheridenI 344Zeman; SO -Dowd, ' IMF --

2. 2

larzembovoki, rf 2 0
McGowan, phof 2 0
Richter, if-gb 1

3

29

in the

son, 49 by John Fylpaa 101150

conference, having Previellaly beaten Palatine and lost
to Prospect and they are 3-2
overall.

for Curt Hejduk. edible Glen:

lion. They stand

2-1

KESSLER WAS The coal
medalist yesterday with 40
over the tough Indian Lakes

hod's best score was 043.

Elk Grove will take a few
days off from competition he.
fore getting busy again next
week. The Grenadiers Host

yM do. do

14

n

day,

107 S. Main St. Rt. 83, Mt. Prospect

Turrette (Park Ridge) to capy
lure a fifth in Me medley relay
race for coach Mike Newby.

Fenton Thursday and

4EXAMPLE1

er$42.86

lot of

Forest View Friday

NOTHING TO PAY TILL JUNE

CLb.

CI. 3-1218

an (Rolling NI endows), Chris
Crouch (Palatine) and Ron

ho

NO MONEY DOWN!

BEEF SALE

&Rinke took second place
in the 50 yard butterfly, and
combined wiih John Kugol-

road against Fwind Wednes-

Grenadier
Other
scores were 47 by Larry Nei.

course.

try a

Ire

tenderness!

If 230 16s. 1r 300 Ib.
me.

fort

h.

..,

ROAST

911:1.616.1 .sin.,4;61kaita

Make thhd busmen Mike Moloney (far left) bar lad enloaded n petted strike to fled basemen Berl Girded riming yesfeeder.9,4 foes &Glee/nook South, The mama eon oared safe

4a,

abalikaman...a.s

and eventually scored later In the Inning. (Photo by J. Man
Cook)

:terse
in=geMisWe'et

=tea

if ilO

-ton
arlingfeinOrkower!

BEEF

Senthieeh

',CHOPS ROASTS.
STEAKS, HAM.
SPARERIBS,

BACON

FREE! KITES

All GRADED MEP GUARANTEED FOR TENDERNESS IF NOT

You remota double auk count

Menthe. km union

TENDER, RETURN WITHIN 10
DAYS AND MEAT IS REHACED
HANGING
BEEF
SOLO
ALL
WEIGHT

WITH COUPON

WHILE THEY LAST

1 PER COUPON
a

FREE
40 PORN CHOPS WITH

Pukbwrerel gent Hod
OTHER BEEF AVAILABLE
(

,

Mare

FROM Set IR

MOM

NIM ES

766-6750l

766-6750

M., DAILY CLOSED Sam

IMIrS

r

..

FREEZER

WE ME PARKA HI ill

I

0

2

1

countered with score of 39.

I

0
0

0

5

Gary Navratil caused his score
to be overlooked.
meanwhile,
Trier.
New

D

0

0
7

Remember HER with a

Ed Duchrys 44. [tardy Getsla's 43 and Russ Smith's 43
tLotd"Mathi3=
int.6VM.7
g,"

3

1

0

MI

TOTALS

EXTRA

brook North today on

Zeman, 2b
Dee. p
Moth. ph
Torah

4

1

0' 0

4

the Merl by three strokes, 165168. to even (heir conference

Genski, If
h Id

GOVT. INSPECTED

Now appearing

AB R N B1

Johnson. ph
Parker, pr

That brought up the three -

ce known and certainly had
4but all that accomplithed was
a lot to do with the outcome.
NELSON. A junior right- ' to make necessary Sheridan's
hamer who got his first start of round -tripper.
the season. gave up only three
COACH
WHEELING
hits in the seven innings he
Ron DeBolt pulled reran the
pitched and permitted but one

LOU\ 'E

't

-

GLENBROOK SOUTH (9)

Panthers

11

II

I

Losch, ss

A deeding two -over -par 38
by Warrior Bob Edwards was
not enough to carry his team
post New Trier West. The
Maine Wesl linksrraln dropped

Allen. If
WHEELING (6)

out to right, and the 'Cats had
their win.

After starting Wildcat hurler Dwayne Nelson pot the earned run. He often had to
Panthers down in order in the work out of tight jams, and albottom of the seventh. his though he only struck out six,
teammates suddenly bananle he saved them for when he
arotned in the eighth and hop-

Keith was erased on a force
play at second, but Shcridan

I

0

SEE THE MIDWEST'S LARGEST DISPLAY Of ORIGINAL ART PIECES!

0

Lilainger. IS
Criaola, cf

0
0

0
0

FOR MOTHER'S DAY

golfers
edged

29
6 7 5
stops to win his fifth Mid -Sub- Totals
GTENBARE/ NORTH (4)
urban League contest against
two defeats. He replaced sev- Ebqkr,Vj..., \ dB r
era) of his. slumping regulars Krajecki. rf- 4.- I
with newcomers, and it'sSan-ye DOW., ts
body's guess who will be used 'Fouling, 0
m the Wildcats' next MSL en- Horan 3h -

counter at Elk Grove lorn01,

1

'.4

.r

I

Chesney. of

Warrior

Page 9

ORDER INCLUDES

ON THE fresh-soph level,
the Knights remained undefeated in dual meets with a
186-245 victory over their

While Anderson was sad.
ing down on the Melded the

3

1

42 in the top of the seventh.
Dino came to the plate with

off men Rich Krajecki to fly

NET VYGT

heat. 4-I. in the early going,

son, who carded a 40. Tom and Jeff Orell with a 49.
INeufnann and Rick Robeth George Van Horn filled tret
thaw tied for the number -the top quintet with a 516

Gastorf, lb

2
0

411

With his loam trailing by

-

Deerfield, another squad they gyr.:44,27.57'

three -run blast in the third to

0

3 0.00 Men. p
0 0 0 0 Nelson, p

Homa, pr
Maloney, 3b
I
Betenhoferda rf, 3

tallied to come away with
eight -inning, 6-4 victory,

three men after two were out to
force in a run. But he got lead -

WALKED

SHERIDAN

with one out in the inning and
McGowan, pinch-hitting for
Glenn Jarrembowski, laced a
short and third.
single

Elsberg, p

0

PLUS EXTRA

a wild pitch and Doug Kesores
base hit up the middle, but of.
One dret the game appeared to

Kurt Helmretch unloaded a

3

Moran; c

Kuaich. lf

'MATT SOPCHYK started

STEAK LOIN

Mike Maloney, an infield out,

erased, however, when South's

Jung. ef

0
I
0

0

of Dean Sheridan. the tan

and Ile ran into some control
troubles of his own. walking

take tri2,1 Iced. ,,

I

60, 6-0 ledgers.

Thursday,
April 30,

BEEF HALF

Hogg ma fourth with a 42

That thought was quickly

1

0

but paced by the clutch hitting

They're ON and running

morrow

Ti. fight bander Pad An-

I

1111

SOP., rf

South had sent seven men so

run in the second on a pass to

or five man with a 49.

4

0

Nelson in the last of the eighth

DYSON WAS eliminated in
a rundown, but u walk to Scott

two spot with 411s. Steady Art

and John Trendel wet nom

1

0

Bill Tyler came in to rent

lowly Glenbard North ',Wetday on the Panther diamond,

natty lifted in the fifth after
the plate with two out. West

WEST CAME hack with a

1

0

ing the one and two-thirds in nings he saw action. He wasfi-

southpaw Dare Nelson got the
call and stifled Glenbrook the
rest of the way.

leek% left field line -hugging
single.

1

0

right hander was rocked for
four runs on seven hits du,

Jim Hanselmmn followed
with, single to center and ml-

130

1

Kehe, 2b
Anzawald, 3b
Hanselmann, is

THE .00 -THROWING

field fence for a homer,

run of the fr...

9 13 8
31
TOTALS
MAINE WEST 141
AB R H BI
PLAYER
40 1
Keehn, rf. If
3
Dopp, 2b

enfant Ming enitwAsed by

RE RESPONDED by belt-

ROONEY IS listed on tlw
Sea St. Via.
during NS career with
Leher and the Logan

umn Sheridan he:night in the
.thirdwntly.

tbat helped the visitors

3

crushing Ted Anderson and
Glenn coulonb by the usual

or two doubles, 6-1,

S P,RTS
Sheridan's homer sparks Wh etin g
ssits

0

- OWN TOWN DOWN

197ff

Day and another hit by that

I

5

aimed We perfect Mel by

Bill Wright andSteve Crabtree

for n run -scoring double. Ritmo settled down and retired
die Cards' next batter Chuck
D onches to get out ofd potentially dangerous situation.

By Jim Stuart

1

0
0

doubles duo. Craig Matthews
and Chuck Clemins, conk

knocking off Panthers

hoer Doug Mitsmka's head

store or from any. Aquilino
member for ii,
Miss Carol A. Davis, Maine
West swimming instructor -is

Eliseo. p
Perry. p

the

ances, which will begin At 7:30
p.m. all three daysonay be purchased at the school's book-

0

day.

THE TEAMS played three
Arlington's John Brodnan blots off in attempt to haul in thh
Huh throw, but the Elk Grove runner is safe, The Grenadiers innings of scoreless baseball
won the ballgame in 10 innings, 4-5, on Dave Risimgi distance until the Grenadiers came up
for what the Cards ThOlighl
performance. (Photo by Tom Rowe)

for the finale.
Tickets for the perform-

Coomemacher,

0

6.1,

second basemen to put him on
the basepaths. Big John Keller
found a pitch he like and drove

0

dt,lerslot,

Knight varsity point' of the

the

in each match.
SteveCollins opened Shebat rage at number one shark,

Members of Me edim cast

0
0

Wright.

fourth inivning when the
Redbirds scroutired for reek

5
3

shating out Bill
Bo ere and Walt Keel,
McIntmh recorded thwr.finat----- The Knights' second

straight

will perform goating pawns

Ryder sus

number
one doubles ream, nudged Doe
Cmbtree and Bill Bilek. 6-2,
7.5. Jim Witt and Kevin

Suburban League precedent,
awarding to varsity conch Jim

sticcessful dre going unUl

Krykendall. of
Bokeltnenn. rf
Maffei. If
Doubek.p

0
0

0
0

Mlles et number three singles
for Prospect are Steve
MOM wry and Mike Gross
also turned the trick at the top,

Prospect

the

Sales,

I

ing Ben Homola by straight

Jeff Muradian and Chris

tingle between the liry and

6Militaryi. and "Old Aste.7

1

4

of the jam, getting We senior
first baseman to ground into a
force play.
The Cards couldn't get a

6-0 margins,
John Schiebel lopped Mark

own cause by belting a line

-Cl

4

Ryder. rf
blondes. cf

belt bow down on the next batter Steve Scholten and Out Ma

O

5

To.

things on the frosryreph Ictre

Glenbard's Bill Gardner in
straight 6-1 Sete.

will perform 71-lippias."
OTHER ACTS arc "Grades'

um ion."olege.".0rad

AB R H 131
PLAYER
3
2
Ludwigsen. If
Kennepp. 26

and third with two out. Dot,

show is Gayle Durham who

Jan bales will be reloist In
"Junior High.) Others on the.,
program are "Birth:"" Medea i

"

The big story of the men
was on the fresh -mph level,
however, where the Knight
underclassmen won 5-0 and
did not lose a single game.
Each Knight won his match
6-0, 6-0, establishing a Mid -

5

1

Ristau, p

Aiello. 3b
Clinton. of

Nelson won his pairing over

6-1,

Brodnan. Ss

Wolanski. 3b

first .singles. Jeff Risteen kept
the Panthers' scorecard blank
at number two singles, defeat-

at

0

O

SL

redny wm second. Loeffel and
Tom Cashion of Prospect tied

Illinois State. the defend-

ger end Mark Dombrowski
put icing on the cake with

t

0

won it with a 12-0 and Leon Za-

On

49 by Tom Froth,

1

O

O0

Meimre. P

1:33.5 and Prospect taking
the mile relay in 3:37.3

Palatine scores were Baby Ken

ing feint singles for heed mach

I

in

West netmen notch 10th triumph
'

Norman. ph

Quids, c
Smith. p

100TPI'RELAY teams split.
Hersey winning the ego relay

-74.21=nentil forte,172;ZI11,1;'.13"grtr
Hausman and Gary. Abramson, tied for the honors in the
meet with nine -hole scares of

-r°L5TA°:

North Panthers, 5.0.
Panthers, 5-0.

6-2.

0

Foy: ph

AB R 0 01

MUTER

0

0

3

Gaminess. c

Rob Zimmanck continued she
shutout, brereing by Germ
Howell, 6-1.6-0.
Nrenber three Knight Dave

Reeve,

ther, toppinsessg the Panthers in

0

The Cards tried desperately
to get back into the game in the

0

4

Geyer, 3h

Keller. lb'.

'

by blanking Ed Lang., at

two gone, Drybek helped his

I

2

Inct error.

Wheeling

dangerous

ways

Frain.an

lone run of the ballgame. With

2

0

on

WIldmh.
ELK GROVE (4)

Kim

Panther

stopping

by

Special soloist for this year's

son and Bob Preklington.

1

The Prospect Knights
turned to dual tennis Action
defeating the visitingGlmbard

RUT ME Prospect varsity
resters were no slouches ei-

2

I.

I

Mitsuekitis

re-

Ron Drebek know they were
there to play baseball. The
third and fourth men ouch singled to place runners on first

ind

Grenadiers will also have 4
hard time of it, hosting the al-

Knight to nis team
shuts out a1 ulers

ElkGrove wasted no time to
letting Card starting hurler

annual'

Set up

Card shortstop John Brodnan
threw wildly to first bem.
Losch trotted in from second

Menton =row with the win= bottom of the tenth. bal.:tiler
singles by Joha Koykendall
ning con.
Ekberg mired Ravin Cho- and Mae h I off, Ristau snuck

to right easily enabled Rebel -

however.

Grenadiers,

to

the third and final tally of the

AN ATTEMPTED pick-

gameuving single. His drive

many scoring opportunities
which they failed th cash in on.

0

1

bunt

head coach Fran Sers boys

4-67.40,DorisTegimeien IJp
des Miclke and Lois Banton:1
-Going Steady" witryferri Fig. ge. Linda Losreu, Don Hid-.

2

POle Mult, m Gary Swanson

Page 8

I

3

sey was second in the 220.

38. Rounding out the scoring

3
4

ed into center field, bringing

a 4-3 record, will have its work
cut out tomorrow when it tray.
els to the Palatine diamond to
challenge the Pirates. The

game came seconds later when

off throw to second base land-

-

were godly of four miscues in
the marathon gameom giving

n
Glen Parrott, and
"Middle Age; with Patti Raj -1
ski andNarey Spicglcr, -

HERSEY (7)

23.5 and Keith Matthews. nee-Idly a hal f-mikr. takingthe secof
in 4:32.8. Ran
was second in the

'sehedule with 162-185 win

Koentopp. If
Bonfield, 3b
Emt,Y,

son.

FV golfers begin three day

-

The

tMarriage." with Jan Kona;

'ai.Lb 3
Kasper. R4

third with a perfectly placed

tefeties to the host Redbirds.

Lawn -1

Campbell and Arlene Wallace1

AB R
2

Ristau.

AB R H 111

PLAYER
Kellit to tad the conust
Ariington. now supporting. Dillon, 2b

er single, this time to shortstop
Mike Losch. A balk sent in the
recond run of the inning, while

Elsberg. The walk was backed

strength by lacing out a deep
double to left center field.
Neil Noga advanced him to

THE GROWERS conneded for nine hits in the con-

throe
will
duet,: "Infancy." with Jane:

FOREST VIEW (131
4

I

'

prod

the nexttwo

G lindo. cf

Knigritts nip Hersey at tne wire,

reached

left, but the rally ended when

PLAYER

N

2

3 OR

May I and 2.
the
Special a cts in the

third on Koentopp, cow in
retired

4 6 5-3

1

450011.1 Swim Club di
Blaine Wmt will proem its'A..
Time for Living.' show In the:
high school pool April 30 and:

sen and giving a single to Ken

Maly

I

to perform

McIntyre

Kennon

I/

I-1

Swim Club '

with Maly, who surrendered
three more runs by walking
Mew Koch and Bill 1.0dwig-

Kenn.

I

114 6-6
3

the 10th frame to insure their
fourth Mid.Suburban League
to umph of the season.
Arlington had Won two
straight extra inning pamm
/NE av k.

I

1

three markers in the top half of

Aquiana

first and third.

second, third and sixth and,
ter the first, the only man Hersoy managed to get W second
was the result of an error.

2-1

f

/

Smith

and and McIntyre thew

replaced

up by a solid single to left by

sat, while Ristau yielded seven

wildly to third, allowing One
run loaner.: and leaving me.,
Seidel

8

r 3-2 11

Winner -Minim.

Grutymacher walked and Jim
Duress singled. George Solomon then tapped in front of the

on the mound after a shaky
lirst inning. Hersey got to bin,

16

I

Perry
Proeler

ed with one out when Rich

The sevessrun explosion
allowed Johnson to take it easy

Gabino Galindo started the
burst by drawing a walk and
Rich Olson singled him to
third. Roger Careinell's single

Piano

Hersey's late heroics Mark

in the rally.

. 2-0 Huskie lead.

Smith

and Maly. who finally was able
to put out the fire.

Krentopp with the final tally

a 33-1

NI

Maly

him. Hersey tallied five firma
in the inning off Les McIntyre

Grens in the seventh was Tom
Claes, who displayed
his

afternoon. The Orbs tallied

w

tu h wen

Molutrye.

falcon coach Torn Seidel

followed with -his serend single
of the inning, a drive down the
left -field line, to knock in

THE FALCONS, who have
been banging the ball M a rd-

Arlington Cardinals yesterday

nings.

Johnson

decided to lift Johnson before
the seventh, but the decision
almost came back to haunt

The lead off man for the

send the game into ens, in

Oars posted an impressive 4-1

PLAYER

Galindo
worm? when Therein/ bewnren
dropped Olson's liner and
Rieh stole second and scored
on Cardinell's single.

grounder into a forceout, but
play to
Maly scored on
push the score to 6-2. Olson

Hersey, which plays a makeup

coach Steve Chernicky to replace Smith with left-hander

runt on

triple to right....

ottra inning victory over the

Ratan, the Elk Grove Grena-

Krentopp 21,--Frase. 31T -('m-.5

PITCHING SUMMARY

Senn Clinton started of

the productive Illth inning for
the Grenadiers by receiving a
free pass to first thanks tore!.
pitcher foe the Cards Gene

mg pitching of senior Dave

lindo. 1Earelichl,

with the first run and Ed came

past Eliseo to make ft 5-2.
HERSEY
SHORTSTOP
Bruce Erase Wen made a diving stop to turn Galindo's

at

Ste've Koch of Herseyjmt barely avoids a double play by beat-

the

bases. Ed Bonfield struck out

league -leading Falcons coast-

ing this throw to Forest View first baseman Ryan Maly, The

center that re -loaded

to

single drove Kocntopp home

the superb ID -in-

ti
nell. Mt:1We, Grumachei,

Ludwigsen. Hart. sit,-Oha 2. ;

has

syuecze

Bansfield's

greeted him with a solid single

Behind

F.-Obarn. Cavallaro. CUNT.

neodeit a real laugher with fire
more IOW in the fifth.

ElkGrove proved they wmont
to be denied, though, at they
rallied to tally one run and

ARLINGTON III

out sluggers Torn Foy and

nay on 3 pop out to fins bao
non Koller, but yuldsd moth .

ten to cross OK plait knotting
ON mach at one Amax.

was them last turn at the Ohne

BY Tom Rowe

(IN THE "HEART" OF)
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

208
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.

YANKEE DOODLE
DANDY

WEEEDIEGgi

;

Uddidfil

h1crt,

0?
THE DA1

nnIZEEM orazi t -

Thorsdm Apr1130 1970

--a

.7

V. '01M-"MrEM

jur-- --,--...,,-,-=,-.7-

Tomorrow
h Today

-1-77-7-7;1rt-

1_,

'arto to ed-u-acationail 10e
AewOnndl h1100ariroer
raurn tho at,
than pop, d WA tho oar
all toluootionol talon all

gran to

any more ot our cold winters and all that snow. Hewants to moo
itt another stia where the climate is warmer. Is it a wise moveI

be held by Notre Dame High
School. 1635 Dempster St,.

Do rod see him getting a job out there? I am very' concane

Niles. beginning
May 4,

,

;ore he will cheek job 'availability before he decides when: to
settle. A Idler to Chamber of Commerce oflieoo in the area will
no helpful. I alnofeel your health will benefit from the mow. I
feel wair home will In sold and all will be .11. Don't be overly

the concert.

Newport is assistant vice-

norm Bank of Chiap.. Rio
work with the school board ha

I
I

di, feel a change of schools for your daughter would bc

'beneficial. And 1 red in, nice 1, ,,e. I aoret ,,,,,,,r hoo,..d

inutile into lin:mess for himself The beige. with yam working,
1*1 Pm feeling something in the selling field would be good. I
i feel yodwill remain in this area for some time', conie.
:1 00,: ME DeLou
I um a sophomiire in high school. and until this war f Oman
4
l'average modem. Thih yettr. howcver, my gra10,1mvu begun lo
.

,,,,,..

.

'

;;; c'opow..,

.,..dc,, ,n,, ..,..n, .i,
°- .. "

`'

'-

TO. Mount Prospect
Dear T.K.,
I do feel your 'cedes going up end 1 do reel you'll °magma

1

dog show, test
set for illay

,

i'

e

1

.JHAAPH DE EDLIISE. nationally known pqrldr. 011 tins.
Wee Mc ewe..., of Dity renders in this reilittnn. Letters should

I be Ahmed. hot 011WirS will h, mom, if Ole

"M.,.isiWw ii .

'ilVrile to Delswisr incurs hfDx.i Atkin -Winn, 7n center R.

!

ilks Plaines'60019.

I:

Promotion

HE HELPED with

the

on the School

1964 Educational Fund referendum and the Sly million
re,rendum in
buikting

amends at 2:30 p.m. May 4
will open the festival. Prises
will be awarded for the most
original kilm.

Oh? to expand the district%
three high sclmols and begin
',lune I of Maine North.
Newport also seas active in
developing the district's pro-

bc held May 17 at the Lob
Fairground.

County

Grays

lake.111.ise,

Herbert E. Samoa. 407
Dixon Ct.. Hoffman E

members 100 011 departments

at 7:30 pm that day.

educators and administrate, developing the
teachers,

program. which encourages
teachers 10 010,0 professionally to become bensr teachers.
He was also president of the
board during its 1964-R5 tom.

A LECTURE dationstrk
tion on modern art techniques
hlay 5 will lead into an mu exhibit in the school gym May 8.

klay 8 will also include the
annual production concert by
the Melodons. NI usic 10: 11100.
erns at 8 p.rn. that day. wi/1 fea.

Two nights of preliminary
screenings of student films
May 13 and 14 in the Little

Invest/

I

All events will be held at the

high School. A flyer with full
information on he performances and tickets. where re -

Wired, cm be obtained by
writing tIO sdrol.

Fritsche, and

to

Pinch Niter Jim

ladies' watches.
165 to over MOO.

7g§girPn

Gel Our
Special Spring

Wll

Ohm a wonderful gift redid for aradontion

or Let

Ibinors Came Blanche, Diners and tmerman
Express Cards.

1

Gk,.ke

11,..

a

HA 1

S

(Highland. Al hmiun Ilanhts

ciENYEARM

\ Key to Summer Comfort --

824-5124
1452 MINER STREET
IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

824-9307

Gintler. 0

Kdkrmcycr, c

1

0

1

2

2

2
4

3

0
4

0

0
0

0
0
0

I

0

0

limes Alike '041a% nwle base

Bain. ss

3

0

in the game, bet the othcMhree

Bahnick. p
Toads

3

0

CI

30

7

8

2

were on Ma.

THE THIRD inning wen a

'

1

PNAT
Koehler. oil
&tong. 3b
Schreiber. lb

eh

oe000 advanced a base on
Mike Arkus' fird hit, he
scored when Larry Celeste

Lundstedt, sr

4
2

Conant vrock again in the
Al iin it wm BM'
Arhus and Wiener who gut
seventh.

thinp

started

drawing
walks. Arkos stole two straight
h ide, and when Wiener went
down cm The delayed double
by

steal with Arkin thead of him.
Chris Thabovichl throw to
third was bad and both men
boron,
Kellerrneyer

singled

and

Mike Arkus blasted a ground

swinging.

o wed two putouts at home.
Kellenneyer 011 tlarown out
on a MOUnder to Londstedt.
and Arkus was taken um when
Conant again tried the double
steal.

Gawron broke fur second

0

2

0

r

3,
3
1

khaki rf

Fritsehe. lb
Dabovich. p
While. c

Harback If
Sumner. ph
Rush. If

0

0

0

0

B

0

1

0 B0
0
0
20
Id

I

I

I

0
0
0

Goma. cf
I
-0
Thurnhoffer. p -lb

Tot*

E--Gawron.
ache.

0

0C

0
0
0

2

0

Tolrien. pr

0

2

0

-

0
28

0

0
7

I

0
0
0

0
I

Moto. F6,.

Dabovich. 2b-Streng,

CONDITI NINO

0,

AI
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1

0

l'0
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Any Other

r.

: .es

,
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AIR

DIAL

CONDITIONING

CL 9-1090

s'
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System of
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"laIARHAPPY

ASSISTANT

Nemeteries& Lets

wwwp,

re make sure your money works as
hard lor you as you v ark for n 00 000
reach your savings goals faster

Only three flexing
parts in the cycle

Nam.
YEARSMinac CCM( igen

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

PASSO0011 =OMIT

.r.'., A... 1000011

2- oe 3,1MISMINGSCgirrieicolg

NOW THAT YOU'VE TRIED OUR

_-----.

/Ls Free Service on

,,,,------1,9. -------

"10'16".71°1:1::

,.....10,0:

Whatever your savings goals.. a college education for youf children
retirement for you. -. a new home. or a long vacation ...
Mark your money 0 First Federal Savings of Des Flaines.

'

:-.4 '

tyally

ON A WESTERN BUN,

1.;,- .

G.

:Zerrot?IVITGrOrthe

o

6110

Wi.:42V3

'8i1°iii 111111

Mike% varsity SOM0113. and Ids

Jim Muelhansen of Mount

junior year the Illini were sec-

Prospect and.efortner Wheel Mg High School star, went the
distance on the mound for the
University of Miami (Fla.)

Midwest Epee competition
NM weeks ago in Chicago. one

of the top four fencers in that

the national Mark. Mike was

ond.

Asa senior fencer. Mike had
she honor 01 winning the con
ference title for his team. After
fencing with a Wisconsin man
for 101/2 hours, Mike scored

record in the 10 matches
which determined the hoar
who would make the team.

the winning touch to break a
Ii: and give Illinois the Big 10
trophy. He was also mted the
Most Valuable Fencer by his

ONLY ONE man Boated

teammates that year.
He is now an msistant coach

Vuom. a 1964 graduate of
Arlington High School and a
20-ycar resident of Arlington
Heights, didn't get interested
in the sport until his freshman
year at the University of Il-

linois. He took fencing as a

X\\

Muelhausen wins

International competition.

by.b1st one much

ftand AIR CONDITIONING,

BLUE PRUNING

6OKI70.6100

Lori SuPPet 0:17'

MACHINEVPERATOR'

"HELLO,

24 -Help Wanted Men
.

' '.g;, 1
''''

1r3"r1"*....retts:="7SZT:.

t,'',,FEliir''''ret°-'"°.:''''

lYSOAUWR

'L;ainbe:7177134711hondm:drelintmem..

' . - -CAB ORMER

' ANT AD
-'- IN THE
-1 DAY "

Gof 824.13510

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY
2450W, HUBBARD

.)
,

r

Pl

II

O

physicid education course and
was the only undefeated fencer
in
01 :10 gym classes at the
University that year. 00 0011 a
gold medal hole the school for

Ito the Mini, ho: he M also a
graduate student majoring in
Vitoox graduated
from Illinois 10 1911 with a degree in Rumian history. He
plans to caber go into teaching
Or ntscarch after Be finishes
sociology.

school.

LAST WEEK Mika woe

baseball team last week as they
defeated Stetson University.

Muelhamen fanned eight
and walked only one while al-

---;

'1

earned.

laid

259,9311

o71
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011

to, aim( stem mole

295.2)70

'

NorthwerLFirestone,

2,26,2 sing identity.

GENERAL ACCOUNTANT

amwmscyCm, um.
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ho SallePersonnel

rel.". 0,......

RIGHT HAND
GAL

FOREMAN
dmeclam. Geed ma

.

ro-

(Plastic Depa'itrient)

II

010

doy

tNsity

r

110000 and convenient suls.

edam kneremneentbUble:

255-1100

__

.

l'rn looking for o coupie
444 E. Rand Rd.

II.
I
Arlington H
An equal opportunity
.mE.NYer
'

caa 0,1 00010

TAB OPERATOR

9'

purchasing Imapmuntl mambh.
AM mon with olden..

CALL FOR APPT.

Office Personnel

345.0500, Ext. 594

JEWEL

WEL TOW CARS

ANY CONDITION
C011E17.103

$130 + BONUS

01:110 dub

Call For Immediate Consideratir
0,

537-1100

.

297 SSES

Mn. Last

Ilent Fringe benefits

37'n Ham Week

,8sgzardarz",

OL,FX:,'57,tTrnr,

The shone mittens offer a superior fringe benefit
package and excellent starting solories.

Experience Ne<MOry

WIGS BUILD GARAGES,

Ken Lemon A Associates

hem wilt 00 nu,.

3rd Shift

-ItiAvr."-- '

00

ASSISTANT TO
PURCHASING AGENT

'o:',717.17-t:rmnt:1=14:::.°Z...'nttz

II-e horneS, in your
area to display our new
vinyl Alardnuen Insole.ed 81000. If interest -A

10,--",,,,,

$520

Goren 0100 Er !min.

Foreman MA ihemeolorning 1/100 otivo* 0.1Nd 'n-

gut,muT

tni:Intit73=0"

lee'117"7:: Plaines

940

Hoag

100hi0 nel mondattuvL F. .. d .. co wood :mom and
do
and pmrememilifies will mu ll oceerneni , ..... Ilgon

CUSTODIAN

,,--.,,',- 01

r==

0

4

.

STRAIGHT

EKCO

RECEPTION

PRODUCTS INC.

$500

Wh
eelinooeeling,
Illinois
d

777 W
Wheeling
h

AN EQUAL OPPOROJNNY EMPLOYER

goolion is ..curd.
g mem,
ihis lovely lirno
Vow
You

skull 0 peneouble.

FOOD STORES

SEEING CLEAN -DP

,__

lAWN SMILE
33,8304

SIEVES

1955 W. NORTH AVE.
Ovnion
6028 DerrigSte

MELROSE PARK

A 6 13 FLOOR SPECIALIST
2 X 2 ROOM SANDED

32.1700130

966,0700

ANY STENO?

MALE

I

..

SEALED. FINISHED S19.93
769-3,71

LEARN

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

E"=`.ZZE7.

Earn Extra -Cosh

2SS-04139 or 290GESS

3 WEEKS FREE
TRIP EVERY YEAR!

Paid Training

SOD DEPOT

0
'''' 0
(Of)

-I

... and get poid for it..

A.M. ROUTES

C)

tion.

The victory was Muelhao.
senk first of the semon and
also was his first complete

If-

eighth inning that moved the
winning run into scoring posi-

game. 00 904 appeared 10 100
earlier gaines. but veasTt the
pitcher of record in either. Stem

son is ranked 1010 nationally

vice to the sport of fencing.
The man that Mike has
coached and fenced under for
she last six years will again he
at his side aiiho World Gomm.

The Hurricanes are currently 24-8 on the season with
11 games to play. According to
a school press release, he
should see two or three more
Mans this year.

and Miami 11 1310.

'"

630-830 a.m.

IT' " ''''

P.M. ROUTES

2:30-5 p.m.
Cook County

jiliiii-Sr:73 '''''

School Bus, Inc.

Z.,:II,Z72.'"'''

'

w'"t',174=r°"1:0187:
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SOLVER"
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Illinois Bell -

HOUSEWIFE,
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WANT ADS
two winapplholleoth pthm.

Company, Inc.

2961071
BUSSIESSrand GEARING
HOLdEcningE
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.
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255.1100
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BUSINESSMAN

If you haVe ony to.,. eelIet

0)

SPRING IS HERE!

"THE DAY
IS A REAL

43,0923

01

I

IZZaliiirina.,117:IEFEnittc:.

3040 S. Bosse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.

IV A.3
Erip

Id

01101 doh,. Will pay you
srarrind,Solory from ;
lied day io become a Communism; Technician
lo
dev elop your ralenis and *ideal ar mechanical al,

to...D.00011 specleM1,0001 Wyo.

22.SitentionsWantenomen

NEED HASYSIETEIN expertengestils
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529-7070
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HOWARD SPROAT 6 CO

253-1927

URGE OR SMALL_
We

MT PROSPECT

Timberlone

GARAGE SALE Apr. 30TMay 1. 9

hate

Fenials include appliances,

MT. PROSPECT

them

to troin. Phone; 3902772.

Coll 42702I3
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all!

MI.PROSPECT
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Randwood Apartments
ardi'm.
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AIR CONDITIONED

JOHN MUFICH

PORSCHE

BUICK

AUDI

ARLINGTON
TOYOTA
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Models Open Deily 10-6
500 Dogwood lane,781. Pros,

27Help WentedMen & Worneo
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ofZeelins Rd.
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MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE

GLENBROOK

SCUDDER

FORD

BUICK

ROTO
MERCURY

BENDER REIGER

RAY
OLDSMOBILE

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A
MOUNT PROSPECT

WONDERFUL COUPLE

Timberlake Village

Cullom Beige Vinyl folding door.
S x 10

2 alille7,5, sell for 555.

PONTIAC
oo

YOU will enjoy being a

SERVICE ASSISTANT
ON THE

CLASSIFIED
PAGES
OF

ORDER CONTROL

Earn While You Learn
Ercellent Salary & Company Benefits

%IF

2004 MINER, STREET
DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS

827-9919

Who ore dependable, mature and hoe
est WOMAN FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK

Wheel cha,

bun, Re2

RECREATION ROOM

HSWIMMINGPOOL

AND COOKING (we have other help)

CLERK

CALLOW NAGLE

RS51100

TENNIS COURT

C0114394100

MAN FOR GARDENING, LANDSCAPING,
AND CARE OF OUTSIDE PREMISES Prt

Winfa'sr,fIr"^"

Australian terrigr/puppret. MSC

ate living quarters, permanent position

2 5watt CB radios, 10 chattels,

Mols, Coll

excellent wages. WOULD ALSO CONSID
ER 2 SINGLE WOMEN. Excellent working

'X'oet:vea7e'r Itt1=2"'

conditions in a beautiful home over
looking the lake. Write giving references

bookcase. Restoffer.

ave..

Behreeen,Demoster S. Golf

MT PROSPECT

GENE CZARNIK

WIGGLESWORTH

FORD
(Barrington)

IMPORTS

BARRINGTON

MORTON
PONTIAC'

BILL COOK
BUICK

IMPORTS
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2 Bedroom Apts.
constiodm to St000ns
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DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

P.2 mile W. of Rte 53,..

392,780

299.2760

to

Equrd °ppm., rnpleym
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In deluxe WesIgale Apts.

JIM AIKEY

ELEVATOR BUILDING

HORD

LADENDORF
OLDSMOBILE

BONUS
MOTORS

HOSKINS

ROSELLE

HEJHAL

CHEVROLET

DODGE

OLDS

AIR CONDITIONING
CARPETING

GET RESULTS,

R & M DECORATING

$2295
1968 IMPALA

'495

Voit!

'60 PLYMOUTH

WANT TO BUY - GO KART

If

27

FOR THE

WANT ADS

0,06

UNDER 51,000

y 15.297.8051
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DAY
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IS A REAL

BUSINESSMAN

111.

71"

3271iseellaneous Merchandise

AUTOMATIC RADIO

LIKE TO

HOUSEWIFE,

Sheet Metal Work

Waltman Cong. Co

0010174 0460

''''''71111/6 re: TV:EV

lOhloms.Boardtuselteeping

314oats end MoineSupplies

GENERAL OFFICE

CE1117r '10111E

GENERAL

TOM M WO

1020 W. NW Hz 39.5120 MI.

T401'

KEEP YOUR

PAINING

.91.

d

27.5300
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II Arts and Antiques

5

pairs, All work gua,anreed. Free

PAPER HANGING

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
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,012eyoss 0 Fully Eft: El=

Coll 06.618

6%! neO"dr

DICK WICKSTROM
BOSS"
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cy needed to handle vented dated work iMour Export Dept.
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The Boss
Says,

4I.255 Slog Goods
IMING 6 OTHER SPORT FOUNT

1.
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SWITCHROARD

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

70 OHS

DOWN PAVMENTSAII Types of

MR. PASQUALE

ARL HTS DAY CARE CENTER

392.1669

0.HEESVHHHIH 00

DM INTERIOR PAINTING
CALL 197.4259

1.7314-35/4

296-5227

Heavy SHAG CARPET 5495 $ct.

CALL OR COME IN
43913500

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS
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V.8

too ,5?c,,1cd.

CARPET CLOSEOUT

HOLY FAMILY

CALL 593-5950

Child Care
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SALE.1965
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'63 FAIRLANE
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use Day Want Ads

WITH A TEMPORARY JOB
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Plastering
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APPLY IN PERSON

One girl office and you will do
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I

68 SIND' CAMPER

Contact Brace Dodds. i
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d 6 steel off c
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McKAY TREE SERVICE

HAYEK:JUR PIANO TUNED

Office Equipment
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TREES,
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SHADE
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HELP
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Heating
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Salesperson
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255-7900
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Magic
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2E04 MINER STREET
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APPLY HOW

Tile
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593 6934
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CANVAS REPAIRED. CONVERTIBLE TOPS CAM 3903229 PROS.
PECT HIS. TIPHOISIERY 11 B3
CAMP MCDONALD RM PR. NIS.

"

BEAUTY SHOP

$500 MO.

JUNE GRADS
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loi:"17.112n1;ft toll

Ills Rent Office Space

61EVPUOCCI

0 Exce110Ipalary
0 Excellent Benefits
o Excellent Hours

392-2700

111:rc!nr6TI18"O?:S31;M
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BANK
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VERY HIGH SAIARY Free MAC
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SUBURBAN

To set up and administer our now Health Pro.
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r
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79.To Rent Resort Properties

-
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SUMMER COTTAGES, Bangs

ly

EXP. OR TRAINEES
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Reor

47 Home I unshingsf failure

717 Kirchoff Rd. Ar1.111.

Of Arlington Heights

Apply - Mrs. Fisher
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Rod o
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CO;c12117.1e111O678'1'1'51 ratl:

cloy week Including 202

no ans. 3920763
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WEST GARDEN GEN.

827.7456

PATIMER

Elk

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE INC.

RETIRING, MUST SELO

row, A pee:g!!1"arT011'"E'R18

6418 aliereprn

2711elp Wented-Men & View

Z1:353181'"r1

Lawn Mower Repoics

B013111=ZZING

r

;,11,1°T, when oway.,ng from

"C1:01E'6RAITIVE ENTERPRISES

Fencing

COMPLETE

Baby Sh0

'rnift1111:::::101:1c1=11.311y

Director of FN.,

tIf

69 VW Fastback

77 To Rent, 5ture, Km,
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111rome
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FULL TIME
NEW WAY PAIMTING

AZT 6

,g,ion desk in Inv...Tani Arl-

Day Want Ads
Get Results

CHICAGO 346-5040

FOR YOUR HOUSE

BODY WORK
EXPERT BODY

dol.f

LIKE PEOPLE?

wu la handle Ire, bas6

LYNN DAVOS

11=ordrft 41=11nTs'eo*S.

MD Rent Apartments
Buffalo Gr

KCCEPTIONIST

1'111'1

IT'S NEW
11006INGS ALIIRA11.017

EORATTTPAT

1'

$550 MONTH

;11r:=11I"

'111

d 380 1621 ofr 6 PM

PROW POSH=

nnsorrt, rte. Melr aPPRIM-

3211f:carts Merthelme

11 Rummage &CatageCale

as

259-7010

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

2611 IT Wanted t151119

rIrIV; 'Or92'" 27276V m"

tiorimg

RECEPTION

Sump Pump

'=G'1;2r2'AFIFe'

weekly

lft1fte 11G1:1'Z '17011"
p

13811 before

WALTERS

815500

Om

0 DESIRE °IMAGINATION 9DRIVE
AeoTI.SRII05PN5H5TT5 o7nt congenloiolmosphe,c

DOCTOR'S
Sod

c""g"i, nrec:if

ur,d1t,,
PI 2903535.1

26 Help Wanted Woman

SMO 3195

use now n'1' ernforn'ar7""

flu,

SU Won known

LIDS WORDING WITH PEOPLE???

255-7200 00 290-6640
Painting & Decorating

25 Employment Agnew Roman
.1.

FIGURE WORK

264telp Wanted Women

Ems 6 Sat hY APPT

Landscaping

2611,15 tlantad Vern
Pleasont oulawm lody ,wdontad

o real self tarter Tau II rnake

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

Dressmahing-Sewing

Thurrdw, April TO, 1970

dd

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTION

ASS'T TO PRESIDENT
accds107,6° SOSO

La Salle Personnel

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

Pit, IS

255mploO5ant Agercm,, Mateo

"DAY"
PUBLICATIONS

CENTEL
SYSTEM

ADO of Jewel
Company, Inc..
444 E. Rand Rd.

central telephone company of Illinois

Adington Hti., Ill.
equal opportunity
employer

MRS. H.L. HUNT
4009 Lowther Dr.
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218

;919iS5073F d;"'"
NORSEXEAD IRON P051
WISIGN TOP SOOT K SOD CEO
s2.

Karat

flawless

blue -white

VS7573,7ell Istr;297254177r

SWIMMING POOL

MC.ROOM

Phone: 2534300
280 N.M....Mk Prospow
Ione blk P. of Rand Rd...
Iwo talks N. of Cenuall

REACHING OVER 65,000 HOMES TODAY

7rttp ..Rt
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c
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SHORT RIBS'
Tiursday, April 30, 1970

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
HEAD UPAWA' FROM THE
PLATE. WART AND .SLOW
COW YJ s....70 RE %UWE, ME

HE'S GOT

51MCE THAT:5 WHAT I
REAAINID YOU OF, AT LEAST

DIVE ME CREDIT FOR HAM'
TN' FURNACE AS HEARTH'
COAL BIN AS POSSIBLE!

A POINT

OUT ON ALL THE

r..:.`AL ),..ITO A FURNACE!

.....___

HEDERED

MADE 'EM

1

Show

7:30
S Ironsfde

a Lion."

Guests are Jimmy

Stewart, Leslie 141
gams, Dom DeLutse,

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

COULD TALK.

To 'ENV

vert Brooks and Jan
Daley.

6:25

11 wrrw Auction

2

Rerun. "Sa-

,

sequences

Cissy
moves away from the

i

family to, an apart-

I
I

ment of her own.
5 Daniel Boone

00

L.

(WERE MISSING
FUN.

/7/
THE WORRY WART

1. 11.

1/

4.30 me

sterdam." An English major and three

dians believe Rebecca Boone is a goddess and nearly force
her into marriage
with a brave.

Dutch civilians work
against great odds

Animal World
Bill Burrods hosts

the two-part series,
filmed in Borneo,
showing the world of

AcruouGH
THE LOG
IS MOVING
SHORE,

1iIERE:5 GOING TO BE A

CHERRY,

BIG BASH SOMEWHERE.

BECAUSE
OF HER

)

IS AFRAID
ID TURN

Seas

Bennett, Vikki Carr,
Ace Trucking Company.
11 WTIW Auction
Until 1 a.m. View-

a Caribbean
treasure hunt.
44 Continuous News,,
Weather, Sports

Your
Horoscope

FOR MY

Rtim/ YER EYES
TRYIN' T' READ
IN THIS LIGHT!

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Take care that in making
haste you don't make the
wrong decision. A moment of
foresight can prevent a great
deal of regret in future.

A FEW MORE PAGES
TO READ N ORDER
TO FRWSII THIS
NOVEL'

YOUR CONCERN

WELFARE,
DEAR FRIEND!

2

Dick Cnvett

1:00

Of Cabbages and
Kings
7

"Phone

Call

From a Stranger."

1:55

Survivor of a plane
crash visits, families
of various- victims.
Gary Merrill, Shelly
Winters and Bette

8:30

Wayne Newton is

Paget.

9 -Movie

Dragnet
Rerun. "Personnel -- the Shooting."
26 Elias Dfaz Petez

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour

Ron Randell, Debra

Tonight Show

7

5

LUCKILY, I ONLY HAVE

I APPRECIATE

IT'S GETTIN' DARK,
SYLVESTER! YA'LL

FOR FRIDAY

man- and seeks revenge on enemies.

Show

Weather, Sporti

Famous Writers

explosion is transformed into "iron

Mery Griffin.

5

.44 "Continuous lgasVS,

26 Famous Artists;

gerous Man Alive."
Escaped convict involved in chemical

Show

6:55

BUGS BUNNY

"The Most Dan-

10:30
2

Movie

9

of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners
44 Continuous News,
Weather, Sports

32 Big Valley.

9. Leadoff Ma

12:55

s
phone bidsView-

001 I
Um-Wn9a3tTryi

26 A Black's View

iCorte La TreMenda

6:45

5

a.m.phW.

ers may phone bids to
3/2-.9300.

LOOSE

12:30
Methorandum

News

31

Guests are Tony

hilbin

11 WTTW Auction
tion

This Is Tom

7

2 6 Bob
Sports

12:25
News

ersbci

tures

EXHAUSTION,

9

10:00
News
News

9

A film trip featf

7

fore they fall into the
hands of. Hitler's
army. Tony Britton,
Peter Finch, Eva

Jones

-

met

out of Holland be-

26 Today's Racing

Evans.

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

7 News

9 News

hart and Gene
5

while trying to take
industrial diamoOds .

32 Of Lands and

AWAY FROM

Reds. Richard Base -

32 Galloping Gour-

2
5

Bartok and Alexander Knox.

the Orangutan.

-

Am-

The Onondaga In-

7

can unit battling the

9:30
Hitch9 Alfred
cock Presents

8:00
2 Movie
"Operation

"Fixed Bayo-

nets." Korean war
film of small Ameri-

9:15

Tenth inning

9

Movie

2

32 Men in Crisis

32 Truth or Con-

Rerun.

12:00

Show

Bewitched

11:35
Paintings;

11:50j
32 News Final

Until 1 a.m.
26 Tony Quintana

Maid."
6:30
Family Affair

32 100

Rerun. "To Cage
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